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Town and Country Planning Act 1990 c. 8
s. 55 Meaning of “development” and “new development”.

Law In Force

Version 8 of 8

7 June 2006 - Present

Subjects
Planning

Keywords
Building operations; Development; Development orders; Engineering operations; Material change of use; Mining
operations; Planning control; Statutory definition

55.— Meaning of “development” and “new development”.

(1)  Subject to the following provisions of this section, in this Act, except where the context
otherwise requires, “development,”  means the carrying out of building, engineering, mining
or other operations in, on, over or under land, or the making of any material change in the use
of any buildings or other land.

[

(1A)  For the purposes of this Act “building operations”  includes—

(a)  demolition of buildings;

(b)  rebuilding;

(c)  structural alterations of or additions to buildings; and

(d)  other operations normally undertaken by a person carrying on business as a builder.

]1

(2)  The following operations or uses of land shall not be taken for the purposes of this Act to
involve development of the land—

(a)  the carrying out for the maintenance, improvement or other alteration of any building
of works which—

(i)  affect only the interior of the building, or

(ii)  do not materially affect the external appearance of the building,
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 and are not works for making good war damage or works begun after 5th December 1968
for the alteration of a building by providing additional space in it underground;

(b)   the carrying out on land within the boundaries of a road by a [...]2 highway authority
of any works required for the maintenance or improvement of the road [ but, in the case of
any such works which are not exclusively for the maintenance of the road, not including any
works which may have significant adverse effects on the environment]3 ;

(c)  the carrying out by a local authority or statutory undertakers of any works for the purpose
of inspecting, repairing or renewing any sewers, mains, pipes, cables or other apparatus,
including the breaking open of any street or other land for that purpose;

(d)  the use of any buildings or other land within the curtilage of a dwellinghouse for any
purpose incidental to the enjoyment of the dwellinghouse as such;

(e)  the use of any land for the purposes of agriculture or forestry (including afforestation)
and the use for any of those purposes of any building occupied together with land so used;

(f)  in the case of buildings or other land which are used for a purpose of any class specified
in an order made by the Secretary of State under this section, the use of the buildings or other
land or, subject to the provisions of the order, of any part of the buildings or the other land,
for any other purpose of the same class.

[

(g)  the demolition of any description of building specified in a direction given by the
Secretary of State to local planning authorities generally or to a particular local planning
authority.

]4

[

(2A)  The Secretary of State may in a development order specify any circumstances or
description of circumstances in which subsection (2) does not apply to operations mentioned in
paragraph (a) of that subsection which have the effect of increasing the gross floor space of the
building by such amount or percentage amount as is so specified.

(2B)  The development order may make different provision for different purposes.

]5

(3)  For the avoidance of doubt it is hereby declared that for the purposes of this section—
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(a)  the use as two or more separate dwellinghouses of any building previously used as a
single dwellinghouse involves a material change in the use of the building and of each part
of it which is so used;

(b)  the deposit of refuse or waste materials on land involves a material change in its use,
notwithstanding that the land is comprised in a site already used for that purpose, if—

(i)  the superficial area of the deposit is extended, or

(ii)  the height of the deposit is extended and exceeds the level of the land adjoining the site.

(4)  For the purposes of this Act mining operations include—

(a)  the removal of material of any description—

(i)  from a mineral-working deposit;

(ii)  from a deposit of pulverised fuel ash or other furnace ash or clinker; or

(iii)  from a deposit of iron, steel or other metallic slags; and

(b)  the extraction of minerals from a disused railway embankment.

[

(4A)  Where the placing or assembly of any tank in any part of any inland waters for the purpose
of fish farming there would not, apart from this subsection, involve development of the land
below, this Act shall have effect as if the tank resulted from carrying out engineering operations
over that land; and in this subsection—

“fish farming”  means the breeding, rearing or keeping of fish or shellfish (which includes any
kind of crustacean and mollusc);

“inland waters”  means waters which do not form part of the sea or of any creek, bay or estuary
or of any river as far as the tide flows; and

“tank”  includes any cage and any other structure for use in fish farming.

]6

(5)  Without prejudice to any regulations made under the provisions of this Act relating to the
control of advertisements, the use for the display of advertisements of any external part of a
building which is not normally used for that purpose shall be treated for the purposes of this
section as involving a material change in the use of that part of the building.
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[...]7

Notes

1 Added by Planning and Compensation Act 1991 c. 34 Pt I s.13(1) (July 27, 1992 subject to
transitional provisions specified in SI 1992/1279 art.3)

2 Word repealed by Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 c. 5 Sch.9 para.1 (June 7,
2006: repeal came into force on August 6, 2004 as SI 2004/2097 for the purpose of the
making of or making provision for secondary legislation; June 7, 2006 as SI 2006/1281
otherwise)

3 Words inserted by Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment)
(England and Wales) Regulations 1999/293 Pt IX reg.35(1) (March 14, 1999)

4 Added by Planning and Compensation Act 1991 c. 34 Pt I s.13(2) (November 25, 1991
for the purposes specified in SI 1991/2728; July 27, 1992 otherwise, subject to transitional
provisions specified in SI 1992/1279 art.3)

5 Added by Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 c. 5 Pt 4 s.49(1) (August 6, 2004 in
relation to the exercise of powers specified in SI 2004/2097 art.2; May 10, 2006 in relation
to England; June 22, 2015 in relation to Wales otherwise)

6 Added by Planning and Compensation Act 1991 c. 34 Pt I s.14(1) (January 2, 1992 subject
to transitional provisions specified in SI 1991/2905)

7 Repealed by Planning and Compensation Act 1991 c. 34 Sch.6 para.9 (September 25, 1991)
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s. 56 Time when development begun.

Law In Force With Amendments Pending

View proposed draft amended version

Version 6 of 6

12 February 2015 - Present

Subjects
Planning

Keywords
Commencement; Development; Interpretation; Planning control

56.— Time when development begun.

(1)  Subject to the following provisions of this section, for the purposes of this Act development
of land shall be taken to be initiated—

(a)  if the development consists of the carrying out of operations, at the time when those
operations are begun;

(b)  if the development consists of a change in use, at the time when the new use is instituted;

(c)  if the development consists both of the carrying out of operations and of a change in use,
at the earlier of the times mentioned in paragraphs (a) and (b).

(2)  For the purposes of the provisions of this Part mentioned in subsection (3) development
shall be taken to be begun on the earliest date on which any material operation comprised in
the development begins to be carried out.

(3)  The provisions referred to in subsection (2) are [[sections 61L(5) and (7), 85(2), 86(6),
87(4)]2, 89, [91, 92, 94 and 108(3E)(c)(i)]3]1.

(4)  In subsection (2) “material operation”  means—

(a)  any work of construction in the course of the erection of a building;

[

(aa)  any work of demolition of a building;

]4
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(b)  the digging of a trench which is to contain the foundations, or part of the foundations,
of a building;

(c)  the laying of any underground main or pipe to the foundations, or part of the foundations,
of a building or to any such trench as is mentioned in paragraph (b);

(d)  any operation in the course of laying out or constructing a road or part of a road;

(e)  any change in the use of any land which constitutes material development.

(5)  In subsection (4)(e) “material development”  means any development other than—

(a)   development for which planning permission is granted by a general development order
[, a local development order or a Mayoral development order]5 for the time being in force
and which is carried out so as to comply with any condition or limitation subject to which
planning permission is so granted;

[

(b)  development of a class specified in paragraph 1 or 2 of Schedule 3; and

]6

(c)  development of any class prescribed for the purposes of this subsection.

(6)  In subsection (5) “general development order”  means a development order (within the
meaning of section 59) made as a general order applicable (subject to such exceptions as may
be specified in it) to all land in England and Wales.

Notes

1 Word inserted by Planning and Compensation Act 1991 c. 34 Sch.7 para.10(1) (September
25, 1991)

2 Words inserted by Localism Act 2011 c. 20 Sch.12 para.2(a) (November 15, 2011 for the
purpose specified in 2011 c.20 s.240(5)(j); January 15, 2012 for purposes specified in SI
2012/57 art.4(1)(h) subject to transitional and savings provisions specified in SI 2012/57
arts 6, 7, 9, 10 and 11; April 6, 2012 otherwise subject to SI 2012/628 arts 9, 12, 13, 16
and 18-20)

3 Words substituted by Localism Act 2011 c. 20 Sch.12 para.2(b) (November 15, 2011 for
the purpose specified in 2011 c.20 s.240(5)(j); January 15, 2012 for purposes specified in
SI 2012/57 art.4(1)(h) subject to transitional and savings provisions specified in SI 2012/57
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Notes

arts 6, 7, 9, 10 and 11; April 6, 2012 otherwise subject to SI 2012/628 arts 9, 12, 13, 16
and 18-20)

4 Added by Planning and Compensation Act 1991 c. 34 Sch.7 para.10(2) (July 27, 1992)
5 Words substituted by Infrastructure Act 2015 c. 7 Sch.4(2) para.3 (February 12, 2015 in so

far as it confers power to make provision by regulations or development order within the
meaning of 1990 c.8; not yet in force otherwise)

6 Substituted by Planning and Compensation Act 1991 c. 34 Sch.6 para.10 (September 25,
1991)
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s. 70 Determination of applications: general considerations.

Law In Force With Amendments Pending

View proposed draft amended version

Version 8 of 9

19 July 2017 - Present

Subjects
Planning

70.— Determination of applications: general considerations.

(1)  Where an application is made to a local planning authority for planning permission—

(a)  subject to [section 62D(5) and]1sections 91 and 92, they may grant planning permission,
either unconditionally or subject to such conditions as they think fit; or

(b)  they may refuse planning permission.

[

(1A)  Where an application is made to a local planning authority for permission in principle—

(a)  they may grant permission in principle; or

(b)  they may refuse permission in principle.

]2

(2)   In dealing with [an application for planning permission or permission in principle]3 the
authority shall have regard [to—]4[

(a)  the provisions of the development plan, so far as material to the application,

[

(aza)  a post-examination draft neighbourhood development plan, so far as material to the
application,

]5[
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(aa)  any considerations relating to the use of the Welsh language, so far as material to the
application;

]6

(b)  any local finance considerations, so far as material to the application, and

(c)  any other material considerations.

]4

[

(2ZZA)  The authority must determine an application for technical details consent in accordance
with the relevant permission in principle. This is subject to subsection (2ZZC).

(2ZZB)  An application for technical details consent is an application for planning permission
that—

(a)  relates to land in respect of which permission in principle is in force,

(b)  proposes development all of which falls within the terms of the permission in principle,
and

(c)  particularises all matters necessary to enable planning permission to be granted without
any reservations of the kind referred to in section 92.

(2ZZC)  Subsection (2ZZA) does not apply where—

(a)  the permission in principle has been in force for longer than a prescribed period, and

(b)  there has been a material change of circumstances since the permission came into force.

“Prescribed”  means prescribed for the purposes of this subsection in a development order.

]7[

(2ZA)  Subsection (2)(aa) applies only in relation to Wales.

]8[

(2A)  [Subsections (1A), (2)(b) and (2ZZA) to (2ZZC) do not]10 apply in relation to Wales.

]9
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(3)  Subsection (1) has effect subject to [section 65]11 and to the following provisions of this
Act, to sections 66, 67, 72 and 73 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas)
Act 1990 and to section 15 of the Health Services Act 1976.

[

(3B)  For the purposes of subsection (2)(aza) (but subject to subsections (3D) and (3E)) a
draft neighbourhood development plan is a “postexamination draft neighbourhood development
plan” if—

(a)  a local planning authority have made a decision under paragraph 12(4) of Schedule 4B
with the effect that a referendum or referendums are to be held on the draft plan under that
Schedule,

(b)  the Secretary of State has directed under paragraph 13B(2)(a) of that Schedule that a
referendum or referendums are to be held on the draft plan under that Schedule,

(c)  an examiner has recommended under paragraph 13(2)(a) of Schedule A2 to the Planning
and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (examination of modified plan) that a local planning
authority should make the draft plan, or

(d)  an examiner has recommended under paragraph 13(2)(b) of that Schedule that a local
planning authority should make the draft plan with modifications.

(3C)  In the application of subsection (2)(aza) in relation to a postexamination draft
neighbourhood development plan within subsection (3B)(d), the local planning authority must
take the plan into account as it would be if modified in accordance with the recommendations.

(3D)  A draft neighbourhood development plan within subsection (3B)(a) or (b) ceases to be
a post-examination draft neighbourhood development plan for the purposes of subsection (2)
(aza) if—

(a)  section 38A(4)(a) (duty to make plan) or (6) (cases in which duty does not apply) of the
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 applies in relation to the plan,

(b)  section 38A(5) (power to make plan) of that Act applies in relation to the plan and the
plan is made by the local planning authority,

(c)  section 38A(5) of that Act applies in relation to the plan and the local planning authority
decide not to make the plan,

(d)  a single referendum is held on the plan and half or fewer of those voting in the referendum
vote in favour of the plan, or
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(e)  two referendums are held on the plan and half or fewer of those voting in each of the
referendums vote in favour of the plan.

(3E)  A draft neighbourhood development plan within subsection (3B)(c) or (d) ceases to be
a post-examination draft neighbourhood development plan for the purposes of subsection (2)
(aza) if—

(a)  the local planning authority make the draft plan (with or without modifications), or

(b)  the local planning authority decide not to make the draft plan.

(3F)  The references in subsection (3B) to Schedule 4B are to that Schedule as applied to
neighbourhood development plans by section 38A(3) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase
Act 2004.

]12[

(4)  In this section—

“local finance consideration”  means—

(a)  a grant or other financial assistance that has been, or will or could be, provided to a
relevant authority by a Minister of the Crown, or

(b)  sums that a relevant authority has received, or will or could receive, in payment of
Community Infrastructure Levy;

“Minister of the Crown”  has the same meaning as in the Ministers of the Crown Act 1975;

“relevant authority”  means—

(a)  a district council;

(b)  a county council in England;

(c)  the Mayor of London;

(d)  the council of a London borough;

(e)  a Mayoral development corporation;

(f)  an urban development corporation;

(g)  a housing action trust;
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(h)  the Council of the Isles of Scilly;

(i)  the Broads Authority;

(j)  a National Park authority in England;

(k)  the Homes and Communities Agency; or

(l)  a joint committee established under section 29 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase
Act 2004.

]13

Notes

1 Words inserted by Planning (Wales) Act 2015 anaw. 4 Sch.4 para.5 (March 1, 2016 in
relation to developments of national significance and secondary consents; not yet in force
otherwise)

2 Added by Housing and Planning Act 2016 c. 22 Pt 6 s.150(3)(a) (July 12, 2016)
3 Words substituted by Housing and Planning Act 2016 c. 22 Sch.12 para.11(2) (July 13,

2016)
4 Word and s.70(2)(a)-(c) substituted for words by Localism Act 2011 c. 20 Pt 6 c.7 s.143(2)

(January 15, 2012)
5 Added by Neighbourhood Planning Act 2017 c. 20 Pt 1 s.1(2) (July 19, 2017)
6 Added by Planning (Wales) Act 2015 anaw. 4 Pt 6 s.31(2) (January 4, 2016 as SI 2015/1987)
7 Added by Housing and Planning Act 2016 c. 22 Pt 6 s.150(3)(b) (July 12, 2016)
8 Added by Planning (Wales) Act 2015 anaw. 4 Pt 6 s.31(3) (January 4, 2016 as SI 2015/1987)
9 Added by Localism Act 2011 c. 20 Pt 6 c.7 s.143(3) (January 15, 2012)
10 Words substituted by Housing and Planning Act 2016 c. 22 Sch.12 para.11(3) (July 13,

2016)
11 Substituted by Planning and Compensation Act 1991 c. 34 Sch.7 para.14 (July 17, 1992)
12 Added by Neighbourhood Planning Act 2017 c. 20 Pt 1 s.1(3) (July 19, 2017)
13 Added by Localism Act 2011 c. 20 Pt 6 c.7 s.143(4) (January 15, 2012)
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s. 72 Conditional grant of planning permission.

Law In Force

Version 3 of 3

1 October 2018 - Present

Subjects
Planning

Keywords
Development; Local planning authorities; Planning conditions; Planning permission

72.— Conditional grant of planning permission.

(1)  Without prejudice to the generality of section 70(1), conditions may be imposed on the grant
of planning permission under that section—

(a)  for regulating the development or use of any land under the control of the applicant
(whether or not it is land in respect of which the application was made) or requiring the
carrying out of works on any such land, so far as appears to the local planning authority to
be expedient for the purposes of or in connection with the development authorised by the
permission;

(b)  for requiring the removal of any buildings or works authorised by the permission, or
the discontinuance of any use of land so authorised, at the end of a specified period, and the
carrying out of any works required for the reinstatement of land at the end of that period.

(2)  A planning permission granted subject to such a condition as is mentioned in subsection (1)
(b) is in this Act referred to as “planning permission granted for a limited period” .

(3)  Where—

(a)  planning permission is granted for development consisting of or including the carrying out
of building or other operations subject to a condition that the operations shall be commenced
not later than a time specified in the condition; and

(b)  any building or other operations are commenced after the time so specified,

 the commencement and carrying out of those operations do not constitute development for
which that permission was granted.

(4)  Subsection (3)(a) does not apply to a condition attached to the planning permission by or
under section 91 or 92.
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(5)  Part I of Schedule 5 shall have effect for the purpose of making special provision with respect
to the conditions which may be imposed on the grant of planning permission for development
consisting of the winning and working of minerals [or involving the depositing of refuse or
waste materials]1 , and subsection (2) has effect subject to paragraph 1(6)(a) of that Schedule.

[

(6)  See also section 100ZA, which makes provision about restrictions on the power to impose
conditions by virtue of this section on a grant of planning permission in relation to land in
England.

]2

Notes

1 Words inserted by Planning and Compensation Act 1991 c. 34 Sch.1 para.2 (September
25, 1991)

2 Added by Neighbourhood Planning Act 2017 c. 20 Sch.3 para.3 (October 1, 2018 as SI
2018/567 reg.3(b))
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s. 106 Planning obligations.

Law In Force With Amendments Pending

View proposed draft amended version

Version 5 of 6

25 April 2013 - Present

Subjects
Planning

Keywords
Conditions; Development consent; Interpretation; Local planning authorities; Planning authorities' powers and
duties; Planning obligations; Powers of entry; Recovery of expenses; Section 106 agreements
[

106.— Planning obligations.

(1)  Any person interested in land in the area of a local planning authority may, by agreement
or otherwise, enter into an obligation (referred to in this section and [sections 106A to 106C]2

as “a planning obligation” ), enforceable to the extent mentioned in subsection (3)—

(a)  restricting the development or use of the land in any specified way;

(b)  requiring specified operations or activities to be carried out in, on, under or over the land;

(c)  requiring the land to be used in any specified way; or

(d)   requiring a sum or sums to be paid to the authority [ (or, in a case where section 2E
applies, to the Greater London Authority)]3 on a specified date or dates or periodically.

[

(1A)  In the case of a development consent obligation, the reference to development in
subsection (1)(a) includes anything that constitutes development for the purposes of the
Planning Act 2008.

]4

(2)  A planning obligation may—

(a)  be unconditional or subject to conditions;
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(b)  impose any restriction or requirement mentioned in subsection (1)(a) to (c) either
indefinitely or for such period or periods as may be specified; and

(c)  if it requires a sum or sums to be paid, require the payment of a specified amount or an
amount determined in accordance with the instrument by which the obligation is entered into
and, if it requires the payment of periodical sums, require them to be paid indefinitely or for
a specified period.

(3)  Subject to subsection (4) a planning obligation is enforceable by the authority identified in
accordance with subsection (9)(d)—

(a)  against the person entering into the obligation; and

(b)  against any person deriving title from that person.

(4)  The instrument by which a planning obligation is entered into may provide that a person
shall not be bound by the obligation in respect of any period during which he no longer has an
interest in the land.

(5)  A restriction or requirement imposed under a planning obligation is enforceable by
injunction.

(6)  Without prejudice to subsection (5), if there is a breach of a requirement in a planning
obligation to carry out any operations in, on, under or over the land to which the obligation
relates, the authority by whom the obligation is enforceable may—

(a)  enter the land and carry out the operations; and

(b)  recover from the person or persons against whom the obligation is enforceable any
expenses reasonably incurred by them in doing so.

(7)  Before an authority exercise their power under subsection (6)(a) they shall give not less
than twenty-one days' notice of their intention to do so to any person against whom the planning
obligation is enforceable.

(8)  Any person who wilfully obstructs a person acting in the exercise of a power under
subsection (6)(a) shall be guilty of an offence and liable on summary conviction to a fine not
exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.

(9)  A planning obligation may not be entered into except by an instrument executed as a deed
which—

(a)  states that the obligation is a planning obligation for the purposes of this section;

[
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(aa)  if the obligation is a development consent obligation, contains a statement to that effect;

]5

(b)  identifies the land in which the person entering into the obligation is interested;

(c)  identifies the person entering into the obligation and states what his interest in the land
is; and

(d)   identifies the local planning authority by whom the obligation is enforceable [ and, in a
case where section 2E applies, identifies the Mayor of London as an authority by whom the
obligation is also enforceable]6 .

(10)   A copy of any such instrument shall be given to the [local planning authority so identified
and, in a case where section 2E applies, to the Mayor of London]7 .

(11)  A planning obligation shall be a local land charge and for the purposes of the Local Land
Charges Act 1975 the authority by whom the obligation is enforceable shall be treated as the
originating authority as respects such a charge.

(12)  Regulations may provide for the charging on the land of—

(a)  any sum or sums required to be paid under a planning obligation; and

(b)   any expenses recoverable by a local planning authority [ or the Mayor of London]8 under
subsection (6)(b),

  and this section and sections 106A [to 106BC]9 shall have effect subject to any such regulations.

(13)  In this section “specified”  means specified in the instrument by which the planning
obligation is entered into and in this section and section 106A “land”  has the same meaning
as in the Local Land Charges Act 1975.

[

(14)  In this section and section 106A“development consent obligation”  means a planning
obligation entered into in connection with an application (or a proposed application) for an order
granting development consent.

]10]1
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Notes

1 Substituted by Planning and Compensation Act 1991 c. 34 Pt I s.12(1) (October 25, 1991
as SI 1991/2272)

2 Words substituted by Growth and Infrastructure Act 2013 c. 27 Sch.2 para.3(2) (April 25,
2013: substitution applies in relation to planning obligations within the meaning of 1990
c.8 s.106 entered into before (as well as after) the coming into force of 2013 c.27 s.7)

3 Words inserted by Greater London Authority Act 2007 c. 24 Pt 7 s.33(2) (April 6, 2008)
4 Added by Planning Act 2008 c. 29 Pt 9 c.1 s.174(2)(a) (March 1, 2010)
5 Added by Planning Act 2008 c. 29 Pt 9 c.1 s.174(2)(b) (March 1, 2010)
6 Words inserted by Greater London Authority Act 2007 c. 24 Pt 7 s.33(3) (April 6, 2008)
7 Words substituted by Greater London Authority Act 2007 c. 24 Pt 7 s.33(4) (April 6, 2008)
8 Words inserted by Greater London Authority Act 2007 c. 24 Pt 7 s.33(5) (April 6, 2008)
9 Words substituted by Growth and Infrastructure Act 2013 c. 27 Sch.2 para.3(3) (April 25,

2013: substitution applies in relation to planning obligations within the meaning of 1990
c.8 s.106 entered into before (as well as after) the coming into force of 2013 c.27 s.7)

10 Added by Planning Act 2008 c. 29 Pt 9 c.1 s.174(2)(c) (March 1, 2010)
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s. 106A Modification and discharge of planning obligations.

Law In Force With Amendments Pending

View proposed draft amended version

Version 5 of 5

25 April 2013 - Present

Subjects
Planning

Keywords
Amendments; Discharge; Planning obligations; Section 106 agreements
[

106A.— Modification and discharge of planning obligations.

(1)  A planning obligation may not be modified or discharged except—

(a)   by agreement between [the appropriate authority (see subsection (11))]2 and the person
or persons against whom the obligation is enforceable; or

(b)   in accordance with [—]3[

(i)   this section and section 106B[, or]4

]3[

(ii)  sections 106BA and 106BC.

]4

(2)  An agreement falling within subsection (1)(a) shall not be entered into except by an
instrument executed as a deed.

(3)   A person against whom a planning obligation is enforceable may, at any time after the
expiry of the relevant period, apply to [the appropriate authority]5 for the obligation—

(a)  to have effect subject to such modifications as may be specified in the application; or

(b)  to be discharged.

(4)  In subsection (3) “the relevant period”  means —
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(a)  such period as may be prescribed; or

(b)  if no period is prescribed, the period of five years beginning with the date on which the
obligation is entered into.

(5)  An application under subsection (3) for the modification of a planning obligation may not
specify a modification imposing an obligation on any other person against whom the obligation
is enforceable.

(6)  Where an application is made to an authority under subsection (3), the authority may
determine—

(a)  that the planning obligation shall continue to have effect without modification;

(b)  if the obligation no longer serves a useful purpose, that it shall be discharged; or

(c)  if the obligation continues to serve a useful purpose, but would serve that purpose equally
well if it had effect subject to the modifications specified in the application, that it shall have
effect subject to those modifications.

(7)  The authority shall give notice of their determination to the applicant within such period
as may be prescribed.

(8)   Where an authority determine [ under this section]6 that a planning obligation shall have
effect subject to modifications specified in the application, the obligation as modified shall be
enforceable as if it had been entered into on the date on which notice of the determination was
given to the applicant.

(9)  Regulations may make provision with respect to—

(a)  the form and content of applications under subsection (3);

(b)  the publication of notices of such applications;

(c)  the procedures for considering any representations made with respect to such applications;
and

(d)  the notices to be given to applicants of determinations under subsection (6).

(10)  Section 84 of the Law of Property Act 1925 (power to discharge or modify restrictive
covenants affecting land) does not apply to a planning obligation.

[

(11)  In this section “the appropriate authority”  means–
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(a)  the Mayor of London, in the case of any planning obligation enforceable by him;

[

(aa)   the Secretary of State, in the case of any development consent obligation [...]9 ;

[...]10]8

(b)  in the case of any other planning obligation, the local planning authority by whom it is
enforceable.

(12)  The Mayor of London must consult the local planning authority before exercising any
function under this section.

]7]1

Notes

1 Ss 106-106B substituted for s.106 by Planning and Compensation Act 1991 c. 34 Pt I s.12(1)
(November 25, 1991: substitution has effect on November 25, 1991 for purposes specified
in SI 1991/2728 art.2 and November 9, 1992 for purposes specified in SI 1992/2831 art.2)

2 Words substituted by Greater London Authority Act 2007 c. 24 Pt 7 s.34(2) (April 6, 2008)
3 Words inserted by Growth and Infrastructure Act 2013 c. 27 Sch.2 para.4(2)(a) (April 25,

2013: insertion applies in relation to planning obligations within the meaning of 1990 c.8
s.106 entered into before (as well as after) the coming into force of 2013 c.27 s.7)

4 Words inserted by Growth and Infrastructure Act 2013 c. 27 Sch.2 para.4(2)(b) (April 25,
2013: substitution applies in relation to planning obligations within the meaning of 1990
c.8 s.106 entered into before (as well as after) the coming into force of 2013 c.27 s.7)

5 Words substituted by Greater London Authority Act 2007 c. 24 Pt 7 s.34(3) (April 6, 2008)
6 Words inserted by Growth and Infrastructure Act 2013 c. 27 Sch.2 para.4(3) (April 25,

2013: insertion applies in relation to planning obligations within the meaning of 1990 c.8
s.106 entered into before (as well as after) the coming into force of 2013 c.27 s.7)

7 Added by Greater London Authority Act 2007 c. 24 Pt 7 s.34(4) (April 6, 2008)
8 Added by Planning Act 2008 c. 29 Pt 9 c.1 s.174(3) (March 1, 2010)
9 Words repealed by Localism Act 2011 c. 20 Sch.25(20) para.1 (April 1, 2012)
10 Repealed by Localism Act 2011 c. 20 Sch.25(20) para.1 (April 1, 2012)
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Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 c. 5
s. 38 Development plan

Law In Force With Amendments Pending

Version 7 of 7

21 January 2021 - Present

Subjects
Planning

Keywords
Development plans; Interpretation

38 Development plan

(1)  A reference to the development plan in any enactment mentioned in subsection (7) must be
construed in accordance with subsections (2) to (5).

(2)  For the purposes of any area in Greater London the development plan is–

(a)   the spatial development strategy, [...]1

(b)   the development plan documents (taken as a whole) which have been adopted or approved
in relation to that area [, and]1

[

(c)  the neighbourhood development plans which have been made in relation to that area.

]1

(3)  For the purposes of any other area in England the development plan is–

(a)   the [regional strategy]2 for the region in which the area is situated [ (if there is a regional
strategy for that region)]3 , [...]4

(b)   the development plan documents (taken as a whole) which have been adopted or approved
in relation to that area [, and]4

[

(c)  the neighbourhood development plans which have been made in relation to that area.
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]4

[

(3A)  For the purposes of any area in England (but subject to subsection (3B)) a neighbourhood
development plan which relates to that area also forms part of the development plan for that
area if—

(a)  section 38A(4)(a) (approval by referendum) applies in relation to the neighbourhood
development plan, but

(b)  the local planning authority to whom the proposal for the making of the plan has been
made have not made the plan.

(3B)  The neighbourhood development plan ceases to form part of the development plan if the
local planning authority decide under section 38A(6) not to make the plan.

]5

(4)   For the purposes of any area in Wales the development plan is [—]6[

(a)  the National Development Framework for Wales,

[

(b)  any strategic development plan for an area that includes all or part of that area, and

]7

(c)  the local development plan for that area.

]6

(5)   If to any extent a policy contained in a development plan for an area conflicts with another
policy in the development plan the conflict must be resolved in favour of the policy which is
contained in the last document [to become part of the development plan]8 .

(6)  If regard is to be had to the development plan for the purpose of any determination to be
made under the planning Acts the determination must be made in accordance with the plan
unless material considerations indicate otherwise.

(7)  The enactments are–

(a)  this Act;
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(b)  the planning Acts;

(c)  any other enactment relating to town and country planning;

(d)  the Land Compensation Act 1961 (c. 33);

(e)  the Highways Act 1980 (c. 66).

(8)  In subsection (5) references to a development plan include a development plan for the
purposes of paragraph 1 of Schedule 8.

[

(9)  Development plan document must be construed in accordance with section 37(3).

]9[

(10)  Neighbourhood development plan must be construed in accordance with section 38A.

]10

Notes

1 Added by Localism Act 2011 c. 20 Sch.9(2) para.6(a) (November 15, 2011 for the purpose
specified in 2011 c.20 s.240(5)(j); April 6, 2012 except for the purpose specified in SI
2012/628 art.8(a) subject to transitional, saving and transitory provisions specified in SI
2012/628 arts 9, 12, 13, 16 and 18-20; August 3, 2012 except for the purpose specified in
SI 2012/2029 art.3(a) subject to transitional, saving and transitory provisions specified in
SI 2012/2029 art.5; April 6, 2013 otherwise)

2 Words substituted by Local Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Act
2009 c. 20 Pt 5 s.82(1) (April 1, 2010)

3 Words inserted by Localism Act 2011 c. 20 Sch.8 para.13(1) (November 15, 2011)
4 Added by Localism Act 2011 c. 20 Sch.9(2) para.6(b) (November 15, 2011 for the purpose

specified in 2011 c.20 s.240(5)(j); April 6, 2012 except for the purpose specified in SI
2012/628 art.8(a) subject to transitional, saving and transitory provisions specified in SI
2012/628 arts 9, 12, 13, 16 and 18-20; August 3, 2012 except for the purpose specified in
SI 2012/2029 art.3(a) subject to transitional, saving and transitory provisions specified in
SI 2012/2029 art.5; April 6, 2013 otherwise)

5 Added by Neighbourhood Planning Act 2017 c. 20 Pt 1 s.3 (July 19, 2017)
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Notes

6 S.38(4)(a)-(c) substituted for words by Planning (Wales) Act 2015 anaw. 4 Pt 3 s.9
(December 4, 2020)

7 Substituted by Local Government and Elections (Wales) Act 2021 asc. 1 Sch.9(1) para.2
(January 21, 2021)

8 Words substituted by Localism Act 2011 c. 20 Sch.9(2) para.6(c) (November 15, 2011 for
the purpose specified in 2011 c.20 s.240(5)(j); April 6, 2012 except for the purpose specified
in SI 2012/628 art.8(a) subject to transitional, saving and transitory provisions specified in
SI 2012/628 arts 9, 12, 13, 16 and 18-20; August 3, 2012 except for the purpose specified
in SI 2012/2029 art.3(a) subject to transitional, saving and transitory provisions specified
in SI 2012/2029 art.5; April 6, 2013 otherwise)

9 Added by Planning Act 2008 c. 29 Pt 9 c.2 s.180(7) (April 6, 2009 in relation to England
and Wales)

10 Added by Localism Act 2011 c. 20 Sch.9(2) para.6(d) (November 15, 2011 for the purpose
specified in 2011 c.20 s.240(5)(j); April 6, 2012 except for the purpose specified in SI
2012/628 art.8(a) subject to transitional, saving and transitory provisions specified in SI
2012/628 arts 9, 12, 13, 16 and 18-20; August 3, 2012 except for the purpose specified in
SI 2012/2029 art.3(a) subject to transitional, saving and transitory provisions specified in
SI 2012/2029 art.5; April 6, 2013 otherwise)
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Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010/948
reg. 122 Limitation on use of planning obligations

Law In Force

Version 3 of 3

1 September 2019 - Present

Subjects
Planning

England

[

122.— Limitation on use of planning obligations

(1)  This regulation applies where a relevant determination is made which results in planning
permission being granted for development.

(2)  Subject to paragraph (2A), a planning obligation may only constitute a reason for granting
planning permission for the development if the obligation is—

(a)  necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms;

(b)  directly related to the development; and

(c)  fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development.

[

(2A)  Paragraph (2) does not apply in relation to a planning obligation which requires a sum to
be paid to a local planning authority in respect of the cost of monitoring (including reporting
under these Regulations) in relation to the delivery of planning obligations in the authority's
area, provided—

(a)  the sum to be paid fairly and reasonably relates in scale and kind to the development; and

(b)  the sum to be paid to the authority does not exceed the authority's estimate of its cost
of monitoring the development over the lifetime of the planning obligations which relate to
that development.

]7

(3)  In this regulation—
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“planning obligation”  means a planning obligation under section 106 of TCPA 1990 and
includes a proposed planning obligation; and

“relevant determination”  means a determination made on or after 6th April 2010—

(a)  under section 70, 73, 76A or 77 of TCPA 19908 of an application for planning permission;
or

(b)  under section 79 of TCPA 19909 of an appeal.

]6

Wales

122.— Limitation on use of planning obligations

(1)  This regulation applies where a relevant determination is made which results in planning
permission being granted for development.

(2)  A planning obligation may only constitute a reason for granting planning permission for
the development if the obligation is—

(a)  necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms;

(b)  directly related to the development; and

(c)  fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development.

(3)  In this regulation—

“planning obligation”  means a planning obligation under section 106 of TCPA 1990 and
includes a proposed planning obligation; and

“relevant determination”  means a determination made on or after 6th April 2010—

(a)  under [section 70, 73, 76A or 77 of TCPA 1990]12 of an application for planning
permission [...]3 ; or

(b)  under section 79 of TCPA 19904 of an appeal [...]5 .
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Notes

1 Word inserted by Community Infrastructure Levy (Amendment) Regulations 2011/987
reg.12(1)(a) (April 6, 2011)

2 Section 70 was amended by paragraph 14 of Schedule 7 to the Planning and Compensation
Act 1991 (c. 34). Section 76A was inserted by section 44 of the Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Act 2004 (c. 5). Section 77 was amended by section 40(2)(d) of the Planning
and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, paragraph 18 of Schedule 7 to the Planning and
Compensation Act 1991 and paragraph 2 of Schedule 10 to the Planning Act 2008 (c. 29).

3 Words revoked by Community Infrastructure Levy (Amendment) Regulations 2011/987
reg.12(1)(b)(i) (April 6, 2011)

4 Section 79 was amended by section 18 of the Planning and Compensation Act 1991 and
paragraph 4 of Schedule 10 to the Planning Act 2008.

5 Words revoked by Community Infrastructure Levy (Amendment) Regulations 2011/987
reg.12(1)(b)(ii) (April 6, 2011)

6 Words inserted by Community Infrastructure Levy (Amendment) (England) (No. 2)
Regulations 2019/1103 reg.10(a) (September 1, 2019: insertion has effect subject to
transitional and saving provisions specified in SI 2019/1103 reg.13)

7 Added by Community Infrastructure Levy (Amendment) (England) (No. 2) Regulations
2019/1103 reg.10(b) (September 1, 2019: insertion has effect subject to transitional and
saving provisions specified in SI 2019/1103 reg.13)

8 Section 70 was amended by paragraph 14 of Schedule 7 to the Planning and Compensation
Act 1991 (c. 34). Section 76A was inserted by section 44 of the Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Act 2004 (c. 5). Section 77 was amended by section 40(2)(d) of the Planning
and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, paragraph 18 of Schedule 7 to the Planning and
Compensation Act 1991 and paragraph 2 of Schedule 10 to the Planning Act 2008 (c. 29).

9 Section 79 was amended by section 18 of the Planning and Compensation Act 1991 and
paragraph 4 of Schedule 10 to the Planning Act 2008.
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Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment)
Regulations 2011/1824
Preamble

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

19 July 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

Made: 19 July 2011

Laid before Parliament: 26 July 2011

Coming into force: 24 August 2011

The Secretary of State being designated1 for the purposes of section 2(2) of the European
Communities Act 1972 in relation to measures relating to the environment, in exercise of the
powers conferred by that section, section 71A of the Town and Country Planning Act 19902, and
having taken into account the selection criteria in Annex III to Council Directive 85/337/EEC3 as
amended by Council Directive 97/11/EC4, makes the following Regulations:

Notes

1 S.I. 2008/301.
2 Section 71A was inserted by section 15 of the Planning and Compensation Act 1991 (c. 34).
3 O.J. No. L 175, 5.7.1985, p. 40. Council Directive 85/337/EEC was amended by Council

Directive 97/11/EC, O.J. No. L 73, 14.3.1997, p. 5; Directive 2003/35/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council, O.J. No. L 156, 25.6.2003, p. 17; and Directive 2009/31/EC
of the European Parliament and of the Council, O.J. No. L. 140, 5.6.2009, p. 114.

4 O.J. No. L 73, 14.3.1997, p. 5.
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reg. 1 Citation, commencement and application

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

1.— Citation, commencement and application

(1)  These Regulations may be cited as the Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact
Assessment) Regulations 2011 and shall come into force on 24 August 2011.

(2)  Subject to paragraph (4), these Regulations shall apply in relation to England only.

(3)  Paragraphs (2) and (6)(a) of regulation 17 shall not apply to the Isles of Scilly and, in relation
to the Isles of Scilly, the reference in paragraph (7) of that regulation to paragraph (6) of that
regulation shall be construed as a reference to paragraph (6)(b).

(4)  Regulations 55 to 57 shall apply in relation to Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland
respectively1.

Notes

1 Regulations 55 to 57 relate to the Secretary of State's power to direct that the Regulations
shall not apply to development that constitutes or forms part of a project serving national
defence purposes. The decision as to whether a direction should be made in respect of
projects situated in the devolved administrations will be taken by the Secretary of State.
National defence is a reserved matter for Scotland (see paragraph 9 of Schedule 5 to the
Scotland Act 1998 (c. 46)), an excepted matter for Northern Ireland (see paragraph 4 of
Schedule 2 to the Northern Ireland Act 1998 (c.47)), and a matter not devolved to Wales.

 
Part 1 General > reg. 1 Citation, commencement and application
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reg. 2 Interpretation

Superseded

Version 3 of 4

1 October 2013 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

2.— Interpretation

(1)  In these Regulations—

“the Act”  means the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 and references to sections are
references to sections of that Act;

“the 1991 Act”  means the Planning and Compensation Act 1991;

“the 1995 Act”  means the Environment Act 1995;

“any other information”  means any other substantive information relating to the environmental
statement and provided by the applicant or the appellant as the case may be;

“any particular person”  includes any non-governmental organisation promoting
environmental protection;

“the consultation bodies”  means—

(a)  any body which the relevant planning authority is required to consult, or would, if an
application for planning permission for the development in question were before them, be
required to consult by virtue of article 16 (consultations before the grant of permission) of
the Order or of any direction under that article;

(b)  the Marine Management Organisation1, in any case where the proposed development
would affect, or would be likely to affect, any of the following areas—

(i)  waters in or adjacent to England up to the seaward limits of the territorial sea;

(ii)  an exclusive economic zone2, except any part of an exclusive economic zone in relation
to which the Scottish Ministers have functions;

(iii)  a Renewable Energy Zone3, except any part of a Renewable Energy Zone in relation
to which the Scottish Ministers have functions;
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(iv)  an area designated under section 1(7) of the Continental Shelf Act 1964, except any
part of that area which is within a part of an exclusive economic zone or Renewable Energy
Zone in relation to which the Scottish Ministers have functions; and

(c)  the following bodies if not referred to in sub-paragraph (a) or (b)—

(i)  any principal council for the area where the land is situated, if not the relevant planning
authority;

(ii)  Natural England4;

(iii)  the Environment Agency5;

(iv)  other bodies designated by statutory provision as having specific environmental
responsibilities and which the relevant planning authority or the Secretary of State, as the
case may be, considers are likely to have an interest in the application;

“the Directive”  means Council Directive 85/337/EEC;

“EIA application”  means—

(a)  an application for planning permission for EIA development; or

(b)  a subsequent application in respect of EIA development;

“EIA development”  means development which is either—

(a)  Schedule 1 development; or

(b)  Schedule 2 development likely to have significant effects on the environment by virtue
of factors such as its nature, size or location;

“environmental information”  means the environmental statement, including any further
information and any other information, any representations made by any body required by these
Regulations to be invited to make representations, and any representations duly made by any
other person about the environmental effects of the development;

“environmental statement”  means a statement—

(a)  that includes such of the information referred to in Part 1 of Schedule 4 as is reasonably
required to assess the environmental effects of the development and which the applicant can,
having regard in particular to current knowledge and methods of assessment, reasonably be
required to compile, but
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(b)  that includes at least the information referred to in Part 2 of Schedule 4;

“exempt development”  means development in respect of which the Secretary of State has made
a direction under regulation 4(4);

“further information”  has the meaning given in regulation 22(1);

“General Regulations”  means the Town and Country Planning General Regulations 19926;

“inspector”  means a person appointed by the Secretary of State pursuant to Schedule 6(1) to
the Act7 to determine an appeal;

“the land”  means the land on which the development would be carried out or, in relation to
development already carried out, has been carried out;

“by local advertisement” , in relation to a notice, means—

(a)  by publication of the notice in a newspaper circulating in the locality in which the land
to which the application or appeal relates is situated; and

(b)  where the relevant planning authority maintains a website for the purpose of
advertisement of applications, by publication of the notice on the website;

“local development order”  means a local development order made pursuant to section 61A8;

[

“neighbourhood development order”  means a neighbourhood development order made
pursuant to section 61E;10

]9

“the Order”  means the Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure)
(England) Order 2010;

[

“order proposal”  means a proposal for the making of a neighbourhood development order by
a qualifying body under paragraph 1 of Schedule 4B to the Act;

]11
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“principal council”  has the meaning given by section 270(1) (general provisions as to
interpretation) of the Local Government Act 1972;

[

“qualifying body”  has the meaning given by section 61E(6);

]12

“register”  means a register kept pursuant to section 69 (registers of applications etc) and
“appropriate register”  means the register on which particulars of an application for planning
permission for the relevant development have been placed or would fall to be placed if such
an application were made;

“relevant mineral planning authority”  means the body to whom it falls, fell, or would, but for
a direction under paragraph—

(a)  7 of Schedule 2 to the 1991 Act;

(b)  13 of Schedule 13 to the 1995 Act; or

(c)  8 of Schedule 14 to the 1995 Act,

fall to determine the ROMP application in question;

“relevant planning authority”  means the body to whom it falls, fell, or would, but for [ an
application made directly to the Secretary of State under section 62A (applications made directly
to the Secretary of State) or]13 a direction under section 7714 (reference of applications to
Secretary of State), fall to determine an application for planning permission for the development
in question;

“ROMP application”  means an application to a relevant mineral planning authority to
determine the conditions to which a planning permission is to be subject under paragraph—

(a)  2(2) of Schedule 2 to the 1991 Act (registration of old mining permissions);

(b)  9(1) of Schedule 13 to the 1995 Act (review of old mineral planning permissions); or

(c)  6(1) of Schedule 14 to the 1995 Act (periodic review of mineral planning permissions);

“ROMP development”  means development which has yet to be carried out and which is
authorised by a planning permission in respect of which a ROMP application has been or is
to be made;
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“ROMP subsequent application”  means an application for approval of a matter where the
approval—

(a)  is required by or under a condition to which a planning permission is subject following
determination of a ROMP application; and

(b)  must be obtained before all or part of the minerals development permitted by the planning
permission may be begun or continued;

“ROMP subsequent consent”  means consent granted pursuant to a ROMP subsequent
application;

“Schedule 1 application”  and “Schedule 2 application”  mean an application for planning
permission for Schedule 1 development and Schedule 2 development respectively;

“Schedule 1 development”  means development, other than exempt development, of a
description mentioned in Schedule 1;

“Schedule 2 development”  means development, other than exempt development, of a
description mentioned in Column 1 of the table in Schedule 2 where—

(a)  any part of that development is to be carried out in a sensitive area; or

(b)  any applicable threshold or criterion in the corresponding part of Column 2 of that table
is respectively exceeded or met in relation to that development;

“scoping direction”  and “scoping opinion”  have the meanings given in regulation 13;

“screening direction”  means a direction made by the Secretary of State as to whether
development is EIA development;

“screening opinion”  means a written statement of the opinion of the relevant planning authority
as to whether development is EIA development;

“sensitive area”  means any of the following—

(a)  land notified under section 28(1) (sites of special scientific interest) of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 198115;

(b)  a National Park within the meaning of the National Parks and Access to the Countryside
Act 194916;

(c)  the Broads17;
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(d)  a property appearing on the World Heritage List kept under article 11(2) of the 1972
UNESCO Convention for the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage18;

(e)  a scheduled monument within the meaning of the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological
Areas Act 197919;

(f)  an area of outstanding natural beauty designated as such by an order made by Natural
England under section 82(1) (areas of outstanding natural beauty) of the Countryside and
Rights of Way Act 2000;

(g)  a European site within the meaning of regulation 8 of the Conservation of Habitats and
Species Regulations 2010;

“subsequent application”  means an application for approval of a matter where the approval—

(a)  is required by or under a condition to which a planning permission is subject; and

(b)  must be obtained before all or part of the development permitted by the planning
permission may be begun;

“subsequent consent”  means consent granted pursuant to a subsequent application.

(2)  Subject to paragraph (3), expressions used both in these Regulations and in the Act have the
same meaning for the purposes of these Regulations as they have for the purposes of the Act.

(3)  Expressions used both in these Regulations and in the Directive (whether or not also used
in the Act) have the same meaning for the purposes of these Regulations as they have for the
purposes of the Directive.

(4)  In these Regulations any reference to a Council Directive is a reference to that Directive as
amended at the date these Regulations were made.

(5)  In these Regulations references to the Secretary of State shall not be construed as references
to an inspector.

Notes

1 See section 1 of the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009 (c. 23).
2 See section 41 of the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009.
3 See section 84(4) of the Energy Act 2004 (c. 20), substituted by the Marine and Coastal

Access Act 2009.
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Notes

4 See section 1(1) and 1(2) of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006
(c.16).

5 See section 1(1) of the Environment Act 1995 (c. 25).
6 Relevant amending instruments are S.I. 1992/1982 and S.I. 1997/3006.
7 Schedule 6 was amended by the Environment Act 1995 (c. 25), Schedule 22, paragraph 44.
8 Section 61A of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 was inserted by section 40 of the

Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (c.5).
9 Definition inserted by Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012/637 Sch.3

para.4(a) (April 6, 2012)
10 Section 61E of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 was inserted by paragraph 2 of

Schedule 9 to the Localism Act 2011.
11 Definition inserted by Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012/637 Sch.3

para.4(b) (April 6, 2012)
12 Definition inserted by Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012/637 Sch.3

para.4(c) (April 6, 2012)
13 Words inserted by Town and Country Planning (Section 62A Applications) (Procedure and

Consequential Amendments) Order 2013/2140 Pt 5 art.27(2) (October 1, 2013)
14 Section 77 was amended by the Planning and Compensation Act 1991, Schedule 7,

paragraph 18.
15 Substituted by the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2001 (c. 37)section 75(1) and

Schedule 9, paragraph 1, and amended by the Natural Environment and Rural Communities
Act 2006 (c. 16)section 105(1), Schedule 11, Part 1, paragraph 79, and by the Marine and
Coastal Access Act 2009 (c. 23)section 148, schedule 13, Part 2, paragraph 2(1).

16 S section 5(3).
17 See the Norfolk and Suffolk Broads Act 1988 (c. 4).
18 See Command Paper 9424.
19 See the definition in section 1(11).
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reg. 3 Prohibition on granting planning permission or subsequent
consent without consideration of environmental information

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

3.— Prohibition on granting planning permission or subsequent consent without
consideration of environmental information

(1)  This regulation applies—

(a)  to every application for planning permission for EIA development received by the
authority with whom it is lodged on or after the commencement of these Regulations;

(b)  to every application for planning permission for EIA development lodged by an
authority pursuant to regulation 3 or 4 (applications for planning permission) of the General
Regulations on or after that date;

(c)  to every subsequent application in respect of EIA development received by the authority
with whom it is lodged on or after the commencement of these Regulations; and

(d)  to every subsequent application in respect of EIA development lodged by an authority
pursuant to regulation 11 of the General Regulations on or after the commencement of these
Regulations;

(2)  For the purposes of paragraph (1)(a) and (b), the date of receipt of an application by an
authority shall be determined in accordance with article 29(3) (time periods for decision) of
the Order.

(3)  For the purpose of paragraph (1)(c) and (d), the date of receipt of an application by an
authority shall be determined in accordance with article 30 (applications made under planning
condition) of the Order.

(4)  The relevant planning authority or the Secretary of State or an inspector shall not grant
planning permission or subsequent consent pursuant to an application to which this regulation
applies unless they have first taken the environmental information into consideration, and they
shall state in their decision that they have done so.
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reg. 4 General provisions relating to screening

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

4.— General provisions relating to screening

(1)  Subject to paragraphs (3) and (4), the occurrence of an event mentioned in paragraph (2)
shall determine for the purpose of these Regulations that development is EIA development.

(2)  The events referred to in paragraph (1) are—

(a)  the submission by the applicant or appellant in relation to that development of a statement
referred to by the applicant or appellant as an environmental statement for the purposes of
these Regulations; or

(b)  the adoption by the relevant planning authority of a screening opinion to the effect that
the development is EIA development.

(3)  A direction of the Secretary of State shall determine for the purpose of these Regulations
whether development is or is not EIA development.

(4)

(a)  The Secretary of State may direct that these Regulations shall not apply in relation to a
particular proposed development specified in the direction either—

(i)  in accordance with Article 2(3) of the Directive (but without prejudice to Article 7 of
the Directive), or

(ii)  if the development comprises or forms part of a project serving national defence
purposes and in the opinion of the Secretary of State compliance with these Regulations
would have an adverse effect on those purposes;

(b)  Where a direction is given under paragraph (4)(a) the Secretary of State must send a copy
of any such direction to the relevant planning authority.

(5)  Where a direction is given under paragraph (4)(a)(i) the Secretary of State must—
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(a)  make available to the public the information considered in making the direction and the
reasons for making the direction;

(b)  consider whether another form of assessment would be appropriate; and

(c)  take such steps as are considered appropriate to bring the information obtained under the
other form of assessment to the attention of the public.

(6)  Where a local planning authority or the Secretary of State has to decide under these
Regulations whether Schedule 2 development is EIA development the authority or Secretary
of State shall take into account in making that decision such of the selection criteria set out in
Schedule 3 as are relevant to the development.

(7)  Where a local planning authority adopts a screening opinion under regulation 5(5), or the
Secretary of State makes a screening direction under paragraph (3)—

(a)  that opinion or direction shall be accompanied by a written statement giving clearly and
precisely the full reasons for that conclusion; and

(b)  the authority or the Secretary of State, as the case may be, shall send a copy of the opinion
or direction and a copy of the written statement required by sub-paragraph (a) to the person
who proposes to carry out, or who has carried out, the development in question.

(8)  The Secretary of State may make a screening direction either—

(a)  of the Secretary of State's own volition; or

(b)  if requested to do so in writing by any person.

(9)  The Secretary of State may direct that particular development of a description mentioned
in Column 1 of the table in Schedule 2 is EIA development in spite of the fact that none
of the conditions contained in sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) of the definition of “Schedule 2
development”  is satisfied in relation to that development.

(10)  The Secretary of State shall send a copy of any screening direction and a copy of the written
statement required by paragraph (7)(a) to the relevant planning authority.
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reg. 5 Requests for screening opinions of the local planning
authority

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

5.— Requests for screening opinions of the local planning authority

(1)  A person who is minded to carry out development may request the relevant planning
authority to adopt a screening opinion.

(2)  A request for a screening opinion in relation to an application for planning permission shall
be accompanied by—

(a)  a plan sufficient to identify the land;

(b)  a brief description of the nature and purpose of the development and of its possible effects
on the environment; and

(c)  such other information or representations as the person making the request may wish to
provide or make.

(3)  A request for a screening opinion in relation to a subsequent application shall be
accompanied by—

(a)  a plan sufficient to identify the land;

(b)  sufficient information to enable the relevant planning authority to identify any planning
permission granted for the development in respect of which a subsequent application has been
made;

(c)  an explanation of the likely effects on the environment which were not identified at the
time that the planning permission was granted; and

(d)  such other information or representations as the person making the request may wish to
provide or make.
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(4)  An authority receiving a request for a screening opinion shall, if they consider that they
have not been provided with sufficient information to adopt an opinion, notify in writing the
person making the request of the points on which they require additional information.

(5)  An authority shall adopt a screening opinion within 3 weeks beginning with the date of
receipt of a request made pursuant to paragraph (1) or such longer period as may be agreed in
writing with the person making the request.

(6)  An authority which adopts a screening opinion pursuant to paragraph (5) shall send a copy
to the person who made the request.

(7)  Where an authority—

(a)  fails to adopt a screening opinion within the relevant period mentioned in paragraph (5); or

(b)  adopts an opinion to the effect that the development is EIA development;

 the person who requested the opinion may request the Secretary of State to make a screening
direction.

(8)  The person may make a request pursuant to paragraph (7) even if the authority have not
received additional information which they have sought under paragraph (4).
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reg. 6 Requests for screening directions of the Secretary of State

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

6.— Requests for screening directions of the Secretary of State

(1)  A person who pursuant to regulation 5(7) requests the Secretary of State to make a screening
direction shall submit with the request—

(a)  a copy of the request to the relevant planning authority under regulation 5(1) and the
documents which accompanied it;

(b)  a copy of any notification received under regulation 5(4) and of any response sent;

(c)  a copy of any screening opinion received from the authority and of any accompanying
statement of reasons; and

(d)  any representations that the person wishes to make.

(2)  A person making a request pursuant to regulation 5(7) shall send to the relevant planning
authority a copy of that request and of any representations that person makes to the Secretary
of State.

(3)  If the Secretary of State considers that sufficient information to make a screening direction
has not been provided, the Secretary of State shall give notice in writing to the person making
the request pursuant to regulation 5(7) of the points on which additional information is required,
and may request the relevant planning authority to provide such information as they can on any
of those points.

(4)  The Secretary of State shall make a screening direction within 3 weeks beginning with
the date of receipt of a request pursuant to regulation 5(7) or such longer period as may be
reasonably required.

(5)  The Secretary of State shall send a copy of any screening direction made pursuant to
paragraph (4) to the person who made the request.
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reg. 7 Applications which appear to require screening opinion

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

7. Applications which appear to require screening opinion

Where it appears to the relevant planning authority that—

(a)  an application which is before them for determination is a Schedule 1 application or a
Schedule 2 application; and

(b)  the development in question has not been the subject of a screening opinion or screening
direction; and

(c)  the application is not accompanied by a statement referred to by the applicant as an
environmental statement for the purposes of these Regulations,

paragraphs (4) and (5) of regulation 5 shall apply as if the receipt or lodging of the application
were a request made under regulation 5(1).
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reg. 8 Subsequent applications where environmental information
previously provided

Superseded

Version 2 of 3

23 February 2017 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

8.— Subsequent applications where environmental information previously provided

(1)  This regulation applies where it appears to the relevant planning authority that—

(a)  an application which is before them for determination—

(i)  is a subsequent application in relation to Schedule 1 or Schedule 2 development;

(ii)  has not itself been the subject of a screening opinion or screening direction; and

(iii)  is not accompanied by a statement referred to by the applicant as an environmental
statement for the purposes of these Regulations; and

(b)  either—

(i)  the original application was accompanied by a statement referred to by the applicant as
an environmental statement for the purposes of these Regulations; or

(ii)  the application is for the approval of a matter where the approval is required by or
under a condition to which planning permission deemed by section 10(1) of the Crossrail
Act 2008[ or section 20(1) or 50(5)(a) of the High Speed Rail (London - West Midlands)
Act 2017]1 is subject.

(2)  Where it appears to the relevant planning authority that the environmental information
already before them is adequate to assess the environmental effects of the development, they
shall take that information into consideration in their decision for subsequent consent.

(3)  Where it appears to the relevant planning authority that the environmental information
already before them is not adequate to assess the environmental effects of the development, they
shall serve a notice seeking further information in accordance with regulation 22(1).
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Notes

1 Words inserted by High Speed Rail (London - West Midlands) Act 2017 c. 7 s.63(3)
(February 23, 2017)
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reg. 9 Subsequent applications where environmental information
not previously provided

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

9. Subsequent applications where environmental information not previously provided

Where it appears to the relevant planning authority that—

(a)  an application which is before them for determination—

(i)  is a subsequent application in relation to Schedule 1 or Schedule 2 development;

(ii)  has not itself been the subject of a screening opinion or screening direction; and

(iii)  is not accompanied by a statement referred to by the applicant as an environmental
statement for the purposes of these regulations; and

(b)  the original application was not accompanied by a statement referred to by the applicant as
an environmental statement for the purposes of these Regulations,

paragraphs (4) and (5) of regulation 5 shall apply as if the receipt or lodging of the application
were a request made under regulation 5(1).
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reg. 10 Application made to a local planning authority without an
environmental statement

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

10.— Application made to a local planning authority without an environmental statement

(1)  Where an EIA application which is before a local planning authority for determination is
not accompanied by a statement referred to by the applicant as an environmental statement for
the purposes of these Regulations, the authority shall notify the applicant in writing that the
submission of an environmental statement is required.

(2)  Where the relevant planning authority is aware that any particular person is or is likely to
be affected by, or has an interest in, the application, who is unlikely to become aware of it by
means of a site notice or by local advertisement, the relevant planning authority shall notify the
applicant of any such person.

(3)  An authority shall notify the applicant in accordance with paragraph (1) within 3 weeks
beginning with the date of receipt of the application or such longer period as may be agreed
in writing with the applicant; but where the Secretary of State, after the expiry of that period
of 3 weeks or of any longer period so agreed, makes a screening direction to the effect that
the development is EIA development, the authority shall so notify the applicant within 7 days
beginning with the date the authority received a copy of that screening direction.

(4)  An applicant receiving a notification pursuant to paragraph (1) may, within 3 weeks
beginning with the date of the notification, write to the authority stating—

(a)  that the applicant accepts their view and is providing an environmental statement; or

(b)  unless the condition referred to in paragraph (5) is satisfied, that the applicant is writing
to the Secretary of State to request a screening direction.

(5)  For the purpose of paragraph (4)(b) the condition is—

(a)  if the application referred to in paragraph (1) is an application for planning permission,
that the Secretary of State has made a screening direction in respect of the development;
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(b)  if the application referred to in paragraph (1) is a subsequent application, that the Secretary
of State has made a screening direction subsequent to that application in respect of the
development.

(6)  If the applicant does not write to the authority in accordance with paragraph (4), the
permission or subsequent consent sought shall, unless the condition referred to in paragraph (7)
is satisfied, be deemed to be refused at the end of the relevant 3 week period, and the deemed
refusal—

(a)  shall be treated as a decision of the authority for the purposes of article 36(4)(c) (register
of applications) of the Order; but

(b)  shall not give rise to an appeal to the Secretary of State by virtue of section 78 (right to
appeal against planning decisions and failure to take such decisions).

(7)  For the purpose of paragraph (6) the condition is—

(a)  if the application referred to in paragraph (1) is an application for planning permission,
that the Secretary of State has made a screening direction to the effect that the development
is not EIA development;

(b)  if the application referred to in paragraph (1) is a subsequent application, that the Secretary
of State has made a screening direction subsequent to that application, to the effect that the
development is not EIA development.

(8)  An authority which has given a notification in accordance with paragraph (1) shall, unless
the Secretary of State makes a screening direction to the effect that the development is not
EIA development, determine the relevant application only by refusing planning permission or
subsequent consent if the applicant does not submit an environmental statement and comply
with regulation 17(6).

(9)  A person who requests a screening direction pursuant to paragraph (4)(b) shall send to the
Secretary of State with the request copies of—

(a)  the application;

(b)  all documents sent to the authority as part of the application;

(c)  all correspondence between the applicant and the authority relating to the proposed
development;

(d)  a copy of any planning permission granted for the development; and
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(e)  in the case of a subsequent application, documents or information relating to the planning
permission granted for the development that are relevant to the application,

 and paragraphs (2) to (5) of regulation 6 shall apply to a request under this regulation as they
apply to a request made pursuant to regulation 5(7).
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reg. 10A Applications made directly to the Secretary of State
without an environmental statement

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

1 October 2013 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning
[

10A.— Applications made directly to the Secretary of State without an environmental
statement

(1)  Where an application has been made directly to the Secretary of State under section 62A,
and it appears to the Secretary of State that—

(a)  it is an EIA application, and

(b)  it is not accompanied by a statement referred to by the applicant as an environmental
statement for the purposes of these Regulations,

 the Secretary of State must notify the applicant in writing that the submission of an
environmental statement is required and send a copy of that notification to the relevant planning
authority.

(2)  The Secretary of State must notify the applicant in accordance with paragraph (1) within 3
weeks beginning with the date the application was received or such longer period as may agreed
in writing with the applicant.

(3)  Where the Secretary of State is aware that any particular person is or is likely to be affected
by, or has an interest in, the application, who is unlikely to become aware of it by means of
a site notice or by local advertisement, the Secretary of State must notify the applicant of any
such person.

(4)  An applicant who receives a notification under paragraph (1) may, within 3 weeks
beginning with the date of the notification, confirm in writing to the Secretary of State that an
environmental statement will be provided.

(5)  If the applicant does not write in accordance with paragraph (4), the Secretary of State is
under no duty to deal with the application and, at the end of the 3 week period, he must inform
the applicant in writing that no further action is being taken on the application.
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(6)  Where—

(a)  a notification has been given under paragraph (1), and

(b)  the applicant does not submit an environmental statement and comply with regulation
17(6),

the Secretary of State must determine the relevant application only by refusing planning
permission.

]1

Notes

1 Added by Town and Country Planning (Section 62A Applications) (Procedure and
Consequential Amendments) Order 2013/2140 Pt 5 art.27(3) (October 1, 2013)
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reg. 11 Application referred to the Secretary of State without an
environmental statement

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

11.— Application referred to the Secretary of State without an environmental statement

(1)  Where an application has been referred to the Secretary of State for determination, and it
appears to the Secretary of State that—

(a)  it is an EIA application; and

(b)  the development in question—

(i)  has not been the subject of a screening opinion or screening direction; or

(ii)  in the case of a subsequent application, was the subject of a screening opinion
or direction before planning permission was granted to the effect that it is not EIA
development; and

(c)  the application is not accompanied by a statement referred to by the applicant as an
environmental statement for the purposes of these Regulations,

 paragraphs (3) and (4) of regulation 6 shall apply as if the referral of the application were a
request made by the applicant pursuant to regulation 5(7).

(2)  Where an application has been referred to the Secretary of State for determination, and it
appears to the Secretary of State that—

(a)  it is an EIA application, and

(b)  it is not accompanied by a statement referred to by the applicant as an environmental
statement for the purposes of these Regulations,

 the Secretary of State shall notify the applicant in writing that the submission of an
environmental statement is required and shall send a copy of that notification to the relevant
planning authority.
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(3)  The Secretary of State shall notify the applicant in accordance with paragraph (2) within
3 weeks beginning with the date the application was received or such longer period as may be
reasonably required.

(4)  Where the Secretary of State is aware that any particular person is or is likely to be affected
by, or has an interest in, the application, who is unlikely to become aware of it by means of
a site notice or by local advertisement, the Secretary of State shall notify the applicant of any
such person.

(5)  An applicant who receives a notification under paragraph (2) may, within 3 weeks
beginning with the date of the notification, confirm in writing to the Secretary of State that an
environmental statement will be provided.

(6)  If the applicant does not write in accordance with paragraph (5), the Secretary of State shall
be under no duty to deal with the application; and at the end of the 3 week period shall inform
the applicant in writing that no further action is being taken on the application.

(7)  Where—

(a)  a notification has been given under paragraph (2), and

(b)  the applicant does not submit an environmental statement and comply with regulation
17(6),

 the Secretary of State shall determine the relevant application only by refusing planning
permission or subsequent consent.
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reg. 12 Appeal to the Secretary of State without an environmental
statement

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

12.— Appeal to the Secretary of State without an environmental statement

(1)  Where on consideration of an appeal under section 78 (right to appeal against planning
decisions and failure to take such decisions) it appears to the Secretary of State that—

(a)  the relevant application is an EIA application; and

(b)  the development in question —

(i)  has not been the subject of a screening opinion or screening direction; or

(ii)  in the case of a subsequent application, was the subject of a screening opinion
or direction before planning permission was granted to the effect that it is not EIA
development; and

(c)  the relevant application is not accompanied by a statement referred to by the appellant as
an environmental statement for the purposes of these Regulations,

 paragraphs (3) and (4) of regulation 6 shall apply as if the appeal were a request made by the
appellant pursuant to regulation 5(7).

(2)  Where an inspector is dealing with an appeal and a question arises as to whether the
relevant application is an EIA application and it appears to the inspector that it may be such
an application, the inspector shall refer that question to the Secretary of State and shall not
determine the appeal, except by refusing planning permission or subsequent consent, before a
screening direction is made.

(3)  Paragraphs (3) and (4) of regulation 6 shall apply to a question referred under paragraph (2)
as if the referral of that question were a request made by the appellant pursuant to regulation 5(7).

(4)  Where it appears to the Secretary of State that the relevant application is an EIA application
and is not accompanied by a statement referred to by the appellant as an environmental statement
for the purposes of these Regulations, the Secretary of State shall notify the appellant in writing
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that the submission of an environmental statement is required and shall send a copy of that
notification to the relevant planning authority.

(5)  Where the Secretary of State is aware that any particular person is or is likely to be affected
by, or has an interest in, the application, who is unlikely to become aware of it by means of
a site notice or by local advertisement, the Secretary of State shall notify the appellant of any
such person.

(6)  An appellant who receives a notification under paragraph (4), may within 3 weeks
beginning with the date of the notification, confirm in writing to the Secretary of State that an
environmental statement will be provided.

(7)  If the appellant does not write in accordance with paragraph (6), the Secretary of State or,
where relevant, the inspector, shall be under no duty to deal with the appeal; and at the end of
the 3 week period shall inform the appellant that no further action is being taken on the appeal.

(8)  Where—

(a)  a notification has been given under paragraph (4), and

(b)  the appellant does not submit an environmental statement and comply with regulation
17(6),

 the Secretary of State or, where relevant, the inspector shall determine the appeal only by
refusing planning permission or subsequent consent.
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reg. 13 Scoping opinions of the local planning authority

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

13.— Scoping opinions of the local planning authority

(1)  A person who is minded to make an EIA application may ask the relevant planning authority
to state in writing their opinion as to the information to be provided in the environmental
statement (a “scoping opinion”).

(2)  A request under paragraph (1) shall include—

(a)  in relation to an application for planning permission—

(i)  a plan sufficient to identify the land;

(ii)  a brief description of the nature and purpose of the development and of its possible
effects on the environment; and

(iii)  such other information or representations as the person making the request may wish
to provide or make;

(b)  in relation to a subsequent application—

(i)  a plan sufficient to identify the land;

(ii)  sufficient information to enable the relevant planning authority to identify any planning
permission granted for the development in respect of which a subsequent application has
been made;

(iii)  an explanation of the possible effects on the environment which were not identified
at the time planning permission was granted; and

(iv)  such other information or representations as the person making the request may wish
to provide or make.
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(3)  An authority receiving a request under paragraph (1) shall, if they consider that they have not
been provided with sufficient information to adopt a scoping opinion, notify the person making
the request of the points on which they require additional information.

(4)  An authority shall not adopt a scoping opinion in response to a request under paragraph
(1) until they have consulted the person who made the request and the consultation bodies, but
shall, subject to paragraph (5), within 5 weeks beginning with the date of receipt of that request
or such longer period as may be agreed in writing with the person making the request, adopt a
scoping opinion and send a copy to the person who made the request.

(5)  Where a person has, at the same time as making a request for a screening opinion under
regulation 5(1), asked the authority for an opinion under paragraph (1) above, and the authority
have adopted a screening opinion to the effect that the development is EIA development, the
authority shall, within 5 weeks beginning with the date on which that screening opinion was
adopted or such longer period as may be agreed in writing with the person making the request,
adopt a scoping opinion and send a copy to the person who made the request.

(6)  Before adopting a scoping opinion the authority shall take into account—

(a)  the specific characteristics of the particular development;

(b)  the specific characteristics of development of the type concerned; and

(c)  the environmental features likely to be affected by the development.

(7)  Where an authority fail to adopt a scoping opinion within the relevant period mentioned in
paragraph (4) or (5), the person who requested the opinion may under regulation 14(1) ask the
Secretary of State to make a direction as to the information to be provided in the environmental
statement (a “scoping direction”).

(8)  Paragraph (7) applies notwithstanding that the authority may not have received additional
information which they have sought under paragraph (3).

(9)  An authority which have adopted a scoping opinion in response to a request under
paragraph (1) shall not be precluded from requiring of the person who made the request
additional information in connection with any statement that may be submitted by that person
as an environmental statement in connection with an application for planning permission or a
subsequent application for the same development as was referred to in the request.
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reg. 14 Scoping directions of the Secretary of State

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

14.— Scoping directions of the Secretary of State

(1)  A request made under this paragraph pursuant to regulation 13(7) shall include—

(a)  a copy of the request to the relevant planning authority under regulation 13(1);

(b)  a copy of any relevant notification under regulation 13(3) and of any response;

(c)  a copy of any relevant screening opinion received by the person making the request and
of any accompanying statement of reasons; and

(d)  any representations that the person making the request wishes to make.

(2)  A person making a request under paragraph (1) shall send to the relevant planning authority
a copy of that request, but that copy need not include the matters mentioned in sub-paragraphs
(a) to (c) of that paragraph.

(3)  If the Secretary of State considers that the information provided pursuant to paragraph (1)
is insufficient to make a scoping direction, the Secretary of State shall give notice in writing to
the person making the request of any points on which additional information is required; and
may request the relevant planning authority to provide such information as they can on any of
those points.

(4)  The Secretary of State—

(a)  shall consult the person making the request and the consultation bodies before making a
scoping direction in response to a request under paragraph (1), and

(b)  within 5 weeks beginning with the date of receipt of that request or such longer period as
may be reasonably required, make a direction and send a copy to the person who made the
request and to the relevant planning authority.

(5)  Before making a scoping direction the Secretary of State shall take into account the matters
specified in regulation 13(6).
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(6)  Neither the Secretary of State who has made a scoping direction in response to a request
under paragraph (1) nor the relevant planning authority shall be precluded from requiring of the
person who made the request additional information in connection with any statement that may
be submitted by that person as an environmental statement in connection with an application
for planning permission or a subsequent application for the same development as was referred
to in the request.
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reg. 15 Procedure to facilitate preparation of environmental
statements

Superseded

Version 2 of 3

1 October 2013 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

15.— Procedure to facilitate preparation of environmental statements

(1)  Any person who intends to submit an environmental statement to the relevant planning
authority or the Secretary of State under these Regulations may give notice in writing to that
authority or the Secretary of State under this paragraph.

(2)  A notice under paragraph (1) shall include the information necessary to identify the land
and the nature and purpose of the development, and shall indicate the main environmental
consequences to which the person giving the notice proposes to refer in his environmental
statement.

(3)  The recipient of—

(a)  such notice as is mentioned in paragraph (1); or

(b)  a written statement made pursuant to [regulation 10(4)(a), 10A(4), or 11(5) or 12(6)]1

 shall—

(i)  notify the consultation bodies in writing of the name and address of the person who intends
to submit an environmental statement and of the duty imposed on the consultation bodies by
paragraph (4) to make information available to that person; and

(ii)  inform in writing the person who intends to submit an environmental statement of the
names and addresses of the bodies so notified.

(4)  Subject to paragraph (5), the relevant planning authority and any body notified in accordance
with paragraph (3) shall, if requested by the person who intends to submit an environmental
statement, enter into consultation with that person to determine whether the authority or body
has in its possession any information which that person or they consider relevant to the
preparation of the environmental statement and, if they have, the authority or body shall make
that information available to that person.
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(5)  A planning authority or other body which receives a request for information under paragraph
(4) shall treat it as a request for information under regulation 5(1) of the Environmental
Information Regulations 2004.

Notes

1 Word inserted by Town and Country Planning (Section 62A Applications) (Procedure and
Consequential Amendments) Order 2013/2140 Pt 5 art.27(4) (October 1, 2013)
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reg. 16 Procedure where an environmental statement is submitted
to a local planning authority

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

16.— Procedure where an environmental statement is submitted to a local planning authority

(1)  An applicant who makes an EIA application shall submit to the relevant planning authority
a statement, referred to as an “environmental statement”  for the purposes of these Regulations,
and shall provide the authority with 1 additional copy of the statement for transmission to the
Secretary of State. If at the same time the applicant serves a copy of the statement to any other
body, the applicant shall—

(a)  serve with it a copy of the application and any plan submitted with the application (unless
these have already been provided to the body in question);

(b)  inform the body that representations may be made to the relevant planning authority; and

(c)  inform the authority of the name of every body so served and of the date of service.

(2)  When a relevant planning authority receive in connection with an EIA application a
statement as described in paragraph (1) the authority shall—

(a)  send to the Secretary of State, within 14 days of receipt of the statement, 1 copy of the
statement and a copy of the relevant application and of any documents submitted with the
application;

(b)  inform the applicant of the number of copies required to enable the authority to comply
with sub-paragraph (c) below;

(c)  forward to any consultation body which has not received a copy direct from the
applicant a copy of the statement and inform any such consultation body that they may make
representations;

(d)  where the relevant planning authority are aware of any particular person who is or is
likely to be affected by, or has an interest in, the application, who is unlikely to become
aware of it by means of a site notice or by local advertisement, send a notice to such person
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containing the details set out in regulation 17(2)(b) to (j) and the name and address of the
relevant planning authority.

(3)  The applicant shall send the copies required for the purposes of paragraph (2)(c) to the
relevant planning authority.

(4)  Where an applicant submits an environmental statement to the authority in accordance
with paragraph (1), the provisions of article 13 of and Schedule 3 to the Order (publicity for
applications for planning permission) shall apply to a subsequent application as they apply to
a planning application falling within paragraph 13(2) of the Order except that for the reference
in the notice in Schedule 3 to the Order to “planning permission to” there shall be substituted
“subsequent application in respect of”.

(5)  The relevant planning authority shall not determine the application until the expiry of 14
days from the last date on which a copy of the statement was served in accordance with this
regulation.
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reg. 17 Publicity where an environmental statement is submitted
after the planning application

Superseded

Version 2 of 3

1 October 2013 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

17.— Publicity where an environmental statement is submitted after the planning
application

(1)  Where an application for planning permission or a subsequent application has been made
without an environmental statement and the applicant proposes to submit such a statement, the
applicant shall, before submitting it, comply with paragraphs (2) to (5).

(2)  The applicant shall publish in a local newspaper circulating in the locality in which the land
is situated a notice stating—

(a)   the applicant's name, that an application is being made for planning permission or
subsequent consent [ to the relevant planning authority or the Secretary of State, as the case
may be]1 , and the name and address of the relevant planning authority [ or (in the case of an
application made to the Secretary of State) the name and address of the Secretary of State]2 ;

(b)  the date on which the application was made and, if it be the case, that it has been referred to
the Secretary of State for determination or is the subject of an appeal to the Secretary of State;

(c)  the address or location and the nature of the proposed development;

(d)  that—

(i)  a copy of the application, any accompanying plan and other documents, and a copy of
the environmental statement, and

(ii)  in the case of a subsequent application, a copy of the planning permission in respect
of which that application has been made and supporting documents,

 may be inspected by members of the public at all reasonable hours;
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(e)  an address in the locality in which the land is situated at which those documents may be
inspected, and the latest date on which they will be available for inspection (being a date not
less than 21 days later than the date on which the notice is published);

(f)  an address (whether or not the same as that given under sub-paragraph (e)) in the locality
in which the land is situated at which copies of the statement may be obtained;

(g)  that copies may be obtained there so long as stocks last;

(h)  if a charge is to be made for a copy, the amount of the charge;

(i)   that any person wishing to make representations about the application should make
them in writing, before the date named in accordance with sub-paragraph (e), to the relevant
planning authority or (in the case of an application [ made or]3 referred to the Secretary of
State or an appeal) to the Secretary of State; and

(j)   in the case of an application [ made or]4 referred to the Secretary of State or an appeal,
the address to which representations should be sent.

(3)  An applicant who is notified under [regulation 10(2), 10A(3), 11(4) or 12(5)]5 of such a
person as mentioned in any of those paragraphs shall serve a notice on every such person; and
the notice shall contain the information specified in paragraph (2), except that the date specified
as the latest date on which the documents will be available for inspection shall not be less than
21 days later than the date on which the notice is first served.

(4)  The applicant shall post on the land a notice containing the information specified in
paragraph (2), except that the date named as the latest date on which the documents will be
available for inspection shall be not less than 21 days later than the date on which the notice is
first posted. This provision shall not apply if the applicant has not, and is not reasonably able to
acquire, such rights as would enable the applicant to comply.

(5)  The notice mentioned in paragraph (4) must—

(a)  be left in position for not less than 7 days in the 28 days immediately preceding the date
of the submission of the statement; and

(b)  be affixed firmly to some object on the land and sited and displayed in such a way as to
be easily visible to, and readable by, members of the public without going on to the land.

(6)  The statement, when submitted, shall be accompanied by—

(a)  a copy of the notice mentioned in paragraph (2) certified by or on behalf of the applicant
as having been published in a named newspaper on a date specified in the certificate; and
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(b)  a certificate by or on behalf of the applicant which states either—

(i)  that a notice was posted on the land in compliance with this regulation and when this
was done, and that the notice was left in position for not less than 7 days in the 28 days
immediately preceding the date of the submission of the statement, or that, without any
fault or intention on the applicant's part, it was removed, obscured or defaced before 7
days had elapsed and the applicant took reasonable steps for its protection or replacement,
specifying the steps taken; or

(ii)  that the applicant was unable to comply with paragraphs (4) and (5) because the
applicant did not have the necessary rights to do so; that any reasonable steps available to
acquire those rights have been taken but unsuccessfully, specifying the steps taken.

(7)  Where an applicant indicates that it is proposed to provide a statement in the circumstances
mentioned in paragraph (1), the relevant planning authority, the Secretary of State or the
inspector, as the case may be, shall (unless disposed to refuse the permission or subsequent
consent sought) suspend consideration of the application or appeal until receipt of the statement
and the other documents mentioned in paragraph (6); and shall not determine it during the
period of 21 days beginning with the date of receipt of the statement and the other documents
so mentioned.

(8)  Where it is proposed to submit an environmental statement in connection with an appeal,
this regulation applies with the substitution of references to the appellant for references to the
applicant.

Notes

1 Words inserted by Town and Country Planning (Section 62A Applications) (Procedure and
Consequential Amendments) Order 2013/2140 Pt 5 art.27(5)(a)(i) (October 1, 2013)

2 Words inserted by Town and Country Planning (Section 62A Applications) (Procedure and
Consequential Amendments) Order 2013/2140 Pt 5 art.27(5)(a)(ii) (October 1, 2013)

3 Words inserted by Town and Country Planning (Section 62A Applications) (Procedure and
Consequential Amendments) Order 2013/2140 Pt 5 art.27(5)(b) (October 1, 2013)

4 Words inserted by Town and Country Planning (Section 62A Applications) (Procedure and
Consequential Amendments) Order 2013/2140 Pt 5 art.27(5)(c) (October 1, 2013)

5 Word inserted by Town and Country Planning (Section 62A Applications) (Procedure and
Consequential Amendments) Order 2013/2140 Pt 5 art.27(5)(d) (October 1, 2013)
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Part 5 Publicity and Procedures on Submission of Environmental Statements > reg. 17
Publicity where an environmental statement is submitted after the planning application
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reg. 18 Provision of copies of environmental statements and
further information for the Secretary of State on referral or
appeal

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

18. Provision of copies of environmental statements and further information for the
Secretary of State on referral or appeal

Where an applicant for planning permission or subsequent consent has submitted to the relevant
planning authority in connection with that application an environmental statement, or further
information, and—

(a)  the application is referred to the Secretary of State under section 77 (reference of applications
to Secretary of State); or

(b)  the applicant appeals under section 78 (right to appeal against planning decisions and failure
to take such decisions),

the applicant shall supply the Secretary of State with 1 copy of the statement and, where relevant,
the further information unless, in the case of a referred application, the relevant planning authority
have already done so.
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reg. 19 Procedure where an environmental statement is submitted
to the Secretary of State

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

19.— Procedure where an environmental statement is submitted to the Secretary of State

(1)  This regulation applies where an applicant submits an environmental statement to the
Secretary of State, in relation to an EIA application which is before the Secretary of State or an
inspector for determination or is the subject of an appeal to the Secretary of State.

(2)  The applicant or appellant shall submit 2 copies of the statement to the Secretary of State
who shall send 1 copy to the relevant planning authority.

(3)  An applicant or appellant who submits an environmental statement to the Secretary of State
may provide a copy of it to any other body, and if so shall comply with regulations 16(1)(a) and
(b) as if the reference in regulation 16(1)(b) to the relevant planning authority were a reference
to the Secretary of State, and inform the Secretary of State of the matters mentioned in regulation
16(1)(c).

(4)  The Secretary of State shall comply with regulation 16(2) (except sub-paragraph (a) of that
regulation) and the applicant or appellant with regulation 16(3) as if—

(a)  references in those provisions to the relevant planning authority were references to the
Secretary of State; and,

(b)  in the case of an appeal, references to the applicant were references to the appellant,

 and the Secretary of State or the inspector shall comply with regulation 16(5) as if it referred
to the Secretary of State or the inspector instead of to the relevant planning authority.
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reg. 20 Availability of copies of environmental statements

Superseded

Version 2 of 3

1 October 2013 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

20. Availability of copies of environmental statements

An applicant for planning permission or subsequent consent, or an appellant, who submits an
environmental statement in connection with an application or appeal, shall ensure that a reasonable
number of copies of the statement are available at the address named in the notices published or
posted pursuant to article 13 of the Order [, article 13 of the Town and Country Planning (Section
62A Applications) (Procedure and Consequential Amendments) Order 2013]1 or regulation 17 as
the address at which such copies may be obtained.

Notes

1 Words inserted by Town and Country Planning (Section 62A Applications) (Procedure and
Consequential Amendments) Order 2013/2140 Pt 5 art.27(6) (October 1, 2013)
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reg. 21 Charges for copies of environmental statements

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

21. Charges for copies of environmental statements

A reasonable charge reflecting printing and distribution costs may be made to a member of the
public for a copy of a statement made available in accordance with regulation 20.
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reg. 22 Further information and evidence respecting
environmental statements

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

22.— Further information and evidence respecting environmental statements

(1)  A relevant planning authority, Secretary of State or inspector dealing with an application or
appeal in relation to which the applicant or appellant has submitted an environmental statement,
if of the opinion that the statement should contain additional information in order to be an
environmental statement, shall notify the applicant or appellant in writing accordingly, and the
applicant or appellant shall provide that additional information; and such information provided
by the applicant or appellant is referred to in these Regulations as “further information” .

(2)  Paragraphs (3) to (9) shall apply in relation to further information and any other information
except in so far as the further information and any other information is provided for the purposes
of an inquiry or hearing held under the Act and the request for the further information made
pursuant to paragraph (1) stated that it was to be provided for such purposes.

(3)  The recipient of further information pursuant to paragraph (1) or any other information shall
publish in a local newspaper circulating in the locality in which the land is situated a notice
stating—

(a)  the name of the applicant for planning permission or subsequent consent or the appellant
(as the case may be) and the name and address of the relevant planning authority;

(b)  the date on which the application was made and, if it be the case, that it has been referred to
the Secretary of State for determination or is the subject of an appeal to the Secretary of State;

(c)  in the case of a subsequent application, sufficient information to enable the planning
permission for the development to be identified;

(d)  the address or location and the nature of the proposed development;

(e)  that further information or any other information is available in relation to an
environmental statement which has already been provided;
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(f)  that a copy of the further information or any other information and of any environmental
statement which relates to any planning permission or subsequent application may be
inspected by members of the public at all reasonable hours;

(g)  an address in the locality in which the land is situated at which the further information
or any other information may be inspected and the latest date on which it will be available
for inspection (being a date not less than 21 days later than the date on which the notice is
published);

(h)  an address (whether or not the same as that given pursuant to sub-paragraph (g)) in the
locality in which the land is situated at which copies of the further information or any other
information may be obtained;

(i)  that copies may be obtained there so long as stocks last;

(j)  if a charge is to be made for a copy, the amount of the charge;

(k)  that any person wishing to make representations about the further information or any
other information should make them in writing, before the date specified in accordance with
sub-paragraph (g), to the relevant planning authority, the Secretary of State or the inspector
(as the case may be); and

(l)  the address to which representations should be sent.

(4)  The recipient of the further information or any other information shall send a copy of it to
each person to whom, in accordance with these Regulations, the statement to which it relates
was sent.

(5)  Where the recipient of the further information or any other information is the relevant
planning authority they shall send to the Secretary of State 1 copy of the further information.

(6)  The recipient of the further information may by notice in writing require the applicant or
appellant to provide such number of copies of the further information or any other information
as is specified in the notice (being the number required for the purposes of paragraph (4) or (5)).

(7)  Where information is requested under paragraph (1) or any other information is provided,
the relevant planning authority, the Secretary of State or the inspector, as the case may be, shall
suspend determination of the application or appeal, and shall not determine it before the expiry
of 14 days after the date on which the further information or any other information was sent to
all persons to whom the statement to which it relates was sent or the expiry of 21 days after the
date that notice of it was published in a local newspaper, whichever is the later.

(8)  The applicant or appellant who provides further information or any other information, in
accordance with paragraph (1) shall ensure that a reasonable number of copies of the information
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are available at the address named in the notice published pursuant to paragraph (3) as the
address at which such copies may be obtained.

(9)  A reasonable charge reflecting printing and distribution costs may be made to a member
of the public for a copy of the further information or any other information, made available in
accordance with paragraph (8).

(10)  The relevant planning authority or the Secretary of State or an inspector may in writing
require an applicant or appellant to produce such evidence as they may reasonably call for to
verify any information in the environmental statement.
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reg. 23 Availability of opinions, directions etc for inspection

Superseded

Version 2 of 3

1 October 2013 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

23.— Availability of opinions, directions etc for inspection

(1)  Where particulars of a planning application or of a subsequent application are placed on
Part 1 of the register, the relevant planning authority shall take steps to secure that there is also
placed on that Part a copy of any relevant—

(a)  screening opinion;

(b)  screening direction;

(c)  scoping opinion;

(d)  scoping direction;

(e)  notification given under [regulation 10(1), 10A(1), 11(2) or 12(4)]1;

(f)  direction under regulation 4(4);

(g)  environmental statement, including any further information and any other information;

(h)  statement of reasons accompanying any of the above.

(2)  Where the relevant planning authority adopt a screening opinion or scoping opinion, or
receive a request under regulation 13(1) or 14(1), a copy of a screening direction, scoping
direction, or direction under regulation 4(4) before an application is made for planning
permission or subsequent consent for the development in question, the authority shall take steps
to secure that a copy of the opinion, request, or direction and any accompanying statement of
reasons is made available for public inspection at all reasonable hours at the place where the
appropriate register (or relevant section of that register) is kept. Copies of those documents shall
remain so available for a period of 2 years.
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Notes

1 Word inserted by Town and Country Planning (Section 62A Applications) (Procedure and
Consequential Amendments) Order 2013/2140 Pt 5 art.27(7) (October 1, 2013)
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reg. 24 Duties to inform the public and the Secretary of State of
final decisions

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

24.— Duties to inform the public and the Secretary of State of final decisions

(1)  Where an EIA application is determined by a local planning authority, the authority shall—

(a)  in writing, inform the Secretary of State of the decision;

(b)  inform the public of the decision, by local advertisement, or by such other means as are
reasonable in the circumstances; and

(c)  make available for public inspection at the place where the appropriate register (or
relevant section of that register) is kept a statement containing—

(i)  the content of the decision and any conditions attached to it;

(ii)  the main reasons and considerations on which the decision is based including, if
relevant, information about the participation of the public;

(iii)  a description, where necessary, of the main measures to avoid, reduce and, if possible,
offset the major adverse effects of the development; and

(iv)  information regarding the right to challenge the validity of the decision and the
procedures for doing so.

(2)  Where an EIA application is determined by the Secretary of State or an inspector, the
Secretary of State shall—

(a)  notify the relevant planning authority of the decision; and

(b)  provide the authority with such a statement as is mentioned in sub-paragraph (1)(c).

(3)  The relevant planning authority shall, as soon as reasonably practicable after receipt of a
notification under paragraph (2)(a), comply with sub-paragraphs (b) and (c) of paragraph (1) in
relation to the decision so notified as if it were a decision of the authority.
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reg. 25 Modifications where application by a local planning
authority

Superseded

Version 2 of 3

6 April 2012 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

25. Modifications where application by a local planning authority

Where the relevant planning authority is also (or would be) the applicant (whether alone or
jointly with any other person), these Regulations shall apply to an EIA application (or proposed
application) subject to the following modifications—

(a)  subject to regulations 26(1) and (2), regulations 5 and 6 shall not apply;

(b)  [regulation 7]1 shall apply as if the reference to paragraph (4) of regulation 5 were omitted;

(c)  regulation 10 shall not apply;

(d)  regulations 13 and 14 shall not apply;

(e)  paragraphs (1) to (3) of regulation 15 shall not apply, and regulation 15(4) shall apply to any
consultation body from whom the relevant planning authority requests assistance as it applies
to a body notified in accordance with regulation 15(3);

(f)  save for the purposes of regulations 19(3) and (4), regulation 16 shall apply as if—

(i)  for paragraph (1), there were substituted—

“(1)  When a relevant planning authority making an EIA application lodge a statement,
referred to as an “environmental statement”  for the purposes of these Regulations,
they shall—

(a)  provide a copy of—

(i)  that statement;

(ii)  the relevant application and any plan submitted with it; and
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(iii)  in the case of a subsequent application, the planning permission granted for
the development in respect of which the subsequent application has been made
and any documents or information relating to the application,

 to each consultation body;

(b)  inform each consultation body that representations may be made to the relevant
planning authority; and

(c)  send to the Secretary of State within 14 days of lodging the statement—

(i)  1 copy of the statement;

(ii)  a copy of the relevant application and of any documents submitted with the
application; and

(iii)  in the case of a subsequent application, the planning permission granted for
the development in respect of which the subsequent application has been made
and any documents or information relating to the application.”;

(ii)  paragraphs (2) and (3) were omitted;

(g)  regulation 19 shall apply as if paragraph (2) were omitted.

Notes

1 Words substituted by Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012/637 Sch.3
para.5 (April 6, 2012)

 
Part 7 Development By a Local Planning Authority > reg. 25
Modifications where application by a local planning authority
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reg. 26 Screening opinions and directions

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

26.— Screening opinions and directions

(1)  An authority which is minded to make a planning application or a subsequent application
in relation to which it would be the relevant planning authority may adopt a screening opinion
or request the Secretary of State in writing to make a screening direction, and paragraphs (3)
and (4) of regulation 6 shall apply to such a request as they apply to a request made pursuant
to regulation 5(7).

(2)  A relevant planning authority which proposes to carry out development which they consider
may be—

(a)  development of a description specified in Schedule 2 to the Town and Country Planning
(General Permitted Development) Order 19951 other than development of a description
specified in article 3(12) of that Order; or

(b)  development for which permission would be granted but for regulation 27(1),

 may adopt a screening opinion or request the Secretary of State to make a screening direction,
and paragraphs (3) and (4) of regulation 6 shall apply to such a request as they apply to a request
made pursuant to regulation 5(7).

(3)  A request under paragraph (1) or (2) shall be accompanied by—

(a)  in the case of a planning application, the documents described in regulation 5(2);

(b)  in the case of a subsequent application, the documents described in regulation 5(3).

(4)  An authority making a request under paragraph (1) or (2) shall send to the Secretary of
State any additional information which is requested in writing to enable the Secretary of State
to make a direction.
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Notes

1 To which there are amendments not relevant to these Regulations.
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reg. 27 Old simplified planning zone schemes or enterprise orders

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

27.— Old simplified planning zone schemes or enterprise orders

(1)  Any—

(a)  adoption or approval of a simplified planning zone scheme1;

(b)  order designating an enterprise zone2; or

(c)  approval of a modified scheme in relation to an enterprise zone,

 which has effect immediately before the commencement of these Regulations to grant planning
permission shall, on and after that date, cease to have effect to grant planning permission for
Schedule 1 development, and cease to have effect to grant planning permission for Schedule 2
development unless either:

(i)  the relevant planning authority has adopted a screening opinion; or

(ii)  the Secretary of State has made a screening direction,

 to the effect that the particular proposed development is not EIA development.

(2)  Paragraph (1) shall not affect the completion of any development begun before the
commencement of these Regulations.

Notes

1 See section 83 and Schedule 7 to the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (c. 8).
2 See sections 88 and 89 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (c. 8) and Schedule 32

to the Local Government, Planning and Land Act 1980 (c. 65).

 
Part 8 Restrictions of Grants of Permission > reg. 27 Old simplified planning zone schemes or enterprise orders
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reg. 28 New simplified planning zone schemes or enterprise zone
orders

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

28. New simplified planning zone schemes or enterprise zone orders

No—

(a)  adoption or approval of a simplified planning zone scheme;

(b)  order designating an enterprise zone made; or

(c)  modified scheme in relation to an enterprise zone approved,

after the commencement of these Regulations shall:

(i)  grant planning permission for EIA development; or

(ii)  grant planning permission for Schedule 2 development unless that grant is made subject
to the prior adoption of a screening opinion or prior making of a screening direction that the
particular proposed development is not EIA development.

 
Part 8 Restrictions of Grants of Permission > reg. 28 New
simplified planning zone schemes or enterprise zone orders
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reg. 29 Local development orders

Superseded

Version 2 of 3

9 December 2013 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

29.— Local development orders

(1)  This regulation applies in relation to Schedule 2 development for which a local planning
authority propose to grant planning permission by local development order.

(2)  Where this regulation applies, the local planning authority shall not make a local
development order unless they have adopted a screening opinion or the Secretary of State has
made a screening direction.

(3)  Paragraphs (4) to (6) apply where—

(a)  the local planning authority adopts a screening opinion; or

(b)  the Secretary of State makes a screening direction under these Regulations,

 to the effect that the development is EIA development.

(4)  The local planning authority shall not make a local development order which would grant
planning permission for EIA development unless—

(a)  an environmental statement has been prepared in relation to that development; and

(b)  the authority has first taken the environmental information into consideration, and they
state in their decision that they have done so.

(5)  In a case to which this regulation shall have effect these Regulations shall apply subject to
the following modifications—

(a)  regulations 3, 5 to 12, 15, 18 and 19 shall not apply;

(b)  in regulation 4—

(i)  paragraph (2)(a) shall not apply;

(ii)  in paragraph (2)(b) for “relevant” substitute “local”;
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(iii)  in paragraph (4)(b) for “relevant” substitute “local”; and

(iv)  in paragraph (10) for “relevant” substitute “local”;

(c)  for regulation 13(1) substitute—

“(1)  Where a proposed local development order is EIA development, the local
planning authority shall state in writing its opinion as to the information to be provided
in the environmental statement (“a scoping opinion”).”

(d)  in regulation 14(1)(a) and (3) for “relevant” substitute “local”;

(e)  for regulation 16 substitute—

“16.— Procedure where an environmental statement is prepared in relation to a
local development order

(1)  Where a statement, referred to as an “environmental statement”  for the purposes
of these Regulations, has been prepared in relation to EIA development for which a
local planning authority proposes to grant planning permission by a local development
order, the local planning authority shall—[...]1

(b)  send a copy of the statement to the consultation bodies and inform them that
they may make representations; and

(c)  notify any particular person of whom the authority are aware, who is likely
to be affected by, or has an interest in, the application, who is unlikely to become
aware of it by means of a site notice or by local advertisement, of an address in the
locality in which the land is situated where a copy of the statement may be obtained
and the address to which representations may be sent.

(2)  The local planning authority shall not make the local development order until the
expiry of 14 days from the last date on which a copy of the statement was served in
accordance with this regulation.”;

(f)  in regulation 17—

(i)  omit paragraph (1);

(ii)  for paragraph (2) substitute—

“(2)  The local planning authority shall publish in a local newspaper circulating in
the locality in which the land is situated a notice stating—
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(a)  the name and address of the local planning authority;

(b)  the address or location and the nature of the development referred to in the
proposed local development order;

(c)  that a copy of the draft local development order and of any plan or other
documents accompanying it together with a copy of the environmental statement
may be inspected by members of the public at all reasonable hours;

(d)  an address in the locality in which the land is situated at which those
documents may be inspected, and the latest date on which they will be available
for inspection (being a date not less than 21 days later than the date on which
the notice is published);

(e)  an address (whether or not the same as that given under sub-paragraph (d))
in the locality in which the land is situated at which copies of the statement may
be obtained;

(f)  that copies may be obtained there so long as stocks last;

(g)  if a charge is to be made for a copy, the amount of the charge; and

(h)  that any person wishing to make representations about the local development
order should make them in writing, before the date specified in accordance with
sub-paragraph (d), to the local planning authority.”;

(iii)  in paragraph (4), for “applicant” substitute “local planning authority”.

(iv)  omit paragraphs (6) to (9);

(g)  for regulation 20 substitute—

“20. Availability of copies of environmental statements
The local planning authority shall ensure that a reasonable number of copies of the
statement referred to as the environmental statement prepared in relation to EIA
development for which the authority propose to grant planning permission by a local
development order are available at—

(a)  their principal office during normal office hours; and

(b)  at such other places within their area as they consider appropriate.”;

(h)  in regulation 22—

(i)  for paragraph (1) substitute—
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“(1)  Where an environmental statement has been submitted and the local planning
authority is of the opinion that the statement should contain additional information
in order to be an environmental statement, the local planning authority shall ensure
that additional information is provided and such information provided is referred
to in these Regulations as “further information” ”;

(ii)  for paragraph (3) substitute—

“(3)  The local planning authority shall publish in a local newspaper circulating in
the locality in which the land is situated a notice stating—

(a)  the name and address of the local planning authority;

(b)  the address or location and the nature of the development referred to in the
proposed local development order;

(c)  that further information is available in relation to an environmental statement
which has already been provided;

(d)  that a copy of the further information may be inspected by members of the
public at all reasonable hours;

(e)  an address in the locality in which the land is situated at which the further
information may be inspected, and the latest date on which it will be available
for inspection (being a date not less than 21 days later than the date on which
the notice is published);

(f)  an address (whether or not the same as that given under sub-paragraph (e)) in
the locality in which the land is situated at which copies of the further information
may be obtained;

(g)  that copies may be obtained there so long as stocks last;

(h)  if a charge is to be made for a copy, the amount of the charge;

(i)  that any person wishing to make representations about the further information
should make them in writing, before the date specified in accordance with sub-
paragraph (e), to the local planning authority;

(j)  the address to which representations should be sent.”;

(iii)  for paragraph (4) substitute—
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“(4)  The local planning authority shall send a copy of the further information to
each person to whom, in accordance with the Regulations, the statement to which
it relates was sent and to the Secretary of State.”;

(iv)  omit paragraphs (5) and (6);

(v)  for paragraph (7) substitute—

“(7)  Where information is provided under paragraph (1) the local planning
authority shall not make the local development order before the expiry of 14 days
after the date on which the further information was sent to all persons to whom the
statement which it relates was sent or the expiry of 21 days after the date that notice
of it was published in a local newspaper, whichever is the later.”;

(vi)  in paragraph (8)—

(aa)  for “The applicant or appellant who provides further information or any other
information in accordance with paragraph (1)” substitute “The local planning authority”;
and

(bb)  after “number of copies of the” insert “further or other”;

(vii)  for paragraph (10) substitute—

“(10)  The local planning authority may in writing require the applicant or appellant
to provide such evidence as they may reasonably call for to verify any information
in the environmental statement.”;

(i)  in regulation 23—

(i)  for paragraph (1) substitute—

“(1)  Where particulars of a draft local development order are placed on Part 3 of
the register, the local planning authority shall take steps to secure that there is also
placed on that Part a copy of any relevant—

(a)  scoping opinion;

(b)  screening opinion;

(c)  screening direction;

(d)  direction under regulation 4(4);
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(e)  the statement referred to as the environmental statement including any further
information;

(f)  statement of reasons accompanying any of the above.”;

(ii)  omit paragraph (2);

(j)  in regulation 24—

(i)  in paragraph (1) for “Where an EIA application is determined by a local planning
authority” substitute “Where a local planning authority [adopt]2 a local development order
granting permission for development which constitutes EIA development” ; and

(ii)  omit paragraphs (2) and (3); and

(k)  in regulation 53—

(i)  in paragraph (1) for sub-paragraph (a) substitute—

“(a)  it comes to the attention of the Secretary of State that EIA development
proposed to be carried out in England for which a local planning authority propose
to grant planning permission by a local development order is likely to have
significant effects on the environment in another EEA state; or”

 ; and

(ii)  in paragraphs (3) and (6) for “application” substitute “proposed local development
order”.

(6)  In [paragraphs (6)(a), (6)(b)(i), and (c)(i) of article 34]3 of the Order after “local development
order” insert “, the environmental statement” in each place where the words occur.

Notes

1 Revoked by Growth and Infrastructure Act 2013 (Local Development Orders)
(Consequential Provisions) (England) Order 2013/2879 art.3(a) (December 9, 2013:
revocation has effect subject to transitional and saving provisions specified in SI 2013/2879
art.4)

2 Word substituted by Growth and Infrastructure Act 2013 (Local Development Orders)
(Consequential Provisions) (England) Order 2013/2879 art.3(b) (December 9, 2013:
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Notes

substitution has effect subject to transitional and saving provisions specified in SI
2013/2879 art.4)

3 Words revoked by Growth and Infrastructure Act 2013 (Local Development Orders)
(Consequential Provisions) (England) Order 2013/2879 art.3(c) (December 9, 2013:
revocation has effect subject to transitional and saving provisions specified in SI 2013/2879
art.4)

 
Part 8 Restrictions of Grants of Permission > reg. 29 Local development orders

Crown Copyright material is reproduced with the permission of
the Controller of HMSO and the Queen’s Printer for Scotland
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reg. 29A Neighbourhood development orders

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

6 April 2012 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning
[

29A.— Neighbourhood development orders

(1)  This regulation applies to Schedule 2 development for which an order proposal is submitted
under paragraph 1 of Schedule 4B to the Act.

(2)  Paragraphs (3) and (4) apply where—

(a)  the local planning authority adopt a screening opinion; or

(b)  the Secretary of State makes a screening direction under these Regulations,

 to the effect that the development is Schedule 2 development likely to have significant effects
on the environment by virtue of factors such as its nature, size or location.

(3)  No referendum may be held under paragraph 12(4) of Schedule 4B to the Act on the making
of a neighbourhood development order which would grant planning permission for Schedule 2
development likely to have significant effects on the environment by virtue of factors such as
its nature, size or location unless—

(a)  an environmental statement has been prepared in relation to that development;

(b)  the local planning authority are satisfied that the basic condition prescribed by paragraph
2 of Schedule 3 to the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012 is met; and

(c)  the local planning authority have first taken the environmental information into
consideration, and have stated in their decision that they have done so.

(4)  In a case to which this regulation applies these Regulations have effect subject to the
following modifications—

(a)  regulation 3 shall not apply;

(b)  in regulation 4—
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(i)  for sub-paragraph (2)(a), substitute—

“(a)  the submission by a qualifying body in relation to that development of a
statement referred to by the qualifying body as an environmental statement for the
purposes of these Regulations; or”; and

(ii)  in sub-paragraph (7)(b), for “person” substitute “qualifying body”.

(c)  in regulation 5—

(i)  for paragraph (1), substitute—

“(1)  A qualifying body which is minded to submit an order proposal may request
the relevant local planning authority to adopt a screening opinion.”;

(ii)  in paragraph (2)—

(aa)  for “in relation to an application for planning permission” substitute “by a
qualifying body”; and

(bb)  for “person” substitute “qualifying body”;

(iii)  paragraph (3) shall not apply; and

(iv)  in paragraphs (4) to (8) for each reference to “person” substitute “qualifying body”;

(d)  in regulation 6 for each reference to “person” substitute “qualifying body”;

(e)  in regulation 7—

(i)  for paragraph (a) substitute—

“(a)  an order proposal which has been submitted to them under paragraph 1 of
Schedule 4B to the Act relates to Schedule 2 development; and”;

(ii)  in paragraph (c)—

(aa)  for “application” substitute “order proposal”; and

(bb)  for “applicant” substitute “qualifying body”; and

(iii)  for “or lodging of the application” substitute “of the order proposal”;

(f)  regulations 8 and 9 shall not apply;

(g)  in regulation 10—
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(i)  for paragraph (1) substitute—

“(1)  Where—

(a)  a qualifying body submits an order proposal which is not accompanied by a
statement referred to by the qualifying body as an environmental statement for
the purposes of these Regulations; and

(b)  the relevant planning authority is of the view that the development is
Schedule 2 development likely to have significant effects on the environment by
virtue of factors such as its nature, size or location,

the authority shall notify the qualifying body in writing that the submission of an
environmental statement is required.”;

(ii)  in paragraph (2)—

(aa)  for “application” substitute “order proposal”; and

(bb)  for “applicant” substitute “qualifying body”;

(iii)  in paragraph (3)—

(aa)  for each reference to “applicant” substitute “qualifying body”; and

(bb)  for “application” substitute “order proposal”;

(iv)  for paragraphs (4) to (7) substitute—

“(4)  A qualifying body receiving a notification pursuant to paragraph (1) may,
within 3 weeks beginning with the date of the notification, write to the relevant
planning authority stating—

(a)  that it accepts their view and is providing an environmental statement; or

(b)  unless the condition referred to in paragraph (5) is satisfied, that it is writing
to the Secretary of State to request a screening direction.

(5)  For the purpose of paragraph (4)(b) the condition is that the Secretary of State
has made a screening direction in respect of the development.

(6)  If the qualifying body does not write to the authority in accordance with
paragraph (4), unless the condition referred to in paragraph (7) is satisfied, at the
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end of the 3 week period the relevant planning authority must decline to consider
the order proposal.

(7)  For the purpose of paragraph (6) the condition is that the Secretary of State
has made a screening direction to the effect that the development is not EIA
development.”;

(v)  in paragraph (8) for “determine the relevant application only by refusing planning
permission or subsequent consent” substitute “decline to consider the order proposal”; and

(vi)  in paragraph (9)—

(aa)  for “person” substitute “qualifying body”;

(bb)  for “applicant” substitute “qualifying body”;

(cc)  for each reference to “application” substitute “order proposal”;

(dd)  sub-paragraphs (d) and (e) shall not apply;

(h)  regulations 11 and 12 shall not apply;

(i)  in regulation 13—

(i)  for paragraphs (1) and (2) substitute—

“13.—
(1)  A qualifying body which is minded to submit an order proposal in respect of
Schedule 2 development likely to have significant effects on the environment by
virtue of factors such as its size, nature or location may ask the relevant planning
authority to state in writing their opinion as to the information to be provided in the
environmental statement (“a scoping opinion”).

(2)  A request under paragraph (1) shall include—

(a)  a plan sufficient to identify the land;

(b)  a brief description of the nature and purpose of the development and of its
possible effects on the environment; and

(c)  such other information or representations as the qualifying body may wish
to provide or make.”;

(ii)  for each reference to “person” substitute “qualifying body”; and

(iii)  for paragraph (9) substitute—
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“(9)  An authority which have adopted a scoping opinion in response to a request
under paragraph (1) shall not be precluded from requiring additional information
from the qualifying body in connection with any statement that may be submitted
as an environmental statement in connection with any order proposal that relates to
the same development as was referred to in the request.”;

(j)  in regulation 14—

(i)  for each reference to “person” substitute “qualifying body”; and

(ii)  for paragraph (6) substitute—

“(6)  Neither the Secretary of State who has made a scoping direction in response to
a request under paragraph (1) nor the relevant planning authority shall be precluded
from requiring additional information from the qualifying body in connection with
any statement that may be submitted as an environmental statement in connection
with any order proposal that relates to the same development as was referred to in
the request.”;

(k)  in regulation 15—

(i)  for each reference to “person” substitute “qualifying body”; and

(ii)  in paragraph (3), omit “or 11(5) or 12(6)”;

(l)  in regulation 16—

(i)  in paragraph (1) for “An applicant who makes an EIA application” substitute “A
qualifying body which makes an order proposal”;

(ii)  for each reference to “applicant” substitute “qualifying body”;

(iii)  for each reference to “application” substitute “order proposal”; and

(iv)  for paragraph (5) substitute—

“(5)  The local planning authority shall not submit the order proposal for
independent examination under paragraph 7 of Schedule 4B to the Act until the
expiry of 14 days from the last date on which a copy of the statement was served
in accordance with this regulation.”;

(m)  in regulation 17—

(i)  for paragraphs (1) and (2) (a) and (b) substitute—
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17.— “Publicity where an environmental statement is submitted after the order
proposal

(1)  Where a qualifying body has submitted an order proposal without an
environmental statement and the qualifying body later proposes to submit such a
statement, it shall, before submitting it, comply with paragraphs (2) to (5).

(2)  The qualifying body shall publish in a local newspaper circulating in the locality
in which the land to which the order proposal relates is situated a notice stating—

(a)  the qualifying body's name, that an order proposal has been submitted, and
the name and address of the relevant planning authority;

(b)  the date on which the order proposal was submitted;”;

(ii)  in sub-paragraph (2)(d)(i) for “application” substitute “order proposal”;

(iii)  sub-paragraph (2)(d)(ii) shall not apply;

(iv)  for sub-paragraph (2)(i) and (j) substitute—

“(i)  that any person wishing to make representations about the order proposal
should make them in writing, before the date named in accordance with sub-
paragraph (e), to the relevant planning authority.”;

(v)  in sub-paragraph (3)—

(aa)  for “An applicant who” substitute “A qualifying body which”;

(bb)  omit “, 11(4) or 12(5)”;

(vi)  in paragraphs (4) and (6) for each reference to “applicant” substitute “qualifying
body”;

(vii)  for paragraph (7) substitute—

“(7)  Where a qualifying body indicates that it intends to provide a statement in
the circumstances mentioned in paragraph (1), the relevant planning authority must
not consider the order proposal further until 21 days following the receipt of the
statement and of the other documents so mentioned.”

 ; and

(viii)  omit paragraph (8);
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(n)  regulations 18 and 19 shall not apply;

(o)  for regulation 20 substitute—

20. “Availability of copies of environmental statements
A qualifying body which submits an environmental statement in connection with a order
proposal, shall ensure that a reasonable number of copies of the statement are available
at the address named in the notices published or posted pursuant to regulation 23(2) of
the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012 or regulation 17 as the address
at which such copies may be obtained.”;

(p)  In regulation 22—

(i)  for paragraph (1) substitute—

“(1)  Where a relevant planning authority or independent examiner dealing
with an order proposal in relation to which a qualifying body has submitted
an environmental statement are of the opinion that the statement should contain
additional information in order to be an environmental statement, the authority
or the examiner, as the case may be, shall notify the qualifying body in writing
accordingly, and the qualifying body shall provide that additional information; and
such information provided by the qualifying body is referred to in these Regulations
as “further information”.”;

(ii)  for sub-paragraph (3)(a) substitute—

“(a)  the name of the qualifying body and the name and address of the relevant
planning authority;”;

(iii)  for sub-paragraph (3)(b) substitute—

“(b)  the date on which the order proposal was submitted;”;

(iv)  sub-paragraph (3)(c) shall not apply;

(v)  in sub-paragraph (3)(f) for “planning permission or subsequent application” substitute
“order proposal”;

(vi)  in sub-paragraph (3)(k) for “, the Secretary of State or the inspector (as the case may
be)” substitute “or independent examiner.”;

(vii)  in paragraph (6) for “applicant or appellant” substitute “qualifying body”;

(viii)  for paragraph (7), substitute—
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“(7)  Where information is requested under paragraph (1) or any other information
is provided—

(a)  the relevant planning authority shall not consider the proposal further until
21 days following the receipt of the statement and of the other documents so
mentioned;

(b)  the independent examiner shall not make their report until 21 days following
the receipt of the statement and of the other documents so mentioned.”

(ix)  in paragraph (8) for “applicant or appellant” substitute “qualifying body”; and

(x)  for paragraph (10) substitute—

“(10)  The relevant planning authority or independent examiner may in writing
require a qualifying body to produce such evidence as they may reasonably call for
to verify any information in the environmental statement.”;

(q)  In regulation 23—

(i)  for paragraph (1) substitute—

“(1)  Where particulars of an order proposal are placed on the register, the relevant
planning authority shall take steps to secure that there is also placed on the register
a copy of any relevant—”;

(ii)  in sub-paragraph (1)(e) omit “, 11(2) or 12(4)”; and

(iii)  in paragraph (2) for “application is made for planning permission or subsequent
consent” substitute “order proposal is submitted by a qualifying body”;

(r)  in regulation 24—

(i)  for “Where an EIA application is determined by a local planning authority,” substitute
“As soon as possible after making a decision to make the neighbourhood development
order under section 61E(4) of the Act or to refuse to make it under section 61E(8) of the
Act,”; and

(ii)  paragraphs (2) and (3) shall not apply.

(s)  Parts 7 to 10 shall not apply; and

(t)  in regulation 53—
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(i)  in paragraph (3) for each reference to “application” substitute “order proposal”;

(ii)  in sub-paragraph (4)(b) for “before planning permission for the development is
granted” substitute “before a decision is made under paragraph 12(4) of Schedule 4B to
the Act that the draft order meets the basic conditions; and

(iii)  in paragraph (6) for “on the determination of the application concerned” substitute
“on a decision being made under paragraph 12(4) of Schedule 4B to the Act that the draft
order meets the basic conditions”.

]1

Notes

1 Added by Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012/637 Sch.3 para.6 (April 6,
2012)
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reg. 30 Interpretation

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

30. Interpretation

In this Part, “unauthorised EIA development”  means EIA development which is the subject of
an enforcement notice under section 1721.

Notes

1 Section 172 was substituted by the Planning and Compensation Act 1991 (c. 34), section 5.
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reg. 31 Prohibition on the grant of planning permission for
unauthorised EIA development

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

31. Prohibition on the grant of planning permission for unauthorised EIA development

The Secretary of State or an inspector shall not grant planning permission or subsequent
consent under section 177(1)1 (grant or modification of planning permission on appeals against
enforcement notices) in respect of unauthorised EIA development unless the Secretary of State or
inspector has first taken the environmental information into consideration, and shall state in the
decision that they have done so.

Notes

1 Section 177 was amended by the Planning and Compensation Act 1991 (c. 34), sections
6(3) and 32, and Schedule 7 paragraph 24.
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reg. 32 Screening opinions of the local planning authority

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

32.— Screening opinions of the local planning authority

(1)  Where it appears to the local planning authority by whom or on whose behalf an enforcement
notice is to be issued that the matters constituting the breach of planning control comprise or
include Schedule 1 development or Schedule 2 development they shall, before the enforcement
notice is issued, adopt a screening opinion.

(2)  Where it appears to the local planning authority by whom or on whose behalf an enforcement
notice is to be issued that the matters constituting the breach of planning control comprise
or include EIA development they shall serve with a copy of the enforcement notice a notice
(“regulation 32 notice”) which shall—

(a)  include the screening opinion required by paragraph (1) and the written statement required
by regulation 4(7); and

(b)  require a person who gives notice of an appeal under section 1741 to submit to the
Secretary of State with the notice 2 copies of an environmental statement relating to that EIA
development.

(3)  The authority by whom a regulation 32 notice has been served shall send a copy of it to—

(a)  the Secretary of State;

(b)  the consultation bodies; and

(c)  any particular person of whom the authority is aware, who is likely to be affected by, or
has an interest in, the regulation 32 notice.

(4)  Where an authority provide the Secretary of State with a copy of a regulation 32 notice
they shall include with it a list of the other persons to whom a copy of the notice has been or
is to be sent.
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Notes

1 Section 174 was amended by the Planning and Compensation Act 1991 (c. 34), section 6(1)
and Schedule 7, paragraph 22, and by S.I 2003/956. See also section 177(5) which was
amended by the Planning and Compensation Act 1991, Schedule 7, paragraph 24.
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reg. 33 Screening directions of the Secretary of State

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

33. Screening directions of the Secretary of State

Any person on whom a regulation 32 notice is served may, within 3 weeks beginning with the
date the notice is served, apply to the Secretary of State for a screening direction and the following
shall apply—

(a)  an application under this regulation shall be accompanied by—

(i)  a copy of the regulation 32 notice;

(ii)  a copy of the enforcement notice which accompanied it; and

(iii)  such other information or representations as the applicant may wish to provide or make;

(b)  at the same time as applying to the Secretary of State, the applicant shall send to the authority
by whom the regulation 32 notice was served, a copy of the application under this regulation
and of any information or representations provided or made in accordance with sub-paragraph
(a)(iii);

(c)  if the Secretary of State considers that the information provided in accordance with sub-
paragraph (a) is insufficient to make a direction, the Secretary of State shall notify the applicant
and the authority of the matters in respect of which additional information is required; and the
information so requested shall be provided by the applicant within such reasonable period as
may be specified in the notice;

(d)  the Secretary of State shall send a copy of the direction to the applicant;

(e)  without prejudice to sub-paragraph (d), where the Secretary of State directs that the matters
which are alleged to constitute the breach of planning control do not comprise or include EIA
development, the Secretary of State shall send a copy of the direction to every person to whom
a copy of the regulation 32 notice was sent.
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reg. 34 Provision of information

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

34.— Provision of information

(1)  The relevant planning authority and any person, other than the Secretary of State, to whom
a copy of the regulation 32 notice has been sent (“the consultee”) shall, if requested by the
person on whom the regulation 32 notice was served, enter into consultation with that person
to determine whether the consultee has in their possession any information which that person
or the consultee consider relevant to the preparation of an environmental statement and, if they
have, the consultee shall make any such information available to that person.

(2)  Regulation 15(5) shall apply to information under paragraph (1) as it applies to any
information falling within regulation 15(4).
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reg. 35 Appeal to the Secretary of State without a screening
opinion or screening direction

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

35.— Appeal to the Secretary of State without a screening opinion or screening direction

(1)  Where on consideration of an appeal under section 174 it appears to the Secretary of State
that the matters which are alleged to constitute the breach of planning control comprise or
include Schedule 1 development or Schedule 2 development, the Secretary of State shall, before
any notice is served pursuant to regulation 36, make a screening direction.

(2)  Where an inspector is dealing with an appeal under section 174 and a question arises as
to whether the matters which are alleged to constitute the breach of planning control comprise
or include Schedule 1 development or Schedule 2 development, the inspector shall refer that
question to the Secretary of State.

(3)  Before receiving a screening direction the inspector shall not determine the application
which is deemed to have been made by virtue of the appeal under section 174 (“the deemed
application”) except to refuse that application.

(4)  Where a question is referred under paragraph (2), the Secretary of State shall make a
screening direction within 3 weeks beginning with the date on which the question was referred
or such longer period as may be reasonably required.

(5)  The Secretary of State shall send a copy of any screening direction made pursuant to
paragraph (4) to the inspector.

(6)  If the Secretary of State considers that sufficient information to make a screening direction
has not been provided, the Secretary of State shall give notice in writing to the applicant and
the authority by whom the regulation 32 notice was served of the matters in respect of which
additional information is required; and the information so requested shall be provided by the
applicant within such reasonable period as may be specified in the notice.

(7)  If an appellant to whom notice has been given under paragraph (6) fails to comply with the
requirements of that notice—
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(a)  the application which is deemed to have been made by virtue of the appeal made under
section 174; and

(b)  the appeal in so far as it is brought under the ground mentioned in section 174(2)(a) (“the
ground (a) appeal”),

 shall lapse at the end of the period specified in the notice.
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reg. 36 Appeal to the Secretary of State without an environmental
statement

Superseded

Version 2 of 3

6 April 2012 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

36. Appeal to the Secretary of State without an environmental statement

Where the Secretary of State or an inspector is considering an appeal under section 174 and
the matters which are alleged to constitute the breach of planning control comprise or include
unauthorised EIA development, and the documents submitted for the purposes of the appeal do
not include a statement referred to by the appellant as an environmental statement for the purposes
of these Regulations, the following procedure shall apply—

(a)  the Secretary of State shall, subject to sub-paragraph (b), within the period of 3 weeks
beginning with the day on which the appeal is received, or such longer period as may be
reasonably required, notify the appellant in writing of the requirements of sub-paragraph (c)
below;

(b)  notice need not be given under sub-paragraph (a) where the appellant has submitted an
environmental statement to the Secretary of State for the purposes of an appeal under section
78 (right to appeal against planning decisions and failure to take such decisions) which—

(i)  relates to the development to which the appeal under section 174 relates; and

(ii)  is to be determined at the same time as that appeal under section 174;

  and that statement, any further information, any other information and the representations (if
any) made in relation to it shall be treated as the environmental information for the purpose of
[regulation 31]1 ;

(c)  the appellant shall, within the period specified in the notice or such longer period as the
Secretary of State may allow, submit to the Secretary of State 2 copies of an environmental
statement relating to the unauthorised EIA development in question;

(d)  the Secretary of State shall send to the relevant planning authority a copy of any notice sent
to the appellant under sub-paragraph (a);
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(e)  if an appellant to whom notice has been given under sub-paragraph (a) fails to comply with
the requirements of sub-paragraph (c), the deemed application and the ground (a) appeal (if any)
shall lapse at the end of the period specified or allowed (as the case may be);

(f)  as soon as reasonably practicable after the occurrence of the event mentioned in sub-
paragraph (e), the Secretary of State shall notify the appellant and the local planning authority
in writing that the deemed application and the ground (a) appeal (if any) have lapsed.

Notes

1 Words substituted by Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012/637 Sch.3
para.7 (April 6, 2012)
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reg. 37 Procedure where an environmental statement is submitted
to the Secretary of State

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

37. Procedure where an environmental statement is submitted to the Secretary of State

Where the Secretary of State receives (otherwise than as mentioned in regulation 36(b)) an
environmental statement in connection with an enforcement appeal, the Secretary of State shall—

(a)  send a copy of that statement to the relevant planning authority, advise the authority that
the statement will be taken into consideration in determining the deemed application and the
ground (a) appeal (if any), and inform them that they may make representations; and

(b)  notify the persons to whom a copy of the relevant regulation 32 notice was sent that the
statement will be taken into consideration in determining the deemed application and the ground
(a) appeal (if any), and inform them that they may make representations and that, if they wish
to receive a copy of the statement or any part of it, they must notify the Secretary of State of
their requirements within 7 days of the receipt of the Secretary of State's notice; and

(c)  respond to requirements notified in accordance with sub-paragraph (b) by providing a copy
of the statement or of the part requested (as the case may be).
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reg. 38 Further information and evidence respecting
environmental statements

Superseded

Version 2 of 3

6 April 2012 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

38. Further information and evidence respecting environmental statements

Regulations 22(1) and 22(10) shall apply to statements provided in accordance with [this Part]1

with the following modifications—

(a)  where the Secretary of State or an inspector notifies the appellant under regulation 22(1),
the appellant shall provide the further information within such period as the Secretary of State
or the inspector may specify in the notice or such longer period as the Secretary of State or the
inspector may allow;

(b)  if an appellant to whom a notice has been given under sub-paragraph (a) fails to provide
the further information within the period specified or allowed (as the case may be), the deemed
application and the ground (a) appeal (if any) shall lapse at the end of that period.

Notes

1 Words substituted by Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012/637 Sch.3
para.8 (April 6, 2012)
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reg. 39 Publicity for environmental statements or further
information

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

39.— Publicity for environmental statements or further information

(1)  Where an authority receive a copy of a statement or further information by virtue of
regulation 37(a) or any other information they shall publish by local advertisement a notice
stating—

(a)  the name of the appellant and that the enforcement notice has been appealed to the
Secretary of State;

(b)  the address or location of the land to which the notice relates and the nature of the
development;

(c)  sufficient information to enable any planning permission for the development to be
identified;

(d)  that a copy of the statement, further information or any other information and of any
planning permission may be inspected by members of the public at all reasonable hours;

(e)  an address in the locality in which the land is situated at which the statement or further
information or any other information may be inspected, and the latest date on which it will
be available for inspection (being a date not less than 21 days later than the date on which
the notice is published);

(f)  that any person wishing to make representations about any matter dealt with in the
statement or further information or any other information should make them in writing, no
later than 14 days after the date named in accordance with sub-paragraph (e), to the Secretary
of State; and

(g)  the address to which any such representations should be sent.

(2)  The authority shall as soon as practicable after publication of a notice in accordance with
paragraph (1) send to the Secretary of State a copy of the notice certified by or on behalf of the
authority as having been published by local advertisement on a date specified in the certificate.
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(3)  Neither the Secretary of State receiving a certificate under paragraph (2) nor an inspector
shall determine the deemed application or the ground (a) appeal in respect of the development
to which the certificate relates until the expiry of 14 days from the date stated in the published
notice as the last date on which the statement or further information was available for inspection.
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reg. 40 Public inspection of documents

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

40.— Public inspection of documents

(1)  The relevant planning authority shall make available for public inspection at all reasonable
hours at the place where the appropriate register (or relevant part of that register) is kept a copy
of—

(a)  every regulation 32 notice given by the authority;

(b)  every notice received by the authority under regulation 36(d); and

(c)  every statement and all further information received by the authority under regulation
37(a);

 and copies of those documents shall remain so available for a period of 2 years or until they are
entered in Part 2 of the register in accordance with paragraph (2), whichever is the sooner.

(2)  Where particulars of any planning permission granted by the Secretary of State or an
inspector under section 177 are entered in Part 2 of the register1, the relevant planning authority
shall take steps to secure that that Part also contains a copy of any of the documents referred
to in paragraph (1) as are relevant to the development for which planning permission has been
granted.

(3)  The provisions of regulations 24(2) and 24(3) apply to a deemed application and a grant of
planning permission under section 177 as they apply to an application for and grant of planning
permission under Part 3 of the Act.

Notes

1 See section 177(8)Town and Country Planning Act 1990.
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reg. 41 Significant transboundary effects

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

41. Significant transboundary effects

Regulation 53 shall apply to unauthorised EIA development as if—

(a)  for regulation 53(1)(a) there were substituted—

“(a)  on consideration of an appeal under section 174 the Secretary of State is of the
opinion that the matters which are alleged to constitute the breach of planning control
comprise or include EIA development and that the development has or is likely to have
significant effects on the environment in another EEA State; or”

(b)  in regulation 53(3)(a) the words “a copy of the application concerned” were replaced by the
words “a description of the development concerned”;

(c)  in regulation 53(3)(c) the words “to which that application relates” were omitted; and

(d)  in regulation 53(6) the word “application” was replaced by the word “appeal”.
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reg. 42 General application of the Regulations to ROMP
applications

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

42. General application of the Regulations to ROMP applications

These Regulations shall apply to—

(a)  a ROMP application as they apply to an application for planning permission;

(b)  a ROMP subsequent application as they apply to a subsequent application;

(c)  ROMP development as they apply to development in respect of which an application for
planning permission is, has been, or is to be made;

(d)  a relevant mineral planning authority as they apply to a relevant planning authority;

(e)  a person making a ROMP application as they apply to an applicant for planning permission;

(f)  a person making a ROMP subsequent application as they apply to a person making a
subsequent application;

(g)  the determination of a ROMP application as they apply to the granting of a planning
permission; and

(h)  the granting of ROMP subsequent consent as they apply to the granting of subsequent
consent,

subject to the modifications and additions set out in this Part.
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reg. 43 Modification of provisions on prohibition of granting
planning permission or subsequent consent

Superseded

Version 2 of 3

6 April 2012 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

43. Modification of provisions on prohibition of granting planning permission or subsequent
consent

In [regulation 3]1 (prohibition on granting planning permission or subsequent consent without
consideration of environmental information)—

(a)  in sub-paragraph (1)(b) for “3 or 4 (applications for planning permission)” substitute “11
(other consents)”;

(b)  in paragraph (2), in the case of a ROMP application, for the words “determined in accordance
with [article 29(3)]2 (time periods for decision) of the Order”, substitute “ the date on which
a ROMP application has been made which complies with the provisions of paragraphs 2(3) to
(5) and 4(1) of Schedule 2 to the 1991 Act, 9(2) of Schedule 13 to the 1995 Act, or 6(2) of
Schedule 14 to the 1995 Act”.

Notes

1 Words substituted by Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012/637 Sch.3
para.9(a) (April 6, 2012)

2 Words substituted by Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012/637 Sch.3
para.9(b) (April 6, 2012)
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reg. 44 Modification of provisions on application to local
planning authority without an environmental statement

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

44. Modification of provisions on application to local planning authority without an
environmental statement

In the case of a ROMP application, in regulation 10(4) (application made to a local planning
authority without an environmental statement)—

(a)  for “3” substitute “6”; and

(b)  after “the notification” insert “, or within such other period as may be agreed with the
authority in writing”.
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reg. 45 Disapplication of Regulations and modifications of
provisions on application referred to or appealed to the Secretary
of State without an environmental statement

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

45.— Disapplication of Regulations and modifications of provisions on application referred
to or appealed to the Secretary of State without an environmental statement

(1)  In the case of a ROMP application, regulations 10(6) and (8), 11(6) and (7), 12(7) and (8),
25 and 61 shall not apply.

(2)  In the case of a ROMP application, in regulation 11(5) (application referred to the Secretary
of State without an environmental statement) and in regulation 12(6) (appeal to the Secretary
of State without an environmental statement)—

(a)  for “3” substitute “6”;

(b)  after “the notification” insert “, or within such other period as may be agreed with the
Secretary of State in writing,”.
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reg. 46 Substitution of references to section 78 right of appeal
and modification of provisions on appeal to the Secretary of State
without an environmental statement

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

46.— Substitution of references to section 78 right of appeal and modification of provisions
on appeal to the Secretary of State without an environmental statement

(1)  In the case of a ROMP application, in regulations 12(1) and 18(b), for the references to
“section 78 (right to appeal against planning decisions and failure to take such decisions)”
substitute—

“paragraph 5(2) of Schedule 2 to the 1991 Act, paragraph 11(1) of Schedule 13 to the 1995
Act or paragraph 9(1) of Schedule 14 to the 1995 Act (right of appeal)”.

(2)  In the case of a ROMP application, in regulation 12(2) (appeal to the Secretary of State
without an environmental statement) omit the words “, except by refusing planning permission
or subsequent consent,”.
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reg. 47 Modification of provisions on preparation, publicity and
procedures on submission of environmental statements

Superseded

Version 2 of 3

6 April 2012 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

47.— Modification of provisions on preparation, publicity and procedures on submission of
environmental statements

(1)  In the case of a ROMP application, in regulations 13(9) and 14(6) for the words “an
application for planning permission or a subsequent application for” substitute “a ROMP
application which relates to another planning permission which authorises”.

(2)  In the case of a ROMP application, in regulation 16 (procedure where an environmental
statement is submitted to a local planning authority) for paragraph (4) substitute—

“ [(4)]1  Where an applicant submits an environmental statement to the authority in
accordance with paragraph (1), the provisions of article 13 of and Schedule 3 to the Order
(publicity for applications for planning permission) shall apply to a ROMP application
under paragraph—

(a)  2(2) of Schedule 2 to the 1991 Act, and

(b)  6(1) of Schedule 14 to the 1995 Act2,

 as they apply to a planning application falling within paragraph 13(2) of the Order
except that for the references in the notice in Schedule 3 to the Order to “planning
permission” there shall be substituted “determination of the conditions to which a
planning permission is to be subject” and that notice shall refer to the relevant provisions
of the 1991 or 1995 Act pursuant to which the application is made.”

(3)  In the case of a ROMP application, in regulation 17 (publicity where an environmental
statement is submitted after the planning application)—

(a)  in paragraph (2)(a) for the words “that an application is being made for planning
permission or subsequent consent” substitute—
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“that an application is being made for determination of the conditions to which a
planning permission is to be subject, the relevant provisions of the 1991 or 1995 Act
pursuant to which the application is made”;

(b)  for paragraph (7) substitute—

“(7)  Where an applicant indicates that it is proposed to provide such a statement and in
such circumstances as are mentioned in paragraph (1), the relevant planning authority,
the Secretary of State or the inspector, as the case may be, shall suspend consideration
of the application or appeal until the date specified by the authority or the Secretary of
State for submission of the environmental statement and compliance with paragraph
(6); and shall not determine it during the period of 21 days beginning with the date of
receipt of the statement and the other documents mentioned in paragraph (6).”

(4)  In the case of a ROMP application, in regulation 18 (provision of copies of environmental
statements and further information for the Secretary of State on referral or appeal), in paragraph
(a) for “section 77” substitute “paragraph 7(1) of Schedule 2 to the 1991 Act, paragraph 13(1)
of Schedule 13 to the 1995 Act or paragraph 8(1) of Schedule 14 to the 1995 Act”.

(5)  In the case of a ROMP application, in regulation 20 (availability of copies of environmental
statements) after “the Order” insert “(as applied by regulation 16(4) or by paragraph 9(5) of
Schedule 13 to the 1995 Act),”.

(6)  In the case of a ROMP application, in regulation 22 (further information and evidence
respecting environmental statements)—

(a)  in paragraph (3)(a) for the words “applicant for planning permission or subsequent
consent or the appellant (as the case may be)” substitute—

“person who has applied for or who has appealed in relation to the determination of the
conditions to which the planning permission is to be subject, the relevant provisions of
the 1991 or 1995 Act pursuant to which the application is made”;

(b)  in paragraph (7) after the words “application or appeal” insert “until the date they specify
for submission of the further information”.

Notes

1 Word substituted by Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012/637 Sch.3
para.10 (April 6, 2012)
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Notes

2 The provisions of the Order are not applied to applications under paragraph 9(1) of Schedule
13 to the 1995 Act as they are applied by paragraph 9(5) of Schedule 13 to the 1995 Act.
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reg. 48 Modification of provisions on application to the High
Court and giving of directions

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

48.— Modification of provisions on application to the High Court and giving of directions

(1)  In the case of a ROMP application, for regulation 59 (application to the High Court)
substitute—

“59. Application to the High Court
For the purposes of Part 12 of the Act (validity of certain decisions), the reference in
section 288, as applied by paragraph 9(3) of Schedule 2 to the 1991 Act, paragraph 16(4)
of Schedule 13 to the 1995 Act or paragraph 9(4) of Schedule 14 to the 1995 Act, to action
of the Secretary of State which is not within the powers of the Act shall be taken to extend
to the determination of a ROMP application by the Secretary of State in contravention of
regulation 3.”

(2)  The direction making power in article 25(2) of the Order shall apply to ROMP development
as it applies to development in respect of which a planning application is made.
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reg. 49 Suspension of minerals development

Superseded

Version 2 of 3

6 April 2012 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

49.— Suspension of minerals development

(1)  Where the authority, the Secretary of State or an inspector is dealing with a ROMP
application or an appeal arising from a ROMP application and notifies the applicant or appellant,
as the case may be, that—

(a)  the submission of an environmental statement is required under regulation 10(1), 11(2) or
12(4) then such notification shall specify the period within which the environmental statement
and compliance with regulation 17(6) is required; or

(b)  a statement should contain additional information under regulation 22(1) then such
notification shall specify the period within which that information is provided.

(2)  Subject to paragraph (3), the planning permission to which the ROMP application relates
shall not authorise any minerals development (unless the Secretary of State has made a screening
direction to the effect that ROMP development is not EIA development) if the applicant or the
appellant does not—

(a)  write to the authority or Secretary of State within the 6 week or other period agreed
pursuant to regulation 10(4), 11(5) or 12(6);

(b)  submit an environmental statement and comply with regulation 17(6) within the period
specified by the authority or the Secretary of State in accordance with [paragraph (1)]1 or
within such extended period as is agreed in writing;

(c)   provide additional information within the period specified by the authority, the Secretary
of State or an inspector in accordance with [paragraph (1)]1 or within such extended period
as is agreed in writing; or

(d)  where a notification under regulation 5(4), 6(3), 13(3) or 14(3) has been received,
provide the additional information requested within 3 weeks beginning with the date of the
notification, or within such extended period as may be agreed in writing with the authority
or Secretary of State, as the case may be.
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(3)  Where paragraph (2) applies, the planning permission shall not authorise any minerals
development from the end of—

(a)  the relevant 6 week or other period agreed in writing as referred to in sub-paragraph (2)
(a); and

(b)  the period specified or agreed in writing as referred to in sub-paragraphs (2)(b), (c), and
(d),

 until the applicant has complied with all of the provisions referred to in paragraph (2) which
are relevant to the application or appeal in question.

(4)  Particulars of the suspension of minerals development and the date when that suspension
ends must be entered in the appropriate part of the register as soon as reasonably practicable.

(5)  Paragraph (2) shall not affect any minerals development carried out under the planning
permission before the date of suspension of minerals development.

(6)  For the purposes of paragraphs (2) to (5) “minerals development”  means development
consisting of the winning and working of minerals, or involving the depositing of mineral waste.

Notes

1 Words substituted by Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012/637 Sch.3
para.11 (April 6, 2012)
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reg. 50 Determination of conditions and right of appeal on non-
determination

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

50.— Determination of conditions and right of appeal on non-determination

(1)  Where it falls to—

(a)  a mineral planning authority to determine a Schedule 1 or a Schedule 2 application,
paragraph 2(6)(b) of Schedule 2 to the 1991 Act, paragraph 9(9) of Schedule 13 to the 1995
Act or paragraph 6(8) of Schedule 14 to the 1995 Act shall not have effect to treat the authority
as having determined the conditions to which any relevant planning permission is to be subject
unless either the mineral planning authority has adopted a screening opinion or the Secretary
of State has made a screening direction to the effect that the ROMP development in question
is not EIA development;

(b)  a mineral planning authority or the Secretary of State to determine a Schedule 1 or a
Schedule 2 application—

(i)  section 69 (register of applications, etc), and any provisions of the Order made by
virtue of that section, shall have effect with any necessary amendments as if references to
applications for planning permission included ROMP applications under paragraph 9(1)
of Schedule 13 to the 1995 Act and paragraph 6(1) of Schedule 14 to the 1995 Act1; and

(ii)  where the relevant mineral planning authority is not the authority required to keep
the register, the relevant mineral planning authority must provide the authority required
to keep it with such information and documents as that authority requires to comply with
section 69 as applied by sub-paragraph (i), with regulation 23 as applied by regulation 42,
and with regulation 49(4).

(2)  Where it falls to the mineral planning authority or the Secretary of State to determine an
EIA application which is made under paragraph 2(2) of Schedule 2 to the 1991 Act, paragraph
4(4) of that Schedule shall not apply.

(3)  Where it falls to the mineral planning authority to determine an EIA application, the
authority shall give written notice of their determination of the ROMP application within 16
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weeks beginning with the date of receipt by the authority of the ROMP application or such
extended period as may be agreed in writing between the applicant and the authority.

(4)  For the purposes of paragraph (3) a ROMP application is received by the authority when
it receives—

(a)  a document referred to by the applicant as an environmental statement for the purposes
of these Regulations;

(b)  any documents required to accompany that statement; and

(c)  any additional information which the authority has notified the applicant that the
environmental statement should contain.

(5)  Where paragraph (1)(a) applies—

(a)  paragraph 5(2) of Schedule 2 to the 1991 Act, paragraph 11(1) of Schedule 13 to the 1995
Act and paragraph 9(1) of Schedule 14 to the 1995 Act (right of appeal) shall have effect
as if there were also a right of appeal to the Secretary of State where the mineral planning
authority have not given written notice of their determination of the ROMP application in
accordance with paragraph (3); and

(b)  paragraph 5(5) of Schedule 2 to the 1991 Act, paragraph 11(2) of Schedule 13 to the 1995
Act and paragraph 9(2) of Schedule 14 to the 1995 Act (right of appeal) shall have effect as
if they also provided for notice of appeal to be made within 6 months from the expiry of the
16 week or other period agreed pursuant to paragraph (3).

(6)  In determining for the purposes of paragraphs—

(a)  2(6)(b) of Schedule 2 to the 1991 Act, 9(9) of Schedule 13 to the 1995 Act and 6(8) of
Schedule 14 to the 1995 Act (determination of conditions); or

(b)  paragraph 5(5) of Schedule 2 to the 1991 Act, paragraph 11(2) of Schedule 13 to the
1995 Act and paragraph 9(2) of Schedule 14 to the 1995 Act (right of appeal) as applied by
paragraph (26)(b),

 the time which has elapsed without the mineral planning authority giving the applicant written
notice of their determination in a case where the authority have notified an applicant in
accordance with regulation 10(1) that the submission of an environmental statement is required
and the Secretary of State has given a screening direction in relation to the ROMP development
in question no account shall be taken of any period before the issue of the direction.
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Notes

1 These provisions are not applied to applications under paragraph 2(2) of Schedule 2 to the
1991 Act as they are applied by paragraph 9 of Schedule 2 to the 1991 Act.
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reg. 51 ROMP application by a mineral planning authority

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

51.— ROMP application by a mineral planning authority

(1)  Where a mineral planning authority proposes to make or makes a ROMP application to
the Secretary of State under regulation 11 (other consents) of the General Regulations which
is a Schedule 1 or a Schedule 2 application (or proposed application), these Regulations shall
apply to that application or proposed application as they apply to a ROMP application referred
to the Secretary of State under paragraph 7(1) of Schedule 2 to the 1991 Act, paragraph 13(1)
of Schedule 13 to the 1995 Act or paragraph 8(1) of Schedule 14 to the 1995 Act (reference of
applications to the Secretary of State) subject to the following modifications—

(a)  subject to paragraph (2) below, regulations 5 to 10, 12, 13, 14, 16 (save for the purposes
of regulations 19(3) and (4)), 18 and 24(1) shall not apply;

(b)  in regulation 4 (general provisions relating to screening), paragraphs (4)(b) and (10) shall
not apply;

(c)  in regulation 11(2) (application referred to the Secretary of State without an environmental
statement), omit the words “and shall send a copy of that notification to the relevant planning
authority”;

(d)  in regulation 15 (procedure to facilitate preparation of environmental statements)—

(i)  in sub-paragraph (3)(b) for the words “10(4)(a), or 11(5) or 12(6)” substitute “11(5)”;

(ii)  in paragraph (4) omit the words “the relevant planning authority and” and “authority
or”;

(e)  in regulation 17(2) (publicity where an environmental statement is submitted after the
planning application)—

(i)  in sub-paragraph (a) omit the words “and the name and address of the relevant planning
authority”;

(ii)  for sub-paragraph (b) substitute—
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“(b)  the date on which the application was made and that it has been made to the
Secretary of State under regulation 11 of the General Regulations;”;

(f)  in regulation 19 (procedure where an environmental statement is submitted to the
Secretary of State), in paragraph (2) omit the words “who shall send 1 copy to the relevant
planning authority”;

(g)  in regulation 22(3) (further information and evidence respecting environmental
statements)—

(i)  in sub-paragraph (a) omit the words “and the name and address of the relevant planning
authority”;

(ii)  for sub-paragraph (b) substitute—

“(b)  the date on which the application was made and that it has been made to the
Secretary of State under regulation 11 of the General Regulations;”;

(h)  regulations 23 (availability of opinions, directions etc for inspection) and 24(2) (duties to
inform the public and the Secretary of State of final decisions) shall apply as if the references
to a “relevant planning authority”  were references to a mineral planning authority.

(2)  A mineral planning authority which is minded to make a ROMP application to the Secretary
of State under regulation 11 of the General Regulations may request the Secretary of State in
writing to make a screening direction, and paragraphs (3) and (4) of regulation 6 shall apply
to such a request as they apply to a request made pursuant to regulation 5(7) except that in
paragraph (3) the words “, and may request the relevant planning authority to provide such
information as they can on any of those points” shall be omitted.

(3)  A request under paragraph (2) shall be accompanied by—

(a)  a plan sufficient to identify the land;

(b)  a brief description of the nature and purpose of the ROMP development and of its possible
effects on the environment; and

(c)  such other information as the authority may wish to provide or make.

(4)  An authority making a request under paragraph (2) shall send to the Secretary of State any
additional information he may request in writing to enable him to make a direction.
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reg. 52 ROMP applications: duty to make a prohibition order
after two years suspension of permission

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

52.— ROMP applications: duty to make a prohibition order after two years suspension of
permission

(1)  This regulation applies if, in relation to a minerals development—

(a)  a period of 2 years beginning with the suspension date has expired, and

(b)  the steps specified in regulation 49(2) have yet to be taken.

(2)  The “suspension date”  is the date on which the suspension of minerals development (within
the meaning of regulation 49(3)) begins.

(3)  Paragraph 3 of Schedule 9 to the Act1 (prohibition of resumption of mineral working) has
effect in relation to any part of a site as it has effect in relation to the whole site.

(4)  Sub-paragraph (1) of that paragraph has effect as if for the words from “the mineral planning
authority may by order” to the end there were substituted—

“the mineral planning authority—

(i)  must by order prohibit the resumption of the winning and working or the depositing;
and

(ii)  may in the order impose, in relation to the site, any such requirement as is specified
in sub-paragraph (3).”

(5)  In sub-paragraphs (2)(a) and (b) of that paragraph, references to winning and working
or depositing are to be read as references to winning and working or depositing for which
permission is not suspended by virtue of regulation 49(3).

(6)  Paragraph 4(7) of Schedule 9 to the Act has effect as if for “have effect” there were
substituted “authorise that development”.
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Notes

1 Paragraph 3 was amended by the Planning and Compensation Act 1991 (c. 34), Schedule
1, paragraph 15(6).
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reg. 53 Development in England likely to have significant effects
in another EEA State

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

53.— Development in England likely to have significant effects in another EEA State

(1)  Where—

(a)  it comes to the attention of the Secretary of State that development proposed to be carried
out in England is the subject of an EIA application and is likely to have significant effects on
the environment in another EEA State; or

(b)  another EEA State likely to be significantly affected by such development so requests,

 the Secretary of State shall—

(i)  send to the EEA State as soon as possible and no later than their date of publication
in The London Gazette referred to in sub-paragraph (ii) below, the particulars mentioned in
paragraph (2) and, if relevant, the information referred to in paragraph (3); and

(ii)  publish the information in sub-paragraph (i) above in a notice placed in The London
Gazette indicating the address where additional information is available; and

(iii)  give the EEA State a reasonable time in which to indicate whether it wishes to participate
in the procedure for which these Regulations provide.

(2)  The particulars referred to in paragraph (1)(b)(i) are—

(a)  a description of the development, together with any available information on its possible
significant effect on the environment in another Member State; and

(b)  information on the nature of the decision which may be taken.

(3)  Where a EEA State indicates, in accordance with paragraph (1)(b)(iii), that it wishes to
participate in the procedure for which these Regulations provide, the Secretary of State shall as
soon as possible send to that EEA State the following information—
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(a)  a copy of the application concerned;

(b)  a copy of any planning permission relating to the development;

(c)  a copy of any environmental statement in respect of the development to which that
application relates; and

(d)  relevant information regarding the procedure under these Regulations,

 but only to the extent that such information has not been provided to the EEA State earlier in
accordance with paragraph (1)(b)(i).

(4)  The Secretary of State shall also—

(a)  arrange for the particulars and information referred to in paragraphs (2) and (3) and any
further information and any other information to be made available, within a reasonable time,
to the authorities referred to in Article 6(1) of the Directive and the public concerned in the
territory of the EEA State likely to be significantly affected; and

(b)  ensure that those authorities and the public concerned are given an opportunity, before
planning permission for the development is granted, to forward to the Secretary of State,
within a reasonable time, their opinion on the information supplied.

(5)  The Secretary of State shall in accordance with Article 7(4) of the Directive—

(a)  enter into consultations with the EEA State concerned regarding, inter alia, the potential
significant effects of the development on the environment of that EEA State and the measures
envisaged to reduce or eliminate such effects; and

(b)  determine in agreement with the other EEA State a reasonable period of time for the
duration of the consultation period.

(6)  Where a EEA State has been consulted in accordance with paragraph (5), on the
determination of the application concerned the Secretary of State shall inform the EEA State of
the decision and shall forward to it a statement of—

(a)  the content of the decision and any conditions attached to it;

(b)  the main reasons and considerations on which the decision is based including, if relevant,
information about the participation of the public; and

(c)  a description, where necessary, of the main measures to avoid, reduce and, if possible,
offset the major adverse effects of the development.
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reg. 54 Projects in another EEA State likely to have significant
transboundary effects

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

54.— Projects in another EEA State likely to have significant transboundary effects

(1)  Where the Secretary of State receives from another EEA State, pursuant to Article 7(1) or
7(2) of the Directive, information which that EEA State has gathered from the developer of a
proposed project in that EEA State which is likely to have significant effects on the environment
in England, the Secretary of State shall, in accordance with Article 7(4) of the Directive—

(a)  enter into consultations with that EEA State regarding the potential significant effects of
the proposed project on the environment in England and the measures envisaged to reduce
or eliminate such effects; and

(b)  determine in agreement with that EEA State a reasonable period, before development
consent for the project is granted, during which members of the public in England may submit
to the competent authority in that EEA State representations pursuant to Article 7(3)(b) of
the Directive.

(2)  The Secretary of State shall also—

(a)  arrange for the information referred to in paragraph (1) to be made available, within a
reasonable time, both to the authorities in England which are likely to be concerned by the
project by reason of their specific environmental responsibilities, and to the public concerned
in England;

(b)  ensure that those authorities and the public concerned in England are given an opportunity,
before development consent for the project is granted, to forward to the competent authority
in the relevant EEA State, within a reasonable time, their opinion on the information supplied;
and

(c)  so far as such information has been received by the Secretary of State, notify those
authorities and the public concerned of the content of any decision of the competent authority
of the relevant EEA State; and in particular—
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(i)  any conditions attached to it;

(ii)  the main reasons and considerations on which the decision was based including, if
relevant, information about the participation of the public; and

(iii)  a description of the main measures to avoid, reduce and, if possible, offset any major
adverse effects that have been identified.
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reg. 55 Projects serving national defence purposes in Scotland

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

55.— Projects serving national defence purposes in Scotland

(1)  If a development comprises or forms part of a project serving national defence purposes
and in the opinion of the Secretary of State compliance with the Town and Country Planning
(Environmental Impact Assessment) (Scotland) Regulations 2011 would have an adverse effect
on those purposes the Secretary of State may direct that those Regulations shall not apply to a
project specified in the direction.

(2)  The Secretary of State shall notify the Scottish Ministers prior to making a direction.

(3)  The Secretary of State shall send a copy of the direction to the Scottish Ministers and the
relevant planning authority.
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reg. 56 Projects serving national defence purposes in Wales

Superseded

Version 2 of 3

1 March 2016 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

56.— Projects serving national defence purposes in Wales

(1)   If a development comprises or forms part of a project serving national defence purposes
and in the opinion of the Secretary of State compliance with [the Town and Country Planning
(Environmental Impact Assessment) (Wales) Regulations 2016]1 would have an adverse effect
on those purposes the Secretary of State may direct that these Regulations as amended for Wales
shall not apply to a project specified in the direction.

(2)  The Secretary of State shall notify the Welsh Ministers prior to making a direction.

(3)  The Secretary of State shall send a copy of the direction to the Welsh Ministers and the
relevant planning authority.

Notes

1 Words substituted by Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment)
(Wales) Regulations 2016/58 Sch.9 para.7(2) (March 1, 2016)
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reg. 57 Projects serving national defence purposes in Northern
Ireland

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

57.— Projects serving national defence purposes in Northern Ireland

(1)  If a development comprises or forms part of a project serving national defence purposes
and in the opinion of the Secretary of State compliance with the Planning (Environmental
Impact Assessment) Regulations (Northern Ireland) 19991 would have an adverse effect on
those purposes the Secretary of State may direct that those Regulations shall not apply to a
project specified in the direction.

(2)  The Secretary of State shall notify the Department of the Environment prior to making a
direction.

(3)  The Secretary of State shall send a copy of the direction to the relevant planning authority.

Notes

1 SR 1999 No 73.
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reg. 58 Service of notices etc

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

58. Service of notices etc

Any notice or other document to be sent, served or given under these Regulations may be served
or given in a manner specified in section 3291 (service of notices).

Notes

1 Section 329 was amended by the Town and Country Planning (Electronic Communications)
(England) Order 2003 (S.I. 2003/956).
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reg. 59 Application to the High Court

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

59. Application to the High Court

For the purposes of Part 12 of the Act (validity of certain decisions), the reference in section 288 to
action of the Secretary of State which is not within the powers of the Act shall be taken to extend
to a grant of planning permission or subsequent consent by the Secretary of State in contravention
of regulations 3 or 31.
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reg. 60 Hazardous waste and material change of use

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

60. Hazardous waste and material change of use

A change in the use of land or buildings to a use for a purpose mentioned in paragraph 9 of Schedule
1 involves a material change in the use of that land or those buildings for the purposes of section
55(1) (meaning of “development”  and “new development” ).
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reg. 61 Extension of the period for an authority's decision on a
planning application

Superseded

Version 2 of 3

15 April 2017 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

61.— Extension of the period for an authority's decision on a planning application

(1)  In determining for the purposes of section 78 (right to appeal against planning decisions
and failure to take such decisions) the time which has elapsed without the relevant planning
authority giving notice to the applicant of their decision in a case where—

(a)  the authority have notified an applicant in accordance with regulation 10(1) that the
submission of an environmental statement is required; and

(b)  the Secretary of State has given a screening direction in relation to the development in
question,

 no account shall be taken of any period before the issue of the direction.

[

(2)  Subject to paragraph (3), where it falls to an authority to determine an EIA application,
articles 27 (applications made under planning condition) and 34 (time periods for decision) of
the Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (England) Order 2015
shall have effect as if for each of the references in article 27(2) and 34(2)(a) and (b) to a period
of 8 and 13 weeks respectively there were substituted a reference to a period of 16 weeks.

(3)  Where it falls to an authority to determine an application for technical details consent for
EIA development, article 34 (time periods for decisions) of the Town and Country Planning
(Development Management Procedure) (England) Order 2015 shall have effect as if for each
reference in article 34(2) to a period of 5 or 10 weeks respectively there were substituted a
reference to a period of 16 weeks.

]1
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Notes

1 Reg.61(2) and (3) substituted for reg.61(2) by Town and Country Planning (Permission in
Principle) Order 2017/402 Sch.1 para.1(2) (April 15, 2017)
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reg. 62 Extension of the power to provide in a development order
for the giving of directions as respects the manner in which
planning applications are dealt with

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

62. Extension of the power to provide in a development order for the giving of directions as
respects the manner in which planning applications are dealt with

The provisions enabling the Secretary of State to give directions which may be included in a
development order by virtue of section 60 (permission granted by development order) shall include
provisions enabling him to direct that development which is both of a description mentioned in
Column 1 of the table in Schedule 2, and of a class described in the direction is EIA development
for the purposes of these Regulations.
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reg. 63 Application to the Crown

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

63.— Application to the Crown

(1)  These regulations shall apply to the Crown with the following modifications.

(2)  In regulation 11 (application referred to the Secretary of State without an environmental
statement)—

(a)  in paragraph (1)—

(i)  before “referred” insert “made or”; and

(ii)  before “referral” insert “making or the”; and

(b)  in paragraph (2), before “referred” insert “made or”.
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reg. 64 Review

Superseded

Version 2 of 3

6 April 2012 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

64.— Review

(1)  Before the end of each review period, the Secretary of State must—

(a)  carry out a review of these Regulations,

(b)  set out the conclusions of the review in a report, and

(c)  publish the report.

(2)  In carrying out the review the Secretary of State must, so far as is reasonable, have regard
to how the Directive is implemented in other Member States.

(3)  The report must in particular—

(a)  set out the objectives intended to be achieved by the regulatory system established by
these Regulations,

(b)  assess the extent to which those objectives are achieved, and

(c)  assess whether those objectives remain appropriate and, if so, the extent to which they
could be achieved with a system that imposes less regulation.

(4)  “Review period”  means—

(a)  the period of 5 years beginning with the day on which these Regulations came into force,
and

(b)  subject to paragraph (5), each successive period of 5 years.

(5)   If a report under this regulation is [...]1 published before the last day of the review period
to which it relates, the following review period is to begin with the day on which that report
is published.
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Notes

1 Word revoked by Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012/637 Sch.3 para.12
(April 6, 2012)
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reg. 65 Revocation of statutory instruments and transitional
provisions

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

65.— Revocation of statutory instruments and transitional provisions

(1)  The statutory instruments in Schedule 5 are revoked, to the extent shown in that Schedule.

(2)  Nothing in paragraph (1) shall affect the continued application of the instruments revoked
by that paragraph in relation to—

(a)  any application lodged or received by an authority before the commencement of these
Regulations,

(b)  any undetermined ROMP application to which those instruments apply in accordance
with the Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) (Mineral
Permissions and Amendment) (England) Regulations 2008,

(c)  any appeal in relation to an application under paragraph (a) or (b), or

(d)  any matter in relation to which a local planning authority has before that date issued an
enforcement notice under section 172,

 and these Regulations shall not apply in relation to any such application, appeal, or matter.
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reg. 66 Consequential amendments

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

66. Consequential amendments

The instruments in Schedule 6 are amended to the extent shown in that Schedule.
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Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning
Signed by authority of the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government

Bob Neill

Parliamentary Under Secretary of State Department for Communities and Local Government
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para. 1

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

In this Schedule—

“airport”  means an airport which complies with the definition in the 1944 Chicago Convention
setting up the International Civil Aviation Organisation (Annex 14)1;

“express road”  means a road which complies with the definition in the European Agreement on
Main International Traffic Arteries of 15 November 19752;

“nuclear power station”  and “other nuclear reactor”  do not include an installation from the
site of which all nuclear fuel and other radioactive contaminated materials have been permanently
removed; and development for the purpose of dismantling or decommissioning a nuclear power
station or other nuclear reactor shall not be treated as development of the description mentioned
in paragraph 2(b) of this Schedule.

Notes

1 See Command Paper 6614.
2 See Command Paper 6993.
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Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

The carrying out of development to provide any of the following—
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para. 1

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

1.

Crude-oil refineries (excluding undertakings manufacturing only lubricants from crude oil) and
installations for the gasification and liquefaction of 500 tonnes or more of coal or bituminous shale
per day.
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para. 2

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

2.—

(a)  Thermal power stations and other combustion installations with a heat output of 300
megawatts or more; and

(b)  Nuclear power stations and other nuclear reactors (except research installations for the
production and conversion of fissionable and fertile materials, whose maximum power does not
exceed 1 kilowatt continuous thermal load).
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para. 3

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

3.—

(a)  Installations for the reprocessing of irradiated nuclear fuel;

(b)  Installations designed—

(i)  for the production or enrichment of nuclear fuel,

(ii)  for the processing of irradiated nuclear fuel or high-level radioactive waste,

(iii)  for the final disposal of irradiated nuclear fuel,

(iv)  solely for the final disposal of radioactive waste,

(v)  solely for the storage (planned for more than 10 years) of irradiated nuclear fuels or
radioactive waste in a different site than the production site.
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para. 4

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

4.—

(a)  Integrated works for the initial smelting of cast-iron and steel;

(b)  Installations for the production of non-ferrous crude metals from ore, concentrates or
secondary raw materials by metallurgical, chemical or electrolytic processes.
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para. 5

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

5.

Installations for the extraction of asbestos and for the processing and transformation of asbestos
and products containing asbestos—

(a)  for asbestos-cement products, with an annual production of more than 20,000 tonnes of
finished products;

(b)  for friction material, with an annual production of more than 50 tonnes of finished products;
and

(c)  for other uses of asbestos, utilisation of more than 200 tonnes per year.
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para. 6

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

6.

Integrated chemical installations, that is to say, installations for the manufacture on an industrial
scale of substances using chemical conversion processes, in which several units are juxtaposed
and are functionally linked to one another and which are—

(a)  for the production of basic organic chemicals;

(b)  for the production of basic inorganic chemicals;

(c)  for the production of phosphorous-, nitrogen- or potassium-based fertilisers (simple or
compound fertilisers);

(d)  for the production of basic plant health products and of biocides;

(e)  for the production of basic pharmaceutical products using a chemical or biological process;

(f)  for the production of explosives.
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para. 7

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

7.—

(a)  Construction of lines for long-distance railway traffic and of airports with a basic runway
length of 2,100 metres or more;

(b)  Construction of motorways and express roads;

(c)  Construction of a new road of four or more lanes, or realignment and/or widening of an
existing road of two lanes or less so as to provide four or more lanes, where such new road, or
realigned and/or widened section of road would be 10 kilometres or more in a continuous length.
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para. 8

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

8.—

(a)  Inland waterways and ports for inland-waterway traffic which permit the passage of vessels
of over 1,350 tonnes;

(b)  Trading ports, piers for loading and unloading connected to land and outside ports (excluding
ferry piers) which can take vessels of over 1,350 tonnes.
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para. 9

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

9.

Waste disposal installations for the incineration, chemical treatment (as defined in Annex IIA to
Council Directive 75/442/EEC1 under heading D9), or landfill of hazardous waste as defined in
regulation 6 of the Hazardous Waste (England and Wales) Regulations 2005.

Notes

1 O.J. No. L 194, 25.7.1975, p. 39. Council Directive 75/442/EEC was amended by Council
Directive 91/156/EEC (O.J. No. L 78, 26.3.1991, p. 32) and by Commission Decision 94/3/
EC (O.J. No. L 5, 7.1.1994, p. 15).
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para. 10

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

10.

Waste disposal installations for the incineration or chemical treatment (as defined in Annex IIA
to Council Directive 75/442/EEC under heading D9) of non-hazardous waste with a capacity
exceeding 100 tonnes per day.
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para. 11

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

11.

Groundwater abstraction or artificial groundwater recharge schemes where the annual volume of
water abstracted or recharged is equivalent to or exceeds 10 million cubic metres.
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para. 12

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

12.—

(a)  Works for the transfer of water resources, other than piped drinking water, between river
basins where the transfer aims at preventing possible shortages of water and where the amount
of water transferred exceeds 100 million cubic metres per year;

(b)  In all other cases, works for the transfer of water resources, other than piped drinking water,
between river basins where the multi-annual average flow of the basin of abstraction exceeds
2,000 million cubic metres per year and where the amount of water transferred exceeds 5% of
this flow.
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para. 13

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

13.

Waste water treatment plants with a capacity exceeding 150,000 population equivalent as defined
in Article 2 point (6) of Council Directive 91/271/EEC1.

Notes

1 O.J. No. L 135, 30.5.1991, p. 40.
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para. 14

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

14.

Extraction of petroleum and natural gas for commercial purposes where the amount extracted
exceeds 500 tonnes per day in the case of petroleum and 500,000 cubic metres per day in the case
of gas.
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para. 15

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

15.

Dams and other installations designed for the holding back or permanent storage of water, where
a new or additional amount of water held back or stored exceeds 10 million cubic metres.
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para. 16

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

16.

Pipelines with a diameter of more than 800 millimetres and a length of more than 40 kilometres:

 – for the transport of gas, oil, chemicals, or

 – for the transport of carbon dioxide streams for the purposes of geological storage,
including associated booster stations.
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para. 17

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

17.

Installations for the intensive rearing of poultry or pigs with more than—

(a)  85,000 places for broilers or 60,000 places for hens;

(b)  3,000 places for production pigs (over 30 kg); or

(c)  900 places for sows.
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para. 18

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

18.

Industrial plants for—

(a)  the production of pulp from timber or similar fibrous materials;

(b)  the production of paper and board with a production capacity exceeding 200 tonnes per day.
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para. 19

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

19.

Quarries and open-cast mining where the surface of the site exceeds 25 hectares, or peat extraction
where the surface of the site exceeds 150 hectares.
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para. 20

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

20.

Installations for storage of petroleum, petrochemical or chemical products with a capacity of
200,000 tonnes or more.
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para. 21

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

21.

Any change to or extension of development listed in this Schedule where such a change or
extension in itself meets the thresholds, if any, or description of development set out in this
Schedule.
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para. 22

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

22.

Storage sites pursuant to Directive 2009/31/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of
23 April 2009 on the geological storage of carbon dioxide.1

Notes

1 O. J. No L 140, 5.6.2009, p. 114.
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para. 23

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

23.

Installations for the capture of carbon dioxide streams for the purposes of geological storage
pursuant to Directive 2009/31/EC from installations covered by this Schedule, or where the total
yearly capture of carbon dioxide is 1.5 megatonnes or more.
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para. 1

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

1.

In the table below—

“area of the works”  includes any area occupied by apparatus, equipment, machinery, materials,
plant, spoil heaps or other facilities or stores required for construction or installation;

“controlled waters”  has the same meaning as in the Water Resources Act 19911;

“floorspace”  means the floorspace in a building or buildings.

Notes

1 See section 104.
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para. 2

Superseded

Version 3 of 4

1 January 2017 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

2.

The table below sets out the descriptions of development and applicable thresholds and criteria for
the purpose of classifying development as Schedule 2 development.

Column 1 Column 2
Description of development Applicable thresholds and criteria

The carrying out of development to provide any of the following—

1 Agriculture and aquaculture
(a) Projects for the use of uncultivated land or semi-natural
areas for intensive agricultural purposes;

The area of the development exceeds 0.5 hectare.

(b) Water management projects for agriculture, including
irrigation and land drainage projects;

The area of the works exceeds 1 hectare.

(c) Intensive livestock installations (unless included in
Schedule 1);

The area of new floorspace exceeds 500 square metres.

(d) Intensive fish farming; The installation resulting from the development is designed to produce more than 10
tonnes of dead weight fish per year.

(e) Reclamation of land from the sea. All development.

2 Extractive industry
(a) Quarries, open cast mining and peat extraction (unless
included in Schedule 1);

(b) Underground mining;

All development except the construction of buildings or other ancillary structures where
the new floorspace does not exceed 1,000 square metres.

(c) Extraction of minerals by fluvial or marine dredging; All development.
(d) Deep drillings, in particular—

(i) geothermal drilling;

(ii) drilling for the storage of nuclear
waste material;

(iii) drilling for water supplies;

with the exception of drillings for
investigating the stability of the soil.

(i) In relation to any type of drilling, the area of the works exceeds 1 hectare; or

(ii) in relation to geothermal drilling and drilling for the
storage of nuclear waste material, the drilling is within
100 metres of any controlled waters
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(e) Surface industrial installations for the extraction of coal,
petroleum, natural gas and ores, as well as bituminous shale.

The area of the development exceeds 0.5 hectare.

3 Energy industry
(a) Industrial installations for the production of electricity,
steam and hot water (unless included in Schedule 1);

The area of the development exceeds 0.5 hectare.

(b) Industrial installations for carrying gas, steam and hot
water;

The area of the works exceeds 1 hectare.

(c) Surface storage of natural gas;

(d) Underground storage of
combustible gases;

(e) Surface storage of fossil fuels;

(i) The area of any new building, deposit or structure exceeds 500 square metres; or

(ii) a new building, deposit or structure is to be sited
within 100 metres of any controlled waters.

(f) Industrial briquetting of coal and lignite; The area of new floorspace exceeds 1,000 square metres.
(g) Installations for the processing and storage of radioactive
waste (unless included in Schedule 1);

(i)The area of new floorspace exceeds 1,000 square metres; or

(ii) the installation resulting from the development
will require the grant of an environmental permit
under [the Environmental Permitting (England and
Wales) Regulations 2016]1 in relation to a radioactive
substances activity described in [paragraphs 11(2)
(b), (2)(c) or (4) of Part 2 of Schedule 23]2 to those
Regulations, or the variation of such a permit.

(h) Installations for hydroelectric energy production; The installation is designed to produce more than 0.5 megawatts.
(i) Installations for the harnessing of wind power for energy
production (wind farms).

(i) The development involves the installation of more than 2 turbines; or

(ii) the hub height of any turbine or height of any other
structure exceeds 15 metres.

(j)Installations for the capture of carbon dioxide streams
for the purposes of geological storage pursuant to Directive
2009/31/EC from installations not included in Schedule 1.

All development.

4 Production and processing of metals
(a) Installations for the production of pig iron or steel (primary
or secondary fusion) including continuous casting;

(b) Installations for the processing of
ferrous metals—

(i)hot-rolling mills;

(ii)smitheries with hammers;

(iii)application of protective fused
metal coats.

(c) Ferrous metal foundries;

The area of new floorspace exceeds 1,000 square metres.
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(d) Installations for the smelting,
including the alloyage, of non-
ferrous metals, excluding precious
metals, including recovered products
(refining, foundry casting, etc);

(e) Installations for surface treatment
of metals and plastic materials using
an electrolytic or chemical process;

(f) Manufacture and assembly of
motor vehicles and manufacture of
motor-vehicle engines;

(g) Shipyards;

(h) Installations for the construction
and repair of aircraft;

(i) Manufacture of railway equipment;

(j) Swaging by explosives;

(k) Installations for the roasting and
sintering of metallic ores.

5 Mineral industry
(a) Coke ovens (dry coal distillation);

(b) Installations for the manufacture of
cement;

(c) Installations for the production
of asbestos and the manufacture
of asbestos-based products (unless
included in Schedule 1);

(d) Installations for the manufacture of
glass including glass fibre;

(e) Installations for smelting mineral
substances including the production of
mineral fibres;

The area of new floorspace exceeds 1,000 square metres.
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(f) Manufacture of ceramic products
by burning, in particular roofing
tiles, bricks, refractory bricks, tiles,
stonewear or porcelain.

6 Chemical industry (unless included in Schedule 1)
(a) Treatment of intermediate products and production of
chemicals;

(b) Production of pesticides and
pharmaceutical products, paint and
varnishes, elastomers and peroxides;

The area of new floorspace exceeds 1,000 square metres.

(c) Storage facilities for petroleum, petrochemical and
chemical products.

(i) The area of any new building or structure exceeds 0.05 hectare; or

(ii) more than 200 tonnes of petroleum, petrochemical
or chemical products is to be stored at any one time.

7 Food industry
(a) Manufacture of vegetable and animal oils and fats;

(b) Packing and canning of animal and
vegetable products;

(c) Manufacture of dairy products;

(d) Brewing and malting;

(e) Confectionery and syrup
manufacture;

(f) Installations for the slaughter of
animals;

(g) Industrial starch manufacturing
installations;

(h) Fish-meal and fish-oil factories;

(i) Sugar factories.

The area of new floorspace exceeds 1,000 square metres.

8 Textile, leather, wood and paper industries
(a) Industrial plants for the production of paper and board
(unless included in Schedule 1);

(b) Plants for the pre-treatment
(operations such as washing,

The area of new floorspace exceeds 1,000 square metres.
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bleaching, mercerisation) or dyeing of
fibres or textiles;

(c) Plants for the tanning of hides and
skins;

(d) Cellulose-processing and
production installations.

9 Rubber industry
Manufacture and treatment of elastomer-based products. The area of new floorspace exceeds 1,000 square metres.

10 Infrastructure projects
[(a) Industrial estate development projects; The area of the development exceeds 5 hectares.
(b) Urban development projects, including the construction
of shopping centres and car parks, sports stadiums, leisure
centres and multiplex cinemas;

(i) The development includes more than 1 hectare of urban development which is not
dwellinghouse development; or

(ii) the development includes more than 150 dwellings;
or

(iii) the overall area of the development exceeds 5
hectares.

(c) Construction of intermodal transhipment facilities and of
intermodal terminals (unless included in Schedule 1);

The area of the development exceeds 0.5 hectare.]3

(d) Construction of railways (unless included in Schedule 1); The area of the works exceeds 1 hectare.
(e) Construction of airfields (unless included in Schedule 1); (i) The development involves an extension to a runway; or

(ii) the area of the works exceeds 1 hectare.
(f) Construction of roads (unless included in Schedule 1); The area of the works exceeds 1 hectare.
(g) Construction of harbours and port installations including
fishing harbours (unless included in Schedule 1);

The area of the works exceeds 1 hectare.

(h) Inland-waterway construction not included in Schedule 1,
canalisation and flood-relief works;

(i) Dams and other installations
designed to hold water or store it on
a long-term basis (unless included in
Schedule 1);

(j) Tramways, elevated and
underground railways, suspended
lines or similar lines of a particular
type, used exclusively or mainly for
passenger transport;

The area of the works exceeds 1 hectare.

(k) Oil and gas pipeline installations and pipelines for the
transport of carbon dioxide streams for the purposes of
geological storage (unless included in Schedule 1);

(l) Installations of long-distance
aqueducts;

(i) The area of the works exceeds 1 hectare; or,

(ii) in the case of a gas pipeline, the installation has a
design operating pressure exceeding 7 bar gauge.
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(m) Coastal work to combat erosion and maritime works
capable of altering the coast through the construction, for
example, of dykes, moles, jetties and other sea defence works,
excluding the maintenance and reconstruction of such works;

All development.

(n) Groundwater abstraction and artificial groundwater
recharge schemes not included in Schedule 1;

(o) Works for the transfer of water
resources between river basins not
included in Schedule 1;

The area of the works exceeds 1 hectare.

(p) Motorway service areas. The area of the development exceeds 0.5 hectare.

11 Other projects
(a) Permanent racing and test tracks for motorised vehicles; The area of the development exceeds 1 hectare.
(b) Installations for the disposal of waste (unless included in
Schedule 1);

(i) The disposal is by incineration; or

(ii) the area of the development exceeds 0.5 hectare; or

(iii) the installation is to be sited within 100 metres of
any controlled waters.

(c) Waste-water treatment plants (unless included in Schedule
1);

The area of the development exceeds 1,000 square metres.

(d) Sludge-deposition sites;

(e) Storage of scrap iron, including
scrap vehicles;

(i) The area of deposit or storage exceeds 0.5 hectare; or

(ii) a deposit is to be made or scrap stored within 100
metres of any controlled waters

(f) Test benches for engines, turbines or reactors;

(g) Installations for the manufacture of
artificial mineral fibres;

(h) Installations for the recovery or
destruction of explosive substances;

(i) Knackers' yards.

The area of new floorspace exceeds 1,000 square metres.

12 Tourism and leisure
(a) Ski-runs, ski-lifts and cable-cars and associated
developments;

(i) The area of the works exceeds 1 hectare; or

(ii) the height of any building or other structure exceeds
15 metres.

(b) Marinas; The area of the enclosed water surface exceeds 1,000 square metres.
(c) Holiday villages and hotel complexes outside urban areas
and associated developments;

(d) Theme parks;

The area of the development exceeds 0.5 hectare.

(e) Permanent camp sites and caravan sites; The area of the development exceeds 1 hectare.
(f) Golf courses and associated developments. The area of the development exceeds 1 hectare.

13 Changes and extensions
(a) Any change to or extension of development of a
description listed in Schedule 1 (other than a change or

Either—
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extension falling within paragraph 21 of that Schedule) where
that development is already authorised, executed or in the
process of being executed. (i) The development as changed or extended may have

significant adverse effects on the environment; or

(ii) in relation to development of a description
mentioned in a paragraph in Schedule 1 indicated
below, the thresholds and criteria in column 2 of the
paragraph of this table indicated below applied to the
change or extension are met or exceeded.

Paragraph in Paragraph of this table

Schedule 1

1 6(a)

2(a) 3(a)

2(b) 3(g)

3 3(g)

4 4

5 5

6 6(a)

7(a) 10(d) (in relation to railways)

or 10(e) (in relation to airports)

7(b) and (c) 10(f)

8(a) 10(h)

8(b) 10(g)

9 11(b)

10 11(b)

11 10(n)

12 10(o)
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13 11(c)

14 2(e)

15 10(i)

16 10(k)

17 1(c)

18 8(a)

19 2(a)

20 6(c)
(b) Any change to or extension of development of a
description listed in paragraphs 1 to 12 of column 1 of this
table, where that development is already authorised, executed
or in the process of being executed.

Either—

(i) The development as changed or extended may have
significant adverse effects on the environment; or

(ii) in relation to development of a description
mentioned in column 1 of this table, the thresholds
and criteria in the corresponding part of column 2 of
this table applied to the change or extension are met or
exceeded.

(c) Development of a description mentioned in Schedule 1
undertaken exclusively or mainly for the development and
testing of new methods or products and not used for more than
two years.

All development.

Notes

1 Words substituted by Environmental Permitting (England and Wales) Regulations
2016/1154 Sch.29(2) para.38(a) (January 1, 2017)

2 Words substituted by Environmental Permitting (England and Wales) Regulations
2016/1154 Sch.29(2) para.38(b) (January 1, 2017)

3 Entries substituted by Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment)
(Amendment) Regulations 2015/660 reg.3(2) (April 6, 2015: substitution has effect subject
to transitional and savings provisions specified in SI 2015/660 regs 4 and 5)

 
Schedule 2 Descriptions of development and applicable thresholds and criteria

for the purposes of the definition of "Schedule 2 development" > para. 2
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para. 1 Characteristics of development

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

1. Characteristics of development

The characteristics of development must be considered having regard, in particular, to—

(a)  the size of the development;

(b)  the cumulation with other development;

(c)  the use of natural resources;

(d)  the production of waste;

(e)  pollution and nuisances;

(f)  the risk of accidents, having regard in particular to substances or technologies used.

 
Schedule 3 Selection criteria for screening Schedule 2 development > para. 1 Characteristics of development

Crown Copyright material is reproduced with the permission of
the Controller of HMSO and the Queen’s Printer for Scotland
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para. 2 Location of development

Superseded

Version 2 of 3

6 April 2012 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

2. Location of development

The environmental sensitivity of geographical areas likely to be affected by development must be
considered, having regard, in particular, to—

(a)  the existing land use;

(b)  the relative abundance, quality and regenerative capacity of natural resources in the area;

(c)  the absorption capacity of the natural environment, paying particular attention to the
following areas—

(i)  wetlands;

(ii)  coastal zones;

(iii)  mountain and forest areas;

(iv)  nature reserves and parks;

(v)  [areas classified or protected under Member States’ legislation, ]1areas designated by
Member States pursuant to Council Directive 2009/147/EC on the conservation of wild birds2

and Council Directive 92/43/EEC on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna
and flora3;

(vi)  areas in which the environmental quality standards laid down in EU legislation have
already been exceeded;

(vii)  densely populated areas;

(viii)  landscapes of historical, cultural or archaeological significance.
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Notes

1 Words inserted by Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012/637 Sch.3 para.13
(April 6, 2012)

2 O.J. No. L 20, 26.1.2010, p. 7.
3 O.J. No. L 206, 22.7.1992, p. 7.
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para. 3 Characteristics of the potential impact

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

3. Characteristics of the potential impact

The potential significant effects of development must be considered in relation to criteria set out
under paragraphs 1 and 2 above, and having regard in particular to—

(a)  the extent of the impact (geographical area and size of the affected population);

(b)  the transfrontier nature of the impact;

(c)  the magnitude and complexity of the impact;

(d)  the probability of the impact;

(e)  the duration, frequency and reversibility of the impact.

 
Schedule 3 Selection criteria for screening Schedule 2 development > para. 3 Characteristics of the potential impact
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para. 1

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

1.

Description of the development, including in particular—

(a)  a description of the physical characteristics of the whole development and the land-use
requirements during the construction and operational phases;

(b)  a description of the main characteristics of the production processes, for instance, nature
and quantity of the materials used;

(c)  an estimate, by type and quantity, of expected residues and emissions (water, air and soil
pollution, noise, vibration, light, heat, radiation, etc) resulting from the operation of the proposed
development.

 
Schedule 4 Information for inclusion in environmental statements > Part 1 > para. 1
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para. 2

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

2.

An outline of the main alternatives studied by the applicant or appellant and an indication of the
main reasons for the choice made, taking into account the environmental effects.

 
Schedule 4 Information for inclusion in environmental statements > Part 1 > para. 2
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para. 3

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

3.

A description of the aspects of the environment likely to be significantly affected by the
development, including, in particular, population, fauna, flora, soil, water, air, climatic factors,
material assets, including the architectural and archaeological heritage, landscape and the inter-
relationship between the above factors.
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para. 4

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

4.

A description of the likely significant effects of the development on the environment, which should
cover the direct effects and any indirect, secondary, cumulative, short, medium and long-term,
permanent and temporary, positive and negative effects of the development, resulting from—

(a)  the existence of the development;

(b)  the use of natural resources;

(c)  the emission of pollutants, the creation of nuisances and the elimination of waste,

and the description by the applicant or appellant of the forecasting methods used to assess the
effects on the environment.

 
Schedule 4 Information for inclusion in environmental statements > Part 1 > para. 4
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para. 5

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

5.

A description of the measures envisaged to prevent, reduce and where possible offset any
significant adverse effects on the environment.
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para. 6

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

6.

A non-technical summary of the information provided under paragraphs 1 to 5 of this Part.
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para. 7

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

7.

An indication of any difficulties (technical deficiencies or lack of know-how) encountered by the
applicant or appellant in compiling the required information.
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para. 1

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

1.

A description of the development comprising information on the site, design and size of the
development.
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para. 2

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

2.

A description of the measures envisaged in order to avoid, reduce and, if possible, remedy
significant adverse effects.
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para. 3

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

3.

The data required to identify and assess the main effects which the development is likely to have
on the environment.
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para. 4

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

4.

An outline of the main alternatives studied by the applicant or appellant and an indication of the
main reasons for the choice made, taking into account the environmental effects.
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para. 5

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

5.

A non-technical summary of the information provided under paragraphs 1 to 4 of this Part.
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para. 1

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning
Title of instrument Reference Extent of revocation
The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) (England
and Wales) Regulations 1999

S.I. 1999/293 The whole of the Regulations in so far
as they apply to England.

The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) (England
and Wales) (Amendment) Regulations 2000

S.I 2000/2867 The whole of the Regulations in so far
as they apply to England.

The Town and Country Planning (Application of Subordinate Legislation to the
Crown) Order 2006

S.I. 2006/1282 Article 22 so far as it applies to
England.

The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment)
(Amendment) Regulations 2006

S.I. 2006/3295 Regulations 1-21, 23 and 24 so far as
they apply to England, and regulation
22.

The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) (Mineral
Permissions and Amendment) (England) Regulations 2008

S.I. 2008/1556 Regulations 3 and 4.

The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment)
(Amendment) (England) Regulations 2008

S.I.2008/2093 The whole of the Regulations.
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para. 1

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

1.

The Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development) Order 1995 is amended as
follows.
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para. 2

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

2.

In article 3(10), for “the Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment)
(England and Wales) Regulations 1999”, substitute “the Town and Country Planning
(Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2011”.
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para. 3

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

3.

In article 3(11) for “regulation 4(7)” substitute “regulation 4(8)”.
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para. 4

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

4.

The Gas Transporter Pipe-line Works (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 1999 are
amended as follows.
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para. 5

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

5.

In regulation 2(1), for the definition of “the 1999 EIA Regulations” substitute ““the 2011
EIA Regulations”  means the Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment)
Regulations 2011;”.
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para. 6

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

6.

In regulation 4(3), for “the 1999 EIA Regulations” (at both places where those words occur)
substitute “the 2011 EIA Regulations”.
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para. 7

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

7.

The Environmental Impact Assessment (Forestry) (England and Wales) Regulations 1999 are
amended as follows.
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para. 8

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

8.

In regulation 3(1)(c)(ii), for “the Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact
Assessment) (England and Wales) Regulations 1999;” substitute “the Town and Country Planning
(Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2011;”.
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para. 9

Repealed

Version 2 of 2

6 April 2015 - Present

Subjects
Environment; Planning

[...]1

Notes

1 Revoked by Town and Country Planning (Hearings and Inquiries Procedure) (England)
(Amendment and Revocation) Rules 2015/316 Sch.1 para.1 (April 6, 2015: revocation has
effect subject to transitional provisions specified in SI 2015/316 rule 7(2))
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para. 10

Repealed

Version 2 of 2

6 April 2015 - Present

Subjects
Environment; Planning

[...]1

Notes

1 Revoked by Town and Country Planning (Hearings and Inquiries Procedure) (England)
(Amendment and Revocation) Rules 2015/316 Sch.1 para.1 (April 6, 2015: revocation has
effect subject to transitional provisions specified in SI 2015/316 rule 7(2))
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para. 11

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

11.

The Planning (National Security Directions and Appointed Representatives) (England) Rules 2006
are amended as follows.
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para. 12

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

12.

In regulation 6(8), for the definition of “EIA application”, substitute ““EIA application”  has
the same meaning as in regulation 2 of the Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact
Assessment) Regulations 2011 and “environmental statement”  means a statement which the
applicant refers to as an environmental statement for the purposes of those regulations”.
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para. 13

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

13.

The Environmental Impact Assessment (Agriculture) (England) (No 2) Regulations 2006 are
amended as follows.
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para. 14

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

14.

In regulation 3(2)(b), for “the Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment)
(England and Wales) Regulations 1999 apply;” substitute “the Town and Country Planning
(Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2011 apply;”.
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para. 15

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

15.

The Environmental Impact Assessment and Natural Habitats (Extraction of Minerals by Marine
Dredging) (England and Northern Ireland) Regulations 2007 are amended as follows.
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para. 16

Superseded

Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

16.

In regulation 2(1), in the definition of “dredging”, for “the Town and Country Planning
(Environmental Impact Assessment) (England and Wales) Regulations 1999;” substitute “the
Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2011;”.
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para. 17

Repealed

Version 2 of 2

15 April 2015 - Present

Subjects
Environment; Planning

[...]1

Notes

1 Revoked by Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (England)
Order 2015/595 Sch.9 para.1 (April 15, 2015)
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para. 18

Repealed

Version 2 of 2

15 April 2015 - Present

Subjects
Environment; Planning

[...]1

Notes

1 Revoked by Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (England)
Order 2015/595 Sch.9 para.1 (April 15, 2015)
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para. 19

Repealed

Version 2 of 2

15 April 2015 - Present

Subjects
Environment; Planning

[...]1

Notes

1 Revoked by Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (England)
Order 2015/595 Sch.9 para.1 (April 15, 2015)
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para. 20

Repealed

Version 2 of 2

15 April 2015 - Present

Subjects
Environment; Planning

[...]1

Notes

1 Revoked by Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (England)
Order 2015/595 Sch.9 para.1 (April 15, 2015)
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para. 1
Version 1 of 2

24 August 2011 - 15 May 2017

Subjects
Environment; Planning

These Regulations consolidate with amendments the provisions of the Town and Country
Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) (England and Wales) Regulations 1999 (“the 1999
Regulations”) and subsequent amending instruments. The 1999 Regulations consolidated and
updated earlier instruments which implemented the Council Directive on the assessment of the
effects of certain public and private projects on the environment1

These Regulations include provisions in relation to projects serving national defence purposes in
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, but apart from those provisions these Regulations apply
in relation to England only. They also include provisions regarding the application of these
Regulations to the Crown, which are similar to the provisions in article 22 of the Town and Country
Planning (Application of Subordinate Legislation to the Crown) Order 2006 (“the 2006 Order”),
which modified the 1999 Regulations. Article 22 of the 2006 Order is consequently revoked.

The main changes to the 1999 Regulations are:

 — a limitation to the requirement for subsequent applications to be subject to the screening
process to those cases where the development in question is likely to have significant effects
on the environment which were not identified at the time that the initial planning permission
was granted (regulation 8).

 — a requirement for the reasons for negative screening decisions to be provided in writing
and placed on Part 1 of the Register, to be available for public inspection (regulation 4(5)
and (7)).

 — an amendment to clarify that any person may ask the Secretary of State to exercise the
power of direction (regulation 4(8)).

 — the inclusion of sites for the geological storage of carbon dioxide in Schedule 1(22) and
installations for the capture of carbon dioxide streams for the purposes of geological storage
in Schedule 2(3)(j). These amendments are required by the Directive on the Geological
Storage of Carbon Dioxide (Directive 2009/31/EC).

 — an amendment to the provisions relating to changes or extensions to existing
development, so that the effects of the development as a whole once modified are considered
(Schedule 2(13)).
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Regulation 64 requires the Secretary of State to review the operation and effect of these Regulations
and lay a report before Parliament within 5 years after they come into force and within every 5
years after that. Following a review it will fall to the Secretary of state to consider whether the
Regulations should remain as they are, or be revoked or amended. A further instrument would be
needed to revoke the Regulations or to amend them.

There are transitional provisions (regulation 65) and consequential amendments to a number of
instruments (regulation 66 and Schedule 6).

A full impact assessment of the effect that this instrument will have on the costs of business,
charities and the voluntary sector has been placed in the Library of each House of Parliament
and copies may be obtained from the Planning Directorate, the Department for Communities
and Local Government, Eland House, Bressenden Place, London SW1E 5DU or http://
www.communities.gsi.gov.uk.

Notes

1 O.J. No. L 175, 5.7.1985, p. 40. Council Directive 85/337/EEC was amended by Council
Directive 97/11/EC, O.J. No. L 73, 14.3.1997, p.5; Directive 2003/35/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council, O.J. No. L 156, 25.6.2003, p.17; and Directive 2009/31/EC
of the European Parliament and of the Council, O.J. No. L 140, 5.6.2009, p. 114.
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Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment)
Regulations 2017/571
para. 1

Law In Force

Version 1 of 1

16 May 2017 - Present

Subjects
Environment; Planning

1.

A description of the development, including in particular:

(a)  a description of the location of the development;

(b)  a description of the physical characteristics of the whole development, including, where
relevant, requisite demolition works, and the land-use requirements during the construction and
operational phases;

(c)  a description of the main characteristics of the operational phase of the development (in
particular any production process), for instance, energy demand and energy used, nature and
quantity of the materials and natural resources (including water, land, soil and biodiversity) used;

(d)  an estimate, by type and quantity, of expected residues and emissions (such as water, air, soil
and subsoil pollution, noise, vibration, light, heat, radiation and quantities and types of waste
produced during the construction and operation phases.
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para. 2

Law In Force

Version 1 of 1

16 May 2017 - Present

Subjects
Environment; Planning

2.

A description of the reasonable alternatives (for example in terms of development design,
technology, location, size and scale) studied by the developer, which are relevant to the proposed
project and its specific characteristics, and an indication of the main reasons for selecting the
chosen option, including a comparison of the environmental effects.
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para. 3

Law In Force

Version 1 of 1

16 May 2017 - Present

Subjects
Environment; Planning

3.

A description of the relevant aspects of the current state of the environment (baseline scenario)
and an outline of the likely evolution thereof without implementation of the development as far as
natural changes from the baseline scenario can be assessed with reasonable effort on the basis of
the availability of environmental information and scientific knowledge.
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para. 4

Law In Force

Version 1 of 1

16 May 2017 - Present

Subjects
Environment; Planning

4.

A description of the factors specified in regulation 4(2) likely to be significantly affected by
the development: population, human health, biodiversity (for example fauna and flora), land
(for example land take), soil (for example organic matter, erosion, compaction, sealing), water
(for example hydromorphological changes, quantity and quality), air, climate (for example
greenhouse gas emissions, impacts relevant to adaptation), material assets, cultural heritage,
including architectural and archaeological aspects, and landscape.
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para. 5

Law In Force

Version 2 of 2

31 December 2020 - Present

Subjects
Environment; Planning

5.

A description of the likely significant effects of the development on the environment resulting
from, inter alia:

(a)  the construction and existence of the development, including, where relevant, demolition
works;

(b)  the use of natural resources, in particular land, soil, water and biodiversity, considering as
far as possible the sustainable availability of these resources;

(c)  the emission of pollutants, noise, vibration, light, heat and radiation, the creation of
nuisances, and the disposal and recovery of waste;

(d)  the risks to human health, cultural heritage or the environment (for example due to accidents
or disasters);

(e)  the cumulation of effects with other existing and/or approved projects, taking into account
any existing environmental problems relating to areas of particular environmental importance
likely to be affected or the use of natural resources;

(f)  the impact of the project on climate (for example the nature and magnitude of greenhouse
gas emissions) and the vulnerability of the project to climate change;

(g)  the technologies and the substances used.

The description of the likely significant effects on the factors specified in regulation 4(2)
should cover the direct effects and any indirect, secondary, cumulative, transboundary, short-
term, medium-term and long-term, permanent and temporary, positive and negative effects of the
development. This description should take into account the environmental protection objectives
established at Union [level (as they had effect immediately before exit day) or United Kingdom]1

level which are relevant to the project, including in particular those established under [the law of
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any part of the United Kingdom that implemented ]2Council Directive 92/43/EEC3 and Directive
2009/147/EC4.

Notes

1 Words substituted by Environmental Assessments and Miscellaneous Planning
(Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2018/1232 Pt 3 reg.6(14)(a)(i) (December 31, 2020:
shall come into force on IP completion day not exit day as specified in 2020 c.1 s.39(1)
and Sch.5 para.1(1))

2 Words inserted by Environmental Assessments and Miscellaneous Planning (Amendment)
(EU Exit) Regulations 2018/1232 Pt 3 reg.6(14)(a)(ii) (December 31, 2020: shall come into
force on IP completion day not exit day as specified in 2020 c.1 s.39(1) and Sch.5 para.1(1))

3 OJ No. L 206, 22.7.1992, p.7.
4 OJ No. L 20, 26.1.2010, p.7.
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para. 6

Law In Force

Version 1 of 1

16 May 2017 - Present

Subjects
Environment; Planning

6.

A description of the forecasting methods or evidence, used to identify and assess the significant
effects on the environment, including details of difficulties (for example technical deficiencies or
lack of knowledge) encountered compiling the required information and the main uncertainties
involved.
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para. 7

Law In Force

Version 1 of 1

16 May 2017 - Present

Subjects
Environment; Planning

7.

A description of the measures envisaged to avoid, prevent, reduce or, if possible, offset any
identified significant adverse effects on the environment and, where appropriate, of any proposed
monitoring arrangements (for example the preparation of a post-project analysis). That description
should explain the extent, to which significant adverse effects on the environment are avoided,
prevented, reduced or offset, and should cover both the construction and operational phases.
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para. 8

Law In Force

Version 2 of 2

31 December 2020 - Present

Subjects
Environment; Planning

8.

A description of the expected significant adverse effects of the development on the environment
deriving from the vulnerability of the development to risks of major accidents and/or disasters
which are relevant to the project concerned. Relevant information available and obtained through
risk assessments pursuant to [retained EU law such as any law that implemented]1Directive
2012/18/EU2 of the European Parliament and of the Council or Council Directive 2009/71/
Euratom3 or UK environmental assessments may be used for this purpose provided that the
requirements of [any law that implemented ]4 this Directive are met. Where appropriate, this
description should include measures envisaged to prevent or mitigate the significant adverse effects
of such events on the environment and details of the preparedness for and proposed response to
such emergencies.

Notes

1 Words substituted by Environmental Assessments and Miscellaneous Planning
(Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2018/1232 Pt 3 reg.6(14)(b)(i) (December 31, 2020:
shall come into force on IP completion day not exit day as specified in 2020 c.1 s.39(1)
and Sch.5 para.1(1))

2 OJ No. L 197, 24.7.2012, p. 1.
3 OJ No. L 172, 2.7.2009, p. 18.
4 Words inserted by Environmental Assessments and Miscellaneous Planning (Amendment)

(EU Exit) Regulations 2018/1232 Pt 3 reg.6(14)(b)(ii) (December 31, 2020: shall come into
force on IP completion day not exit day as specified in 2020 c.1 s.39(1) and Sch.5 para.1(1))
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para. 9

Law In Force

Version 1 of 1

16 May 2017 - Present

Subjects
Environment; Planning

9.

A non-technical summary of the information provided under paragraphs 1 to 8.
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para. 10

Law In Force

Version 1 of 1

16 May 2017 - Present

Subjects
Environment; Planning

10.

A reference list detailing the sources used for the descriptions and assessments included in the
environmental statement.
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1. Introduction 
1. The National Planning Policy Framework sets out the Government’s planning 

policies for England and how these should be applied1. It provides a framework 
within which locally-prepared plans for housing and other development can be 
produced.  

 
2. Planning law requires that applications for planning permission be determined in 

accordance with the development plan2, unless material considerations indicate 
otherwise3. The National Planning Policy Framework must be taken into account in 
preparing the development plan, and is a material consideration in planning 
decisions. Planning policies and decisions must also reflect relevant international 
obligations and statutory requirements. 

 
3. The Framework should be read as a whole (including its footnotes and annexes). 

General references to planning policies in the Framework should be applied in a 
way that is appropriate to the type of plan being produced, taking into account 
policy on plan-making in chapter 3. 

 
4. The Framework should be read in conjunction with the Government’s planning 

policy for traveller sites, and its planning policy for waste. When preparing plans or 
making decisions on applications for these types of development, regard should 
also be had to the policies in this Framework, where relevant. 

 
5. The Framework does not contain specific policies for nationally significant 

infrastructure projects. These are determined in accordance with the decision-
making framework in the Planning Act 2008 (as amended) and relevant national 
policy statements for major infrastructure, as well as any other matters that are 
relevant (which may include the National Planning Policy Framework). National 
policy statements form part of the overall framework of national planning policy, and 
may be a material consideration in preparing plans and making decisions on 
planning applications. 

 
6. Other statements of government policy may be material when preparing plans or 

deciding applications, such as relevant Written Ministerial Statements and 
endorsed recommendations of the National Infrastructure Commission. 

 
 

 
 
1  This document replaces the previous version of the National Planning Policy Framework published in 
February 2019. 
2  This includes local and neighbourhood plans that have been brought into force and any spatial 
development strategies produced by combined authorities or elected Mayors (see Glossary). 
3  Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 and section 70(2) of the Town and 
Country Planning Act 1990. 
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2. Achieving sustainable development 
7. The purpose of the planning system is to contribute to the achievement of 

sustainable development. At a very high level, the objective of sustainable 
development can be summarised as meeting the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs4. At a 
similarly high level, members of the United Nations – including the United Kingdom 
– have agreed to pursue the 17 Global Goals for Sustainable Development in the 
period to 2030. These address social progress, economic well-being and 
environmental protection5.  

 
8. Achieving sustainable development means that the planning system has three 

overarching objectives, which are interdependent and need to be pursued in 
mutually supportive ways (so that opportunities can be taken to secure net gains 
across each of the different objectives): 

 
a) an economic objective – to help build a strong, responsive and competitive 

economy, by ensuring that sufficient land of the right types is available in the 
right places and at the right time to support growth, innovation and improved 
productivity; and by identifying and coordinating the provision of infrastructure; 

 
b) a social objective – to support strong, vibrant and healthy communities, by 

ensuring that a sufficient number and range of homes can be provided to meet 
the needs of present and future generations; and by fostering well-designed, 
beautiful and safe places, with accessible services and open spaces that reflect 
current and future needs and support communities’ health, social and cultural 
well-being; and 

 
c) an environmental objective – to protect and enhance our natural, built and 

historic environment; including making effective use of land, improving 
biodiversity, using natural resources prudently, minimising waste and pollution, 
and mitigating and adapting to climate change, including moving to a low carbon 
economy. 

 
9. These objectives should be delivered through the preparation and implementation 

of plans and the application of the policies in this Framework; they are not criteria 
against which every decision can or should be judged. Planning policies and 
decisions should play an active role in guiding development towards sustainable 
solutions, but in doing so should take local circumstances into account, to reflect 
the character, needs and opportunities of each area. 

 
10. So that sustainable development is pursued in a positive way, at the heart of the 

Framework is a presumption in favour of sustainable development (paragraph 
11). 

 
 

 
4 Resolution 42/187 of the United Nations General Assembly. 
5 Transforming our World: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. 
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The presumption in favour of sustainable development 
 

11. Plans and decisions should apply a presumption in favour of sustainable 
development. 

 
For plan-making this means that: 

 
a) all plans should promote a sustainable pattern of development that 

seeks to: meet the development needs of their area; align growth 
and infrastructure; improve the environment; mitigate climate change 
(including by making effective use of land in urban areas) and adapt 
to its effects;  

 
b) strategic policies should, as a minimum, provide for objectively 

assessed needs for housing and other uses, as well as any needs 
that cannot be met within neighbouring areas6, unless: 
i. the application of policies in this Framework that protect areas or 

assets of particular importance provides a strong reason for 
restricting the overall scale, type or distribution of development in 
the plan area7; or 

ii. any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and 
demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the 
policies in this Framework taken as a whole. 

 
For decision-taking this means: 

 
c)  approving development proposals that accord with an up-to-date 

development plan without delay; or 
 

d)  where there are no relevant development plan policies, or the 
policies which are most important for determining the application are 
out-of-date8, granting permission unless: 
i. the application of policies in this Framework that protect areas or 

assets of particular importance provides a clear reason for 
refusing the development proposed7; or 

ii. any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and 
demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the 
policies in this Framework taken as a whole. 

 
 
6 As established through statements of common ground (see paragraph 27). 
7 The policies referred to are those in this Framework (rather than those in development plans) relating to: 
habitats sites (and those sites listed in paragraph 181) and/or designated as Sites of Special Scientific 
Interest; land designated as Green Belt, Local Green Space, an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, a 
National Park (or within the Broads Authority) or defined as Heritage Coast; irreplaceable habitats; 
designated heritage assets (and other heritage assets of archaeological interest referred to in footnote 68); 
and areas at risk of flooding or coastal change. 
8 This includes, for applications involving the provision of housing, situations where the local planning 
authority cannot demonstrate a five year supply of deliverable housing sites (with the appropriate buffer, as 
set out in paragraph 74); or where the Housing Delivery Test indicates that the delivery of housing was 
substantially below (less than 75% of) the housing requirement over the previous three years. 
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12. The presumption in favour of sustainable development does not change the 

statutory status of the development plan as the starting point for decision-making. 
Where a planning application conflicts with an up-to-date development plan 
(including any neighbourhood plans that form part of the development plan), 
permission should not usually be granted. Local planning authorities may take 
decisions that depart from an up-to-date development plan, but only if material 
considerations in a particular case indicate that the plan should not be followed. 

 
13. The application of the presumption has implications for the way communities 

engage in neighbourhood planning. Neighbourhood plans should support the 
delivery of strategic policies contained in local plans or spatial development 
strategies; and should shape and direct development that is outside of these 
strategic policies. 

 
14. In situations where the presumption (at paragraph 11d) applies to applications 

involving the provision of housing, the adverse impact of allowing development that 
conflicts with the neighbourhood plan is likely to significantly and demonstrably 
outweigh the benefits, provided all of the following apply9: 

a) the neighbourhood plan became part of the development plan two years or less 
before the date on which the decision is made; 

b) the neighbourhood plan contains policies and allocations to meet its identified 
housing requirement; 

c) the local planning authority has at least a three year supply of deliverable 
housing sites (against its five year housing supply requirement, including the 
appropriate buffer as set out in paragraph 74); and 

d) the local planning authority’s housing delivery was at least 45% of that 
required10 over the previous three years. 

 
 

 
 
9 Transitional arrangements are set out in Annex 1. 
10 Assessed against the Housing Delivery Test, from November 2018 onwards.  
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3. Plan-making 
15. The planning system should be genuinely plan-led. Succinct and up-to-date plans 

should provide a positive vision for the future of each area; a framework for 
addressing housing needs and other economic, social and environmental priorities; 
and a platform for local people to shape their surroundings. 

 
16. Plans should: 

a) be prepared with the objective of contributing to the achievement of sustainable 
development11;  

b) be prepared positively, in a way that is aspirational but deliverable; 

c) be shaped by early, proportionate and effective engagement between plan-
makers and communities, local organisations, businesses, infrastructure 
providers and operators and statutory consultees; 

d) contain policies that are clearly written and unambiguous, so it is evident how a 
decision maker should react to development proposals;  

e) be accessible through the use of digital tools to assist public involvement and 
policy presentation; and 

f) serve a clear purpose, avoiding unnecessary duplication of policies that apply to 
a particular area (including policies in this Framework, where relevant). 

 
The plan-making framework 
 
17. The development plan must include strategic policies to address each local 

planning authority’s priorities for the development and use of land in its area12. 
These strategic policies can be produced in different ways, depending on the 
issues and opportunities facing each area. They can be contained in: 

a) joint or individual local plans, produced by authorities working together or 
independently (and which may also contain non-strategic policies); and/or 

b) a spatial development strategy produced by an elected Mayor or combined 
authority, where plan-making powers have been conferred. 

 
18. Policies to address non-strategic matters should be included in local plans that 

contain both strategic and non-strategic policies, and/or in local or neighbourhood 
plans that contain just non-strategic policies. 

 
19. The development plan for an area comprises the combination of strategic and non-

strategic policies which are in force at a particular time. 

 
 
11 This is a legal requirement of local planning authorities exercising their plan-making functions (section 
39(2) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004). 
12 Section 19(1B-1E) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004. 
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Strategic policies 
 
20. Strategic policies should set out an overall strategy for the pattern, scale and 

design quality of places, and make sufficient provision13 for: 

a) housing (including affordable housing), employment, retail, leisure and other 
commercial development; 

b) infrastructure for transport, telecommunications, security, waste management, 
water supply, wastewater, flood risk and coastal change management, and the 
provision of minerals and energy (including heat); 

c) community facilities (such as health, education and cultural infrastructure); and 

d) conservation and enhancement of the natural, built and historic environment, 
including landscapes and green infrastructure, and planning measures to 
address climate change mitigation and adaptation. 

 
21. Plans should make explicit which policies are strategic policies14. These should be 

limited to those necessary to address the strategic priorities of the area (and any 
relevant cross-boundary issues), to provide a clear starting point for any non-
strategic policies that are needed. Strategic policies should not extend to detailed 
matters that are more appropriately dealt with through neighbourhood plans or 
other non-strategic policies. 

 
22. Strategic policies should look ahead over a minimum 15 year period from 

adoption15, to anticipate and respond to long-term requirements and opportunities, 
such as those arising from major improvements in infrastructure.  Where larger 
scale developments such as new settlements or significant extensions to existing 
villages and towns form part of the strategy for the area, policies should be set 
within a vision that looks further ahead (at least 30 years), to take into account the 
likely timescale for delivery.16  

23. Broad locations for development should be indicated on a key diagram, and land-
use designations and allocations identified on a policies map. Strategic policies 
should provide a clear strategy for bringing sufficient land forward, and at a 
sufficient rate, to address objectively assessed needs over the plan period, in line 
with the presumption in favour of sustainable development. This should include 
planning for and allocating sufficient sites to deliver the strategic priorities of the 
area (except insofar as these needs can be demonstrated to be met more 
appropriately through other mechanisms, such as brownfield registers or non-
strategic policies)17. 

 
 

 
 
13 In line with the presumption in favour of sustainable development. 
14 Where a single local plan is prepared the non-strategic policies should be clearly distinguished from the 
strategic policies. 
15 Except in relation to town centre development, as set out in chapter 7. 
16 Transitional arrangements are set out in Annex 1.  
17 For spatial development strategies, allocations, land use designations and a policies map are needed only 
where the power to make allocations has been conferred. 
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Maintaining effective cooperation 
 
24. Local planning authorities and county councils (in two-tier areas) are under a duty 

to cooperate with each other, and with other prescribed bodies, on strategic matters 
that cross administrative boundaries.  

 
25. Strategic policy-making authorities should collaborate to identify the relevant 

strategic matters which they need to address in their plans. They should also 
engage with their local communities and relevant bodies including Local Enterprise 
Partnerships, Local Nature Partnerships, the Marine Management Organisation, 
county councils, infrastructure providers, elected Mayors and combined authorities 
(in cases where Mayors or combined authorities do not have plan-making powers). 

 
26. Effective and on-going joint working between strategic policy-making authorities 

and relevant bodies is integral to the production of a positively prepared and 
justified strategy. In particular, joint working should help to determine where 
additional infrastructure is necessary, and whether development needs that cannot 
be met wholly within a particular plan area could be met elsewhere. 

 
27. In order to demonstrate effective and on-going joint working, strategic policy-

making authorities should prepare and maintain one or more statements of 
common ground, documenting the cross-boundary matters being addressed and 
progress in cooperating to address these. These should be produced using the 
approach set out in national planning guidance, and be made publicly available 
throughout the plan-making process to provide transparency. 

 
Non-strategic policies 
 
28. Non-strategic policies should be used by local planning authorities and 

communities to set out more detailed policies for specific areas, neighbourhoods or 
types of development. This can include allocating sites, the provision of 
infrastructure and community facilities at a local level, establishing design 
principles, conserving and enhancing the natural and historic environment and 
setting out other development management policies.  

 
29. Neighbourhood planning gives communities the power to develop a shared vision 

for their area. Neighbourhood plans can shape, direct and help to deliver 
sustainable development, by influencing local planning decisions as part of the 
statutory development plan. Neighbourhood plans should not promote less 
development than set out in the strategic policies for the area, or undermine those 
strategic policies18. 

 
30. Once a neighbourhood plan has been brought into force, the policies it contains 

take precedence over existing non-strategic policies in a local plan covering the 
neighbourhood area, where they are in conflict; unless they are superseded by 
strategic or non-strategic policies that are adopted subsequently. 

 

 
 
18 Neighbourhood plans must be in general conformity with the strategic policies contained in any 
development plan that covers their area. 
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Preparing and reviewing plans 
 
31. The preparation and review of all policies should be underpinned by relevant and 

up-to-date evidence. This should be adequate and proportionate, focused tightly on 
supporting and justifying the policies concerned, and take into account relevant 
market signals. 

 
32. Local plans and spatial development strategies should be informed throughout their 

preparation by a sustainability appraisal that meets the relevant legal 
requirements19. This should demonstrate how the plan has addressed relevant 
economic, social and environmental objectives (including opportunities for net 
gains). Significant adverse impacts on these objectives should be avoided and, 
wherever possible, alternative options which reduce or eliminate such impacts 
should be pursued. Where significant adverse impacts are unavoidable, suitable 
mitigation measures should be proposed (or, where this is not possible, 
compensatory measures should be considered). 

 
33. Policies in local plans and spatial development strategies should be reviewed to 

assess whether they need updating at least once every five years, and should then 
be updated as necessary20. Reviews should be completed no later than five years 
from the adoption date of a plan, and should take into account changing 
circumstances affecting the area, or any relevant changes in national policy. 
Relevant strategic policies will need updating at least once every five years if their 
applicable local housing need figure has changed significantly; and they are likely 
to require earlier review if local housing need is expected to change significantly in 
the near future. 

 
Development contributions 
 
34. Plans should set out the contributions expected from development. This should 

include setting out the levels and types of affordable housing provision required, 
along with other infrastructure (such as that needed for education, health, transport, 
flood and water management, green and digital infrastructure). Such policies 
should not undermine the deliverability of the plan.  

 
Examining plans 
 
35. Local plans and spatial development strategies are examined to assess whether 

they have been prepared in accordance with legal and procedural requirements, 
and whether they are sound. Plans are ‘sound’ if they are: 

 

 
 
19 The reference to relevant legal requirements refers to Strategic Environmental Assessment. 
Neighbourhood plans may require Strategic Environmental Assessment, but only where there are potentially 
significant environmental effects. 
20 Reviews at least every five years are a legal requirement for all local plans (Regulation 10A of the Town 
and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012). 
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a) Positively prepared – providing a strategy which, as a minimum, seeks to meet 
the area’s objectively assessed needs21; and is informed by agreements with 
other authorities, so that unmet need from neighbouring areas is 
accommodated where it is practical to do so and is consistent with achieving 
sustainable development; 

b) Justified – an appropriate strategy, taking into account the reasonable 
alternatives, and based on proportionate evidence; 

c) Effective – deliverable over the plan period, and based on effective joint 
working on cross-boundary strategic matters that have been dealt with rather 
than deferred, as evidenced by the statement of common ground; and 

d) Consistent with national policy – enabling the delivery of sustainable 
development in accordance with the policies in this Framework and other 
statements of national planning policy, where relevant. 

 
36. These tests of soundness will be applied to non-strategic policies22 in a 

proportionate way, taking into account the extent to which they are consistent with 
relevant strategic policies for the area. 

 
37. Neighbourhood plans must meet certain ‘basic conditions’ and other legal 

requirements23 before they can come into force. These are tested through an 
independent examination before the neighbourhood plan may proceed to 
referendum.  

 

 
 
21 Where this relates to housing, such needs should be assessed using a clear and justified method, as set 
out in paragraph 61 of this Framework. 
22 Where these are contained in a local plan. 
23 As set out in paragraph 8 of Schedule 4B to the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended). 
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4. Decision-making 
38. Local planning authorities should approach decisions on proposed development in 

a positive and creative way. They should use the full range of planning tools 
available, including brownfield registers and permission in principle, and work 
proactively with applicants to secure developments that will improve the economic, 
social and environmental conditions of the area. Decision-makers at every level 
should seek to approve applications for sustainable development where possible.  

 
Pre-application engagement and front-loading 
 
39. Early engagement has significant potential to improve the efficiency and 

effectiveness of the planning application system for all parties. Good quality pre-
application discussion enables better coordination between public and private 
resources and improved outcomes for the community. 

 
40. Local planning authorities have a key role to play in encouraging other parties to 

take maximum advantage of the pre-application stage. They cannot require that a 
developer engages with them before submitting a planning application, but they 
should encourage take-up of any pre-application services they offer. They should 
also, where they think this would be beneficial, encourage any applicants who are 
not already required to do so by law to engage with the local community and, where 
relevant, with statutory and non-statutory consultees, before submitting their 
applications. 

 
41. The more issues that can be resolved at pre-application stage, including the need 

to deliver improvements in infrastructure and affordable housing, the greater the 
benefits. For their role in the planning system to be effective and positive, statutory 
planning consultees will need to take the same early, pro-active approach, and 
provide advice in a timely manner throughout the development process. This 
assists local planning authorities in issuing timely decisions, helping to ensure that 
applicants do not experience unnecessary delays and costs. 

 
42. The participation of other consenting bodies in pre-application discussions should 

enable early consideration of all the fundamental issues relating to whether a 
particular development will be acceptable in principle, even where other consents 
relating to how a development is built or operated are needed at a later stage. 
Wherever possible, parallel processing of other consents should be encouraged to 
help speed up the process and resolve any issues as early as possible. 

 
43. The right information is crucial to good decision-making, particularly where formal 

assessments are required (such as Environmental Impact Assessment, Habitats 
Regulations assessment and flood risk assessment). To avoid delay, applicants 
should discuss what information is needed with the local planning authority and 
expert bodies as early as possible. 

 
44. Local planning authorities should publish a list of their information requirements for 

applications for planning permission. These requirements should be kept to the 
minimum needed to make decisions, and should be reviewed at least every two 
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years. Local planning authorities should only request supporting information that is 
relevant, necessary and material to the application in question. 

 
45. Local planning authorities should consult the appropriate bodies when considering 

applications for the siting of, or changes to, major hazard sites, installations or 
pipelines, or for development around them. 

 
46. Applicants and local planning authorities should consider the potential for voluntary 

planning performance agreements, where this might achieve a faster and more 
effective application process. Planning performance agreements are likely to be 
needed for applications that are particularly large or complex to determine. 

 
Determining applications 
 
47. Planning law requires that applications for planning permission be determined in 

accordance with the development plan, unless material considerations indicate 
otherwise. Decisions on applications should be made as quickly as possible, and 
within statutory timescales unless a longer period has been agreed by the applicant 
in writing. 

 
48. Local planning authorities may give weight to relevant policies in emerging plans 

according to: 

a) the stage of preparation of the emerging plan (the more advanced its 
preparation, the greater the weight that may be given); 

b) the extent to which there are unresolved objections to relevant policies (the less 
significant the unresolved objections, the greater the weight that may be given); 
and 

c) the degree of consistency of the relevant policies in the emerging plan to this 
Framework (the closer the policies in the emerging plan to the policies in the 
Framework, the greater the weight that may be given)24. 

 
49. However, in the context of the Framework – and in particular the presumption in 

favour of sustainable development – arguments that an application is premature 
are unlikely to justify a refusal of planning permission other than in the limited 
circumstances where both: 

a) the development proposed is so substantial, or its cumulative effect would be so 
significant, that to grant permission would undermine the plan-making process 
by predetermining decisions about the scale, location or phasing of new 
development that are central to an emerging plan; and 

b) the emerging plan is at an advanced stage but is not yet formally part of the 
development plan for the area. 

 

 
 
24 During the transitional period for emerging plans submitted for examination (set out in paragraph 220), 
consistency should be tested against the original Framework published in March 2012. 
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50. Refusal of planning permission on grounds of prematurity will seldom be justified 
where a draft plan has yet to be submitted for examination; or – in the case of a 
neighbourhood plan – before the end of the local planning authority publicity period 
on the draft plan. Where planning permission is refused on grounds of prematurity, 
the local planning authority will need to indicate clearly how granting permission for 
the development concerned would prejudice the outcome of the plan-making 
process. 

 
Tailoring planning controls to local circumstances 
 
51. Local planning authorities are encouraged to use Local Development Orders to set 

the planning framework for particular areas or categories of development where the 
impacts would be acceptable, and in particular where this would promote 
economic, social or environmental gains for the area. 

 
52. Communities can use Neighbourhood Development Orders and Community Right 

to Build Orders to grant planning permission. These require the support of the local 
community through a referendum. Local planning authorities should take a 
proactive and positive approach to such proposals, working collaboratively with 
community organisations to resolve any issues before draft orders are submitted for 
examination. 

 
53. The use of Article 4 directions to remove national permitted development rights 

should:  
 

• where they relate to change from non-residential use to residential use, be 
limited to situations where an Article 4 direction is necessary to avoid wholly 
unacceptable adverse impacts (this could include the loss of the essential 
core of a primary shopping area which would seriously undermine its vitality 
and viability, but would be very unlikely to extend to the whole of a town 
centre) 

• in other cases, be limited to situations where an Article 4 direction is 
necessary to protect local amenity or the well-being of the area (this could 
include the use of Article 4 directions to require planning permission for the 
demolition of local facilities) 

• in all cases, be based on robust evidence, and apply to the smallest 
geographical area possible. 

54. Similarly, planning conditions should not be used to restrict national permitted 
development rights unless there is clear justification to do so. 

 
Planning conditions and obligations 
 
55. Local planning authorities should consider whether otherwise unacceptable 

development could be made acceptable through the use of conditions or planning 
obligations. Planning obligations should only be used where it is not possible to 
address unacceptable impacts through a planning condition. 
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56. Planning conditions should be kept to a minimum and only imposed where they are 
necessary, relevant to planning and to the development to be permitted, 
enforceable, precise and reasonable in all other respects. Agreeing conditions early 
is beneficial to all parties involved in the process and can speed up decision-
making. Conditions that are required to be discharged before development 
commences should be avoided, unless there is a clear justification25. 

 
57. Planning obligations must only be sought where they meet all of the following 

tests26: 
a) necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms; 
b) directly related to the development; and 
c) fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development. 

 
58. Where up-to-date policies have set out the contributions expected from 

development, planning applications that comply with them should be assumed to 
be viable. It is up to the applicant to demonstrate whether particular circumstances 
justify the need for a viability assessment at the application stage. The weight to be 
given to a viability assessment is a matter for the decision maker, having regard to 
all the circumstances in the case, including whether the plan and the viability 
evidence underpinning it is up to date, and any change in site circumstances since 
the plan was brought into force. All viability assessments, including any undertaken 
at the plan-making stage, should reflect the recommended approach in national 
planning guidance, including standardised inputs, and should be made publicly 
available. 

 
Enforcement 
 
59. Effective enforcement is important to maintain public confidence in the planning 

system. Enforcement action is discretionary, and local planning authorities should 
act proportionately in responding to suspected breaches of planning control. They 
should consider publishing a local enforcement plan to manage enforcement 
proactively, in a way that is appropriate to their area. This should set out how they 
will monitor the implementation of planning permissions, investigate alleged cases 
of unauthorised development and take action where appropriate. 

  

 
 
25 Sections 100ZA(4-6) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 will require the applicant’s written 
agreement to the terms of a pre-commencement condition, unless prescribed circumstances apply. 
26 Set out in Regulation 122(2) of the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010. 
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5. Delivering a sufficient supply of homes 
60. To support the Government’s objective of significantly boosting the supply of 

homes, it is important that a sufficient amount and variety of land can come forward 
where it is needed, that the needs of groups with specific housing requirements are 
addressed and that land with permission is developed without unnecessary delay.  

 
61. To determine the minimum number of homes needed, strategic policies should be 

informed by a local housing need assessment, conducted using the standard 
method in national planning guidance – unless exceptional circumstances justify an 
alternative approach which also reflects current and future demographic trends and 
market signals. In addition to the local housing need figure, any needs that cannot 
be met within neighbouring areas should also be taken into account in establishing 
the amount of housing to be planned for. 

 
62. Within this context, the size, type and tenure of housing needed for different groups 

in the community should be assessed and reflected in planning policies (including, 
but not limited to, those who require affordable housing, families with children, older 
people, students, people with disabilities, service families, travellers27, people who 
rent their homes and people wishing to commission or build their own homes28).  

 
63. Where a need for affordable housing is identified, planning policies should specify 

the type of affordable housing required29, and expect it to be met on-site unless: 

a) off-site provision or an appropriate financial contribution in lieu can be robustly 
justified; and 

b) the agreed approach contributes to the objective of creating mixed and 
balanced communities. 

 
64. Provision of affordable housing should not be sought for residential developments 

that are not major developments, other than in designated rural areas (where 
policies may set out a lower threshold of 5 units or fewer). To support the re-use of 
brownfield land, where vacant buildings are being reused or redeveloped, any 
affordable housing contribution due should be reduced by a proportionate 
amount30. 

 
65. Where major development involving the provision of housing is proposed, planning 

policies and decisions should expect at least 10% of the total number of homes to 

 
 
27 Planning Policy for Traveller Sites sets out how travellers’ housing needs should be assessed for those 
covered by the definition in Annex 1 of that document.  
28 Under section 1 of the Self Build and Custom Housebuilding Act 2015, local authorities are required to 
keep a register of those seeking to acquire serviced plots in the area for their own self-build and custom 
house building. They are also subject to duties under sections 2 and 2A of the Act to have regard to this and 
to give enough suitable development permissions to meet the identified demand. Self and custom-build 
properties could provide market or affordable housing. 
29 Applying the definition in Annex 2 to this Framework. 
30 Equivalent to the existing gross floorspace of the existing buildings. This does not apply to vacant 
buildings which have been abandoned. 
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be available for affordable home ownership31, unless this would exceed the level of 
affordable housing required in the area, or significantly prejudice the ability to meet 
the identified affordable housing needs of specific groups. Exemptions to this 10% 
requirement should also be made where the site or proposed development: 

a) provides solely for Build to Rent homes; 

b) provides specialist accommodation for a group of people with specific needs 
(such as purpose-built accommodation for the elderly or students); 

c) is proposed to be developed by people who wish to build or commission their 
own homes; or 

d) is exclusively for affordable housing, an entry-level exception site or a rural 
exception site. 

 
66. Strategic policy-making authorities should establish a housing requirement figure 

for their whole area, which shows the extent to which their identified housing need 
(and any needs that cannot be met within neighbouring areas) can be met over the 
plan period. Within this overall requirement, strategic policies should also set out a 
housing requirement for designated neighbourhood areas which reflects the overall 
strategy for the pattern and scale of development and any relevant allocations32. 
Once the strategic policies have been adopted, these figures should not need re-
testing at the neighbourhood plan examination, unless there has been a significant 
change in circumstances that affects the requirement. 

 
67. Where it is not possible to provide a requirement figure for a neighbourhood area33, 

the local planning authority should provide an indicative figure, if requested to do so 
by the neighbourhood planning body. This figure should take into account factors 
such as the latest evidence of local housing need, the population of the 
neighbourhood area and the most recently available planning strategy of the local 
planning authority. 

 
Identifying land for homes 
 
68. Strategic policy-making authorities should have a clear understanding of the land 

available in their area through the preparation of a strategic housing land 
availability assessment. From this, planning policies should identify a sufficient 
supply and mix of sites, taking into account their availability, suitability and likely 
economic viability. Planning policies should identify a supply of: 

a) specific, deliverable sites for years one to five of the plan period34; and 

 
 
31 As part of the overall affordable housing contribution from the site. 
32 Except where a Mayoral, combined authority or high-level joint plan is being prepared as a framework for 
strategic policies at the individual local authority level; in which case it may be most appropriate for the local 
authority plans to provide the requirement figure. 
33 Because a neighbourhood area is designated at a late stage in the strategic policy-making process, or 
after strategic policies have been adopted; or in instances where strategic policies for housing are out of 
date. 
34 With an appropriate buffer, as set out in paragraph 74. See Glossary for definitions of deliverable and 
developable. 
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b) specific, developable sites or broad locations for growth, for years 6-10 and, 
where possible, for years 11-15 of the plan. 

 
69. Small and medium sized sites can make an important contribution to meeting the 

housing requirement of an area, and are often built-out relatively quickly. To 
promote the development of a good mix of sites local planning authorities should: 

a) identify, through the development plan and brownfield registers, land to 
accommodate at least 10% of their housing requirement on sites no larger than 
one hectare; unless it can be shown, through the preparation of relevant plan 
policies, that there are strong reasons why this 10% target cannot be achieved; 

b) use tools such as area-wide design assessments and Local Development 
Orders to help bring small and medium sized sites forward; 

c) support the development of windfall sites through their policies and decisions – 
giving great weight to the benefits of using suitable sites within existing 
settlements for homes; and 

d) work with developers to encourage the sub-division of large sites where this 
could help to speed up the delivery of homes. 

 
70. Neighbourhood planning groups should also give particular consideration to the 

opportunities for allocating small and medium-sized sites (of a size consistent with 
paragraph 69a) suitable for housing in their area. 

 
71. Where an allowance is to be made for windfall sites as part of anticipated supply, 

there should be compelling evidence that they will provide a reliable source of 
supply. Any allowance should be realistic having regard to the strategic housing 
land availability assessment, historic windfall delivery rates and expected future 
trends. Plans should consider the case for setting out policies to resist 
inappropriate development of residential gardens, for example where development 
would cause harm to the local area. 

 
72. Local planning authorities should support the development of entry-level exception 

sites, suitable for first time buyers (or those looking to rent their first home), unless 
the need for such homes is already being met within the authority’s area. These 
sites should be on land which is not already allocated for housing and should: 

a) comprise of entry-level homes that offer one or more types of affordable 
housing as defined in Annex 2 of this Framework; and 

b) be adjacent to existing settlements, proportionate in size to them35, not 
compromise the protection given to areas or assets of particular importance in 
this Framework36, and comply with any local design policies and standards. 

 

 
 
35 Entry-level exception sites should not be larger than one hectare in size or exceed 5% of the size of the 
existing settlement. 
36 i.e. the areas referred to in footnote 7. Entry-level exception sites should not be permitted in National 
Parks (or within the Broads Authority), Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty or land designated as Green 
Belt. 
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73. The supply of large numbers of new homes can often be best achieved through 
planning for larger scale development, such as new settlements or significant 
extensions to existing villages and towns, provided they are well located and 
designed, and supported by the necessary infrastructure and facilities (including a 
genuine choice of transport modes). Working with the support of their communities, 
and with other authorities if appropriate, strategic policy-making authorities should 
identify suitable locations for such development where this can help to meet 
identified needs in a sustainable way. In doing so, they should:  

a) consider the opportunities presented by existing or planned investment in 
infrastructure, the area’s economic potential and the scope for net 
environmental gains; 

b) ensure that their size and location will support a sustainable community, with 
sufficient access to services and employment opportunities within the 
development itself (without expecting an unrealistic level of self-containment), or 
in larger towns to which there is good access;  

c) set clear expectations for the quality of the places to be created and how this 
can be maintained (such as by following Garden City principles); and ensure 
that appropriate tools such as masterplans and design guides or codes are 
used to secure a variety of well-designed and beautiful homes to meet the 
needs of different groups in the community; 

d) make a realistic assessment of likely rates of delivery, given the lead-in times 
for large scale sites, and identify opportunities for supporting rapid 
implementation (such as through joint ventures or locally-led development 
corporations)37; and  

e) consider whether it is appropriate to establish Green Belt around or adjoining 
new developments of significant size. 

 
Maintaining supply and delivery  
 
74. Strategic policies should include a trajectory illustrating the expected rate of 

housing delivery over the plan period, and all plans should consider whether it is 
appropriate to set out the anticipated rate of development for specific sites. Local 
planning authorities should identify and update annually a supply of specific 
deliverable sites sufficient to provide a minimum of five years’ worth of housing 
against their housing requirement set out in adopted strategic policies38, or against 
their local housing need where the strategic policies are more than five years old39. 

 
 
37 The delivery of large scale developments may need to extend beyond an individual plan period, and the 
associated infrastructure requirements may not be capable of being identified fully at the outset. Anticipated 
rates of delivery and infrastructure requirements should, therefore, be kept under review and reflected as 
policies are updated. 
38 For the avoidance of doubt, a five year supply of deliverable sites for travellers – as defined in Annex 1 to 
Planning Policy for Traveller Sites – should be assessed separately, in line with the policy in that document. 
39 Unless these strategic policies have been reviewed and found not to require updating. Where local 
housing need is used as the basis for assessing whether a five year supply of specific deliverable sites 
exists, it should be calculated using the standard method set out in national planning guidance. 
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The supply of specific deliverable sites should in addition include a buffer (moved 
forward from later in the plan period) of: 

a) 5% to ensure choice and competition in the market for land; or  

b) 10% where the local planning authority wishes to demonstrate a five year 
supply of deliverable sites through an annual position statement or recently 
adopted plan40, to account for any fluctuations in the market during that year; or 

c) 20% where there has been significant under delivery of housing over the 
previous three years, to improve the prospect of achieving the planned supply41. 

 
75. A five year supply of deliverable housing sites, with the appropriate buffer, can be 

demonstrated where it has been established in a recently adopted plan, or in a 
subsequent annual position statement which:  

a) has been produced through engagement with developers and others who have 
an impact on delivery, and been considered by the Secretary of State; and 

b) incorporates the recommendation of the Secretary of State, where the position 
on specific sites could not be agreed during the engagement process. 
 

76. To maintain the supply of housing, local planning authorities should monitor 
progress in building out sites which have permission. Where the Housing Delivery 
Test indicates that delivery has fallen below 95% of the local planning authority’s 
housing requirement over the previous three years, the authority should prepare an 
action plan in line with national planning guidance, to assess the causes of under-
delivery and identify actions to increase delivery in future years. 

 
77. To help ensure that proposals for housing development are implemented in a timely 

manner, local planning authorities should consider imposing a planning condition 
providing that development must begin within a timescale shorter than the relevant 
default period, where this would expedite the development without threatening its 
deliverability or viability. For major development involving the provision of housing, 
local planning authorities should also assess why any earlier grant of planning 
permission for a similar development on the same site did not start. 

 
Rural housing 
 
78. In rural areas, planning policies and decisions should be responsive to local 

circumstances and support housing developments that reflect local needs. Local 
planning authorities should support opportunities to bring forward rural exception 
sites that will provide affordable housing to meet identified local needs, and 
consider whether allowing some market housing on these sites would help to 
facilitate this.   

 
 

 
40 For the purposes of paragraphs 74b and 75 a plan adopted between 1 May and 31 October will be 
considered ‘recently adopted’ until 31 October of the following year; and a plan adopted between 1 
November and 30 April will be considered recently adopted until 31 October in the same year.   
41This will be measured against the Housing Delivery Test, where this indicates that delivery was below 85% 
of the housing requirement. 
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79. To promote sustainable development in rural areas, housing should be located 
where it will enhance or maintain the vitality of rural communities. Planning policies 
should identify opportunities for villages to grow and thrive, especially where this 
will support local services. Where there are groups of smaller settlements, 
development in one village may support services in a village nearby. 

 
80. Planning policies and decisions should avoid the development of isolated homes in 

the countryside unless one or more of the following circumstances apply: 

a) there is an essential need for a rural worker, including those taking majority 
control of a farm business, to live permanently at or near their place of work in 
the countryside; 

b) the development would represent the optimal viable use of a heritage asset or 
would be appropriate enabling development to secure the future of heritage 
assets; 

c) the development would re-use redundant or disused buildings and enhance its 
immediate setting; 

d) the development would involve the subdivision of an existing residential 
building; or 

e) the design is of exceptional quality, in that it: 
- is truly outstanding, reflecting the highest standards in architecture, and 

would help to raise standards of design more generally in rural areas; and 
- would significantly enhance its immediate setting, and be sensitive to the 

defining characteristics of the local area. 
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6. Building a strong, competitive economy 
81. Planning policies and decisions should help create the conditions in which 

businesses can invest, expand and adapt. Significant weight should be placed on 
the need to support economic growth and productivity, taking into account both 
local business needs and wider opportunities for development. The approach taken 
should allow each area to build on its strengths, counter any weaknesses and 
address the challenges of the future. This is particularly important where Britain can 
be a global leader in driving innovation42, and in areas with high levels of 
productivity, which should be able to capitalise on their performance and potential. 

 
82. Planning policies should: 

a) set out a clear economic vision and strategy which positively and proactively 
encourages sustainable economic growth, having regard to Local Industrial 
Strategies and other local policies for economic development and regeneration; 

b) set criteria, or identify strategic sites, for local and inward investment to match 
the strategy and to meet anticipated needs over the plan period; 

c) seek to address potential barriers to investment, such as inadequate 
infrastructure, services or housing, or a poor environment; and 

d) be flexible enough to accommodate needs not anticipated in the plan, allow for 
new and flexible working practices (such as live-work accommodation), and to 
enable a rapid response to changes in economic circumstances. 

83. Planning policies and decisions should recognise and address the specific 
locational requirements of different sectors. This includes making provision for 
clusters or networks of knowledge and data-driven, creative or high technology 
industries; and for storage and distribution operations at a variety of scales and in 
suitably accessible locations. 

 
Supporting a prosperous rural economy 
 
84. Planning policies and decisions should enable: 

a) the sustainable growth and expansion of all types of business in rural areas, 
both through conversion of existing buildings and well-designed new buildings; 

b) the development and diversification of agricultural and other land-based rural 
businesses; 

 
 
42 The Government’s Industrial Strategy sets out a vision to drive productivity improvements across the UK, 
identifies a number of Grand Challenges facing all nations, and sets out a delivery programme to make the 
UK a leader in four of these: artificial intelligence and big data; clean growth; future mobility; and catering for 
an ageing society. HM Government (2017) Industrial Strategy: Building a Britain fit for the future. 
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c) sustainable rural tourism and leisure developments which respect the character 
of the countryside; and 

d) the retention and development of accessible local services and community 
facilities, such as local shops, meeting places, sports venues, open space, 
cultural buildings, public houses and places of worship. 

 
85. Planning policies and decisions should recognise that sites to meet local business 

and community needs in rural areas may have to be found adjacent to or beyond 
existing settlements, and in locations that are not well served by public transport. In 
these circumstances it will be important to ensure that development is sensitive to 
its surroundings, does not have an unacceptable impact on local roads and exploits 
any opportunities to make a location more sustainable (for example by improving 
the scope for access on foot, by cycling or by public transport). The use of 
previously developed land, and sites that are physically well-related to existing 
settlements, should be encouraged where suitable opportunities exist. 
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7. Ensuring the vitality of town centres 
86. Planning policies and decisions should support the role that town centres play at 

the heart of local communities, by taking a positive approach to their growth, 
management and adaptation. Planning policies should: 

a) define a network and hierarchy of town centres and promote their long-term 
vitality and viability – by allowing them to grow and diversify in a way that can 
respond to rapid changes in the retail and leisure industries, allows a suitable 
mix of uses (including housing) and reflects their distinctive characters; 

b) define the extent of town centres and primary shopping areas, and make clear 
the range of uses permitted in such locations, as part of a positive strategy for 
the future of each centre; 

c) retain and enhance existing markets and, where appropriate, re-introduce or 
create new ones; 

d) allocate a range of suitable sites in town centres to meet the scale and type of 
development likely to be needed, looking at least ten years ahead. Meeting 
anticipated needs for retail, leisure, office and other main town centre uses over 
this period should not be compromised by limited site availability, so town centre 
boundaries should be kept under review where necessary;  

e) where suitable and viable town centre sites are not available for main town 
centre uses, allocate appropriate edge of centre sites that are well connected to 
the town centre. If sufficient edge of centre sites cannot be identified, policies 
should explain how identified needs can be met in other accessible locations 
that are well connected to the town centre; and 

f) recognise that residential development often plays an important role in ensuring 
the vitality of centres and encourage residential development on appropriate 
sites. 
 

87. Local planning authorities should apply a sequential test to planning applications for 
main town centre uses which are neither in an existing centre nor in accordance 
with an up-to-date plan. Main town centre uses should be located in town centres, 
then in edge of centre locations; and only if suitable sites are not available (or 
expected to become available within a reasonable period) should out of centre sites 
be considered.  

 
88. When considering edge of centre and out of centre proposals, preference should 

be given to accessible sites which are well connected to the town centre. 
Applicants and local planning authorities should demonstrate flexibility on issues 
such as format and scale, so that opportunities to utilise suitable town centre or 
edge of centre sites are fully explored. 

 
89. This sequential approach should not be applied to applications for small scale rural 

offices or other small scale rural development. 
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90. When assessing applications for retail and leisure development outside town 
centres, which are not in accordance with an up-to-date plan, local planning 
authorities should require an impact assessment if the development is over a 
proportionate, locally set floorspace threshold (if there is no locally set threshold, 
the default threshold is 2,500m2 of gross floorspace). This should include 
assessment of: 

a) the impact of the proposal on existing, committed and planned public and 
private investment in a centre or centres in the catchment area of the proposal; 
and 

b) the impact of the proposal on town centre vitality and viability, including local 
consumer choice and trade in the town centre and the wider retail catchment 
(as applicable to the scale and nature of the scheme). 

 
91. Where an application fails to satisfy the sequential test or is likely to have 

significant adverse impact on one or more of the considerations in paragraph 90, it 
should be refused. 
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8. Promoting healthy and safe communities 
92. Planning policies and decisions should aim to achieve healthy, inclusive and safe 

places which: 

a) promote social interaction, including opportunities for meetings between people 
who might not otherwise come into contact with each other – for example 
through mixed-use developments, strong neighbourhood centres, street layouts 
that allow for easy pedestrian and cycle connections within and between 
neighbourhoods, and active street frontages; 

b) are safe and accessible, so that crime and disorder, and the fear of crime, do 
not undermine the quality of life or community cohesion – for example through 
the use of attractive, well-designed, clear and legible pedestrian and cycle 
routes, and high quality public space, which encourage the active and continual 
use of public areas; and 

c) enable and support healthy lifestyles, especially where this would address 
identified local health and well-being needs – for example through the provision 
of safe and accessible green infrastructure, sports facilities, local shops, access 
to healthier food, allotments and layouts that encourage walking and cycling.  

 
93. To provide the social, recreational and cultural facilities and services the community 

needs, planning policies and decisions should: 

a) plan positively for the provision and use of shared spaces, community facilities 
(such as local shops, meeting places, sports venues, open space, cultural 
buildings, public houses and places of worship) and other local services to 
enhance the sustainability of communities and residential environments; 

b) take into account and support the delivery of local strategies to improve health, 
social and cultural well-being for all sections of the community; 

c) guard against the unnecessary loss of valued facilities and services, particularly 
where this would reduce the community’s ability to meet its day-to-day needs; 

d) ensure that established shops, facilities and services are able to develop and 
modernise, and are retained for the benefit of the community; and 

e) ensure an integrated approach to considering the location of housing, economic 
uses and community facilities and services. 

 
94. Planning policies and decisions should consider the social, economic and 

environmental benefits of estate regeneration. Local planning authorities should 
use their planning powers to help deliver estate regeneration to a high standard. 

 
95. It is important that a sufficient choice of school places is available to meet the 

needs of existing and new communities. Local planning authorities should take a 
proactive, positive and collaborative approach to meeting this requirement, and to 
development that will widen choice in education. They should: 
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a) give great weight to the need to create, expand or alter schools through the 
preparation of plans and decisions on applications; and 

b) work with school promoters, delivery partners and statutory bodies to identify 
and resolve key planning issues before applications are submitted. 

 
96. To ensure faster delivery of other public service infrastructure such as further 

education colleges, hospitals and criminal justice accommodation, local planning 
authorities should also work proactively and positively with promoters, delivery 
partners and statutory bodies to plan for required facilities and resolve key planning 
issues before applications are submitted.  

97. Planning policies and decisions should promote public safety and take into account 
wider security and defence requirements by: 

a) anticipating and addressing possible malicious threats and natural hazards, 
especially in locations where large numbers of people are expected to 
congregate43. Policies for relevant areas (such as town centre and regeneration 
frameworks), and the layout and design of developments, should be informed 
by the most up-to-date information available from the police and other agencies 
about the nature of potential threats and their implications. This includes 
appropriate and proportionate steps that can be taken to reduce vulnerability, 
increase resilience and ensure public safety and security; and 

b) recognising and supporting development required for operational defence and 
security purposes, and ensuring that operational sites are not affected adversely 
by the impact of other development proposed in the area. 

 
Open space and recreation 
 
98. Access to a network of high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and 

physical activity is important for the health and well-being of communities, and can 
deliver wider benefits for nature and support efforts to address climate change. 
Planning policies should be based on robust and up-to-date assessments of the 
need for open space, sport and recreation facilities (including quantitative or 
qualitative deficits or surpluses) and opportunities for new provision. Information 
gained from the assessments should be used to determine what open space, sport 
and recreational provision is needed, which plans should then seek to 
accommodate. 

 
99. Existing open space, sports and recreational buildings and land, including playing 

fields, should not be built on unless: 

a) an assessment has been undertaken which has clearly shown the open space, 
buildings or land to be surplus to requirements; or 

 
 
43 This includes transport hubs, night-time economy venues, cinemas and theatres, sports stadia and 
arenas, shopping centres, health and education establishments, places of worship, hotels and restaurants, 
visitor attractions and commercial centres. 
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b) the loss resulting from the proposed development would be replaced by 
equivalent or better provision in terms of quantity and quality in a suitable 
location; or 

c) the development is for alternative sports and recreational provision, the benefits 
of which clearly outweigh the loss of the current or former use. 

 
100. Planning policies and decisions should protect and enhance public rights of way 

and access, including taking opportunities to provide better facilities for users, for 
example by adding links to existing rights of way networks including National Trails. 

 
101. The designation of land as Local Green Space through local and neighbourhood 

plans allows communities to identify and protect green areas of particular 
importance to them. Designating land as Local Green Space should be consistent 
with the local planning of sustainable development and complement investment in 
sufficient homes, jobs and other essential services. Local Green Spaces should 
only be designated when a plan is prepared or updated, and be capable of 
enduring beyond the end of the plan period. 

 
102. The Local Green Space designation should only be used where the green space is: 

a) in reasonably close proximity to the community it serves; 

b) demonstrably special to a local community and holds a particular local 
significance, for example because of its beauty, historic significance, 
recreational value (including as a playing field), tranquillity or richness of its 
wildlife; and 

c) local in character and is not an extensive tract of land. 
 
103. Policies for managing development within a Local Green Space should be 

consistent with those for Green Belts. 
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9. Promoting sustainable transport 
104. Transport issues should be considered from the earliest stages of plan-making and 

development proposals, so that: 

a) the potential impacts of development on transport networks can be addressed; 

b) opportunities from existing or proposed transport infrastructure, and changing 
transport technology and usage, are realised – for example in relation to the 
scale, location or density of development that can be accommodated; 

c) opportunities to promote walking, cycling and public transport use are identified 
and pursued; 

d) the environmental impacts of traffic and transport infrastructure can be 
identified, assessed and taken into account – including appropriate 
opportunities for avoiding and mitigating any adverse effects, and for net 
environmental gains; and 

e) patterns of movement, streets, parking and other transport considerations are 
integral to the design of schemes, and contribute to making high quality places. 

 
105. The planning system should actively manage patterns of growth in support of these 

objectives. Significant development should be focused on locations which are or 
can be made sustainable, through limiting the need to travel and offering a genuine 
choice of transport modes. This can help to reduce congestion and emissions, and 
improve air quality and public health. However, opportunities to maximise 
sustainable transport solutions will vary between urban and rural areas, and this 
should be taken into account in both plan-making and decision-making. 

 
106. Planning policies should: 

a) support an appropriate mix of uses across an area, and within larger scale sites, 
to minimise the number and length of journeys needed for employment, 
shopping, leisure, education and other activities; 

b) be prepared with the active involvement of local highways authorities, other 
transport infrastructure providers and operators and neighbouring councils, so 
that strategies and investments for supporting sustainable transport and 
development patterns are aligned; 

c) identify and protect, where there is robust evidence, sites and routes which 
could be critical in developing infrastructure to widen transport choice and 
realise opportunities for large scale development; 

d) provide for attractive and well-designed walking and cycling networks with 
supporting facilities such as secure cycle parking (drawing on Local Cycling and 
Walking Infrastructure Plans); 
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e) provide for any large scale transport facilities that need to be located in the 
area44, and the infrastructure and wider development required to support their 
operation, expansion and contribution to the wider economy. In doing so they 
should take into account whether such development is likely to be a nationally 
significant infrastructure project and any relevant national policy statements; 
and 

 
f) recognise the importance of maintaining a national network of general aviation 

airfields, and their need to adapt and change over time – taking into account 
their economic value in serving business, leisure, training and emergency 
service needs, and the Government’s General Aviation Strategy45. 

 
107. If setting local parking standards for residential and non-residential development, 

policies should take into account: 

a) the accessibility of the development; 

b) the type, mix and use of development; 

c) the availability of and opportunities for public transport; 

d) local car ownership levels; and 

e) the need to ensure an adequate provision of spaces for charging plug-in and 
other ultra-low emission vehicles. 

108. Maximum parking standards for residential and non-residential development should 
only be set where there is a clear and compelling justification that they are 
necessary for managing the local road network, or for optimising the density of 
development in city and town centres and other locations that are well served by 
public transport (in accordance with chapter 11 of this Framework). In town centres, 
local authorities should seek to improve the quality of parking so that it is 
convenient, safe and secure, alongside measures to promote accessibility for 
pedestrians and cyclists. 

109. Planning policies and decisions should recognise the importance of providing 
adequate overnight lorry parking facilities, taking into account any local shortages, 
to reduce the risk of parking in locations that lack proper facilities or could cause a 
nuisance. Proposals for new or expanded distribution centres should make 
provision for sufficient lorry parking to cater for their anticipated use. 

Considering development proposals 
110. In assessing sites that may be allocated for development in plans, or specific 

applications for development, it should be ensured that: 

 
 
44 Policies for large scale facilities should, where necessary, be developed through collaboration between 
strategic policy-making authorities and other relevant bodies. Examples of such facilities include ports, 
airports, interchanges for rail freight, public transport projects and roadside services. The primary function of 
roadside services should be to support the safety and welfare of the road user (and most such proposals are 
unlikely to be nationally significant infrastructure projects). 
45 Department for Transport (2015) General Aviation Strategy. 
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a) appropriate opportunities to promote sustainable transport modes can be – or 
have been – taken up, given the type of development and its location; 

b) safe and suitable access to the site can be achieved for all users;  

c) the design of streets, parking areas, other transport elements and the content of 
associated standards reflects current national guidance, including the National 
Design Guide and the National Model Design Code 46; and 

 
d)   any significant impacts from the development on the transport network (in terms 

of capacity and congestion), or on highway safety, can be cost effectively 
mitigated to an acceptable degree.  

 
111. Development should only be prevented or refused on highways grounds if there 

would be an unacceptable impact on highway safety, or the residual cumulative 
impacts on the road network would be severe. 

 
112. Within this context, applications for development should: 

a) give priority first to pedestrian and cycle movements, both within the scheme 
and with neighbouring areas; and second – so far as possible – to facilitating 
access to high quality public transport, with layouts that maximise the catchment 
area for bus or other public transport services, and appropriate facilities that 
encourage public transport use; 

b) address the needs of people with disabilities and reduced mobility in relation to 
all modes of transport; 

c) create places that are safe, secure and attractive – which minimise the scope 
for conflicts between pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles, avoid unnecessary 
street clutter, and respond to local character and design standards; 

d) allow for the efficient delivery of goods, and access by service and emergency 
vehicles; and 

e) be designed to enable charging of plug-in and other ultra-low emission vehicles 
in safe, accessible and convenient locations. 

 
113. All developments that will generate significant amounts of movement should be 

required to provide a travel plan, and the application should be supported by a 
transport statement or transport assessment so that the likely impacts of the 
proposal can be assessed. 

 

 
 
46 Policies and decisions should not make use of or reflect the former Design Bulletin 32, which was 
withdrawn in 2007. 
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10. Supporting high quality communications 
114. Advanced, high quality and reliable communications infrastructure is essential for 

economic growth and social well-being. Planning policies and decisions should 
support the expansion of electronic communications networks, including next 
generation mobile technology (such as 5G) and full fibre broadband connections. 
Policies should set out how high quality digital infrastructure, providing access to 
services from a range of providers, is expected to be delivered and upgraded over 
time; and should prioritise full fibre connections to existing and new developments 
(as these connections will, in almost all cases, provide the optimum solution). 

 
115. The number of radio and electronic communications masts, and the sites for such 

installations, should be kept to a minimum consistent with the needs of consumers, 
the efficient operation of the network and providing reasonable capacity for future 
expansion. Use of existing masts, buildings and other structures for new electronic 
communications capability (including wireless) should be encouraged. Where new 
sites are required (such as for new 5G networks, or for connected transport and 
smart city applications), equipment should be sympathetically designed and 
camouflaged where appropriate. 

 
116. Local planning authorities should not impose a ban on new electronic 

communications development in certain areas, impose blanket Article 4 directions 
over a wide area or a wide range of electronic communications development, or 
insist on minimum distances between new electronic communications development 
and existing development. They should ensure that: 

a) they have evidence to demonstrate that electronic communications 
infrastructure is not expected to cause significant and irremediable interference 
with other electrical equipment, air traffic services or instrumentation operated in 
the national interest; and 

b) they have considered the possibility of the construction of new buildings or other 
structures interfering with broadcast and electronic communications services. 

  
117. Applications for electronic communications development (including applications for 

prior approval under the General Permitted Development Order) should be 
supported by the necessary evidence to justify the proposed development. This 
should include: 

 
a) the outcome of consultations with organisations with an interest in the proposed 

development, in particular with the relevant body where a mast is to be installed 
near a school or college, or within a statutory safeguarding zone surrounding an 
aerodrome, technical site or military explosives storage area; and 

 
b) for an addition to an existing mast or base station, a statement that self-certifies 

that the cumulative exposure, when operational, will not exceed International 
Commission guidelines on non-ionising radiation protection; or 

 
c) for a new mast or base station, evidence that the applicant has explored the 

possibility of erecting antennas on an existing building, mast or other structure 
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and a statement that self-certifies that, when operational, International 
Commission guidelines will be met. 

 
118. Local planning authorities must determine applications on planning grounds only. 

They should not seek to prevent competition between different operators, question 
the need for an electronic communications system, or set health safeguards 
different from the International Commission guidelines for public exposure. 
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11. Making effective use of land 
119. Planning policies and decisions should promote an effective use of land in meeting 

the need for homes and other uses, while safeguarding and improving the 
environment and ensuring safe and healthy living conditions. Strategic policies 
should set out a clear strategy for accommodating objectively assessed needs, in a 
way that makes as much use as possible of previously-developed or ‘brownfield’ 
land47. 

 
120. Planning policies and decisions should: 

a) encourage multiple benefits from both urban and rural land, including through 
mixed use schemes and taking opportunities to achieve net environmental gains 
– such as developments that would enable new habitat creation or improve 
public access to the countryside; 

b) recognise that some undeveloped land can perform many functions, such as for 
wildlife, recreation, flood risk mitigation, cooling/shading, carbon storage or food 
production; 

c) give substantial weight to the value of using suitable brownfield land within 
settlements for homes and other identified needs, and support appropriate 
opportunities to remediate despoiled, degraded, derelict, contaminated or 
unstable land; 

d) promote and support the development of under-utilised land and buildings, 
especially if this would help to meet identified needs for housing where land 
supply is constrained and available sites could be used more effectively (for 
example converting space above shops, and building on or above service 
yards, car parks, lock-ups and railway infrastructure)48; and 

e) support opportunities to use the airspace above existing residential and 
commercial premises for new homes. In particular, they should allow upward 
extensions where the development would be consistent with the prevailing 
height and form of neighbouring properties and the overall street scene, is well-
designed (including complying with any local design policies and standards), 
and can maintain safe access and egress for occupiers. 

 
121. Local planning authorities, and other plan-making bodies, should take a proactive 

role in identifying and helping to bring forward land that may be suitable for meeting 
development needs, including suitable sites on brownfield registers or held in public 
ownership, using the full range of powers available to them. This should include 
identifying opportunities to facilitate land assembly, supported where necessary by 
compulsory purchase powers, where this can help to bring more land forward for 
meeting development needs and/or secure better development outcomes. 

 
 
47 Except where this would conflict with other policies in this Framework, including causing harm to 
designated sites of importance for biodiversity. 
48 As part of this approach, plans and decisions should support efforts to identify and bring back into 
residential use empty homes and other buildings, supported by the use of compulsory purchase powers 
where appropriate. 
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122. Planning policies and decisions need to reflect changes in the demand for land. 

They should be informed by regular reviews of both the land allocated for 
development in plans, and of land availability. Where the local planning authority 
considers there to be no reasonable prospect of an application coming forward for 
the use allocated in a plan: 

a) it should, as part of plan updates, reallocate the land for a more deliverable use 
that can help to address identified needs (or, if appropriate, deallocate a site 
which is undeveloped); and 

b) in the interim, prior to updating the plan, applications for alternative uses on the 
land should be supported, where the proposed use would contribute to meeting 
an unmet need for development in the area. 

 
123. Local planning authorities should also take a positive approach to applications for 

alternative uses of land which is currently developed but not allocated for a specific 
purpose in plans, where this would help to meet identified development needs. In 
particular, they should support proposals to: 

a) use retail and employment land for homes in areas of high housing demand, 
provided this would not undermine key economic sectors or sites or the vitality 
and viability of town centres, and would be compatible with other policies in this 
Framework; and 

b) make more effective use of sites that provide community services such as 
schools and hospitals, provided this maintains or improves the quality of service 
provision and access to open space. 

 
Achieving appropriate densities 
 
124. Planning policies and decisions should support development that makes efficient 

use of land, taking into account: 
 

a) the identified need for different types of housing and other forms of 
development, and the availability of land suitable for accommodating it; 

 
b) local market conditions and viability; 

 
c) the availability and capacity of infrastructure and services – both existing and 

proposed – as well as their potential for further improvement and the scope to 
promote sustainable travel modes that limit future car use; 

 
d) the desirability of maintaining an area’s prevailing character and setting 

(including residential gardens), or of promoting regeneration and change; and 
 

e) the importance of securing well-designed, attractive and healthy places. 
 
125. Area-based character assessments, design guides and codes and masterplans can 

be used to help ensure that land is used efficiently while also creating beautiful and 
sustainable places. Where there is an existing or anticipated shortage of land for 
meeting identified housing needs, it is especially important that planning policies 
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and decisions avoid homes being built at low densities, and ensure that 
developments make optimal use of the potential of each site. In these 
circumstances: 

 
a) plans should contain policies to optimise the use of land in their area and meet 

as much of the identified need for housing as possible. This will be tested 
robustly at examination, and should include the use of minimum density 
standards for city and town centres and other locations that are well served by 
public transport. These standards should seek a significant uplift in the average 
density of residential development within these areas, unless it can be shown 
that there are strong reasons why this would be inappropriate; 

 
b) the use of minimum density standards should also be considered for other parts 

of the plan area. It may be appropriate to set out a range of densities that reflect 
the accessibility and potential of different areas, rather than one broad density 
range; and 

 
c) local planning authorities should refuse applications which they consider fail to 

make efficient use of land, taking into account the policies in this Framework. In 
this context, when considering applications for housing, authorities should take 
a flexible approach in applying policies or guidance relating to daylight and 
sunlight, where they would otherwise inhibit making efficient use of a site (as 
long as the resulting scheme would provide acceptable living standards). 
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12. Achieving well-designed places 
126. The creation of high quality, beautiful and sustainable buildings and places is 

fundamental to what the planning and development process should achieve. Good 
design is a key aspect of sustainable development, creates better places in which 
to live and work and helps make development acceptable to communities. Being 
clear about design expectations, and how these will be tested, is essential for 
achieving this. So too is effective engagement between applicants, communities, 
local planning authorities and other interests throughout the process. 

 
127. Plans should, at the most appropriate level, set out a clear design vision and 

expectations, so that applicants have as much certainty as possible about what is 
likely to be acceptable. Design policies should be developed with local communities 
so they reflect local aspirations, and are grounded in an understanding and 
evaluation of each area’s defining characteristics. Neighbourhood planning groups 
can play an important role in identifying the special qualities of each area and 
explaining how this should be reflected in development, both through their own 
plans and by engaging in the production of design policy, guidance and codes by 
local planning authorities and developers.   

 
128. To provide maximum clarity about design expectations at an early stage, all 

local planning authorities should prepare design guides or codes consistent with 
the principles set out in the National Design Guide and National Model Design 
Code, and which reflect local character and design preferences. Design guides and 
codes provide a local framework for creating beautiful and distinctive places with a 
consistent and high quality standard of design. Their geographic coverage, level of 
detail and degree of prescription should be tailored to the circumstances and scale 
of change in each place, and should allow a suitable degree of variety.   

 
129. Design guides and codes can be prepared at an area-wide, neighbourhood or site-

specific scale, and to carry weight in decision-making should be produced either as 
part of a plan or as supplementary planning documents. Landowners and 
developers may contribute to these exercises, but may also choose to prepare 
design codes in support of a planning application for sites they wish to develop.  
Whoever prepares them, all guides and codes should be based on effective 
community engagement and reflect local aspirations for the development of their 
area, taking into account the guidance contained in the National Design Guide and 
the National Model Design Code. These national documents should be used to 
guide decisions on applications in the absence of locally produced design guides or 
design codes.  

  
130. Planning policies and decisions should ensure that developments: 
 

a) will function well and add to the overall quality of the area, not just for the short 
term but over the lifetime of the development; 

 
b) are visually attractive as a result of good architecture, layout and appropriate 

and effective landscaping;   
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c) are sympathetic to local character and history, including the surrounding built 
environment and landscape setting, while not preventing or discouraging 
appropriate innovation or change (such as increased densities); 
 

d) establish or maintain a strong sense of place, using the arrangement of streets, 
spaces, building types and materials to create attractive, welcoming and 
distinctive places to live, work and visit; 
 

e) optimise the potential of the site to accommodate and sustain an appropriate 
amount and mix of development (including green and other public space) and 
support local facilities and transport networks; and 
 

f) create places that are safe, inclusive and accessible and which promote health 
and well-being, with a high standard of amenity for existing and future users49; 
and where crime and disorder, and the fear of crime, do not undermine the 
quality of life or community cohesion and resilience. 

 
131. Trees make an important contribution to the character and quality of urban 

environments, and can also help mitigate and adapt to climate change. Planning 
policies and decisions should ensure that new streets are tree-lined50, that 
opportunities are taken to incorporate trees elsewhere in developments (such as 
parks and community orchards), that appropriate measures are in place to secure 
the long-term maintenance of newly-planted trees, and that existing trees are 
retained wherever possible. Applicants and local planning authorities should work 
with highways officers and tree officers to ensure that the right trees are planted in 
the right places, and solutions are found that are compatible with highways 
standards and the needs of different users.  

  
132. Design quality should be considered throughout the evolution and assessment of 

individual proposals. Early discussion between applicants, the local planning 
authority and local community about the design and style of emerging schemes is 
important for clarifying expectations and reconciling local and commercial interests. 
Applicants should work closely with those affected by their proposals to evolve 
designs that take account of the views of the community. Applications that can 
demonstrate early, proactive and effective engagement with the community should 
be looked on more favourably than those that cannot. 

 
133. Local planning authorities should ensure that they have access to, and make 

appropriate use of, tools and processes for assessing and improving the design of 
development. These include workshops to engage the local community, design 
advice and review arrangements, and assessment frameworks such as Building for 
a Healthy Life51. These are of most benefit if used as early as possible in the 
evolution of schemes, and are particularly important for significant projects such as 
large scale housing and mixed use developments. In assessing applications, local 

 
 
49 Planning policies for housing should make use of the Government’s optional technical standards for 
accessible and adaptable housing, where this would address an identified need for such properties. Policies 
may also make use of the nationally described space standard, where the need for an internal space 
standard can be justified. 
50 Unless, in specific cases, there are clear, justifiable and compelling reasons why this would be 
inappropriate. 
51 Birkbeck D and Kruczkowski S et al (2020) Building for a Healthy Life 
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planning authorities should have regard to the outcome from these processes, 
including any recommendations made by design review panels.   

 
134. Development that is not well designed should be refused, especially where it fails to 

reflect local design policies and government guidance on design52, taking into 
account any local design guidance and supplementary planning documents such 
as design guides and codes. Conversely, significant weight should be given to:  
  

a) development which reflects local design policies and government guidance 
on design, taking into account any local design guidance and supplementary 
planning documents such as design guides and codes; and/or 

b) outstanding or innovative designs which promote high levels of 
sustainability, or help raise the standard of design more generally in an area, 
so long as they fit in with the overall form and layout of their surroundings. 

 
135. Local planning authorities should seek to ensure that the quality of approved 

development is not materially diminished between permission and completion, as a 
result of changes being made to the permitted scheme (for example through 
changes to approved details such as the materials used).  

 
136. The quality and character of places can suffer when advertisements are poorly 

sited and designed. A separate consent process within the planning system 
controls the display of advertisements, which should be operated in a way which is 
simple, efficient and effective. Advertisements should be subject to control only in 
the interests of amenity and public safety, taking account of cumulative impacts. 

 
 

 

 
 
52 Contained in the National Design Guide and National Model Design Code. 
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13. Protecting Green Belt land 
137. The Government attaches great importance to Green Belts. The fundamental aim 

of Green Belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl by keeping land permanently open; 
the essential characteristics of Green Belts are their openness and their 
permanence. 

 
138. Green Belt serves five purposes: 

a) to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas; 

b) to prevent neighbouring towns merging into one another; 

c) to assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment; 

d) to preserve the setting and special character of historic towns; and 

e) to assist in urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling of derelict and 
other urban land. 

 
139. The general extent of Green Belts across the country is already established. New 

Green Belts should only be established in exceptional circumstances, for example 
when planning for larger scale development such as new settlements or major 
urban extensions. Any proposals for new Green Belts should be set out in strategic 
policies, which should: 

a) demonstrate why normal planning and development management policies 
would not be adequate; 

b) set out whether any major changes in circumstances have made the adoption of 
this exceptional measure necessary; 

c) show what the consequences of the proposal would be for sustainable 
development; 

d) demonstrate the necessity for the Green Belt and its consistency with strategic 
policies for adjoining areas; and 

e) show how the Green Belt would meet the other objectives of the Framework. 
 
140. Once established, Green Belt boundaries should only be altered where exceptional 

circumstances are fully evidenced and justified, through the preparation or updating 
of plans. Strategic policies should establish the need for any changes to Green Belt 
boundaries, having regard to their intended permanence in the long term, so they 
can endure beyond the plan period. Where a need for changes to Green Belt 
boundaries has been established through strategic policies, detailed amendments 
to those boundaries may be made through non-strategic policies, including 
neighbourhood plans. 
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141. Before concluding that exceptional circumstances exist to justify changes to Green 
Belt boundaries, the strategic policy-making authority should be able to 
demonstrate that it has examined fully all other reasonable options for meeting its 
identified need for development. This will be assessed through the examination of 
its strategic policies, which will take into account the preceding paragraph, and 
whether the strategy: 

a) makes as much use as possible of suitable brownfield sites and underutilised 
land; 

b) optimises the density of development in line with the policies in chapter 11 of 
this Framework, including whether policies promote a significant uplift in 
minimum density standards in town and city centres and other locations well 
served by public transport; and 

c) has been informed by discussions with neighbouring authorities about whether 
they could accommodate some of the identified need for development, as 
demonstrated through the statement of common ground. 

 
142. When drawing up or reviewing Green Belt boundaries, the need to promote 

sustainable patterns of development should be taken into account. Strategic policy-
making authorities should consider the consequences for sustainable development 
of channelling development towards urban areas inside the Green Belt boundary, 
towards towns and villages inset within the Green Belt or towards locations beyond 
the outer Green Belt boundary. Where it has been concluded that it is necessary to 
release Green Belt land for development, plans should give first consideration to 
land which has been previously-developed and/or is well-served by public 
transport. They should also set out ways in which the impact of removing land from 
the Green Belt can be offset through compensatory improvements to the 
environmental quality and accessibility of remaining Green Belt land. 

 
143. When defining Green Belt boundaries, plans should: 

a) ensure consistency with the development plan’s strategy for meeting identified 
requirements for sustainable development; 

b) not include land which it is unnecessary to keep permanently open; 

c) where necessary, identify areas of safeguarded land between the urban area 
and the Green Belt, in order to meet longer-term development needs stretching 
well beyond the plan period; 

d) make clear that the safeguarded land is not allocated for development at the 
present time. Planning permission for the permanent development of 
safeguarded land should only be granted following an update to a plan which 
proposes the development; 

e) be able to demonstrate that Green Belt boundaries will not need to be altered at 
the end of the plan period; and 

f) define boundaries clearly, using physical features that are readily recognisable 
and likely to be permanent. 
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144. If it is necessary to restrict development in a village primarily because of the 
important contribution which the open character of the village makes to the 
openness of the Green Belt, the village should be included in the Green Belt. If, 
however, the character of the village needs to be protected for other reasons, other 
means should be used, such as conservation area or normal development 
management policies, and the village should be excluded from the Green Belt. 

 
145. Once Green Belts have been defined, local planning authorities should plan 

positively to enhance their beneficial use, such as looking for opportunities to 
provide access; to provide opportunities for outdoor sport and recreation; to retain 
and enhance landscapes, visual amenity and biodiversity; or to improve damaged 
and derelict land. 

 
146. The National Forest and Community Forests offer valuable opportunities for 

improving the environment around towns and cities, by upgrading the landscape 
and providing for recreation and wildlife. The National Forest Strategy and an 
approved Community Forest Plan may be a material consideration in preparing 
development plans and in deciding planning applications. Any development 
proposals within the National Forest and Community Forests in the Green Belt 
should be subject to the normal policies for controlling development in Green Belts. 

 
Proposals affecting the Green Belt 
 
147. Inappropriate development is, by definition, harmful to the Green Belt and should 

not be approved except in very special circumstances. 
 
148. When considering any planning application, local planning authorities should 

ensure that substantial weight is given to any harm to the Green Belt. ‘Very special 
circumstances’ will not exist unless the potential harm to the Green Belt by reason 
of inappropriateness, and any other harm resulting from the proposal, is clearly 
outweighed by other considerations. 

 
149. A local planning authority should regard the construction of new buildings as 

inappropriate in the Green Belt. Exceptions to this are: 

a) buildings for agriculture and forestry; 

b) the provision of appropriate facilities (in connection with the existing use of land 
or a change of use) for outdoor sport, outdoor recreation, cemeteries and burial 
grounds and allotments; as long as the facilities preserve the openness of the 
Green Belt and do not conflict with the purposes of including land within it; 

c) the extension or alteration of a building provided that it does not result in 
disproportionate additions over and above the size of the original building; 

d) the replacement of a building, provided the new building is in the same use and 
not materially larger than the one it replaces; 

e) limited infilling in villages; 

f) limited affordable housing for local community needs under policies set out in 
the development plan (including policies for rural exception sites); and 
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g) limited infilling or the partial or complete redevelopment of previously developed 
land, whether redundant or in continuing use (excluding temporary buildings), 
which would: 
‒ not have a greater impact on the openness of the Green Belt than the 

existing development; or 
‒ not cause substantial harm to the openness of the Green Belt, where the 

development would re-use previously developed land and contribute to 
meeting an identified affordable housing need within the area of the local 
planning authority. 

 
150. Certain other forms of development are also not inappropriate in the Green Belt 

provided they preserve its openness and do not conflict with the purposes of 
including land within it. These are: 

a) mineral extraction; 

b) engineering operations; 

c) local transport infrastructure which can demonstrate a requirement for a Green 
Belt location; 

d) the re-use of buildings provided that the buildings are of permanent and 
substantial construction; 

e) material changes in the use of land (such as changes of use for outdoor sport or 
recreation, or for cemeteries and burial grounds); and 

f) development, including buildings, brought forward under a Community Right to 
Build Order or Neighbourhood Development Order. 

 
151. When located in the Green Belt, elements of many renewable energy projects will 

comprise inappropriate development. In such cases developers will need to 
demonstrate very special circumstances if projects are to proceed. Such very 
special circumstances may include the wider environmental benefits associated 
with increased production of energy from renewable sources. 
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14. Meeting the challenge of climate change, 
flooding and coastal change 

152. The planning system should support the transition to a low carbon future in a 
changing climate, taking full account of flood risk and coastal change. It should help 
to: shape places in ways that contribute to radical reductions in greenhouse gas 
emissions, minimise vulnerability and improve resilience; encourage the reuse of 
existing resources, including the conversion of existing buildings; and support 
renewable and low carbon energy and associated infrastructure.  

 
Planning for climate change 
 
153. Plans should take a proactive approach to mitigating and adapting to climate 

change, taking into account the long-term implications for flood risk, coastal 
change, water supply, biodiversity and landscapes, and the risk of overheating from 
rising temperatures53. Policies should support appropriate measures to ensure the 
future resilience of communities and infrastructure to climate change impacts, such 
as providing space for physical protection measures, or making provision for the 
possible future relocation of vulnerable development and infrastructure. 

 
154. New development should be planned for in ways that: 

a) avoid increased vulnerability to the range of impacts arising from climate 
change. When new development is brought forward in areas which are 
vulnerable, care should be taken to ensure that risks can be managed through 
suitable adaptation measures, including through the planning of green 
infrastructure; and 

b) can help to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, such as through its location, 
orientation and design. Any local requirements for the sustainability of buildings 
should reflect the Government’s policy for national technical standards. 

 
155. To help increase the use and supply of renewable and low carbon energy and heat, 

plans should: 

a) provide a positive strategy for energy from these sources, that maximises the 
potential for suitable development, while ensuring that adverse impacts are 
addressed satisfactorily (including cumulative landscape and visual impacts); 

b) consider identifying suitable areas for renewable and low carbon energy 
sources, and supporting infrastructure, where this would help secure their 
development; and 

 
 
53 In line with the objectives and provisions of the Climate Change Act 2008. 
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c) identify opportunities for development to draw its energy supply from 
decentralised, renewable or low carbon energy supply systems and for co-
locating potential heat customers and suppliers. 

 
156. Local planning authorities should support community-led initiatives for renewable 

and low carbon energy, including developments outside areas identified in local 
plans or other strategic policies that are being taken forward through 
neighbourhood planning. 

 
157. In determining planning applications, local planning authorities should expect new 

development to: 

a) comply with any development plan policies on local requirements for 
decentralised energy supply unless it can be demonstrated by the applicant, 
having regard to the type of development involved and its design, that this is not 
feasible or viable; and 

b) take account of landform, layout, building orientation, massing and landscaping 
to minimise energy consumption. 

 
158. When determining planning applications for renewable and low carbon 

development, local planning authorities should: 

a) not require applicants to demonstrate the overall need for renewable or low 
carbon energy, and recognise that even small-scale projects provide a valuable 
contribution to cutting greenhouse gas emissions; and 

b) approve the application if its impacts are (or can be made) acceptable54. Once 
suitable areas for renewable and low carbon energy have been identified in 
plans, local planning authorities should expect subsequent applications for 
commercial scale projects outside these areas to demonstrate that the 
proposed location meets the criteria used in identifying suitable areas. 

 
Planning and flood risk 
 
159. Inappropriate development in areas at risk of flooding should be avoided by 

directing development away from areas at highest risk (whether existing or future). 
Where development is necessary in such areas, the development should be made 
safe for its lifetime without increasing flood risk elsewhere. 

 
160. Strategic policies should be informed by a strategic flood risk assessment, and 

should manage flood risk from all sources. They should consider cumulative 
impacts in, or affecting, local areas susceptible to flooding, and take account of 
advice from the Environment Agency and other relevant flood risk management 
authorities, such as lead local flood authorities and internal drainage boards.  

 
 

 
54 Except for applications for the repowering of existing wind turbines, a proposed wind energy development 
involving one or more turbines should not be considered acceptable unless it is in an area identified as 
suitable for wind energy development in the development plan; and, following consultation, it can be 
demonstrated that the planning impacts identified by the affected local community have been fully 
addressed and the proposal has their backing. 
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161. All plans should apply a sequential, risk-based approach to the location of 
development – taking into account all sources of flood risk and the current and future 
impacts of climate change – so as to avoid, where possible, flood risk to people and 
property. They should do this, and manage any residual risk, by: 

a) applying the sequential test and then, if necessary, the exception test as set out 
below; 

b) safeguarding land from development that is required, or likely to be required, for 
current or future flood management; 

c) using opportunities provided by new development and improvements in green 
and other infrastructure to reduce the causes and impacts of flooding, ( making 
as much use as possible of natural flood management techniques as part of an 
integrated approach to flood risk management); and 

d) where climate change is expected to increase flood risk so that some existing 
development may not be sustainable in the long-term, seeking opportunities to 
relocate development, including housing, to more sustainable locations. 

 
162. The aim of the sequential test is to steer new development to areas with the lowest 

risk of flooding from any source. Development should not be allocated or permitted 
if there are reasonably available sites appropriate for the proposed development in 
areas with a lower risk of flooding. The strategic flood risk assessment will provide 
the basis for applying this test. The sequential approach should be used in areas 
known to be at risk now or in the future from any form of flooding. 

 
163. If it is not possible for development to be located in areas with a lower risk of 

flooding (taking into account wider sustainable development objectives), the 
exception test may have to be applied. The need for the exception test will depend 
on the potential vulnerability of the site and of the development proposed, in line 
with the Flood Risk Vulnerability Classification set out in Annex 3. 

164. The application of the exception test should be informed by a strategic or site-
specific flood risk assessment, depending on whether it is being applied during plan 
production or at the application stage. To pass the exception test it should be 
demonstrated that: 

a) the development would provide wider sustainability benefits to the community 
that outweigh the flood risk; and 

b) the development will be safe for its lifetime taking account of the vulnerability of 
its users, without increasing flood risk elsewhere, and, where possible, will 
reduce flood risk overall. 

 
165. Both elements of the exception test should be satisfied for development to be 

allocated or permitted. 
 
166. Where planning applications come forward on sites allocated in the development 

plan through the sequential test, applicants need not apply the sequential test 
again. However, the exception test may need to be reapplied if relevant aspects of 
the proposal had not been considered when the test was applied at the plan-
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making stage, or if more recent information about existing or potential flood risk 
should be taken into account. 

 
167. When determining any planning applications, local planning authorities should 

ensure that flood risk is not increased elsewhere. Where appropriate, applications 
should be supported by a site-specific flood-risk assessment55. Development 
should only be allowed in areas at risk of flooding where, in the light of this 
assessment (and the sequential and exception tests, as applicable) it can be 
demonstrated that: 

a) within the site, the most vulnerable development is located in areas of lowest 
flood risk, unless there are overriding reasons to prefer a different location; 

b) the development is appropriately flood resistant and resilient such that, in the 
event of a flood, it could be quickly brought back into use without significant 
refurbishment; 

c) it incorporates sustainable drainage systems, unless there is clear evidence that 
this would be inappropriate; 

d) any residual risk can be safely managed; and 

e) safe access and escape routes are included where appropriate, as part of an 
agreed emergency plan. 

 
168. Applications for some minor development and changes of use56 should not be 

subject to the sequential or exception tests but should still meet the requirements 
for site-specific flood risk assessments set out in footnote 55. 

 
169. Major developments should incorporate sustainable drainage systems unless there 

is clear evidence that this would be inappropriate. The systems used should: 

a) take account of advice from the lead local flood authority; 

b) have appropriate proposed minimum operational standards; 

c) have maintenance arrangements in place to ensure an acceptable standard of 
operation for the lifetime of the development; and 

d) where possible, provide multifunctional benefits. 
 
 
Coastal change 

 
 
55  A site-specific flood risk assessment should be provided for all development in Flood Zones 2 and 3. In 
Flood Zone 1, an assessment should accompany all proposals involving: sites of 1 hectare or more; land 
which has been identified by the Environment Agency as having critical drainage problems; land identified in 
a strategic flood risk assessment as being at increased flood risk in future; or land that may be subject to 
other sources of flooding, where its development would introduce a more vulnerable use. 
56 This includes householder development, small non-residential extensions (with a footprint of less than 
250m2) and changes of use; except for changes of use to a caravan, camping or chalet site, or to a mobile 
home or park home site, where the sequential and exception tests should be applied as appropriate. 
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170. In coastal areas, planning policies and decisions should take account of the UK 

Marine Policy Statement and marine plans. Integrated Coastal Zone Management 
should be pursued across local authority and land/sea boundaries, to ensure 
effective alignment of the terrestrial and marine planning regimes. 

 
171. Plans should reduce risk from coastal change by avoiding inappropriate 

development in vulnerable areas and not exacerbating the impacts of physical 
changes to the coast. They should identify as a Coastal Change Management Area 
any area likely to be affected by physical changes to the coast, and: 

a) be clear as to what development will be appropriate in such areas and in what 
circumstances; and 

b) make provision for development and infrastructure that needs to be relocated 
away from Coastal Change Management Areas. 

 
172. Development in a Coastal Change Management Area will be appropriate only 

where it is demonstrated that: 

a) it will be safe over its planned lifetime and not have an unacceptable impact on 
coastal change; 

b) the character of the coast including designations is not compromised; 

c) the development provides wider sustainability benefits; and 

d) the development does not hinder the creation and maintenance of a continuous 
signed and managed route around the coast57. 

 
173. Local planning authorities should limit the planned lifetime of development in a 

Coastal Change Management Area through temporary permission and restoration 
conditions, where this is necessary to reduce a potentially unacceptable level of 
future risk to people and the development. 

 
 

 
 
57  As required by the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009. 
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15. Conserving and enhancing the natural 
environment 

174. Planning policies and decisions should contribute to and enhance the natural and 
local environment by: 

a) protecting and enhancing valued landscapes, sites of biodiversity or geological 
value and soils (in a manner commensurate with their statutory status or 
identified quality in the development plan); 

b) recognising the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside, and the wider 
benefits from natural capital and ecosystem services – including the economic 
and other benefits of the best and most versatile agricultural land, and of trees 
and woodland; 

c) maintaining the character of the undeveloped coast, while improving public 
access to it where appropriate; 

d) minimising impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity, including by 
establishing coherent ecological networks that are more resilient to current and 
future pressures; 

e) preventing new and existing development from contributing to, being put at 
unacceptable risk from, or being adversely affected by, unacceptable levels of 
soil, air, water or noise pollution or land instability. Development should, 
wherever possible, help to improve local environmental conditions such as air 
and water quality, taking into account relevant information such as river basin 
management plans; and 

f) remediating and mitigating despoiled, degraded, derelict, contaminated and 
unstable land, where appropriate. 

 
175. Plans should: distinguish between the hierarchy of international, national and 

locally designated sites; allocate land with the least environmental or amenity 
value, where consistent with other policies in this Framework58; take a strategic 
approach to maintaining and enhancing networks of habitats and green 
infrastructure; and plan for the enhancement of natural capital at a catchment or 
landscape scale across local authority boundaries. 

 
176. Great weight should be given to conserving and enhancing landscape and scenic 

beauty in National Parks, the Broads and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty 
which have the highest status of protection in relation to these issues. The 
conservation and enhancement of wildlife and cultural heritage are also important 
considerations in these areas, and should be given great weight in National Parks 

 
 
58 Where significant development of agricultural land is demonstrated to be necessary, areas of poorer 
quality land should be preferred to those of a higher quality. 
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and the Broads59. The scale and extent of development within all these designated 
areas should be limited, while development within their setting should be sensitively 
located and designed to avoid or minimise adverse impacts on the designated 
areas.                      

177. When considering applications for development within National Parks, the Broads 
and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, permission should be refused for major 
development60 other than in exceptional circumstances, and where it can be 
demonstrated that the development is in the public interest. Consideration of such 
applications should include an assessment of: 

a) the need for the development, including in terms of any national considerations, 
and the impact of permitting it, or refusing it, upon the local economy; 

b) the cost of, and scope for, developing outside the designated area, or meeting 
the need for it in some other way; and 

c) any detrimental effect on the environment, the landscape and recreational 
opportunities, and the extent to which that could be moderated. 

 

178.   Within areas defined as Heritage Coast (and that do not already fall within one of 
the designated areas mentioned in paragraph 176), planning policies and decisions 
should be consistent with the special character of the area and the importance of its 
conservation. Major development within a Heritage Coast is unlikely to be 
appropriate, unless it is compatible with its special character. 

 
Habitats and biodiversity 
 
179. To protect and enhance biodiversity and geodiversity, plans should: 

a) Identify, map and safeguard components of local wildlife-rich habitats and wider 
ecological networks, including the hierarchy of international, national and locally 
designated sites of importance for biodiversity61; wildlife corridors and stepping 
stones that connect them; and areas identified by national and local 
partnerships for habitat management, enhancement, restoration or creation62; 
and 

b) promote the conservation, restoration and enhancement of priority habitats, 
ecological networks and the protection and recovery of priority species; and 
identify and pursue opportunities for securing measurable net gains for 
biodiversity. 

 
 
59 English National Parks and the Broads: UK Government Vision and Circular 2010 provides further 
guidance and information about their statutory purposes, management and other matters. 
60 For the purposes of paragraphs 176 and 177, whether a proposal is ‘major development’ is a matter for 
the decision maker, taking into account its nature, scale and setting, and whether it could have a significant 
adverse impact on the purposes for which the area has been designated or defined. 
61 Circular 06/2005 provides further guidance in respect of statutory obligations for biodiversity and 
geological conservation and their impact within the planning system. 
62 Where areas that are part of the Nature Recovery Network are identified in plans, it may be appropriate to 
specify the types of development that may be suitable within them. 
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180. When determining planning applications, local planning authorities should apply the 

following principles: 

a) if significant harm to biodiversity resulting from a development cannot be 
avoided (through locating on an alternative site with less harmful impacts), 
adequately mitigated, or, as a last resort, compensated for, then planning 
permission should be refused; 

b) development on land within or outside a Site of Special Scientific Interest, and 
which is likely to have an adverse effect on it (either individually or in 
combination with other developments), should not normally be permitted. The 
only exception is where the benefits of the development in the location 
proposed clearly outweigh both its likely impact on the features of the site that 
make it of special scientific interest, and any broader impacts on the national 
network of Sites of Special Scientific Interest; 

c) development resulting in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable habitats (such 
as ancient woodland and ancient or veteran trees) should be refused, unless 
there are wholly exceptional reasons63 and a suitable compensation strategy 
exists; and 

d) development whose primary objective is to conserve or enhance biodiversity 
should be supported; while opportunities to improve biodiversity in and around 
developments should be integrated as part of their design, especially where this 
can secure measurable net gains for biodiversity or enhance public access to 
nature where this is appropriate. 

 
181. The following should be given the same protection as habitats sites: 

a) potential Special Protection Areas and possible Special Areas of Conservation; 

b) listed or proposed Ramsar sites64; and 

c) sites identified, or required, as compensatory measures for adverse effects on 
habitats sites, potential Special Protection Areas, possible Special Areas of 
Conservation, and listed or proposed Ramsar sites. 

 
182. The presumption in favour of sustainable development does not apply where the 

plan or project is likely to have a significant effect on a habitats site (either alone or 
in combination with other plans or projects), unless an appropriate assessment has 
concluded that the plan or project will not adversely affect the integrity of the 
habitats site.  

 
 
63 For example, infrastructure projects (including nationally significant infrastructure projects, orders under 
the Transport and Works Act and hybrid bills), where the public benefit would clearly outweigh the loss or 
deterioration of habitat. 
64  Potential Special Protection Areas, possible Special Areas of Conservation and proposed Ramsar sites 
are sites on which Government has initiated public consultation on the scientific case for designation as a 
Special Protection Area, candidate Special Area of Conservation or Ramsar site. 
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Ground conditions and pollution 
 
183. Planning policies and decisions should ensure that: 

a) a site is suitable for its proposed use taking account of ground conditions and 
any risks arising from land instability and contamination. This includes risks 
arising from natural hazards or former activities such as mining, and any 
proposals for mitigation including land remediation (as well as potential impacts 
on the natural environment arising from that remediation); 

b) after remediation, as a minimum, land should not be capable of being 
determined as contaminated land under Part IIA of the Environmental Protection 
Act 1990; and 

c) adequate site investigation information, prepared by a competent person, is 
available to inform these assessments. 

 
184. Where a site is affected by contamination or land stability issues, responsibility for 

securing a safe development rests with the developer and/or landowner. 
 
185. Planning policies and decisions should also ensure that new development is 

appropriate for its location taking into account the likely effects (including 
cumulative effects) of pollution on health, living conditions and the natural 
environment, as well as the potential sensitivity of the site or the wider area to 
impacts that could arise from the development. In doing so they should: 

a) mitigate and reduce to a minimum potential adverse impacts resulting from 
noise from new development – and avoid noise giving rise to significant adverse 
impacts on health and the quality of life65;  

b) identify and protect tranquil areas which have remained relatively undisturbed 
by noise and are prized for their recreational and amenity value for this reason; 
and 

c) limit the impact of light pollution from artificial light on local amenity, intrinsically 
dark landscapes and nature conservation. 

 
186. Planning policies and decisions should sustain and contribute towards compliance 

with relevant limit values or national objectives for pollutants, taking into account 
the presence of Air Quality Management Areas and Clean Air Zones, and the 
cumulative impacts from individual sites in local areas. Opportunities to improve air 
quality or mitigate impacts should be identified, such as through traffic and travel 
management, and green infrastructure provision and enhancement. So far as 
possible these opportunities should be considered at the plan-making stage, to 
ensure a strategic approach and limit the need for issues to be reconsidered when 

 
 
65 See Explanatory Note to the Noise Policy Statement for England (Department for Environment, Food & 
Rural Affairs, 2010). 
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determining individual applications. Planning decisions should ensure that any new 
development in Air Quality Management Areas and Clean Air Zones is consistent 
with the local air quality action plan. 
 

187. Planning policies and decisions should ensure that new development can be 
integrated effectively with existing businesses and community facilities (such as 
places of worship, pubs, music venues and sports clubs). Existing businesses and 
facilities should not have unreasonable restrictions placed on them as a result of 
development permitted after they were established. Where the operation of an 
existing business or community facility could have a significant adverse effect on 
new development (including changes of use) in its vicinity, the applicant (or ‘agent 
of change’) should be required to provide suitable mitigation before the 
development has been completed. 

 
188. The focus of planning policies and decisions should be on whether proposed 

development is an acceptable use of land, rather than the control of processes or 
emissions (where these are subject to separate pollution control regimes). Planning 
decisions should assume that these regimes will operate effectively. Equally, where 
a planning decision has been made on a particular development, the planning 
issues should not be revisited through the permitting regimes operated by pollution 
control authorities. 
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16. Conserving and enhancing the historic 
environment 

189. Heritage assets range from sites and buildings of local historic value to those of the 
highest significance, such as World Heritage Sites which are internationally 
recognised to be of Outstanding Universal Value66. These assets are an 
irreplaceable resource, and should be conserved in a manner appropriate to their 
significance, so that they can be enjoyed for their contribution to the quality of life of 
existing and future generations67. 

 
190. Plans should set out a positive strategy for the conservation and enjoyment of the 

historic environment, including heritage assets most at risk through neglect, decay 
or other threats. This strategy should take into account: 

a) the desirability of sustaining and enhancing the significance of heritage assets, 
and putting them to viable uses consistent with their conservation; 

 
b) the wider social, cultural, economic and environmental benefits that 

conservation of the historic environment can bring; 
 

c) the desirability of new development making a positive contribution to local 
character and distinctiveness; and 

 
d) opportunities to draw on the contribution made by the historic environment to 

the character of a place. 
 
191. When considering the designation of conservation areas, local planning authorities 

should ensure that an area justifies such status because of its special architectural 
or historic interest, and that the concept of conservation is not devalued through the 
designation of areas that lack special interest. 

 
192. Local planning authorities should maintain or have access to a historic environment 

record. This should contain up-to-date evidence about the historic environment in 
their area and be used to: 

a) assess the significance of heritage assets and the contribution they make to 
their environment; and  

b) predict the likelihood that currently unidentified heritage assets, particularly sites 
of historic and archaeological interest, will be discovered in the future. 

 
 

 
66 Some World Heritage Sites are inscribed by UNESCO to be of natural significance rather than cultural 
significance; and in some cases they are inscribed for both their natural and cultural significance. 
67 The policies set out in this chapter relate, as applicable, to the heritage-related consent regimes for which 
local planning authorities are responsible under the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 
1990, as well as to plan-making and decision-making. 
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193. Local planning authorities should make information about the historic environment, 
gathered as part of policy-making or development management, publicly 
accessible. 

 
Proposals affecting heritage assets 
 
194. In determining applications, local planning authorities should require an applicant to 

describe the significance of any heritage assets affected, including any contribution 
made by their setting. The level of detail should be proportionate to the assets’ 
importance and no more than is sufficient to understand the potential impact of the 
proposal on their significance. As a minimum the relevant historic environment 
record should have been consulted and the heritage assets assessed using 
appropriate expertise where necessary. Where a site on which development is 
proposed includes, or has the potential to include, heritage assets with 
archaeological interest, local planning authorities should require developers to 
submit an appropriate desk-based assessment and, where necessary, a field 
evaluation. 

 
195. Local planning authorities should identify and assess the particular significance of 

any heritage asset that may be affected by a proposal (including by development 
affecting the setting of a heritage asset) taking account of the available evidence 
and any necessary expertise. They should take this into account when considering 
the impact of a proposal on a heritage asset, to avoid or minimise any conflict 
between the heritage asset’s conservation and any aspect of the proposal. 

 
196. Where there is evidence of deliberate neglect of, or damage to, a heritage asset, 

the deteriorated state of the heritage asset should not be taken into account in any 
decision. 

 
197. In determining applications, local planning authorities should take account of: 

a) the desirability of sustaining and enhancing the significance of heritage assets 
and putting them to viable uses consistent with their conservation; 

b) the positive contribution that conservation of heritage assets can make to 
sustainable communities including their economic vitality; and 

c) the desirability of new development making a positive contribution to local 
character and distinctiveness. 

 
198. In considering any applications to remove or alter a historic statue, plaque, 

memorial or monument (whether listed or not), local planning authorities should 
have regard to the importance of their retention in situ and, where appropriate, of 
explaining their historic and social context rather than removal. 
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Considering potential impacts 
 
199. When considering the impact of a proposed development on the significance of a 

designated heritage asset, great weight should be given to the asset’s conservation 
(and the more important the asset, the greater the weight should be). This is 
irrespective of whether any potential harm amounts to substantial harm, total loss 
or less than substantial harm to its significance.  

 
200. Any harm to, or loss of, the significance of a designated heritage asset (from its 

alteration or destruction, or from development within its setting), should require 
clear and convincing justification. Substantial harm to or loss of: 

a) grade II listed buildings, or grade II registered parks or gardens, should be 
exceptional; 

b) assets of the highest significance, notably scheduled monuments, protected 
wreck sites, registered battlefields, grade I and II* listed buildings, grade I and 
II* registered parks and gardens, and World Heritage Sites, should be wholly 
exceptional68. 

 
201. Where a proposed development will lead to substantial harm to (or total loss of 

significance of) a designated heritage asset, local planning authorities should 
refuse consent, unless it can be demonstrated that the substantial harm or total 
loss is necessary to achieve substantial public benefits that outweigh that harm or 
loss, or all of the following apply: 

a) the nature of the heritage asset prevents all reasonable uses of the site; and 

b) no viable use of the heritage asset itself can be found in the medium term 
through appropriate marketing that will enable its conservation; and 

c) conservation by grant-funding or some form of not for profit, charitable or public 
ownership is demonstrably not possible; and 

d) the harm or loss is outweighed by the benefit of bringing the site back into use. 
 
202. Where a development proposal will lead to less than substantial harm to the 

significance of a designated heritage asset, this harm should be weighed against 
the public benefits of the proposal including, where appropriate, securing its 
optimum viable use. 

 
203. The effect of an application on the significance of a non-designated heritage asset 

should be taken into account in determining the application. In weighing 
 

 
68 Non-designated heritage assets of archaeological interest, which are demonstrably of equivalent 
significance to scheduled monuments, should be considered subject to the policies for designated heritage 
assets. 
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applications that directly or indirectly affect non-designated heritage assets, a 
balanced judgement will be required having regard to the scale of any harm or loss 
and the significance of the heritage asset. 

 
204. Local planning authorities should not permit the loss of the whole or part of a 

heritage asset without taking all reasonable steps to ensure the new development 
will proceed after the loss has occurred. 

 
205. Local planning authorities should require developers to record and advance 

understanding of the significance of any heritage assets to be lost (wholly or in part) 
in a manner proportionate to their importance and the impact, and to make this 
evidence (and any archive generated) publicly accessible69.  However, the ability to 
record evidence of our past should not be a factor in deciding whether such loss 
should be permitted. 

 
206. Local planning authorities should look for opportunities for new development within 

Conservation Areas and World Heritage Sites, and within the setting of heritage 
assets, to enhance or better reveal their significance. Proposals that preserve those 
elements of the setting that make a positive contribution to the asset (or which 
better reveal its significance) should be treated favourably. 

 
207. Not all elements of a Conservation Area or World Heritage Site will necessarily 

contribute to its significance. Loss of a building (or other element) which makes a 
positive contribution to the significance of the Conservation Area or World Heritage 
Site should be treated either as substantial harm under paragraph 201 or less than 
substantial harm under paragraph 202, as appropriate, taking into account the 
relative significance of the element affected and its contribution to the significance 
of the Conservation Area or World Heritage Site as a whole. 

 
208. Local planning authorities should assess whether the benefits of a proposal for 

enabling development, which would otherwise conflict with planning policies but 
which would secure the future conservation of a heritage asset, outweigh the 
disbenefits of departing from those policies. 

 

 

 
 
69 Copies of evidence should be deposited with the relevant historic environment record, and any archives 
with a local museum or other public depository. 
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17. Facilitating the sustainable use of 
minerals 

209. It is essential that there is a sufficient supply of minerals to provide the 
infrastructure, buildings, energy and goods that the country needs. Since minerals 
are a finite natural resource, and can only be worked where they are found, best 
use needs to be made of them to secure their long-term conservation. 

 
210. Planning policies should: 

a) provide for the extraction of mineral resources of local and national importance, 
but not identify new sites or extensions to existing sites for peat extraction; 

b) so far as practicable, take account of the contribution that substitute or 
secondary and recycled materials and minerals waste would make to the supply 
of materials, before considering extraction of primary materials, whilst aiming to 
source minerals supplies indigenously; 

c) safeguard mineral resources by defining Mineral Safeguarding Areas and 
Mineral Consultation Areas70; and adopt appropriate policies so that known 
locations of specific minerals resources of local and national importance are not 
sterilised by non-mineral development where this should be avoided (whilst not 
creating a presumption that the resources defined will be worked); 

d) set out policies to encourage the prior extraction of minerals, where practical 
and environmentally feasible, if it is necessary for non-mineral development to 
take place; 

e) safeguard existing, planned and potential sites for: the bulk transport, handling 
and processing of minerals; the manufacture of concrete and concrete products; 
and the handling, processing and distribution of substitute, recycled and 
secondary aggregate material; 

f) set out criteria or requirements to ensure that permitted and proposed 
operations do not have unacceptable adverse impacts on the natural and 
historic environment or human health, taking into account the cumulative effects 
of multiple impacts from individual sites and/or a number of sites in a locality; 

g) when developing noise limits, recognise that some noisy short-term activities, 
which may otherwise be regarded as unacceptable, are unavoidable to facilitate 
minerals extraction; and 

h) ensure that worked land is reclaimed at the earliest opportunity, taking account 
of aviation safety, and that high quality restoration and aftercare of mineral sites 
takes place. 

 
 

 
70 Primarily in two tier areas as stated in Annex 2: Glossary 
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211. When determining planning applications, great weight should be given to the 
benefits of mineral extraction, including to the economy71. In considering proposals 
for mineral extraction, minerals planning authorities should: 

a) as far as is practical, provide for the maintenance of landbanks of non-energy 
minerals from outside National Parks, the Broads, Areas of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty and World Heritage Sites, scheduled monuments and conservation 
areas; 

b) ensure that there are no unacceptable adverse impacts on the natural and 
historic environment, human health or aviation safety, and take into account the 
cumulative effect of multiple impacts from individual sites and/or from a number 
of sites in a locality; 

c) ensure that any unavoidable noise, dust and particle emissions and any blasting 
vibrations are controlled, mitigated or removed at source72, and establish 
appropriate noise limits for extraction in proximity to noise sensitive properties; 

d) not grant planning permission for peat extraction from new or extended sites; 

e) provide for restoration and aftercare at the earliest opportunity, to be carried out 
to high environmental standards, through the application of appropriate 
conditions. Bonds or other financial guarantees to underpin planning conditions 
should only be sought in exceptional circumstances; 

f) consider how to meet any demand for the extraction of building stone needed 
for the repair of heritage assets, taking account of the need to protect 
designated sites; and 

g) recognise the small-scale nature and impact of building and roofing stone 
quarries, and the need for a flexible approach to the duration of planning 
permissions reflecting the intermittent or low rate of working at many sites. 

 
212. Local planning authorities should not normally permit other development proposals 

in Mineral Safeguarding Areas if it might constrain potential future use for mineral 
working. 

 
Maintaining supply 
 
213. Minerals planning authorities should plan for a steady and adequate supply of 

aggregates by: 

a) preparing an annual Local Aggregate Assessment, either individually or jointly, 
to forecast future demand, based on a rolling average of 10 years’ sales data 
and other relevant local information, and an assessment of all supply options 
(including marine dredged, secondary and recycled sources); 

 
 
71 Except in relation to the extraction of coal, where the policy at paragraph 217 of this Framework applies. 
72 National planning guidance on minerals sets out how these policies should be implemented. 
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b) participating in the operation of an Aggregate Working Party and taking the 
advice of that party into account when preparing their Local Aggregate 
Assessment; 

c) making provision for the land-won and other elements of their Local Aggregate 
Assessment in their mineral plans, taking account of the advice of the 
Aggregate Working Parties and the National Aggregate Co-ordinating Group as 
appropriate. Such provision should take the form of specific sites, preferred 
areas and/or areas of search and locational criteria as appropriate; 

d) taking account of any published National and Sub National Guidelines on future 
provision which should be used as a guideline when planning for the future 
demand for and supply of aggregates; 

e) using landbanks of aggregate minerals reserves principally as an indicator of 
the security of aggregate minerals supply, and to indicate the additional 
provision that needs to be made for new aggregate extraction and alternative 
supplies in mineral plans; 

f) maintaining landbanks of at least 7 years for sand and gravel and at least 10 
years for crushed rock, whilst ensuring that the capacity of operations to supply 
a wide range of materials is not compromised73; 

g) ensuring that large landbanks bound up in very few sites do not stifle 
competition; and 

h) calculating and maintaining separate landbanks for any aggregate materials of a 
specific type or quality which have a distinct and separate market. 

 
214. Minerals planning authorities should plan for a steady and adequate supply of 

industrial minerals by: 

a) co-operating with neighbouring and more distant authorities to ensure an 
adequate provision of industrial minerals to support their likely use in industrial 
and manufacturing processes; 

b) encouraging safeguarding or stockpiling so that important minerals remain 
available for use; 

c) maintaining a stock of permitted reserves to support the level of actual and 
proposed investment required for new or existing plant, and the maintenance 
and improvement of existing plant and equipment74; and 

d) taking account of the need for provision of brick clay from a number of different 
sources to enable appropriate blends to be made. 

  
 

 
73 Longer periods may be appropriate to take account of the need to supply a range of types of aggregates, 
locations of permitted reserves relative to markets, and productive capacity of permitted sites. 
74 These reserves should be at least 10 years for individual silica sand sites; at least 15 years for cement 
primary (chalk and limestone) and secondary (clay and shale) materials to maintain an existing plant, and for 
silica sand sites where significant new capital is required; and at least 25 years for brick clay, and for cement 
primary and secondary materials to support a new kiln. 
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Oil, gas and coal exploration and extraction 
 
215. Minerals planning authorities should: 

a) when planning for on-shore oil and gas development, clearly distinguish 
between, and plan positively for, the three phases of development (exploration, 
appraisal and production), whilst ensuring appropriate monitoring and site 
restoration is provided for; 

b) encourage underground gas and carbon storage and associated infrastructure if 
local geological circumstances indicate its feasibility; 

c) indicate any areas where coal extraction and the disposal of colliery spoil may 
be acceptable; 

d) encourage the capture and use of methane from coal mines in active and 
abandoned coalfield areas; and 

e) provide for coal producers to extract separately, and if necessary stockpile, 
fireclay so that it remains available for use. 

 
216. When determining planning applications, minerals planning authorities should 

ensure that the integrity and safety of underground storage facilities are 
appropriate, taking into account the maintenance of gas pressure, prevention of 
leakage of gas and the avoidance of pollution. 

 
217. Planning permission should not be granted for the extraction of coal unless: 

a) the proposal is environmentally acceptable, or can be made so by planning 
conditions or obligations; or 

b) if it is not environmentally acceptable, then it provides national, local or 
community benefits which clearly outweigh its likely impacts (taking all relevant 
matters into account, including any residual environmental impacts).  
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Annex 1: Implementation 
218. The policies in this Framework are material considerations which should be taken 

into account in dealing with applications from the day of its publication. Plans may 
also need to be revised to reflect policy changes which this Framework has made.  

 
219. However, existing policies should not be considered out-of-date simply because 

they were adopted or made prior to the publication of this Framework. Due weight 
should be given to them, according to their degree of consistency with this 
Framework (the closer the policies in the plan to the policies in the Framework, the 
greater the weight that may be given). 

 
220. The policies in the original National Planning Policy Framework published in March 

2012 will apply for the purpose of examining plans, where those plans were 
submitted on or before 24 January 2019. Where such plans are withdrawn or 
otherwise do not proceed to become part of the development plan, the policies 
contained in this Framework will apply to any subsequent plan produced for the 
area concerned. 
 

221. For the purposes of the policy on larger-scale development in paragraph 22, this 
applies only to plans that have not reached Regulation 19 of the Town and Country 
Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 (pre-submission) stage at 
the point this version is published (for Spatial Development Strategies this would 
refer to consultation under section 335(2) of the Greater London Authority Act 
1999). 
 

222. The Housing Delivery Test will apply the day following publication of the results, at 
which point they supersede previously published results. Until new Housing 
Delivery Test results are published, the previously published result should be used. 
For the purpose of footnote 8 in this Framework, delivery of housing which was 
substantially below the housing requirement means where the Housing Delivery 
Test results: 

a) for years 2016/17 to 2018/19 (Housing Delivery Test: 2019 Measurement, 
published 13 February 2020), indicated that delivery was below 45% of housing 
required over the previous three years; 

b) for years 2017/18 to 2019/20 (Housing Delivery Test: 2020 Measurement, 
published 19 January 2021), and in subsequent years indicate that delivery was 
below 75% of housing required over the previous three years. 
 

223. The Government will continue to explore with individual areas the potential for 
planning freedoms and flexibilities, for example where this would facilitate an 
increase in the amount of housing that can be delivered. 
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Annex 2: Glossary 
Affordable housing: housing for sale or rent, for those whose needs are not met by the 
market (including housing that provides a subsidised route to home ownership and/or is 
for essential local workers); and which complies with one or more of the following 
definitions: 

a) Affordable housing for rent: meets all of the following conditions: (a) the rent is set in 
accordance with the Government’s rent policy for Social Rent or Affordable Rent, or is 
at least 20% below local market rents (including service charges where applicable); (b) 
the landlord is a registered provider, except where it is included as part of a Build to 
Rent scheme (in which case the landlord need not be a registered provider); and (c) it 
includes provisions to remain at an affordable price for future eligible households, or 
for the subsidy to be recycled for alternative affordable housing provision. For Build to 
Rent schemes affordable housing for rent is expected to be the normal form of 
affordable housing provision (and, in this context, is known as Affordable Private Rent). 

b) Starter homes: is as specified in Sections 2 and 3 of the Housing and Planning Act 
2016 and any secondary legislation made under these sections. The definition of a 
starter home should reflect the meaning set out in statute and any such secondary 
legislation at the time of plan-preparation or decision-making. Where secondary 
legislation has the effect of limiting a household’s eligibility to purchase a starter home 
to those with a particular maximum level of household income, those restrictions 
should be used. 

c) Discounted market sales housing: is that sold at a discount of at least 20% below 
local market value. Eligibility is determined with regard to local incomes and local 
house prices. Provisions should be in place to ensure housing remains at a discount 
for future eligible households. 

d) Other affordable routes to home ownership: is housing provided for sale that 
provides a route to ownership for those who could not achieve home ownership 
through the market. It includes shared ownership, relevant equity loans, other low cost 
homes for sale (at a price equivalent to at least 20% below local market value) and 
rent to buy (which includes a period of intermediate rent). Where public grant funding is 
provided, there should be provisions for the homes to remain at an affordable price for 
future eligible households, or for any receipts to be recycled for alternative affordable 
housing provision, or refunded to Government or the relevant authority specified in the 
funding agreement.   

Air quality management areas: Areas designated by local authorities because they are 
not likely to achieve national air quality objectives by the relevant deadlines. 
 
Ancient or veteran tree: A tree which, because of its age, size and condition, is of 
exceptional biodiversity, cultural or heritage value. All ancient trees are veteran trees. Not 
all veteran trees are old enough to be ancient, but are old relative to other trees of the 
same species. Very few trees of any species reach the ancient life-stage. 
 
Ancient woodland: An area that has been wooded continuously since at least 1600 AD. 
It includes ancient semi-natural woodland and plantations on ancient woodland sites 
(PAWS). 
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Annual position statement: A document setting out the 5 year housing land supply 
position on 1st April each year, prepared by the local planning authority in consultation 
with developers and others who have an impact on delivery. 
 
Archaeological interest: There will be archaeological interest in a heritage asset if it 
holds, or potentially holds, evidence of past human activity worthy of expert investigation 
at some point.  
 
Article 4 direction: A direction made under Article 4 of the Town and Country Planning 
(General Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015 which withdraws permitted 
development rights granted by that Order. 
 
Best and most versatile agricultural land: Land in grades 1, 2 and 3a of the Agricultural 
Land Classification. 
 
Brownfield land: See Previously developed land. 
 
Brownfield land registers: Registers of previously developed land that local planning 
authorities consider to be appropriate for residential development, having regard to criteria 
in the Town and Country Planning (Brownfield Land Registers) Regulations 2017. Local 
planning authorities will be able to trigger a grant of permission in principle for residential 
development on suitable sites in their registers where they follow the required procedures.   
 
Build to Rent:  Purpose built housing that is typically 100% rented out. It can form part of 
a wider multi-tenure development comprising either flats or houses, but should be on the 
same site and/or contiguous with the main development. Schemes will usually offer longer 
tenancy agreements of three years or more, and will typically be professionally managed 
stock in single ownership and management control. 
 
Climate change adaptation: Adjustments made to natural or human systems in response 
to the actual or anticipated impacts of climate change, to mitigate harm or exploit 
beneficial opportunities. 
 
Climate change mitigation: Action to reduce the impact of human activity on the climate 
system, primarily through reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
Coastal change management area: An area identified in plans as likely to be affected by 
physical change to the shoreline through erosion, coastal landslip, permanent inundation 
or coastal accretion. 
 
Community forest: An area identified through the England Community Forest 
Programme to revitalise countryside and green space in and around major conurbations. 
 
Community Right to Build Order: An Order made by the local planning authority (under 
the Town and Country Planning Act 1990) that grants planning permission for a site-
specific development proposal or classes of development. 
 
Competent person (to prepare site investigation information): A person with a 
recognised relevant qualification, sufficient experience in dealing with the type(s) of 
pollution or land instability, and membership of a relevant professional organisation. 
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Conservation (for heritage policy): The process of maintaining and managing change to 
a heritage asset in a way that sustains and, where appropriate, enhances its significance. 
 
Decentralised energy: Local renewable and local low carbon energy sources. 
 
Deliverable: To be considered deliverable, sites for housing should be available now, 
offer a suitable location for development now, and be achievable with a realistic prospect 
that housing will be delivered on the site within five years. In particular: 
a) sites which do not involve major development and have planning permission, and all 

sites with detailed planning permission, should be considered deliverable until 
permission expires, unless there is clear evidence that homes will not be delivered 
within five years (for example because they are no longer viable, there is no longer a 
demand for the type of units or sites have long term phasing plans). 

b) where a site has outline planning permission for major development, has been 
allocated in a development plan, has a grant of permission in principle, or is identified 
on a brownfield register, it should only be considered deliverable where there is clear 
evidence that housing completions will begin on site within five years. 

 
Design code: A set of illustrated design requirements that provide specific, detailed 
parameters for the physical development of a site or area. The graphic and written 
components of the code should build upon a design vision, such as a masterplan or other 
design and development framework for a site or area.   
 
Design guide: A document providing guidance on how development can be carried out in 
accordance with good design practice, often produced by a local authority.   
 
Designated heritage asset: A World Heritage Site, Scheduled Monument, Listed 
Building, Protected Wreck Site, Registered Park and Garden, Registered Battlefield or 
Conservation Area designated under the relevant legislation. 
 
Designated rural areas: National Parks, Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty and areas 
designated as ‘rural’ under Section 157 of the Housing Act 1985. 
 
Developable: To be considered developable, sites should be in a suitable location for 
housing development with a reasonable prospect that they will be available and could be 
viably developed at the point envisaged. 
 
Development plan: Is defined in section 38 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase 
Act 2004, and includes adopted local plans, neighbourhood plans that have been made 
and published spatial development strategies, together with any regional strategy policies 
that remain in force. Neighbourhood plans that have been approved at referendum are 
also part of the development plan, unless the local planning authority decides that the 
neighbourhood plan should not be made. 
 
Edge of centre: For retail purposes, a location that is well connected to, and up to 300 
metres from, the primary shopping area. For all other main town centre uses, a location 
within 300 metres of a town centre boundary. For office development, this includes 
locations outside the town centre but within 500 metres of a public transport interchange. 
In determining whether a site falls within the definition of edge of centre, account should 
be taken of local circumstances. 
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Entry-level exception site: A site that provides entry-level homes suitable for first time 
buyers (or equivalent, for those looking to rent), in line with paragraph 72 of this 
Framework. 
 
Environmental impact assessment: A procedure to be followed for certain types of 
project to ensure that decisions are made in full knowledge of any likely significant effects 
on the environment. 
 
Essential local workers: Public sector employees who provide frontline services in areas 
including health, education and community safety – such as NHS staff, teachers, police, 
firefighters and military personnel, social care and childcare workers. 
 
General aviation airfields: Licenced or unlicenced aerodromes with hard or grass 
runways, often with extensive areas of open land related to aviation activity. 
 
Geodiversity: The range of rocks, minerals, fossils, soils and landforms. 
 
Green infrastructure: A network of multi-functional green and blue spaces and other 
natural features, urban and rural, which is capable of delivering a wide range of 
environmental, economic, health and wellbeing benefits for nature, climate, local and 
wider communities and prosperity. 
 
Habitats site: Any site which would be included within the definition at regulation 8 of the 
Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 for the purpose of those 
regulations, including candidate Special Areas of Conservation, Sites of Community 
Importance, Special Areas of Conservation, Special Protection Areas and any relevant 
Marine Sites. 
 
Heritage asset: A building, monument, site, place, area or landscape identified as having 
a degree of significance meriting consideration in planning decisions, because of its 
heritage interest. It includes designated heritage assets and assets identified by the local 
planning authority (including local listing). 
 
Heritage coast: Areas of undeveloped coastline which are managed to conserve their 
natural beauty and, where appropriate, to improve accessibility for visitors. 
 
Historic environment: All aspects of the environment resulting from the interaction 
between people and places through time, including all surviving physical remains of past 
human activity, whether visible, buried or submerged, and landscaped and planted or 
managed flora. 
 
Historic environment record: Information services that seek to provide access to 
comprehensive and dynamic resources relating to the historic environment of a defined 
geographic area for public benefit and use. 
 
Housing Delivery Test: Measures net homes delivered in a local authority area against 
the homes required, using national statistics and local authority data. The Secretary of 
State will publish the Housing Delivery Test results for each local authority in England 
every November. 
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International, national and locally designated sites of importance for biodiversity: 
All international sites (Special Areas of Conservation, Special Protection Areas, and 
Ramsar sites), national sites (Sites of Special Scientific Interest) and locally designated 
sites including Local Wildlife Sites. 
 
Irreplaceable habitat: Habitats which would be technically very difficult (or take a very 
significant time) to restore, recreate or replace once destroyed, taking into account their 
age, uniqueness, species diversity or rarity. They include ancient woodland, ancient and 
veteran trees, blanket bog, limestone pavement, sand dunes, salt marsh and lowland fen.  
 
Local Development Order: An Order made by a local planning authority (under the Town 
and Country Planning Act 1990) that grants planning permission for a specific 
development proposal or classes of development. 
 
Local Enterprise Partnership: A body, designated by the Secretary of State for Housing, 
Communities and Local Government, established for the purpose of creating or improving 
the conditions for economic growth in an area. 
 
Local housing need: The number of homes identified as being needed through the 
application of the standard method set out in national planning guidance (or, in the context 
of preparing strategic policies only, this may be calculated using a justified alternative 
approach as provided for in paragraph 61 of this Framework). 
 
Local Nature Partnership:  A body, designated by the Secretary of State for 
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, established for the purpose of protecting and 
improving the natural environment in an area and the benefits derived from it. 
 
Local planning authority: The public authority whose duty it is to carry out specific 
planning functions for a particular area. All references to local planning authority include 
the district council, London borough council, county council, Broads Authority, National 
Park Authority, the Mayor of London and a development corporation, to the extent 
appropriate to their responsibilities. 
 
Local plan: A plan for the future development of a local area, drawn up by the local 
planning authority in consultation with the community. In law this is described as the 
development plan documents adopted under the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 
2004. A local plan can consist of either strategic or non-strategic policies, or a combination 
of the two. 
 
Main town centre uses: Retail development (including warehouse clubs and factory 
outlet centres); leisure, entertainment and more intensive sport and recreation uses 
(including cinemas, restaurants, drive-through restaurants, bars and pubs, nightclubs, 
casinos, health and fitness centres, indoor bowling centres and bingo halls); offices; and 
arts, culture and tourism development (including theatres, museums, galleries and concert 
halls, hotels and conference facilities). 
 
Major development75: For housing, development where 10 or more homes will be 
provided, or the site has an area of 0.5 hectares or more. For non-residential development 

 
 
75 Other than for the specific purposes of paragraphs 176 and 177 in this Framework. 
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it means additional floorspace of 1,000m2 or more, or a site of 1 hectare or more, or as 
otherwise provided in the Town and Country Planning (Development Management 
Procedure) (England) Order 2015.  
 
Major hazard sites, installations and pipelines: Sites and infrastructure, including 
licensed explosive sites and nuclear installations, around which Health and Safety 
Executive (and Office for Nuclear Regulation) consultation distances to mitigate the 
consequences to public safety of major accidents may apply. 
 
Minerals resources of local and national importance: Minerals which are necessary to 
meet society’s needs, including aggregates, brickclay (especially Etruria Marl and 
fireclay), silica sand (including high grade silica sands), coal derived fly ash in single use 
deposits, cement raw materials, gypsum, salt, fluorspar, shallow and deep-mined coal, oil 
and gas (including conventional and unconventional hydrocarbons), tungsten, kaolin, ball 
clay, potash, polyhalite and local minerals of importance to heritage assets and local 
distinctiveness. 
 
Mineral Consultation Area: a geographical area based on a Mineral Safeguarding Area, 
where the district or borough council should consult the Mineral Planning Authority for any 
proposals for non-minerals development. 
 
Mineral Safeguarding Area: An area designated by minerals planning authorities which 
covers known deposits of minerals which are desired to be kept safeguarded from 
unnecessary sterilisation by non-mineral development. 
 
National trails: Long distance routes for walking, cycling and horse riding. 
 
Natural Flood Management: managing flood and coastal erosion risk by protecting, 
restoring and emulating the natural ‘regulating’ function of catchments, rivers, floodplains 
and coasts. 
 
Nature Recovery Network: An expanding, increasingly connected, network of wildlife-
rich habitats supporting species recovery, alongside wider benefits such as carbon 
capture, water quality improvements, natural flood risk management and recreation. It 
includes the existing network of protected sites and other wildlife rich habitats as well as 
and landscape or catchment scale recovery areas where there is coordinated action for 
species and habitats. 
 
Neighbourhood Development Order: An Order made by a local planning authority 
(under the Town and Country Planning Act 1990) through which parish councils and 
neighbourhood forums can grant planning permission for a specific development proposal 
or classes of development. 
 
Neighbourhood plan: A plan prepared by a parish council or neighbourhood forum for a 
designated neighbourhood area. In law this is described as a neighbourhood development 
plan in the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004. 
 
Non-strategic policies: Policies contained in a neighbourhood plan, or those policies in a 
local plan that are not strategic policies. 
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Older people: People over or approaching retirement age, including the active, newly-
retired through to the very frail elderly; and whose housing needs can encompass 
accessible, adaptable general needs housing through to the full range of retirement and 
specialised housing for those with support or care needs. 
 
Open space: All open space of public value, including not just land, but also areas of 
water (such as rivers, canals, lakes and reservoirs) which offer important opportunities for 
sport and recreation and can act as a visual amenity. 
 
Original building: A building as it existed on 1 July 1948 or, if constructed after 1 July 
1948, as it was built originally. 
 
Out of centre: A location which is not in or on the edge of a centre but not necessarily 
outside the urban area. 
 
Out of town: A location out of centre that is outside the existing urban area. 
 
Outstanding universal value: Cultural and/or natural significance which is so exceptional 
as to transcend national boundaries and to be of common importance for present and 
future generations. An individual Statement of Outstanding Universal Value is agreed and 
adopted by the UNESCO World Heritage Committee for each World Heritage Site.  
 
People with disabilities: People have a disability if they have a physical or mental 
impairment, and that impairment has a substantial and long-term adverse effect on their 
ability to carry out normal day-to-day activities. These persons include, but are not limited 
to, people with ambulatory difficulties, blindness, learning difficulties, autism and mental 
health needs. 
 
Permission in principle: A form of planning consent which establishes that a site is 
suitable for a specified amount of housing-led development in principle. Following a grant 
of permission in principle, the site must receive a grant of technical details consent before 
development can proceed. 
 
Planning condition: A condition imposed on a grant of planning permission (in 
accordance with the Town and Country Planning Act 1990) or a condition included in a 
Local Development Order or Neighbourhood Development Order. 
 
Planning obligation: A legal agreement entered into under section 106 of the Town and 
Country Planning Act 1990 to mitigate the impacts of a development proposal. 
 
Playing field: The whole of a site which encompasses at least one playing pitch as 
defined in the Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) 
(England) Order 2015. 
 
Previously developed land: Land which is or was occupied by a permanent structure, 
including the curtilage of the developed land (although it should not be assumed that the 
whole of the curtilage should be developed) and any associated fixed surface 
infrastructure. This excludes: land that is or was last occupied by agricultural or forestry 
buildings; land that has been developed for minerals extraction or waste disposal by 
landfill, where provision for restoration has been made through development management 
procedures; land in built-up areas such as residential gardens, parks, recreation grounds 
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and allotments; and land that was previously developed but where the remains of the 
permanent structure or fixed surface structure have blended into the landscape. 
 
Primary shopping area: Defined area where retail development is concentrated. 
 
Priority habitats and species: Species and Habitats of Principal Importance included in 
the England Biodiversity List published by the Secretary of State under section 41 of the 
Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006. 
 
Ramsar sites: Wetlands of international importance, designated under the 1971 
Ramsar Convention. 
 
Renewable and low carbon energy: Includes energy for heating and cooling as well as 
generating electricity. Renewable energy covers those energy flows that occur naturally 
and repeatedly in the environment – from the wind, the fall of water, the movement of the 
oceans, from the sun and also from biomass and deep geothermal heat. Low carbon 
technologies are those that can help reduce emissions (compared to conventional use of 
fossil fuels). 
 
Rural exception sites: Small sites used for affordable housing in perpetuity where sites 
would not normally be used for housing. Rural exception sites seek to address the needs 
of the local community by accommodating households who are either current residents or 
have an existing family or employment connection. A proportion of market homes may be 
allowed on the site at the local planning authority’s discretion, for example where essential 
to enable the delivery of affordable units without grant funding. 
 
Recycled aggregates: aggregates resulting from the processing of inorganic materials 
previously used in construction, e.g. construction and demolition waste. 
 
Safeguarding zone: An area defined in Circular 01/03: Safeguarding aerodromes, 
technical sites and military explosives storage areas, to which specific safeguarding 
provisions apply. 
 
Secondary aggregates: aggregates from industrial wastes such as glass (cullet), 
incinerator bottom ash, coal derived fly ash, railway ballast, fine ceramic waste (pitcher), 
and scrap tyres; and industrial and minerals by-products, notably waste from china clay, 
coal and slate extraction and spent foundry sand. These can also include hydraulically 
bound materials. 
 
Self-build and custom-build housing: Housing built by an individual, a group of 
individuals, or persons working with or for them, to be occupied by that individual. Such 
housing can be either market or affordable housing. A legal definition, for the purpose of 
applying the Self-build and Custom Housebuilding Act 2015 (as amended), is contained in 
section 1(A1) and (A2) of that Act. 
 
Setting of a heritage asset: The surroundings in which a heritage asset is experienced. 
Its extent is not fixed and may change as the asset and its surroundings evolve. Elements 
of a setting may make a positive or negative contribution to the significance of an asset, 
may affect the ability to appreciate that significance or may be neutral. 
 
Significance (for heritage policy): The value of a heritage asset to this and future 
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generations because of its heritage interest. The interest may be archaeological, 
architectural, artistic or historic. Significance derives not only from a heritage asset’s 
physical presence, but also from its setting. For World Heritage Sites, the cultural value 
described within each site’s Statement of Outstanding Universal Value forms part of its 
significance. 
 
Special Areas of Conservation: Areas defined by regulation 3 of the Conservation of 
Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 which have been given special protection as 
important conservation sites. 
 
Special Protection Areas: Areas classified under regulation 15 of the Conservation of 
Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 which have been identified as being of 
international importance for the breeding, feeding, wintering or the migration of rare and 
vulnerable species of birds. 
 
Site investigation information: Includes a risk assessment of land potentially affected by 
contamination, or ground stability and slope stability reports, as appropriate. All 
investigations of land potentially affected by contamination should be carried out in 
accordance with established procedures (such as BS10175 Investigation of Potentially 
Contaminated Sites – Code of Practice). 
 
Site of Special Scientific Interest: Sites designated by Natural England under the 
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. 
 
Spatial development strategy: A plan containing strategic policies prepared by a Mayor 
or a combined authority. It includes the London Plan (prepared under provisions in the 
Greater London Authority Act 1999) and plans prepared by combined authorities that have 
been given equivalent plan-making functions by an order made under the Local 
Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Act 2009 (as amended). 
 
Stepping stones: Pockets of habitat that, while not necessarily connected, facilitate the 
movement of species across otherwise inhospitable landscapes. 
 
Strategic environmental assessment: A procedure (set out in the Environmental 
Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004) which requires the formal 
environmental assessment of certain plans and programmes which are likely to have 
significant effects on the environment. 
 
Strategic policies: Policies and site allocations which address strategic priorities in line 
with the requirements of Section 19 (1B-E) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 
2004. 
 
Strategic policy-making authorities: Those authorities responsible for producing 
strategic policies (local planning authorities, and elected Mayors or combined authorities, 
where this power has been conferred). This definition applies whether the authority is in 
the process of producing strategic policies or not.  
 
Supplementary planning documents: Documents which add further detail to the policies 
in the development plan. They can be used to provide further guidance for development 
on specific sites, or on particular issues, such as design. Supplementary planning 
documents are capable of being a material consideration in planning decisions but are not 
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part of the development plan. 
 
Sustainable transport modes: Any efficient, safe and accessible means of transport with 
overall low impact on the environment, including walking and cycling, ultra low and zero 
emission vehicles, car sharing and public transport. 
 
Town centre: Area defined on the local authority’s policies map, including the primary 
shopping area and areas predominantly occupied by main town centre uses within or 
adjacent to the primary shopping area. References to town centres or centres apply to city 
centres, town centres, district centres and local centres but exclude small parades of 
shops of purely neighbourhood significance. Unless they are identified as centres in the 
development plan, existing out-of-centre developments, comprising or including main town 
centre uses, do not constitute town centres. 
 
Transport assessment: A comprehensive and systematic process that sets out transport 
issues relating to a proposed development. It identifies measures required to improve 
accessibility and safety for all modes of travel, particularly for alternatives to the car such 
as walking, cycling and public transport, and measures that will be needed deal with the 
anticipated transport impacts of the development. 
 
Transport statement: A simplified version of a transport assessment where it is agreed 
the transport issues arising from development proposals are limited and a full transport 
assessment is not required. 
 
Travel plan: A long-term management strategy for an organisation or site that seeks to 
deliver sustainable transport objectives and is regularly reviewed. 
 
Wildlife corridor: Areas of habitat connecting wildlife populations. 
 
Windfall sites: Sites not specifically identified in the development plan.   
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Annex 3: Flood risk vulnerability classification 
 
 
ESSENTIAL INFRASTRUCTURE 

• Essential transport infrastructure (including mass evacuation routes) which has to 
cross the area at risk. 

• Essential utility infrastructure which has to be located in a flood risk area for 
operational reasons, including infrastructure for electricity supply including 
generation, storage and distribution systems; and water treatment works that need 
to remain operational in times of flood. 

• Wind turbines. 
• Solar farms 

 
HIGHLY VULNERABLE 

• Police and ambulance stations; fire stations and command centres; 
telecommunications installations required to be operational during flooding. 

• Emergency dispersal points. 
• Basement dwellings. 
• Caravans, mobile homes and park homes intended for permanent residential use. 
• Installations requiring hazardous substances consent. (Where there is a 

demonstrable need to locate such installations for bulk storage of materials with 
port or other similar facilities, or such installations with energy infrastructure or 
carbon capture and storage installations, that require coastal or water-side 
locations, or need to be located in other high flood risk areas, in these instances the 
facilities should be classified as ‘Essential Infrastructure’.) 

 
MORE VULNERABLE 

• Hospitals 
• Residential institutions such as residential care homes, children’s homes, social 

services homes, prisons and hostels. 
• Buildings used for dwelling houses, student halls of residence, drinking 

establishments, nightclubs and hotels. 
• Non–residential uses for health services, nurseries and educational establishments. 
• Landfill* and sites used for waste management facilities for hazardous waste. 
• Sites used for holiday or short-let caravans and camping, subject to a specific 

warning and evacuation plan. 

 
LESS VULNERABLE 

• Police, ambulance and fire stations which are not required to be operational during 
flooding. 
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• Buildings used for shops; financial, professional and other services; restaurants, 
cafes and hot food takeaways; offices; general industry, storage and distribution; 
non-residential institutions not included in the ‘more vulnerable’ class; and 
assembly and leisure. 

• Land and buildings used for agriculture and forestry. 
• Waste treatment (except landfill* and hazardous waste facilities). 
• Minerals working and processing (except for sand and gravel working). 
• Water treatment works which do not need to remain operational during times of 

flood. 
• Sewage treatment works, if adequate measures to control pollution and manage 

sewage during flooding events are in place. 
• Car parks. 

 
WATER-COMPATIBLE DEVELOPMENT 

• Flood control infrastructure. 
• Water transmission infrastructure and pumping stations. 
• Sewage transmission infrastructure and pumping stations. 
• Sand and gravel working. 
• Docks, marinas and wharves. 
• Navigation facilities. 
• Ministry of Defence installations. 
• Ship building, repairing and dismantling, dockside fish processing and refrigeration 

and compatible activities requiring a waterside location. 
• Water-based recreation (excluding sleeping accommodation). 
• Lifeguard and coastguard stations. 
• Amenity open space, nature conservation and biodiversity, outdoor sports and 

recreation and essential facilities such as changing rooms. 
• Essential ancillary sleeping or residential accommodation for staff required by uses 

in this category, subject to a specific warning and evacuation plan. 

 
* Landfill is as defined in Schedule 10 of the Environmental Permitting (England and 
Wales) Regulations 2010. 
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To view and download an electronic copy of this Core Strategy and Development 
Management Policies document, visit the Copeland Borough Council Website: 
www.copeland.gov.uk  
 
You can also view the document at all libraries in the Borough and Copeland Borough 
Council offices. 
 
Paper copies of the document are available on request from the contact details below. 
 
For further information on the Copeland Local Plan (also known as the Local Development 
Framework), please contact:   
 
The Planning Policy Unit 
Copeland Borough Council  
The Copeland Centre 
Catherine Street 
Whitehaven 
Cumbria 
CA28 7SJ 
 
Telephone: 01946 598435 
Email: ldf@copeland.gov.uk   
 

 
 

If you require a copy of this document in an alternative format, for 
example, large print, Braille, audio cassette or an alternative language, 
please call 0845 054 8600. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Photographs on front cover used with kind permission of Brian Sherwen. 
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1 Planning Copeland’s Future 

1.1 Introduction 

1.1.1 Copeland faces serious challenges over the next few decades: 

 a world where climate change is a vital concern; 

 an economy where long-established industries continue to be under pressure; 
and 

 tight financial constraints that impose a need for clear efficient decisions on 
resources. 

1.1.2 At the same time, the Borough has real assets to call on. Two thirds of our area is 
part of the world-renowned Lake District National Park. Our coastal landscapes and 
historic towns give us an extra quality and character. And we have a unique cluster 
of capability and potential in the energy sector – centred on but not limited to the 
nuclear industry. 

1.1.3 Development planning is a vital tool in helping the Council and the community 
respond to the challenges that lie ahead. It can help us to prepare the land, the 
places, the infrastructure and the services that will be needed, and it can set out 
the basis for making choices about new development, some of which inevitably will 
be controversial. 

1.1.4 In 2006 the Council adopted a 10 year Local Plan for the area where it has planning 
responsibilities – i.e. the portion of the Borough outside the National Park.  This is 
now being replaced by a new Local Plan, incorporating a range of planning 
documents under the umbrella title of the Local Development Framework (LDF).  
The most important of these are the Core Strategy and the Development 
Management Development Planning Document (DPD) which cover a 15 year time 
horizon (2013-2028).  The preparation process is described below in paragraph 
1.3.1. 

 
 

From the Leader of the Council 

 

The Council’s vision is “Working to improve lives, communities 
and the prosperity of Copeland”.  Our new Local Plan will be 
an extremely important tool for implementing that vision at a 
time when Copeland is facing immense challenges and 
change.  It will be essential to achieving our goals for 
sustainable communities, quality places and economic 
regeneration over the next 15 years. 
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Purpose of the Document 

1.1.5 This document provides the Council’s policies and proposals for the following: 

1.1.6 Core Strategy: Deals with the big strategic planning issues facing the Borough 
setting out an over-arching Vision, priority Objectives, development principles and 
a series of high-level spatial policies. It includes a Monitoring Framework showing 
responsibilities for implementation and targets to measure progress over the plan 
period.  The other main section sets out how the policies will be implemented on 
the ground within the 6 Locality Areas that make up the Borough.  

1.1.7 Development Management DPD: Concentrates on the Council’s more detailed 
requirements for development proposals when considering planning applications. 

1.1.8 Together with the Site Allocations and Policies Plan, now in preparation, the two 
documents form the principal components of the Copeland Local Plan and will 
particularly assist delivery of the following: 

 Britain’s Energy Coast: A Masterplan for West Cumbria (sometimes referred 
to as the ‘Energy Coast Master Plan’) as refreshed by new work on the West 
Cumbria Economic Blueprint (2012) 

 Copeland’s Community Strategy – The “Copeland Partnership Plan” 

 The Copeland Housing Strategy 2011-15 

1.1.9 The plan will also be a major delivery vehicle for the work of the Cumbria Local 
Enterprise Partnership and the strategic context for the development of 
Neighbourhood Plans in the Borough, which have been introduced in the 2011 
Localism Act. 

 

Coverage of the Copeland Local Plan (LDF) 

1.1.10 The Local Plan (also known as the Local Development Framework) covers the parts 
of Copeland Borough which are not within the Lake District National Park.  The 
extent of coverage is shown on the map at Figure 1.1.  Please note that matters 
relating to waste, minerals and highways are dealt with by Cumbria County Council 
and matters relating to land-use planning in the Lake District National Park are 
dealt with by the Lake District National Park Authority. These two authorities 
produce their own plans for the purpose. 
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Figure 1.1: Coverage of the Copeland Local Plan 
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1.2 Copeland Local Plan 

1.2.1 Figure 1.2 outlines the main documents that will form the Copeland Local Plan, 
which is known for legal purposes as the Local Development Framework.  Note that 
the Development Plan Documents (DPDs) are the statutory parts of the Plan, 
requiring Public Examination, while the Supplementary Planning Documents (SPDs) 
and Neighbourhood Plans apply the statutory Borough-wide planning policies in 
more detail. 

Figure 1.2: The Copeland Local Plan 

 

 
 
 

1.2.2 The Core Strategy and Development Management Policies replace the current 
Copeland Local Plan 2006 (with the exception of some policies relating to specific 
areas of land which will be reviewed in the Site Allocations and Policies Plan.).  
Together with the Lake District National Park Authority’s own LDF, it will be the 
basis for judging all planning proposals and applications in the Borough.   

1.3 Steps in the Process of Producing the Documents 

1.3.1 The process of preparing Copeland Borough’s Local Plan has been as follows: 

 In November 2008 we began the process with a series of Stakeholder 
Workshops to outline the scope for the LDF and draft a Vision and Objectives 

 In May 2009 we consulted on Issues and Options for the whole Local 
Development Framework. The responses to that document have been 
important in developing the policy choices further. 

 The second major consultation stage – the Preferred Options – took place 
between May and July 2010 and presented the Council’s draft policies and 
proposals for the Core Strategy and Development Management Policies  

 The consultation on the Pre-Submission Draft of the Core Strategy and the 
Development Management Policies DPD built on the feedback received at the 
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Preferred Options stage and represented the Council’s final policies.  It was 
submitted to the Secretary of State for Examination along with the 
representations received and a small number of suggested minor changes.  

 After the Examination by the appointed Planning Inspector, the Council has 
now adopted it as the statutory basis for future planning policy in Copeland.  

1.3.2 Production of the Site Allocations and Policies Plan will follow the adoption of the 
Core Strategy and Development Management Policies.  

 

1.4 The Approach to Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects 

1.4.1 The role of Copeland Borough Council and the status of the Local Plan in relation to 
Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects are explained in the following box. 
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The Approach to Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects 
 

Applications for planning consent, known as Development Consent Orders (DCOs), for 
Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects (NSIPs) are submitted to the Planning 
Inspectorate’s National Infrastructure Directorate1 and determined by the Secretary of 
State. 

There are currently two proposed NSIP developments within or affecting the Borough: 

 a new nuclear power station at Moorside, close to the Sellafield site;  

 upgrading and increasing the capacity of National Grid power lines, for which a firm 
route has not yet been selected at the time of publication. 

A Higher Activity Nuclear Waste Repository would be likely to qualify as a NSIP, but at the 
time of publication it has not been determined whether anywhere in Copeland is suitable 
for geological disposal.  Other possible NSIPs would include tidal power generation, for 
which there is currently no firm proposal.   

Planning policy for NSIPs is set out in National Policy Statements (NPSs). NPSs are not part of 
the statutory development plan, however the Borough Council has had regard to them in 
preparing the Core Strategy and other documents in the Local Development Framework. 

Because NSIPs are subject to a separate planning process within the national planning 
regime, the Core Strategy does not have policy status for NSIP decision making by the 
Secretary of State. 

The Council will be an important statutory consultee when any Development Consent Order 
application is made.  It will prepare a Local Impact Report, to which the Planning Act 2008 
(Section 104(2)(b) and (d)) states that the Secretary of State must have regard.  The Core 
Strategy, along with other relevant evidence and considerations, will inform the Local 
Impact Report and any other representations the Council makes to the Secretary of State.  
The Council will also seek a Statement of Common Ground with the developer before an 
application is submitted to the National Infrastructure Directorate. 

The Council will be the decision maker for any elements of development associated with or 
ancillary to the NSIP development dealt with under its powers as a Planning Authority.  Any 
such development will be considered by the Council against National Policy Statements and 
its Local Plan, including this Core Strategy. 

 

 
 
 

                                                      
1
 The arrangements for dealing with Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects were set up by the Planning 

Act 2008 and subsequent National Policy Statements, amended by the Localism Act 2011.  The National 
Infrastructure Directorate is the agency responsible for considering and approving NSIP proposals for 
development consent, reporting to the Secretary of State, who makes the final decision.   
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2 Spatial Portrait for Copeland 

Context and Background 

2.1.1 Copeland is on the west coast of Cumbria.  It extends over 737km2 and has a 
population of about 69,500.  The population of the Borough is expected to increase 
over the next 20 to 25 years, and the age structure is projected to change with 
fewer people in younger age groups and increasing numbers of people aged over 
60. 

2.1.2 It is a predominantly rural Borough, much of which falls within the Lake District 
National Park.  The Local Plan area has around 47 km of coastline, and this 
contrasts dramatically with the high fells of the Lake District further inland.   The 
main towns and settlements are located predominantly to the north and west of 
the Borough, with the exception of Millom, which lies at the southernmost point, 
on the Duddon estuary. 

Economic Opportunity and Regeneration 

2.1.3 The traditional industries which drove the growth of the main settlements declined 
during the 20th century, but the nuclear sector became established in the 1950s 
with the development of the Sellafield complex.  Today around 12,500 (about 40% 
of all employees in Copeland) work at the plant (one of the highest proportions of 
people employed in knowledge based industry in the country) but this is set to 
decline as decommissioning is progressed.  The site is also host to over 60% of the 
UK’s nuclear waste; decisions are needed to deal with this legacy and to consider 
the implications of the proposal for a new nuclear power station near to the 
Sellafield site, known as Moorside.  The Britain’s Energy Coast West Cumbria 
(BECWC) initiative aims to build on Copeland’s nuclear and engineering strengths 
and to create further knowledge and energy based opportunities, as well as to 
diversify the economic base. 

2.1.4 Elsewhere, the agricultural sector remains an important contributor to the local 
economy, maintaining the countryside and landscapes valued and enjoyed by 
residents and visitors alike.  New approaches to development in rural areas are 
needed to support farm enterprises and other rural businesses.  Tourism is an 
important opportunity, especially given the overlap with the Lake District National 
Park and the presence of the Coast to Coast footpath and C2C cycle path.  There is 
potential to grow this sector from the current 1.8 million visitors a year and £95 
million expenditure by 5% per annum.  This will require new and improved 
attractions, facilities and accommodation throughout the Borough.  

Sustainable Settlements 

2.1.5 The Borough’s largest settlements are clustered mainly towards the north.  They 
include the principal town of Whitehaven, a historic port with an industrial past, 
and the towns of Egremont and Cleator Moor which developed as a result of coal, 
iron ore and limestone mining.  Millom lies in the south of the Borough, and grew 
up around the iron ore and steel industry.  The rest of the Borough is largely rural. 
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2.1.6 Although the housing market is considered to be broadly in balance, there are gaps 
in provision, including detached properties across the Borough and particularly in 
Whitehaven, semi-detached properties in Millom and bungalows in the 
Whitehaven and West Lakes areas.  There is a need to target new development to 
existing centres as the most sustainable locations and to support population and 
economic growth.  In areas in and close to the Lake District National Park, residents 
face the challenge of a lack of affordable housing as a result of high demand for 
retirement and second homes. 

2.1.7 Copeland has economic and social problems similar to those associated with much 
larger urban areas.  Some communities are amongst the most disadvantaged in the 
country, with pockets of deprivation in health, employment, income, access to 
housing and other services.   

Accessibility and Transport 

2.1.8 Copeland is a relatively remote part of the North West, and the mountains and 
lakes of the Lake District form a natural barrier to communication, migration and 
investment.  Key routes into the Borough are indirect; the A595 connects with the 
A66 and M6 North to Carlisle and Penrith, and the circuitous Cumbrian coastal 
route connects to the M6 to the South.  The Cumbrian coastal railway connects to 
services on the West Coast mainline but trains run infrequently, and off peak 
services are very poor. 

Environmental Protection and Enhancement 

2.1.9 Copeland has a range of distinctive landscapes which require special protection, 
from shingle beaches, sand dunes, high cliffs and tidal estuaries along the coastal 
fringe to the high mountains and deep lakes of the Western Lake District.  The area 
hosts a large number of SSSIs as well as SACs, Ramsar sites and areas of county and 
local significance for wildlife.  Some areas are at particular risk of coastal, fluvial 
and surface water flooding and there is a need to ensure that new development 
does not contribute to increased surface water runoff, and to locate and design 
development to ameliorate the impacts of flooding on people and property when it 
does occur.  

2.1.10 Much of Copeland’s built heritage is of significant historic interest, and the 
Borough has Conservation Areas in Whitehaven, Cleator Moor, Egremont, 
Beckermet and Millom, as well as many Listed Buildings and a number of 
Scheduled Ancient Monuments.  The Georgian town centre and harbour area of 
Whitehaven are considered to be of national significance and offer major 
opportunities for heritage led regeneration based around tourism and the 
consolidation of independent, niche retailing and service industries set within an 
attractive historic environment. 
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3 Setting the Strategy 

3.1 Context 

3.1.1 Copeland is on the west coast of Cumbria and is a predominantly rural Borough, 
much of its area falling within the separate planning jurisdiction of the Lake District 
National Park. 

3.1.2 From a strategic planning point of view Copeland’s main characteristics are: 

 a population which stabilised in the last decade after declining; 

 a legacy of decline of traditional industries in the north and south, with rural 
areas between; 

 correspondingly, a need for regeneration and better quality housing in the 
northern settlements, and Millom in the south, whilst in rural areas housing 
affordability is a challenge; 

 relative remoteness from main national transport routes, and accessibility 
within the Borough compromised by limited road and rail capacity; 

 major assets in the nuclear industry, its skill base and economic potential, 
along with the Borough’s outstanding coastal and mountain landscape with 
its potential for tourism development. 

3.2 The Sustainable Community Strategy 

3.2.1 The Copeland Partnership Plan looks forward to 2027.  It has four overarching 
aims, set out as follows: 

 

Raise people’s aspirations  Health and well-being 
Life chances and aspiration 

Sustain and develop Copeland as a 
quality place  

Housing and neighbourhood 
Access to facilities and services 

Build on Copeland’s prosperity  Local economy 
Poverty and exclusion 

Work in partnership across Copeland Local/community planning 
Improving joint working 

 

3.2.2 In essence, the Core Strategy addresses the first two of these aims; progress 
towards the third will flow from action on the ground fulfilling the first and second. 

3.2.3 Core Strategy policies have been linked to those themes which are capable of being 
realised ‘on the ground’, namely the first three themes.  The Core Strategy 
addresses the following Sustainable Community Strategy priorities in the following 
ways: 

People’s aspirations – enabling people to access the housing they need; 
promoting healthy living; 
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Quality place – facilitating the right housing offer to support growth and 
sustainability; settlement-based development to keep existing businesses and 
residents and attract new; distinctive local landscapes with biodiversity 
conserved and enhanced; making towns and villages where people want to live; 

Building prosperity – settlement-focussed development; diversifying the 
economy by playing to Copeland’s strengths; maintaining and building on local 
businesses and jobs; centres of excellence for developing technology and job 
opportunities; stronger connectivity. 

 

3.3 Drivers of Change and the Growth Agenda 

3.3.1 Along with the aspirations of the Sustainable Community Strategy, certain forces or 
‘drivers of change’ have influenced the development of a Spatial Vision for 
Copeland. The principal ones are: 

 Climate change and the drive for greater sustainability 

 The ‘Energy Coast’ concept and economic growth 

 Household change and housing growth 

 Change in the Nuclear industry 

 

Climate and Sustainability 

3.3.2 The most important environmental issue shaping our future - in Copeland as in the 
country as a whole - is climate change, which will result in changes to our natural 
environment, and hence our future prosperity and social cohesion.  Flooding, 
coastal protection, building design, energy generation, water supply and 
biodiversity are all issues where the decisions we take about development planning 
will affect how we respond to climate change. 

3.3.3 Climate change is also linked into the wider issue of sustainability.  Since the mid-
1990s, sustainability and development have become increasingly integrated. There 
has been a consistent thrust, largely irrespective of political party, towards urban 
concentration rather than sprawl, prioritising the use of brownfield land over 
greenfield sites, locating the more intensive activities near hubs of public transport, 
and an insistence on quality of development in both town and country.  This is 
broadening out further towards the use of sustainable building materials in 
development, alongside new and tougher targets for energy efficiency and for 
generating renewable energy.  Where development is located, and how efficiently 
it uses energy and land, are things that the planning system - including the Core 
Strategy - can influence. 

3.3.4 Other important issues which are relevant to sustainability are the conservation of 
natural features such as biodiversity, geology, natural habitats and landscapes.  We 
also need to consider access to the open countryside, and how to deal with the 
negative impacts of development on the natural environment. These are of course 
‘national’ issues too, in Copeland, in that over half the Borough forms part of one 
of the UK’s most celebrated National Parks. 
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The ‘Energy Coast’ and Economic Change  

3.3.5 There is a strong connection in Copeland - stronger than in most places - between 
the issue of climate change and the issue of economic change.  This reflects the 
importance of the energy sector in the local economy; and its potential to respond 
to climate change and a low-carbon strategy.  The Britain’s Energy Coast Master 
Plan sets out how Copeland and Allerdale could take advantage of the potential of 
nuclear, wind, and water energy to become very important players in this strategy. 

3.3.6 It is a strategy both for energy generation and for economic growth.  The energy 
sector is clearly the key driver in economic terms, and is likely to become more so.  
Sellafield’s 10,000 workers - the great majority of them West Cumbria residents - 
are predominant in an economy with about 66,500 jobs (Copeland and Allerdale 
Boroughs).  Projections carried out in the ‘West Cumbria Economic Blueprint’ 
analyses, updating the earlier Energy Coast Master Plan, start from a baseline of 
predicted long-term job contraction at Sellafield, and also assess the possibilities 
deriving from the proposed power station adjoining the Sellafield site, plus other 
nuclear-related development possibilities.  These scenarios range from a predicted 
net job loss in Copeland of 3,000 during the plan period, to a gain of 2,000. 

3.3.7 The Council’s view is that we should “plan for success”, in the sense of making 
plans which allow for the growth potential of the ‘Energy Coast’ to be realised.  The 
Core Strategy policies for economic development reflect this.  Whilst the most 
optimistic numbers may not be reached, it is clearly sensible to plan to allow for a 
future where the new potential employment replaces that which is inevitably going 
to go from manufacturing - so leaving us with at least as many jobs as today, but 
with substantial economic growth as well.  This rationale is analysed in more detail 
in the Economic Development topic paper (Topic Paper 1). 

 

Household Change and Housing Growth 

3.3.8 Another key ‘driver’ is change in household and population. The economic growth 
of course has implications for housing needs and the supporting infrastructure of 
community services, transport and so on. But a future Copeland with about the 
same number of jobs as today will nonetheless need more homes and services, 
because of other changes in society, such as falling average household size, and 
rising expectations. 

3.3.9 Analyses from Cumbria Vision and the County Council suggest that the ‘jobs driver’ 
of growth in households and population is only part of the story: about half the 
requirement is accounted for by the population change and decreasing household 
size which is expected to occur almost irrespective of the economic / employment 
scenario chosen. 

3.3.10 Much of the growing need will come from demographic change: that is, change in 
population characteristics. In particular, people are living longer, and they are living 
on their own more and for longer. Cumbria County Council’s population scenarios 
suggest that Copeland’s population could grow by some 5,000 (about 7%) over the 
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next 25 years - but within that, the oldest two age groups (over-60s) would be 
growing by over 80%, whilst the numbers in the middle age-groups (30-59) could 
be falling by some 18%. Combined with people’s lifestyle changes, this indicates 
that - as with the rest of the country - the average size of households could be 
falling: in Copeland’s case from about 2.2 people per household to 2.08 over the 
next decade, and possibly even lower beyond that. So, it is likely that much of the 
additional housing requirement will occur however the economy performs. 

3.3.11 ‘Blueprint’-related scenarios, matching demographic projections to employment 
change possibilities, suggest a total housing demand varying from 109 to 161 
dwellings per year. 

3.3.12 The Council’s view is that these projections, which are broken down from 
calculations made for West Cumbria as a whole, are based on unduly pessimistic 
assumptions regarding the share of housing demand arising in Copeland.  The 
Council believes that it is more sensible to start from what the market has proved 
itself capable of producing - upwards of 200 dwellings per annum (and consistent 
with Office for National Statistics household formation projections of 230 per 
year).   This compares with a recent annual rate, including the ‘credit crunch’ and 
its aftermath, of 192.  An aspirational figure of 300 dwellings per year is also 
allowed for, to cater for the ‘nuclear investment’ scenario.  The Strategic Housing 
Land Availability Assessment demonstrates that there is enough land to satisfy the 
higher figure, assuming, as could be expected in that scenario, that there is some 
‘market uplift’. 

3.3.13 The rationale for this level of allocation is developed in Chapter 5 and the Housing 
Topic Paper (Topic Paper 2) summarises the evidence base. 

 

Change in the Nuclear Industry  

3.3.14 The fourth major driver is the nuclear sector development.  Moorside is one of the 
locations selected by the Government for a new nuclear power station.  
Additionally, the Borough has expressed an interest in hosting a long-term High 
Level Waste Repository.  Decisions on such matters are some way off and will be 
taken on grounds of national policy by the National Infrastructure Directorate 
rather than the Council.   

3.3.15 The development of any of these types of facilities would have a major effect on 
general development pressures in surrounding settlements and local 
infrastructure.  The Council is keen to ensure that any impacts arising from these 
schemes are addressed adequately by their developers.  The aim is that the 
outcomes of this process should be positive and should benefit residents and 
businesses, including with improved infrastructure. 

 

Note on the North West Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) 

3.3.16 The North West Regional Spatial Strategy was in place during the production of this 
Core Strategy and was formally revoked on 20th May 2013.  The foundations of the 
production of this Core Strategy have been based on conformity with the North 
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West RSS, the Borough Council being satisfied that what RSS proposed was 
appropriate for Copeland.   

3.3.17 We are additionally satisfied that the Core Strategy is based on robust evidence 
and that it responds adequately and effectively to the Borough’s needs and 
aspirations, independently of what the RSS prescribed.  The main text of the Core 
Strategy is self-justifying and does not refer to RSS; but Topic Paper 3 contains an 

analysis of how this strategy conformed to it. 

 

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 

3.3.18 The NPPF was published in draft in July 2011 and finally in March 2012, when 
production of the Core Strategy was at a very advanced stage.  In detail (such as in 
terms of transport, retail and town centres, sustainable development and the 
natural environment), much of what it prescribes is a continuation in briefer form 
of existing national planning policy.  It does, however, have a more explicit stress 
on using the planning system to promote growth, subject to the requirement for 
development to be sustainable.  It also requires, in the absence of the abandoned 
regional targets, that proposals in development plans be backed up by evidence. 

3.3.19 Copeland needs development to modernise and diversify the economy and to 
provide a better range of housing and a better quality of life for our people, whilst 
respecting and nurturing our exceptional environment.  The Borough Council 
believes in taking a positive approach and working proactively with applicants to 
enable development to be approved which will achieve this.  This plan is pro-
development and should be read as supporting the presumption in favour of 
sustainable development contained in the National Planning Policy Framework. 

3.3.20 The emerging Core Strategy and Development Management Policies have been 
reviewed to make sure that they are consistent with the new thrust of national 
planning policy.  They are also demonstrably supported by evidence, presented in 
the published evidence base documents and topic papers.   
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The Vision for Copeland 

3.3.21 We have developed an exciting vision for the Borough to 2028 which clearly 
defines and reflects the priorities and key ‘drivers for change’ likely to shape the 
future of Copeland.  

 

 

By 2028, Copeland will be an economically and socially sustainable, well-connected and 
environmentally responsible place of choice. 

Economically sustainable: a place that boasts prosperous towns and vibrant villages, a 
highly-skilled workforce and a varied and sustainable economic base that builds on 
opportunities, including those presented by the low-carbon and renewable energy sectors, 
knowledge-based industries and tourist attractions; 

Socially sustainable: a place that meets the needs of the whole community, where 
geography is not a barrier to achievement, and where housing quality and availability, 
social infrastructure, health and well-being, equality and social mobility are improved;  

Well-connected: a place that has enhanced transport networks providing improved access 
to sustainable modes of transport, both within and between its key settlements and out 
towards neighbouring areas; 

Environmentally responsible: a place that adapts to climate change and minimises its 
carbon footprint, makes the most of its unique coastal location and abundant natural 
resources whilst protecting and enhancing its green infrastructure, landscapes, heritage 
and biodiversity. 
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Objectives for Economic Opportunity and Regeneration 

3.3.22 These objectives cover growth and diversification of the local economy, generating 
good employment opportunities, improving education and skill levels in the 
Borough, increasing revenue from tourism, and responding to the 
decommissioning of Sellafield. 

Strategic Objective 1 

Support future renewable and low carbon energy generating capacity in Copeland 
in line with Britain’s Energy Coast: A Masterplan for West Cumbria.  

Strategic Objective 2 

Promote the diversification of the Borough’s rural and urban economic base to 
enable a prosperous mixed economy, including creative and knowledge based 
industries, specialist engineering and the energy sector building on Copeland’s 
nuclear skills base, and tourism exploiting heritage, the potential of the unspoiled 
coast and the quiet of the western lakes. 

Strategic Objective 3 

Provide a wide range of modern, high-quality employment sites and premises and 
promote the creation of a high-end knowledge based employment cluster at 
Westlakes Science and Technology Park. 

Strategic Objective 4 

Promote the vitality and viability of towns and Local Centres, taking advantage of 
the built heritage that exists in Copeland’s towns and villages (notably Whitehaven 
and Egremont) to enhance the shopping experience for residents and visitors.  

Strategic Objective 5 

Support the Nuclear Skills Academy, higher education at Westlakes, and the 
Borough’s other educational establishments to improve educational attainment 
and skills to meet business needs. 

 

Objectives for Sustainable Settlements 

3.3.23 These objectives relate to the quality of life for local people, and to ensuring that 
settlements meet the needs of all: in terms of access to housing, community 
services and facilities, leisure, sport and employment. 

Strategic Objective 6 

Focus major development in Whitehaven, and encourage complementary and 
additional development in Cleator Moor, Millom and Egremont and in Local Centres 
where opportunities exist, in line with strategic infrastructure provision. 

Strategic Objective 7 

Enable a ‘balanced housing market’ ensuring that all housing is of good quality, 
affordable, responds to differing needs from deprived industrial communities to the 
more prosperous rural areas, and is provided in places where people want to live. 
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Strategic Objective 8 

Ensure that settlements are sustainable and meet the range of needs of their 
communities by, as far as possible, protecting the facilities that are already present 
(including green infrastructure) and supporting appropriate new provision, 
especially in Millom which is the main settlement serving the more remote locality 
of South Copeland.   

Strategic Objective 9 

Ensure that all new development meets high standards in terms of sustainable 
design and construction, energy efficiency, provision for biodiversity, safety, 
security and accessibility, relates well to existing development, enhances the public 
realm and develops quality places reflecting their distinctive west and south west 
Cumbrian character. 

Strategic Objective 10 

Support the increased sustainability of communities, including measures to diversify 
and otherwise improve the viability of farming, in rural environments varying from 
former mining settlements in the north and south, to the villages of mid Copeland. 

 

Objectives for Accessibility and Transport 

3.3.24 These objectives relate to accessibility to services, reducing the impacts of journeys 
on the environment and ensuring that transport networks address the 
geographical constraints in terms of moving around the Borough, and also in terms 
of accessing the Borough from beyond its boundaries. 

Strategic Objective 11 

Reduce the need to travel by supporting improved telephone and rural broadband 
access. 

Strategic Objective 12 

Improve access to employment, services, education/training facilities and the 
leisure opportunities of the coast and Lakeland fringe, by foot, cycle and public 
transport.  

Strategic Objective 13 

Develop and maintain safe, efficient, high quality, modern and integrated transport 
networks with good internal links and connections to key routes, including the West 
Coast Main Line via both Carlisle and Barrow, and the M6 via both the A66 and 
A590. 
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Objectives for Environmental Protection and Enhancement 

3.3.25 These objectives relate to the natural and historic assets of Copeland; to ensure 
that they are protected and enhanced and that local development acknowledges 
global imperatives. 

Strategic Objective 14 

Adapt to the impacts of climate change by minimising development in flood risk 
areas and by improving the extent of tree cover and connectivity of wildlife 
corridors. 

Strategic Objective 15 

Promote recycling and waste minimisation. 

Strategic Objective 16 

Conserve and enhance all landscapes in the Borough, with added protection given 
to the designated St Bees Head Heritage Coast site.  

Strategic Objective 17 

Protect and enhance the many places and buildings of historical, cultural and 
archaeological importance and their settings. 

Strategic Objective 18 

Improve green infrastructure and protect and enhance the rich biodiversity and 
geodiversity both within and outside of the Borough’s many nationally and 
internationally designated sites, ensuring that habitats are extended, connected by 
effective wildlife corridors and that lost habitats are restored.  

Strategic Objective 19 

Safeguard and where possible enhance the natural (including mineral and soil) 
resources in the Borough and, in addition, address the impacts of mining, iron 
working, nuclear energy and other former land uses.  

Strategic Objective 20 

Facilitate the best use of land i.e. prioritise previously developed land for 
development (where this does not threaten valued biodiversity features) and secure 
an appropriate density of development on any given site. 
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3.4 Principles for Development 

3.4.1 The whole development strategy must be informed and underpinned by principles 
which move the Borough towards greater sustainability in environmental, 
economic and social terms.  

 
Policy ST1 – Strategic Development Principles 

The Strategic Development Principles that inform and underpin the Borough’s planning 
policies are: 

A Economic and Social Sustainability 

              i) Support the development of energy infrastructure, related economic 
clusters, rural diversification and tourism in appropriate locations 

              ii) Support diversity in jobs, and investment in education and training, 
especially that which creates and attracts business  

              iii) Ensure development creates a residential offer which meets the needs and 
aspirations of the Borough’s housing markets  

              iv) Support development that provides or contributes to the Borough’s social 
and community infrastructure enabling everyone to have good access to 
jobs, shops, services and recreational and sports facilities 

B Environmental Sustainability 

              i) Encourage development that minimises carbon emissions, maximises 
energy efficiency and helps us to adapt to the effects of climate change 

              ii) Focus development on sites that are at least risk from flooding and where 
development in areas of flood risk is unavoidable, ensure that the risk is 
minimised or mitigated through appropriate design 

             iii) Protect, enhance and encourage the creation of new areas of green 
infrastructure, recognising the important role that the natural environment 
and healthy ecosystems have to play in the future social and economic, as 
well as environmental sustainability of Copeland  

             iv) Reuse existing buildings and previously developed land wherever possible, 
directing development away from greenfield sites, where this is consistent 
with wider sustainability objectives 

             v) Ensure that new development minimises waste and maximises 
opportunities for recycling 

             vi) Minimise the need to travel, support the provision of sustainable transport 
infrastructure and measures that encourage its use 

             vii) Prioritise development in the main towns where there is previously 
developed land and infrastructure capacity  
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C  Protect, enhance and restore the Borough’s valued assets 

              i) Protect and enhance areas, sites, species and features of biodiversity value, 
landscapes and the undeveloped coast 

              ii) Protect and enhance the Borough’s cultural and historic features and their 
settings 

              iii) Provide and enhance recreational opportunities for the Borough’s residents 
and its visitors, protecting existing provision and ensuring that future 
development meets appropriate standards in terms of quantity and quality. 

              iv) Manage development pressures to protect the Borough’s agricultural assets  

              v) Support the reclamation and redevelopment or restoration of the Borough’s 
vacant or derelict sites, whilst taking account of landscape, biodiversity and 
historic environment objectives 

              vi) Ensure development minimises air, ground and water pollution 

D  Ensure the creation and retention of quality places 

              i) Apply rigorous design standards that retain and enhance locally distinctive 
places, improve build quality and achieve efficient use of land   

             ii) Ensure development provides or safeguards good levels of residential 
amenity and security 

             iii)  Accommodate traffic and access arrangements in ways that make it safe 
and convenient for pedestrians and cyclists to move around 

             iv) Ensure new development addresses land contamination with appropriate 
remediation measures 

Planning applications that accord with these principles and relevant Development 
Management policies, and do not undermine the Spatial Development Strategy, will be 
approved without unnecessary delay, unless material considerations indicate otherwise. 

 

3.4.2 ST1 sets out the fundamental principles that will guide development management 
in the Borough, in a way that achieves the Objectives and ultimately the Vision set 
out earlier in this chapter.  All development proposals will be judged against these 
principles and the Policies set out in this Core Strategy and the accompanying 
Development Management Policies DPD.   

3.4.3 Most of these principles are a local expression of national policies that are a 
requirement on all planning authorities – particularly the key themes laid out in the 
Government’s National Planning Policy Framework. The themed policies in later 
chapters of this document build on these principles and in doing so demonstrate 
how the Council intends to ensure that they are reflected in all development in 
Copeland during the plan period.  
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3.5 Spatial Development Strategy 

3.5.1 The spatial development strategy will be crucial in guiding the Borough’s planning 
up to 2028. The strategy seeks to direct development to the most sustainable 
locations – the main settlements - whilst indicating the scale of development that 
will be encouraged in other areas of the Borough.   

 
Policy ST2 – Spatial Development Strategy 

Development in the Borough should be distributed in accordance with the following 
principles: 

A Growth: providing for and facilitating growth in the local economy, particularly in 
the energy sector, accompanied by net growth in jobs and an associated increase in 
demand for housing and services  

B Concentration: development will be located in the Borough’s settlements at an 
appropriate scale, within defined settlement boundaries, in accordance with the 
Borough’s settlement hierarchy as set out in Figure 3.2: 

              i) Focussing the largest scale development and regeneration on Whitehaven 
and the important development opportunities there 

              ii) Supporting moderate levels of development reflecting the respective scale 
and functions of the smaller towns (Cleator Moor, Egremont and Millom), 
and contributing to the regeneration of the town centres  

              iii) Permitting appropriately scaled development in defined Local Centres 
which helps to sustain services and facilities for local communities  

C Restricting development outside the defined settlement boundaries to that which 
has a proven requirement for such a location, including: 

              i) Energy - nuclear: support for the development of new nuclear generating 
capacity at Moorside, and a willingness to discuss a potential Geological 
Disposal Facility for higher level radioactive waste in the Borough 

              ii) Energy - renewable: support for renewable energy generating proposals 
which best maximise renewable resources and which minimise 
environmental and amenity impacts 

              iii)  Essential infrastructure to support energy development and other 
infrastructure that requires locating outside settlement limits 

              iv)  Existing major employment locations, especially Westlakes Science and 
Technology Park, and the completion of defined allocated or safeguarded 
employment sites 

              v) Land uses characteristically located outside settlements, such as agriculture 
or forestry, farm diversification schemes or tourism activities requiring 
location in the countryside, or prisons 
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              vi) Housing that meets proven specific and local needs including provision for 
agricultural workers, replacement dwellings, replacement of residential 
caravans, affordable housing and the conversion of rural buildings to 
residential use 

D Proportions: the four towns are expected to accommodate approximately 80% of 
all (non-nuclear) development over the plan period 

E Safety: the potential impact of proposals within Safeguarding Zones for hazardous 
installations should be properly considered 

 

3.5.2 The spatial implications of Policy ST2 are shown in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1: Key Diagram 
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3.5.3 The relative roles of the different settlements within Copeland are illustrated in 
Figure 3.2. 

Figure 3.2: Settlement Hierarchy 

 Type and Scale of Development  

Classification Retail and Services Employment Housing  

Principal Town: 

Whitehaven 

Convenience 
goods, large 
supermarkets and 
comparison goods 
provision. 
Supporting a range 
of provision to 
meet the needs of 
Copeland and 
support 
Whitehaven’s role 
as a tourist centre. 

A range of 
employment types. 
Provide opportunities 
both for expansion 
and start-up, and 
encourage clusters of 
new business types. 
Support opportunities 
to improve and 
expand on the 
existing tourism offer 
in this area. 

Allocations in the form of 
estate-scale 
development where 
appropriate and 
continuing initiatives for 
large scale housing 
renewal. This could 
involve extensions to the 
town’s settlement 
boundary. 

Infill and windfall 
housing. 

Larger sites will require a 
proportion of affordable 
housing. 

Key Service 
Centre: 

Cleator Moor; 
Egremont and 
Millom 

Range of 
comparison and 
convenience 
shopping. 
Emphasis will be 
on retention of 
existing provision. 
Mixed-use 
development will 
be supported in 
principle. 

Small and medium 
enterprises will be 
encouraged to set up 
and grow. Provide 
opportunities for 
expansion and start 
up, with focus on 
linkages to nuclear 
sector and tourism. 

Moderate allocations in 
the form of extensions to 
the towns to meet 
general needs.  

Infill and windfall 
housing. 

Larger sites will require a 
proportion of affordable 
housing. 
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 Type and Scale of Development  

Classification Retail and Services Employment Housing  

Local Centre:  

Arlecdon/Rowrah; 
Beckermet; 
Bigrigg; Cleator; 
Distington; 
Frizington; 
Haverigg; 
Kirkland/ 
Ennerdale Bridge; 
Lowca/Parton; 
Moor Row; 
Moresby Parks; 
Seascale; St Bees; 
Thornhill 

Convenience 
shopping to meet 
day-to-day needs, 
which could 
include farm shops 
or similar. 

Emphasis will be 
on retention of 
existing provision. 

Emphasis will be on 
retention. Expansion 
potential may include 
tourism in some 
places, generally 
limited by 
environmental 
constraints. New 
provision most likely 
to be provided 
through conversion/ 
re-use of existing 
buildings or 
completion of sites 
already allocated. 

Within the defined 
physical limits of 
development as 
appropriate. 

Possible small extension 
sites on the edges of 
settlements. 

Housing to meet general 
and local needs. 

Affordable housing and 
windfall sites. 

Outside 
settlement 
boundaries:  

All other parts of 
the Borough, 
including small 
villages and 
settlements and 
open countryside 

Proposals involving 
small retail and 
service businesses 
appropriate to 
villages, and 
strengthening local 
community 
viability, will be 
considered 
sympathetically. 

Employment 
predominantly linked 
to agriculture or 
forestry. Farm 
diversification 
schemes and tourism 
uses may be 
appropriate. 

Development providing 
homes to meet the 
defined needs of the 
population, with need 
for rural/non-settlement 
location to be proven in 
each case (see 3.3.16-
19). 

 

3.5.4 The spatial strategy reflects the Council’s determination to be ambitious in 
promoting higher levels of economic growth with supportive planning policies. 

3.5.5 The distribution of development outlined here reflects the Council’s vision and 
objectives as set out spatially in the Core Strategy.  The strategy promotes growth 
in the main settlements and other key development locations, rather than 
spreading development more thinly, to maximise sustainable development and the 
competitiveness of Copeland as a whole. 

3.5.6 Copeland will not flourish without thriving towns.  This focussing of development is 
seen as the way that best exploits opportunities for regeneration, makes the best 
use of existing development and infrastructure in settlements, and gives 
opportunities for the enhancement of the quantity, quality and accessibility of new 
services and facilities.  It also helps to promote a more sustainable form of 
development which can help reduce the need to travel. This accords with the 
strategic principle (see Policy ST1) of responding to and mitigating the effects of 
climate change. 
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3.5.7 Excluding nuclear-related development at or adjacent to Sellafield (and any other 
appropriate and acceptable locations which may emerge in accordance with the 
Core Strategy), it is expected that development should be distributed broadly as 
follows: 

 Whitehaven – at least 45% 

 Cleator Moor – at least 10% 

 Egremont – at least 10% 

 Millom – at least 10% 

 Local Centres – not more than 20% (in combination) 

3.5.8 In recent years many of the smaller settlements in the Borough have grown 
rapidly.  As well as increasing the risk that the character of some at least of these 
villages may be spoiled, it is arguable that such dispersal of developments is not in 
the interest of regeneration and growth in the towns.  With an overall strategy of 
increasing concentration rather than dispersal Whitehaven can accommodate 
approximately half of all new (non-nuclear) development.  The three other main 
towns in the Borough would account for at least 30% more between them, 
although specific attention will be given to the separate role and function of 
Millom in serving South Copeland.   

3.5.9 At least half of new employment and commercial floorspace (excluding nuclear 
energy generation and waste management) should be in Whitehaven.  (For the 
purposes of this calculation commercial and industrial development will be 
monitored in terms of site area and floorspace; and Westlakes Science and 
Technology Park is seen as being part of Whitehaven.)  However, pursuit of that 
target will not be seen as a reason to restrict development above the targets in the 
other towns.  If development in Whitehaven falls short of the target, the preferred 
adjustment will be to boost the attractiveness of Whitehaven, by greater 
promotion and facilitation of development there. 

Figure 3.3: Housing Requirements by Settlement 

  Annual housing requirement 
based on: 

Settlement  230 per year 300 per year 

Whitehaven (45%) 

At least 

105 135 

Cleator Moor (10%) 23 30 

Egremont (10%) 23 30 

Millom (10%) 23 30 

Local Centres (20%) Not more than 45 60 

Total  219 285 

Note: figures do not exactly equal the annual requirement.  This reflects the town 
allowances not being ceilings, and there being no allowance for ‘windfall’ (which would 
include, for example, rural ‘exception’ sites).  
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3.5.10 An indication of what these proportions would mean in terms of annual house 
building numbers for different settlements in the Borough is shown in Figure 3.3.  
These figures also show the range of growth provided for by the Local Plan.  The 
figures for the towns are not ceilings. (It is recognised in particular that Egremont 
may have the potential to accommodate a larger share of house building, whilst in 
the short term the supply of quality land may be restricted in Cleator Moor and, to 
a lesser extent, Millom.)  This will be assessed in the production of, and 
consultation about, the Site Allocations and Policies Plan, and also in the light of 
any needs that may arise as proposals develop for a new nuclear power station at 
Moorside, adjacent to Sellafield.  The achievement of these proposed levels of 
house building is discussed further in Chapter 5 (under Policy SS2) and illustrated in 
the housing trajectory in Appendix 5. 

3.5.11 It is not expected that the Local Centre villages will attract more than 20% of house 
building. If this proves to be the case, the Council will consider whether there is any 
detriment to the towns and consider action to redress the balance in favour of the 
towns.  This will be considered further under detailed arrangements for the 
management of the housing and supply, in the Site Allocations and Policies Plan. 

3.5.12 Where sites are to be allocated for housing, each site will be subject to modelling 
in terms of the amount of additional traffic and air pollution generated in order 
that the Council satisfy the requirements of Part 6 of the Conservation of Habitats 
and Species Regulations 2010. This modelling will be carried out during the 
preparation of the Site Allocations and Policies Plan. 

3.5.13 Settlement boundaries: These denote the existing and permissible built-up area of 
each town and local centre village.  They thus indicate where development is 
encouraged (within the framework of Policy ST2 and Figure 3.3). 

3.5.14 As decisions are taken during the site allocation process, it will become clear 
whether any settlement boundaries need to be changed.    The outcome of any 
review will thus be subject to public consultation as part of the preparation of the 
Site Allocation and Policies Plan. The review will take into consideration the 
following factors: 

 This spatial strategy and other Core Strategy and Development Management 
policies 

 The amount of land required to be allocated for development in order for the 
towns to be able to meet the targets set out in the Core Strategy 

 Land next to settlements revealed in the Strategic Housing Land Availability 
Assessment (SHLAA) as being suitable for development, either now or in the 
future, to meet the demands of growth 

 The need to ensure that development in Local Centre villages is at levels 
which do not damage the environment of those villages or compromise the 
prospects of the towns 

 Other constraints such as the landscape, the natural environment, the historic 
environment, the legacy of former mineral working and the safeguarding of 
mineral resources 
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3.5.15 Sites identified in the SHLAA as being appropriate to be considered for allocation 
for house building, suggest that the following areas should be considered for 
boundary reviews: Whitehaven (north and south), Egremont (to the south and 
south west), Millom (to the south west) Cleator (north side), Moor Row (west and 
south), and small changes at Arlecdon, Beckermet, Bigrigg, Ennerdale Bridge and 
Seascale.  The land which may be involved is identified in the SHLAA maps. 

3.5.16 Outside settlement boundaries: in the countryside and small villages which do not 
have their own defined settlement limits, development will generally be resisted in 
principle, in accordance with national planning policy and the Council’s intention to 
promote sustainable development in the most accessible settlements.  

3.5.17 Exceptions would be considered:  

 where housing is required to respond to proven specific and local needs that 
may arise in settlements with non-defined boundaries (see Policy SS2 and 
Policy SS3); or  

 for agricultural workers, where there is a proven specific need (see Policy SS3); 
or 

 as a replacement of existing dwellings for which there is a specific and local 
needs (See Policy SS1); or  

 as conversion of rural buildings to residential use (subject to Policy DM15A); or  

 in the case of replacement of residential caravans (subject to Policy DM19).  

In all cases the Council would ensure that any development allowed in these 
circumstances is retained to meet local needs through appropriate occupancy 
restrictions secured by Section 106 agreements. 

3.5.18 At the same time, it is recognised that over and above the general policy approach 
set out in the table in Figure 3.2 will be a category of proposals – such as the new 
power plant, or rural tourism - which will by their nature inevitably require a 
location outside the settlements.  Some are in this category because they are 
“place-bound” - they can only function in these places; others because their 
characteristics make them unsuitable for an urban setting; and a few because they 
are needed to help local communities to function. 

3.5.19 Activities of these kinds include: 

 wind farms, which need clear and open settings  

 those renewables which rely on a specific location (e.g. hydro, tidal)  

 essential agricultural and forestry development  

 countryside tourism  

 affordable housing and local infrastructure  

 development to complete existing major employment sites outwith the 
settlements  

 prisons  

 nuclear energy generation, treatment and storage  
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3.5.20 Safeguarding Zones: There are a number of hazardous installations in the Borough, 
including: 

 Sellafield Licensed Site (and potentially Moorside in the future) 

 High pressure gas pipelines 

3.5.21 Consultation Safeguarding Zones have been drawn around the hazardous 
installations in order to ensure that development that could affect or be affected 
by these installations can be controlled.  Any development proposals within any of 
the Safeguarding Zones will trigger a requirement to consult the relevant 
regulatory body and/or statutory undertaker as outlined in Appendix 4. 

 

3.6 Strategic Priorities 

3.6.1 The Local Plan, and the planning policies it will set out, is one of the important 
elements in implementing Britain’s Energy Coast: A Masterplan for West Cumbria 
and releasing the economic potential of West Cumbria. This focus has resulted in a 
short list of locations being identified as strategic regeneration priorities for the 
Borough. 

 

Policy ST3 – Strategic Development Priorities 

In pursuit of economic regeneration and growth to fulfil strategic objectives for Copeland 
and West Cumbria, the following locations are priorities for development: 

A The site at Moorside selected in National Policy Statement 1-EN6 as the location 
for a nuclear power station 

B Regeneration sites in south and central Whitehaven – the town centre and 
harbourside, Pow Beck Valley, Coastal Fringe and the South Whitehaven Housing 
Market Renewal Area 

C Town centre renewal in Cleator Moor, Egremont and Millom 

D The sites prioritised for development in the Energy Coast Master Plan (see Chapter 
8: Localities for details) 

Other sites that may emerge, which reflect the above priorities and/or other Core Strategy 
or agreed sub-regional growth objectives, will be similarly supported. 

 

3.6.2 This policy sets out the key locations that the Council sees as its strategic 
development priorities, the fulfilment of which is considered to be essential for 
realising the key objectives for growth and regeneration in the Borough.  They 
reflect a range of influences; national (the National Policy Statement which is the 
basis for the proposed nuclear power station), locally determined (an expression of 
the priority given to the towns in Policy ST2) and sub-regional (the Energy Coast 
Master Plan). 
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3.6.3 The sites in south and central Whitehaven are carried forward from the 2006 Local 
Plan. Their retention as priorities is consistent with objectives of the West Cumbria 
Economic Blueprint, notably ‘A Commercial Kick Start Project’ (the proposed offices 
at Albion Square) and ‘A Harbour and Coastal Development Programme’.  These 
are taken forward in more detail in the Whitehaven Town Centre and Harbourside 
SPD.  The Coastal Fringe, predominantly the site of the former Marchon works, will 
be taken forward in the West Whitehaven SPD.  The South Whitehaven area will 
also be taken forward via a SPD, which will include a development brief for major 
new housing development between Wilson Pit and St Bees Roads. 

3.6.4 Our emphasis on growth and regeneration does not mean that development will 
be directed exclusively to these priority locations. Development may also be 
accommodated on other sites consistent with the broader development strategy 
and settlement hierarchy in Policy ST2.  

3.6.5 As the work on economic regeneration proceeds other sites may be identified for 
inclusion under this policy in the Core Strategy. This may involve proposals for 
energy production and associated works (renewables as well as nuclear) or for 
further diversification of the local economy through knowledge transfer and other 
spin-offs from the energy industry or new sectors.   

 

3.7 Providing Infrastructure  

 

Policy ST4 – Providing Infrastructure  

A Development that generates a demand for physical, social or environmental 
infrastructure will be permitted if the relevant infrastructure is either already in 
place and has the capacity to meet the additional demand, or there is a reliable 
mechanism in place to ensure that it will be provided when and where required  

B In the specific case of major development, particularly in the energy sector, where 
the Council is not the determining authority, we will work with developers, 
Government and the National Infrastructure Directorate to agree packages of 
measures which ensure that such development makes an optimal contribution to 
the Borough’s needs 

C The Council will, until a Community Infrastructure Levy is adopted, apply the 
following principles in securing developer contributions: 

              i) Development proposals should provide, or contribute to the provision of 
facilities, infrastructure, services, and other environmental and social 
requirements either on or off site, as is reasonable and necessary to support 
and mitigate the impact of the development  

              ii) The nature and scale of any planning requirements sought for this purpose 
should be related to the type of development, its potential impact upon the 
surrounding area and, in the case of residential proposals, the need for 
developer contributions for the provision of affordable housing (see Policy 
SS3).  The Council will not seek contributions which would prejudice the 
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viability of a development, beyond those which would be necessary to 
make it acceptable. 

              iii) Contributions for the initial running costs of services and facilities to secure 
their medium and long-term viability will be agreed through appropriate 
conditions or obligations, where such costs cannot be sustained in the short 
term 

D The Council will expect utility and other infrastructure providers to rectify as soon 
as possible any network shortcomings which risk preventing or delaying 
development 

E A Supplementary Planning Document on Developer Contributions for 
Infrastructure will set out the appropriate range and level of contributions, and 
matters for which they will be sought.  This, supported by data from the 
Infrastructure Plan, may form the basis for a future Community Infrastructure Levy. 

 

3.7.1 Planning for the right infrastructure brings its own key challenges:  

 How to accommodate growth - meeting the additional demand on existing 
infrastructure, services and facilities which development brings 

 How to assist this growth - ensuring development improves existing 
infrastructure or puts in place new infrastructure to ensure sustainable 
communities 

 How to meet the costs of sustaining the infrastructure provided, at least in 
the short term, until such infrastructure becomes viable or where such 
liabilities can be adopted as part of a formal agreement  

3.7.2 An Infrastructure Plan has been prepared and is available as an Evidence Base 
document.  This takes the conclusions of the Infrastructure Deficit report (also 
available in the evidence base) and sets out what is needed to fulfil Core Strategy 
objectives.  Coupled with conditions on planning consents, Planning Obligations 
form a significant tool for ensuring that infrastructure is provided and adequately 
sustained to support new development.  They can ensure that development is 
delivered with adequate infrastructure in place and also that any negative impacts 
of development can be mitigated.   

3.7.3 Contributions may be either through on- or off-site provision of facilities, or 
through financial means, where this is more appropriate.  Planning Obligations 
(developer contributions) are normally secured under Section 106 of the Town and 
Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended).  The Council will take care to strike the 
right balance between maximising community benefit and the risk of the 
development being inhibited by undue constraints on viability. 

3.7.4 In some cases infrastructure that is provided will require running costs and/or 
maintenance which may be difficult to sustain in the short term without developer 
support.  This might apply, for example, to the initial maintenance of new open 
space, or to support a bus service in a new development where the critical mass of 
passenger catchment is yet to be reached.  In these types of cases an agreement 
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on an appropriate level of contribution would be sought.  Where a commitment is 
needed in the longer term, for instance when related to biodiversity, a commuted 
sum may be sought for maintenance beyond the initial short term period. 

3.7.5 Where strategic infrastructure investment is needed and developer contributions 
cannot realistically pay for it, the Council will work with providers to make sure 
that the provision required is given maximum priority in their investment 
programmes.  This applies particularly to utilities where, for example, a problem in 
the supply of water or treatment of waste water particularly, could have 
detrimental impacts on European biodiversity sites both within Copeland and 
beyond the Borough boundary.  It is recognised that substantial transportation 
investment may require a longer time frame.  In these cases the Council will work 
in partnership with developers and others to pursue external funding, or, where 
appropriate, to incorporate such investment in the plans of major infrastructure 
developers including the constructors of a new nuclear power station.  

3.7.6 The development of major energy infrastructure, which is to be determined by the 
Government and the National Infrastructure Directorate, will also have significant 
infrastructure implications on the Borough, particularly during the construction of 
new energy facilities and also to deal with the potential impacts of developments 
and their operation.  The Council will seek to ensure that any such development 
will be carried out as far as practicable within the terms of Local Development 
Framework strategy and policies.  We will work in partnership with the 
Government, National Infrastructure Directorate, and the operators involved, to 
agree mitigatory measures which, as far as appropriate, benefit the Borough and 
support its overall regeneration programme.  We will also endeavour to ensure 
that major developers include in their plans any investment needed to mitigate as 
far as practicable the impact of construction and completed development on the 
satisfactory operation of the Borough’s transport and other infrastructure. 

3.7.7 In the short to medium term we will continue the practice of negotiating Planning 
Obligations case by case.   A Supplementary Planning Document on Planning 
Contributions is in preparation and will be adopted after Core Strategy adoption.  It 
is intended that the Infrastructure Plan will provide a base not only for the SPD but 
also for the introduction of a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL).  The Council will 
not adopt a CIL unless it is satisfied that this can be done without compromising 
development viability, and will go through the due process of public consultation 
and independent examination. 
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4 Economic Opportunity and Regeneration 

4.1 Introduction 

4.1.1 Economic change will be the biggest driver of spatial and social change over the 
plan period. The Council cannot itself create economic development, but its 
planning policies can help to create the framework for, and can work alongside 
other measures to support the growth that Copeland needs. 

4.1.2 The main groups of policies of this kind are in relation to: 

 The Energy Coast 

 Space for Economic Development 

 Town Centres 

 Tourism  

 

4.2 Planning for the Energy Coast 

4.2.1 To reflect, support and fulfil the Energy Coast concept, the Core Strategy caters 
both for the nuclear industry (ER1), and renewable energy (ER2), along with the 
support and infrastructure requirements associated with them (ER3). 

 
Policy ER1 – Planning for the Nuclear Sector 

The Council will support the nuclear sector’s contribution to low carbon energy production 
in the Borough, including the following: 

A Accept in principle major nuclear energy-related expansion, including new 
generating capacity, in accordance with relevant national policy  

B Work with partners to identify whether there is community support for locating a 
nuclear repository for higher activity radioactive waste within the Borough, and 
that it can be justified in terms of safety.  If a repository is supported, agree 
appropriate compensation or mitigation to ensure that any negative impacts on 
the residents, businesses, environment or image of Copeland are minimised. (See 
also Policy DM5) 

C Maximise opportunities from the proposed nuclear decommissioning phase for the 
Borough to become a centre of excellence for knowledge and skills in this 
important sector – with Sellafield and the Westlakes Science and Technology Park 
as centres of research and development 

D Accommodate any new reprocessing in the nuclear fuel cycle within existing 
Sellafield site boundaries subject to an appropriate and satisfactory safety case  

E Work with Cumbria County Council and the site operators of the Low Level Waste 
Repository and the Sellafield site in the development and management of waste 
facilities and associated infrastructure requirements (see also Policy DM1 for 
detailed planning considerations)  
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F Work with Sellafield Ltd and companies operating at Sellafield to optimise the 
number of functions and jobs that do not have to be based on site and can be 
located at, or relocated to, sustainable locations in the Borough’s towns 

In applying this policy the Council will seek to ensure that all investment in the nuclear 
sector is accompanied by appropriate financial or in kind contributions to mitigate any 
potentially detrimental impacts of development, and has community support. 

 

4.2.2 The document Britain’s Energy Coast: A Masterplan for West Cumbria (ECMP, p.2) 
states that “West Cumbria has major nuclear assets, internationally competitive 
expertise and skills in a range of related activities, including environmental 
remediation, engineering and decommissioning.” The Council endorses the 
strategy of building on these strengths. 

4.2.3 Developments contributing to the continuing future of the nuclear industry in 
Copeland, and which fall to the Council to determine using its development 
management powers, will be supported, provided that they are not unacceptably 
detrimental to the environment or infrastructure of the Borough, or to the welfare 
of its people.  The Council will use its planning powers to secure maximum 
mitigation of, and wherever appropriate compensation for unfavourable impacts.  
It will pursue similar outcomes in its response to Nationally Significant 
Infrastructure Projects.  The Council accepts that community support may not be 
the determining factor in all such applications, but will use all the means at its 
disposal to ensure that communities are fully consulted and their interests taken 
fully into account, including the negotiation of compensatory measures outside the 
scope of the planning system.  

4.2.4 Disposal of higher activity radioactive waste: The Council, together with Allerdale 
Borough Council, has expressed an interest in discussing with the Government the 
area’s potential for a repository for the disposal of higher activity radioactive waste 
through geological means. 

4.2.5 The British Geological Survey has carried out ‘Stage 2’ high level geological 
screening to rule out any area of the Borough that is unsuitable for repository 
siting, and moved on to public consultation on screening results, which will inform 
the final report.   

4.2.6 Clearly, any future development related to the nuclear fuel cycle has the potential 
to impact on the Copeland economy positively, via the provision of employment 
and community benefit packages, and adversely, via negative environmental 
impacts and any associated negative ‘image’ of Copeland.  Whilst agreeing in 
principle to the concept of a repository to reflect the important role of Copeland in 
the nuclear industry the Council will only accept recommendations for locating a 
facility if a safety case meets the requirements of the regulators and a full and fair 
community benefits package can be agreed to offset any negative impacts.  This 
follows the approach to managing low level radioactive waste established by 
agreement between the local councils and site operators and the provisions within 
the County Council’s Minerals and Waste Development Framework.   
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4.2.7 Decommissioning: although the decommissioning clean-up of some of the 
Sellafield plants may take more than fifty years to be completed, it is expected that 
employment in current operations will begin a general trend of contraction during 
the plan period.  Studies carried out under the auspices of the Energy Coast Master 
Plan (ECMP) have attempted to quantify the extent and pace of job losses.  
However, this is subject to a wide range of influences and it has not thus far been 
possible to arrive at a definitive result. The extent and timing of any job-losses 
from Sellafield is likely to have a significant impact on the local economy, the size 
of the regeneration effort that has to be undertaken and the growth assumptions 
underlying the Council’s Local Plan.  The Core Strategy, taking forward the agreed 
prescriptions of the ECMP, contains measures designed to counter future job 
losses and other consequences of economic restructuring, just as they deal with 
the continuing legacy of past restructuring.  (This is also a theme of the Review of 
the ECMP in the Economic Blueprint.)  Monitoring will continuously evaluate the 
effectiveness of these policies as decommissioning progresses, and the Council will 
evaluate what action is required, including the pursuit of external assistance via, 
for instance, regeneration funding, inward investment incentives or public sector 
job relocation. 

4.2.8 Despite the expected direct job losses, decommissioning is nonetheless seen as 
one of the major energy-related business opportunities over the next 5-10 years 
(ECMP p18). The background paper supporting the ECMP suggests a scenario 
where some jobs would be gained by responding to the work potential of 
decommissioning, and suggests a range of additional alternatives based around 
decommissioning, diversification and co-locating related activities in West 
Cumbria.   

4.2.9 It is clear that not all jobs located at the Sellafield site at present are essential to 
the running of plant and facilities on the site.  Many service and back office staff 
could operate just as successfully within the local towns, where most of them live.  
Locating these jobs within town centres would then achieve a more sustainable 
pattern of work places and travel to work, enable development of regeneration 
sites within towns and help to support viability and vitality of town centres.  This 
same approach and rationale would apply to any new nuclear and other large scale 
energy developments. The Council will work with the companies involved to 
promote this process and arrive at solutions which will achieve the best, most 
practicable and sustainable balance between operational requirements and the 
aims and policies of this Core Strategy and the Energy Coast Master Plan. 

4.2.10 Nuclear sector development and protection of the natural environment:  It is 
likely that significant development for nuclear-related industrial processes and 
waste management will require assessment under the Habitats Regulations 
regarding its impacts and their mitigation or compensation.  The Borough Council 
will work closely with Natural England to ensure developers properly take into 
account impacts on the natural environment, and especially any Natura 2000 and 
Ramsar sites (within or beyond the Borough’s boundaries) assessed as potentially 
affected.  Where developments are Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects, 
the Borough Council will have regard to these considerations in preparing Local 
Impact Reports.   
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4.2.11 The European Site most likely to be affected by the operation of a new nuclear 
energy generating is the nearby Drigg Coast Special Area for Conservation (SAC).  
This site may be sensitive to changes in water temperature and salinity, the result 
of using seawater for cooling purposes.  It will be very important that these 
potential impacts are considered fully in the Habitats Regulations Assessment that 
accompanies the planning application for the nuclear energy proposal. 

 

4.3 Renewable Energy  

4.3.1 The Government has set a target to supply 15% of the UK’s energy from renewable 
energy by 2020 (as set out in the 2009 Renewable Energy Directive).  One way local 
authorities can help achieve this is by providing positive planning policies for 
renewable energy.  In addition, national planning policy requires local plans to 
include policies that support renewable energy.  Policy ER2, read with Policy DM2, 
defines how applicants can demonstrate that the impacts of renewable energy 
developments are or can be made acceptable. 

 
Policy ER2 – Planning for the Renewable Energy Sector 

The Council will support new renewable energy generation proposals which best maximise 
renewable resources and minimise environmental and amenity impacts.   The Council in 
determining applications will have regard to targets agreed with partners, based on up-to-
date research taking into account local circumstances.  Criteria on renewable energy 
development / generation are set out in Policy DM2. 

 

4.3.2 In 2010, Cumbria Vision received a report on The Scope for Renewable Energy in 
Cumbria which concludes that the county could become a considerable exporter of 
energy from several renewable sources. 

4.3.3 In August 2011 the Cumbria Renewable Energy Capacity and Deployment Study 
was completed on behalf of the local authorities in Cumbria to assess the potential 
capacity from renewable sources of energy between 2011 and 2030.  The purpose 
of the Study was to help local planning authorities in Cumbria to understand the 
available resources of each renewable energy technology and also the likely scale 
of deployment for each technology between 2011 and 2030.  The Study considers 
the potential of the following technologies: 

 On-shore Wind (commercial wind and small scale wind) 

 Biomass (plant biomass, animal biomass, energy from waste and biogas) 

 Hydropower (small scale hydropower) 

 Microgeneration (solar photovoltaic, solar water heating, ground source heat 
pumps, air source heat pumps and water source heat pumps) 

4.3.4 Off-shore resources (i.e. off-shore wind, wave and tidal) were also discussed in the 
Study and the energy that could be generated from off-shore resources is 
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acknowledged, but they do not contribute to the renewable energy capacity 
figures for Cumbria or any of its districts. 

4.3.5 The Study found that while Cumbria has a high natural resource for renewable 
energy (4,542MW), it also has a large number of high quality landscapes and 
designations which significantly reduce what is deployable.  It indicates that once 
the constraints (environmental, transmission, supply chain, economic viability, and 
planning and regulatory constraints) are taken into account Cumbria’s renewable 
energy deployment is likely to be 606MW in 2030. 

4.3.6 A similar picture is seen in Copeland, where the current renewable generation of 
17MW could increase to 46MW in 2030.  The Study also gives an indication of the 
mix of technologies that may come forward in the future.  Currently commercial 
wind is the source of virtually all renewable energy in Copeland.  The Study 
indicates that it is likely to remain the largest component of Copeland’s renewable 
energy mix into the future, but as part of a greater mix of technologies and 
highlights the increased role that microgeneration can play in the future.  

4.3.7 It is not proposed to set specific targets for renewable technologies in the Core 
Strategy even though the Cumbria Renewable Energy Capacity and Deployment 
Study provides potential deployment figures for each individual technology.  This is 
because the development and uptake of newer technologies, such as 
microgeneration, can be strongly influenced by changes to government policy and 
funding as well as local priorities.   

4.3.8 Instead, the Local Plan provides a positive policy framework together with the 
aspiration to deliver 46MW from renewable sources by 2030.   

4.3.9 It should be noted that this figure is not a ceiling, and that if funding and policies at 
a local and national level are directed towards renewable energy (especially 
microgeneration) then this figure is likely to be exceeded.  This is especially 
relevant given the aspirations of the Economic Blueprint for West Cumbria and the 
number of jobs that can be created from microgeneration. 

4.3.10 In the future, community scale renewables schemes may become an increasingly 
significant contributor to meeting local energy requirements.  
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4.4 Support infrastructure 

 
Policy ER3 – The Support Infrastructure for the Energy Coast 

The Council will support energy sector development and other major infrastructure 
projects by working with operators and developers to: 

A Ensure that any new energy transmission infrastructure minimises potential 
impacts on the Borough’s landscape and natural environment, and on the health 
and amenity of its residents and visitors 

B Maximise the opportunities from implementing Britain’s Energy Coast: A 
Masterplan for West Cumbria by encouraging investment in training and education 
at existing facilities, and develop new facilities which encourage people to develop 
the qualifications and skills which are attractive to the energy sector 

C Identify potential sites for supply chain operations, worker accommodation, off-
site associated development and other uses supporting the construction of 
additional energy generating capacity and associated infrastructure.  The Council 
will support sites in locations consistent with the Core Strategy, chosen to minimise 
undesirable impacts and able to be fully restored with uses leaving a beneficial 
legacy for the Borough.   

D Agree programmes of measures to mitigate or compensate for negative impacts on 
the residents, businesses, environment or image of Copeland 

Infrastructure considerations relating to nuclear energy generation and development are 
addressed in more detail in Development Management Policy DM1. 

 

4.4.1 It is likely that developments relevant to this policy will be, or be related to, 
Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects, determined by making Development 
Consent Order applications to the National Infrastructure Directorate reporting to 
the Secretary of State.  Where this is the case, the Council will seek, in negotiation 
with developers and in making representations to the Directorate, to ensure that 
the development (including associated development within the terms of the 
Planning Act 2008) has regard to the principles of this policy, as amplified below. 

4.4.2 Transmission: an expanded energy generation role will require major investment 
in transmission capacity so that the power generated can be fed efficiently into the 
National Grid. The Council accepts the vital need for this augmented capability, but 
such investment should minimise any loss of the environmental quality 
experienced by residents and visitors in Copeland, and any damage to valuable 
habitats.  This infrastructure should therefore be routed in the least damaging way, 
including putting it underground wherever this is feasible and the least damaging 
option.  There is a particular risk that this development will have an urbanising or 
otherwise damaging effect on the landscape and amenity of residents or 
businesses, harming the environmental attractiveness which is one of Copeland’s 
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chief assets, and this would be the focus of efforts to negotiate mitigating 
community benefit measures. 

4.4.3 Skills development: consultation responses suggested a complete package of 
energy-related strategies to build a critical mass of skills and investment as a key 
specialism for West Cumbria.  As the ECMP points out (p.18), this is a relatively 
well-skilled sector and it has the potential to offer opportunities for Copeland’s 
young people, provided educational participation levels rise and enterprise training 
is part of the overall educational offer.  The University of Cumbria, Dalton Institute, 
UCLan and Lakes College West Cumbria, together with the county’s secondary 
school provision (particularly the new Academies) will be key to this. (See also 
Policy ER11). 

4.4.4 Temporary accommodation: it is anticipated that temporary accommodation will 
be required for a substantial number of workers.  It is also anticipated that land 
may be required off the Moorside site for offices, short stay accommodation and 
other purposes related to logistics, storage and off-site fabrication.  Mitigation of 
the impacts of the project would be optimised if such development were located 
according to the requirements of Policies ST1, ST2, ST3 and ER6, to be consistent 
with principles of sustainable development.  

4.4.5 Thus the Council’s position will be that temporary accommodation should as far as 
possible be provided within or adjacent to Whitehaven and the Key Service Centres 
in locations which relate well to transport nodes, especially the railway, assist 
regeneration programmes, and support the viability and vitality of the town 
centres.  The Council also believes that the potential for after use of such sites 
should be a consideration; for example, the creation of Park and Ride facilities, 
laying out of sites so that they are capable of beneficial use afterwards, and 
construction of buildings capable of being adapted for future community or 
commercial use.   

4.4.6 As with Policy ER1, ER3 has the potential to have negative impacts on the integrity 
of some internationally important biodiversity sites.  These impacts may be direct, 
i.e. physical infrastructure passing through or near to the sites, for example 
underground cabling or pylons.  The effects could alternatively (or additionally) be 
indirect i.e. a reduction in air quality due to the number of workers travelling to or 
from construction/installation sites or an increase in the use of water resources 
etc. The HRA for the Core Strategy provides some detail on the impacts that could 
reasonably be expected on each of the sites arising from this policy.  However, 
separate HRAs will need to be carried out for each of the developments as and 
when the planning applications are prepared and additionally during the 
preparation of the Site Allocations and Policies Plan, when it will be more clear 
where the different types of infrastructure are likely to be needed. 

 

4.5 Space for Economic Development 

4.5.1 All sectors of the economy, from high technology like nuclear through to more 
traditional forms of industry, will require a supply of land and premises for 
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development over the next two decades. This Core Strategy aims to meet those 
needs in a balanced way. 

 

Policy ER4 – Land and Premises for Economic Development  

The Council will maintain an adequate supply of land and floorspace for economic 
development by: 

A Allocating land for economic development over the plan period at a rate ahead of 
that implied by projecting past take up rates, to allow a flexible response to 
emerging demand 

B Safeguarding employment areas which are considered to be essential for meeting 
future strategic economic development requirements and assessing development 
proposals against criteria in Policy DM3 

C Identifying sites which are better suited to alternative uses 

 

4.5.2 It is important to make sure that there is enough space for business development, 
including the supply of land for manufacturing and warehousing, and the 
availability of business space in offices in the town centres and outer locations.   
The situation was reviewed by the joint West Cumbria Employment Land and 
Premises Study, 2008 (ELPS) and that analysis has been updated by the Spatial 
Implications of Britain’s Energy Coast, under the auspices of the ‘Blueprint’ work.   

4.5.3 This research (Employment Land Review Update – ELR – 2012) indicates a need for 
the next 20 years (2011-2030), based on the 2005-2010 take-up, for 24.84 ha. of 
business park (B1) land, and 8.28 ha. industrial (B2) giving 33.12 ha. in total.  The 
current supply is 88 ha.  De-allocating sites identified as not viable would reduce 
the available supply by about 15ha.   

4.5.4 Although this still represents an apparent ‘surplus’ of about 40 ha. the supply is 
dominated by land with particular potential for uses important to the achievement 
of the spatial development strategy:  

 Westlakes Science and Technology Park (27.96 ha. available), which is a 
strategic site as indicated in Policy ER6 and elsewhere; 

 Whitehaven Commercial Park (12.45 ha. available), which should be reserved 
as a valuable resource for local businesses as other industrial estates become 
fully developed; and 

 a group of sites in Whitehaven (previously identified in the 2006 Local Plan, 
almost 9 ha. in total) representing the town’s best opportunities for 
developing an office market, for which there is latent demand from the 
nuclear sector (although other suitable uses, particularly tourism-related 
including hotels, would be supported, particularly on harbourside sites). 

4.5.5 The employment land supply in Copeland reflects its industrial history and the 
legacy of out-of-date approaches to inward investment policy.  The land portfolio 
includes substantial areas of brownfield land with stability or contamination issues, 
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and twentieth century industrial estates whose location and environment is 
unattractive to modern business.  These sites are being reviewed and de-
allocation, or identification as suitable for a wider range of uses, will be an option 
when the Site Allocations and Policies Plan is brought forward.  The Core Strategy 
and its evidence base will guide this process, and Development Management Policy 
DM3 will guide the continuing management of the supply. 

4.5.6 The ELPS concluded that it would be sensible to release land for other uses which is 
unattractive for industrial and business use.  However, enough supply should be 
retained to allow for increased demand, and especially for high quality stock and 
the maintenance of a choice of locations throughout the Borough.  Consultation 
responses suggest that there is wide support for such an approach. 

4.5.7 The ELR study confirms that this approach remains valid.  Copeland needs to be 
able to respond to the needs of major infrastructure projects, especially the 
proposed nuclear power station and its associated development.  We also need to 
make allowance for businesses that are likely to grow, or move into Copeland, as a 
result of nuclear-related development; and for the supply additionally to cater for 
other businesses diversifying the economy, as well as the needs of other local 
businesses.  Thus maintaining an apparent surplus is important to retain capacity 
to accommodate extra demand.  However, this situation will be kept under review; 
it will be re-examined in the site allocation process and, if anticipated major 
developments do not come forward, the supply will be re-examined in an early 
review of the strategy. 

4.5.8 So the Core Strategy provides for, and the Site Allocations and Policies Plan will 
bring forward, a supply in excess of recent levels of demand, in locations consistent 
with the spatial strategy as described in ST2 and ER6.  This excess will give flexibility 
to develop the economy in directions indicated by this strategy, but is not 
excessive given the demands which may be placed upon the supply in the next ten 
years.  There is no evidence of any demand for other uses on these sites; any such 
demand arising would be assessed under the terms of Policy ER5.  Proposals to use 
appropriate sites for tourism-related development, in accordance with Policy ER10 
and Development Management Policy DM9, would be welcomed. 

4.5.9 The ELPS and ELR reports are available as evidence base documents and their 
findings are summarised in Core Strategy Topic Paper 1. 

 

4.6 Quality of Employment Space 

4.6.1 Core Strategy evidence base work, the Energy Coast Master Plan, and work on the 
Spatial Implications of Britain’s Energy Coast have all concluded that better quality 
premises and a more attractive environment for business are needed to promote 
economic diversification by attracting higher value occupiers. 
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Policy ER5 – Improving the Quality of Employment Space 

The Council will improve the quality of Copeland’s employment land portfolio by: 

A Prioritising high-quality office provision within Whitehaven and Key Service 
Centres to meet inward investment needs in particular and in line with the 
requirements of Policy ST3B  

B Promoting investment in the public realm at specific employment sites, and 
working with owners to achieve improvements more generally throughout 
industrial areas  

 

4.6.2 Both the ELPS and the ‘Blueprint’ study have noted a lack of quality premises 
across West Cumbria, and that quality supply, when built, has been occupied, 
indicating user demand.  

4.6.3 Copeland needs a portfolio of types of premises and sites: a mix including facilities 
suitable for the development of small and medium sized enterprises associated 
with the potential identified in the ECMP, and for businesses already in operation 
who have close supply-chain relationships with the energy sector. 

4.6.4 Both studies have also noted that the quality of the environment and public realm 
is crucial to the market attractiveness of sites.  The Council’s focus will be on 
prioritising a limited number of key locations in line with priorities identified in the 
Energy Coast Master Plan and the ‘Spatial Implications’ work, but it will also seek 
more general upgrading of the industrial and employment stock.  

4.6.5 Feedback from consultation has supported this approach.  The majority of 
respondents suggested that in order to increase the uptake of existing employment 
sites, the Council should support work with owners to improve the appearance of 
the site through improvements to the public realm, buildings and accessibility.  

 

4.7 Location of Employment  

4.7.1 Different types of employment have different requirements in terms of their 
location, their impact and the needs of businesses. But the underlying logic is, 
wherever possible, to locate activity in centres where there are shared services, 
transport alternatives, and the potential for synergy and mutually-reinforcing 
growth. 

 

Policy ER6 – Location of Employment 

A Employment development will be supported in Whitehaven and Key Service 
Centres   

B Outside Whitehaven, the Key Service Centres, and the allocated sites, smaller scale 
economic development proposals will be considered on their merits, with the 
following matters being particularly important:  
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-  justification for rural location  

-  transport impact 

-  vulnerability to flooding 

-  impact on residential amenity and  

-  impact on landscape character, settlement character and biodiversity  

C The Westlakes Science and Technology Park will continue to be promoted as the 
focus for a knowledge campus of international significance in line with the 
requirements of Policy DM4 as regards uses and design standards  

D Proposals for working from home, conversion of space to employment use, and 
similar localised requirements, will be supported provided that they comply with 
other planning policies 

 

4.7.2 Locational focus: Strategic Policy ST2 sets out a settlement hierarchy which 
underpins all locational choice in the Borough.  Employment development should 
respect this hierarchy.  Exceptions may be justified where activities are of a kind 
which is not appropriate or is a bad neighbour in urban/populated areas, or where 
other sustainable development benefits can be demonstrated.  In general, though, 
much of the expected employment growth will be of a kind that could be located in 
the key centres, and this is the underlying aim. As the ELPS observes (p.94), 
opportunities in Whitehaven town centre can add to supply but require less land-
take; they could also respond to a perceived shortage of quality stock in the centre 
(ELPS p.65). 

4.7.3 This policy reflects the fact that, leaving aside the nuclear sector, jobs are already 
strongly concentrated in the towns: - 

Figure 4.1: Location of jobs in Copeland  

Total, Copeland Borough 29,530 

Sellafield 11,938 

Total, non-Sellafield jobs 17,412 

Whitehaven*  8,694 

Egremont  2,444 

Millom and Haverigg  1,715 

Cleator Moor  1,114 

Rest of Copeland  3,445 

*  Whitehaven Wards (i.e. not including Westlakes)  

Source: NOMIS 2009 
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4.7.4 Despite a strong focus on Whitehaven, it is important to maintain a geographic 
spread of employment opportunities, particularly in view of the rural nature of 
Copeland and consequent accessibility and transport realities.  Planning and 
economic development policy will endeavour to develop the ability of the Key 
Service Centres to respond resiliently to change, including the long term impact of 
decommissioning at Sellafield.  In rural areas, the development of businesses 
reflecting the rural economy, including appropriate forms of economic 
diversification, will be supported.  However, businesses not requiring a rural 
location, or employing more than ten people, will be expected to demonstrate why 
they should not be located in Whitehaven or a Key Service Centre, and how local 
transport impacts will be mitigated. 

4.7.5 The Council recognises the trend towards more home-based working, and will 
generally seek not to obstruct proposals which involve working from home, 
conversions, and similar localised requirements, providing they comply with other 
planning considerations. 

4.7.6 Westlakes Science and Technology Park: Westlakes is intended to build on and 
strengthen a nationally important concentration of energy-related research and 
development, and manufacturing.  This strategic development location should 
continue to: 

 act as a flagship for university research and inward investment 

 attract knowledge-based industry, with special emphasis on technology 
related to nuclear power and decommissioning, along with knowledge 
transferable from those to other sectors; and  

 assist in the creation of a centre of excellence for the energy industry 

4.7.7 One special requirement that will be met outside the immediate centre (though 
within the wider town area) of Whitehaven is the provision of high-quality 
premises for Research and Development (R&D), and especially inward investment, 
at the Westlakes Science and Technology Park. The vision for this site is to combine 
higher and further education, research and production with a specific emphasis on 
the nuclear and energy sectors. The ELPS (p.100) stresses the importance of 
maintaining the site’s differentiation - as a knowledge-based campus - from other 
locations: notably Lillyhall (in Allerdale but serving northern Copeland), which 
despite its ‘strategic’ label is assessed as being in danger now of becoming a 
default business location for activities which could perfectly well be located in the 
town centres (ELPS, p.17).   

4.7.8 Consultation responses have supported this approach, recognising that Westlakes 
can continue as a flagship site for high-value business, attract inward investment, 
and be complementary to Lillyhall.  As part of this approach it will be important to 
maintain high standards of design and landscaping on the site. 

4.8 Developing Town Centres and Other Centres 

4.8.1 This policy sets out the strategic approach towards development in town centres 
and other service areas which include the Local Centres (listed in Policy ST2) and 
neighbourhood centres and identifies the focus and key actions required. 
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Policy ER7 – Principal Town Centre, Key Service Centres, Local Centres and other service 
areas: Roles and Functions 

Development will be required to meet the needs of the area, to be of a scale appropriate 
to the centre, and to not adversely impact on the vitality or viability of other nearby 
centres. The purpose of each centre will differ according to its role and function.  
Development objectives are to: 

A Reinforce the role of Whitehaven as the Principal Town through the promotion of a 
flexible, mixed-use approach,  the improvement of strategic and local accessibility, 
and supporting its continued growth   

B Support Whitehaven’s role as a tourist and visitor destination linked to its unique 
heritage and independent and specialist retailers 

C Protect and where possible enhance the services and facilities provided in the Key 
Service Centres of Cleator Moor, Egremont and Millom 

D Seek to ensure that the Local Centres and neighbourhood centres maintain 
essential shops and services to meet the needs of local communities  

E Encourage evening and night-time uses that contribute to the vibrancy, 
inclusiveness and economic vitality of centres. Such uses should accord with 
Policies DM6 and DM7 

 

4.8.2 Policy ER7 aims to maintain a hierarchy of interconnected, vibrant and inclusive 
Principal Town and Key Service Centres that are mixed-use hubs for retail, 
commercial, leisure, civic and housing provision. Workington, in neighbouring 
Allerdale, is the highest ranking town within the retail settlement hierarchy across 
West Cumbria.  The West Cumbria Retail Study (2009) recognises that Whitehaven 
is not seeking to compete with Workington, but rather needs to focus on 
developing a complementary role building upon its offer of independent and 
specialist retailers, the historic environment and heritage.  This reflects a need for 
the town to adapt to a new commercial reality. 

4.8.3 The existing retail hierarchy will be supported by concentrating civic uses and 
service provision in centres of the appropriate scale; promoting mixed-use and 
multi-purpose centres with a mix of unit sizes and types (including smaller unit 
sizes) appropriate to the size of each centre; and promoting good design within the 
centres so as to ensure appropriate and well-integrated spatial layouts which 
connect to surrounding areas. 

4.8.4 No major change to the retail structure within the Borough is proposed in order to 
meet the existing and future need. Rather, the emphasis is on maintaining and 
enhancing the viability and vitality of the existing retail centres. Whitehaven has 
therefore retained its status as the Principal Town Centre, and Millom, Egremont 
and Cleator Moor continue as Key Service Centres.  However, it may be that there 
will be proposals for development of retail and other town centre uses not in an 
existing centre.  Such applications will be dealt with in accordance with national 
planning policy (NPPF paragraphs 24-27); that is, applying the sequential test 
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allowing out-of-centre development only when suitable centre or edge-of-centre 
sites are not available, and requiring impact assessments on developments outside 
centres and over the default threshold of 2,500 m2. 

 

4.9 Whitehaven Town Centre 

4.9.1 Whitehaven is the Principal Town in Copeland and the main town centre for the 
Borough. The West Cumbria Retail Study (2009) confirms that there is significant 
potential for future development in the Town Centre. 

 
Policy ER8 – Whitehaven Town Centre 

In Whitehaven town centre, development will be encouraged which: 

A Responds to and consolidates the status of Whitehaven as the first and most 
complete post-mediaeval planned town in the country 

B Improves the links and re-establishes the connectivity between the town centre 
and the Harbour 

C Enhances the retail function of ground floor premises (see also Policies DM6A and 
DM7 and the designation of a Retail “Primary Frontages Area” – Policy DM6B) 

D Diversifies the ‘offer’ within the town centre, and improves the evening and night 
time economy 

E Improves Whitehaven’s tourism offer, particularly in relation to serviced 
accommodation, improved visitor facilities and access to the coast 

F Enhances the key gateway sites and approaches into the town, wherever 
practicable providing car parking for both the development itself and the town 
centre 

G Creates a series of new and improved public spaces to establish stronger visual 
links and better access between the town centre and Harbour  

H Improves the integration of new and existing development into the urban grain 

I Maintains high standards of design consistent with the setting of a Conservation 
Area of national significance 

J Diversifies the range of residential accommodation in the town centre, including 
the conversion and re-use of vacant floors over shops 

K Improves the integration and prestige of public transport in the town centre 

L Improves the range of activities available to local residents and visitors  

M Incorporates strategic redevelopment schemes in relation to Policy ST3 and 
improvements to the public realm and traffic environments 

The Whitehaven Town Centre boundary will be redrawn to reflect the anticipated growth 
and development within the area.   
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Any development proposed in Whitehaven Town Centre should also accord with Policies 
DM6 and DM7. 

A new Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) is being prepared to provide design 
guidance for new development in the town centre and harbourside areas. 

 

4.9.2 The 2009 Retail Study showed that there was need for additional comparison and 
convenience retail floor space in Whitehaven over the coming years given that it is 
the Principal Town in the Borough, serves a large catchment area, and has been 
identified as the main focus for growth and regeneration.  

4.9.3 There is a need to consider a possible extension to the town centre boundary to 
allow for the expansion of retailing and other services and to encourage 
investment and development on sites located around the periphery.  Shop units 
within the historic core do not always meet the needs of modern businesses, and 
carefully managed and well-designed new development would support economic 
growth and allow Whitehaven to prosper. 

4.9.4 A development prospectus is being prepared to promote “Destination 
Whitehaven” to potential investors.  This document will provide information on 
key development sites within the wider context of regeneration opportunities and 
the town’s growing role as a key retailing, service and tourist destination. 

  

4.10 The Key Service Centres, Local Centres and other smaller centres 

4.10.1 The three Key Service Centres offer the next level of provision below the Principal 
Town of Whitehaven. Egremont and Cleator Moor are relatively close to 
Whitehaven, and their services and potential reflect that fact. Millom, some 50km 
to the south, provides a wider range of services to its hinterland, and will continue 
to offer a level of provision that reflects its location nearer to Barrow. Outwith 
these three towns, small-scale shopping and other services are provided within 
Local Centres and some smaller rural villages and urban neighbourhood centres 
which require planning policy protection. 

 

Policy ER9 – The Key Service Centres, Local Centres and other smaller centres 

Retail and service development which promotes the vitality and viability of Key Service 
Centres, Local Centres and other smaller centres, and is consistent with the spatial 
development strategy as defined in Policy ST2 and Figure 3.2, will be supported. 

A In Key Service Centres Cleator Moor, Egremont and Millom: 

              i) Appropriate retail and service sector provision will be actively encouraged 
within the defined boundaries of each Key Service Centre to serve local 
communities and to facilitate small scale tourism.  Evening entertainment 
and leisure uses will also be acceptable if they meet the criteria as set out in 
ER7 E above. 
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              ii) The town centre boundaries of the Key Service Centres will be reviewed and 
may be redrawn to reflect current circumstances 

              iii) Further physical improvements in association with town centre 
management initiatives will be considered to attract more visitors and to 
reduce levels of vacancy 

              iv) Development should also accord with Policies DM6 and DM7 

B In the Local Centres and smaller centres:  

 The provision of shops and services will be maintained to ensure they continue to 
serve their small catchment areas with basic goods and services.  Retail and service 
development which promotes the vitality and viability of rural settlements, 
without damaging their environment or amenity, will be supported. 

 

4.10.2 The 2009 Retail Study found that Egremont, Cleator Moor and Millom have high 
vacancy rates, in some areas above the national average, with below average 
representation of the service sector provision and limited entertainment/leisure 
provision. Security and crime were also found to be key concerns, particularly in 
Cleator Moor. Support for further physical improvements to the town centres, 
improved town centre management, and wider initiatives to attract more visitors 
are identified in the Retail Study as key objectives for the towns and are picked up 
in the strategic regeneration policies set out in Chapter 3 of the Core Strategy. 

4.10.3 The study did not identify any need for major change to the Borough’s retail 
structure in order to meet future and existing need. It did however suggest that 
planning for the Key Service Centres should recognise that the retail/service 
function of these towns is shrinking and should seek primarily to retain their 
traditional core retail/service areas. The policy emphasis therefore is on 
maintaining and enhancing the viability and vitality of their existing centres rather 
than seeking expansion and growth.  

 

4.11 Renaissance through Tourism 

4.11.1 Tourism is already an important feature of the Borough’s economy, but it offers 
considerable potential for further growth and benefit. West Cumbria will not 
replicate the performance of an internationally-renowned tourism area like the 
Lake District, but it can draw on its proximity to the Lakes, its rich maritime and 
industrial heritage and other tourism resources to create additional employment 
and wealth. Great strides have already been made, notably at Whitehaven 
Harbour, and the challenge now is to follow that up with better range and quality 
of provision and improved integration with the National Park.  
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Policy ER10 – Renaissance through Tourism 

The Council will maximise the potential of tourism in the Borough and will seek to: 

A Expand tourism outside the Lake District National Park boundaries, with a 
complementary offer that takes pressure off the National Park’s busiest locations, 
and delivers economic benefits in the Borough 

B Locate new tourist accommodation, facilities and attractions where there is proven 
capacity for additional visitors to be accommodated without adverse 
environmental or amenity impacts, with consideration given to the following: 

              i)   Focus major tourist accommodation and attractions in Whitehaven and 
develop the town as a base for exploring the wider area  

              ii)   Encourage development of an appropriate scale in the Key Service Centres 
of Cleator Moor, Millom and Egremont which takes pressure off more 
sensitive areas 

              iii)   Support development requiring a rural location within the smaller villages 
and countryside, if proven necessary to enhance the Borough’s existing 
place-bound assets  

              iv) Permit holiday accommodation which meets the requirements of Policy 
DM9 

C Support appropriate tourism development which accords with the principles of 
sustainable development and does not compromise the special qualities and 
character of allocated Tourism Opportunity Sites, the area surrounding them or 
public access thereto, in the following locations: 

              i)  Hodbarrow 

              ii)  Ehen / Keekle Valleys 

              iii)  Whitehaven Coastal Fringe 

              iv)  Lowca Coastal Area  

D Support appropriate developments which improve and enhance the quality of the 
tourism product 

E Wherever possible tourism providers will be required to ensure that 
accommodation and attractions are well connected to other tourist destinations 
and amenities, particularly by public transport, walking and cycling 

F The Council will work with the Lake District National Park Authority, Cumbria 
Tourism, West Cumbria Tourism Partnership and other tourism organisations in 
marketing, co-ordinating and managing the development of the Borough’s offer 
and to maximise the benefits of the ‘Lake District’ brand 

All tourism related developments should accord with Policies DM8 and DM9. 
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4.11.2 There is significant scope for Copeland to maximise opportunities in the tourism 
sector, capitalising on what makes it unique. Expanding the tourism offer and 
appeal of the Borough outside the National Park will help to complement the 
tourism offer of the Lake District, particularly with the coastal asset and the 
presence of a major heritage town; to offer alternatives to the busiest core 
locations in the Lakes; and create economic benefit in the rest of Copeland.  The 
proposed Whitehaven Transport Interchange will play a vital role in boosting 
tourism in the wider Borough through the provision of sustainable transport modes 
for visitors to explore the area. 

4.11.3 Day visits currently dominate the tourism sector, therefore there is potential to 
expand the tourism offer to encourage longer stays and to develop the weekend 
and short-break market. Growth in the wider business economy, for example in the 
energy sector, will also provide an opportunity for growth in business tourism.  

4.11.4 Improvements are needed in order to achieve this, enhancing the broader lifestyle 
offer (and hence also making Copeland a better place to live in as well as visit). This 
includes encouraging improved quality in accommodation, attractions, and the 
food / beverage / restaurant offer; improved public transport, including better 
weekend rail services; improving walking and cycle paths and their signage; 
enhancing the public realm; and signposting parking and ‘gateway’ areas to town 
centres and attractions.  

4.11.5 Tourism services and facilities should be provided in the most sustainable locations 
of the Borough, the policy outlines areas of priority for such development, 
including Whitehaven, the Key Service Centres and Key Tourism Opportunity Sites.  
Proposals should also be assessed against their impact on the environment and 
local communities. 

4.11.6 Away from the towns, major Tourism Opportunity Sites will provide for larger-scale 
tourist activities that may not be possible or appropriate in the urban areas.  The 
Tourism Opportunity Sites will support appropriate, low impact development for 
the purpose of quiet enjoyment.  Development will be expected to relate to the 
character of the site and wider area.  Appropriate development may include 
activity areas linked by footpaths, cycle routes and landscaping for instance.  Some 
small-scale hard development may be permitted at gateways to the site to 
facilitate activity in the wider area.  The Sites are designed to act as catalysts to 
boost further tourism infrastructure in the nearby service centres thereby 
improving the tourism/lifestyle offering and providing valuable economic benefits, 
safeguarding existing businesses and jobs and creating opportunities for the 
development of new businesses and employment. 

4.11.7 The Tourism Opportunity Sites are: 

 Hodbarrow: where the combination of water sports and the nature interest 
need to be compatible; on the fringes of the National Park 

 Ehen/Keekle Valleys: development associated with urban fringe leisure and 
recreational use of the valleys 

 Whitehaven Coastal Fringe – the ‘Colourful Coast’: linking Whitehaven 
Harbour with Haig Pit and St Bees Heritage Coast.  Leisure and recreational 
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use not compromising the special qualities and character of the undeveloped 
coast or public access thereto  

 Lowca: potential at and around the approved development site at Lowca, 
Micklam and the coast to the north.  

4.11.8 It should be noted that any works below the mean high water springs may require 
a licence under the Marine and Coastal Access Act (2009). 

 

4.12 Developing Enterprise and Skills 

4.12.1 The nature of employment development in Copeland has mirrored the 
development in its economy over recent decades, with a focus on the nuclear and 
energy related industries, and on the businesses which support them. Potential 
growth sectors for the future include further nuclear and energy-related 
environmental technologies, and tourism. Green business practices and green 
industries such as renewable energy, energy management and material 
processing can also help to diversify the Borough’s economy. 

4.12.2 However, Copeland’s workforce needs to be equipped with the right skills to meet 
the opportunities provided by such employment growth. Copeland currently has 
higher levels than the Cumbria average (though comparable with the national 
figures) of worklessness and unemployment; particular concerns are the youngest 
working-age group, and some deprived localities.  

4.12.3 Levels of enterprise are low; barriers to enterprise include a lack of skills, 
confidence, and support services - as well as physical constraints such as distance 
and slow transport links. 

 
Policy ER11 – Developing Enterprise and Skills 

The Council will work with its partners to promote and develop the skills and employment 
opportunities of local people by: 

A Enhancing inward investment and promoting the diversification of the Borough’s 
economy, working with partners to support new and expanding employment 
sectors, particularly energy-related and environmental and innovative energy 
technologies, such as tidal, off shore wind and micro-generation 

B Supporting the development of education and training facilities, to encourage 
people to develop the qualifications and skills that will be attractive to new 
business and vital for new enterprise 

C Supporting the development of commercial units which meet the needs of 
businesses, encourage start ups and promote further expansion in order to retain 
enterprise, jobs and skills within the Borough   

D Encouraging the further development of Research and Development and education 
and training facilities at the Westlakes Science and Technology Park, along with 
Further and Higher Education Partners 
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E Supporting new spin-off business development that capitalises on the existing or 
emerging Intellectual Property that exists at Sellafield 

F Focussing employment training and initiatives in Whitehaven, the 3 Key Service 
Centres, the Westlakes Science and Technology Park and the Sellafield site where 
there is good access to the strategic road network and where the use of public 
transport can be maximised 

G Ensuring that the benefits of regeneration provide a catalyst for change in the 
communities living nearby, by improving connectivity, including transport links and 
securing training and employment agreements 

 

4.12.4 Extending and diversifying the Borough’s economic base, increasing the number of 
new business start-ups, ensuring enterprise units meet the needs of businesses 
throughout their lifecycle, ensuring sites and policies promote entrepreneurship, 
tackling worklessness, improving, building on and retaining the skills base of 
Copeland’s residents including land management skills for the rural environment, 
and removing barriers to employment are key objectives and priorities of the 
Council, Community Strategy and the Energy Coast Master Plan in the delivery of 
economic growth in the Borough. 

4.12.5 The provision of the Lakes College West Cumbria and Energus at Lillyhall (just 
outside the Copeland boundary to the north), the University of Cumbria, UCLAN 
and the Dalton Institute (Manchester University) provide valuable training and 
education resources for Copeland; there are opportunities to work with these and 
other training providers in the provision of outreach training to be provided in the 
Borough. 
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5 Sustainable Settlements  

5.1 Introduction 

5.1.1 Housing is one of the key strategic spatial issues for Copeland. 

 A legacy connected with the Borough’s industrial past, of larger than average 
numbers of terraced and unattractive public sector homes, was met by the 
inclusion of West Cumbria in the Housing Market Renewal programme, 
resources for which have now been drastically curtailed. 

 Socio-economic and marketing assessments have repeatedly identified a 
shortage of ‘executive’ quality housing, resulting in the socially mobile looking 
for homes outside the Borough and acting as a potential disincentive to 
inward investment.  Rectifying this is an aim of the Energy Coast Master Plan. 

 It is thus a guiding strategic principle in the Borough, expressed in its Housing 
Strategy (based on housing market assessment) as well as the ECMP and this 
Core Strategy, that the range and quality of the Borough’s housing stock, and 
thus the balance of the local housing market, be improved. 

 

5.2 Improving the Housing Offer 

5.2.1 The strategic development principles set out in Policy ST1 focus on improving the 
whole housing offer in the Borough.  Policy for sustainable settlements thus has 
the following three distinct but connected aspects:  

 promoting a better, more balanced housing ‘offer’ through continued renewal 
as well as the encouragement of ‘aspirational’ and ‘executive’ housing;   

 providing, in a sustainable way, the right quantity and quality of land not only 
to meet identified needs but also to allow for growth; and 

 making sure that planning policy helps to meet the needs of the whole 
community. 

5.2.2 Detailed components for dealing with quality of place, sustainable development 
principles and standards for amenity are set out later in Policies for Development 
Management (Chapter 10, Policies DM10 to DM21).  

 

Policy SS1 – Improving the Housing Offer  

The Council will work to make Copeland a more attractive place to build homes and to live 
in them, by: 

A Allocating housing sites to meet local needs in locations attractive to house 
builders and requiring new development to be designed and built to a high 
standard 

B Promoting the renovation and improvement of the Borough’s existing housing 
stock, and the enhancement of the surrounding residential environment, to meet 
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local housing needs, particularly in Whitehaven, the three smaller towns, and Local 
Centres 

C Considering further partnership and funding options (in consultation with local 
communities) for demolition and redevelopment schemes in areas of low demand 
or where the stock does not meet local housing market needs. This will include the 
continuation of previous Furness and West Cumbria Housing Market Renewal 
schemes. 

 

5.2.3 Standard of New Housing: Copeland must set high standards and targets in design 
and build of new housing to improve the quality of our future housing.   In keeping 
with Sustainable Community Strategy aims and Core Strategy Objective 9, the 
quality of new homes will be regulated with regard to the principles established for 
Place Quality in Policy DM10, Sustainable Development Standards in Policy DM11, 
and Standards for New Residential Developments in Policy DM12. 

5.2.4 The Council is mindful that there is support for targets which go further than 
national standards in promoting sustainable construction.  However, relatively 
weak market conditions prevail in most of the Borough, and progress will be made 
via the Building Regulations towards the highest standards of sustainability by 
2016.  So it is not proposed that policy should go beyond Building Regulations 
standards, to minimise the risk of compromising development viability in areas 
needing increased house building.  The Council will, however, encourage 
innovative design incorporating high environmental standards. 

5.2.5 Housing Stock Improvement and Renewal: There remains local support at a 
variety of levels for an approach to renewal involving clearance and replacement.  
On its own, this would not deliver the improvements needed to deliver an 
improved housing offer.  Therefore, there will be a mixed approach, in which 
housing clearance, redevelopment, and improvements to the existing stock will 
complement the provision of new housing.  

 

5.3 Sustainable Housing Growth  

5.3.1 The Council must plan for housing growth over the plan period. The sustainable 
approach is to allocate sites for housing development in accessible locations, to set 
realistic annual housing supply targets, to optimise development densities and to 
ensure the development of as much brownfield land as is feasible.  

 

Policy SS2 – Sustainable Housing Growth 

House building to meet the needs of the community and to accommodate growth will be 
provided for by: 

A Allocating sufficient land for new housing development to meet identified 
requirements within the Borough 
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B Allocating land in accordance with the following housing targets: 

              i) A baseline requirement, derived from projected household growth, of 230 
dwellings per year 

              ii) Provision for growth 30% above that, to 300 dwellings per year 

C Seeking densities of over 30 dwellings per hectare, with detailed density 
requirements determined in relation to the character and sustainability of the 
surrounding area as well as design considerations  

D Seeking to achieve 50% of new housing development on previously developed 
‘brownfield’ sites 

 

5.3.2 The North West Regional Spatial Strategy set a target for Copeland of 230 dwellings 
per annum, based on an agreed approach for Cumbria which reflected the then 
current household projections.  The Strategic Housing Market Assessment notes 
that the 2008-based Household Projections (DCLG based on Office for National 
Statistics population data) anticipate average growth of 320 households per annum 
over the period 2006-2031.  But this is probably an over-estimate based on 
projections of in-migration derived from past conditions which are not likely to be 
repeated in the short term. 

 

Housing Trajectory 

5.3.3 Figure 5.1 illustrates the need for emerging site allocations over the Plan period.  
The ‘base scenario’, set by Policy SS2 and reflecting evidence summarised below, is 
for an average 230 dwellings per year, or 3,450 over the plan period. 

5.3.4 The Government instructs that a ‘buffer’, of an additional 20% over the basic 
allowance of 230 homes per annum, be brought forward to ‘frontload’ the supply 
in the first five years, leading to a reduction of 10% below the allowance for the 
remaining 10 years. 

5.3.5 Allowance also needs to be made for ‘market uplift’ of seventy dwellings per year 
in years 6 to 15 of the plan period, to respond to the demand that would arise from 
the anticipated construction of a nuclear power station.  Thus the total amount of 
house building for which land will be made available including ‘market uplift’ would 
be at 230 per year for 5 years, and 300 per year for 10 years – a total of 4,150.  
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Figure 5.1: Housing Trajectory – Guide for allocations and phasing 
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5.3.6 A more detailed comparison of the resulting alternative trajectory is provided in 
Appendix 5. 

5.3.7 More detailed examination of future development scenarios has been undertaken 
as part of the ‘West Cumbria Economic Blueprint’ which is updating the Energy 
Coast Master Plan of 2007.  County Council modelling suggests a lower figure of 
109-161 per annum, starting from a ‘baseline scenario’ assuming net job losses of 
3,000.  Even the highest of those is less than the house building levels generally 
attained in the Borough under normal or growing market conditions.  The Council 
does not consider it prudent to plan for this level of building, given the Borough’s 
history of work-based in-migration, the Energy Coast strategy of energy-based 
growth, and the real prospects of growth accompanying the nuclear power station 
and other proposed developments at Sellafield.   These scenarios are published 
separately and their implications for the planning process have been analysed in 
the Housing Topic Paper. 

5.3.8 On the basis of recent market performance, to allow for 230 per year may appear 
ambitious, but it represents a level of house building that is achievable if the local 
economy grows, and would indeed be necessary to accommodate it. (No allowance 
is made for unpredicted ‘windfall’ sites, but the history of development in the 
Borough suggests that this would make an additional contribution.) 

5.3.9 The SHLAA demonstrates that we can find land to accommodate 300 dwellings per 
year over the Plan period.  This can be done without needing to reassess objectives 
such as those relating to settlement distribution, landscape protection and the 
environment.   The Borough Council considers that the supply should include all 
this land, so that Copeland is capable of responding to the growth possibilities that 
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have been identified in the ‘nuclear investment’ scenario.  (This scenario indicates 
demand for almost 600 homes per year in West Cumbria as a whole). 

5.3.10 However, current market conditions and infrastructure considerations (in 
particular, drainage and water supply) mean that allowance for such growth will 
have to be phased into the later stages of the Plan period.  This will be considered 
in greater detail in the Site Allocations and Policies Plan.  The current assumption is 
that, for at least the first five years of the Plan period, 230 per annum is the most 
that it is realistic to provide for.  However, in accordance with national planning 
policy, we will also ensure that an additional 20% is available in the first five years 
to allow the housing market to make up for its so-called ‘underperformance’ in 
recent years.  Thus the supply will allow for up to 276 homes per annum. 

5.3.11 Housing Density: national and regional targets for housing density have been done 
away with.  However, the Council considers that it remains desirable, so that land is 
not wasted and settlement character is protected, to expect that most housing 
development will take place at over 30 dwellings per hectare (dph).  Developments 
will be expected to achieve a significantly higher density in the centres of 
settlements with a more densely built character.  In central Whitehaven in 
particular, development should reflect the special urban character of the Georgian 
core.  Elsewhere, lower densities than 30 dph may be acceptable with specific 
justification, for example in settlements or neighbourhoods which have an open 
character, where the dimensions of the site are not favourable to a compact 
layout, or where a density of 30 dph or higher would compromise the provision of 
executive housing.  The case for this should be made in Design and Access 
Statements accompanying planning applications. 

5.3.12 Brownfield Development: a target of at least 50% of new dwellings on ‘brownfield’ 
land was inherited from higher level strategies.  It was intended to focus attention 
on the regeneration potential of previously-developed land and buildings in the 
most sustainable locations, such as Whitehaven.  However, the SHLAA and viability 
assessments indicate that a figure of 25% to 35%, dependent on market conditions, 
is more realistic.  The policy priorities of the Core Strategy, notably the general 
stress on urban regeneration and the specific targets in ST2, will ensure that 
maximising the take up of brownfield land remains high on the agenda.  The 
likelihood of higher densities on previously-developed land will also be a factor, 
compared to the uniform density assumption in the SHLAA.  An aspirational 50% 
target is therefore retained, to make sure that capitalising on brownfield 
opportunities is a factor in the site allocation process. 

5.3.13 Where brownfield land, particularly on larger and urban fringe sites, has acquired 
biodiversity value, the Council will encourage the retention of enough natural 
habitat to make a viable contribution to local green infrastructure in accordance 
with policies SS5 and ENV3. 

 

5.4 Housing Needs, Mix and Affordability 

5.4.1 Copeland’s vision for housing is: 

 a balanced mix of housing types, sizes and tenure 
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 attractive, safe and sustainable neighbourhoods 

 support for economic development and regeneration objectives 

5.4.2 Providing a mix of high quality housing to meet people’s needs and aspirations is a 
key element in reducing outward migration levels as well as stabilising and then 
increasing the Borough’s resident population.  

5.4.3 The Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) (2011) highlights a general lack 
of choice with the current stock, and a need for family homes and for housing to 
accommodate the ageing population.  It also notes that housing is less affordable 
now compared to 2006, and that there is a need for a greater supply of good 
quality medium-density housing, as well as modern ‘executive’ housing.  It suggests 
that this lack of affordable and executive housing may be a barrier to sustainability 
and investment in the Borough.  

 
Policy SS3 – Housing Needs, Mix and Affordability 

Applications for housing development should demonstrate how the proposal helps to 
deliver a range and choice of good quality and affordable homes for everyone.   

A Development proposals will be assessed according to how well they meet the 
identified needs and aspirations of the Borough’s individual Housing Market Areas 
as set out in the Strategic Housing Market Assessment, by: 

              i Creating a more balanced mix of housing types and tenure within that 
market area, in line with the evidence provided in the SHMA 

              ii Including a proportion of affordable housing which makes the maximum 
contribution (consistent with maintaining the viability of the development) 
to meeting identified needs in that market area 

              iii Establishing a supply of sites suitable for executive and high quality family 
housing, focussing on Whitehaven and its fringes as a priority and also 
giving particular attention to the three smaller towns 

              iv Ensuring that housing meets special needs, for example those of older 
people, where there is a genuine and proven need and demand in a 
particular locality 

              v Providing housing for specific groups where there is housing need, including 
temporary workforce, agricultural workers and key workers  

B The Council will continue to operate a Rural Exception Site policy approach in rural 
areas outside the Key Service Centres and Local Centres to provide affordable 
housing that meets an identified local need and will be secured to meet that need 
in perpetuity 

C The Council will work with neighbouring authorities to meet any evidenced need 
for Gypsy and Travellers sites and to provide greater choice. (Please see Policy 
DM20 for further detail) 
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5.4.4 Housing Mix: The mix of housing in a development should be informed by an 
assessment of the housing needs of the locality.  The Council will not seek to 
impose a standardised mix, but may set out specific site-based guidelines in the 
Site Allocations and Policies Plan and/or development briefs.  Developers may be 
required to justify with evidence proposals which do not seek to address identified 
local needs for particular types of housing.  The SHMA indicates unsatisfied 
demand for:  

 larger (especially four bedroom) houses in the north of the Borough; 

 smaller (one or two bedroom) homes in Mid and South Copeland; 

 detached houses across the Borough; 

 bungalows in Whitehaven and Egremont. 

5.4.5 Affordable Housing:  The approach to meeting needs for affordable housing will be 
based on the conclusions of the SHMA.  This indicates a need for 153 affordable 
dwellings per annum.  However, assuming that the market is unlikely to provide 
enough dwellings for that need to be met via planning obligations, it recommends 
that a quota of 15-25% be sought, subject to development viability and local 
market variation across the Borough.  Viability evidence indicates that at least 
twenty per cent should be achievable in higher value areas (mostly in rural Mid and 
South Copeland); thus the Council will seek provision at the higher end of the 
recommended range in rural areas identified by the viability study as high value, 
and on green field sites.  In urban areas and on brownfield sites, lower levels of 
provision are more likely to be accepted.   The evidence indicates that a split of 
60% for rent, 40% equity share would be appropriate.  It is proposed to adopt 
targets reflecting these characteristics, to be set out in more detail in the Site 
Allocations and Policies Plan or a further Local Development Document. 

5.4.6 Rural Exceptions:  The Council will consider favourably proposals for affordable 
housing in villages to meet the needs of the local community and fulfil the 
following requirements:  

i. a site that is within or immediately adjoins the village and is well 
related to its built form in terms of scale and character 

ii. supported by evidence to show need for the development in the local 
community (usually parish and adjoining parishes) or that an 
individual applicant has genuine local ties to the village and genuine 
affordability needs  

iii. subject to a planning obligation that requires occupation of the 
dwelling(s) in perpetuity only by households with these same local 
connections and affordability issues  

5.4.7 Exceptionally, consent may be given to homes in open countryside fulfilling the 
above requirements and where it can be demonstrated that a location outside a 
settlement is essential. 

5.4.8 Gypsies and Travellers: the Cumbria Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation 
Assessment (GTAA) identified a need for one residential pitch within Copeland.  
Evidence for the abandoned partial review of the RSS suggested a need for zero 
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residential pitches and five transit pitches for Gypsies and Travellers in the Borough 
over the next ten years.  However, the figures for the RSS are given in multiples of 
five and as a result the Council, in partnership with other councils in Cumbria, is 
commissioning further work to determine more precisely how many pitches are 
needed and how these needs will be provided for.  In this way the Council will 
continue to work with the neighbouring authorities to meet any need for Gypsy/ 
Traveller sites and to provide greater choice. 

 

5.5 Community Facilities and Services  

5.5.1 In order for communities to be successful it is vital that they are well served by a 
full range of public, private, community and voluntary services. Facilities must be 
appropriate to people’s needs, affordable, accessible to all, and available locally. 
This reduces the need for people to travel to obtain essential services, particularly 
benefiting the less mobile and more deprived members of society.  

5.5.2 For the purpose of this Core Strategy, ‘community facilities and services’ include 
the following: 

 Education: primary, secondary, further and higher  

 Health: primary care and acute services  

 Information: libraries, museums and arts / cultural services  

 Social services: children, young people, families, elderly, learning and physical 
disabilities, mental health  

 Community: theatres, halls, meeting rooms, even public houses and churches, 
chapels, mosques etc.  

 Post Offices and shops  

 Leisure: playing fields and sports pitches, play areas, allotments and informal 
open space accessible to the public (covered also by Policy SS5), sports and 
leisure centres.  

 Emergency Services: police, fire, ambulance 

 

Policy SS4 – Community and Cultural Facilities and Services  

The range of services and facilities serving the Borough’s communities will be protected 
by: 

A Encouraging the provision and retention of good quality services and facilities 
which meet the needs of local communities and are accessible by public transport, 
cycling or on foot.   Services and facilities which benefit the less mobile or more 
deprived members of the community and which maximise opportunities for people 
to improve their health and well being, will be given particular support. 
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B Ensuring that needs are met in the most appropriate, effective and accessible way, 
by: 

              i) locating widely used services and facilities in Whitehaven and the three 
smaller towns 

              ii) increasing provision of local community facilities, such as community 
centres and public open space, in Local Centres and villages identified as 
needing them 

              iii) improving the number and quality of facilities in areas of the Borough which 
exhibit higher than average levels of socio-economic deprivation – 
especially as regards health care, sports and fitness facilities where healthy 
living is an issue   

              iv) providing specifically for the leisure and recreational needs of older people  

C Guarding against the loss of land or buildings belonging to existing facilities in all 
locations by:  

              i) wherever possible ensuring sites are retained for other forms of community 
use  

              ii) ensuring that satisfactory alternative provision is made where proposals for 
development will result in the justifiable loss of an existing service or 
facility, in accordance with Policy DM21 

D Allowing the expansion and / or enhancement of existing community and cultural 
facilities to assist continuing viability, particularly in areas where new development 
will increase the demand for facilities  

E Where development proposals are likely to increase demand for certain 
community facilities and services the Council will expect developers to contribute 
to their provision, enlargement, improvement or enhanced maintenance, in 
accordance with Policy ST4 and Local Development Documents relating to 
infrastructure provision  

 

5.5.3 Location of Community Facilities:  One of the key priorities for the Council is to 
ensure that the right level and quality of services and facilities is provided in each 
of the settlements across the Borough.  Facilities should be of a scale appropriate 
to the type and size of settlement, with higher level services located in 
Whitehaven, Millom, Cleator Moor and Egremont.  This is considered to be the 
most sustainable option to ensure that needs are met in the most effective and 
accessible way.  

5.5.4 The policy acknowledges that additional local services and facilities will be required 
within the Local Centres and villages. This should reduce the need to travel for key 
essential services, and improve the quality of life of residents within these areas.  
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5.5.5 Community Facilities and Services for Specific Groups: consultation responses 
have identified two priorities:  

 the leisure and recreational needs of older people, for bowling greens, 
community gardens and allotments, and extra facilities for adult education, 
should be a specific consideration   

 health and well-being should also be improved through for example providing 
better quality open spaces, public sports halls, car-free routes for cycling and 
walking, provision of allotments and an accessible network of health facilities  

5.5.6 Open space is also valuable as a component of green infrastructure, and this is 
covered in strategic terms in Policy SS5. 

5.5.7 Protection of Community Facilities and Services: There has been wide support for 
the principle of protecting socially useful facilities, in all locations, from 
development pressures.  In particular, land or buildings belonging to or providing 
community facilities should be protected from pressure from competing uses 
unless there is no demand, or sufficient alternative provision exists.  For open 
space, sports and recreational buildings and land, including school playing fields, 
the criteria of NPPF paragraph 74 will apply: 

 an assessment must be undertaken to show that they are surplus to 
requirements; or 

 the loss would be replaced by equivalent or better provision in a suitable 
location; or 

 the development is for alternative sports and recreational provision, the 
needs for which clearly outweigh the loss. 

 

5.6 Green infrastructure 

5.6.1 As well as Copeland’s unbeatable wealth of countryside, its towns and villages have 
important areas of green space within their boundaries.  These provide 
opportunities for passive or sporting recreation, habitats for wildlife, and make a 
positive contribution to the character of towns and villages.   The Council is 
committed to the protection and enhancement of such assets for the enjoyment of 
residents and visitors alike, together with the routes which connect them including 
footpaths, green-ways and cycleways. 

5.6.2 ‘Green infrastructure’ refers to the concept of developing a network of green 
spaces and other environmental features, including parks, open spaces (including 
small urban areas planted with trees), playing fields, woodlands and allotments.  It 
should be connected where possible to the countryside via routes such as 
footpaths and cycleways functioning as ‘wildlife corridors’.  In principle green 
infrastructure also includes private spaces such as gardens, though this policy does 
not seek to exert control over them other than through the normal use of 
development management powers.   

5.6.3 Green infrastructure has a dual role.  In terms of settlement sustainability, it 
enhances the quality of life by supporting a framework of open spaces of a range of 
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sizes and purposes, which make places more attractive and promotes better 
mental and physical health.  Additionally, it can be managed to maintain and create 
wildlife habitats and corridors linking them, which promotes biodiversity.  This 
aspect is dealt with under Policy ENV3. 

 

Policy SS5 – Provision and Access to Open Space and Green Infrastructure 

Adequate provision and access to open space, and the development of the Borough’s 
green infrastructure, will be promoted by:  

A Protecting against the loss of designated open space (including playing fields, play 
areas and allotments) within settlements, and of the access routes or wildlife 
corridors which connect them, whilst ensuring also that they are well maintained.  
Where it is necessary to build on land covered by this policy, equivalent 
replacement provision should be made 

B Setting minimum open space standards for new development in accordance with 
Policy DM12  

C Promoting the establishment, improvement and protection of green infrastructure 
networks connecting open spaces with each other and with the countryside 

 

5.6.4 An audit has been carried out in accordance with national guidance in PPG17.  This 
has assessed the Borough’s recreational assets against national standards, in some 
cases modified to suit local conditions.  Shortfalls are identified in the Strategy for 
Infrastructure, which will inform future development and expansion of these 
assets.  It will also be the base for developing an approach to funding 
improvements via developer contributions or the Community infrastructure Levy, 
guided by Policy ST4.  In implementing these Policies the Council will also be 
mindful of Natural England’s Accessible Natural Greenspace Standards and will 
seek, wherever feasible, to improve Copeland’s performance in meeting them. 

5.6.5 The Council may, in pursuing the aims of this Policy, adopt standards which vary 
from national norms in order to respond to the needs of the people of Copeland.  
Any such variance will be published, and consulted on, in a Local Development 
Document. 

5.6.6 Policy SS5 will support the protection of existing facilities such as sports pitches, 
parks, play areas and allotments, which will be designated in the Site Allocations 
and Policies Plan and Proposals Map.   The policy covers any relevant facility 
referred to in the audit.   The Council will endeavour to preserve and enhance the 
Borough’s green infrastructure as far as budgets permit, and will expect that new 
development plays its part in improving the extent, quality and accessibility of 
green space.  This will be achieved via the negotiation of planning obligations or 
use of Community Infrastructure Levy if adopted.  This approach is complementary 
to that relating to other community facilities in Policy SS4.  The Council’s proposed 
requirements for open space and landscaping are set out in Policy DM12 and 
DM26 respectively. 
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6 Accessibility, Transport and Communications 

6.1 Introduction 

6.1.1 Many issues relating to transport are regulated outside the realm of land-use 
planning, and local projects are planned through the Cumbria Local Transport Plan 
produced by Cumbria County Council.  However, the LDF has an important role to 
play in supporting delivery of the Local Transport Plan.  It can allocate or safeguard 
land necessary for providing new transport infrastructure and ensure that new 
development is located where, and in such a way that, opportunities for supporting 
public transport, walking and cycling are maximised.  New development can also 
deliver transport improvements that address its impact, via planning obligations.   

6.1.2 Improvements to the current transport network and innovative approaches to 
working to promote more sustainable travel patterns are vital.  Sustainable 
transport access at the key out of town employment sites in the Borough, namely 
the Westlakes Science and Technology Park and the Sellafield site should be 
explicitly encouraged.  The Sellafield site in particular generates significant 
transport movements which can cause congestion during peak times.  The 
proposed new nuclear power station adjacent to the Sellafield site would add 
further pressure to the existing network and it is therefore imperative that 
sustainable transport solutions are realised.  Through a package of transport 
improvements and the relocation of non-essential staff off the site to town centres 
sustainable travel will be encouraged, congestion reduced and site safety and 
security improved.   

6.1.3 In addition, the Borough’s relative geographic isolation must be countered by 
ensuring that the latest facilities for communications and access to information are 
available for all our communities. 

 

6.2 Improving Accessibility and Transport 

6.2.1 The Spatial Development Principles (ST1) rely on new development being in the 
most sustainable locations, in transport terms. They also require the transport 
system to respond in a way which increases modal choice.  Our approach to 
planning in the Borough is to make walking, cycling and using public transport 
easier, and to make the car less necessary as a mode of transport, especially for 
journeys to work and within and between neighbouring settlements.   

 
Policy T1 – Improving Accessibility and Transport 

The Council will support transport improvements that maximise accessibility for all modes 
of transport but particularly by foot, cycle and public transport.   

A  Priority will be given to improving the accessibility of the Borough’s key 
development and regeneration sites, town and village centres, service, 
employment and transport hubs, and rural areas 
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B Where appropriate land will be allocated or safeguarded to facilitate the following 
transport priorities for the Borough: 

              i) Whitehaven Town Centre Transport Interchange  

              ii) Whitehaven Town Centre Enhancements Scheme 

              iii) Pow Beck spine road 

              iv) A595 Whitehaven Eastern Relief Road / Bypass 

              v) improvements to the A595 

              vi) Improvements to the A5086  

              vii)  Maintaining and improving the stations, infrastructure and services on the 
Cumbria Coastal Railway 

              viii) Improvements and enhancements of the footpath and cycle network to 
improve accessibility by these modes 

The Council will support schemes which improve transport including park and ride 
facilities for areas of employment and new development sites, freight transfer facilities 
and other rail-related improvements. 

C Better connections will be sought outside the Borough to: 

              i) Key employment sites, service centres and transport hubs, including Lillyhall 
Business Park, employment zones in and the Port of Workington, Barrow in 
Furness and Carlisle 

              ii) Regional and national transport links including the A66, M6, A595, A5092, 
A590 and West Coast Main Line 

D Planning obligations for developments at all major new development2 sites will be 
sought to mitigate their impact on the Borough’s transportation system  

E Transport system improvements must include measures to upgrade the 
environment, safety and convenience of the system and its setting 

F A Parking Strategy will be developed to set out guidance for incorporating car 
parking in new developments with appropriate parking standards and for 
managing parking in the Borough 

Detailed requirements for all transport developments are set out in Development 
Management Policy DM22. 

 

6.2.2 In order to address the transport-related issues facing the Borough and strike a 
good balance in improving accessibility to meet economic, social and 
environmental objectives, Policy T1 includes a combination of improvements. 

6.2.3 Accessibility to Key Sites: given the focus of development and regeneration in the 
Borough’s key towns, where accessibility by foot, cycle and public transport is 

                                                      
2
 Major development relates to sites greater than 0.5 hectares or comprising 10 or more dwellings 
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greatest, priority needs to be given to improving links to key out of town sites by 
sustainable modes.  Sustainable travel should be actively promoted through travel 
planning at the key employment sites at the Westlakes Science and Technology 
Park and Sellafield.   

6.2.4 Land for Transport Priorities: Policy T1 establishes the principle for safeguarding or 
allocating land to deliver the key transport priorities that have been identified for 
the Borough.  Details of the land and boundaries will be set out in the Site 
Allocations and Policies Plan. 

6.2.5 Connections outside the Borough: good access to employment locations, service 
centres and transport hubs outside the Borough is essential to enable the people 
of Copeland to have a choice of sources of work and services – which may not be 
available in the Borough.  Better links to regional and national networks such as the 
A66, M6 and West Coast Main Line are essential components in reducing 
perceptions of the Borough’s remoteness. 

6.2.6 Development and Transport Improvements: planning obligations will have a key 
role in securing appropriate improvements to transport infrastructure, especially 
improvements that will improve and encourage the use of public transport and rail 
infrastructure.  The Council will seek to ensure that any major new development3, 
especially the delivery of new energy schemes in the national interest, will be 
accompanied by appropriate measures, consistent with the transport priorities for 
the Borough, to mitigate its transport impact.  Travel Plans will be used to ensure 
that travel demands arising from any major new development - at Sellafield and 
other sites throughout the Borough - will make the best use of existing and new 
public transport infrastructure.  The Council will also expect improved transport 
safety and attention to traffic environments to feature in all new development 
proposals. 

6.2.7 Further details with regard to assessing the transport impact of development and 
requiring transport improvements are set out in ER1 and Policy DM22.   

6.2.8 Parking Strategy: Policy T1 also proposes the development of a parking strategy 
that will set out details on how car parking should be provided in new 
developments.  This strategy will set the car parking standards that will be applied 
in Development Management Policy DM22.  In the interim, standards set out in 
RSS will be used as a guide. The strategy will also focus on the management of 
parking in the Borough.   

 

6.3 Improving Information and Communication Technology 

6.3.1 Improvements to communications technology and access to information are 
essential to counter the Borough’s relative geographic isolation.  These 
technologies can reduce the need to travel and the number of car journeys made, 
for example through the provision of services online, teleconferencing and home 
working.  They are also essential for stimulating and supporting economic growth, 

                                                      
3
 Major development relates to sites greater than 0.5 hectares or comprising 10 or more dwellings 
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providing opportunities for existing businesses and are vital to attracting new 
businesses to the Borough. 

 

Policy T2 – Information and Communications Technology 

Developments which seek to extend or improve connectivity through existing and 
emerging telecommunications in all parts of the Borough will be supported subject to 
appropriate safeguards. 

Details of these safeguards and other requirements can be found in Development 
Management Policy DM23. 

 

6.3.2 Communications/Information Technology: The Council will support the 
development of new technologies and where possible assist with extensions or 
upgrading of telecommunications, high speed broadband etc. However, the 
number of masts and sites for such installations should be kept to a minimum and 
appropriate safeguards are necessary to protect sensitive sites.   
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7 Environmental Protection and Enhancement 

7.1 Introduction 

7.1.1 One of the most important roles of the planning system is the protection and 
enhancement of the environment.  The Council is expected by Government to 
develop policies for a wide range of environmental topics, which are dealt with in 
turn below.  

 Flood Risk (Policy ENV1) 

 Coastal Management (Policy ENV2) 

 Biodiversity and Geodiversity (Policy ENV3) 

 Built Environment and Heritage (Policy ENV4) 

 Landscape (Policy ENV5) 

 Access to the Countryside (Policy ENV6) 

 

7.2 Flood Risk 

7.2.1 Policy ENV1 develops the strategic approach towards flood risk and flood 
management introduced in Policy ST1B(ii) and addresses any flood risk associated 
with development. 

 

Policy ENV1 – Flood Risk and Risk Management 

The Council will ensure that development in the Borough is not prejudiced by flood risk 
through: 

A Permitting new build development only on sites located outside areas at risk of 
flooding, with the exception of some key sites in Whitehaven 

B Ensuring that developments on important regeneration sites in Whitehaven Town 
Centre and Harbourside and Pow Beck Valley are designed to address the existing 
levels of flood risk without increasing flood risk elsewhere 

C Ensuring that new development does not contribute to increased surface water 
run-off through measures such as Sustainable Drainage Systems, where these are 
practical.  Where they are not this should be achieved by improvements to 
drainage capacity 

D Supporting measures to address the constraints of existing drainage infrastructure 
capacity and avoiding development in areas where the existing drainage 
infrastructure is inadequate 

E Support for new flood defence measures to protect against both tidal and fluvial 
flooding in the Borough, including appropriate land management as part of a 
catchment wide approach 

Individual development proposals will be assessed with regard to Development and Flood 
Risk under Policy DM24. 
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7.2.2 The Copeland Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (2007) indicates the areas that are 
at risk from flooding in the Borough. More recent flood risk maps are available on 
the Environment Agency website and these are updated on a quarterly basis.  
Flood risk areas are generally tidal areas of the coast and stretches of rivers and 
becks in the Borough.  However, there are also areas that are at risk as a result of 
rapid surface-water run-off, restricted sewer capacity, poor drainage maintenance 
and culverts.  Any development on tidal rivers below the mean high water springs 
may need a licence under the Marine and Coastal Access Act (2009). 

7.2.3 New development will only be permitted where flood risk is minimal. Exceptions to 
this rule will be some key sites in Whitehaven Town Centre and Harbourside and 
Pow Beck Valley. These sites are identified in Policy ST3 and Section 8.3.  They are 
important to the overall regeneration of Whitehaven and are likely to pass the 
Exceptions Test as described in the Technical Guidance to the NPPF, provided that 
design features sufficiently address levels of flood risk.  Such features include 
raised floor levels, sufficient means of escape and refuge areas.   

7.2.4 The Council wishes to ensure that new developments, where appropriate, 
incorporate sustainable drainage measures to minimise surface run-off.  
Improvements to drainage capacity, whether delivered through developer 
obligations or through general infrastructure improvements, will be supported, as 
will proposals for new sustainable flood defence measures. 

7.2.5 In addition to engineered solutions the Council wants to encourage appropriate 
land management techniques to prevent and control flooding.  An example of this 
would be planting trees that would help to create a physical barrier to water, 
supporting the soil structure and soaking up water.   

7.2.6 Responsibilities for flood risk have changed recently and whilst the Environment 
Agency is still responsible for coastal and fluvial flood risk, Cumbria County Council 
is now the lead Local Flood Authority with responsibility for surface water flooding. 
The County Council is therefore preparing a Surface Water Management Plan. The 
purpose of this is to understand the causes of surface water flooding and agree the 
most cost effective way of managing this risk. A Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment 
has been undertaken to identify and map properties and critical infrastructure at 
risk. Ultimately the County Council will prepare a Local Flood Risk Management 
Strategy that will seek to manage risk in the longer term.  It is expected that this 
will be completed in the next 2 to 3 years. 

 

7.3 Coastal Management 

7.3.1 The complexity of the coast and its ecology requires integrated planning and 
management, and coordination between the Local Development Framework and 
the wide range of plans and strategies such as the Shoreline Management Plan, 
Marine Conservation Zones, Colourful Coast, and tourism strategies. The coast can 
act as a stimulus for regeneration through opportunities for growth in coastal 
tourism and developing and diversifying the maritime economy. However, 
considerable lengths of our coastline remain undeveloped or even remote, and 
require sensitive planning and management to retain their character.  
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Policy ENV2 – Coastal Management  

To reinforce the Coastal Zone’s assets and opportunities the Council will: 

A Promote the developed coast as a destination for leisure, culture and tourism, with 
strong links to Whitehaven Harbour / town centre in the north and to Millom in the 
south 

B Maximise opportunities along the undeveloped coast for tourism and outdoor 
recreation through support for the North West Coastal Trail and Colourful Coast 
projects 

C Support the management of more of the undeveloped coast for biodiversity  

D Support energy generating developments that require a coastal location along the 
undeveloped coast, provided that the potential impacts on biodiversity, landscape 
and heritage assets are carefully assessed against the benefits.  Where negative 
impacts are likely these must be mitigated against and compensated for 

E Protect the intrinsic qualities of the St Bees Head Heritage Coast in terms of 
development proposals within or affecting views from the designation. At the 
same time encourage schemes which assist appropriate access to and 
interpretation of the Heritage Coast area 

F Work with partners to manage the risks associated with coastal erosion and 
flooding and ensure that all new development is located outside areas identified as 
being at risk either now or in future phases of the Shoreline Management Plan 

 

7.3.2 Balance of coastal development: Copeland’s coastline consists of: 

 Developed coast, which includes Whitehaven Harbour, Sellafield, Seascale 
and Haverigg 

 Undeveloped coast, which includes some of Cumbria’s best bathing beaches, 
a significant number of nature conservation and wildlife sites, and high quality 
landscapes. Much of it is edged by the Cumbrian Coast Railway 

7.3.3 Policy ENV2 retains the current balance of developed and undeveloped coast, 
whilst allowing for energy generating development i.e. nuclear, renewables etc. 
which require a coastal location.   

7.3.4 The developed coast is where the majority of coast-related tourism, leisure and 
cultural development should be focussed, particularly in Whitehaven and Millom.   

7.3.5 Along the undeveloped coast it is important to conserve and enhance biodiversity, 
the landscape and historic assets, and enable opportunities for an appropriate level 
of outdoor recreation and tourism.  There is also potential for renewable energy 
generation. Whilst there will be general restriction on the undeveloped coast, 
nuclear and renewable energy development proposals will be permitted provided 
that their environmental impacts are carefully assessed against the benefits. 
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7.3.6 Managing more of the undeveloped coast for biodiversity is a priority.  There are 
some coastal species and habitats present that are nationally important and they 
have a significant role to play in attracting visitors to Copeland. 

7.3.7 St Bees Head Heritage Coast: Heritage Coasts are a national designation of 
landscape quality and the headland at St Bees is the only Heritage Coast in North 
West England.  It is very important as a bird habitat and hosts an SSSI/RSPB 
Reserve along the sandstone cliffs.  A management plan is required that protects 
and enhances this stunning landscape, whilst encouraging visitors and residents to 
use it recreationally. 

7.3.8 Copeland Coastal Design Guide: The guide aims to provide a structured and 
coherent framework for the future improvement to the public realm along 
Copeland’s coastline.  

 

7.4 Biodiversity and Geodiversity  

7.4.1 Habitats and wildlife are important in their own right, and also provide an 
attractive and healthy environment for the Borough’s residents and visitors.  The 
Council recognises that maintaining a healthy ecosystem brings economic benefits 
in terms of ecosystem services and that striking a balance between protection and 
the enjoyment of Copeland’s natural assets is a key concern.  

7.4.2 Many geodiversity sites coincide with sites of biodiversity importance and often it 
is the geology and geomorphology of an area that helps to support important 
species and habitats.  The Council appreciates this relationship and is committed to 
protecting all of these features.  

7.4.3 Policy ENV3 below outlines how the Council will protect and enhance the 
biodiversity and geodiversity of the plan area. 

    
Policy ENV3 – Biodiversity and Geodiversity  

The Council will contribute to the implementation of the UK and Cumbria Biodiversity 
Action Plan within the plan area by seeking to:  

A Improve the condition of internationally, nationally and locally designated sites 

B Ensure that development incorporates measures to protect and enhance any 
biodiversity interest 

C Enhance, extend and restore priority habitats and look for opportunities to create 
new habitat 

D Protect and strengthen populations of priority or other protected species 

E Boost the biodiversity value of existing wildlife corridors and create new corridors, 
and stepping stones that connect them, to develop a functional Ecological Network 

F Restrict access and usage where appropriate and necessary in order to conserve an 
area’s biodiversity value 
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Policy DM25 supports this policy, setting out the detailed approach towards managing 
development proposals that are likely to have an effect on nature conservation sites, 
habitats and protected species.  

 

7.4.4 This policy sets out a combined and proactive approach to protect and enhance 
designated sites, wildlife corridors and protected species in the Borough. There are 
a number of designated sites in the Copeland plan area, ranging from European 
sites of international importance to locally important County Wildlife Sites. A full 
list of the designated sites within the Copeland plan area is shown in Table 6.1 
below.  The locations of nationally and internationally important sites will be 
shown on the Proposals Map.  

7.4.5 The Cumbria Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) contains action plans to boost habitats 
and species in Cumbria. It sets out objectives for the protection and enhancement 
of biodiversity, which are reflected in the Council’s policy outlined above.   

7.4.6 There is also a commitment to extend, restore and create new areas of priority 
habitat. A regional ‘Indicative Biodiversity Resource and Opportunity Diagram’ was 
published in the North West RSS. However, a more detailed version for Cumbria 
would be useful in terms of highlighting opportunities to do this. The Council will 
discuss the possibility of carrying out this work with partners.  

 

Table 6.1: Designated sites of biodiversity importance within the Copeland Plan 
Area 

Site Type Designation Type Site Name 

Special Protection Areas European Duddon Estuary 

Special Areas for 
Conservation 

European Drigg Coast 

Duddon Mosses 

Morecambe Bay 

River Ehen (Ennerdale Water To Keekle 
Confluence) 

Sites of Special Scientific 
Interest 

National River Ehen (Ennerdale Water To Keekle 
Confluence) 

St Bees Head 

Clint’s Quarry 

Florence Mine 

Black Moss 

Haile Great Wood  

Low Church Moss 

Silver Tarn, Hollas and Harnsey Mosses 

High Leys 
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Site Type Designation Type Site Name 

Yeathouse Quarry 

Hallsenna Moor 

Drigg Coast 

Drigg Holme 

Duddon Mosses 

Duddon Estuary 

Ramsar Sites International Duddon Estuary 

National Nature Reserves  National Hallsenna Moor 

High Leys 

Local Nature Reserves Local Millom Iron Works 

County Wildlife Sites Local High Park (nr Arlecdon) 

Gilgarran Plantation 

Studfold Willow Patch  

Sandbeds Meadow  

Low Leys Meadow 

Hunterhow Mire  

High Leys Meadow  

Rowrah Hall Quarry 

Salter Wood  

Yeathouse Quarry  

Parkside Pond  

Birkhouse Pond 

Rheda South Park 

Dub Beck 

Moresby Moss  

Bonnywood  

Redness Point 

Andrews Gill  

Cunning Point and Cat Gill  

Castle Park Wood  

Midgey Gill  

Woodhouse Quarry  

Roska Park and Bellhouse Gill Wood  

Stanley Pond  

Rottington Common 

Brown Bank Mire  
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Site Type Designation Type Site Name 

Longlands Lake  

River Ehen Pond  

Fish Hatcheries  

Oxenriggs Pond  

Carlton Moor Wood  

Gibb Tarn  

Braystones Coast 

Starling Castle  

Sellafield Tarn  

Terrace Bank Wood  

Ponsonby Tarn 

Seascale Dunes and Foreshore  

Bleawath Bog 

Gaitskell Wood  

Brownbank Moss  

Silver How Bog 

Panope Bog 

Seascale  

River Irt Grassland  

Kirksanton Moss 

Brocklebank Wood  

Bleamoss (Dunningwell) 

High Boghouse Woods  

Fox’s Wood  

Lowscales Bank 

Hole House Wood 

Sheephouse Wood  

Nicle Wood  

Beck Wood (Millom) 

Butts Foot Wood  

Millom Marsh  

High Brow Meadows (The Hill) 

Raylands Wood  

Further information can be found at the Cumbria Biodiversity Evidence Base 
http://www.lakelandwildlife.co.uk/biodiversity/index.html  
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7.5 Built Environment and Heritage 

7.5.1 The Copeland plan area contains nearly 600 listed buildings and features, and part 
of the Hadrian’s Wall World Heritage Site, a roman fort at Moresby. In addition to 
this there are eight conservation areas in the Borough. The Council wants to ensure 
that these features are conserved and enhanced where possible, and that they 
contribute to heritage led regeneration within the main settlements.   

7.5.2 Policy ENV4 sets out the Council’s approach to enhancing the quality of the 
Borough’s built environment and heritage assets.  It is linked to the strategic 
principle in Policy ST1C. 

 
Policy ENV4 – Heritage Assets   

The Council’s policy is to maximise the value of the Borough’s heritage assets by: 

A Protecting listed buildings, conservation areas and other townscape and rural 
features considered to be of historic, archaeological or cultural value 

B Supporting proposals for heritage led regeneration, ensuring that any listed 
buildings or other heritage assets are put to an appropriate, viable and sustainable 
use 

C Strengthening the distinctive character of the Borough’s settlements, through the 
application of high quality urban design and architecture that respects this 
character and enhances the settings of listed buildings 

Policy DM27 supports this policy, setting out the Council’s approach to development 
which affects built heritage and archaeology. 

 

7.5.3 This Policy stresses the twin need to both protect assets of established heritage 
value, and to draw upon that heritage to create places of quality and character.  
Not all listed structures are buildings. There are listed features such as doorways, 
piers, lighthouses etc. which, if well maintained, can contribute significantly to a 
sense of place. 

7.5.4 There are also areas of archaeological significance that should be preserved for 
their potential to provide the enjoyment of discovery and the associated 
educational value of this, not just for ourselves but for future generations. 

7.5.5 The main risk to our heritage assets, especially the many listed buildings is that 
they fall into disuse, become derelict and have to be demolished. The Council is 
keen to avoid situations like this and therefore will be supportive of any proposal 
that can bring a vacant listed building back into use, where that use is viable, 
sustainable and appropriate to its particular location. 
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7.6 Landscape 

7.6.1 Copeland contains some of the most spectacular and famous landscapes in England 
and ensuring that these are protected and enhanced is one of the Council’s top 
priorities.  Strategic Policy ST1C states that one of the Council’s development 
principles is to protect the Borough’s valued assets, including its landscapes.  Policy 
ENV5 develops this principle, providing a more detailed approach.  

 
Policy ENV5 – Protecting and Enhancing the Borough’s Landscapes 

The Borough’s landscapes will be protected and enhanced by: 

A Protecting all landscapes from inappropriate change by ensuring that development 
does not threaten or detract from the distinctive characteristics of that particular 
area 

B Where the benefits of the development outweigh the potential harm, ensuring 
that the impact of the development on the landscape is minimised through 
adequate mitigation, preferably on-site 

C Supporting proposals which enhance the value of the Borough’s landscapes 

 

7.6.2 The issue of landscape protection in the Borough is complex. Much of Copeland is, 
of course, within the Lake District National Park. There were a number of areas 
designated in the Copeland Local Plan 2001-16 as Landscapes of County 
Importance and the only other heritage landscape designation is the St Bees 
Heritage Coast (a national designation).  The approach to landscapes outside 
nationally protected areas is changing.  The emphasis is now on Landscape 
Character Assessment and protecting landscapes through sensitive development 
management based on the Assessment, rather than rigid designations.  

7.6.3 Cumbria County Council undertook a Historic Landscape Characterisation 
Programme (published in 2009) and also published a Landscape Character 
Assessment Guidance and Toolkit in 2011 to help planners and developers protect 
the intrinsic qualities of the county’s landscape assets.  Pending a more detailed 
Assessment, to be undertaken for the Copeland plan area, the Council will continue 
to use the Landscapes of County Importance designation in development 
management decisions.   It is expected that this work will be completed in time for 
the characterisation to be depicted on the Proposals Map, when the map is revised 
following adoption of the Site Allocation and Policies Plan. 

7.6.4 In applying this policy, the Council will seek to ensure that potential development 
impacts on landscape character are minimised via adequate mitigation measures.  
This will include requirements for development proposals to be submitted with 
landscaping schemes. Policy DM26 expands on this.  
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7.7 Countryside Access 

7.7.1 Copeland is very fortunate to contain some of the most beautiful areas of the Lake 
District National Park and large areas of pleasant open countryside with good 
access from the main centres of population.  It is important to protect and enhance 
this for the Borough’s residents and visitors. 

 
Policy ENV6 – Access to the Countryside 

The Council’s policy is to ensure access to the countryside for residents and visitors by: 

A Identifying opportunities to provide or improve access on routes and gateways 
from settlements and to secure the implementation of improvement measures 
with key partners and developers  

B  Investigating opportunities for reclaiming contaminated and derelict land for 
recreation purposes 

C Identifying potential for the development of a community forest, long distance 
walks or outdoor adventure activity centre 

 

7.7.2 Existing Public Rights of Way are protected in law and therefore do not need policy 
protection. The Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 introduced a statutory 
right of access on foot for open air recreation to mountain, moor, heath, down and 
registered common land. This policy seeks to help local people and visitors to 
exercise that right.   

7.7.3 The Council is also keen to explore the concept of a community forest or similar 
major countryside resource which could combine some sustainable woodland 
energy contribution with opportunities for recreation and pursuits like forest 
trailing and outdoor adventure type activities.  A broad location will be identified 
as a Tourism Opportunity Site in the Site Allocations and Policies Plan.  This would 
most likely be located within the area to the south and west of Egremont, joining 
up existing areas of woodland and providing some landscaping for any new 
development taking place on the site immediately north of Sellafield.  Agreement 
needs to be reached with landowners and other stakeholders before a definitive 
scheme is formalised. 
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8 Localities in Copeland 

8.1 The Localities in Copeland 

8.1.1 Copeland has six main areas or groups of communities known as ‘Localities’4, 
which are identified as distinctive functional areas having their own particular 
issues and needs. Generally most public services across the Borough will be 
delivered through ‘locality working’ and Local Partnership Agreements, with this 
approach to place-making considered to be a key spatial planning tool to help 
deliver sustainable communities. 

8.1.2 The six localities are, from north to south: 

 Howgate and Distington - comprising the parish areas of Moresby, Parton, 
Lowca and Distington 

 Whitehaven - solely comprising the town of Whitehaven  

 North East Copeland - comprising the parish areas of Cleator Moor, 
Ennerdale and Kinniside, Arlecdon and Frizington, Weddicar and Lamplugh 

 West Copeland - comprising the parish areas of, Haile and Wilton, Beckermet 
with Thornhill, Lowside Quarter, Egremont and St Bees 

 Mid Copeland - comprising the parish areas of Muncaster, Eskdale, Irton with 
Santon, Drigg and Carleton, Ponsonby, Gosforth, Seascale and Wasdale, and 
encompassing Sellafield 

 South Copeland - comprising the parish areas of Millom, Millom Without, 
Whicham, Bootle, Waberthwaite and Ulpha 

8.1.3 This chapter does not contain specific policies for the Localities, and instead 
illustrates what effects Core Strategy policies can have in each Locality.   

8.1.4 It considers each Locality in turn, with a spatial portrait providing a description of 
the area and its issues and opportunities followed by a series of tables that 
indicate how the Core Strategy policies may be applied on the ground in each 
Locality to address them.  These tables illustrate in turn the effects of: 

 Strategic Policies 

 Economic Opportunity and Regeneration 

 Sustainable Settlements 

 Accessibility and Transport 

 Environmental Protection and Enhancement 

 Other Plans and Projects for the Locality  

8.1.5 Whilst the policies in the Core Strategy only relate to the parts of the Borough 
outside the Lake District National Park it is recognised in this chapter that they can 
also support communities within the National Park boundary. 

                                                      
4
 Five Localities were initially identified in the West Cumbria Sustainable Community Strategy.  After they had 

been operating for some time the communities of the Whitehaven locality agreed to split into two Localities – 
one for the town (Whitehaven) and the other for the wider rural area (Howgate and Distington). 
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8.2 Howgate and Distington Locality 

Spatial Portrait 

 

Context and Background 

8.2.1 The Howgate and Distington Locality is located to the north of the principal town 
of Whitehaven, extending eastwards from the coast to the River Keekle.  Parton 
Bay was used by the Romans and a fort was established on higher land to the 
north of the present village of Parton.  The Locality comprises the Wards of 
Distington and Moresby and has a population of 5,302. 

8.2.2 The Locality includes several rather urbanised villages including Parton, Lowca, 
Moresby Parks and Distington, and the more rural appearing though essentially 
commuter villages of Low Moresby and Gilgarran.  Moresby Parks, Lowca, Parton 
and Pica were mining villages.  Moresby Parks now performs as a suburb of 
Whitehaven, and has a large area of new housing.   

Economic Opportunity and Regeneration 

8.2.3 The area was formerly dependent upon farming, coal mining, iron making and High 
Duty Alloys but in recent years these industries have declined.  Today parts of the 
Locality have high rates of deprivation, with Distington ranked within the 20% 
most deprived areas in the country and Lowca and Parton ranked in the 30% most 
deprived areas.  Income deprivation and benefit claimant levels are significantly 
higher in Distington (22.9%) than Cumbria (14.6%) or the North West (19.4%). 
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8.2.4 Distington has amongst the lowest skill and educational achievement levels in 
Cumbria and 40% of people of working age are economically inactive compared to 
36.1% in the North West.  Only 32.6% of pupils in Distington attain 5 GCSE passes 
at A*- C, compared to 44.9% in Copeland and 50.4% nationally. 

Sustainable Settlements 

8.2.5 Distington, Lowca/Parton and Moresby Parks are identified as Local Centres in the 
Core Strategy where the emphasis is on the retention of existing provision.  20% of 
new non-nuclear development will be accommodated in the Local Centres across 
the Plan period, and new housing will be permitted which meets local and general 
needs. 

8.2.6 Distington has an ageing population with a reduction of 13.6% in the number of 0-
14 year olds from 2001 to 2010.  Life expectancy in the Locality is significantly 
lower than the Copeland average and Distington West is within the 10% most 
deprived areas nationally for health. 

Accessibility and Transport 

8.2.7 The A595 runs through the Locality providing access to Whitehaven and 
Workington and there is a rail station at Parton.  There are regular bus services 
during the day serving Distington, but services are very limited to Gilgarran and 
Pica. 

Environmental Protection and Enhancement 

8.2.8 The Locality is considered to have good access to amenity green space across all 
areas and good access to natural and semi natural green space in all areas except 
Lowca.  There is no access to allotments in Lowca, Distington or Common End and 
there is a gap in access in the southern part of Moresby Parks.  Access to parks and 
gardens is restricted in Moresby Parks and access to play space is considered 
generally good in all areas. 

8.2.9 The western border of Common End and a small area to the west of Parton are 
within Zone 3a High Probability for flood risk. 

 

Implications of Core Strategy Policies on Howgate and Distington Locality 

 
Strategic Policies  
 

Implications Policy 
Reference 

Local Centres: 

 Distington 

 Lowca/Parton 

 Moresby Parks 

Minor development which reflects the respective scale and functions of 

ST2 – Spatial 
Development 
Strategy 

B iii) Local 
Centres 
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Implications Policy 
Reference 

Local Centres, helps to sustain services and facilities, and contributes to 
the regeneration of these settlements is considered appropriate.  As this 
Locality lies outside the National Park Boundary there are no additional 
Lake District National Park designated Rural Service Centres or Villages. 

 
Economic Opportunity and Regeneration 
 

Implications Policy 
Reference 

Temporary contractor accommodation for nuclear new build projects in 
North Copeland would involve investigating sites in or immediately 
adjoining Whitehaven.  Sites close to the railway and existing stations 
and/or with good road access and near the town centre or 
neighbourhood centre would be favoured, particularly where there are 
obvious “legacy” or after-use benefits in terms of conversion to offices, 
retail or leisure use or for specialist residential such as student 
accommodation or to provide impetus for a regeneration development 
site for instance through site restoration.  A park and ride facility may 
also be appropriate especially if it could provide added value for an 
existing employment area of the town as well as a nuclear new build 
project.  The Council will be looking at all these possibilities in relation to 
the developing nuclear new build situation. 

All decisions around the provision of major energy infrastructure will 
have to consider the implications for the intrinsic qualities of the 
Locality’s landscapes, biodiversity and heritage assets. 

ER1 – Planning 
for the Nuclear 
Sector 

 

The Employment Land and Premises Study identified a need to improve 
the quality and marketing of existing sites in the locality such as the 
Whitehaven Commercial Park at Moresby Parks.  It also noted that some 
poorer quality sites such as Furnace Row (Distington) should no longer 
be designated for employment in the Council’s future Sites Allocations 
and Policies Plan.  Instead the approach should be to concentrate on 
investing in the more strategic sites in and around Whitehaven town 
centre, Westlakes Science and Technology Park, Lillyhall and new high 
quality developments for instance at the former Marchon site.  
Elsewhere there is a need for a flexible approach including support for 
working from home subject to normal protection of residential amenity. 

ER6 – Location 
of Employment 

 

 

DM3 – 
Safeguarding 
Employment 
Areas 

There are 2 Tourism Opportunity Sites identified in the Locality: the 
coastal area near Lowca where there is a planning consent for holiday 
development, and along the Keekle Valley where there is public access 
for quiet enjoyment and recreation with potential for further such 
initiatives linking in to the Ehen Valley.  The importance of linkages 
between the different areas via footpaths and cycleways cannot be 
overstated. 

ER10 – 
Renaissance 
through 
Tourism  
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Implications Policy 
Reference 

It will be important to improve access from the more deprived wards 
such as Distington to secondary schools at Red Lonning/Hensingham and 
to training and employment opportunities at Lillyhall and Westlakes 
Science and Technology Park. 

ER11 – 
Developing 
Enterprise and 
Skills 

 
Sustainable Settlements 
 

Implications Policy 
Reference 

There is scope for area renewal in the Locality, particularly at Distington 
where housing issues are part of a mix of indicators demonstrating high 
levels of multiple deprivation.  Elsewhere there are concentrations of 
pre-1919 housing which still need basic improvements such as at Pica, 
Parton and Moresby Parks. 

In terms of housing growth the individual Local Centre of, Distington, 
Lowca/Parton and Moresby Parks would take a share in the overall 
Borough allowance for Local Centres which would mean something in 
the order of 60-80 dwellings over the plan period for each.  However, 
currently there are 92 dwellings with planning permission at Distington 
still outstanding and 17 at Moresby Parks, so there is less justification for 
additional provision in these settlements at the start of the plan period.  
Other settlements in the locality including Low Moresby, which have 
hosted significant levels of commuter housing in the past, are not 
designated as Local Centres because they do not have the service 
function to support general needs housing development.  Only 
exceptional needs will justify further development in these villages which 
will normally relate to affordable housing either for individuals or as 
small groups for a housing trust or Registered Provider.  

The Howgate and Distington Locality has a total of 138 dwellings with 
planning permission, no allocations and 325 housing units identified in 
the SHLAA.  This means that there should be no real difficulty in 
establishing a supply of sites to meet the housing requirement for the 
Locality within the three Local Centres. 

SS1 – 
Improving the 
Housing Offer  

 

SS2 –
Sustainable 
Housing 
Growth 

A need for a small Gypsy and Traveller transit site (up to 5 pitches) has 
been identified in Copeland.  There may be an opportunity to meet this 
need within this Locality. 

SS3 – Housing 
Needs, Mix and 
Affordability 
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Accessibility and Transport 
 

Implications Policy 
Reference 

The key accessibility and transport priorities for the Howgate and 
Distington Locality include the A595 Eastern Relief Road/Bypass. 

The Eastern Relief Road/Bypass would improve conditions within the 
existing urban area of Whitehaven, but would also improve external 
linkages eastwards to other settlements and connect major traffic 
generators like Westlakes Science and Technology Park, the Hospital, the 
main secondary schools, the Fire Station and Whitehaven Commercial 
Park as well as large areas of housing.  

T1 – Improving 
Accessibility 
and Transport 

 
Environmental Protection and Enhancement 
 

Implications Policy Reference 

The developed coast is promoted as most suitable to 
accommodate new employment, tourism, leisure and associated 
regeneration schemes. 

ENV2 – Coastal 
Management 

ENV5 – Protecting and 
Enhancing the 
Borough’s Landscapes 

The preservation of historical features, including the Roman fort 
at Moresby Church. 

ENV4 – Heritage 
Assets 

A reassessment of local landscape may indicate additional green 
space and landscape features which should be taken into account 
in future. 

ENV5 – Protecting and 
Enhancing the 
Borough’s Landscapes 

Protection of the footpath and cycleway networks which provide 
green links across the locality including their biodiversity value. 

ENV6 – Access to the 
Countryside 

 

Other Plans and Projects for the Locality 

8.2.10 It is not possible to identify all of the projects that are likely to take place during 
the life of the Core Strategy, and many will arise through the community planning 
process.   

8.2.11 Recent community plans within the Locality are: 

 Howgate Ward Plan (covering Lowca, Moresby and Parton parishes)  

 Distington Parish Development and Action Plan 2005-10 

8.2.12 The current community plan within the Locality is Howgate / Distington 
Partnership Community Plan 2010.  This incorporates the Ward Plans and is 
reviewed on an annual basis but current key priorities include the following: 

 Establish a representative Locality partnership 
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 Encourage involvement in local affairs 

 Liaise with the police to reduce crime and anti-social behaviour 

 Argue for better junction arrangements on the A595 

 Improve street lighting, cycle tracks and public transport 

 Upgrade the play areas 

 Improve the local environment and public footpaths 

 Attract affordable, decent housing 
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8.3 Whitehaven Locality 

Spatial Portrait 
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Context and Background 

8.3.1 The Whitehaven Locality includes the Principal Town of Whitehaven which is the 
Borough’s second largest employer (after Sellafield) and a focus for services, 
commercial activity, retailing and tourism.  The Locality comprises the wards of 
Bransty, Harbour, Hensingham, Hillcrest, Kells, Mirehouse and Sandwith and has a 
population of 25,116.  Whitehaven is a town of contrasts, with areas of acute 
deprivation in close geographical proximity to some of the Borough’s most 
prosperous neighbourhoods. 

Economic Opportunity and Regeneration 

8.3.2 The Locality relies heavily on nearby Sellafield for employment, with around half of 
the Whitehaven workforce employed there.  This overdependence on a single 
employer means that the area is highly vulnerable to the forecast changes in the 
energy sector, which include the continued decommissioning programme at 
Sellafield, the proposed construction of a new nuclear power station at Moorside 
and proposals for a new power line to connect the power station into the National 
Grid.   

8.3.3 Adult skill levels are relatively low in some areas, with a high proportion of working 
age adults with no or low qualifications; Woodhouse/Greenbank is ranked 3rd 
worst in Cumbria, Mirehouse West ranked 4th and Mirehouse North East is ranked 
6th.  Seven areas are ranked within the worst 30% of areas in the country.  
However 3 areas (Hillcrest South, Hillcrest North and the Highlands, Harras) are 
within the top 10 areas of Copeland for adult skill levels. 

8.3.4 In terms of educational attainment, Mirehouse West ranks 3rd worst in Cumbria 
and 502nd nationally for children’s educational deprivation and 9 of the 18 areas 
are in the worst 30% nationally.   In contrast Hillcrest North is ranked within the 
top 25% of areas in the country. 

8.3.5 Whitehaven is considered to have a fair representation of national retailers, largely 
focussed within the main shopping area of King Street and Lowther Street.  The 
town also has a significant number of independent retailers, which, along with the 
distinctive layout and architecture, bring a “unique” feel to Whitehaven.  The town 
is the second most popular destination for food shopping in West Cumbria after 
Workington, and the two superstores of Morrisons and Tesco each attract around 
14% of food shopping trips.  Whitehaven also has the highest market share for 
“top up shopping”.  However vacancy rates are a cause for concern, particularly 
with the recent loss of several multiple retailers from King Street, and some areas 
of the public realm require environmental improvement.  Parking and accessibility 
(particularly for pedestrians) have been identified through public consultations as 
issues for consideration.  There is potential for further development of the evening 
and tourism economies through marketing and promotion, and it is likely that the 
proposed development of a new transport interchange should assist with 
improving public transport facilities. 
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Sustainable Settlements 

8.3.6 There is a high dependency on social and private rented accommodation and a lack 
of good quality, desirable housing of choice.  Extensive areas of social housing 
were constructed high up above the valley sides to serve major local employers in 
the 1950s and 1960s and these outlying, peripheral housing estates are today 
geographically isolated from the Locality’s main services which are concentrated in 
the town centre below.   

8.3.7 Some of Copeland’s highest concentrations of deprivation are found within the 
Locality, in particular for problems related to poor health, low educational 
attainment, and high levels of unemployment and crime.  A high proportion of 
residents claim benefits with 2 of the Locality’s areas (Woodhouse/Greenbank and 
Mirehouse West) ranked as the 2 lowest areas in Copeland and in the worst 10% of 
areas nationally for income.   This contrasts with Hillcrest North, Hillcrest South 
and Rannerdale / Aikbank which are the top 3 areas for income in Copeland and 
within the top 2% of areas nationally.  The Locality has an ageing population with 
an increase of almost 80% in residents aged over 65 years in Hillcrest from 2001-
2010.   

8.3.8 Whitehaven Centre is ranked 7th worst in Cumbria and 215th nationally for health 
deprivation and 7 of the 18 areas are within the worst 10% of areas nationally.  
Crime rates are also amongst the highest in the county with 
Woodhouse/Greenbank ranked 15th worst in Cumbria, and Mirehouse 17th, 
although it is worth noting that Cumbria as a whole has some of the lowest crime 
rates in the UK. 

8.3.9 The Housing Strategy and Core Strategy propose that at least 45% of new housing 
development should be built within Whitehaven, the largest proportion of any 
Locality.  It is proposed that the mix should include affordable, older persons and 
executive housing.  Other proposals include support for a 10 bed space Foyer 
project in Whitehaven and trainer flats, to be provided by the Whitehaven 
Community Trust. 

Accessibility and Transport 

8.3.10 The Locality is served by the Cumbrian Coast railway with stations at Whitehaven 
and Corkickle (request stop only).  The rail service is constrained by a length of 
single track between Whitehaven and Sellafield and limited station facilities, and it 
is likely that the lack of a fast, frequent rail connection to the West Coast Mainline 
contributes to the area’s geographical isolation and low levels of inward 
investment.  Local bus services link the residential areas to the town centre and 
other neighbouring centres such as Workington and Cockermouth.  The A595 is the 
major road route linking the Locality to the north and west (via the A66 to the M6) 
and south to Barrow. 

Environmental Protection and Enhancement 

8.3.11 The town is set within an attractive coastal landscape, with high sandstone cliffs to 
the south and a rocky shoreline to the north, and is surrounded by a semi-rural 
landscape of open fields and woodlands to the north and east.  The Locality 
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includes part of the St Bees Head SSSI, as well as a number of priority habitats and 
ancient woodlands. 

8.3.12 Whitehaven is of significant historic interest, with a strong seafaring and industrial 
heritage, linked to its early planned development and growth as a major port in 
Georgian times, and coal mining and manufacturing activities. The town includes 
three Conservation Areas; the recently combined Whitehaven Town Centre and 
High Street Conservation Area, Corkickle Conservation Area and Hensingham 
Conservation Area, together with a large number of Listed Buildings and several 
Scheduled Ancient Monuments.  However the attractive urban townscape of 
Georgian buildings set within a formal grid layout, has suffered from the effects of 
many years of underinvestment associated with the town’s economic decline.   

8.3.13 There has been substantial investment over the last 20 years in town centre 
related regeneration activities most notably around the harbour area.  This has 
provided a range of public realm improvements and the development of an 
attractive leisure marina, but the town centre retail core continues to exhibit signs 
of stress such as vacant shop units and poorly maintained buildings.  Opportunities 
and challenges remain around the heritage led regeneration of the town centre, 
and improving linkages between retailing, food and drink areas and the harbour. 

8.3.14 In terms of open space, the Whitehaven Locality is deficient in allotment provision 
overall and existing sites tend to lack the facilities generally expected on more 
modern allotments such as club houses, toilets etc.  Bransty and Hillcrest wards are 
deficient in all types of open space apart from natural and semi natural green 
space.  The urban areas contain some very attractive parks and gardens and play 
spaces are well distributed and of reasonable quality, although there are few 
opportunities for teenagers. 

8.3.15 Some areas of Whitehaven are subject to significant levels of flood risk. Tidal 
flooding poses the greatest threat to town centre locations including Strand Street, 
Market Place, Quay Street, Irish Street and Swingpump Lane, which are delineated 
as Zone 3a High Probability for flood risk.  Intense rainfall events are likely to give 
rise to flash flooding, and insufficient sewer capacity, and blocked culverts and 
trash screens all contribute to flooding in the Pow Beck area.   

8.3.16 These issues present a number of challenges for the area’s planning and 
regeneration, but the Locality enjoys a number of distinct advantages such as its 
attractive coastal location, historic buildings, and close proximity to the major 
tourist destination of the Lake District.  In addition the Locality is in a good position 
to benefit from the potential opportunities associated with the nuclear new build 
and Energy Coast agendas. 
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Implications of Core Strategy Policies on Whitehaven Locality 

 
Strategic Policies  
 

Implications Policy 
Reference 

The Regeneration Priority Sites offer the opportunity to: 

 support the development of energy infrastructure and tourism 
(A(i)) 

 support diversity in jobs (A(ii)) 

 create a residential offer to meet needs and aspirations (A(iii)) 

 re-use existing brownfield land (B(iv)) 

 minimise the need to travel (B(vi)) 

 prioritise development in the main towns (B(vii)) 

 support the reclamation and redevelopment of the Borough’s 
vacant and derelict sites (C (v)). 

ST1 Strategic 
Development 
Principles 

The largest scale developments will be focussed within the Principal 
Town of Whitehaven, particularly Regeneration Priority Sites.  It is 
proposed that almost 50% of all non-nuclear-based development will 
take place in the town over the Core Strategy period.   

ST2 – Spatial 
Development 
Strategy  

B i) Principal 
Town of 
Whitehaven 

Strategic Regeneration Priority Sites  

The following key gateway and harbourside sites in Whitehaven town 
centre are identified as a strategic portfolio of Regeneration Priority Sites 
(previous Local Plan site identification numbering in brackets): 

 Quay Street Car Park (WTC1) 

 Mark House, the former Victorian public baths and the John Paul 
Jones Pub, Strand Street (WTC2) 

 Former Bus Depot and Garage, Bransty Row (WTC4) 

 Former Bus Station and Works, Bransty Row (WTC5) 

 Albion Street North (WTC8) 

 Albion Street South (WTC9) 

 Former YMCA Building, Irish Street  

 Jackson’s timber yard and adjoining land, Newtown/Catherine 
Street (WEOS2) 

 Bardywell Lane 

 Gough’s Car Park, Strand Street/Marlborough Street 

 West side of Preston Street (WEOS3) 

ST3 Strategic 
Regeneration 
Priorities 

B Regeneration 
sites in 
Whitehaven’s 
town centre 
and 
harbourside  
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Implications Policy 
Reference 

 West side of Ginns (WEOS4) 

 Former Council depot and adjoining land at Ginns (WEOS5 and 6)  
 
Development of these sites will be guided by a new Supplementary 
Planning Document (SPD) which has been prepared alongside the Core 
Strategy.  The Whitehaven Town Centre and Harbourside SPD considers 
the important design and Conservation Area issues associated with 
Whitehaven’s historic core and harbour and provides design guidance for 
the sensitive regeneration and development of the town centre and 
harbourside sites.  It has been informed by the Conservation Area 
Assessment work recently carried out and the Broadway Malyan 
“Development Framework” (2007).   

Alongside the SPD, a Prospectus has been developed to assist with 
marketing the sites as development opportunities within the wider 
regeneration framework for Whitehaven. 

The Council would expect appropriate uses or mixes of use on the sites 
suited to town centre or edge-of town centre locations.  These will be 
primarily office, retail, tourism and/or leisure uses aimed at increasing 
the commercial performance of the town centre and substantially 
increasing its employment base.  Some additional housing could be 
incorporated in suitable mixed use developments.     

Sites prioritised for development in the current Britain’s Energy Coast 
programme are: 

 Westlakes Science and Technology Park - Land was allocated in 
the Local Plan to accommodate further areas of high specification 
development for research, offices and higher education uses 
including UCLan and University of Manchester 

 Whitehaven Hospital - £90m redevelopment/refurbishment 

 Health Campus - To be located at Westlakes Science and 
Technology Park and/or the Hospital to extend health related 
services and initiatives and to encourage new employment 
clusters 

 Whitehaven town centre transport interchange – A new bus 
station with car parking facilities  

 Whitehaven town centre hotel – Identified as a suitable use for 
one of the Regeneration Priority Sites 

 Albion Square (Regeneration Priority Sites WTC8 and 9) - Flagship 
office redevelopment 

 Woodhouse/Greenbank/Kells Housing Market Renewal initiative 

 Pow Beck Valley Stadium development and sports village 

ST3 – Strategic 
Regeneration 
Priorities 

D Sites in BEC 
Master Plan 
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Implications Policy 
Reference 

Two other areas are identified as Strategic Regeneration Priorities: Pow 
Beck Valley and West Whitehaven. 

 

Pow Beck Valley  

This area has redevelopment potential for rugby and football club 
facilities in association with a sports village complex, housing and limited 
commercial redevelopment.  An SPD has been adopted by the Council to 
guide development in this area. 

 

South Whitehaven  

This area comprises the Woodhouse, Greenbank and Kells Housing 
Market Renewal Area, which has already seen some regeneration 
activity in terms of estate improvements, demolitions and new planning 
consents and development on brownfield sites, and the Coastal Fringe 
area between the St Bees Head approaches and South Harbour.  The 
Coastal Fringe has also benefitted from regeneration projects but further 
remediation is required to deal with contamination from previous 
chemical/coaling activities at the Marchon site and to make areas safe 
for new development and the provision of public open space.  

Housing market renewal will continue to be delivered in partnership with 
the Home Housing Group, which is the principal Registered Provider in 
this area - and the private sector. There is a need to rebalance the local 
housing market through the development of a mix of tenures and 
housing types to effect the transformation of a whole neighbourhood. 

 

Land to the South of Woodhouse Estate 

As noted in the Preferred Option Report, there is additional brownfield 
and greenfield land immediately south of the Woodhouse estate which 
could provide further opportunity for new housing combined with new 
neighbourhood facilities such as open space and the improvement of the 
wider coastal fringe, and retail and service provision to support housing 
market renewal in the Woodhouse, Kells and Greenbank areas.  The 
Council would particularly welcome improvements in local education 
provision in the area as part of achieving wider socio-economic 
regeneration objectives.  This will be delivered through legal agreements 
with the principal Registered Provider and private sector developer 
partners and development and its phasing would be controlled via a 
s.106 agreement allied to a master plan/development brief. 

ST3 Strategic 
Regeneration 
Priorities  

 

B  Pow Beck 
Valley and the 
Woodhouse / 
Kells Housing 
Market 
Renewal Area 

 

The “Colourful Coast” Project extends the length of the coast from 
Whitehaven harbour to St Bees and has provided major improvements 
to the rights of way network and biodiversity through a partnership 

ST3 Strategic 
Regeneration 
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Implications Policy 
Reference 

between the Land Trust, the National Trust, RSPB, Haig Colliery, Natural 
England, Cumbria County Council and the Borough Council.  Projects 
have been undertaken to improve access, infrastructure, interpretation 
and public awareness, all designed to improve visitor enjoyment of the 
coastal fringe strip between the harbour and the Marchon site, especially 
in relation to the high quality landscape here and industrial 
archaeological interest (including the Haig Mining Museum).  This whole 
area has been designated as a Tourism Opportunity Site (ER10) and the 
approach will be to leave the seaward side open and to protect the views 
from the Heritage Coast itself, to create new areas of parkland, and to 
allow some limited redevelopment on the east side, beginning with the 
area occupied by former offices and labs.  Appropriate uses include 
those associated with tourism such as visitor interpretation facilities, 
accommodation and conference space, and a small, high quality business 
park for offices and craft workshops.  

There is a need to coordinate tourism, open space, business 
development and housing market renewal in a total regeneration 
package for the whole of West Whitehaven and it is proposed that a 
development brief will be prepared to guide restoration and new 
development across the area.    

Priorities  

B Coastal 
Fringe  

 

The Council will be seeking contributions for infrastructure 
improvements proportionate to the impacts and effects of development 
in the town centre, and to support other essential town centre 
regeneration initiatives. 

ST4 Providing 
Infrastructure 

 

 
Economic Opportunity and Regeneration 
 

Implications Policy 
Reference 

Temporary contractor accommodation for nuclear new build projects in 
North Copeland would involve investigating sites in or immediately 
adjoining Whitehaven.  Sites close to the railway and existing stations 
and/or with good road access and near the town centre or 
neighbourhood centre would be favoured, particularly where there are 
obvious “legacy” or after-use benefits in terms of conversion to offices, 
retail or leisure use or for specialist residential such as student 
accommodation or to provide impetus for a regeneration development 
site for instance through site restoration.  Such sites could include for 
instance sites in the vicinity of Pow Beck.  A park and ride facility may 
also be appropriate especially if it could provide added value for an 
existing employment area of the town as well as a nuclear new build 
project.  The Council will be looking at all these possibilities in relation to 
the developing nuclear new build situation. 

ER1 Planning 
for the Nuclear 
Sector 
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Implications Policy 
Reference 

All decisions around the provision of major energy infrastructure will 
have to consider the implications for the intrinsic qualities of the 
Locality’s landscapes, biodiversity and heritage assets. 

There are opportunities for community renewable energy schemes 
especially within the larger areas of new housing in Whitehaven and 
there may be potential for some larger renewable generation projects 
but care must be taken to minimise impact on residential areas or visitor 
interest especially in sensitive coastal locations. 

ER2 Planning 
for the 
Renewable 
Energy Sector 

Any National Grid connection programme will undoubtedly have some 
impact on local communities given available routeing options which are 
close to Whitehaven and on important landscapes including higher 
ground with views towards the National Park. 

ER3 The 
Support 
Infrastructure 
for the Energy 
Coast 

The Employment Land and Premises Study noted that some poorer 
quality sites such as Red Lonning at Whitehaven should no longer be 
designated for employment in the Council’s future Sites Allocations and 
Policies Plan.  Instead the approach should be to concentrate on 
investing in the more strategic sites in and around Whitehaven town 
centre, Westlakes Science and Technology Park, Lillyhall and new high 
quality developments for instance at the former Marchon site.  
Elsewhere there is a need for a flexible approach including support for 
working from home subject to normal protection of residential amenity. 

ER6 Location of 
Employment 

 

DM3 
Safeguarding 
Employment 
Areas 

It is hoped to continue the regeneration of Whitehaven town centre 
which began under the “Vision for Whitehaven” and “Renaissance of 
Whitehaven” banners.  Policy ER8 sets out the Council’s approach 
including the need to expand the town centre defined boundary to 
include the proposed transport interchange.  The Retail Study suggests 
that there is scope for expanding both the convenience and comparison 
retail floorspace offer in the town by up to 6,500 sq. m and 6,000 sq. m 
respectively by 2023 just on the basis of maintaining current market 
shares – and this in addition to the expected enlargement at the North 
Shore Tesco store.  Also, given the “leakage” of expenditure on 
comparison goods to other centres such as Workington and Carlisle 
there is an argument to scope for additional retail space.   

However the Council considers that the priority should be to concentrate 
on the promotion of the retail sector in the short/medium terms, and to 
look at establishing a brand or identity for “Whitehaven Ltd” through 
marketing and business support initiatives; heritage led regeneration, 
continued programmes of public realm, access and parking 
improvements; promoting sites for new leisure development; 
diversifying the entertainment offer and evening/night-time economy 
and encouraging niche traders targeting the visitor market.  External 
funding for regeneration projects will be sought to support these 

ER7 Principal 
Town Centre, 
Key Service 
Centres, Local 
Centres and 
other service 
areas: Roles 
and Functions  

 

ER8 
Whitehaven 
Town Centre 
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Implications Policy 
Reference 

initiatives.  Elsewhere in Whitehaven neighbourhood facilities will be 
protected as far as possible. 

There is a Tourism Opportunity Site identified on the Whitehaven Coastal 
Fringe.  The Colourful Coast links Whitehaven harbour with Haig Pit and 
St Bees Heritage Coast.  Leisure and recreational uses which do not 
compromise the special qualities and character of the undeveloped coast 
and its accessibility are encouraged.  The importance of linkages 
between the different areas via footpaths and cycleways cannot be 
overstated. 

ER10 
Renaissance 
through 
Tourism 

 

In terms of skills development and education the Locality is well placed 
between Lillyhall and Westlakes Science and Technology Park and has 
the largest secondary school provision in the Borough concentrated at 
Red Lonning/Hensingham.  In all cases there is sufficient land available 
for likely expansion requirements over the plan period.  However it will 
be important to improve access to the sites especially from the more 
deprived wards such as Sandwith and Harbour.   

ER11 
Developing 
Enterprise and 
Skills 

 

 
Sustainable Settlements 
 

Implications Policy 
Reference 

In terms of major schemes for housing improvement the housing market 
renewal development in South Whitehaven will be the key project but 
there is scope for other area renewal in the locality, particularly in 
Whitehaven town centre (Harbour Ward) where housing issues are part 
of a mix of indicators demonstrating high levels of multiple deprivation.  

In terms of housing growth it is proposed to accommodate at least 45% 
of the Borough’s new dwellings within Whitehaven which would equate 
to 2,025 dwellings between 2013 and 2028.  Sandwith, which has hosted 
commuter housing in the past, is not designated as a Local Centre 
because it does not have the service function to support general needs 
housing development.  Only exceptional needs will justify further 
development in this village which will normally relate to affordable 
housing either for individuals or as small groups for a housing trust or 
Registered Provider.  

As at 31st October 2011 the Whitehaven Locality has a total of 538 
dwellings with planning permission and 280 dwellings allocated in the 
current Local Plan yet to be developed which totals 818 dwellings 
committed. At the same time there are 3,297 dwellings in the list of 
candidate housing sites identified in the SHLAA work to date.  This means 
that there should be no real difficulty in establishing a supply of sites to 
meet the housing requirement for the locality within Whitehaven. 

SS1 Improving 
the Housing 
Offer 

 

SS2 Sustainable 
Housing 
Growth 
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Implications Policy 
Reference 

The mix of housing types and the amount of affordable housing to be 
achieved within the larger developments will be set by the Council in 
development briefs to be prepared for each site.  The numbers and 
percentages involved will be informed by the 2010 Housing Needs 
Assessment and will reflect local conditions. As noted above, rebalancing 
housing markets in the Whitehaven Locality means a substantial increase 
in the supply of larger and more expensive homes as well as some 
modern affordable housing with different tenure options – including 
shared equity – to replace old and poor quality social stock.  Achieving 
both these goals will be a fundamental part of the South Whitehaven 
housing proposals.  Household size continues to reduce and therefore 
another requirement will be to ensure provision of 1 and 2 person house 
types within most housing developments, but particularly in and around 
the town centre.  Particular care will be taken as regards siting, design 
and facilities for older people in housing schemes. 

A need for a small Gypsy and Traveller transit site (up to 5 pitches) has 
been identified in Copeland.  There may be an opportunity to meet this 
need within this Locality. 

SS3 Housing 
Needs, Mix and 
Affordability 

 

In terms of Community Facilities and Services the key priorities include 
the refurbished West Cumberland Hospital at Whitehaven, a 
continuation of secondary schooling facilities at Red 
Lonning/Hensingham (including Academy requirements) and a general 
improvement of sports provision in the Locality – with the potential for a 
new Sports Village at Pow Beck Valley.  Larger areas of new housing 
development and regeneration schemes will be expected to make 
provision for improvements to the area’s facilities and services to help 
create attractive living environments and safe and desirable 
neighbourhoods. 

SS4 Community 
Facilities and 
Services 

 
Accessibility and Transport 
 

Implications Policy 
Reference 

The key accessibility and transport priorities for the Whitehaven Locality 
include the following: 

 A new town centre transport interchange  

 Whitehaven town centre enhancements scheme 

 A new Pow Beck Valley spine road  

 A595 capacity improvements 

 Improvements and enhancements to the footpath and cycle 
network. 

T1 Improving 
Accessibility 
and Transport 
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Implications Policy 
Reference 

These schemes and associated improvements should encourage more 
sustainability and choice in transport options but should also achieve 
better connection between principal destinations and new areas of 
development and regeneration.  The new interchange (given sufficient 
car parking and rail station improvements) and the Pow Beck spine road 
should improve traffic management and circulation, as well as public 
accessibility by a range of means.  As a result they should have a 
significant impact on town centre conditions and assist with integrating 
development on new sites in South and West Whitehaven, Coach 
Road/Pow Beck Valley, Ginns/Preston Street, Albion Square and the rest 
of the town centre. At the same time it will be important to continue 
improving the public realm and traffic environments in the town centre 
along with facilities for pedestrians and cyclists.   

The Eastern Relief Road/Bypass would improve conditions within the 
existing urban area of Whitehaven, but would also improve external 
linkages eastwards to other settlements and connect major traffic 
generators like Westlakes Science and Technology Park, the Hospital, the 
main secondary schools, the Fire Station and Whitehaven Commercial 
Park as well as large areas of housing.  

Key priorities for the Whitehaven Partnership Locality Plan 2010 include 
tackling: 

 Poor public transport provision at off peak periods 

 Parking, permits and congestion in the town centre 

 Tackling road surfaces 

 B5345 Ginns, Meadow View, Low Road to St Bees 

 Whitehaven Relief Road 

 Modernisation of the rail line, increased carriage capacity for 
cycles and improvements to footpaths and cycleways 

 Proposed Whitehaven Transport Interchange 

 Addressing pedestrian issues and  

 Improving street lighting 

The Partnership Locality Plan also suggests that improved access to 
Whitehaven’s port would have the potential to support crossings to the 
Isle of Man and Ireland, increase the proportion of freight passing in and 
out of the region by sea, and encourage the transfer of freight from road 
to rail using port facilities.  

The Council will wish to explore improvements in local transport such as 
rail infrastructure and park and ride schemes as part of delivering 
Nuclear New Build legacy aspirations. 
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Environmental Protection and Enhancement 
 

Implications Policy 
Reference 

Balancing the need for development of key regeneration sites in the 
town centre and Pow Beck Valley against the need to reduce flood risk. 

ENV1 Flood 
Risk and Risk 
Management 

Promoting the developed coast as most suitable to accommodate new 
employment, tourism, leisure and associated regeneration schemes.  

Continuation of the coastal fringe work and reclamation of the Marchon 
site to create a larger area of open space leading out from the harbour 
over the St Bees Head Heritage Coast.  This includes an undertaking to 
protect views from the Heritage Coast itself by guarding against 
inappropriate development in the adjoining coastal fringe area alongside 
a management plan for the Head. 

ENV2 Coastal 
Management 

ENV5 
Protecting and 
Enhancing the 
Borough’s 
Landscapes 

The sensitive development and management of Whitehaven’s Town 
Centre and High Street Conservation Area and two other Conservation 
Areas and the preservation of historical features. 

ENV4 Heritage 
Assets 

A reassessment of local landscape may indicate additional green space 
and landscape features which should be taken into account in future. 

ENV5 
Protecting and 
Enhancing the 
Borough’s 
Landscapes 

Maintenance of the town’s green corridors and open valley sides, 
connecting the town centre and housing areas with the urban fringe and 
surrounding countryside. Protection of the footpath and cycleway 
networks which provide green links across the locality including their 
biodiversity value. 

ENV6 Access to 
the 
Countryside 

 

Other Plans and Projects for the Locality 

8.3.17 It is not possible to identify all of the projects that are likely to take place during 
the life of the Core Strategy, and many will arise through the community planning 
process.   

8.3.18 The current locality plan is the Whitehaven Partnership Locality Plan 2011, which 
encompasses the Ward Plans and is reviewed on an annual basis.  Key priorities 
include: 

 Establishing a representative Locality Partnership which has involvement in 
local affairs 

 Liaising with Police to reduce crime and anti-social behaviour 

 Arguing for better infrastructure joining A595 

 Tackling parking problems 
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 Lobbying for a Transport Interchange 

 Improving road surfaces, street lighting, pedestrian access, cycle tracks and 
public transport 

 Improving opportunities for young people 

 Improving the local environment and footpaths 

 Supporting regeneration initiatives and the Townscape Heritage Initiative 

 Attracting affordable, decent housing. 
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8.4 North East Copeland Locality 

Spatial Portrait 

 

Context and Background 

8.4.1 The North East Copeland Locality extends from the eastern boundary of 
Whitehaven, through Ennerdale and into the heart of the Lake District National 
Park.  The Locality has a population of 11,995 and includes the town of Cleator 
Moor and the wards of Cleator Moor North, Cleator Moor South, Arlecdon, 
Ennerdale and Frizington.  Ennerdale is one of the most sparsely populated wards 
in Cumbria, whilst Cleator Moor is one of West Cumbria’s main industrial towns.  
Ennerdale Bridge is identified as a Village in the Lake District National Park Core 
Strategy. 

8.4.2 Cleator Moor has developed along the B5295 and is separated into east and west 
residential areas by the Leconfield Industrial Estate.  The town grew substantially 
in the middle of the 19th century when a large number of Irish immigrants arrived 
to escape the Potato Famine and find work in the local steel and ore mining 
industries.  Cleator village is a much older settlement and is recorded as belonging 
to the Parish of St Bees from as early as 1315. 

8.4.3 Frizington grew from a collection of scattered farms, developing into a village by 
the mid-19th century when the iron ore industry became established.  The ancient 
village of Arlecdon has had a church on the present site since the 13th century. 
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Economic Opportunity and Regeneration 

8.4.4 Cleator Moor is the main Service Centre for the Locality and was founded on coal 
and iron ore mining, expanding rapidly during the second half of the 19th century.  
The decline of mining and associated foundries and engineering has led to long 
standing economic and social issues in the town and surrounding villages.  
Recently, employment opportunities have been provided by businesses operating 
at the key sites including the Phoenix Enterprise Centre and Leconfield Industrial 
Estate in Cleator Moor.  Today more people from the Locality work outside its 
boundary, with 20% of the working age population employed at Sellafield. 

8.4.5 Unemployment and worklessness are issues in the urban areas of Cleator Moor 
and Frizington, extending to Moor Row.  Ennerdale Road South, Frizington, 
Ennerdale Road North and Leconfield Street, Town Centre West are ranked in the 
worst 25% areas in the County for income and employment, and 3 (all except 
Leconfield Street Town Centre West) are in the worst quartile for these indices 
nationally.  Adult skill levels and educational attainment levels are also low in the 
more deprived areas of Cleator Moor, Frizington and Moor Row. 

8.4.6 Cleator Moor has a very compact town centre focussed around Market Square.  
The town centre continues to suffer from high vacancy rates and several 
properties in prominent locations are in a poor state of repair.  Security and crime 
have been raised as a concern by town centre businesses adding to the overall 
poor perception of the town centre.   

8.4.7 Regeneration activity is on-going in this area to improve the built environment and 
image of the area, and to encourage business investment and tourism.  Much of 
this work has taken place around the Market Square area, which has been 
designated a Conservation Area.  A key issue is to maintain local services, both in 
the town and rural villages, to sustain the communities. 

Sustainable Settlements 

8.4.8 Housing demand tends to be low in the North East Copeland Locality, with median 
house prices in all areas except Ennerdale at or below the Copeland average.  A 
high proportion of the housing is ageing, predominantly Registered Provider 
owned stock.  31.4% of dwellings are rented, 6% above the Cumbria average, and 
45% are terraced compared to 25% in Whitehaven and 33% in Egremont.  Average 
house prices are low, at £132,358, compared to £171,000 for the UK and £148,581 
for Cumbria.  

8.4.9 The Core Strategy and Housing Strategy propose that 10% of new housing 
development in Copeland is provided in Cleator Moor.  The Locality is identified as 
suitable for high end market housing, with opportunities for place making activities 
based around the town’s role as a Key Service Centre and location on the edge of 
the Lake District National Park.   

8.4.10 Poor health is a significant issue in Cleator Moor and the Locality was identified in 
the West Cumbria Health Improvement Plan 2008-2010 as a priority for action.  
The Locality has an ageing population with a higher rate of increase in the number 
of older residents in Arlecdon, Ennerdale and Frizington than the Copeland 
average.  There is a Doctor’s surgery in Cleator Moor but public transport services 
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are limited from outlying and rural areas, and this causes difficulties for many in 
accessing local health services. 

Accessibility and Transport 

8.4.11 The area is largely rural in nature and transport and accessibility are issues for 
many residents.  30% of households do not have access to a car, but levels of car 
use are relatively high, with 42% of commuters travelling more than 10km to work, 
compared to 18.5% in nearby Egremont.  Bus services run frequently from Cleator 
Moor and Frizington to Whitehaven but there is a far more limited service in rural 
and outlying areas. 

Environmental Protection and Enhancement 

8.4.12 The area is generally rural in nature, and the landscape is a mix of lowland pasture, 
distinct ridges and large scale undulating limestone topography with some 
substantial conifer plantations, and with views over the Lakeland fells.  There is a 
National Nature Reserve at High Leys between Kirkland and Rowrah and the scars 
of pits and quarries are scattered throughout the area.  The quiet Ennerdale Valley 
is one of the Lake District National Park’s most treasured places, crowned by Pillar 
Rock and High Stile.  The River Ehen which flows past Cleator Moor is of 
international importance. 

8.4.13 There are 9 SSSIs, protecting examples of nationally rare species, habitat and 
geology.  Even more significantly there are 3 biodiversity sites of European 
importance (River Ehen, Lake District High Fells and River Derwent) in addition to 
approximately 30 County Wildlife Sites.  The Locality is also rich in sites that are 
recognised for their geological interest (20 RIGS sites) and areas of ancient 
woodland. 

8.4.14 The Market Square area in Cleator Moor is designated as a Conservation Area and 
there are a number of Listed Buildings including the Library and Civic Hall.   

8.4.15 The Locality as a whole is deficient in parks and gardens and amenity green space.  
Ennerdale and Arlecdon are the two wards most deficient in open space, and there 
is no access to allotments or amenity green space in either ward.  The majority of 
formal provision of natural and semi natural green space is located within the 
Cleator Moor area, although it is worth noting that large parts of the Locality lie 
within the Lake District National Park where there is extensive access to the 
beautiful countryside via the footpath network.  Provision of play space is generally 
good although there is no provision in Rheda. 

8.4.16 Nor Beck and Bowthorn Beck pass through Cleator Moor within culverts.  These 
culverts are limited in capacity, resulting in flooding around Whitehaven Road and 
Birks Road and the area is designated Zone 3b Functional Floodplain.  Significant 
areas of Cleator and Ennerdale Bridge are also designated Zone 3b Functional 
Floodplain. 
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Implications of Core Strategy Policies on North East Copeland Locality 

 
Strategic Policies  
 

Implications Policy 
Reference 

At least 10% of the Borough’s non-nuclear site development will be 
directed to Cleator Moor – one of 3 Key Service Centres in Copeland. The 
emphasis will be on retaining a range of existing provision with some 
expansion of local employment; providing a small range of comparison 
shopping and moderate local economic development potential. 
Opportunities may arise in this Key Service Centre for expansion and 
diversification, with linkages to the nuclear sector and tourism. The 
settlement’s boundaries will also be reviewed in the light of potential for 
development. 

ST2 Local Centres: 

 Arlecdon / Rowrah 

 Cleator 

 Frizington 

 Kirkland / Ennerdale Bridge 

Minor development reflecting the respective scale and functions which 
helps to sustain services and facilities and contributes to the 
regeneration of these settlements is seen as appropriate.  Development 
outside of these locations will be restricted, and will predominantly be 
for employment/accommodation related to agriculture, forestry, 
tourism, affordable housing, renewable energy developments that are 
location specific (e.g. wind, hydro). 

It should be noted that the Lake District National Park Core Strategy 
identifies Ennerdale Bridge as a Village, which may be suitable for local 
needs affordable housing 

ST2 - Spatial 
Development 
Strategy 

 

Town centre regeneration and improvement schemes within Cleator 
Moor town centre will be continued under the North East Copeland 
Regeneration programme, including a Local Plan-identified Development 
Opportunity site on Cragg Road (CTC1) which is suitable for a range of 
uses.  

The Phoenix Enterprise Centre is regarded as a key employment facility 
where expansion and improvements will be encouraged.  

ST3 – Strategic 
Development 
Priorities 

Cleator Moor’s main industrial estate at Leconfield Street is also 
regarded as a key employment facility where expansion and 
improvements will be encouraged.   Leconfield Industrial Estate is a 
strategic target for improvement, potentially through a mixed-use 
redevelopment scheme, although the Council would prefer to see this 

ST4 – Providing 
Infrastructure 
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Implications Policy 
Reference 

being achieved without loss of employment space.  An appropriate 
development project could provide a “Community Offset Package” of 
community benefits put together under ST4 provisions.   

Regeneration opportunities are currently being pursued, including the 
provision of indoor adventure facilities for visitors and the local 
community. 

 
Economic Opportunity and Regeneration 
 

Implications Policy 
Reference 

Core Strategy policies for economic development are dominated by the 
potential in the nuclear sector.  It is expected that this will bring 
opportunities for additional business development in Cleator Moor 
which could include further relocation of Sellafield jobs.   Potential 
Legacy sites to support nuclear new build in the Locality could include for 
instance Leconfield Industrial Estate.  It is important to ensure that 
Cleator Moor benefits as much as possible from the growth in activity 
that nuclear-related developments will bring, and that these leave a 
lasting legacy of improvements which will permanently benefit the town 
and its people.  

ER1 – Planning 
for the Nuclear 
Sector 

There may be potential for renewable energy production in the Locality 
including wind and hydro. 

ER2 – Planning 
for the 
Renewable 
Energy Sector 

Any National Grid connection programme will undoubtedly have some 
impact on local communities given available routeing options which are 
close to Cleator Moor in particular and on important landscapes 
including higher ground within the National Park. 

ER3 – The 
Support 
Infrastructure 
for the Energy 
Coast 

There will be opportunities for office and workshop/warehouse 
development at Leconfield Street and the Phoenix Centre and 
encouragement will be given to new business clusters with food 
processing being particularly appropriate given the wide rural hinterland.  
Similarly the Council will try to accommodate proposals involving 
working from home and rural workshops on existing sites like Frizington 
Road and Rowrah Station provided local amenity is protected. 

ER6 – Location 
of Employment 

It will be important to enhance and protect the vitality and viability of 
Cleator Moor Town Centre, although the 2009 Retail Study suggests that 
there is unlikely to be justification for an increase in shopping floor 
space.  Public realm improvements and attention to vacant and derelict 
properties are needed as part of a continuing environmental 

ER7 – Principal 
Town Centre, 
Key Service 
Centres, Local 
Centres and 
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Implications Policy 
Reference 

improvement programme along with measures to increase security. other Service 
areas: Roles 
and Functions 

ER9 – The Key 
Service 
Centres, Local 
Centres and 
other Smaller 
Centres  

There are opportunities to increase the potential for tourism in the 
Locality, especially green tourism associated with the outstanding 
landscapes and wildlife habitat and perhaps related to the extensive 
cycleway and footpath networks. Industrial archaeology also offers real 
growth prospects.  Delivery of tourism facilities, accommodation and 
services will be important.  Cleator Moor has a distinct opportunity to 
capitalise on its location on the edge of the National Park and the Ehen 
Valley which is designated as a Tourism Opportunity Site.  In addition, 
Cleator Moor has a strong sporting heritage and key regeneration needs 
that are being addressed through the extreme sport/ indoor adventure 
centre idea. 

ER10 – 
Renaissance 
through 
Tourism 

 
Sustainable Settlements 
 

Implications Policy 
Reference 

The Locality contains a number of small villages and communities where 
there is need to improve housing quality and standards. This includes a 
potential area scheme under housing market renewal provisions in the 
Dent Road area of Cleator Moor which could be tackled alongside 
gateway improvements to Ennerdale Road in line with the town’s Mini-
master plan proposals.  Elsewhere older areas of housing (e.g. in Cleator, 
Arlecdon and Frizington) will continue to require grant assisted 
improvement. 

SS1 – 
Improving the 
Housing Offer 

It will be vital that there is adequate housing available of the right 
quality, type and tenure and at least 10% of the Borough’s overall new 
housing will be accommodated in Cleator Moor i.e. between 345 and 450 
dwellings over the period 2013-2028.  

Appropriately scaled development will be accommodated in Local 
Centres to sustain services and facilities, in line with existing size and 
service provision. In this way the allocations at Frizington are likely to be 
substantially more than Arlecdon.  Appropriate percentages of site(s) 
allocated within the Locality will be set for affordable homes subject to 
the 2010 Housing Needs Assessment otherwise an “exceptions” 

SS2 – 
Sustainable 
Housing 
Growth 
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Implications Policy 
Reference 

approach will operate in the villages for individuals and housing trusts/ 
Registered Providers. 

Cleator Moor may include opportunities for sites for executive homes 
which will require attractive locations and high quality building standards 
(SS3 A (iii)). 

Regeneration and other vacant sites in Cleator Moor could also provide 
opportunity for temporary accommodation relating to new nuclear 
power station construction workers under SS3 A (v).   

A need for a small Gypsy and Traveller transit site (up to 5 pitches) has 
been identified in Copeland.  There may be an opportunity to meet this 
need within this Locality. 

SS3 – Housing 
Needs, Mix and 
Affordability 

In terms of community facilities and services the general provisions of 
Policy SS4 will apply but given the health issues thrown up in the 
deprivation indices there are a number of particular sports and exercise 
initiatives in the locality which may require further facilities. 

SS4 – 
Community 
Facilities and 
Services 

 
Accessibility and Transport 
 

Implications Policy 
Reference 

Three particular priorities which would be of value to the locality:  

 A595 Whitehaven Eastern Relief Road / Bypass    

 Improvements along the A5086 – there are a number of rural and 
village stretches where these are needed 

 Maintaining and improving the stations, infrastructure and 
services on the Cumbrian Coastal railway   

 Improvements to the footpath and cycle network 

The Council will encourage better public transport links to Whitehaven 
and national networks and greater use of footpath and cycle networks 
for instance by making provision for a parking “interchange” at Rowrah 
as part of any housing approval on the former railway goods yard.  
Transport improvements on a range of scales could be elements of a 
community package of benefits related to new Energy sector 
construction projects.  

T1 – Improving 
Accessibility 
and Transport 
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Environmental Protection and Enhancement 
 

Implications Policy 
Reference 

Environmental priorities for Cleator Moor include the implementation of 
key environmental and public realm improvements as envisaged in the 
NE Copeland Locality Plan, which draws on existing work in the Gateways 
Study and Mini Masterplan in order to make the town a more effective 
draw for visitors. 

ENV4 – 
Heritage Assets 

There is also an emphasis on the protection and enhancement of the 
landscape, biodiversity and geodiversity within the locality, particularly 
given its location on the edge of the National Park.  There are large areas 
of landscape quality which need to be reassessed on a relative scale 
including the high moorland above the River Keekle and the countryside 
adjoining the National Park between Lamplugh and Ennerdale Bridge. 

 

ENV5 – 
Protecting and 
Enhancing the 
Borough’s 
Landscapes 

ENV6 – Access 
to the 
Countryside 

 

Other Plans and Projects for the Locality 

8.4.17 It is not possible to identify all of the projects that are likely to take place during 
the life of the Core Strategy, and many will arise through the community planning 
process.   

8.4.18 The current community plans within the locality are: 

 Regen NE Copeland Locality Plan 

 North East Copeland Neighbourhood Action Plan 

 Cleator Moor Mini Masterplan 

 Arlecdon and Frizington Parish Plan 2005 

 Cleator Moor Town Plan 2005 

 Ennerdale and Kinniside Parish Plan 2005 

 Lamplugh Parish Plan 2003 

 Weddicar Parish Plan 2005 

 

8.4.19 These will be updated over the next fifteen years. 

8.4.20 The current Community Plan for the area is the North East Copeland Community 
Plan, and Area Action Plan 2011.  This incorporates the Ward Plans and includes 
the following key priorities: 

 Renew and improve Cleator Moor town centre 

 Improve derelict and dilapidated buildings 

 Implement Area Renewal Scheme 
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 Redevelop Leconfield Industrial Estate 

 Establish North East Copeland as a destination for indoor and outdoor 
adventure tourism 

 Raise aspirations to help local people access training and employment 
opportunities 

 Support local businesses 

 Maintain rural services 

 Improve local play areas and facilities 

 Improve local health services and healthy lifestyles 

 Improve local environment and green spaces. 
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8.5 West Copeland 

Spatial Portrait 

 

Context and Background 

8.5.1 The West Copeland Locality is located in the north west of the Borough and covers 
the wards of Egremont North, Egremont South, Beckermet and St Bees.  It has a 
population of 12,588 and has a similar age structure to the Cumbrian average.  The 
Locality includes over 12 miles of coastline stretching from the imposing cliffs of St 
Bees Head in the north to the mudflats, sands, shingle and pebble beaches to the 
south. 

8.5.2 The main service centre is the traditional market town of Egremont.  It is the 
historic capital of Copeland, with the remains of a Norman castle dominating the 
town, a market charter dating back to 1267 and ancient “crab fair”.  More recently 
it has been the centre for iron ore mining and limestone quarrying.   

8.5.3 The village of St Bees developed in linear form from its early Priory.  It remains a 
largely rural village, but is home to a successful public school (founded in 1583) 
and is a popular commuter settlement for those who work at the Sellafield site and 
in the nearby towns of Whitehaven, Workington and Egremont.  

8.5.4 The settlement of Thornhill was constructed by Whitehaven Rural District Council 
and Egremont Urban District Council in the 1920s, as part of the national campaign 
to improve housing conditions for those returning from fighting in the First World 
War.   
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8.5.5 Bigrigg has been in existence for some 1200 years.  The name is derived from the 
Norwegian Viking for Barley Ridge and it is believed that Iron Ore was mined in the 
Bigrigg area as early as Roman times.  Ore mining was the main industry in Bigrigg 
in the 19th century and the mines supported steel manufacture in nearby Cleator 
Moor. 

8.5.6 There was a settlement at Moor Row by 1762, but it was the 19th century discovery 
of iron ore in the vicinity that resulted in the “row of houses on a moor”.  Cornish 
tin miners migrated to the area to work in the mines and their contribution has 
been observed through the naming of Penzance Street in the village. 

8.5.7 The villages of Haile and Wilton are home to some of the Locality’s higher income 
professionals and their families.  Beckermet is occupied by a mix of young families, 
professionals, agricultural workers and retired people. 

Economic Opportunity and Regeneration 

8.5.8 Egremont has a compact, linear town centre focussed along the Main Street and 
Market Place.  The town has a high proportion of service sector outlets and 
independent retailers, and below average representation of both comparison and 
convenience retailers.  A survey in 2008 for the Retail Study indicated a poor 
perception of the town centre is compounded by concerns over security.  Trading 
has been difficult in recent years, reflecting changes in shopping patterns at a 
national level and increased use of the internet.  However the town’s location 
between the coast and the lakes offers potential for the development of tourism, 
particularly if the town’s physical environment and townscape are enhanced 
through environmental improvements.  The recent Retail Study update identified 
that there is overtrading in comparison goods and there is immediate capacity for 
up to 745 sq. m net of additional floorspace, increasing up to 1,350 sq. m net by 
2023. 

8.5.9 29% of the Locality’s workforce are currently employed at Sellafield and the area 
will continue to face economic challenges as the decommissioning process 
continues.  The Index of Multiple Deprivation indicates that the most deprived 
parts of the Locality are concentrated around the periphery of Egremont at Orgill, 
Smithfield and Bigrigg South Lower Super Output Areas, where low incomes, 
unemployment and poor health are particular issues.  Low skills and education 
attainment levels are an issue in Egremont although median household incomes 
are significantly higher than in West Copeland (particularly in Beckermet and St 
Bees) than many other parts of the Borough, mainly due to the relatively high rates 
of pay in the nuclear industry.   

Sustainable Settlements 

8.5.10 Overall deprivation indicators for health, crime and education attainment are 
much better than the figures for the worst wards in Whitehaven and Cleator Moor.  
However GCSE attainment in Egremont North and South (33.8% and 38.9% 
attaining at least 5 passes at Grade C or above) is falling behind the Copeland and 
national averages (44.0% and 50.4% respectively).   Equipping the local workforce 
for future employment opportunities and developing the ability of the Locality to 
respond to these will be a key challenge in future years. 
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8.5.11 In terms of housing offer, Egremont is almost entirely polarised between good 
quality executive homes and social rented housing with little in between, although 
generally there is a fairly even spread of housing tenures with higher owner 
occupation rates and a lower rental element than Whitehaven and Cleator Moor.  
The Housing Strategy and Core Strategy propose that 10% of Copeland’s new 
housing development should be accommodated in Egremont and sites will be 
identified for high end market housing. 

Accessibility and Transport 

8.5.12 Geographical barriers to services are an issue for almost all the Locality with the 
exception of Egremont, reflecting the rural nature of much of the area.  Egremont 
has good road links to Whitehaven and Workington via the A595.  Car ownership 
and use for commuting is quite high but the distances involved are the lowest for 
all urban-based localities, reflecting the proximity to Sellafield.  Bus services for the 
whole of the Locality are considered insufficient.  Access to the Coastal Railway is 
good although actual use is not currently that high.  There are stations at St Bees, 
Nethertown, Braystones and Sellafield. 

Environmental Protection and Enhancement 

8.5.13 The open character of the landscape along the coast offers wide and uninterrupted 
views across to sea horizons and along the coastal strip, and provides a sense of 
the area’s remoteness and wild character.  The high cliffs and cliff top landscape of 
St Bees Head is vast in scale and contrasts with the more enclosed rolling farmland 
and valleys further inland.  There are 7 SSSIs within the Locality including St Bees 
Head, home to a large population of breeding sea birds and the only breeding site 
on the British coast for the very rare Black Guillemot, several wetland habitats, a 
quarry and a mine.  There are also 13 County Wildlife Sites and a number of areas 
of ancient woodland, as well as 7 Regionally Important Geological Sites (RIGS) in 
the area.  The St Bees Head Heritage Coast is the only stretch in the North West 
that is formally recognised for its beauty and managed to preserve its aesthetic 
qualities.  A public footpath runs the length of the designated stretch. 

8.5.14 The Market Place and Main Street in Egremont have been designated a 
Conservation Area, and in St Bees there is an extensive Conservation Area which 
encompasses a significant proportion of the settlement. 

8.5.15 There is an undersupply of parks and gardens available in the Locality.  The supply 
of allotments in the area is generally good in all areas apart from Bigrigg, Thornhill 
and Beckermet, although there is a long waiting list in Egremont.  There is a 
sufficient supply of semi natural green space and outdoor sports facilities in the 
larger settlements.  The pressure to supply natural green space in the smaller 
settlements is not as great as residents in these places have access to a wide 
network of public footpaths.  Accessibility to all these facilities is reasonably good 
with the majority in walking distance of the settlements they serve.  The Open 
Space Assessment noted that the quality of the amenity green spaces, particularly 
in Egremont, could be improved and there is a need to increase the number of the 
children’s play spaces across the Locality.  
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8.5.16 Flooding is a significant issue in some parts of the Locality.  The southern coastline 
has been identified in the Phase 1 Strategic Flood Risk assessment as an area at 
risk of coastal flooding during storm events.  In Egremont there is a swathe of 
functional floodplain running through the settlement following the line of the River 
Ehen and Skirting Beck.  The dwellings closest to the river are considered to be in 
Flood Zone 2. In Beckermet a significant portion of the properties are within Zone 
3a High Probability associated with Kirk Beck and Black Beck. 

 

Implications of Core Strategy Policies on West Copeland Locality 

 
Strategic Policies  
 

Implications Policy 
Reference 

At least 10% of the Borough’s non-nuclear site development will be 
directed to Egremont – one of 3 Key Service Centres in Copeland. The 
emphasis will be on retaining a range of existing provision with some 
expansion of local employment, providing a small range of convenience 
and comparison shopping and moderate local economic development 
potential.  Opportunities may arise for expansion and diversification, 
with linkages to the nuclear sector and tourism. The settlement’s 
boundaries will also be reviewed in the light of potential for 
development. 

ST2 Local Centres:   

 Beckermet 

 Bigrigg 

 Moor Row 

 St Bees 

 Thornhill 

In these settlements minor development reflecting the respective scale 
and functions is seen as appropriate especially where it can help to 
sustain services and facilities and contribute to regeneration.  

Development outside of these locations will be restricted, and will 
predominantly be for employment/accommodation related to 
agriculture or forestry, affordable housing, renewable energy 
developments that are location specific (e.g. wind, wave, tidal, hydro).  A 
small part of the West Copeland locality is located within the Lake 
District National Park.  However none of this area contains any 
designated Rural Service Centres or Villages to accommodate 
development within the National Park.  As a result all development will 
be focussed within the Copeland Local Plan area. 

ST2 - Spatial 
Development 
Strategy 
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Implications Policy 
Reference 

A site adjacent to Sellafield within the West Copeland Locality is 
identified in National Policy Statement 1-ENV6 as the location for a new 
nuclear power station.    If development consent is granted by the 
Secretary of State, work is planned to begin on constructing the new 
nuclear power plant as early as 2017 and should continue until 2023/25.  

ST3 includes provision for regeneration and improvement schemes 
within Egremont town centre as a continuation of the Market Towns 
Initiative programme including a Local Plan identified Employment 
Opportunity Site on Chapel St/Ehen Court Road (EOS1) suitable for a 
range of uses. The Bridge End industrial estate is regarded as a key 
employment facility where expansion and improvements will be 
encouraged. 

ST3 – Strategic 
Development 
Priorities 

 
Economic Opportunity and Regeneration 
 

Implications Policy 
Reference 

Core Strategy policies for economic development                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
are dominated by the potential in the nuclear and renewable energy 
sectors.  It is expected that this will bring opportunities for additional 
business development in Egremont which could include further 
relocation of Sellafield jobs as well as opportunities arising from 
decommissioning.  There could also be opportunities within Egremont 
for bringing longer term benefit by identifying legacy sites associated 
with activity related to nuclear new build. 

ER1 – Planning 
for the Nuclear 
Sector 

There may be potential for renewable energy production in the locality 
from a range of sources. 

ER2 – Planning 
for the 
Renewable 
Energy Sector 

The Core Strategy does not provide in detail for nuclear new build as that 
will proceed via a Development Consent Order under the procedure for 
Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects.  Policy ER3 will underpin 
the Council’s position in contributing to that process; namely, that sites 
needed to support major infrastructure projects should be selected in 
accordance with the Core Strategy’s locational principles.  This means 
that it is likely that large sites for worker accommodation or other off-
site uses will be in or close to the towns, and the Egremont area may 
attract some of that development, be it for housing (sites not identified) 
or for off-site assembly, storage and logistics (Bridge End, Beckermet 
industrial estate).  Improvements to road capacity may also be needed. 

Any National Grid connection programme will undoubtedly have some 
impact on local communities given available routeing options which are 
close to Egremont and all the Local Centres and on important landscapes 

ER3 – The 
Support 
Infrastructure 
for the Energy 
Coast 
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Implications Policy 
Reference 

including higher ground within the National Park. 

The Bridge End industrial estate and its expansion land adjoining St 
Thomas Cross are an important part of maintaining quality employment 
sites locally near Sellafield, and the Beckermet Estate will still provide 
limited expansion potential for businesses which could have an adverse 
impact on local amenity.   

ER4 – Land and 
Premises for 
Economic 
Development 

It will be important to protect the vitality and viability of Egremont town 
centre and the 2009 Retail Study suggests that there is potential for a 
320 sq. m increase in convenience floor space over the period to 2023.  
Egremont is also seen as performing well as a comparison shopping 
destination and a 1,575 sq. m increase in comparison floor space is 
suggested subject to reasonable growth in the tourism sector. Public 
realm improvements and attention to vacant and derelict properties are 
needed as part of a continuing environmental improvement programme 
which may involve a grants initiative.  

ER7 – Principal 
Town Centre, 
Key Service 
Centres, Local 
Centres and 
other Service 
areas: Roles 
and Functions 

ER9 – The Key 
Service 
Centres, Local 
Centres and 
other Smaller 
Centres 

There are opportunities to increase the potential for tourism in the 
locality, especially green tourism associated with the outstanding 
landscapes and wildlife habitat and perhaps related to the extensive 
cycleway and footpath networks. There are opportunities to build on the 
rich cultural heritage of the area, for example the Crab Fair in Egremont 
and arts developments at Florence Mine with the aim of increasing 
creative industries activity in the locality and wider. There are important 
Stone and Iron Age sites, a rich mediaeval history to tap into and more 
recent industrial archaeology that offer real growth prospects, 
particularly with standing “remains” at the Castle, Florence Mine and St 
Bees Priory.  Delivery of tourism facilities in line with this will be 
important both for accommodation and services.  Like its neighbour 
Cleator Moor, Egremont has a distinct opportunity to capitalise on its 
location on the edge of National Park and within the Ehen Valley which is 
designated as a Tourism Opportunity Area.  Town centre improvements 
will help to strengthen cultural and tourism opportunities and there is 
also potential in Egremont, and especially St Bees for accommodation 
and facilities catering to activities within the undeveloped coast.  Any 
further expansion of holiday chalet development, however, will be 
strictly controlled at St Bees, Braystones, Nethertown and Coulderton. 

ER10 – 
Renaissance 
through 
Tourism 

The local labour force will be equipped for future employment 
opportunities, particularly in relation to opportunities arising from the 
decommissioning of Sellafield and future nuclear and other energy based 

ER11 – 
Developing 
Enterprise and 
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Implications Policy 
Reference 

industries.  The location of West Lakes Academy in Egremont is an 
important element in this drive and the Council will ensure that the 
Academy’s planning needs continue to be met.  

Skills 

 
Sustainable Settlements 
 

Implications Policy 
Reference 

Improvement initiatives may be required in older housing areas both in 
Egremont (e.g. Castle Croft, Brisco Mount) and the villages. 

SS1 – 
Improving the 
Housing Offer 

It will be vital that there is adequate housing available of the right 
quality, type and tenure and at least 10% of the Borough’s overall new 
housing will be accommodated in Egremont i.e. between 345 and 450 
dwellings over the period 2013-2028. Appropriately scaled development 
will be accommodated in Local Centres to sustain services and facilities, 
in line with existing size and service provision.  

Appropriate percentages of site(s) allocated within Egremont will be set 
for affordable homes subject to the 2010 Housing Needs Assessment 
otherwise an “exceptions” approach for affordable dwellings will operate 
in the villages for individuals and housing trusts or Registered Providers. 
The need to rebalance the overall housing market means that some of 
the sites allocated will need to accommodate more expensive, 
“Executive” housing which will require attractive locations and high 
quality building standards. 

SS2 – 
Sustainable 
Housing 
Growth 

There are a number of vacant sites and sites suggested for housing or 
employment use in the longer term which could provide opportunities 
for temporary accommodation relating to new nuclear power station 
construction workers.   

A need for a small Gypsy and Traveller transit site (up to 5 pitches) has 
been identified in Copeland.  There may be an opportunity to meet this 
need within this Locality.  

SS3 – Housing 
Needs, Mix and 
Affordability 

The focus will be to retain services in villages, while trying to improve 
them in Local Centres. 

SS4 – 
Community 
Facilities and 
Services 

 
Accessibility and Transport 
 

Implications Policy 
Reference 

The Core Strategy identifies three particular priorities which would be of T1 – Improving 
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Implications Policy 
Reference 

great value to the locality:  

 An eastern relief road or bypass to Whitehaven  

 Junction and other improvements along the A595 

 Improvements along the A5086.  

T1 also makes reference to future use and improvements to the 
Cumbrian Coast railway which would also benefit the locality as there are 
4 stations within its boundaries.  Additional facilities like park and ride 
sites will be necessary to achieve greater use of the line especially in 
terms of Sellafield traffic.  Overall the Council will do as much as it can to 
encourage better public transport links to Whitehaven and national 
networks and greater use of footpath and cycle networks. Transport 
improvements on a range of scales could be elements of a community 
package of benefits related to new Energy sector construction projects.  

Accessibility 
and Transport 

 
Environmental Protection and Enhancement 
 

Implications Policy 
Reference 

There are areas of flood risk in the town associated with Skirting Beck 
and sections of combined sewerage where surface water run off can 
cause occasional problems and there have been localised problems at St 
Bees.  All these will be taken into account in the choice of location for 
development in accordance with ENV1. 

ENV1 – Flood 
Risk and Risk 
Management 

The natural and historic assets of the undeveloped coast will be 
conserved. Care will be especially necessary where erosion is an issue 
along the footpath over St Bees Head and alongside the golf course and 
the coastal margins to the south.  The Heritage Coast is a unique asset 
which requires a management plan to set out a detailed protection and 
interpretation programme.  This may include new carefully designed and 
landscaped access and parking facilities.   

ENV2 – Coastal 
Management 

Environmental priorities for Egremont include the implementation of key 
environmental and public realm improvements as envisaged in the Mini 
Masterplan which would make the town a more effective draw for 
visitors.  It will also be important to maintain the integrity of the three 
Conservation areas in the locality at St Bees, Beckermet and Egremont 
town centre and other important heritage sites.   

ENV4 – 
Heritage Assets 

There will be a need to reassess the landscape value of the coastal strip 
between the St Bees valley and Sellafield and the large open area east of 
the River Ehen and flanking the National Park between Dent and Calder 
Bridge.  The value of environmental and cultural assets including the 
river corridor and Egremont Castle ruins will be maximised along with 

ENV5 – 
Protecting and 
Enhancing the 
Borough’s 
Landscapes 
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Implications Policy 
Reference 

the footpath and cycleway links into the countryside.   

The Council would like to investigate the potential for a large area of 
woodland – a community forest – which could provide a valuable 
resource for leisure and energy/crafts whilst providing a counter balance 
to any large scale energy construction and associated infrastructure 
works.  The area south of Egremont and moving into the Mid-Copeland 
locality area could offer an opportunity for this sort of long-term project 
merging into areas of existing woodland at Haile and Ponsonby and along 
the Calder. 

ENV6 – Access 
to the 
Countryside 

 

Other Plans and Projects for the Locality 

8.5.17 It is not possible to identify all of the projects that are likely to take place during 
the life of the Core Strategy, and many will arise through the community planning 
process.   

8.5.18 The current community plans within the locality are: 

 Egremont Market Town Initiative  

 Haile and Wilton Parish Plan 2011  

 St Bees Parish Plan 2006 

8.5.19 These will be updated over the next fifteen years and additional plans may also be 
produced for the remaining parishes in the locality. 

8.5.20 The Community Plan for West Copeland Locality includes an Action Plan 2011, 
which incorporates the Ward Plans, is updated annually.  Current key priorities 
include the following: 

 To encourage activities for teenagers and improve engagement with young 
people 

 To improve play areas 

 To tackle low aspirations and educational attainment 

 To link the community and locality plans with the Local Development 
Framework 

 To support maintenance of parks and open spaces 

 To tackle speeding traffic 

 To consider alternative means of transport and improve cycle connections 

 To promote local tourism opportunities 

 To improve rural broadband infrastructure 

 To support allotments, local produce and food growing    
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8.6 Mid Copeland 

Spatial Portrait 

 

Context and Background 

8.6.1 The Mid Copeland Locality includes the parishes of Drigg and Carleton, Eskdale, 
Gosforth, Irton with Santon, Muncaster, Ponsonby, Seascale and Wasdale and the 
wards of Seascale, Gosforth and Bootle.  It is the most rural of all the Localities, 
combining a variety of coastal landscapes between Sellafield and Ravenglass to the 
west with the dramatic Wasdale and Eskdale Valleys and the central Lake District 
mountains to the east.  The majority of the Locality lies within the Lake District 
National Park, which produces its own Local Development Framework, and Eskdale 
Green and Ravenglass are identified as Villages in the Lake District National Park 
Core Strategy.  The majority of the 4,570 people who live here are concentrated in 
the 2 main settlements of Seascale and Gosforth.   

8.6.2 Seascale village can trace its origins back to an early Norse settlement and Roman 
Britain but was significantly enhanced as a seaside resort in Victorian times 
following the introduction of the Furness railway in the 1850s.  

8.6.3 Ravenglass and Eskdale Green are both classed by the National Park Authority as 
“Villages” suitable for local needs housing.  Ravenglass lies on the estuary of 3 
rivers, the Esk, Mite and Irt.  Ravenglass became an important naval base for the 
Romans in the 2nd century and a Market Charter was granted by King John in 1208. 
In the 1800s iron ore, granite and copper ore were brought to the estuary by a 
narrow gauge railway from mines near Boot, 8 miles away.  Today the line has 
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been preserved as the Ravenglass and Eskdale Railway, a major tourist attraction.  
Eskdale Green is a small village with a pub, a shop and a post office, located on a 
Roman route to Hard Knott Fort. 

Economic Opportunity and Regeneration 

8.6.4 Seascale performs the role of the largest service centre in the Locality with a 
primary school, doctor’s surgery, library and railway station as well as a small 
range of convenience and comparative shopping.  It performs very much as a 
dormitory settlement related to nearby Sellafield. 

8.6.5 Gosforth has a limited service function which is recognised in the National Park 
Authority’s designation as a “Rural Service Centre” able to accommodate modest 
expansion.  The village has a bank, bakery, grocery store, cafes, gift shops and a 
primary school.  The tallest and oldest Viking Cross in England, dating from the first 
half of the 10th century, is located in the grounds of St Mary’s Church.  Gosforth is 
not identified as retail destination in the Retail Study but its role serving the day to 
day needs of a rural community and visitors to the Western Lakes should be 
recognised and is supported. 

Sustainable Settlements 

8.6.6 The Locality’s population is reasonably affluent with Seascale, Seascale 
South/Drigg /Holmrook and Gosforth all ranked in the highest national and county 
quartiles for income, and the highest quartiles in Cumbria for employment, in the 
Index for Multiple Deprivation.  Residents enjoy comparatively good health, and 
amongst the lowest crime rates in Cumbria and the UK.  The outdoor living 
environment in all 3 areas is ranked in the highest national quartile and the 
Locality’s population is more highly skilled and qualified than elsewhere in 
Copeland.  However the Locality has an ageing population and this is particularly 
notable in Gosforth where there has been a 26.3% increase in the population aged 
65 or over from 2001-2010 and a reduction of 6.3% in 15-64 year olds over the 
same period.   Additionally the indoor living environment of Seascale 
South/Drigg/Holmrook is ranked in the lowest quartile nationally, and Gosforth is 
in the second lowest. 

Accessibility and Transport 

8.6.7 Rural deprivation exists along with transport difficulties, especially in the more 
isolated parts of the Locality with Seascale South/Drigg/ Holmrook and Gosforth 
ranked in the lowest County and National Quartiles for geographical sub barriers, 
reflecting the area’s relative isolation.   

8.6.8 The A595 is the principal road route running north / south through the locality and 
there are rail stations at Ravenglass, Drigg, Seascale and Sellafield.  The Locality’s 
remote geographical location is a significant issue for local residents and there is a 
need to improve connections to the main employment and service centres 
including Barrow, Sellafield and Lillyhall, Workington and Carlisle in the north.  Bus 
services along the A595 provide only one bus per day or buses on certain days of 
the week. 
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Environmental Protection and Enhancement 

8.6.9 The coastal strip comprises bay and estuary landscape types with mudflats, shingle 
and pebble beaches, open water which support internationally important roosting 
and feeding grounds for wading birds and water fowl, and coastal margins (dunes 
and beaches) with hummocky dunes, flat raised beaches and beaches of mud, 
sand, shingle and pebbles.  Further inland the landscape is characterised by 
lowland farmland where intensely farmed agricultural pasture dominates with 
patchy areas of woodland, before rising up to the Lake District Fells and high 
mountain plateaus, screes and moorland. 

8.6.10 The Locality includes numerous SSSIs, as well as 3 SACs, 109 County Wildlife Sites, 
113 Ancient Woodland sites and 20 RIGS sites. 

8.6.11 There is an undersupply of allotments and amenity green space across the 2 wards 
of the Locality but generally open space is well provided for and both Gosforth and 
Seascale settlements are set within attractive countryside with a good access 
network.  Some play provision would benefit from refreshing and more 
imaginative provision. 

8.6.12 Seascale is adjacent to the sandy coastline and is considered at risk of coastal 
erosion and flooding, putting the promenade, main road and some properties at 
risk.  There is also a narrow strip designated as Zone 3a High Probability for flood 
risk around Whitriggs Beck waterway corridor.  

 

Implications of Core Strategy for Mid Copeland 

 
Strategic Policies 
 

Implications Policy 
reference 

Seascale is the largest service centre with a primary school, doctor’s 
surgery, library and railway station as well as a small range of convenience 
and comparison shopping. The Council will look at the potential for some 
general needs housing allocations here for the Locality   

Gosforth also acts as a service centre, recognised in the National Park 
Authority’s designation of it as a ‘Rural Service Centre’ able to 
accommodate modest expansion.   

Additionally Ravenglass and Eskdale Green are classed by the Lake District 
Core Strategy as Villages suitable for local needs housing. 

ST2 – Spatial 
Development 
Strategy 

 
Economic Opportunity and Regeneration 
 

Implications Policy 
reference 

Employment is dominated by the potential in the nuclear sector, and this 
does and will offer employment opportunities to Mid Copeland residents.  

ER1 – Planning 
for the Nuclear 
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Implications Policy 
reference 

For the last 60 years the locality has mixed the benefits of employment in 
or supplying the nuclear industry with agriculture and tourism, all of 
which continue to be encouraged.  The Council will press for Nationally 
Significant Infrastructure development (power station and grid 
connection) to be managed so as to minimise any impacts which may be 
to the detriment of tourism, and maximise economic sustainability. 

The same will apply to any nuclear waste developments that emerge, with 
the added proviso that mitigation will be sought, including community 
benefit expenditure similar to that already associated with the LLWR at 
Drigg.   

The Core Strategy does not provide in detail for nuclear new build as that 
will proceed via a Development Consent Order under the procedure for 
Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects.  Policy ER3 will underpin the 
Council’s position in contributing to that process; namely, that sites 
needed to support major infrastructure projects should be selected in 
accordance with the Core Strategy’s locational principles.  This means that 
it is likely that large sites for worker accommodation or other off-site uses 
will be in or close to the towns, and not in Mid Copeland. 

There may be other renewable resources to tap into by way of hydro or 
perhaps biomass.  There has already been interest in community scaled 
renewable energy production at Eskdale and the wood-based project 
could benefit enormously from development of a new Copeland Forest as 
a concept. 

Small scale tourism development, particularly for visitor accommodation, 
and facilities will be encouraged in Seascale in association with coastal 
pursuits and to take pressure off settlements and sites within the National 
Park. 

Additional land may be allocated for small workshop development in 
Seascale.  The village’s service function will so far as is possible be 
defended to maintain current levels of provision. 

Sector 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ER3 - The 
Support 
Infrastructure 
for the Energy 
Coast 

 

ER2 – Planning 
for the 
Renewable 
Energy Sector 

ER10 – 
Renaissance 
through 
Tourism 

ER4 – Land 
and Premises 
for Economic 
Development 

ER9 – (Local 
Service 
Centres) 

 
Sustainable Settlements 
 

Implications Policy 
reference 

The housing policies are all about encouraging an improvement in general 
housing standards together with an appropriate mix of types and tenures 
in new allocations.  As a main Local Centre, Seascale would expect to 
accommodate somewhere between 50 – 100 new dwellings during the 
plan period. This would assist the maintenance and even expansion of 
community facilities and services locally as per SS4. 

SS1 Improving 
the Housing 
Offer; 

SS2 
Sustainable 
Housing 
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Implications Policy 
reference 

A need for a small Gypsy and Traveller transit site (up to 5 pitches) has 
been identified in Copeland.  There may be an opportunity to meet this 
need within this Locality. 

The National Park Core Strategy assumes about 90 dwellings in the West 
area over 15 years, and a significant proportion of these can be expected 
to be in Gosforth (the largest settlement), including market housing (with 
local occupancy restrictions) as well as affordable homes.  The main 
settlements in Mid Copeland are in the Emergency Protection Zone 
Consultation Area; the Council will do all in its power to ensure that the 
small quantity of development envisaged here is not restricted 
unnecessarily. 

Growth; 

SS3 Housing 
Needs, Mix, 
Affordability 

SS4 
Community 
Facilities and 
Services 

 
Accessibility and Transport 
 

Implications Policy 
reference 

The Council’s policy is to support strategic transport improvements which 
address the locality’s relative isolation.  These include better connections 
to the main employment and service centres outside the area including 
Barrow, Sellafield, Whitehaven and Lillyhall.  The costs of improving 
connectivity by road, and capacity improvements to rail services, have 
been tentatively identified and are referred to in the Strategy for 
Infrastructure.  Significant improvement will be required in preparation 
for nuclear power station construction, as well as in mitigation of its 
effects, and this should be to the permanent benefit of the Locality.  

The Council will also resist any changes to management of the traffic 
serving Sellafield which would be to the detriment of the locality. 

Just as important are improvements to local facilities to encourage better 
public transport, greater pedestrian and cycling use throughout the 
locality and to improve overall accessibility and traffic conditions. 

Initiatives for community transport will be encouraged as will tourism 
related schemes.  A cycle route from Gosforth to Seascale is programmed 
and a community led transport scheme is being implemented to connect 
Wasdale Valley with the Cumbrian Coast railway. 

T1 Improving 
Accessibility 

 
Environmental Protection and Enhancement 
 

Implications Policy 
reference 

The area contains some of the most important landscapes in the country.  
Their protection was the main reason why the National Park Authority 
(NPA) came into being and the Lake District Core Strategy provides the 

ENV3 
Biodiversity 
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Implications Policy 
reference 

essential policy framework to ensure their future integrity.  The Council’s 
preferred option under ENV5 seeks to maintain the character of the 
adjoining coastal landscapes.   The only Conservation Area in the locality is 
at Ravenglass declared by the NPA.  There are a number of very important 
nature conservation sites in this area which are recognised nationally and 
internationally.  These include parts of the Drigg coast, the Lake District 
high fells and Wastwater.  Policy ENV5 is designed to complement the 
higher level of protection afforded to the adjacent landscape in the 
National Park.  The emergence of a Community Forest in West and Mid 
Copeland would further enhance biodiversity. 

The Shoreline Management Plan indicates ‘holding the line’ at the 
developed areas of Sellafield and Seascale. 

ENV4 Built 
Environment 
and Heritage 

 

ENV5 
Protecting the 
Borough’s 
landscapes 

ENV2 Coastal 
Management 

 

Other Plans and Projects for the Locality 

8.6.13 The current community plans within the locality are: 

 Seascale Community Plan 2012 

 Muncaster Parish Plan 2007 

 Wasdale Parish Plan 2005 

 Community Action Plan for Bootle Parish  

 Drigg and Carlton Parish Plan 2008 

 Mid Copeland Locality Plan (in preparation) 

8.6.14 These will be updated over the next fifteen years and additional plans may also be 
produced for the remaining parishes in the locality. 

8.6.15 The Mid Copeland Action Plan 2011 incorporates the Ward Plans and sets out the 
key priorities for action under the Mid Copeland Community Plan.  Current 
priorities include to: 

 Raise platforms on rail stations  

 Increase use and improve the service of the Muncaster Micro Bus 

 Investigate the use of Land Trusts as an option for more affordable housing 

 Look at new routes to avoid lengthy diversions when the A595 is closed 

 Improvements to the A595 south of Calder Bridge 

 Establish a Mid Copeland Youth Forum 

 Develop cycling opportunities as part of green tourism initiatives. 
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8.7 South Copeland  

Spatial Portrait 
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Context and Background 

8.7.1 The South Copeland Locality is the most southerly part of West Cumbria, 
encompassing coastal areas and fell country.  It is separated from the Furness 
Peninsula by the Duddon Estuary, and is bounded to the west by the Irish Sea.  The 
Locality covers the Wards of Millom Without, Newtown, Holborn Hill, Haverigg and 
Bootle.  The vast majority of the area lies within the National Park, where Bootle, 
Lane End (Waberthwaite) and Silecroft are the significant settlements. 

8.7.2 The town of Millom on the south eastern tip of the Locality provides the only 
service centre for the surrounding villages of Haverigg, Silecroft, Bootle, The 
Green, The Hill, Kirksanton and a wider rural hinterland.  Millom was once an 
important place for those wanting to cross the Duddon Estuary to travel further up 
the Cumbrian coast.  The ruined Millom castle and church date back to the early 
12th century but until the discovery of iron ore in 1855 at Hodbarrow, Millom 
comprised just a few villages and farms.  By the late 1800s Millom had become a 
prosperous town with a population of over 10,000, and the iron, shipping and rail 
industries provided employment for most of the town’s residents.  The iron works 
closed in 1968 and the local economy has since declined. 

8.7.3 Haverigg is located one mile south west of Millom and is often treated as an 
extension of the town.  The village has a lighthouse and a sandy beach and nearby 
are extensive sand dunes and an RSPB Nature Reserve at the freshwater 
Hodbarrow Lagoon.  There is also a Category C prison.  Bootle was the major 
settlement in the area before the discovery of iron ore led to the development of 
Millom.  A charter for a market and fair was granted in 1347 by Edward III and 
today the village has several shops including a village store, post office and 
butchers.  There are some important elements of built heritage in the villages 
including standing stones at Kirksanton, Neolithic settlement remains above 
Kirksanton as well as some attractive building groups within the villages. 

Economic Opportunity and Regeneration 

8.7.4 The Millom-Haverigg area provides around 10% of Copeland’s non-Sellafield jobs.  
Key current issues for the area are economic decline, relative isolation, poor 
transport infrastructure and in some places a poor quality built environment.  
Since the ore mines and ironworks closed in the late 1960s the area has struggled 
to attract inward investment to support new business development.  

8.7.5 Millom has a number of independent retailers and a compact town centre with 
relatively good accessibility.  However, it has a below average representation of 
service sector provision and limited leisure / entertainment provision.  Vacancy 
rates are above the national average.  The town centre would benefit from further 
physical improvements to the built environment and has the potential to attract a 
greater number of leisure visitors and tourists to the area. 

8.7.6 There may be opportunities to develop green tourism linked to the environmental 
importance of the Duddon Estuary and Hodbarrow Lagoon and cultural tourism 
linked to local industrial heritage and literature. 
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Sustainable Settlements 

8.7.7 Millom and Haverigg will be a focus for regeneration in South Copeland and at 
least 10% of Copeland’s new housing development will be located in the area. 

8.7.8 Although most of the Locality is ranked fairly highly for income and employment, 
there is a concentration of problems associated with deprivation in Millom 
including low income, unemployment, poor health, and low levels of children’s 
educational achievement and adult skills.  The majority of the Locality enjoys very 
low crime rates - amongst the lowest in Cumbria and the UK - and the area is 
ranked highly for its outdoor living environment. 

Accessibility and Transport 

8.7.9 The Locality is disadvantaged by its location off the main West Coast spine road 
(A595) and by the poor standard of the A595 itself which includes a one way 
section at Duddon Bridge and fairly tortuous routing either side.  The main road 
tends to act as a bypass diverting potential visitors away from all the main 
settlements in the locality.  Bus service provision is poor, particularly for linkages 
northwards where services only offer buses on Sundays when there is no rail 
service.  Services eastwards towards Ulverston provide at least 2 buses per day on 
five days a week.  The coastal railway provides a much more direct link and this is 
reflected by the fact that Millom is the third busiest railway station on the line. 

Environmental Protection and Enhancement 

8.7.10 The landscape character of the area includes a significant area of Bay and Estuary 
with mudflats, sands, shingle and pebble beaches, salt marshes, hummocky dunes 
and flat raised beaches. The Coastal Margins are characterised by lowland raised 
mosses, woodlands and pasture, and further inland the landscape character 
changes to intensely farmed agricultural pasture, and then rolling hilly or plateau 
farmland and moorland. 

8.7.11 The Locality’s significance in terms of wildlife value is evident in the numerous 
designations of protected areas.  There are 7 SSSIs, several SACs, a Ramsar Site 
(the Duddon Estuary), 13 RIGS Sites and a number of UK Priority Habitats. 

8.7.12 Millom has a Conservation Area in the town centre and several Scheduled Ancient 
Monuments.  

8.7.13 There is an undersupply across South Copeland of allotments, amenity green space 
and play space. Two wards, Holborn Hill and Millom Without have an undersupply 
of all types of open space, and play space is centred on the settlements of Millom 
and Haverigg. 

8.7.14 Flood risk is a significant issue in Millom and Haverigg, where there are issues 
relating to tidal, river and surface water drainage in many locations.  Millom is 
located on the Duddon Estuary and parts of the town and much of the periphery 
are within Zone 3a High Probability for flood risk.  Defences are present however 
the Environment Agency has suggested that these defences are not up to 
standard.   Most of the defences consist of earth embankments and coastal 
erosion is threatening the railway embankment which acts as a defence to some 
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parts of Millom.  In Haverigg flood risk is both fluvial and tidal and a large 
proportion of the periphery is within Zone 3a High Probability for flood risk. 

8.7.15 In recent years there has been an expansion of tourism facilities and with its 
location on the energy coast and generally high quality environment, this Locality 
has considerable potential  to support the growth of eco-tourism as well as high 
and low tech jobs. 

 

Implications of Core Strategy Policies for South Copeland  

 

Strategic Policies 
 

Implications Policy 
reference 

Policy ST2 envisages at least 10% of the Borough’s non-nuclear site 
development being directed to Millom.   The Council will encourage 
development in excess of this target, given the scope to strengthen 
Millom’s service role in this relatively remote locality.  The emphasis will 
be on: 

 retaining the range of existing service provision with some 
expansion of local employment 

 strengthening the Town Centre’s retail offer 

 developing local economic potential, focussing on Millom’s 
attractiveness for ‘niche’ industries and opportunities arising from 
the nuclear sector and tourism 

The town’s settlement boundaries will also be reviewed in the light of 
potential for development. 

Haverigg is designated as a Local Centre and development reflecting its 
scale and functions is seen as appropriate especially where it can help to 
sustain services and facilities and contribute to regeneration.  Regard will 
have to be given to flood risk across most of the village. 

(The Lake District National Park’s Core Strategy policies also designate 
settlements in the Locality for development.  Bootle is a ‘Rural Service 
Centre’ suitable for development of small scale services and site 
allocations, and is likely to attract a significant proportion of the 90 homes 
proposed over 15 years in the ‘Western Area’.  In Lane End/Waberthwaite 
and Silecroft, local needs housing development will be considered.) 

ST2 – Spatial 
Development 
Strategy 

 
Economic Opportunity and Regeneration 
 

Implications Policy 
reference 

The Core Strategy has a strong focus on nuclear and renewable energy 
and their support infrastructure including skills development.  The Council 

ER1 – Planning 
for the Nuclear 
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Implications Policy 
reference 

will encourage related investment in South Copeland, including support 
functions for new nuclear, offshore wind and (potentially) tidal 
generation. 

The Employment Land and Premises Study concluded that Millom has 
enough employment land and there may be scope for review of surplus 
sites (as allowed for in Policy ER4).  However, no site will be made 
available for other uses until the potential to capitalise on energy-related 
needs has been fully investigated. 

As well as the proposed nuclear power station, upgrading of the National 
Grid has the potential to bring forward development which would benefit 
South Copeland.  This could be in the form of ‘community benefit’ 
schemes, other forms of legacy such as buildings or sites made available 
for permanent after-use, transport-related legacy, and positive impacts 
on the future viability of renewable energy development. 

It is important that economic development be supported by continuing 
regeneration in Millom and the continuation of the progress achieved 
under the Market Town Initiative will be a priority.  This is consistent with 
a priority identified in the South Copeland Locality Plan, that of vacant 
business premises. 

The Retail Study has concluded that there is no demand for additional 
shopping floor space in Millom.  However, the Council believes there is 
potential for an increase in ‘niche’ retailing and this will be supported, as 
will further improvements to the attractiveness of the town centre (ER7, 
ER9). 

Maximising the tourism potential offered by the Locality’s outstanding 
landscapes and habitats, and ease of access into Dunnerdale and the Lake 
District, offers real growth potential.  The Locality Plan has identified a 
need for more high quality serviced accommodation to fulfil this 
potential.  Delivery of further tourism facilities, including accommodation, 
will be supported.  Haverigg and the Hodbarrow Tourism Opportunity Site 
are a particular focus. 

Sector 

ER2 – Planning 
for the 
Renewable 
Energy Sector 

ER3 – The 
Support 
Infrastructure 
for the Energy 
Coast 

ER4 – Land and 
Premises for 
Economic 
Development 

ER11 – 
Developing 
Enterprise and 
Skills 

ER7, ER9 – 
(Key Service 
Centres) 

 

 

ER10 – 
Renaissance 
through 
Tourism 

 
Sustainable Settlements 
 

Implications Policy 
reference 

Millom will be a focus for achieving an improved range and quality of 
housing (SS1, 2 and 3), with a target of at least 345 additional homes 
during the plan period, and as many as 450 if growth ambitions are 
realised.  Elsewhere in South Copeland, new housing development will be 
where it meets specific identified needs including agricultural and key 
workers.   

SS1 Improving 
the Housing 
Offer 

SS2 
Sustainable 
Housing 
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Implications Policy 
reference 

A need for a small Gypsy and Traveller transit site (up to 5 pitches) has 
been identified in Copeland.  There may be an opportunity to meet this 
need within this Locality. 

Millom has a deserved reputation for looking after its own service, 
recreation and entertainment needs.  Policy SS4 targets community 
service provision, supported by ST4; and the Strategy for Infrastructure 
includes such services as a focus for developer contributions.  This funding 
source will be used to support developments identified by the community 
(including the Locality Plan), such as the extension of Millom Leisure 
Centre, other identified sports needs, better leisure provision for young 
people, and support for community business formation. 

Growth 

SS3 Housing 
Needs, Mix, 
Affordability 

SS4 
Community 
Facilities and 
Services 

 
Accessibility and Transport 
 

Implications Policy 
reference 

The Locality Plan has identified the need for the A595 to be of adequate 
standard, along with road safety (lack of roadside footpaths on 
approaches to Millom and at Bootle and Silecroft).  There is also a need 
for better public transport, both rural buses and a more accessible rail 
service. 

The Council will seek to implement Policy in Millom and South Copeland 
that supports the following: 

 better connectivity by road (A595 to Sellafield and Whitehaven 
and towards Barrow, and A5093 for accessibility into Millom) and 
rail 

 Improvements to local public transport, pedestrian and cycling 
provision, both in Millom and for leisure and tourism development 

Developer funding to support these aims will be sought wherever 
appropriate, and in particular in association with major infrastructure 
projects such as nuclear or tidal power generation and electricity grid 
upgrading, including the negotiation of  ‘community benefits’ funding. 

T1 Improving 
Accessibility 

 
Environmental Protection and Enhancement 
 

Implications Policy 
reference 

The environment around Millom contains precious landscape and 
important protected habitats close to the town, especially the Duddon 
Estuary which enjoys protection at an international level.   These are the 
resources for promoting “green” tourism although care is required in 
terms of general management of sites. Consideration of both the location 

ENV3 
Biodiversity 
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Implications Policy 
reference 

and the design of development must have regard to the economic 
damage that could be inflicted if this setting is damaged.  

Flood risk (tidal, river and surface water) is also an important criterion 
governing development choices in Millom and Haverigg and development 
site selection must take that into account. The Shoreline Management 
Plan indicates a ‘managed realignment’ at Eskmeals, which entails making 
sure the road there will be protected until a realigned route is provided. 

Important built heritage assets include standing stones at Kirksanton, 
Neolithic settlement remains above Kirksanton as well as some attractive 
building groups within the villages and Millom itself where there is a 
Conservation Area.  The Council, in co-operation with local partnerships, 
will actively seek funding opportunities to combine conservation, tourism 
and business development goals.   

 

 

ENV2 Coastal 
Management 

 

ENV4 Built 
Environment 
and Heritage 

 

Other Plans and Projects for the Locality 

8.7.16 The current community plans within the locality are: 

 Waberthwaite and Corney Parish Plan 2004 

 Millom Economic Plan   

 Millom Market Town Initiative MTI 

 South Copeland Locality Plan (Draft) 

8.7.17 It is likely that these will be updated over the next fifteen years and additional 
plans may also be produced for the remaining parishes in the locality. Emerging 
projects will be factored into the implementation of the Core Strategy, particularly 
in the application of developer contributions. 

8.7.18 The South Copeland Locality Plan incorporates the Ward Plans and includes an 
updated Action Plan for 2011, which is reviewed annually.  Current key priorities 
include the following: 

 Improvements to A595/A590 as too narrow in places and few passing places 

 Raising awareness of the lack of a Sunday rail passenger service 

 Tackling the lack of bus service between Muncaster and Millom 

 Addressing lack of cycle storage on trains and difficult to access trains 

 Tackling the lack of an off road path between Bootle and Bootle Station and 
Silecroft Village and beach 

 Tackling the lack of facilities for teenagers 

 Addressing local deprivation issues 

 Improving effective communication between residents and local agencies 

 Supporting more affordable housing and tackling poor quality housing. 
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9 Monitoring Framework 

9.1 Implementation of the Core Strategy 

9.1.1 The Core Strategy must be capable of being implemented.  In order to do so it is 
important that a clear and concise framework is developed.  It should give a clear 
indication of who is responsible for implementing policies and proposals, and 
where resources will be obtained.  The Monitoring Framework complements the 
Strategy for Infrastructure, which deals more directly with implementation, giving 
a guide to what is needed if the Core Strategy’s objectives are to be realised in full. 

 

9.2 Monitoring Arrangements 

9.2.1 It is important that the plan can be easily monitored.  An Annual Monitoring 
Report will be prepared by the end of each calendar year, looking at: 

 How our policies are working in practical terms 

 How our policies are being implemented – for example, sites being taken up 
and developed 

 How our plans and policies are affecting wider indicators – unemployment, 
deprivation and similar matters that are part of the monitoring system that 
has been developed, and 

 How the Local Development Framework programme is progressing (and 
whether any adjustment is required) 

9.2.2 The Core Strategy will therefore be subject to detailed annual monitoring by the 
Council as part of the Annual Monitoring Report and Sustainability Appraisal 
monitoring processes.  We also intend to produce a more comprehensive review, 
probably every five years, to determine whether the strategy and policies might 
require any significant modifications through a revision of the Core Strategy.   

9.2.3 If relevant targets and thresholds are not achieved during the proposed phasing 
timescales, the policy / proposal and target will be reviewed to assess whether any 
alteration or modifications should be made, and feed into the revision of the Core 
Strategy.  The need to undertake any such revision will generally be taken through 
consideration of the cumulative effects of targets not being met rather than one 
individual target not being achieved. This is in accordance with the plan-monitor-
manage approach. All monitoring reports will be published.   

9.2.4 The following framework (Figure 9.1) purely relates to monitoring and does not 
deal directly with implementation, (whilst being relevant to it by virtue of 
describing the degree of success achieved over time in realising the Plan’s 
objectives). 

9.2.5 The aim of this Framework is to set out a range of monitoring criteria which will 
give a rounded picture of progress in implementation of the Core Strategy, whilst 
at the same time creating the base for a coherent and reasonably concise Annual 
Monitoring Report (AMR).  Thus it does not contain an indicator for every policy, 
being based on the Core Strategy objectives from which the policies flow. 
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9.2.6 In addition to the measures set out in Figure 9.1, the AMR will continue to contain 
contextual indicators, which will be used as general measures relating to fulfilment 
of Core Strategy objectives.  These are summarised in Figure 9.2, along with a list 
of the measures included in Figure 9.1, to give a clear indication of AMR content. 

 

9.3 Nuclear new build 

9.3.1 When detailed proposals for the proposed Moorside Power Station emerge, the 
Council will, in negotiations with the developer and representations to the 
National Infrastructure Directorate considering the application for a Development 
Consent Order, seek ‘in kind’ inputs or financial contributions from the developer 
for 

 mitigation of the effects of construction on the day-to-day operations of the 
community; 

 mitigation of any damaging effects to the local economy, for example via 
labour shortages, pressure on services or unfavourable impacts on tourism 
generation. 

9.3.2 The achievement of outputs referred to in Figure 9.1 may also be assisted by other 
measures arising from nuclear new build, which are beyond the scope of planning 
powers, namely 

 ‘community benefit’ funds; 

 ‘legacy’ for example in the turning over of worker facilities for community 
use, or the creation from land used by the contractors of sites ready for re-
use. 

9.3.3 This is summarised in Figure 9.1 as ‘Potential for input related to nuclear new 
build’. 

9.3.4 The same approach would be adopted for other Nationally Significant 
Infrastructure Projects. 
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Figure 9.1: Monitoring Framework and Outputs 

 

Objective 
S A 

Framework 
objectives 

Core 
Strategy 
policies 

Implementation 
Resource 

Implications 

Measure of progress 
(Target where 

applicable) 

Economic Opportunity and Regeneration 

1.  Support 
renewable and low 
carbon energy  

 

13 ER1 

ER2 

ER3 

Nuclear new build – developer; 

Renewable energy development – developers; 
facilitated by Borough Council by various means 
including development management role, 
supported by BECWC. 

Within existing 
budgets 

Renewable energy 
developments (where 
acceptable on 
environmental grounds) 
given consent 

2.  Promote 
diversification of 
rural and urban 
economic base 

11,13 ER10 

ER11 

CBC performing development management role. 

Pursuance of initiatives in partnership with 
BECWC, County Council and other appropriate 
partners. 

Within existing 
budgets 

Business start-up data 

Number of farm 
diversification 
developments approved 

3.  Provide wide 
range of high 
quality 
employment sites 
and premises 

13 ER4 

ER5 

CBC; allocation of sites. 

CBC in co-operation with County Council and 
BECWC; promotion, attraction of inward 
investment. 

Potential for input related to nuclear new build 
(‘legacy’). 

Within existing 
budgets 

Site availability as 
allocated in Site 
Allocations and Policies 
Plan  

% available area with 
planning consent 

Floorspace built per 
annum 
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Objective 
S A 

Framework 
objectives 

Core 
Strategy 
policies 

Implementation 
Resource 

Implications 

Measure of progress 
(Target where 

applicable) 

4.  Promote vitality 
and viability of 
town centres 

13,16 ER7 

ER8 

ER9 

CBC co-operating with Chamber of Trade and 
others to explore means of developing town 
centre vitality. 

Potential for input related to nuclear new build. 

Within existing 
budgets 

Number/% shop units 
(and % floorspace when 
surveyed) vacant  

5.  Support 
education/skills 
development 

11,12,13 ER11 CBC, County Council as Education Authority, 
BECWC, NDA.  

Potential for input related to nuclear new build. 

Within existing 
budgets 

Annual analysis of 
relevant development 
approved. 

Data; people with 
qualifications 

Sustainable Settlements 

6.  Focus major 
development in 
Whitehaven 

Encourage 
development in 
towns 

 

2, 

10, 

13, 

14, 

16 

ST2 

ER6 

ER7 

ER8 

ER9 

Implementation of Whitehaven Town Centre and 
Harbourside SPD – CBC in partnership with 
Chamber of Trade, Harbour Commissioners. 

Approval of key developments (see ST3 and 
Whitehaven locality strategy) - CBC 

Securing projects identified in Strategy for 
Infrastructure – CBC, County Council, Cumbria 
PCT or successor, BECWC, United Utilities 

Potential for input related to nuclear new build. 

Within existing 
budgets 

Progress on bringing 
identified sites into use. 

% of new approved  
floorspace in each town 
(target; percentages in 
paragraph 3.5.7) 

Provision of new facilities 
identified in Infrastructure 
Strategy. 
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Objective 
S A 

Framework 
objectives 

Core 
Strategy 
policies 

Implementation 
Resource 

Implications 

Measure of progress 
(Target where 

applicable) 

7.  Balanced 
housing market 

 

11,15 SS1 

SS2 

SS3 

House builders, social housing providers, CBC 
exercising planning powers. 

Developer input 

Continuing external 
funding needed for 
social housing. 

Number and mix of 
approved dwellings 

Number/% of approved 
homes which are 
affordable (target 15-
25%) 

8.  Sustainable 
settlements 
meeting 
community needs 

11,15 SS2 

SS3 

ENV6 

House builders, social housing providers, CBC 
exercising planning powers. 

Developer input 

Continuing external 
funding needed for 
social housing. 

% of approved/ 
constructed homes in 
each town and in Local 
Centres (target 
percentages in para. 
3.5.7) 

9.  Ensure high 
standards of 
development 

2,4, 

6,11 

ST1 CBC through exercise of development 
management function. 

Within existing 
budgets 

Homes approved to 
‘Building for Life’ standard 

10.  Support 
sustainability of 
rural communities 

2, 

10, 

13 

SS4 Potential for input related to nuclear new build. Within existing 
budgets 

Provision of new facilities 
identified in Infrastructure 
Strategy. 

Accessibility and Transport 

11.  Support 
broadband access 

 

10, 

13, 

14 

 

T2 

‘Connecting Cumbria’ high speed broadband 
project managed by County Council, supported 
by other public sector networks. 

External funding 
and commercial 
support being 
sought. 

Progress on achieving 
project aims. 
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Objective 
S A 

Framework 
objectives 

Core 
Strategy 
policies 

Implementation 
Resource 

Implications 

Measure of progress 
(Target where 

applicable) 

12.  Improve access 
to employment 
and services by 
sustainable 
transport modes 

10, 

17 

T1 

SS4 

ENV6 

CBC in partnership with County Council and 
transport operators promoting and 
implementing relevant schemes. 

Achievement of relevant projects identified in 
Strategy for Infrastructure. 

Achievement of Policy ST2 is deemed to 
contribute towards fulfilling this objective by 
concentrating house building in locations with 
access to services. 

Potential for input related to nuclear new build. 

Capital funding and, 
where appropriate, 
developer 
contributions will 
be sought. 

Industrial/commercial 
developments with travel 
plans. 

Progress on projects 
identified in Infrastructure 
Strategy. 

Annual analysis of 
development supporting 
or undermining 
achievement of ST2 

13.  Develop and 
maintain transport 
networks linking to 
key routes 

17 T1 Local Transport Plan (LTP3 includes capacity 
improvements to A595 Sellafield to Egremont); 
County Council. 

CBC and others working with rail operators. 

Potential for input related to nuclear new build. 

Capital funding and, 
where appropriate, 
developer 
contributions will 
be sought. 

Progress on projects 
identified in Infrastructure 
Strategy. 

Environmental Protection and Enhancement 

14.  Adapt to 
impacts of climate 
change; minimise 
flood risk, improve 
tree cover, wildlife 
corridors 

1, 

4, 

5, 

8 

ENV1 

ENV2 

ENV3 

CBC exercising development management 
function. 

CBC with partners (developers, National Trust 
and other environmental bodies, support from 
BECWC) securing improved tree cover/wildlife 
corridors 

Potential for input related to nuclear new build. 

Within existing 
budgets 

% inappropriate 
development in floodplain 
(target; zero except 
Whitehaven town centre) 

Annual analysis of 
planning approvals 
contributing to tree 
cover/wildlife corridors 
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Objective 
S A 

Framework 
objectives 

Core 
Strategy 
policies 

Implementation 
Resource 

Implications 

Measure of progress 
(Target where 

applicable) 

15.  Promote 
recycling and 
waste 
minimisation 

 

9 

ST1A CBC through development management function 
and as waste collection authority; County 
Council; working with waste management 
contractor. 

Within existing 
budgets 

% domestic waste 
recycled and other waste 
management indicators as 
available. 

16.  Protect and 
enhance 
landscapes 

 

1,2,11 

ENV5 CBC in co-operation with Natural England, 
National Trust and other environmental bodies 
as appropriate. 

Within existing 
budgets 

Annual analysis  

17.  Protect and 
enhance built 
environment assets 

 

 

2,11 

ENV4 CBC in co-operation with English Heritage and 
through encouragement of appropriate 
development. 

Developer contributions where appropriate. 

Within existing 
budgets 

Number of buildings at 
risk (target; zero by 2020). 

Annual analysis of 
development helping to 
improve built heritage. 

18.  Protect and 
enhance 
biodiversity 

 

 

1,3 

ENV3 CBC in co-operation with County Council, 
Environment Agency and Natural England. 

Developer contributions where appropriate. 

Within existing 
budgets 

Local sites in positive 
management (former 
NI197 indicator)  

Performance of Cumbria 
BAP indicators. 

19.  Safeguard 
natural resources, 
address impacts of 
mining etc. 

 

3,7 

ENV5 CBC in co-operation with landowners and 
through seeking solutions for problems sites. 

Potential for input related to nuclear new build. 

Within existing 
budgets 
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Figure 9.2   Proposed Annual Monitoring Report content  

 

Policy ref. Indication by textual analysis Quantitative indicator Target 

Economic Opportunity and Regeneration 

ER1-6 

ER10 

Annual analysis of relevant 
development approved;  

 nuclear sector; 

 support infrastructure; 

 progress on key sites/locations; 

 employment site public realm;  

 tourism sector 

Contextual data; 

 employment, job creation, 
unemployment, vacancy figures, 
productivity (GVA); 

 Business start-ups, active enterprises 

New employment floorspace distributed in 
line with targets in ST2/para. 3.5.7  

No specific target – number will be monitored 

 

ER2  Renewable energy developments (where 
acceptable on environmental grounds) given 
consent 

No specific target – numbers will be 
monitored 

  Number of farm diversification developments 
approved 

No specific target – number will be monitored 

ER4,ER6 Progress on bringing identified sites 
(until Site Allocations and Policies 
Plan is adopted, Local Plan sites) into 
use. 

Area of land available – measured by type and 
condition, and by locality. 

% available area with planning consent 

Employment Land completed per annum 

Employment land developed by type 

Site Allocations and Policies Plan adopted by 
September 2016. 

No specific target – numbers will be 
monitored 

No specific target – numbers will be 
monitored 

No specific target – numbers will be 
monitored 
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Policy ref. Indication by textual analysis Quantitative indicator Target 

ER7-9 Town centre health checks when 
carried out. 

Number/% shop units (and % floorspace when 
surveyed) vacant 

New floorspace in each town (as a % of that 
previously existing) 

Continuing reduction. 

 

No specific target – number will be monitored 

ER10 Annual analysis of tourism 
development trends 

Visitor numbers 

Revenue and numbers employed 

Increase in visitor numbers, revenue and 
tourism related employment 

Sustainable settlements 

SS2, SS3  Number and mix of approved dwellings 

 

Residential approvals/completions on 
previously developed land 

Density of housing completions 

Minimum 230, aspiration 300 dwellings 
completed per year 

50% of new housing development on 
previously developed land 

Housing densities of over 30 dwellings per 
hectare 

SS3  Number/% of approved homes which are 
affordable  

Affordable homes 15-25% of total approved 
and constructed 

ST2  % of approved/constructed homes in each 
town and in local centres  

Achievement of development distribution 
specified in para. 3.5.7 

SS1  Homes approved to ‘Building for Life’ standard Target to be developed – awaiting 
confirmation of status from Design Council 
CABE 

SS4 Analysis of state of service centres, 
including provision of new facilities 
as identified in Strategy for 
Infrastructure. 

 No specific target – delivery to be monitored 
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Policy ref. Indication by textual analysis Quantitative indicator Target 

Accessibility 

T1, T2 Provision of new facilities identified 
in Infrastructure Strategy. 

 No specific target – delivery to be monitored 

T1  Industrial/commercial developments with 
travel plans. 

No specific target  

T2 Progress on achieving ‘Connecting 
Cumbria’ project aims. 

Annual analysis of progress No specific target – progress to be monitored  

T1 

ST2 

Annual analysis of development 
supporting or undermining 
achievement of ST2 

Proportion of new housing development in 
accessible locations 

At least 90% of new residential development 
to be within 30 minutes public transport time 
of GP, hospital, primary school, secondary 
school, retail centre and employment  

Environmental enhancement and protection 

  Contextual indicators; air and water quality.  % 
domestic waste recycled and other waste 
management indicators as available. 

Continuing improvement 

ENV1  Number of developments given consent 
against Environment Agency flood risk advice. 

Zero (excluding Whitehaven town centre) 

ENV2 Annual analysis of progress against 
coastal management policy 
objectives. 

 No specific target – progress will be 
monitored 

ENV3 Annual analysis of developments 
contributing to tree cover/wildlife 
corridors 

 No specific target – changes will be 
monitored 
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Policy ref. Indication by textual analysis Quantitative indicator Target 

ENV4 Annual analysis of development 
helping to improve built heritage. 

Number of buildings at risk (target; zero by 
2020). 

Number of developments given consent 
against English Heritage advice. 

No buildings or ancient monuments at risk in 
the Borough by 2020. 

Zero 

ENV5 

ENV6 

Annual analysis of progress including 
provision of new facilities identified 
in Strategy for Infrastructure. 

Contextual; performance of relevant Cumbria 
BAP indicators.  

Condition of Sites of Special Scientific Interest 

Change in areas of biodiversity importance 

Developments where developer contributions 
secured for green infrastructure. 

No specific target – changes will be 
monitored 

Improvement  

No specific target – changes will be 
monitored 

No specific target 
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DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT POLICIES 
 
Policy DM1 – Nuclear-related Development 143 

Policy DM2 – Renewable Energy Development in the Borough 144 

Policy DM3 – Safeguarding Employment Areas 145 

Policy DM4 – Westlakes Science and Technology Park 146 

Policy DM5 – Nuclear Sector Development at Sellafield and the LLWR at Drigg 147 

Policy DM6A – Managing Non-Retail Development in Town Centres 148 

Policy DM6B – Primary Retail Frontages 149 

Policy DM7 – Takeaways, Pubs and Clubs, Betting Shops, Pawnbrokers and Amusement 
Arcades in Towns and Local Centres 151 

Policy DM8 – Tourism Development in Rural Areas 151 

Policy DM9 – Visitor Accommodation 152 

Policy DM10 – Achieving Quality of Place 154 

Policy DM11 – Sustainable Development Standards 156 

Policy DM12 – Standards for New Residential Developments 157 

Policy DM13 – Conversions of Buildings to Residential Use within Settlement Limits 158 

Policy DM14 – Residential Establishments 158 

Policy DM15A – Conversion of Rural Buildings to Residential Use 159 

Policy DM15B – Conversion of Rural Buildings to Commercial or Community Use 159 

Policy DM16 – Replacement Dwellings 160 

Policy DM17 – Removal of Occupancy Conditions 161 

Policy DM18 – Domestic Extensions and Alterations 161 

Policy DM19 – Residential Caravans, Mobile Homes, Chalets, and Beach Bungalows 162 

Policy DM20 – Gypsies and Travellers 163 

Policy DM21 – Protecting Community Facilities 163 

Policy DM22 – Accessible Developments 164 

Policy DM23 – Information and Communications Technology 165 

Policy DM24 – Development Proposals and Flood Risk 166 

Policy DM25 – Protecting Nature Conservation Sites, Habitats and Species 166 

Policy DM26 – Landscaping 168 

Policy DM27 – Built Heritage and Archaeology 169 

Policy DM28 – Protection of Trees 170 

Policy DM29 – Advertisements 171 

Policy DM30 – Rural Buildings 172 
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10 Development Management Policies 

10.1 Introduction 

10.1.1 The Development Management Policies are set out to provide further detail on 
how the Core Strategy will be implemented.  They are structured in a similar way to 
the Policies set out in Core Strategy Chapters 4 to 7, and to the strategic 
development priorities set out in Policy ST1. 

10.1.2 Where there are no policies relevant to an application, or relevant policies are out 
of date at the time of making the decision, the application will be assessed against 
national planning policy contained in the National Planning Policy Framework.  The 
Council will grant permission unless the adverse impacts of granting permission 
would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, or other material 
considerations (including policies in the Framework) indicate that development 
should be restricted.   

 

10.2 Development Management for Economic Opportunity and Regeneration 

10.2.1 The Development Management Policies in this first group deal with the response to 
a range of activities in the economic sector. They deal in turn with: 

 Energy Generation (Nuclear Energy DM1; Renewable Energy DM2)  

 Safeguarded Employment Areas (DM3) 

 Westlakes Science and Technology Park (DM4) 

 Nuclear Reprocessing at Sellafield and Drigg (DM5) 

 Non-retail development in Town Centres (DM6A) 

 Primary Retail Frontages (DM6B) 

 Non-retail uses in smaller centres (DM7) 

 Tourism development in rural areas (DM8) 

 Holiday accommodation and camp sites (DM9) 

 

Energy Generation – Detailed Considerations 

10.2.2 Policies ST2 and ST3 outline the overall spatial and regeneration strategies, 
including those for energy developments in the Borough, whilst Policies ER1 - ER3 
are concerned with further details of the strategy for delivering these elements of 
the Energy Coast Master Plan.  This includes Planning for the Nuclear Sector (Policy 
ER1).  The Council intends to work with the National Infrastructure Directorate to 
advise on detailed planning matters.   
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Nuclear Proposals 

 
Policy DM1 – Nuclear-related Development 

Proposals for development related to the nuclear sector should conform with the 
following principles: 

A They should be developed in consultation with the Borough’s community and key 
stakeholders in accordance with the Council’s current adopted approach to 
stakeholder involvement 

B Proposals involving the use, storage or processing of radioactive material should 
include a strategy for the construction and the long term management and safety 
of the site including the management of radioactive material 

C The Borough Council and other key stakeholders (as defined by the Statement of 
Community Involvement) should be fully involved in any Environmental 
Assessment undertaken.  Of the impacts to be considered as a result of appropriate 
scoping, particular attention would be given to ensuring that any residual impacts 
of the proposed development would be acceptable, notably with regard to Policies 
DM22 - DM27 

D The Council will seek an appropriately scoped, scaled and phased package of 
measures to mitigate the impacts of the development.  This should include details 
of all infrastructure to be provided, employment, measures to minimise adverse 
impacts of the development and assistance with programmes of economic, 
environmental and social regeneration in the Borough 

Where proposals are Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects, the Council will seek 
the incorporation of the above principles in Statements of Common Ground with 
developers, Local Impact Reports and other representations to the National Infrastructure 
Directorate. 

 

10.2.3 The nuclear power station proposal, as with any other Nationally Significant 
Infrastructure Project, will be considered by the National Infrastructure 
Directorate, reporting to the Secretary of State.  The Council, in negotiating with 
developers, giving advice or making representations, will start from the position 
that any such proposal and its impacts should be dealt with in accordance with the 
Local Development Framework strategy and policies.  DM1 states that position as 
regards development management policy. 

10.2.4 It is acknowledged that DM1B refers to matters falling under other regulatory 
regimes.  It is relevant here insofar as proposals to meet management and safety 
requirements may have physical impacts relevant to planning policy, for instance 
regarding architectural design or impact on the landscape or natural environment. 
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Renewable Energy Proposals 

10.2.5 Policies ST2 and ST3 outline the overall spatial and regeneration strategies, 
including those for energy developments in the Borough, whilst Policy ER2 provides 
a positive statement to support and facilitate new energy production from 
renewable sources.  As there are likely to be proposals for renewable energy 
developments in locations which have not yet been identified, it is important to 
provide relevant criteria to ensure that potential impacts of renewable energy 
generation proposals are minimised. 

 
Policy DM2 – Renewable Energy Development in the Borough 

Proposals for renewable energy development in the Borough will be supported where they 
satisfy the following criteria: 

A Proposals should be developed with the Borough’s community and key 
stakeholders in accordance with the Council’s current adopted approach to 
stakeholder involvement 

B There would be no unacceptable adverse visual effects 

C There would be no unacceptable adverse effects on landscape or townscape 
character and distinctiveness 

D There would be no unacceptable impacts on biodiversity or geodiversity 

E The proposals would not cause an unacceptable harm to features of nature or 
heritage conservation importance 

F There are no unacceptable impacts of noise, odour, dust, fumes, light or other 
nuisance that is likely to affect residents and other adjoining land users 

G Any waste arising as a result of the development will be minimised and managed 
appropriately 

H Provision is made in proposals for the removal and site restoration at the end of 
the operating life of the installation 

Adequate mitigation measures would be secured to minimise the potential impacts of any 
renewable energy development proposals and to deliver significant benefits to the 
community where the scheme is to be sited wherever possible.  If necessary such 
measures would be secured through Planning Obligations. 

 

10.2.6 Whilst there is a general support for renewable energy, the development of 
installations can lead to adverse effects which need to be managed effectively.  As 
a result Policy DM2 is designed to minimise the impacts from the following issues: 

 Potential adverse impact on the character of an area, either on their own or 
cumulatively 
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 Potential adverse impact on existing development, including noise, odour, 
vibration, (in the case of wind turbines, shadow flicker and electromagnetic 
interference) 

 Provision for the removal of all equipment and installations and site 
restoration on the cessation of energy provision 

 The siting and design of proposals having regard to the capacity / character of 
the landscape 

10.2.7 In addition to DM2, further guidance on wind energy developments is provided in 
the Cumbria Wind Energy Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) and any 
subsequent update of it. 

 

Safeguarding Employment Areas 

10.2.8 The strategy for employment land provision in the Borough, as set out in Policy 
ER4, includes safeguarding existing and allocated employment sites against non-
employment uses to ensure that there is a sufficient supply of employment land to 
meet the Borough’s economic development requirements over the plan period.  
This Policy sets out the detailed criteria for considering non-employment related 
development in such instances. 

 

Policy DM3 – Safeguarding Employment Areas  

Proposals for non-employment uses on land allocated for employment or on sites in 
proposed safeguarded employment areas will be permitted where it is demonstrated that: 

A The site is no longer viable for employment use and would not make a significant 
contribution to the Borough’s employment land requirements over the plan period; 
and 

B Applicants have considered the 5-year supply of sites and premises in the Borough 
and provide robust evidence that there are no suitable alternatives for the 
proposal; or 

C In exceptional circumstances the proposal provides benefits that significantly 
outweigh the loss of land for employment use.  Alternatives which comprise a mix 
of uses which provide employment opportunities will be preferred to single-use 
residential development 

 

10.2.9 The purpose of this policy is to safeguard existing and allocated employment sites 
and premises that can meet the potential economic development needs of the 
Borough over the plan period.  Those sites which have this role are discussed in the 
ELP and ‘Spatial Implications’ reports. These studies have informed the strategy 
towards the provision of employment land and premises in Policy ER4 which 
includes safeguarding employment areas as a key component. 
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10.2.10 The approach essentially expresses a general presumption against alternative uses 
on these types of sites/areas where that could undermine economic growth in the 
Borough. For the purposes of this policy, employment uses are defined as 
economic development use classes B1 Business, B2 General Industrial, and B8 
Storage and Distribution. 

10.2.11 The sites which the Council wishes to safeguard for employment use are those 
identified as green or amber in the Spatial Implications Employment Land Review 
Update.  That list, including sites identified as ‘red’, that is, suitable for alternative 
uses, will form the basis for site-specific consultation when the Site Allocations and 
Policies Plan is produced. 

10.2.12 If there is sufficient evidence that justifies the development of safeguarded sites for 
alternative uses, such as the retention of buildings of architectural or historic 
interest, there will be a preference for proposals to comprise a mix of uses that 
creates employment opportunities.  Single uses will only be considered thereafter, 
if robust evidence demonstrates that mixed uses are not possible. 

 

Westlakes Science and Technology Park 

10.2.13 As part of the wider strategy for employment land, established in Policy ER6, this 
Policy sets out the detailed approach towards the appropriate development of 
Westlakes Science and Technology Park. 

 

Policy DM4 – Westlakes Science and Technology Park 

Development permitted within the Westlakes Science and Technology Park will only 
include the following uses: 

A Offices, research and development, studios, laboratories and high tech and light 
industrial uses which comprise scientific research and development with ancillary 
industrial production (i.e. Use Class B1) 

B Ancillary development of education by Research Institutes, Universities or similar 
bodies (within the Use Class D1 definition) 

C Proposals would be required to accord with a detailed development brief for the 
site and existing development management policies adopted by the Council 

Development proposals should otherwise demonstrate significant benefits, in terms of 
developing knowledge-based economy in the Borough or advancing progress towards 
objectives in the Energy Coast Master Plan.   

 

10.2.14 Westlakes Science and Technology Park is a regionally important employment site, 
and of great importance to the Borough as a focus for the development of research 
based companies, with a particular focus on nuclear technologies and skills and 
their technological transfer.  This policy reflects wide support for this land to 
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continue to be reserved for purposes which are consistent with its expressed 
strategic role (Energy Coast Master Plan and Core Strategy Policy ER6). 

 

Nuclear Sector Development at Sellafield and the Low Level Waste Repository at 
Drigg 

10.2.15 As part of the strategy for supporting the development of the nuclear sector in 
Policy ER1, and wider spatial principles in Policy ST1, this policy sets out detailed 
considerations for development at the Sellafield licensed site and the Low Level 
Waste Repository (LLWR) at Drigg. 

 

Policy DM5 – Nuclear Sector Development at Sellafield and the LLWR at Drigg  

The Council’s approach to dealing with proposals for nuclear reprocessing and waste 
management in the Borough is to work with operators of facilities at the Sellafield licensed 
site and the LLWR at Drigg and Cumbria County Council to ensure that:  

A Operations (other than monitoring, maintenance and investigatory work 
necessarily done off-site) will be retained within existing boundaries at Sellafield 
and the LLWR at Drigg  

B At Sellafield further development related to the nuclear fuel cycle will only be 
permitted where it contributes to a long term strategy for the future management 
of the site 

C With the exception of irradiated fuel and the transfer of waste from the LLWR at 
Drigg no radioactive waste is imported for treatment or storage on the Sellafield 
licensed site unless the proposal represents the best practical environmental option 
and is an interim proposal pending agreement on a national disposal route 

D No non-waste management-related operations are introduced on the LLWR at 
Drigg  

E Proposals for any new facilities are submitted with long term management plans to 
set out how operations will be co-ordinated to minimise any harmful effects and 
mitigate or compensate for physical environmental impacts 

F Proposals include provision for adequate infrastructure to support new facilities 

G Proposals involve and secure the support of the local community and stakeholders 

H Proposals include measures to meet local community needs and to mitigate the 
adverse effects of the proposed development on the social and economic wellbeing 
of the community 

 

10.2.16 Sellafield licensed site currently supports four main activities: 

 Reprocessing irradiated fuel 

 Treatment of wastes from reprocessing 
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 Manufacture of mixed oxide (‘MOX’) fuel  

 Storage of different levels of radioactive waste 

10.2.17 Changes in the nuclear sector have meant that in future decommissioning of plant 
on the site will assume more importance and operations may involve new 
development on site which generally falls within the Council’s planning 
responsibilities.  There is, however, some potential for further reprocessing and 
fuel manufacture dependent on economic viability and change in the approach to 
managing waste – particularly the status of plutonium.  In any event it will be 
extremely important to ensure the safe management of high and intermediate 
level wastes on the Sellafield licensed site pending decisions about its ultimate 
storage in a geological facility.  Radiological impacts are the province of nuclear 
safety regulation; the Council will require adequate mitigation of or compensation 
for other environmental effects arising, for example, from operational noise, 
artificial light and drainage, or from construction activity.  

10.2.18 The Low Level Waste Repository at Drigg is effectively the national facility for low 
level radioactive solid waste which takes place in enclosed vaults.  The County 
Council is the waste disposal planning authority but shares with Copeland BC and 
local Parish Councils the approach to managing a community benefits package as 
part of the existing planning approval for site operations.  It is this sort of approach 
which the councils would hope to duplicate or extend in relation to any further 
nuclear-related development at the Sellafield and Drigg facilities.  

 

Managing Non-Retail Development in Town Centres 

10.2.19 The strategic approach towards the Borough’s town centres is set out in Policies 
ER7-9.  Proposals for key regeneration sites are set out in Policy ST3.  This Policy 
supports in particular the implementation of Policy ER7 in terms of protecting the 
retail function of town centres. 

 

Policy DM6A – Managing Non-Retail Development in Town Centres 

The Council will protect and promote the vitality and viability of the defined town centres 
by: 

A Seeking for the most part continuous retail outlets and frontages at the ground 
floor of premises within the designated Primary Frontages Area in Whitehaven 
(Please see Policy DM6B below for details)  

B Permitting non-retail uses such as cafes, bars, restaurants and other leisure uses 
which support the night time economy, provided that such uses do not lead to an 
overconcentration of non-retail units 

C Requiring non-retail uses in premises with shop frontages to incorporate a suitable 
window display 
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Policy DM6B – Primary Retail Frontages 

King Street in Whitehaven is designated as Primary Frontage Area consisting of four 
separate frontage lengths (that is, the north west and south east sides of King Street, on 
each side of Lowther Street), including corner properties facing respectively the Market 
Place, Lowther Street or Duke Street.  Each frontage length is regarded as a distinct 
Primary Retail Frontage where retail (Class A1) should be the predominant use, and where 
continuous retail frontages will be supported. 

Where a unit has been vacant and evidence can be provided showing that it has been 
marketed for A1 retail use at reasonable price and for at least 6 months, the Council will 
consider permitting change of use to financial and professional services (Class A2) or 
restaurants and cafes (Class A3).  No more than two consecutive non-retail uses will be 
permitted within any Primary Retail Frontage and non-retail ground floor frontages will 
not be permitted to exceed 25% of the length of any Primary Retail Frontage.  Special 
consideration will also be given to minimising the impact on the character of the street of 
waste storage and ventilation systems associated with A3 uses. 

 

10.2.20 Whitehaven and the Key Service Centres of Cleator Moor, Egremont and Millom all 
contain defined town centres which are the focus for retail development for both 
convenience and comparison shopping.   

10.2.21 Whitehaven also contains a defined Primary Frontages Area, covering the most 
intensive area of shopping along King Street, between Market Place and Duke 
Street.   The Primary Frontages Area is shown on the Policies Map (see extract 
below).   The concentration of continuous shopping frontages is a major attraction 
to shoppers in Whitehaven and the Council will generally seek to maintain this 
provision by resisting non-retail development at ground floor level of these 
premises.  At the same time, however, it is clear that the economics of retailing 
have been changing rapidly in recent years with increasing vacancies apparent on 
town centre “pitches”. Understandably these have begun to cause concern 
amongst local business and community groups as well as with the Council.  
Accordingly, the Council is prepared to relax its policy stance and to allow a certain 
amount of non-retail, town-centre related uses into the Primary Frontages Area but 
subject to certain safeguards.  These relate to types of use and minimising the 
potential cumulative impact of change over time.   
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10.2.22 The approach otherwise is to protect and enhance the role of all the town centres 
by ensuring that services and facilities are concentrated within town centre 
boundaries.  All town centres should provide a diverse offer, and this must be 
balanced to ensure that vitality and viability are protected.  Therefore the policy 
seeks to regulate non-retail uses in defined town centres, whilst recognising the 
important role that leisure and food and drink activities have in the tourism and 
night time economies.   

10.2.23 The test of ‘over concentration’ will generally be when three consecutive premises 
or more are likely to fall into non-retail use. 

 

Takeaways, Pubs and Clubs, Betting Shops, Pawnbrokers and Amusement 
Arcades in Town Centres and Local Centres 

10.2.24 This Policy reinforces the Council’s approach towards non-retail uses in town 
centres and introduces controls in Local Centres to regulate particular types of non-
retail uses which could have an adverse effect on the provision and quality of their 
services and facilities. The Policy complements the strategic approach for the 
provision of community facilities set out in Policy SS4, objectives for the Borough’s 
town centres in Policy ER7, and the strategic objectives for settlements in Policy 
ST2. 
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Policy DM7 – Takeaways, Pubs and Clubs, Betting Shops, Pawnbrokers and Amusement 
Arcades in Towns and Local Centres 

Proposals for takeaways, pubs and clubs, betting shops, pawnbrokers, amusement 
arcades, or other such similar uses will be permitted within the defined town centres and 
Local Centres provided that they do not: 

A Result in the loss of a prominent retail unit 

B Undermine the function of the Town or Local Centre in providing key retail and 
other services and facilities which are essential to support local communities 

C Adversely impact on the vitality and viability of the existing centre in any way 

D Be detrimental to residential amenity, health and safety issues 

 

10.2.25 An overbalance or concentration of uses such as takeaways, pubs and clubs, 
betting shops, pawnbrokers and amusement arcades risks undermining not only 
the vitality and viability of the larger town centres but also the role of smaller 
centres and their offer of vital local services to communities.  The Council therefore 
considers that a criteria-based policy which considers the key development issues 
and impacts associated with such uses is appropriate. 

10.2.26 In terms of proposals for hot food takeaway premises (either new build or change 
of use) the Council will take into account the proximity of schools and other 
educational establishments.  This reflects growing health and well-being concerns 
for young people resulting from poor diets. 

 

Tourism Development in Rural Areas  

10.2.27 Encouraging a tourism renaissance in a sustainable way is a key principle which is 
established in Policy ST1.  

 

Policy DM8 – Tourism Development in Rural Areas 

Outside the Tourism Opportunity Sites, tourism facilities will be permitted in rural areas 
where it involves small scale development and it: 

A Is demonstrated to be necessary for enhancing the natural, cultural or heritage 
value of the place-bound asset; or it 

B Involves the re-use, conversion or replacement of existing buildings on site 

The development of new or extended buildings will only be considered favourably where 
there is a robust case that demonstrates that there is a genuine need that cannot be met 
through the conversion of existing rural buildings.  
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10.2.28 Whilst there is a strategic thrust in Policy ER10 towards concentrating tourist 
facilities and accommodation in the Borough’s settlements particularly those within 
or in close proximity to the Tourism Opportunity Sites, there are other place-bound 
natural, cultural and heritage assets (“place-bound” in terms of assets which 
cannot be provided at alternative locations) which could be promoted to improve 
the Borough’s tourism offer, but this must be balanced carefully with avoiding any 
unnecessary impacts of tourism related development on rural areas and the very 
assets that developments seek to promote.  A carefully managed approach is 
therefore necessary to ensure that an appropriate balance can be struck between 
raising the profile of the Borough through its assets and the potential impacts of 
development, especially in rural locations. 

 

Visitor Accommodation  

10.2.29 In support of the strategic policy for tourism in Policy ER10, this Policy sets out a 
detailed approach towards the provision of visitor accommodation.  In this context, 
the Policy considers visitor accommodation to include hotels, apartment hotels, 
guest houses, bed and breakfast establishments, rural holiday homes, caravans, 
chalets, camp sites and beach-chalets. 

 

Policy DM9 – Visitor Accommodation  

Proposals for new or improved visitor accommodation in the Borough will be supported 
subject to compliance with the principles of sustainable design outlined in ST1 and ER10 
and so long as their scale and character are appropriate to the location and setting.  

Additionally, proposals for rural holiday homes, caravans, chalets, camping sites and 
beach-chalets will only be permitted where: 

A Proposals for rural holiday homes involve the conversion of existing buildings 
which are proven not to be suitable for other uses, in accordance with the tests 
proposed in Policy DM15A.  The new build or extension of buildings to provide such 
accommodation will not be permitted  

B Proposals for new holiday caravans, chalets and/or camping sites or extensions to 
existing sites have adequate access arrangements and possess a high level of 
natural screening which, where necessary, is capable of reinforcement and 
extension 

C New beach-chalets are replacement only, are developed on the existing footprint 
and match the character of the replaced chalet 

Any permitted developments will be subject to occupancy conditions or legal agreements 
which restrict any new visitor accommodation for holiday use only. 

Proposals for the storage of caravans will only be permitted if the proposal site is well-
screened all year round and is well related to a settlement or building group without 
significant threat to the living conditions of nearby residents. 
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10.2.30 When considering proposals for new visitor accommodation regard should be given 
to landscape character assessment work, the setting of the National Park and 
Heritage Coast and views to and from them, the undeveloped coast, nature 
conservation assets and heritage assets. 

10.2.31 The development of caravan, chalet and / or camping sites has expanded in coastal 
locations where landscaping is difficult to establish and has also tended to include a 
sizable residential quota which has proved unsatisfactory.  Given the potential 
pressures from tourism related to caravan chalet and/or camping sites or their 
extensions, it is considered appropriate to set out relevant management principles 
in this Policy.   

 

10.3 Development Management for Sustainable Settlements 

10.3.1 The policies in this group deal with the response to a range of activities in the 
housing and settlements topic area. They deal in turn with: 

 Achieving Quality of Place (DM10) 

 Sustainable Development Standards (DM11) 

 Standards for New Residential Development (DM12) 

 Residential Conversions in the Borough’s Settlements (DM13) 

 Residential Institutions (DM14) 

 Conversion of Rural Buildings to Residential Use (DM15A) 

 Conversion of Rural Buildings to Commercial or Community Use (DM15B) 

 Replacement Dwellings (DM16) 

 Removal of Occupancy Conditions (DM17) 

 Domestic Extensions and Alterations (DM18) 

 Residential Caravans, Mobile Homes, Chalets and Beach Bungalows (DM19) 

 Sites for Gypsies and Travellers (DM20) 

 Protecting Community Facilities (DM21) 
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Achieving Quality of Place in New Development  

10.3.2 One of the Council’s key spatial principles in Policy ST1 is to ensure that 
development in the Borough creates good quality places.  This Policy sets out the 
detailed approach, with principles for the mix and layout of developments that the 
Council wishes to encourage.  It complements other policies which focus on 
detailed requirements for accessibility (Policy DM22) and sustainable development 
standards (Policy DM11).   

10.3.3 For housing development, the requirements of this policy are also relevant to 
improving the housing of the Borough (see Core Strategy Policy SS1), and are linked 
with further details for residential development which are set out in Policy DM12. 

 

Policy DM10 – Achieving Quality of Place  

The Council will expect a high standard of design and the fostering of ‘quality places’.  
Development proposals will be required to: 

A Incorporate a complementary mix of uses, especially within or near town centres or 
at sites adjacent to public transport routes 

B Respond positively to the character of the site and the immediate and wider setting 
and enhance local distinctiveness through: 

              i) An appropriate size and arrangement of development plots 

              ii) The appropriate provision, orientation, proportion, scale and massing of 
buildings 

              iii) Careful attention to the design of spaces between buildings, including 
provision for efficient and unobtrusive recycling and waste storage 

              iv)  Careful selection and use of building materials which reflects local character 
and vernacular 

C Incorporate existing features of interest including landscape, topography, local 
vernacular styles and building materials; and in doing so, have regard to the 
maintenance of biodiversity 

D Address vulnerability to and fear of crime and anti-social behaviour by ensuring 
that the design, location and layout of all new development creates:   

              i) Clear distinctions between public and private spaces  

              ii) Overlooked routes and spaces within and on the edges of development 

E Create and maintain reasonable standards of general amenity 

F Incorporate new works of art as part of development schemes where appropriate 

 

10.3.4 The purpose of this policy is to raise the quality of development, for better places 
to improve the image of Copeland as a place to live, work, visit and invest in 
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development.  The principles, combined, go beyond the conventional approach of 
applying rigid standards, and encourage innovative thinking in development design.  
The aim is to move away from development which can be unsympathetic, bland, 
difficult to negotiate and makes people less comfortable, to creating places which 
are attractive and useable.   Circular 01/2006 requires most development proposals 
to be submitted with design and access statements.  There are only a few 
exceptions where this requirement does not apply. 

10.3.5 The Council will develop detailed design briefs for major sites which will specify the 
detailed design issues that will need to be addressed.  The Council will produce a 
Supplementary Planning Document to complement the design related principles in 
this Policy and Policies DM12 and DM22. 

10.3.6 The Council will expect a Design and Access Statement submitted with applications 
to demonstrate how the proposals have taken good design principles into account, 
except where applications are for: 

 Change of use of land and buildings, unless it involves operational 
development 

 Alterations or improvements to individual dwellings which are not Listed 
Buildings or located in Conservation Areas 

10.3.7 Where development costs total £500,000 or more, developers will be encouraged 
to devote at least 1% of those costs to artwork to be displayed within the 
development in an area accessible or visible to the general public, including people 
with impaired mobility.  This subject will be covered in more detail in the 
Supplementary Planning Document on developer contributions and/or that on 
Design. 

 

Sustainable Development Standards 

10.3.8 This policy sets out detailed requirements for sustainable development and 
construction in support of key principles in Core Strategy Policy ST1 for reducing 
carbon emissions and increasing the energy efficiency of new development.  It also 
includes requirements for on-site renewable energy generation to complement the 
wider approach towards renewable energy generation development in the 
Borough in Policies ST2, ER2 and DM2.  The requirements set out in this Policy 
apply to all new development proposals, except where thresholds are stipulated 
(such as for on-site renewable energy generation).  These requirements also need 
to be balanced with those which are set out in Policy DM10 and other detailed 
standards for housing development, as set out in Policy DM12.   
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Policy DM11 – Sustainable Development Standards   

The Council will ensure that development proposals reach high standards of sustainability 
by: 

A Requiring housing to be of an appropriate density – generally at least 30 dwellings 
per hectare.  However, a lower density may be acceptable where it reflects the 
form and character of development in the surrounding area 

B Encouraging developers to achieve high energy efficiency standards in relation to 
the Code for Sustainable Homes and BREEAM  

C Requiring renewable energy generating technology on site in developments of 10 
or more dwellings or 1,000m2 non-residential development 

D Orientating and designing buildings to maximise solar gain, so far as practicable 
without compromising wider design and quality of place objectives 

E Encouraging construction materials to be sourced, where possible, from local and 
sustainable sources of production 

F Requiring water saving technology, including grey water recycling to be 
incorporated in all developments 

G Ensuring surface water is managed appropriately, with the inclusion of Sustainable 
Drainage Systems where possible 

Support will also be given to proposals for improvements or alterations to existing 
buildings that include measures to increase energy efficiency and incorporate renewable 
energy generation with regard to the standards in this policy. 

Development should not result in the unnecessary sterilisation of surface mineral 
resources, and wherever appropriate should incorporate remediation measures to ensure 
that the development is not at risk from ground instability arising from mining legacy or 
other former uses. 

  

10.3.9 This policy supports the agenda of the Energy Coast Master Plan and Cumbria 
Climate Change Action Plan.  

10.3.10 It does not set specific targets under the Code for Sustainable Homes and BREEAM, 
consultation having revealed concern as to the danger that unilateral goals are 
likely, in a low house price area, to compromise development viability.  It will also 
be noted that, although the Code is not compulsory, the Building Regulations are 
progressively being revised in the same direction.  Correspondingly, although the 
Council will encourage on-site renewable energy generation on larger 
developments, this will be regarded as a matter of optimising provision through 
negotiation, and no target is set.  Provision of, or contributions to, off-site 
generation capacity may be accepted as an alternative. 

10.3.11 The Environment Agency has stressed that the water supply situation in Copeland 
requires the incorporation of water conservation measures to the equivalent of at 
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least Level 4 of the Code.  This will be a priority in considering sustainable design of 
residential development. 

 

Standards for New Residential Developments 

10.3.12 In support of Policies ST1 and SS1, this Policy provides detailed requirements with 
regard to the standards of residential amenity which need to be achieved in new 
housing developments, in terms of parking standards, separation requirements, 
and open space provision.  These are additional requirements to the wider place 
quality and sustainable development standards which are set out in Policies DM10 
and DM11 respectively. 

 
Policy DM12 – Standards for New Residential Developments  

Proposals for new residential developments should incorporate: 

A Car parking provision in accordance with adopted residential parking standards  

B Minimum separation distances whereby: 

              i) Detached and end of group dwellings retain at least 1.0m distance between 
dwelling walls and side boundaries 

              ii) a minimum of 21.0m is retained between directly facing elevations of 
dwellings containing windows of habitable rooms 

              iii) a minimum of 12.0m is retained between directly facing elevations of 
dwellings containing windows of habitable rooms and a gable or windowless 
elevation 

C A minimum of 0.4ha of public space for every 200 dwellings pro-rata on 
developments of 10 or more dwellings, and in groups of family housing a minimum 
of 100m2 of children’s play space should be provided at the rate of one play space 
per 30/40 dwellings 

D All new development should be designed to Lifetime Homes and (on developments 
of ten dwellings or more) Building for Life standards 

 

10.3.13 This Policy effectively carries forward Policy HSG8 of the Local Plan and is intended 
to maintain general standards of safety, privacy and open space.  It is intended that 
these standards can be incorporated into a Supplementary Planning Document, 
which the Council aims to develop when its key LDF documents are in place. 

 

Conversions of Buildings to Residential Use in the Borough’s Settlements 

10.3.14 This Policy complements objectives to improve the overall housing offer in Policy 
SS1. 
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Policy DM13 – Conversions of Buildings to Residential Use within Settlement Limits   

Proposals for the conversion of suitable non-residential buildings or sub-divisions of large 
houses to provide new residential accommodation will be permitted so long as: 

A Adequate internal space standards and exclusive use of kitchen and bathroom 
facilities can be achieved without extensive alterations or additions to the property 

B Off street car parking is provided in accordance with parking standards 

C Adequate and appropriate external amenity space is provided 

D The conversion works conserve the character of the building 

E No alterations or associated works create amenity problems for residents of 
adjacent properties 

 

Residential Establishments  

10.3.15 This policy deals with either new development or change of use of existing 
buildings to residential institutions, including Houses in Multiple Occupation. 

 

Policy DM14 – Residential Establishments   

Proposals for new, or change of use to, Class C2 uses will be permitted so long as: 

A In the case of a proposed new building they are of a scale, design and materials 
appropriate to the area 

B In the case of any existing property or extensions, alterations of external features 
such as fire escapes are of a scale, design and material which retain the character of 
the building and are compatible with its surroundings 

C Off street car parking is provided in accordance with parking standards 

D Adequate external amenity space is provided 

E No extensions, alterations or associated works create amenity problems for 
occupiers of adjacent properties 

In primarily residential areas development for Class C2 uses and Houses in Multiple 
Occupation will be managed to prevent over-concentration of such uses to the detriment 
of general residential character and amenity.  
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Conversion of Rural Buildings to Residential, Commercial or Community Use  

10.3.16 Reflecting Policy ST1 and the need to support economic development whilst 
protecting the Borough’s key assets, this dual policy aims to manage development 
that involves the conversion of rural buildings. 

 
Policy DM15A – Conversion of Rural Buildings to Residential Use  

In rural areas proposals for the conversion of a building to residential use will be permitted 
so long as all of the following are fulfilled: 

A Applicants can demonstrate that alternative employment or mixed use live-work 
accommodation or community use is not viable 

B Where the subject building is currently or was last used for agriculture, applicants 
can also demonstrate that there is no alternative site or premises available in the 
locality within existing settlements 

C The building is structurally sound and is capable of accepting conversion works 
without significant rebuilding, modifications or extensions 

D The building in its existing form is of a traditional construction and appearance and 
the proposed conversion works conserve the essential character of the building and 
its surroundings.  In this regard existing features of interest and external facing 
materials should as far as possible be retained   

E The building is located within or adjacent to a village or existing group of buildings 

F The building is served by a satisfactory access from the public highway network 
without the requirement for extensive private roads or tracks and domestic 
services such as water supply and electricity must be readily available to the site 

G The conversion works incorporate reasonable standards of amenity 

H The number of dwellings proposed is appropriate to the scale of adjoining 
development and will not substantially increase the number of dwellings in the 
countryside 

 
 
Policy DM15B – Conversion of Rural Buildings to Commercial or Community Use  

Proposals to convert agricultural or other rural buildings tor commercial or community use 
will be permitted subject to their fulfilling criteria B to G of Policy 15A. 

 

10.3.17 This criteria-based policy is designed to ensure that applicants, in proposing 
conversions to residential use, demonstrate that the proposed conversion is the 
best, most sustainable option. Proposals for conversions of agricultural buildings 
would also be required to include evidence that that there are no alternative 
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brownfield sites available in the locality.  This is because development of this kind is 
treated as if it were greenfield development.   

 

Replacement Dwellings 

 
Policy DM16 – Replacement Dwellings 

The replacement of existing dwellings will be permitted except where the dwelling is: 

A Listed as a Building of Special Architectural or Historic Interest or is making a 
positive contribution to the character of a Conservation Area or is 

B In the countryside (i.e. outside the settlement boundaries prescribed in the Sites 
Allocations and Policies Plan and referenced in Core Policy ST2) and: 

              i) is the result of a temporary or series of temporary permissions; or 

              ii) its replacement would be in serious conflict with public health or safety, the 
economy of public services, or the appearance or potential for improvement 
of the countryside; or 

              iii) is derelict (i.e. incapable of being re-inhabited without carrying out works 
requiring planning permission); or 

              iv) is no longer in existence (unless the dwelling has been accidentally 
destroyed in the recent past, for example by fire or flood, and was occupied 
at the time of the accident); or 

              v) is the habitat of wildlife species protected by law when expert advice must 
be sought to establish an appropriate course of action. 

So long as the scale and character of the replacement dwelling matches that which it is 
proposed to replace. 

  

10.3.18 Policy ST2 sets out a general presumption against development in the countryside 
unless there are exceptional reasons.  One instance where an exception could be 
made is noted in Core Strategy Policy ST2C(vi) and this is for the replacement of an 
existing dwelling.  There have to be criteria to test whether a proposal is genuine 
and to ensure that the development does not create health and safety or other 
problems.  The reference to Listed Buildings and buildings in Conservation Areas is 
for clarification purposes and relates to all locations. 

 

Removal of Occupancy Conditions 

10.3.19 This policy complements the proposed Spatial Development Strategy (Policy ST2) 
and to reinforce the policy approaches set out in Policies DM9 and DM16. 
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Policy DM17 – Removal of Occupancy Conditions 

Planning permission for the removal of occupancy conditions will only be granted where it 
can be demonstrated that there is no longer a need for housing for the particular group 
that the occupancy relates to within the local housing market area.   

Where removal of a specific occupancy condition is justified, the Council may require that 
it be replaced with a condition, supported by a planning obligation, relating to general 
local occupancy, widening the area defined as ‘local’, or meeting another local need. 

 

10.3.20 There is a need for policy to deal with proposals to remove or alter occupancy 
conditions as the need for housing accommodation changes.  This policy therefore 
proposes to deal with the removal of occupancy conditions whilst taking into 
account the changing housing needs in the Borough, to guard against homes being 
released onto the general market when they might reasonably be retained to meet 
other local needs. 

10.3.21 Where applicants seek to have occupancy conditions removed the Council will 
expect the applicant to demonstrate that there is no longer a housing need for the 
property that the occupancy condition relates to.  As part of that process the 
applicant will be expected to demonstrate evidence that the property has been 
marketed for a reasonable period of time at a reasonable value. 

10.3.22 The Council will wish to ensure that all housing needs arising from local economic 
and social circumstances are examined which could be met by the subject property 
without the need for alternative new building.  A property, for example that is no 
longer needed to house a local agricultural worker, may alternatively prove to be 
essential for meeting the need of a local household who otherwise may be priced 
out of the local market.  Such proposals will be considered in accordance with Core 
Strategy Policy SS3, informed by the Strategic Housing Market Assessment and/or 
housing need assessments, and subject to viability evidence. 

 

Domestic Extensions and Alterations 

10.3.23 This policy seeks to ensure that any proposals for domestic extensions or 
alterations meet detailed requirements of design and amenity. 

 
Policy DM18 – Domestic Extensions and Alterations  

Proposals for extensions or alterations to existing dwellings will be permitted so long as: 

A The scale, design and choice of materials involved respect the character of the 
parent property with the use of pitched roofs where practicable 

B They would not lead to a significant reduction in daylighting available to either the 
parent property or adjacent dwellings 

C They would not create potential noise nuisance, security or privacy or overlooking 
problems for residents of either the parent property or adjacent dwellings 
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D They would not result in a loss of 50% or more of the undeveloped curtilage of the 
parent property 

Proposals which involve listed buildings or properties within conservation areas must also 
meet the requirements of Policies ENV4 and DM27. 

This policy does not apply to the alteration or extension of beach bungalows, which will 
not be permitted. 

 

10.3.24 It should be noted that the Council will also be mindful of the criteria highlighted in 
DM12 when considering domestic extensions and alterations.  Further guidance 
may be provided by a Supplementary Planning Document. 

 

Residential Caravans, Mobile Homes, Chalets and Beach Bungalows  

10.3.25 Copeland’s extensive coastline and general attractiveness for low intensity tourism 
mean that it remains desirable to continue established approaches to deal with 
forms of residential development which can have a detrimental effect on the 
countryside and the surroundings of settlements. 

  
Policy DM19 – Residential Caravans, Mobile Homes, Chalets, and Beach Bungalows  

The Council will not permit any new caravans, mobile homes, chalets, or beach bungalows 
for residential use, except where:  

A Permanent residential chalets are intended to replace existing residential caravans 
on sites of more than 10 residential caravans 

B Individual caravans or residential mobile homes are proposed for a dependant 
relative or as temporary accommodation to support the establishment of a new 
rural enterprise 

C The repair or rebuilding of beach bungalows is of a scale and character matching 
the existing structure, and occupancy is restricted solely for holiday purposes 

 

10.3.26 Whilst caravans and other non-permanent residences may be acceptable in certain 
circumstances, new beach bungalows are considered to be undesirable 
development in principle, by virtue of, firstly, their unsustainable location on the 
otherwise undeveloped coast and secondly, their potential vulnerability to the 
effects of coastal change.  The Council accepts the existing groups of beach 
bungalows, between St Bees and Braystones, as a feature of that coast; but 
rebuilding them as larger or more permanent structures, or conversion to 
permanent dwellings, is contrary to the development strategy for the Borough as 
set out in the Core Strategy in ST2 and other policies.  Repair or rebuilding on a ‘like 
for like’ basis may be permissible where safety and effective coastal management 
are not compromised, and must be accompanied by a planning obligation 
precluding use as a main or permanent residence. 
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Sites for Gypsies and Travellers  

 
Policy DM20 – Gypsies and Travellers 

Proposals for sites to accommodate Gypsies and Travellers will only be permitted when 
the following criteria are met: 

A There is a demonstrable need for a site 

B Sites are not located within or adjoining St Bees Heritage Coast, areas of Landscape 
Importance, areas of nature conservation interest, Conservation Areas or in the 
vicinity of Listed Buildings or Scheduled Ancient Monuments, where such 
development would compromise the objectives of the designation or otherwise 
have a significantly adverse impact on the local landscape or undeveloped coast 

C The site is well related to an existing settlement and the main highway network 

D It incorporates appropriate access and parking arrangements 

E The site has reasonable access to community services 

F It is not significantly detrimental to the amenity of adjacent occupiers 

  

10.3.27 The Council accepts its duty to provide for Gypsies and Travellers in appropriate 
locations.  The criteria within Policy DM20 are designed to ensure that any site(s) 
for Gypsies and Travellers will meet an identified need, are well connected and do 
not unacceptably affect the local environment. 

 

Protecting Community Facilities 

10.3.28 This Policy reinforces the support given to the provision of essential shops and 
services set out in Core Strategy Policies ER7, ER9 and SS4. 

 
Policy DM21 – Protecting Community Facilities 

Development or change of use which would result in the loss of an existing social, 
community, cultural or sports facility will be resisted where there is evidence that there is 
a demand for that facility that is unlikely to be met elsewhere. 

 

10.3.29 The Policy aims to protect facilities in all rural locations, not only towns and local 
service centres.  This is an important adjunct to the Core Strategy’s stress on 
promoting most new development in the towns; whilst that is essential for 
sustainable growth in the Borough, it will be complemented by measures aimed at 
preserving the vitality of rural settlements. 
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10.4 Development Management for Accessibility and Transport  

10.4.1 Policy T1 sets out the strategic principles for Improving Accessibility and Transport. 
This complementary Development Management policy sets out the Council’s 
approach towards managing development which has implications for the Borough’s 
transport network.  

 
Policy DM22 – Accessible Developments 

The Council will require development proposals to be accessible to all users and accord 
with the following principles: 

A The layout of the development responds positively to existing movement patterns 
in the area by providing or contributing towards:  

              i) Permeable and legible layouts which are convenient for access into and 
through the site for pedestrians, cyclists and disabled people 

              ii) Access for public transport 

              iii)   Access for emergency and service vehicles 

B Incorporate innovative approaches to managing vehicular access and parking with: 

              i) Standards incorporated into the design of the development which manage 
traffic access and speeds without excessive engineering measures 

              ii) Incorporate car parking, through a variety of on street and off street 
arrangements which avoid vehicles dominating the street scene, whilst 
meeting adopted car parking standards which reflect the needs of the 
Borough in its rural context 

Where necessary the potential transport implications of development will be required to 
be supported by a Transport Assessment and a Travel Plan to manage any significant 
transport implications. 

 

10.4.2 This policy supports urban design principles for accessibility, parking, travel 
demand and travel planning. 

10.4.3 Good design is necessary to ensure accessible and permeable developments 
particularly for pedestrians, cyclists and disabled people.  It is also important for 
ensuring that vehicle access and parking are given proper consideration in new 
developments but do not dominate.  This means a shift away from engineer-led, 
car-based developments to block patterns and developments with street frontages 
which can make walking and cycling more attractive options.  It calls upon 
designers to be imaginative in integrating vehicular access in new developments. 

10.4.4 The Council will produce a Parking Strategy for the Borough that will contain 
standards which reflect the local, more rural context of the Borough.  Until this 
time the standards set out in RSS will be used as a guide. 
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10.4.5 The development thresholds that will trigger a Transport Assessment and Travel 
Plan are outlined in Appendix 3.  (Please note that these thresholds are the same as 
were included in Appendix 4 of the Copeland Local Plan 2001-2016). 

   

Information and Communications Technology  

10.4.6 Policy T2 sets out the strategic principles for improving Information and 
Communications Technology. This policy sets out requirements for assessing 
proposals for information and communications technology development. 

 
Policy DM23 – Information and Communications Technology 

In considering proposals for information and communications technology development 
the following factors will be taken into account:  

A The need generally to avoid high quality landscapes and particularly visually 
prominent locations and to protect areas of natural and man-made conservation 
importance including Conservation Areas and Listed Buildings and their settings 

B   The need to site and design equipment in such a way as to minimise its impact on 
the surrounding area including adjacent or nearby residential areas 

C   In the case of masts, the availability of alternative sites or the possibility of sharing 
facilities with other operators.  New masts will only be permitted if it can be 
demonstrated that mast-sharing is impractical 

All major new developments will be required to be enabled for Next Generation Access 
(NGA) Broadband. 

 

10.4.7 Advances in communications and information technology have resulted in a fast 
growing telecommunications industry.  Whilst the Council is supportive of 
facilitating the growth of new and existing systems this should not be at the 
expense of, or damage, sensitive areas like high quality landscapes, important 
wildlife sites or Conservation Areas which will continue to be protected.  Generally 
the Council will try to minimise the amount of infrastructure required to carry new 
technologies e.g. by encouraging mast-sharing for aerials, antennae and dishes. 

 

10.5 Development Management for Environmental Protection and 
Enhancement 

 

Development Proposals and Flood Risk 

10.5.1 Policy ENV1 aims to ensure that new development is located outside areas at risk 
from flooding and that development does not contribute to an increased risk of 
flooding elsewhere.  This policy supplements that approach to provide clarity for 
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development proposals in areas which are considered to be at risk of flooding or 
for those where development is likely to increase the risk of flooding elsewhere. 

 
Policy DM24 – Development Proposals and Flood Risk  

Where a proposed development is likely to be at risk from flooding or increases risk of 
flooding elsewhere, a Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) will be required to be submitted as part 
of the planning application. 

Development will not be permitted where it is found that: 

A There is an unacceptable risk of flooding; or 

B The development would increase the risk of flooding elsewhere; or 

C The development would cause interference with or loss of access to a watercourse 

and the benefits of the development do not outweigh the risks of flooding.  

Where a development requires the provision of additional flood defence and mitigation 
works, any costs, including maintenance, should be met by the developer. 

 

10.5.2 As with Policy ENV1, this policy statement is based on ensuring that new 
development is located outside areas at risk of flooding (see paragraph 7.2.2 in the 
Core Strategy) or designed to minimise flood related damage by incorporating 
flood resistance measures. It reinforces the focus of protecting development 
against flood risk.  The only sites that are likely to meet an Exceptions Test, as 
described in the NPPF, are key regeneration sites such as those in Whitehaven 
town centre. 

 

Nature Conservation, Habitat and Species Protection  

10.5.3 This policy sets out the detailed approach towards managing development 
proposals which are likely to have an effect on nature conservation sites, habitats 
and protected and priority species.  It supports the Core Strategy approach to 
biodiversity and geodiversity in Policies ST1 and ENV3. 

 
Policy DM25 – Protecting Nature Conservation Sites, Habitats and Species 

A  All development proposals should:  

              i) Protect the biodiversity value of land and buildings 

              ii) Minimise fragmentation of habitats 

              iii) Maximise opportunities for conservation, restoration, enhancement and 
connection of natural habitats and creation of habitats for species listed in 
UK and Cumbria Biodiversity Action Plans.  Special consideration should also 
be given to those European habitats that lie outside the boundaries of 
European designated sites 
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B Development proposals that would cause a direct or indirect adverse effect on 
locally recognised sites of biodiversity and geodiversity importance, including 
County Wildlife Sites, Local Nature Reserves and Regionally Important 
Geological/Geomorphological Sites or protected species will not be permitted 
unless: 

             i) The benefits of the development clearly outweigh the impacts on the 
features of the site and the wider network of natural habitats, and; 

             ii)  Prevention, mitigation and/or compensation measures are provided.   An 
appropriate long-term management plan will be sought and arrangements 
to provide adequate funding will be made in accordance with a formal 
planning agreement or obligation 

C  Where compensatory habitat is created, it should be of equal or greater size than 
the area lost as a result of the development 

D Development proposals where the principal objective is to conserve or enhance 
biodiversity or geodiversity interests will be supported in principle 

E  Where there is evidence to suspect the presence of protected species any planning 
application should be accompanied by a survey assessing their presence and, if 
present, the proposal must be sensitive to, and make provision for, their needs  

F All development proposals must take into account any likely significant effects on 
the internationally important sites both within the Borough and within a 20km 
radius of the Borough boundary as well as those that are hydrologically linked to 
the development plan area 

 

10.5.4 A Habitats Regulations Assessment should be undertaken, not only by Planning 
Authorities when preparing planning documents, but also by developers when they 
are preparing a proposal that may negatively affect the integrity of relevant 
internationally important sites i.e. Natura 2000 and Ramsar sites. The Assessment 
should cover any possible negative impacts on the integrity of all the sites within a 
20km radius of the proposed development site and, in addition, consider the 
impacts in combination with other current and emerging plans and proposals that 
could also affect the biodiversity site.   

10.5.5 Any development that would lead to an adverse impact on the integrity of a Natura 
2000 or Ramsar site, either alone or in combination with other plans or projects 
would not be in conformity with Core Strategy. If it cannot be ascertained that 
there would be no adverse effect the project will have to be refused or pass the 
statutory tests of “no alternatives” and the “imperative reasons of overriding public 
interest” set out in Regulation 62 of the Conservation of Habitats and Species 
Regulations 2010. If the plan or proposal does satisfy both these tests then any 
necessary mitigation and compensation measures will have to be secured in 
accordance with Regulation 66. 

10.5.6 Development proposals may involve land or buildings which have been colonised 
by protected species that are not within an otherwise protected site.  Bat roosts 
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and barn owls in buildings are examples. Developers are encouraged to approach 
the Cumbria Biodiversity Data Centre to check whether these species are present 
on the proposed site as part of the planning application process.  

 

Landscaping  

10.5.7 Policy DM26 sets out a requirement for new developments to consider landscape 
features and improvements.  It expands on the Core Strategy Policy ENV5: 
Protecting and Enhancing the Borough’s Landscapes. 

 
Policy DM26 – Landscaping  

All development proposals will be assessed in terms of their potential impact on the 
landscape. Developers should refer to the Cumbria Landscape Character Assessment and 
Cumbria Historic Landscape Characterisation documents for their particular character area 
and design their development to be congruent with that character. 

The Council will continue to protect the areas designated as Landscapes of County 
Importance on the Proposals Map from inappropriate change until a more detailed 
Landscape Character Assessment can be completed for the Copeland plan area. 

Proposals will be assessed according to whether the proposed structures and associated 
landscaping relate well in terms of visual impact, scale, character, amenity value and local 
distinctiveness and the cumulative impact of developments will be taken into account as 
part of this assessment. 

Development proposals, where necessary, will be required to include landscaping schemes 
that retain existing landscape features, reinforce local landscape character and mitigate 
against any adverse visual impact. Care should be taken that landscaping schemes do not 
include invasive non-native species. 

The Council will require landscaping schemes to be maintained for a minimum of five 
years. 

 

10.5.8 A large amount of work has been done to characterise each of the different 
landscapes in the plan area with regards to, not only their natural features, but 
their present and historical land uses etc.  Maintaining the wide variety of 
landscape characteristics is important for the social and economic health of the 
Borough, contributing as they do to the amenity of residents and tourists alike. This 
Policy sets out the approach for ensuring that new development protects and 
enhances existing landscape features. 

 

Built Heritage and Archaeology 

10.5.9 This Policy sets out the approach towards development which affects the heritage 
assets and archaeology of the plan area.  It supports the strategic approach set out 
in Policies ST1 and ENV4.  
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Policy DM27 – Built Heritage and Archaeology 

A Development proposals which protect, conserve and where possible enhance the 
historic, cultural and architectural character of the Borough’s historic sites and their 
settings will be supported. This will be particularly relevant in the case of: 

              i) Scheduled Ancient Monuments 

              ii) Conservation Areas  

              iii) Listed Buildings and structures 

              iv)  Non-listed buildings and structures or landscape features of local heritage 
and archaeological value 

              v) Surface and below ground archaeological deposits 

B Development proposals which have a significant adverse effect on a Scheduled 
Ancient Monument or its wider site or setting will not be permitted 

C Development within Conservation Areas will only be permitted where it preserves 
or enhances the character or appearance of the area and, where appropriate, views 
in and out of the area.  The Council will pay particular attention to: 

              i) How new development respects the character of existing architecture and 
any historical associations, landscape features, open spaces, trees, walls and 
quality of townscape 

              ii) The impact of any proposed works to trees with regard to policy DM28 

              iii) The design of any proposals for new or altered shopfronts and / or signage, 
which should be an integral part of the design and avoid the use of 
internally illuminated signage 

D Development which affects Listed Buildings or their setting will only be permitted 
where it: 

              i) Respects the architectural and historic character of the building 

              ii) Avoids any substantial or total demolition, or any demolition that is not 
related to proposed development affecting the building 

              iii) Does not have a significant adverse effect on the setting or important views 
of the building 

              iv) Involves a change of use to all or part of the listed building which 
contributes to the conservation and overall economic viability of the 
building, and where the use can be implemented without any adverse 
alterations to the building 

E Any development proposal which is considered to affect an existing or potential 
site of archaeological importance will be required to be accompanied by an 
archaeological assessment.  Where archaeological deposits are evident, below 
ground or on the surface, evidence should be recorded and where possible 
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preserved in-situ.  Proposals for development where archaeological interest has 
been established will not be approved until evidence has been provided that the 
risk of archaeological disturbance has been adequately investigated and has been 
minimised.  Planning permission will not be granted if the impact on potential 
archaeology is unacceptable. 

 

10.5.10 In the context of managing development, the policy approach is to assess the 
implications of new development on features of historic value, including historic 
buildings, as part of the planning application process.   

10.5.11 The policy covers not only designated heritage assets but those considered to be 
important by local communities but with no official designation i.e. landmark 
structures and landscape features.  There is no official list of these assets but their 
existence will become apparent as development proposals are brought forward as 
part of the application process and local residents comment on these applications.  
Therefore, it is important that developers making applications are aware of any 
features in the vicinity of their sites which could be considered to be local 
landmarks and take account of the impact that their developments might have on 
these features and their settings.  Pre-application advice should be sought on these 
matters where there is any uncertainty.   

 

Protection of Trees 

10.5.12 This policy sets out how the Council will manage proposals that involve trees in 
Conservation Areas and trees that are protected by Tree Preservation Orders. 

 
Policy DM28 – Protection of Trees  

A Development proposals which are likely to affect any trees within the Borough will 
be required to: 

              i)  Include an arboricultural assessment as to whether any of those trees are 
worthy of retention and protection by means of a Tree Preservation Order 

              ii) Submit proposals for the replacement or relocation of any trees removed, 
with net provision at a minimum ratio of 2:1, with preference for the 
replacement of trees on site and with native species 

B  Any proposed works to Trees within Conservation Areas, or protected with Tree 
Preservation Orders, will be required to include an arboricultural survey to justify 
why works are necessary and that the works proposed will, where possible, not 
adversely affect the amenity value of the area.  Applicants for development that 
will result in the loss or deterioration of ancient woodland or veteran trees outside 
woodland should demonstrate that the need for and benefits of the development 
will clearly outweigh the loss. 
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10.5.13 The Council wants to protect any tree that is worthy of retention.  If, however, 
development does lead to a loss of trees the Council will seek to negotiate for 
replacement trees to be provided, preferably on site. 

10.5.14 One of the Core Strategy Objectives is to increase the amount of tree cover in the 
Borough.  Trees are an important resource in any environment, helping to clean the 
air, absorb carbon dioxide, provide shade and improve the character of urban 
environments.  Therefore, the Council requires that developers who plan to 
remove any trees, submit plans that make it clear which trees will be affected and 
make provision for the replacement of the lost trees with suitable substitutes at a 
minimum ratio of 2:1. 

 

Advertisements 

10.5.15 The purpose of this policy is to set out the Council’s approach to managing 
proposals for advertisements, both within and outside areas of Special 
Advertisement Control in the Borough. 

 
Policy DM29 – Advertisements 

A In areas of Special Advertisement Control the Council will not normally grant 
express consent for the display of advertisements unless: 

              i) There is no nearer location on a public road 

              ii) The sign is of a standard design approved by the Council and serving to 
advertise one or more businesses in a nearby community 

              iii) The sign is of a reasonable scale and appearance, having regard to the 
nature and situation of the land or building to which it relates 

B Outside Areas of Special Advertisement Control advertisements will be granted 
consent if all of the following criteria are met: 

              i) They would not be obtrusive or dominant features in the street scene 

              ii) They would not create clutter on a building or within the street scene 

              iii) They would not harm public safety 

              iv) Where attached to a building, they would respect its scale, proportions and 
architectural features. 

 

10.5.16 Policy DM29 assesses the potential impacts of advertisements using criteria which 
differentiate between the control of advertisements in the countryside and urban 
areas.  It is important to maintain the distinction between areas of the Borough 
which are within and outside areas of Special Advertisement Control. The Council 
has greater control over the size and location of advertisements in these areas. 
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Rural Development 

10.5.17 There has been a recent increase in popularity and demand for small holdings, 
hobby farming and equine related development.   

10.5.18 Whilst supporting rural businesses the Council wants to ensure that any such 
development is appropriately managed so that it does not result in over intensive 
use in the countryside or erode the local character.  

 
Policy DM30 – Rural Buildings 

The Council will generally look favourably on proposals for small holdings and equine 
related developments that appropriately reuse existing buildings.  

Proposals for new agricultural buildings, small holdings and equine related development 
will be permitted so long as they: 

A Are well related to an existing settlement or farm building complex, or where this is 
not possible or appropriate are accessible and well screened 

B Are of an appropriate design and scale  

C Use materials and colours that enable the development to blend into its 
surroundings 

D Do not adversely impact on the local landscape character or built environment  

E Do not significantly impact the amenity of any nearby residential properties 

Such developments may also require an appropriate planting scheme. 

 

10.5.19 Planning Policy Statement 7 (PPS7) stated that local planning authorities should 
support equine enterprises that maintain environmental quality and countryside 
character  

10.5.20 Policy DM30 is designed to support such development whilst also protecting the 
landscape character and built environment of the Borough as well as local amenity. 
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11 Appendix 1: List of Superseded Policies 

11.1.1 This appendix indicates how policies in the Copeland Local Plan 2001-16 have been 
replaced by Core Strategy and/or Development Management policies, or if the 
Council does not intend to replace them. 

11.1.2 It should be noted that not all policies will be replaced by Core Strategy and/or 
Development Management policies at this time.  The following policies will remain 
as part of the Development Plan until they are superseded by future Development 
Plan Document policies and/or allocations: 

 HSG1 Existing Planning Permissions 

 HSG2 New Housing Allocations 

 EMP1 Employment Land Allocation 

 EMP2 Westlakes Science and Technology Park 

 EMP3 Employment Opportunity Sites 

 TCN12 Town Centre Opportunity Development Sites 

 TSP8 Parking Requirements 

 

11.1.3 The following table demonstrates how each Local Plan policy has been 
incorporated into the Core Strategy and/or Development Management policies. 

 

Local Plan Policy Core Strategy Policy(s) DM Policy(s) 

Chapter 3: Development Strategy 

DEV1 Vision, Objectives, ST1  

DEV2 ST2  

DEV3 ST2  

DEV4 ST2 (Para. 3.5.13 – 3.5.15)  

DEV5 ST2 (Para. 3.5.16 – 3.5.19)  

DEV6 ST1, T1 ENV1 DM10 

DEV7 ST4  

DEV8 ST2, ST3, ST4, ER1, ER2, ER3  

   

Chapter 4: Housing 

HSG1 Not superseded – remains part of the Development Plan 

HSG2 Not superseded – remains part of the Development Plan 

HSG3 SS2  

HSG4 Deleted; direct replacement not necessary 

HSG5 SS3B (Para. 5.4.6 – 5.4.7)  

HSG6 SS1 A(v)  

HSG7  DM17 

HSG8 SS2 DM12 

HSG9 SS3  
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Local Plan Policy Core Strategy Policy(s) DM Policy(s) 

HSG10 SS3 (Para. 5.4.5)  

HSG11 SS3 (Para. 5.4.5 and 5.4.6)  

HSG12 S2C  

HSG13 Deleted; replacement not necessary 

HSG14  DM16 

HSG15  DM13 

HSG16  DM14 

HSG17  DM15A 

HSG18  DM14 

HSG19  DM14 

HSG20  DM18 

HSG21  DM19 

HSG22  DM19A 

HSG23  DM19B 

HSG24  DM19C 

HSG25 Deleted; replacement not necessary 

HSG26  DM20 

HSG27  DM20 

   

Chapter 5: Economic Regeneration 

EMP1 Not superseded – remains part of the Development Plan 

EMP2 Not superseded – remains part of the Development Plan 

EMP3 Not superseded – remains part of the Development Plan  
(though ST3B is relevant) 

EMP4 Deleted; replacement not necessary 

EMP5 ST2 (Figure 3.2)  

EMP6 Deleted; replacement not necessary 

EMP7  DM3 

   

TCN1 ST2, ER7  

TCN2 ST2 (Figure 3.2), ER7  

TCN3  DM10 

TCN4  DM10 

TCN5 ER7-9  

TCN6  DM6C 

TCN7  DM7 

TCN8  DM7 

TCN9 ER8  

TCN10 Deleted; replacement not necessary 

TCN11  DM6A, DM6B (Para. 10.2.21 – 
10.2.24) 

TCN12 Not superseded – remains part of the Development Plan 
Partly covered by ST3 (but not yet defined as site allocations) 

TCN13 ER7D, ER9B  
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Local Plan Policy Core Strategy Policy(s) DM Policy(s) 

TCN14 ER7D, ER9B  

   

TSM1 ER10  

TSM2 ER10C  

TSM3 ER10 DM9 

TSM4  DM9 

TSM5  DM9, DM10 

TSM6  DM9 

   

RUR1 ST2 DM10, DM15B, DM30 

   

Chapter 6: The Environment 

ENV1 ENV3 DM25 

ENV2 ENV3 DM25 

ENV3 ENV3 DM25 

ENV4 ENV3, ENV5  

ENV5 ENV3 DM25 

ENV6 ENV5 (Para. 7.6.2 and 7.6.3) DM26 

ENV7 ENV2  

ENV8 ENV2  

ENV9 ENV5 DM26 

ENV10  DM28 

ENV12  DM26 

ENV13 ENV6  

ENV14 ENV2  

ENV15 ENV2 (Para. 7.3.5)  

ENV16  DM24 

ENV17 ST1C(v)  

ENV18 ST1D(iv)  

ENV19 ST1C(vi)  

ENV20 Deleted; replacement not necessary 

ENV21  DM10 

ENV22  DM10 

ENV23 ST2E, (Para. 3.5.20 – 3.5.21), 
Appendix 4 

 

ENV25  DM27 

ENV26  DM27C 

ENV27  DM27C 

ENV28 Deleted; replacement not necessary 

ENV29  DM27C 

ENV31  DM27D 

ENV32 Deleted; replacement not necessary 

ENV36  DM27E 

ENV37  DM27E 
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Local Plan Policy Core Strategy Policy(s) DM Policy(s) 

ENV38  DM10 

ENV39  DM29 

   

Chapter 7: Transport 

TSP2 Deleted; replacement not necessary 
(Although some of the schemes in para. 7.2.6 are noted in T1) 

TSP4 T1 DM22 

TSP5 T1 DM22 

TSP6 T1 DM22 

TSP7 T1 DM22 

TSP8 Not superseded – remains part of the Development Plan 

TSP9 T1  

TSP10 Deleted; replacement not necessary 

   

Chapter 8: Community Services and Facilities 

SVC6 Deleted; replacement not necessary 
(Although DM10 is relevant) 

SVC7 ER3  

SVC8  DM23 

SVC9 Deleted; replacement not necessary 
(Although DM10 may be relevant) 

SVC10 Deleted; replacement not necessary 

SVC11 SS4  

SVC12  DM21 

SVC13 SS5  

SVC14 Deleted; replacement not necessary 

SVC15 Deleted; replacement not necessary 

   

Chapter 9: Renewable Energy 

EGY1  DM2 

EGY2  DM2 

EGY3  DM2 

EGY4  DM2 

EGY5  DM2 

EGY6  DM2 

EGY7  DM11 

   

Chapter 10: Sellafield and the Nuclear Industry 

NUC1 ER1  

NUC2 ER1  

NUC3 ER1  

NUC4  DM5 

NUC5   
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11.1.4 It should also be noted that the following Local Plan policies were not saved 
beyond June 2009 and expired on 6th June 2009: 

 ENV 11 Tree Planting 

 ENV24 Hazardous Substances 

 ENV30 Alterations and extensions to Listed Buildings 

 ENV33 Development affecting the setting and important views of Listed 
Buildings 

 ENV34 Changes of use to Listed Buildings 

 ENV35 Development affecting a Scheduled Ancient Monument 

 ENV40 Advertisements 

 ENV41 New farm buildings 

 ENV42 Intensive agricultural development 

 ENV43 Agricultural slurry stores and lagoons 

 SVC1 Connections to public sewers 

 SVC2 Non-mains sewerage/sewerage treatment 

 SVC3 Standards of Completion 

 SVC4 Land drainage 

 SVC5 Water supply/water resources 

 TSP1 Safeguarding the Parton-Lillyhall Improvement 

 TSP3 Traffic management 
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12 Appendix 2: Glossary 

The Act The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (as amended). 

Adoption The final confirmation of a development plan or Local Development 
Document as having statutory status. 

The Planning Act 
(2008) 

The Planning Act 2008 introduces a new system for approving major 
infrastructure of national importance, such as major energy generation 
and transmission, harbours and waste facilities, and replaces current 
regimes under several pieces of legislation. The objective is to streamline 
these decisions and avoid long public inquiries. 

Affordable Housing Affordable housing should meet the needs of eligible households 
including availability at a cost low enough for them to afford, determined 
with regard to local incomes and local house prices. Affordable housing 
includes social rented and intermediate housing, provided to specified 
eligible households whose needs are not met by the market. It should 
also include a provision to ensure that the housing remains affordable 
for future eligible households. 

Agriculture Defined by Section 336(1) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 as 
including: horticulture, fruit growing, seed growing, dairy farming, the 
breeding and keeping of livestock (including any creature kept for the 
production of food, wool, skins or furs, or the purpose of its use in the 
farming of land), the use of land as grazing land, meadow land, osier 
land, market gardens and nursery grounds, and the use of land for 
woodlands where that use is ancillary to the farming of land for other 
agricultural purposes. 

Allocated Land Land identified in a development plan as appropriate for a specific land 
use. 

Annual Monitoring 
Report (AMR)  

Part of the Local Development Framework, the Annual Monitoring 
Report will assess the implementation of the Local Development Scheme 
and the extent to which policies in Local Development Documents 
(including saved Local Plan policies) are being successfully implemented. 

Biodiversity The whole variety of life on earth. It includes all species of plants and 
animals, their genetic variations and the ecosystems of which they are a 
part. 

The Blueprint The Blueprint sets out an agreed vision and a joint approach to economic 
development in West Cumbria, as well as highlighting a shortlist of 
transformational projects which will help to accelerate growth of jobs in 
the local economy. An implementation plan provides the detail of the 
projects which will help achieve the vision.  This updates the ECMP. 

The Borough The Borough refers to the Copeland Borough Council’s administrative 
area.  It includes part of the Lake District National Park. 

BREEAM A set of assessment methods and tools that are designed to help 
construction professionals understand and mitigate the environmental 
impacts of the developments they design and build. 
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Britain’s Energy Coast 
West Cumbria 
(BECWC) 

Britain’s Energy Coast West Cumbria provides support for economic 
development in West Cumbria.  It delivers business support and support 
for energy innovation; funding for physical and skills-related 
regeneration projects; and manages a high quality business property 
service which includes Westlakes Science & Technology Park, together 
with assets in Allerdale Borough. 

Brownfield Land that has been previously developed and is or was occupied by a 
permanent structure (excluding agricultural or forestry buildings), and 
associated fixed surface infrastructure. The definition includes the 
curtilage of the development.  The definition is set out in the NPPF. 

Business Clusters Groups of companies and related organisations that collaborate to grow 
their business. Using this collaborative team approach allows businesses, 
regions and interest groups to develop greater speed, quality, innovation 
and critical mass. This assists in resolving practical issues like training, 
infrastructure and procurement. 

Change of Use A change in the way that land or buildings are used. Planning permission 
is usually necessary in order to change a use class (see Use Classes). 

Character Individual distinctiveness created from a combination of natural and 
man-made elements with historic, socio-economic and other factors. 

Character Areas Character areas can reinforce local identity and serve as a marketing tool 
to raise the profile of a particular place. These may relate to 
predominant uses, focal buildings, or historic associations. 

Code for Sustainable 
Homes  

The Code for Sustainable Homes is a single national standard to guide 
industry in the design and construction of sustainable homes. The Code 
measures the sustainability of a home against design categories, rating 
the ‘whole home’ as a complete package. 

Community facility Any facility providing for the health, well-being, social, educational, 
spiritual, recreational, leisure and cultural needs of the community. 

Community 
Infrastructure Levy 
(CIL) 

The Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL), the provisions for which are 
currently going through Parliament, will be a new charge which local 
authorities in England and Wales will be empowered, but not required, 
to charge on most types of new development in their area. CIL charges 
will be based on simple formulae which relate to the size of the charge to 
the size and character of the development paying it. The proceeds of the 
levy will be spent on local and sub-regional infrastructure to support the 
development of the area. 

Conditions  Requirements attached to a planning permission to limit or direct the 
manner in which a development is carried out. 

Conservation Area A Conservation Area is a designated area of special architectural and/or 
historical interest, the character or appearance of which it is desirable to 
preserve or enhance. It is a recognition of the value of a group of 
buildings and their surroundings and the need to protect not just 
individual buildings but the character of the area as a whole. 
Conservation Areas vary in both size and character, ranging from small 
groups of buildings to town squares or even open spaces, and often 
include groups of Listed Buildings. 
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Contaminated Land  Land that has been polluted or harmed in some way making it unfit for 
safe development and usage unless cleaned. 

Conversions Generally involves the change of use of a building from a particular use, 
classified in the Use Classes Order, to another use. Can also mean the 
sub-division of residential properties into self-contained flats. 

Copeland Forest The notion of a Copeland Forest is envisaged as a set of interrelated 
woodlands, probably south of Egremont in the West and Mid Copeland 
Localities although no specific locations have been identified at this 
stage.  It would be a community resource and provide leisure and 
tourism opportunities, wood crops for renewable energy and could be 
used to screen any large scale nuclear development.  It could form part 
of any offset package from nuclear new build. 

Core Strategy Sets out the long-term spatial vision for the local planning authority area, 
the spatial objectives and strategic policies to deliver that vision. It can 
include strategic site allocations.  The Core Strategy will have the status 
of a Development Plan Document. 

Density The floorspace of a building or buildings or some other unit measure in 
relation to a given area of land. Built density can be expressed in terms 
of plot ratio (for commercial development); number of units or habitable 
rooms per hectare (for residential development); site coverage plus the 
number of floors or a maximum building height; or a combination of 
these. 

Design Guidance A planning document which will provide guidance on how development 
can be carried out in accordance with good design practice produced 
with a view to retaining local distinctiveness. 

Designation  This is a term use to define an area where there are particular features 
or constraints. 

Development Development is defined under the 1990 Town and Country Planning Act 
as "the carrying out of building, engineering, mining or other operation 
in, on, over or under land, or the making of any material change in the 
use of any building or other land." Most forms of development require 
planning permission. 

Development Brief A document, prepared by a local planning authority, a developer, or 
jointly, providing guidance on how a site of significant size or sensitivity 
should be developed. Site-specific briefs are sometimes known as 
planning briefs, design briefs and development frameworks. 

Development 
Management Policies 

A suite of criteria-based policies which are required to ensure that all 
development within the area meets the spatial vision and spatial 
objectives set out in the Core Strategy. 

Development Plan As set out in Section 38(6) of the Act, a document which sets out a Local 
Authority’s policies and proposals for the development and other use of 
land and buildings within its area. A Local Authority’s development plan 
consists of the Development Plan Documents (DPDs) contained within its 
Local Development Framework (LDF).  These are required to be in 
conformity with the NPPF. 
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Development Plan 
Documents (DPDs) 

Spatial planning documents that are subject to Independent Examination 
will form the Development Plan for a local authority area for the 
purposes of the Act. They can include a Core Strategy, Site Specific 
Allocations of land, and Area Action Plans (where needed). Other 
Development Plan Documents, including Development Management 
Policies, can be produced. They will all be shown geographically on an 
Adopted Proposals Map. Individual Development Plan Documents or 
parts of a document can be reviewed independently from other 
Development Plan Documents. Each authority must set out the 
programme for preparing its Development Plan Documents in the Local 
Development Scheme. 

Employment Land 
and Premises Study 
(ELPS) 

Provides an up to date assessment of supply of and demand for 
employment sites in West Cumbria to feed into the Local Plan and wider 
economic development planning. 

Employment Land 
Availability 

The total amount of land reserved for industrial and business use 
awaiting development. 

Energy Coast Master 
Plan (ECMP) 

An economic development strategy for West Cumbria which also 
highlights a shortlist of transformational projects which will help to 
accelerate growth of jobs in the local economy. An implementation plan 
provides the detail of the projects which will help achieve this.  The 
ECMP is being updated by the Blueprint (see earlier). 

Evidence Base The information and data gathered by local authorities to justify the 
“soundness” of the policy approach set out in planning documents, 
including the physical, economic, and social characteristics of an area. 

Examination Independent consideration of the soundness of a draft Development Plan 
Document chaired by a Planning Inspector appointed by the Secretary of 
State, whose recommendations are binding. 

Flood Plain Generally flat lying areas adjacent to a watercourse, tidal lengths or a 
river or the sea where water flows in times of flood or would flow but for 
the presence of flood defences. 

Flood Risk 
Assessment (FRA) 

An assessment of the likelihood of flooding in a particular area so that 
development needs and mitigation measures can be carefully 
considered. 

Frontage The front part of a building which faces a street. 

Functional Flood 
Plain 

The unobstructed or active area where water regularly flows in times of 
flood. 

Green infrastructure The green spaces in the Borough, new and existing, rural and urban, 
natural and managed, developed as a network of spaces and linking 
‘corridors’.  The purpose of green infrastructure is to promote 
biodiversity as well as supporting the health and quality of life of 
communities. 

Greenfield Land Land which has never been built on before or where the remains of any 
structure or activity have blended into the landscape over time.  It 
applies to most sites outside built-up area boundaries. 

Habitat The natural home or environment of a plant or animal. 
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Housing Land 
Requirement 

The number of new housing units for which it is estimated, for planning 
purposes, that provision will be needed to be made in a defined area 
over a particular time period. 

Housing Market 
Renewal (HMR) 

Process of arranging public sector intervention (in partnership with 
others) to sustain areas in which housing market failure (or low-demand 
housing) is evident. 

Housing Needs 
Assessment 

An assessment of housing needs in the local area. This assessment plays 
a crucial role in underpinning the planning policies relating to affordable 
housing. In addition, the information on local needs is required to 
determine the location of such housing and guide new investment. 

Housing Tenure This refers to the financial arrangements under which someone has the 
right to live in a house. The most frequent forms are tenancy, in which 
rent is paid to a landlord, and owner occupancy. Mixed forms of tenure 
are also possible; this is referred to as mixed tenure housing. 

Independent 
Examination 

The process by which an Independent Planning Inspector may publicly 
examine a Development Plan Document and any representations before 
issuing a binding report. (See also Examination). 

Infill Development  Building on a relatively small site between existing buildings. 

Infrastructure A collective term for services such as roads, electricity, sewerage, water, 
greenspace, education and health facilities. 

Infrastructure 
Planning Commission 
(IPC) 

The Infrastructure Planning Commission is an independent body which 
makes decisions on applications for Nationally Significant Infrastructure 
Projects.  This includes proposals for Nuclear Energy in Copeland.  This 
has been replaced by the National Infrastructure Directorate. 

Issues and Options 
and Preferred 
Options 

The preparation consultation stages of Development Plan Documents 
with the objective of gaining public agreement over proposals before 
they are formally published prior to submission to Government for 
Independent Examination. 

Interchange Transport Interchanges are places where the change between modes of 
travel is easy, for example a Bus/Rail station. 

Key Diagram A map of the Local Authority area, showing the key strategic 
designations and proposals of the Core Strategy on a map, often in a 
diagrammatic format. Detailed proposals are shown on a Proposals Map 
(see below). 

Landscape Character 
Assessment 

An assessment to identify different landscape areas which have a distinct 
character based on a recognisable pattern of elements, including 
combinations of geology, landform, soils, vegetation, land use and 
human settlement. 

Layout The way buildings, routes and open spaces are placed in relation to each 
other. 

Lifetime Homes Homes designed to meet the changing needs of the population from 
young children to the elderly, meeting the varying needs of numerous 
changes of occupiers in the same home. 

Listed Buildings When buildings are listed they are placed on statutory lists of buildings 
of ‘special architectural or historic interest’. Listing ensures that the 
architectural and historic interest of the building is carefully considered 
before any alterations, either outside or inside, are agreed. 
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Local Development 
Documents (LDDs) 

These include Development Plan Documents, which will form part of the 
statutory development plan, and Supplementary Planning Documents, 
which do not form part of the statutory development plan.  Local 
Development Documents collectively deliver the spatial planning 
strategy for the local planning authority’s area and they may be prepared 
jointly between local planning authorities. 

Local Development 
Framework (LDF) 

The name for the portfolio of Local Development Documents. It consists 
of Development Plan Documents, Supplementary Planning Documents, a 
Statement of Community Involvement, the Local Development Scheme 
and Annual Monitoring Reports. Together with the Regional Spatial 
Strategy, these documents will provide the framework for delivering the 
spatial planning strategy for a local authority area and may also include 
Local Development Orders and Simplified Planning Zones. 
Now also referred to as Local Plan once again. 

Local Development 
Scheme (LDS) 

Sets out the programme for the preparing Local Development 
Documents.  All authorities must submit a Scheme to the Secretary of 
State for approval within six months of commencement of the Act and 
the LDS must be kept under review. 

Localities These are the five locality areas, first defined in the Sustainable 
Community Strategy, but with Whitehaven later splitting into two 
localities – one for the town (Whitehaven) and one for the wider rural 
area (Howgate and Distington).  

Local Strategic 
Partnership (LSP) 

A partnership of stakeholders who develop ways of involving local 
people in shaping the future of their neighbourhood and deciding how 
local services are provided. They are often single non-statutory, multi-
agency bodies which aim to bring together locally the public, private, 
community and voluntary sectors. 

Local Transport Plan 
(LTP) 

A five year integrated transport strategy, prepared by local authorities in 
partnership with the community, seeking funding to help provide local 
transport projects. The plan sets out the resources predicted for delivery 
of the targets identified in the strategy. Local Transport Plans should be 
consistent with the policies and priorities set out in the Regional 
Transport Strategy. It is produced at a county wide level in Cumbria. 

Major Development In the context of this document ‘major development’ will normally relate 
to sites greater than 0.5 ha or comprising 10 or more dwellings. 

National 
Infrastructure 
Directorate 

The directorate within the Planning Inspectorate which makes 
recommendations to the Secretary of State on applications for Nationally 
Significant Infrastructure Projects.  This includes proposals for Nuclear 
Energy in Copeland.  The Directorate replaces the Infrastructure Planning 
Commission. 

Market Housing Private housing for rent or for sale, where the price is set in the open 
market. 

Material 
Considerations  

Matters that should be taken into account in deciding a planning 
application or an appeal against a planning decision. 

Mitigation These are measures requested/carried out in order to limit the damage 
by a particular development/activity. They can be measures to avoid, 
reduce or offset significant adverse effects. 
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Mixed Use A variety of activities along routes, on single sites or across wider areas 
such as town centres and redundant industrial land. 

National Planning 
Policy Framework 
(NPPF) 

The National Planning Policy Framework was published in March 2012 
and replaces Planning Policy Statements (PPS) and Planning Policy 
Guidance Notes (PPG). 

Natura 2000 SACs and SPAs together make up a European network of sites referred to 
as Natura 2000.  Natura 2000 is the centrepiece of EU nature and 
biodiversity policy. 

Open Space Areas free of development which can offer opportunities for sport and 
recreation or can also act as a visual amenity and a haven for wildlife. 
Open space within settlements includes parks, village greens, play areas, 
sports pitches, undeveloped plots, semi-natural areas and substantial 
private gardens. Outside built-up areas it includes parks, sports pitches 
and allotments. It is not just land, but also includes areas of water such 
as rivers, canals, lakes and reservoirs. 

Permeability The degree to which an area has a variety of pleasant, convenient and 
safe routes through it. 

Phasing or Phased 
Development 

The phasing of development into manageable parts. For example, the 
annual rate of housing release for a large development that may need to 
be controlled so as to avoid destabilising housing markets and causing 
low demand. 

Place-bound The description given to a particular use that cannot be located 
elsewhere because it is firmly linked to a particular feature or activity. 

Place-making The creation of attractive, high quality living environments. 

Planning Inspectorate 
(PINS) 

The Planning Inspectorate (PINS) is an executive agency of the 
Government responsible for a number of functions.  Its main role in 
relation to the Local Plan is to undertake Examinations of Development 
Plan Documents. 

Planning Policy 
Guidance Notes (PPG) 
/ Planning Policy 
Statements (PPS) 

These set out the Government’s land use planning policies for England. 
Some Planning Policy Guidance Notes have been replaced by Planning 
Policy Statements. 

Planning Out Crime The planning and design of street layouts, open space and buildings so as 
to reduce the actual likelihood or fear of crime, for example by creating 
natural surveillance. 

Planning Obligations 
and Agreements 

A legal agreement between a planning authority and a developer, or 
offered unilaterally by a developer, ensuring that certain extra works 
related to a development are undertaken. For example the provision of 
highways. Sometimes called a "Section 106" agreement. 

Planning Permission  Formal approval sought from a Council, often granted with conditions, 
allowing a proposed development to proceed.  Permission may be 
sought in principle through outline plans, or be sought in detail through 
full plans. 

Pre-Submission Draft The version of the Development Plan Document that has been formally 
published for public consultation prior to submission to the Secretary of 
State. 
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Proposals Map A map of the Local Authority’s area, showing: 
• Areas in which the Council’s local planning policies will apply 
• Sites for particular future land uses or developments 
It must be revised as each new Development Plan Document is adopted, 
and it should always reflect the up-to-date planning strategy for the 
area. Proposals for changes to the adopted Proposals Map accompany 
submitted Development Plan Documents in the form of a submission 
Proposals Map. 

Public Realm Areas that are accessible to everyone (whether publicly or privately 
owned). In urban areas, this includes most streets, squares and parks. 

Public Right of Way A Public Right of Way is a highway over which the public have a right of 
access along the route. 

Ramsar Sites Ramsar sites are wetlands of international importance, designated under 
the Ramsar Convention.   

Regeneration The economic, social and environmental renewal and improvement of 
rural and urban areas. 

Regeneration 
Proposal/Scheme 

A proposal to deliver the economic, social and environmental renewal of 
a rural or urban area through investment and improvement. 

Regional Planning 
Body (RPB) 

Each of the English regions outside London had Regional Planning Bodies 
who were responsible for developing and co-ordinating a strategic vision 
for improving the quality of life in a region. In this case the North West 
Regional Assembly was the Regional Planning Body for most of the 
period during which the Core Strategy was prepared. 

Regional Spatial 
Strategy (RSS)  

A strategy to manage development over a fifteen to twenty year period. 
The Regional Spatial Strategy identified the scale and distribution of new 
housing in the region, indicated areas for regeneration, expansion or 
sub-regional planning and specified priorities for the environment, 
transport, infrastructure, economic development, agriculture, minerals 
and waste treatment and disposal. 
The North West Regional Spatial Strategy was revoked on 20th May 2013. 

Registered Provider  Technical name for a body registered with the Housing Corporation. 
Most Housing Associations are Registered Providers. They own or 
manage homes, both social rented and intermediate. (Note: Registered 
Providers were previously known as Registered Social Landlord or RSL) 

Renewable Energy  Energy flows that occur naturally and repeatedly in the environment, for 
example from the wind, water flow, tides or the sun. 

Rural Diversification The expansion, enlargement or variation of the range of products or 
fields of operation of a rural business. 

Saved Policies Policies within Local Plans that are saved for a time period during 
replacement production of Local Development Documents. 

Scheduled Ancient 
Monument (SAM) 

A structure regarded by the Secretary of State for Culture, Media, and 
Sport as being of national importance by virtue of its historic, 
architectural, traditional or archaeological interest. Scheduled Ancient 
Monuments are listed in a schedule compiled under the requirements of 
Section 1 of the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act, 1979. 
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Sequential Approach A planning principle that seeks to identify, allocate or develop certain 
types or locations of land before the consideration of others. For 
example, brownfield sites before greenfield sites, or town centre retail 
sites before out-of-centre sites. In terms of employment a sequential 
approach would favour an employment use over mixed use and mixed 
use over non-employment uses. 

Settlement Hierarchy Settlements are categorised in a hierarchy based on the range of 
services, facilities and employment opportunities in the settlement, 
access to education and non-car access to higher-order centres. 

Site Specific 
Allocations 

Allocations of sites for specific or mixed uses or development, to be 
contained in Development Plan Documents. Policies will identify any 
specific requirements for individual proposals. 

Site of Special 
Scientific Interest 

A site identified under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 as an area 
of special interest by reason of any of its flora, fauna, geological or 
physiographical features (basically plants, animals and natural features 
relating to the Earth’s structure). 

Soft Landscaping Elements include planting, shrubs, grass and trees. 

Soundness A Development Plan Document is considered sound if it is based upon 
good evidence and has been prepared in accordance with the Test of 
Soundness and the Authority's Local Development Scheme and 
Statement of Community Involvement. 

Spatial Planning Spatial planning goes beyond the traditional land use planning to bring 
together and integrate policies for the development and use of land with 
other policies and programmes which influence the nature of places and 
how they function. That will include policies which can impact on land 
use, for example by influencing the demands on or needs for 
development, but which are not capable of being delivered solely or 
mainly through the granting or refusal of planning permission and which 
may be implemented by other means. 

Spatial Vision A Brief description of how the area will be changed at the end of the plan 
period (10–15 years). 

Special Area for 
Conservation (SAC) 

SACs are areas which have been given special protection under the 
European Union’s Habitats Directive. They provide increased protection 
to a variety of wild animals, plants and habitats and are a vital part of 
global efforts to conserve the world’s biodiversity. 

Special Protection 
Area (SPA) 

Sites classified under the European Community Directive on Wild Birds to 
protect internationally important bird species. 

Specific Consultation 
Bodies / Statutory 
Bodies  

These are bodies that must be consulted on development plans and 
planning applications. 

Statement of 
Community 
Involvement (SCI)  

The Statement of Community Involvement sets out the processes to be 
used by the local authority in involving the community in the 
preparation, alteration and continuing review of all Local Development 
Documents and in the consideration of planning applications. The 
Statement of Community Involvement is an essential part of the Local 
Development Framework. 

Statutory Required by law (statute) through an act of parliament. 
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Stepping stones A series of non-connected habitats which are used to find shelter, food 
or to rest. 

Strategic 
Employment Site 

Key employment sites in strategic locations capable of accommodating 
major investment often of national or regional significance. In Copeland 
this includes the Westlakes Science and Technology Park. 

Strategic 
Environmental 
Assessment (SEA) 

An environmental assessment of plans and programmes, including those 
in the field of planning and land use, which complies with the EU 
Directive 2001/42/EC (the SEA Directive) in order to make sure that the 
plan is sustainable.  In Copeland it forms part of a wider Sustainability 
Appraisal (SA). 

Strategic Flood Risk 
Assessment (SFRA)  

The assessment of flood risk on a catchment-wide basis. 

Strategic Housing 
Land Availability 
Assessment (SHLAA) 

An assessment of the potential availability of housing land within a 
defined area, based on a realistic assessment of current housing supply 
and future opportunities for housing development. 

Strategic Housing 
Market Assessment 
(SHMA) 

A study intended to review the existing housing market in an area, 
consider the nature of future need for market and affordable housing 
and to inform policy development. 

Strategic Planning Wider ranging and longer term planning which establishes broad goals, 
strategies, principles and objectives. This was established at regional 
level through the Regional Spatial Strategy and at county level through 
the Structure Plan.  Local Strategy will be set out in Copeland’s Core 
Strategy. 

Subdivision The division of a lot, tract, or parcel of land into two or more lots. 

Submission  After the Publication Draft has been published and subject to formal 
consultation, it is submitted alongside any objections and suggested 
minor changes to the Secretary of State for independent examination to 
a Government appointed Planning Inspector. 

Sub-Regional Housing 
Market Areas 

Geographical areas within which there are clear links between where 
people live and work. These areas can be defined by the patterns of 
household movement. These patterns are influenced by factors such as 
proximity to family, friends, employment, education and other facilities, 
and are likely to operate across Local Planning Authority boundaries. 

Supplementary 
Planning Document 
(SPD) 

An SPD is a Local Development Document that may cover a range of 
issues, thematic or site specific, and provides further detail of policies 
and proposals in a ‘parent’ Development Plan Document. SPDs do not 
form part of the Development Plan and are not subject to Independent 
Examination, although they must be subject to community consultation 
before being adopted. 

Supplementary 
Planning Guidance 

Supplementary Planning Guidance provides additional guidance on the 
interpretation or application of policies and proposals in the Local Plan. 
Under the new system Supplementary Planning Guidance will be phased 
out and replaced by Supplementary Planning Documents. 

Sustainability 
Appraisal (SA) 

This is a tool for appraising policies to ensure they reflect sustainable 
development objectives (i.e. social, environmental and economic factors) 
and required in the Act to be undertaken for all Local Development 
Documents.  
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Sustainable 
Communities 

The requirements of sustainable communities are set out in the 
Government’s “Sustainable Communities: Building for the Future”.  

Sustainable 
Community Strategy 
(SCS) 

Local authorities are required by the Local Government Act 2000 to 
prepare these, with aim of improving the social, environmental and 
economic well being of their areas. Through the Community Strategy, 
authorities are expected to co-ordinate the actions of local public, 
private, voluntary and community sectors. Responsibility for producing 
Community Strategies may be passed to Local Strategic Partnerships, 
which include local authority representatives. 

Sustainable 
Development 

Sustainable development is the core principle underpinning 
contemporary town planning in the UK. At the heart of sustainable 
development is the ideal of ensuring a better quality of life through 
development that meets the needs of the present without compromising 
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.   

Sustainable Drainage 
Systems (SuDS) 

The term Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) covers the whole range of 
sustainable approaches to surface water drainage management. SuDS 
aim to mimic natural drainage processes and remove pollutants from 
urban run-off at source. SuDS comprise a wide range of techniques, 
including green roofs, permeable paving, rainwater harvesting, swales, 
detention basins, ponds and wetlands. 

Tenure Refers to the way in which a property is owned and/or occupied e.g. 
freehold, leasehold, shared equity or rented. 

Transport 
Assessment (TA) 

An assessment of the availability of and levels of access to all forms of 
transportation. Indicative thresholds for transport assessments are 
contained in Appendix B of the Department for Transport’s Guidance for 
Transport Assessments (February 2007). 

Travel Plan A travel plan aims to promote sustainable travel choices as an alternative 
to single occupancy car journeys that may impact negatively on the 
environment, congestion and road safety. Travel Plans can be required 
when granting planning permission for new developments. 

Urban Form Urban form refers to the physical layout (structure and urban grain), 
density, scale (height and massing), appearance (materials and details) 
and landscape of development. 

Urban Regeneration Making an area develop or grow strong again through means such as job 
creation and environmental renewal. 
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Use Classes These are uses which are specifically defined by the planning system 
(Use Classes Order) as falling into categories including:  
A1 Shops 

A2 Financial and Professional Services 

A3 Restaurants and Cafes 

A4 Drinking Establishments 

A5 Hot Food Takeaway 

B1 Business 

B2 General Industrial 

B8 Storage and Distribution 

C1 Hotels 

C2 Residential Institutions 

C3 Dwelling houses 

D1 Non-Residential Institutions 

D2 Assembly and Leisure 

Sui Generis Other miscellaneous uses 

West Cumbria This is term used to identify Copeland and Allerdale together as a sub-
region in the North West of England. 

Windfall site A site not specifically allocated for development in a development plan, 
but which unexpectedly becomes available for development during the 
lifetime of a plan. 
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13 Appendix 3: Threshold for Transport Assessments and Travel 
Plans 

 
a) Transport Assessments 

 
Transport Assessments are required by virtue of Policies T1 and DM22 in relation to 
the following: 
 
1. residential development in excess of 80 units, or 
2. employment uses in excess of 4,000 sq. m. gross floorspace (5,000 sq. m. in 

the case of Class B8 development), or 
4. hotel developments in excess of 100 bedrooms, or 
5. caravan or similar holiday sites in excess of 100 units, or 
6 any development that either generates in excess of 100 two-way heavy goods 

vehicles per day or 30 two-way vehicle movements in any hour or  
7. any development that materially adds to local congestion or, 
8. any development that may impact on the trunk road network 

 
 

b) Travel Plans 
  
Also in accordance with Policies T1 and DM22 Travel Plans will be required for: 
 

1. retail development in excess of 800 sq. m. (food) and 1500 sq. m. (non-food)  
2. indoor leisure facilities in excess of 1,500 sq. m. gross 
3. office, employment, education health and services development in excess of 

2500 sq. m. gross 
4. new and expanded school facilities 
5. development that would otherwise generate local traffic problems as 

identified through a transport assessment or an evaluation of a proposal. 
 
And for other types of development in accordance with national guidance. 
 
The Borough Council will expect Transport Assessments and Travel Plans to be consistent 
with national guidance, currently Guidance on Transport Assessment and Good Practice 
Guidelines: Delivering Travel Plans through the Planning Process.
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14 Appendix 4: Consultation Requirements within Safeguarding 
Zones 

 
The Proposals Map identifies a number of consultation Safeguarding Zones for hazardous 
installations.  The consultation requirements for the Safeguarding Zones are as follows: 
 
Nuclear Safeguarding Zones for Sellafield 
 
Consultation will be required with the Officer for Nuclear Regulation (ONR) in the following 
circumstances: 
 

 Inner Zone (0-6km) Any development leading to an increase in residential 
accommodation, or likely to cause an influx of non-residential population. 

 

 Outer Zone (6-10km) Development providing residential accommodation, 
permanent or temporary, for more than 50 people or likely to cause an influx of non-
residential population exceeding 50 people. 

 
 
High Pressure Gas Pipelines 
 
Major routes for gas pipelines have also been identified on the Proposals Map, together 
with the appropriate Safeguarding Zone.   
 
Any applications affecting those Safeguarding Zones will require consultation with the 
relevant statutory undertaker as follows: 
 

Pipeline Consultee 

16 Feeder Pennington/Sellafield 
National Grid 

National Grid Sellafield AGI to Fellside CHP Plant at Sellafield 

Derwent Park/Marchon 
Northern Gas 
Networks 

West Cumberland Hospital Spur 

Marchon No. 3 Spur 

 
 
It should be noted that it is likely that there will be consultation safeguarding zones around 
any National Grid connection for the Moorside power station and these will be added to the 
Proposals Map, if and when required. 
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15 Appendix 5: Housing Trajectory 

 

15.1.1 Construction of a housing trajectory is complicated both by the macroeconomic 
situation and factors specific to Copeland: 

 the housing market generally is depressed; 

 in Copeland there is a further challenge caused by factors making it difficult 
to attract development (geographical peripherality and an image not 
encouraging to inward investment); 

 potential future developments which should make a major difference, but 
which have not yet been confirmed. 

15.1.2 Trajectory 1 (see also the main body of the plan at paragraph 5.3.3) illustrates the 
need for emerging site allocations over the Plan period. 

15.1.3 The ‘base scenario’ is for an average 230 dwellings per year, or 3,450 over the plan 
period. 

15.1.4 The Government instructs that a ‘buffer’ of an additional 20% over the basic 
allowance of 230 homes per annum be brought forward to ‘frontload’ the supply in 
the first five years, leading to a reduction of 10% below the allowance for the 
remaining 10 years. 

15.1.5 The trajectory also makes allowance for ‘market uplift’ of seventy dwellings per 
year in years 6 to 15 of the plan period.  Years 6 to 10 coincide with the expected 
construction of a nuclear power station.  The allowance of a total of 350 dwellings 
is expected to be enough to accommodate the proportion of the workforce 
(construction and permanent) who will be moving into the area and will seek 
permanent homes, and within that, the proportion who will seek housing within 
the Borough.  In years 10 to 15 ‘uplift’ will relate to other anticipated 
developments in the nuclear sector, along with supply chain and potentially other 
energy-related sectors. 

15.1.6 The total amount of house building for which land will be made available including 
‘market uplift’ is thus at 230 per year for 5 years, and 300 per year for 10 years – a 
total of 4,150. 
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Trajectory 1: Guide for allocations and phasing 

 
NB The house building which would take place on land included in the ‘buffer’ allowance – 
that is, allocations brought forward into the first five years – in Trajectory 1 is distributed 
within the base allowance in Trajectory 2.  This is because inclusion of a site in the ‘buffer’ is 
not considered likely to have an effect on the speed at which housing is delivered. 
 

15.1.7 Trajectory 2 is a forecast of market performance in building homes during the plan 
period.  It is based on the following assumptions. 

 Performance will gradually pick up from a relatively low figure in 2013/14 
(gross delivery in 2011/12 was 150 dwellings). 

 Starting in the later years of this decade, and peaking in the early 2020s, 
there will be a Moorside-related boost (green on the graph) as construction 
gathers pace, with some longer term staff buying homes in the Borough (or 
renting ‘buy-to-let’ dwellings) and the power station staff increasing in 
number as commissioning approaches.  ‘Base’ demand (blue) will also 
continue to increase as the local economy grows. 

 Post 2023, other new developments, primarily nuclear-related, will come on 
stream. 

15.1.8 The gross figure in Trajectory 2 is the same as in Trajectory 1, at 4,150 overall or 
3,450 without the green and purple ‘market uplift’ elements. 
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Trajectory 2: Forecast house building performance 
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2 
Cumbria Minerals & Waste Local Plan September 2017 

Foreword 
 
To meet the needs of Cumbria’s communities, we need a Plan that provides for new 
jobs to diversify and grow our economy and for the new or improved infrastructure 
that is essential for the county’s development and regeneration initiatives, whilst 
balancing the need to protect the county’s outstanding natural and built environment. 
 
Minerals are the essential raw materials for manufacturing industries, and for building 
or improving our roads, homes, hospitals, schools, shops and offices.  Our quality of 
life relies on the safe, clean and effective treatment and disposal of waste.  By 
reducing, reusing, recycling and finding other uses for more of our waste, we can 
help to reduce our impact on the environment and benefit future generations. 
 
Good planning for our minerals and waste is fundamental to the way we live our lives 
and the way our city, towns and villages appear and function.  Equally, we need to 
appreciate the potential for minerals exploitation and the management of waste to 
cause disruption to our environment and to our communities.  Hence the reason why 
we have produced this Local Plan, to try to minimise any conflicts as best we can, 
and ensure that the wider community can enjoy the benefits of good minerals and 
waste planning, now and in many years to come. 
 
This document, which covers the area outside the two National Parks, sets a clear 
vision for the next 15 years, for how new development can address the challenges 
we face.  This document is the culmination of a great deal of public consultation over 
recent years, and extensive evidence gathering by the Council.  The policies in the 
Plan will shape Cumbria in the future, helping to achieve sustainable consumption 
and production, living within environmental limits, protecting the quality of life of 
present and future generations, protecting Cumbria’s environmental assets and 
ensuring the prudent use of natural resources. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 The County Council is the local planning authority for mineral working and 

waste management developments in Cumbria.  In this role, it is responsible for 
determining planning applications and also for preparing planning policy for 
those types of development. 

 
1.2 Without the right waste management facilities and adequate supplies of 

minerals, other sectors of the economy could not function properly.  They are 
essential for the county’s development and regeneration initiatives, its low 
carbon agenda and for maintaining and improving the basic infrastructure of 
roads, buildings and other facilities.  The minerals and waste industries also 
provide important direct local economic benefits, including jobs. 

 
1.3 Preparing the Plan has involved engagement and collaboration with 

communities, local organisations and businesses.  Public consultation was 
held for each stage of the plan-making process.  It has also been prepared in 
co-operation with Cumbria's districts, neighbouring authorities and other 
minerals and waste planning authorities that may be affected by the strategies 
and policies in the Plan.  This has ensured that effective co-operation has 
been undertaken where there are cross-boundary impacts. 

 
1.4 The Minerals and Waste Local Plan (MWLP) replaces the Cumbria Minerals 

and Waste Development Framework (MWDF), which was comprised of the 
Core Strategy and Generic Development Control Policies that were adopted in 
April 2009, and the draft Site Allocations Policies and Proposals Map, upon 
which there were consultations in 2009 to 2011.  For a list of all the 
superseded MWDF policies, and the MWLP policy replacements, see 
Appendix 1. 

 
1.5 It is considered that this Minerals and Waste Local Plan will provide for the 

sustainable minerals and waste management developments that will be 
needed in Cumbria by 2030 and beyond, whilst helping to achieve sustainable 
consumption and production, living within environmental limits, protecting the 
quality of life of present and future generations, protecting Cumbria’s 
environmental assets and ensuring the prudent use of natural resources. 

 
 New National Park designations 
 
1.6 Extensions to the Yorkshire Dales and Lake District National Parks, by 

Variation Order, were confirmed in writing by the Secretary of State on 
23 October 2015.  The extension areas are shown on the map in Appendix 2; 
apart from a small area of land between Kirkby Lonsdale and Ingleton on Leck 
Fell, which lies in Lancashire, all of the extension areas fall within the county of 
Cumbria. 

 
1.7 Following the transfer of functions on 1 August 2016, the respective National 

Park Authorities became the Local Planning Authority for the newly designated 
areas, with responsibility for determining all applications for planning 
permission and Listed Buildings consent, as well as the responsibility for 
preparing a Local Plan, which would include minerals and waste planning 
policy.  Both the Lake District National Park Authority (LDNPA) and Yorkshire 
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Dales National Park Authority (YDNPA) will use existing, adopted 
development plan policies in the extension areas, i.e. the adopted policies of 
South Lakeland District Council, Cumbria County Council, Lancaster City 
Council and Lancashire County Council, as appropriate.  However, the 
National Parks have indicated that the statutory implications of National Park 
designation, as outlined in the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), 
will be a material consideration in their determination of applications in these 
areas. 

 
1.8 Whilst the National Park Authorities are now the minerals and waste planning 

authorities in the extension areas, the adopted development plan document 
for Cumbria County Council will remain the extant minerals and waste policy 
for those new areas that fall in Cumbria.  This will continue until either: a) the 
YDNPA and LDNPA choose to adopt the Cumbria Minerals and Waste Local 
Plan for the relevant extensions or b) the YDNPA and LDNPA review their own 
Local Plans, to include the extension areas. 
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STRATEGIC POLICIES 
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2. OVERALL STRATEGY 
 

Where we are now 
 
2.1 As stated in the Introduction, the minerals and waste management industries 

are essential and indispensable to the county.  Without them, other sectors of 
the economy could not function properly and the basic infrastructure of roads, 
buildings and other facilities could not be maintained or improved.  Both 
industries also provide important direct local economic benefits, including jobs. 

 
2.2 The industries fit within a county of contrasts and very serious challenges.  We 

have some of the country's best environments, which attract 40 million visitors 
per year.  These environments contrast with major industrial landscapes and 
there are also pockets of the most deprived wards in Europe.  Some areas 
have experienced soaring house prices, others housing market collapse.  
Whilst the population has increased, it is ageing and many young people are 
leaving. 

 
2.3 Given the scale and depth of economic problems facing economies worldwide, 

it is inevitable that Cumbria has also experienced economic difficulties over 
the last few years.  To some degree, the structure of Cumbria’s economy, with 
major employers in the defence and nuclear sectors, has provided some 
insulation from economic shock.  However, Cumbria still faces major 
challenges to achieve its economic potential and to build on its strengths and 
natural assets.  That potential includes the competitive advantage offered by 
the M6 corridor and the West Coast Mainline transport routes, its global 
reputation and expertise in nuclear and clean technologies, its strengths in the 
growing advanced manufacturing sector and the county’s stunning 
environment, with its consequent tourism industry. 

 
2.4 Cumbria is the second largest county in England with a relatively small 

number of people.  Its main towns are dispersed around the edges of the 
county, whilst in the centre are the mountains and lakes of the Lake District 
National Park.  Cumbria’s environment is both naturally and historically rich 
and diverse, and people are attracted to the county because of that 
environment. 

 
2.5 Cumbria is mostly self-sufficient for those minerals that can be worked from its 

own resources and also supplies regional and national markets for high skid 
resistance roadstones, industrial lime, specialist bricks, and plaster and 
plasterboard, made using gypsum.  In general, waste management facilities in 
the county serve their local areas and most parts of the county have had 
access to the facilities that were seen to be necessary at the time.  There has 
historically, however, been a shortfall in landfill capacity in the south of the 
county, resulting in residual waste being sent to landfill in Lancashire. 

 
2.6 Within the last few years, there has been significant success in reducing the 

amount of household waste per head and in increasing the rates of recycling 
and composting.  Recyclables are collected, separated and bulked up, but are 
then sent to major facilities elsewhere; for example, tins are sent to Liverpool, 
glass to Alloa and paper to Stirling.  Very little processing of recyclates takes 
place within the county. 
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2.7 Levels of traffic through the three remaining operational ports of Barrow, 
Workington and Silloth, have steadily declined.  Carlisle airport does not 
currently operate as a commercial airport, although there are plans for its 
development. 

 
2.8 The Sellafield complex in West Cumbria, which incorporates the formerly 

separate nuclear licensed site of Windscale, has one of the world's largest 
single concentrations of nuclear facilities and plays an important role in 
Cumbria’s economy.  The Low Level Waste Repository near Drigg village 
provides a national radioactive waste facility. 

 
Where we need to be 

 
2.9 The long term spatial vision of the Local Plan must take account of the 

challenges that have been outlined in the dialogue above and of the 
opportunities that have been identified, in order to achieve sustainable 
development in the county.  The opportunities identified in Cumbria are the 
quality of the urban and rural environments, the unique environmental assets, 
transport routes and the strengths of some sectors of the economy. 

 
2.10 With regard to minerals and waste in Cumbria, the long term spatial vision 

must set a clear path for how new development can address the challenges 
that the county faces.  The overall strategy then provides the focus to achieve 
this vision, by setting out a clear direction for delivery, and provides the 
context for the objectives and policies of the Local Plan. 

 
2.11 The strategy set out in Box 2.2 will facilitate the provision of new jobs to 

diversify and grow the county’s economy, as well as support jobs in the 
developing and growing sectors, such as the radioactive waste industry.  The 
strategy will also aid provision of the new or improved infrastructure that is 
essential for the county’s development and economic well-being, whilst 
balancing the need to preserve and enhance Cumbria’s outstanding natural 
and built environment. 

 
2.12 Minerals are the essential raw materials for manufacturing industries, and for 

building or improving the county’s roads, homes, hospitals, schools, shops 
and offices.  A steady and adequate supply of all necessary minerals will be 
provided in a prudent and sustainable manner, achieving economic, social and 
environmental gains where practicable. 

 
2.13 The quality of life for Cumbria’s communities relies on the safe, clean and 

effective treatment and disposal of all waste streams, including radioactive 
waste.  By reducing, reusing, recycling and finding other uses for more of the 
county’s waste streams, the impact on the environment will be reduced and 
will provide benefits for future generations.  The management of waste 
produced by the nuclear sector in Cumbria, including radioactive waste, is of 
particular significance for the county, as it hosts both Sellafield and the Low 
Level Waste Repository, employing more than 12,000 people and with a 
combined turnover of more than £2 billion each year.  However, in many 
respects, the management of radioactive waste should be approached in the 
same way as conventional waste streams, i.e. in a sustainable manner, via the 
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waste hierarchy.  Thus in Box 2.2, references to ‘waste’ encompass all waste 
streams, as appropriate. 

 
2.14 The three dimensions of sustainable development are economic, social and 

environmental; they should not be considered in isolation, as they are mutually 
dependent.  Economic growth can secure higher social and environmental 
standards, and well-designed buildings and places can improve the lives of 
people and communities.  To achieve sustainable development, economic, 
social and environmental gains should be sought jointly and simultaneously1. 

 
2.15 Over the past ten years, much work has been undertaken in Cumbria by 

central Government, the County Council and partners, to set the county on the 
road to economic growth; this included the West Cumbria Spatial Masterplan, 
Britain’s Energy Coast and rural-proofing.  In March 2014, Cumbria’s Local 
Enterprise Partnership (LEP) published a strategic economic plan2, looking at 
the state of the county’s economy, and setting out a plan to unleash the 
economic potential of Cumbria over the next 10 years.  A summary of the 
SWOT assessment (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) of 
Cumbria’s economy undertaken by the LEP, is set out in Appendix 4. 

 
 Cumbria Strategic Economic Plan 
 
2.16 The LEP recognises the potential for significant private investment in the 

county, within the nuclear, energy and advanced manufacturing sectors; 
through the delivery of major infrastructure projects, this investment could 
generate growth in the economy that is estimated to generate £1.3 billion per 
annum of additional economic output.  This forecast growth needs to be 
supported by appropriate investment in infrastructure, skills and housing to 
maximise the benefits to the local economy. 

 
2.17 The vision of the Cumbria Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) is for Cumbria to 

have one of the fastest growing economies in the UK, in an energised and 
healthy environment.  By delivering the priorities that are set out in the SEP 
between 2014 and 2024, the Enterprise Partnership will:- 

 

 create 15,000 additional full-time equivalent jobs; 

 boost Cumbria’s economy by £600 million more than current predictions, 
through targeted investment in key projects; 

 increase the county’s GVA growth by 0.6 percentage points above 
current forecasts, yielding a GVA growth rate of 2.2% by 2024; 

 support the local planning authorities to deliver 30,000 new homes 
through their Local Plans; 

 raise skill levels through working with local education and training 
providers, reducing the proportion of Cumbria’s firms facing a skills gap 
by 3%; 

 increase visitor expenditure by over £500 million; 

 increase the number of businesses reporting growth by 5% through the 
Cumbria Growth Hub support; 

                                                           
1
 National Planning Policy Framework, Achieving Sustainable Development, paragraphs 7 and 8; 

DCLG, March 2012 
2
 Evidence Base document reference LD230: Cumbria Local Enterprise Partnership, Strategic 

Economic Plan, March 2014 
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 achieve 100% coverage of superfast broadband. 
 
2.18 The SEP identifies four priority growth areas for the county over the next 10 

years: advanced manufacturing; nuclear energy and excellence; vibrant rural 
and visitor economy; and strategic connectivity of the M6 motorway corridor.  
Intervention will be focused on four economic drivers, which will prioritise 
investment in the right infrastructure to provide sustainable and resilient 
connections for businesses, their markets and workforces.  These drivers are:- 

 

 business support; 

 skills development; 

 infrastructure improvement; 

 environmental sustainability. 
 
2.19 The developments that will be needed in connection with the LEP Strategy, to 

diversify and expand the economy, to improve transport links and to increase 
and improve the housing stock, cannot take place without minerals for 
construction.  An adequate and secure supply of crushed rock and sand and 
gravel from reasonably local sources will be needed to make concrete and 
tarmac and for other construction operations.  Similarly, wastes from 
Cumbria's municipal and business sectors will not be able to be managed 
sustainably unless the right types of waste management facilities are provided 
in the right places and at the right time.  Development and economic growth 
may be restrained if these facilities are not available. 

 
 The European Commission 
 
2.20 The European Commission and individual EU countries have set up 

partnerships to use funding from the European Structural and Investment 
Funds, which can be used for each country's strategic goals and investment 
priorities, linking them to the overall aims of the Europe 2020 strategy for 
smart, sustainable and inclusive growth.  The Cumbria LEP is taking 
advantage of these funds, in order to deliver the sustainable economic growth 
to be unleashed by their Strategic Economic Plan.  It is not yet clear how or 
when the UK’s exit from the EU will affect the European funding streams. 

 
2.21 The European Commission have issued a range of strategies and policies, 

which are then enacted in the UK and become national policies.  One of the 
most important topic areas for this Local Plan is waste.  The Commission and 
central Government require that the amounts of waste going to landfill are 
progressively reduced and are driven up the waste hierarchy, by limiting 
disposals to those residual wastes that are left after treatment.  The first step 
in the waste hierarchy is to minimise the amount of waste that is produced in 
the first place, followed by increasing the rates of re-use, recycling, 
composting and recovery of value from waste. 

 
2.22 Other national policies require that an increasing proportion of mineral use is 

met from recycled or re-used materials.  The climate change agenda requires 
that substantial increases in renewable and low carbon energy generation are 
achieved.  Renewable fuels, such as those produced by the county’s 
municipal waste management processes, and recovery of energy from other 
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wastes, including sewage, agricultural and food wastes, can make a significant 
contribution to this. 

 
Vision and overall strategy 

 
2.23 The spatial vision and the overall strategy of the Local Plan, which take 

account of all the above matters, are set out in Box 2.1 and Box 2.2 
respectively. 

 

BOX 2.1 
 
The long term spatial vision is:- 
 
That by the end of the Plan period the right types of waste management 
facilities needed to reduce the amount of Cumbria's waste going to landfill will 
have been built on time and in the right places. 
 
That everyone in Cumbria will give top priority to minimising waste and take 
responsibility for regarding it as a resource, not something to be thrown away. 
 
That facilities will have been provided to manage those radioactive wastes 
that arise in Cumbria, and to make a national contribution to managing ones 
from elsewhere in the UK that require the county’s specialist facilities, but do 
not have adverse social, economic or environmental impacts. 
 
That, with an increasing proportion of re-used and recycled materials, 
minerals from the County's own resources will continue to be provided 
prudently to meet Cumbria's regeneration, renewal and development needs, 
together with those minerals proven to be required to meet regional and 
national needs. 
 
That the carbon footprint of Cumbria's minerals and waste developments will 
demonstrate that the practicable savings in greenhouse gas emissions and 
fossil energy demand have been secured.  In addition to design matters, this 
will include keeping road transport miles to a minimum by maintaining a 
pattern of local facilities that suits the geographic characteristics of the county.  
It will also take account of the contribution that fuels derived from Cumbria's 
waste make to the energy needs of other industries. 
 
That Cumbria's environmental assets will have been protected, maintained 
and enhanced by siting developments in appropriate locations, by high 
standards of design and by working practices that are recognised to be best 
practice. 
 
That optimal economic benefit will have been gained from minerals and 
waste developments, including new recycling industries based in Cumbria. 
 
That Cumbria’s communities and stakeholders will have been fully engaged 
in planning for minerals and waste developments. 
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BOX 2.2 
 
Local Plan overall strategy 
 
By 2030:- 
 

 The Local Plan’s provisions for waste management facilities and for 
supplies of minerals will have made a significant contribution to the 
county’s economy and will have aided development and regeneration 
initiatives. 

 Initiatives will have been successful in changing behaviours in order to 
meet, or exceed, targets for driving wastes up the waste hierarchy and 
minimising wastes sent to landfill, in accordance with the national zero 
waste agenda. 

 The appropriate waste management facilities will have been provided in 
the right locations and at the right time, as far as practicable near to 
where it is produced and with options for sustainable transport. 

 There will have been a steady and adequate supply of aggregates in 
accordance with the Local Aggregates Assessments and of other 
minerals, in accordance with national policy. 

 Maximum advantage will have been taken of the scope for using 
alternatives to primary land-won aggregate minerals. 

 Waste management and minerals developments will have secured 
significant enhancement of Cumbria’s environmental assets and local 
amenity. 

 Prudent and environmentally sensitive use of Cumbria’s minerals and 
waste management resources will have achieved economic, social and 
environmental gains for Cumbria, in accordance with the principles of 
sustainable development. 

 As for conventional wastes, radioactive waste arisings in the county will 
be minimised, as will its unnecessary import, ensuring that the right 
facilities are built in the right place at the right time; the full range of the 
radioactive waste industry’s management, movements and facilities will 
be supported, as long as they do not have any significant adverse 
environmental, social or economic impacts in the county. 

 The appropriate long term, safe storage facilities for higher activity 
radioactive wastes are provided, until a suitable disposal route is 
available. 

 

 
Strategic objectives 

 
2.24 The overarching context of the Local Plan is that it must be consistent with the 

national planning policies, which are set out in the National Planning Policy 
Framework (NPPF, March 2012) and its presumption in favour of sustainable 
development.  It must, therefore, also reflect an integrated spatial approach 
that accords with the UK's Sustainable Development Strategy “Securing the 
Future”3.  That strategy sets out the five guiding principles of sustainable 
development:- 

                                                           
3
 Securing the Future: delivering UK sustainable development strategy, DEFRA, March 2005 
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 living within environmental limits 

 ensuring a strong, healthy and just society 

 achieving a sustainable economy 

 promoting good governance 

 using sound science responsibly. 
 
2.25 The policies in the NPPF constitute the Government’s view of what 

sustainable development means for the planning system.  The three 
dimensions to sustainable development, discussed in paragraph 2.14, are 
stated to give rise to a number of roles for the planning system to perform:- 

 an economic role – contributing to building a strong, responsive and 
competitive economy, by ensuring that sufficient land of the right type is 
available in the right places and at the right time to support growth and 
innovation; and by identifying and co-ordinating development 
requirements, including the provision of infrastructure; 

 a social role – supporting strong, vibrant and healthy communities by 
providing the supply of housing required to meet the needs of present and 
future generations; and by creating a high quality built environment, with 
accessible local services that reflect the community’s needs and support 
its health, social and cultural well-being; and 

 an environmental role – contributing to protecting and enhancing our 
natural, built and historic environment; and, as part of this, helping to 
improve biodiversity, use natural resources prudently, minimise waste and 
pollution, and mitigate and adapt to climate change including moving to a 
low carbon economy. 

 
2.26 This Local Plan can help to ensure that these roles can be successfully carried 

out.  This is by making adequate positive provision for the construction 
materials and the waste management facilities that are needed for the 
development of identified housing and other land, the provision of necessary 
infrastructure and through its environmental policies. 

 
2.27 Having taken account of the above principles and roles, the strategic 

objectives that are considered to be appropriate and relevant for the Local 
Plan are set out in Box 2.3. 

BOX 2.3 Strategic objectives 
 

Objective 1: That minerals and waste management developments will take 
due account of the issues of climate change, in particular through energy 
use and transport. 
 
Objective 2: That opportunities will be taken to secure improvements to 
Cumbria’s environment, communities and local economy, maximising 
potential benefits and avoiding adverse impacts. 
 
Objective 3: That effective waste minimisation measures will be adopted 
and, following these, that waste, including radioactive waste, will be 
managed at the highest practicable level within the waste hierarchy.  In 
order to secure this, the right type of waste management facilities that 
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Cumbria needs to increase the amounts of its wastes that are re-used, 
recycled, or composted will be provided in the right places and at the right 
time in order to minimise the disposal of waste to landfill. 
 
Objective 4: That whilst aiming for net self-sufficiency in waste imports and 
exports, waste will be managed as near as practicable to where it is 
produced without endangering people's health and without harming the 
environment. 
 
Objective 5: That the minerals from Cumbria that are required to meet 
local, regional and national needs will be supplied from appropriately 
located and environmentally acceptable sources. 
 
Objective 6: That the need for new mining and quarrying will be minimised 
by prudent use of resources and by supplies of alternative re-used and 
recycled materials. 
 
Objective 7: That mineral resources will be identified and safeguarded. 
 
Objective 8: That the economic benefits of minerals and waste 
management developments will be optimised without harming the 
environment. 
 
Objective 9: That the overall quality of Cumbria's natural and historic 
environment will be protected and, where practicable, enhanced by high 
standards of design and operation in new developments and high standards 
of restoration once developments have been completed. 
 
Objective 10: That the environmental impacts of minerals and waste 
management developments, including traffic, will be kept to a minimum by 
appropriate siting of facilities and sound working practices and that any 
unavoidable harmful impacts will be mitigated. 
 
Objective 11: That there will be integral community and stakeholder 
involvement and ownership of initiatives and planning for sustainable 
minerals and waste developments. 

 
 Policy 
 
2.28 Policies in Local Plans should follow the approach of the presumption in favour 

of sustainable development, so that it is clear that development that is 
sustainable can be approved without delay.  All Local Plans should be based 
upon and reflect the presumption in favour of sustainable development, with 
clear policies that will guide how the presumption should be applied locally. 
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POLICY SP1 Presumption in favour of sustainable development 
 
When considering development proposals, the Council will take a positive 
approach that reflects the presumption in favour of sustainable development 
contained in the National Planning Policy Framework.  It will always work 
proactively with applicants to find solutions that mean that proposals can be 
approved wherever possible, and to secure development that improves the 
economic, social and environmental conditions in the area. 
 
Planning applications that accord with the policies in this Local Plan (and, 
where relevant, with policies in Neighbourhood Plans) will be approved without 
delay, unless material considerations indicate otherwise. 
 
Where there are no policies relevant to the application or relevant policies are 
out of date at the time of making the decision, then the Council will grant 
permission unless material considerations indicate otherwise – taking into 
account whether: 
 
 any adverse impacts of granting permission would significantly and 

demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies 
in the National Planning Policy Framework taken as a whole; or 

 specific policies in that Framework indicate that development should be 
restricted. 

 

 
2.29 The suite of strategic, development control and site allocation policies are to 

be regarded as a whole, they should not be used in isolation.  For example, if 
a proposal was put forward to develop a renewable energy installation on an 
existing waste facility, in order to offset high operational energy consumption, 
policy DC8 (Renewable energy use and carbon reduction on existing minerals 
and waste sites) would be used to help determine the planning application.  
However, the proposal must also conform to all other relevant policies in the 
Plan, such as DC6 (Cumulative environmental impacts), DC16 (Biodiversity 
and geodiversity), DC17 (Historic environment), DC18 (Landscape and visual 
impact) and DC19 (Flood risk). 
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3. WASTE MANAGEMENT 
 

Introduction and policy context 
 
3.1 This chapter addresses strategic issues relating to all waste streams except 

radioactive waste, which is addressed in chapter 4 of this Local Plan. 
 
3.2 Strategic Objectives 1 to 4 of the Local Plan reflect the County Council’s 

commitment to reduce, reuse and recycle all we can, and throw things away 
only as a last resort4.  This is consistent with Government policy, as expressed 
in the National Planning Policy for Waste5, published in October 2014.  Much 
of the content of the Waste Management Plan for England6 and the Waste 
Prevention Plan for England7 is incorporated into Planning Practice Guidance 
(PPG), which makes it clear that Waste Planning Authorities should plan for 
the sustainable management of waste8, provide sufficient opportunities to 
meet the area’s needs, and identify suitable sites and areas for waste 
management facilities in appropriate locations9. 

 
3.3 PPG also clearly sets out the role of the Waste Planning Authority in meeting 

European Waste Framework Directive 2008/98/EC10, and reiterates the 
importance of driving waste up the waste hierarchy (see Figure 3.1) and 
implementing the principles of self-sufficiency and proximity, which are 
commonly referred to as the “proximity principle”. 

 
3.4 Significant progress in changing our attitudes towards waste and how we 

manage it has already been made in recent years.  The Government Review 
of Waste Policy in England11 and its associated Action Plan, included funding 
for waste management infrastructure for municipal waste, as well as voluntary 
codes with specific business sectors and statutory action in relation to 
producer responsibility for waste. 

 
3.5 These actions sought to assist Local Authorities in reducing the waste 

generated by households, whilst encouraging re-use and recycling of useful 
resources and diverting waste from landfill.  Minimising the amount of waste 
produced, and designing goods so that the re-use and recycling of 
components and resources can be maximised and waste production and 
disposal is minimised, also makes sense for the business sector.  This 
concept is currently described as the “circular economy”. 

 
3.6 The EU has been moving towards the idea of a circular economy for some 

time, and published the first Circular Economy Strategy12 in December 2015.  
This document aims to be the driver for a key step change in the way in which 
society views materials, to a place where the value of products, materials and 
resources is maintained in the economy for as long as possible and the 

                                                           
4
 https://www.gov.uk/government/policies/reducing-and-managing-waste 

5
 Evidence Base document reference ND130: DCLG, October 2014 

6
 Evidence Base document reference ND84: Defra, December 2013 

7
 Evidence Base document reference ND117: Defra, December 2013 

8
 PPG paragraph 013, chapter 28 Waste (ID: 28-013-20141016) 

9
 PPG paragraph 011, chapter 28 Waste (ID: 28-011-20141016) 

10
 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2008:312:0003:0030:en:PDF  

11
 Evidence Base document reference ND49: Defra, 2011 

12
 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1453384154337&uri=CELEX:52015DC0614 
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generation of waste is minimised.  The key output from this strategy is to 
reduce the levels of waste disposed to landfill to no more than 10% by 2030 
and to increase current levels of recycling to 65%.  UK Government action 
since 2011 has focused on specific sectors, progressively limiting the disposal 
of different materials in landfill, but increasingly relying on voluntary measures 
from the private sector. 

Figure 3.1: The waste hierarchy 
source: Waste Management Plan for England, Defra, December 2013 

 
3.7 Significant financial savings have been realised by business: for example, 

1.2 million tonnes of food and packaging waste generation was prevented over 
the first phase of the “Courtauld Commitment”13, with a monetary value of 
£1.8 billion, while the second phase prevented the generation of 1.7 million 
tonnes of commercial waste, saving £3.1 billion. 

 
3.8 It is difficult to predict the future regulatory framework for waste in the UK, and 

there are no specific measures that can be used to predict significant changes 
in waste arising or its management during the lifetime of this Plan with any 
certainty; however, development on the implementation of the circular 
economy will be followed closely and looked at through monitoring measures 
proposed in chapter 17.  Changing wasteful practices could have a significant 
financial impact, help increase competitiveness and resource security, and 
therefore, protect against price volatility14, as well as contributing to reductions 
in emissions of greenhouse gases.  The Local Plan seeks to encourage such 
developments. 

 
Assessing waste management needs for Cumbria 

 
3.9 In 2014, the County Council commissioned an assessment15 of the need for 

new waste management infrastructure and facilities during the Plan period, as 

                                                           
13

 The Waste Prevention Plan for England, Defra, December 2013 (page 26) 
14

 The Waste Prevention Plan for England, Defra, December 2013 (page 25) 
15

 Evidence Base document reference LD 267:Cumbria County Council Waste Needs Assessment, 
Urban Vision, December 2014 
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required by PPG16.  This was based partly on data for calendar year 2013 from 
the Environment Agency, and partly on a survey of commercial and industrial 
waste conducted in 2009, projected forward to 2013.  The 2014 Waste Needs 
Assessment (WNA) was used to develop predictions of further capacity 
required immediately and at relevant interim dates up to 2030.  Potential sites 
to accommodate such capacity were proposed in the February 2015 version of 
the draft Local Plan. 

 
3.10 In October 2015, the Environment Agency published its Waste Data 

Interrogator (WDI) and Hazardous Waste Data Interrogator (HWDI) containing 
data on waste movements into and out of licensed waste facilities in calendar 
year 2014.  This enabled a revised 2015 WNA17 to be developed for Cumbria, 
in order to re-assess the need for further waste infrastructure in the county 
over the Plan period.  The 2015 WNA was developed jointly with the Lake 
District National Park Authority and includes additional analysis of waste 
growth in previous years, as well as further investigation of the ongoing landfill 
requirements for the county. 

 
 Current waste arisings and wastes managed within Cumbria 
 
3.11 Total waste arisings in Cumbria in 2014, are summarised in Table 3.1; figures 

include both wastes managed within the county and those exported to 
appropriate facilities outside the county, for management.  The Table does not 
include sewage or agricultural waste, except where these enter a licensed 
waste facility, nor does it include radioactive waste. 

 

WASTE STREAM ARISINGS 

Local Authority Collected Waste (LACW) 266.2A 

Commercial Waste (C) 204.7W 

Industrial Waste (I) 359.6W 

Construction and Demolition Waste (C&D) 176.0W 

Excavation Waste (E) 438.0W 

Hazardous Waste (H) 22.7W 

TOTAL OF ALL STREAMS 1,463.3 
AActual - source WDA 

WDerived from EA waste figures in WDI or HWDI 
 

Table 3.1: Waste arisings in Cumbria 2014 (thousand tonnes) 
source: 2015 WNA 

 
3.12 The Local Authority Collected Waste (LACW) data was provided by the 

County Council, as the Waste Disposal Authority (WDA), and these arisings in 
Table 3.1 include a small amount of trade waste as well as household waste.  
The hazardous waste arisings have been collated from the 2014 HWDI and 
arisings in all other waste streams have been derived from the general 2014 
WDI.  The 2015 WNA includes an explanation of the methodology and 
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 PPG paragraph 022, chapter 28 Waste (ID: 28-022-20141016) 
17

 Evidence Base document reference LD300: Joint LDNPA and CCC Waste Needs Assessment, 
December 2015 
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definitions of the waste streams above, which have been developed to provide 
usable predictions whilst avoiding spurious accuracy. 

 
3.13 The total wastes arising in Cumbria in 2014 are slightly less than those 

estimated as arising in 2013.  This does not indicate a reduction year on year, 
but is the result of the amended methodology of the 2015 WNA.  The two 
main changes are firstly, that the commercial and industrial waste arisings are 
now based on actual 2014 data rather than the projection of a 2009 survey, 
and secondly, that double counting of wastes that are moved through more 
than one facility have been estimated and excluded. 

 
3.14 The 2015 WNA also considered wastes managed at licensed sites within 

Cumbria in 2014 (Table 3.2).  These tonnages include imports from other 
waste planning authority areas, and also the wastes currently double handled 
at bulking and transfer facilities.  These movements and the facilities where 
they are received are in response to the geography of Cumbria and need to be 
accommodated. 

 

WASTE STREAM INTERNAL IMPORTS TOTAL 

Commercial and Local Authority 
Collected Waste 

537.9 13.2 551.5 

Industrial Waste 239.1 65.4 304.5 

Construction and Demolition Waste 196.9 187.1 473.5 

Excavation Waste 454.6 18.9 383.9 

Hazardous Waste 3.3 13.4 16.7 

TOTAL 1,431.8 297.9 1,729.7 
 

Table 3.2: Waste managed within Cumbria in 2014 (thousand tonnes) 
source: 2015 WNA 

 
3.15 It is evident that current waste tonnages were being accommodated in 2014, 

and there are no immediate capacity gaps for Cumbria; there could indeed be 
spare capacity in the existing Cumbria waste facilities.  Table 3.3 provides 
details of known capacity (excluding landfill, which is provided in Table 3.9) at 
built facilities across Cumbria at the end of 2014; when available landfill 
capacity is added to this figure, the total capacity available exceeds that 
required to manage all the waste that arose.  Furthermore, the Waste Data 
Interrogator for calendar year 2015 indicates that there is a further 300,000 
tonnes of capacity available18.  The potential need for additional waste 
facilities during the lifetime of the Local Plan was examined in terms of waste 
growth, changes in imports and exports, increased diversion from landfill and a 
corresponding need for new built facilities for recycling or recovery.  Possible 
closures of facilities were also considered. 
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 The 2015 WDI was released during the MWLP examination, but data in the Local Plan and 2015 
Waste Needs Assessment are based on the 2014 WDI 
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Facility Type Available capacity 

Biological Treatment 122,545 

Civic Amenity Site 46,777 

Car Breaker 6,193 

Composting 84,502 

Use of waste in Construction 12,708 

Deposit of waste to land (recovery) 48,228 

Hazardous Waste Transfer 82,565 

Hazardous Waste Transfer/Treatment 94,329 

Inert Waste Transfer/Treatment 184,686 

Metal Recycling 30,541 

Non-Hazardous Waste Transfer 192,720 

Non-Hazardous Waste Transfer/Treatment 85,205 

Physical Treatment 380,917 

Physical-Chemical Treatment 5,545 

Use of waste for Reclamation 44,586 

Vehicle Depollution Facility 2,694 

WEEE treatment facility 1,205 

Total Capacity 1,425,945 
 

Table 3.3: Waste capacity (tonnes) in Cumbria by facility type – 2014 
source: EA WDI 2014 

 
 Growth profile and future waste management needs 
 
3.16 Building on the detailed work of the previous WNA, the 2015 WNA forecasts 

the change in waste generated in Cumbria, and also estimates the potential 
effect of future changes in waste management practices on the need for waste 
facilities.  Historic data from WDIs for previous years, was assessed for the 
total arisings of wastes managed (Figure 3.2).  These show waste reducing 
during the 2008 to 2011 recession, with a recovery of waste growth since 
2011.  The average annual rate of growth19 for all waste streams managed in 
Cumbria from 2006 to 2014 is 2.84%; however, the different waste streams 
have not changed by the same rate, or for the same reasons, and the overall 
rate of growth is highly unlikely to continue until the end of the Plan period in 
2030. 

 
3.17 When examining the historic data for the separate waste streams managed in 

Cumbria (see Appendix B of the 2015 WNA for graphs), the 2015 WNA 
concludes that inert wastes are a significant component in the growth of 
overall wastes, with a growth rate from 2006 to 2014 of 11.46%.  Within the 
inert wastes over this period, total construction and demolition (C&D) wastes 
grew at an average rate of 25.42% per year, whilst excavation (E) waste 
increased at 5.76% per year on average.  National planning guidance20 
suggests that these increases represent improvements in recovery of CD&E 
wastes as a result of regulatory changes, such as the Aggregates Levy, the 
landfill tax and producer responsibility measures. 
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 Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) – see Glossary 
20

 PPG paragraph 033, chapter 28 (ID: 28-033-20141016) 
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Figure 3.2: All wastes managed in Cumbria 2006 to 2014 
source: EA Waste Data Interrogators 

 

3.18 The tonnages of hazardous waste managed in Cumbria have reduced by 
6.7% per year on average since 2006, even though hazardous arisings in 
Cumbria have risen by 18.6% in the same period.  Exports of such wastes out 
of Cumbria have clearly increased for reasons discussed in both the 2014 and 
2015 WNA, which conclude that this should be accepted as a sustainable and 
market led approach, due to the geography of the county and the economies 
of scale needed to make such facilities viable.  However, should operators 
seek to develop a facility to manage hazardous waste in Cumbria, each 
proposal would be considered on its own merits and determined using the 
appropriate Development Control polices. 

 

3.19 The amount of household waste collected by District Councils in Cumbria fell 
by an average annual rate of 3.55% from 2006/7 to 2014/15 and the amount of 
municipal waste, which includes some trade waste, fell by 3.48% per year on 
average across the same period.  This reduction was, however, largely in the 
first two years, and the quantity of waste collected has remained very stable 
since that time. 

 

3.20 Commercial and industrial waste data in the 2006 WDI has significant 
discrepancies, so this waste stream was examined from 2007 to 2014.  In this 
period, industrial waste grew by 8.36% per year on average, while household 
and commercial waste grew by 5.67% per year.  Given the reduction in LACW 
waste, this shows a strong rise in commercial waste. 

 

3.21 As in the 2014 WNA for calendar year 2013, the 2015 WNA also estimated 
arisings of 2 million tonnes of agricultural waste in Cumbria for 2014; this is 
discussed later in this chapter.  Wastes arising from existing wastewater 
infrastructure are included in the relevant category of waste above, and the 
potential need for new wastewater infrastructure capacity is dealt with later in 
this chapter. 

 

3.22 The 2015 WNA developed a high, medium and low scenario for the growth 
profile of each waste stream at key points within the Plan period; these 
constitute estimations, to demonstrate the effect on the requirement for waste 
facilities, and will need to be reviewed as part of the monitoring of this Local 
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Plan.  Full detail on the individual scenarios is set out in the 2015 WNA 
(chapter 7 and Appendix B). 

 

3.23 The scenario taken forward by the needs assessment is the realistic scenario.  
All three scenarios use the same growth assumptions for LACW, C&I and 
hazardous wastes, with differing options for CD&E waste.  The realistic 
scenario is considered the most appropriate, as this accounts for expected 
changes in the levels of Excavation waste and Construction & Demolition 
waste; the growth in excavation waste is closely linked to planned major 
infrastructure in the county.  Although exact figures are not yet known, there is 
some indication that around 2.5 million cubic metres of excavation spoil may 
arise as a result of developments such as new nuclear build and the 
associated upgrade of the National Grid network under the North West Coast 
Connections project; such forecasts and the estimated timescales for the 
projects are incorporated into the modelling for this WNA.  In respect of C&D 
waste, the realistic scenario assumes some growth, but that materials are re-
used, recycled or used onsite in place of primary aggregates, and thus 
assumes lower levels of waste generation.  Table 3.4 shows projected arisings 
at 5 year intervals over the Plan period. 

 

 

Baseline 
2014 

2015 2020 2025 2030 2015-2030 

LACW 266,212 268,422 279,748 291,551 303,853 4,572,733 

Commercial 284,896 286,719 296,013 324,266 353,650 5,020,336 

Industrial 304,489 306,611 317,447 329,041 345,483 5,188,080 

Non-inert total 855,597 861,752 893,207 944,858 1,002,986 14,781,150 

Construction & 
Demolition 383,988 387,828 407,611 428,403 428,403 6,627,957 

Excavation 473,486 482,956 533,222 747,872 642,223 9,743,592 

Inert waste total 857,474 870,784 940,833 1,176,275 1,070,626 16,371,550 

Hazardous waste - 
average last 5 years 16,659 20,600 20,600 20,600 20,600 329,600 

All totals in tonnes 1,729,730 1,753,136 1,854,640 2,141,733 2,094,212 31,482,299 
 

Table 3.4: Predicted waste arisings in Cumbria 2015 to 2030 (tonnes) 
source: Waste Needs Assessment 2015, Appendix B, Table B4 

 

 Imports and exports of waste 
 

3.24 The County Council has monitored waste movements across the 
administrative boundaries of Cumbria since 2006, although import data was 
less reliable until 2010 (see Table 3.5), in order to inform co-operation with 
other Waste Planning Authorities (WPAs) in both England and Wales, and in 
Scotland.  These figures include both hazardous and non-hazardous waste. 

 

Movements 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Exports 249,248 260,742 175,041 178,936 187,343 

Imports 213,462 206,866 323,927 318,558 288,735 

Balance -35,786 -53,876 +148,886 +139,622 +101,392 

 

Table 3.5: Cumbria recorded waste exports and imports (tonnes) 2010 to 2014 
(excluding Scotland) 

source: EA Waste Data Interrogators, 2014 
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3.25 Exports and imports in 2014, including those to and from Scotland and non-
codeable movements, are summarised in Table 3.6.  The analysis of cross 
border movements in the 2014 and 2015 WNAs indicates firstly, that the 
volumes of waste imported to Cumbria and exported from Cumbria are not 
disproportionate.  More detailed analysis in the 2015 WNA demonstrates 
secondly, that the majority of exported material is non-hazardous industrial 
waste or from the county’s Mechanical and Biological Treatment (MBT) plants.  
This is because much of this waste requires specialist facilities, including 
thermal treatment/Energy from Waste (EfW) plants for the Refuse Derived 
Fuel (RDF) produced by the MBT plants. 

 

2014 
Non-inert: 

Household and C&I 

Inert: 

CD&E 

 

Hazardous 

 

TOTAL 

Exports 250.1 58.4 19.0 327.6 

Imports 78.6 205.9 13.4 297.9 

Balance -171.5 +147.5 -5.7 -29.7 
 

Table 3.6: Comparison of controlled waste exports and imports to Cumbria 
(thousand tonnes) 

source: EA Waste Data Interrogators, 2014 
 
3.26 Thirdly, the county imports more CD&E wastes than it exports.  Detailed 

analysis shows that approximately 170,000 tonnes of this is rail ballast 
imported by rail for treatment at sidings in Carlisle; the ballast is then exported 
around the UK for reuse, so to all intents and purposes, counts as ‘null’.  Apart 
from this, the county is virtually self-sufficient in management facilities for 
CD&E wastes.  This is not surprising, as these wastes are heavy and costly to 
transport long distances, and relatively simple facilities are required to recycle 
them and to dispose of the residual waste. 

 
3.27 Treatment of hazardous waste, by contrast, can be complex, and the tonnages 

to be treated are small.  The 2014 WNA included a detailed analysis of 
hazardous waste movements, and the specialised treatment and disposal 
facilities required, and concluded that current exports and imports of 
hazardous wastes are likely to continue.  There is also some evidence that 
both imports and exports of hazardous waste enable existing capacity to be 
used effectively and efficiently, and recycling to be maintained, without 
resulting in local over-capacity.  The analysis, therefore, assessed future 
needs for hazardous waste management facilities in Cumbria on the basis of 
an extrapolation of the waste managed within Cumbria (15,540 tonnes in 
2013) rather than arising in Cumbria (27,762 tonnes in 2013).  These figures 
have been updated for 2014 calendar year, which indicate that 16,659 tonnes 
were managed in Cumbria against a total of 22,336 tonnes arising in Cumbria. 

 
Current management of municipal waste 

 
3.28 Local Authority Collected Waste (LACW, formerly known as municipal waste) 

includes household, commercial and industrial waste that the District Councils 
collect, rubble from Household Waste Recycling Centres and grounds 
maintenance waste.  Local Authorities are responsible for managing LACW in 
their area.  Cumbria County Council is responsible for the disposal of waste 
collected by the Lake District National Park Authority and the District Councils.  
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The County Council and Cumbria District Authorities formed the Cumbria 
Strategic Waste Partnership (Resource Cumbria) to deliver a Joint Municipal 
Waste Management Strategy (JMWMS)21 for the period 2008-2020, which 
updated waste collection and recycling services, and enabled the construction 
of the necessary infrastructure to treat the county’s LACW. 

 
3.29 The Cumbria District Councils (including from the Lake District National Park 

and that part of the Yorkshire Dales National Park that lies in Cumbria) collect 
two types of waste at the kerbside: firstly, the mixed household waste, in grey 
bins or black sacks; and secondly, the source separated wastes, that are 
placed in separate boxes or bags by the householder, for onward recycling.  
These wastes are managed under a Joint Municipal Waste Management 
Scheme, and a long term municipal waste (LACW) management contract, 
between the County Council and Shanks Group PLC. 

 
3.30 Shanks operate two MBT plants, each with a capacity of 75,000 tonnes per 

annum (tpa), one at Hespin Wood near Carlisle and one at Barrow-in-Furness; 
they commenced operation in 2012 and 2013 respectively.  Household Waste 
Recycling Centres (HWRCs) are also managed within the contract.  The 
management of wastes, sorted or otherwise treated at these facilities, is 
therefore now a commercial decision for the contract partner. 

 
3.31 The MBT plants process the mixed household waste that is collected from the 

kerbside, plus the small amount of suitable trade waste collected by the 
District Waste Collection Authorities.  The metal content is recovered for 
recycling.  A Refuse Derived Fuel (RDF) product is produced by the MBT 
plants as the final output.  Some other residues can be processed further to 
recover additional value, and a further fraction is landfilled.  A total of 
116,093.81 tonnes of household waste was processed in the two MBT plants 
in 2014.  The RDF that is produced, is exported out of the county under 
current contract arrangements. 

 
3.32 Table 3.7 shows the management mix for all household waste in 2014, 

including the respective tonnages from the MBT plants and the HWRCs. 
 

Landfill 
Material 

Recovery 
Transfer Treatment 

Use of 
Waste 

14% 2% 37% 46% 0% 
 

Table 3.7: Management of Cumbria household waste 2014 
source: EA WDI 2014 

 
3.33 Recycling and composting source separated waste collected at the roadside 

remains the responsibility of the six Cumbrian District Waste Collection 
Authorities, who continue to develop waste minimisation initiatives and 
improvements in separation of wastes by households.  In calendar year 2013, 
49% of all LACW and 47% of household wastes were recycled or composted, 
well on the way to meeting the European Waste Framework Directive target of 
50% by 2020, but also to the JMWMS target of 55%. 
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 Evidence Base document reference LD38: Joint Municipal Waste Management Strategy (2008-
2020), Cumbria Strategic Waste Partnership 
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 Current management of other wastes 
 
3.34 The Waste Data Interrogator provides considerable detail about all types of 

waste movements in and out of individual waste management facilities.  The 
management mix for waste was derived from the WDI. 

 
3.35 The estimated quantities of wastes that should have been managed in 

Cumbria in 2014, if all Cumbria arisings were provided for in the county, is 
shown in Table 3.8.  The figures do not tally precisely with Table 3.1 due to 
some reassignment between streams, e.g. rubble from the LACW stream and 
removal of hazardous waste from CD&E streams. 

 
Waste 
stream 

Landfill 
Material 

Recovery 
On/In 
land 

Transfer Treatment 
Use of 
waste 

C&I 221,574.56 26,341.43 48,227.81 110,208.47 692,364.05 55,660.62 

C&D 14,710.09 277.09 175.92 79,033.14 298,287.47 2,735.85 

E 149,700.37 0 47,135.77 23,527.13 187,332.46 54,558.04 

TOTAL 385,985.02 26,618.52 95,539.50 212,768.74 1,177,983.98 112,954.51 

C&I = Commercial & Industrial;   C&D = Construction & Demolition;   E = Excavation 
 

Table 3.8: Management of key non-LACW wastes in Cumbria 2014 
source: 2015 WNA 

 
3.36 Hazardous waste is analysed in considerable detail in the WNA, but is actually 

a sub-set of the principal waste streams: 38% being commercial and industrial 
waste; 21% is from organic chemical processes; 20% C&D waste; 10% 
municipal waste; 10% not specified; and 1% are solvents.  The C&D wastes 
are primarily asbestos-containing.  The management method required for 
hazardous wastes are, therefore, specific to the nature of the material; their 
fates are shown in Figure 3.3. 

 
3.37 Management of agricultural wastes arising in Cumbria was estimated by the 

2014 WNA22 to be mainly (96.7%) carried out on site, primarily through land 
recovery, composting or other treatment, and only 3.3% (approximately 68,000 
tonnes) off site.  Of this total, 57,000 tonnes was probably recycled or re-used 
off site, leaving around 7,000 tonnes incinerated at specialised facilities and 
4,000 tonnes being managed through other third party waste sites.  This 
situation is unlikely to have changed radically in calendar year 2014, or indeed 
since, and the agricultural waste that did enter licensed facilities is included in 
the general analysis in the 2015 WNA. 
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 Evidence Base document reference LD267: Cumbria 2014 WNA, Table 6.3, based on the Defra 
2010 survey of the number, scale and type of agricultural holdings with data reported at County or 
Local Authority level at 5 year intervals back to 1995 
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Figure 3.3: Fate of hazardous wastes arising in Cumbria in 2014 
source: EA Hazardous WDI 2014 (figures in tonnes) 

 
3.38 There are a number of Anaerobic Digestion plants in Cumbria, processing 

both slurry and food crops to create electrical energy via methane gas engines 
and digestate to be used as fertiliser.  Some of these plants serve a single 
farm and are small enough to be built under exemptions, and only a small 
number accept waste from several farms.  Chapter 6 (Climate Change) 
addresses this type of development and Development Control policy DC7 is 
set out to enable such plants to be developed and to encourage the maximum 
beneficial use of agricultural wastes. 

 
 Current waste capacity 
 
3.39 The 2015 WNA includes an assessment of waste capacity for built waste 

management facilities in Cumbria, based on past throughputs at existing sites 
and defined limits in planning permissions.  It also includes an assessment of 
available landfill capacity, which has used information from planning 
permissions, including any limits on infill rate, closure dates and available void 
space.  The current landfill capacity, together with the expiry dates of the 
planning consents, is tabulated in Table 3.9. 

 
3.40 Under the current planning permission, Bennett Bank will continue to accept 

non-inert waste until December 2017, after which, capacity will be reserved for 
inert waste for restoration purposes; this will cease by December 2018, when 
restoration should be complete.  Additional inert voidspace of 850,000m3 will 
be created at Goldmire, with landfilling due to commence during 2017.  
Capacity at Flusco is expected to come on stream later in the Plan period and 
will provide at least 240,000m3, following extraction of limestone.  Further 
development at Roan Edge is currently subject to a planning application, 
which is due to be determined in 2017; if permitted, this would increase the 
existing voidspace to around 510,000m3. 
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Site Type Voidspace (m3) Closure 

Bennett Bank Non-inert 84,434 2017 

Hespin Wood Non-inert 1,579,253* 2020 

Lillyhall Non-inert 943,912 2029 

Flusco Non-inert 933,497* 2032 

TOTAL Non-inert 3,541,096 - 

Derwent Howe Inert 557,000 2016 

Roan Edge Inert 212,000 201623 

TOTAL Inert 769,000 - 
 

Table 3.9: Estimated landfill voidspace in Cumbria as at 31 December 2014 
source: Environment Agency 

*Hespin Wood and Flusco figures corrected by operator 

 
3.41 Potential losses of a Material Recovery Facility (MRF) in 2019, two 

composting sites in 2019 and 2021, and a C&D recycling site in 2025, all due 
to the expiry of temporary planning consents, were taken into account in 
developing the WNA model. 

 
 Trends in sustainable waste management 
 
3.42 The waste disposed into landfills in Cumbria from the combined household, 

industrial and commercial (HIC) stream, has fallen significantly since 2005, as 
shown in Figure 3.4.  This stream is biodegradable (i.e. non-inert) waste and 
must be deposited only in non-inert landfills.  Some inert waste also needs to 
be deposited in these landfills as both daily cover and restoration material. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.4: Landfill inputs to non-inert landfills 2005 to 2014 
excluding restricted user24 landfills (all figures in thousand tonnes) 

source: EA NW Data Tables 2014 - landfill input trends 

 
 
 
 

                                                           
23

 time extension application to 2032 is under discussion 
24

 i.e. it is not an ‘open gate’ landfill facility 
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 LACW minimisation and recycling parameters 
 
3.43 The current JMWMS includes LACW waste minimisation and recycling targets, 

up to 2020; a new strategy is under consideration, and monitoring proposals 
for the Local Plan will pick up these changes once it is published.  Initiatives by 
the Waste Collection and Disposal Authorities continue to develop, but certain 
aspects of the recent improvements in the management of household waste, 
such as the recovery of value through the municipal waste management 
contract, will continue at the current rate for the duration of the contract and, 
therefore, to the end of the Plan period.  These rates were used in 
development of the 2015 WNA’s “Pragmatic” case, while the LACW “Best” 
case drew on the European Commission revised Directive, which was 
proposed to amend recycling and other waste-related targets in the EU Waste 
Framework Directive 2008/98/EC, the Landfill Directive 1999/31/EC and the 
Packaging and Packaging Waste Directive 94/62/EC.  Revised targets are 
currently proposed by the EU, as part of the Circular Economy Strategy 
discussed earlier. 

 
 C&I waste minimisation and recycling parameters 
 
3.44 In spite of the policy goals and economic drivers referred to in paragraphs 3.2 

to 3.6, waste minimisation and recovery initiatives for commercial and 
industrial waste streams are very difficult to predict.  They impact differentially 
on various waste streams and materials, because both the European and 
national waste policy target specific materials depending on their relative 
carbon and economic impacts.  In addition, recent C&I waste minimisation 
initiatives have been voluntary, as opposed to the mandatory targets 
previously imposed.  For example, “Courtauld 2025”, which was launched in 
March 2016 and runs for 10 years, has a 20% food and drink waste reduction 
target, as well as a 20% target to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from food 
and drink production and retail, alongside a reduction in impact associated 
with water use in the supply chain25. 

 
3.45 There is no empirical evidence yet of the overall impact on C&I arisings per 

unit of economic activity, although Defra26 has established a methodology to 
use in future analysis and reporting27.  The WNA concludes that it is 
reasonable to assume a 2% reduction per year until 2020, but in the absence 
of mandatory targets or a revised EU Directive on waste minimisation or the 
circular economy, the model assumes no resource efficiency improvements 
after that time.  This is modelled in the WNA preferred scenario. 

 
3.46 It is likely, however, that some of the recent improvements in LACW 

management practice are also being implemented in the C&I sectors, and that 
UK Government aspirations and actions set out in 201328 would lead to a 
decrease in C&I waste to landfill, and some increase in materials recycling and 
recovery.  The waste industry itself is already moving towards a more resource 

                                                           
25

 letsrecycle.com, 15 March 2016: http://www.letsrecycle.com/news/latest-news/courtauld-4-sets-20-
food-waste-reduction-target/ 
26

 Evidence Base document reference ND129: New methodology to estimate C&I waste generation, 
Defra, August 2014 
27

 https://www.gov.uk/government/policies/reducing-and-managing-waste 
28

 Evidence Base document references ND84 and ND117: Defra, December 2013 
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efficient way of managing the materials it collects and seeks to recycle/recover 
value where it can.  Should the EU target of a maximum of 10% landfill by 
2030 be adopted, increased levels of diversion from landfill may be realised. 

 
 Forecasting other waste arisings 
 
3.47 CD&E waste arisings were modelled on the same economic and employment 

growth forecasts as the other wastes, and no waste reduction or further 
diversion from landfill is assumed.  Hazardous waste growth forecast is 
moderated on recent trends, with a waste reduction of 0.6% a year for the next 
5 years only.  Current cross border movements are assumed to continue 
because, given the technical and economic constraints and the low volumes, it 
would be unrealistic to expect the necessary infrastructure to emerge. 

 
3.48 Agricultural waste arisings were assumed to remain unchanged, as no 

evidence to substantiate significant changes has been found.  Wastewater and 
sewage arisings are assumed to rise with population growth, but are included 
in the C&I waste totals. 

 

Reported exempt activity 
Agricultural only Agricultural and 

Non-agricultural 
 

Non-agricultural 
only 

Aerobic composting and 
associated pre-treatment 

504 169 18 

Burning waste as a fuel in a 
small appliance 

513 230 16 

Burning waste in the open 2388 662 66 

Cleaning or spraying relevant 
waste 

501 163 12 

Deposit of plant tissue under a 
Plant Health notice 

826 - - 

Deposit of sludge from 
dredging inland waters 

1870 497 30 

Sorting and de-naturing of 
controlled drugs for disposal 

- - 120 

Spreading of waste or plant 
matter 

1808 750 39 

Storage of sludge - - 268 

Storage of waste 347 195 48 

Storage of waste in a secure 
place 

472 245 91 

Treatment of sheep dip 222 - - 

Treatment of waste wood by 
chipping, etc. 

1066 418 30 

Use of mulch 254 179 18 

Use of waste for a specified 
purpose 

1572 730 211 

Use of waste in construction 1235 1289 419 

Other activities 1502 970 316 

TOTAL number of 
exemptions 

15,080 6,497 1,702 

 

Table 3.10: Overview of principal waste exemptions (number) 
source: Environment Agency 2014 
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3.49 In addition to waste managed at licensed sites, exemptions29 also play a role 
in managing Cumbria’s waste.  Information provided by the Environment 
Agency shows that there were over 23,000 simple waste management 
exemptions issued in the county in 2014; Table 3.10 provides details on 
reported exempt activity (by number) at sites across Cumbria.  Almost two-
thirds of the exemptions relate to agricultural activities only, which allow 
storage or disposal of wastes on the holding where the wastes arose and, 
therefore, do not need to be taken into account in the needs assessment.  
Although it is recognised that infrastructure provided at sites that have been 
issued with exemptions make some contribution to local waste management 
capacity, it is not possible to identify this accurately.  However, it is assumed 
that this route of waste management will continue and will provide capacity 
equivalent to existing levels. 

 
 Need for additional waste management infrastructure 
 
3.50 Section 10 of the 2015 Waste Needs Assessment provides a summary of the 

capacity requirements over the Plan period.  Appendix B, Tables B4 to B6 of 
the 2015 WNA, provide a detailed breakdown of waste growth and waste 
minimisation initiatives over the Plan period, and the requirements for 
managing waste that result from this.  The needs assessment concludes that 
the capacity requirements identified are deliverable over the Plan period. 

 
3.51 The key conclusions from these tables in the 2015 WNA are as follows: 
 

 There is sufficient non-inert landfill void capacity for the Plan period under 
both scenarios if all current consents were granted time extensions at 
the end of their current expiry dates. 

 The low inert landfill capacity remaining by 2030 under the “Pragmatic 
case” would be even lower if no time extensions were granted to 
existing sites. 

 A need for a single additional mixed recycling facility for C&I waste is 
identified, but the model shows this as an existing need required 
immediately.  The capacity gap, however, disappears when C&I waste and 
LACW are considered together, so no need would arise during the Plan 
period if the existing facilities are utilised flexibly for both waste 
streams. 

 A need for additional composting facilities for C&I waste and LACW would 
arise in 2020 if a time extension were not to be granted for an existing 
facility.  The existing consent would, however, automatically be extended 
if the adjacent landfill were to be granted a time extension.  Should the 
consent not be extended, a capacity gap in the order of 57,000 tonnes 
would occur for treating compostable waste arising in Cumbria, increasing 
to up to 85,000 tonnes, if waste that is currently imported is also included. 

 There is a current requirement for thermal waste treatment capacity in the 
county, which is likely to reach a maximum of almost 120,000tpa in 
2020 and diminish thereafter.  A permission was granted late 2016 

                                                           
29

 Exemptions provide a simplified licensing structure for waste activities with limited environmental 
risk, occurring typically on a very small scale for specific purposes.  Exemptions have to be renewed 
every 3 years, which also indicates that they tend to occur on a one-off basis or over a limited period. 
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which, when built, will provide for up to 195,000tpa, more than sufficient 
capacity to meet this need. 

 
3.52 It should be noted that these conclusions are necessarily based on many 

assumptions.  The parameters used for both scenarios are cautious as 
regards waste minimisation, and the total quantities of C&I waste in particular 
would be much reduced if ambitious statutory targets were to be imposed, or if 
economic imperatives drove genuine implementation of the circular economy 
for resource utilisation.  However, the County Council considers that the 
conclusions provide a sound and evidence based direction for policy 
formation, whilst the inherent uncertainties underline the need for flexibility and 
responsiveness in the overall provision within the Plan. 

 
 Landfill 
 
3.53 The 2015 WNA identifies a need for between 1.6 million and 2.5 million cubic 

metres of non-inert landfill capacity over the Plan period.  These are 
approximate figures because, although reasonable predictions for the quantity 
of residual household waste still being landfilled by 2030 are possible, there 
are no reliable forecasts about how much waste minimisation measures and 
diversionary technologies will reduce the amounts of non-inert (i.e. 
biodegradable) commercial and industrial waste deposited into landfill.  
Investigation of cross-boundary waste exports indicates that a small proportion 
of Cumbria’s residual non-inert waste is currently landfilled outside the county, 
and some of these landfills have limited life or space.  Cumbria should take 
responsibility for waste arising within the county, and landfill capacity should 
be available when required, in order to comply with national guidance30 and 
with Strategic Policy SP2.  Table 3.11 provides details of the anticipated 
tonnages and voidspace for the WNA’s realistic scenario, which the Plan is 
seeking to deliver. 

 

Year 2015 2020 2025 2030 
2015-
2030 

tonnes of non-inert waste to landfill 140,290 145,411 153,820 163,283 1,580,031 

assumed voidspace requirement m
3
 140,000 145,000 154,000 163,000 1,580,000 

 

Table 3.11: Non-inert landfill requirements in Cumbria 2015 to 2030 
source: Waste Needs Assessment 2015 (tonnes to m

3
 conversion assumed 1:1 ratio) 

 
3.54 The remaining capacity provided by the current planning permissions for the 

non-inert landfills in Cumbria, is likely to be sufficient to meet all scenarios 
modelled through the WNA, but planning permissions for some of that landfill 
capacity expire within the Plan period.  If planning applications for time 
extensions for landfills with remaining available voidspace do not come 
forward or are not granted, additional sites or physical extensions elsewhere 
could be required. 

 
3.55 If, however, the annual Authority Monitoring Report process and review of the 

WNA model shows that waste minimisation and improved recycling is sharply 
reducing the quantities of waste being landfilled, proposals to provide excess 
capacity will be discouraged in order to maintain a “close-fit” of land allocation 

                                                           
30

 PPG paragraph 007, chapter 28 Waste (ID: 28-007-20141016) 
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with capacity requirements31.  Such an approach is required, because over-
provision of permitted capacity could hinder initiatives for more sustainable 
waste management, and delay the completion and restoration of the existing 
landfills. 

 
3.56 The predictions with respect to non-inert landfill requirements indicate that a 

flexible policy framework is required to ensure that there is not an over-
provision of landfill.  Under-provision, however, could place pressure on 
remaining landfill capacity in neighbouring authorities.  Bennett Bank Landfill 
was granted planning permission in 2015 to revise its restoration scheme, 
thereby reducing landfill capacity by 200,000 m3 and removing phase 7 of the 
approved scheme; completion is required by the end of 2017.  In contrast, a 
time extension application at Hespin Wood has been under discussion in 
advance of its expiry date in 2020, and approximately 400,000m3 additional 
capacity was suggested by the operator32, which could potentially be 
considered if a need was demonstrated33.  It is, therefore, not considered 
necessary to define additional non-inert landfill capacity and no landfill sites 
are identified in the Site Allocations chapter. 

 
3.57 A substantial proportion of inert waste can be driven up the waste hierarchy for 

use as an alternative aggregate.  The disposal of residual inert waste should, 
as a first priority, be directed to landfill engineering works, mineral workings or 
derelict land requiring fill for agreed restoration schemes.  Proposals for new 
or extended inert waste landfill will need to demonstrate that they will not 
undermine the availability of such waste material for these uses, or for non-
inert landfill engineering, and do not conflict with the County Council’s 
culverting policy as the Lead Local Flood Authority. 

 
3.58 The need for inert landfill capacity during the Plan period may be affected by a 

number of major infrastructure proposals, if they all come to fruition, including 
new nuclear capacity, national grid and water supply infrastructure.  A need for 
colliery spoil disposal could also arise if current drift mining proposals are 
progressed. 

 
3.59 Ongoing provision for inert landfill at Roan Edge would require a time 

extension early in the Plan period; an application for a 15 year time extension 
to 2031 was submitted in October 2016.  Although still awaiting supporting 
data, a further application is expected for a physical extension to Roan Edge, 
which together with the current voidspace, will provide around 510,000m3 
capacity.  There is planning consent for inert landfill capacity at Flusco (at 
least 240,000m3) and at Goldmire Quarry (850,000m3); they are both reliant on 
mineral extraction to provide the voidspace.  After some years of prior 
extraction and engineering preparation, Goldmire will become operational in 
2017; Flusco will come on stream later in the Plan period.  Thackwood landfill 
is no longer operational, but recent pre-application talks indicate that it may be 
restored with inert material, though the volume would be very small.  The 
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 PPG paragraph 038, chapter 28 Waste (ID: 28-038-20141016) 
32

 Submission under Article 30 of the Town and Country Planning (Development Management 
Procedure Order) (England) 2010, Stephenson Halliday, 28 February 2011 
33

 in mid-2017, planning permission was granted for a time extension to 2039 and additional capacity 
of 240,000m

3
 at Hespin Wood 
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operator of Derwent Howe inert landfill is currently developing a scheme to 
cap and landscape this site, which is also no longer operational. 

 
3.60 It is considered that an overly restrictive policy approach to new inert landfill 

should be avoided, whilst ensuring that inert landfill capacity to meet specific 
needs, if and when they arise, do not undermine the waste hierarchy.  It is also 
important to recognise the role that non-inert landfill plays in managing inert 
waste, this is clear when looking at how inert waste to landfill was disposed of 
in 2014, which indicated that just 10% went to inert landfill sites with the 
remaining going to non-inert sites.  In addition, the Environment Agency 
estimate that 25% of the capacity of non-inert sites will be taken up by inert 
waste; therefore, the capacity needs for inert waste disposal should not be 
considered in isolation.  Table 3.12 provides details of the anticipated 
tonnages and voidspace for the WNA’s realistic scenario, which the Plan is 
seeking to deliver. 

 

Year 2015 2020 2025 2030 
2015-
2030 

tonnes of inert waste to landfill 167,646 184,815 257,262 221,743 3,365,966 

assumed voidspace requirement m
3
 112,000 123,000 172,000 148,000 2,244,000 

 

Table 3.12: Inert landfill requirements in Cumbria 2015 to 2030 
source: Waste Needs Assessment 2015 (tonnes to m

3
 conversion assumed 1.5:1 ratio) 

 
 Mixed recycling 
 
3.61 The 2014 WNA reported that Cumbria Waste Management Ltd (CWM) are 

already managing C&I waste in existing facilities, alongside LACW; therefore, 
it is considered that these facilities can meet this shortfall without the need for 
provision of additional capacity.  An overall “excess” capacity of around 
170,000tpa in recycling capacity would remain by 2030 for both C&I and 
LACW, even under the “Best case” scenario with maximum recycling. 

 
3.62 Experience would indicate that an additional number of small sites or 

extensions to existing small sites may be sought, particularly in areas where 
there are already a number of mixed waste recycling or skip hire operators.  
These “Broad Areas” are discussed in paragraphs 3.80 to 3.83. 

 
 Composting 
 
3.63 The need for composting sites identified in paragraph 3.48, arises from the 

potential closure of one 25,000tpa composting facility adjacent to the 
Thackwood landfill site, and one 75,000tpa facility that is adjacent to Hespin 
Wood landfill.  The temporary planning consent for the latter development is 
directly linked to the continued operation of the Hespin Wood landfill site, 
which has a permission end date of 2020, and would automatically be 
extended if a time extension for the landfill site were to be granted34.  If it were 
granted, no further composting sites would be required in the Plan period.  If 
not, one additional site of 85,000tpa capacity would be sufficient. 

 

                                                           
34

 in mid-2017, planning permission was granted for a time extension at Hespin Wood, to 2039; 
therefore, the adjacent composting facility has also received a time extension 
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 Thermal treatment and energy from waste 
 
3.64 The municipal waste contract currently produces both RDF and Solid 

Recovered Fuel (SRF) as part of the solution to manage Cumbria’s LACW.  At 
present, there is no infrastructure in Cumbria to utilise this fuel, although sites 
for such plants have been discussed with its potential users.  The allocation of 
sites for Energy from Waste plants to utilise the RDF arising from Cumbria’s 
municipal waste stream, is a matter to be considered in this Local Plan.  The 
destination of the RDF is, however, a decision for the municipal waste 
management contract holder.  It is also relevant that Shanks obtained planning 
consent for a gasification plant in Derbyshire in 2013, which would create 
electricity from RDF, and has secured funding for its construction to 
commence35; it is due to open in early 2017. 

 
3.65 The relative advantages of exporting this waste or developing new facilities in 

the UK are not clearly defined, as was identified by a Parliamentary 
Committee of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs Committee.  The 
Committee published their Fourth Report on waste management in England 
on 15 October 201436, which included recommendations to Defra, based on 
the evidence presented to the Committee.  One of the recommendations was 
that a study be undertaken on this issue.  Over-provision of Energy from 
Waste facilities is likely to frustrate the movement of waste up the waste 
hierarchy, as facilities seek feedstock to support the viability of the plant; whilst 
on the other hand, export of RDF is contrary to the proximity principle. 

 
3.66 The WNA concentrates on waste managed and is not looking at providing a 

specific range of facilities to increase recycling/recovery rates, but is leaving 
this up to the industry to decide, dependant on market response.  However, 
the WNA does recognise the need for thermal treatment for C&I waste, and 
this could feasibly be through a site handling both C&I and LACW.  If 
75,000tpa is considered a viable plant size, a need for one plant in Cumbria 
during the Plan period would be reasonably likely.  As technology develops 
further, smaller plants may be feasible, enabling a number of smaller facilities 
to develop, possibly with specific manufacturing processes dealing with their 
own waste on site.  For example, First Milk’s creamery site in Aspatria, which 
has recently commissioned plant that turns cheese-making residues into bio-
methane. 

 
3.67 Theoretically, any plant developed to recover energy from RDF from the 

LACW stream could also be used to treat commercial and industrial waste.  
However, this could not be assumed or planned for, because these would be 
market led facilities, neither is this Plan able to predict which technologies are 
likely to develop or be viable in the Cumbrian context.  It is, therefore, 
considered that this Plan should provide for two thermal treatment 
developments, whilst also providing a positive framework for developments on 
these or other suitable sites for both thermal and non-thermal Energy from 
Waste plants, such as anaerobic digesters or gasification plants. 
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 http://www.shanksmunicipal.co.uk/news/shanks-successfully-secures-funding-for-27-year-derby-
city-and-derbyshire-ppp-contract 
36

 http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201415/cmselect/cmenvfru/241/24102.htm  
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 Household Waste Recycling Centres 
 
3.68 A need for additional HWRC capacity has been identified, due to the planned 

closure of sites at Kendal, Workington and Frizington. 
 
 Hazardous waste 
 
3.69 The remaining landfill site taking hazardous waste in Cumbria has decreased 

the capacity of its cell; this is due to falling input volumes, which meant that the 
cell was not keeping pace with the surrounding cells.  The WNA does not 
identify a capacity gap for hazardous waste management facilities, due to 
focusing on waste managed rather than arising, and the recognition that such 
waste is currently exported outside the area for management.  If a gap in 
provision of hazardous waste landfill capacity in the county is identified during 
the Plan period, unless the industry brings forward a new site, it is unlikely this 
need will be met locally.  It may be feasible for a sub-regional facility to be 
developed, but due to the geography of the Plan area, it may not in practice be 
feasible to build a facility in the county.  Cumbria is a net exporter of 
hazardous waste, but the quantities of each type of material are small.  Should 
the waste industry conclude that developing such a facility in the Plan area 
would be economically viable, each proposal would be considered on its own 
merits and determined using the appropriate Development Control polices. 

 
 Agricultural and sewage waste 
 
3.70 The 2014 WNA did not identify any current or predicted gaps in provision for 

agricultural waste.  Data is no longer specifically collected on agricultural 
waste by the Environment Agency; thus all arisings that leave farms and enter 
the Waste Data system, are recorded and managed as C&I waste.  Any 
requirement would, therefore, be addressed by those facilities in place to deal 
with the C&I waste stream. 

 
3.71 The WNA did not identify any significant gaps in provision for sewage waste 

(wastewater treatment).  United Utilities (UU), the statutory undertaker for 
wastewater in Cumbria, confirms that their latest 5-year Asset Management 
Programme (AMP6)37 identifies the need for a new wastewater treatment 
works (WwTW) as part of a major capital scheme to upgrade the West 
Cumbria water supply network.  The entire scheme gained planning 
permission in November 2016, and the WwTW at Bridekirk will connect a new 
clean water transfer main from Thirlmere and a new treated water transfer 
main to an existing service reservoir.  However, there will be associated 
decommissioning of a number of WwTWs and pumping stations, so the 
amount of wastewater needing treatment will not increase significantly.  
Capacity requirements will be kept under review, but currently, all 
requirements are fulfilled. 

 
 Strategic policy for waste 
 
3.72 Strategic Objectives 3 and 4 of this Local Plan, express the County Council’s 

aim to manage Cumbria’s wastes at the highest achievable level within the 
waste hierarchy, as near to where it is produced, without endangering either 
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 Report and Financial Statements for the year ended 31 March 2014, United Utilities, June 2014 
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people’s health or the environment.  The 2015 WNA indicates that, whilst 
waste is exported from Cumbria, the quantities imported are not 
disproportionate, and, excluding the considerable imports of radioactive waste 
and net exports of hazardous waste, Cumbria is close to net self-sufficiency in 
waste management. 

 
3.73 National planning policy38 makes it clear that while each waste planning 

authority should aim to manage all its own waste, the proximity principle does 
not require them to deal solely with such waste.  Some cross boundary 
movements may enable more efficient use of facilities, and prevent local over-
provision, and the geography of Cumbria does mean that cross border 
movements may involve fewer “waste road miles” to a suitable and viable 
management facility, rather than transferring waste to a facility elsewhere in 
Cumbria.  The cost of transport itself is one of the factors affecting commercial 
decisions about where to manage wastes; these are decisions that are not 
directly influenced by the planning system.  Policy SP2 states that sufficient 
sites will be allocated to meet the objectively identified needs for additional 
facilities; these are set out in site allocations policy SAP2.  However, the 
County Council will not be developing these facilities themselves.  Rather, the 
allocations are to indicate to operators where the most suitable locations are, 
but it is a commercial decision on whether the allocation is taken up, even if an 
operator put the site forward for inclusion in the Plan. 

 
3.74 Centralised facilities, taking waste from all parts of Cumbria to achieve 

economies of scale, are less likely to be feasible than in many waste planning 
authorities, due to the low population density, the dispersed urban settlement 
pattern and the presence of the Lake District National Park in the centre of the 
county.  This is particularly true for hazardous waste, of which only small 
quantities arise in Cumbria, and for which specialised facilities are often 
required. 

 
3.75 Strategic planning policy SP2 is, therefore, founded on the goal of providing 

for management of all wastes arising in Cumbria, as far as practicable in a 
market-led industry, whilst accepting that limited cross boundary movements 
of waste will occur.  Proposals to import significant volumes of waste would be 
acceptable only if local social, environmental and economic benefits 
demonstrably outweigh other sustainability criteria.  Note that policy SP2 does 
not cover radioactive wastes (see chapter 4). 

 

POLICY SP2 Provision for waste 
 
Provision will be made for the management of all of Cumbria's wastes within 
the county, with the acceptance of limited cross boundary movements (net 
self-sufficiency).  This will be achieved by allocating sufficient sites to meet 
objectively identified needs for additional facilities. 
 
Any proposals to manage significant volumes of wastes from outside the 
county would have to demonstrate that the local, social, environmental and 
economic benefits outweigh other sustainability criteria. 
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These other criteria include the impacts of the additional "waste miles" and the 
principles of managing waste as close as possible to its source, with each 
community taking responsibility for its own wastes and taking account of the 
nearest appropriate facility. 
 

 
3.76 Strategic Policy SP3 builds on the principles in policy SP2, in order to provide 

waste infrastructure for current and future needs, as identified by the WNA.  
Recognising that not all sites allocated will be developed, and to ensure that a 
rigid cap is not imposed on development proposals39, it is proposed to identify 
seven additional sites for waste management facilities; these sites are 
allocated in policy SAP2.  Although the WNA 2015 does not identify specific 
types of built facility required, as the assessment is based on waste managed, 
it does identify the potential for EfW facilities and HWRCs.  In addition, it 
recognises that the need for facilities will be industry led; therefore, the Plan’s 
approach to identifying sites has been to allow sufficient land to come forward 
that offers flexibility in both the size and facility type.  This approach is 
considered sufficiently flexible to meet expected needs over the Plan period, 
as some sites may be lost to other developments or may prove to be 
unsuitable on further investigation.  An additional site for composting is not 
proposed at this time as the need is unclear, and would only be required 
should existing sites not receive a time extension.  Any such proposals would 
be addressed through Development Control Policies, in order to allow flexibility 
and responsiveness to demand.  This approach has been taken to reflect the 
way that waste is currently managed across the county, largely due to the 
geographical constraints of the Lake District National Park. 

 

3.77 Provision for alternative sites for HWRC’s is proposed where existing sites are 
due for closure and replacement is required; these are allocated in policy 
SAP1.  Broad Areas suitable for waste management are also proposed, as 
supported by PPG40 and discussed in paragraphs 3.62 and 3.80 to 3.83 of this 
Local Plan; a non-exhaustive list of the Broad Areas is set out in Policy SAP2. 

 

3.78 Policy SP3 does not quantify the need for additional landfill capacity, but 
provides strategic criteria by which proposals for additional inert or non-inert 
landfill capacity would be considered.  It should be noted that needs for landfill 
capacity or site allocations will be monitored at regular intervals during the 
Plan period, and made public through the Authority Monitoring Report or 
revised Waste Needs Assessment.  Policy SP3 does not cover radioactive 
wastes. 
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POLICY SP3 Waste capacity 
 

Waste management facilities 

In order to provide an integrated network and to meet any waste capacity gaps 
that are predicted to arise during the Plan period, the Plan identifies: 

 7 sites of between 2 and 4ha for additional waste recycling and treatment 
facilities (these could provide for commercial and industrial waste or 
municipal waste); 

 Broad Areas where any of a number of sites may be suitable for waste 
management; 

 alternative sites for those Household Waste Recycling Centres (HWRC) 
that are required to be replaced. 

Proposals on unallocated sites, where opportunities arise that were not 
anticipated, will be considered if they conform to the other, relevant policies in 
this Plan. 

Preference will be given to sites that contribute to an integrated network of 
waste facilities by accommodating several types of facility, or by being well 
located in relation to the sources, or to the destination of, the waste stream 
being managed. 

The need for provision for construction and demolition, or excavation, waste 
arising from major infrastructure projects will be kept under review and 
proposals considered against relevant policies in this Plan. 

Landfill 

Time extensions for existing landfill facilities will be considered favourably if 
they are necessary: 

 to meet a capacity need identified in this Plan; or 

 to achieve acceptable restoration contours; or 

 to maintain an integrated network of a range of appropriate and 
necessary waste management facilities across the county. 

Proposals for additional inert or non-inert landfill capacity will be considered if 
they are necessary to meet a capacity need identified in this Plan, or if it can 
be demonstrated that there is a need for the development and that it would not 
undermine the waste hierarchy. 

 

 

3.79 As part of the County Council’s overall waste strategy, preference will be given 
to sites that contribute to an integrated network of waste facilities by 
accommodating several types of facility, or by being well located in relation to 
the sources, or to the destination of, the waste stream being managed.  The 
delivery of new waste management facilities, now that the primary LACW 
waste management facilities are in place, will be market-led and dependent on 
proposals from the private sector.  These may be ‘merchant’ facilities, 
provided by waste management companies, or ‘in-house’ facilities, provided 
by commercial or industrial waste producers or waste users.  Provision of the 
strategy to ensure an integrated network of suitable sites, in places that meet 
the proximity principle and other sustainability criteria, is the role of the County 
Council.  The discussions about waste streams, facilities, management and 
reduction set out in this chapter, are reflected in the Waste Strategy below. 
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Box 3.1 
 
Waste Strategy 
 

 encourage private sector investment in waste management facilities, 
which will make a significant contribution to the county's economy and aid 
regeneration initiatives; 

 require demonstration of significant enhancement of environmental assets 
and local amenity, associated with waste management developments; 

 encourage initiatives that will change behaviours in order to meet national 
and local targets for recycling, composting, recovery of value and for 
minimising waste sent to landfill; 

 ensure that the required waste management facilities are provided in the 
right locations and at the right time; 

 require waste to be managed near to where it is produced, as far as 
practicable, bearing in mind Cumbria's relatively small and dispersed 
pattern of population; 

 require waste to be managed in environmentally sensitive ways, in 
accordance with the waste hierarchy and, wherever possible, with the 
option of rail or waterborne transport being available. 

 

 
 Broad Areas and site locational criteria for waste management 

developments 
 
3.80 Proposals on sites that have not been allocated are likely, and may be 

appropriate for a number of reasons.  Planning policy41 makes it clear that 
unallocated sites may be used where opportunities arise that were not 
anticipated, potentially due to technological or land ownership changes, or for 
new entrants into the market.  In addition, smaller scale waste management 
developments may be proposed in industrial areas where other waste uses 
already exist, where waste arises from existing industries or where waste 
could be used as a resource.  This does not imply that waste management 
proposals on sites that have not been allocated in this Plan would be 
acceptable on all commercial or industrial estates throughout Cumbria, but 
some will clearly be suitable for certain types of facility. 

 
3.81 Policy DC9 (Criteria for waste management facilities) lists suitable locations 

and key criteria for the principal types of facility, to give developers some 
indication of potentially acceptable proposals.  There are also some 
employment areas containing existing waste management facilities, or where 
the key criteria above apply, and some synergies may be achieved by locating 
new provision in the same areas if sites become available.  Of course, any 
such proposals will be judged not just on the key criteria set out in DC9, but 
will also have to conform to all other policies in the Plan that are relevant to 
that proposal, e.g. environmental, cumulative or flood risk policies.  Detailed 
consideration will include proximity to residential areas, proximity to waste 
source, proximity to environmental assets, visual impact, relation to transport 
network, relation to groundwater protection zones, type of waste facility, co-
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location with other waste facilities, etc. – this is not an exhaustive list, as each 
proposal will fall under different circumstances. 

 
3.82 The County Council considers that the following estates have potential to 

support further waste provision, and can be considered as Broad Areas, where 
any of a number of individual sites would be suitable for waste management42 
if the proposals conform to the other relevant policies of this Plan.  The Broad 
Areas below are shown on the Policies Map Part 1: 

 BRO1 - Lillyhall Industrial Estate, Workington 

 BRO2 - Sowerby Wood Estate, Barrow 

 BRO3 - Park Road Estate, Barrow 

 BRO4 - Gilwilly Industrial Estate, Penrith 

 BRO5 - Kingmoor Park Rockcliffe Estate, Carlisle. 

3.83 The above list of Broad Areas is not exhaustive, and opportunities for 
additional or improved waste provision may exist on other employment or 
industrial estates, if they are required.  Together with the provision in SP3, site 
allocations in chapter 18 and the positive approach to development control 
described in chapter 14, it is considered that suitable sites and areas for the 
provision of waste management facilities have been identified in appropriate 
locations, as required by planning guidance43. 

 
3.84 The implementation chapter of this Plan explains how monitoring and review 

will enable the County Council to ensure that provision responds to future 
changes in waste growth and management practice if they diverge from the 
ranges predicted by the 2015 Waste Needs Assessment. 
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4. RADIOACTIVE WASTES 
 
4.1 This chapter addresses only radioactive waste; all other waste streams are 

addressed in chapter 3 of this Local Plan. 
 
 Background 
 
4.2 Radioactive wastes are produced in the UK as a result of: the generation of 

electricity in nuclear power stations and from the associated production and 
processing of the nuclear fuel (including decommissioning of plant); from the 
use of radioactive materials in industry; from the extraction and processing of 
minerals, which may include some naturally occurring radioactive materials 
(NORM); from medicine; from academic research; and from military nuclear 
programmes (such as the nuclear-powered fleet of submarines). 

 
4.3 Radioactive waste is divided into three categories according to how much 

radioactivity it contains, in terms of becquerels per gram, and the heat that this 
radioactivity produces.  The categories identified44 are: High (HLW), 
Intermediate (ILW) and Low Level Waste (LLW).  Very Low Level Waste 
(VLLW) is a sub-category of LLW, and together they are often termed ‘lower 
activity wastes’.  HLW and ILW together, are often termed ‘higher activity 
wastes’. 

 

 High Level Waste – heat-generating waste with radioactivity levels 
exceeding the upper boundaries for Low Level Waste that has arisen 
primarily from the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel.  The temperature of 
HLW may rise significantly and as a result, this factor has to be taken into 
account when designing storage or disposal facilities.  HLW only arises in 
liquid form, as a by-product during the reprocessing of spent fuel from 
nuclear reactors; it is still categorised as HLW in its conditioned solid form. 

 Intermediate Level Waste - waste with radioactivity levels exceeding the 
upper boundaries for Low Level Waste, but which does not need heat 
generation to be taken into account in the design of storage or disposal 
facilities.  ILW may be solid, such as graphite or metals, or in the form of 
sludges and effluents; it arises mainly from the reprocessing of spent fuel, 
and from general operations, maintenance and decommissioning of 
radioactive plant. 

 Low Level Waste – waste having a radioactive content not exceeding 
4 gigabecquerels/tonne (4,000 Bq/g) of alpha radiation or 12 GBq/te 
(12,000 Bq/g) of beta/gamma radiation.  LLW may be solid or in the form 
of sludges and effluents; waste types typically include soil, rubble, building 
materials, such as steel framework and pipework, contaminated 
equipment and protective clothing from facilities where radioactive 
materials are handled.  Small volumes of LLW are also produced by 
laboratories and hospitals. 
o Very Low Level Waste - a sub-category of LLW. 
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4.4 VLLW can be further divided into: 
 

 Low Volume VLLW (dustbin loads) – small volumes of waste that can be 
safely disposed of with municipal, commercial or industrial waste at any 
landfill site.  Each 0.1 cubic metre of this waste contains less than 
400 kilobecquerels (400,000 Bq) of total activity, or a single item contains 
less than 40 kBq (40,000 Bq) of total activity.  There are additional limits 
for wastes containing carbon-14 and tritium.  It is generated by ‘small 
users’, such as hospitals, universities and laboratories. 

 High Volume VLLW (bulk disposals) – higher volumes of waste that can 
be safely disposed of with municipal, commercial or industrial waste, but 
only at specified landfill sites and for a specified amount.  This waste has a 
maximum concentration of 4,000,000 Bq/tonne (4 Bq/g), and there is an 
additional limit for wastes containing tritium.  It is mostly produced at 
nuclear licensed sites. 

 
 Further information about becquerels and alpha, beta and gamma radiation 

can be found in the Glossary. 
 
4.5 The Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC, which was extant 

until July 2016) and the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority (NDA) periodically 
publish an inventory of radioactive waste in the UK.  The 2013 UK Radioactive 
Waste Inventory is the most recent public record of information on the 
sources, quantities and properties of LLW, ILW and HLW in the UK45.  As of 1 
April 2013, the Inventory contains details of over one thousand individual 
waste streams that have been reported by organisations responsible for their 
management. 

 
4.6 The Inventory does not include liquid and gaseous wastes containing very low 

concentrations of radioactivity, which are routinely discharged to the 
environment within authorised limits.  Nor does it include small quantities of 
solid wastes with very low concentrations of radioactivity, typically from 
hospitals, universities and the non-nuclear industry (collectively termed ‘small 
users’) that can be disposed of with domestic refuse to landfill, either directly 
or after incineration. 

 
4.7 Also excluded is land contaminated by radioactivity and NORM wastes.  The 

latter arise not just from the extraction and processing of minerals, but also 
from the oil and gas industries, where, for example, they can accumulate as 
scale on pipework.  Waste estimates for any new nuclear power stations that 
may be built, are also not projected in the Inventory. 

 
4.8 The total volume of radioactive waste that exists or is forecast to arise in the 

UK, from existing facilities, is about 4.5 million cubic metres (4.9 million 
tonnes)46; this volume would fill Wembley stadium about four times over.  A 
further 1 million cubic metres of radioactive waste has already been disposed.  
Figure 4.1, and its associated table, shows the reported volumes of each 
waste type, and a breakdown of their percentages of the total volume, for 
existing and estimated future arisings.  The volumes estimated for any future 
waste arisings, between 2013 and 2120, reflect current (as of 1 April 2013) 
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 UK RWI 2013, Waste Quantities from all Sources, section 2.1, DECC & NDA, February 2014 
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waste management practices; therefore, there will be opportunities, through 
the application of the waste hierarchy, to reduce the actual waste arisings in 
the future. 

 
4.9 Only about 5% of the total volume of radioactive waste has already been 

produced, existing in either an untreated or partly treated state, whilst some 
wastes are conditioned directly into containers for long-term management.  Of 
the other 95% (4.3 million cubic metres), the majority will arise when existing 
nuclear facilities, including reprocessing plants and nuclear reactors, are shut 
down and dismantled.  This waste is the legacy of past and current civil and 
military nuclear programmes. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.1: Total volume reported by waste type 
source: UK Radioactive Waste Inventory 2013, DECC & NDA, Feb 2014 

 
4.10 About 94% (4.2 million cubic metres) of the radioactive waste total volume 

(existing and future arisings) is categorised as LLW and VLLW.  Of this, 
around 3.9 million cubic metres will arise from the dismantling and demolition 
of nuclear facilities.  About 6% (290,000 cubic metres) of the total volume is 
categorised as ILW, whilst less than 0.1% (1,100 cubic metres) is in the HLW 
category.  Although the volume of HLW is relatively small, it contains about 
95% of the radioactivity in the total volume; LLW contains less than 0.01% of 
the radioactivity.  These percentage values will change gradually over time, as 
radioactivity decays.  Figure 2 indicates the percentage of total waste arisings 
(existing and future estimated) that each activity will generate; these figures 
are from existing facilities only. 
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Figure 4.2: Waste volumes from each activity at existing facilities 
source: UK Radioactive Waste Inventory 2013, DECC & NDA, Feb 2014 

 
 Note: spent fuel reprocessing includes all wastes from Sellafield, where there 

are large waste volumes from legacy defence programmes in addition to those 
from commercial fuel reprocessing. 

 
 Radioactive waste in Cumbria 
 
4.11 The county hosts a significant number of nuclear industry and non-nuclear 

industry sites (see Table 4.1); they variously produce, treat, manage, store 
and/or dispose of radioactive wastes (see Glossary).  They are almost all 
located in West Cumbria, which has by far the largest concentration of nuclear 
waste management facilities in the UK.  The issue for Cumbria is the safe and 
efficient decommissioning and demolition of nuclear licensed facilities, as well 
as ensuring the safe storage and management of radioactive wastes from all 
sources in the county. 

 
4.12 At present, the full range of radioactive wastes (HLW, ILW, LLW, VLLW), 

arising from both within and outwith the county, are treated, stored or disposed 
of in West Cumbria.  The majority of LLW and VLLW arising within Cumbria, 
which is not disposed of to the onsite facility at Sellafield, is managed through 
Low Level Waste Repository Ltd’s commercial frameworks, by exporting it 
outside the county to suitable treatment facilities, such as for incineration.  In 
the 2014/15 financial year, over 1,000m3 of LLW and VLLW arising within 
Cumbria was managed in this way; for the same year, approximately 600m3 of 
LLW was imported from outside Cumbria to the Repository for storage, 
pending final disposal.  In addition, around 11,000 m3 of LLW arising outside 
Cumbria, was diverted from the LLWR to suitable treatment and alternate 
disposal facilities. 

 
4.13 In accordance with national policy47, it is expected that communities must take 

appropriate responsibility for managing their own wastes and must ensure that 
there is provision for its sustainable management, which is then discussed in 
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their Local Plans.  It is not expected that all Waste Planning Authorities need 
to host their own radioactive waste management facilities, and certainly not for 
all activity levels, but, as with conventional wastes, there should be an 
understanding of what is arising and where it goes; there should not be a 
default position of exporting these wastes to existing facilities in West 
Cumbria. 

 
Table 4.1: Sites and organisations associated with radioactive waste in Cumbria 

 

Site Description 

Sellafield 
nuclear licensed 
site 
(including 
Windscale) 

This is the only site in the UK that produces HLW and it is also treated 
and stored here.  Foreign spent fuel is sent to Sellafield for 
reprocessing and the products are returned to its country of origin.  ILW 
arises, is treated and stored on site.  Some ILW from across the UK is 
also stored here.  LLW and VLLW arise on site.  Some of the lower 
activity LLW and VLLW is disposed into the onsite landfill; some is sent 
to the LLWR; some is managed by sending it for treatment in the UK 
and abroad; some is sent to landfill or for incineration outside the 
county. 

Sellafield 
National 
Nuclear 
Laboratory 

LLW is produced in the Laboratory during research.  Depending on its 
activity level, it is managed by: consignment to the LLWR; sent for 
treatment in the UK and abroad; sent to landfill or incinerated at 
facilities outside the county. 

Low Level 
Waste 
Repository 

ILW is being generated during the decommissioning of former MOD 
magazines contaminated with plutonium – this will be safely retrieved 
and sent to Sellafield for storage.  The currently operational vault (Vault 
9), and subsequent vaults 9a, 10 and 11, have planning permission for 
the disposal of LLW until 2045.  LLW generated onsite is either stored 
or disposed in the vault or sent for treatment, incineration or landfill 
outside the county. 

Eskmeals MoD 
test range 

LLW was produced from test firing and managed by consignment to the 
LLWR.  No volume is recorded against the site in the 2013 Radioactive 
Waste Inventory. 

Studsvik UK 
Ltd48 

This company treats metals that are contaminated by LLW.  Some LLW 
is managed by sending to the parent company in Sweden.  
Contaminated metals are also sent from the Sellafield site to other 
operators in Germany, which have more extensive facilities.  Classed 
as ‘out of scope’, metal is then entered into the metal market.  
Secondary waste arising from treatment of metals at this facility, is 
either sent to the LLWR or outside the county to landfill and for 
incineration. 

Lillyhall Landfill The landfill has an Environmental Permit to dispose of VLLW and 
planning permission until 2029. 

Furness 
General 
Hospital 

The three hospitals in Cumbria use a range of radioactive isotopes, 
such as technetium, iodine and carbon-14, for diagnostic and 
therapeutic applications.  The majority of the arising radioactive waste 
substances are liquid, with lesser amounts of solid waste and minimal 
gaseous waste.  Solid waste is usually in the form of syringes, needles, 
swabs, vials and gloves.  The Environment Agency regulates disposal 
of these wastes; liquids are mainly disposed of in wastewater, solids 
are sent for incineration, with the ash residues being disposed of in 
appropriately permitted landfill. 

West 
Cumberland 
Hospital 

Cumberland 
Infirmary 

BAE Systems 
Marine Ltd 

Very low volumes of LLW arise here as a result of building and 
commissioning reactor plant in the UK’s nuclear-powered submarine 
fleet.  Depending on its activity level, it is sent to landfill or incinerated.  
The 2013 Radioactive Waste Inventory records one waste package 
here. 
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Kingmoor Park 
Properties Ltd 

LLW was produced here as a result of industrial processes.  Depending 
on its activity level, it was managed by consignment to the LLWR, sent 
to landfill or incinerated.  Although the site has now been remediated, 
the Environment Agency still record a Permit, but there is no volume 
recorded in the UKRWI. 

International 
Nuclear 
Services Ltd 

This company, a wholly owned subsidiary of the NDA, manages the 
transport, using its own fleet of ships, to deliver foreign spent fuel to 
Sellafield for reprocessing and to then return the products to the 
country of origin.  INS use both Barrow Port and the Port of 
Workington. 

Direct Rail 
Services 

DRS is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Nuclear Decommissioning 
Authority, established in 1995 as a supplier of rail transport and 
associated services to the nuclear industry. 

 
 Volumes of radioactive waste 
 
4.14 When considering the existing, stored radioactive waste at sites in Cumbria, it 

is difficult to separate those arisings from within Cumbria and those from other 
parts of the UK, except for HLW, which only arises at Sellafield.  The 2013 
Radioactive Waste Inventory49 identifies the volumes of existing, stored 
radioactive waste: 

 
 Sellafield: 1,770m3 HLW (100% of UK total), in 5,626 packages 
 69,600m3 ILW (73% of UK total), conditioned and 

unconditioned50 
    3,450m3 LLW (5% of UK total) 
    1,080m3 VLLW (92% of UK total) 
 LLWR: 33.9m3 ILW (0.04% of UK total), stored in magazines 
    32,800m3 LLW (49% of UK total), stored in Vaults 8 and 9 
 
4.15 With regard to future waste arisings, the Inventory forecast for HLW at 

Sellafield actually shows that there will be a fall in volume from that recorded 
at 1 April 2013.  This is because HLW is first stored as a liquid, which later 
undergoes an evaporation process before vitrification into glass blocks; these 
blocks are roughly one-third of the volume of the original liquid.  The process 
is due to finish around 2030. 

 
4.16 The forecast future arisings of ILW in the UK are about 190,000m3, of which 

112,000m3 (about 59%) is from Sellafield; this is mostly from decommissioning 
of facilities, but some is from operational activities.  A further 491m3 (about 
0.3%) of ILW is forecast to arise from the LLWR, during decommissioning of 
the magazines.  Other nuclear licensed sites in the UK either have or are 
preparing their own ILW stores, but it is likely that some ILW will continue to be 
sent to Sellafield for storage. 

 
4.17 The forecast future arisings of LLW in the UK are about 1,300,000m3, of which 

291,000m3 (about 22%) is from Sellafield; of this amount, the split is roughly 
60% from decommissioning and 40% from operations. 

 
4.18 The forecast future arisings of VLLW in the UK are about 2,840,000m3, of 

which 2,760,000m3 (about 97%) is attributable to waste from the 
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 The UK total number of conditioned ILW packages is 54,129, of which 47,569 (88%) are at 
Sellafield 
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decommissioning of reprocessing and associated plants, waste storage and 
treatment plants, and site service facilities at Sellafield.  However, there is a 
large uncertainty in potential radioactive waste arisings from decommissioning, 
and current expectations are that about 70% of this material, which comprises 
concrete, brick and metal from building structures, may be out of scope of 
regulatory control because it would fall below the defined activity levels for 
‘radioactive waste’. 

 
 Capacity to manage the volumes of radioactive waste 
 
4.19 Unlike conventional wastes (discussed in chapter 3), the County Council 

cannot aim for net sufficiency in the management of radioactive wastes, other 
than for HLW; this arises only at Sellafield, from the reprocessing of foreign 
and domestic spent fuel, and is repatriated or safely stored on site, awaiting a 
disposal route.  It is planned to export high level vitrified waste to a Geological 
Disposal Facility circa 2089.  Assuming all HLW from overseas spent fuel has 
been exported, a total of around 7,500 HLW containers are expected to be 
stored in an engineered facility on the Sellafield site; storage capacity in this 
Vitrified Product Store is 7,960 containers. 

 
4.20 The majority of the ILW safely stored at Sellafield is generated internally, with 

additional, smaller volumes of wastes from Harwell and Winfrith; altogether 
over the Plan period, it is anticipated that these will amount to approximately 
17,000m3.  There may also be a few hundred cubic metres of waste generated 
during the decommissioning of storage vaults at LLWR, and the potential for 
around 1,000m3 of plutonium contaminated material (PCM) generated at 
Aldermaston.  There are a range of engineered ILW stores at Sellafield, 
designed specifically for the different waste types (e.g. PCM, beta gamma) 
and packaging (e.g. drums, concrete boxes); both the current and future 
planned stores have adequate capacity for ILW management until a disposal 
route is available.  It is planned to export ILW to a Geological Disposal Facility 
circa 2089. 

 
4.21 Sellafield currently has the capacity to manage all of its LLW arisings, which 

are forecast to be around 80,000m3.  On site capabilities include handling, 
segregation and measurement; metals recycling; and a supercompaction 
plant.  Off-site capabilities include metals recycling (both within and outside 
the county), incineration (outside the county) and disposal to the LLWR.  The 
Repository has planning permission for disposal of LLW until 2045, in the 
current vaults (8, 9) as well as future vaults (9a, 10, 11); excluding the waste 
already emplaced in vaults 8 and 9, this provides an overall capacity of around 
263,000m3.  Imports of LLW into the county over the Plan period are estimated 
to be around 135,000m3; exports are estimated to be approximately 37,800m3.  
This figure is based on extrapolation of current volumes of wastes transferred 
from Sellafield to alternative routes such as incineration, metal 
decontamination/melting and VLLW disposal.  Therefore, there is sufficient 
capacity at the Repository over the Plan period. 

 
4.22 Sellafield Ltd anticipate generation of some 96,000m3 of VLLW over the Plan 

period; two thirds of this volume (61,000m3) is planned to be disposed of to its 
on-site landfill facility, Calder Landfill Extension Segregated Area (CLESA).  
The remaining 35,000m3 is expected to be consigned as VLLW for disposal at 
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an authorised landfill, which is likely to be outside of the county.  The CLESA 
facility at Sellafield, which can only accept the site’s own VLLW, has a total 
capacity of 120,000m3 and a remaining capacity of 63,000m3.  It is estimated 
that the CLESA will be full by 2025, but it is planned that a successor will be 
developed. 

 
4.23 Large volumes of VLLW arise annually at nuclear sites, which are generally 

sent for disposal to permitted landfill, if suitable, at the earliest opportunity after 
they are generated.  For example, in 2015/16 6,092m3 VLLW from waste 
producers across the UK was disposed to suitably permitted landfill sites and, 
additionally, 3,736m3 was disposed by Sellafield to the CLESA.  There is one 
permitted commercial landfill site in the county that is able to accept VLLW – 
the FCC Environment site at Lillyhall.  The planning permission allows 
disposal of VLLW at the site until 2029, with a limit of 26,000m3 annually; to 
date, none has been disposed of to Lillyhall.  It is difficult to forecast the 
volume of VLLW that might be imported into the county during the Plan period, 
since VLLW would only be imported if it was to be disposed of to the Lillyhall 
facility.  It is considered that there is sufficient capacity to manage or dispose 
of VLLW in the county over the Plan period. 

 
4.24 Paragraph 17.7 considers the implementation and monitoring framework for 

the Local Plan, and expects that one of the main documents to be used to 
provide evidence on the Plan’s performance will be the UK Radioactive Waste 
Inventory, which is updated every 3 years.  The annual Authority Monitoring 
Report will also provide an opportunity to monitor radioactive waste facilities, 
their capacity to manage the wastes and progress.  The monitoring framework 
will include triggers concerning radioactive waste, which would indicate when 
a full or partial review of the Plan may be required. 

 
 Planning for radioactive waste management 
 
4.25 It is essential that all radioactive wastes and materials are safely and 

appropriately managed in ways that pose no unacceptable risks to people or 
the environment, now or in the future.  How radioactive waste is dealt with 
depends to a large extent on how radioactive it is.  Wastes are treated after 
they arise, to render them suitable for onward treatment, storage and/or 
disposal (either to reduce their volume and so minimise the requirements for 
storage or to condition them to be suitable for packaging), and to reduce the 
dose51 from them.  Techniques include: compaction or incineration (for solid 
wastes); evaporation or filtration (for liquid wastes); grouting or vitrification (for 
higher activity wastes). 

 
4.26 There are a number of organisations who regulate radioactive waste and the 

sites where it arises. 
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Office for Nuclear 
Regulation 

ONR - regulate nuclear licenced sites 
- regulate adherence to licence conditions 
- regulate radioactive waste storage 

Environment Agency 
Scottish Environment 
Protection Agency 
Natural Resources 
Wales 

EA 
SEPA 
 
NRW 

- regulate nuclear and non-nuclear industry 
sites 

- regulate adherence to site permits 
- regulate radioactive waste disposal 

Nuclear 
Decommissioning 
Authority 

NDA - implement Government policy on the long 
term management of radioactive waste 

- implement Government policy on the 
decommissioning and clean-up of the UK 
nuclear legacy 

- ensure that wastes are safely managed 
- develop the LLW Strategy on behalf of 

Government 
- own assets of a number of the UK’s nuclear 

sites 

Cumbria County 
Council 

CCC - regulate land use 
- prepare planning policies to ensure the 

sustainable management of radioactive 
wastes 

- determine all planning applications associated 
with radioactive waste in Cumbria 

 

Table 4.2: Key regulatory and policy organisations 
 
4.27 There are a range of national policy frameworks and documents for the 

management of ‘conventional’ waste (NPPF, Planning Practice Guidance, 
Waste Management Plan for England, etc.), but there is no national planning 
policy or guidance on radioactive waste management.  Many of the principles 
within the national policy documents can, of course, be applied to radioactive 
waste; for example, sustainability, the waste hierarchy, the proximity principle, 
community engagement and the Duty to Co-operate. 

 
4.28 During the Inquiry into the construction of new landfill void for wastes, 

including LLW, at the East Northamptonshire Resource Management Facility 
(ENRMF), the Planning Inspector concluded that there is no distinction 
between national planning policies and other national policies, so the latter 
must also apply to Waste Planning Authorities.  This conclusion was endorsed 
by the Secretary of State.  Hence an interpretation of the spatial planning 
implications of other national policies and strategies, relating to radioactive 
waste, is required to develop the policies in this Local Plan. 

 
4.29 Therefore, the NDA Strategy52 should be taken into account in the preparation 

of Local Plans when considering the full range of radioactive wastes.  This 
document states that strategic decisions about radioactive waste management 
should be informed by the key principles: 

 

 risk reduction, through flexible approaches to long-term waste 
management, is a priority; 

 centralised and multi-site approaches should be considered; 
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 Evidence Base document reference ND151: NDA Strategy III, April 2016 
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 waste should be minimised; and 

 the waste hierarchy should be used as a framework for decision-making. 
 
4.30 There are further national policy and strategy documents, for particular waste 

types, that need to be considered during Local Plan preparation.  For higher 
activity wastes, these include the White Papers on Managing Radioactive 
Waste Safely53 and on Implementing Geological Disposal54, as well as the 
framework for treatment of such wastes55.  For lower activity wastes, these 
include the UK Government’s policy statement56 on LLW management, as well 
as the strategies for non-nuclear industry wastes57 and for NORM wastes58.  In 
February 2016, DECC published a revised UK Strategy for the Management of 
Solid Low Level Waste from the Nuclear Industry59, which promotes the 
diversion of significant volumes of LLW from the Low Level Waste Repository 
and the development and use of alternative treatment and disposal routes. 

 
 Transparent decision making 
 
4.31 With regard to the radioactive waste industry, the County Council is a key 

stakeholder and undertakes proactive engagement in the process of life time 
planning at the nuclear sites in Cumbria.  Through its waste planning 
responsibilities, the Council is also a regulator and it is important to properly 
understand how developments on these sites will impact on Cumbrian 
communities, in order to develop and support appropriate and timely waste 
management strategies. 

 
4.32 There are a number of ways that the nuclear industry arrives at decisions on 

waste transport, treatment, management, storage, disposal, etc.  In the UK, 
formal and robust waste management decision making and optioneering is a 
regulatory expectation; it is part of the requirement for demonstration of Best 
Available Technique (BAT) in England and Wales, and Best Practicable 
Environmental Options (BPEO)/Best Practicable Management (BPM) in 
Scotland – see Glossary for further explanation.  These reviews consider a 
range of factors including safety and security, environmental impact, technical 
feasibility, community impacts and financial costs.  The National Waste 
Programme team at LLWR Ltd has produced a series of National Strategic 
BATs and guides for waste practitioners involved in decision making.  In 
addition to the above, for the NDA estate, where investment is required for the 
execution of a waste management option, the NDA expects the Site License 
Companies to undertake appropriate optioneering supported by business 

                                                           
53

 Evidence Base document reference LD44: Managing Radioactive Waste Safely: a framework for 
implementing geological disposal, DEFRA, June 2008 
54

 Evidence Base document reference ND139: Implementing Geological Disposal, DECC, 24 July 
2014 
55

 Evidence Base document reference ND180: Higher Activity Waste Treatment Framework, NDA, 
October 2015 
56

 Evidence Base document reference LD42: Policy for the long term management of solid low level 
radioactive waste in the UK, DEFRA, March 2007 
57

 Evidence Base document reference ND63: Strategy for the management of solid low level 
radioactive waste from the non-nuclear industry in the United Kingdom, Part 1 anthropogenic 
radionuclides, DECC, March 2012 
58

 Evidence Base document reference ND142: Strategy for the management of Naturally Occurring 
Radioactive Material (NORM) waste in the United Kingdom, DECC, July 2014 
59

 Evidence Base document reference ND150: UK Strategy for the Management of Solid Low Level 
Radioactive Waste from the Nuclear Industry, DECC, February 2016 
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cases as needed, and this would be carried out under the NDA’s Value 
Framework process. 

 
4.33 Policy SP4 has been drafted to ensure that whoever undertakes the 

optioneering process, for new or extended radioactive waste facilities, they 
demonstrate that they have considered the three principles (sustainable 
development, precaution and proximity) and also the waste hierarchy.  In the 
Council’s past experience, there have been instances where these criteria are 
not given enough weight or are decided before a project is made public by an 
operator, and presented as a fait accompli.  Policy SP4 is designed to ensure 
that when considering planning applications for facilities concerning 
radioactive waste, the County Council can clearly see how these principles 
have been considered; it is not intended that the Council uses the policy to 
demand that a project be undertaken in a certain way or that one principle is of 
greater weight than another. 

 
4.34 Proposals for the management of radioactive waste should also comply with 

national strategies for waste management and for radioactive waste 
management specifically, in the latter case including those produced by the 
Nuclear Decommissioning Authority.  The County Council would expect to see 
documentary evidence of how the optioneering process was undertaken, 
comprehensively setting out constraints, assumptions made and all options 
considered (as set out in policy SP4).  The data arising from any such process 
will be used to demonstrate the detailed requirements set out in policy SP5 
(Development criteria for low level radioactive waste sites) and SP6 (Higher 
activity radioactive wastes treatment, management and storage). 

 

POLICY SP4 Transparent decision making 
 
Proposals for radioactive waste facilities will need to demonstrate how the 
development complies with: 
 
 the principles of sustainable development; 
 the waste hierarchy; 
 the precautionary principle; 
 the proximity principle; and 
 the national strategy for managing radioactive wastes. 

 

 
 Lower activity wastes 
 
 Strategy and development principles 
 
4.35 Certainly since 2010 when the first solid UK LLW management strategy was 

published, there has been increased use of waste treatment techniques, either 
to divert such waste from disposal or to decrease the volume of waste 
requiring disposal.  Techniques include more efficient segregation, 
decontamination, recycling, melting, compaction and incineration.  NDA 
Strategy III, explains that 85% of LLW arising since the previous Strategy 
(2011) has been diverted from the Repository, through a wide range of 
environmentally sustainable options such as waste prevention, re-use and 
recycling.  However, there will always be a need for disposal. 
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4.36 The regulatory framework allows for disposal of LLW at near surface facilities.  
LLW covers a wide range of radioactivity levels, the minority of which, at the 
higher end, requires highly engineered containment facilities, such as the Low 
Level Waste Repository (LLWR) near Drigg.  The majority of LLW, at the lower 
end, usually does not require the level of engineering and containment 
provided by the LLWR, and could be disposed of via alternative routes, such 
as disposal to specified, permitted non-inert landfill.  Within Cumbria, Lillyhall 
landfill has an Environmental Permit to accept VLLW (it also has planning 
permission to operate until 2029).  Outside Cumbria, the ENRMF at Kings 
Cliffe, Northamptonshire, can accept LLW up to a limit of 200 Bq/g and 
hazardous waste (planning permission to 2026); Clifton Marsh landfill in 
Lancashire can accept LLW up to a limit of 200 Bq/g (planning permission to 
2035). 

 
4.37 The UK's solid LLW sent to the LLWR in Cumbria, was historically disposed of 

into seven trenches, and then into an engineered vault (vault 8).  The currently 
operational vault (vault 9) and subsequent vaults (9a, 10 and 11), gained 
planning permission in July 2016 for the disposal of LLW until 2045.  The 
Environmental Safety Case and Environmental Permit (awarded November 
2015) for the Repository demonstrate that, at present, this site does have the 
potential capacity to meet the projected future needs for LLW arisings; 
however, the lifetime of the LLWR has been, and could continue to be, 
extended by using other disposal routes for LLW. 

 
4.38 This Local Plan supports the national policy direction on radioactive waste 

management.  The LLWR should continue to fulfil a strategic role as one 
component of the UK’s radioactive waste management capability for LLW. 

 
4.39 Lillyhall landfill has planning permission to accept waste until 2029.  The 

Environmental Permit issued by the Environment Agency, which is volume 
rather than time limited, allows disposal of VLLW to the site.  By virtue of the 
fact that once Lillyhall landfill is closed there will be no viable disposal route, 
the provisions of the Permit will be tied to the end of that planning permission. 

 
4.40 It is anticipated that the majority of the radioactive waste material sent to 

Lillyhall will be sourced from decommissioning and demolition works at 
Sellafield; it lies 25km south of Lillyhall landfill and, therefore, broadly complies 
with development plan policies relating to reducing waste road miles.  
Lillyhall’s Permit allows it to accept VLLW from anywhere in the UK where 
BAT has been demonstrated.  It is likely that VLLW from decommissioning 
activity at Chapelcross nuclear licensed site, which lies around 80km across 
the border in Scotland, will be sent to Lillyhall.  It is anticipated that Lillyhall 
landfill will provide a medium term solution to the disposal of VLLW, but as this 
is a commercially run facility, there is no guarantee that the operator will wish 
to continue if it does not remain financially viable. 

 
4.41 The Sellafield site has its own facility on site (the Calder Landfill Extension 

Segregated Area - CLESA) for the disposal of some lower activity LLW; there 
is a radioactivity limit of 37 Bq/g, of which half can be alpha activity, and there 
are limits on conventional and hazardous waste types that can be disposed of 
to CLESA, regardless of contamination.  The CLESA has a remaining capacity 
of approximately 70,000m3, so it is expected to be full around 2025.  Sellafield 
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Ltd is, therefore, already carrying out feasibility studies into where CLESA-2 
may be located60. 

 
4.42 Sellafield Ltd is also working on a Development of Sellafield Decommissioning 

Strategy, which will set out a critical path of what activities have to occur when 
and where, in order to carry out an effective and efficient decommissioning 
programme.  The site currently has many spatial constraints, so the strategy 
will look at all the NDA-owned land adjacent to Sellafield, for its potential to 
accommodate the temporary storage of non-radioactive inert wastes arising 
solely from the Sellafield site, subject to any covenants or special provisions 
that would restrict this suggested use of the land.  Non-radioactive inert 
wastes are generated from the construction, demolition or excavation activities 
on Sellafield, which fall under the legal definition of waste; they would be 
retained for restoration purposes on the Sellafield complex, rather than 
importing large volumes of inert wastes for this purpose, in the future. 

 
4.43 The Local Plan identifies site CO32, land adjacent to Sellafield, in Policy SAP3 

(see chapter 18).  This has been allocated to take account of the likely needs 
identified in paragraphs 4.41 and 4.42, to provide the opportunity for use of 
this land, in the event that Sellafield Ltd has demonstrated, after rigorous 
assessment, that it is not feasible to use land within the Sellafield site 
(allocation CO36), in accordance with Policy SP4, or that it is not feasible to 
utilise an existing disposal route. 

 
 Policy 
 
4.44 The County Council must provide robust but flexible policies that promote 

sustainable economic growth, which provides a framework for the nuclear 
industry to continue its work in reducing LLW arisings and diverting such 
wastes from the LLWR and into more sustainable management options. 

 
4.45 As discussed in paragraphs 4.29 and 4.30, there are a number of national 

policy documents for managing the wide range of LLW waste types, chemical 
properties and radioactivity levels.  One aspect of national policy, is for LLW to 
be managed and/or disposed of in a manner that satisfies the waste hierarchy 
and enables waste to be disposed of in one of the nearest appropriate 
installations.  The re-use or recycling of waste must not, however, contribute to 
a net increase in waste, or an increase in waste with more damaging long-
term and cumulative impacts.  The use of the proximity principle may, of 
course, not be the deciding factor in, for example, centralised facilities. 

 
4.46 Cumbria County Council’s preferred approach, is that decommissioning 

wastes should be managed on the site where they arise unless a rigorous 
assessment demonstrates that this is not practicable.  In those circumstances, 
a similarly rigorous assessment should be carried out for land adjacent to the 
nuclear site, before new and more distant sites are considered, with priority 
given to licenced nuclear sites.  The County Council recognises that the 
nuclear industry operators will undertake that rigorous assessment, in the form 
of the optioneering process to assess the available management options for 
radioactive waste, which is then reviewed by the regulators.  Also part of the 
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 Evidence Base document reference LD214: Review of Potential Suitability for Disposal of 
LLW/VLLW on or Near to the Sellafield Site, Sellafield Ltd., February 2013 
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rigorous assessment, the Council would wish to see clear evidence of how 
those management decisions have been formulated, in order for the Council to 
safeguard, through planning decisions, the interests of Cumbria’s communities 
and environmental assets. 

 
4.47 In addition to the priorities set out above, proposals for the treatment, 

management, storage and/or disposal of LLW must demonstrate that the 
proposal satisfies national requirements (including relevant guidance, 
strategies and policies) and supports sustainable development (including 
sustainable transport movements, such as improved rail infrastructure).  
Development proposals should also be accompanied by a strategy that 
demonstrates the long-term integrity of the site; this may include 
considerations such as ground stability or coastal erosion. 

 
4.48 Where a proposal for disposal involves co-location at a waste site with an 

existing planning permission, the disposal of LLW should not prejudice the 
existing waste use, unless it can be clearly demonstrated that the existing use 
is no longer required at that location.  Determination of proposals for 
radioactive waste disposal will be made in line with Policy SP5 and other 
relevant Local Plan policies.  It will also be necessary to consult with the 
relevant regulators, as any LLW site would require a valid Environmental 
Safety Case and permit from them, in addition to valid planning permission. 

 

POLICY SP5 Development criteria for low level radioactive waste sites 
 
Any proposal for new facilities for the treatment, management, storage and/or 
disposal of low level radioactive waste, must demonstrate that: 
 

 it conforms to national policies and strategies for LLW; 

 it conforms to the other relevant policies of this Local Plan; 

 it represents the most appropriate option; 

 it is in line with the principle that communities take more responsibility for 
their own waste, enabling the waste to be managed in the nearest 
appropriate installations to its point of arising, the preference being on 
existing nuclear licensed sites; 

 it complies with the principles of sustainable waste management - in doing 
so, it should identify the intended catchment area; 

 any significantly adverse impacts will be mitigated to an acceptable level; 

 a feasible strategy is in place in relation to the long-term integrity of the 
site; 

 it will not prejudice the existing use where the proposal involves co-
location on an operational waste disposal site. 

 

 
 Higher activity wastes 
 
4.49 The NDA has made significant progress in defining the site decommissioning 

and remediation task across its estate, but continues to face significant 
challenges in the future – notably at the Sellafield site.  Risk reduction and 
stabilisation of the most hazardous wastes will continue to be a high priority.  
Sufficient funding will be needed to ensure risk reduction in a timescale 
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acceptable to safety and environmental regulators, as well as to host 
communities. 

 
4.50 Higher activity wastes require storage in secure containers, with thick concrete 

walls to shield the high radiation.  There is ongoing progress by the NDA, in 
developing safe and secure waste management and storage facilities across 
the estate, prior to their geological disposal. 

 
4.51 HLW is in storage at Sellafield.  It is conditioned by initially storing it in a liquid 

form, known as Highly Active Liquor (HAL), then it undergoes an evaporation 
process, before vitrification into glass blocks within stainless steel canisters. 

 
4.52 ILW is also in storage at Sellafield.  This ILW includes a range of materials 

arising from current and historic operations, which need to be retrieved, 
processed, managed and stored on site.  Waste that is ready for storage is 
placed in stainless steel drums; in some cases, these are then grouted with 
cement.  Drums are held in specially engineered drum stores for safe storage.  
New ‘interim’ storage facilities in the UK should have a design life of 100 
years. 

 
4.53 As outlined in paragraphs 4.14 to 4.18, the Radioactive Waste Inventory 

provides estimated volumes of future waste arisings at Sellafield.  Given the 
potential for further processing and technical developments, as well as the 
reclassification of wastes, some caution is required in giving absolute 
confidence to these figures. 

 
 Strategy and development principles 
 
4.54 The Managing Radioactive Waste Safely (MRWS) policy of the UK 

Government and devolved administrations for Wales and Northern Ireland, 
was published in 200861, setting out a framework to provide a disposal facility 
in the UK for HLW and ILW by deep geological disposal.  The concept of a 
Geological Disposal Facility (GDF) had been discussed for some years, but 
progress towards underground research and development is at an early stage.  
A GDF is an engineered containment facility, deep inside a suitable rock 
formation at a depth of 200 to 1,000 metres. 

 
4.55 The West Cumbria MRWS Partnership was set up in 2011 by Allerdale 

Borough Council, Copeland Borough Council and Cumbria County Council, in 
order to consider whether or not to volunteer to host a GDF in the county.  Its 
role was an advisory one, of fact-finding and research gathering, on the issues 
that would be involved in moving to the next stage of the MRWS process.  On 
30 January 2013 the Councils made their decisions; both Copeland and 
Allerdale Borough Council decided to continue to participate in the process. 

 
4.56 At its Cabinet meeting that day, Cumbria County Council’s resolution was that 

“Cabinet decide not to participate in stage 4, thereby excluding Allerdale and 
Copeland areas of Cumbria from further consideration in the MRWS process, 
and to encourage the Government to make the necessary investment to 
improve surface storage facilities at Sellafield (taking account of the findings of 
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 Evidence Base document reference LD44: Managing Radioactive Waste Safely: a framework for 
implementing geological disposal, DEFRA, June 2008 
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the National Audit Office report HC 630 dated 7 November 2012)”.  This 
resolution brought the MRWS process to an end, as subsequently confirmed 
by the Secretary of State.  One of the key reasons for the Council’s resolution, 
was continuing concern over there being no regulatory right for a County 
Council, in a two tier authority area, to bring the process to an end if there 
were concerns in the future. 

 
4.57 After the MRWS process ended in 2013, Government published a new White 

Paper in July 2014 – Implementing Geological Disposal62; this details a 
renewed approach to implementing a GDF in the UK, alongside ongoing 
interim storage and supporting research.  To identify potential sites where a 
GDF could be located, Government favours a voluntarist approach, based on 
working with communities that are willing to participate in the siting process.  
Short term work includes undertaking a national geological screening exercise, 
in order to relate current geological knowledge to the safety case for a GDF, 
and engagement with experts and stakeholders to develop the detail of 
community representation mechanisms in the siting process.  The 
development of a GDF in England was made a ‘Nationally Significant 
Infrastructure Project’ in early 2015, and a National Policy Statement is 
currently in draft.  Following the short term work, there will be a period of 15 to 
20 years when site investigation could occur, but construction of a GDF is not 
likely to start until after 2030. 

 
4.58 It is important to keep a watching brief on the progress of the White Paper, in 

order to assess any implications for the county.  Although the White Paper 
states that all councils should have a voice in decision-making, it excludes all 
County and District Councils in two tier authority areas from implementing a 
veto in relation to a GDF (section 7.9, page 43).  As Waste Planning Authority, 
any applications associated with new or existing surface storage facilities for 
higher activity wastes at Sellafield, would be considered by the County 
Council; these types of application could arise within the Local Plan period.  
Furthermore, if one or more communities outside Cumbria volunteered to host 
a GDF, there would be implications for the movement of the wastes currently 
stored at Sellafield; however, this is very unlikely to occur within the Plan 
period. 

 
 Policy 
 
4.59 Closer and better partnership working with Cumbria County Council will be 

essential to ensure continued public confidence in Sellafield site operations 
and the effective management of change that is expected at the site over the 
next 15 years, particularly as reprocessing operations wind down.  The 
Council must fulfil their objective to promote sustainable economic growth, 
through robust but flexible Local Plan policies for higher activity radioactive 
wastes. 

 
4.60 The policy on higher activity wastes has to be flexible enough to cater for 

foreign spent fuel that is sent to Sellafield for reprocessing, the products of 
which are then returned to its country of origin.  The policy must also allow the 
import of some ILW that arises from outside the county, for which there are no 
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suitable, alternative storage options.  As set out in policy SP6, any 
development proposals should minimise impacts and should not prejudice site 
remediation.  There also needs to be flexibility with regard to those low level 
wastes for which current disposal facilities are not suitable, as they will have to 
be managed through the routes for higher activity waste. 

 
4.61 The policy also has to be flexible enough to cater for any operational waste 

that may arise if a new nuclear power station is built at Moorside63.  The 
Government held a consultation in 2014/2015, which identified Sellafield as 
one of five UK nuclear facilities that were considered to be potential sites for 
interim storage of ILW from decommissioned nuclear-powered submarines.  In 
July 2016, the MoD announced that Capenhurst Nuclear Services, at 
Capenhurst in Cheshire, had been selected as the MoD’s preferred storage 
site, with AWE Aldermaston in Berkshire chosen as the fall back site; 
therefore, it is not anticipated that this particular waste stream will be sent to 
Sellafield. 

 

POLICY SP6 Higher activity radioactive wastes treatment, management 
and storage 

 
Development proposals for the treatment, management and storage of higher 
activity radioactive waste arising within the county will need to demonstrate: 
 

 that it conforms to national policies and strategies for HAW; and 

 compliance with national and international standards and best practice for 
environment, safety and security; and 

 the reasons why possible alternative methods (for dealing with the waste) 
have been rejected; and 

 that any adverse impacts have been adequately mitigated or compensated 
for. 

 
Development proposals for the treatment, management and/or storage of 
waste that arises from outside Cumbria, will need to demonstrate that: 
 

 alternative locations, at or closer to where these wastes arise, have only 
been rejected following rigorous assessment; and 

 all practicable measures are taken to minimise the adverse effects of 
development and associated infrastructure; and 

 acceptable measures are in place to secure decommissioning and site 
restoration. 

 

 
 Locations for radioactive waste sites 
 
4.62 Sites for facilities for radioactive waste treatment, management, storage 

and/or disposal, have been specifically identified in this Local Plan – see 
chapter 18.  Sites identified will include those existing waste management 
facilities that should be safeguarded throughout the Plan period (to 2030), as 
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 It should be noted that any operator of a nuclear power station is responsible for dealing with any 
waste that it produces and ensuring that the site is decommissioned and remediated in accordance 
with relevant legal and licensing requirements 
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well as land adjacent to Sellafield (allocation CO32), which is owned by the 
NDA and may be used for the management, storage and/or disposal of 
appropriate radioactive and conventional wastes. 
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5. MINERALS 
 

Policy context 
 
5.1 Minerals are essential to support sustainable economic growth and our quality 

of life.  It is, therefore, important that there is a sufficient supply of materials to 
provide the infrastructure, buildings, energy and goods that the county needs.  
National policy64 sets out the duties of Mineral Planning Authorities in 
preparing a Local Plan and in planning for a steady and adequate supply of 
minerals.  Strategic Objectives 5, 6 and 7 reflect national policy, and this 
chapter sets out the mineral resources available in Cumbria, the need for 
extraction of those resources, and the Strategic Policies proposed to achieve 
the objectives of the Local Plan. 

 
5.2 Some minerals, such as oil, gas and coal, (hydrocarbons) are used to produce 

energy, whilst others do not have that capability.  Non-energy minerals are 
currently of greater significance for the economy of Cumbria than energy 
minerals, but the potential pressure for unconventional hydrocarbon 
development, and current interest in coal development, mean that these are an 
important element of the Local Plan.  These are considered within this chapter, 
in paragraphs 5.89 to 5.119.  Peat can be used to produce energy, but in the 
UK is used to make composts and soil improvers, and is treated in this Plan as 
a non-energy mineral. 

 
Non-energy minerals 

 
5.3 There are several types of mineral that are not used to produce energy: 
 

 aggregates - minerals that are used primarily to support the construction 
industry; in Cumbria, these include both land won and marine dredged 
sand and gravel, and crushed rock; 

 industrial - minerals that are necessary to support industrial and 
manufacturing processes and other non-aggregate uses; in Cumbria, 
these include brick-making mudstones, industrial grade limestone, gypsum 
and peat.  These are considered in paragraphs 5.62 to 5.76; 

 building stones – minerals used for building and roofing; in Cumbria, these 
include limestone, sandstone and slate, and are discussed in paragraphs 
5.77 to 5.83. 

 
Aggregates 

 
5.4 Cumbria is self-sufficient in aggregates and also supplies other markets, 

especially in the North West and the North East.  Just under a third of 
Cumbrian quarries supply national markets, including Wales and Scotland, and 
three of Cumbria’s crushed rock quarries are able to supply high specification 
aggregates (HSA) that are essential for high skid resistance roadstone used 
for highway surfacing.  These are a nationally significant resource. 

 
5.5 There are 10 operating sand and gravel quarries within Cumbria, outside of the 

Lake District National Park (LDNP), 17 operating building stone quarries, of 
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which eight produce aggregates from slate, sandstone and limestone, and 17 
operating hard rock quarries, providing limestone, igneous and sandstone 
rock.  Two of the hard rock quarries, Shap Beck and Shap Blue, are partly 
within the LDNP.  In addition to producing aggregates, four of the limestone 
quarries supply industrial markets, mostly for burnt lime (see Appendix 3 for 
maps and lists of each type of quarry). 

 

5.6 Production of secondary and recycled aggregates in the county makes a 
valuable contribution to resource efficiency and the protection of the 
environment from unnecessary primary extraction.  There are almost 20 main 
processing plants in Cumbria, producing alternative aggregates from quarry 
waste, recycled or reused materials.  A further resource is provided by marine 
dredged aggregates that are landed at Barrow Port, with small amounts arising 
as a result of channel maintenance activities at some Cumbrian harbours. 

 

The Managed Aggregate Supply System 
 
5.7 The national Managed Aggregates Supply System (MASS) has enabled 

sustainable supplies of these essential construction materials to be maintained 
since the 1970’s.  Originally founded on national estimates of need for 
aggregates, which were apportioned to regions, the system was amended 
when the NPPF was introduced in 2012.  MASS65 is undertaken through 
national, sub-national and local partners working together to deliver a steady 
and adequate supply of aggregates: 

 at the local level, mineral planning authorities prepare Local Aggregate 
Assessments (LAA), to assess the demand for and supply of aggregates 
in their area; 

 at the sub-national level, mineral planning authorities belong to and are 
supported by Aggregate Working Parties, who produce data on 
aggregates covering specific geographical areas; Cumbria and the Lake 
District National Park are members of the North West Aggregates Working 
Party (NW AWP).  The NW AWP publishes a regional Annual Monitoring 
Survey, and also sets an annual aggregate production apportionment for 
each sub-region in order to maintain production of an adequate proportion 
of the region’s aggregate needs; 

 at the national level, the National Aggregate Co-ordinating Group monitors 
the overall provision of aggregates in England. 

 
5.8 As required by national policy66, Cumbria County Council prepared its third 

LAA67 in 2015, jointly with the Lake District National Park Authority.  The LAA 
was based on sales and reserves data for the calendar year 2014, collected 
from mineral operators in Cumbria.  This data is confidential and can only be 
used in aggregated formats that do not disclose the sales and markets of 
individual operators.  The LAA also took account of comments made by the 
NW AWP Secretariat and its wider membership. 
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 PPG paragraph 060, chapter 27 Minerals (ID: 27-060-20140306) 
66

 NPPF paragraph 145 
67

 Evidence Base document references LD297and LD298: Cumbria and LDNPA LAA - 20154 Data, 
Overview and Supporting Data, October 2015 
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5.9 A key tool that underpins the working of the MASS is the aggregate landbank, 
which is derived by dividing the total permitted reserve of an aggregate by 
average annual sales.  NPPF paragraph 145 requires mineral planning 
authorities to plan for a steady and adequate supply of aggregates by 
maintaining landbanks based on a 10-year rolling average of annual sales, but 
also on “local information”68, and an assessment of all supply options 
(including marine dredged, secondary and recycled sources). 

 
 Policy alternatives considered 
 
5.10 A number of alternative policy approaches with respect to aggregate provision, 

sub–regional apportionment, landbanks and safeguarding were considered as 
part of the Cumbria MWDF Core Strategy that was adopted in 2009, and these 
have been reconsidered in the light of the current policy context, and the 
updated and more robust evidence base provided by the LAA. 

 
5.11 One key issue, addressed in paragraphs 5.21 to 5.26, is on what basis to 

calculate the aggregate landbanks: on the 10-year rolling average sales for 
Cumbria, as required by the NPPF; on the latest sales figures; or by using the 
sub-regional annual apportionments set by the NW AWP, which carries 
forward the apportionment in the, now revoked, NW Regional Spatial Strategy 
(NWRSS). 

 
5.12 A subsidiary issue relates to the possibility of separate and distinct landbanks, 

either for types or qualities of aggregate, or for localities within Cumbria, and is 
considered in paragraphs 5.25 to 5.26 and 5.48 to 5.56. 

 
5.13 The Plan has also had to consider whether to provide strategic locational 

policy guidance for certain minerals that are important for particular industries 
or purposes.  Discussion of these choices, and the preferred options, are 
included in this chapter where appropriate. 

 
5.14 The production of a Local Plan, which incorporates Development Control and 

Site Allocations policies into a single document, offered alternative approaches 
to clarify and simplify the overall suite of policies.  This chapter of the Plan 
considers provision for minerals extraction, and safeguarding and consultation 
areas, plus the need for a strategic locational policy for specific minerals, whilst 
site allocations conforming to those strategic policies are addressed in 
chapter 18. 

 
 Aggregate reserves, landbanks and requirements 
 
5.15 The following section draws on the 2015 LAA, updated with further information 

available as at December 2016, under the following headings: 
 

 Current permitted reserves of aggregate in Cumbria; 

 Alternative (secondary and recycled) and marine dredged aggregates; 

 Potential re-assessment of reserves; 

 Expiry dates of planning permissions for existing quarries; 

 Potential additional areas of working; 
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 PPG paragraph 064, chapter 27 Minerals (ID: 27-064-20140306) 
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 Aggregate requirements for potential major development projects; 

 Local supply patterns and availability issues. 
 

Current permitted reserves of aggregate in Cumbria 
 
5.16 Table 5.1 shows annual aggregate sales from Cumbria from 2001 to 2014, 

together with the averages for the last 10 years and the last 3 years.  It is clear 
that sales of all aggregates have fallen since 2001, with reasonable 
consistency, and with an additional dip around 2009 that reflects the influence 
of the recession.  The Mineral Products Association (MPA) state in their sales 
figures69 that the sector is continuing to contribute to economic recovery, with 
all construction materials experiencing market growth in the first quarter of 
2015.  In comparison to the final quarter of 2014, all sales were up - sand and 
gravel by 3.6%, crushed rock by 2.2%, ready-mixed concrete by 1.3% and 
asphalt by 1.2%.  However, even with these growth trends, MPA says that 
markets would not regain pre-recession levels until after 2020; asphalt was 
down 15%, aggregates down 25% and concrete down 30% on their peak sales 
levels.  This is in line with evidence provided by the Competition Commission, 
who state that the demand for aggregates, cement and ready mix concrete 
declined by about a third over the period of the UK recession (2007 to 2009), 
and, although there was upturn during 2013, demand has still not recovered to 
its pre-recession levels70. 

 
 

Survey 
year 

Limestone Sandstone 
and 

igneous 
(excluding 

HSA) 

High 
spec 

roadstone 
(HSA) 

All 
crushed 

rock 

Sand 
and 

gravel 

Marine 
dredged 

Secondary 
and 

recycled 
aggregates 

2001 3.0 1.1 4.1 0.7 0.03 - 

2002 2.9 1.1 4.0 0.9 0.04 - 

2003 2.6 1.1 3.7 1.0 0.04 - 

2004 2.8 1.1 3.9 0.8 0.02 - 

start of the period for 10-year averages 

2005 2.6 0.36 0.74 3.7 0.7 0.02 - 

2006 2.7 0.27 0.69 3.66 0.79 0.02 - 

2007 2.8 0.53 0.70 4.03 0.87 0.01 - 

2008 2.7 0.40 0.75 3.85 0.77 0.02 - 

2009 1.91 0.38 0.78 3.07 0.52 0.02 - 

2010 2.46 0.41 0.59 3.46 0.53 0.02 - 

2011 1.84 0.37 0.60 2.81 0.46 0.012 0.294 

2012 2.03 0.37 0.55 2.95 0.46 0.01 0.212 

2013 1.62 0.37 0.41 2.4 0.48 0.012 0.202 

2014 1.90 0.30 0.38 2.58 0.68 0.022 0.306 

3-year 
average 

1.85 0.35 0.45 2.64 0.54 0.015 0.24 

10-year 
average 

2.265 0.38 0.62 3.26 0.63 0.016 - 

 

Table 5.1: Aggregate sales from Cumbria (million tonnes) 
source: Cumbria and LDNPA LAA - 2014 Data - Supporting information 
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 Mineral Products Today magazine issue 11, Mineral Products Association, summer 2015 
70

 Evidence Base document reference ND127: Aggregates, cement and ready mix concrete market 
investigation: Final Report, Competition Commission, 14 January 2014 
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5.17 Cumbria’s annual apportionment for sand and gravel was set by the NW AWP 
at 880,000tpa, and for crushed rock at 4.02 million tpa (Mtpa).  These are 
significantly higher than the 10-year rolling averages for 2005 to 2014, shown 
in Table 5.1 (630,000tpa for sand and gravel; 3.26Mtpa for crushed rock), and 
were also only met for two year’s sand and gravel and one year’s crushed rock 
sales figures from 2001 to 2004.  The apportionment system has not really 
worked for the sub-region of Cumbria, probably because the majority of sales 
have been within Cumbria itself, with exports primarily within the North West 
region or the neighbouring North East.  The exception to this are the High/Very 
High Specification Aggregates (HSA/VHSA), which have a national market. 
 

5.18 Table 5.2 below, shows the aggregate reserves at the end of 2014 and the 
landbanks corresponding to different sales estimates.  National policy requires 
landbanks of at least 10 years for crushed rock and at least 7 years for sand 
and gravel (calculated on 10-year rolling averages and other relevant local 
data) to be maintained throughout the Plan period.  Therefore, at the end of 
the Plan period in 2030, the landbank must still ‘last’ until 2040 for crushed 
rock, and, for sand and gravel, 2037. 
 

 

Limestone 
 

All 
sandstone 
& igneous 

All 
crushed 

rock 

Land won 
sand and 

gravel 

Reserves at end 2014 
(million tonnes) 96.26 40.80 137.06 9.20 

10-year average 
sales to 2014 
(thousand tonnes) 2.26 1.00 3.26 0.63 

landbank (in years) 42.59 40.80 42.04 14.60 

landbank end mid 2057 mid 2055 early 2056 late 2029 

NW AWP 
apportionment 
(thousand tonnes) 

  
4.02 0.88 

landbank (in years) 
  

34.10 10.45 

landbank end 
  

early 2048 late 2024 

3-year average sales 
to 2014 
(thousand tonnes) 1.85 0.80 2.65 0.54 

landbank (in years) 52.03 51.00 51.72 17.04 

landbank end early 2067 end 2066 late 2066 early 2032 

Table 5.2: Aggregate landbanks in Cumbria at the end of 2014 
source: Cumbria and LDNPA LAA - 2014 Data - Supporting information 

 
5.19 The Cumbria Local Aggregates Assessment (LAA) provides an annual 

assessment of the demand for, and supply of, aggregates.  Chapter 3 of the 
2015 LAA discusses options for forecasting future demand; the options 
presented were based on different ways of looking at past sales and 
forecasting future demands based on those past sales.  Tables 5.3 to 5.5 
provide a summary of the requirements based on the options considered.  
However, it should be noted that the LAA will be updated annually and these 
figures are likely to change in the future, in accordance with market demand 
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and permitted reserves.  Any planning application should be based on the 
most up-to-date LAA and not the figures presented here. 

 

Scenario 
Sales Levels 

(Million 
tonnes - Mt) 

Landbank 
(years) 

Landbank 
end date 

Tonnage required 
to maintain at 
least a 7-year 
landbank (Mt) 

1: 10 year 
rolling average 

0.63 14.60 2029 5.3 

2: stabilise at 
2014 sales 

0.70 13.53 2028 6.4 

3: rise in pre-
recession 

average sales 
0.80 11.50 2026 9.2 

 

Table 5.3: Requirements for Sand and Gravel 
source: Cumbria Local Aggregates Assessment, 2015 

 

Scenario 
Sales Levels 

(Mt) 
Landbank 

(years) 
Landbank 
end date 

Tonnage required 
to maintain at 
least a 10-year 
landbank (Mt) 

1: 10 year 
rolling average 

2.26 42.59 2057 0 

2: stabilise at 
2014 sales 

1.90 50.66 2065 0 

3: rise in pre-
recession 

average sales 
2.75 35.00 2050 0 

4: rise to 
highest pre-
recession 

sales 

3.00 32.09 2047 0 

 

Table 5.4: Requirements for Limestone 
source: Cumbria Local Aggregates Assessment, 2015 

 

Scenario 
Sales Levels 

(Mt) 
Landbank 

(years) 
Landbank 
end date 

Tonnage required 
to maintain at 
least a 10-year 
landbank (Mt) 

1: 10 year 
rolling average 

0.62 17.71 2032 <1.0 

2: stabilise at 
2014 sales 

0.38 28.90 2043 0 

3: rise in pre-
recession 

average sales 
0.73 15.04 2030 1.0 

4: rise to 
highest pre-
recession 

sales 

0.80 13.73 2028 3.0 

 

Table 5.5: Requirements for High/Very High Specification Aggregates 
source: Cumbria Local Aggregates Assessment, 2015 
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5.20 The need for aggregates will not disappear.  The County Council cannot enter 
into any pre-determination of what may happen if planning applications are 
submitted for extensions of time at those quarries that still have reserves left 
once they reach the end date of their permission (the majority of hard rock 
quarries until 2042, with those for sand and gravel often much shorter).  
However, the calculations for landbanks are based on the assumption that 
sustainable development is better achieved by extraction continuing at an 
existing quarry, than for a new quarry on greenfield land. 

 
5.21 Permitted reserves of limestone at the end of 2014 were, on the basis of the 

information in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, more than adequate.  The reserve is 
predicted to be exhausted in 2057, with a 27-year landbank remaining at the 
end of the Local Plan period in 2030.  On the basis of recent trends, i.e. the 3-
year rolling average sales, the landbank would be exhausted much later, in 
2068; however, it is assumed that sales will pick up and the landbank is very 
unlikely to last that long.  Permitted reserves of all sandstone and igneous 
rock at the end of 2014 were also more than adequate, with a 25-year 
landbank remaining at the end of the Local Plan period in 2030, on the basis 
of 10-year average sales figures. 

 
5.22 The NW AWP sub-regional apportionment figure refers to all crushed rock, 

not just limestone, and the crushed rock landbank of 34.10 years, calculated 
on the AWP apportionment, would end in 2048 as opposed to 2056 under the 
10-year rolling average sales.  Either would be adequate, and, if trends 
continue as in the 3-year rolling average, overall crushed rock reserves could 
last until 2066.  Significant re-assessment of reserves, as discussed in 
paragraphs 5.32 to 5.34, could reduce these figures and will be kept under 
review. 
 

5.23 The end date for the sand and gravel landbank based on 10-year rolling 
average sales and reserves at the end of 2014 was late 2029, whereas the 
landbank calculated on the basis of the NW AWP apportionment would end in 
2024.  The 3-year rolling average sales (2012-2014) figure is showing a rising 
trend in sales, following 5 years of low sales; therefore, further provision in the 
Local Plan for sand and gravel extraction will be required. 
 

5.24 The 4-yearly survey71 collated by British Geological Survey, shows that 
Cumbria does help to meet the mineral needs of other parts of the region.  
However, much of the NW region’s shortfall is met from other regions; for 
example, quarries in Derbyshire and north Wales supply Greater Manchester 
due to their proximity, whilst half of Cumbrian quarries serve other regions, 
especially the North East, and just under one third of Cumbrian quarries also 
supply national markets, including Wales and Scotland.  However, after careful 
consideration in the 2015 LAA, rather than base the future provision of 
aggregates on the sub-regional apportionments, which excluded any 
consideration of the contribution of secondary and recycled aggregates, it has 
been decided to base provision for crushed rock on the 10-year rolling average 
sales and provision for sand and gravel on the 2014 sales level.  This will be 
kept under review through the LAA process. 

                                                           
71

 Evidence Base document reference ED39: Results of Aggregate Mineral Survey England and 
Wales 2014, British Geological Survey, March 2016 
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5.25 The County Council also decided during the previous MWDF process to 
develop a separate landbank for high and very high specification 
aggregates (HSA and VHSA), which are used in highway construction as 
high skid resistance roadstones.  This is consistent with NPPF paragraph 145, 
as these comprise a specific type or quality of aggregate that has a distinct 
and separate market of regional and national significance. 

 

 
HSA/VHSA 

other Sandstone 
and Igneous 

Reserves at end 2014 (million tonnes) 10.98 29.82 

10-year average sales to end 2014 0.62 0.38 

landbank 17.71 78.48 

landbank end mid-2032 mid-2093 

3-year average sales to end 2014 0.45 0.35 

landbank 24.4 85.2 

landbank end end 2038 end 2099 

Table 5.6: Landbanks for High/Very High Specification Aggregates in Cumbria, 
at the end of 2014 

source: Cumbria and LDNPA LAA - 2014 Data - Supporting information 

 
5.26 The separate landbank, as calculated at the end of 2014, had, based on 10-

year rolling average sales, an end date of 2032, which fell short of the target 
end date of 2040, and gives a more demanding target than the NW AWP 
general crushed rock apportionment.  A policy approach for security of HSA 
supplies is therefore required, even though the HSA landbank based on 3-year 
rolling average sales would probably last until the end of 2038.  The landbank 
for other sandstone and igneous rock is also shown in Table 5.6, and is more 
than adequate, ending in the 2090s on both 3-year and 10-year averages, 
assuming time extensions were granted after 2042. 

 
Alternative (secondary and recycled) and marine dredged aggregates 

 
5.27 The development of secondary and recycled aggregate facilities as an 

alternative to land won aggregates has been encouraged by national and local 
policy for some years.  Table 5.1 appears to show that the sales of these 
aggregates in Cumbria has fluctuated between 2011 and 2014.  However, it 
has proved difficult to obtain information, in which there can be confidence, 
about the amounts of alternative aggregates that are produced, and the figures 
in Table 5.1 are definitely under-estimates.  Data on tonnages produced each 
year is, at present, sketchy, dependent upon figures held in the Environment 
Agency’s Waste Data Interrogator and Environmental Permits or gleaned from 
the monitoring of planning permissions. 

 
5.28 The production and use of alternative aggregates, as a sustainable option to 

augment primary aggregates, will become an increasingly important element in 
the growth of Cumbria – whether for more housing or for wider economic 
development.  There cannot be a reserve or a landbank for such material as it 
arises mainly from construction and demolition wastes, however, the ongoing 
policy drivers discouraging disposal of such waste in landfills are highly likely 
to enable these supplies to continue. 
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5.29 The adopted MWDF Core Strategy included a policy seeking to identify 
sufficient sites to enable 25% of aggregates used in Cumbria to be provided 
from secondary or recycled sources.  That policy is not in the Local Plan, as it 
was considered too inflexible.  Firstly, in relation to alternative aggregate 
production at existing quarries or landfills, although the location is appropriate 
whilst the quarry is operating, it is much less likely to be appropriate once the 
quarry or landfill is closed and restored.  Secondly, the establishment of 
businesses that produce alternative aggregates is market-led and they will 
often use mobile plant, allowing them to move to where the feedstock arises. 

 
5.30 The 2015 Cumbria Waste Needs Assessment confirmed that sufficient 

aggregate recycling facilities are in place at the present time, and a positive 
development control approach to further proposals should be maintained.  
Policy DC9 (Criteria for waste management facilities) proposes that suitable 
industrial estates are appropriate locations for such facilities, plus aggregate 
quarries and non-inert landfills if the facility permission is tied to the active life 
of the site. 

 
5.31 Marine dredged aggregates sales from Cumbria landings have fallen since 

2001, with landings at Barrow in 2014 being only one third of those in 2013.  
NW marine dredged sand landings are only 39% of the totals permitted by the 
Crown Estate, which holds the commercial rights, and there would be scope 
for increase.  The Marine Management Organisation (MMO) is the 
environmental regulator, and planning policy relates only to on-shore facilities 
to enable or facilitate off shore dredging.  There is no general environmental or 
other advantage in substituting marine aggregates for land won resources, but 
such sources could be beneficial in areas where there are local shortages of 
supply.  Policy SP10 states that planning permission will be granted for 
proposals if there are no unacceptable impacts and if they are in appropriate 
locations; where developments are on the coastal/beach margin, this would 
include consideration of the potential effect on coastal erosion. 

 
Potential re-assessment of reserves 

 
5.32 Issues at two crushed rock quarries have the potential to have an adverse 

impact on the size of the county’s permitted reserves.  Firstly, there is a 
substantial amount of water in Rowrah Quarry, which is co-located with Eskett 
Quarry, and, if an environmentally acceptable solution for its dewatering is not 
found, the reserves could be lost.  Secondly, Kendal Fell Quarry is the subject 
of a master-planning exercise that could potentially sterilise its permitted 
reserves.  The quarry has not been worked for around 20 years and the 
current owners are seeking an economically viable use that may not include 
prior extraction, although this is under discussion. 

 
5.33 There is also the potential for an issue to arise at Roosecote sand and gravel 

quarry.  Although the site has planning permission to 2029, the owner of the 
land and the mineral rights has only granted a 10-year licence to continue 
quarrying at the site, in case the land is required for their own operational 
purposes with regard to the adjacent gas terminals.  If that were to happen, the 
reserves would be lost.  Furthermore, consolidation of gas processing at the 
terminal closest to the quarry is likely to increase health and safety risks, which 
could also impact on the feasibility of future extraction at the quarry. 
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5.34 Re-assessment of reserves can sometimes be notified through the annual 
minerals survey, or be discussed with planning officers at monitoring visits or 
pre-application discussions.  Revised working plans submitted with planning 
applications for time extensions may also involve reductions in the working 
areas and recoverable reserves.  This was the case with the 2011 Low Plains 
application, which proposed a reduction in working area and in total reserves. 

 
Expiry dates for planning permissions at existing quarries 

 
5.35 The permitted reserves figures and resultant landbanks include reserves at 

quarries whose current planning permissions expire before the reserves are 
exhausted.  Reserves remaining after the expiry date, if no planning 
permission was applied for, or if a planning permission was refused (and this 
decision upheld at any subsequent appeal72), would be removed from the 
overall reserve. 

 
5.36 The LAA listed the quarries that were due to expire within the Plan period, but 

was compiled using data from the end of 2014.  The original LAA tables are 
included in this Plan as Appendix 3, but the following paragraphs and tables 
update the information to include subsequent amendments. 

 
5.37 The 2015 LAA noted that the planning permissions of five crushed rock 

quarries were due to expire before 2030.  Moota Quarry was granted a time 
extension in 2015, although this was only to 2024; the permission also 
approved additional reserves, which will be included in the 2016 LAA 
calculations.  The operator of Holme Park Quarry has submitted an application 
for a time extension to 2043, having secured a delay in the Review of Mineral 
Permission (ROMP).  Sandside Quarry lies within the Arnside and Silverdale 
AONB, in a very constrained site; it is very unlikely that the operator will seek a 
physical extension, but a time extension to 2029 is under pre-application 
discussion.  Shap Fell Quarry submitted a planning application in 2008; a 
number of long term studies were required by regulators, and further 
information was submitted in 2014.  Determination of the application has still 
not been possible at this very sensitive site.  One more crushed rock quarry, 
Tendley, expires in 2029. 

 

Quarry Expiry date Notes 

Moota 31.12.2024  

Shap Fell 
(aka 
Hardendale) 

31.12.2018 application for time extension and to deepen 
quarry (with 5.2 Mt additional reserve) submitted 
in 2008 with additional information in 2014 

Sandside 30.06.2020 
 

submission of time extension to 2029 under 
discussion 

Holme Park 31.12.2023 ROMP delayed to 2020; planning application for 
time extension to 2043 submitted 

Tendley 31.12.2029  

Table 5.7: Crushed rock quarry permissions expiring within the Plan period 
source: Table 9 Cumbria and LDNPA LAA - 2014 Data - Supporting information 
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5.38 Table 5.8 shows all the sand and gravel quarries and the expiry of their 
current permissions in date order.  All but two expire before the end of the Plan 
period.  Sand and gravel quarries tend to have shorter temporary consents, 
but with the generally reduced sales since 2003, reserves have lasted longer 
and planning applications for time extensions are expected on many sites. 

 
5.39 Low Plains, Bonnie Mount and Peel Place all received planning permissions 

during 2015.  Low Plains decreased their extraction area, Bonnie Mount 
increased theirs and Peel Place was purely a time extension. 

 
Quarry Expiry date Quarry Expiry date 

Low Gelt 31.12.2019 Peel Place 26.04.2025 

Brocklewath 31.08.2021 Cardewmires 1.12.2025 

High House 31.12.2021 Overby No.2 31.12.2026 

Faugh No.2 31.12.2022 Roosecote 28.05.2029 

Kirkhouse 28.07.2023 Low Plains 30.09.2033 

Faugh No.1 30.06.2024 Bonnie Mount 31.12.2035 

Table 5.8: Sand and gravel quarries, with expiry dates 
source: Table 10 Cumbria and LDNPA LAA - 2014 Data - Supporting information 

 
5.40 Low Gelt has been operating slower than expected, and it is quite likely that 

an application for a time extension will be submitted in due course.  High 
House has requested a scoping opinion for a physical extension.  No 
proposals have yet been discussed for time extensions at the other seven 
sand and gravel quarries in the Plan area that expire between 2020 and 2029; 
however, five additional areas for current site extensions for sand and gravel 
extraction have been identified by operators, which are discussed in the site 
allocations chapter of this Plan. 

 
5.41 Of the building stone quarries that also provide some aggregate, the five 

whose permission will expire before 2030 are shown in Table 5.9.  As with all 
building stone quarries, these quarries tend to operate on a campaign basis or 
in response to local building need.  The LAA process enables progress to be 
monitored, and flexible approaches through development control are 
considered to be more appropriate than allocating new areas for development. 

 

Quarry Expiry date Quarry Expiry date 

Snowhill No.1 31.05.201773 West Brownrigg 31.07.2021 

Rooks74 31.10.2017 Flinty Fell 13.12.2024 

Snowhill No.2 31.05.2020 Scratchmill Scar 30.01.2031 

Table 5.9: Building stone quarries that provide aggregate, with expiry dates 
source: Table 13 Cumbria and LDNPA LAA - 2014 Data - Supporting information 

 
5.42 The paragraphs above show that there has been steady progress in the 

granting of time extensions and additional reserves at both crushed rock and 
sand and gravel quarries in Cumbria.  It is considered important that the 
development control policies in this Plan continue to provide a positive and 
balanced policy context for the continued provision of aggregates. 
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 time extension until 2022 granted mid-2017 
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 from 1 August 2016, falls within new Yorkshire Dales National Park extension 
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Potential additional areas for aggregate working 
 
5.43 Some of the quarries referred to above are expected to utilise all their 

remaining reserves before the end of the Plan period, and quarry operators 
have, in response to several “calls for sites”, submitted proposals for additional 
areas of working to the County Council.  Chapter 18 sets out the Preferred 
Areas and Areas of Search for aggregates. 

 
Future need for aggregates from Cumbria 

 
5.44 In the short term, there are a number of major projects likely to need aggregate 

supplies from Cumbria.  Dong Energy offshore wind farm75 is a major 
renewables project at Walney, Barrow, due to commence construction in 2017.  
The development could require up to 5.5 Mt of crushed rock76 over the period 
2017-2018.  Rock may be sourced from outside Cumbria, but if from within the 
county, the total is significant given that total sales of crushed rock from 
Cumbria in 2014 were only 2.58 Mt (see Table 5.2).  The large landbanks for 
crushed rock would suggest that sales could be increased if such rock was 
suitable to meet the technical and environmental requirements of this project. 

 

5.45 Five further infrastructure projects identified by central Government for the 
2014-15 financial year77 are located in Cumbria: four concern road pinch 
points and one is for flood defence.  If the proposed new nuclear power station 
at Moorside, on the west coast of Cumbria, and National Grid’s North West 
Coast Connections 400kV power line go ahead, they were originally projected 
to begin construction before 202078.  Although aggregate requirements have 
not yet been quantified for these two projects, there could be a significant 
ongoing need for sand and gravel in west and south west Cumbria.  As 
discussed in paragraph 3.71, United Utilities’ water supply network project in 
West Cumbria is scheduled for completion within the Plan period, and there 
may be a consequent need for locally sourced aggregates.  Subject to 
planning permission, capping at the Low Level Waste Repository would 
commence during the Plan period, which will also require aggregates. 

 

5.46 The Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) will also be giving support to the six 
District Councils to deliver up to 30,000 new homes through their Local Plans, 
and it has published a strategic economic plan79 that will focus interventions on 
infrastructure.  It is considered that any increased demand for aggregates from 
house building or major infrastructure projects, will have a sufficient lead-in 
time for any necessary allocations to be identified. 

 

5.47 The implications of planning policies outside the Plan area have also been 
considered.  For example, the need to supply HSA and VHSA from Cumbria 
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 Major new renewables projects, DECC, April 2014, 
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Plan 2014-2024’, Cumbria LEP, March 2014 
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may increase if the supply of non-energy minerals from within National Parks 
were to be restricted in the future, as implied by NPPF paragraph 144, or if 
policies for European Wildlife sites led to closures of existing quarries in or 
adjacent to such sites.  The greatest impact on Cumbria would be the loss of 
provision of high specification roadstones sourced in the Yorkshire Dales 
National Park.  Including the resources at both Cumbrian HSA quarries as 
strategic areas for further supplies of these minerals, would enable the 
effective use of Cumbria’s increasingly important skid resistant roadstone 
resources (see policy SP9). 

 
Local supply patterns and availability issues 

 
5.48 In considering allocations for further mineral extraction, it would be very useful 

to know whether a main market area is heavily dependent on one or more 
quarries, and whose permitted reserves are likely to be exhausted within, or 
near the end of, the Plan period.  This would be a significant indication that an 
additional, appropriately located, area for mineral working is needed, even if an 
adequate landbank is predicted for the Plan area as a whole.  Similar 
considerations would also apply in considering planning applications80. 

 
5.49 As the maps in Appendix 3 show, the geology of Cumbria means that locations 

of quarries are not dispersed uniformly around the county.  Hard rock quarries 
are concentrated in the central belt of the county, although there are a few 
hard rock quarries in the north and south.  In contrast, most of Cumbria’s sand 
and gravel quarries are north of the Lake District National Park, both to west 
and east, and there are only two sand and gravel quarries in the area covered 
by Barrow Borough, South Lakeland District and Copeland Borough Councils. 

 
5.50 In order to address this issue, the concept of “supply areas” within the county 

was used in the 1996-2006 Minerals and Waste Local Plan, and referred to in 
the adopted MWDF Core Strategy.  The 2015 LAA, however, has not been 
able to establish a quantitative or robust evidence base on which to establish 
the boundaries of such local supply/production areas, the size of the permitted 
reserves within them or the main markets they might serve.  The overall sales 
data provided by operators for the annual aggregates survey for the LAA is on 
a confidential basis, and analysis can only be conducted for areas containing 
at least three operators producing similar mineral products.  This gives rise to 
large areas unrelated to main market areas or the transport network. 

 
5.51 As noted in paragraph 5.25, a separate landbank has been established for 

HSA and VHSA, but no other distinct or separate grades or types of aggregate 
have been able to be identified for which data could be collected to develop 
separate landbanks.  This is particularly relevant for sand and gravel, which 
does vary in quality and grain/stone size from quarry to quarry, meaning that 
certain quarries specialise the type of material they market.  Although such 
disaggregation is not required nationally in the annual aggregates survey, 
questions on this subject have been added to the Cumbria annual survey, but 
operator responses are generally qualitative rather than quantitative.  Even 
though sand and gravel is available generally in the landbank, this may mask 
shortages of particular types of material that can justifiably be permitted to 
improve availability, should a planning application be submitted. 
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5.52 Qualitative information collected in the 2015 survey does indicate that although 
the smaller Cumbrian operators often have a local niche market, national, 
conglomerate or international companies usually operate across a wider area, 
often sending their minerals to their own processing/production plants around 
the UK.  In addition, a number of Cumbrian quarries are currently, or have 
recently been, mothballed in order to concentrate operations on a single quarry 
in Cumbria.  This could be in response to the recession, when the demand for 
aggregates fell dramatically, or may indicate that the distances between 
quarries and areas of market demand within Cumbria is not a general problem.  
Annual monitoring in the LAA will keep this under review. 

 
5.53 An alternative approach to locational factors, considers the urban or industrial 

areas likely to require aggregates for development, and the quarries that are 
most appropriately linked to them by the strategic highway network, taking into 
account the natural barriers within the county such as mountains, lakes and 
river estuaries.  Such consideration, in conjunction with the spatial distribution 
of quarries, highlights the south west of the county, which is dependent on 
coastal roads (and railways) skirting the Lake District National Park. 

 
5.54 Barrow and Copeland districts both contain market areas requiring aggregates 

for ongoing development and potential major infrastructure projects, and 
planning permissions for both of the sand and gravel quarries in the south west 
of the county expire towards the end of the Plan period.  The planning 
permission for Roosecote Quarry in Barrow expires in 2029, and that for Peel 
Place (in the Gosforth/Holmrook area) in 2025; additional areas for working in 
the future have been proposed by operators of both quarries.  This is 
considered to be both a strategic and a site allocations issue; therefore, the 
sand and gravel resources around both Roosecote Quarry and Peel Place 
Quarry are identified in policy SP9 as strategic areas for further supplies of this 
mineral. 

 
5.55 No strategic location issues have been identified for the provision of limestone 

aggregate in this area, as the two crushed rock quarries in the south west of 
the county have planning permission to 2042, and there are also other crushed 
rock quarries in South Lakeland and Copeland districts. 

 
5.56 The other main concentrations of population in the county, where growth and 

development is most likely, and which can be considered “main market areas”, 
have a range of both limestone and sand and gravel quarries, either inside the 
county or in adjacent areas, which are reasonably well networked by good 
highway connections.  Additional areas for mineral extraction have been 
proposed by operators that would appear to meet future needs in these 
locations and the LAA process will keep both landbanks and locational issues 
under review. 

 
 Summary of aggregate supply proposals 
 
5.57 Good progress has been made in 2015 to ensure that sand and gravel 

reserves are both maintained (through time extensions) and increased, and 
this will be monitored through the LAA process.  It is clear, however, that 
further planning permissions for sand and gravel extraction, both time 
extensions and new reserves, are required to ensure that at least a 7-year 
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landbank remains in place throughout the Plan period.  Discussion in the 2015 
LAA considers that the most practical approach is to base provision of sand 
and gravel on the 2014 sales level, rather than the 10-year sales average or 
the NW AWP apportionment.  This decision will be kept under review in 
subsequent LAAs. 

 
5.58 In addition, the provision of additional sand and gravel reserves in the south 

west of the county needs to be addressed as a strategic locational issue.  If 
quantitative non-confidential data at an appropriate scale is provided by a 
sufficient number of mineral operators, the potential for local supply areas or 
further disaggregation of sand and gravel aggregates could be reconsidered.  
This should, however, only be incorporated into planning policy where it is 
supported by clear definitions and a robust evidence base. 

 
5.59 Crushed rock reserves are very healthy; however, the need for additional 

planning permissions may arise if significant re-assessment of reserves 
occurs, and/or major new onshore or offshore infrastructure developments 
requiring such aggregate are brought forward.  A policy option to seek to 
actively reduce the crushed rock landbank was rejected as part of MWDF 
considerations, and as there is no maximum landbank level, this is not a 
reasonable alternative to consider.  Discussion in the 2015 LAA considers that 
the most practical approach is to base provision of crushed rock on the 10-
year rolling average sales level.  This decision will be kept under review in 
subsequent LAAs. 

 
5.60 A need for further reserves of high and very high skid resistance roadstones 

was identified at the end of 2013, and the 2015 LAA reassessed the situation 
in the light of planning permissions granted and site allocation proposals.  The 
2015 LAA considers that the most practical approach is to base provision of 
HSA/VHSA on the 10-year rolling average sales level.  This decision will be 
kept under review in subsequent LAAs.  The sources of these important 
reserves also need to be supported as strategic locations. 

 
5.61 It is proposed that strategic policy should commit to identifying sufficient sites 

to meet the above needs and those for other minerals as discussed in 
paragraphs 5.84 to 5.88, and also to safeguard mineral resources and the 
railheads and wharves that either do, or potentially could, be used for 
sustainable transport.  The County Council also recognises the contribution 
made by secondary and recycled aggregates, as an alternative to primary 
aggregates, and will monitor the role played by secondary and recycled 
aggregates through annual monitoring. 

 
Industrial Minerals 

 
Gypsum 

 
5.62 The only gypsum deposits that are being worked in Cumbria are by 

underground mining in the Long Marton/Kirkby Thore area.  In recent years, 
demand for gypsum for plaster and plasterboard has reduced substantially due 
to the recession.  Reserves of gypsum at Birkshead mine are consequently still 
likely to be sufficient for around 15 years, depending on how soon major 
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construction activity picks up.  Once that mine is exhausted, the remaining 
resources in that area would have to be worked by surface mining. 

 
5.63 The reserves at Birkshead mine can be split into three separate types, each 

with a separate product and use (see Table 5.10).  The reserves of the mill 
rock and plaster grade gypsum have been estimated based on the results of 
exploratory boreholes and anticipated recovery factors (the pillar sizes and 
hence extraction rate is based on the depth of working).  The reserves of mill 
rock were reassessed in 2016, following the decision to make significant 
capital investment of £6.5 million at Birkshead; new cutting equipment should 
enable access to areas of the mine with steeper gradients, to extract greater 
reserves than previously calculated. 

 

 
RESERVES 

at 31.12.2015 
SUFFICIENT 

UNTIL 
COMMENT 

mill rock 4.03 million tonnes 2038 
suitable for plasterboard manufacture 

(high gypsum/low chloride) 

plaster 0.80 million tonnes 2029 plaster (higher chloride content) 

cement 
rock 

not quantified beyond 2042 

used to delay the setting time of 
cement to make it possible to 

work/deliver in ready mix vehicles 
(low gypsum content) 

 

Table 5.10: Birkshead Mine gypsum reserves at 31 December 2015 
source: British Gypsum, 2016 

 
5.64 In the Table, the ‘sufficient until’ dates are based on projected outputs.  This is 

a very broad indication of likely requirements over the Plan period, as any 
number of changes in circumstances could impact on these figures – for 
example, another recession or the under performance of the new equipment. 

 
5.65 Policy SP9 identifies a strategic area for the continued extraction of gypsum; 

within this currently economically viable area, a site at Stamphill is allocated in 
policy SAP4, should it be needed towards the end of the Plan period.  Policy 
SP8 identifies a Mineral Safeguarding Area for all gypsum resources within the 
county that may become economically viable in the future.  The alternative of 
not identifying such sites was not considered reasonable in the light of national 
policy, and comments made during the Minerals and Waste Development 
Framework’s Examination by the Planning Inspectorate81. 

 
Mudstones and brick clay 

 
5.66 Brick clay is the term used to describe clay and shale/mudstones that are 

used in the manufacture of structural clay products, such as bricks, pavers, 
tiles and glazed pipes.  Suitable clay and shale for brick making is mainly 
located in the north of the county, from St Bees up to Maryport.  However, as 
bricks are a heavy commodity and utilise high energy resources, many 
brickworks are located in the Midlands and Home Counties, closer to markets 
and economically viable sources; the resources in Cumbria are not currently 
commercially exploited.  The exception is the specialist brickworks near 
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Askam-in-Furness, which utilises material from the adjacent mudstones 
quarry (High Greenscoe), which works the Skiddaw Group shales.  Although 
the Skiddaw Group outcrops elsewhere in the county, there are only limited 
outcrops of shale suitable for brick making. 

 

5.67 National policy82 requires mineral planning authorities to plan for a 25-year 
landbank for brick clay; however, this is not a practical option in Cumbria.  
Output from High Greenscoe Quarry has significantly reduced due to the 
recession and a planning permission to extend the life of the permission to 
2028 was approved in 2013.  On current extraction rates and remaining 
permitted reserves, a very rough estimate of the landbank is 37 years.  There 
is, however, a very varied extraction rate of mudstone year-on-year.  In the 10-
year period between 2007 and 2016, days worked have ranged from 12 to 41; 
at no point has it reached the permitted 66 days.  If the quarry were to extract 
the maximum amount required to produce bricks at full capacity (10.5 million 
bricks), then on current reserves, the landbank may only last 12.5 years.  If, 
however, production were to fall back to their lowest levels, the landbank could 
last for 82 years. 

 
5.68 Whilst it is difficult to predict the rate of extraction and life of existing or 

proposed resources, a strategic policy commitment to identify site(s) to enable 
continued extraction of brick-making mudstones, and to identify an area next to 
the existing quarry as a strategic area (policy SP9), have been included in the 
Plan.  Brick clay has a Mineral Safeguarding Area identified in policy SP8. 

 
Industrial limestone 

 
5.69 Some aggregate quarries also market high purity industrial grade limestone; 

but these are not included in the figures for sales of aggregates.  Although 
currently inactive, the most notable of these quarries is Shap Fell, which used 
to supply the steel industry’s lime kilns at the nearby Hardendale Works; there 
is a current planning application for a further 5.2 million tonnes of industrial 
limestone, that would, if approved, provide around seven years stock of 
permitted reserves, which although a very low stock, would take advantage of 
the adjacent kilns.  Stainton Quarry, near Barrow, has an international market 
for industrial limestones that are used in pharmaceuticals and paper-making; 
here, the industrial grade limestone lies below that extracted for aggregates.  
Two other quarries are known to dedicate a small percentage of their 
limestone reserves for industrial uses, in their case, agricultural purposes. 

 
5.70 The broad estimate of the permitted reserves of industrial limestone, outside 

the National Park, is 1.85 million tonnes with all the quarries having an end 
date of 2042.  Looking at sales for these four quarries, based on current sales 
levels, the 1.85 million tonnes could last around 140 years; based on both 3-
year and 5-year rolling averages, it could last around 120 years.  It is not 
considered that their scale of production warrants a Preferred Area or an Area 
of Search for industrial minerals alone; all these quarries are located within the 
general limestone Mineral Safeguarding Area and, therefore, the Mineral 
Consultation Area.  Policy SP10 aims to maintain a steady and adequate 
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supply of industrial limestone throughout the Plan period, to reflect current 
national policy83. 

 
Zinc 

 
5.71 There has been interest in recent years in the potential for resurrecting zinc 

mining in the North Pennines Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty near 
Nenthead.  Geological investigations by borehole have been carried out under 
permitted development rights, but no development proposals have been 
discussed.  The dormant permissions for underground mining that exist in the 
area are shown in Figure 5.1, but it is not yet clear where the exploitable 
resources lie. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.1: Dormant planning consents for underground zinc mining 
source: Cumbria County Council 

 
5.72 There are no extant planning permissions for surface developments, and, as 

this would be drift mining with a long sloping underground access route, there 
is currently no information available about the likely location of any surface 
developments, including associated liquid waste management or mineral 
waste disposal facilities or haulage routes.  Such facilities may be in Cumbria, 
or in adjoining areas of Northumberland or Durham.  As a result, it is not 
proposed to provide a strategic policy or site allocations and any development 
proposals would be considered under all relevant policies in this Plan. 

 
Peat 

 
5.73 Although peat is regarded as an industrial mineral in Planning Policy 

Guidance, it is not regarded by NPPF as ‘essential’, unlike industrial limestone 
or brick clay, so does not require stocks to be provided; peat is used for 
horticultural purposes and alternatives are available.  Peat is currently worked 
at one commercial peat site at Solway Moss, where continued extraction is 
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permitted until the expiry of the planning permission in 2042.  A scheme to 
close and restore a second site at Bolton Fell was approved in 2014 following 
its purchase by Natural England.  Figure 5.2 shows the extent of the peat 
resource that was identified by BGS, and the position of Solway Moss and its 
planning permission. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.2: Peat resource in north Cumbria, highlighting Solway Moss 
source: British Geological Survey and Cumbria County Council 

 
5.74 National planning policy84 says that, unlike other mineral resources, Local 

Authorities should not identify new sites or extensions to existing sites for peat 
extraction, and no further areas for peat extraction are proposed during the 
Plan period.  Furthermore, the impacts from proposals for time extensions for 
existing peat extraction sites, such as that on climate change and biodiversity, 
must be fully considered.  Planning guidance85 provides further clarification of 
the circumstances under which time extensions for peat extraction sites may 
be considered, for example to allow sufficient time to extract further small 
quantities of peat, thus facilitating the subsequent proper restoration of the 
land. 

 
5.75 Policy SP12 is intended to address all potential proposals for peat extraction; 

however, given that Solway Moss has consent to 2042, it is difficult to 
envisage a situation under which such a time extension might be proposed 
within the Plan period.  The inclusion of the Solway Moss site as a strategic 
resource was also considered, but rejected as unnecessary, on the grounds 
that the site has planning permission; any amendments within the site 
boundary can be dealt with satisfactorily without the site being given a 
strategic designation. 
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5.76 As peat plays such an important role in climate change as a carbon sink (see 
Glossary), a strategic policy to protect peat bogs from other types of minerals 
and waste developments is proposed in chapter 6 of this Plan. 

 
Building stones 

 
5.77 There are 26 operating building stone quarries across the county.  Nine of 

these quarries are located in the Lake District National Park, of which only two 
produce aggregate, as a by-product of slate working.  The remaining 17 
building stone quarries are located outside the Park and, of these, eight 
produce aggregates from slate, sandstone and limestone; the other nine 
quarries do not produce aggregates from their waste, as their waste rock is 
usually stored on site, for its future or progressive restoration. 

 
5.78 The winning, working and processing of building stones make an important 

contribution to the minerals sector and the economy of Cumbria; they are also 
important for rural enterprise and diversification of small farms or other 
businesses.  Building stones are used in existing buildings for restoration, 
conservation and extensions, as well as for new building, decorative and 
memorial work.  Their use is integral to the distinctive character and historic 
environment of Cumbria and further afield.  It is vital to ensure that a steady 
and adequate supply of building stones is available so that the local character 
of the county is maintained.  The Plan provides a positive and flexible policy 
framework to support investment in appropriate sites, facilities and skills. 

 
5.79 Table 13 in Appendix 3 shows that 11 of the operational building stone 

quarries have planning consents that expire during the Plan period.  Due to 
the often small scale, slow and intermittent nature of the building stone 
quarries in Cumbria, it is not anticipated that there will be a need for additional 
quarries during the Plan period.  It is more likely that time extensions and 
small scale physical extensions will be sought, but all applications, for 
whatever use of the stone, will be considered on their own merits, in 
accordance with Policy DC2 and the criteria set out in Policy DC12. 

 
5.80 Policy SP9 identifies the Wray Castle slate formation around Kirkby Slate 

Quarry, which has an international market and is of a much larger scale than 
all the other building stone quarries, as a strategic area for further supplies of 
slate, outside the National Park.  However, the quarry was granted planning 
permission in November 2016, giving it a permitted area of 111 hectares, and 
reserves that now equate to around 1.4 million tonnes of workable stone/slate.  
Processing occurs at Kirkby Slate Quarry for all of Burlington’s building stone 
quarries, whilst sales from all their quarries are quoted as 100,000 to 110,000 
tonnes per annum, in the form of tiles, paving, walling, lintels, construction and 
landscaping materials, internal polished products and aggregates.  To get an 
idea of scale, the next largest building stone quarry is 8.5 hectares, at Flinty 
Fell Quarry. 

 
5.81 Excluding Kirkby Slate, the average size of a building stone quarry in Cumbria, 

outside the National Parks, is 2 hectares.  The volume of permitted reserves 
range from 5,000 to 1,000,000 tonnes, though this does not include calculation 
of waste rock that is often retained on site for restoration, which can range 
from 10% to 80% of the total extracted.  Sales per annum also have a wide 
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range; of the known sales figures, this is between 0 and 10,000 tonnes.  For 
some building stone quarries, only the maximum permitted sales are known, 
but site monitoring often shows that these maximums are not reached.  Of 
course, low sales can change and in most cases are shown to be rising since 
the recession, but because of this situation, the majority of planning 
permissions since 2007 for the building stone quarries have been time rather 
than physical extensions. 

 
5.82 Development control policy DC12 supports national planning policy86 to 

maintain supplies of building stone, whether required for the repair of national 
and, potentially, international heritage assets, to maintain Cumbria’s local 
architectural distinctiveness, or for a wide range of other uses.  All proposals 
will be assessed using the criteria for non-energy minerals in policy DC12. 

 
5.83 Apart from slate, current building stone operations are located within the 

limestone and sandstone Mineral Safeguarding Areas; there are no operations 
using igneous rock for building stone purposes.  The full range of building 
stones will be safeguarded from non-minerals development by the igneous, 
limestone and sandstone Mineral Safeguarding Areas, and thus the Mineral 
Consultation Area.  Table 5.11 provides an overview of the current building 
stone quarries in Cumbria, outside the National Parks; Part 2 of the Policies 
Map, Mineral Safeguarding Areas, identifies their locations. 
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Table 5.11: Building Stone Quarries in Cumbria (outside the National Parks) 
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source: Cumbria County Council 
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Areas of designation 
 
5.84 National planning guidance87enables minerals planning authorities to make 

provision for mineral extraction by identifying the following types of areas (in 
order of priority):- 

 

 Specific Sites: where viable resources are known to exist, landowners 

are supportive of minerals development and the proposal is likely to be 
acceptable in planning terms - such sites may also include essential 

operations associated with mineral extraction; 

 Preferred Areas: these are areas of known resources where planning 
permission might reasonably be anticipated - such areas may also include 
essential operations associated with mineral extraction; and/or 

 Areas of Search: which are broader areas, where knowledge about 
mineral resources may be less certain, but within which planning 
permissions for particular sites could be granted, particularly if there is a 
potential shortfall in supply. 

 
5.85 Policy SP7 designates only Preferred Areas and Areas of Search for new 

mineral extraction, as no potential Specific Sites have been put forward by the 
minerals industry in the county.  Any planning applications for minerals 
development on Preferred Areas and Areas of Search would be subject to the 
usual tests of environmental acceptability, and may still require Environmental 
Impact Assessment. 

 
5.86 In addition, minerals planning authorities are required to ensure that non-

minerals development does not needlessly prevent the future extraction of 
mineral resources of local and national importance by designating the 
following: 

 

 Mineral Safeguarding Areas: these are intended to cover known 
deposits of minerals which require to be safeguarded from unnecessary 
sterilisation by non-mineral development; 

 Mineral Consultation Areas: are geographical areas, based on a Mineral 
Safeguarding Area, where the district or borough council should consult 
the Mineral Planning Authority for any proposals for non-minerals 
development. 

 
5.87 The Mineral Safeguarding Areas, identified in policy SP8 and on the Policies 

Map, are for: sand and gravel, hard rock (including aggregates, high 
specification aggregates, industrial minerals and building stones), shallow coal 
and fire clay, brick clay, gypsum and slate resources.  They have been 
identified using British Geological Survey (BGS) resource data88 and in 
consultation with industry.  Mineral Safeguarding Areas (MSAs) have been 
defined by adding a 250 metre wide buffer to each mineral resource.  The 
Mineral Consultation Area equates to all the MSAs together, and is to enable 
consultation between the county and district councils about development that 
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would either be likely to affect the winning and working of minerals, or where 
mineral working could affect other existing or proposed land uses. 

 
5.88 The need to safeguard other mineral resources, secondary aggregate 

resources and existing or potential railheads and wharves, are considered in 
the site allocations policies.  Policy SAP4 sets out the type of suitable 
locations where secondary or recycled aggregate facilities may be located, 
whilst SAP6 identifies those sites where it is considered necessary to 
safeguard existing and potential railheads and wharves.  The supporting text 
to those policies indicates why those sites require safeguarding in the longer 
term. 

 
 Energy minerals 

(including conventional and unconventional hydrocarbons) 
 
 Coal and fireclay 
 
5.89 Cumbria has extensive coal and associated fireclay resources, although the 

last deep mine, Haig Colliery, closed in 1986 and there are no active surface 
coal extraction sites in Cumbria – the last of these was Keekle Head, which 
ceased operations around 2001.  There is one inactive planning permission at 
Main Band Colliery near St Bees, which expires in June 2018.  There is also a 
working mine at Ayle in adjacent Northumberland and a planning permission 
for a small surface coal development in Halton Lea Gate, also in 
Northumberland; both are close to the Cumbria boundary. 

 
5.90 The ongoing demand for energy minerals has led to increased interest in 

Cumbria’s resources in recent years, and a proposal is currently being 
developed by West Cumbria Mining Ltd to open a new underground (i.e. deep) 
mine near Whitehaven, extracting coking coal for use in the steel industry.  
Exploratory boreholes were drilled in October 2014; appraisal was favourable, 
and the Council is in discussion with the developer on planning applications for 
new surface works and infrastructure, which may be expected early 201789.  
The company describes90 the coalfield as “extending from onshore to offshore, 
over 400m below ground and the sea, along the coast of Whitehaven, West 
Cumbria in NW England and covering an area of 200km2”. 

 
5.91 Figure 5.3 shows provisional licences indicated on the Coal Authority 

website91 as at 7 April 2016.  Exploration is permitted in these areas, and if 
sufficient potential is established, applications for operational licences are 
sought, usually for smaller areas where viable reserves are proven.  Planning 
consent and land owners agreement are required before operational licences 
are granted.  More detail about each area is included in Table 5.12. 
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 http://www.westcumbriamining.com/site/  
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 http://mapapps2.bgs.ac.uk/coalauthority/home.html  
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Underground Coal 
Gasification (UCG)  

Underground coal 
extraction plus UCG  

Surface and/or 
underground 

coal extraction 
 

Figure 5.3: Licences granted by the Coal Authority (at 7.4.2016) 
 

5.92 Table 5.12 reflects updated information provided by the Coal Authority92, which 
confirmed that the three most southerly areas shown in Figure 5.3 encompass 
the West Cumbria Mining’s area of interest.  Of these, one offshore area 
(UCG/0012/N) permits exploration for underground coal extraction (accessed 
from onshore), whilst the other offshore area (UCG/0021/N) permits 
exploration for Underground Coal Gasification (UCG), which is an 
unconventional process for recovering gas from coal seams and is addressed 
in the oil and gas section of this Plan.  Further licences for exploration for 
UCG, without prior coal extraction, have been granted in the two areas shown 
offshore from Workington and Maryport (UCG/0033/N and UCG/0037/N 
respectively).  Any operational licence for the offshore areas would need to 
define the location of onshore development and be subject to securing 
planning consent. 

 
5.93 There are two conditional licences for underground mining (UND/0176/N and 

UND/0182/N), which extend across the border between Cumbria and Dumfries 
and Galloway in Scotland.  Dumfries and Galloway Council have been 
informed about draft proposals for coking coal extraction in these areas, but no 
planning application or details of surface works have been submitted93.  It is 
not yet known whether the extent of mining, surface works or transport issues 
would affect Cumbria, so this will be kept under review. 

 
5.94 A further provisional licence for surface mining (OPC/0431/N) covers an area 

to the east of the above two licences, including land within Cumbria.  Any 
subsequent application for an operational licence would reduce and refine a 
development boundary, so it is unclear yet whether Cumbria would be 
affected.  A UCG licence (UCG/0008/N) is also in place along the Solway Firth, 

                                                           
92

 Coal Authority, 7 April 2016 
93

 information request to Dumfries and Galloway Council, 4 April 2016 
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adjacent to the underground mining licence area; the company who took up 
this licence, Five Quarter, announced in March 2016 that they had ceased 
trading.  The licence is in place at the present time, but may be revoked or 
surrendered. 

 
5.95 Table 5.12 sets out the background details to Figure 5.3, listing the licence 

areas from north to south. 
 

Status Reference Name Type Company 

Future OPC/0431/N 
Canonbie 
Prospect 

Surface 
also permits shallow 
coal mining 

Kier Mining and 
Buccleuch 
Estates 

Future UND/0176/N Lochinvar Project Underground 
New Age 
Exploration Ltd 

Future UND/0182/N 
Lochinvar Project 
- Southern Area 

Underground 

Future UCG/0008/N Solway Firth UCG 
Five Quarter 
Energy 

Future UCG/0037/N Maryport UCG only 

Cluff Natural 
Resources Ltd 

Future UCG/0033/N 
Northern 
Cumbria 
Offshore 

UCG only 

Future UCG/0012/N 
West Cumbria 
Offshore 

Underground 
offshore 

West Cumbria 
Mining 

Future UCG/0021/N 
Whitehaven 
Offshore No 2 

UCG only 

Future UND/0177/N 
Whitehaven 
South Prospect 

Underground 
onshore 

Table 5.12: Licence applications 
source: Coal Authority, April 2016 

 
5.96 The West Cumbria coking coal proposal, referred to in paragraph 5.90, would 

not supply “thermal coal” used in power stations, much of which is currently 
being imported to the UK from the US because the availability and low cost of 
shale gas has depressed the US price for coal.  UK demand may decrease 
during the Plan period due to the Government policy of phasing out coal fired 
power stations and no longer supporting Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS); 
however, if support for CCS was to be picked up again in the future, this could 
lead to new fully abated coal fired power stations.  Cumbria’s resources, 
therefore, could be important in the longer term and safeguarding, i.e. 
preventing sterilisation by other development, is addressed in policy DC15 
Minerals safeguarding. 

 
5.97 National policy94 requires mineral planning authorities to identify any areas 

where coal extraction and the disposal of colliery spoil may be acceptable, and 
to highlight areas where mineral extraction is expected to take place, as well 
as managing potentially conflicting objectives for use of land95.  The following 
paragraphs and figures indicate the areas with deep or shallow mining 

                                                           
94

 NPPF paragraphs 147 and 149 
95

 PPG paragraph 007, chapter 27 Minerals (ID: 27-007-20140306) 
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potential, but also a number of constraints that would need detailed 
environmental assessment, as outlined below. 

 
5.98 Figure 5.4 shows the deep coal resources in Cumbria.  The resources 

offshore, and on the Scottish border, are currently under investigation as 
discussed in paragraph 5.93.  The key issues with respect to deep mining 
proposals, which would be relevant for Cumbria County Council, would be the 
siting of any surface facilities, transport and other infrastructure, disposal of 
colliery spoil, as well as the associated impacts on populations, landscape and 
the natural environment.  It is considered that these issues are most 
appropriately managed through development control policy, including policy on 
mineral safeguarding. 

 

 
Figure 5.4: Deep coal resources 

source: the Coal Authority 

 
5.99 The surface and shallow coal measures, with associated fire clay (Figures 5.5 

and 5.6), underlie a wide range of landscape types, with both compact towns 
and dispersed residential areas on the west coast, plus rural areas with widely 
dispersed population in the Eden Valley. 
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Figure 5.5: Shallow coal and fire clay 
source: British Geological Survey 

 

 
Figure 5.6: Surface coal resources 

source: the Coal Authority 
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5.100 Proposals for surface extraction of coal could be expected to have adverse 
impacts over a significant area, even if temporary.  It can be seen that the 
western area of shallow coal resources skirts the Lake District National Park, 
contains the St Bees Head Heritage Coast, part of the Solway Coast AONB, 
and part of the Frontiers of the Roman Empire World Heritage Site (Hadrian’s 
Wall) and its visual impact zone.  Much of the Solway Coast AONB is also 
designated as a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), and there is also a 
Special Area of Conservation, Special Protection Area and a Ramsar site 
associated with the Solway Firth and its surroundings.  Furthermore, the 
eastern area of the shallow coal resource is largely within the North Pennines 
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (NP AONB). 

 
5.101 There is considerable experience of surface coal extraction in West Cumbria, 

and one site, at Keekle Head, has still not been restored following cessation of 
extraction around 2001.  Two non-inert landfills in West Cumbria also occupy 
areas previously subject to surface coal extraction, although it should be noted 
that such development does not create a usable void space due to the lower 
density of colliery spoil compared to the extracted material. 

 
5.102 The previous policies in the 1996-2006 Minerals and Waste Local Plan, ruled 

out surface coal extraction in the Alston/Nenthead area of the NP AONB, in 
East Fellside in the Eden valley, and any such extraction that would inhibit 
inward investment, economic development and tourism in West Cumbria, or 
have adverse impacts on designated landscapes.  These issues, however, are 
addressed by other policies in this Local Plan, and by national policy, which 
states that: 

 
“Permission should not be given for the extraction of coal unless the 
proposal is environmentally acceptable, or can be made so by 
planning conditions or obligations; or if not, it provides national, local 
or community benefits which clearly outweigh the likely impacts to 
justify the grant of planning permission”96. 

 
5.103 Options for coal extraction were considered on an area basis during the 

MWDF process, and one Area of Search for coal was proposed on a large 
brownfield site at Broughton Moor in Allerdale.  The site was, however, 
removed as undeliverable, because the regeneration plan agreed in December 
2011 by Allerdale and Cumbria County Council (the site owners) excluded 
prior extraction of the coal as an option. 

 
5.104 It is, therefore, deemed appropriate to consider all such applications on their 

merits, and in the light of detailed proposals, rather than make a strategic or 
site allocation policy defining “acceptable areas” for either coal extraction or 
storage or disposal of spoil.  The County Council considers both types of 
development would be more positively addressed through appropriate 
Development Control policies: see policy DC13 Criteria for energy minerals, 
and DC15 Mineral safeguarding.  Many other policies in this Local Plan could 
also be relevant. 

 
5.105 To assist with decision-making on any proposals for coal development that 

may come forward, the Coal Authority also provides maps of the areas that 
                                                           
96

 NPPF paragraph 149 
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have already been worked for coal, notifies local planning authorities under the 
provisions of Article 18 and Schedule 4 of the Town and Country Planning 
(Development Management Procedure) (England) Order 2015, and publishes 
Standing Advice. 

 
5.106 The strategic issues in relation to energy minerals, i.e. hydrocarbon 

developments, are considered by mineral planning authorities in the light of 
national planning guidance as contained in the NPPF, PPG and national 
energy policy.  In addition, the location of oil and gas development is governed 
by the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS), 
formerly it was the Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC), 
through the allocation of Petroleum Development and Exploration Licences 
(PEDL) and, therefore, it is not necessary for this Local Plan to allocate 
strategic locations for such development. 

 
5.107 The NPPF and PPG do require mineral planning authorities to: 
 

 make appropriate provision for hydrocarbon development in their Local 
Plan; 

 highlight areas where proposals for hydrocarbon extraction may come 
forward97; 

 address constraints on production and processing within areas that are 
licensed for oil and gas exploration or production98; and 

 manage potentially conflicting objectives for use of land. 
 
5.108 In order to fulfil these obligations, the County Council made an assessment in 

2015, based on published information from, at that time, DECC’s Office of 
Unconventional Gas and Oil (OUGO), of the most likely locations and types of 
oil and gas development within Cumbria, and whether it is likely that any such 
proposals may be put forward within the Plan period.  A summary of this 
assessment, and the key documents that have informed it, is contained in the 
paragraphs below. 

 
5.109 The current onshore oil and gas PEDL licences in Cumbria, are shown in 

Figure 5.7.  All licences granted, and any future areas offered for licence, can 
be seen on the Oil and Gas Authority’s website99.  The former licenced area 
(within PEDL 159) around Carlisle was owned by Igas (previously Dart Energy 
and Greenpark Energy), with the intention of extracting coal bed methane; 
however, lgas have now relinquished this licence.  The licenced areas SD16, 
17, 26a and 26b around Barrow, were secured by Reach Coal Seam Gas 
Limited in December 2015; they intend to drill or drop one well for shale gas, 
but need to make a firm commitment to proceed in the first five years of the 
licence. 

 
5.110 The County Council has not received any expressions of interest in 

conventional onshore oil or gas development, although there is an offshore 
gas field to the south and west of the county, off the coast at Barrow.  DECC 
and OUGO gave some indication of the likelihood of Coal Bed Methane (CBM) 
development, in which methane is extracted from coal seams that have never 

                                                           
97

 PPG paragraph 105, chapter 27 Minerals (ID: 27-105-20140306) 
98

 NPPF paragraph 147 
99

 https://decc-edu.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=29c31fa4b00248418e545d222e57ddaa  
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been mined, and shale gas development, in which gas (not exclusively 
methane) is extracted from impermeable shale deposits.  They encouraged 
research in both types of development, in order to clarify the extent and 
recoverability of UK unconventional gas resources.  Their replacement, the Oil 
and Gas Authority created in 2016, is committed to maximising the economic 
recovery of hydrocarbons from the UK Continental Shelf, through research, 
exploration and appraisal activities.  National planning guidance says that: 

 
“there is a pressing need to establish – through exploratory drilling – 
whether or not there are sufficient recoverable quantities of 
unconventional hydrocarbons such as shale gas and coal bed methane 
present to facilitate economically viable full scale production”100. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.7 Current onshore licence blocks in Cumbria 
source: DECC 2016 

 
 Shale gas 
 
5.111 DECC also commissioned British Geological Survey (BGS) to undertake 

assessments of “prospective areas” where shale gas production could 
progress quickly; shale development appears to be focused currently on the 
BGS study areas of the Bowland Shale and the Weald Basin.  There is no 
current BGS assessment that specifically covers Cumbria but, as shown in 
Figure 5.8, the Bowland Shale study indicates a very limited extension of that 
hydrocarbon basin into Cumbria.  Current maps of likely shale resources101 do 
not show further resources in the county, but a thin band of potentially suitable 
measures have sometimes been reported along the deep coal resource north 
of the Lake District National Park boundary. 

                                                           
100

 PPG paragraph 091, chapter 27 Minerals (ID: 27-091-20140306) 
101

 Evidence Base document reference ND177: The Unconventional Hydrocarbon Resources of 
Britain’s Onshore Basins: Shale Gas, DECC, 2013 
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5.112 No interest in appraising these resources has been addressed to the County 
Council at the time of writing this Plan, and it would be reasonable to expect 
that development of shale gas would progress first in areas that are currently 
being investigated.  The Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) of the 14th 
Round Licensing Offer for PEDLs in 2014, concluded that “it is noteworthy that 
the industry is not expected to be at substantial scale before the 2020s”102 and, 
whilst this Local Plan should contain policies related to shale gas development, 
it is considered that if widespread development was to come forward, it would 
probably be towards the end of the Plan period. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.8: Bowland shale in relation to Cumbria 
source: The Hydrocarbon Prospectivity of Britain’s Onshore Basin, DECC 2011 

 
 Coal Bed Methane 
 
5.113 There is a much stronger likelihood of Coal Bed Methane (CBM) development 

within Cumbria within the Plan period.  Figure 5.9 is taken from a 2013 DECC 
report on the potential for CBM in Britain’s onshore basins.  It indicated that 
there is “good potential for coal bed methane” in the Cumbria-Canonbie 
coalfield area103, although the report contained little detailed information about 
the nature of the resource. 

 
5.114 Figure 5.9 shows the most likely locations for such development, and the 

resources were subject to initial exploratory drilling in 2009.  The exploratory 
wells have since been restored without any gas production taking place.  CBM 
development in the same coalfield in Dumfries and Galloway has also not 
been progressed yet, with the company that previously held the PEDL licence 
near Longtown, concentrating on progress in central Scotland.  It is, however, 

                                                           
102

 The Environmental Effects of Onshore Oil and Gas Licensing (two page synopsis), AMEC, 2014 
103

 Evidence Base document reference ND176: The Unconventional Hydrocarbon Resources of 
Britain’s Onshore Basins: Coalbed Methane (CBM), DECC, 2013 
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considered likely that CBM exploration, and production, proposals will come 
forward in the Plan period. 

 
5.115 In considering potential need for supporting infrastructure, possible constraints 

on production and processing, and potential conflicts with other land uses, it is 
necessary to look at the nature of CBM production.  The constraints listed in 
paragraph 5.100 in considering coal development are also relevant for CBM 
proposals, and would need to be considered during site selection. 

 

 
Figure 5.9: The Cumbria-Canonbie coalfield area 

source: DECC 2013 

 
5.116 CBM extraction releases gas by pumping out the water held in the coal seam, 

but hydraulic fracturing of the seam to increase gas flow is sometimes also 
necessary.  Drilling the well requires a significant volume of water, as would 
any hydraulic fracturing required, but very large volumes of water may need to 
be pumped from the underground coal measures to enable gas to flow.  Safe 
handling and disposal of this water, which has some similarities to “mine 
drainage” encountered around previous coal developments, requires either 
onsite treatment, new pipelines to appropriate disposal points or significant 
traffic movements. 

 
5.117 Development proceeds using horizontal drilling techniques and several wells 

can be centred on one drilling pad site.  However, exploration and appraisal 
currently requires two wells sited 1km apart, and viable commercial 
exploitation of a gas field may need a significant number of drill pads, together 
with shared ancillary development for water treatment and gas compressing.  
The need for pipelines to enable connection to the gas transmission network is 
particularly relevant in rural areas, which currently have no gas distribution 
network.  The active phase of drilling and site set up for each well is of a 
relatively short duration, and the impact of a well pad once gas is flowing is 
considerably reduced.  However, impacts, particularly on highways and 
landscape, may not be appreciated until an overall development plan for 
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exploitation of the CBM resource area, including drilling of new wells, and 
potentially re-drilling for final capping and restoration, has been considered. 

 
5.118 The cumulative impact of full commercial development on other land-uses, 

particularly residential areas and tourism, would need to be assessed for each 
proposal.  If significant volumes of water are required, the cumulative impacts 
with other major development in the area, such as new nuclear build, and 
impacts on Cumbria’s environmental assets would need to be considered, and 
future proposals for radioactive waste disposal should also be kept under 
review.  The policy alternatives considered by the County Council largely 
related to the need to address all the potential types of hydrocarbon 
development at a practical level, which reflected experience and developing 
understanding of the potential issues. 

 
5.119 As a result of these considerations, a single Development Control policy, DC13 

Criteria for energy minerals, is proposed in chapter 15.  This would include 
consideration of Underground Coal Gasification, which is also a possibility as 
conditional UCG licences (a separate process from PEDL) have been granted 
by the Coal Authority in offshore areas around Cumbria.  Such development 
could follow underground mining development in some cases, but can 
currently only take place offshore.  The mineral planning authority would, 
therefore, be involved only in associated onshore infrastructure or exploratory 
works, which may still give rise to a range of material planning considerations. 

 
 
 Mineral policies 
 

POLICY SP7 Minerals provision 
 
Provision for potential further mineral working will be made by identifying 
Preferred Areas and/or Areas of Search:- 
 

 to enable a landbank at the Local Aggregates Assessment level of at least 
seven years sales for sand and gravel and at least ten years for crushed 
rock to be maintained throughout the Plan period; 

 for a steady and adequate supply of nationally important very high 
specification roadstone and regionally important high specification 
roadstone; 

 for a steady and adequate supply of brickmaking mudstones; 

 for a steady and adequate supply of slate; and 

 for a steady and adequate supply of gypsum; and 

 for a steady and adequate supply of building stone. 
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POLICY SP8 Minerals safeguarding 
 
Mineral resources, existing, planned and potential infrastructure and plant will 
be safeguarded from being unnecessarily sterilised by other developments by 
identifying:- 
 

 existing and potential railheads and wharfs to be safeguarded; 

 Mineral Safeguarding Areas for the indicative sand and gravel and hard 
rock resources (including aggregates, high specification aggregates, 
industrial minerals and building stones), shallow coal and fireclay 
resources; 

 Mineral Safeguarding Area for identified resources of brick clay; 

 Mineral Safeguarding Areas for the remaining gypsum resources; 

 Mineral Safeguarding Area for identified resources of slate; 

 Mineral Safeguarding Area for identified resources of secondary 
aggregates; 

 Mineral Consultation Area, which covers the resources within all the 
Mineral Safeguarding Areas. 

 

 

POLICY SP9 Strategic areas for new mineral developments 
 
The Kirkby Thore/Long Marton area is identified as the location for further 
supplies of gypsum, if required towards the end of the Plan period. 
 
Land next to High Greenscoe Quarry is identified as the location for further 
supplies of mudstones for the Askam in Furness brickworks. 
 
Land next to Kirkby Slate Quarry is identified as the location for further 
supplies of slate. 
 
The sandstones near Roan Edge Quarry and Holmescales Quarry are 
identified as the locations for further supplies of regionally important high 
specification roadstone. 
 
The sand and gravel resources in the Roosecote area and near Peel Place 
Quarry are identified as the location for further supplies of sand and gravel in 
the south west of the county. 
 

 

POLICY SP10 Marine dredged aggregates 
 
Planning permission will be granted for developments that demonstrate both 
an appropriate location and that they do not have unacceptable environmental 
impacts when enabling the increased use of marine dredged aggregates as an 
alternative to land won aggregates. 
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POLICY SP11 Industrial limestones 
 
To ensure a steady and adequate supply, any proposal for the extraction of 
high purity limestone should demonstrate that it is primarily for non-aggregate 
uses.  Each application will be considered on its own merits against other 
relevant policies in this Plan, regardless of the stock of permitted reserve.  
However, low stocks of permitted reserves, to serve a related industrial facility, 
may be seen as an indicator of urgent need. 
 

 
 

POLICY SP12 Peat 
 
Planning permission will not be granted for peat extraction from new or 
physically extended sites. 
 
Time extensions for existing peat extraction planning consents will be 
considered on a case-by-case basis, where it is demonstrated that it is 
necessary to enable the proper restoration of the land or to secure biodiversity, 
climate change or other appropriate objectives of this Plan. 
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6. CLIMATE CHANGE 
 
 Background 
 
6.1 In 2006, Sir Nicholas Stern’s review104  of the economics of climate change 

and development confirmed the serious global threat to world output, human 
life and on the environment, posed by climate change.  The UK Government 
responded to the need to limit global temperature rises, and enacted the 
Climate Change Act (2008), which requires the UK to achieve an 80% 
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 relative to 1990 levels. 

 
6.2 The size of the challenge in meeting this commitment is illustrated in Figure 

6.1, which gives some indication of the urgent need to reduce the carbon 
intensity of electricity generation.  Methane from landfills, sewage treatment 
and damaged or drying peat bogs are included in the category “UK non-CO2 
GHGs” (Figure 6.1), and also need to be addressed. 

 
Figure 6.1 

 
 
6.3 The best way to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions is to reduce energy 

usage, as explained in the energy hierarchy in Figure 6.2.  In the context of 
minerals and waste developments, energy saving includes minimising 
transport (especially road transport) where possible. 

 
6.4 Increasing the efficiency of processes and plant is the next priority, followed by 

replacing fossil fuels with low carbon energy sources.  Reducing energy use 
can reduce energy costs rapidly and has both economic and environmental 
advantages; whilst generating low carbon energy from renewable sources, 
including waste, contributes to energy security and can also reduce costs over 
the longer term. 

                                                           
104

 Stern Review on the Economics of Climate Change, HM Treasury, October 2006 
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Figure 6.2: the Energy Hierarchy 
 
6.5 The implementation of the waste hierarchy (see chapter 3) also reduces 

greenhouse gas emissions by reducing energy intensive extraction of, and 
production from, virgin materials.  However, a balance is required between the 
benefits of increased recycling105 and increased traffic and energy 
consumption at material recovery facilities. 

 
6.6 Minimising use of fresh water, and consequent energy use in wastewater 

treatment, also has a significant role in reducing energy use and consequent 
greenhouse gas emissions.  This can be relevant for oil and gas exploration, 
and other minerals and waste developments that use mains water supply or 
connect to public sewers. 

 
 Where we are now 
 
6.7 The Climate Change Act established a system of five-yearly carbon budgets, 

the first four of which have been set in law106; the Act also established the 
Committee on Climate Change to make recommendations and monitor 
progress.  The first carbon budget (2008-12) was met107 through a 
combination of the impact of the recession and low-carbon policies, and the 
UK is currently in the second carbon budget period (2013-17).  The third 
carbon budget (2018-22) requires that emissions be reduced by 34% on 1990 
levels and the fourth carbon budget (2023-27) requires a 50% reduction on 
1990 levels during that period.  The fifth carbon budget (2028-2032) will also 
be relevant for this Plan; the Committee on Climate Change recommended an 
80% reduction on 1990 levels108, but in 2016, Government legislated the final 
level as a 57% reduction109.  The current UK strategy for achieving these 
budgets is the Carbon Plan110. 

 

                                                           
105

 http://www.esauk.org/esa_policies/carbon_management/ 
106

 Evidence Base document reference ND153: The Carbon Budget Order, SI1603, 2011 
107

 Evidence Base document reference ND154: “Meeting Carbon Budgets – 2014 Progress Report to 
Parliament”, Committee on Climate Change, July 2014 (Executive Summary, page 1) 
108

 https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/the-fifth-carbon-budget-the-next-step-towards-a-low-carbon-
economy/ 
109

 https://www.theccc.org.uk/tackling-climate-change/reducing-carbon-emissions/carbon-budgets-
and-targets/ 
110

 Evidence Base document reference ND105: The Carbon Plan: Delivering our low carbon future, 
DECC, December 2011 
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6.8 The Committee on Climate Change also warns that steeper reductions may be 
required if increases in global temperature are to be limited sufficiently to avoid 
the most dangerous consequences.  International aviation and shipping 
emissions, for example, have not yet been addressed in the UK budgets, 
ongoing emissions from food production will need to continue even if at a 
reduced level, and some adjustments for historically undeveloped economies 
may need to be made. 

 

 
Figure 6.3: Greenhouse gases by sector 1990-2050111 

 
6.9 The Carbon Plan includes a number of measures that affect the minerals and 

waste sectors directly.  The minerals sector has engaged with the Strategy for 
Sustainable Construction112, which is increasing the use of recycled 
aggregates and reducing the disposal of construction waste to landfill.  The 
Mineral Products Association quotes significant reductions in the carbon 
emissions per tonne of cement, partly achieved by the use of waste for energy 
generation and has created a Carbon Reduction Portal113 for use by the 
industry. 

 
6.10 British Gypsum completed one of the early Climate Change Agreements 

between the Government and energy intensive industries.  A new rail delivery 
service to transport finished products from the Kirkby Thore plaster and 
plasterboard plant to customers in Scotland, removed an estimated 
1.76 million lorry miles per year from the road network114.  Supplies to the 
Kirkby Thore plant are now also imported by rail. 

 
6.11 Measures affecting the waste sector have been important in the overall 

strategy, even though in 2012 waste management accounted for only 3.8% of 
UK greenhouse gas emissions115.  This is because reducing waste and 
increasing recycling has an impact on emissions from every sector, and 

                                                           
111

 Evidence Base document reference ND154: “Meeting Carbon Budgets: 2014 Progress Report to 
Parliament”, Committee on Climate Change, July 2014 (Executive Summary, page 21) 
112

 Evidence Base document reference ND132: Strategy for Sustainable Construction, BERR, June 
2008 
113

 http://www.aggregatescarbonreduction.com/  
114

http://www.buildingdesign-news2008.co.uk/2008/25-British-Gypsum-Plaster-Plasterboard-and-
Drylining-Systems-News-230608.asp  
115

 Evidence Base document reference ND125: Table 6, 2013 UK Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
Provisional Figures, DECC, March 2014 
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because of the methane emitted from biodegradable waste.  In Cumbria, it has 
been estimated that 2.6% of total emissions are from waste management, 
combined with water supply and sewage116. 

 
6.12 The Government’s Waste Review published in June 2011 was followed in 

December 2013 by the Waste Prevention Plan117, which continues to progress 
policies such as the landfill tax and progressive restrictions on the disposal to 
landfill of specific waste types. 

 
6.13 These policies have had considerable success and the Committee on Climate 

Change noted a 55% reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from the waste 
sector from 1990 to 2013118.  This was due to a combination of factors, 
including improvements in the standards of landfilling, changes to the types of 
waste going to landfill (such as reducing the amount of biodegradable waste) 
and an increase in the amount of landfill gas being used for energy. 

 
6.14 Progress made between 2007 and 2013 indicates that the minerals and waste 

sectors have already made significant reductions in the greenhouse gas 
emissions arising from their activities.  The Mineral Products Association has 
shown the sector’s commitment to contributing to both mitigation and 
adaptation, and provides useful advice for its members for the implementation 
of current best practice. 

 
6.15 Major reductions in emissions from the waste sector have related to better 

landfill techniques, reduction of landfill volumes and diversion of biodegradable 
waste, as well as improved capture and utilisation of methane for energy 
generation.  However, the development of the circular economy, promoted by 
WRAP (Waste and Resources Action Programme) and supported by the 
industry body Environmental Services Association, considers the whole life 
cycle of products, and may change how products are designed and recycled, 
promising further reductions in waste and energy use. 

 
6.16 As a result of both cost pressures and Government policies directed to 

industries, it is expected that this potential for resource efficiency will be 
increasingly realised, and minerals and waste management processes and 
technologies will develop to enable further reductions in greenhouse gas 
emissions. 

 
6.17 The Environmental Services Association also estimates that the waste 

management industry within the UK provides a third of the country’s 
renewable electricity119.  The Government has encouraged the development of 
renewable energy, including from waste, by the use of financial incentives, 
thus the use of planning policies to require energy generation within 
developments, is no longer encouraged.  However, there is considerable 
potential for energy generation from waste in Cumbria; animal biomass alone 

                                                           
116

 Evidence Base document reference LD211: The greenhouse gas footprint of Cumbria, Small World 
Consulting Ltd, September 2012 
117

 Evidence Base document reference ND117: Waste Prevention Plan, Defra, December 2013 
118

 Evidence Base document reference ND154: 2014 Report to Parliament, Committee on Climate 
Change 
119

 http://www.esauk.org/esa_policies/carbon_management/  
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(slurry and manure) could provide up to 90 MW and sewage gas a further 
4.9 MW120. 

 
6.18 Cumbria County Council took part in an EU project to investigate potential for 

increased energy from waste development, and a Policy Tool and Cumbria 
Action Plan121 were produced.  Much of the potential highlighted has been 
realised, with the growth in both domestic and commercial use of biomass 
boilers absorbing suitable supplies of waste wood, and the development of a 
number of anaerobic digestion plants across the county utilising agricultural 
feedstocks, including slurry and manure.  The Policy Tool122 focused largely 
on municipal waste, which in Cumbria is now managed at two MBT plants that 
generate Refuse Derived Fuels (RDF).  No energy from waste plants, with the 
ability to utilise these fuels, have yet been developed in Cumbria and the RDF 
is exported to plants in the UK and Europe.  A number of commercial energy 
from waste plants have been proposed in the county, and the need for sites is 
discussed in chapter 3 of this Local Plan. 

 
6.19 The emission of greenhouse gases from peat bogs is a significant issue for 

Cumbria.  The North Pennines AONB, part of which crosses into the east of 
the county, contains 900m2 of peat bog, which fulfils an important role as a 
“carbon sink”.  Lowland peat bog in the north of the county has historically 
been worked for horticultural peat but one of the sites is now under restoration.  
Degraded, eroded or drained peatlands emit almost 6% of global 
anthropogenic CO2 emissions and represent almost 25% of emissions from 
the entire land use, land use change and forestry sector.  Rising temperatures 
constitute a serious threat to the vast amounts of carbon sequestered in peat 
bogs and protection and restoration of peat bogs to halt emissions and 
increase carbon sequestration is an important policy goal.  The Peatland 
Programme (formerly “Peatscapes”) is working successfully to restore 
degraded peat bog in the North Pennines AONB, which also has benefits for 
biodiversity, flood control and water quality. 

 
6.20 In addition to measures targeted on specific sectors of the economy, the 

Government’s Carbon Plan includes measures to be implemented by Local 
Authorities, both as planning authorities and under other statutory duties.  For 
the purposes of this Plan, the key measures are laid down in the National 
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and the accompanying Planning Practice 
Guidance suite (PPG). 

 
6.21 In its role as local planning authority, the County Council is not required to 

measure and monitor emissions themselves, but to conform to the NPPF by 
adopting proactive strategies to mitigate and adapt to climate change, in line 
with the objectives and provisions of the Climate Change Act 2008123.  PPG 
further states that in addition to the statutory requirement to take the 
Framework into account in the preparation of Local Plans, there is a statutory 

                                                           
120

 Evidence Base document reference RD22: Cumbria Renewable Energy Capacity and Deployment 
Study, Cumbria County Council, Aug 2011 
121

 Evidence Base document reference LD213: Interreg IVc Action Plan, 2012 
122

 Interreg IVc, Final Policy Tool, October 2011 
123

 http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2008/27/contents  
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duty124 on local planning authorities to include policies in their Local Plan 
designed to tackle climate change and its impacts125. 

 
6.22 In addition to this role, the County Council also has wider responsibilities as 

the Lead Local Flood Authority, and has produced its Preliminary Flood Risk 
Assessment126 and a Surface Water Management Plan.  The Council is also 
required to reduce emissions from its own estate and activities, and respond 
to the challenges of climate change and extreme weather events.  Therefore, 
the County Council signed up to a non-mandatory programme called “Climate 
Local”, which is designed to support and run alongside statutory reporting 
duties such as those contained in the Climate Change Act, Civil Contingencies 
Act and Flood and Water Management Act.  The programme is designed to 
develop resilience, address fuel poverty, protect homes and businesses from 
flooding and other extreme weather events, and assist the local economy to 
benefit from renewable and other “green economy” options. 

 
 Where we need to be 
 
6.23 Section 10 of the NPPF explains the key role planning has in meeting the 

challenge of climate change, flooding and coastal change by minimising 
vulnerability and providing resilience to the impacts of climate change, and 
supporting the delivery of renewable and low carbon energy and associated 
infrastructure.  The NPPF further states that this is central to the economic, 
social and environmental dimensions of sustainable development. 

 
6.24 PPG lists a range of opportunities to incorporate climate change mitigation and 

adaptation into Local Plans and these are reflected in the Strategic Objectives 
of this Plan.  Specific opportunities related to minerals and waste include: 
reducing energy use and transport (Strategic Objective 1); waste minimisation 
and recycling (Strategic Objective 3); managing waste close to its source; 
appropriate location of mineral extraction development (Strategic Objectives 4 
and 5); prudent use of mineral resources; and encouraging re-use and 
recycling of minerals (Strategic Objective 6).  This Local Plan also needs to 
ensure that: ongoing reductions in methane emissions from landfill continue; 
that minerals and waste developments make a significant contribution towards 
low carbon energy generation and do not adversely impact on greenhouse gas 
emissions from peat bogs; and that potential for improved flood storage and 
carbon sequestration in restoration schemes is realised. 

 
6.25 The strategic policy for climate change and adaptation (SP13) provides six 

underpinning principles that are discussed below. 
 
6.26 The County Council will require developers to demonstrate that, proportionate 

to the scale and type of development, energy management, resource 
efficiency and design have been determining factors for the proposal, and that 
the proposed solution provides an appropriate balance of energy and resource 
minimisation, and low carbon energy generation.  The choice of technologies 
and most cost efficient methods for carbon reduction will change over the 
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 Section 19 (1A) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004  
125

 PPG paragraph 003, chapter 6 Climate Change (ID: 6-003-20140612) 
126

 Evidence Base document reference RD25: Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment, Cumbria County 
Council, June 2011 
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period of this Local Plan, and it would be counter-productive to impose specific 
requirements at this point in time.  It is considered preferable to establish 
principles by which positive initiatives from industry and communities can be 
considered and assessed.  Evidence should be submitted with a planning 
application, proportionate to the scale and scope of that development, to show 
how the development contributes to a carbon reduction strategy, or how the 
“whole life” emissions of the product or process would be reduced by the 
proposed development. 

 
6.27 Wastewater treatment can require high energy inputs, which reductions in 

water use can help to decrease.  Developments for wastewater treatment are 
matters for this Plan, but policies to encourage reductions in water use, 
consequent wastewater volumes and to minimise risks of future water 
shortages, are more appropriate for District Local Plans.  However, minerals 
and waste developments can both use considerable volumes of water and 
generate wastewater that requires specific treatment or is returned to public 
sewers.  Where appropriate, minerals and waste developments should, 
therefore, demonstrate that this is minimised. 

 
6.28 The County Council considers that minerals and waste developments should 

minimise traffic emissions by being optimally located in relation to the area 
they serve.  For waste management facilities this will take into account the 
sources of the waste and the transport savings that may be realised by co-
locating with other waste processes.  Locational criteria for strategic waste 
developments are considered in chapter 3 and some sites allocated in chapter 
18.  Proposals on additional or alternative sites should demonstrate that they 
would enable recyclable waste to be sorted and processed close to its point of 
origin, or otherwise minimise transport emissions. 

 
6.29 Minerals can only be worked where they occur and the approach, both in the 

site allocations chapter and in determining proposals, is to seek to minimise 
"mineral road miles" by meeting local demand from the nearest geological 
source or by use of non-road transport.  Where the minerals are of regional or 
national importance, sustainability issues may also be relevant when 
considering the respective merits of extending an existing quarry compared 
with the development of a new one. 

 
6.30 Policy SP13 also requires that developments that have the potential to remove 

or degrade peat bog should demonstrate that they will not release significant 
additional carbon emissions or damage the condition of remaining areas of 
peat bog.  Loss of active peat bog would only be permitted in exceptional 
circumstances, although robust measures to mitigate for the loss by improving 
the condition of adjacent or nearby peat bogs would be considered. 

 
6.31 The County Council will also seek to ensure increased sequestration of carbon 

in mineral and waste site restoration and afteruse schemes, through measures 
such as tree planting or peat restoration.  Planting of trees for biofuels on such 
land could also have carbon benefits, especially where this is land that is 
unsuitable for other agricultural production.  Flood storage to improve 
resilience and adaptation to climate change is also encouraged and supported 
where appropriate.  Chapter 16 provides further information and detailed 
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policy on how restoration and afteruse can enhance or create habitats for 
species threatened by changing climates. 

 
6.32 Policy SP13 expresses the County Council’s support in principle for generation 

of low carbon/renewable energy, either from residual waste or on minerals and 
waste sites where they would not adversely impact on the operations or 
restoration of the site.  The assessment criteria for energy from waste facilities 
and other proposals are addressed in policies DC7 and DC8 in chapter 13. 

 
 

POLICY SP13 Climate change mitigation and adaptation 
 
Proposals for minerals and waste management developments should 
demonstrate that: 
 

 proportionate to the scale and type of development, energy management, 
carbon reduction and resource efficiency have been determining design 
factors for the development; and 

 water use and the requirement for wastewater treatment have been 
minimised; and 

 their location will minimise, as far as is practicable, the "minerals or waste 
road miles" involved in supplying the minerals or managing the wastes, 
unless other environmental/sustainability and, for minerals, geological 
considerations override this aim; and 

 where the development affects or is adjacent to peat bog, that carbon 
emissions would not be significantly increased and the condition of 
remaining peat bog would not be adversely affected; and 

 where appropriate, restoration and afteruse proposals fulfil a role in 
helping to mitigate for or adapt to climate change. 
 

Proposals for low carbon renewable energy will be supported where they 
conform to other relevant policies in this Plan and either: 

 
a. use residual waste as part of the feedstock; or 
b. are located within a proposed or existing mineral or waste site and do not 

have unacceptable impacts on the operations, restoration or aftercare of 
the site. 

 

 
 
6.33 Additional policies that support the measures in SP13 and make a positive 

contribution to reducing greenhouse gas emissions are included elsewhere in 
the Plan, as shown in Table 6.1. 
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Measures Policies 

Continue to require landfill gas collection and management systems 
that, wherever practicable, use the gas to generate electricity 

DC10 

Identify sufficient sites in suitable locations for bio-degradable waste 
streams to be diverted from landfill 

SAP2 

Identify sufficient sites in suitable locations for recyclable waste to be 
sorted and processed close to their point of origin, and for minerals to 
be worked or recycled/reused close to their point of origin 

SAP2 
SAP4 

Encourage minerals and waste developments to locate optimally in 
relation to their source/markets 

DC1 

Secure woodland planting and flood storage in restoration schemes 
DC19 
DC22 

Minimise loss of sequestered carbon in peat bogs SP12 

Safeguard existing and potential rail and wharf facilities SAP5 

Identify positive criteria for assessment of Energy from Waste 
proposals 

DC7 

Identify positive criteria for assessment of renewable energy proposals 
on minerals and waste sites 

DC8 

 

Table 6.1: Other measures in the Plan to address climate change 
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7. ECONOMIC AND COMMUNITY BENEFITS 
 
 Background 
 
7.1 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) requires the County Council 

to play an economic role, in which it must contribute to building a strong, 
responsive and competitive economy, by ensuring that sufficient land of the 
right type is available in the right places and at the right time, in order to 
support growth and innovation.  To support economic growth, the Local Plan’s 
main priority is to ensure that we can maintain a reliable and adequate supply 
of minerals, in order to build and repair our homes, businesses and roads, and 
also manage our waste effectively and efficiently. 

 
7.2 The minerals and waste management industries are essential to the county’s 

and wider economies.  In addition to the jobs they provide directly and 
indirectly, the county's communities and economy could not function without 
them and the environment would be degraded. 

 
Economic benefits 

 
7.3 Bearing in mind the very serious social and economic problems experienced in 

parts of Cumbria, it is particularly important that best local advantage is taken 
of investments in minerals and waste management developments.  This can 
include jobs in the construction/development stage, as well as when a 
development is operational.  Attracting new businesses to establish in 
Cumbria that are associated with existing waste or mineral operations, will 
also support economic growth and bring benefits to the county. 

 
7.4 Whilst recyclables are separated out from waste streams, very little actual 

waste recycling takes place within Cumbria.  There should be development 
opportunities with potential to "add value" to the Cumbria economy by 
handling and processing recyclables and compost. 

 
7.5 There is scope for local industries to take advantage of reduced energy costs 

through combined heat and power plants, using fuel that has been derived 
from waste.  Several companies have already expressed interest in using the 
fuel (Refuse Derived Fuel) that is produced as an end product of the 
management of the county's municipal waste.  To date, none of these 
proposals have come to fruition, though permission was granted late 2016 for 
an Energy Recovered Fuel (ERF) facility that, if built, will receive up to 
195,000 tonnes of RDF annually, generating 22MW of electricity, that could 
power the equivalent of up to 45,000 homes. 

 
7.6 The Council’s engagement with the EU-funded waste to energy project and 

other information sources, have demonstrated the range of possibilities that 
there are for regarding discarded materials as a low carbon energy resource 
rather than as a waste.  The techniques and technologies range from “mining” 
old landfills to anaerobic digestion, gasification, pyrolysis and incineration of 
residual wastes.  End-products can include electricity, heat, synthesis gas, bio-
fuels, alternative aggregates and even aviation fuel.  Reusing or selling waste 
as recovered materials represents an economic development opportunity. 
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7.7 The work being undertaken by the Cumbria LEP, as discussed in chapter 2, is 
providing a framework within which the economy of the county is supported 
and encouraged to grow.  They intend to facilitate investment in key projects, 
delivery of new homes, the raising of skills levels, the building on nuclear 
industry strengths and the provision of 100% coverage of superfast 
broadband. 

 

7.8 National planning policy advises local planning authorities to take account of 
the economic (and other) benefits of Best and Most Versatile agricultural land 
when considering the location of developments.  Poorer quality land should be 
sought, where practicable, which would protect those economic benefits as 
well as provide a more sustainable approach to development. 

 

7.9 Restored minerals and waste sites may have some economic benefits for the 
local areas, particularly where such sites are used in the longer term for 
tourism and recreational uses.  The provision of employment and opportunities 
for inward investment associated with recreation and tourism may be possible 
in some instances. 

 

7.10 Economic benefits could, therefore, include:- 
 

 jobs provided in, or supported by, mineral extraction, processing and 
utilisation; 

 jobs provided at waste management facilities; 

 jobs provided during the construction or lead-in stages of minerals and 
waste management developments; 

 enhanced viability of local industries through supply chain benefits and 
due to reduced fuel costs by using combined heat and power energy 
from waste plants; 

 recovery of waste for re-use; 

 protection of Best and Most Versatile agricultural land; 

 restoration to tourism or recreation afteruses. 
 

7.11 Policy SP14 seeks to optimise economic benefits, which implies a balancing 
exercise with other interests, including environmental and social.  However, 
there is no intent to place economic benefit before other interests, where this 
is not practicable.  For example, as minerals can only be worked where they 
are found, there should be no conflict between identifying Mineral 
Safeguarding Areas and achieving economic benefit.  In some instances, it 
may be necessary to consider the overall economic impact of mineral or waste 
proposals. 

 

POLICY SP14 Economic benefit 
 

Proposals for new and time or physically extended minerals and waste 
developments should demonstrate how they would realise their potential to 
provide economic benefit.  This may include such matters as the number of 
jobs directly or indirectly created or safeguarded and the support that 
proposals give to other industries and developments. 
 

Relevant adverse economic impacts on other industries, or on regeneration 
and development initiatives, will be weighed against the overall economic 
benefits of the proposal. 
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 Community benefits 
 
7.12 A Community Benefit, as defined by the Nuclear Legacy Advisory Forum, is “a 

payment in money or in kind to a local community in recognition and/or reward 
for hosting a development that, whilst delivering national benefits, imposes a 
particular environmental, financial or other burden upon the locality where it is 
sited”127. 

 
7.13 It is a voluntary contribution by a developer to support a community, whether 

that be a village, town, city or other area, affected by a development.  In this 
circumstance, the County Council would expect developers to offer a 
Community Benefits package to the affected host community, in order to 
positively contribute to the sustainable development of their area and to the 
well-being of its population.  The County Council expects that proportionate 
benefits packages should be secured; as the package would relate to a 
minerals or waste development, it is most likely that the County Council would 
lead on negotiations, but there would certainly be consultation with the other 
relevant Cumbrian local authorities. 

 
7.14 Historically, such off-setting packages of community benefits have been 

considered only in the context of the nuclear industry, but they are equally 
relevant for mineral, waste management and renewable energy developments.  
Where appropriate, the County Council will also seek to secure Community 
Benefits through Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects on which it is 
consulted. 

 
7.15 Community benefits schemes are separate from the planning process; they 

are not a material planning consideration and will not be taken into account by 
the County Council during the planning application process.  Any Community 
Benefits package will be in addition to any mitigation secured through a legal 
agreement (e.g. s106 or s278 Agreements). 

 
7.16 The County Council can provide advice on who is best placed to receive a 

Community Benefits package, and any community benefits that are secured 
will be set out in the County Council’s Minerals and Waste annual Authority 
Monitoring Reports. 
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 http://www.nuleaf.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/Briefing-Paper-26-Community-benefits-
position-paper-and-framework.pdf  
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8. ENVIRONMENTAL ASSETS 
 

Background 
 
8.1 Cumbria is richly endowed with fine landscapes, geology, wildlife, buildings 

and features of archaeological and historic importance.  These resources are 
valuable environmental assets that underpin the tourism industry, attract 
business and investment into the area, create jobs, engage people through 
volunteering or undertaking recreation and hobbies, improve the 
attractiveness of places and contribute to the improved health and well-being 
of people as well as the quality of life of local communities. 

 
8.2 Environmental conservation can also generate significant economic activity.  

The health of the ecosystem is of vital importance to everyone, it provides 
outputs or outcomes that directly and indirectly affect human well-being.  
These services that benefit people, which are provided by the natural 
environment, are known as ecosystem services (see Glossary). 

 
8.3 The benefits that arise from the ecosystem are wide ranging.  For example, 

the formation of a range of soil types will influence whether crops can be 
grown to feed people and their farmed animals or if ‘wild food’ grows naturally 
that supports wild animals (some of whom are eaten as game) and 
invertebrates, such as bees, who are vital to pollinate crops.  Other examples 
of benefits provided by the ecosystem are: minerals, which are used to build 
our roads and homes; raw materials, such as timber or animal skins; energy, 
in the form of hydropower or biomass fuel; areas of peat, which are important 
for carbon storage and sequestration; flood regulation, in the form of 
floodplains; and recreational, health or educational benefits. 

 
8.4 A number of projects in Cumbria have been or are being undertaken, which 

seek to assess, conserve or enhance particular ecosystem services in the 
county.  The Coast to Coast Bee Roads Project, part of the wider B-Lines 
Initiative run by Buglife, is developing a UK-wide network of wildflower-rich 
meadows and grasslands by linking existing bee and other insect pollinator 
‘motorways’.  The project is being taken forward in partnership with the 
Cumbria Local Nature Partnership128 and will help to support and protect the 
many pollinating insects that contribute to our food production and the 
diversity of our environment. 

 
8.5 In December 2009, Cumbria County Council and Natural England 

commissioned an analysis of the Bassenthwaite catchment area as a case 
study129 in the role of ecosystem services and green infrastructure in economic 
development, regeneration and growth in Cumbria.  The results of the study 
are applicable to all of Cumbria’s rural communities, not just Bassenthwaite.  
For example, more effective relationships between tourism infrastructure and 
environmental projects could deliver higher value activity, such as quality 
hotels, shops, food and drink, and experiences that are capable of sustaining 
higher value employment.  The economic challenge for landscape and 
biodiversity is to turn these assets into experiences that people want to take 
part in and spend money on. 
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 https://www.buglife.org.uk/b-lines-hub/coast-to-coast-bee-roads-project 
129

 Evidence Base document references LD302 and LD303: Bassenthwaite Vital Uplands programme 
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8.6 There have also been a number of projects in Cumbria, which seek to assess, 
conserve or enhance particular elements of the historic environment in the 
county.  In partnership with Oxford Archaeology North and English Heritage, 
the County Council sought an assessment of the impact of aggregate 
extraction upon the heritage resource of Cumbria.  The project was designed 
to inform and facilitate the improved curation of the archaeological resource in 
relation to mineral extraction for Cumbria, outside of the designated 
landscapes of the National Parks, the Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty 
and the Heritage Coast.  The study that was produced130 identifies areas of 
potential future aggregate extraction from the Local Plan work, and provides a 
more detailed information base for the heritage resource within these areas, to 
enable the county’s rich heritage assets to be understood better and to be 
prioritised. 

 
 Source data 

 
8.7 At the international or European level, bodies such as the United Nations 

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) or the European 
Union (EU) designate heritage, geodiversity and biodiversity assets in the UK.  
These are then notified, managed or data held by national organisations: the 
remit of Natural England covers nature and wildlife conservation, plus 
landscape protection, whilst Historic England is responsible for cultural and 
built heritage. 

 
 Biodiversity 

 
8.8 Under the EU Habitats Directive, European Wildlife Sites were designated to 

protect threatened or valuable habitats and species, whilst internationally 
important wetlands were designated under the Ramsar Convention.  
Collectively termed Natura 2000 sites, their Conservation Objectives are 
maintained and updated by Natural England. 

 
8.9 Natural England also maintain and update the (single) Conservation Objective 

for Marine Conservation Zones and are responsible for notifying Sites of 
Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs).  They formally designate Areas of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONBs) and define Heritage Coasts in 
agreement with the relevant maritime local authorities.  Standing advice is 
provided jointly by Natural England and the Forestry Commission on ancient 
woodland and veteran trees. 

 
8.10 The majority of National Nature Reserves are managed by Natural England (in 

Cumbria, a very small minority are managed by the National Trust or Cumbria 
Wildlife Trust) and the relevant data is held on their website.  Information on 
Local Nature Reserves is hosted by them, but they are managed by a range of 
organisations in Cumbria, including the District Councils, the County Council 
and National Park Authorities.  There are also a number of RSPB-managed 
reserves, specifically for their bird interest. 
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 Evidence Base document reference LD310: Terrestrial Mineral Resource, Cumbria: Assessment 
Report, Oxford Archaeology North/English Heritage/Cumbria County Council, February 2015 
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8.11 At the local level, the Cumbria Biodiversity Data Centre131 has the detailed 
representation of current knowledge of Cumbria's biodiversity.  Its evidence 
base includes species and habitat statements, habitat targets, planning 
considerations and enhancement opportunities.  Further work for the 
biodiversity evidence base will include identifying the networks of natural 
habitats required by national policies, mapping biodiversity opportunities and 
defining the landscape features that are of major importance for migration, 
dispersal and genetic exchange.  This is an iterative process that will continue 
to inform the policy and thus any necessary updates. 

 
8.12 Extensive lengths of rivers and of coast comprise some of the most important 

wildlife sites within the county.  A characteristic of these is that the notified site 
often does not include crucial areas of adjacent land.  However, some 
associated areas that are important to species, especially birds, have been 
identified and these include goose/swan flyways.  The above work on habitat 
networks will be particularly important to address this issue. 

 
8.13 There is a Key Species list for Cumbria132 of around 300 wildlife species.  

These are species that have the status of being specifically protected or are 
UK Priority and/or Cumbria Biodiversity Framework (Action Plan) species.  
Further work is continuing to relate these species to appropriate habitat types, 
functional ecological networks and to geographic areas of the county. 

 
8.14 Projects in Cumbria continue to inform the Cumbria Biodiversity Evidence 

Base, increasing the knowledge of habitats and species, especially those 
under threat.  Nature Improvement Areas (NIA) were established by 
Government in April 2012, as a 3-year project to create joined up and resilient 
ecological networks at a landscape scale.  The Morecambe Bay limestones 
and wetlands NIA programme was progressed by Morecambe Bay Local 
Nature Partnership, with Arnside & Silverdale AONB Partnership acting as the 
lead.  The final report for this project was delivered in January 2016 and, 
although there will be no new direct funding, the partners are meeting the 
challenge of maintaining the delivery of improvements to 2020, by use of the 
Heritage Lottery Fund landscape scheme and the Countryside Stewardship 
Facilitation Fund. 

 
8.15 The Cumbria Local Nature Partnership is leading on work in West Cumbria for 

the Small Blue Butterfly Conservation Network133, progressing a Conservation 
Strategy for this declining species.  The butterfly is restricted to small, 
localised colonies in the coastal strip, mainly on naturalised brownfield land, 
which is often under threat from regeneration.  It needs high quality core 
habitat areas and connected habitat corridors, which are considerations that 
could be built into development proposals. 

 
8.16 The Cumbria LNP published their Strategy134 in 2015, which is designed to 

help identify priorities, set measureable targets, monitor progress and widen 

                                                           
131

 http://data.nbn.org.uk/organisation/organisation.jsp?orgKey=10700  
132

 http://www.lakelandwildlife.co.uk/biodiversity/keyspecies.aspx  
133

 a voluntary network of Local Authorities, conservation organisations and local businesses 
134

 Evidence Base document reference LD301: Cumbria Local Nature Partnership Strategy 2015 - 
2020, Cumbria LNP Board, January 2015 
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the Partnership’s impact.  An action plan is under development, containing a 
list of priorities and the resources associated with their delivery. 

 
 Geodiversity 
 
8.17 The European Geoparks Network was created with the support of the EU and 

in co-operation with UNESCO in 2000.  In 2003, the North Pennines AONB 
became the first area in Britain to be awarded the status of European 
Geopark, where special effort is made to make the most of its geology (or 
Earth heritage) through interpretation, education, conservation and nature-
based tourism. 

 
8.18 Local Geological Sites (LGS), previously known as Regionally Important 

Geological and Geomorphological Sites (RIGS), are currently the most 
important places for geology and geomorphology outside statutorily protected 
land, such as SSSI’s, and are equivalent to local wildlife sites and other non-
statutory wildlife designations.  These sites started life as SSSI’s, but were 
denotified during the Geological Conservation Review135 by the Joint Nature 
Conservation Committee (JNCC).  Cumbria GeoConservation Group, an 
affiliated member of UK RIGS and a special interest group of Cumbria Wildlife 
Trust, is a voluntary geological conservation group that records, monitors and 
reviews LGS in the county.  They also set out a Local Geodiversity Action 
Plan136, with the aim of “Conserving, enhancing and managing the region’s 
geological heritage and diversity for the benefit of all”. 

 
8.19 At the local level, Limestone Pavement Orders (LPO) were designated by the 

Local Authority, based on information provided by Natural England.  
Information and mapping regarding each LPO is hosted on the Natural 
England website. 

 
 Historic environment 
 
8.20 UNESCO’s World Heritage Committee decides which places can be 

considered of outstanding universal value to humanity and then designates 
worthy World Heritage Sites.  Historic England is responsible for managing 
those World Heritage Sites that are situated in England, and information is 
hosted on the Historic England website.  The organisation also maintains the 
registers of listed buildings, historic parks and gardens, registered battlefields 
and scheduled monuments (formerly scheduled ancient monuments).  
Conservation Areas are designated and managed by the Local Authorities. 

 
8.21 At the local level, the Cumbria County Historic Environment Record (HER) is a 

database of all known archaeological sites and monuments for the county, 
outside the areas of the National Parks.  The database contains over 20,000 
records, linked to a GIS interface.  The HER (formerly the Sites and 
Monuments Record or SMR) has been maintained by Cumbria County Council 
since the mid-1970s.  The database was computerised between 1983 and 
1985, and has been expanded significantly since that time.  Maintenance of an 
HER is required by paragraph 169 of the National Planning Policy Framework. 

 

                                                           
135

 http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/page-2947 
136

 Evidence Base document reference LD160: Cumbria Local Geodiversity Action Plan, 2009 
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 Landscape 
 
8.22 In order to reflect the principles of the European Landscape Convention137, 

Cumbria County Council, in partnership with the Cumbrian Local Planning 
Authorities, prepared the Cumbria Landscape Character Guidance and its 
associated Toolkit138.  The Guidance contains a landscape character 
assessment, which maps, classifies and describes the elements and features 
that characterise the different landscape types across the county, setting out 
what makes the landscape distinctive now.  It acknowledges that landscapes 
are dynamic and have been, and will continue to be, shaped by natural and 
man-made forces and actions.  It also includes a series of guidelines to help 
encourage and plan action that will protect, manage, enhance, restore and 
create landscapes that will be able to adapt to change over time but still retain 
the characteristics that make them distinctive.  The Landscape Character 
Toolkit provides detailed advice on applying the Cumbria Landscape 
Characterisation Assessment. 

 
8.23 Cumbria's historic landscape is varied and greatly appreciated; its 

characterisation can be used to inform the preparation of the county's future 
strategies for the historic environment, landscape and sustainability.  It is a 
useful tool when undertaking environmental assessment at the strategic level 
to inform minerals planning policies.  In partnership with the Lake District 
National Park Authority, a programme of work sponsored by English Heritage 
(now Historic England) was undertaken to map the elements of Cumbria's 
historic landscape.  The result was a series of interactive GIS-based maps that 
characterise the distinctive, historic dimension of today's environment in 
Cumbria and an associated handbook139. 

 
 Marine environment 
 
8.24 The Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009 allowed the creation of Marine 

Conservation Zones (MCZ’s).  The Marine Conservation Zone Project, to 
identify and recommend MCZ’s to Government, was led by the Joint Nature 
Conservation Committee and Natural England.  MCZ’s protect a range of 
nationally important marine wildlife, habitats, geology and geomorphology, and 
can be designated anywhere in English and Welsh territorial and UK offshore 
waters.  To date, three MCZ’s have been designated for Cumbria – West of 
Walney (off Barrow), Allonby Bay (Allonby to Maryport) and Cumbria Coast 
(Whitehaven to Drigg). 

 
 Environmental assets 
 
8.25 This Local Plan identifies Cumbria’s environmental assets (see Boxes 8.1 and 

8.2), in order to recognise their extent and significance to the planning system 
in Cumbria.  They include assets that have been formally designated in 
accordance with international, European and national legislation and others 
that are identified for their regional or local importance.  In order to identify 

                                                           
137

 http://www.coe.int/t/dg4/cultureheritage/heritage/Landscape/default_en.asp  
138

 Evidence Base document reference LD196: Cumbria County Council, March 2011 
139

 Guide to Using the Cumbria Historic Landscape Character Database for Cumbria’s Planning 
Authorities, Cumbria County Council, July 2009: http://www.cumbria.gov.uk/planning-
environment/countryside/historic-environment/histlandcharacter.asp  
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those assets that are of particular county importance, reference has been 
made to the relevant databases, as described above. 

 

BOX 8.1 
 

The areas, features and, where appropriate, their settings, located wholly 
or partly within Cumbria (outside the Lake District and Yorkshire Dales 
National Parks) that are formally identified as being of national, European 
and international importance are:- 
 

 internationally important Wildlife Sites (Ramsar sites, Special Areas of 
Conservation and Special Protection Areas) - Upper Solway Flats and 
Marshes/Solway Firth; South Solway Mosses; Border Mires, Kielder and 
Butterburn; Irthinghead Mires; Duddon Estuary; Duddon Mosses; Drigg 
Coast; Asby Complex; North Pennine Moors; Morecambe Bay; 
Morecambe Bay Pavements; Walton Moss; Clints Quarry; Cumbrian 
Marsh Fritillary Site; Helbeck and Swindale Woods; Lake District High 
Fells; Moor House - Upper Teesdale; North Pennine Dales Meadows; 
River Derwent; River Ehen; River Eden; River Kent; Tyne and Nent; 
Roudsea Wood and Mosses; Bolton Fell Moss; 

 World Heritage Sites - "Frontiers of the Roman Empire: Hadrian's Wall" 
and its visual impact zone; The English Lake District; 

 European and Global Geopark – North Pennines; 

 Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty - Solway Coast; Arnside and 
Silverdale; and North Pennines; 

 Heritage Coast - St Bees Head; 

 the settings of the Lake District, Yorkshire Dales and Northumberland 
National Parks; 

 Sites of Special Scientific Interest; 

 Marine Conservation Zones – West of Walney; Allonby Bay; Cumbria 
Coast; 

 Nature Improvement Area – Morecambe Bay limestones and wetlands; 

 National Nature Reserves – Clawthorpe Fell; Cliburn Moss; Drumburgh 
Moss; Duddon Mosses; Finglandrigg Woods; Gowk Bank; Great Asby 
Scar; Hallsenna Moor; High Leys; Hutton Roof; Moor House-Upper 
Teesdale; North Walney; Roudsea Wood and Mosses; Sandscale Haws; 
South Solway Mosses; Thornhill Moss and Meadows; Walton Moss; 

 statutorily protected wildlife species; 

 habitats and species of principal importance that are included in the 
England Biodiversity List (published by the Secretary of State under 
Section 41 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006) 
and in the UK Biodiversity Framework (Action Plan); 

 ancient woodlands; 

 Limestone Pavements protected by Orders; 

 nationally important archaeological sites whether designated as 
Scheduled Monuments or not; 

 Registered Historic Battlefield – Solway Moss; 

 Registered Historic Parks and Gardens – Appleby Castle; Corby Castle; 
Dallam Tower; Dalston Road Cemetery; Holker Hall; Hutton-in-the-Forest; 
Levens Hall; Sizergh Castle; Workington Hall; 

 listed buildings. 
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BOX 8.2 
 
Wildlife, geological, geomorphological, landscape and historic 
environment areas and features that are of particular importance for the 
county, or which make a contribution to biodiversity, geological, 
landscape and historic conservation include:- 
 

 Local Nature Reserves – Cowraik Quarry; Harrington Reservoir; Holme 
Park Quarry; Kingmoor Sidings; Millom Ironworks; Siddick Pond; 

 RSPB Nature Reserves – Campfield Marsh; Geltsdale; Hodbarrow; St 
Bees Head; 

 Local Sites (these are County Wildlife Sites and Local Geological Sites); 

 Cumbria Biodiversity Framework (Action Plan) habitats and species and 
additional ones of conservation importance for the North West that occur 
within Cumbria; 

 areas of regional or local importance identified by the Local Nature 
Partnerships; 

 Cumbria Geodiversity Action Plan sites; 

 Conservation Areas and their settings; 

 landscape attributes and features essential to local landscape character; 

 landscape features of major importance for wild flora and fauna that are 
essential for migration, dispersal and genetic exchange and which 
encourage the protection, conservation and expansion of the general 
ecological fabric (i.e. habitat networks, wildlife corridors, stepping stones, 
sites, etc.); 

 soil resources, including best and most versatile agricultural land 

 veteran and other substantial trees, hedgerows and woodlands; 

 lakes, tarns and rivers; 

 undeveloped coast; 

 locally listed archaeological sites, monuments, buildings and their settings. 
 

 
 Strategy and development principles 
 
8.26 Legislation places duties on the County Council to protect and enhance the 

natural and historic environment, which needs to be reflected in this Plan.  
Examples include Section 85 of the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 
(2000), which places a duty on the Council to conserve and enhance the 
natural beauty of an AONB, or Section 40 of the Natural Environment and 
Rural Communities Act (2006), which places a duty on the Council to consider 
how to conserve biodiversity in all their actions.  In the context of minerals and 
waste management developments, it is vital that people's quality of life and the 
environmental assets and their settings are protected; policies are needed that 
attach appropriate levels of protection to them.  Government revoked the 
North West Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) in April 2013.  Its former Policy 
EM1 – ‘Integrated enhancement and protection of the Region’s environmental 
assets’, set out details on how environmental assets in the North West of 
England should be identified, protected, enhanced and managed, with 
particular regard to (A) landscape, (B) the natural environment, (C) the historic 
environment and (D) trees, woodlands and forests.  This valuable policy 
sought a “step change” to increase the North West’s biodiversity resources.  It 
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has, therefore, been necessary to consider how the revoked policy should be 
reflected in this Local Plan. 

 
8.27 The spatial objectives and priorities of the former policy fall within the 

responsibility of the District Councils and will mainly be delivered through their 
Local Plans, which have a wider remit than this Minerals & Waste Local Plan.  
However, aspects of the policy that relate to conserving and enhancing areas, 
sites, features and species are relevant to this Plan and have been 
incorporated into strategic policy SP15 and the relevant Development Control 
policies. 

 
 Opportunities 
 
8.28 Cumbria is already favoured with an exceptionally high quality natural 

environment.  Nevertheless, there are still many opportunities for enhancing, 
expanding and linking wildlife sites and enhancing the general ecological 
fabric.  This was recognised in the identification of the Morecambe Bay 
limestones and wetlands Nature Improvement Area (NIA)140, which was the 
only NIA identified in the north of England. 

 
8.29 Quarries and landfill sites can offer significant opportunities to deliver 

sustainability objectives.  The Nature after Minerals141 initiatives focus on 
former workings, but it is not just those that are important; some of the working 
quarries in Cumbria have demonstrated very successful enhancement of 
wildlife habitats.  Several active quarries are particularly important as habitats 
for great crested newts and botanically rich vegetation has naturally 
regenerated on some of the limestone quarry waste tips.  Successful 
maintenance and further enhancement of some of these habitats is much 
easier and more likely to happen whilst a quarry is working than when it is 
closed. 

 
8.30 Working quarries can offer invaluable opportunities to geologists, amateur and 

professional, to gain access to fresh rock faces in order to provide better 
understanding of the processes that formed different rock types and features, 
as well as their enhanced interpretation.  Disused quarries are of great value 
as geological conservation sites.  LGS sites in Cumbria are situated in both 
working and disused quarries.  Millom Rock Park is located next to Ghyll 
Scaur Quarry and has an excellent viewing vantage over the quarry.  The Park 
was funded from a number of sources including the quarry operator, the 
Aggregate Levy Sustainability Funds of Cumbria County Council, and Natural 
England; the project was delivered by a committee that included members of 
the local community.  The Park features many large rock specimens from the 
quarry and from other local sources in Cumbria, complete with interpretations, 
plus there are schematic descriptions of the quarrying process. 

 
8.31 The restoration schemes for quarries and landfill sites can also provide 

significant opportunities to deliver benefits to ecosystem services.  For 
example, native woodland creation can provide habitat or food for wildlife, it 
can boost carbon storage, it can lessen soil erosion or the washing of gravel 
into streams, which in turn may improve water quality and wildlife. 

                                                           
140

 http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/conservation/biodiversity/funding/nia/projects/morecambebay.aspx  
141

 Evidence Base document reference LD48 and http://www.afterminerals.com/index.aspx  
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8.32 A study142 was carried out by Cranfield University, supported by the Mineral 
Products Association and Nature After Minerals, which researched an 
ecosystem services approach to quarry restoration.  The report shows how 
such an approach could offer a systematic framework to enhance, structure 
and communicate the benefits that restored land provides to society.  The 
report makes recommendations to the mineral industry that would further 
these aims; it would be useful to consider the lessons from the study when in 
dialogue with quarry operators regarding sustainable restoration schemes. 

 
8.33 Cumbria is also favoured with an exceptionally high quality historic 

environment, the highlights of which are Hadrian’s Wall, Long Meg stone circle 
(second largest in the UK), a number of medieval castles and the county’s 
industrial heritage.  To consider the impact of any development proposal on 
the historic environment effectively, some of these features, such as Hadrian’s 
Wall, will require particular consideration of strategic cross boundary issues, 
but for all proposals, engagement is undertaken with appropriate conservation, 
archaeology or urban design colleagues.  Taking account of local historic 
environment issues and priorities, ensures a joined up and robust approach to 
safeguarding Cumbria’s historic assets. 

 
8.34 Mineral or waste developments inevitably involve change in the landscape; the 

nature of this change depends upon how sites are selected, designed and 
restored.  The Cumbria Landscape Character Guidance & Toolkit provides 
baseline information on landscape character and broad objectives for county 
character areas, which can be used to inform these processes.  The 
restoration of mineral workings can offer significant opportunities to meet wider 
goals of enhancing landscape character, such as through the restoration of 
field boundaries or the expansion of native woodland and natural grassland, 
as well as increasing access to the countryside. 

 
 Planning policy 
 
8.35 The National Planning Policy Framework requires local planning authorities to 

plan for biodiversity at a landscape scale, across local authority boundaries, 
and to set criteria based policies against which proposals for any development 
on or affecting protected wildlife or geodiversity sites or landscape areas will 
be judged.  The NPPF also requires that the planning system recognises the 
wider benefits of ecosystem services143. 

 
8.36 Local planning authorities should work with Local Nature Partnerships (LNPs) 

in ensuring that policies and decisions are based on up-to date data relating to 
assets and ecological networks.  In Cumbria, the three existing LNPs are 
‘Cumbria’, ‘Morecambe Bay’ and the ‘Northern Upland Chain’. 

 
8.37 Distinctions are required to be made between the hierarchy of international, 

national and locally designated sites.  This is so that protection is 
commensurate with their status and gives appropriate weight to their 
importance and the contribution that they make to wider ecological networks. 

 

                                                           
142

 Evidence Base document reference ND174: Introducing an ecosystem services approach to quarry 
restoration, Helen King, Cranfield University, 2013 
143

 NPPF, paragraph 109 
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8.38 For the historic environment, local planning authorities are required to set out 
in Local Plans a positive strategy for the conservation and enjoyment of the 
historic environment.  This requirement is relevant to this Plan, but is most 
directly relevant to District plans. 

 
8.39 The scale of the minerals and the waste management developments, that are 

likely to be needed or proposed in Cumbria, is relatively small.  It should be 
possible in most cases to avoid major adverse impacts on environmental 
assets and to focus on enhancement or conservation.  There may be 
exceptions with some minerals, where the geological resource is a major 
contributing factor to the environmental interest.  The Habitats Regulations 
Assessment identifies potentially sensitive locations in relation to Local Plan 
policies. 

 
 Policy approach 
 
8.40 The policy approach in SP15 is not only that development should not result in 

significant harm to Cumbria's environmental assets, but also that development 
incorporates the enhancement measures to secure a ‘step-change’ increase in 
biodiversity resources that were in RSS Policy EM1(B); this is translated into 
helping to secure movement from a net loss of biodiversity towards 
achievement of net gains in biodiversity resources.  The policy also 
incorporates measures relating to green infrastructure that were in revoked 
RSS Policy EM3.  Green infrastructure is defined as the network of green and 
blue spaces that lies between cities, towns and villages and which provides 
multiple social, economic and environmental benefits (see Glossary for further 
information on green and blue spaces). 

 
8.41 In order to determine a development proposal, a Habitats Regulations 

Assessment (HRA) will be required to show that the proposal will not have an 
adverse effect on the integrity of a European Site, whether located in, adjacent 
to or on a ‘pathway’ to the Site.  If a particular proposal cannot reasonably be 
developed on any alternative locations, that would result in less or no harm, 
adequate mitigation measures should be put in place before development is 
started.  Where significant harm to biodiversity and geological interests cannot 
be prevented, or adequately mitigated against, appropriate compensation 
measures will be sought.  If significant harm cannot be prevented, adequately 
mitigated against or compensated for, then planning permission will be 
refused. 

 
8.42 With regard to the historic environment, the approach in policy SP15 is not 

only that development should not result in harm to an asset’s significance, but 
also to open up the potential for a development to enhance that significance.  
Although less likely for minerals or waste developments than for County 
developments144, there could be a positive contribution to local character and 
distinctiveness.  However, where a proposed development will lead to 
substantial harm to, or total loss of, significance of a designated heritage 
asset, planning permission would be refused, unless it can be demonstrated 

                                                           
144

 under circular DoE 19/92 and WO 39/92, The Town and Country Planning (Development Plans and 
Consultation) Directions 1992, 13 July 1992, County developments are “their own development or for 
developments jointly carried out with another person and for development on local authority-owned 
land” 
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that substantial public benefits will outweigh the substantial harm or loss.  This 
approach is carried through to development control policy DC17. 

 
8.43 Having taken account of the above matters, the focus of this Plan's policy, in 

addition to protection, will be to maintain and enhance landscape character, 
the historic environment, biodiversity and geological conservation interests.  
The environmental assets include the normal residential and workplace 
amenities for quality of life, those areas and features listed in Boxes 8.1 and 
8.2 and, where appropriate, their settings. 

 

POLICY SP15 Environmental assets 
 

Minerals and waste management developments, including restoration and 
afteruse, should: 
 

 protect, maintain and enhance people’s overall quality of life and the 
natural, historic and other distinctive features that contribute to the 
environment of Cumbria and to the character of its landscapes and places; 

 conserve the settings of these environmental assets; 

 improve the linkages between these environmental assets and provide 
buffer zones around them, where this is appropriate; 

 realise the opportunities for expanding and increasing environmental 
resources, including adapting and mitigating for climate change; 

 help to secure movement from a net loss of biodiversity towards 
achievement of net gains in biodiversity resources by protecting, 
enhancing, expanding and linking areas for wildlife within and between the 
locations of highest biodiversity resources and encouraging the 
conservation and expansion of the ecological fabric elsewhere; 

 help to create new green infrastructure, and to conserve and manage 
where it is existing, and enhance its functionality, quality, connectivity and 
accessibility. 

 

All proposals should also be expected to demonstrate that they include 
reasonable measures to secure the opportunities that they present for 
enhancing Cumbria's environmental assets. 
 

Information on environmental assets and guidance on implementing parts of 
this policy are provided by the Cumbria Landscape Character Guidance and 
Toolkit, the Guide to using the Cumbria Historic Landscape Character 
database, the Cumbria Biodiversity Evidence Base and the Cumbria Historic 
Environment Record. 
 

There are national policies for areas and features that are identified to be of 
international, European or national importance, as set out below. 
 
Landscape designations 
 

Major developments that adversely affect the designated areas or the settings 
of National Parks, Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty and Heritage Coasts, 
will only be granted planning permission in exceptional circumstances and 
where it can be demonstrated that they are in the public interest, in accordance 
with paragraph 116 of the National Planning Policy Framework. 
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Geodiversity designations 
 

Major developments that adversely affect the designated areas of Geoparks, 
will only be granted planning permission in exceptional circumstances and 
where it can be demonstrated that they are in the public interest, in accordance 
with paragraph 116 of the National Planning Policy Framework.  They shall 
also incorporate any relevant features of geological interest into an appropriate 
restoration scheme. 
 

Marine designations 
 

The local planning authority will exercise its functions in relation to Marine 
Conservation Zones (MCZ) in accordance with the duties placed upon it by the 
Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009 (paras 125-127).  The local authority will 
seek to exercise its functions in a manner that furthers the achievement of the 
conservation objectives of the MCZ, or least hinders the achievement of those 
objectives.  Therefore, any major developments that adversely affect any MCZ, 
will only be granted planning permission in exceptional circumstances and 
where it can be demonstrated that they are in the public interest, in accordance 
with paragraph 118 of the National Planning Policy Framework. 
 

Ramsar and European Wildlife Sites 
 
The precautionary principle will be applied to any development proposals 
affecting these sites and planning permission will be granted only if Habitats 
Regulations Assessment can determine that a proposal will not have an 
adverse effect on the integrity of the Site.  The only exception is where there 
are no alternative solutions that would have no (or a lesser) effect and that the 
development must be carried out because there are imperative reasons of 
overriding public interest, in accordance with paragraphs 25 to 32 of ODPM 
Circular 06/2005 (Defra Circular 01/2005). 
 
In accordance with NPPF paragraph 118, this policy also applies to potential 
Special Protection Areas, possible Special Areas of Conservation and 
proposed Ramsar sites where the Government has initiated the relevant public 
consultation, and for sites identified, or required, as compensatory measures 
for adverse effects on European or Ramsar Sites, including the potential, 
possible or proposed ones. 
 
Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) 
 
In accordance with paragraphs 56 to 83 of ODPM Circular 06/2005, and the 
general and overarching duty placed on local planning authorities, to take 
reasonable steps to further the conservation and enhancement of the features 
for which sites are of special interest:- 
 

 Planning permission will not normally be granted for development within or 
outside an SSSI, which is likely to have an adverse effect on it, individually 
or in combination with other development. 

 Exceptions will only be made where the benefits of the development, at 
the proposed site, clearly outweigh both the impacts that it is likely to have 
on the features of the site that make it of special scientific interest and any 
broader impacts on the national network of SSSIs. 
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Heritage designations 
 
In general, development proposals that substantially harm or totally destroy the 
Outstanding Universal Value of a World Heritage Site, or the significance of a 
designated heritage asset, or their settings, will only be granted planning 
permission where it can be demonstrated that they are necessary to achieve 
substantial public benefits that outweigh the harm or loss (in accordance with 
NPPF paragraph 133). 
 
Where development proposals cause less than substantial harm to the 
Outstanding Universal Value of a World Heritage Site or the significance of a 
designated heritage asset, or their settings, the harm will be weighed against 
the public benefits of the proposals (in accordance with NPPF paragraph 134). 
 
Environmental assets not protected by national, European or 
international legislation 
 
Where not otherwise protected by national, European or international 
legislation, great weight will be given to conserving habitats and species of 
principal importance and irreplaceable habitats.  In accordance with NPPF 
paragraph 118, planning permission will be refused for development resulting 
in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable habitats unless the need for, and 
benefits of, the development in that location clearly outweigh the loss. 
 
Permission will not be granted for development that would have an 
unacceptable impact on the environmental assets, on its own or in combination 
with other developments, unless it is demonstrated that:- 
 

 there is an overriding need for the development, and 

 it cannot reasonably be located on any alternative site that would result 
in less or no harm, and then, 

 the effects can be adequately mitigated, or if not, 

 the effects can be adequately and realistically compensated for through 
offsetting actions. 

 
Where not otherwise protected by national, European or international 
legislation, the effect of a development proposal on the significance of a non-
designated heritage asset should be taken into account in determining the 
application.  In weighing applications that affect, directly or non-directly, non-
designated heritage assets, a balanced judgement will be required, having 
regard to the scale of any harm or loss and the significance of the heritage 
asset.  Non-designated heritage assets of national importance are treated as 
designated assets. 
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9. RESTORATION, AFTERCARE AND AFTERUSE 
 
9.1 Restoration and aftercare schemes for mineral working and waste 

management sites, such as landfills, provide opportunities to secure the 
increase in biodiversity resources that is required by policy SP15.  Such 
schemes should help to deliver Biodiversity Framework (Action Plan) 
objectives; should take account of the key habitats and species lists; the 
Cumbria Landscape Character Toolkit; functional ecological networks and of 
associated guidance.  The ecological frameworks and networks will be 
developed in District Local Plans. 

 
9.2 In addition to biodiversity, there can be other important restoration objectives, 

such as landscape enhancement, flood risk mitigation, landscape scale 
conservation and connectivity, access to geological resources and 
reinstatement of Best and Most Versatile agricultural land.  There may also be 
opportunities where built development is an appropriate and practicable 
afteruse, which can deliver social and economic benefits.  Policy SP16 
contains a non-exhaustive list of issues to be considered in restoration, 
afteruse and aftercare schemes. 

 
9.3 Appropriate and thorough restoration may also be needed for some sites to 

secure the phased restoration of large sites, to address land contamination 
and secure land stability and to reduce future liability for public safety arising 
from previous mineral and waste developments.  When formulating restoration 
and aftercare schemes, cross reference should be made to policy SP13 
Climate change mitigation and adaptation and to policy SP15 Environmental 
assets. 

 

POLICY SP16 Restoration and aftercare 
 
Restoration, afteruse and aftercare schemes for mineral working and waste 
management sites should demonstrate that best practicable measures have 
been taken to help deliver the sustainability objectives of this Plan.  Where 
appropriate, this should include consideration of the potential for biodiversity, 
geodiversity and landscape enhancement, flood risk mitigation and water 
quality, maintaining agricultural land quality, ameliorating contaminated land 
and securing land stability. 
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10. PLANNING OBLIGATIONS AND COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE LEVY 
 
10.1 Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 makes provision for 

local planning authorities and developers to enter into planning obligations or 
undertakings.  Their purpose is to secure measures to mitigate the impacts of 
proposed development which cannot be secured through conditions on a 
planning permission.  The statutory test for a planning obligation is that it can 
only constitute a reason for granting planning permission if it is:- 

 
a) necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms; 
b) directly related to the development; and 
c) fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development. 

 
10.2 This test is set out in Regulation 122 of the Community Infrastructure 

Regulations 2010 and is repeated in National Planning Policy Framework 
paragraph 204.  From April 2014, restrictions have also been placed on the 
local use of planning obligations for pooled contributions towards items that 
may be funded via the Community Infrastructure Levy (Regulation 123).  In 
some instances, this could impact on the ability to seek planning obligations 
where five or more schemes are contributing to an infrastructure project or 
type of infrastructure. 

 
10.3 The Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) came into force in April 2010.  It 

allows local authorities in England and Wales to raise funds from developers 
undertaking new building projects in their area through a standard charging 
schedule.  The role of CIL is to secure contributions to fund strategic 
infrastructure that is needed to support the growth of an area. 

 
10.4 The responsibility for developing a CIL is a discretionary one and it lies with 

the District Councils and not with the County Council.  It is anticipated that CIL 
will have limited direct application to most minerals and waste management 
developments, but there may be overlaps between the types of infrastructure 
to be funded by the Levy and those required in connection with minerals and 
waste developments.  Examples of the strategic infrastructure and 
improvements that could be deliverable include road schemes, green 
infrastructure and flood defence schemes.  Where a piece of infrastructure is 
secured through CIL, a section 106 will not be used for this mitigation 
measure. 

 
10.5 Notwithstanding the emergence of CIL, planning obligations are likely to 

continue to have an important role in mitigating adverse impacts of minerals 
and waste management developments. 

 
10.6 Where planning obligations or legal agreements are required in order to 

achieve the necessary control of a development, the following non-exhaustive 
list sets out a range of the provisions that may be included in a planning 
obligation: 

 

 highways and access improvements; 

 traffic management measures, including traffic routeing agreements; 

 the undertaking of landscape improvements; 
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 the implementation of long term monitoring, mitigation and enhancement 
measures for environmental assets, before, during and after development; 

 the provision for archaeological investigation, analysis, reporting, 
publication and archive deposition; 

 the long term restoration and afteruse of sites (including financial 
guarantees to ensure restoration and long term maintenance is 
undertaken); 

 the provision of, maintenance of, and improvements to the public rights of 
way network; 

 the long term management of, and public access to, sites restored for 
amenity purposes; 

 the off-site monitoring of watercourses, groundwater levels and water 
supply abstractions; 

 the provision of facilities to compensate local communities for the loss of 
amenity. 

 
10.7 With regard to financial guarantees, they are most likely to apply to new sites 

rather than physical extensions to existing sites.  The use of ‘long term’ in the 
policy will need to be considered on a case-by-case basis for each proposal.  
For example, if a restoration scheme required a site to be restored to 
agriculture, this may be able to be achieved within five years of operations 
ceasing at a site; but if a restoration scheme required low nutrient vegetation, 
perhaps with removal of invasive species such as buddleia, this may not be 
able to be achieved until ten years after cease of operations. 

 
10.8 In accordance with chapter 27, paragraph 48 of PPG (ID:27-048- 20140306), 

where an operator is contributing to an established mutual funding scheme, 
such as the Mineral Products Association Restoration Guarantee Fund or the 
British Aggregates Association Restoration Guarantee Fund, no financial 
guarantee, even in the exceptional circumstances set out in Policy SP17, will 
be sought. 
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POLICY SP17 Section 106 planning obligations 
 
Where it is not possible to achieve the necessary control or outcome through 
the use of planning conditions, the County Council will require appropriate 
mitigation to be secured through Section 106 planning obligations that ensure 
that development proposals:- 
 
1. secure long term management of relevant environmental assets. 
2. only where one of the following exceptional circumstances applies, provide 

financial guarantees, including with parent companies, where appropriate for 
restoration works, except where a national industry guarantee fund will 
remain in place: 

 very long-term new projects, where progressive reclamation is not 
practicable, such as an extremely large limestone quarry; or 

 where a novel approach or technique is to be used, but the minerals 
planning authority considers it is justifiable to give permission for the 
development; or 

 where there is reliable evidence of the likelihood of either financial or 
technical failure, but these concerns are not such as to justify refusal 
of permission. 

3. provide necessary infrastructure such as highway and transport 
improvements, flood and surface water management schemes and green 
infrastructure. 
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11. MONITORING AND ENFORCING PLANNING CONTROL 
 
11.1 The purpose of monitoring and enforcing planning control is to protect people, 

the environment, the public interest, transport systems and the amenity of the 
area.  The service of formal enforcement notices is a discretionary function, 
which will only be exercised when it is for the above purposes; it is not to 
punish offenders for the sake of doing so. 

 
11.2 It is Council policy normally not to respond to anonymous calls or letters; this 

is because it is not possible to respond to the complainant.  It is important that 
complainants receive some sort of response, in order to do justice both to their 
complaint and, where unfounded or misdirected, the site being complained 
about.  The identity of complainants is kept strictly confidential, so that they 
may contact the Council with confidence. 

 
11.3 The principal planning enforcement effort of the Authority is directed towards 

avoiding infringements through proactive monitoring; this includes taking account 
of relevant, written comments made by the general public and consultees during 
the application process.  Whilst remaining proportionate, in general, monitoring 
effort is directed at those sites that receive the most complaints.  It is, 
nevertheless, inevitable that breaches and offences will occur and the purpose of 
this policy is to ensure that they are resolved in a consistent, transparent, 
proportionate and fair manner.  Where unauthorised development or breach of 
conditions occur, the County Council will seek to remedy the injury in the first 
instance by negotiation and persuasion.  This may include inviting 
retrospective planning applications, in appropriate circumstances. 

 
11.4 It is not uncommon for persons committing planning breaches, to give 

assurances of ceasing activities or carrying out remedial works within reasonable 
timescales, but thereafter fail to comply with the agreed timescale.  In all 
negotiations and decisions to resolve planning breaches within a particular 
timescale, or for a planning application to be submitted, the Authority will have 
regard to a person’s history of compliance or otherwise, with planning legislation 
and any previous informal agreements, without reasonable excuse.  As a 
general rule, very little weight will be given to assurances made by persons who 
have previously given assurances of compliance, but subsequently have failed 
to carry out those assurances. 

 
11.5 Some Local Authorities have established a Local Enforcement Plan, in line with 

NPPF, paragraph 207.  The Local Enforcement Plan could help Authorities 
proactively manage enforcement, and should be tailored in a way that is 
appropriate to their area.  This is not a statutory document and, due to the 
relatively small number of complaints that the County Council receive, it is not 
considered that one is necessary for minerals and waste developments in the 
county, at this time.  This will be kept under review. 
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POLICY SP18 Monitoring and enforcing planning control 
 
The County Council, in exercising its function of ensuring compliance with 
planning control, will: 
 
1. where there is serious harm caused to amenity or potentially irreparable 

harm to the environment, take practicable immediate action against a 
breach of planning control to stop further damage; 

2. in all other instances, seek to resolve any problems within a reasonable 
timescale by discussion and negotiation without the need to resort to legal 
action; 

3. only take enforcement action where it is necessary to do so to protect 
people, the environment, the public interest, transport systems and the 
amenity of the area, in accordance with the provisions of the development 
plan; 

4. ensure that action is always commensurate with the breach of planning 
control; 

5. give due regard to current legislation, policy framework, instructions, 
appeal decisions and relevant judicial authority; 

6. enable sustainable development to take place, even though it may initially 
have been unauthorised; 

7. maintain the integrity of sites having interests of acknowledged historical 
or environmental importance and their surroundings; 

8. when appropriate, maintain liaison and contact with the general public, 
and mineral and waste management operators; 

9. where a planning application is submitted to address a breach of planning 
control, only take formal enforcement action in exceptional 
circumstances, until such time as the application has been determined. 
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PART 2 
 
 
 

DEVELOPMENT CONTROL POLICIES 
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12. INTRODUCTION 
 
12.1 This section sets out the Development Control Policies of the Cumbria 

Minerals and Waste Local Plan.  These are the policies that are used when 
planning applications are considered.  The Strategic Policies set out what the 
Local Plan will do; the Development Control Policies must conform to the 
Strategic Policies and help to deliver those policies and strategic objectives. 

 
Purpose 

 
12.2 The purpose of the Development Control Policies is to provide guidance to the 

public, and to mineral and waste operators, about the issues that will be 
considered when planning applications for mineral working and waste 
management developments are submitted.  They provide the detailed criteria 
needed to control and manage minerals and waste developments, for 
example, relating to individual environmental impacts. 

 
12.3 Planning applications should be determined in accordance with the 

development plan.  This will comprise the Cumbria Minerals and Waste Local 
Plan and the District Council Local Plans, once they have been formally 
adopted.  In addition to the development plan, national policies in the form of 
the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), the National Planning Policy 
for Waste and the latest Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) are also material 
considerations for any planning applications or proposals. 

 
Conforming to the Strategic Policies 

 
12.4 The Development Control Policies conform to the Strategic Policies, and 

provide additional detailed criteria to enable the Strategic Policies to be 
implemented.  For most subjects or issues, broad generic policies are all that 
is required.  For others, for example environmental assets, more detailed 
criteria based policies, which are specific to the subject, are needed in this 
Plan, in addition to the higher level strategic policy. 

 
12.5 Sustainable development145 requires that the needs of the economy are taken 

into account as well as the environmental and social impacts of development.  
This balance is required to ensure that Cumbria's waste management and 
minerals needs are met, in order to support economic activity in appropriate 
locations and circumstances.  These should maintain the viability of local 
enterprises and minimise impacts on climate change.  The strategic policy on 
economic benefit has no direct development control policy counterpart, but is 
reflected in the wording of several policies. 

 
 Standing advice 
 
12.6 The Development Management Procedure Order (DMPO)146 sets out in 

Schedule 4, those bodies who must be consulted, and for what type of 
development, before a planning permission can be granted.  Separate 
standing advice may also be provided by statutory organisations, and this, 

                                                           
145

 see paragraph 2.28 of this Plan 
146

 The Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) Order 2015: 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2015/595/contents/made  
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together with their comments from planning application consultations, are 
material planning considerations when determining the planning application. 

 
12.7 Many of the statutory organisations also provide standing advice on the Local 

Plan and its policies, setting out how that advice should be taken into account 
in the planning process.  The range of organisations providing the County 
Council with their specific requirements or constraints is wide - they include 
utility companies, environmental organisations and Government departments. 

 

 United Utilities seek assurance that the criticality of the public water 
supply system is acknowledged and that any risks to the associated 
infrastructure, water quality or water resource is accounted for in the Local 
Plan.  They provide advice on availability of potable water, capacity of 
sewer networks and wastewater treatment. 

 National Grid is responsible for electricity and gas transmission networks, 
as well as gas distribution networks.  In order to meet the goals of the 
Energy White Paper, it will be necessary to revise and update much of the 
UK’s energy infrastructure over the next 20 years.  National Grid wish to 
be involved in the preparation, alteration and review of Local Plans, which 
may affect their assets, such as: 
o overhead transmission lines, underground cables or gas pipeline 

installations; 
o high voltage electricity substation sites and gas above ground 

installations. 

 The Environment Agency has a number of responsibilities, which include 
a role to regulate adherence to site permits and a remit to implement the 
Water Framework Directive.  They set out a list of ways that the Directive 
can be achieved through new development, and this is directly relevant to 
the determination of planning application proposals.  The Environment 
Agency also has a remit, and provides advice, regarding radioactive waste 
disposal.  Furthermore, they provide regularly updated flood mapping. 

 Natural England is a non-departmental public body, whose statutory 
purpose is to ensure that the natural environment is conserved, enhanced, 
and managed for the benefit of present and future generations, thereby 
contributing to sustainable development.  Given the scope of policy and 
proposals made in the Local Plan, their interests need to be recognised 
and account taken of their advice. 

 The Marine Management Organisation is the marine planning authority 
for England and is responsible for preparing marine plans for English 
inshore and offshore waters.  At its landward extent, a marine plan will 
apply up to the mean high water springs mark, which includes the tidal 
extent of any rivers; therefore, there is likely to be an overlap with 
terrestrial plans, which generally extend to the mean low water springs 
mark.  In their duty to take all reasonable steps to ensure compatibility with 
existing development plans, they seek to identify the ‘marine relevance’ of 
applicable plan policies.  Until such time as a marine plan is in place for an 
area, they advise local authorities to refer to the Marine Policy Statement 
for guidance on any planning activity that includes a section of coast or 
tidal river. 
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 Network Rail is the “not for dividend” owner and operator of Britain’s 
railway infrastructure, which includes the tracks, signals, tunnels, bridges, 
viaducts, level crossings and stations.  They request that the potential 
impacts from development that may affect Network Rail’s level crossings, 
are specifically addressed in the Local Plan, and that they are consulted 
on all planning applications for mineral extraction, within 200 metres of 
railway property, and on waste sites within 250m. 

 Highways England is mainly concerned with the safe operation of the 
Trunk Road network. 

 The Coal Authority main areas of planning interest, in terms of policy 
making, relate to: 
o the safeguarding of coal as a mineral in accordance with the advice 

contained in the NPPF, paragraphs 143 and 144; and 
o ensuring that future development is undertaken safely and reduces the 

future liability on the tax payer for subsidence and other mining related 
hazards claims arising from the legacy of coal mining in accordance 
with the advice in the NPPF, paragraphs 109, 120, 121 and 166. 

 The Office for Nuclear Regulation (ONR) was established as an agency 
of the Health & Safety Directorate and is the principal regulator of the 
safety and security of the nuclear industry in the UK. 
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13. ENVIRONMENT AND COMMUNITIES 
 
13.1 Cumbria is unique within the North West, with a high proportion of the county 

covered by national and international environmental designations.  These 
recognise, and seek to protect, its landscape and other environmental assets.  
At the same time, urban development has left a legacy of towns, many in 
remote or coastal locations, which require regeneration and renewal.  These 
include communities that have been based, in the past, on primary industries.  
They are now planning for regeneration and improved environments, with 
diversification of employment to include high value businesses and tourism.  
The initiatives in connection with Cumbria’s economic ambitions, through the 
LEP, are relevant. 

 
13.2 Minerals extraction is required to provide aggregates for new construction and 

to maintain basic infrastructure, whilst modern waste management facilities 
are an essential pre-requisite for sustainable development of all kinds. 

 
13.3 This chapter sets out the policies for protecting the environment and 

communities, whilst enabling appropriate and essential minerals and waste 
management developments where these are needed.  Criteria are set out that 
will be used to decide when planning consent for different types of waste 
management or minerals developments should be granted, including the most 
suitable types of location.  It also contains guidance on what information might 
be required with a planning application, what conditions or limitations may be 
placed on a planning consent and where additional guidance can be found. 

 
Protecting communities 

 
13.4 Most minerals developments, and some waste management developments, 

are temporary, but may be there for many years.  Whilst these developments 
are essential for the community as whole, local communities close to them, or 
to their lorry routes, need to be protected from unacceptable impacts.  
Applications to extend the working area or the working life of existing sites will 
be considered against the latest policies adopted in the Local Plan.  It may be 
that the original planning application was considered acceptable because of its 
short term nature, or because it was granted when different criteria or 
environmental standards were applied, or because needs were estimated to 
be higher than they are today. 

 
13.5 Where physical or time extensions of long standing developments are granted, 

planning permission conditions will be upgraded to modern standards (see 
also policy DC14 Review of Mineral Permissions).  Environmental impacts are 
integrated into a number of policies; traffic and transport impacts are set out 
separately, as they are usually relevant for any minerals or waste 
management proposal. 

 
 Health 
 
13.6 Local planning authorities should ensure that health and wellbeing, and health 

infrastructure, are considered in Local Plans and in planning decision-making.  
The link between planning and health has long been established.  The built 
and natural environments are major determinants of health and wellbeing. 
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13.7 In respect of health and healthcare infrastructure, there are a range of issues 
that could be considered through the plan-making and decision-making 
processes.  For minerals and waste, this includes how potential pollution and 
other environmental hazards, which might lead to an adverse impact on 
human health, are accounted for in the consideration of new development 
proposals.  Policy DC2 General criteria, refers to assessments that may be 
required to accompany a planning application in connection with, where 
relevant, impacts on human health.  The text preceding the policy includes a 
non-exhaustive list of possible assessments required. 

 
 Traffic and transport 
 
13.8 The public are generally more aware of traffic than any other aspect of 

minerals and waste management developments.  In Cumbria, lorries often 
have to use narrow local roads before reaching the strategic road network.  
Representations are often received about the need to reduce lorry traffic and, 
particularly, its impacts on communities and on climate change.  With regard 
to the latter point, policy DC1 requires that all proposals for minerals and 
waste management developments demonstrate that they minimise "minerals 
or waste miles", where practicable.  The opinion of the Highways Authority and 
Highways England, where appropriate, will be taken on board in assessing 
development proposals, and its policies and standards will need to be applied. 

 
13.9 When considering development proposals, particular consideration needs to 

be given to sustainable travel to work needs, particularly in the context of the 
geography of Cumbria.  As Cumbria’s road network is primarily one of rural 
roads, which link in to the strategic road networks, travel to work road miles 
are often high to and from the key service centres around the county; thus 
maintaining sustainable travel to work in Cumbria can be challenging.  Mineral 
development has to be worked at its source, so at times there will be impacts 
on the rural road network and on community amenity from staff travel.  In such 
instances and where possible, mitigation measures should be considered to 
reduce any impacts on highway safety, convenience to other road users and 
community amenity. 

 

POLICY DC1 Traffic and transport 
 
Proposals for minerals and waste developments should be located where 
they: 
 
a. are well related to the strategic route network as defined in the Cumbria 

Local Transport Plan, and/or 
b. have potential for rail or waterborne transport and sustainable travel to 

work, and 
c. minimise operational "minerals and waste road miles" where practicable. 
 
Mineral developments that are not located as above may be permitted: 
 

 if they do not have unacceptable impacts on highway safety and fabric, the 
convenience of other road users, and on community amenity; 

 where an appropriate standard of access and traffic routeing is provided. 
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 General criteria 
 
13.10 Certain issues are common to both minerals and waste developments, and 

although development may have beneficial effects by providing jobs, essential 
minerals or managing the community's waste, development will only be 
permitted when it can be demonstrated that it would not cause unacceptable 
impacts.  Policy DC2 covers specific, potential impacts on sensitive receptors.  
These could include homes, schools, businesses and individuals.  Sensitivity 
to impacts can vary in different situations; for example, people may be 
particularly sensitive to extraneous noise when enjoying quiet areas of the 
countryside.  The timing or duration of impacts may also be important.  
Consideration will also be needed of other land uses, especially ones which 
could give rise to hazards, such as existing or permitted, but not yet 
developed, nuclear sites. 

 
13.11 The criteria will be used to assess planning applications, and suitable 

conditions will be used to secure mitigation of impacts where necessary.  In 
some cases, a development may only have been acceptable because of its 
short term nature and, over the life of a development, accepted environmental 
standards may change.  Proposals to extend the operational life, or the area of 
a development, will be considered against current environmental standards 
and development plan policies.  Operators are encouraged to engage with 
local communities, through site liaison committees, about issues that may 
arise from any operations.  The County Council monitors sites and their 
planning permission conditions on a regular basis. 

 
13.12 It is expected that proposals will, where appropriate, be accompanied by 

relevant assessments.  These assessments are likely to be identified during 
pre-application discussions or if a scoping opinion has been requested, and 
may include: noise, light, dust, blast vibration, air over-pressure, visual 
intrusion, traffic, increased flood risk, impacts on the flow, quality and quantity 
of surface and ground water, health impact and migration of contamination 
from the site.  This is a non-exhaustive list, as each proposal will have its own 
requirements. 

 
13.13 Information about the impacts of noise, light and dust and how they can be 

measured and monitored can be found in the Planning Practice Guidance147.  
The Campaign to Protect Rural England has produced maps showing areas of 
tranquillity148, and reference to these may assist in the assessment of 
proposals.  Policies DC3 (Noise), DC4 (Quarry blasting) and DC5 (Dust) are 
intended to stop unacceptable impacts from mineral or waste activities. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
147

 PPG paragraphs 11 to 18, chapter 27 Minerals 
148

 Evidence Base document reference LD28: Campaign to Protect Rural England, 2007 
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POLICY DC2 General criteria 
 
Minerals and waste proposals must, where appropriate, demonstrate that: 
 
a. assessments have been carried out, the relevant scope of which have 

been agreed in advance with the planning authority, and proposals have 
been designed to address, where relevant, impacts on the natural and 
historic environment or human health; 

b. the proposal would not give rise to significant adverse impacts upon local 
air quality, particularly within an Air Quality Management Area (AQMA) 
designated by the district authority; 

c. public rights of way or concessionary paths are not adversely affected, or 
if this is not possible, either temporary or permanent alternative provision 
is made; 

d the overall carbon footprint of the development has been minimised; 
e. issues of ground stability have been addressed including tip and quarry 

slope stability, mining subsidence and differential settlement of backfill. 
 
Considerations will include: 
 

 the proximity of sensitive receptors, including impacts on surrounding land 
uses, and protected habitats, species and landscapes; 

 how residual and/or mineral wastes will be managed; 

 the extent to which adverse effects can be controlled through sensitive 
siting and design, or visual or acoustic screening; 

 the use of appropriate and well maintained and managed equipment; 

 phasing and duration of working; 

 progressive restoration; 

 hours of operations; 

 appropriate routes and volumes of traffic; and 

 other mitigation measures. 
 

 
 Noise 
 
13.14 Applications for new or extended minerals and waste development proposals, 

including those for related similar processes such as aggregates recycling and 
disposal of construction waste, should carry out, and submit, a noise impact 
assessment.  The assessment will consider noise from the site itself, as well 
as from road traffic associated with the development; it will identify all sources 
of noise and, for each source, take account of the noise emission, its 
characteristics, the proposed operating locations, procedures, schedules and 
duration of work for the life of the operation, and its likely impact on the 
surrounding neighbourhood. 

 
13.15 Noise limits are set out in chapter 27 of PPG.  Care should be taken, however, 

when implementing these thresholds, as specific circumstances may justify 
some small variation being allowed.  In those specific cases, and where 
developments are required to operate on Sundays, public/Bank holidays or at 
night, this should be agreed in writing beforehand with the County Council, 
and justification for the requirement provided. 
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POLICY DC3 Noise 
 
Noise attributable to minerals and waste developments shall not exceed 
background noise levels, LAeq 1 hour (free field) by more than 10dB(A) at noise 
sensitive properties, subject to: 
 

 weekday daytime (0700 to 1900 hours) maximum of 55dB(A) LAeq 1 hour 
(free field) 

 Saturday daytime (0700 to 1300) maximum of 55dB(A) LAeq 1 hour (free 
field) 

 evening (1900 to 2200 hours) maximum of 55dB(A) LAeq 1 hour (free field) 

 night time (2200 to 0700 hours) maximum of 42dB(A) LAeq 1 hour (free 
field) 

 
Sunday, public/Bank holiday and night time working near to noise sensitive 
properties or receptors should be avoided where practicable.  Developments 
that are required to operate at these times shall provide extensive noise 
mitigation measures and, when operational, shall proactively seek to minimise 
noise throughout the life of the development, based on the findings of 
comprehensive environmental noise monitoring.  A limit of 42dB (A) LAeq 1 
hour (free field) shall apply. 
 
It is recognised that some temporary activities, including soil stripping, 
construction and removal of soil storage and baffle mounds, aspects of road 
construction and maintenance, often bring longer-term environmental benefits.  
For such activities, increased temporary weekday daytime noise level limits 
should not exceed 70dB(A) LAeq 1 hour (free field) for periods of up to eight 
weeks in a year at specified noise sensitive properties.  Operators will be 
expected to make every effort to deliver temporary works at a lower level of 
noise impact. 
 
Where tonal noise and/or peak and impulsive noise would contribute 
significantly to total site noise, separate limits will be required independent of 
the background noise levels and may include Lmax in specific octave or third-
octave bands, and will not be allowed to occur regularly at night. 
 

 
 Quarry blasting 
 
13.16 The British Standards Institution has produced two standards that relate to 

blast-induced vibration149; one relates to the impact on buildings and 
structures, and the other to the impact on people within buildings.  With 
respect to people, the standard sets out a “satisfactory magnitude” of 6 to 
10mm/second peak particle velocity; for buildings, a peak particle velocity for 
low frequency vibrations is given as 15 to 20 mm/second. 

 
13.17 In Cumbria, the frequency of quarry blasts are relatively low; this is considered 

to make people more sensitive to blasts when they occur, rather than people 
more habituated to them.  It is, therefore, considered appropriate to routinely 

                                                           
149

 British Standard BS7385-2, Evaluation and measurement for vibration in buildings, Part 2: Guide to 
damage levels from ground-borne vibration, 1993, BSI; British Standard BS6472-2, Guide to 
evaluation of human exposure to vibration in buildings, Part 2: Blast induced vibration, 2008, BSI 
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set vibration limits at the lower end of the scale.  Due to natural variation within 
the rock mass, and other factors that are outside the shot firer’s control, it 
would be unreasonable to require absolute compliance with a limit.  It is 
normal practice to require more than 95% of blasts to be below the defined 
limit.  However, due to the infrequent use of explosives at quarries in Cumbria, 
in order to get a 95% confidence in blasting velocities, records going back five 
or ten years may need to be looked at.  Over that period of time, blasting 
techniques have improved, so the older results could skew the confidence.  
Therefore, the County Council require a regression line model to be developed 
and maintained, in order to inform blast design. 

 
13.18 There are several other advantages to the development of a regression line 

model.  These include improving the precision and efficiency of blasts, helping 
operators to lower their costs, and, when a problem arises at a sensitive 
property during a blast, the regression line will illustrate exact blast conditions 
and these can then be reworked to improve the blast effects at that property in 
future. 

 

POLICY DC4 Quarry blasting 
 
Applications for new minerals development, and for the expansion of existing 
operations, will only be permitted where the applicant can provide evidence 
that the proposed development will not have a demonstrable impact on 
amenity, human health, and the natural and historic environment, due to blast 
related ground vibration. 
 
Generally, ground vibration attributable to quarry blasting shall not exceed 
peak particle velocities of 6mm/second in any direction at sensitive properties, 
unless robust justification is provided. 
 
The operator shall develop a regression line model150 which will be used to 
inform blast design.  Records of the detailed design of each blast shall be 
maintained and made available to the mineral planning authority within two 
weeks of written request. 
 
Records of the detailed design of each blast shall be maintained at the site for 
a period of at least three months and be made available to the mineral 
planning authority on request. 
 

 
 Dust 
 
13.19 Applications for developments must be accompanied by a dust assessment 

study.  The exact scope of the study should be agreed with the Local Planning 
Authority, but it must: identify sensitive receptors/locations; identify the existing 
baseline conditions at the application site and the sensitive receptors; identify 
site activities that could lead to dust emission; identify site parameters that 
may increase potential amenity impacts from dust; and recommend mitigation 
measures and site design modifications.  The study should also include details 
of how the dust levels arising from the development would be monitored 
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http://www.sustainableaggregates.com/sourcesofaggregates/landbased/blasting/blasting_acceptlev
els_p2.htm 
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during the operation of the site and how complaints relating to dust emissions 
will be managed. 

 
13.20 Applicants must first seek to remove dust emissions at their source.  If this is 

not possible, then the emissions must be controlled.  Should neither option be 
possible, mitigation measures must then be implemented.  Planning 
applications should clearly set out what measures are proposed to minimise 
the potential effects of dust from development sites on sensitive 
receptors/locations. 

 
13.21 If the development is expected to produce fine particulates (PM10 dust), 

additional measures may need to be put in place if the actual source of 
emission is within 1,000m of any residential property or other sensitive 
receptor/location (this distance may be revised due to local circumstances). 

 
13.22 All laden Heavy Goods Vehicles entering/leaving a site should be sheeted to 

avoid dust being emitted from the lorry load when transporting loose materials.  
Measures to remove dust from wheeled transport leaving the site, which may 
be deposited on the highway, should also be provided. 

 

POLICY DC5 Dust 
 
Applications for new minerals and waste development, and for the expansion 
of existing operations, will only be permitted where the applicant can provide 
evidence that the proposed development will not have a demonstrable impact 
on amenity, human health, air quality and the natural and historic environment, 
with regard to dust emissions.  This will include a dust assessment study. 
 

 
 Cumulative environmental impacts 
 
13.23 In some cases, a proposed development may itself have multiple 

environmental impacts that would be acceptable on their own, but which may 
exacerbate adverse impacts caused by other developments.  Such cumulative 
environmental impacts can derive either from a number of developments with 
similar impacts being operational at the same time in an area, or from a 
number of concurrent developments in an area with different impacts or from a 
succession of similar developments over time.  They can include the impacts 
of noise or traffic, and impacts on local communities, the landscape, water 
resources or wildlife habitats. 

 
13.24 Local Plan policy needs to take account of the extent to which a particular 

locality, community, environment or wider area can reasonably be expected to 
tolerate such adverse cumulative impacts.  This may involve mitigation of 
impacts or the timing of permissions and phasing of operations to make a 
proposal acceptable.  Where cumulative impact presents a potential issue, 
applicants should be able to demonstrate that this has been adequately 
assessed and addressed in a planning application. 
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POLICY DC6 Cumulative environmental impacts 
 
Cumulative impacts of minerals and waste development proposals will be 
assessed in the light of other land-uses in the area.  Where appropriate, 
considerations will include: 
 
a. all environmental aspects including habitats and species, visual impact, 

landscape character, cultural heritage, noise, air quality, ground and 
surface water resources and quality, agricultural resources and flood risk; 

b. the impact of processing and other plant; 
c. the type, size and numbers of vehicles generated, from site preparation to 

final restoration and their potential impacts on the transport network, safety 
and the environment; 

d. impacts on the wider economy and regeneration; 
e. impacts on local amenity, community health and areas for formal and 

informal recreation. 
 

 
 Climate change and energy from waste developments 
 
13.25 Chapter 6 of this Local Plan explains the need for proactive policies to tackle 

climate change and its impacts, and lists a number of opportunities afforded by 
the Plan, many of which have been integrated into specific policies.  The key 
Strategic Policy, SP13 Climate change mitigation and adaptation, requires 
mineral and waste development proposals to demonstrate that their design, 
location, use of resources and restoration proposals will make an appropriate 
contribution to greenhouse gas reduction and adaptation to climate change.  In 
addition, policy SP13 sets out the County Council’s support in principle for low 
carbon renewable energy generation, but there are specific environmental 
issues in relation to such developments that are discussed in more detail in 
this chapter. 

 
13.26 Significant opportunities exist for generating renewable energy from 

biodegradable wastes from a variety of sources, using anaerobic digestion 
(AD).  The UK government supports AD through financial incentives aimed at 
increasing energy from waste provision151.  Agricultural wastes, such as slurry, 
manure and sewage waste, would emit methane either when disposed of in 
landfill or when spread on land, and anaerobic digestion recovers the 
methane, which is then burnt to produce electricity and/or ‘waste’ heat.  The 
residues from the digestion process may then be used as fertiliser, dependent 
on Environment Agency regulations. 

 
13.27 Anaerobic digesters may also use non-waste feedstocks, including crops, 

which can add considerably to the calorific value and viability of the facility.  
Such feedstocks use short cycle carbon that is already in circulation, rather 
than long cycle carbon from fossil fuels, and may contribute to energy security.  
However, the carbon balance includes emissions generated in growing 
replacement food crops (whether animal or human) and food security may 
also become a UK priority over the lifetime of this Local Plan.  It is, therefore, 
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 Evidence Base document reference ND43: Anaerobic Digestion Strategy and Action Plan, DECC, 
2011 
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clear that the major benefits of the AD process are realised when the use of 
biodegradable waste is maximised. 

 
13.28 Use of any waste heat to replace fossil fuel use in nearby premises is also a 

significant addition to the carbon balance of the proposal.  However, it is often 
impractical to set up the waste heat use simultaneously with the facility and 
locating near potential premises is sometimes the best option available. 

 
13.29 Anaerobic digestion can also be used to recover value and reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions from food and drink processing wastes, and from 
biodegradable fractions deriving from other waste processes, such as 
Mechanical and Biological Treatment (MBT).  In some cases, the process sells 
on the biogas (e.g. as transport fuel) rather than generating electricity. 

 
13.30 Farm based anaerobic digesters, where the waste is all derived from the one 

farm, are generally small scale and may even be classed as permitted 
development.  The impacts of such developments are no greater than other 
farm based technologies, and it is expected that the District Councils would 
determine such planning applications, as necessary.  Larger or centralised 
facilities, which collect waste from a number of sources, have similar impacts 
to other waste developments.  These impacts can be addressed by a number 
of development control policies in this Local Plan.  Measures to be achieved 
under these policies include appropriate location, acoustic screening for gas 
engines, adequate storage and handling of waste, protection of groundwater 
and regulation of traffic movements.  It is considered that as the waste 
planning authority is best placed to maximise the sustainability of such 
developments, the County Council would expect to determine such 
applications as “County Matters”152, even where some non-waste material is 
used as feedstock.  Encouraging AD plants to operate without any waste 
inputs is not advised, as it removes one of the key sustainability benefits of the 
process, and limits the flexibility of the facility to adapt to future changes in 
Government priorities and incentives. 

 
13.31 Other energy from waste technologies, including gasification, incineration of 

mixed wastes or refuse derived fuels may come forward in Cumbria during the 
lifetime of the Plan, probably for commercial wastes, because the county’s 
municipal waste is now being processed in Mechanical and Biological 
Treatment plants in Carlisle and Barrow.  Incineration can play a role within 
waste management, simply as a way of reducing waste volumes, or to enable 
diversion from certain disposal routes.  Whilst incineration may be appropriate 
in some circumstances, it is important that energy recovery is not at the 
expense of more sustainable and lower carbon options, such as reducing 
waste generation from the outset, or re-using or recycling the materials. 

 
13.32 The County Council will actively support energy from waste proposals that 

make a positive contribution to reducing greenhouse gas emissions and do not 
have unacceptable impacts contrary to other policies in this Plan, such as for 
the environment, but also conform to the specific criteria listed in policy DC7. 

 
13.33 Developers should demonstrate that there is a suitable heat user (currently 

using fossil fuels to heat premises or processes) within feasible distance of the 
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 The Town and Country Planning (Prescription of County Matters) (England) Regulations 2003 
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proposed facility, and that the proposed AD energy from waste plant has the 
ability to share the excess waste heat in this way. 

 

POLICY DC7 Energy from waste 
 
Development that would generate energy from waste will be permitted if they 
demonstrate that: 
 

 the proposal conforms to the waste hierarchy and does not prejudice the 
reduction, re-use or recycling of waste; and 

 the proposal contributes to a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions 
compared to the feasible alternatives; and 

 there are appropriate storage facilities for waste and other potential 
feedstocks; and 

 the location and design maximises opportunities for waste heat utilisation. 
 
Proposals utilising agricultural waste from more than one source as feedstock 
will be favoured where the process maximises the use of waste and also the 
beneficial use of digestates or other waste products. 
 

 
Renewable energy generation on existing minerals and waste sites 

 
13.34 Proposals may come forward to establish renewable low carbon energy 

installations within the site boundary of existing, operational minerals or waste 
sites.  The County Council will give support to such proposals from the 
minerals or waste operators of the site in situations where the energy 
generated will offset high fossil fuel generated energy consumption or reduce 
the greenhouse gas emissions of the operation, and will not significantly 
increase any adverse impacts of the site.  Developments, and their proposed 
restoration schemes, must also be compatible with the existing operation and 
the existing restoration scheme for the site. 

 
13.35 In all situations, evidence should be submitted to show how the proposal 

contributes to a carbon reduction strategy for either the site itself, or for the 
operating company, and this should be based on the energy hierarchy.  
Reduction of energy use and increased efficiency of plant should be key 
priorities.  Proposals that include renewable energy generation from biomass, 
should demonstrate that the emissions produced are less than those of the 
fuel replaced; these will generally only be an improvement where the fuel 
replaced is oil or coal, and evidence should be submitted to demonstrate that 
alternative lower carbon energy technologies were not feasible. 

 
13.36 The majority of existing minerals and waste sites are unlikely to be suitable to 

host wind turbines or solar panels, though such proposals will be considered, 
especially if they offset high energy consumption.  One suitable location would 
be on MBT plants; they are high energy users, with large roofs, that could host 
solar panels.  All proposals must also conform to all relevant policies in this 
Plan, as well as District energy policies. 
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POLICY DC8 Renewable energy use and carbon reduction on existing 
minerals and waste sites 

 
The County Council will support planning applications for the use of renewable 
and low carbon energy installations on existing minerals and waste sites, to 
offset energy consumption or to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
Proposals must not adversely affect the operations of the application site to an 
unacceptable level, either individually or cumulatively, during either 
construction or operation, and must be compatible with appropriate restoration 
proposals for the site. 
 
Proposals must also demonstrate that: 
 

 they are part of a carbon reduction plan for the site’s operational 
activities that prioritises energy saving and energy efficiency; or 

 they are designed to offset any of the site’s operational activities that 
have high energy consumption; and 

 the stability of the site has been established through an appropriate 
site investigation report; and 

 any excavated material would be dealt with appropriately; and 

 in the case of planning applications for wind turbines, the micro-siting 
distance for the turbines does not adversely affect the working 
operations of the site; and 

 proposals involving one or more wind turbine will need to demonstrate 
that: 
o the development site is in an area identified as suitable for wind 

energy development in a Local or Neighbourhood Plan; and 
o following consultation, it can be demonstrated that the planning 

impacts identified by affected local communities have been fully 
addressed and, therefore, the proposal has their backing; and 

 connections to the electricity distribution network would be feasible 
and not have unacceptable adverse environmental impacts; and 

 adequate measures would be put in place to remove ancillary 
structures and for restoration of the site, should the site become non-
operational; and 

 appropriate mitigation can be applied to address negative impacts 
and, if applicable, demonstrate that such mitigation measures can be 
secured by Planning Conditions and Planning Obligations. 
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14. WASTE MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT 
 
14.1 The Strategic Policies for conventional waste (policies SP2 and SP3) seek to 

make provision for managing all of Cumbria's waste streams, except 
radioactive waste, as high up the waste hierarchy as possible, whilst 
accepting limited cross boundary movements of waste.  Policy SP3 further 
defines the waste capacity policy required to achieve this aim, and to manage 
predicted153 waste arisings for Cumbria over the Plan period. 

 
14.2 Policy SP3 proposes additional sites for waste management facilities, which 

are identified in the Site Allocations Policies of the Local Plan.  The policy 
does not identify a need for additional landfill capacity, but does provide 
strategic criteria by which time extensions for existing landfills, and if a need 
for additional capacity for inert or non-inert landfill does arise, would be 
considered.   Policy SP3 sets out some Broad Areas around the county, 
where sites may be suitable for waste management. 

 
14.3 Assessment of waste sites allocated in chapter 18 of this Plan, has included 

consideration of their likely impacts, of opportunities for enhancement and of 
how they could contribute to the integrated network of facilities that is 
required.  However, all proposals for waste management development, 
whether on allocated or on un-allocated sites, within or outside the Broad 
Areas listed, will be considered under the relevant policies in the Plan.  
Sustainable design will still have to be demonstrated and Environmental 
Impact Assessments and Habitats Regulations Assessments may still be 
required.  Prospective applicants should seek early advice about these 
matters. 

 
14.4 The policies in this chapter are particularly directed at waste management 

developments: DC9 to waste management facilities other than landfill 
provision; DC10 to landfill sites (including those for landraise), whether inert or 
non-inert; and DC11 to the use of inert waste for agricultural improvement. 

 
 Hazardous waste 
 
14.5 The 2015 Waste Needs Assessment considers waste managed, rather than 

locally arising as was assessed in the 2014 WNA, and thus the identified need 
for hazardous waste management is low.  Therefore, no Site Allocations and 
no development control policies specific to hazardous waste are proposed in 
the Plan. 

 
14.6 Hazardous waste facilities are considered specialist and tend to be larger than 

local in scale; therefore, it is more appropriate that they are developed in 
locations that are easily accessible from major road or rail networks.  This 
would limit the areas in Cumbria where such facilities could be developed.  
Currently, hazardous waste tends to be exported over the county border to 
facilities in neighbouring areas; however, this does not mean that such 
facilities should not be developed locally.  Policy DC9 provides the criteria by 
which hazardous waste development should be considered, if any proposals 
were forthcoming.  Facility types a., b., d., e. and f. could handle all major 
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 Evidence Base document reference LD267: Cumbria County Council Waste Needs Assessment, 
Urban Vision, December 2015 
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waste streams including hazardous.  The only additional criteria for hazardous 
waste would be the exclusion of sites located in areas of high flood risk; of the 
locations for waste management facilities identified in SAP2, those that would 
be suitable for processing hazardous waste are not located within such flood 
risk areas. 

 
 Radioactive waste 
 
14.7 The Strategic Policies include a detailed policy (SP5) for development criteria 

related to Low Level radioactive wastes (LLW) and policy SP6 for higher 
activity wastes.  If a proposal came forward on a nuclear site, all relevant 
development control policies would be used to determine the application; 
unlike conventional waste streams, no specific development control policy has 
been prepared for radioactive wastes.  The reference in paragraph 14.5, to 
keeping hazardous waste under review is also relevant.  This is because some 
quantities of hazardous wastes, such as asbestos, may also be contaminated 
by radioactivity.  These are likely to arise in the demolition of old buildings 
during nuclear licensed site decommissioning. 

 
 Waste management facilities 
 
14.8 Proposals for waste management facilities that contribute to an adequate 

network of provision, and do not have an unacceptable adverse impact on 
surrounding land uses or prejudice the overall development of an area, will be 
encouraged; therefore, proposals will need to conform to all other relevant 
policies in this Plan, such as environmental and landscape policies.  The table 
in policy DC9 describes the facility types for which a proposal may come 
forward and then indicates the type of locations where it is considered these 
facilities could be suitably sited. 

 
14.9 The reference to physical, chemical or biological waste treatment being 

potentially suitable at landfill sites, does not mean disposal in the landfill; 
rather, it is an appropriate place to site a separate treatment plant for such 
wastes.  There is a synergy in siting a physical, chemical or biological waste 
treatment facility at a non-inert landfill complex.  Firstly, the leachate that is 
collected at a landfill needs treatment and secondly, oils and other solvents 
may require pre-treatment before their disposal in the landfill; so this could be 
an onsite facility. 

 
14.10 Anaerobic Digestion (AD) proposals, which fall under biological waste 

treatment, are really only suitable on farms, in open countryside, or on those 
industrial estates where noise, visual impact and, to some extent, smell are 
not an issue.  The scale of AD plant is the deciding factor between a proposal 
being determined by the County Council or a District Council; as set out in 
paragraph 13.30, large plants or centralised plants have similar impacts to 
other waste management facilities, so are considered by the County Council. 

 
14.11 Any proposals for a non-integral waste management facility on a mineral site 

or at a landfill facility, will only be acceptable for the lifetime of the parent site.  
For example, open windrow composting on a peat extraction site would cease 
when extraction ceases, as it is not a necessary function of the peat 
operations. 
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POLICY DC9 Criteria for waste management facilities 
 

Proposals for waste management facilities for all waste streams excluding 
radioactive, will be permitted subject to the locational and other criteria set out 
in the table below. 
 

Proposals on other locations, or those that do not meet the key criteria, would 
need to be justified under policy SP1. 
 

 Facility Type Locations Key Criteria 

a. Scrapyards, 
vehicle 
dismantlers, 
materials 
recovery 
facilities or 
waste 
transfer 
facilities 

Suitable existing or 
planned industrial 
estates; or 

If no unacceptable impacts on 
housing, business uses or other 
sensitive land uses, and no 
unacceptable impacts on 
landscape 

Existing waste 
management sites 

b. Household 
Waste 
Recycling 
Centres 

Suitable existing or 
planned industrial 
estates 

If no unacceptable impacts on 
housing, business uses or other 
sensitive land uses, and no 
unacceptable impacts on 
landscape 

c. Open 
windrow 
green waste 
composting 

Farms or open 
countryside 
locations; or 

Where adequate stand-off 
distances can be established, 
and no unacceptable impacts on 
housing, business uses or other 
sensitive land uses, and no 
unacceptable impacts on 
landscape 

Existing peat 
extraction sites; or 

Isolated suitable 
industrial estates; or 

Isolated waste 
management sites 

d. Enclosed 
composting 
facilities 

As for c. above; or If no unacceptable impacts on 
housing, business uses or other 
sensitive land uses, and no 
unacceptable impacts on 
landscape 

Suitable industrial 
estates; or 

Existing waste 
management sites 

e. Physical, 
chemical or 
biological 
waste 
treatment 

Suitable industrial 
estates; or 

If the 
development 
reduces the 
potential of waste 
to pollute the 
environment 

If no 
unacceptable 
impacts on 
housing, 
business 
uses or other 
sensitive 
land uses 

Suitable farms or 
open countryside 
locations; or 

If adverse 
environmental 
impacts are 
minimised to an 
acceptable level 

Non-inert landfill 
sites where required 
for pre-treatment, or 

If they do not 
prejudice good 
operational 
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for treatment of 
leachate 

standards or the 
restoration 
scheme 

f. Construction 
and 
demolition, 
mineral or 
excavation 
waste 
recycling 

Suitable industrial 
estates; or 

If no unacceptable impacts on 
housing, business uses or other 
sensitive land uses, and no 
unacceptable impacts on 
landscape 

Active quarries and 
landfill sites, i.e. not 
for periods beyond 
the active life of the 
site 

If they do not prejudice good 
operational standards or the 
restoration scheme 

g. Wastewater 
treatment 
infrastructure 

Appropriate 
locations as 
required by the 
wastewater network 

If adverse environmental impacts 
are minimised to an acceptable 
level, and no unacceptable 
impacts on landscape; 
If no unacceptable impacts on 
housing, business uses or other 
sensitive land uses 

 

 
 Landfill (including landraise) 
 
14.12 The Cumbria County Council Waste Needs Assessment154 (WNA) identified a 

need for between 1.6 million and 2.5 million cubic metres of non-inert landfill 
capacity over the Plan period.  These are approximate figures because, 
although reasonable predictions for the quantity of residual household waste 
still being landfilled by 2030 are possible, there are no reliable forecasts about 
how much waste minimisation measures and diversionary technologies will 
reduce the amounts of non-inert (i.e. biodegradable) commercial and industrial 
waste deposited into landfill.  Investigation of cross-boundary waste exports 
referred to in chapter 3, indicated that a small proportion of Cumbria’s residual 
non-inert waste is currently landfilled outside the county, and some of these 
landfills have limited life or space.  Cumbria should take responsibility for 
waste arising within the county, and landfill capacity should be available when 
required, in order to comply with national guidance155 and with Strategic Policy 
SP2. 

 
14.13 The remaining capacity provided by the current planning permissions for the 

non-inert landfills in Cumbria, is likely to be sufficient to meet even the “higher 
bound” scenario or “Pragmatic case” defined in the WNA; but as explained in 
chapter 3, some of the planning permissions for some of that landfill capacity 
expire within the Plan period.  If planning applications for time extensions for 
landfills with remaining available voidspace are not granted, additional sites or 
lateral extensions could be required.  Policy DC10 is intended to enable 
continued availability of essential landfill infrastructure, where it complies with 
Strategic Policy SP3 (Waste capacity). 
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 Evidence Base document reference LD267: Cumbria County Council Waste Needs Assessment, 
Urban Vision, December 2015 
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 PPG paragraph 007, chapter 28 Waste (ID: 28-007-20141016) 
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14.14 If, however, the annual Monitoring process and review of the WNA model 
shows that waste minimisation and improved recycling is sharply reducing the 
quantities of waste being landfilled, proposals to provide excess capacity will 
be discouraged in order to maintain a “close-fit” of land allocation with capacity 
requirements156.  Such an approach is required, because over-provision of 
permitted capacity could hinder initiatives for more sustainable waste 
management, and delay the completion and restoration of the existing landfills. 

 

14.15 A substantial proportion of inert waste can be driven up the waste hierarchy for 
use as an alternative aggregate.  The disposal of residual inert waste should, 
as a first priority, be directed to landfill engineering works, mineral workings or 
derelict land requiring fill for agreed restoration schemes.  Proposals for new 
or extended inert waste landfill will need to demonstrate that they will not 
undermine the availability of such waste material for these uses, or for non-
inert landfill engineering, and do not conflict with the County Council’s 
culverting policy as the Lead Local Flood Authority. 

 

14.16 The need for inert landfill capacity during the Plan period will be affected by a 
number of major infrastructure proposals, including new nuclear capacity, 
national grid and water supply infrastructure.  A need for colliery spoil disposal 
could also arise if current drift mining proposals are progressed.  Policy DC10 

aims to be responsive to objectively defined need for inert landfill capacity, 
without undermining the waste hierarchy or the current positive record of 
aggregate recycling in the county. 

 

14.17 All proposals for additional inert or non-inert landfill capacity will also be 
assessed against the other relevant policies in this Local Plan.  If a proposal 
involves landraise as many of Cumbria’s landfills do (i.e. rather than digging a 
hole to dispose of waste it is emplaced on low lying ground that raises the 
ground level), particular attention will be given to policy DC18 (Landscape and 
visual impact).  Proximity to aerodromes/airfields will also be a material 
consideration, as non-inert landfill has the potential to attract large numbers of 
birds, which pose a hazard to aircraft. 

 

POLICY DC10 Criteria for landfill and landraise 
 

Proposals for additional landfill capacity will only be permitted if they comply 
with Strategic Policy SP3 Waste capacity, and will be required to demonstrate 
the measures that have been taken to reduce waste road miles, and to have 
comprehensive landfill gas management systems, including electricity 
generation where viable. 
 

All such proposals will also be assessed against environmental and 
community policies in this Plan and, in addition, their proximity to sensitive 
receptors, including aerodromes.  Proposals involving landraising should 
comply with policy DC18. 
 

Proposals for new or extended inert waste landfill will need to demonstrate 
that they will not undermine the availability of such waste material for agreed 
restoration schemes at mineral workings and landfills and for derelict land and 
do not conflict with the County Council’s culverting policy as the Lead Local 
Flood Authority. 
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 Use of inert waste for agricultural improvement 
 
14.18 Disposing of inert waste in landfill sites carries a cost in terms of gate fees and 

landfill tax, and demand for alternative disposal sites, particularly for 
excavation waste, has grown in recent years.  Proposals to dispose of inert 
material on agricultural land, using the waste for improvement or land 
reclamation, may be appropriate in some circumstances, but can potentially 
undermine the availability of suitable material for essential restoration works to 
quarries, landfills and derelict land.  Disposal of inert waste without applying 
waste reduction, re-use and recycling principles is also contrary to the waste 
hierarchy, and disposal of such waste on agricultural land requires 
consideration of drainage, flood risk and water quality on surrounding areas. 

 
14.19 Many policies in this Plan are likely to be relevant to such proposals, including 

DC1: Traffic and transport, DC16: Biodiversity and geodiversity, DC18: 
Landscape and visual impact, DC19: Flood risk and DC22: Restoration and 
aftercare.  In addition, proposals will be considered under policy DC11, which 
incorporates specific criteria relevant to such development. 

 

POLICY DC11 Inert waste for agricultural improvement 
 
Residual inert waste that cannot be recycled should, as a first priority, be 
directed to landfill engineering works, mineral workings or derelict land 
requiring fill for agreed restoration schemes. 
 
Proposals for the use of inert waste for the improvement or reclamation of 
agricultural land will need to identify the source of the waste and demonstrate 
why this waste cannot be used for the above works or schemes.  Furthermore, 
proposals will only be permitted if they can demonstrate that they: 
 
a. will not undermine the availability of such waste for use in the type of 

schemes described above; and 

b. will result in a material improvement to the grade or classification of 

agricultural land; and 

c. will use the minimum amount of material necessary; and 

d. will have no adverse impact on the drainage system or water quality 

(whether coastal, surface or groundwater) of the land which is the subject 

of the proposals or any land outside the site; and 

e. will have no adverse impact on flood risk within or outside the site; and 

f. do not conflict with other policies in this Plan and with any relevant 
locational or site specific policies. 
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15. MINERALS DEVELOPMENT 
 
15.1 The Strategic Policies for minerals in chapter 5, consider the need for a steady 

and sustainable supply of minerals and include policies for the significant 
minerals that are extracted within the county.  In order to deliver the vision and 
objectives of the Strategic Policies, the Local Plan also needs to set out clear 
and appropriate Development Control policies, which protect resources and 
make them available to meet the needs of the economy. 

 
 Non-energy minerals 
 
15.2 As explained in chapter 5, some minerals, such as oil, gas and coal, are used 

to produce energy, whilst others do not have that capability.  Those that are 
not used to produce energy include aggregates, industrial minerals, peat and 
building stones. 

 
15.3 Policies SP7 to SP12 set out the strategic requirements for aggregates and 

other non-energy producing minerals, and for safeguarding these resources.  
Further provision is made by Preferred Areas or Areas of Search; these are 
set out in Site Allocations Policy SAP4 (see chapter 18).  The Site Allocations 
Policies consider whether the release of identified Preferred Areas should be 
related to the landbanks (as set out in the Local Aggregates Assessment) and 
how they may be phased over the Plan period.  Safeguarding will be achieved 
by identifying Mineral Safeguarding Areas and a Mineral Consultation Area; 
these are shown on the Policies Map. 

 
15.4 Policy DC12 relates to aggregates, industrial minerals, building stones, 

gypsum and any other non-energy producing minerals.  ‘Building stone’ is 
used generically to cover all uses for building stones, whether for internal 
decoration, outside walling, etc.; the term ‘dimension’ stone’ is often used by 
the industry.  As well as consideration under the criteria in the policy, building 
stone quarries are highlighted in the second part of the policy for particular, 
smaller scale roles.  Cumbria represents an area of highly varied geology, and 
the various rock types present have been used extensively to construct its 
unique assemblage of vernacular stone buildings and, in some cases, have 
been exported to markets located much further afield (both national and 
international); this is reflected in the flexible approach in DC12, to the need for 
stone with very specific characteristics.  Therefore, Cumbria’s building stone 
quarries have a unique role to play in the conservation and repair of heritage 
assets or in the matching of stone in local developments.  This policy would 
equally apply to applications associated with the stone products/processing 
industry within Cumbria, outside the National Parks. 
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POLICY DC12 Criteria for non-energy minerals development 
 
Proposals for non-energy minerals development inside both the identified 
Preferred Areas and the identified Areas of Search, will be permitted if they do 
not conflict with other policies in this Plan. 
 
Proposals for non-energy minerals development outside both the Preferred 
Areas and Areas of Search, whether a physical or time extension to an existing 
site or a new site, will be considered on their individual merits.  Criteria to be 
considered are: 

a. the need for the specific mineral; 
b. economic considerations; 
c. positive and negative environmental impacts (including a strategic 

approach); 
d. land stability. 
 
Favourable consideration may also be given to proposals that can be 
demonstrated to be more sustainable than any available alternative, including: 

 borrow pits to meet a specific demand not easily met from elsewhere; 

 building stone quarries, including their need for stone to match the 
conservation and repair of heritage assets and also for local vernacular 
building; 

 areas already subject to minerals extraction where the additional working 
will enable comprehensive exploitation of the reserves, or where the 
proposal achieves a more sustainable afteruse or a better restoration of 
the area. 

 
 Energy minerals 
 
15.5 Chapter 5 of this Local Plan concluded that the most likely forms of 

hydrocarbon development to be progressed in Cumbria within the Plan period 
are: Coal Bed Methane (CBM), sourced from coal seams that have not yet 
been mined by conventional methods; deep mining for coking coal; and 
Underground Coal Gasification, possibly associated with, and following, deep 
mining.  During the Plan period, however, it is quite possible that other studies 
will be completed that identify other sources of conventional and 
unconventional oil and gas; therefore, policy DC13 covers conventional and 
unconventional oil and gas, as well as coal development. 

 
 Oil and gas 
 

15.6 The determination of planning applications for oil and gas minerals is based on 
NPPF paragraph 14, which is incorporated into this Local Plan as Strategic 
Policy SP1; it requires that development proposals that accord with the 
development plan are approved without delay.  Only where there are no 
policies relevant to the application or where relevant policies are out of date, 
does the policy require that the Council grant permission, unless material 
considerations indicate otherwise.  Such a decision would need to take into 
account whether any adverse impacts of granting permission would 
significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against 
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the policies in the NPPF taken as a whole; or if specific policies in that 
Framework indicate that development should be restricted.  The Government 
states that unconventional gas development can benefit the economy by 
“improving security of supply, creating jobs, growth and investment, and 
supporting the transition to a low carbon economy at the least cost.”157 

 
15.7 The shale gas industry has also committed to providing community benefits 

payments to local communities, and the Government has proposed other 
financial incentives to Local Authorities.  However, such payments are not 
material planning considerations and cannot be considered as benefits in the 
determination of the planning application by the mineral planning authority.  
Payments under planning obligations, to mitigate or compensate for identified 
adverse impacts, or to realise specific benefits that are relevant to the planning 
proposal may, however, be offered by an applicant or required by the mineral 
planning authority.  Policy DC13 would ensure that such impacts are fully 
understood, and that appropriate mitigation and/or compensation can enable 
impacts to be weighed against the benefits of the development. 

 
15.8 Government policy158 also requires mineral planning authorities to set out clear 

guidance and criteria for the location and assessment of hydrocarbon 
extraction within the Petroleum Exploration and Development Licence areas 
(PEDL); however, locational aspects are covered by national policies, such as 
those for Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, and also by policies in this 
Plan, such as SP15 Environmental assets.  It is considered, therefore, that 
these aspects do not need to be repeated in policy DC13.  Developers are 
encouraged, however, to enter pre-application discussions with the County 
Council at the earliest possible opportunity, so that a full understanding of the 
proposals, and of the potential constraints or issues in specific areas, are fully 
explored prior to planning applications being submitted. 

 
15.9 Many issues related to oil and gas development are not material planning 

considerations because they are regulated by other agencies, such as the 
Environment Agency and Health and Safety Executive; however, if a site did 
not have the requisite permit from these regulators, that would be a material 
consideration.  Some of the key material planning issues for the assessment 
of oil and gas planning applications are also common to other minerals or 
waste developments and are covered by the other environmental policies in 
this Plan.  However, there are distinct planning issues that affect the 
assessment of oil and gas proposals, and one of these is the need for 
exploration, appraisal and exploitation phases of hydrocarbon development. 

 
15.10 Government requires159 that Local Plan policy distinguishes between the 

different phases of oil and gas developments; thus policy DC13 provides 
separate criteria for the exploration and appraisal phases, compared to the 
exploitation phase.  In particular, it is considered that the pressing need for full 
and timely restoration of exploratory or appraisal wells, in cases where they 
are not progressed to production, requires a specific policy, in addition to 
Strategic Policy SP16 and policy DC22, which relate to the restoration and 
aftercare of sites. 
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15.11 In addition, policy DC13 requires that planning applications for exploitation 
should be fully informed by a completed appraisal for the oil or gas field; that 
cumulative impacts of the development have been considered; and that 
significant adverse impacts are adequately mitigated or compensated for.  
This may be by mitigation proposed with the submission or, where 
appropriate, by conditions attached to a planning consent.  Where the adverse 
impacts or harms are outside the application site, mitigation or compensation 
may be provided through planning obligations. 

 
15.12 Government guidance160 advises that planning applications covering more 

than one phase may be submitted if the full environmental information for the 
whole development is available with the application.  It is considered, 
however, that applications including the commercial production of 
unconventional gas within the same proposal as exploration and appraisal, are 
unlikely to satisfy this requirement.  This is because the scale and nature of 
the resource, including connection to the gas transmission network, and 
associated water treatment and gas compressing facilities that may be 
required for the viable development of the gas field, could not be known at that 
time. 

 
15.13 Therefore, the policy makes it clear that applications for the commercial 

exploitation of oil and gas should include an appraisal of the hydrocarbon 
resource of the oil or gas field.  This should enable traffic impacts and the 
potential need for additional highway provision, the cumulative landscape and 
visual impact of the proposals, and impacts on other environmental assets to 
be adequately assessed.  It should be noted that the Environmental Impact 
Assessment Regulations (2017) require all necessary ancillary development, 
and cumulative impacts with other existing or planned proposals, to be 
included within the assessment. 

 
Coal 

 
15.14 The key issues related to coal extraction were outlined in chapter 5 and it was 

concluded that all such proposals should be assessed on their own merits 
rather than identifying strategic locations where either coal extraction or 
disposal of colliery spoil were acceptable.  The NPPF161 requires that 
permission should not be given for the extraction of coal unless the proposal is 
environmentally acceptable, or can be made so by planning conditions or 
obligations, or, if not, provides national, local or community benefits that 
clearly outweigh the likely impacts, in order to justify the grant of planning 
permission.  This guidance is followed explicitly in policy DC13, and is 
considered to apply equally to thermal and coking coal. 

 
15.15 The movement of coal, and potentially colliery spoil, from major coal extraction 

development would involve large scale transport movements, and yet the 
location of such developments is dependent on geological factors.  Impacts on 
sensitive sites and other land uses will also be major factors in site selection, 
and therefore minimising “mineral or waste miles”, as required by policy SP13, 
is often not possible.  Nevertheless, the environmental acceptability of such a 
proposal will include the amenity, safety and highway maintenance aspects of 
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traffic movements.  Provision of sustainable transport, e.g. rail or sea, would 
enhance the environmental acceptability of such proposals and is included as 
a criterion in DC13. 

 
15.16 For underground coal mining, as well as transport, potential impacts to be 

considered and mitigated for will include subsidence and the disposal of 
colliery spoil.  Mineral planning authorities are also required162 to encourage 
the capture and use of methane from coal in active coal mines (known as 
CMM), in order to minimise greenhouse gas emissions and contribute to 
energy supply, and this is also included as a criterion within policy DC13. 

 
15.17 However, it should be noted that the deep coal measures identified around 

Whitehaven and Workington are largely offshore, where the Marine 
Management Organisation would be the relevant planning authority.  The 
identified underground mining areas near Longtown, and the surface 
extraction licence area on the border, are largely within Dumfries and 
Galloway. 

 
15.18 The provisional licences for the areas identified above, have to be converted 

to operational licences from the Coal Authority before any mining can 
commence, and both agreement from land owners and planning consent have 
to be obtained before such operational licences are granted.  It is possible, 
therefore, that operational licences would cover a smaller land area than 
presently shown by the conditional licences (see chapter 5, Figure 5.3). 

 
 

POLICY DC13 Criteria for energy minerals 
 

Proposals for energy minerals developments that conform to the Strategic and 
other Policies of this Local Plan will be supported subject to the following 
criteria: 
 
Exploration and appraisal of hydrocarbons 
 

Planning permission will be granted for proposals for exploration and appraisal 
of oil and gas resources provided that: 

a. the site and equipment is sited at a location where it can be 
demonstrated that it will not have any unacceptable social and 
environmental impacts; and 

b. the proposal provides for appropriate baseline monitoring prior to 
commencement of development; and 

c. the impacts of the development have been considered in relation to 
impact on climate change; and 

d. the timely restoration and subsequent aftercare of the site, whether or not 
oil or gas is found. 

 
Commercial exploitation of hydrocarbons 
 

Planning permission will be granted for proposals for commercial exploitation 
of oil and gas, provided that: 

a. a full appraisal programme for the oil or gas field has been completed; 
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b. the proposed location is the most suitable, taking into account social, 
environmental, geological and technical factors; 

c. the cumulative impacts of the development of the gas field and essential 
associated infrastructure have been assessed; 

d. appropriate provision is made for mitigation or compensation for 
significantly adverse environmental and social impacts; and 

e. the impact of the development has been considered in terms of 
contributing to the mitigation of climate change. 

 
Combined planning applications for more than one phase will only be 
considered if all relevant information, including environmental information, to 
support the full extent of the application is provided. 
 
Underground Coal Gasification 
 

The criteria set out above in this policy, for exploration and appraisal and 
commercial exploitation, will also apply to proposals for onshore surface works 
or ancillary development to support offshore Underground Coal Gasification 
(UCG).  Where a UCG proposal follows a planning permission for coal 
extraction only, a separate planning application will be required for 
development related to UCG. 
 
Coal 
 

Planning applications for coal extraction will only be granted where; 

 the proposal would not have any unacceptable social or environmental 
impacts; or, if not 

 it can be made so by planning conditions or obligations; or, if not 

 it provides national, local or community benefits which clearly outweigh 
the likely impacts to justify the grant of planning permission. 

 
For underground coal mining, potential impacts to be considered and mitigated 
for will include the effects of subsidence including: the potential hazard of old 
mine workings; the treatment and pumping of underground water; monitoring 
and preventative measures for potential gas emissions; and the disposal of 
colliery spoil.  Provision of sustainable transport will be encouraged, as will 
Coal Mine Methane capture and utilisation. 
 

 
 Applications for new conditions 
 
15.19 Minerals sites that have long standing planning permissions may be subject to 

a review of mineral planning conditions under Section 96, Schedule 14 of the 
Environment Act 1995, as amended by Section 10, Schedule 3 of the Growth 
and Infrastructure Act 2013.  The aim of the review is to ensure that sites 
“operate to continuously high working and environmental standards”163 
through the use of planning conditions. 

 
15.20 There are two categories of site that may be subject to a review of mineral 

planning conditions – dormant sites (see Glossary) and those active mineral 
sites whose planning permission lasts for many years (under the Environment 
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Act 1995, this is usually until 2042).  The County Council has a power, rather 
than a duty, to request a review of the conditions if a) it considers that the 
existing conditions are no longer acceptable and b) it is at least 14 years since 
the original permission or the most recent review.  If so, the Council will serve 
a 12 month notice, giving the operator time to consider their working practices 
and prepare updated conditions. 

 
15.21 When an application for a review is submitted by the mineral operator, 

together with a revised schedule of conditions and such information that is 
needed to assess their environmental implications, these will be considered by 
the County Council, who may propose an alternative schedule of conditions.  
There will usually be a period of negotiation, but the Council will then 
determine the application by imposing a schedule of conditions that seek to 
ensure that the development operates to high working and environmental 
standards.  This will be assessed in relation to the policies in the current Local 
Plan, which have sought to define the appropriate standards, minimise 
impacts on the environment and communities, and secure environmental 
enhancements, particularly through restoration schemes.  This is subject to 
the provisions of the Act, and that the asset value and economic viability of the 
site should not be unduly affected.  All conditions must also meet the policy 
tests and be necessary164. 

 
15.22 The operator has a right of appeal if the conditions imposed differ from those 

submitted with the application, similar to the right to appeal against any other 
planning application.  The County Council does not have the power to refuse 
ROMP applications, but in very exceptional circumstances, the Council may 
impose conditions that restrict working rights (e.g. area of extraction, depth of 
working, or expiry date of the permission). 

 
15.23 The Act provides for compensation to be payable if this restriction of working 

rights prejudices the viability or asset value of the site to an “unreasonable 
degree”.  The detail or requirements of a restoration plan are separate from 
the restriction of working rights; so if asset value of a mineral development 
drops due to a justifiable change in restoration plan, then compensation would 
not be payable. 

 

POLICY DC14 Review of Mineral Permissions 
 
All applications for initial and periodic reviews of minerals permissions, should 
demonstrate that appropriate environmental and working standards will be 
achieved by: 
 

 minimising impacts on the environment and communities; and 

 providing environmental enhancements through restoration and after-
use schemes. 
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 Minerals safeguarding 
 
15.24 Mineral Safeguarding Areas (MSA’s) are required by national policy165 to be 

identified for potentially useful and viable mineral resources, of both local and 
national importance.  Using the Mineral Resource Information for Development 
Plans – Cumbria and the Lake District166, as part of the Site Allocations 
Policies work for the Cumbria Minerals and Waste Development Framework in 
2008, MSA’s were defined for sand and gravel, limestone, building stone, 
igneous rock, sandstone, shallow coal, fireclay, brick clay and gypsum. 

 
15.25 An MSA for secondary aggregates was also defined, based on the extent of 

the slag bank at Derwent Howe, to the south of Workington.  The slag bank is 
made from silica waste, a by-product of manufacturing iron in blast furnaces, 
though the iron works closed and were demolished some years ago.  It is 
owned by the County Council and aggregate has been extracted by a local 
operator.  The whole of this resource is identified as an MSA for secondary 
aggregate. 

 
15.26 Previous drafts of the Local Plan have suggested that both Millom and Barrow 

slag banks, which are also owned by the County Council, could be 
safeguarded for future use as secondary aggregate.  It is considered that 
neither resource is likely to be accessible: Millom slag bank is now a Local 
Nature Reserve and falls within the Duddon Estuary Special Protection Area 
and Ramsar; Barrow slag bank lies adjacent to the same SPA and Ramsar, as 
well as the Morecambe Bay Special Area of Conservation.  Notwithstanding 
the fact that these environmental designations are, in effect, safeguarding 
these two slag banks, previous trials to use the slag as a secondary aggregate 
have shown them not to be economically viable. 

 
15.27 In consultation with the relevant mineral operators in the county, the gypsum 

MSA has been refined and a slate MSA, taken from that part of the Wray 
Castle formation located outside the National Park, has also been identified.  
The MSA for building stone was very localised, around Birkhams Quarry in 
west Cumbria.  It was hoped that a building stone survey of Cumbria could be 
undertaken, that would identify the range of stones, their uses and markets.  
To date, this survey has not been undertaken, but this situation will be kept 
under review; there is, however, much useful data in the Strategic Stone Study 
undertaken by English Heritage167.  In the meantime, it was decided to remove 
the specific building stone MSA; however, the resources from which building 
stones are or may be obtained in the future (igneous rock, limestone and 
sandstone), are safeguarded through the relevant Mineral Safeguarding Areas 
and, therefore, the Mineral Consultation Area. 

 
15.28 It has not been considered necessary to identify Mineral Safeguarding Areas 

for the deep coalfields, because any future mining would not be directly 
sterilised by other types of development in the same way that shallow coal 
resources could be.  The deep coal resource delineation, supplied by the Coal 
Authority, was previously shown on the MSA section of the Policies Map, but it 
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was decided that a map of this resource would be of more value within the 
Local Plan text (see Figure 5.4).  The extent of lead and zinc planning 
permissions around Alston have also been removed from the MSA Policies 
Map, and are now shown in Figure 5.1. 

 
15.29 In order to ensure that all identified mineral resources are also safeguarded 

from proximal development, the County Council has added 250m to all those 
MSA’s previously designated by the resource boundaries set out in the British 
Geological Survey document above.  The exceptions to this are the gypsum 
and secondary aggregates MSA’s, whose boundaries align with the known 
resources.  The gypsum boundary was agreed at the Site Allocations Policies 
Examination in 2011, through discussion between the Inspector, the County 
Council and the local community, who felt that they may be affected by 
housing blight if the area identified was too large.  The secondary aggregates 
MSA is constituted by Derwent Howe slag bank, which lies on the coast near 
Workington.  The working area is on the seaward side and the slag bank as a 
whole abuts an existing industrial area, so no increase to the MSA is 
considered necessary. 

 
15.30 There was consideration of a larger ‘buffer’ of 500m for the identified 

resources of hard rock, as those quarries potentially have an effect over a 
larger area if blasting is undertaken.  However, it was considered that as there 
is a relatively low incidence of blasting in the county, its effects could be 
modulated by modern blasting techniques, so only 250m were added to the 
known hard rock resources.  An MSA for peat was not considered necessary.  
All of the current Mineral Safeguarding Areas are shown on the Policies Map 
Part 2. 

 
15.31 All current mineral workings, allocated Preferred Areas and Areas of Search 

are located within the MSAs; the only exception is the one remaining peat 
extraction site.  All of the sites identified in policy SAP5 for safeguarding also 
lie within the MSA’s.  Policy DC15 explains that the County Council should be 
consulted on any non-minerals planning applications received within the MSA 
that would be likely to affect the winning and working of minerals, and 
consideration should therefore be given to any potential impact on existing 
workings and allocated sites. 

 
15.32 Since the early 1980’s, it has been a requirement of national policy for 

counties that are a two tier planning authority to also establish a Mineral 
Consultation Area (MCA).  MCA’s require consultation between County and 
District Councils, in order to ensure that sensitive development, such as 
houses, are not built in areas close to mineral workings, and that minerals, 
which are a non-renewable resource, are not unnecessarily sterilised by other 
types of development.  The boundary of the MCA will be contiguous with the 
boundaries of the MSA’s as a whole.  The Mineral Consultation Area is shown 
on the Policies Map Part 3. 

 
15.33 Whilst the District Councils in Cumbria are not the mineral planning authorities, 

they have an important role in helping the County Council to safeguard 
minerals.  The Districts will show the MCA on their Policies Maps, which will 
aid the decisions that they make in identifying suitable areas for non-minerals 
development in their Local Plans. 
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15.34 The Districts will consult the County on applications for certain non-minerals 
developments that fall within the MCA.  This will allow the Minerals Planning 
Authority time to comment on the significance of that proposal on the future 
potential for winning and working of minerals, before the District or Borough 
determines the planning application for the non-mineral development.  It is not 
necessary for the District Councils to consult the County Council on every 
development application, only those such as large employment or housing 
sites, or sensitive development, where future extraction of workable mineral 
resources would be prevented and where there could be significant adverse 
effects on future occupiers of such developments.  Some consultation with the 
Districts has already taken place to agree a protocol about which planning 
applications should be subject to the consultation requirements and which 
would be exempt. 

 
15.35 Certain non-mineral developments will have a negligible impact on the 

potential future extraction of the mineral resource.  A list of such developments 
is set out in Table 15.1; the District or Borough Council does not have to 
contact the Mineral Planning Authority for developments of the type set out in 
the Table. 

 

Table 15.1: Application exemptions to policy DC15 
 

 

i. Applications for Householder development168 
 

ii. Applications for extensions or alterations to existing buildings, and for 
change of use of existing development, which do not fundamentally 
change the scale and character of the building/use. 

 

iii. Applications that are in accordance with allocations of an adopted or 
deposited Local Plan, where the Plan took account of prevention of 
unnecessary mineral sterilisation in consultation with the Mineral Planning 
Authority and industry, and determined that prior extraction should not be 
considered when development applications in a Mineral Safeguarding 
Area came forward. 

 

iv. Applications for Advertisement Consent. 
 

v. Applications for reserved matters, including subsequent applications after 
outline consent has been granted. 

 

vi. Prior notifications (telecommunications; forestry; agriculture; demolition). 
 

vii. Certificates of Lawfulness of Existing or Proposed Use or Development 
(CLEUDs and CLOPUDs). 

 

viii. Applications for works to trees. 
 

ix. Applications for temporary planning permission. 
 

x. Applications for Conservation Area Consent. 
 

xi. Applications for Listed Buildings Consent. 
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POLICY DC15 Minerals safeguarding 
 
The Mineral Planning Authority will safeguard those mineral resources that are 
shown on the Policies Map.  Within those areas, the Mineral Planning 
Authority should be consulted by the Local Planning Authorities on any 
planning applications they receive for non-minerals development that would be 
likely to affect the winning and working of minerals. 
 
All non-minerals development proposals within the Mineral Safeguarding Area 
should extract any viable mineral resources present, in advance of 
construction.  Proposals for non-mineral development within the Mineral 
Safeguarding Areas that do not allow for the prior extraction of minerals will 
only be permitted where: 
 
1. the need for the development outweighs the need to extract the mineral; or 

2. it can be clearly demonstrated that it is not environmentally acceptable or 

economically viable to extract the mineral prior to non-mineral 

development taking place; or 

3. it can be clearly demonstrated that the mineral is either not present or of 

no economic value or would lead to land stability problems or is too deep 

to extract in relation to the proposed development; or 

4. the development would not prevent minerals extraction taking place in the 

future; or 

5. the development within the Mineral Safeguarding Area is exempt, as set 
out in the exemption list in Table 15.1. 

 
All of the Mineral Safeguarding Areas together, are contiguous with the Mineral 
Consultation Area. 
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16. ENVIRONMENTAL ASSETS 
 
16.1 The Strategic Policies recognise and describe the unique importance of the 

natural assets and historic environment of Cumbria.  These underpin the 
tourism industry, attract business and investment and contribute to the quality 
of life.  The health of the eco-system is vital for everyone. 

 
16.2 The environmental assets include, but are not confined to, the nationally and 

internationally designated areas and features, and their settings.  There are 
also local designations and additional areas within the area of this Plan where 
the historic environment, wildlife habitats, species and landscape character 
are highly valued (see Boxes 8.1 and 8.2 in chapter 8). 

 
16.3 Bearing in mind the probable scenarios for minerals and waste developments 

that are likely to be proposed in Cumbria, it is considered that the Local Plan's 
focus can, in most cases, be on conservation or enhancement of the county’s 
environmental assets.  It is also important that development is compatible with 
the characteristics and features of Cumbria.  Many waste management 
developments are fairly flexible with regard to their precise location and should 
be able to avoid the more sensitive locations.  In contrast, minerals can only 
be worked where they occur. 

 
16.4 Strategic Policy SP15 provides for the conservation or enhancement of all 

Cumbria's environmental assets, including habitats, species and geological 
assets, as well as the historic environment, landscape and water resources.  
Each of these aspects is considered in more detail in the following sections.  
Matters relating to quality of life and amenity are covered in the previous 
chapters. 

 
 Biodiversity and geodiversity 
 
16.5 The approach of this Local Plan is to help increase the county’s biodiversity 

resources, whilst ensuring that sustainable development can take place, that 
contributes to the growth of Cumbria’s economy.  This would involve 
protecting, enhancing, expanding and linking habitats, using the functional 
ecological and green infrastructure networks.  These include the networks of 
natural habitats, which are essential for migration, dispersal, genetic exchange 
and the general ecological fabric. 

 
16.6 NPPF paragraph 117 requires planning policies to identify and map 

components of the local ecological networks.  As set out in paragraph 8.11 of 
the Plan, within Cumbria, the detailed representation of current knowledge of 
the county's biodiversity is held by the Cumbria Biodiversity Data Centre 
(CBDC).  Its evidence base includes species and habitat statements, habitat 
targets, planning considerations and enhancement opportunities.  Further 
work for the biodiversity evidence base will include identifying the networks of 
natural habitats required by national policies, mapping biodiversity 
opportunities and defining the landscape features that are of major importance 
for migration, dispersal and genetic exchange.  This is an iterative process that 
will continue to inform the policy and thus any necessary updates. 
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16.7 In a two-tier authority area such as Cumbria, it is considered that the local 
ecological networks can be better mapped at the District scale; the CBDC data 
is available to all relevant Councils.  For further information, reference should 
be made to all District and Borough Council draft or adopted Policies Maps. 

 
16.8 Cumbria's list of Key Wildlife Species identifies those species that have the 

status of being specifically protected or are UK Priority and/or Cumbria 
Biodiversity Framework (Action Plan) species.  Work has been undertaken to 
relate species to appropriate habitat types, functional ecological networks and 
to geographic areas of the county; Key Species and Priority Habitat 
Statements have been prepared, which provide further guidance for policy and 
for applicants.  Twenty three of the species could, potentially, be the ones that 
are most likely to be at risk from minerals and waste developments within the 
Plan area. 

 
16.9 The aim of planning decisions will be not only to prevent harm to biodiversity 

and geological conservation interests, but also to seek enhancements.  In 
addition to national policies, Strategic Policy SP15 sets out that where granting 
planning permission would result in significant harm to those interests, local 
planning authorities will need to be satisfied that the development cannot 
reasonably be located on any alternative sites that would result in less or no 
harm.  In the absence of any such alternatives, local planning authorities 
should ensure that, before planning permission is granted, adequate mitigation 
measures are put in place.  Where a planning decision would result in 
significant harm to biodiversity and geological interests, which cannot be 
prevented or adequately mitigated against, appropriate compensation 
measures should be sought.  If that significant harm cannot be prevented, 
adequately mitigated against, or compensated for, then planning permission 
should be refused.169 

 
16.10 Strategic Policy SP15 makes it clear that the development control process will 

ensure that proposals demonstrate compliance with the statutory protection for 
internationally and nationally protected features, and will seek to protect and 
enhance all environmental assets.  More detailed policy criteria for local 
biodiversity and geodiversity resources, including County Wildlife Sites and 
Local Nature Reserves are set out in policy DC16 Biodiversity and 
geodiversity. 

 
16.11 Policy DC16 derives from policy SP15 and its supporting text.  It highlights the 

need not only to avoid significant harm to assets, but also to conserve or 
enhance them where possible.  This is reflected in the order in which criteria 
will be considered.  Where harm cannot be avoided or mitigated for, 
compensatory measures should be provided, and these will need to be well 
considered and designed, with provision for long term management where 
appropriate. 
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POLICY DC16 Biodiversity and geodiversity 
 
Proposals for minerals and waste developments, including ones for ROMP 
applications and time extensions, will be required to identify, where 
appropriate:- 
 

 any potential impacts on important biodiversity and geological 
conservation assets, as defined in the Strategic Policies, and on any 
functional ecological and green infrastructure networks; and 

 their potential to enhance, restore or add to these resources; and 

 to contribute to national and local biodiversity and geodiversity objectives 
and targets. 

 
Proposals for developments within, or affecting the features or settings of such 
resources, should demonstrate that: 
 
a. the need for, and benefits of, the development and the reasons for locating 

the development in its proposed location and alternatives, have been 
considered; 

b. appropriate measures to mitigate any adverse effects (direct, indirect and 
cumulative) have been identified and secured, and advantage has been 
taken of opportunities to incorporate beneficial biodiversity and geological 
conservation features; or 

c. where adverse impacts cannot be avoided or mitigated for, that appropriate 
compensatory measures have been identified and secured; and 

d. that all mitigation, enhancement or compensatory measures are compatible 
with the characteristics of, and features within, Cumbria. 

 

 
16.12 Other legislation requires Habitats Regulations Assessment for any proposals 

that may impact upon a European Wildlife Site, or features associated with it.  
This is to determine whether the proposal would be likely to have significant 
adverse effects on the integrity of the European site.  Any developments that 
are unable to demonstrate no adverse effect will not be supported. 

 
16.13 Developers are advised that ecological surveys are usually needed to 

establish whether protected species are present on prospective minerals and 
waste sites.  Early attention needs to be given to these, as some of these 
surveys can only be done effectively at certain times of the year.  Planning 
applications may not be able to be considered without the survey information 
and a criminal offence may be involved if harm is caused to the species or 
their habitat. 

 
Historic environment 

 
16.14 Strategic Policy SP15 (Environmental assets) aims to protect, conserve and 

enhance the historic environment (see Glossary).  Policy DC17 contains more 
detailed advice and criteria that will be applied to relevant proposals.  The 
policy relating to cumulative impacts (DC6) may also be relevant for some 
proposed developments. 
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POLICY DC17 Historic environment 
 
Minerals and waste management developments, including restoration and 
afteruse, will, where necessary, preserve and, where appropriate, enhance 
Cumbria’s heritage assets and their settings.  Any such proposals that would 
result in harm to, or total loss of, the significance of a designated heritage 
asset, or its setting, (or a non-designated heritage asset of national 
significance, or its setting), or the Outstanding Universal Value of a World 
Heritage Site, will only be permitted where it can be clearly demonstrated that 
public benefits outweigh the harm and that the harm is necessary to achieve 
those benefits. 
 
Any proposals that affect a non-designated heritage asset or its setting will be 
judged on the significance of the heritage asset, the scale of the harm and the 
public benefits of the proposal. 
 
Where a development proposal affecting archaeological sites is acceptable in 
principle, the preservation of the remains in situ will be the preferred solution.  
Where in situ preservation is not possible or justified, the development will be 
required to make adequate provision for excavation and recording before or 
during development. 
 
All development proposals that will have an impact on any heritage asset or its 
setting (including where there is potential for unknown archaeological assets), 
whether designated or not, should be accompanied by an assessment of the 
significance of the heritage asset and its setting, and how that significance will 
be affected by the proposed development.  The level of information required 
will be proportionate to the significance of the asset and to the scale of impact 
of the proposal, and may require, where necessary, an archaeological desk 
based assessment and field investigation.  The recording of the loss of, or 
harm to, any heritage assets (where justified), and any supporting information, 
will need to be made publically accessible in the County’s Historic Environment 
Record. 
 

 
16.15 The County Council's Historic Environment Service provides advice about 

recorded historic environment interests and whether a development would be 
likely to affect a heritage asset or its setting.  The circumstances that 
contribute to the significance of an asset will vary from asset to asset; 
however, as an aid, a non-exhaustive list of the issues that should be 
considered are listed in the box below.  Planning applications will need to 
include sufficient information about such interests and may be required to 
include the findings of preliminary site investigations, or other information 
relevant to a design statement.  Advice about the appropriate level of field 
investigation can be found in NPPF section 12, on conserving and enhancing 
the historic environment.  Applicants are advised to contact the Council's 
Historic Environment Service at an early stage for advice. 
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BOX 16.1 

Issues that should be considered when assessing the significance of 
impacts upon the historic environment 
 
a. The rarity of the heritage asset and any trends; 
b. The historic environment is an irreplaceable and finite resource and hence, 

impacts are unlikely to be reversible; 
c. The critical importance of a thorough understanding of the historic 

environment and a robust baseline so that significant adverse impacts can 
be avoided or reduced and potential benefits maximised; 

d. The inextricable link between the historic and natural environment and the 
character of the landscape; 

e. The potential for cumulative impacts: when considering impacts on the 
historic environment, care must be taken before concluding that impacts on 
individual heritage assets are not significant.  This is because: 

 individual assets can have local, regional or national significance 
through scarcity or associations with similar assets, e.g. a particular 
building type or earthwork, ridge and furrow; 

 cumulative minor impacts on a range of individual assets can become 
significant; 

 the effect of small impacts, or loss of features, which are not significant 
individually may become significant, e.g. loss of character of a 
Conservation Area. 

 

16.16 Where a proposed development will lead to substantial harm to, or total loss 
of, significance of a designated heritage asset, planning permission would be 
refused, unless it can be demonstrated that substantial public benefits will 
outweigh the substantial harm or loss.  In any exceptional case of over-riding 
national importance, where a Scheduled Monument would be affected, prior 
Scheduled Monument Consent from Historic England is required, under other 
legislation170, as well as planning consent. 

 
Landscape, visual impact and design 

 
16.17 National policies provide for the protection of Heritage Coast, National Parks 

and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty; these are set out in paragraphs 114 
and 115 of the NPPF.  The protection of other valuable landscapes from 
unacceptable adverse effects of developments is intended to be achieved by 
the use of the Cumbria Landscape Character Assessment Toolkit.  It enables 
the distinctive characteristics of a landscape to be assessed, its sensitivity to 
development to be evaluated and its "capacity" to accept development to be 
determined.  Development proposals, and their restoration schemes, will be 
considered against these findings and will be expected to be compatible with 
landscape character and distinctive features. 

 
16.18 Modern waste management facilities need to be in sustainable locations, to 

reduce "waste miles" and to ensure that impacts on climate change and the 
environment are minimised.  These modern facilities will often be within 
buildings and should be located where possible on brownfield or industrial 
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land.  In Cumbria, such land is often highly visible from high quality or 
sensitive landscapes or coasts.  Policy DC18 requires high quality of design, 
and sensitive siting, to ensure that adverse effects are minimised. 

 

POLICY DC18 Landscape and visual impact 
 
Proposals for development should be compatible with the distinctive 
characteristics and features of Cumbria's landscapes and should: 
 
a. avoid significant adverse impacts on the natural and historic landscape; 
b. use Landscape Character Assessment to assess the capacity of 

landscapes to accept development, to inform the appropriate scale and 
character of such development, and guide restoration where development 
is permitted; 

c. in appropriate cases, use the Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact 
Assessment to assess and integrate these issues into the development 
process; 

d. ensure that development proposals avoid significant adverse visual impacts 
and consider the effects on: locally distinctive natural or built features; scale 
in relation to landscape features; public access and community value of the 
landscape; historic patterns and attributes; and openness and remoteness; 

e. ensure high quality design of modern waste facilities to minimise their 
impact on the landscape, or views from sensitive areas, and to contribute to 
the built environment; 

f. direct minerals and waste developments to less sensitive locations, 
wherever this is possible, and ensure that sensitive siting and high quality 
design prevent significant adverse impacts on the principal local 
characteristics of the landscape including views to or from, and the setting 
of, Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, the Heritage Coast, National 
Parks or World Heritage Sites. 

 

 
 Flood risk and water resources 
 
16.19 The river systems, lakes and groundwater resources of Cumbria, form a 

unique resource, and contribute significantly to the character and perceptions 
of the county.  Many of them are internationally and nationally important for 
wildlife and are protected as Special Areas of Conservation, Special Protection 
Areas, Ramsar sites or Sites of Special Scientific Interest.  These aspects of 
the water environment are covered under the strategic and biodiversity 
policies in this Plan, but the protection of water resources needs to be 
considered alongside the increasingly important issues of flood risk (policy 
DC19) and the prudent use of these resources (policy DC20). 

 
16.20 National policy on flood risk is set out in the NPPF171 and in chapter 7 of the 

Planning Practice Guidance (PPG).  The aim is to steer new development to 
areas with the lowest probability of flooding and to reduce the causes and 
impacts of flooding172.  It includes: a sequential approach for determining 
appropriate locations for development, based on the indicative Flood Maps 
prepared by the Environment Agency; an Exception Test, to assess whether 
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 NPPF paragraphs 93 to 108 
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 PPG paragraphs 50 to 53, chapter 7 (ID: 7-050-20140306, 7-051-20150323, 7-053-20140306) 
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development should be permitted in higher risk areas; and a “hierarchy of 
options”, to reduce and manage surface water run-off from development sites 
in high rainfall events173. 

 
16.21 Strategic Flood Risk Assessments were carried out in 2015, to inform the 

preparation of the Minerals and Waste Local Plan; this work was undertaken in 
collaboration with the County Council’s flood risk team and in consultation with 
the Environment Agency and United Utilities. 

 
16.22 As Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA), Cumbria County Council has powers 

and duties for managing flooding from local sources, namely Ordinary 
Watercourses, surface water (overland runoff) and groundwater, but not from 
main rivers, such as the Eden or Kent.  A Preliminary Flood Risk 
Assessment174 was carried out by the Council in 2011, which identified areas 
of significant flood risk in the county, making particular reference to local 
historic flood data, which was followed by the Local Flood Risk Assessment175, 
to help the Council develop a flood risk strategy for managing local flooding in 
the county.  Early engagement with the Local Flood Risk Team by developers 
is encouraged. 

 
16.23 For planning applications on sites not allocated in the Local Plan, which fall in 

identified areas of flood risk, the Sequential Test176 and, where appropriate, 
the Exception Test177, will usually need to be carried out.  All waste proposals 
should consider the sequential test but, as mineral deposits can only be 
worked where they are located, and as they fall into the ‘less vulnerable’ or 
‘water compatible’ definitions within the test process (see Table 16.1), this may 
not always be appropriate for mineral proposals.  Where appropriate, mineral 
operators should take the sequential approach into consideration when siting 
ancillary equipment or buildings, which may be vulnerable to flood risk even if 
the quarrying itself is water compatible, and the design of the phasing of 
working. 

 
16.24 Waste developments can be ‘less vulnerable’ or ‘water compatible’ where the 

risk of pollution is low, and appropriate in flood zones 2, 3a and even 3b (see 
Glossary).  Where there is risk of pollution, the development may fall into a 
higher vulnerability, and if the sequential test shows that there are no other 
suitable sites for the development, and the site fails to pass the Exception 
Test, the planning application should be refused.  This is incorporated into 
policy DC19. 
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 PPG paragraphs 79 to 80, chapter 7 (ID: 7-079-20150415, 7-080-20150323) 
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 Evidence Base document reference RD25: Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment: Cumbria, June 
2011 
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 Evidence Base document reference LD292: Local Flood Risk Management Strategy, Cumbria 
County Council, March 2015 
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 PPG paragraph 33, chapter 7 Flood Risk and Coastal Change (ID: 7-033-20140306) 
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 PPG paragraph 35, chapter 7 Flood Risk and Coastal Change (ID: 7-035-20140306) 
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 Table 16.1: Vulnerability of minerals and waste developments and their 
compatibility with flood zones 

 

Vulnerability of minerals and waste 
development 

Flood Zone Compatibility 

Highly vulnerable development 

installations requiring hazardous substances 
consent 

appropriate in Zone 1, 
Exception Test required for 
Zone 2 

More vulnerable development 

landfills and sites used for hazardous waste 
management facilities 

appropriate in Zone 1 and 2, 
Exception Test required for 3a 

Less vulnerable development 

mineral workings and processing (except 
sand and gravel) 

appropriate in Zone 1, 2 and 
3a; not in Zone 3b 

waste treatment facilities (except landfill and 
for hazardous wastes) 

sewage treatment plants, if adequate 
pollution control measures are in place 

water treatment works that do not need to 
remain operational during times of flood 

Water-compatible development 

sand and gravel workings 

permitted in all Zones, 
including 3b 

sewage transmission infrastructure and 
pumping stations 

docks and wharves 

 
16.25 The other policies in this Local Plan reflect the Plan’s Sustainability Appraisal, 

and the Council will consider conformity with these policies as an indicator that 
the first part of the Exception Test has been met.  Specific policy for waste 
water treatment plants is included in policy DC9; however, if necessary, 
mitigation and management measures would be considered under policy 
DC19. 

 
16.26 Site Specific Flood Risk Assessments (FRA), to demonstrate that the 

development will be safe and will not cause flooding elsewhere, are required 
according to criteria set out by the Environment Agency; however, the Local 
Planning Authority has specific responsibilities that require the FRA to be 
submitted with the planning application, in order to facilitate a robust 
consultation process with the Environment Agency and the LLFA team.  Early 
discussion, prior to applications being submitted, is advised for large or 
complex proposals in areas of flood risk, to ensure that the necessary issues 
are addressed in the FRA.  Advice and guidance is given on 
https://www.gov.uk/planning-applications-assessing-flood-risk, and also in 
http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/guidance/flood-risk-and-
coastal-change/addressing-flood-risk-in-individual-planning-applications. 

 
16.27 The Environment Agency’s prior written Flood Defence Consent is required for 

any works in, under, over or within 8 metres of the top of the bank of a 
designated ‘Main River.’  The prior written consent of the LLFA is required for 
any works that will impede the flow of an ‘Ordinary Watercourse’ (i.e. a non-
main river). 
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16.28 PPG chapter 7178 was amended in March and April 2015 to support NPPF 
paragraph 103, and clarifies Local Planning Authority (LPA) responsibilities to 
seek opportunities to reduce the overall level of flood risk in the area and 
beyond.  This reinforces the need for adequate management of surface water 
displaced from development, and requires LPAs to consider planning 
applications for new major development in areas at risk of flooding, only if 
priority has been given to the use of sustainable drainage systems179. 

 
16.29 In minerals and waste development proposals, key issues with respect to 

surface water discharges include both water quality and quantity issues.  The 
first choice for sustainable drainage should be to reduce surface water 
discharge by appropriate soakaways and other infiltration systems, followed by 
attenuating (i.e. holding back) high flows of water during heavy rainfall.  
Discharging (uncontaminated) water to suitable water courses or surface 
water sewers are both more sustainable than discharging to combined sewers. 

 
16.30 The LPA will consult United Utilities (UU), the statutory undertaker responsible 

for waste water and sewage, on all planning applications that have the 
potential to increase discharge to public surface water or public combined 
sewers.  UU will require clear evidence demonstrating why alternative options 
are not available; providing such information with any relevant planning 
application will save developers considerable time. 

 
16.31 Approved development proposals will be expected to be supplemented by 

appropriate maintenance and management regimes for surface water 
drainage schemes.  On large sites it may be necessary to ensure the drainage 
proposals are part of a wider, holistic strategy which co-ordinates the 
approach to drainage between phases, between developers and over a 
number of years of construction.  On greenfield sites, applicants will be 
expected to demonstrate that the current natural discharge solution from a site 
is at least mimicked.  On previously developed land, applicants should target a 
reduction of surface water discharge. 

 
16.32 Proposals should consider what contribution the landscaping of a site can 

make to reducing surface water discharge; this can include hard and soft 
landscaping, such as permeable surfaces.  The treatment and processing of 
surface water is not a sustainable solution; it should be managed at source 
and not transferred.  Every option should be investigated before discharging 
surface water into a public sewerage network.  A discharge to groundwater or 
watercourse may require the consent of the Environment Agency. 

 
16.33 Advice and guidance on the ‘hierarchy of drainage options’ and sustainable 

drainage is available at: 
http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/guidance/flood-risk-and-
coastal-change/reducing-the-causes-and-impacts-of-flooding/why-are-
sustainable-drainage-systems-important/  
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POLICY DC19 Flood risk 
 
All proposed minerals and waste management developments should be 
located, wherever possible, in areas with the lowest probability of flooding 
(Zone 1). 
 
Development proposals will not be considered without a site-specific Flood 
Risk Assessment, appropriate to the scale, nature and location of the 
development, for: 

 1 hectare or greater in Flood Zone 1; or 

 new development (including minor development and change of use) in 
Flood Zones 2 and 3, or in an area within Flood Zone 1 that has critical 
drainage problems (as notified to the Local Planning Authority by the 
Environment Agency); or 

 where proposed development or a change of use to a more vulnerable 
class may be subject to other sources of flooding. 

 
The Flood Risk Assessment should assess potential effects from current and 
future flooding from all sources, whether it would increase flood risk elsewhere 
and measures to deal with these effects and risks. 
 
Considerations will include the hierarchy of drainage options, reduction and/or 
attenuation of surface water run-off and the minimising of discharge to public 
sewers, except where a need for pollution control indicates otherwise. 
 
Minerals and waste development on sites where national policy and guidance 
require the Exception Test to be applied, will only be permitted if it has been 
demonstrated that:- 
 
a. the development provides wider sustainability benefits to the community 

that outweigh the flood risk; and 
b. the development will be safe for its lifetime, taking account of the 

vulnerability of its users, without increasing flood risk elsewhere and, 
where possible, will reduce flood risk overall. 

 
Minerals and waste developments that reduce flood risk downstream of the 
proposal would be supported. 
 
Minerals and waste development proposals should incorporate sustainable 
drainage systems unless they are demonstrated to be inappropriate. 
 

 
16.34 Minerals and waste developments also have the potential to deplete or pollute 

surface waters (e.g. streams, rivers and lakes), which have value as drinking 
resources or for the species which rely on them.  This can be as a result of 
mineral extraction below the watercourse, chemicals or waste contaminants, 
soil and silt carried in surface water run-off during construction activities, or 
erosion of river banks due to excess water run-off. 

 
16.35 The Environment Agency is consulted on all minerals and waste management 

planning applications and provides advice on the protection of surface and 
groundwater resources.  The identified groundwater protection zones in 
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Cumbria cover only a small proportion of the groundwater resources that are 
used for water supplies. 

 
16.36 Proposals will, therefore, be required to demonstrate that they do not have 

unacceptable adverse impacts on water resources.  Any adverse impact 
should be avoided or, if unavoidable, suitable mitigation measures should be 
proposed.  Unacceptable quantitative or qualitative impacts are those which 
are deemed so by the Environment Agency, as part of the planning application 
process. 

 
16.37 Sites proposed for development will need to be subject to site specific hydro-

geological assessment, in order to determine their acceptability.  Some factors 
influencing this process are the type of facility, the pollution control measures 
adopted, the potential impacts on groundwater resources and the groundwater 
vulnerability of the site. 

 
16.38 With respect to mineral applications, there is a requirement to establish the 

relationship that the development has with the water table.  If the base of the 
excavation is near or below the anticipated water table, then there will be a 
requirement to establish an appropriate monitoring scheme.  In some 
circumstances, the development may be considered unacceptable if it is 
carried out below the level of the water table. 

 
16.39 The current licensing exemption on dewatering is likely to be removed in 2017, 

subject to Ministerial approval, after which, dewatering activities will be 
brought into regulation by the Environment Agency. 

 

POLICY DC20 The water environment 
 
Proposals for developments should demonstrate that they would have no 
unacceptable quantitative or qualitative adverse effects on the water 
environment, both within the application site and its surroundings, including 
surface waters, coastal waters, private water supplies and groundwater 
resources.  Proposals that minimise water use and include sustainable water 
management will be favoured. 
 

 
 Land quality and soil resources 
 
 Protection and management of soil resources 
 
16.40 Soils are a vital, natural resource, that form the foundation of much of the 

county’s landscape, land use and wildlife interests and serve a wide range of 
essential functions.  Soils are also a "carbon sink" that can either sequester or 
emit carbon, depending on their condition and temperature.  The Natural 
Environment White Paper180 emphasises the importance of natural resource 
protection, including the conservation and sustainable management of soils.  
This covers the protection of Best and Most Versatile agricultural land, as well 
as safeguarding soils in order to achieve a range of important ecosystem 
services and functions, such as food production, carbon storage and climate 
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regulation, water filtration, flood management and support for biodiversity and 
wildlife. 

 
16.41 Some types of development have not always appreciated the need to protect 

soil resources, and they are under threat from a number of processes 
including: climate change, compaction, erosion, loss of biodiversity, loss of 
organic matter, contamination and the sealing that occurs when impermeable 
materials such as concrete and asphalt are superimposed on valuable soil. 

 
16.42 Soils may overlie valuable mineral resources, particularly sand and gravel.  

Even in the case of valuable agricultural land, this may not prevent 
development as long as the soil resources are protected, and restoration is to 
the highest standards.  The waste developments expected over the period of 
the Plan are less likely to involve valuable soil resources if the Strategic 
Policies' site selection criteria are used, which favour the use of brownfield 
sites.  This is in line with paragraph 112 of the NPPF. 

 
16.43 National policy181 requires Mineral Planning Authorities to “safeguard the long-

term potential of Best and Most Versatile agricultural land, and conserve soil 
resources in a sustainable way”.  The County Council has secured the 
management and protection of soil resources on minerals and waste 
development through conditions on planning consents and agreed operations 
programmes.  Typically, planning permissions require topsoil and subsoil to be 
stripped and stored separately in grassed mounds of appropriate height and 
shape before a site is developed or traversed by heavy vehicles or machinery.  
The soils have to be retained for use in the restoration schemes that are 
required to be submitted with planning applications.  These can specify details 
of soil handling and replacement, secure land forms that avoid soil erosion and 
enable after-care management operations to be carried out. 

 
16.44 Returning organic matter to soil, such as agricultural wastes and sewage 

sludge, is considered to be advantageous in some circumstances, but is 
managed under other regulatory regimes. 

 
 Best and Most Versatile agricultural land 
 
16.45 “Best and Most Versatile” (BMV) agricultural land is defined as that in Grades 

1, 2 and 3a under the Defra system of Agricultural Land Classification182 
(ALC).  NPPF paragraph 143 requires that high quality restoration and 
aftercare of mineral sites takes place, including, for agriculture, safeguarding 
the long term potential of best and most versatile land and conserving soil 
resources. 

 
16.46 This policy will apply particularly to greenfield sites, especially where the site 

includes BMV agricultural land.  Where no reliable or sufficient data is 
available to inform decision making, soils and land quality surveys may be 
required to provide a definitive record of the soil quality prior to the proposals; 
the ALC grading is only indicative and it may be necessary to undertake a new 
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ALC survey.  Planning application proposals would need to demonstrate that 
soil would be protected, explain how any adverse impacts on soil resources or 
the irreversible loss of high quality land would be mitigated, and include a soil 
handling and replacement strategy, to demonstrate that a satisfactory 
standard of reclamation would be achieved for the proposed afteruses.  
Restoration, aftercare and afteruse are covered more broadly in the following 
section. 

 

POLICY DC21 Protection of soil resources 
 
Proposals for minerals and waste development will be required to demonstrate 
that: 
 
a. the long-term potential of Best and Most Versatile agricultural land will be 

safeguarded; 
b. soil resources are conserved and maintained in viable condition to be used 

in restoration of the site; or 
c. where developments are permanent and restoration is not envisaged, that 

soil resources are used effectively on undeveloped areas of the site, or 
used appropriately on other suitable sites. 

 

 
 Restoration, aftercare and afteruse 
 
16.47 It is particularly important that sites of temporary developments are properly 

restored and that restoration is appropriate to the character of the area.  If high 
standards of restoration are not achieved, the trust necessary for further 
developments is undermined.  Problems may arise from technical failure more 
often than financial failure and the risk of problems may be significantly 
reduced when restoration is progressive, i.e. is phased during the working life 
of the development.  National policy guidance is very specific with regard to 
restoration of sites for minerals extraction, and confirms that Local Plans 
should include policies to ensure that worked land is reclaimed at the earliest 
opportunity and that high quality restoration and aftercare takes place183. 

 
16.48 Strategic Policy SP16 affirms that restoration of sites should use best 

practicable measures to deliver sustainability objectives relating to the 
environment and the economy of the county.  It is essential that planning 
applications establish an appropriate afteruse for mineral working and 
temporary waste management sites and ensure that resources are secured for 
that afteruse to be successfully established once restoration is complete. 

 
16.49 Separate planning consent is required for many types of afteruse and will 

usually be determined by the District planning authority184.  However, uses that 
commence before the completion of extraction and/or restoration of a minerals 
or waste site, and which have the potential to affect operations, restoration or 
aftercare conditions, will be determined by the County Council as the mineral 
planning authority185. 

 

                                                           
183

 PPG paragraph 037, chapter 27 Minerals (ID: 27-037-20140306) 
184

 PPG paragraph 046, chapter 27 Minerals (ID: 27-046-20140306) 
185

 Paragraph (h) of Schedule 1 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 
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16.50 All afteruses will be considered in the light of realistic assumptions about the 
availability of restoration materials, particularly inert waste.  Aftercare can only 
be required for agricultural, forestry or amenity afteruses and most sites have 
been restored for these.  There has been a presumption that agricultural 
afteruse should be required where the loss of land would adversely affect the 
economic viability of an agricultural holding. 

 
16.51 Sites on the Best and Most Versatile agricultural land should usually be 

restored, where practicable and appropriate, to retain its longer term 
capability, though the proposed afteruse need not be for agriculture.  In 
appropriate situations, other uses will be encouraged that contribute to the 
movement from a net loss of biodiversity towards achievement of net gains in 
biodiversity resources, required by Strategic Policy SP15.  It is important to 
restore wildlife habitats that may have declined as a consequence of 
development at the site or within the local area, to strengthen regional and 
functional ecological and green infrastructure networks, and to contribute to 
UK and Cumbria Biodiversity Framework (Action Plan) targets.  This reflects 
paragraphs 109 and 114 of the NPPF. 

 
16.52 Schemes that are designed with an appropriate habitat for the prevailing 

conditions, and demonstrated to be both technically and economically feasible, 
will be favoured.  This is because they are more likely to create self-sustaining 
habitats and require minimum intervention and long term management.  On 
large sites, a mix of compatible uses may provide the best balance for the 
future; for example, low intensity agricultural use, tourism and nature 
conservation.  Some restored sites can also be designed to fulfil a role as 
educational assets.  Where feasible, peat extraction sites should be restored 
to peat regeneration, in order to minimise greenhouse gas emissions and to 
re-commence carbon sequestration; this is consistent with PPG chapter 6, 
Climate Change, paragraph 003. 

 
16.53 The success of reclamation schemes based on landscape, recreation and 

nature conservation enhancement will, however, sometimes depend not only 
on a well-funded and effective 5-year scheme of aftercare being implemented, 
but also provision for the longer-term management of the land.  Non-profit 
generating afteruses (e.g. leisure, amenity, nature conservation, etc.) may 
require applications to provide long-term management proposals to 
demonstrate how such uses will be sustainable in the longer-term.  The 
mineral planning authority cannot require any steps to be taken after the end 
of a 5-year aftercare period without the agreement of the mineral operator, as 
set out in PPG chapter 27, Minerals, paragraph 052. 

 
16.54 Prospective developers may demonstrate how they propose to make provision 

for the proper reclamation of their sites either through membership of an 
established and properly funded industry guarantee scheme, or by the 
provision of a bond or other financial guarantee, prior to the commencement of 
development.  The exceptional circumstances where financial contributions or 
agreements may be required are referred to in PPG chapter 27, Minerals, 
paragraph 048.  Table 16.2 suggests how the Plan’s specific Strategic 
Objectives could be met by different afteruses, in locations where they are 
compatible with other development plan policies, including District Councils' 
Local Plans. 
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 Table 16.2: Afteruse options in relation to Strategic Objectives of the Plan 

Strategic 
Objective 

Afteruse options 

1. To minimise 
the impacts of 
climate change 
on people and 
the environment 

Some mineral workings may have potential for flood water 
storage to mitigate flood risk.  When extraction has 
finished, peat workings should be restored to peat 
generating vegetation wherever feasible.  Long-lived 
woodland species could be planted on other suitable sites.  
A minimum standard could be to replace the carbon 
capture capability of the site before development. 

8. To optimise 
local economic 
benefit 

Enhance and preserve the economic viability of agricultural 
undertakings where land has been temporarily used for 
minerals or waste development; afteruses should either be 
agricultural, farm diversification activities or employment 
land.  Other opportunities may be available, particularly 
where waste facilities were on brownfield sites. 

9. To protect and 
enhance natural 
and historic 
environmental 
assets 

Enhance biodiversity through nature conservation after-
uses that protect and enhance species and habitats that 
either pre-existed on minerals and waste sites or for which 
the site has potential.  Provide for enhancement of the 
historic environment, including industrial archaeology; 
and/or select an after-use that contributes to the local 
landscape character.  Aftercare programmes that are 
properly financed may be essential to achieve and sustain 
high quality restoration. 

10. To reduce the 
proportion of 
development on 
greenfield sites 

Built development can deliver social and economic 
benefits on former minerals and waste sites if the local 
highways network is suitable for the traffic generated. 

 
16.55 Planning applications for mineral working, waste management and associated 

development are determined by the County Council as they are “County 
Matter” applications under Schedule 1(i) of the Town and Country Planning 
Act 1990 and the Town and Country Planning (Prescription of County Matters) 
(England) Regulations 2003.  The County Council will, therefore, have control 
over afteruses whilst a site is classified as an ‘active’ minerals site186.  
Afteruses will fall under the remit of the County Council unless separate 
planning permission is required from the District Council for the proposed 
afteruse, e.g. a use that would involve substantial public use. 

 
16.56 The County Council can also impose aftercare conditions, which require the 

necessary steps to be undertaken to bring land to the required standard for 
whichever of the following uses is specified in the condition, namely: (i) use for 
agriculture; (ii) use for forestry; or (iii) use for amenity.  This is set out in 
Section 2(1) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990. 

 

                                                           
186

 An active site is one where mineral operations are currently being carried out to a substantial 
extent; this definition includes ‘mothballed’ sites, if they are subject to ongoing restoration or aftercare.  
A site will be considered ‘active’ until the end of any aftercare period, as specified in any planning 
conditions. 
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16.57 Policy DC22 seeks to secure the most appropriate and sustainable restoration, 
aftercare and afteruse of sites.  This will be achieved through suitable planning 
conditions and, where necessary, planning obligations.  The planning 
conditions should be framed with the intended after-use in mind. 

 

POLICY DC22 Restoration and aftercare 
 

Proposals for minerals extraction, or for temporary waste facilities such as 
landfill, shall be accompanied by restoration and aftercare proposals with 
sufficient detail to clearly demonstrate that the overall objectives of the scheme 
are practically achievable, including a vision for overall restoration of the site, 
and to include proposals for appropriate afteruse and the means to achieve it.    
The level of detail required will depend on the circumstances of each specific 
site including the expected duration of operations on the site.  In all cases, 
restoration schemes must demonstrate that the land is stable and that the risk 
of future collapse of any mine workings has been minimised. 
 

After-uses that enhance biodiversity, geodiversity and the environment, 
conserve soil resources, conserve and enhance the historic environment, 
increase public access, minimise the impacts of global warming and are 
appropriate for the landscape character of the area, will be encouraged.  
These could include: nature conservation, agriculture, leisure and recreation, 
green infrastructure and woodland. 
 

Where sites accord with other policies in the Plan, an alternative or mixed 
afteruse that would support long term management, farm diversification, 
renewable energy schemes, tourism or employment land, may be acceptable. 
 

All proposals must demonstrate that: 
 

a. for agricultural, forestry, nature conservation and amenity afteruses, there 
is an aftercare management programme of at least 5 years, but longer 
where required to ensure that the restoration scheme is established; 

b. the restoration is appropriate for the landscape character and wildlife 
interest of the area, and measures to protect, restore and enhance 
biodiversity and geodiversity conservation features are practical, of a high 
quality appropriate to the area and secure their long-term safeguarding 
and maintenance; 

c. the restoration scheme is compatible with neighbouring land uses; 
d. restoration will be completed within a reasonable timescale and is 

progressive as far as practicable; 
e. provision for the likely financial and material budgets for the agreed 

restoration, aftercare and afteruse will be made during the operational life 
of the site; 

f. restoration and aftercare (or reclamation) will be undertaken using industry 
best practice. 

 

Once peat workings have become non-operational, they should be restored to 
peat regeneration wherever feasible, using best practicable measures.  Where 
such re-generation is not demonstrably feasible, the detailed restoration 
scheme should minimise carbon loss and maximise both habitat re-creation 
and carbon sequestration capacity across the site. 
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17. IMPLEMENTATION AND MONITORING 
 
 Monitoring the Plan 
 
17.1 Monitoring is an important part of evidence-based policy making.  The NPPF 

states that local planning authorities should ensure that the Local Plan is 
based on adequate, up-to-date and relevant evidence about the economic, 
social and environmental characteristics and prospects of the area187.  The 
Cumbria MWLP, therefore, requires a monitoring schedule to ensure that the 
Plan remains based on up-to-date evidence and also to measure the 
effectiveness of its aims. 

 
17.2 The monitoring and implementation framework set out in this chapter, will 

show how the Strategic Objectives of the MWLP will be achieved by identifying 
and monitoring appropriate data indicators for each of the Plan’s policies.  The 
monitoring of each indicator will be carried out as part of the Cumbria Authority 
Monitoring Report (AMR).  Policies may be subject to review if annual 
monitoring indicates that there have been significant, adverse trends that are 
likely to continue. 

 
17.3 Where monitoring triggers a need to review one or more policies, Cumbria 

County Council will identify appropriate corrective action to address the matter 
which, depending on the cause and/or significance of the issue, may include: 

 

 review of the County Council’s decision making; 

 review of targets; 

 revision of an individual policy; 

 revision of the Plan. 
 
17.4 Following the enactment of the Localism Act 2011, it is now the responsibility 

of each local authority to decide what to include in their monitoring reports, 
while ensuring that they are prepared in accordance with relevant UK and EU 
legislation.  Indicators will be used to assess performance of the Plan.  The 
indicators that are most directly relevant for minerals and waste in Cumbria 
are: 

 

 sales of primary land won aggregates, broken down into: 
 sand and gravel; 
 crushed rock for general aggregate use; and 
 high and very high specification roadstones; 

 sales of industrial minerals; 

 production of secondary and recycled aggregates; 

 landings of marine dredged aggregates; 

 capacity of new waste management facilities by type; 

 municipal waste arisings and management methods; 

 commercial and industrial waste arisings and management methods; 

 construction and demolition waste arisings and management methods; 

 radioactive waste arisings and management methods. 
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 National Planning Policy Framework (paragraph 158) 
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17.5 Reliable data is available from surveys for most of these indicators, but as 
discussed in chapter 3, there are particular concerns about details of 
commercial, industrial, construction and demolition wastes and secondary and 
recycled aggregates. 

 
17.6 The approach taken to monitoring should be objective and target led.  It is not 

necessary to monitor everything, or monitor an effect indefinitely; instead, 
monitoring should be focused on significant effects.  Monitoring should involve 
measuring performance against indicators, which may establish a causal link 
between implementation of the Plan and the likely significant effects being 
monitored.  The results of monitoring will also play an important role in 
informing Development Control decisions, when the Council determines 
planning applications for new waste facilities. 

 
 Implementation and monitoring framework 
 
17.7 Monitoring data will be drawn from a wide range of sources, but four main 

documents will be used to provide evidence on the Plan’s performance.  
Firstly, the annual Local Aggregates Assessment will give a rolling picture of 
aggregate reserves and associated landbanks.  Secondly, the Waste Needs 
Assessment gives a snapshot in time of the quantity of waste arising in the 
county, as well as the capacity of the waste management network to deal with 
that waste.  Thirdly, the UK Radioactive Waste Inventory gives a snapshot in 
time of radioactive wastes and nuclear materials.  Fourthly, the annual 
Authority Monitoring Report assesses the overall performance of the Plan in 
terms of: 

 
 are policies achieving their objectives, and is sustainable development 

being delivered; 
 have policies had the intended consequences; 
 are the assumptions and objectives behind policies still relevant; 
 are the targets set in the Local Development Framework being achieved. 

 
17.8 The Plan area covers a number of different authorities and involves a variety 

of different actors.  Table 17.1 summarises the organisations involved in the 
implementation of the Plan. 

 

Organisation Role Responsibilities 

County Council 

apply Plan 
policies 

Assess suitability of mineral and waste 
applications against Plan policies and 
priorities 

regulate/ 
monitor 

Inspect operating mineral and waste sites 
periodically. 
Monitor Plan performance annually 

performance 
delivery 

Support/promote waste reduction 
initiatives through the planning system. 
Support/promote a steady and adequate 
supply of minerals through the planning 
system. 
Co-operate with all the following 
organisations, as well as adjoining or 
more distant Councils. 
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Organisation Role Responsibilities 

District/Borough/ 
City Councils 

apply Plan 
policies 

Identify applications affecting safeguarded 
sites and areas, mineral safeguarding 
areas and strategic areas 

Landowners 
infrastructure 
delivery 

Propose new minerals and waste sites in 
sustainable areas and sites that deliver 
capacity requirements. 

Waste industry 
infrastructure 
delivery 

Propose new waste sites in sustainable 
areas and sites that deliver capacity 
requirements. 
Prioritise management of locally arising 
waste in local, rather than more distant, 
facilities. 

Minerals industry 
Infrastructure 
delivery 

Propose new minerals sites in sustainable 
locations that deliver a steady and 
adequate minerals supply. 

The Environment 
Agency 

regulate/ 
monitor 

Advise on planning applications according 
to the nature of the proposal. 
Assess applications for Environmental 
Permits. 
Inspect operating waste sites periodically. 
Collect and publish information about 
waste movements for use in Plan 
monitoring. 
Regulate nuclear and non-nuclear industry 
sites 
Regulate radioactive waste disposal 

performance 
delivery 

Promote waste reduction initiatives 

The Health and 
Safety Executive 

regulate/ 
monitor 

Advise on planning applications according 
to the nature of the proposal. 

Other statutory 
bodies (e.g. 
Natural England) 

regulate/ 
monitor 

Advise on planning applications according 
to the nature of the proposal. 

Nuclear 
Decommissioning 
Authority 

implement/ 
monitor 

Implement Government policy on the long 
term management of radioactive waste. 
Ensure that radioactive wastes are safely 
managed. 
Develop the LLW Strategy on behalf of 
Government. 
Own assets of a number of the UK’s 
nuclear licensed sites 

Office for Nuclear 
Regulation 

regulate/ 
monitor 

Regulate nuclear licenced sites. 
Regulate adherence to nuclear site 
licence conditions. 
Regulate radioactive waste storage 

 

Table 17.1: Roles and responsibilities involved in implementing the Plan 
 
17.9 A monitoring schedule has been prepared (see Appendix 5), which shows how 

the Plan will be monitored in relation to its policies.  However, the County 
Council will also seek to monitor other elements relating to the Local Plan and 
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its implementation, including site allocations, national infrastructure projects, 
time extensions to permissions at key facilities, minerals and waste production 
and their cross-border movements, although recognising that, at present, the 
availability of this information is limited.  Therefore, a further monitoring 
schedule is set out as Table 17.2, which shows how the Plan will be monitored 
in relation to these non-policy events. 

 
17.10 The policy monitoring schedule sets clear objectives, with, where possible, 

targets and indicators that are Specific, Measurable, Achievable and Realistic 
and, where appropriate, Time bound (SMART); it also identifies trigger points 
at which it is appropriate to address any issues emerging.  The non-policy 
monitoring schedule is simpler, consisting of a non-exhaustive list, but also 
sets out triggers, of which there is a very wide range; generally, these non-
policy triggers form Contextual Indicators.  These measure background events 
and circumstances that have a bearing on policy performance – the social, 
economic and environmental context in which the Plan and its policies 
operate. 

 
17.11 As set out in paragraph 17.7, the monitoring process involves preparation of 

the annual Authority Monitoring Report, the annual Local Aggregates 
Assessment and the biennial Waste Needs Assessment, all of which use data 
gathered from planning permissions, site monitoring visits, case officers, 
nationally available data, etc., as well as reference to the UK Radioactive 
Waste Index.  These reports will highlight any implementation problems, and 
the need for the strategic approach, policies or site allocations to be reviewed. 

 
17.12 The Local Plan is intended to be a robust document, suitable for setting the 

direction of development locally for the next 15 years.  Nevertheless, changing 
conditions may be so significant as to require a review or partial review of the 
Local Plan, including, potentially, a call for new minerals or waste sites.  This 
latter example, may only take the form of a public consultation on alternative 
sites and then an Addendum to the Plan; however, every circumstance will be 
different and judged on its impacts at the time of arising. 

 

Contextual 
Indicator 

Trigger for review of the Plan Action 

Social, Economic or Environmental 

National Park 
extension 
areas in 
Cumbria 

a - Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
and/or Lake District National Park Authority 
adopt the Cumbria Minerals and Waste 
Local Plan for the new National Park areas 
 
b - YDNPA and/or LDNPA prepare and 
adopt their own MWLP covering the new 
National Park areas 

a – addendum note to be added to 
Cumbria MWLP 
 
 
 
b – addendum note to be added to 
Cumbria MWLP 

HSE Safety 
Report for 
Barrow Gas 
Terminals 

a – site allocation M27 (Roose sand quarry) 
falls wholly within an incident effect zone, 
that would preclude future sand and gravel 
extraction 
 
b - site allocation M27 falls partly within an 
incident effect zone 
 
 
 

a – M27 becomes unavailable and 
future mineral extraction will be 
directed to M12 
 
 
b – if sufficient resource lies outside 
the zone, future mineral extraction will 
be directed to that part of M27 
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c – site allocations M27 and M12 (new sand 
and gravel quarry at Roose) fall partly within 
an incident effect zone 
 
d - site allocations M27 and M12 fall wholly 
within an incident effect zone 

c - if sufficient resource lies outside 
the zone, future mineral extraction will 
be directed to that part of M27 or M12 
 
d – incorporate data into LAA; partial 
review, with call for site(s) and public 
consultation 

Landbank for 
industrial 
minerals 

any changes to sales and/or reserves of 
industrial minerals that would significantly 
alter the current 120-year landbank 

incorporate data into LAA; partial 
review, with call for site(s) and public 
consultation 

Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects 

Moorside 
new nuclear 
power station 

a – significant increase in demand for 
aggregates during construction 
 
 
b – significant increase in excavation wastes 
arising during construction, that may need 
management facilities and/or disposal routes 
 
 
 
c – radioactive waste arising from new 
operations, that may need management 
facilities and/or disposal routes 

a - incorporate data into LAA; consider 
whether a call for site(s) and public 
consultation is required 
 
b - incorporate data into WNA; engage 
operator in discussion on uses of inert 
waste at other NSIPs; consider 
whether a call for site(s) and public 
consultation is required 
 
c - consider whether a call for site(s) 
and public consultation is required; 
may result in full or partial review 

Geological 
Disposal 
Facility (GDF) 

a - site is chosen within Cumbria, 
construction work begins, significant 
increase in demand for aggregates 
 
b - site is chosen within Cumbria, 
construction work begins, significant 
increase in excavation wastes arising 
 
 
 
c - site is chosen outside Cumbria, Higher 
Activity Waste movements begin 

a – incorporate data into LAA; 
consider whether a full or partial 
review is required 
 
b - incorporate data into WNA; engage 
operator in discussion on uses of inert 
waste at other NSIPs; consider 
whether a full or partial review is 
required 
 
c - consider whether a full or partial 
review is required 

Other NSIPs 
in Cumbria 

a – significant increase in demand for 
aggregates during construction 
 
 
b – significant increase in excavation wastes 
arising during construction, that may need 
management facilities and/or disposal routes 

a - incorporate data into LAA; consider 
whether a call for site(s) and public 
consultation is required 
 
b - incorporate data into WNA; engage 
operator in discussion on uses of inert 
waste at other NSIPs; consider 
whether a call for site(s) and public 
consultation is required 

Planning permissions 

Time 
extensions 

a – currently operating non-inert and inert 
landfills are not granted a time extension, 
resulting in loss of landfill capacity 
 
 
b - currently operating composting facilities 
are not granted a time extension, resulting in 
loss of composting capacity 

a - incorporate data into WNA; 
consider whether a call for site(s) and 
public consultation is required; may 
result in full or partial review 
 
b - incorporate data into WNA; 
consider whether a call for site(s) and 
public consultation is required 

Energy from 
Waste 

planning permission at site allocation CA31 
(Kingmoor Park East) not implemented, 
resulting in thermal waste treatment capacity 
gap 

incorporate data into WNA; future 
capacity to be directed to other 
suitable site allocations (AL3, AL8, 
AL18) 
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National policy changes 

Naturally 
Occurring 
Radioactive 
Materials 

radioactive waste arising from industrial 
operations, that may need management 
facilities and/or disposal routes 

consider whether a call for site(s) and 
public consultation is required; may 
result in full or partial review 

Spent fuels 
and exotic 
spent fuels 

if policy changes and they come to be 
regarded as a waste, management facilities 
or disposal routes may be needed 

consider whether a call for site(s) and 
public consultation is required; may 
result in full or partial review 

Plutonium 
and uranium 

if policy changes and they come to be 
regarded as a waste, management facilities 
or disposal routes may be needed 

consider whether a call for site(s) and 
public consultation is required; may 
result in full or partial review 

 

Table 17.2: Non-policy monitoring schedule 
 
 Duty to Co-operate (DtC) 
 
17.13 The Council’s obligation to undertake the preparation and review of the Local 

Plan, in co-operation with specific organisations, also needs to be recognised 
in the approach to monitoring.  In strategic terms, the Minerals and Waste 
Local Plan needs to have recognition of, and potential to align with, the plans 
of partners and organisations with cross-over interests and policy linkage.  
Hence, where the plans or practice of others is evolving and responding to 
external factors, then this may need to be taken into account in the monitoring 
and review of the Local Plan.  The Council will, therefore, ensure that the 
outcome from the annual monitoring exercise is shared with those bodies 
identified in the legislation relating to DtC, and continue to engage as 
appropriate, to recognise changing circumstances. 
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18. SITE ALLOCATIONS 
 
 Introduction 
 
18.1 The Site Allocations Policies and the accompanying Policies Map have to 

identify the sites and areas of land that will be required to implement the 
Minerals and Waste Local Plan’s strategic policies for working and 
safeguarding minerals and for managing wastes.  The most directly relevant 
Strategic Policies are SP3, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.  The policies list the types of sites 
and areas of land that need to be identified, and each of the types of areas for 
safeguarding minerals. 

 
18.2 The identification of a site is not a presumption that planning permission will be 

granted.  If, and when, a planning application is submitted, it will be considered 
against the Strategic and Development Control Policies.  Comments and 
constraints regarding particular sites are set out in the Site Assessment and 
Sustainability Appraisal documents.  These refer to issues relating to the 
development of the sites and to the potential for complying with the 
requirements of policy SP15 (Environmental assets) and policy DC16 
(Biodiversity and geodiversity), in connection with Cumbria’s environmental 
assets and with the County Council's Biodiversity Duty under Section 40 of the 
Natural Environment and Communities Act 2006.  Furthermore, it is not 
intended that the entire footprint of an allocation would necessarily be 
developed; rather, a larger area is identified in order to provide the scope to 
incorporate undeveloped or enhanced areas for habitats and species.  A 
detailed development scheme for each of the site allocations would need to 
take account of biodiversity interests at the planning application stage. 

 
Household Waste Recycling Centres (HWRCs) 

 
18.3 Policy SP3 (Waste capacity) states that the Plan will identify alternative sites 

only for those HWRCs that are required to be replaced.  The current 
understanding is that those are: Kendal Canal Head, which is a temporary 
site, too small for the current operations, on land that has development 
potential and needs to be vacated; and both Clay Flatts (Workington) and 
Frizington, which are to be replaced by a single, more modern and efficient 
facility at Lillyhall.  These three existing HWRCs cannot, under the terms of the 
municipal waste contract, close until the replacement sites are built and ready 
to operate; otherwise, targets for recycling and diversion of waste from landfill 
could not be met. 

 
18.4 Additional sites were proposed in the Minerals and Waste Development 

Framework, to establish small HWRCs at Appleby and Cockermouth, plus 
replacements at Millom and Maryport, but plans have been curtailed by 
austerity measures.  This will be kept under review in the annual Authority 
Monitoring Reports. 
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POLICY SAP1 Household waste recycling centres (HWRC) 
 (sites of around 0.5 to 1.0 ha) 
 
Appropriate applications at the following sites will be supported: 
 
AL37 Lillyhall industrial estate to replace the HWRCs at Clay Flatts, 

Workington, and at Frizington 
SL1B Land adjacent to Kendal Fell Quarry, to replace the HWRC at Canal 

Head 
 

 
Waste treatment and management facilities 

 
18.5 In accordance with Policy SP3, policy SAP2 identifies seven sites to 

accommodate a need for three additional facilities during the Plan period, as 
predicted by the Waste Needs Assessment.  The sites may be required for 
mixed recycling, materials recovery, transfer stations or thermal treatments 
(Energy from Waste).  It is not considered that all the sites allocated would be 
suitable for the whole range of waste management facilities; an indication of 
which sites are suitable for what uses is set out in Table 18.1.  The table 
excludes: HWRCs, as these are covered within SAP1; landfill, as no such sites 
are allocated; and composting, because if a replacement composting facility is 
required for either Hespin Wood or Thackwood, as discussed in paragraph 
3.63, that may require an alternative location to be considered under policy 
DC9 (Criteria for waste management facilities). 

 

Site 
Ref 

Site 
Name 

Authority 

Waste Facility Type 

Materials 

recovery/mixed 

recycling facility 

(MRF) and transfer 

stations accepting 

non-putrescible 

waste only 

Transfer 

stations 

accepting 

putrescible 

waste 

Thermal 

treatment 

(EfW) 

AL3 Oldside Allerdale √ √ √ 

AL8 
Lillyhall Waste 

Treatment Centre 
Allerdale √ √ √ 

AL18 
Port of 

Workington 
Allerdale √ - √ 

CA11 Willowholme Carlisle √ √ - 

CA30 
Kingmoor Road 

recycling centre 
Carlisle √ - - 

CA31 
Kingmoor Park 

East 
Carlisle - - √ 

CO11 
Bridge End 

Industrial Estate 
Copeland √ - - 

 

Table 18.1: Suitability of waste facility types 
source: Cumbria County Council 
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POLICY SAP2 Waste treatment and management facilities 
 (sites of around 2 to 4 ha) 
 
The following sites are identified as suitable, in principle, for waste 
management facilities, in line with the waste facility types listed in Table 18.1.   
Proposals on the allocated sites for other facility types, not listed within the 
table, shall be assessed against Policy DC9. 
 
AL3 Oldside, Workington 
AL8 Lillyhall Waste Treatment Centre, Workington 
AL18 Port of Workington 
CA11 Willowholme, Carlisle 
CA30 Kingmoor Road recycling centre, Carlisle 
CA31 Kingmoor Park East, Carlisle 
CO11 Bridge End Industrial Estate, Egremont 
 
Broad Areas 
 
The following existing industrial estates have the potential to support further 
waste management provision, if facilities are appropriate to the type and scale 
of estate, and proposals conform to other relevant policies of the Plan: 
 
BRO1 Lillyhall Industrial Estate, Workington 
BRO2 Sowerby Wood Estate, Barrow 
BRO3 Park Road Estate, Barrow 
BRO4 Gilwilly Industrial Estate, Penrith 
BRO5 Kingmoor Park Rockcliffe Estate, Carlisle 
 

 
18.6 It is acknowledged that it may be possible to demonstrate a need for additional 

waste treatment or management facilities on unallocated sites and, therefore, 
it is not intended to use policy SAP2 restrictively.  The Broad Areas were 
identified as industrial areas, where waste facilities already exist, where waste 
arises from existing industries or where waste could be used as a resource; 
the list set out in SAP2 is not exhaustive, as opportunities for additional or 
improved waste management provision may come forward at other, new or 
existing, employment or industrial estates.  Any proposals on unallocated sites 
will be considered against all other relevant policies in this Plan, and if they 
would meet an identified need in a timely manner. 

 
18.7 Proposals for developments requiring smaller sites, extensions to existing 

waste management sites and proposals to treat or manage waste arising at 
commercial and industrial premises, are also likely to come forward during the 
Plan period.  The location criteria that were used when identifying all the 
allocated sites, and the Broad Areas where waste treatment or management 
proposals may be suitable (which are both listed in chapter 3), would also be 
relevant considerations in the assessment of planning applications for such 
developments. 
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Radioactive waste 
 

18.8 There are currently permitted facilities in Cumbria for the treatment, 
management, storage or disposal of radioactive wastes at: Cyclife (formerly 
Studsvik), Lillyhall (treatment of metal for recycling); the Sellafield complex 
(the Calder Landfill Extension Segregated Area, for disposal of certain types of 
the site’s own wastes; metal treatment; decontamination facilities; waste 
compaction facilities; and facilities for higher activity waste); and at the Low 
Level Waste Repository, near Drigg.  Lillyhall landfill has an Environmental 
Permit from the Environment Agency, for disposing of a full range of wastes 
including municipal, hazardous (asbestos), commercial and industrial, and 
Very Low Level radioactive waste.  The other operating non-inert landfill sites 
in Cumbria – Hespin Wood near Carlisle, Flusco near Penrith and Bennett 
Bank near Barrow (currently due to close December 2017) – are likely to take 
very small amounts (“dustbin loads”) of hospital or research VLLW, which 
does not require permitting. 

 

18.9 As indicated in the Strategic Policies section of this Local Plan, the County 
Council is the waste planning authority in Cumbria (outside of the National 
Parks).  Hence, planning applications for waste, including radioactive waste, 
and associated development come under the Council’s jurisdiction.  The 
policies in this Plan will be used to determine the acceptability of waste-
associated development at any of the above sites, and full consideration will 
be given to social, economic and environmental impacts.  Strategic policy SP5 
sets out the criteria for assessing planning applications for all activity ranges of 
Low Level Waste. 

 

18.10 It is particularly important that facilities are provided, both within Cumbria and 
throughout the UK, to divert Low Level Waste, including the sub-category of 
VLLW, away from the highly engineered facilities at the Low Level Waste 
Repository (LLWR), in line with the UK Nuclear LLW Strategy.  The volumes of 
these wastes will increase significantly as nuclear sites are decommissioned; 
some arisings are forecast188 within the Local Plan period, but a significant 
increase is forecast around 2030. 

 

18.11 Efforts continue to be made by the nuclear industry to improve the quality of 
the inventory of these wastes.  However, uncertainties still remain, about the 
volumes of arisings, when they will arise, the potential for driving some of them 
up the waste hierarchy and the type of facilities that may be needed.  What is 
clear is that a substantial proportion of decommissioning wastes will, as would 
be expected, arise at the Sellafield complex. 

 

 Cyclife Metal Recycling Facility 
 

18.12 Of the existing radioactive waste management and treatment sites in Cumbria, 
the metal recycling facility at Lillyhall held aspirations for further investment in 
the future, which would provide additional waste management capacity.  The 
facility was sold by Studsvik to EDF Group in April 2016, and it is unclear if 
and when any additional capacity may become available.  Any development 
proposals would require planning consent from the County Council.  However, 
policy SAP3 safeguards this complex for the treatment and management of 
LLW within the Plan period. 

                                                           
188

 United Kingdom Radioactive Waste & Materials Inventory, 1 April 2013, DECC and NDA 
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 Lillyhall landfill 
 

18.13 In March 2014, Lillyhall landfill was granted planning permission for an 
extension of time, to continue landfilling operations until 2029.  The permission 
also confirmed the waste types that the site could accept for disposal; this was 
to link the Environmental Permit for disposal of VLLW at the site with the 
planning permission.  The Permit allows for the disposal of up to 582,000m3 of 
VLLW at a rate of 26,000m3 per year, in a dedicated cell, as part of a total 
waste disposal of 67,000m3 per year.  This would account for around 20% of 
the landfill site’s overall capacity (the other 80% constituting a mix of the waste 
streams set out in paragraph 18.8). 

 

18.14 Although the Sellafield complex has its own facility onsite (the CLESA) for the 
disposal of VLLW/Low Activity LLW, there are specific radioactive waste types 
that cannot be accommodated at this facility; those that can be accommodated 
are restricted to specific radionuclide limits and input is managed to ensure 
that capacity is available for putrescible wastes.  Sellafield currently uses 
Lillyhall landfill for some of its waste arisings, as well as exporting lower 
activity LLW for disposal at permitted landfills out of the county.  Therefore, 
retaining a facility in Cumbria that can accept the range of Sellafield’s VLLW 
that cannot be sent to the CLESA or should not be sent to the highly 
engineered barrier system at the LLWR, would be in conformity with national 
policy regarding communities dealing with their own wastes.  It is anticipated 
that Lillyhall landfill would provide a medium term solution to the disposal of 
these wastes, but it is expected that a longer term solution should be provided 
at Sellafield, either on site or adjacent, for their own wastes.  Therefore, policy 
SAP3 safeguards this site for the disposal of VLLW within the Plan period. 

 

 Low Level Waste Repository 
 

18.15 Since 1959, most of the solid LLW generated in the UK has been transported 
to the LLWR near Drigg for disposal.  When it became operational in 2009, 
Vault 9 provided temporary storage capacity for LLW (until December 2018) 
and further storage was supplied by the temporary higher stacking of waste 
containers in Vault 8 until March 2017.  An application to change the storage 
in these vaults into disposal, and also to construct new vaults for disposal up 
to 2045, was granted permission by the County Council in July 2016.  Only 
with further vault construction, will the LLWR have the capacity to meet all 
future national LLW needs. 

 

18.16 Within the boundaries of the LLWR, there would certainly appear to be 
significant capacity for disposing of VLLW within the capping layer and infilling, 
that will be required over and between the existing permitted facilities.  This is 
something that would need to be included in the site’s Environmental Safety 
Case, and the Environment Agency would require further details from LLWR 
Ltd. to demonstrate that such disposals will be safe and meet all relevant 
regulatory criteria. 

 

18.17 Policy SAP3 safeguards this site for the treatment, management and storage 
of LLW within the Plan period.  The site also has the potential to be considered 
for additional capacity for the storage and/or disposal of the appropriate levels 
of LLW activity, either within the highly engineered containment facilities or 
outwith these facilities. 
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 Sellafield complex 
 

18.18 The CLESA at Sellafield is licenced only to take Sellafield’s VLLW and LA-
LLW; it has a remaining capacity for disposal of approximately 70,000m3, 
which means that it is expected to be full around 2025.  There has been some 
assessment undertaken on the capability of the 280ha Sellafield complex to 
accommodate facilities for managing LLW from its own decommissioning 
activities.  Firstly, Sellafield Ltd carried out a feasibility study into where a 
future on or near site disposal facility (CLESA-2) may be located189, and it is 
anticipated that a more detailed scoping study will commence during FY 
2017/18.  The conclusion of that study or any future assessments will 
determine the opportunity or otherwise to accommodate CLESA-2 within the 
Sellafield complex (site allocation CO36).  Where it has been demonstrated by 
rigorous assessment that it is not feasible to use land within CO36 in 
accordance with Policy SP4, or to utilise existing disposal routes, then 
consideration may be given to the use of land outwith CO36.  Secondly, 
Sellafield Ltd is working on the Development of Sellafield Decommissioning 
Strategy (see paragraph 4.42) as the site currently has so many spatial 
constraints. 

 

18.19 Policy SAP3 safeguards the Sellafield complex for continued LLW treatment 
(such as supercompaction) and management (i.e. consignment to appropriate 
treatment, storage or disposal facilities), as well as continued HAW treatment 
(such as vitrification) and storage, in site allocation CO36.  The policy also 
identifies the Sellafield complex as an area of potential consideration for 
additional capacity for the disposal or storage of a range of radioactive wastes, 
subject to planning permission, should a proposal come forward within the 
Plan period. 

 

18.20 The County Council would wish to continue to be an active partner in the 
progression and review of the strategy and site plans that the operator or 
owner (NDA) of the Sellafield complex has for the site’s decommissioning. 

 

 Land adjacent to Sellafield 
 

18.21 The Local Plan identifies site CO32, land adjacent to Sellafield, in Policy SAP3 
to provide the opportunity for use of land in the event that it has been 
demonstrated, after rigorous assessment, that it is not feasible to use land 
within CO36, in accordance with Policy SP4, or to utilise existing disposal 
routes.  As part of the rigorous assessment, Sellafield Ltd will need to 
demonstrate how they are meeting the requirements of Policy SAP3.  Subject 
to meeting the requirements of policies SP4 and SAP3, site allocation CO32 is 
identified for the potential development of CLESA-2 and the potential for 
temporary long or short-term storage of non-radioactive inert wastes arising 
during the demolition or excavation stages of decommissioning, linked to an 
approved Sellafield site decommissioning strategy.  The non-radioactive inert 
wastes would be used in association with the phased restoration of site CO36, 
in accordance with the decommissioning strategy. 

 

                                                           
189

 Evidence Base document reference LD214: Review of Potential Suitability for Disposal of 
LLW/VLLW on or Near to the Sellafield Site, Sellafield Ltd., February 2013 
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18.22 To reduce the wider impacts (such as noise, visual and transport) of any 
development on CO32, there is potential for this land to the east of Sellafield 
to be accessed from within the existing Sellafield nuclear licensed site. 

 

 Policy 
 

18.23 It is considered that the Low Level Waste Repository, the Sellafield complex 
and land adjacent to it, can provide adequate capacity for the treatment, 
management, storage and/or disposal of appropriate levels of radioactive 
waste or non-radioactive inert wastes within Cumbria, subject to planning 
permission, throughout the Plan period. 

 

POLICY SAP3 Radioactive wastes treatment, management, storage 
and disposal 

 

Unless it can be demonstrated that it is no longer required, the capacity for 
the treatment, management, storage and/or disposal of currently permitted 
radioactive wastes will be safeguarded over the Plan period at the following 
existing sites: 
 

 Sellafield complex (including former Windscale site) 

 Low Level Waste Repository 

 Lillyhall metal processing complex (Cyclife) 

 Lillyhall landfill 
 
The following sites are considered to be suitable locations for additional 
capacity, subject to the granting of planning permission: 
 

CO35 The Low Level Waste Repository, near Drigg 
CO36 Land within Sellafield 

 
 
Subject to the granting of planning permission, the following site is 
considered to be a suitable location to provide additional capacity for: 
 

- the storage of non-radioactive inert wastes from the Sellafield complex 
(CO36); 
- the temporary treatment, management and/or storage of appropriate 
levels of lower activity radioactive waste from CO36; 
- the disposal of lower activity radioactive waste from CO36 that would 
previously have been disposed in CLESA. 

 

Proposals for development on the following site will be required to 
demonstrate that: 
 

 there is a clear need that cannot be met within CO36, or via the use of 
other existing disposal routes; 

 how the need is to be met; 

 the use of any part of CO32 is proportionate in terms of scale, 
timescale and footprint; 

 direct access is provided from site CO36, where appropriate. 
 

CO32 Land adjacent to Sellafield 
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Minerals 
 
 Sand and gravel 
 
18.24 Policy SP7 requires that Preferred Areas and/or Areas of Search will be 

identified to enable a landbank for sand and gravel of at least seven years to 
be maintained throughout the Plan period, and Policy SP8 requires that 
Mineral Safeguarding Areas are identified for the indicative sand and gravel 
resources identified by British Geological Survey.  The landbank is to be 
based on the annual Cumbria Local Aggregates Assessment (LAA). 

 
18.25 The 2015 LAA calculated the sand and gravel landbank using the average 

annual sales between 2005 and 2014, which was 630,000 tonnes per annum 
(tpa).  The landbank at the end of 2014 was 9.20 million tonnes, equivalent to 
14.60 years on the 10-year average sales basis, so would last to the end of 
2029.  It should be noted that a landbank lasting until 2037 is required to 
ensure that there is still a 7-year landbank at the end of the Plan period, i.e. in 
2030.  The reserves required to meet the strategic policy could, therefore, fall 
within a range of between 4.41 million tonnes (7 years x 0.63 Mtpa) and 0.68 
million tonnes (1 year x 0.68 Mtpa). 

 
18.26 Further areas for sand and gravel extraction are, therefore, required and policy 

SAP4 allocates six sites (two at Roosecote) for sand and gravel extraction, all 
of which have been proposed by mineral operators as meeting their needs for 
the Plan period.  These include areas nearby or adjacent to both Roosecote 
Quarry (site M27 and site M12) and Peel Place Quarry (site M15), which, as 
discussed in chapter 5, have been identified in policy SP9 as strategic 
locations for resources of sand and gravel in the south west of the county. 

 
18.27 The existing Roose Quarry and the proposed Preferred Area for its future 

extension (M27) lie adjacent to existing gas terminals.  Recent engineering 
work at the terminals has led to consolidation of gas processing at the north 
terminal, which in conjunction with the Rivers Terminal is closest to M27, and 
this work is likely to have increased the potential impact of any incident at the 
terminal on land within M27.  The results of the new safety case for gas 
processing, being prepared for the Health & Safety Executive, are not 
scheduled for issue until some time in 2017.  Whilst it is acknowledged that 
this consolidation, and perhaps future operations on the terminals estate, may 
impact upon the feasibility of M27 to be worked for sand and gravel, the 
County Council consider that this is an important site that will help to provide 
an adequate and steady supply of this mineral over the Plan period; therefore, 
the site has been retained as a strategic allocation.  However, a clear and 
robust monitoring framework has been developed, which would trigger a 
review of the Local Plan, if necessary, once the information becomes available 
regarding the feasibility of the site for future minerals extraction.  Any review of 
the Plan could lead to the removal of this site or to the consideration of a 
smaller area, as appropriate. 

 
Crushed rock for general aggregate use 

 
18.28 Policies SP7 and SP8 require that Mineral Safeguarding Areas and/or Areas 

of Search will be identified for the indicative hard rock resources identified by 
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British Geological Survey.  It was considered that there was no need to identify 
further provision for the release of general crushed rock aggregate because of 
the size of the current landbank.  However, one Area of Search for limestone 
is identified in policy SAP4 at Silvertop Quarry, which has been proposed in 
order to secure environmental improvements.  The Mineral Safeguarding 
Areas part of the Policies Map shows the extent of the known geological 
resources for crushed rock. 

 
High and very high specification roadstones 

 
18.29 Policy SP7 requires Preferred Areas and/or Areas of Search to be identified to 

enable continued quarrying of regionally important high specification 
roadstone (HSA).  Therefore, two Areas of Search are identified in policy 
SAP4 for HSA.  These are the areas that were identified as strategic locations 
for these minerals in policy SP9, near Holmescales and Roan Edge quarries.  
The Mineral Safeguarding Areas for these aggregate resources, identified by 
British Geological Survey, are shown on the Policies Map Part 2. 

 
Slate and other building stones 

 
18.30 There are currently no specific allocations of Preferred Areas and/or Areas of 

Search for local building stones, arising from Policy SP7.  The sole allocation 
of an Area of Search at Kirkby Slate Quarry was to ensure the steady and 
adequate supply of slate; this also required a Mineral Safeguarding Area for 
identified resources of this mineral.  Policy SP9 identifies the area around 
Kirkby Slate quarry as a strategic location for this resource within the Plan 
area; however, following planning permission granted in November 2016, 
policy SAP4 no longer identifies an Area of Search at the quarry.  Proposals 
for other building stone quarries will be supported where they meet the criteria 
set out in Policy DC12 of the Plan. 

 
Mudstones and brick clay 

 
18.31 Policies SP7 and SP8 require provision of an area to enable continued 

quarrying of brick-making mudstones and also for safeguarding of this 
nationally important resource, as well as that of brick clay.  Policy SP9 
identifies the area around High Greenscoe Quarry as a strategic location for 
brick-making mudstones.  Policy SAP4 identifies an Area of Search at the 
quarry. 

 
Gypsum 

 
18.32 Policy SP7 requires that a Preferred Area and/or Area of Search will be 

identified for working additional gypsum and Policy SP8 requires a Mineral 
Safeguarding Area for the remaining gypsum resources.  The Birkshead mine 
is working the last of the gypsum resources that can be won through 
underground mining.  In the Preferred Area identified, the gypsum is too 
shallow to be worked that way and would have to be quarried.  Policy SP9 
identifies Kirkby Thore/Long Marton as a strategic location for future working 
of this nationally important resource.  Policy SAP4 identifies a Preferred Area 
at Stamphill. 
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18.33 Gypsum has raised questions, about how the Mineral Safeguarding Areas 
should be defined, that are not found for other minerals.  The geology map 
shows the outcrops of the gypsum beds, but significantly larger areas of land 
than the outcrop would be needed to extract the gypsum.  For example, an 
earlier proposal for the Stamphill Preferred Area was for an extraction area of 
around 25 hectares, but required an area three times as large as that to 
accommodate its operational needs, including screen mounds and temporary 
overburden storage. 

 
18.34 The Mineral Safeguarding Area has been drawn more broadly than the 

geological resource as an indication of the areas of land that would be likely to 
be needed for working the gypsum resources.  In the Minerals and Waste 
Development Framework, the identification of Areas for gypsum raised 
concerns relating to the possibility that they could cause a long period of blight 
on properties.  The issue was exacerbated by the very localised occurrence of 
gypsum compared with the other minerals that were being safeguarded.  In 
response, it was agreed during the Examination of the MWDF documents that 
areas of gypsum resources, which may become economically viable in the 
future, should be included in the Mineral Safeguarding Areas. 

 
18.35 Policy SAP4 identifies both Preferred Areas and Areas of Search for a range 

of quarries in Cumbria, which will enable a steady and adequate supply of 
these minerals over the Plan period.  As set out in paragraph 5.84, the 
Preferred Areas are areas of known resources, where planning permission 
might reasonably be anticipated; such areas may also include essential 
operations associated with mineral extraction.  Areas of Search are broader 
areas, where knowledge about mineral resources may be less certain, but 
within which planning permissions for particular sites could be granted, 
particularly if there is a potential shortfall in supply. 

 

POLICY SAP4 Areas for minerals 
 
To enable a steady and adequate supply of minerals: Preferred Areas are 
identified where there are known mineral resources; Areas of Search are 
identified where knowledge of the mineral resource is less certain. 
 
Preferred areas 
 
M18 Stamphill, Long Marton, for gypsum 
M27 land adjacent to Roosecote sand and gravel quarry, Barrow-in-Furness 
 
Areas of Search 
 
M5 land adjacent to High Greenscoe Quarry, near Dalton-in-Furness, for 

brickmaking mudstones 
M6 land between Overby and High House sand and gravel quarries, near 

Abbeytown 
M8 land adjacent to Cardewmires sand and gravel quarry, near Dalston 
M10 land adjacent to Silvertop limestone quarry, near Brampton 
M11 land adjacent to Kirkhouse sand and gravel quarry, near Brampton 
M12 land near to Roosecote sand and gravel quarry, Barrow-in-Furness 
M15 land adjacent to Peel Place sand and gravel quarry, near Gosforth 
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M16 land adjacent to Holmescales high specification roadstone quarry, near 
Kendal 

M30 land adjacent to Roan Edge high specification roadstone quarry, near 
New Hutton 

 
Sites for secondary or recycled aggregates facilities 
 
In addition to existing recycling facilities at waste management sites and 
elsewhere, the hard rock quarries are considered to be suitable locations for 
processing alternative aggregates from their quarry wastes and from recycled 
aggregates. 
 
M24 Derwent Howe Slag Bank, Workington, is a Mineral Safeguarding Area 

for its resource of secondary aggregate. 
 

 
 Safeguarding existing and potential railheads and wharves 
 
18.35 The NPPF requires mineral planning authorities to safeguard selected mineral 

related infrastructure and facilities to support the continued extraction and 
operation of economically viable mineral resources.  Policy SP8 requires the 
need to consider safeguarding existing and potential railheads and wharves.  
Therefore, policy SAP5 identifies ‘potential’ railheads, existing railheads and 
existing wharves.  This is in line with paragraph 143 of the NPPF, which 
requires the safeguarding of infrastructure that facilitates bulk transport of 
minerals by rail, sea or inland waterways.  All of the sites identified in the 
policy lie within the Mineral Safeguarding Areas, and thus within the Mineral 
Consultation Area. 

 
18.36 Paragraph 31 of the NPPF also requires Local Authorities to work with 

neighbouring authorities regarding the provision of viable infrastructure 
necessary to support sustainable development, including large scale rail 
facilities.  There are several quarries in Cumbria that are located in the Lake 
District National Park, whilst their rail infrastructure is located in the County 
Council’s domain – these are Shap Beck and Shap Blue quarries.  During the 
Examination of the Park’s Local Plan (Part Three: Mineral Safeguarding 
Areas), the Inspector made reference to the fact that these quarries straddle 
the National Park boundary, and that it is the responsibility of the County 
Council, as the minerals authority for that area, to safeguard their rail-links190. 

 
18.37 The existing, dedicated rail links in to both Sellafield nuclear licensed site and 

the Low Level Waste Repository, are safeguarded.  This is to ensure their 
continued use for movement of radioactive wastes, as well as for the import of 
building materials, where appropriate, thus minimising their transport by road.  
Similarly, the existing rail sidings at Kirkby Thore plaster and plasterboard 
works are safeguarded, for both import and export of materials.  The works are 
an important local employer, and Eden’s emerging Local Plan191 identifies 
Kirkby Thore as a key hub, which will be the focus for development to sustain 

                                                           
190

 Report on the Examination into the Lake District National Park Minerals Safeguarding Areas (Local 
Plan Part Three), the Planning Inspectorate, September 2013 
191

 Evidence Base document reference LD306: Eden Local Plan: Proposed Submission Version 2014-
2032, October 2015 
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local services, including the provision of employment.  Sellafield and the 
LLWR are important for employment in Copeland Borough; the Sellafield 
complex alone employs around 40% of the Borough’s workforce.  Copeland’s 
Policy ER1 – Planning for the Nuclear Sector192, supports the contribution that 
Sellafield and the LLWR make to the economy. 

 
18.38 It was also considered prudent to safeguard rail sidings associated with bulk 

waste imports or exports.  Firstly, the rail sidings at Kingmoor north of Carlisle 
have been identified, as Network Rail Infrastructure import large quantities of 
old rail ballast to these sidings, process it and then export the recycled 
aggregate around the UK.  Secondly, the sidings located at Innovia in Wigton 
have been identified, as the company previously looked into building an 
Energy from Waste plant on their land to deal with the large amounts of waste 
arising on site.  The company manufactures a variety of films that are used in 
the packaging, labelling and over-wrapping industries, and is an important 
local employer in Allerdale. 

 
18.39 Policy SAP5 identifies one potential railhead, AL32.  The site was put forward 

during the MWDF process, in connection with the transport of coal.  However, 
the associated coal site was rejected, but the potential railhead retained, as 
the large manufacturing companies located nearby could use a railhead for 
import of materials or export of products or waste. 

 
18.40 Three working ports have been identified in SAP5, two of which (Workington 

and Barrow) also have rail sidings.  The port at Barrow is linked to the M6 
motorway by the A590 and also has a direct connection to the national rail 
network.  The port handles limestone, sand, aggregates (including marine 
dredged landings) and granite, as well as condensate, the liquid by-product of 
gas production at Centrica's nearby gas terminals.  The port also supports the 
offshore wind, oil and gas industries.  BAE Systems' ship-building facility is 
located within the port and it handles nuclear fuel-carrying vessels from a 
dedicated terminal.  This port is an important asset for Barrow Borough 
Council, who has an adopted Barrow Port Area Action Plan193. 

 
18.41 The Port of Workington is owned by the County Council and is connected via 

the A66 trunk road to the M6.  Imports and exports include dry and liquid 
bulks, and forest products.  The Port is utilised by the offshore wind industry, 
who undertake their operations and maintenance from the site.  Rail freight 
services are offered via the main line connection.  All berths are rail-connected 
and the Port Authority operates its own locomotives on the site’s extensive 
internal rail system.  The Port also handles nuclear fuel-carrying vessels.  
Allerdale Borough Council’s vision194 is to take advantage of the port and its 
rail links as part of the focus for major development at Workington, delivering a 
stronger employment base. 

 

                                                           
192

 Evidence Base document reference LD243: Copeland Local Plan 2013-2028: Core Strategy and 
Development Management Policies, December 2013 
193

 Evidence Base document reference LD169: Barrow Port Area Action Plan, Barrow Borough 
Council, July 2010 
194

 Evidence Base document reference LD273: Allerdale Local Plan Part 1: Strategic and 
Development Management Policies, July 2014 
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18.42 The port at Silloth has good road connections with the M6, providing easy 
access to the north and north east of England and southern Scotland.  Grain is 
imported and discharged directly into Carrs Flour Mills on the north side of 
New Dock, and other agribulks are imported for onward supply to the region's 
farming industry.  Wood pulp is imported for local use.  Allerdale’s vision in 
their Local Plan is to maintain and enhance the role of the port. 

 

POLICY SAP5 Safeguarding of existing and potential railheads and 
wharves 

 
The following existing and potential railheads and wharves are safeguarded, in 
line with paragraph 143 of the NPPF. 
 
AL18 Port of Workington and railhead 
AL32 Siddick potential rail sidings 
AL38 Innovia rail sidings, Wigton 
AL39 Silloth Port 
BA26 Barrow Port and rail sidings, Barrow 
CO35 Low Level Waste Repository rail spur, Drigg (within LLWR site 

allocation) 
CO36 Sellafield site rail spur (within Sellafield site allocation) 
M34 Kingmoor rail sidings, Carlisle 
M35 Shap Beck Quarry rail sidings, Shap 
M36 Shapfell Quarry rail sidings, Shap 
M37 Shap Blue Quarry rail sidings, Shap 
M38 Kirkby Thore gypsum works rail sidings, Kirkby Thore 
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19. MAPS OF SITE ALLOCATIONS 
 

Allerdale 
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Barrow 
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Carlisle 
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Copeland 
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Eden 
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South Lakeland 
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GLOSSARY 
 
Alpha activity (radioactivity) This takes the form of particles (helium nuclei) 
ejected from a decaying atom.  Alpha particles cause ionisations in biological tissue 
which may lead to damage; this is more significant if inhaled or swallowed.  The 
particles have a very short range in air, typically about 5 cm. 
 
Aggregate minerals Minerals that are used primarily to support the construction 
industry, including soft sand, sand and gravel, marine-dredged sand and crushed 
rock. 
 
Aggregate Working Party (AWP) Aggregate working parties provide technical 
advice about the supply and demand for aggregates (including sand, gravel and 
crushed rock) to the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government and 
to mineral planning authorities.  The AWPs replaced the Regional Aggregate 
Working Parties. 
 
Agricultural Land Classification (ALC) Land quality varies from place to place.  
The ALC provides a method for assessing the quality of farmland to enable informed 
choices to be made about its future use within the planning system.  It helps underpin 
the principles of sustainable development. 
 
ALARA (As Low As Reasonably Achievable) In relation to nuclear energy and 
licensed materials in the public interest, making every reasonable effort to maintain 
exposures to ionising radiation as far below the dose limits as practical.  Operations 
must also be consistent with the purpose for which the licensed activity is 
undertaken, taking into account the state of technology, benefits to public health and 
safety, and other societal and socio-economic considerations. 
 
ALARP (As Low As Reasonably Practicable) This describes the level to which it is 
expected that workplace risks are controlled.  Reasonably practicable involves 
weighing a risk against the effort, time and money needed to control that risk. 
 
Amenity In practice, this is usually understood to mean the effect on visual and 
aural amenity in the immediate vicinity of a development.  In assessing amenity, the 
local planning authority would always consider the local characteristics of the vicinity 
where the development is proposed does it have important scenic, historic, 
architectural or cultural features, and is development in scale and in keeping with 
these features. 
 
Anaerobic Digestion (AD) A natural process in which micro-organisms break down 
organic matter, in the absence of oxygen, into biogas (a mixture of carbon dioxide 
(CO2) and methane) and digestate (a nitrogen-rich fertiliser).  The biogas can be 
used directly in engines for Combined Heat and Power (CHP), burned to produce 
heat, or can be cleaned and used in the same way as natural gas or as a vehicle 
fuel.  The digestate can be used as a renewable fertiliser or soil conditioner. 
 
Ancient woodland An area that has been wooded continuously since at least 
1600 AD. 
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Authority Monitoring Report Previously the Annual Monitoring Report, this 
document is part of the Local Plan, assessing the implementation of, and the extent 
to which, policies in the Plan are being successfully applied. 
 
Appropriate Assessment Where likely significant effects on a European Wildlife 
Site are identified, it is necessary to consider whether those effects will adversely 
affect the integrity of the site in view of its Conservation Objectives.  This is Stage 2 
of a Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA). 
 
Areas of coal working notified by the Coal Authority These are the areas that 
have been notified to local planning authorities for the purposes of the Town and 
Country Planning (General Development Procedure) Order.  The Coal Authority has 
provided Standing Advice about potential hazards for development proposals within 
these areas and wishes to be consulted about planning applications accompanied by 
Environmental Impact Assessment or for mineral working. 
 
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) A landscape designation made, 
under the National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949, to an area of 
countryside, the natural beauty of which it is desirable to conserve and enhance. 
 
Areas of Search Areas, that are broader than Preferred Areas, where knowledge 
about mineral resources may be less certain, but within which planning permissions 
for particular sites could be granted to meet any shortfalls in supply, if suitable 
planning applications are made. 
 
Background radiation Most background radiation comes from two sources, 
cosmic radiation and radioisotopes in the rocks and soil.  The amounts vary with 
geology of the area (different rocks are made up of different elements) and elevation 
(less atmosphere at higher elevations to absorb cosmic radiation). 
 
BAT (Best Available Technique) Simply, this means that an operator has to use the 
very best possible way to protect the environment, that can be economically justified, 
to undertake a task or process.  ‘Best’ means most effective in achieving a high level 
of environmental protection; ‘available’ means the most technically advanced, but 
viable method, taking cost and benefits into consideration; ‘technique’ includes both 
the technology used and the way in which the installation is designed, built, 
maintained, operated and decommissioned. 
 
Becquerels (Bq) This is the standard international unit of radioactivity equal to one 
radioactive transformation or decay per second.  The multiples of becquerels that are 
commonly used to define radioactive waste activity are: 

 kilobecquerels (kBq) equal to one thousand Bq 

 megabecquerels (MBq) equal to one million Bq 

 gigabecquerels (GBq) equal to one thousand million Bq 
 
Best and Most Versatile agricultural land Land in grades 1, 2 and 3a of the 
Agricultural Land Classification. 
 
Best Practicable A term that refers to the methods and techniques used in 
achieving the desired outcome, and includes the concept of practicality and, 
therefore, viability. 
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Beta activity (radioactivity) This takes the form of particles (electrons) emitted 
during radioactive decay from the nucleus of an atom.  Beta particles cause 
ionisation in biological tissue which may lead to damage.  Most beta particles can 
pass through the skin, but a few millimetres of light material such as aluminium, will 
generally shield against them. 
 
Blue spaces There is a non-exhaustive list of blue spaces within green 
infrastructure: coastal areas, wetlands, estuaries, rivers, canals, ponds, open and 
running water.  See also definition of ‘green spaces’. 
 
Biodiversity The range and diversity of life (including plants, animals and micro-
organisms), ecosystems and ecological processes. 
 
BPEO (Best Practicable Environmental Option) This procedure establishes, for a 
given set of objectives, the option that provides the most benefits, or the least 
damage to the environment as a whole, at acceptable cost in the long term as well as 
in the short term. 
 
BPM (Best Practicable Management) The level of management and engineering 
control that minimises, as far as practicable, the release of radioactivity to the 
environment whilst taking account of a wider range of factors, including cost-
effectiveness, technological status, operational safety, and social and environmental 
factors. 
 
Britain’s Energy Coast Established in 2009 with the mission of transforming West 
Cumbria into a diverse, resilient and low carbon economy.  Originally Government-
funded, they are now a public-private partnership that provides businesses with the 
support they need to capitalise on investment in the local nuclear industry and also to 
exploit opportunities in high-growth Clean Technologies such as solar, wind and 
biofuels. 
 
Brownfield land/sites Previously developed land that can be redeveloped for 
other uses. 
 
Building stones Minerals from which energy cannot be produced.  Natural stone 
or rock is selected and finished (e.g. trimmed, cut, drilled, ground, polished) to 
specific sizes or shapes.  They are chosen for their particular characteristics, such as 
colour, texture, pattern, durability or ease of working.  In Cumbria, building stones are 
used for interior and exterior walling, paving, building, decoration and roofing, from a 
wide range of sources, including limestone, sandstone and slate. 
 
CAGR (Compound Annual Growth Rate) A method to compare the historical 
year-on-year growth rates (for example, of waste) over several years, in order to 
show the constant growth rate over that period; this can then be used to forecast 
future growth rates. 
 
Carbon offsetting A net reduction in carbon emissions resulting from a project 
undertaken to compensate for emissions elsewhere.  One example of carbon 
offsetting is tree planting. 
 
Climate change A change in the statistical properties of the climate system when 
considered over long periods of time, regardless of cause.  The term is often used to 
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refer specifically to climate change caused by human activity, as opposed to changes 
in climate that may have resulted as part of Earth's natural processes.  In this sense, 
the term climate change has become synonymous with global warming and 
everything else that increasing greenhouse gas levels will affect. 
 
Commercial and Industrial (C&I) waste This is a diverse waste stream, 
generated from commercial and industrial operations, including, but not limited to 
processing and manufacturing industries, service sector, the trade and transport and 
distribution sectors, primary production and mining. 
 
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) A levy allowing local authorities to raise 
funds from owners or developers of land undertaking new building projects in their 
area, in order to address the effects on associated infrastructure. 
 
Conservation Objectives Referred to in the Conservation of Habitats and Species 
Regulations 2010 as amended (‘the Habitats Regulations’) and Article 6(3) of the 
European Habitats Directive, they provide a framework that should inform any 
Habitats Regulations Assessments (which may include an Appropriate Assessment) 
that a competent authority may be required to make under the legislation referred to 
above.  In addition, they can be used to inform any measures necessary to conserve 
or restore a European Wildlife Site and/or to prevent the deterioration or significant 
disturbance of its qualifying features as required by the provisions of Articles 6(1) and 
6(2) of the Habitats Directive respectively.  Each Conservation Objective Citation 
gives a formal description of the reasons why the site has been designated. 
 
Construction and Demolition (C&D) waste Arising from the construction, repair, 
maintenance and demolition of buildings and structures.  It mostly includes brick, 
concrete, hardcore, subsoil and topsoil, but it can also include quantities of timber, 
metal and plastics.  These wastes often arise with Excavation waste, in which case 
they are termed Construction, Demolition and Excavation (CD&E) wastes. 
 
Core Strategy A Development Plan Document, which formerly set out the spatial 
vision and objectives for a specific period, with the strategic policies necessary to 
deliver that vision.  This is now replaced by the Strategic Policies within the Local 
Plan. 
 
Development Plan For the Plan area, this will comprise the Minerals and Waste 
Local Plan and the Local Plans for each district in Cumbria. 
 
Dormant mineral site Defined under the Environment Act 1995 as a mineral site 
where no mineral development has taken place to any substantial extent in, on, or 
under the site at any time in the period 22 February 1982 to 6 June 1995.  Dormant 
sites would need a Review of Old Minerals Permissions application (ROMP) to restart 
workings. 
 
Duty to Co-operate A legal duty on local planning authorities and public bodies to 
engage constructively, actively and on an ongoing basis, to maximise the 
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross boundary 
matters.  It is not a duty to agree, but local planning authorities should make every 
effort to secure the necessary co-operation on such matters, before they submit their 
Local Plans for examination. 
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Ecosystem Services the benefits that people obtain from the ecosystem.  These 
are grouped into four broad categories: supporting, such as nutrient cycles, soil 
formation and crop pollination, which make it possible for ecosystems to provide the 
other services; provisioning, such as the production of food, water, minerals, timber 
and energy; regulating, such as the control of climate and disease, waste 
decomposition and flood regulation; and cultural, such as spiritual, educational and 
recreational benefits. 
 
Energy from Waste (EfW) The recovery of energy value from waste by burning the 
waste directly, or by burning a fuel produced from the waste. 
 
Energy minerals Minerals, such as oil, gas and coal, which are used to produce 
energy. 
 
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) A procedure to be followed for certain 
types of project to ensure that decisions are made in full knowledge of any likely 
significant effects on the environment. 
 
European Wildlife Site Habitats and species or birds that are either threatened or 
valuable within the EU are designated as Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) and 
Special Protection Areas (SPA).  These sites make up a network of sites across 
Europe called Natura 2000, protected under the EU Habitats Directive (Council 
Directive 92/43/EEC on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and 
flora). 
 
Evidence Base The Evidence Base is a collective term for the documents, studies, 
reports and community feedback used to support the Local Plan. 
 
Excavation Waste Solid waste resulting from or produced by the excavation or 
digging out of building foundations, bridge footings, pipes or other man-made 
structures. 
 
Flood risk As defined in Planning Practice Guidance, this is “a combination of the 
probability and the potential consequences of flooding from all sources – including 
from rivers and the sea, directly from rainfall on the ground surface and rising 
groundwater, overwhelmed sewers and drainage systems, and from reservoirs, 
canals and lakes and other artificial sources”. 
 
Flood Zone Flood zones refer to the probability of flooding (ignoring the presence 
of defences): 

 Flood Zone 1 = low probability 

 Flood Zone 2 = medium probability 

 Flood Zone 3a = high probability 

 Flood Zone 3b = within functional flood plain. 
 
Front loading Engaging/consulting with the community at the start of the Plan 
preparation process. 
 
Gamma activity (radioactivity) An electromagnetic radiation similar in some 
respects to visible light, but with higher energy.  Gamma rays cause ionisation in 
biological tissue which may lead to damage.  These rays are very penetrating and 
are attenuated only by shields of dense metal or concrete, perhaps some metres 
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thick.  Their emission during radioactive decay is usually accompanied by beta or 
alpha activity. 
 
Gasification Thermal treatment that involves heating waste in the presence of 
oxygen to recover energy in the form of gas. 
 
Geodiversity The range of rocks, minerals, fossils, soils and landforms. 
 
Geographic Information System (GIS) A computer system for capturing, storing, 
checking and displaying data related to positions on the earth's surface.  GIS can 
show many layers, containing different datasets, on one map.  This enables people 
to more easily see, analyse and understand patterns and relationships. 
 
Green infrastructure A network of multi-functional green space, urban and rural, 
which is capable of delivering a wide range of environmental and quality of life 
benefits for local communities. 
 
Green spaces There is a long, non-exhaustive list of green spaces within green 
infrastructure: urban parks, Country and Regional Parks, formal gardens, informal 
recreation spaces, housing green spaces, domestic gardens, village greens, urban 
commons, green roofs, woodland and scrub, grassland (e.g. downland and 
meadow), heath and moor, wetlands, wastelands and disturbed ground, bare rock 
habitats (e.g. cliffs and quarries), river and canal banks, road and rail corridors, 
cycling routes, pedestrian paths, rights of way, allotments, community gardens, city 
farms, cemeteries and churchyards.  See also definition of ‘blue spaces’. 
 
Greenfield land/sites Land or sites which have not previously been developed or 
which were developed but have been restored and/or now blended back into the 
landscape. 
 
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions Greenhouse gases ‘trap’ energy radiated by 
the Earth within the atmosphere.  They include carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous 
oxide and fluorinated gases.  Carbon dioxide is the main greenhouse gas in the UK. 
 
GVA Gross Value Added, i.e. the difference between salary costs and actual profits, 
per person. 
 
Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA) HRA is a step-by-step process that 
helps determine likely significant effect and (where appropriate) assess adverse 
impacts on the integrity of a European Wildlife site, examines alternative solutions 
and provides justification for “imperative reasons of overriding public interest” 
(IROPI).  European guidance divides HRA into a four stage process. 
 
Hazardous waste Waste that is reactive, toxic, corrosive or otherwise dangerous to 
living things and/or the environment. 
 
Heritage asset The term is wide-ranging and encompasses World Heritage Sites, 
Registered Historic Battlefields, Registered Parks and Gardens of Historic Interest, 
scheduled monuments, grade I and II* listed buildings and protected wreck sites. 
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Heritage Coast A landscape designation for undeveloped coastline that is 
managed to conserve its natural beauty and, where appropriate, to improve 
accessibility for visitors. 
 
High Level radioactive Waste (HLW) Radioactive waste that is so active that it is 
self-heating and requires cooling. 
 
Historic environment All aspects of the environment resulting from the interaction 
between people and places through time, including all surviving physical remains of 
past human activity, whether visible, buried or submerged, as well as landscaped 
and planted or managed flora. 
 
Historic Environment Record (HER) Information services that provide access to 
comprehensive and dynamic resources relating to the historic environment of a 
defined geographic area for public benefit and use. 
 
Historic Landscape Character (HLC) Project funded by the former English 
Heritage (now Historic England), to map the elements of the historic landscape onto 
a series of interactive GIS-based maps that characterise the distinctive, historic 
dimension of today's environment.  It is a useful tool when undertaking environmental 
assessment at the strategic level to inform minerals planning policies, for example, or 
to assess the county-wide allocation of development land. 
 
Household Waste Recycling Centre (HWRC) Civic amenity sites which may be 
used by local residents (usually free of charge) and businesses (usually charged).  
The sites provide facilities for collection of all household and garden waste other than 
anything which may be considered as hazardous and requiring special treatment. 
 
Industrial minerals Minerals that are necessary to support industrial and 
manufacturing processes and other non-aggregate uses, some of which are minerals 
of recognised national importance; these include - brickclay (especially Etruria Marl 
and fireclay), silica sand (including high grade silica sands), industrial grade 
limestone, cement raw materials, gypsum, peat, salt, fluorspar, tungsten, kaolin, ball 
clay and potash. 
 
Infrastructure Basic services necessary for development to take place; for 
example, roads, electricity, sewerage, water, education and health facilities. 
 
Intermediate Level Waste (ILW) Waste that is sufficiently radioactive to require 
shielding during its handling and transportation. 
 
Ionisation This process occurs when radiation (alpha, beta and gamma activity) 
interacts with matter, which can cause atoms and molecules to become unstable.  
Ionisation from radiation is the first stage in possible change or damage within 
biological tissue. 
 
Imperative Reasons of Overriding Public Interest (IROPI) During the Habitats 
Regulations Assessment process, if it can be demonstrated that there are no 
alternative solutions to the proposal, that would have a lesser effect or avoid an 
adverse effect on the integrity of the site(s), the project may still be carried out if the 
competent authority is satisfied that it is for imperative reasons of overriding public 
interest.  In cases where there are priority natural habitats or species adversely 
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affected by the development, the IROPI justification must relate to human health, 
public safety or beneficial consequences of primary importance to the environment. 
 
Landbanks Landbanks of aggregate mineral reserves are principally a monitoring 
tool to provide a mineral planning authority with early warning of possible disruption 
to the provision of an adequate and steady supply of land-won aggregates in their 
area.  Separate landbanks are required for crushed rock (10 years) and sand and 
gravel (7 years) because they partly serve different markets and have different site 
infrastructure requirements. 
 
Landfill/landraise This is the disposal of waste into or onto the land.  Landfill sites 
are constructed and operated to strict technical standards, in order to reduce adverse 
environmental impacts.  Most types of waste may be disposed of via landfill; 
however, the EU Landfill Directive 1999/31/EC1 requires that landfill sites must be 
classified as hazardous, non-hazardous or inert.  Reducing the amount of waste to 
landfill is encouraged by the Landfill Directive, to recover value from waste and 
develop more sustainable waste management. 
 
Landfill Directive This was adopted by the European Community in 1999.  It sets 
tough operational and technical requirements for disposal of waste by landfill, with 
the aim of reducing the negative effects of landfilling. 
 
Life cycle analysis (of greenhouse gas emissions) An approach to measuring 
the impact on climate change across the supply chain for a product, including those 
from fossil fuel burnt in extraction, processing, transport and disposal. 
 
Low carbon energy supplies These use technology that can help reduce carbon 
emissions.  They can include combined heat and power (CHP) plants and the use of 
heat that would otherwise be wasted.  They are usually referred to in conjunction with 
renewable energy supplies. 
 
Local Aggregates Assessment (LAA) An LAA is an annual assessment of the 
demand for and supply of aggregates in a mineral planning authority’s area. 
 
Local Development Document A collective term given to the Development Plan 
Documents and Supplementary Planning Documents. 
 
Local Development Framework (LDF) The name for the portfolio of Local 
Development Documents.  These consisted of Development Plan Documents, 
Supplementary Planning Documents, a Statement of Community Involvement, the 
Local Development Scheme and Annual Monitoring Reports, produced by the Local 
Planning Authority.  The Minerals and Waste Development Framework was an LDF 
dealing only with minerals and waste issues.  The frameworks have now been 
replaced by Local Plans. 
 
Local Development Scheme (LDS) This sets out the programme and timetable 
for the preparation and production of Local Development Documents. 
 
Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) Organisations that replaced the Regional 
Development Agencies (RDAs).  They are voluntary partnerships between local 
authorities and businesses, created by the former Department for Business, 
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Innovation and Skills, and will aim to play a key part in promoting local economic 
development. 
 
Local Nature Partnership (LNP) The Government’s ambition for LNPs is that they 
will help their local area to manage the natural environment as a system and to 
embed its value in local decisions for the benefit of nature, people and the economy.  
To do this effectively, they will need to be self-sustaining strategic partnerships of a 
broad range of local organisations, businesses and people, with the credibility to 
work with and influence other local strategic decision makers. 
 
Local Plan These Plans, produced by the Local Planning Authority, have now 
replaced the Local Development Frameworks. 
 
Local Planning Authority (LPA) The public authority whose duty it is to carry out 
specific planning functions for a particular area.  All references to local planning 
authority apply to the District Council, County Council and National Park Authority, to 
the extent appropriate to their responsibilities. 
 
Low Activity Low Level Waste (LA-LLW) As a general rule, these are radioactive 
wastes with activity levels between 4 and 200 becquerels/gram (Bq/g), which do not 
need the highly engineered containment systems that are provided at the Low Level 
Waste Repository near Drigg.  They can be sent to suitably permitted conventional 
non-inert landfills. 
 
Low Level radioactive Waste (LLW) Radioactive waste that has activity levels not 
exceeding 4 gigabecquerels/tonne (GBq/te) of alpha or 12 GBq/te of beta gamma 
activity.  One bequerel is equal to the disintegration of one radionuclide per second.  
A GBq is 1000,000,000 becquerels. 
 
Low Level Waste Repository (LLWR) The LLW Repository Ltd is a waste 
management company that works on behalf of the Nuclear Decommissioning 
Authority, to provide services to customers to treat and dispose of low level 
radioactive waste at the national Low Level Waste Repository in West Cumbria.  
They oversee a national Low Level Waste programme to ensure that lower activity 
waste is managed effectively. 
 
Major hazards Major hazard installations and pipelines, licensed explosive sites 
and nuclear installations, around which Health and Safety Executive (and Office for 
Nuclear Regulation) consultation distances, to mitigate the consequences to public 
safety of major accidents, may apply. 
 
Managed Aggregates Supply System (MASS) The underpinning concept behind 
this system, is that Mineral Planning Authorities who have adequate resources of 
aggregates make an appropriate contribution to national as well as local supply, 
while making due allowance for the need to reduce environmental damage to an 
acceptable level. 
 
Materials Recovery Facility (MRF) These are specialised facilities that receive 
recyclable materials, from household kerbside collection, from ‘bring sites’ or from 
HWRC’s.  The recyclables are sorted and sent onwards for reprocessing and 
recycling.  Material is normally delivered dry to the MRF.  Dry recyclables include: 
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plastic; glass; metal; textiles; and paper-based products.  They exclude organic 
material (food, garden and wet waste). 
 
Mechanical and Biological Treatment (MBT) plant A type of waste processing 
facility that combines a sorting facility with a form of biological treatment, such as 
composting or anaerobic digestion.  MBT plants are designed to process mixed 
household waste as well as commercial and industrial wastes. 
 
Mineral Safeguarding Areas (MSA) Areas intended to safeguard proven 
deposits of minerals which are, or may become, of economic importance within the 
foreseeable future, from unnecessary sterilisation by surface development. 
 
Mineral Consultation Areas (MCA) Land with potential for mineral extraction, 
where county and district councils in two-tier planning areas need to co-operate in 
the exercise of their planning powers.  They are a mechanism for consultation 
between the county and district councils, about development which would be likely to 
affect the winning and working of minerals, and also about how mineral working 
could affect other existing or proposed land uses.  They equate to all the Minerals 
Safeguarding Areas in the county put together. 
 
Minerals Planning Authority (MPA) The public authority whose duty it is to carry 
out minerals planning functions for a particular area. 
 
Minerals and Waste Local Development Framework (MWDF) See Local 
Development Framework (LDF) above. 
 
Minerals and Waste Local Plan (MWLP) The Minerals and Waste Local Plan 
deals only with minerals and waste issues.  It has replaced the Minerals and Waste 
Development Framework. 
 
Municipal waste Municipal solid waste (MSW) is a waste type consisting of 
everyday items that are discarded by the public.  The waste is from domestic 
properties, including caravans, residential homes and premises forming part of an 
educational establishment, a hospital or a nursing home. 
 
National Park An area designated under the National Parks and Access to the 
Countryside Act 1949 (as amended).  The Cumbria Minerals and Waste Local Plan 
does not cover land within the county of Cumbria that is within either the Lake District 
National Park or the Yorkshire Dales National Park. 
 
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) The Framework sets out the 
Government’s planning policies for England and how these are expected to be 
applied.  It provides a framework within which local people and their accountable 
councils can produce their own distinctive local and neighbourhood plans, which 
reflect the needs and priorities of their communities. 
 
National Waste Management Plan (NWMP) This is the national waste plan for 
England.  The NWMP is required by the European Waste Framework Directive and 
replaces the 2007 Waste Strategy. 
 
Naturally Occurring Radioactive Materials (NORM) These can be found in many 
geological formations and may be brought to the surface during oil/gas drilling and 
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abstraction.  They are natural radioactive elements that are present in very low 
concentrations in the earth's crust, which are often brought to the surface through 
these activities. 
 
Nature Improvement Areas These are the Ecological Restoration Zones 
proposed by the Government’s “Making Space for Nature” review.  They are areas 
where opportunities to deliver ecological networks, both in terms of large area scale 
and valuable benefits accruing to wildlife and people, are particularly high. 
 
Net self-sufficiency The objective of attaining net self-sufficiency in a Waste 
Planning Authority (WPA) area, relates to the provision of adequate waste 
management capacity to meet the arisings of waste from within the WPA.  However, 
net self-sufficiency allows for continued import and export of waste by proposing to 
manage the equivalent of 100% of waste arisings within the WPA, allowing for any 
imports of waste to match exports.  Self-sufficiency in waste management at a 
national level is an aim deriving from Article 16 of the Waste Framework Directive. 
 
Non-energy minerals Minerals that do not have the capability of producing 
energy, which include aggregates, industrial minerals and building stones. 
 
North West Waste Network (NWWN) The North West Waste Network was formed 
following the cessation of the North West Regional Technical Advisory Board (RTAB) 
in 2012.  The NWWN is a voluntary group of representative waste planning authority 
officers from across North West England. 
 
Planning condition A condition imposed on the grant of planning permission (in 
accordance with the Town and Country Planning Act 1990), which can enhance the 
quality of development and enable development proposals to proceed where it would 
otherwise have been necessary to refuse planning permission, by mitigating the 
adverse effects of the development. 
 
Planning obligation A legally enforceable obligation, entered into under section 
106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990, to mitigate the impacts of a 
development proposal. 
 
Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) This is an easily accessible online resource 
of important information for any user of the planning system; previously, this 
information was only published in separate documents.  There are online links 
between the National Planning Policy Framework and relevant planning practice 
guidance, as well as between different categories of guidance. 
 
Pollution Anything that affects the quality of land, air, water or soils, which might 
lead to an adverse impact on human health, the natural environment or general 
amenity.  Pollution can arise from a range of emissions, including smoke, fumes, 
gases, dust, steam, odour, noise and light. 
 
Precautionary principle This is an environmental management ‘rule’ that states if 
a threat of serious or irreversible damage to the environment or human health exists, 
a lack of full scientific knowledge about the situation should not be allowed to delay 
containment, or remedial steps, if the balance of potential costs and benefits justifies 
enacting them.  In other words, "prevention is better than cure." 
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Preferred Areas Areas of known mineral resources where planning permission for 
minerals extraction might reasonably be anticipated, subject to tests of environmental 
acceptability. 
 
Priority habitats and species Species and Habitats of Principal Importance 
included in the England Biodiversity List published by the Secretary of State under 
section 41 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006. 
 
Pyrolysis Chemical decomposition of a substance by heat in the absence of 
oxygen, resulting in various hydrocarbon gases and carbon-like residue. 
 
Radioactive wastes 
1. Pre-treatment The aim is to segregate the waste into streams that will be 

managed in the same or similar ways. 
2. Treatment Involves changing the characteristics of the waste by volume 

reduction, radionuclide removal or change of composition. 
3. Conditioning Involves transforming wastes into a form suitable for handling, 

transport, storage or disposal, usually by immobilisation and packaging. 
4. Storage Involves emplacement of waste into a facility with the intention of 

retrieving it at a later date, for another step in the management process. 
5. Retrieval Involves removing wastes from storage for inspection, further storage 

elsewhere, treatment (especially if technology has progressed and a more 
suitable storage or disposal solution becomes available) or disposal. 

6. Disposal Occurs when packages of radioactive waste are emplaced in a 
facility with no intention of retrieval.  Disposal can also include discharging liquid 
and gaseous effluent into the environment (under regulation). 

7. Management The onward consignment of waste, in order for it to undergo any 
one of options 1 to 6 above, rather than performing one of those options. 

 
Ramsar sites Wetlands of international importance, designated under the 1971 
Ramsar Convention, which was held in the city of Ramsar in Iran. 
 
Regional Aggregates Working Party (RAWP) These former Regional Planning 
Body Assembly organisations included representatives of central and local 
government and the minerals industry, considering the production and need for 
aggregates in the region.  They produced annual reports and a more comprehensive 
survey was conducted and reported every 4 years.  The NPPF still requires 
Aggregate Working Parties. 
 
Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) This set out the region’s strategic policies, in 
relation to the development and use of land and formed part of the development plan 
for each local planning authority area.  Government began the process of revoking all 
RSS’s in 2010; the NW RSS was revoked in May 2013. 
 
Regional Technical Advisory Body (RTAB) These former Regional Planning 
Body Assembly organisations, included representatives of central and local 
government and industry.  They considered waste management in the region, 
producing a comprehensive report each year to inform planning authorities at all 
levels. 
 
Renewable energy/resources Energy forms/resources that occur naturally and 
repeatedly in the environment, such as water, wind, waves and solar power and also 
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bio-mass.  Combustible or digestible waste materials are also regarded as renewable 
sources of energy. 
 
Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) SSSIs conserve and protect the best of 
our wildlife, geological and physiographical heritage for the benefit of present and 
future generations.  There are over 4,000 SSSIs in England, covering around 8% of 
the country.  These sites are designated by Natural England and give legal protection 
to the best sites for wildlife and geology under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 
(as amended). 
 
Spatial planning This moves the focus from a traditional land-use planning 
approach based on the regulation and control of land to a more inclusive approach 
which aims to ensure the best use of land by assessing competing demands.  To 
carry this forward social, economic and environmental factors are taken into account 
in producing policies or decisions which promote sustainable development and 
influence the nature of places and how they function. 
 
Special Area of Conservation (SAC) Areas given special protection under the 
European Union’s Habitats Directive, which is transposed into UK law by the Habitats 
and Conservation of Species Regulations 2010. 
 
Special Protection Area (SPA) Areas which have been identified as being of 
international importance for the breeding, feeding, wintering or the migration of rare 
and vulnerable species of birds found within European Union countries. They are 
European designated sites, classified under the Birds Directive. 
 
Statement of Community Involvement (SCI) Sets out the standards that local 
authorities will achieve with regard to involving individuals, communities and other 
stakeholders in the preparation of Local Plans and in development control decisions.  
Cumbria County Council’s Statement of Community Involvement was adopted in 
January 2006 and has been reviewed for consultation and re-issue in 2017. 
 
Stepping stones Pockets of habitat that, while not necessarily connected, facilitate 
the movement of species across otherwise inhospitable landscapes. 
 
Strategic Environmental Appraisal (SEA) A generic term used to describe 
environmental assessment, as applied to plans, policies and programmes.  The 
European ‘SEA Directive’ (2001/42/EC) requires a formal ‘environmental assessment 
of certain plans and programmes, including those in the field of planning and land 
use’. 
 
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) Highlights the potential level of risk of 
flooding on land throughout the area. 
 
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) Documents that add further detail to 
the policies in the Local Plan.  They can be used to provide further guidance for 
development on specific sites, or on particular issues, such as design.  SPD’s are 
capable of being a material consideration in planning decisions, but are not part of 
the development plan. 
 
Sustainability Appraisal (SA) A tool for appraising policies and proposals, to 
ensure that they reflect sustainable development objectives based on a range of 
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social, economic and environmental factors.  This is required for all Local 
Development Documents. 
 
Sustainable Community Strategy The high level visioning document for an area, 
dealing with wide social, economic and environmental issues that affect the County 
or District.  In Cumbria the Cumbria Strategic Partnership produced the Cumbria 
Sustainable Community Strategy, which guides the direction of the Minerals & Waste 
Local Plan. 
 
Sustainable development There are numerous definitions of sustainable 
development.  The most widely agreed definition comes from the 1987 Brundtland 
report, namely: “Development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”. 
 
Sustainable transport mode Any efficient, safe and accessible means of 
transport, with overall low impact on the environment, including walking and cycling, 
low and ultra low emission vehicles, car sharing and public transport. 
 
Very Low Level Waste (VLLW) Radioactive waste at the lower end of the LLW 
scale, that is contaminated with a very small amount of activity (0.4 to 4Bq/g) 
 
Waste Management Plan for England (WMPE) The Waste Management Plan for 
England is a high level document that is non–site specific.  It provides an analysis of 
the current waste management situation in England, and evaluates how it will support 
implementation of the objectives and provisions of the revised European Union’s 
Waste Framework Directive. 
 
Waste Planning Authority (WPA) The public authority whose duty it is to carry out 
waste planning functions for a particular area. 
 
West Cumbria Spatial Masterplan In 2008, the West Cumbria Strategic Forum 
initiated the masterplan, which set out the strategies that the West Cumbrian partners 
identified as being important for the regeneration of the area.  The plan’s vision was 
set out in terms of economic growth, environmental sustainability and management, 
and in meeting the UK’s long-term energy needs. 
 
West Cumbria Strategic Forum In 2004, Government signed a Memorandum of 
agreement with West Cumbria Partners, including the Nuclear Decommissioning 
Authority and West Cumbria local authorities, to safeguard West Cumbria’s economic 
prosperity.  The agreement was signed at the first meeting of the West Cumbria 
Strategic Forum, which existed to facilitate co-operation between all the bodies 
involved with regeneration in West Cumbria.  The Forum’s primary aim was to help 
create a sustainable economy, taking into account the threats and opportunities that 
nuclear decommissioning brings to an area so heavily dependent on the nuclear 
industry. 
 
Wildlife corridor Linear area of habitat connecting wildlife populations. 
 
Windfall sites Sites that have not been specifically identified as available in the 
Local Plan process.  They normally comprise previously developed sites that have 
unexpectedly become available. 
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Zero waste commitment The Coalition Agreement committed the Government to 
work towards a zero waste economy in which material resources are re-used, 
recycled or recovered wherever possible, and only disposed of as the option of very 
last resort.  Defra’s Structural Reform Plan sets out an action to “set the path towards 
a ‘zero waste’ economy through review of waste policies”. 
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APPENDIX 1 
LIST OF SUPERSEDED MWDF POLICIES AND REPLACEMENT MWLP POLICIES 
 
CS = Core Strategy policy DC = Development Control policy SP = Strategic Policy 
 
MWDF 
2009 

Title MWLP 2017 replacement 

CS1 Sustainable Location and Design SP13 Climate change mitigation and adaptation 

CS2 Economic Benefit SP14 Economic benefit 

CS3 Community Benefits deleted 

CS4 Environmental Assets SP15 Environmental assets 

CS5 Afteruse and Restoration SP16 Restoration and aftercare 

CS6 Planning Obligations SP17 Section 106 planning obligations 

CS7 Strategic Areas for New Developments SP9 Strategic areas for new mineral 
developments 

CS8 Provision for Waste SP2 Provision for waste 

CS9 Waste Capacity SP3 Waste capacity 

CS10 High and Intermediate Level Radioactive 
Wastes Storage 

SP6 Higher activity radioactive wastes 
treatment, management and storage 

CS11 High and Intermediate Level Radioactive 
Waste Geological Disposal 

deleted 

CS12 Low Level Radioactive Waste SP5 Development criteria for low level 
radioactive waste sites 

CS13 Supply of Minerals SP7 Minerals provision 

CS14 Minerals Safeguarding SP8 Minerals safeguarding 

CS15 Marine Dredged Aggregates SP10 Marine dredged aggregates 

CS16 Industrial Limestones SP11 Industrial limestones 

CS17 Building Stones DC12 Criteria for non-energy minerals 
development 

CS18 Oil and Gas and Coal Bed Methane DC13 Criteria for energy minerals 

DC1 Traffic and Transport DC1 Traffic and transport 

DC2 General Criteria DC2 General criteria 

DC3 Cumulative Environmental Impacts DC6 Cumulative environmental impacts 

DC4 Criteria for Waste Management 
Facilities 

DC9 Criteria for waste management facilities 

DC5 Criteria for Landfill DC10 Criteria for landfill and landraise 

DC6 Criteria for Non-Energy Minerals 
Development 

DC12 Criteria for non-energy minerals 
development 

DC7 Criteria for Energy Minerals DC13 Criteria for energy minerals 

DC8 Applications for New Conditions DC14 Review of Mineral Permissions 

DC9 Minerals Safeguarding DC15 Minerals safeguarding 

DC10 Biodiversity and Geodiversity DC16 Biodiversity and geodiversity 

DC11 Historic Environment DC17 Historic environment 

DC12 Landscape DC18 Landscape and visual impact 

DC13 Flood Risk DC19 Flood risk 

DC14 The Water Environment DC20 The water environment 

DC15 Protection of Soil Resources DC21 Protection of soil resources 

DC16 Afteruse and Restoration DC22 Restoration and aftercare 

DC17 Planning Obligations SP17 Section 106 planning obligations 
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APPENDIX 2 
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APPENDIX 3 
DETAILS OF CUMBRIA QUARRIES 

 
from: Cumbria and the Lake District National Park Joint 

Local Aggregates Assessment - supporting information, October 2015 
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APPENDIX 4 
SUMMARY DETAILS OF CUMBRIA’S ECONOMY 

 
The following SWOT assessment summarises the key Strengths, Weaknesses, 
Opportunities and Threats to sustainable economic growth in Cumbria.  This analysis 
was undertaken by the Cumbria Local Enterprise Partnership and provides the 
justification for their proposed priority interventions and split of EU funding. 
 

 
 
source: EU Structural & Investment Funds Plan, Cumbria LEP, January 2014 
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APPENDIX 5 
MONITORING MATRIX 

 
Strategic Objective 1: That minerals and waste management developments will take due account of the 
issues of climate change, in particular through energy use and transport. 
 

Policies Indicator(s) Who? How? When? Trigger for review 
of the Plan policy 

SP1 
Presumption in 
favour of 
sustainable 
development 

Number of mineral/waste 
applications granted or refused 
in conflict with national 
guidance. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria. 

SP12 Peat Number of developments for 
time extensions to enable 
proper restoration, which will 
provide an environmental 
benefit. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Peat development 
permitted, which 
will not provide 
adequate 
restoration or 
environmental 
benefit. 

SP13 Climate 
change 
mitigation and 
adaptation 

Number of minerals/waste 
applications granted that meet 
the criteria set out in policy 
SP13. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP13. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 

SP16 
Restoration 
and aftercare 
and 
DC22 
Restoration 
and aftercare 

Minerals and waste 
developments delivering 
measurable enhancements to 
their surrounding environment 
and communities (e.g. through 
area strategies such as 
Biodiversity Action Plans). 
 
Percentage of minerals 
workings covered by 
progressive restoration 
schemes. 

CCC 
 
Minerals/ 
waste 
operators 

DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policies SP16 
and DC22. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 

DC1 Traffic 
and transport 

Mineral and waste related 
applications granted, that 
propose to utilise sustainable 
transport methods. 
 
Mineral and waste applications 
granted at sites identified in 
the Plan that would utilise the 
existing key arterial routes 
across Cumbria. 
 
Number of substantiated 
complaints concerning lorry 
traffic. 
 
 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC1. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 
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DC2 General 
criteria 

Number of minerals/waste 
applications granted that meet 
the criteria set out in policy 
DC2. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC2. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 

DC6 
Cumulative 
environmental 
impacts 

Minerals and waste 
applications granted with, or 
refused due to, unacceptable 
cumulative impacts. 
 
Number of sites identified 
where there are existing 
minerals and/or waste 
developments occurring 
concurrently or successively. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC6. 

DC7 Energy 
from Waste 

Applications granted or 
refused for EfW facilities, and 
their capacity. 

CCC 
 
EA 
 
Waste 
manage-
ment 
companies 

DC decisions 
 
National data 
survey 
 
Monitoring 
and 
enforcement 

On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC7. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 

DC8 
Renewable 
energy use 
and carbon 
reduction on 
existing 
minerals and 
waste sites 

Renewable energy generation 
capacity at minerals and waste 
management facilities. 
 
Quantity of waste managed 
through processes generating 
renewable energy. 
 
Number of minerals and waste 
operations securing a % of 
their energy on site from 
renewable or low-carbon 
sources. 

CCC 
 
EA 
 
Waste 
manage-
ment 
companies 
 
Minerals 
operators 

DC decisions 
 
Monitoring 
and 
enforcement 

On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC8. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 

 
Strategic Objective 2: That opportunities will be taken to secure improvements to Cumbria’s environment, 
communities, and local economy maximising potential benefits and avoiding adverse impacts. 
 

Policies Indicator(s) Who? How? When? Trigger for review 
of the Plan policy 

SP1 
Presumption in 
favour of 
sustainable 
development 

Number of mineral/waste 
applications granted or refused 
in conflict with national 
guidance. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria. 

SP12 Peat Number of developments for 
time extensions to enable 
proper restoration, which will 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Peat development 
permitted, which 
will not provide 
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provide an environmental 
benefit. 

adequate 
restoration or 
environmental 
benefit. 

SP13 Climate 
change 
mitigation and 
adaptation 

Number of minerals/waste 
applications granted that meet 
the criteria set out in policy 
SP13. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP13. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 

SP14 
Economic 
benefit 

Number of planning 
applications granted, which 
demonstrate their potential to 
provide economic benefit. 
 
Number of planning 
applications granted, which 
create and/or protect jobs. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP14. 

SP15 
Environmental 
assets 

International Sites: Minerals 
and waste planning 
applications granted and/or 
sites identified within the 
screening distance for HRA for 
Internationally Designated 
sites including: 

 Ramsar sites 

 Special Protection Areas 

 Special Areas of 
Conservation 

 World Heritage Sites and 

 European and Global 
Geopark sites 

 

National Sites: Minerals and 
waste planning applications 
granted and/or adopted at sites 
identified within 

 Land affecting Sites of 
Special Scientific Interest 

 Areas of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty and their settings 

 National Parks and their 
settings 

 Heritage Coasts and their 
settings  

 Marine Conservation Zones 

 Nature Improvement Areas 

 National Nature Reserves 

 Ancient Woodlands 

 Limestone Pavements 

 Scheduled Monuments 

 Registered Historic 
Battlefields 

 Registered Historic Parks 
and Gardens and 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP15. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 
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 Listed Buildings 
 
Local Sites: Minerals and 
waste planning applications 
granted and/or sites identified 
within or adjacent to: 

 Local Nature Reserves 

 RSPB Nature Reserves 

 County Wildlife Sites and 
Local Geological Sites 

 Land that is of regional or 
local importance as a wildlife 
corridor or for the 
conservation of biodiversity 

 Areas of regional or local 
importance identified by 
Local Nature Partnerships 

 Cumbria Geodiversity Action 
Plan Sites 

 Conservation Areas and 
their settings 

 Landscape attributes and 
features essential to local 
landscape character 

 Landscape features of major 
importance for wild flora and 
fauna 

 Soil resources 

 Veteran and other 
substantial trees, hedgerows 
and woodlands 

 Lakes, tarns and rivers 

 Undeveloped coast; and 

 Locally listed archaeological 
sites, monuments, buildings 
and their settings. 

SP16 
Restoration 
and aftercare 
and 
DC22 
Restoration 
and aftercare 

Minerals and waste 
developments delivering 
measurable enhancements to 
their surrounding environment 
and communities (e.g. through 
area strategies such as 
Biodiversity Action Plans). 
 
Percentage of minerals 
workings covered by 
progressive restoration 
schemes. 

CCC 
Minerals/ 
waste 
operators 

DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policies SP16 
and DC22. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 

SP17 Section 
106 obligations 

Minerals and waste 
applications granted with an 
associated Planning 
Obligation. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any Section 106 
obligations that fail 
to sufficiently 
provide for 
environmental 
benefits and long 
term sustainability. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 
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DC1 Traffic 
and transport 

Mineral and waste related 
applications granted that 
propose to utilise sustainable 
transport methods. 
 
Mineral and waste applications 
granted at sites identified in 
the Plan that would utilise the 
existing key arterial routes 
across Cumbria. 
 
Number of substantiated 
complaints concerning lorry 
traffic. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC1. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 

DC2 General 
criteria 

Number of minerals/waste 
applications granted that meet 
the criteria set out in policy 
DC2. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC2. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria 

DC3 Noise Number of minerals/waste 
applications granted that meet 
the criteria set out in policy 
DC3. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC3. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 
 
Significant 
increase in 
enforcement action 
due to noise 
complaints. 

DC5 Dust Number of minerals/waste 
applications granted that meet 
the criteria set out in policy 
DC5. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC5. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 
 
Significant 
increase in 
enforcement action 
due to dust 
complaints. 
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DC6 
Cumulative 
environmental 
impacts 

Minerals and waste 
applications granted with, or 
refused due to, unacceptable 
cumulative impacts. 
 
Number of sites identified 
where there are existing 
minerals and/or waste 
developments occurring 
concurrently or successively. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC6. 

DC7 Energy 
from Waste 

Applications granted or 
refused for EfW facilities and 
their capacity. 

CCC 
 
EA 
 
Waste 
manage-
ment 
companies 

DC decisions 
 
National data 
survey 
 
Monitoring 
and 
enforcement 

On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC7. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 

DC8 
Renewable 
energy use 
and carbon 
reduction on 
existing 
minerals and 
waste sites 

Renewable energy generation 
capacity at minerals and waste 
management facilities. 
 
Quantity of waste managed 
through processes generating 
renewable energy. 
 
Number of minerals and waste 
operations securing a % of 
their energy on site from 
renewable or low-carbon 
sources. 

CCC 
 
EA 
 
Waste 
manage-
ment 
companies 
 
Minerals 
operators 

DC decisions 
 
Monitoring 
and 
enforcement 

On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC8. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 

DC9 Criteria  
for waste 
management 
facilities 

Number of waste planning 
applications granted or refused 
in accordance with the criteria 
set out in policy DC9. 
 
Distance of waste 
management facilities from 
main settlements for which 
planning permission is 
granted. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC9. 

DC12 Criteria 
for non-energy 
minerals 
development 

Number of planning 
applications for non-energy 
minerals, outside Preferred 
Areas in line with criteria listed 
in policy DC12. 
 
Number of planning 
applications for non-energy 
minerals, which do not conflict 
with other policies and are 
within Preferred Areas. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC12. 

DC13 Criteria 
for energy 
minerals 

Number of applications for 
energy minerals granted that 
meet the criteria set out in 
policy DC13. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC13. 
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DC17 Historic 
environment 

Minerals and waste 
applications granted with, or 
refused due to, unacceptable 
adverse impacts on Cumbria’s 
heritage assets and their 
settings, including: 

 The two World Heritage 

Sites 

 Scheduled Monuments 

 Listed Buildings (Grade I or 

II*) 

 Solway Moss Registered 

Battlefield 

 Registered Historic Parks 

and Gardens 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC17. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 

 
Strategic Objective 3: That effective waste minimisation measures will be adopted and, following these, that 
waste, including radioactive waste, will be managed at the highest practicable level within the waste 
hierarchy.  In order to secure this, the right type of waste management facilities that Cumbria needs to 
increase the amounts of its wastes that are re-used, recycled or composted will be provided in the right 
places and at the right time in order to minimise the disposal of waste to landfill. 
 

Policies Indicator(s) Who? How? When? Trigger for review 
of the Plan policy 

SP2 
Provision for 
waste 

The gap between capacity of 
existing facilities and forecasted 
arisings is met. 
 
Net amount of waste 
imported/exported per annum. 

CCC 
 
EA 

Planning 
permission 
data 
 
Licensed 
waste 
management 
facility data 

On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Failure to meet 
targets set out 
within WNA 
(reduce the levels 
of waste disposed 
to landfill to no 
more than 10% by 
2030 and to 
increase current 
levels of recycling 
to 65% for C&I and 
in line with the 
adopted strategy 
for LACW). 
 
Waste capacity in 
the Plan area 
increases/ 
decreases in 
comparison with 
waste arisings for 
each relevant 
waste stream. 

SP3 Waste 
capacity 

Number of new waste facilities 
delivered in accordance with 
site allocations. 
 
Number of facilities delivered on 
unallocated sites.  
 
Waste capacity lost from early 
closure of sites or loss of 
facilities, which will impact on 
existing capacity. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Site allocations not 
coming forward for 
development and a 
significant number 
of non allocated 
sites are 
developed. 
 
Landfill as a % 
share of total 
waste increases 
over a 2 year 
period. 
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Loss of existing 
capacity indicating 
shortfall in capacity 
for managing 
waste locally. 

SP5 
Development 
criteria for 
low level 
radioactive 
waste sites 

Number of low level radioactive 
waste facilities permitted, that 
meet the criteria set out in policy 
SP5. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 

SP6 Higher 
activity 
radioactive 
wastes 
treatment, 
management 
and storage 

Number of higher activity 
radioactive waste facilities 
permitted, that meet the criteria 
set out in policy SP6. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria.  

DC7 Energy 
from Waste 

Applications granted or refused 
for EfW facilities, and their 
capacity. 

CCC 
 
EA 
 
Waste 
manage-
ment 
companies 

DC decisions 
 
National data 
survey 
 
Monitoring 
and 
enforcement 

On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC7. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 

DC10 Criteria 
for landfill 
and landraise 

Number of planning applications 
granted or refused for additional 
landfill that meet the criteria set 
out in policy DC10. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC10. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 
 
Landfill as a % 
share total of 
waste increases 
over a 2 year 
period. 

DC11 Inert 
waste for 
agricultural 
improvement 

Number of planning applications 
granted or refused for inert 
waste to be used for agricultural 
improvement, that meet the 
criteria set out in policy DC11. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
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in policy DC11. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 

SAP1 
Household 
Waste 
Recycling 
Centres 
(HWRCs) 

Policy is implemented through 
the development application 
stage. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
application for 
HWRCs not 
located on the 
sites identified in 
policy SAP1. 

SAP2 Waste 
treatment 
and 
management 
facilities 

Policy is implemented through 
the development application 
stage. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
application for 
waste treatment 
and management 
facilities not 
located on the 
sites identified in 
policy SAP2. 

SAP3 Low 
Level 
radioactive 
Wastes 
(LLW) 
treatment, 
management 
storage and 
disposal 

Policy is implemented through 
the development application 
stage. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications for 
Low Level 
radioactive Waste 
treatment, 
management, 
storage and 
disposal sites not 
located on the 
sites identified in 
policy SAP3. 

 
 
Objective 4: That whilst aiming for net self-sufficiency in waste imports and exports, waste will be managed 
as near as practicable to where it is produced, without endangering people’s health and without harming the 
environment. 
 

Policies Indicator(s) Who? How? When? Trigger for review 
of the Plan policy 

SP2 
Provision for 
waste 

The gap between capacity of 
existing facilities and forecasted 
arisings is met. 
 
Net amount of waste 
imported/exported per annum. 

CCC 
 
EA 

Planning 
permission 
data 
 
Licensed 
waste 
management 
facility data 

On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Failure to meet 
targets set out 
within WNA (reduce 
the levels of waste 
disposed to landfill 
to no more than 
10% by 2030 and 
to increase current 
levels of recycling 
to 65% for C&I and 
in line with the 
adopted strategy 
for LACW). 
 
Waste capacity in 
the Plan area 
increases/ 
decreases in 
comparison with 
waste arisings for 
each relevant 
waste stream. 
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SP3 Waste 
capacity 

Number of new waste facilities 
delivered in accordance with site 
allocations. 
 
Number of facilities delivered on 
unallocated sites. 
 
Waste capacity lost from early 
closure of sites or loss of 
facilities, which will impact on 
existing capacity. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Site allocations not 
coming forward for 
development and a 
significant number 
of non allocated 
sites are 
developed. 
 
Landfill as a % 
share of total waste 
increases over a 2 
year period. 
 
Loss of existing 
capacity indicating 
shortfall in capacity 
for managing waste 
locally. 

SP4 
Transparent 
decision 
making 

Number of radioactive waste 
facilities permitted, that 
demonstrate consideration of 
the principles set out in Policy 
SP4. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Number of 
appropriate 
applications 
approved, which do 
not take into 
consideration the 
principles of 
sustainable 
development, 
precaution and 
proximity, and the 
waste hierarchy. 

SP5 
Development 
criteria for 
low level 
radioactive 
waste sites 

Number of low level radioactive 
waste facilities permitted, that 
meet the criteria set out in policy 
SP5. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP5. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

SP6 Higher 
activity 
radioactive 
wastes 
treatment, 
management 
and storage 

Number of higher activity 
radioactive waste facilities 
permitted, that meet the criteria 
set out in policy SP6. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP6. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria.  

SP10 Marine 
dredged 
aggregates 

Number of applications for 
marine dredged aggregates 
granted, that meet the criteria 
set out in Policy SP10. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP10. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria.  
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SP13 
Climate 
change 
mitigation 
and 
adaptation 

Number of minerals/waste 
applications granted that meet 
the criteria set out in policy 
SP13. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP13. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

SP15 
Environment
al assets 

International Sites: Minerals and 
waste planning applications 
granted and/or sites identified 
within the screening distance for 
HRA for Internationally 
Designated sites including: 

 Ramsar sites 

 Special Protection Areas 

 Special Areas of Conservation 

 World Heritage Sites and 

 European and Global Geopark 
sites 

 

National Sites: Minerals and 
waste planning applications 
granted and/or adopted at sites 
identified within 

 Land affecting Sites of Special 
Scientific Interest. 

 Areas of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty and their settings 

 National Parks and their 
settings 

 Heritage Coasts and their 
settings  

 Marine Conservation Zones 

 Nature Improvement Areas 

 National Nature Reserves 

 Ancient Woodlands 

 Limestone Pavements 

 Scheduled Monuments 

 Registered Historic Battlefields 

 Registered Historic Parks and 
Gardens and 

 Listed Buildings 
 
Local Sites: Minerals and waste 
planning applications granted 
and/or sites identified within or 
adjacent to: 

 Local Nature Reserves 

 RSPB Nature Reserves 

 County Wildlife Sites and 
Local Geological Sites 

 Land that is of regional or local 
importance as a wildlife 
corridor or for the conservation 
of biodiversity 

 Areas of regional or local 
importance identified by Local 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP15. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 
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Nature Partnerships 

 Cumbria Geodiversity Action 
Plan Sites 

 Conservation Areas and their 
settings 

 Landscape attributes and 
features essential to local 
landscape character 

 Landscape features of major 
importance for wild flora and 
fauna 

 Soil resources 

 Veteran and other substantial 
trees, hedgerows and 
woodlands 

 Lakes, tarns and rivers 

 Undeveloped coast and 

 Locally listed archaeological 
sites, monuments, buildings 
and their settings. 

DC1 Traffic 
and transport 

Mineral and waste related 
applications granted that 
propose to utilise sustainable 
transport methods. 
 
Mineral and waste applications 
granted at sites identified in the 
Plan that would utilise the 
existing key arterial routes 
across Cumbria. 
 
Number of substantiated 
complaints concerning lorry 
traffic. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC1. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

DC2 General 
criteria  

Number of minerals/waste 
applications granted that meet 
the criteria set out in policy DC2. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC2. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria 

DC6 
Cumulative 
environment
al impacts 

Minerals and waste applications 
granted with, or refused due to, 
unacceptable cumulative 
impacts. 
 
Number of sites identified where 
there are existing minerals 
and/or waste developments 
occurring concurrently or 
successively. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC6. 

DC9 Criteria 
for waste 
management 
facilities 

Number of waste planning 
applications granted or refused 
in accordance with the criteria 
set out in policy DC9. 
 
Distance of waste management 
facilities from main settlements 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC9. 
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for which planning permission is 
granted. 

DC16 
Biodiversity 
and 
geodiversity 

Number of minerals and waste 
applications, granted or refused, 
with mitigation for adverse 
impacts on biodiversity or 
geodiversity. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC16. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

DC19 Flood 
risk and 
DC20 The 
water 
environment 

Number of applications granted 
with, or refused due to, 
potentially unacceptable, 
adverse impacts on 
waterbodies, groundwater SPZs, 
areas of flood risk, critical 
drainage areas, coastal waters, 
surface water and private water 
supplies. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC19 and 
policy DC20. 

SAP1 
Household 
Waste 
Recycling 
Centres 
(HWRCs) 

Policy is implemented through 
the development application 
stage. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
application for 
HWRCs not located 
on the sites 
identified in policy 
SAP1. 

SAP2 Waste 
treatment 
and 
management 
facilities 

Policy is implemented through 
the development application 
stage. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
application for 
waste treatment 
and management 
facilities not located 
on the sites 
identified in policy 
SAP2. 

SAP3 Low 
Level 
radioactive 
Wastes 
(LLW) 
treatment, 
management 
storage and 
disposal 

Policy is implemented through 
the development application 
stage. 

CCC DC decisions  On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications for Low 
Level radioactive 
Waste treatment, 
management, 
storage and 
disposal sites not 
located on the sites 
identified in policy 
SAP3. 

 
Objective 5: That the minerals from Cumbria that are required to meet local, regional and national needs will 
be supplied from appropriately located and environmentally acceptable sources. 
 

Policies Indicator(s) Who? How? When? Trigger for review 
of the Plan policy 

SP7 Minerals 
provision and 
SP8 Minerals 
safeguarding 

Size of landbanks for sand and 
gravel. 
 
Identification of sufficient sites 
for sand and gravel, crushed 
rock, high specification 
roadstone, brickmaking 
mudstones, slate and gypsum. 
 
 

CCC 
 
Mineral 
operators 

Maintain 
appropriate 
landbank for 
mineral type, 
in line with 
most recent 
Local 
Aggregate 
Assessment 

On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Landbank falls 
below target for 
more than two 
years. 
 
Significant number 
of applications 
approved which do 
not satisfy the 
strategy for the 
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10 year and 3 year average 
sales for aggregate minerals 
 
All proposals accord with 
amenity and environmental 
protection policies. 

supply of minerals 
within Cumbria. 

SP9 
Strategic 
areas for 
new minerals 
development 

Planning applications, granted 
or refused, for non-minerals 
development within Strategic 
Areas. 

CCC 
 
Mineral 
operators 

Aggregate 
monitoring 
surveys 
 
DC decisions 

On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
outside of the 
Strategic Areas 
identified by policy 
SP9. 

SP10 Marine 
dredged 
aggregates 

Number of applications for 
marine dredged aggregates 
granted, that meet the criteria 
set out in policy SP10. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP10. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

SP11 
Industrial 
limestones 

Number of planning applications 
granted or refused for the 
extraction of industrial 
limestone. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP11. 

SP12 Peat Number of developments for 
time extensions to enable proper 
restoration, which will provide an 
environmental benefit. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP12. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

SP13 
Climate 
change 
mitigation 
and 
adaptation 

Number of minerals/waste 
applications granted that meet 
the criteria set out in policy 
SP13. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP13. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

DC1 Traffic 
and transport 

Mineral and waste related 
applications granted that 
propose to utilise sustainable 
transport methods. 
 
Mineral and waste applications 
granted and/or adopted at sites 
identified in the Plan that would 
utilise the existing key arterial 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC1. 
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routes across Cumbria. 
 
Number of substantiated 
complaints concerning lorry 
traffic 

Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

DC2 General 
criteria 

Number of minerals/waste 
applications granted that meet 
the criteria set out in policy DC2. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC2. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria 

DC6 
Cumulative 
environ-
mental 
impacts 

Minerals and waste applications 
granted with, or refused due to, 
unacceptable cumulative 
impacts. 
 
Number of sites identified where 
there are existing minerals 
and/or waste developments 
occurring concurrently or 
successively. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC6. 

DC12 
Criteria for 
non-energy 
minerals 
development 

Number of planning applications 
for non-energy minerals, outside 
Preferred Areas in line with 
criteria listed in policy DC12. 
 
Number of planning applications 
for non-energy minerals, which 
do not conflict with other policies 
and are within Preferred Areas. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC12. 

DC13 
Criteria for 
energy 
minerals 

Number of applications for 
energy minerals granted, that 
meet the criteria set out in policy 
DC13. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC13. 

DC14 
Review of 
Mineral 
Permissions 

Number of applications for new 
conditions granted, that meet 
the criteria set out in policy 
DC14. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC14. 

SAP4 Areas 
for minerals 

Policy is implemented through 
the development application 
stage. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
application for 
minerals 
development that 
falls outside of the 
Preferred Areas or 
Areas of Search 
identified in policy 
SAP4. 

SAP6 
Safeguarding 
of existing 
and potential 

Policy is implemented through 
the development application 
stage. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
application for 
railheads or 
wharves not 
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railheads and 
wharves 

located on the sites 
identified in policy 
SAP6. 

 
Objective 6: That the need for new mining and quarrying will be minimised by prudent use of resources and 
by supplies of alternative re-used and recycled materials. 
 

Policies Indicator(s) Who? How? When? Trigger for review 
of the Plan policy 

SP7 Minerals 
provision and 
SP8 Minerals 
safeguarding 

Number of non-exempt, non-
minerals planning applications 
granted by Local Planning 
Authorities within safeguarded 
areas. 
 
Percentage of approved 
applications that do not have an 
adverse effect on the Mineral 
Safeguarding Areas as identified 
on the Policies Map. 

CCC 
 
Mineral 
operators 

Aggregate 
monitoring 
surveys 
 
DC decisions 

Annual 
data 
collection 
from the 
previous 
calendar 
year 

If landbank falls 
below 7 years for 
sand and gravel or 
10 years for 
crushed rock. 
 
Number of 
approved proposals 
(within the Plan 
period) that do not 
meet the criteria set 
out within SP7 and 
SP8 and result in 
sterilisation. 

SAP4 Areas 
for minerals 

Policy is implemented through 
the development application 
stage. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
application for 
minerals 
development that 
falls outside of the 
Preferred Areas or 
Areas of Search 
identified in policy 
SAP4. 

 
Objective 7: That mineral resources will be identified and safeguarded. 
 

Policies Indicator(s) Who? How? When? Trigger for review 
of the Plan policy 

SP7 Minerals 
provision, 
SP8 Minerals 
safeguarding 
and 
DC15 
Minerals 
Safeguarding 

Number of non-exempt, non-
minerals planning applications 
granted by Local Planning 
Authorities within safeguarded 
areas. 
 
Percentage of approved 
applications that do not have an 
adverse effect on the Mineral 
Safeguarding Areas as identified 
on the Policies Map. 

CCC 
 
All Local 
Planning 
Authorities 

DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

If landbank falls 
below 7 years for 
sand and gravel or 
10 years for 
crushed rock. 
 
Number of 
approved proposals 
(within the Plan 
period) that do not 
meet the criteria set 
out within SP7, SP8 
and DC15 and 
result in 
sterilisation. 
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Objective 8: That the economic benefits of minerals and waste management developments will be optimised 
without harming the environment. 
 

Policies Indicator (s) Who? How? When? Trigger for review 
of the Plan policy 

SP3 Waste 
capacity 

Number of new waste facilities 
delivered in accordance with site 
allocations. 
 
Number of facilities delivered on 
unallocated sites. 
 
Waste capacity lost from early 
closure of sites or loss of 
facilities, which will impact on 
existing capacity. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Site allocations not 
coming forward for 
development and a 
significant number 
of non allocated 
sites are 
developed. 
 
Landfill as a % 
share of total waste 
increases over a 2 
year period. 
 
Loss of existing 
capacity indicating 
shortfall in capacity 
for managing waste 
locally. 

SP9 
Strategic 
areas for 
new minerals 
development 

Number of planning applications 
granted or refused for non 
mineral development within 
Strategic Areas. 

CCC 
 
Mineral 
operators 

Aggregate 
monitoring 
surveys 
 
DC decisions 

Annual 
data 
collection 
from the 
previous 
calendar 
year 

Any planning 
applications 
approved outside 
the Strategic Areas. 

SP14 
Economic 
benefit 

Number of planning applications 
granted, which demonstrate 
their potential to provide 
economic benefit. 
 
Number of planning applications 
granted, which create and/or 
protect jobs. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP14. 

SP16 
Restoration 
and aftercare 
and 
DC22 
Restoration 
and aftercare 

Minerals and waste 
developments delivering 
measurable enhancements to 
their surrounding environment 
and communities (e.g. through 
area strategies such as 
Biodiversity Action Plans). 
 
% of minerals workings covered 
by progressive restoration 
schemes. 

CCC 
 
Minerals/ 
waste 
operators 

DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policies SP15 
and DC22. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

DC12 
Criteria for 
non-energy 
minerals 
development 

Number of planning applications 
for non-energy minerals, outside 
Preferred Areas, in line with 
criteria listed in policy DC12. 
 
Number of planning applications 
for non-energy minerals, which 
do not conflict with other policies 
and are within Preferred Areas. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC12. 

DC13 
Criteria for 
energy 
minerals 

Number of applications for 
energy minerals granted, that 
meet the criteria set out in policy 
DC13. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
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that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC13. 

 
Objective 9: That the overall quality of Cumbria’s environment will be protected and, where practicable, 
enhanced by high standards of design and operation in new developments and high standards of 
restoration once developments have been completed. 
 

Policies Indicator(s) Who? How? When? Trigger for review 
of the Plan policy 

SP16 
Restoration 
and aftercare 
and 
DC22 
Restoration 
and aftercare 

Minerals and waste 
developments delivering 
measurable enhancements to 
their surrounding environment 
and communities (e.g. through 
area strategies such as 
Biodiversity Action Plans). 
 
% of minerals workings covered 
by progressive restoration 
schemes. 

CCC 
 
Minerals/ 
waste 
operators 

DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policies SP16 
and DC22. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

SP17 
Section 106 
obligations 

Minerals and waste applications 
granted with an associated 
Planning Obligation. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any Section 106 
obligations that fail 
to sufficiently 
provide for 
environmental 
benefits and long 
term sustainability. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

SP18 
Monitoring 
and 
enforcing 
planning 
control 

Alleged breaches of planning 
permission/control reported to 
the Development Control and 
Regulation Committee. 
 
Site monitoring of all waste 
management facilities and 
mineral developments. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Number of sites not 
monitored within 12 
months of gaining 
planning 
permission. 
 
An increase in use 
of enforcement on 
previous monitoring 
period. 

DC14 
Review of 
Mineral 
Permissions 

Number of applications for new 
conditions granted, that meet 
the criteria set out in policy 
DC14. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC14. 

DC10 
Criteria for 
landfill and 
landraise 

Number of planning applications 
granted or refused for landfill 
that meet the criteria set out in 
Policy DC10. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC10. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 
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DC11 Inert 
waste for 
agricultural 
improvement 

Number of planning 
applications, granted or refused, 
for the use of inert waste for 
agricultural improvement, that 
meet the criteria set out in policy 
DC11. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC11. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

DC16 
Biodiversity 
and 
geodiversity 

Number of minerals and waste 
applications, granted or refused, 
with mitigation for adverse 
impacts on biodiversity or 
geodiversity. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC16. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

DC18 
Landscape 
and visual 
impact 

Number of minerals and waste 
planning applications refused on 
grounds of significantly adverse 
impacts on landscape and visual 
impact. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC18. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

DC19 Flood 
risk and 
DC20 The 
water 
environment 

Number of applications granted 
with, or refused due to, 
potentially unacceptable, 
adverse impacts on 
waterbodies, groundwater SPZs, 
areas of flood risk, critical 
drainage areas, coastal waters, 
surface water and private water 
supplies. 

CCC 
 
EA 

DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC19 and 
policy DC20. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

 
Objective 10: That the environmental impacts of minerals and waste management developments, including 
traffic, will be kept to a minimum by appropriate siting of facilities and sound working practices and that any 
unavoidable harmful impacts will be mitigated. 
 

Policies Indicator (s) Who? How? When? Trigger for review 
of the Plan policy 

SP13 
Climate 
change 
mitigation 
and 
adaptation 

Number of minerals/waste 
applications granted, that meet 
the criteria set out in policy 
SP13. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP13. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 
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SP15 
Environment-
al assets 

International Sites: Minerals and 
waste planning applications 
granted and/or sites identified 
within the screening distance for 
HRA for Internationally 
Designated sites including: 

 Ramsar sites 

 Special Protection Areas 

 Special Areas of Conservation 

 World Heritage Sites and 

 European and Global Geopark 
sites 

 

National Sites: Minerals and 
waste planning applications 
granted and/or adopted at sites 
identified within 

 Land affecting Sites of Special 
Scientific Interest. 

 Areas of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty and their settings 

 National Parks and their 
settings 

 Heritage Coasts and their 
settings 

 Marine Conservation Zones 

 Nature Improvement Areas 

 National Nature Reserves 

 Ancient Woodlands 

 Limestone Pavements 

 Scheduled Monuments 

 Registered Historic Battlefields 

 Registered Historic Parks and 
Gardens and 

 Listed Buildings 
 
Local Sites: Minerals and waste 
planning applications granted 
and/or sites identified within or 
adjacent to: 

 Local Nature Reserves 

 RSPB Nature Reserves 

 County Wildlife Sites and 
Local Geological Sites 

 Land that is of regional or local 
importance as a wildlife 
corridor or for the conservation 
of biodiversity 

 Areas of regional or local 
importance identified by Local 
Nature Partnerships 

 Cumbria Geodiversity Action 
Plan Sites 

 Conservation Areas and their 
settings 

 Landscape attributes and 
features essential to local 
landscape character 

 Landscape features of major 
importance for wild flora and 
fauna 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP15. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 
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 Soil resources 

 Veteran and other substantial 
trees, hedgerows and 
woodlands 

 Lakes, tarns and rivers 

 Undeveloped coast and 

 Locally listed archaeological 
sites, monuments, buildings 
and their settings. 

SP18 
Monitoring 
and 
enforcing 
planning 
control 

Alleged breaches of planning 
permission/control reported to 
the Development Control and 
Regulation Committee. 
 
Site monitoring of all waste 
management facilities and 
mineral developments. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Number of sites not 
monitored within 12 
months of gaining 
planning 
permission. 
 
An increase in use 
of enforcement on 
previous monitoring 
period. 

DC1 Traffic 
and transport 

Mineral and waste related 
applications granted, that 
propose to utilise sustainable 
transport methods. 
 
Mineral and waste applications 
granted at sites identified in the 
Plan that would utilise the 
existing key arterial routes 
across Cumbria. 
 
Number of substantiated 
complaints concerning lorry 
traffic. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC1. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

DC2 General 
criteria 

Number of minerals/waste 
applications granted, that meet 
the criteria set out in policy DC2. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC2. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria 

DC3 Noise Number of minerals/waste 
applications granted, that meet 
the criteria set out in policy DC3. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC3. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 
 
Significant increase 
in enforcement 
action due to noise 
complaints. 
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DC4 Quarry 
blasting 

Number of planning applications 
granted for quarry blasting, that 
meet the criteria set out in policy 
DC4. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC4. 
 
Any increase in 
enforcement action 
due to quarry 
blasting. 

DC5 Dust Number of minerals/waste 
applications granted, that meet 
the criteria set out in policy DC5. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC5. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 
 
Significant increase 
in enforcement 
action due to dust 
complaints. 

DC6 
Cumulative 
environment-
al impacts 

Minerals and waste applications 
granted with, or refused due to, 
unacceptable cumulative 
impacts. 
 
Number of sites identified where 
there are existing minerals 
and/or waste developments 
occurring concurrently or 
successively. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC6. 

DC8 
Renewable 
energy use 
and carbon 
reduction on 
existing 
minerals and 
waste sites 

Renewable energy generation 
capacity at minerals and waste 
management facilities. 
 
Quantity of waste managed 
through processes generating 
renewable energy. 
 
Number of minerals and waste 
operations securing a % of their 
energy on site from renewable 
or low-carbon sources. 

CCC 
 
EA 
 
Waste 
manage-
ment 
companies 
 
Minerals 
operators 

DC decisions 
Monitoring 
and 
enforcement 

On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC8. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

DC9 Criteria 
for waste 
management 
facilities 

Number of waste planning 
applications granted or refused 
in accordance with the criteria 
set out in policy DC9. 
 
Distance of waste management 
facilities from main settlements 
for which planning permission is 
granted. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC9. 

DC16 
Biodiversity 
and 
geodiversity 

Minerals and waste applications, 
granted or refused, with 
mitigation for adverse impacts 
on biodiversity or geodiversity. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
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that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC16. 

DC17 
Historic 
environment 

Minerals and waste applications 
granted with, or refused due to, 
unacceptable adverse impacts 
on Cumbria’s heritage assets 
and their settings, including: 

 The two World Heritage Sites 

 Scheduled Monuments 

 Listed Buildings (Grade I/II*) 

 Solway Moss Registered 

Battlefield 

 Registered Historic Parks and 

Gardens 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC17. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

DC19 Flood 
risk and 
DC20 The 
water 
environment 

Number of applications granted 
with, or refused due to, 
potentially unacceptable, 
adverse impacts on 
waterbodies, groundwater SPZs, 
areas of flood risk, critical 
drainage areas, coastal waters, 
surface water and private water 
supplies. 

CCC 
 
EA 

DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC19 and 
policy DC20. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

DC21 
Protection of 
soil 
resources 

Number of minerals and waste 
applications granted, that protect 
soil resources. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC21. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

 
Objective 11: That there will be increased community and stakeholder involvement and ownership of 
initiatives and planning for sustainable minerals and waste developments. 
 

Policies Indicator(s) Who? How? When? Trigger for review 
of the Plan policy 

SP1 
Presumption 
in favour of 
sustainable 
development 

Mineral/waste applications 
granted or refused in conflict 
with national guidance. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria in policy 
SP1. 

SP5 
Development 
criteria for 
low level 
radioactive 
waste sites 

Number of low level radioactive 
waste facilities permitted, that 
meet the criteria set out in policy 
SP5. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria in policy 
SP5. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
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meeting the criteria. 

SP14 
Economic 
benefit 

Number of planning applications 
granted, which demonstrate 
their potential to provide 
economic benefit. 
 
Number of planning applications 
granted, which create and/or 
protect jobs. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP14. 

SP17 
Section 106 
obligations 

Minerals and waste applications 
granted with an associated 
Planning Obligation. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any Section 106 
obligations that fail 
to sufficiently 
provide for 
environmental 
benefits and long 
term sustainability. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

SP18 
Monitoring 
and 
enforcing 
planning 
control 

Number of applications granted, 
which meet the criteria set out in 
policy SP17. 

CCC 
 
Waste 
manage-
ment 
companies 
 
Minerals 
operators 

DC decisions 
 
Site 
monitoring 

Ongoing 
throughout 
life of 
develop-
ment 

No breaches of 
planning control on 
applications 
permitted during 
the Plan period. 

DC2 General 
criteria 

Number of applications granted, 
which meet the criteria set out in 
policy DC2 

CCC 
 
Waste 
manage-
ment 
companies 
 
Minerals 
operators 

DC decisions 
Site 
monitoring 

Ongoing 
throughout 
life of 
develop-
ment 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC2. 
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Preferred Options consultation document for public comment  
 

This consultation document is available for comment until 15th November 2020. 

To view and download an electronic copy of this Copeland Local Plan 2017-2035: Preferred Options 
Draft please visit the Copeland Borough Council website: www.copeland.gov.uk. The document can 
also be viewed at all libraries in the Borough and the Copeland Borough Council offices as the 
buildings opening hours and procedures allow.  

Please make any comments on the accompanying questionnaire and return to:  

Strategic Planning  
Copeland Borough Council  
Market Hall 
Market Place 
Whitehaven  
Cumbria  
CA28 7JG 
 
Email:localplanconsultation@copeland.gov.uk 

Telephone: 01946 598300 
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Introduction 
 

 Context 
1.1.1 Copeland is Open for Business. With our beautiful beaches, stunning natural landscapes, 

clean air and vibrant communities, Copeland has a lot to offer.  Our Borough is the most 
affordable and one of the most attractive places to live and work in the UK, with one of 
the highest average salaries in Cumbria, supported by a thriving nuclear sector, and low 
average house prices1. 

1.1.2 The Local Plan will help us share this message and will sit alongside and support the 
Copeland Corporate Strategy 2020-2024, Copeland Vision and Prospectus 20202 and 
Copeland Housing Strategy 2018-2023. It will be a key driver for change over the period 
2017-2035, identifying opportunities to enhance the Borough’s strengths, address the 
Borough’s weaknesses and ensure that Copeland is a place where people and business can 
thrive.  

1.1.3 This is the Preferred Options Draft of the Local Plan which sets out the Council’s preferred 
policies and sites for allocation for the areas of Copeland that lie outside the Lake District 
National Park. The LDNP area is shown in green in Figure 1 below. 

1.1.4 Development within the National Park boundary is addressed in the Lake District National 
Park Local Plan Review, further details of which can be found at the following link: 
https://www.lakedistrict.gov.uk/planning/local-plan-review. 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 Compared to Cumbria and national averages 
2 Which once complete will replace the Copeland Growth Strategy 2016-2020 
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Figure 1: Copeland and Lake District National Park Planning Boundaries3 

 

                                                           
3 The map shows only the settlements identified as Rural Service Centres and Villages in the Lake District 
National Park Local Plan Review and those identified within the Settlement Hierarchy in this Local Plan. 
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1.1.5 The following diagram contains extracts from the Council’s key strategic documents listed 
in paragraph 1.1.3 above which the Local Plan will help deliver.  

Copeland Vision and Prospectus for Growth 2020 

Clean Growth: We will become an exemplar for clean growth by leading the first wave of investment and 
innovation in new zero-carbon energy technologies, through a coherent approach to renewables and achieving the 
full energy potential of our natural resources. 

Innovation: We will create jobs and growth by building upon our assets and strengthening networks between our 
major organisations, our supply chains and our universities, commercialising innovation and extending our reach 
across sectors on a global scale. 

Experience Economy: Whitehaven and the Lake District Coast will be at the heart of a higher value experience 
economy, attracting more visitor spending, making the most of our stunning landscapes and heritage, the Cumbria 
Coast Line, and the C2C cycle route. 

Connecting People: We will connect our residents, innovators and visitors to each other and the rest of the world 
through investment in sustainable, high quality transport and state-of-the-art digital infrastructure. 

Great Places: We will grow and diversify the skills in our workforce, promote the health and wellbeing of our 
residents and maximise value from our local assets by ensuring our towns are great places to live. 

Copeland Corporate 
Strategy Vision 

Copeland Borough 
Council is a 
commercially focussed 
organisation with a 
national reputation for 
high quality services. 

Copeland 
Local Plan

Copeland 
Housing 
Strategy 

2018-
2023

Copeland 
Corporate Strategy 

2020-24

Copeland 
Growth 
Strategy 

2016-
2020

Copeland Housing 
Strategy Vision 

Together we will sustain 
and grow our local 
economy and housing 
market by delivering the 
right mix of homes in the 
right places to address 
the changing needs of 
Copeland’s population, 
businesses and services. 
We will build truly 
sustainable communities 
and places where 
everyone can benefit, 
contribute and live a 
better life in Copeland.  
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1.1.6 There are a number of challenges facing our communities, many of which have been 
magnified by Covid-19. We have risen to the challenge by producing a Local Plan which is 
flexible, aspirational and visionary but which is also based upon up-to-date evidence to 
ensure it remains sound.  

1.1.7 Covid-19 has reminded us of the importance of our public open spaces4 to health and well-
being and the importance of digital connectivity to allow flexible working and connections 
with family and friends. It has also highlighted the fact that our retail, leisure and tourism 
offer will play a key part in our economic recovery and we will do all we can to support 
those sectors and help them respond to changing needs and keep our communities 
vibrant.  

 Using the Preferred Options Draft 
2.1.1 The Copeland Local Plan contains strategic policies (highlighted in purple) to help diversify 

and strengthen our economy, unlock our town centres and improve housing quality and 
choice. It also contains policies that protect and enhance those aspects that make our 
Borough special and unique, such as our natural spaces and heritage assets, recognising 
that they are important for the health and well-being of our residents as well as attracting 
visitors to our area. 

2.1.2 The Local Plan also contains a number of development management policies (highlighted 
in green) that are positively worded and flexible to help to shape rather than stifle 
development. The policies set out clearly and up-front, what will be required of 
developers to help maximise the benefits of development to our communities.   

2.1.3 The Preferred Options Draft of the Local Plan is divided into the following sections: 

 Spatial Portrait: This identifies the Borough’s key assets and future opportunities in a 
visual form  

 Vision and Objectives: This sets out what the Local Plan aims to achieve  

 Development Strategy: This sets out the Local Plan Strategic priorities and identifies 
where development will take place across the Borough (settlement hierarchy) 

 Obligations and Standards: This identifies the types of infrastructure developers will 
be expected to contribute towards through Section 106 and Section 278 agreements 
and sets out what we will expect in terms of design standards 

 Copeland’s Economy: This contains strategic and development management policies 
relating to the economy, clean energy, nuclear, retail, leisure and tourism sectors 

 Copeland’s Communities: This contains strategic and development management 
policies relating to housing and community facilities, including sports facilities 

 Copeland’s Places: This contains strategic and development management policies 
relating to the Borough’s natural and built environment 

                                                           
4 The importance of green spaces, particularly in our towns and the surge in people’s use of such spaces during 
Covid-19 has been reported by the National Trust here: https://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/press-release/new-
research-shows-55bn-fund-needed-to-level-up-access-to-urban-green-space-as-part-of-uks-green-recovery 
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 Copeland’s Connectivity: This contains strategic and development management 
policies relating to physical and digital connectivity 

2.1.4 The next draft, the Publication Draft, will also contain a chapter relating to monitoring, 
which will set out how the success of the policies will be assessed. 

2.1.5 We will also produce a number of Supplementary Planning Documents (SPDs) to support 
the Local Plan and provide further guidance for developers. A full list of SPDs is set out in 
the Local Development Scheme. 

 Moving from the Core Strategy 

2.2.1 Following its adoption, anticipated in early 2022, the Local Plan will become part of the 
Borough’s Development Plan, replacing the current Copeland Local Plan 2013- 2028 Core 
Strategy and Development Management Policies, (the Core Strategy), which was adopted 
in December 2013 and Saved Policies.  

2.2.2 Planning decisions must be made in accordance with the Development Plan unless 
material considerations indicate otherwise. Policies within this new Local Plan will gain 
weight in decision making as it progresses through the various draft stages, depending on 
the level of objection the policy receives. 

2.2.3 A number of circumstances have changed since the adoption of the Core Strategy in 2013 
and producing a new Local Plan allows us to reflect upon the changes and plan for 
development accordingly. Significant changes include the production of: 

 Updates to the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 2019 
 The Council’s new Housing Strategy 2018-2023 
 The new Copeland Vision and Prospectus for Growth 2020  
 The Council’s Corporate Plan 2016-2020 
 Cumbria Local Industrial Strategy 20195  
 Cumbria Strategic Economic Plan (The Four Pronged Attack) 2014-2024 
 Cumbria Nuclear Prospectus: Five Proposals for Our Nuclear Future 2020 

 
And other significant changes including: 

 
 The pausing of the new nuclear facility project at Moorside 
 The change in Sellafield’s ‘missions’ and the opportunities this provides  
 The preparation of bids for Future High Street Funding (Whitehaven), Town Deal 

Funding (Cleator Moor and Millom) and Borderlands Community funding (Egremont) 
by the Council 

 Changes to shopping patterns post Covid-19 and the need for us to reflect on the role 
and function of our town centres  

 Changes to the way our residents work and access goods and services (flexible 
working) post Covid-19 and the renewed importance of digital connectivity 

 The development of a new Lake District Coast brand for the Borough 
 Brexit 
 The development of proposals for a new Enterprise Campus and Clean Energy Park in 

Copeland 

                                                           
5 Produced by Cumbria Local Enterprise Partnership 
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2.2.4 The Government is currently consulting on significant changes to the planning system and 
the proposals are set out in the following consultation documents: 

 Changes to the Current Planning System 
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/changes-to-the-current-planning-
system 

 Planning for the Future White Paper 
(https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/planning-for-the-future 

2.2.5 Given the scale of changes proposed and the timing of the release of the documents we 
are unable to give full consideration to the proposals through this document. The 
proposals will however be fully reviewed and considered prior to the production of the 
Local Plan Publication Draft. 

 Timetable for Local Plan Production 

2.3.1 The timetable for taking the Local Plan forward towards adoption can be viewed below.  

 

 

 

2.3.2 The current Preferred Options draft allows us to share the policies and proposals that we 
consider to be the most effective and deliverable in order to achieve our objectives and 
gain feedback to inform the production of the Publication Draft. The Publication Draft is 
produced under Regulation 20 of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) 
(England) Regulations 2012 and will be the first, formal draft that the Council consider to 
be sound and ready for submission to the Secretary of State. 

Issues and 
Options Draft 

Nov 2019

Preferred 
Options Draft 

Sept 2020

Publication 
Spring 2021

Submission 
Summer 2021

Examination 
Autumn/Winter 

2021

Adoption Spring 
2022

Figure 2: Local Plan Timetable 
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 Evidence and Supporting Documents 

 The Issues and Options Draft 

3.1.1 The Council produced the first draft of the new Local Plan, the Issues and Options Draft, in 
November 2019. The Draft identified key issues facing the Borough, informed by evidence 
base documents and an Integrated Assessment Scoping Report, and set out a number of 
alternative options for addressing them based around the following themes.  

Table 1: Issues and Options Topics Covered 

Development Strategy  Housing  Economy & 
Employment 

Nuclear 

Built Environment  Natural Environment  Healthy Communities  Tourism 
Contributions Climate & Coastal 

Change  
Infrastructure Transport 

Heritage Design Retail & Leisure Communications 
 

3.1.2 The Council carried out an 8 week consultation on the Local Plan Issues and Options Draft 
between November 2019 and January 2020. 

3.1.3 The purpose of this Issues and Options consultation was to seek views on the different 
options and approaches identified in the Draft and invite alternative proposals to ensure 
that all reasonable approaches had been considered and evaluated to determine the best 
way forward for the development and prosperity of the Borough.  

3.1.4 The Issues and Options Draft was made available on the Council’s website and within 
council offices and local libraries. The consultation was advertised in the local press and on 
social media and the Council contacted everyone whose details are currently held on the 
Strategic Planning consultation database directly by email or letter.  

3.1.5 Respondents were asked to complete a Response Form to enable easier collation and 
consideration of comments submitted. During the 8 week period 43 responses were 
received. These have been compiled into an Issues and Options Consultation Response 
Document which is available on the Council’s website and have informed the current draft 
of the Local Plan which sets out the Council’s preferred options for development.  

 Local Plan Evidence Base 

3.2.1 In preparing the new Local Plan, a number of evidence base reports are necessary. These 
cover a range of social, economic and environmental considerations. The following reports 
have either been prepared, or will be prepared as the Plan develops, to inform the 
emerging policies and allocations and ensure it is sound. Any documents which are 
ongoing will be finalised prior to the production of the Local Plan Publication Draft and are 
identified with an asterisk below. 

3.2.2 Documents currently available can be found at the following link: 
https://www.copeland.gov.uk/content/planning-policy-introduction 

Table 2: Local Plan Evidence Base 

Copeland Vision and Prospectus Masterplan Spatial Frameworks for Cleator 
Moor, Egremont and Millom 

Annual Monitoring Report Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment 
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Infrastructure Delivery Plan* Strategic Housing Market and Objectively 
Assessed Needs Assessment 

Interim Economic Needs Assessment Local Housing Needs Study 
Full Economic Development Needs Assessment 

* 
Development Strategy Topic Paper 

Employment Land Study* Gypsy and Traveller Needs Assessment* 
Stage 1 Economic Viability Assessment Transport Modelling* 

Stage 2 Economic Viability Assessment* Local Green Space Document* 
West Cumbria Retail, Leisure and Town centre 

Study 
Transport Improvements Study 

Strategic Flood Risk Assessment Wind Energy Technical Document 
Open Space Assessment Heritage Impact Assessment 

Settlement Landscape Character Assessment Integrated Assessment (incorporating Health 
Impact Assessment and Sustainability 

Appraisal) 
Green Infrastructure Strategy Habitats Regulations Assessment 

Sports and Physical Activity Strategy inc. Playing 
Pitch Strategy, Indoor Facilities Study and Play 

Strategy* 

Equalities Impact Assessment* 

Village Services Survey Housing Technical Paper* 
Housing Allocation Profiles* Employment Sites and Opportunity Areas 

 

 Sustainability Appraisal 

3.3.1 The Local Plan Preferred Options Draft has been informed by a Sustainability Appraisal 
(SA) incorporating a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) and Health Impact 
Assessment (HIA). 

3.3.2 The SA and SEA process is required by European and National legislation, with the NPPF 
adding that planning policies should be based on up-to-date evidence about the natural 
environment and other key characteristics of the area. It is an integral part of the plan 
preparation process that considers all the likely significant effects on social, environmental 
and economic factors and promotes sustainability.  

3.3.3 The purpose of a Health Impact Assessment is to ensure that the Local Plan minimises 
negative and maximises positive health impacts. Although a health impact assessment is 
not a requirement under the regulations, the SA process allows for consideration of health 
impacts therefore it is sensible to combine the two. 

3.3.4 The SA is an iterative process of assessment and revision which ensures the robustness of 
the Plan. A final Sustainability Appraisal Report will be produced to accompany the 
Publication Draft of the Local Plan. 

Sustainability Appraisal Scoping Report Update 2019 

3.3.5 An SA Scoping Report was produced in January 2018 and was updated in November 2019 
to reflect the production of the Issues and Options Draft and take into account feedback 
from statutory consultees. A copy of the document is available on the Council’s website: 
https://www.copeland.gov.uk/attachments/integrated-assessment-scoping-report 

3.3.6 The Scoping Report identified the key social, environmental and economic issues facing 
the Borough through a review of the latest data and relevant documents from European 
legislation to local strategies. 
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3.3.7 The Scoping Report introduced a number of locally specific Sustainability Objectives which 
emerging policies would be assessed against. These are: 

 To conserve and enhance biodiversity in Copeland 
 To protect and enhance places, landscapes and buildings of historic, cultural and 

archaeological value 
 To maintain and enhance the water quality of Copeland’s inland and coastal water and 

coasts and to sustainably manage water resources 
 To promote adaptation to climate change 
 To reduce flood risk in Copeland from surface water, rivers, estuaries and sea level 

change 
 Increase energy efficiency in the built environment, and promote the use of energy 

from renewable sources 
 To protect and improve land quality in Copeland 
 To improve air quality in Copeland 
 To minimise waste production and increase re-use, recycling and recovery rates 
 To improve access to services and facilities in Copeland 
 To improve physical and mental health and well-being of people and reduce health 

inequalities in Copeland 
 To improve education, skills and qualifications in the Borough 
 To support a strong, diverse, vibrant and sustainable local economy to foster inclusive 

local economic growth 
 Support the sustainable development of the sustainable leisure and tourism industry 
 To improve access to a range of good quality housing that meets the needs of the 

Copeland community 
 To maintain, enhance and develop a diversity of retail services in the Borough 
 To enhance and develop sustainable transport networks in Copeland 

Interim Sustainability Appraisal Report 

3.3.8 Each of the policies and proposals in the Issues and Options Draft, as well as any 
alternative reasonable options that have been identified or put forward since its 
production, have been assessed against the sustainability objectives above. The Interim SA 
Report identifies the positive and negative effects of each and also identifies any 
opportunities to maximise any beneficial impacts, for example through the rewording of 
the policy.  

3.3.9 The findings of the initial SA assessment of the Issues and Options document were taken 
into account when producing the Local Plan Preferred Options Draft. The policies and 
proposals within this draft have also been subject to SA assessment and again the results 
are shown in the Interim SA Report. 

 Habitats Regulation Assessment (HRA) 

3.4.1 The Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (as amended) requires that a 
Habitats Regulations Assessment should be carried out where it is likely that the Plan will 
have significant effects on Natura 2000 Sites6.  

3.4.2 David Archer Associates have carried out a HRA of the policies and proposals in this draft 
of the Local Plan. The first stage of the process, the Screening stage, has identified that 
significant effects are likely and therefore an Appropriate Assessment (AA) that considers 

                                                           
6 European habitats and species 
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the scale of the effects in more detail and proposes mitigation to overcome the effects has 
been produced. 

3.4.3 The results of the HRA have been taken into account when considering which sites to take 
forward as draft allocations, and those which are likely to have significant effects on the 
Natura 2000 network have been avoided where possible.  

3.4.4 It has been more difficult to avoid likely effects caused by draft policies as these are 
required to help achieve our objectives, it is therefore important that the mitigation 
measures identified in the HRA AA document are taken forward and a further Appropriate 
Assessment is carried out at planning application stage where necessary. 

 Equalities Impact Assessment 

3.5.1 The Council has a duty under the Equality Act 2010 and the Public Sector Equality Duty to 
ensure that the emerging Local Plan does not lead to direct or indirect unlawful 
discrimination against groups with Protected Characteristics7. An Equalities Impact 
Assessment (EqIA) will be produced alongside the Local Plan Publication Draft to identify 
and assess any harm that would be caused by the policies or proposals in the Local Plan, 
promote equal opportunities (e.g. by helping to address existing discrimination or 
disadvantage) and foster good relationships.  

 Duty to Co-operate  
4.1.1 The Council has a duty to engage with neighbouring authorities and infrastructure 

providers on issues that cross administrative boundaries. We will continue to work with 
our colleagues in neighbouring districts to ensure that the proposals in our Local Plan 
avoid harm to, and where possible support, their objectives. The Local Plan Publication 
Draft will be accompanied by Statements of Common ground which will demonstrate that 
there has been effective cooperation to suitably address cross boundary issues. 

4.1.2 As approximately two thirds of the Borough lies within the Lake District National Park it is 
important that our Local Plan supports the Lake District National Park Local Plan Review, 
particularly as the boundary between the two planning authority areas crosses, or comes 
close to, a number of our settlements. Whilst we may be consulted on particular 
applications within the National Park (generally those close to our boundary), we have no 
jurisdiction over planning decisions made within that area. 

 The Approach to Nationally Significant Infrastructure 
Projects 

5.1.1 Applications for planning consent, known as Development Consent Orders (DCOs) for 
Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects (NSIPs) are submitted to the Planning 
Inspectorate’s National Infrastructure Directorate and are determined by the Secretary of 
State who makes the final decision.  

5.1.2 The Government’s National Policy Statement currently identifies two NSIP developments 
within or affecting the Borough, however both are on hold at present8. These are: 

 A new nuclear power station at Moorside, close to the Sellafield site 

                                                           
7 See Glossary for definition 
8 This provides opportunities to consider alternative and/or additional uses at the site, including the creation of a Clean 
Energy Park 
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 Upgrading and increasing the capacity of National Grid power lines, for which a firm 
route has not yet been selected 

5.1.3 There are also opportunities for other potential NSIPs which are discussed further in the 
Economy chapter. 

5.1.4 Planning policies for NSIPs are set out in National Policy Statements and do not form part 
of the Development Plan. The Council does however have to give them consideration 
when developing the Local Plan.  

5.1.5 When determining Development Consent Order applications for NSIPs the Government 
will consult the Council. The Council will then prepare a Local Impact Report, to which the 
Planning Act 2008 (Section 104(2)(b) and (d)) states that the Secretary of State must have 
regard to. The Local Plan will inform the Local Impact Report along with any other 
evidence and considerations.  The Council will also seek a Statement of Common Ground 
with the developer before an application is submitted to the National Infrastructure 
Directorate. 

5.1.6 The Council will be the decision maker for any ancillary development linked to the NSIP 
(but not included in the DCO) under its powers as a Local Planning Authority. Any such 
development will be considered against the Development Plan and the National Policy 
Statement. 

5.1.7 There may also be occasions where supporting or preliminary work for NSIPs is required 
before the DCO work. If this happens any proposals will be considered in line with the 
policies in this Local Plan. 
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Vision & Objectives 
 

 Developing the Vision and Objectives 
 
6.1.1 Preparing a new Local Plan has allowed us to redefine what sort of place we want 

Copeland to be in the future. We have developed an exciting and innovative vision for the 
development of Copeland to 2035 that clearly defines and reflects our priorities and the 
key drivers which will allow us to unlock Copeland’s potential. A fundamental part of 
achieving the vision is to identify a set of overarching objectives that define what the Local 
Plan Policies will achieve and how we will address key issues and challenges within the 
Borough.  

6.1.2 The development of the Vision and Objectives has been informed through building upon 
and improving objectives from the existing Copeland Local Plan 2013-2028. These have 
been considered alongside key corporate documents in conjunction with the Sustainability 
Appraisal process to ensure a comprehensive and achievable set of ambitions for 
Copeland. These will be set out in the following sections.  

 Vision for Copeland 
 
 
By 2035, Copeland will be a place with a prosperous, diverse economy that capitalises on our 
strengths and facilitates growth, including the opportunities presented by the ‘new normal’ and the 
digital revolution, our thriving nuclear and clean energy sectors, and our target for net zero by 2037. 
We will maximise our tourism assets, support vibrant town centres with a strong retail offer and 
enhance community facilities, providing opportunities for leisure, culture and interaction. We will 
make the most of our natural and built environment, protecting, enhancing and promoting our 
magnificent landscapes, cultural heritage and biodiversity. We will create inclusive, resilient 
communities, where everyone has access to high quality housing, transport, education and 
employment opportunities, improving their quality of life, health and happiness.  
 
 

 

 Strategic Objectives 
8.1.1 In order to meet the Vision, the Local Plan must achieve the following objectives, these are 

grouped according to the chapters in the Plan. 

8.1.2 Policies that help the Council achieve the economic, community, places and connectivity 
objectives will be identified with the following icons respectively: 
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Copeland’s Economy  
 
Economic prosperity 
Promote the diversification of the Borough’s rural and urban economic base to enable a prosperous, 
resilient economy, including creative and knowledge based industries, specialist engineering and 
the energy sector.  
Employment Sites  
Provide and maintain a wide range of modern, high-quality employment sites and premises within 
the Boroughs key towns, including the specialist knowledge based employment cluster at Westlakes 
Science and Technology Park. 
Clean Energy Generation  
Support the role of the nuclear industry within Copeland, including the delivery of the Sellafield 
mission, sooner, safer and cost effectively. Encourage opportunities for new clean energy 
development, including nuclear new build, advanced nuclear technologies and associated 
infrastructure developments to produce low carbon electricity, heat and fuels. Support the delivery 
of the Cumbria net zero by 2037 target in line with the Government’s Clean Growth Agenda.  
Tourism Opportunities  
Promote Copeland’s diverse tourism opportunities by utilising and enhancing our built heritage and 
promoting assets such as Whitehaven’s historic harbour and Georgian Gem Town. Recognise and 
enhance the opportunities offered by Copeland’s unique geographical location, including the 
potential of the unspoiled coast, beach destinations and the western Lake District.  
Town Centre Improvements   
Enhance the vitality, viability and resilience of town centres and Local Service Centres, recognising 
their distinctive and unique characters, by improving the housing, retail, leisure and cultural offer 
for visitors and residents and by ensuring they are adaptable to change.  
Educational Attainment  
Improve educational attainment by securing new facilities that meet the needs of the current and 
future population of all ages. Support existing educational facilities such as higher education at 
Westlakes Science Park. 
 
Copeland’s Communities  
 
Strategic Development  
Focus major development in Whitehaven, and encourage complementary and additional 
development in Cleator Moor, Millom and Egremont and in Local Service Centres and Sustainable 
Villages where opportunities exist, in line with strategic infrastructure provision and environmental 
capacity.  
Improved Housing Market  
Enable a ‘balanced housing market’ which regenerates the existing housing stock whilst ensuring 
that all housing is of high quality and design, is situated in attractive locations and responds to 
differing needs and aspirations, including making provision for affordable and specialist housing. 
Sustainable Communities 
Ensure that settlements are sustainable and meet the range of needs of their communities by, as 
far as possible, protecting existing community facilities (including green infrastructure) and 
supporting appropriate new provision across the Borough where it is suitable for their role and 
function. Direct additional development to rural areas and support measures to improve the 
viability of farming to help foster sustainable rural communities. 
Physical and Mental Health  
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Ensure that development contributes to the improvement of physical and mental health and 
wellbeing, reducing health inequalities and providing access for all within the natural and built 
environment.  
Population Growth  
Increase the Borough's population by reducing out-migration, attracting new, permanent residents 
and improving life expectancy 
High Quality Design  
Support development that meets the highest possible standards in terms of sustainable design and 
construction, energy efficiency, provision for biodiversity, safety, security and accessibility. Support 
development that relates well to the existing built environment, enhances the public realm, 
protects amenity and creates quality places. 
 
Copeland’s Places  
 
Climate Change Mitigation  
Mitigate and adapt to the impacts of climate change by directing development away from areas of 
flood risk and coastal erosion and by securing nature-based solutions which improve the extent of 
tree cover and green and blue infrastructure to create connected and resilient wildlife corridors, 
store carbon and help people adapt to climate change. 
Protecting and Enhancing Biodiversity  
Protect and enhance the rich biodiversity and geodiversity both within and outside of the Borough’s 
many nationally and internationally designated sites, ensuring that habitats are extended, 
connected by effective wildlife corridors and that lost habitats are restored in ways that secure 
biodiversity net gain and defend against ecological collapse.  
Landscapes and Built Heritage  
Conserve and enhance all landscapes and built heritage within the Borough, attaching great weight 
to improving the setting of the Lake District National Park and the St Bees Head Heritage Coast, in 
addition to the many places and buildings of historical, cultural and archaeological importance and 
their settings. 
Waste Reduction  
Promote the reuse of materials, minimise waste production and increase recycling and recovery 
rates. Facilitate the efficient use of land, including restoring and remediating previously developed 
land and existing buildings for development, where this does not threaten valued biodiversity 
features.  
Safeguarding Natural Resources  
Safeguard and where possible enhance the natural (including mineral and soil) resources in the 
Borough and, in addition, address the impacts of mining, iron working, nuclear energy and other 
former land uses. 
 
Copeland’s Connectivity  
 
Digital Connectivity 
Reduce the need to travel, and promote growth, by supporting enhanced high speed digital 
connectivity, improved mobile and rural broadband access and infrastructure. 
Transport Improvements  
Encourage development that enables sustainable, active and low impact travel, improving access 
to key services and employment opportunities as well as the leisure opportunities of the coast and 
Lakeland fringe. Develop and maintain safe, efficient, high quality, modern and integrated transport 
networks with good internal links and connections to key routes, including the West Coast Main 
Line via both Carlisle and Barrow, and the M6 via both the A66 and A590.  
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Spatial Portrait 
 

 Defining Copeland 
9.1.1 The purpose of the Spatial Portrait is to describe Copeland and identify our assets and the 

main challenges we are likely to face over the plan period. The spatial portrait also 
identifies the key strategic opportunities available to improve the Borough for our 
communities  

9.1.2 Further detail is then contained within the relevant chapters. 
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 Strengths, Challenges and Opportunities 

 Copeland’s Economy 

10.1.1 Copeland is at the forefront of the UK’s nuclear and clean energy sectors and recognised 
as the Centre of Nuclear Excellence. It is home to the Sellafield complex, which sustains 
55% of Copeland’s economy and 55% of all jobs (Nuclear position statement) and will 
provide employment opportunities beyond the plan period as the company’s mission 
continues to change from reprossessing to the interim management and storage of 
nuclear waste and the environmental remediation of the site.  

10.1.2 Copeland also contains the Low Level Waste Repository at Drigg, the National Nuclear 
Laboratory, the headquarters of Nuclear Decomissioning Authority and the University of 
Manchester Dalton facility9.  

10.1.3 Copeland has been identified by the Government as the location for a potential new 
nuclear new build site at Moorside10.  This site, along with others, could also provide 
opportunities to create a Clean Energy Park within the Borough. The skills and learning 
already existing in Copeland are readily transferrable into other areas of clean energy 
developments to confirm the Borough’s prominent position on Britain’s (Clean) Energy 
Coast. 

10.1.4 Planning permission has also recently been granted for a new metallurgic coal mine at the 
former Marchon site in the Whitehaven area which will create 500 direct jobs (80% of 
which will be available to local people) and 200 support roles. 

10.1.5 The retail, leisure and tourism sectors are also important to Copeland. Visitors enjoy our 
attractive market towns and attractions (which include a number of scheduled ancient 
monuments, the Beggar’s Theatre in Millom, the Rosehill Theatre at Moresby and the 
Beacon Museum in Whitehaven).  

10.1.6 There are proposals to enhance our visitor offer further through the creation of a Coastal 
Activity Centre (The Edge) and a Velotel in Whitehaven which takes advantage of 
Copeland’s unique location on England’s Coastal Path and the Coast 2 Coast (C2C) cycle 
path. There is potential to enhance our retail, leisure and tourism offer further and 
develop the Lake District Coast brand, this is discussed in more detail in the economy 
chapter. 

  

                                                           
9 a state of the art research facility that delivers dedicated skills development programmes focussing on the nuclear sector 
10 Whilst the Moorside project, as proposed by NuGeneration Ltd has stalled the site continues to be identified by the 
Government and is attracting interest from other potential developers. 
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Strengths

•Highly skilled workforce
•Reputation as a world 
leader in nuclear and 
clean energy industries

•6th highest average 
salaries in the UK

•Higher average salaries 
than elsewhere in the 
County

•High quality landscapes 
and heritage assets, its 
coastal location and 
proximity to the Lake 
District National Park

•Number of local venues
•Location on the Coast 2 
Coast routes

Challenges

•The effects of Covid-19 
and online shopping on 
the retail, leisure and 
tourism sector

•Ensuring that appropriate 
infrastructure is in place to 
support economic growth

•Reversing population 
decline to enable 
businesses to meet their 
workforce needs

•Ensuring economic 
diversification to reduce 
the reliance upon 
Sellafield

•Potential impacts of Brexit

Opportunities

•Creation of an Enterprise 
Campus and Innovation 
hub to build on our 
existing strengths in the 
nuclear and clean energy 
sector to create a 
specialist cluster

•Expansion of Whitehaven 
town centre to allow for 
larger footprint 
developments 

•Creation of a new, 
modern employment site 
on the Eastern fringe of 
Whitehaven

•Development of North 
Shore Innovation Zone, 
Whitehaven

•Creation of a Clean Energy 
Park

•Creation of a "Digital Grid" 
in Whitehaven town 
centre

•Creation of flexible 
workspaces

•Creation of new arcades 
and hubs in Whitehaven 
Town Centre
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 Figure 3: Economic Assets and Aspirations Map - Copeland North 
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Figure 4: Economic Assets and Aspirations Map - 
Copeland Mid 
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Figure 5: Economic Assets and Aspirations Map - 
Copeland South 
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 Copeland’s Communities 

10.2.1 Copeland has a population of approximately 68,42411 residents, 25,116 of which live 
within our largest town, Whitehaven (Nomis). A high number of contractors associated 
primarily with Sellafield stay in the Borough during the week and travel home at 
weekends. 

10.2.2 The Borough has one of the lowest population densities in Europe, primarily due to its 
rural nature. 

10.2.3 The Borough’s population has fallen over recently years and is ageing, in 2019, 22.7% of 
our residents were aged 65 or over. 

10.2.4 There were 33,690 residential properties in Copeland in 2019 and the median house price 
was £122,500.12 

10.2.5 There is an uneven distribution of sports and leisure facilities across the Borough with the 
majority of larger facilities, such as Whitehaven Pool and Whitehaven Leisure Centre being 
located in the north of the Borough.  

                                                           
11 2018 mid-year population estimates 
12 Cumbria Observatory 

Strengths

•The most affordable 
places to live in the 
country

•Westlakes Academy -
rated outstanding

•Recently completed 
£30m Whitehaven 
Campus

•Whitehaven Academy 
now run by the succesful 
Cumbria Education Trust 
who are redeveloping the 
site to improve facilities

•Existing links with 
national universities 

•Strong sporting heritage 
and a number of existing 
sports and leisure 
facilities in Whitehaven

•West Cumberland 
Hospital (phase 1 of 
redevelopment 
completed 2015, phase 
1b now underway)

•Welcoming, resilient 
communities 

•Existing community 
projects such as the Well 
Whitehaven project

Challenges

•Ageing population
•Affordability is skewed 
somewhat by people 
working but not living in 
the Borough

•Pockets of deprivation
•Number of empty 
properties

•Rural nature of Borough 
– difficulties of residents 
in the south accessing 
facilities in the north

Opportunities

•Inclusion of additional 
settlements within the 
hierarchy to allow 
appropriately scaled 
development in some 
smaller villages to 
support their 
sustainability and viabilty

•Development of 
transformational, key 
regeneration sites in the 
towns to improve 
perceptions and raise 
aspirations

•Creation of new sports 
and leisure quarter on 
the fringes of east 
Whitehaven

•Improved sports and 
leisure facilities in Millom

•Opportunities to attract 
contractors who 
currently stay in the 
Borough during the week 
but live elsewhere to 
relocate here
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Figure 6: Communities Assets and Aspirations Map - Copeland North 
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Figure 7: Communities Assets and Aspirations Map - Copeland Mid 
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Figure 8: Communities Assets and Aspirations Map - Copeland South
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 Copeland’s Places 

10.3.1 Copeland is located on the west coast of Cumbria and extends over 737km. It is a relatively 
rural Borough, with two thirds being located within the Lake District National Park (LDNP) 
World Heritage Site. The Local Plan relates to the area outside the National Park. 

10.3.2 The Borough contains 4 towns; Cleator Moor, Egremont, Millom and Whitehaven and a 
number of picturesque rural villages, many of which benefit from unrivalled views across 
the coast or Lakeland fells further inland.  

10.3.3 Whitehaven is the principal town, which has a historic working harbour and an attractive 
400 berth marina within walking distance of the town centre. The town centre is 
predominantly Georgian in character and includes a range of heritage assets, including a 
Conservation Area and numerous listed buildings.  

10.3.4 Cleator Moor and Egremont are also in the north of Copeland and developed as a result of 
coal, iron ore and limestone mining in the Borough. Millom lies in the South of Copeland 
and overlooks the Duddon Estuary.  

10.3.5 The Borough (excuding the area within the LDNP) has around 47km of coastline, much of 
which is recognised for its biodiversity value. It also contains the only area of Heritage 
Coast in the North West of England. 

10.3.6 In 2018, Copeland was named the 2nd happiest place to live in Britain by an ONS well-being 
survey.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Strengths

• Stunning coastline 
and distinctive 
landscapes 
comprising of clean 
beaches (shingle and 
sand dunes), 
peaceful seaside 
resorts, high fells, 
deep lakes and 
heritage assets. 

• High quality living 
environment with 
clean air and a 
significant amount 
of green, open 
spaces, many of 
which are 
designated at 
international level 
for their 
biodiverrsity 
importance. 

• Dark Skies 

Challenges

• Balancing 
development and 
recreational needs 
with environmental 
needs

• Addressing the 
potential risks posed 
by climate change, 
particularly given 
our coastal location

Opportunities

• Identification of new 
Green Wedges 
between 
settlements and 
Local Green Spaces 
within them to 
benefit the health 
and well-being of 
our communities 
and increase 
biodiversity

• Potential extension 
of the St Bees 
Heritage Coast to 
enhance our visitor 
offer

• Better promotion, 
access and 
interpretation of 
environmental 
assets to promote 
the visitor economy
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Figure 9: Places Assets and Aspirations Map - Copeland North 
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Figure 10: Places Assets and Aspirations Map - Copeland Mid 
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Figure 11: Places Assets and Aspirations Map - Copeland South 
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 Copeland’s Connectivity 

10.4.1 Copeland is a relatively remote part of the North West and key routes into the Borough 
are indirect.  

10.4.2 The A595 runs through the Borough from North to South and connects the Borough with 
Allerdale to the north and South Lakeland to the South. From Whitehaven, it is just over 
50 minutes to the M6 North (junction 40) and approximately 1 hour 15 from Millom 
(junction 36). 

10.4.3 The Cumbrian coast rail line runs through the Borough and connects to services on the 
West Coast mainline, as well as tourist attractions in the National Park such as the L’al 
Ratty.  

10.4.4 Digital connectivity in Copeland is generally good and is recognised as being vital given the 
rural nature of the Borough and the development of new, more flexible and remote ways 
of working post Covid-19. 

 

 

Strengths

•Good digital connectivity
•Harbour and 400 berth 
marina

•Location on three national 
cycle routes: C2C, 
Hadrian's Wall and Reivers 
Route

•7 day rail service through 
the Borough along an 
attractive route with links 
to tourist facilities within 
the LDNP (e.g. L'al Ratty at 
Ravenglass)

•Regular train links to 
airports at 
Carlisle,Newcastle and 
Manchester

Challenges

•Geography and topography 
acts as a physical barrier to 
land transport

•Infrequent rail services 
with single tracks in part

•Pinch points on the A595
•Negative perceptions of 
"remoteness"

•Limited rural bus services, 
particularly in the South of 
the Borough

Opportunities

•Development of growth 
corridor on the Eastern 
fringes of Whitehaven to 
connect key employment 
and housing areas and 
reduce congestion in the 
town centre

•Reduced reliance upon 
physical infrastructure 
through new, more flexible 
ways of working post 
Covid-19

•Creation of a "Digital Grid" 
in Whitehaven

•Improved rail and bus 
service

•Improvements to 
Whitehaven rail station 
and improved connectivity 
between between the 
station and town centre

•Opportunity to encourage 
regular cruise liners to the 
harbour

•Opportunities to use the 
harbour for activities 
associated with potential 
future off shore wind 
energy developments

•Coastal activity trail
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Figure 12: Connectivity Assets and Aspirations Map - Copeland North 
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Figure 13: Connectivity Assets and Aspirations Map - Copeland Mid 
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Figure 14: Connectivity Assets and Aspirations Map - Copeland South 
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Strategy & Standards  
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Strategy and Standards 
 

 Introduction to Chapter 
11.1.1 This chapter sets out the overall strategy for the Local Plan which guides all development 

in the Borough, setting out where development should take place, what it should look like 
and what requirements and standards will be expected. It also identifies the Council’s key 
strategic development priorities; these are transformational, anchor projects that will 
have a significant positive impact upon our communities.
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Development Strategy 
 Sustainable Development and Settlements 

 Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development  

12.1.1 At the core of the Local Plan is a presumption in favour of sustainable development. This 
means that planning applications will be approved where they accord with the 
Development Plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise.  

12.1.2 Sustainable development has three dimensions, which are mutually dependent and of 
equal importance: economic, social and environmental. The Local Plan therefore aims to 
strike a balance between promoting development to meet the needs and aspirations of 
the Borough whilst minimising, and preventing where possible, negative impacts, such as 
waste, pollution and damage to the built and natural environment.  

12.1.3 Draft Policy DS1PO below demonstrates the Council’s commitment to supporting 
sustainable development and should be read alongside Paragraph 11 of the NPPF, which is 
a material consideration when making planning decisions.  

12.1.4 Policy DS1PO also demonstrates the Council’s commitment to early, meaningful 
engagement with developers and relevant bodies to improve the quality of development. 
This supports paragraph 39 of the NPPF which states that early engagement “has 
significant potential to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the planning application 
system for all parties. Good quality pre-application discussion enables better coordination 
between public and private resources and improved outcomes for the community”  

 
 

Policy DS1PO: Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development 

 

The Council will take a positive approach to sustainable development by approving applications 
without delay where they accord with the Development Plan, unless material considerations 
indicate otherwise.  

We will work proactively with developers to highlight any areas where there is conflict with the 
Development Plan, and suggest solutions, at an early stage in the application process. 

 

  

 Settlement Hierarchy  

12.2.1 Identifying areas for growth is one of the most important ways the Local Plan can 
contribute to sustainable development and forms the basis for the Council’s Development 
Strategy which sets out how much growth should go where. The Development Strategy is 
divided by development type (housing, retail, leisure, tourism and employment) and is set 
out within each relevant chapter. 
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12.2.2 Categorising the Borough’s settlements recognises their different characters, roles and 
functions and helps distinguish between them and areas of open countryside (which can 
also include smaller hamlets and clusters of buildings). Settlements within the parts of 
Copeland in the National Park are dealt within in the Lake District National Park Local Plan 
and are therefore not listed below. 

12.2.3 The Council has produced a Development Strategy Topic Paper which discusses how the 
preferred settlement hierarchy has been developed and explains the reasons for 
discounting alternative hierarchies. The preferred approach considers matters such as 
service, employment and public transport provision, physical connections between 
settlements, existing committed developments13 and constraints to development. The 
document scores and ranks settlements within the Borough using a scoring matrix which 
takes these factors into account.  

12.2.4 The preferred hierarchy, as identified in 
Policy DS2PO, focusses the majority of 
development over the plan period in 
the four towns. These are the most 
sustainable parts of the Borough 
containing a broad range of services 
and being well connected to areas 
outside the Borough. Directing new 
development to the Borough’s towns 
will improve their offer, increase their 
attractiveness and help support 
regeneration strategies. 

12.2.5 Whilst the towns remain the focus for 
development over the Plan period, the 
hierarchy also acknowledges that development is also important in rural areas, helping to 
increase community resilience, sustain existing services and enable residents to stay 
within their communities as their housing needs change. These factors are important to 
help reduce social isolation, particularly in places such as Copeland which have an ageing 
population.  

12.2.6 Rural areas have also become more popular since the outbreak of Covid-19, with 
Rightmove recently reporting that they have seen a 126% increase in the number of 
enquiries from city residents about village homes across June and July compared to 
previous year’s figures14. 

12.2.7 Beneath the Principal Town and Key service Centres, the hierarchy now identifies 3 tiers of 
villages where development would be supported: Local Service Centres, Sustainable 
Villages and Other Rural Villages. A definition of each is included within policy DS2PO. The 
hierarchy contains 5 tiers of settlements in total (excluding the open countryside), 
compared to only 3 tiers within the adopted Core Strategy. The preferred hierarchy also 
allows for development in a greater number of villages within those tiers than the Core 
Strategy does at present, allowing for development within 2515, villages (or village 

                                                           
13 Those with an extant planning permission or which have been completed since the start of the plan period 
14 https://www.rightmove.co.uk/news/articles/property-news/escape-to-the-country 
15 Ennerdale Bridge and Kirkland are considered to be separate settlements under the preferred hierarchy 
given the poor pedestrian links and the distance between them, as are Lowca and Parton.  

Cleator and Cleator Moor are an 
example of a settlement cluster. Cleator 
Moor, being one of our towns, benefits 
from a range of services and 
supplements those located in Cleator. 
The two settlements are well linked by 
safe, pedestrian routes meaning that 
Cleator is a good place to direct 
additional housing development to. 
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clusters), albeit varying amounts dependent upon which tier the settlement is in, 
compared to 14 at present. 

12.2.8 The preferred hierarchy also recognises that settlements do not operate in isolation and 
where two or more settlements are connected to safe, accessible walking routes of less 
than a mile and/or a frequent bus or train service, they have been grouped together as a 
cluster. This has resulted in some settlements featuring within a higher tier than they 
would have done if the hierarchy was based on services within that village alone.  

12.2.9 A safe walking route is one that has street lighting and a continuous pavement that is at 
least 2m wide. A frequent bus or train service is one that would allow a village resident 
working standard office hours (9am-5pm) in a nearby town to travel there and back by 
public transport. When considering train links, the distance from the station to the main 
settlement and the safety of the route was also considered. For example, whilst The Green 
benefits from a regular train service to Millom, the station is over a mile away from the 
main settlement and the route to the station is not considered to be safe, lacking a 
pavement and lighting in parts.   

12.2.10 What the hierarchy means in practice in terms of the scale of housing, retail, leisure and 
employment that will be supported within each tier is considered under each relevant 
chapter. 

 
 
Policy DS2PO: Settlement Hierarchy 
 

  
 
The Council will support development within the settlements specifically listed below. 
Development must be proportionate in terms of nature and scale to the role and function of the 
settlement, unless it has been specifically identified within the Plan to meet the strategic growth 
needs of the Borough. 
 
The amount of development (housing, retail and leisure, employment) apportioned to each tier of 
the hierarchy is identified within the relevant chapter. Delivery will be closely monitored against 
these figures. 
 
 
Hierarchy of 
Settlement 

Definition Settlements 

Principal Town The largest settlement in terms of population by a 
considerable margin with the broadest range of day-
to-day services including the West Cumberland 
Hospital, a number of secondary schools and an 
extensive choice of convenience and comparison 
goods stores and employment opportunities. Well 
connected to neighbouring Boroughs by public 
transport. 
 
 
 

Whitehaven 
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Key Service 
Centres 

The Borough’s towns are self-sufficient providing a 
wide range of services, including convenience and 
comparison stores, employment opportunities, 
schools and healthcare. They also act as service hubs 
for nearby villages. 

Cleator Moor 
Egremont 
Millom 

Local Service 
Centres 
 
 

These centres have a supporting role to the 
Borough’s towns containing a broad range of 
services. Settlements operate independently to 
meet day to day needs or as a well-connected 
cluster, linked to a neighbouring town or village of a 
similar scale by a frequent public transport service 
and/or safe pedestrian routes a mile or less in 
length. 

Seascale 

Drigg &Holmrook 

Frizington & Rheda 
St Bees 

Distington & Common 
End 
Haverigg 

Arlecdon & Rowrah 

Thornhill 

Bigrigg 

Cleator (links to 
Cleator Moor) 

Sustainable Rural 
Villages 
 
 

Settlements which offer a limited number of services 
but which could support a limited amount of growth 
to maintain communities. 

Beckermet 

Ennerdale Bridge16 

Moresby Parks 

Calderbridge 

Moor Row  

Parton16 

Other Rural 
Villages 
 

Smaller settlements which offer one or two key 
services but which are physically separated from 
settlements within a higher tier. Public transport and 
pedestrian links are poor therefore reliance is likely 
to be on the private vehicle. Limited development 
would enable future housing needs to be met and 
support existing local services. 

Summergrove  

The Green 

Kirkland 

Keekle 

Kirksanton 

Hallthwaites 

Nethertown 

The Hill 

Lowca 

Open 
Countryside  

Remaining parts of the Borough including smaller 
settlements not listed above.  

 

 

  

                                                           
16 The Core Strategy currently shows Ennerdale Bridge and Kirkland as being part of a cluster, however pedestrian links 
between the villages are poor and therefore they are included within the preferred strategy as individual settlements, 
similarly with Lowca and Parton. 
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Figure 15: Settlement Hierarchy - Copeland North 

 

Figure 16: Settlement Hierarchy - Copeland Mid 
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Figure 17: Settlement Hierarchy - Copeland South 

 

 

 Settlement Boundaries 

12.3.1 Settlement boundaries are a well utilised planning tool for guiding and identifying limits to 
development for an individual settlement, particularly in rural areas. Land outside of such 
boundaries is defined as open countryside where development is generally restricted.  

12.3.2 Identifying settlement boundaries provides an element of certainty for developers and 
residents and ensures that development is plan-led in accordance with paragraph 15 of 
the NPPF. They are also a useful means of preventing sprawl, protecting the intrinsic 
character and beauty of the countryside and maintaining settlement character and form.  

12.3.3 When identifying appropriate boundaries around the settlements within the hierarchy, 
consideration was given to the following: 

 existing boundaries identified in the Core Strategy 
 the amount of land that would be required to meet housing needs identified in each 

settlement 
 whether there were any opportunities to extend the boundary to allow for additional 

development without causing unacceptable intrusion into the open countryside. The 
availability and suitability of sites within the Strategic Housing Land Availability 
Assessment (SHLAA) has been taken into account as well as any smaller sites which 
are excluded from the SHLAA due to their size but which would constitute a rounding 
off of the settlement. 

 whether any extension would cause two or more settlements to merge  
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 constraints such as landscape, the natural environment, heritage assets and their 
setting 

 planning approvals on sites outside the existing Core Strategy boundaries and existing 
developments 

12.3.4 The preferred Settlement Boundaries are identified in Appendix A and on the Proposals 
Map. Boundaries are based on clearly delineated curtilage edges or landscape features 
(both natural and unnatural) such as hedgerows or roads.  

12.3.5 Policy DS3PO allows for appropriate development to take place on sites directly adjoining 
and well-connected to towns and Local Service Centres, subject to certain criteria. This 
provides flexibility, as sites within the boundaries may not always come forward as 
anticipated, whilst ensuring that isolated homes are avoided in line with national planning 
policy and important landscapes and the character of settlements are protected.  

12.3.6 Development adjoining lower tier settlements will not be permitted, unless it falls within 
one of the exceptions listed in the open countryside section of the policy. This is in order 
to ensure that the needs of these smaller villages are met, without undermining the 
growth and regeneration aspirations in the towns and larger villages. 

12.3.7 The Council has taken a positive approach to identifying settlement boundaries and has 
considered the suitability and availability of all land adjoining the settlements listed in the 
hierarchy through the SHLAA process.  

12.3.8 Smaller sites on the edge of the settlement have also been considered, even though they 
are excluded from the SHLAA assessment due to their size17, and the boundary has been 
amended to include such sites where they constitute an appropriate rounding off of the 
settlement or where they are required to provide access to a larger housing allocation. 

 
Policy DS3PO: Settlement Boundaries 
 

 
   
Settlement boundaries are identified on the Local Plan Proposals Map; development within these 
boundaries will be supported where it accords with the Development Plan.  
 
To ensure the delivery of allocated sites is not prejudiced, development outside the settlement 
boundaries will only be accepted in the following cases: 
 
1)Where the proposal is for housing and;  

a) the site directly adjoins the settlement boundary of a town or local service centre; and 
b) the site is or can be physically connected to the existing settlement by safe pedestrian 

links; and 
c) the Council is unable to demonstrate a 5 year supply of deliverable housing sites; or 

 there has been previous under-delivery of housing against the requirement 
for 3 years or more  

 the proposal is for a specific type of housing supported by Policies H14, H15 
or H17. 

                                                           
17 Sites under 0.25ha are excluded from SHLAA assessment 
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2) The proposal is for one of the following types of development and  a proven need for such a 
location has been demonstrated to the satisfaction of the council: 

 Nuclear related developments 
 Renewable energy proposals, including wind farms 
 Essential infrastructure to support energy developments and other infrastructure  
 Agricultural, forestry, farm diversification or tourism proposals which require such a 

location 
 
 

 

 Strategic Development Priorities 
13.1.1 Copeland is currently undergoing a significant period of change and it is vital that the Local 

Plan reflects those changes and supports the Council priorities listed within the Growth 
Strategy18, the Housing Strategy, the Corporate Strategy and the Towns Visions 
documents. 

13.1.2 Draft Policy DS4PO below identifies a number of key drivers for change based upon the 
opportunities identified in the Spatial Portrait. These are transformational projects that 
will have significant positive impacts upon our communities and help level up the 
Borough. Development that helps drive forward these projects will be prioritised and the 
Council will work with partners to secure funding to enable delivery.  

13.1.3 The following paragraphs contain a brief overview of each priority projects and further 
information can be found in the relevant chapter. 

Development that supports the Energy Coast brand, provides opportunities for 
training and education and helps establish the Borough as a Place for Innovation 
and Centre for Nuclear Excellence and Clean Energy 

13.1.4 Copeland has always been at the forefront of the UK’s nuclear programme. The Borough 
occupies a prominent position on the Energy Coast and benefits from a highly skilled 
workforce. Further investment in the nuclear and clean energy sectors in the Borough will 
help Cumbria achieve its goal of “net zero” by 2037. 

13.1.5 Sellafield is the only facility in the UK that is capable of managing low, medium and high 
level radioactive material, together with the environmental remediation of the site. Whilst 
its reprocessing mission is coming to an end, the management of nuclear materials, 
together with the environmental remediation of the site, will provide employment 
opportunities well beyond the timeframes of the Local Plan. The Borough is also home to 
the Low Level Waste Repository at Drigg, which deals with the management, treatment 
and disposal of low activity. 

13.1.6 Copeland was identified in the Government’s UK Energy Policy as the location for a new 
3.4GW nuclear power plant. Whilst the project has stalled, Moorside is still an identified 
site in the NPS, remains available and is suitable to house a range of nuclear and clean 
energy related developments, including a potential Clean Energy Park.  

                                                           
18 The Council is currently producing a Copeland Vision and a Nuclear Prospectus to update the Growth 
Strategy 
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13.1.7 The Council is producing a new Economic Vision document for the Borough, and a 
supporting Nuclear Prospectus document which will highlight the value of West Cumbria’s 
nuclear capability, skills and assets in delivery of the Government’s Nuclear Sector Deal. 
The Local Plan has a role to play by prioritising those developments that help deliver the 
Energy Coast brand and establish the Borough as a Centre of Nuclear Excellence and clean 
energy, such as the projects listed below. Further details regarding each project can be 
found in the Economy chapter. 

 
The development of Westlakes Science Park, 
Whitehaven as strategic hub for science and 
engineering expertise and research and 
development industries 
 
Westlakes Science Park contains high quality 
units including laboratories for science and 
innovation within an attractive setting and good 
access to the A595 on the edge of Whitehaven. 
It is acknowledged that clustering high-tech and 
Research & Development industries in one place 
has a number of benefits. The Local Plan 
therefore recognises its importance as a key 
employment site in the Borough and will work 
with BEC, the sites owners, to ensure benefits 
are maximised.  
 
Photo: Westlakes Science Park 

 

 

  
The creation of an Enterprise Campus and 
Innovation Hub 
 
An opportunity has been identified to create a 
modern Enterprise Campus and Innovation 
Hub to complement the offer on Westlakes 
Science and Technology Park. The site will 
encourage new business and investment and 
create an environment where nuclear-allied 
activities can cluster and thrive.  
 
The Council will work with partners and 
occupiers to produce a Masterplan for the site 
and secure funding.  
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The development of the North Shore 
Innovation Zone in Whitehaven19 
 
The Innovation Zone is a low carbon project that 
will transform the waterfront and northern 
gateway into the town. The Council is working 
alongside BEC20, Sellafield Ltd, the Whitehaven 
Harbour Commissioners and other partners to 
enhance the area and develop a new hotel, new 
restaurants, start-up incubator units and 
modern offices overlooking the harbour. Work 
has already commenced on the Buzz Station21 
which includes space for business start-ups and 
networking, and is due for completion in Spring 
2021. 
 
Photo: Proposed Buzz Station, Whitehaven 

 

 

 
The development of a Clean Energy Park 
 
The development of a Clean Energy Park would 
help strengthen the Borough’s position on 
Britain’s Energy Coast and help Cumbria 
achieve its aim of being net zero carbon by 
2037. The Park could host a large nuclear 
power station (Moorside) and/or a mix of small 
modular reactors, advanced modular reactors 
and other clean energy technologies. Its 
location in Copeland would benefit from the 
existing expertise in clean energy our 
workforce has. 

 
The development of a new strategic 
employment site on the Eastern Fringes of 
Whitehaven 
 
Should the forthcoming Employment 
Development Needs Assessment identify need 
for additional or higher quality employment 
land in the Borough, East Whitehaven would be 
an ideal location, subject to the availability of 
land, given its links to the A595 and potential 
growth corridor linked to the Whitehaven Relief 
Road and its proximity to existing employment 
areas at Westlakes Science Park and Leconfield.  
 
Photo: Eastern Whitehaven 

 

                                                           
19 Photo c/o becnorthshore.com 
20 Formerly known as Britain’s Energy Coast 
21 A £300 million scheme housed in the former bus station 
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Development that helps establish the Lake District Coast brand and enhances the 
experience economy and our natural and built environment 

13.1.8 The Copeland Growth Strategy identifies the visitor economy as a key growth priority, 
identifying a range of opportunities where the offer could be enhanced. Developing 
Copeland as the Lake District Coast destination, also helps support the Cumbria Strategic 
Economic Plan 2014-2024 document which lists the rural and visitor economy as one of its 
key priority areas.  

13.1.9 The following projects will help establish Copeland as the Lake District Coast, enhance our 
experience economy and encourage longer visitor stays. Further information regarding 
each can be found in the Economy chapter. 

 
The improvement of linkages between 
Whitehaven town centre and the 
Harbourside 
 
This project has been identified through 
the Future High Streets Funding bid process 
and will enable people to move more freely 
between the town’s retail core and the 
harbourside, better enabling linked visits 
and increasing footfall. 
 
Photo: Whitehaven Waterfront 

 

 
The establishment of “Experience Whitehaven” 
including the creation of new arcades and hubs in 
Whitehaven Town Centre 
 
This project will encourage visitors to the town 
centre to stay for longer by increasing the number 
of linked trips.  
 
Photo: Former Whittles Store, Whitehaven 

 
The establishment of a Sports and Leisure 
Quarter in East Whitehaven 
 
The draft Sports and Physical Activity 
Strategy identifies a potential opportunity 
to refocus sporting facilities in East 
Whitehaven, around the existing 
Whitehaven Academy, Whitehaven Pool, 
Whitehaven Campus and Whitehaven 
(Overend) Sports Stadium, improving links 
between these facilities and with the rest 
of the town. This area benefits from its 
proximity to the A595, is more accessible to 
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residents in the south of the Borough than 
other parts of Whitehaven and there is 
potential land to provide space for 
additional facilities. 
 
Photo: Whitehaven Stadium 
 
 
The improvement of the sports and leisure 
offer in Millom 
 
Given the distance from Millom to sports 
facilities in Whitehaven and adjoining 
Boroughs, the Council’s Draft Sports 
Strategy recommends that a small pool 
(15m x 8m) should be considered for the 
town, potentially co-located and managed 
with other health and well-being provision. 
This would support the following objectives 
for the town as set out in the Millom Vision 
document: 
 
“Support community health and wellbeing 
through the design of open space and the 
built environment, provision of recreational 
and health facilities…encourage an 
attractive and vibrant town centre with a 
range of retail, service and leisure 
uses…create a high-quality visitor 
experience and vibrant tourist 
economy…promote sustainable and active 
travel, countryside access and leisure 
tourism” 

 

 
  

 
Development that enhances our offer to users of 
national cycle routes and helps achieve our 
ambition to develop a coastal cycling route 
 
Whitehaven is the start of the C2C route and is also 
located on the Hadrian’s Wall and Reivers national 
Cycle Routes. Opportunities have been identified as 
part of the Connecting Cumbria’s Hidden Coast 
programme to create a new recreational route from 
Whitehaven to Millom, which largely follows the 
English Coastal Path and will include challenge 
activities, a hub for cyclists including a velotel in 
Whitehaven and art installations. Further funding is 
being sought through the Future High Streets Fund 
bid. 
 
Photo: Coastal Path signage, Whitehaven Harbour 
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Development that improves the Borough’s residential offer in order to meet needs 
and aspirations 

13.1.10 We recognise that housing needs in the Borough are changing and having a good range of 
housing to meet all needs is essential if we are to reverse the trend of population loss and 
support economic growth. The following are priority projects that will make our towns 
more attractive places to live. 

 
The development of large, key regeneration 
sites  
 
Strategic regeneration sites have been identified 
across the Borough that will help transform the 
areas they are located in and help boost the 
supply of housing in the Borough. Masterplans 
will be required for each of these sites.  
 

 Former Marchon Site, Whitehaven 
 Harras Moor, Whitehaven 
 South Mirehouse well-being Village, 

Whitehaven 
 Moor Farm, Millom 
 Land at Edgehill Park,  Whitehaven 

 
Maps of the sites are included in Appendix B and 
further information regarding each site can be 
found in the Housing chapter.  
 
Photo: Former Marchon Site, Whitehaven 

 

  

 
Town Centre renewal schemes in Cleator 
Moor, Egremont, Millom and Whitehaven 
 
The Council has produced Spatial Frameworks 
for Cleator Moor, Egremont and Millom which 
provide a strategy for change and identify 
areas for urban renewal programmes.  These 
documents will help support bids for Town 
Deal funding and are available to view on the 
Council’s website. A draft Framework for 
Whitehaven is currently being produced. 
 
Development of such sites provides an 
opportunity to improve the town centre 
environment and provide a range of uses, 
including specialised housing for graduates, 
students and older people who would benefit 
from a town centre location. 
 
Photo: Egremont Town Centre 
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Infrastructure development which improves physical and digital connectivity 
within Copeland and between the Borough and surrounding districts 

13.1.11 The provision of new and improved infrastructure is essential to ensure that the benefits 
of development are maximised and impacts upon the environment are reduced. The 
following have been identified as priority projects. 

13.1.12 A key aspiration of the Council is to provide a new growth corridor for the borough around 
Whitehaven that will meet future business needs and support the borough’s role as the 
UK’s Clean Energy Coast. 

 
13.1.13 At the heart of the growth corridor will be a key piece of new Strategic Road Network in 

the form of an Eastern Relief Road for Whitehaven, connecting the A595 at Howgate with 
the junction at Westlakes Science and Technology Park.  

13.1.14 The benefits the relief road will provide include: 

 Improved access and increased capacity for the regionally significant Westlakes 
Science and Technology Park  

 Supporting the creation of a new Strategic Employment Site in the borough with direct 
access onto the Strategic Road Network, at Hensingham Common 

 Providing excellent connections to, and between, the three key employment locations 
in the borough (Westlakes Science and Technology Park, Hensingham Common and 
Leconfield) 

 Unlocking new housing development to support the long term growth of the town 

 Supporting the creation of a new sports and leisure quarter for the town (building on 
the existing assets at the Copeland Stadium, Copeland Pool, Whitehaven Campus and 
redeveloped Whitehaven Academy), which will also easily accessible for many nearby 
towns and villages 

 Creating a more efficient and quicker route to Sellafield site, Moorside site and the 
Clean Energy Park 

 Creating greater resilience in the road network in the north of the borough 

 Provide better integration and connectivity for Whitehaven, as the current A595 route 
severs the town 

 Providing a new edge for the town 

 
13.1.15 Highways England has carried out some initial work to identify options for the route of the 

relief road, but this work has now been paused as the scheme has not been included in 
the Department for Transport’s Road Investment Strategy 2 (2020-2025) which outlines 
major projects for Highways England over the next five years. 

13.1.16 The relief road remains a key priority for the Council and it is hoped that the project will 
still be developed in the shorter term by other means (e.g. to help deliver Moorside 
and/or the Clean Energy Park).  The Council has identified our preferred route between 
the Howgate roundabout and Westlakes Science and Technology Park junction, together 
with an indication of what it can unlock. 
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The development of a new growth 
corridor on the fringes of East Whitehaven 
 
The provision of a carefully located, new 
relief road to the East of Whitehaven 
would fundamentally change the way the 
town and its surrounding area is accessed. 
It would provide opportunities to better 
connect existing and potential new 
employment and housing areas in the East 
of Whitehaven and neighbouring towns 
creating a growth corridor to support the 
long term growth of the town. It would 
also reduce the amount of congestion 
along the A595 and improve connections 
within Whitehaven, making it a more 
attractive and welcoming place for 
residents and visitors. It would also provide 
an opportunity to create a better-defined, 
green edge to Whitehaven which could 
have potential positive effects in terms of 
biodiversity. 
 
The route of the suggested growth corridor 
can be seen in Figure 3. 

 

 

 
 

 
Improvements to the rail line and local stations 
 
A major £100m+ project to improve capacity along 
the Cumbrian Coast Rail Line is currently being 
developed, which would increase accessibility and 
support sustainable travel and tourism in the 
Borough. 
 
The Cumbrian Coast Line Community Rail 
Partnership leads on the delivery of improvements 
to the stations, infrastructure and services across 
Copeland. As of May 2020, almost all of Copeland’s 
stations have been adopted and work is underway 
to improve the quality of these, including ticket 
office improvements in Whitehaven and plans for 
the installation of a shelter over the Sellafield 
station. 
 
Photo: Sellafield Station 
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Improved Connectivity between 
Whitehaven Station and the Town Centre 
 
Currently Whitehaven Station and the 
town centre are poorly connected with 
access between the two via a busy main 
road and with limited wayfinding.  
 
Photo: Whitehaven Station 
 
 

 

 
 

 
The Development of a Digital Grid in Whitehaven 
town centre and improvements to digital 
connectivity within Cleator Moor, Egremont and 
Millom 
 
The Future High Streets Fund bid recognises that 
digital connectivity in Whitehaven is varied. The 
creation of a digital grid within the town centre 
where people can access secure and free wi-fi will 
support businesses in the area and encourage 
visitors.  
 
The Council is also exploring ways to improve 
connectivity in the Borough’s other towns including 
through the Digital Borderlands and Connected 
Cumbria programmes. 
 

 

 
Policy DS4PO: Strategic Development Priority Projects 
 

 
 
The following developments are strategic priority projects that will help transform our Borough, 
support economic growth and diversification and improve social and community infrastructure. 
 
 Development that supports the Energy Coast brand, provides opportunities for training and 

education and helps establish the Borough as a Place for Innovation and Centre for Nuclear 
Excellence and Clean Energy in particular: 

o The development of Westlakes Science Park as strategic hub for science and 
engineering expertise and research and development industries 

o The creation of an Enterprise Campus and Innovation Hub 
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o The development of the North Shore Innovation Zone in Whitehaven 
o The development of a Clean Energy Park 
o The development of a new strategic employment site on the Eastern Fringes of 

Whitehaven 
 
 Development that helps establish the Lake District Coast brand and enhances the experience 

economy and our natural and built environment, in particular: 
o The improvement of linkages between Whitehaven town centre and the Harbourside 
o The Establishment of “Experience Whitehaven” including the creation of new arcades 

and hubs in Whitehaven Town Centre 
o The establishment of a Sports and Leisure Quarter in East Whitehaven 
o The improvement of the sports and leisure offer in Millom 
o Development that enhances our offer to users of national cycle routes, promotes our 

location on Cumbria’s Hidden Coast and helps achieve our ambition to develop a 
coastal cycling route  

 
 Development that improves the Borough’s residential offer in order to meet needs and 

aspirations, in particular 
o The development of large, key regeneration sites  
o Town Centre renewal schemes in Cleator Moor, Egremont, Millom and Whitehaven 

 
 Infrastructure development which improves physical and digital connectivity within Copeland 

and between the Borough and surrounding districts, in particular: 
o The development of a new growth corridor to the East of Whitehaven 
o Improvements to the rail line and local stations 
o Improved Connectivity between Whitehaven Station and the Town Centre 
o The development of a Digital Grid in Whitehaven town centre and improvements to 

digital connectivity within Cleator Moor, Egremont and Millom 
 
 

 

 Strategic Development Principles 
14.1.1 Copeland is going through a significant period of change with a number of large scale 

developments on the horizon. It is therefore important that we ensure new development 
is as sustainable in environmental, social and economic terms as it can be. 

14.1.2 Draft Policy DS5PO identifies a number of principles that all development should aspire to 
achieve. The principles are guidelines rather than requirements, acknowledging that there 
may be impacts upon viability, however consideration will be given to relevant principles 
when determining the sustainability of a proposal. Developers should set out why they are 
unable to meet any of the principles in their applications. 

14.1.3 The principles are based upon a number of topics discussed below: 

Mitigation and Adaption to Climate Change 

14.1.4 Climate change is one of the biggest challenges we face, particularly as a coastal Borough. 
The principles aim to reduce the carbon footprint of new development and mitigate the 
effects of climate change. Climate change is discussed further in the Copeland Economy 
chapter. 
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Protection, enhancement and restoration of the Borough’s valued natural and 
cultural assets 

14.1.5 Copeland’s natural and cultural assets have a positive impact upon the health and well-
being of our residents and help attract visitors to the area. Our natural assets also help to 
reduce the effects of climate change and should be protected for their own sake, as they 
provide habitats for a number of species. Our natural and built environment is discussed 
further in the Copeland Places chapter. 

Creation and retention of quality places 

14.1.6 We need to ensure that the places we create are of a high quality and help support our 
ambitions and aspirations. Design standards are discussed further in the Standards and 
Obligations Chapter. 

Healthy Communities  

14.1.7 A number of principles relate to health, acknowledging the role planning can play in 
creating and maintaining healthy, inclusive and safe communities and supporting the 
current Growth Strategy which aims to encourage a healthy and vibrant lifestyle for 
residents and visitors.  

14.1.8 The Council’s Sustainability Appraisal identifies that Copeland has an ageing population, 
with lower levels of educational attainment and pockets of deprivation; these are all 
factors that affect health in the Borough.  

14.1.9 The Local Plan can help deliver a number of these opportunities, for example by requiring 
new infrastructure and high quality green space provision as part of new development 
including space for sports and recreation, ensuring development is of a high quality which 
protects residential amenity and protecting important social and community facilities.  

14.1.10 Sporting facilities are discussed further in the Copeland’s Communities chapter and open 
spaces are discussed further in the Copeland Places chapter. 

 

Policy DS5PO: Development Principles  

 

In order to achieve sustainable development in the Borough and meet Local Plan objectives, 
development must, where possible: 

Mitigation of and adaption to climate change 

 Minimise carbon emissions, maximise energy efficiency and help us to mitigate and adapt to the 
effects of climate change  

 Be located on sites where there is no risk of flooding and where the development does not 
increase the risk of flooding elsewhere  

 Protect, enhance and create new areas of green infrastructure, recognising the important role 
that the natural environment and healthy ecosystems have to play in the future social and 
economic, as well as environmental sustainability of Copeland   

 Make the most efficient use of land  by building at appropriate densities and reusing existing 
buildings and previously developed land  
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 Minimise waste, maximise opportunities for recycling and use sustainable construction methods, 
taking into account circular economy principles22   

 Be located on sites which minimise the need to travel, with good, safe pedestrian links to 
services and facilities  

 
Protection, enhancement and restoration of the Borough’s valued natural and cultural assets 

Protect and enhance areas, sites, species and features of biodiversity or geodiversity value, 
important landscapes and the undeveloped coast including valued landscapes which form a setting 
to the Lake District National Park and areas of Heritage Coast. 

 Conserve and enhance the Borough’s cultural and heritage assets and their settings  
 Provide and enhance recreational opportunities for the Borough’s residents and its visitors, 

protecting existing provision where possible and ensuring that future development meets 
appropriate standards in terms of quantity and quality  

 Protect the Borough’s best and most versatile agricultural land from development 
 Support the reclamation and redevelopment or restoration of the Borough’s vacant or derelict 

sites, whilst taking account of landscape, biodiversity and historic environment objectives  
 Minimise air, ground and water pollution, ensuring that development does not have a negative 

impact upon water quality (including waterbodies and bathing waters)  
 
Creation and retention of quality places 

 Be of high quality in terms of design so that it retains and enhances locally distinctive places and 
raises aspirations  

 Provide or safeguard good levels of residential amenity and security, reducing the fear of crime 
and minimising the opportunities for crime and anti-social behaviour  

 Be supported by the relevant infrastructure, ensuring it can accommodate traffic and access 
arrangements in ways that make it safe and convenient for pedestrians and cyclists to move 
around  

 Address land contamination with appropriate remediation measures  
 
Healthy Communities  

 Adopt dementia-friendly design principles23  
 Provide opportunities for food growing  
 Contribute to the creation of mixed communities, helping to reduce social isolation and create 

community resilience 
 Retain and enhance valuable community facilities (including healthcare, cultural and education 

facilities)  
 Include community energy generation to provide low carbon heat and/or power and address 

energy poverty 
 Enhance local pedestrian links to promote physical activity 
 
                                                           
22 This involves keeping resources in use for as long as possible, extracting the maximum value from them whilst in use, 
then recovering and regenerating products and materials at the end of each service life (wrap.org.uk). For example through 
the reuse of building materials on site. 
23 The Council will produce a Supplementary Planning Document relating to design which to support this Policy. This will 
provide further guidance for developers on issues such as how to incorporate dementia-friendly principles into their 
developments. 
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Development Standards 
 Development and Infrastructure 

15.1.1 When planning for new development it is necessary to understand the infrastructure that 
will be required to support this growth.  A requirement of the NPPF is for Local Plans to set 
out the contributions expected from development, as this will give developers some 
certainty on infrastructure requirements and the viability of a site at the earliest stage.  
Such policies should however, not undermine the deliverability of the plan.  To understand 
infrastructure needs and the viability of sites for potential allocation and development, the 
Council are preparing/have prepared the following evidence base documents discussed 
below. 

Infrastructure Delivery Plan 

15.1.2 The Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) will test anticipated growth, identify the current 
level of infrastructure provision across Copeland and define the level of planned 
infrastructure. Where growth exceeds capacity the additional infrastructure required will 
be identified, with a broad estimated cost, funding sources and details of who is 
responsible for delivery.  

15.1.3 The types of infrastructure that will be assessed are; Coastal change management, flood 
risk and drainage, highways and transport (including walking and cycle routes) charging, 
low carbon vehicle infrastructure,  utilities (gas, electricity, water and waste water and 
broadband), education,  health and social care, sport and  leisure,  green infrastructure 
and open space. 

15.1.4 The assessment will be based on the proposed development quantum for the plan period 
to 2035. It is intended that a Draft IDP will be published alongside this document and will 
be reviewed and updated at Publication Stage. The Council will continue to engage with 
infrastructure providers including Cumbria County Council in respect of drainage, 
education and highways as well as Highways England and utility services to ensure that 
their programmes of improvements merges with projected growth across the Borough.  

15.1.5 Some of the potential development sites in the Local Plan could be affected by 
infrastructure constraints.  Where possible, the IDP will identify how such constraints to 
development are expected to be overcome.   For example some sites may need to be 
phased later in the plan period to allow time for the necessary infrastructure to be 
developed. Funding sources other than planning obligations, for example funding bids will 
also be explored. However, in some cases the constraints may be so significant that they 
cannot be realistically overcome, and will therefore not be included in the Local Plan.  

Viability Assessment 

15.1.6 A Stage One Copeland Economic Viability Assessment was completed in 2017 that 
provided a generic, formula based approach to assess the viability of an appropriate 
spectrum of representative types of development scenario within the Borough. At this 
stage the viability modelling identified a mixed picture of viability.  This picture is not 
uncommon with neighbouring authorities and across the wider region.   

15.1.7 To date market intelligence has not supported a Copeland Community Infrastructure Levy 
(CIL), as such the Stage One Study focussed on Section 106 contributions.   The Council’s 
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aim is to strike the appropriate balance by negotiating the delivery of infrastructure to 
support new development, when the viability of a site allows. 

15.1.8 To ensure an up to date analysis of viability a detailed and site specific Stage Two Whole 
Plan and CIL Viability Assessment will be commissioned and published pre- publication 
stage of the local plan. It is however anticipated that market intelligence will remain the 
same in that CIL is unlikely to be supported within Copeland.  

Open Space Assessment (2020)  

15.1.9 This document includes an assessment of shortages of open space by typology and where 
improvements to existing spaces will be required to accommodate growth.  Appendix D of 
this Report describes the provision of open spaces that will help inform on and off site 
requirements through Section 106 planning contributions.   

A Ten Year Sports and Physical Activity Strategy (2020)  

15.1.10 This document includes an assessment of the supply and demand for indoor sports and 
recreation facilities in Copeland.  The final version of this document is expected in 
November 2020 and will set out what improvements and/or new facilities are needed in 
the Borough. The Publication Draft will set out where developer contributions will be 
required towards such improvements/facilities.  

Housing Needs Study (2020) and Strategic Housing Market Assessment 

15.1.11 Affordable housing will be required on some new developments, the requirements are set 
out within Policy H9PO of this document and have been informed by the Strategic Housing 
Market Assessment (SHMA) and Housing Needs Study. 

 Developer Contributions 

15.2.1 Developer contributions form an essential part in providing the funds required to deliver 
the necessary infrastructure and services to support new development.   Planning 
obligations within Copeland currently take the form of Section 106 agreements and 
County Council Section 278 highways agreements.  It is anticipated that some new 
development will require developer contributions.  When identifying and collecting 
contributions the Council will ensure compliance with the three tests set out in the NPPF 
(Para 56 a, b, c) 

15.2.2 The Council intends to produce a separate Developer Contributions and Planning 
Obligations Supplementary Planning Document (SPD), the date of publication is to be 
confirmed. The SPD will set out the Council’s approach to planning obligations and the 
types of contribution that the Council may seek to secure, from new development.   

15.2.3 Any decision on whether to progress a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) will be 
informed by the Stage Two Stage Whole Plan and CIL Viability Assessment that will be 
commissioned and published prior to the publication stage of the Local Plan.  

15.2.4 In compliance with national policy, Local Plan policies that include contributions will be 
viability tested at plan making stage.  It will therefore be assumed that new development 
proposals are viable.  As such, at planning application stage if an applicant considers a new 
proposal is not viable it will then be up to the applicant to demonstrate the particular 
circumstances that justify the need for a new viability assessment and for the Council to 
determine what weight is given to the assessment having regard to all circumstances.   
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15.2.5 The Council will publish an Annual Infrastructure Funding Statement summarising 
developer contributions data, received through Section 106 and Section 278 planning 
contributions. The statement will provide detail on how developer contributions are 
supporting new development and local infrastructure.  The statement will be made 
available on the Council’s website alongside future Local Plan Annual Monitoring Reports.  

15.2.6 Policy DS6PO sets out contributions for the enhancement of existing or provision of new 
infrastructure, facilities and services, which will be in addition to any infrastructure 
requirements set out within the individual site allocation policies.   Enhancement of 
existing provisions may include improvements to adjacent or nearby green spaces where 
there is under provision or a need to improve (subject to meeting the NPPF tests Para 56 
a, b, c).   Where new public green space is required it is expected that land management 
solutions will be arranged by the developer and third party and agreed through a Section 
106 legal agreement.  

 

Policy DS6PO: Planning Obligations  

 

1. Where it is reasonable, necessary and directly related to the development Copeland Borough 
Council, through planning obligations (until such time an alternative method is introduced), will 
secure: 

a) The enhancement of existing or provision of new infrastructure, facilities and services 
including: (this list is not exhaustive) 

Physical Infrastructure Social Infrastructure Green Infrastructure 

Digital connectivity Affordable housing *see 
policy H8PO 

Including public open space, 
play areas, sports facilities 
and allotments  (Table at 
Appendix D provides 
information on under/over 
provision by settlement) 

Transport and Highways 
improvements  (including public 
transport and sustainable 
transport solutions)  

 

Education facilities Nature conservation, 
biodiversity net gain -% *see 
policy N2PO 

Cycle parking 

Car Parking 

Electric charging points  

Community facilities including 
health and social care 

Environmental improvements 
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Footpaths and cycle ways Public realm (including public 
art and cultural 
enhancements) 

Landscaping 

Drainage infrastructure - Tree planting 

Measures to conserve or 
enhance Heritage assets 

- - 

Flood risk mitigation measures 
and surface water management 

- - 

Low carbon energy and 
renewable energy infrastructure 

- - 

 

b) Where appropriate future maintenance of car parking provision and sustainable 
transport solutions will be required in perpetuity; 

c) Future maintenance and/or monitoring of other facilities delivered as a result of 
development for a period of 15 years or as agreed/identified in a specific Development 
Plan policy; 

d) Future management and monitoring of biodiversity net gain will be required for a 
period of 30 years 

2.  The Council will expect planning obligations to be provided on site unless specific 
circumstances make off-site contributions more appropriate and; 

3. When determining the nature and scale of any planning obligations sought, account will be 
taken of specific site conditions, the Infrastructure Delivery Plan and other material      
considerations. 

Where an applicant considers that the provision of appropriate infrastructure would make the 
development unviable a viability assessment must be submitted to, and agreed by the Council, as 
early as possible within the planning application process. 

 

 

 Development Standards 
 Design 

16.1.1 High quality design is crucial to promoting sustainable development and ensures that the 
character and appearance of an area, and the street scene in general, is not harmed but 
also enhanced.  A well designed development both residential and commercial will 
enhance the existing built and natural environment, be appropriate to its intended use, 
support safer communities, good health and well-being and promote energy efficiency. 

16.1.2 Copeland’s heritage is an important aspect of the built environment in our towns and 
villages.  The Council has produced a Conservation Area Design Guides which will help 
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inform the high quality design standards expected to safeguard and enhance the character 
of our conservation areas and historic buildings.   

16.1.3 The Local Plan seeks to meet the Council’s wider objectives as a front runner in areas 
including net zero and a digital economy. By meeting these objectives and high standards 
of design, Copeland will provide the quality environments where people can live, work and 
enjoy leisure time.  

16.1.4 National policy endorses the creation of high quality buildings and places as fundamental 
to what the planning and development process should achieve.  The Council will expect all 
new development to meet high quality standards of design.  Detailed criteria is set out 
within individual Local Plan policies and the Council intends to produce a Design Standards 
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) that will expand upon Local Plan polices and 
provide more detailed design guidance for applicants seeking planning permission.  

16.1.5 Policy DS7PO provides a summary of the standards expected on new developments with 
more detail provided within the individual polices. 

 

Policy DS7PO: Design Standards 

 

The Council will expect all new development to meet high quality standards of design. This means 
that developments must:  (this list is not exhaustive) 

a) Create and enhance locally distinctive places, taking account of the local context in terms of the 
built, historic and natural environment 

b) Use good quality building materials that reflects local character and vernacular, sourced locally 
where possible 

c) Contribute towards good health and well-being by incorporating high quality and useful open 
spaces and layouts that encourage walking and cycling 

d) Provide safe, accessible and convenient pedestrian routes and allow for the safe access and 
manoeuvring of refuse and recycling vehicles 

e) Create opportunities that enhance the community offer and encourage social interaction.  
f) Be built to an appropriate density that enables effective use of land, whilst maintaining suitable 

levels of amenity 
g) Be of flexible design and adaptable for home working solutions   
h) Incorporate measures to design out crime, taking into consideration secured by design principles 
i) Be laid out in a way that maximises solar gain to internal spaces to promote energy efficiency and 

sustainable solutions.  
 
 

 Reducing Flood Risk 

16.2.1 Given its coastal location, parts of the Borough are at risk from coastal flooding.  

16.2.2 The North West England and North Wales Shoreline Management Plan (SMP) extends 
from Great Orme’s Head in North Wales to the Scottish Border. The document was 
adopted in 2010 and is currently under review. It provides a high level assessment of the 
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risks associated with coastal processes, and includes a strategy for coastal flooding and 
erosion risk management.  The SMP indicates ‘holding the line’ for all major settlements 
and a ‘managed realignment’ at Eskmeals, which entails making sure the road there will be 
protected until a realigned route is provided. 

16.2.3 The Cumbria Coastal Strategy, which is currently being developed, will build upon the 
Shoreline Management Plan and will set out how Cumbria County Council will manage the 
risks of coastal flooding and erosion in the county. 

16.2.4 As well as being at risk from coastal erosion and flooding, there are also a number of 
waterbodies within the Borough that are prone to flooding. The Council’s Draft Strategic 
Flood Risk Assessment, produced in May 2018, identifies localised flooding issues in the 
South of Copeland, North Whitehaven and Cleator Moor. These areas are particularly 
susceptible to flash flood events. 

16.2.5 The NPPF directs development away from areas at the greatest risk of flooding. New 
development should be located in flood risk zone 1 where possible. Development 
proposals in flood risk zone 2 and 3 are subject to the sequential test to demonstrate 
there are no sites available at a lower risk of flooding. Only where there are no such sites 
available in flood risk zones 1 and 2 will development be supported in zone 3 subject to 
the exception test. Further information on the sequential and exception tests can be 
found in the NPPF and NPPG. 

16.2.6 The Council will continue to work with partners to manage the risks associated with 
coastal erosion and flooding. When identifying sites for allocation, consideration was given 
to flood risk at the earliest stage and sites were excluded where more than 50% of the site 
was in Flood Risk Zone 2 or 324. It is accepted that mitigation can be put into place to allow 
development to come forward on such sites through a planning application, however it is 
the role of the Local Plan to direct development to those areas at least risk of flooding 
where possible25. 

 
Policy DS8PO: Reducing Flood Risk  
 

 
 
The Council will ensure that development in the Borough is not prejudiced by flood risk through:  
 

a) Allocating new build development on sites located outside areas at risk of flooding where 
possible and only permitting development in areas at risk of flooding where applicants 
have carried out the flood risk sequential and exception test to the satisfaction of the 
Council and appropriate mitigation is provided 

b) Ensuring that developments on important regeneration sites in Whitehaven Town Centre 
and Harbourside and Pow Beck Valley are designed to address the existing levels of flood 
risk without increasing flood risk elsewhere  

c) Supporting measures to address the constraints of existing drainage infrastructure 
capacity and avoiding development in areas where the existing drainage infrastructure is 
inadequate  

                                                           
24 Unless the area of the site outside the flood risk zone measured more than 0.25ha 
25 This may not always be possible, for example if development is required to deliver regeneration on a town centre site. 
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d) Supporting new flood defence measures to protect against both tidal and fluvial flooding 
in the Borough, including appropriate land management as part of a catchment wide 
approach 

e) Requiring the provision of sustainable drainage systems within new developments in 
accordance with Policy DS9PO 

f) Working with partners to manage the risks associated with coastal erosion and flooding 
and ensure that all new development is located outside areas identified as being at risk 
either now or in future phases of the Shoreline Management Plan. 

 
 

 Sustainable Drainage  

16.3.1 The need to minimise future developments vulnerability to climate change is a significant 
factor in the design and construction of new development, particularly in terms of 
reducing flood risk through its location and active management of surface water.  
Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS), dependent on site specific characteristics, can aid 
the reduction of the rate and volume of surface water run-off and therefore reduce flood 
risk.  Where possible all new development must incorporate SuDs in accordance with 
Policy DS9PO below. 

 
Policy DS9PO: Sustainable Drainage 
 

 
 
Where appropriate new development must incorporate sustainable drainage systems. Drainage 
systems should be well designed with consideration given to the additional benefits they can 
provide as spaces for biodiversity and recreation. 
 
Development on Greenfield sites should seek to achieve pre-development or better levels of 
surface water drainage and on previously developed sites, a reduction in surface water discharge 
should be sought. In demonstrating a reduction clear evidence of existing connections from the 
site and associated rates of discharge calculations should be provided. In both cases, measures 
should be put in place to prevent pollution entering watercourses with surface water managed at 
source. 
 
Where identified on the local validation list applicants should submit a Drainage Strategy that 
shows how foul and surface water will be effectively managed and maintained. Surface water 
should be discharged in the following order of priority: 
 
1. To a suitable soakaway or some other form of infiltration system 
2. An attenuated discharge to a surface water body such as a watercourse 
3. An attenuated discharge to a public surface water sewer, highway drain or another discharge 

system where there is clear evidence, to the satisfaction of the Council, that alternative 
preferred options are not available. 

4. An attenuated discharge to a public combined sewer where there is clear evidence, to the 
satisfaction of the Council, that alternative preferred options are not available. 
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 Landscaping  

16.4.1 National policy requires Councils to protect and enhance valued landscapes. A detailed 
Copeland Settlement Landscape Character Assessment has been undertaken to support 
the Local Plan and assist decision makers when considering planning applications and 
allocations and this is discussed further in the Copeland Places chapter. In order to 
maintain and enhance our landscapes, the Council will expect a high quality landscaping 
scheme to be submitted with all proposals for major development. 

 
 

Policy DS10PO: Landscaping 

 

Where appropriate a high quality landscaping scheme should be submitted with all proposals for 
development. This should include a management plan which identifies all existing trees, hedgerows, 
ponds and other wildlife features and demonstrates how they will be integrated within the 
development. The landscaping scheme should also include details of the position, species and 
number of new trees and landscape features as well as any which will be lost. 

Species used should be appropriate for the location and should be native where possible with 
consideration given to future growth rates and proximity to buildings. Native species should be used 
where possible.   

Consideration should be given to the role landscaping can play in reducing surface water discharge, 
for example through the planting of trees, the use of permeable surfacing for driveways etc. 

 

 

 Protecting Soils 

16.5.1 Soil has an important role within ecosystems, providing habitats, storing carbon and 
filtering water and is vital for agriculture. Soils are however at risk of degradation which 
involves both the physical loss (erosion) and the reduction in quality of topsoil associated 
with nutrient decline and contamination26.  

16.5.2 Construction activity can have a negative impact upon soils through contamination, 
compaction and by covering soils with impermeable materials. It can also have a positive 
impact through remediation. 

16.5.3 Copeland contains areas of Best and Most Versatile Land. This is land in grades 1, 2 and 3a 
of the Agricultural Land Classification and is the most flexible, productive and efficient for 
farming. Such land should be protected from development and maintained for agriculture. 

 

                                                           
26 https://www.parliament.uk/documents/post/postpn265.pdf 
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Policy DS11PO: Soils and Contamination 

 

The Council will proactively work with developers and other partners to identify opportunities to 
remediate contaminated sites. 

Sustainable construction measures should be used to conserve good quality soils, protect soils from 
contamination and avoid soil compaction around root protection areas  

Development should not result in the loss of best and most versatile agricultural land. 
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Copeland’s Economy  
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Copeland’s Economy 
 Introducing the Chapter 

17.1.1 This chapter describes Copeland’s economy in general and then looks at each of its key 
elements (clean energy, nuclear, retail and leisure and tourism) in more detail. It also 
considers the likely transformation of Copeland’s economy over the Local Plan period 
which will include: 

 Changes at Sellafield, and opportunities to broaden the supply chain and export the 
skills developed on the site 

 New low carbon energy generation 

 The transformation of our town centres 

 Sellafield’s role in providing business incubator opportunities at premises including the 
new Buzz Station in Whitehaven  

 The growth of the tourism and visitor sector 

17.1.2 Growing Copeland’s economy is a key priority for the Council. The Development Strategy 
and policies within this chapter provide the flexibility to direct and realise the short, 
medium and longer term economic goals and ambitions of the Council to ensure that 
every opportunity is considered and supported where appropriate. 
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Economic Context and Employment  
 

 Economic Context and Employment: Assets and Aspirations 
 

 

 

 

Government 
Levelling up Agenda

Re-booting and 
Diversifying our 
Local Economy

Opportunities for a 
new Enterprise 

Campus and 
Innovation Hub

The Energy Coast -
Building on our 

Strengths 

Opportunities for a 
new growth 

Corridor, Eastern 
Whitehaven 

West Cumbria 
Mining - 500 new 

jobs plus 200 supply 
chain opportunities

Opportunities to 
create a new Clean 

Energy Park
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 Economic Context and Employment: Key Facts  

 

 

78.3% of the working age population in Copeland are economically active (ONS 
2018)

Copeland falls within its own self-contained economic geography, the travel to work 
area (TTWA), where 77.1% of its residents also work in the Borough

Copeland accommodates approximately 3,165 local businesses,  that are typically 
smaller than other parts of Cumbria.

50% of Copelands jobs are based in the nuclear industry.

Reliance on a single employer where the medium to long term workforce is set to 
decline - estimated 60% of Copeland’s GVA currently dependant on Sellafield

Opportunity to create a specialist cluster of businesses, based around expertise 
developed at the Sellafield site, which can then grow and create exporrts, and also 
be transferred to other sectors and markets.

14.8% of households in Copeland have an annual income of less than £10,000 (ONS 
2016)

High entry rates into apprenticeships as result of the nuclear sector

The increased tourism and leisure offer will also provide new opportunities for the 
local workforce

Westlakes Science and Technology Park is the focus for a knowledge campus of 
international significance
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 Defining Copeland’s Economy 
20.1.1 Copeland’s economy is unique. It occupies a prominent position on Britain’s Energy Coast’ 

and is the Centre of Nuclear Excellence.  

20.1.2 Copeland shares many of its specialisms with the rest of Cumbria. These cover a number 
of established and emerging industries, and generate a range of employment 
opportunities across different skill levels. Identified within Copeland’s workforce are 
people with a range of transferable skills and capabilities in areas such as clean energy, 
robotics, research and engineering.    

20.1.3 66% of the Borough is located within the Lake District National Park that holds World 
Heritage Status and is the most visited National Park in the UK, generating the largest 
tourism spend in England and Wales. The Borough’s new branding of the ‘Lake District 
Coast’ will provide opportunities for new and improved leisure and tourism provision to 
entice visitors from the National Park to the more coastal and diverse parts of the Borough 
covered by this Local Plan thus improving the local economy. 

20.1.4 Figure 19 identifies the make-up of the Copeland employment sectors at 2017. As can be 
seen the largest sector is manufacturing, which is far higher than Cumbria and the North 
West region and is a clear reflection of the nuclear sector and supply chain that operates 
within the Borough.  Other employment sectors are fairly evenly spread out with the arts, 
entertainment, recreation, accommodation and food services playing an important role 
for the Borough’s tourist economy.  

Figure 18: Analysis of Employment Sectors 

 
Source: ONS (2017) 

20.1.5 In terms of occupation type and skills, Copeland has a greater proportion of employees 
working in skilled trades and professional occupations than in England as a whole, which 
can largely be attributed to the nuclear and research sectors as can be seen from Table 3 
below.  
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Table 3: Occupation Type 2019 

 

Source: Cumbria Observatory/ONS 

20.1.6 Table 4 demonstrates that Copeland accommodates more than 3000 businesses (2017) 
the overwhelming majority are considered to be ‘micro’ in size, meaning they employ 9 
employees or less. Copeland’s businesses are typically smaller than in the rest of Cumbria, 
the North West and UK; the Borough has fewer medium and large sized businesses (Table 
4)  

 
Table 4: Business Size (Employees) 

 

Source: ONS 2017 
 
20.1.7 Figure 19 below identifies that whilst Copeland has a lower proportion of residents with a 

degree (or equivalent) or higher, it has over three times the proportion of residents with a 
trade apprenticeship than the British average.  The Borough historically suffers from 
higher levels of youth unemployment and low levels of educational attainment when 
leaving education.  The higher than average proportion of trade apprenticeships is a 
positive step in rectifying this problem, which could in part be attributed to the success of 
West Lakes Academy in Egremont and the Sellafield apprenticeship programme.  
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Figure 19: Population Qualifications 

 

Source: ONS 2017 

 Moving Forward – Economic Growth 
21.1.1 Copeland is going through a period of change and transformation, which brings with it 

new opportunities, placing the Borough in a key position to provide organisations, 
companies and home workers with the right environment to operate from. The key drivers 
for change are: 

 Quality of Life -Home working opportunities, meaning that people can now choose to 
live and work in Copeland, without the need for regular travel to the cities and more 
urban areas. 

 Opportunity to promote flexible working and ‘touch down’ office space  
 Digital connectivity, which has improved considerably across Cumbria over the last 5 

years27 and access to superfast broadband in Copeland is better than the Cumbrian 
average, being almost on par with national coverage. 

 A  readymade work force with the transferrable skills required to adapt to the 
creation, manufacturing and maintenance of new technology 

 Opportunities linked to Sellafield decommissioning and the Transformation 
Programme and Project Partners (PPP) Framework. PPP involves Sellafield Ltd 
procuring a significant proportion of Sellafield’s supply chain services in project and 
programme management, engineering and design, civil and process rather than 
Sellafield Ltd delivering the services itself.  This will enable the supply chain to grow 
and develop those skills and services for a wider market, from a base in Copeland. 

                                                           
27 https://www.thecumbrialep.co.uk/improving-our-digital-connectivity/ 
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 Britain’s Energy Coast (BEC): A  partnership promoting the region and creating 
networks for support, strength and success  

 Enterprise Campus and Innovation Hub (ISH) : A cluster of networked public, private 
and academic organisations with ambitions to grow, diversify and export nuclear and 
non-nuclear products and services from Cumbria into UK and international markets 

 A new metallurgical coal mine to the south of Whitehaven ‘West Cumbria Mining’ will 
directly  create 500 new jobs and an additional 200 supply chain opportunities, with 
80% of jobs being available to local communities  

 Westlakes Science and Technology Park  
 West Cumberland Hospital and Medical School in Whitehaven and the UCLAN centre 

for excellence in rural medicine 
 Opportunities for a new link road and growth corridor to the East of Whitehaven 
 The North Shore Development – plans for a hotel, office development and incubator 

space 
 The untapped potential for Whitehaven harbour 

21.1.2 The Councils aspirations for change are reflected in the Copeland Growth Strategy 2016-
2020 and the Draft 2040 Growth Strategy (currently being produced).  Both documents 
reinforce that Copeland is “open for business” and set an ambitious strategy which aims to 
make the Borough a key driver in the Northern Powerhouse. The strategies which can be 
viewed at https://www.copeland.gov.uk/policies-and-strategies include a number of 
growth priorities in the following areas:  

 Workforce, skills and education 
 Enterprise and Innovation 
 Engineering 
 Energy Coast 
 Connectivity 
 Visitor economy 
 Vibrant towns and communities 
 Environment and sustainability 
 Quality of life 

21.1.3 The 2040 Growth Strategy currently being produced takes a longer term view to 2040, 
(which will be incorporated into the next stage of the Local Plan).  The Local Plan will be a 
key mechanism to enable the success of the Growth Strategy and Copeland Vision and will 
reflect an up to date position including a reflection of Covid-19 implications. 

 Challenges to Economic Growth and how the Council’s Economic Ambitions 
will be achieved28   

21.2.1 The potential impacts of Covid-19 are set out within the introduction to this Chapter, it is 
also important to highlight the challenges that may result from ‘Brexit.’   The outcome of 
negotiations on the UK’s future relationship with the EU, particularly its access to the 
single market, remain unknown and it is an area that will be reviewed and discussed in the 
2020 EDNA.  

                                                           
28 This section will be updated once new evidence becomes available through the 2018 EDNA and subsequent 
2020 assessment and Employment Land Availability Study (ELAS).   
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21.2.2 In response to the Government’s National Industrial Strategy (November 2017), the 
Cumbria Local Enterprise Partnership (CLEP) produced a final draft of the Cumbria Local 
Industrial Strategy (LIS) that was submitted to government in March 2019.  The Strategy 
covers the period up to 2030.   

21.2.3 The Cumbria Local Industrial Strategy (LIS) sets out the vision for Cumbria, the five 
strategic objectives for the County with associated targets, a number of supporting 
priorities, and identifies the following Copeland specific challenges, strengths and 
opportunities. 

 

21.2.4 Whilst it is accepted that some of the data and challenges identified in the LIS (above) 
paints a negative picture for parts of Copeland’s economy and workforce, funding through 
the LEP and the Governments Levelling up Agenda will enable Copeland to respond 
positively to the challenges.  In addition some of the data reflects a different period in 
time, when home working wasn’t ‘the new normal’, digital connectivity was not so 
advanced in Cumbria and some of the opportunities set out above were not on the 
horizon. 

21.2.5 A number of the strategic opportunities detailed below are also identified as Strategic 
Priorities in the Development Strategy section of this Local Plan. These are opportunities 
for positive change which will support the Borough in achieving its full potential. The 
projects will provide opportunities for new and improved working environments, 
improved digital connectivity, research and training centres, start- up business hubs, 
visitor, leisure and tourist attractions and accommodation, town centre diversification and 
public realm enhancements to re-invent our towns as quality destinations for living, 
shopping, leisure and tourism. 

  

Challenges

•Reliance on a single employer where the 
medium to long term workforce is set to 
decline - estimated 60% of Copeland’s GVA 
currently dependant on Sellafield

•Low rates of enterprise creation 
•The least accessible part of Cumbria
•High wage levels not fully benefitting local 

economy with many Sellafield workers living 
outside the Borough

•High youth unemployment

Opportunities

•High median earnings and low house prices 
•Centre of UK’s nuclear sector with Sellafield 

and host of R&D, innovation and training 
facilities

•Located on western edge of Lake District with 
scope to enhance tourism activity 

•Historic town centre and Whitehaven 
harbour

•The largest concentration nationally of 
nuclear skills

•Major concentration of wider range of 
nuclear research activities, training/skills 
development and supply chain firms (many at 
Westlakes Science Park) 

•High entry rates into apprenticeships as result 
of the nuclear sector

•Starting point for the C2C cycle route and 
Coast to Coast walk
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21.2.6 Table 5 sets out the current position and the resultant opportunities for improvement: 

Table 5: Key Facts and Opportunities 

Position /Fact  Opportunities, Benefits and Reasoning 
 

Copeland falls within its own self- contained 
economic geography, the Whitehaven travel to 
work area (TTWA), where 50% of Copeland’s 
jobs are based in the nuclear industry, and 
77.1% of Copeland residents working in the 
Borough.    Copeland’s greatest commuting 
relationships are with the other Cumbrian 
authorities and in particularly neighbouring 
Allerdale.   
 

 Sustainable communities 
 Close links with neighbouring Cumbrian 

authorities 
 Less impact on the carbon footprint created 

by fewer car journeys travelling longer 
distances to work 

 Locally skilled workforce 
 Transferable skills 
 More opportunities for home working 

Copeland accommodates approximately 3,165 
local businesses, the overwhelming majority of 
which are micro in size with 0 to 9 employees 
(86.9%) (ONS 2017).  Copeland’s businesses are 
typically smaller than in the rest of Cumbria, 
the North West and the UK; the Borough has 
fewer medium and large sized businesses.  

 Small businesses have the opportunity to 
grow  

 New start up facilities such as The Buzz 
Station provide opportunities for new 
business adventures to test the market 

 Larger businesses will be encouraged to the 
area through opportunities for home 
working, new initiatives including the Clean 
Energy Park 

 The transferrable and unique skills of the 
local workforce 

 The ‘new normal’ quality of life and 
affordability of home ownership will 
encourage people and businesses to 
relocate to Copeland  

Labour Market – Copeland’s economically 
active population is 55.4% whilst Great Britain’s 
rate is 63.2% the economic activity rates mirror 
this trend.  In particular, the employment rate 
is just 50.2% in Copeland compared to 60.2% in 
Great Britain.  (ONS 2017) 
 
Low employment and economic activity rates 
combined with high economic inactivity rates 
means that Copeland’s businesses have a 
proportionally smaller labour market to draw 
upon.   

 This data reflects the Borough’s higher than 
average ageing population 

 New provisions including home working, 
the Clean Energy Park, the Sellafield 
transformation, start- up facilities, 
increased tourism and leisure offer are 
some of the opportunities available to the 
working age population to relocate to 
Copeland, which will result in a more 
balanced demographic and increased 
choice in the labour market.   

High rates of home working can influence 
economic geographies and the requirement for 
employment space.  2015 ONS data estimates 
that 13.7% of the UK work force are classed as 
home workers.  This figure is much lower in 
Copeland  at 8.6%, which is largely reflected by 
the high proportion of workers at the Sellafield 
site 

 This is a factor that will become more 
significant in the ‘new normal’ the Council 
sees this as an opportunity to provide 
flexible work space and adaptable spaces in 
new housing developments. 

 Improved digital connectivity since the 
census data was produced will also 
contribute to more people in Copeland 
being able to work from home. 
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Position /Fact  Opportunities, Benefits and Reasoning 
 

Demonstrated in Figure 19 is the level of 
qualifications held by Copeland residents aged 
between 16 and 64 in 2016, which identifies a 
different picture to the comparison areas.  
Most notably is the proportion of people in 
Copeland with degree level or higher is just 
25.6% in Copeland, compared to the Great 
Britain average of 38.2%.   
Analysis of Key Sectors 
Copeland shares many of its specialisms with 
the rest of Cumbria.  These cover a number of 
established and emerging industries, and 
generate a range of employment opportunities 
across different skill levels.  For example the 
nuclear and energy sector is a key employer in 
Copeland and across Cumbria, with many roles 
requiring degree level or higher vocational 
qualifications.  In contrast the tourism and 
hospitality sector is characterised by lower 
skilled roles with accompanying lower wages 
and productivity compared to others.  
 
Figure 18 demonstrates the analysis of 
employment sectors in Copeland compared to 
Cumbria and the North West.    The analysis 
shows that in most sectors Copeland has an 
under representation of employment, which is 
driven by a significant over representation of 
employment in the manufacturing industry 
which relates to Sellafield. 
 

 This figure is reflective of the ageing 
population when fewer people went to 
university 

 Recent increase in the take up of locals 
apprenticeship schemes is a positive input 

 It is however an important area to improve, 
which can be achieved through improved 
employment opportunities such as The 
Clean Energy Park attracting new people to 
reside in Copeland. 

 Additionally the new education campuses 
in Egremont and Whitehaven will provide a 
strong basis for the next generation to 
achieve the appropriate level of 
qualification to ensure their place at 
education facilities for higher education.  

 It is important to recognise the increasing 
tourism, leisure and hospitality sector in 
Copeland.  With this increased offer it is 
anticipated that additional companies will 
offer work based and flexible hours of 
working - not all positions within this sector 
require a person to be qualified to degree 
level, they however play an important role 
in Copeland’s economy.  

 The transformation at Sellafield will result 
in a different picture moving forward, 
partly in light of the transferrable skills of 
the workface 

 The increased tourism, leisure and 
hospitality sectors will increase 
representation in this sector 

 New opportunities at The Clean Energy 
Park will also increase representation in 
sectors such as engineering and research  

Copeland suffers from concentrations of 
deprivation; with just over 12% of Lower Layer 
Super Output Areas (LSOAs) falling within the 
10% most deprived LSOAs in England and 73% 
of LSOAs falling within the 50% most deprived 
LSOAs in England 
 
5.7% of people claiming unemployment 
benefit, above national average at 4.7% (March 
2017) 
 
14.8% of households in Copeland have an 
annual income of less than £10,000 (ONS 2016) 
 

 This is an area that Copeland are keen to 
improve and a number of projects are 
already in place to support communities 
including ‘Well Whitehaven’.   

 Projects are also underway to regenerate 
areas and provide better quality living 
accommodation.  

 It is envisaged that the new education 
facilities/hubs at Egremont and 
Whitehaven will provide the support for 
students to achieve their potential and be 
in a better position to earn a higher wage 
and benefit from an improved quality of 
life.   
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Position /Fact  Opportunities, Benefits and Reasoning 
 

Estimated rates claiming unemployment 
benefits in Copeland is above national  average 
at 5.7%, compared to a national average of 
4.7% (ONS March 2017) 

 The increased tourism and leisure offer will 
also provide new opportunities for the local 
workforce 

Business start-ups in Copeland is fragile, with 
statistics showing the lowest annual number of 
start-ups per 10,000 working age residents 
(44.5), compared to (112.6) for England 
(Cumbria.gov.uk) 

 Purpose built developments including the 
new Buzz Station in Whitehaven will 
provide new start -ups with the right 
venues to test their products and business 
ideas 

 

21.2.7 Some factors remain unknown at this point, however ‘the new normal’ will bring new 
opportunities for Copeland’s work force, residents and new and existing communities, in 
light of the increased focus on homeworking and digital connectivity. As a leader in clean 
energy and pioneers in net zero our beautiful coast line, rural nature, proximity to the 
Lake District National Park and being one of the most affordable places to live in the 
Country, we are in key position to provide sustainable solutions that promote an excellent 
work life balance for all to enjoy.  

21.2.8 With the above in mind, the Council continues to progress its  ‘Strategic Priorities’ and  
bring forward  a number of ambitions set out in the ‘Copeland Growth Strategy’ and ‘The 
Copeland Vision and Prospectus’ which will be the drivers for change to unlock and reboot 
the Borough’s economic  growth potential.   

21.2.9 National Policy (NPPF para 80) places significant weight on the need to support economic 
growth and productivity, taking account of both local business needs and wider 
opportunities for development. The Local Plan seeks to support proposals for innovative 
economic growth and retention of existing businesses by ensuring that Copeland has a 
range of appropriate land, sites and opportunity areas to meet the needs for businesses to 
grow and settle in Copeland. 

 
 

Policy E1PO: Economic Growth 

 

The economy of Copeland Borough will be rebooted, strengthened and broadened to provide a 
diverse range of employment and economic opportunities to attract new key industries and provide 
the flexibility to accommodate existing businesses and new initiatives by: 

 Maintaining, enhancing, regenerating and where appropriate extending the employment base in 
our towns and settlements, and growth corridor and supporting the economies of our rural 
communities. 

 Developing a positive brand for the area, building on the ‘Energy Coast’ to attract inward 
investment and drive exports. 

 Maximising Copeland’s expertise and innovation in energy, nuclear decommissioning and clean 
growth through innovative businesses, and supporting the clustering of such businesses. 
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 Prioritising high-quality office provision within Whitehaven and the Key Service Centres to meet 
inward investment needs. Office development will be supported where it accords with the 
Sequential Test as defined in National Policy and Guidance. 

 Supporting flexible workspace and touch down zones to provide opportunities for ‘the new 
normal’ 

 Creating a broader based and resilient economy, that encourages a skilled work force to remain 
in or relocate to the Borough. 

 Placing digital and data at the heart of Copeland’s economy  
 Promoting investment in the public realm of employment sites and working with owners to 

achieve improvement and regeneration of appropriate sites. 
 Supporting the establishment of Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) with the inclusion of 

provision for starter units, start-up businesses, collaborative space for business to grow, live-
work units on new and regenerated employment sites and offices 

 Working with learning and training bodies, job centres and higher education providers to 
develop a skilled workforce and improve employability.  

 Supporting economic development associated with learning and training centres. 
 Helping the economy of Rural Areas by supporting rural diversification that will encourage, 

tourism, recreation, rural regeneration, and farm diversification, and complement new 
appropriate agriculture and forestry development where appropriate. 

 
 

 Location of Employment Sites 

21.3.1 In supporting the Council’s growth ambitions and reboot it is vital to ensure that there is 
enough suitable and flexible employment land for business development including 
manufacturing, warehousing, new initiatives, start- ups and the availability of flexible 
business space town centre offices and other sustainable locations for the life time of the 
Local Plan. In light of ‘the new normal’ there is likely to be an increased demand for 
flexible work space and new provisions for flexible homeworking community and digital 
hubs which must also be accommodated for.  

21.3.2 The economic objective as set out in the NPPF (para 8a) places an emphasis on Local Plans  
to ensure that there is enough suitable employment land in terms of use type, quality and 
quantity is available as such the Council carried out a ‘Call for Employment Sites’ in early 
2020.   

21.3.3 The allocation of sites and future opportunity areas for employment and economic uses 
will be consulted upon again once we understand existing availability in terms of amount 
and suitability and future employment/economic need across the Borough that will be 
identified through the EDNA and ELAS. The studies will be commissioned prior to the next 
stage of plan production.   

21.3.4 The studies will provide an up to date review of the suitability of existing employment land 
and sites and identify opportunities for a new strategic high quality employment site along 
the ‘Growth Corridor’ to the East of Whitehaven, where the Council’s aspirations can be 
realised in terms of providing the right land to deliver a new high quality Strategic 
Employment Site.  

21.3.5 In the interim, a draft study has been produced that provides the position at 2018 and 
includes a chapter setting out the key changes and challenges up to 2020 that will be 
reflected upon in the later study.  
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21.3.6 The Local Plan identifies a number of changes that have occurred between 2018 and 2020 
that will impact upon the 2020 position that includes; impacts of Covid 19 and Brexit, new 
opportunities at the Moorside Site, (Clean Energy Park), Enterprise Campus and Innovation 
Hub (ISH project), Sellafield decommissioning and transformation, West Cumbria Mining,  
Future High Street Funds and Towns Bids, improved digital connectivity, more 
opportunities for homeworking, resulting in the potential of less need for traditional office 
space and increased need for touch down and flexible working spaces. 

21.3.7 Whilst the NSIP scheme to deliver a new nuclear power station at Moorside is currently on 
hold, the development remains as a priority in the National Policy Statement for Energy 
Infrastructure and a Council ambition and the 2018 EDNA reflects this position.  As 
explained in para 10.4.4 the 2018 study does not reflect on Clean Energy Park that could 
be located on part of the Moorside site, however the 2020 EDNA update which will be 
produced prior to the Publication Draft will take this and the other developments listed in 
the paragraph above into account. 

21.3.8 In identifying a 2018 employment space need for Copeland the EDNA models four 
different scenarios.  Each scenario draws upon a different set of assumptions; some reflect 
economic growth; whilst another is underpinned by past rates of employment land 
delivery. The net requirements identified (excluding potential demand in the Lake District 
National Park) range from -7.68ha to +43.59ha over the period 2017 to 2035. 

21.3.9 The lower figure of -7.68ha reflects the baseline labour demand scenario, with total 
demand supressed by a negative requirement for manufacturing (B1c/B2) land, which 
offsets the positive requirement for both office and warehousing/distribution uses.  Given 
the likelihood of developments listed above coming forward over the Plan period, this 
scenario is not considered to be a true reflection of future employment land needs in the 
Borough. 

21.3.10 The study reflects that if the Council were to plan for zero net change in relation to 
manufacturing land, the Borough would require 1.95ha of employment land to meet the 
needs of office and distribution occupiers. This is considerably lower than the 
requirements for 12.50ha of B class land associated with a continuation of past take up 
rates. 

21.3.11 The higher figure of +43.59ha is based upon a Policy-On Labour Demand scenario that  
models the additional demand for employment space that could be generated by changes 
to Sellafield’s operational model and the potential for large scale nuclear build at 
Moorside. The scenario is underpinned by intelligence regarding the forecast peaks in 
employment at Moorside which, whilst significant, are likely to be relatively short in 
duration, with less clarity at present regarding the extent to which this will translate to a 
more sustainable uplift in employment and employment land needs over the plan period.   

21.3.12 At this stage of plan production and prior to publication of the 2020 ELAS and EDNA, and 
in light of the Council’s growth agenda the decision has been taken to plan for the higher 
figure of +43.59ha by including opportunities for the development of a new Strategic 
Employment Site along the growth corridor that includes Hensingham Common and/or an 
extension at Whitehaven Commercial Park at Moresby Parks.  Employment land need will 
be further reflected upon and reviewed as more evidence becomes available in the 2020 
studies.  

21.3.13 The development will be in addition to the Enterprise Campus and Innovation Hub (ISH) 
project that if delivered will create a cluster of networked public, private and academic 
organisations with ambitions to grow, diversify and export nuclear and non-nuclear 
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products and services from Cumbria into UK and international markets.  This project will 
support economic growth, based on capability developed in delivering the Sellafield 
mission, while diversifying our local economy, increasing UK exports and Winning UK 
Business.  

21.3.14 Copeland is the right place to develop such a Campus given its ready -made workforce 
with unique and transferable skills. This particular site benefits from its proximity to 
Sellafield, Westlakes Science Park, the A595 and Lillyhall in neighbouring Allerdale. Lillyhall 
(which has close links to the University of Cumbria) and the National College for Nuclear, 
based in Copeland, and provides the learning hub for the next generation to achieve their 
ambitions in the nuclear and clean energy sectors. 

21.3.15 A list of proposed Employment allocations is included in Policies E3PO and E4PO (and 
mapped in Appendix E). 

21.3.16 Different types of employment have different requirements in terms of their location, 
neighbour impact and needs of the business.  The underlying logic is wherever possible to 
locate activity in centres where there are shared services, good transport links and choice, 
and the potential for reinforcing sustainable growth. 

 
Policy E2PO: Location of Employment 
 

 
 
Proposals for economic development opportunities will be supported where they; 
 
 Provide the type and scale of development that is appropriate for its settlement as identified 

in the table below; and are 
 Located on allocated employment sites and existing employment land either through the 

reuse or redevelopment of existing premises and where appropriate intensification of uses; 
or 

 Located on land identified as areas for economic growth. 
 

Where the following impacts occur, development will only be supported where the mitigation 
measures proposed are deemed by the Council to make the development acceptable. 
 

o Transport impact 
o Vulnerability to flooding 
o Impact on residential amenity 
o Impact on the landscape character, settlement character and biodiversity 
 

Applications for economic development outside of the Borough’s towns and local service centres 
must be supported by a written statement justifying its rural location to the satisfaction of the 
Council. 
 
Hierarchy of Settlement Appropriate Type and Scale of Development 

Principal Town A range of employment types including: 

 Expansion of existing businesses 
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 New start-ups and incubator facilities 

 Digital businesses 

 Improvements and expansion of the existing tourism offer 

 Creation of new tourism opportunities 

Key Service Centre A range of small and medium scale enterprises including: 

 Expansion of existing businesses 

 New start-ups and incubator facilities 

 Digital businesses 

 Improvements and expansion of the existing tourism offer 

 Creation of new tourism opportunities 

Local Centre Small scale economic opportunities including: 

 Conversion and re-use of existing buildings 

 Improvements and upgrade of existing buildings and 
employment sites 

 Improvements and expansion of the existing tourism offer 

 Creation of new tourism opportunities 

Sustainable Rural Villages Small scale economic opportunity linked to: 

 Expansion of existing businesses 

 Re-use of existing buildings 

 Diversification of existing buildings that provide economic 
opportunity suitable to the role of a sustainable rural village 

Other Rural Villages Small scale economic opportunity linked to: 
 

• Expansion of existing businesses 
• Re-use of existing buildings 
• Diversification of existing buildings that provide    
economic opportunity suitable to the role of a rural village 

Open Countryside Small scale economic opportunity linked to: 
  
• Expansion of existing businesses 
• Re-use of existing buildings 
        Diversification of existing buildings that provide economic      

       opportunity suitable to an open countryside location 
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 Westlakes Science and Technology Park 

21.4.1 Westlakes Science and Technology Park is the most prestigious employment site in 
Copeland and this is highlighted by its inclusion as a Strategic Development Priority earlier 
in the Local Plan. Companies based at the Park provide a range of skills and services 
including international design, engineering and other professional services.   

21.4.2 The Science Park is a regionally important site, located approximately 2 miles from 
Whitehaven on the A595. It accommodates around 2000 personnel in eleven main, 
modern buildings and is of great importance to West Cumbria, as a focus for the 
development of research based companies, with a particular focus on nuclear 
technologies, medicine and skills and their technological transfer.  

21.4.3 Permitted uses on the site are at present restricted to technology and ancillary B1 (office) 
and D1 (research).  It is however recognised that broadening the uses on the site may 
make it more attractive to potential occupiers and would also bring benefits to nearby 
residents. It is important however that any new businesses do not affect the vitality and 
viability of nearby town centres. 

 

Policy E3PO: Westlakes Science and Technology Park (Regionally Significant Science Park) 

 

The Westlakes Science and Technology Park will continue to be the focus for a knowledge campus of 
international significance in line with the requirements of policies DS7PO, E4PO and BE4PO with 
regards to uses and design standards. 

Uses will be restricted to B1 and D1 use classes, although ancillary uses may be acceptable within 
the boundaries of the park (e.g. a gymnasium, café, crèche) to support the effective functioning of 
the Science Park and its employees, where a need can be demonstrated to the satisfaction of the 
Council. 

The Council will work with the site’s owners to produce a Masterplan for Westlakes to inform its 
future development. 

 

 

 Employment Sites 

21.5.1 Copeland has a number of existing employment sites of differing quality, size, and 
available space and use classes.  Westlakes Science and Technology Park is explained 
above, other major employment sites in the Borough include Leconfield at Cleator Moor, 
Whitehaven Commercial Park at Moresby Parks, Bridge End in Egremont and Devonshire 
Road in Millom.  

21.5.2 Research suggests that demand in Cumbria generally comes from expansion of existing 
businesses, with more limited demand from new business formation, anecdotal evidence 
suggests that the current lack of a Strategic Business Park is limiting inward investment in 
Copeland. In order to meet this potential demand the Council is proposing to identify such 
a site and create a hierarchy of employment sites as follows: 
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 Regionally Significant Science Park: To be the focus of Research and Development 
business (See Policy E3PO) 

 Strategic Employment Site: to attract larger scale inward investment 

 Major Employment Site: For larger and growing local businesses and SMEs moving 
into the Borough 

 Local Employment Site: For new and expanding smaller local businesses 

21.5.3 Proposed allocations within each tier are identified in draft Policy E4PO. A number of 
additional employment sites have been put forward for consideration; these are listed in 
Appendix F and are considered further in the Council’s Employment and Opportunity Sites 
Document. Demand and availability of appropriate sites will be reviewed through the 
EDNA and ELAS later this year prior to the next stage of Local Plan production.  

21.5.4 The Council will continue to support development on existing employment sites and 
allocations where they are in accordance with policies in the Development Strategy. 

 
Policy E4PO: Employment Sites and Allocations 
 

 
 
Development within the boundaries of the following employment sites and allocations will be 
supported where criteria set out in policies E1PO and E2PO is met.  Development is restricted to 
B1, B2 and B8 Use Classes. 
 
 Site  

 
Total Site Size 
(Approx - hectares) 

Strategic Employment Site Hensingham Common, 
Whitehaven* 

30ha 

Leconfield Industrial Estate 14.4ha 

Major Employment Sites Whitehaven Commercial Park, 
Moresby Parks 

12ha 

Bridge End, Egremont 12.5ha 

Local Employment Sites Sneckyeat Rd, Whitehaven 4.9ha 

Haig Business Park, Whitehaven 2.6ha 

Furnace Row, Distington 3.1ha 
Frizington Rd, Frizington 1.6ha 
Seascale Rural Workshops 1.4ha 

Devonshire Rd, Millom 5.9ha 
Mainsgate Rd, Millom 3.4ha 

 

21.5.5 It is expected that this new strategic site in the Whitehaven area (identified with an * in 
the table above), together with the clear purpose of each type of site, will enable 
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clustering of businesses both within a particular site and across the ‘Whitehaven Cluster’.  
This will enable businesses to share ideas, benefit from economies of scale and provide a 
more comprehensive and commercially attractive package of skills and services, both 
locally and to the wider UK and global markets. 

21.5.6 At present the exact location, size and boundaries of the Hensingham Common site are 
purely indicative only and further work needs to be carried out to determine whether the 
site is available and suitable or whether an alternative location should be considered. 

21.5.7 As stated above, following completion of the EDNA and ELAS existing sites, proposed 
allocations and new sites submitted through the previous Call for Sites will be reviewed to 
reflect the latest evidence in terms of need and suitability. It is anticipated that a 
consultation of sites for economic/employment use will take place prior to consultation of 
the Publication Stage of the Local Plan and the table above will be reviewed and amended 
to reflect the latest position.  

 Opportunity Sites and Areas 

21.6.1 National Policy NPPF para 81 c) highlights the need for plans to be flexible enough to 
accommodate needs not anticipated in the plan and allow for new and flexible working 
practices, and  to enable a rapid response to changes in economic circumstances.  

21.6.2 National Policy (NPPF para 117 and 118 c) promotes the effective use of land, and polices 
should give substantial weight to the value of using suitable brownfield land for identified 
needs, and support appropriate opportunities to remediate despoiled, degraded, derelict, 
contaminated or unstable land.  

21.6.3 The Council will support the development and/or redevelopment of the opportunity sites. 
The focus of the sites will be for inward investment and regeneration.  

21.6.4 A list of suggested Opportunity Sites29 is available at Appendix G. Further information 
regarding each opportunity site and details of the types of development the Council feels 
would be suitable on each will be produced prior to the production of the Local Plan 
Publication Draft. Development on the larger strategic Opportunity Sites is likely to be 
mixed use and the Council will require the use of a Masterplan to ensure the site is 
developed holistically. 

 

Policy E5PO:  Opportunity Sites and Areas 

 

The Council will support the development and/or redevelopment of identified Opportunity Sites and 
Areas in and adjacent to the towns of Whitehaven, Cleator Moor, Egremont and Millom. The focus 
of the sites will be for inward investment and regeneration.  

A Masterplan will be required for larger Opportunity Sites and Opportunity Areas to ensure a holistic 
development is brought forward.  

                                                           
29 As well as individual opportunity sites, the Retail Study has identified two broad Opportunity Areas on the 
edge of Whitehaven Town Centre where there are opportunities for regeneration. 
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Development on Opportunity Sites within town centre boundaries must take the opportunities 
available to enhance the street-scene and improve the vitality and viability of the centre. 

 

21.6.5 Opportunity Sites will be reviewed as the plan progresses and more evidence becomes 
available in the EDNA and ELAS and other evidence based documents.  The Council is 
considering the option of a portfolio of sites that will be made publically available on the 
Council’s website and kept up to date through the annual monitoring process. 

 Safeguarding Employment Sites 

21.7.1 Following a review of employment land across the Borough (existing, new, opportunity 
and regeneration areas), policies for economic/employment use will be added and 
updated accordingly.   In line with the NPPF the Council will take a positive approach for 
applications for alternative uses of employment sites in line with requirements set out in 
draft Policy E6PO. 

21.7.2 A definition of the use classes referred to in draft Policy E6PO can be found in the Local 
Plan Glossary. 

 

Policy E6PO: Safeguarding of Employment Sites 

 

Employment sites will be retained and safeguarded where there is a reasonable prospect of them 
being required for that purpose.  The requirement of such sites will be monitored over the plan 
period and considered for alternate uses, or deallocated, where there is clear evidence that the site 
is no longer required for use class B1, B2 and B8 employment. 

Where proposals are submitted for non-‘B1, B2 and B8’ use classes on employment sites, regard will 
be given to the following: 

 The extent to which the proposals are responding to local needs for such development. 
 The lack of suitable, alternative sites being available to meet the demand. 
 The need to safeguard the integrity of neighbouring uses, including their continued use for 

employment purposes. 
 The potential impact on the strategic role and function of the remaining employment land, in 

meeting the future needs in the Borough. 
 The need to protect and enhance the vitality and viability of town centres. 
 
Where sites are released to non -employment use consideration should be given to any significant 
benefits to the local area that would result from its proposed future use.   
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 Homeworking 

21.8.1 In light of Covid-19 and ‘the new normal’ it is likely that more people will continue to work 
from home more often, if not full time, and good digital connectivity in Copeland allows 
this to take place. Given this, the Council is keen to support change and be a front runner 
in testing new models, including flexible space and touch down points built into housing 
schemes, which is set out in more detail in the Housing Chapter.   

21.8.2 In many cases working from home is Permitted Development, and does not require a 
planning application to be submitted to and determined by the Council.  Policy E7PO is 
intended to assess proposals for a change of use of land and premises for home working 
where the use will impact on the neighbouring community and a planning permission is 
required, to ensure impacts upon neighbouring residents (e.g. through increased noise 
and disturbance and additional pressures on parking) are considered. 

 

Policy E7PO: Home Working 

 

Proposals for working from home and conversion of space to employment use will be supported 
where it does not have an unacceptable adverse impact on the amenity of neighbouring uses (e.g. 
through noise, disturbance or a loss of privacy) and additional parking needs linked to the business 
can be accommodated comfortably within the vicinity of the site without detriment to local 
residents.  
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Climate Change and Clean Energy 
 Climate Change and Clean Energy: Assets and Aspirations 

 

Opportunities to create a 
new Clean Energy Park

Copeland and Cumbria 
target for net zero by 2037

Copeland and West 
Cumbria: front runners in 
clean energy technology 

and leaders in  pioneering 
ways to achieve net zero 

carbon

Copeland: Clean and 
Beautiful

HIghly experienced 
workforce with 

transferable skills

Opportunities for wind 
energy developments 
identified in the Wind 
Energy Technical Study
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 Climate Change and Clean Energy: Key Facts 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Climate change is one of the biggest global threats facing people and wildlife. 

Copeland is particularly vulnerable to climate change given its coastal location and 
the fact that it contains a number of waterbodies. 

The Government’s strategy for zero carbon by 2050 the Clean Growth Strategy sets 
out a comprehensive set of policies and proposals that aim to accelerate the pace of 
‘clean growth’ . Copeland as front runners in clean energy research and innovation 
are committed to supporting a more aspirational transition to a carbon neutral 
future by 2037.

In April 2019, all Cumbrian Local Authorities and the Lake District National Park 
Authority (LDNPA) formally adopted the Cumbria Joint Public Health Strategy 
incorporating a pledge for Cumbria, “to become a ‘carbon neutral’ county and to 
mitigate the likely impact of existing climate change”.
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 Key Acts, Legislation and Projects (Climate Change) 
24.1.1 The Climate Change Act 2008 sets a legally binding target to reduce the UK’s greenhouse 

gas emissions by at least 80% in 2050 from 1990 levels.  The Act introduced a system of 
carbon budgets including a target that the annual equivalent of the carbon budget for the 
period including 2020 is at least 34% lower than in 1990. Cumbria has set itself a more 
aspirational target of being net zero by 2037. 

24.1.2 In 2015, Member Countries of the UN adopted the UN Sustainable Development Goals 
(“the SDGs”) which replace the Millennium Development Goals introduced at the start of 
the millennium. The UN argue that the 17 goals – designed to eradicate poverty, respond 
to climate change and promote peaceful and prosperous livelihoods are integrated. Many 
organisations and Local Authorities have now adopted particular SDGs and used them as a 
template to tackle key areas including:  

 SDG-7 Affordable & Clean Energy: which discusses increasing the share of renewable 
energy in the global energy mix and improving energy efficiencies;   

 SDG-11 Sustainable Cities & Communities: which supports strengthened regional 
development planning;   

 SDG-12 Responsible Consumption & Production: which outlines measures to 
substantially reduce waste generation through greater awareness of the waste 
triangle, and promotion of commercially sustainable practices in procurement and 
contracting;   

 SDG-13 Climate Action: which supports the integration of climate change measures 
into national policies, strategies and planning 

24.1.3 In light of the Government’s strategy for zero carbon by 2050 the Clean Growth Strategy 
(updated 2018) sets out a comprehensive set of policies and proposals that aim to 
accelerate the pace of ‘clean growth’ i.e. deliver increased economic growth and 
decreased emissions.’   

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/clean-growth-strategy/clean-growth-
strategy-executive-summary 

 
24.1.4 In April 2019, all Cumbrian Local Authorities and the Lake District National Park Authority 

(LDNPA) formally adopted the Cumbria Joint Public Health Strategy incorporating a pledge 
for Cumbria, “to become a ‘carbon neutral’ county and to mitigate the likely impact of 
existing climate change”. In order to take meaningful action against the county’s net-zero 
carbon commitment, the Cumbria Climate Action Group was formed under the Cumbria 
Joint Leaders Board and Chief Executive’s Group. To date, two key actions have been 
taken: 

 Small World Consulting produced an updated “Carbon Baseline Report” for Cumbria 
earlier this year, in order to understand the starting point for climate action30, and; 

 A Local Authority Climate Policy Group has been established, “to position Local 
Authorities to develop consistent and ambitious policy across Cumbria in order to 
meet our Net Zero Carbon targets and limit harm to the environment. The group will 
act to coordinate and drive the county-wide climate policy agenda and provide 

                                                           
30 https://slacc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Cumbria-Carbon-Baseline-Report-2019-200229-Final.pdf 
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support and guidance to officers on policy development and carbon reduction 
approaches”. The Council’s Nuclear & Energy Manager is a member of this group. 

24.1.5 In May 2019, the Committee on Climate Change (CCC) outlined proposals for the UK 
Government to bring forward legislation to reach net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by 
the year 2050. Subsequently, the UK parliament amended the Climate Change Act of 2008, 
committing the UK to becoming “Net Zero Carbon” by 2050. 

24.1.6 The Planning and Energy Act 2004 allows local councils to set reasonable requirements in 
their development plan documents for: 

 A proportion of energy used in development in their area to be energy from 
renewable sources in the locality of the development 

 A proportion of energy used in development in their area to be low-carbon energy 
from sources in the locality of the development 

 

24.1.7 The Government approved changes to Part L of the building regulations in October 2019 
(the Future Homes Standard) which removes the ability of planning authorities to set 
higher energy efficiency standards than those set out in the Building Regulations. The 
Standard will be introduced by 2025 and will require new homes to be “future proofed 
with low carbon heating and world-leading levels of energy efficiency”. The consultation 
sets out two options: 

 A 20% reduction in carbon emissions compared to the current standard for an average 
home which could be delivered through a requirement for high fabric standards (triple 
glazing and minimal heat loss from walls, ceilings and roofs) 

 A 31% reduction in carbon emissions compared to the current standard. This could be 
delivered through the installation of carbon-saving technology such as photovoltaic 
(solar) panels and better fabric standards.  

 Climate Change 
25.1.1 Climate change is one of the biggest global threats facing people and wildlife.  While 

climate change is recognised as a global issue, its consequences will be felt at the local 
level from the associated impacts of increasing temperatures, rising sea levels and 
extreme weather conditions.   Copeland is particularly vulnerable to climate change given 
its coastal location and the fact that it contains a number of waterbodies.  

25.1.2 Copeland is at the Centre of Nuclear Excellence (CoNE), and recognised as a key player of 
‘The Clean Energy Coast’ brand.  The Borough is recognised for how clean it is in terms of 
environmental quality with generally good air quality and clean water, and has massive 
potential to contribute nationally to the UK’s Clean Growth agenda for net zero carbon by 
2050.  

25.1.3 The Energy Coast is made up of a 325 member strong business cluster.  These are the front 
runners in clean technology solutions and in pioneering new ways to achieve net zero 
carbon and overcome some of the most complex environmental challenges, developing 
world leading capability in areas such as robotics and artificial intelligence.   

25.1.4 In December 2019, the Council agreed a Climate and Environment Position Statement, 
which highlights Copeland’s low-carbon history, and our corporate commitment to 
changing for the better, to limit damage to the environment and to identifying longer-
term strategic ambitions to become a low-carbon authority. The statement also sets out 
our ambitions and responsibilities as a leader in the community. 
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25.1.5 The Council’s own Corporate Strategy for 2020-2024 includes and ambition to, “lead by 
example in developing a Climate Position Statement to create awareness, making 
meaningful step changes in our operations to reduce both the carbon footprint of the 
Council but also challenge our residents and businesses in the Borough to do likewise”. 

25.1.6 The Local Plan has a key role to play in ensuring that new development does not increase 
the emissions responsible for climate change.  Key to meeting this challenge is directing 
new development to the most sustainable locations to reduce the need to travel by car 
and for new development to be built from sustainable materials with energy efficient 
systems for water and heat. 

25.1.7 The Council’s support for renewable and low carbon energy developments, and 
community led renewable and low carbon developments is set out within Corporate 
strategies and  Local Plan policy.   The important role that green infrastructure and good 
design plays in mitigating and adapting to climate change is also key.  

25.1.8 A Design Standards Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) will be produced to give 
guidance to developers on how sustainable development can be achieved.   A timetable 
for the production of this and other documents is available in the Council’s Local 
Development Scheme. 

 Reducing the Impacts of Development on Climate Change 

25.2.1 The Council is committed to challenging the causes and impacts of climate change by 
working with partners and developers to deliver energy efficient developments. 

25.2.2 There are a number of measures that can be incorporated into new developments to 
reduce their carbon footprint. These include passive design measures (relating to building 
location and orientation, building layout, air tightness and insulation, solar gain and 
access, thermal mass, shading and ventilation) which take into consideration local climate 
and site conditions and responds to this, in order to maximise amenity whilst minimising 
energy usage.   

 
Policy CC1PO: Reducing the impacts of development on climate change 
 

 
 
To reduce the impact of development on climate change developers are encouraged to: 
 

 Use energy efficient construction methods and locally sourced, recycled materials; 
 Incorporate renewable energy production equipment, such as photovoltaics, hydrogen 

energy; 
 Incorporate low carbon or decentralised energy schemes appropriate to the scale and 

location;  
 Maximises the design of building(s), to ensure layout, design and materials are as energy 

efficient as possible, incorporating Passivhaus principles  
 Incorporates measures to reduce the consumption of energy, water and other resources 

post-completion 
 Steering new development away from areas at highest risk of flooding 
 Incorporates space to park cycles and charge electrical vehicles 
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 Includes measures that incentivise local, sustainable travel, that also benefits health 
including; provision of walking and cycling routes and good access to public transport 

 
 

 Clean Energy 

 Large Scale Renewable Energy Developments 

26.1.1 The Cumbria Renewable Energy Capacity and Deployment Study 2011 provides a detailed 
and localised assessment of the amount of resources available that could be used to 
generate renewable energy up to 2030 (potential technical capacity). It considers wind, 
biomass, energy from waste, hydropower and solar and heat pumps. It then identifies how 
much of that resource is realistically deployable – forecasting that 606MW of renewable 
energy could be deployed within Cumbria by 2030. The Local Plan plays an important role 
in supporting such resources, which also have the additional benefit of creating 
employment opportunities in the Borough.  

26.1.2 Proposals for large scale renewable energy developments (excluding nuclear and wind 
developments) will be assessed against the criteria in Policy CC2PO.  Proposals will need to 
consider issues including impacts on local amenity, the environment, landscapes and 
heritage.  Cumulative impacts and impacts during the construction of projects will also 
need to be considered.   

26.1.3 The Council is keen to support opportunities for energy storage such as battery storage 
and other more general mechanisms for storing energy. Although such energies are not 
classed as clean energy solutions, they do provide opportunities to reduce energy waste.  
Similar facilities are already in operation at Woodend: 
https://www.energypowersystems.co.uk/. 

 
Policy CC2PO: Large Scale Renewable Energy Developments, Geothermal, Low-carbon and 
Decarbonisation, Hydrogen to Electricity Plants, and other Large Scale Technologies (excluding 
nuclear and wind energy developments) 
 

 
 
The Council is committed to supporting transition to a carbon neutral future and will seek to 
maximise the renewable and carbon neutral energy generated in the Borough where this energy 
generation is compatible with other sustainability objectives.  
 
The Council will support proposals for large scale renewable and carbon neutral energy schemes 
that do not individually or cumulatively have a significant adverse effect as a result of their scale, 
siting or design on the following: 
 

 Landscape character 
 Visual amenity 
 Biodiversity 
 Geodiversity 
 Flood risk 
 Townscape 
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 Coastal change 
 Heritage assets 
 Highway safety 
 Aviation and defence navigation systems/communication 
 The amenities of sensitive neighbouring uses (including by virtue of noise, dust, odour, air 

quality, traffic or visual impact) 
 
Where harm is unavoidable, the planning application must include details of mitigation measures 
proposed in order to overcome or reduce such harm. Where significant adverse effects remain, 
proposals will only be accepted where this is outweighed by the wider environmental, economic, 
social and community benefits. 
Proposals will only be considered suitable where it can be demonstrated that the planning 
impacts identified by local communities during consultation have been fully addressed.  
 
Where renewable energy installations become non-operational for a period in excess of 6 months, 
the facility must be removed and the site fully restored to its original condition within one year.  
Additionally a detailed plan that sets out how any impacts will be managed during construction 
and restoration must be submitted to the satisfaction of the Council. 

 

 

 Wind Energy Development 

26.2.1 In contributing towards the achievement of national renewable energy targets the Council 
has commissioned a study to identify and assess appropriate land to allocate as Areas 
Suitable for Wind Energy. The Study identifies constraints to wind energy including 
landscape constraints, capacity constraints and removes these from the area of search, 
leaving an area where wind energy proposals would be supported in principle; this 
Suitable Area is identified in Appendix H.  

26.2.2 The document also identifies key considerations which developers should take into 
account when developing proposals for wind energy developments. 

26.2.3 The following policy will apply to all wind energy developments. The Policy requires 
applicants to demonstrate, in line with footnote 49 of the NPPF, that the planning impacts 
identified by affected local communities have been fully addressed and the proposal has 
their backing. Applicants are therefore encouraged to engage with the Council and local 
communities at the earliest stage possible prior to submitting an application. 

 

Policy CC3PO: Wind Energy Developments 

 

Consideration must be given to the Council’s Wind Energy Technical Document prior to submitting 
proposals for wind turbines. 

Large Turbines 
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Wind turbines 50m in height or over must be located in Areas Suitable for Wind Energy as shown on 
the Local Plan Proposals Map, unless the proposal is for the repowering of existing turbines or 
windfarms or is for a proposal to extend the life of an existing turbine.  

All Turbines 

Proposals should not individually or cumulatively have a significant adverse effect as a result of their 
scale, siting or design on the following: 

 Landscape character 

 Visual amenity 

 Biodiversity 

 Geodiversity 

 Flood risk 

 Townscape 

 Coastal change 

 Heritage assets 

 Highway safety 

 Aviation and defence navigation systems/communication 

 The amenities of sensitive neighbouring uses (including by virtue of noise, dust, odour, shadow 
flicker, air quality, traffic, visual impact or glare) 

Where harm is unavoidable, the planning application must include details of mitigation measures 
proposed in order to overcome or reduce such harm. Where significant adverse effects remain, 
proposals will only be accepted where this is outweighed by the wider environmental, economic, 
social and community benefits. 

Proposals will only be considered suitable where it can be demonstrated that the planning impacts 
identified by local communities during consultation have been fully addressed.  

Where turbines become non-operational for a period in excess of 6 months, the facility must be 
removed and the site will be fully restored to its original condition within 12 months.  A detailed plan 
that sets out how any impacts will be managed during construction and restoration must be 
submitted to the satisfaction of the Council. 
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Nuclear Energy 
 

 Nuclear Energy: Assets and Aspirations 

 

Copeland as the Centre of 
Nuclear Excellence (CoNE). 

Opportunities to create an 
outward-facing, export-

oriented and diverse 
economy

The Government supports 
research and development 
of small modular reactors 

and advanced modular  
reactors

Cluster of SMRs/AMRs 
could be located at the 

Clean Energy Park at 
Moorside providing a 
range of technology 

Skilled workforce with 
nuclear expertise
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 Nuclear Energy: Key Facts 
 

 

The transformation and decommissioning of Sellafield is a 100 year project, 
commencing 2020

The nuclear sector contributes 22% of Cumbria’s GVA and generates over £3.5bn 
to the county’s economy

Copeland and Cumbria as a whole, benefit from a number of strengths in the 
nuclear and energy sectors.  It is estimated that 50% of all jobs in the Borough are 
based in the nuclear sector

Sellafield employs 11,000 people and hires approximately 60 graduates each year 
in nuclear and non-nuclear roles, as well as having a number of apprentice 
schemes

Sellafield and the supply chain, contributes more to the UK economy than any 
other nuclear region.

The Cumbria Nuclear Prospectus has recently been endorsed by the Cumbria 
Local Enterprise Partnership which supports the development of a Cumbria Clean 
Energy Park at Moorside
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 Nuclear Development 
29.1.1 This section sets out new opportunities for the nuclear sector, which can be broken down 

into: 

 Sellafield – the decommissioning and remediation of the site, and opportunities that 
comes from the Transformation and PPP processes  

 New nuclear power generation at Moorside 

 Wider opportunities that can arise from the Cumbria Clean Energy Park 

 Development of Small modular reactors (SMR’s) a type of nuclear fission reactor which 
are smaller than conventional reactors and manufactured at a plant and brought to a 
site to be assembled and Advanced Modular Reactors (AMR’s) defined as a broad 
group of advanced nuclear technologies which use pressurised or boiling water for 
primary cooling could be located at Fellside and the Sellafield Site; 

 Cluster of SMRs/AMRs could be located at the Clean Energy Park at Moorside 
providing a range of technology  

29.1.2 Copeland’s unique position as the front runners in nuclear technology and the ‘Global 
Centre for Nuclear Excellence’ ensures that we are in pole position to become a significant 
contributor to advanced nuclear technologies and the Governments net zero ambitions.  

29.1.3 Copeland is host to the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority (NDA) Headquarters, the 
Sellafield site, UK Low Level Waste Repository and National Nuclear Laboratory’s central 
labs.  The nuclear sites support the UK civil and defence nuclear sectors, with important 
links to academic institutions and Research and Development programmes across the UK 
and around the world. 

29.1.4 Cumbria has a highly experienced work force engaged in the nuclear industry, with 
inherent capability across industry, the supply chain and academia within a supportive 
community, and is the only place in the UK with the ability to support new nuclear 
ambitions as well as managing our nuclear legacy. Through the Nuclear Innovation 
Programme we are already developing future fuels and de-risking policy decisions for the 
UK’s future low carbon energy system.  

29.1.5 A new enterprising and dynamic vision is being produced that sets out a roadmap for 
Cumbria to become the Northern ‘living lab’ for clean energy: decarbonising heat, power 
and transport, and driving Clean Growth as we head towards Net Zero.   We will be the 
trailblazer for the UK’s decarbonised energy-system –a blend of nuclear new build and 
advanced nuclear technologies providing heat and power for local use or distribution via 
the National Grid, and producing low carbon synthetic fuels, with links into wider 
hydrogen and offshore wind networks in the North West.  

29.1.6 This vision is set out under 5 themes: 
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29.1.7 In preparation of achieving the vision, a significant investment proposal is being designed 
around a Cumbria Clean Energy Park, primarily at the Moorside site in Copeland.  If 
successful the Energy Park could host a large nuclear station, or a mix of large, small and 
advanced nuclear. This could result in 3GW+ of large new build plus a further contribution 
of low carbon power from other technologies on or adjacent to the site.  Part of the site 
could be devoted to testing and deployment of Advanced Nuclear Technologies, to 
produce heat, steam, hydrogen or other low carbon synthetic fuels.   

29.1.8 Of significant importance for any new nuclear proposal is to ensure the support of our 
communities who have lived with the nuclear industry for the last fifty years, and have 
generally accepted it as part of everyday life in West Cumbria. 

 
Policy CC4PO: Supporting Development of the Nuclear Sector 
 

 
 
A)  The Council will support and encourage the development of the nuclear sector, including  new 
nuclear missions within Copeland where the following criteria is met; 
 

l. Proposals will be in accordance with relevant National Policy and Government Guidance. 
ll. The Councils approved Nuclear Position Statements will be a material consideration when 

assessing proposals. 
lll. Proposals will make a demonstrable positive contribution to the development and 

deployment of low carbon energy technologies, to help deliver a net zero carbon future. 
  

B) Proposals for new nuclear build and associated infrastructure, including small modular reactors 
(SMR), advanced modular reactors (AMR) technologies will be assessed against criteria I-III 
above. 

 
C) Proposals that deliver the Sellafield mission will be supported where they meet the criteria in 

Policy CC7PO 
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D)  The Council will work proactively with Cumbria County Council and the site operators of the 
Low Level Waste Repository and the Sellafield site in the development and the management of 
materials and associated facilities and infrastructure. 

 
E) In applying this policy the Council will expect all nuclear sector-related development in the 

Borough to make a proportionate and meaningful contribution to local economic, social and 
environmental strategies/priorities. 

 
 

 Nuclear Decommissioning and Transformation 

29.2.1 When reprocessing operations at Sellafield cease, Sellafield Ltd.’s mission will shift 
towards decommissioning and environmental remediation. Sellafield Ltd is the 
organisation responsible for the safe operation and clean-up of the site. The site houses 
over 1000 buildings including nuclear facilities related to spent fuel reprocessing and 
storage, nuclear materials management, waste treatment and storage. The site is also host 
to Calder Hall Magnox station, the Windscale Pile reactors, Windscale Advanced Gas 
Cooled Reactor prototype and legacy ponds and silo facilities. This nuclear legacy makes 
Sellafield one of the most complex nuclear decommissioning challenges in the world. 

29.2.2 Sellafield and its supply chain in Cumbria, contribute more to the UK economy than any 
other nuclear region. 

Industrial Strategy and Nuclear Sector Deal 

29.2.3 The UK Industrial Strategy will be delivered by a series of Sector Deals, commitments by 
the industry, with government support, to work collectively to drive clean growth, 
increase productivity and support the UK Export Strategy. The 2018 Nuclear Sector Deal 
makes a series of commitments, including reducing the cost of managing the UK’s nuclear 
legacy by 20% by 2030. 

29.2.4 Sellafield is home to a significant proportion of the UK’s decommissioning scope, and its 
supply chain have a critical role to play in achieving the sector’s legacy cost reduction 
targets, and in tackling the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority’s Grand Challenges: 

 Reducing and reshaping the Waste Hierarchy 
 Intelligent Infrastructure 
 Keeping humans out of harm’s way 
 Digital approaches and data driven decision making  

29.2.5 Sellafield’s changing mission presents a potential threat to the local economy, which has 
become highly attuned to the site’s needs. However, by demonstrating progress against 
nationally significant missions, and by delivering on the UK nuclear sector’s commitments, 
Sellafield can create higher value from public funding, with increased spill over benefits for 
the local economy. The Sellafield Transformation is an opportunity to create a more 
diverse and resilient local economy, opening up opportunities to export nuclear and non-
nuclear products and services into domestic and international markets, as well as 
attracting and growing new businesses to West Cumbria. 

Implications of Decommissioning  

 Copeland economy- (directly or indirectly) 60% reliant on Sellafield spend 
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 Success by Sellafield Ltd in delivering the site mission will lead to slow but inevitable 
decline 

 Sellafield Ltd remit does not allow commercialisation of capabilities by the Company 

 Current interventions may be inadequate to ensure a thriving, sustainable economy 

 Copeland and the regional economy will need to have less dependence on Sellafield 

Opportunities from Decommissioning 

 Sellafield Transformation Plan sets out a new relationship with the supply chain, and a 
“smaller Sellafield; 

 Opportunities to create an outward-facing, export-oriented and diverse economy; 

29.2.6 The Vision for Sellafield, is as an anchor institution of our current economy, simply by 
adopting 21st century working from anywhere practices, by procuring more effectively and 
by collaborating properly, will make a huge local economic impact in our towns and 
industrial parks simply by delivering its mission differently.  

 
 

Policy CC5PO: Maximising opportunities from Nuclear Decommissioning and Transformation 

 

The Council will maximise opportunities resulting from nuclear decommissioning and transformation 
to grow and diversify our economy by supporting proposals that accord with the Development Plan 
and: 

 Strengthen Copeland’s position as the Centre of Nuclear Excellence (CoNE) for knowledge and 
skills utilising Sellafield and the Westlakes Science and Technology Park as centres of research 
and development 

 Create new sustainable business and employment opportunities that respond to work force 
change, providing opportunities to commercialise the world leading skills and processes 
generated at Sellafield for new markets and off-set the forecast decrease in workforce there 

 Enable cross sector skills transfer from the nuclear sector to new low-carbon advanced 
technologies 

 Provide opportunities  to research, build and demonstrate prototype low-carbon technologies 
 Maximise opportunities and encourage investment in training and education at existing facilities, 

and new facilities. 
 Attract national and international investment for industrial and scientific relocation to Copeland 
 Create a strong magnet for young people attracted to a new exciting sector at the forefront of 

tackling climate change, and those inspired by technology aiming to protect the environment 
 Optimise the relocation of functions and jobs that do not have to be based on the Sellafield site 

to sustainable locations within Copeland’s towns or other suitable locations. 
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 Nuclear Energy Sector Development and Infrastructure 

29.3.1 The Council believes that the Moorside site is fundamental to the delivery of the nation’s 
energy security and Net Zero Carbon target. The Moorside site is designated in the current 
National Policy Statement for Energy Infrastructure (EN-6) for large scale nuclear, a policy 
position that the Council fully supports.  

29.3.2 This demonstrates our ambition to support new nuclear developments that make 
meaningful contribution to a low carbon economy and which bring potentially significant 
economic benefit to the area. The Vision for the Cumbria Clean Energy Park at Moorside if 
delivered will support the Council and the Government in achieving its vision for net 
carbon.   

 
Policy CC6PO:  Supporting Nuclear Energy Sector Development and Infrastructure 
 

 
 
The Council will support nuclear energy sector development and associated major infrastructure 
projects by working with potential developers to identify sites for a range of associated activities 
including supply chain operations, worker accommodation, and other uses supporting the 
development of additional energy generating capacity projects and associated infrastructure. The 
development of sites will be supported where the following criteria is met: 
 

a) The proposal aligns with the Council`s approved `Nuclear Position Statements` unless 
material planning considerations indicate otherwise 

b) The development is sited on a designated employment site or on suitable sites within 
settlement boundaries or otherwise be accompanied by a justifiable exceptional need 
case. 

c) Any new energy transmission infrastructure will minimise potential impacts on the 
Borough’s landscape and natural environment, and the health and amenity of its 
community and visitors; 

d) Sites must be located to minimise any adverse impacts and must be capable of leaving a 
positive legacy for the Borough and its communities. 

 
Pre application advice should be sought with the Council at an early stage of the proposal`s 
development. 

 
Where relevant, proposals should be developed in consultation with the community and other 
key stakeholders.  

 
The Council will seek an appropriately scoped, scaled and phased package of measures, to 
mitigate the impacts of the development. This should include details of all infrastructure, 
employment and assistance with programmes of economic, environmental and social 
regeneration, where relevant, in the Borough. 
 

 

29.3.3 Sellafield continues to occupy a prominent position in the Borough’s economy, employing 
11,000 people. The company also hires approximately 60 graduates each year in nuclear 
and non-nuclear roles, as well as having a number of apprentice schemes. 
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29.3.4 The Council will continue to pro-actively work with Sellafield to accommodate their needs 
whilst minimising the impacts of development on local communities and the environment.  

29.3.5 In recognition of the role that the nuclear sector plays in Copeland’s economy and 
community, since 2015 the Council has maintained a suite of Nuclear Position Statements. 
These statements ensure that the Council’s interactions with the nuclear sector 
consistently reflect the Council’s agreed position on nuclear matters. 

   
Policy CC7PO - Nuclear Sector Development at Sellafield 
 

 
 
The Council’s approach to dealing with proposals for nuclear development including those related 
to decommissioning, site remediation and radioactive material management in the Borough is to 
work with operators of the facilities at the Sellafield licensed nuclear site and Cumbria County 
Council to ensure that:  
 

a) All nuclear development proposals align with the Council`s approved `Nuclear Position 
Statements` unless material planning considerations indicate otherwise. 

b) All nuclear development (other than monitoring, maintenance and investigatory work 
necessarily done off-site) shall be sited within existing designated Sellafield site boundary 
unless Criterion C applies. 

c) Where any proposed development is outside the designated boundary at Sellafield it shall 
be sited on a designated employment site or on suitable sites within settlement 
boundaries in accordance with the principles set out in Policies DS2PO and DS3PO, or 
otherwise accompanied by a justifiable exceptional need case31.   

d) With the exception of irradiated fuel and nuclear materials, no radioactive material is 
imported for treatment or storage on the Sellafield licensed site unless the proposal 
represents the best practical environmental option and is an interim proposal pending 
agreement on a national disposal route. 

e) Proposals for any new development are submitted with long term management plans to 
set out how operations will be co-ordinated to minimise any harmful effects and mitigate 
or compensate for physical environmental impacts.  

f) Proposals include provision for adequate infrastructure to support the new development.  
g) Proposals involve and secure the support of the local community and stakeholders where 

relevant. 
h) Proposals include measures to mitigate any adverse effects of the proposed development 

and provide a positive local social impact by enhancing the social, environmental and 
economic wellbeing of the community. 
 

 

29.3.6 Under the planning legislation demolition is classed as development for which prior 
notification is required which controls the method of demolition and restoration (not the 
principle), both of which have to be satisfactory. The purpose of this control is to give local 
planning authorities the opportunity to regulate the details of demolition in order to 

                                                           
31 A development proposal which is supported by a statement outlining the special `site specific` circumstances that 
demonstrate the need / reason for that development on planning grounds to be on that particular site (as opposed to 
elsewhere)and which justify the proposal in that location as an exception to established planning policies. 
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minimise the impact of that activity on local amenity. On the Sellafield site the methods of 
demolition are stringently controlled and the majority of the cleared sites are identified 
for immediate re-use. 

29.3.7 There is an active programme of demolition on the Sellafield site as part of site 
decommissioning and remediation. Approximately 500 buildings/ structures are identified 
for demolition by 2040 which will free up much valuable land resource on the site and 
from 2033 the rate of demolition is expected to increase significantly which will involve 
buildings within the Separation Area. 

29.3.8 As part of the strategy for supporting the development of the nuclear sector in Policy 
CC5PO and the wider spatial principles, the following policy sets out the detailed 
considerations for proposals for demolition and development related to the nuclear 
sector.  

 
Policy CC8PO: Nuclear demolition 
 

 
 
Demolition of buildings or structures on the Sellafield site shall conform to the following 
principles: 
 

1) Demonstrate an acceptable method of demolition.  
2) Provide full details of a programme of restoration of the site and /or redevelopment. 
3) Shall not adversely affect any ecological assets unless it can be demonstrated that 

appropriate mitigation or compensation can be provided. 
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Retail and Leisure  
 

 Retail and Leisure: Assets and Aspirations 

Towns Bids: Cleator Moor -
Low carbon opportunities, 

changed economy and 
better connectivity 

Our town’s ‘Building Back 
Better’ funding 
opportunities

Borderlands Programme: 
Egremont – Altering the 

economic base of the town 
resulting in resilience and 

sustainability

Future High Street Funds: 
Whitehaven high street 

diversification and 
improved facilities 

Towns Bids: Millom – Low 
carbon opportunities, 
changed economy and 

better connectivity 
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 Retail and Leisure: Key Facts 
 

 

Whitehaven is the Principal Town in Copeland and provides the main hub of retail, 
leisure and service uses within the Borough. 

The town was one of the first post-renaissance planned towns in the country.

Findings in the 2020 Whitehaven Health Check (WHC), conclude that current 
vacancy rates are in line with national averages. 

Copeland has three identified Key Service Centres; Cleator Moor, Egremont and 
Millom to the south that provide convenience and comparison shopping, and a 
range of other services to serve the settlement and surrounding communities.

Findings in the 2020 Cleator Moor Health Check identified a vacancy rate of 30%, 
triple the national average. 

Findings in the 2020 Egremont Health Check identified a vacancy rate of 24%, 
more than double national average.

Findings in the 2020 Millom Health Check identified a vacancy rate of 19.2% 
almost double national average. 

Nationally –there has been a 42% drop in retail property investment between 
2014 and 2018 (Grimsey)
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 Retail and Leisure in Copeland 
32.1.1 Demonstrated in the ‘Key Facts’ for this chapter is the uniqueness, variety and the 

enormous potential that our towns have.  

32.1.2 The retail offer within Copeland is built around the Principal Town of Whitehaven and the 
three Key Service Centres of Cleator Moor, Egremont and Millom to the South.    

32.1.3 Whitehaven is one of the earliest and most complete post-medieval planned towns in 
England. It offers a unique experience to its residents and visitors; with a variety of 
attractions including the harbour and marina, Georgian architecture, historic buildings  
and conservation areas, visitor attractions including The Beacon Museum and the Rum 
Story and a range of independent and national retailers, cafes, bars, bistros, cinema and 
bingo hall.  

32.1.4 Egremont, dating back to medieval times, is home to the extensive ruins of the Norman 
Egremont Castle and its surrounding grounds, which is a key landmark in the town. It has a 
distinctive historic layout based on a medieval street pattern with a large number of 
buildings from the Georgian period and earlier.  The retail and leisure offer includes a 
regular market, and a range of local stores, public houses, library and a national chain 
convenience store that is a key anchor for the town. 

32.1.5 The town of Millom is in close proximity 
to the Hodbarrow Nature Reserve and 
Port Haverigg Watersports and Wake 
Park.  It has a strong Victorian character, 
housing a distinctive clock tower building 
and features Millom Castle on its 
outskirts.   St George’s Church forms a 
dramatic land mark, with Millom Park 
creating a significant green area in the 
heart of the town. The town also has a 
railway line and station which runs along 
the coastline from Barrow in Furness to 
the south and Carlisle to the north.   The 
retail and leisure offer includes a range of 
local stores, public houses, library and a 
national chain convenience store that is a 
key anchor for the town.  

32.1.6 Cleator Moor is closely located to 
Ennerdale Water (which is a dark skies 
area) and offers a small range of 
independent stores, public houses, 
takeaways and a recently built medical centre. It has a town square, with a range of 
historic buildings, of particular note is the former town hall and Carnegie Library.  Most of 
the town centre falls within a conservation area, surrounded by open spaces and 
woodland.  

32.1.7 Funding bids are being developed to deliver the changes needed;  Future High Streets 
Fund (Whitehaven), Towns Bids (Cleator Moor and Millom) and Borderlands  Community 
Deal (Egremont) and bring with them opportunities to improve the offer and encourage 
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visitors and residents to visit more frequently and spend longer in the towns,  therefore 
increasing income to local businesses. 

32.1.8 Below the Key Service Centres are a range of Local Service Centres and Sustainable 
Villages that offer a range of retail, leisure and service provisions to support the daily 
needs of local communities.   

32.1.9 At the time of writing the Draft Preferred Options Covid-19 restrictions are in place.   
During these challenging times the wider Council is preparing for the potential impacts to 
our town centres retail function, resulting from reduced footfall and the potential for 
permanent closures.  The shifting pattern to home working, not just during the pandemic 
but also the potential for a longer term permanent shift.  Possible outcomes for office uses 
include less demand for traditional office space, with more people working from home 
either part or full time. 

32.1.10 The Council has reflected on amendments to the Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) 
Order 1987 made on 22nd July 2020, which come into force in England on 1st September 
2020.  In recognition of our time frames that commits us to a public consultation in 
September 2020 it has been agreed that any policy revisions required as a result of the 
changes to the use class order will be made at Draft Publication Stage.  

32.1.11 Moving forward, we see the Government reforms to the planning system as an 
opportunity for us to review what use classes should be supported and are appropriate in 
rebooting our town centres.  As such the Council is taking a proactive approach and 
identifying strategic interventions to create better town centres through initiatives 
including Future High Street Fund, Towns Bids and the Borderlands Community Fund.  

 Challenges 

32.2.1 It is accepted that some aspects of our centres are in need of the following: 

 regeneration,  

 improved connectivity (digital and cycling and walking routes), 

  diversification of uses to create quality leisure and shopping experiences  

 new and improved flexible built and public open spaces for people to relax in  

 new and improved opportunities for overnight stays and living accommodation 

32.2.2 Such improvements will help entice more people into our centres, increase footfall, and 
improve health and well-being. This will help grow our economy and deliver spaces where 
communities can enjoy Copeland’s ‘Local Welcoming Experience’.   

32.2.3 Over the last decade or so, towns across the country have seen decline, boarded up 
shopfronts and in some cases household retail names going into liquidation.  These 
impacts are a result of a number of factors including the 2008 financial crash, consumer 
behaviour patterns with a shift towards internet shopping and services including banks 
and estate agencies, increase in out of town multi facility retail and leisure development, 
uncertainty over Brexit and increased rents and business charges.   

32.2.4 Added to the difficulties already faced by retailers and the leisure and tourism industries is 
the 2020 Covid-19 pandemic.  At the time of drafting the Local Plan (Preferred Options 
2020), social distancing restrictions are in place, which is having an enormous impact on 
the economy as a whole and of particular significance to the retail, leisure, hospitality and 
tourism industries.  Only convenience and essential stores remained open to the public 
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between March and the end of May. Some restrictions began to ease from June, however 
social distancing measures remain in place. 

32.2.5 It is too early to understand the full economic impact of lockdown and the number of 
businesses that will not re-open. It is however widely accepted that already struggling 
town centres throughout the country will never be the same again and wholesale change 
is needed to reboot our towns and make them once again vibrant and successful.  This will 
be achieved through the Governments Levelling up Agenda, successful funding bids and 
local community and stakeholder buy in and commitment to deliver the local solutions 
needed.  

32.2.6 A Covid-19 Supplement of the Grimsey Review for town centres has recently been 
published and is titled ‘Build Back Better’.  The report written by retail expert Bill Grimsey 
sets out what he considers needs to be done, for town centres and high streets to thrive 
post Covid-19 and rediscover their community purpose which is summarised in the 
following three topic areas: 

Table 6: How Towns Can Thrive Post Covid (Grimsey 2020) 

Topic  Requirement 
Localism A massive shift in power away from central government to local 

communities and a renewed focus on localism. Local  people must be 
empowered to redesign  their own high streets and have a say on  the 
businesses, services and amenities  that occupy it, with increased 
Compulsory Power Orders (CPO’s)  if necessary 

Leadership Local leaders valued and recognised in the same way that powerful 
mayors are viewed in other countries. Candidates for leadership roles 
should be selected for having a broad range of dynamic and 
collaborative skills in order to get the best out of their communities. 
They must embrace change in order to  build back better 

Fewer cars, more 
greenspace 

 Fewer streets and a huge expansion of green space, parks and town 
squares.    
Our towns and cities must no longer  be designed solely around the car 
as  people learn to appreciate the benefit of  open spaces 

 

32.2.7 The Grimsey Study also sets out the following facts and figures researched prior to the 
Pandemic: 
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http://www.vanishinghighstreet.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Grimsey-Covid-19-Supplement-June-2020.pdf 

 Opportunities 

32.3.1 In Copeland we firmly believe that our towns have so much to offer and with the right 
direction, community and stakeholder buy in and appropriate funding and investment we 
can and will ‘build our towns back better.’ A recent 2020 ‘Shop Local’ campaign has been 
launched to support our business and retail sector. The campaign is being used to 
promote and highlight the valuable assets that town centres are to our local communities, 
which will result in increased footfall and an economic boost to our economy. 

32.3.2 Other initiatives being considered include an architecturally designed container village at 
North Shore in Whitehaven, which if developed could be host to a range of food and 
beverage start-ups, entertainment stages, cultural/arts attractions, and urban farming 
projects. 

32.3.3 Several studies, projects, masterplans, and funding bids are underway to support our 
ambitions, all of which are set out below. 

32.3.4 In 2018 the Council produced Spatial Frameworks for Whitehaven (draft -not yet adopted) 
and the three Key Service Centres: the following frameworks have been recommended for 
each town: 

Table 7: Town Centre Spatial Frameworks: Opportunities for Retail and Leisure Identified 

Town Framework  
Cleator Moor The Framework includes an "Experience Cleator Moor" initiative that 

promotes the Cleator Moor as a contemporary market town which 
celebrates its sporting heritage.  Opportuni es that improve the exis ng 
outdoor sports and leisure provision and fill in identified gaps (e.g. 
cycling, playing fields, walks to the National Park and sports clubs) are 
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Town Framework  
identified, particularly in the North East of the town linked to Copeland 
Bowls and Sports Centre and King George's Field pitches. 

Egremont The Framework includes an "Experience Egremont" initiative and 
identifies opportunities to improve existing sports and leisure provision 
in the town filling identified gaps e.g. Gillfoot Park, football, bowls and 
public play areas. 

Millom The Framework includes an "Experience Millom" initiative which involves 
the promotion of the town's coastal environment for water sports and 
related activities including investment in facilities and events. The 
Southern fringe of the town is identified as an opportunity to create a 
distinctive leisure, recreation or tourism development facilitating 
adventure sports. 

Whitehaven (DRAFT)  The draft framework approach for Whitehaven is divided into four cross 
cutting initiatives: Welcome Whitehaven, Connecting Whitehaven, 
Experience Whitehaven and Whitehaven Green Chains.  The vision for 
the existing town centre and surrounding areas have been split into 
locational areas: Areas located in around the town centre are: the 
Harbour and north shore, the historic core, and the town centre south , 
that have the following Masterplan Objectives:  
 
 To realise Whitehaven’s status as a Capital Town – A centre of 

innovation at the heart of Cumbria’s energy Coast.   
 To ensure the long term economic prosperity and environmental 

resilience as an employment and retail centre and a leisure and 
tourism destination. 

 To deliver new mixed use development on key sites within the town 
centre 

 To comprehensively improve the design of the public realm and 
ensure the animation of our outdoor spaces and water space. 

 To create a first class welcome and a better quality visitor 
experience and vibrant night time economy 

 To create a better connected and more legible town centre, ensuring 
quality walking and cycling links between destination areas and to 
long distance paths 

 To realise the potential of unique historic environments to support 
the economic, social and environmental wellbeing of the town 

 To support community health, wellbeing and healthy lifestyles.  
 

 

32.3.5 The frameworks set out in the table above have been developed through the views of 
Council officers, local communities, stakeholders and consultants with specialist 
knowledge in town centre regeneration and development.  Utilising the visions set out in 
the town centre frameworks, the Council is progressing a range of funding bids set out in 
the table below that if successful will contribute towards the reboot and growth of our 
local economy and support the implementation of significant improvements and changes 
to the town centre experience of Whitehaven and the three key service centres of Cleator 
Moor, Egremont and Millom.  
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Table 8: Town Centre Funding Opportunities 

Town Type of Bid Status Focus  

Whitehaven Future High 
Street Funds 

Full business case submitted 
to Government June 2020  

High street diversification, 
towards alternate uses 
including improved leisure 
facilities and town centre living. 

Cleator 
Moor 

Towns Bid Invited by Government to bid 
for a share of the Towns Fund. 
Investment plans are in the 
process of being drawn up 
ahead of the submission date 
of 31 January 2021. 

Opportunities directed at Low 
carbon, and changed economy 
for the whole towns with better 
connections and use of spaces.   

Millom Towns Bid Invited by Government to bid 
for a share of the Towns Fund.  
Investment plans are in the 
process of being drawn up 
ahead of the submission date 
of 31 January 2021.  

Opportunities directed at Low 
carbon, and changed economy 
for the whole towns with better 
connections and use of spaces.   

Egremont  Borderlands 
Places 
Programme 

Priority town in Copeland.   A 
full business case is being 
developed for the countywide 
programme for submission by 
the end of the year with a 
view to implementation 2021. 

Opportunities are directed at 
altering the economic base of 
towns, resulting in resilience 
and sustainability. 

 
32.3.6 The Whitehaven Future High Street Funds (FHSF) Full Business Case submitted to 

Government in June 2020 focuses on the following 5 key areas: 

 Diversify the town centre by creating a broader mix of uses and space for start-ups 
and investment, as well as supporting modernisation and town centre living. 

 Increase and spread footfall in the town across the town centre, connecting areas 
with opportunity, creating a positive impact on both day and night time economies. 

 Increase footfall through creating a more appealing retail experience and 
opportunities for leisure use both within the units and the street space. 

 Improve traffic and pedestrian flow through and around the town, creating more 
accessible and safer shared spaces 

 Provide smart/connected residential options and leisure experiences to improve town 
functionality and appeal to a wider audience. 

 
32.3.7 A whole range of new and exciting development opportunities that the Local Plan is keen 

to support have been through feasibility testing and submitted with the FHSF Full Business 
Case are highlighted in Table 9 below:  Further information can also be viewed at: 
https://www.copeland.gov.uk/node/43105 
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Table 9: Whitehaven Town Centre Opportunities 

Southern Arcade Harbourside Restaurant and 
Bars 

24 Hour Community, Digital 
Grid, Digital Hub 

Food and Leisure Hub Velotel and C2C Cycling Hub Registry Ceremonies 

Indoor Crazy Golf Games Rooms and Arena Escape Rooms 

Craft Brewery Coffee Shop and Reading 
Rooms 

Connecting Public Realm 

Serviced Apartments  and 
Town Centre Living 

New and Improved Green 
Spaces and Community 

Meeting Areas 

Improved Connectivity and 
wayfinding between the town 
centre, harbour,  train station 

and road, cycling and 
pedestrian routes  

Restored Landmark Building 
(Whittles) 

Community and Business 
Service Desk 

Flexible Hot Desks and Touch 
Down Spaces 

 

32.3.8 A separate Retail, Leisure and Town Centre Study has been undertaken which will provide 
a key evidence base document to inform the Local Plan.  Copeland and Allerdale Borough 
Council’s commissioned the joint West Cumbria study in early 2020. The study focuses on 
National Retail, Leisure and Town Centre, policy and guidance (NPPF and NPPG) in the 
following areas: Town centre health checks, future need including convenience and 
comparison goods and leisure provision.  

32.3.9 Resident, stakeholder and business consultations were undertaken as part of this study 
which were held prior to the start of Covid-19 lockdown.   Although the study has 
reflected on the current situation and will inform Local Plan policy it is considered 
necessary to undertake a future review once the economic impacts of Covid-19 are better 
understood. It is likely that a review will take place in 12 to 18 months, by which point we 
should also better understand the economic impacts of Brexit.  

32.3.10 Findings from the West Cumbria Study are reflected in policy and supporting text and a 
summary of the key retail and leisure floorspace capacity findings is included in the 
paragraphs below. 

Retail Capacity – Convenience:  Existing and Predicted Future Requirements for the 
Plan Period: 

32.3.11 Whitehaven in particular is well served with a good range of convenience stores and 
supermarkets, catering for most needs.  At the time of survey national chains in and 
around Whitehaven Town Centre include Aldi, Asda, Heron Foods, Iceland, Morrison’s, 
and Tesco.   

32.3.12 Within the town centre boundaries of the key service centres convenience store national 
chain retailers include: The Co-op, Nisa, and Tesco.  Of particular note is the lack of an 
anchor store in Cleator Moor town centre. 

32.3.13 In rectifying the shortfalls highlighted in the study we are keen to work with promoters to 
expand our retail offer and in particularly would welcome interest for a convenience store 
within Cleator Moor town centre boundary to provide an anchor store and increase 
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footfall and a higher end offer in Whitehaven town centre or edge of centre.  (Subject to 
meeting requirements of the sequential test and impact threshold)  

Table 10: Convenience Floorspace - Quantitative Need 

 

 
32.3.14 Table 10 identifies the quantitative need for convenience goods floorspace across 

Copeland (after commitments).  It is estimated that between 900 and 1500sqm of 
additional floorspace will be required up to 2035.   

Retail Capacity – Comparison: Existing and Predicted Future Requirements for the 
Plan Period 

32.3.15 Findings of the Study conclude that there is not an additional requirement for comparison 
goods floorspace, and a potential oversupply by the end of the plan period.  Whilst at face 
value this is accepted, Whitehaven town centre in particular has relatively few units with 
appropriately sized net sales floorspace and suitable parking for the collection of large 
goods, for example white and large electrical goods and DIY products. As such there are 
opportunities to reconfigure the supply of comparison floor space to meet future 
demands.   

32.3.16 National Policy (NPPF para 85 d) and e) requires a range of suitable town centre sites to be 
allocated in Local Plans to meet the scale and type of development to be needed over a 
ten year period.  Where suitable and viable town centre sites are not available for main 
town uses, then appropriate well connected edge of centre sites should be considered. 
The Retail Study has identified two opportunity area on the edge of Whitehaven town 
centre that could support larger units for a range of uses including comparison sales and 
leisure use with on-site parking if required.   

32.3.17 Other improvements that would result from investment and subsequent development of 
town centre and edge of centre opportunity and regeneration areas, will focus around;  
Improved ‘way finding’ from the Whitehaven Train Station located at the North Shore 
area,  to the harbour and town centre and a new covered market hall.    Appropriate sites 
will be identified, mapped and included in the Local Plan as they become available and 
discussions with developers, investors and promoters are welcomed.  

Leisure Use Floorspace Capacity:   Existing and Predicted Future Requirements for 
the Plan Period 

32.3.18 Whitehaven and the key services centres have a range of leisure provision including bars, 
cafes, bistros, a small cinema, bingo hall, pool hall (the Rack Shack) and multi- use facilities 
for entertainment functions including local bands and theatre productions.  Findings of the 
study suggest that there may be some capacity for the addition of 3 cinema screens and a 
5 lane ten pin bowling venue, another option suggested by FHSF consultants includes the 
refurbishment of the cinema and adjacent bingo hall.  
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32.3.19 Research carried out in a Feasibility Study by Colliers,  commissioned as part of the 
evidence base for (FHSF) makes recommendations for new and alternative leisure 
provision focussing on the Council’s ambitions to  ‘Build our Towns Back Better’ and to 
provide a unique, diverse and welcoming local experience and destination  to our 
communities and visitors.  The Colliers study advocated the popularity of activities 
including indoor crazy golf, escape rooms and games rooms. In conclusion flexible sites 
and premises that could support a range of these activities may be appropriate for the 
town centres in future. 

Leisure Centres, Swimming Pools, Hotels, Gyms and Spas 

32.3.20 The towns have a limited range of leisure centres, swimming pools and gyms, mainly 
operated by Copeland Borough Council and local independent gym providers.  There is a 
deemed  gap in the market that could be filled through the development of a range of 
opportunities including: Private health clubs for the higher wage earners and 24 hour 
gyms that operate by card access and are particularly popular with the younger generation 
and shift workers. Sports facilities are considered in more detail in the Copeland’s 
Communities chapter. 

32.3.21 Set out in more detail in the Tourism chapter is the range of hotel and overnight visitor 
accommodation available in Copeland.  Two particular areas that the Council are keen to 
promote are the development of a high end water front hotel with health provision and 
spa and a Velotel to provide overnight accommodation in Whitehaven which is the start of 
the C2C cycle route. This is discussed in more detail in the Tourism section.  

32.3.22 Improved health, well-being and quality places to enjoy leisure time is a key factor that 
runs through the Local Plan.  To enhance our town centre offer the Council are keen to 
work with developers and promoters in delivering the opportunities highlighted above. 
Local Plan policies are intentionally flexible and support Copeland’s visions and aspirations 
and welcome opportunities for new and improved leisure facilities and accommodation 
subject to meeting requirements of the sequential tests and impact thresholds set out 
within Local Plan policy.  

32.3.23 Local Plan policies support a flexible approach to new retail, leisure and town centre 
development that can adapt to rapid change and support the vitality of its town centre 
residents, businesses and communities. Policy R1PO sets out the strategic approach 
towards such development in town centres and other identified villages as set out in the 
Retail Hierarchy (Policy R2PO) and provides the overarching criteria in supporting the 
vitality and viability of the centres. 

 
Policy R1PO: Vitality and Viability of Town Centres and other Identified Villages within the 
Hierarchy  
 

 
 
The Council will seek to enhance the vitality and viability of town centres and other defined 
villages identified in the settlement hierarchy by working with partners and applicants to: 
 

 Support a network of healthy, vibrant and resilient town centres, comprised of a diverse 
range of retail, residential, leisure  and other main town centre uses, that can effectively 
respond to change; 
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 Support regeneration projects, refurbishment of buildings and public realm improvements 
within the retail hierarchy; 

 Ensure the needs for retail and other main town centre uses are met in full.  Ensuring 
that, taking account of commitments as at 1st April 2017, sufficient provision has been 
made to meet the forecast convenience retail capacity within the Borough up to 2035; 

 Focus future retail, residential, leisure  and other main town centre use development and 
investment in accordance with the hierarchy and role and function of centres set out in 
Policy R2PO, ensuring that proposals for new development are consistent in terms of 
scale and function with the size and role of the centre in question.   

 Support the development of stores for the sale of comparison goods and town centre 
leisure development within identified opportunity sites where the impact threshold and 
sequential test is met 

 Encourage new national retailers to relocate to Copeland’s towns, and also support and 
enhance the independent offer.  

  Broaden the offer of Copeland’s town centres to increase footfall, and encourage 
extended lengths of stay, for both the daytime and evening economy. 

 Support proposals for improved connectivity,  digital and new and improved cycle and 
walking routes in and around the town centre boundaries 

 Support proposals for new and improved public realm, including public open space, 
landscaping and other outdoor community areas 

 The (draft) extents of centre boundaries are defined at Appendix I. 
 

Where appropriate, development should also accord with the Copeland Conservation Area Design Guide   
https://www.copeland.gov.uk/content/conservation-area-design-guide   

 Hierarchy of Centres 

32.4.1 National Policy (NPPF Para 85 a) requires Local Plans to define a network and hierarchy of 
town centres and promote their long term vitality and viability.  The development strategy 
set out in policy DS2PO directs the main focus of development to the most sustainable 
locations within the Borough.  

32.4.2 Whitehaven is the Principal Town in Copeland and provides the main hub of retail, leisure 
and service uses within the Borough.  Findings of the draft 2020 retail study health check 
identify Whitehaven as a ‘vital and viable centre that meets resident’s day to day needs, 
with a strong choice of convenience stores. ’ The neighbouring town of Workington in 
Allerdale Borough Council is deemed to serve a more dominant comparison need.  The 
Council’s ambition is to improve Copeland’s offer in this area through the identification of 
opportunity sites, with parking provision that can accommodate stores operating in, for 
example white goods, large electrical goods, DIY products and leisure uses that cannot be 
accommodated for within the town centre boundary.  

32.4.3 Copeland has three identified Key Service Centres; Cleator Moor, Egremont and Millom to 
the south that provide convenience and comparison shopping, and a range of other 
services to serve the settlement and surrounding communities. 

32.4.4 National Policy (NPPF para 83 (a to d) and 84) supports a prosperous and rural economy. 
As a largely rural Borough, we understand the importance of supporting the sustainability 
of our rural communities and in respect to retail and main town centre uses supports the 
retention (Local Service Centres, Sustainable Rural Villages and Other Rural Villages) and 
(in Local Service Centres) the development of accessible local services and community 
facilities to meet the needs of local residents.  
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32.4.5 Policy R2PO sets out the role and function including the type of retail, residential, leisure 
and main town centre development that is appropriate in each designation, in accordance 
with the Settlement Hierarchy, and Policy DS2PO. 

32.4.6 N.B -Residential development requirements are set out in the Housing Chapter.  For town 
centre development this is generally directed at first floor accommodation above retail 
units and apartment blocks.   In terms of apartments, the Strategic Housing Market 
Assessment (SHMA) has identified a need for purpose built extra care housing, student 
and keyworker accommodation that would benefit from a town centre location.   

 
Policy R2PO: Hierarchy of Town Centres 
 

 
 
The Borough Council will support retail, residential, leisure and other maintain town centre 
development where it is appropriate to its role and function as set out in the following table 
 
Designation Role and Function 
Principal Town  Principal focus of new and enhanced retail , 

neighbourhood facilities and other main town centre uses 
(as defined in the National Planning Policy Framework) in 
Copeland 

Key Service Centre  Convenience and comparison shopping, and a range of 
other services to serve the settlement and surrounding 
communities 

Local Centre  Principally concerned with the sale of food and other 
convenience goods, and the provision of services to serve 
the settlement in which they are located or clustered with 

Sustainable Rural Villages  Small scale retail and services appropriate to villages that 
will support and strengthen local community viability.   
The emphasis will be the retention of existing provision 

Other Rural Villages  Small scale retail and services appropriate to villages, that 
will support and strengthen local community viability 
The emphasis will be the retention of existing provision 

 
N.B. The proposed town centre boundaries for the four main towns of Whitehaven, Cleator Moor, Egremont and Millom can 
be viewed at Appendix I    

 

 Sequential Test 

32.1.1 National Policy (NPPF para 86) states that ‘Local Planning Authorities should apply a 
sequential test to planning applications for main town centre use32s which are neither in 
an existing centre nor in accordance with an up-to-date plan.’   

32.1.2 The sequential test requires applicants to satisfactorily demonstrate that the use cannot 
be located in a town centre, then edge of centre sites may be considered next.  Edge of 
centre for retail purposes as defined in the NPPF glossary is “a location that is well 

                                                           
32 See Glossary for definition 
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connected to, and up to 300 metres from the primary shopping area.  For all other main 
town centre uses, a location within 300 metres of a town centre boundary. For office 
development, this includes locations outside the town centre but within 500 metres of a 
public transport interchange”. 

32.1.3 The sequential test will also apply where the proposal is for a conversion or removal of 
goods condition to ensure that any impact to existing businesses within the defined 
centres is fully assessed.  This criteria has been tested in the West Cumbria 2020 Draft 
Retail Study.  

32.1.4 When carrying out the sequential test, applicants must demonstrate flexibility on issues 
such as format and scale. 

 

Policy R3PO: Sequential Test 

 

 

Proposals for Retail and Main Town Centre Uses will be directed in line with the ‘Hierarchy of 
Centres’ and ‘Role and Function’ as set out in Policy R2PO. 

Where an applications is for a main town centre use which is neither in a town centre nor in 
accordance with the Development Plan, applicants’ must submit details to demonstrate that they 
have carried out a sequential test to the satisfaction of the Council  in accordance with national 
policy. Locations within a town centre must be considered firstly, followed by edge of centre sites 
and only if no suitable sites are available will an out-of-town location be supported. 

In the exceptional cases where new retail development will be supported in out of town locations, 
where the sequential test has been satisfied, biodiversity conservation interests must not be harmed 
as a result, the development respects the surrounding landscape and the highway is capable of 
supporting additional traffic linked to the use. 

This policy does not apply to small scale rural development, including small scale rural offices but 
also applied to proposals to create new unrestricted retail floorspace through conversion or the 
removal of restrictive goods conditions. 

 

 

 Retail and Leisure Impact Assessments 

32.2.1 National Policy (NPPF para 89) states that when assessing applications for retail (A1) and 
leisure development outside town centres, which, are not in accordance with an up-to-
date plan, Local Planning Authorities should require an impact assessment if the 
development is over  a proportionate, locally set floorspace threshold.  

32.2.2 Copeland has not previously set a local threshold and relied on the NPPF default threshold 
of 2500sqm.  However, findings of the 2020 draft retail study recommend that a local 
threshold is set to avoid inappropriate out of centre development and should also apply to 
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proposals for a conversion or removal of goods condition, as well as proposals for new and 
extension to retail and leisure development including mezzanine floors.  

32.2.3 The locally set impact threshold(s) will enable the Council to assess the potential harmful 
effect on the overall vitality and viability of a defined centre.  Any assessment required will 
be proportionate, in accordance with Policy R4PO and should set out the potential trade 
diversion impact assumptions.    

 
Policy R4PO: Retail and Leisure Impact Assessments 
 

 
 
Where retail or leisure development is proposed outside of a defined centre, and the proposal has 
a gross floorspace equalling or exceeding the levels set out in the table below, the impact from 
the proposed development must be robustly assessed. Applicants must undertake an impact 
assessment that is proportionate and locally appropriate to the scale and type of retail or leisure 
floorspace proposed.  This assessment should satisfactorily address the requirements detailed in 
national policy.  
 

Thresholds for Impact Assessment  
Whitehaven Town Centre and Borough Wide 
excluding the criteria below that applies to 
Key Service Centres (Applies to new, retail and  
leisure proposals and those relating to 
mezzanine floorspace and variation of 
restrictive conditions)  

The proposal is in excess of *500sqm (gross) 

Within 800 metres of the respective town 
centre boundary for the Key Service Centres 
(Cleator Moor, Egremont, Millom)  Applies to 
new, retail and leisure proposals and those 
relating to mezzanine floorspace and variation 
of restrictive conditions) 

The proposal is in excess of 300sqm (gross) 

 
The scope of an impact assessment should be discussed and agreed between the Borough Council 
and applicants at an early stage in the pre-application/application.  
 

 

 Whitehaven Town Centre 

32.3.1 Whitehaven is Copeland’s Principal Town situated on the Lake District Coast and is the 
main focus for growth in the Borough.  The town was one of the first post-renaissance 
planned towns in the country.  Whitehaven has two physical assets – a 400 berth leisure 
harbour developed over centuries from its origins as an industrial port and a Georgian 
town centre with significant architectural merit and gridiron street layout.   

32.3.2 The focus of retail activity within Whitehaven town centre is along the central 
pedestrianised area of King Street, with main town centre uses also located on Duke 
Street, Lowther Street and Tangier Street, and this has been identified as the Primary 
Shopping Area for the town in the Draft West Cumbria Retail Study.  There are currently a 
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number of vacant units and although it is not practice to identify first floor vacancies in 
retail surveys, it is of note that there are a number of first floor vacancies that have the 
potential to be adapted for town centre living.  King Street is the main focus for retail 
development in the FHSF bid and opportunities include the Southern Arcade and 
improved connectivity to public realm and the harbour.  

32.3.3 In terms of leisure provision the town has a range of pubs, bars and cafes, a small cinema, 
bingo hall and a range of community facilities including a library, places of worship as well 
as a number of visitor attractions including the Beacon Museum and the Rum Story. 

32.3.4 Findings of the 2020 Draft Whitehaven Health Check (WHC), conclude that current 
vacancy rates are in line with national averages.  The town has fewer national retailers 
than many towns including the neighbouring town of Workington, and offers a good 
choice of convenience and independent stores and businesses.   

32.3.5 Whitehaven has much to offer and if the Future High Street Funds bid is successful it will 
play a significant role in helping the town to reach its potential.  Opportunities identified in 
the 2020 Whitehaven Health Check include: 

o Build on the transient workers trade  

o Build on and improve the quality of the leisure offer 

o Improve pedestrian movements and safety in the centre 

o Build on the town’s independent businesses offer to provide a destination which 
meets the needs of local residents, transient workers and tourists 

o Build on its coastal location, tourist offer and regeneration of the Georgian 
architecture 

32.3.6 Local Plan polices support the opportunities and direction set out in the FHSF submission 
business case and masterplan.  A flexible approach for new development opportunities for 
the town centre, its businesses, local residents, visitors and tourists are encouraged to 
make Whitehaven a destination centre for people to visit and enjoy. 

Opportunity Sites and Areas 

32.3.7 The Plan identifies a range of Opportunity Sites within and on the edge of Whitehaven 
identified which are in need of regeneration. These are identified at Appendix G. Such 
sites should be given consideration when carrying out the sequential test. 

32.3.8 The Retail Study has also identified two broader Opportunity Areas outside but adjoining 
Whitehaven Town Centre where there are opportunities for regeneration and where a 
mixture of uses would be supported. 

32.3.9 Policy R5PO sets out the requirements for development in and on the edge of the 
Whitehaven Town Centre Boundary. 

 
Policy R5PO: Whitehaven Town Centre 
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Development that supports the role of Whitehaven Town Centre as the Principal Town will be 
encouraged and supported where it: 
 

 Appropriately reflects the Whitehaven Town Centre boundary and Primary Shopping Area 
in line with the approach set out in Policy R6PO33  

 Accords with the Whitehaven Town Centre and Harbourside Supplementary Planning 
Document 

 Encourages evening and night time-uses that contribute to the vibrancy, inclusiveness and 
economic vitality of the centre;  

 Provides Commercial office space in Whitehaven;  
 Builds upon the leisure offer to maximise the location of Whitehaven as a destination 

within the Lake District Coastal Area; 
 Provides improvements to public realm, shop front aesthetics, linkages and signage; 
 Improves the aesthetics of shop frontages and/or historic attributes; 
 Improves pedestrian movement, connectivity and safety throughout the town centre and 

in particularly from King Street to the harbour areas; 
 Provides retail, leisure  and main town centre frontage along the harbour; 
 Provides improved and new public green space and landscaping;  
 Enhances the gateway sites and approaches into the town centre; 
 Diversifies the range of residential accommodation in the town centre, including the re-

use of vacant floors over shops;   
 Maintains high standards of design consistent with the setting of a Conservation area of 

national significance; 
 Strengthens the historic attributes of the town centre;  
 Incorporates the strategic redevelopment schemes set out in the Whitehaven Masterplan 

 
Town Centre and edge of centre opportunity and regeneration sites will be encouraged where 
development proposals meet the requirements of the sequential test and impact threshold.   
 

NB: Site locations will be updated when evidence in the Retail, Leisure and Town Centre study becomes available.  

 

 Whitehaven Town Centre – Primary Shopping Area 

32.4.1 National Policy (NPPF –para 85 b) requires Local Plans to define the extent of town centres 
and primary shopping areas, and make clear the range of uses permitted.   There is no 
longer a requirement to identify specific primary and secondary frontages.  

32.4.2 Annex 2 of the revised NPPF indicates that a primary shopping area is the ‘Defined area 
where retail development is concentrated.’  Conclusions of the retail study recommend 
that a Primary Shopping Area is identified in Whitehaven Town Centre to include; King 
Street, Chapel Street, Church Street, Lowther Street, Addison Street and New Street.  (See 
Whitehaven Town Centre Proposed Boundary – Appendix I)  

32.4.3 The purpose of identifying a Primary Shopping Area (PSA), supports a positive strategy for 
Whitehaven Town Centre.  The study does not recommend that Local Plan policy imposes 
a threshold over the proportion of non-retail uses within the PSA, so that a level of 

                                                           
33 The Draft extents of the Whitehaven Primary Shopping Area is defined at Appendix I 
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flexibility is allowed whilst ensuring that the PSA continues to reflect the areas main 
function as a predominant retail centre.  

32.4.4 Policy R6PO supports a flexible approach to uses within Whitehaven Primary Shopping 
Area to promote the vitality and viability of the town and to encourage residents and 
visitors to identify with Whitehaven as a destination centre where people not only come 
to shop, but also to spend quality time on a regular basis.  

 
Policy R6PO: Whitehaven Town Centre Primary Shopping Area 
 

 
 
Whitehaven Primary Shopping Area is the focus for retail use in Copeland34. To support and 
promote the vitality and viability of the centre, proposals for other main town uses (i.e. non A1) 
will be supported within the defined primary shopping area where: 
 

a) The proposal complements the retail function and makes a positive contribution to the 
vitality, viability and diversity of the town centre, in terms of maintaining well designed 
active, continuous  frontages, appropriate signage and hours of opening; and 

b) The proposal would not give rise either alone or cumulatively, to a detrimental effect on 
the character and amenity of the primary shopping area, or cause an unacceptable harm 
to the amenity of town centre residents; and 

c) Ground floor proposals for Hot Food Takeaways (A5 use)  will not lead to more than two 
such uses adjoining each other; and 

d) The proposal will not have any unacceptable impact upon the local highway network and 
acceptable levels of parking are available nearby. 

 
 

 Key Service Centres  

32.5.1 The three Key Service Centres offer the next level of provision below the Principal Town of 
Whitehaven.  Egremont and Cleator Moor are relatively close to Whitehaven, and their 
identified services reflect this fact.  Millom, 51km to the south, provides a wider range of 
services to its hinterland, and will continue to offer a level of provision that reflects its 
location.  Findings of the recent key service centre masterplans and visions identify all 
centres need strengthening to support diversification and sustainability. 

 
Policy R7PO: The Key Service Centres 
 

 
 
Development that supports the roles of Cleator Moor, Egremont and Millom Town Centres as the 
Key Service Centres will be encouraged and supported where it:  
 

                                                           
34 Its boundaries are shown at Appendix I. 
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a) Is located within the Town Centre boundaries of the Key Service Centres (Draft Key 
Service Boundaries Appendix I); 

b) Provides convenience and comparison shopping, and a range of other services to 
serve the settlement and surrounding communities;  

c) Encourages evening and night time-uses that contribute to the vibrancy, inclusiveness 
and economic vitality of the centres;   

d) Diversifies the range of residential accommodation in the key service centres, 
including the re-use of vacant floors over shops;   

e) Strengthens and diversifies the towns offer. 
 

 

 Cleator Moor: Key Service Centre 

32.6.1 Cleator Moor is situated approximately 5km south-east of Whitehaven and is relatively 
remote in terms of the national strategic highway network. Findings of the 2020 Health 
Check conclude that the town does not have a convenience anchor store, which impacts 
on footfall and overall the range of retail and services is relatively limited. At the time of 
survey the town had a vacancy rate of 
30%, triple the national average.  

32.6.2 Strengths and opportunities for the 
town include:  

 The Market Square and strong 
civic quarter,  

 A number of attractive historic 
buildings,  

 Opportunities to build upon the 
market square and 

 Strong community spirit.   

32.6.3 If the Towns Fund Bid is successful this 
will provide financial opportunities for 
improvements to the town that will 
encourage increased footfall and new 
business start- ups. 

32.6.4 Criteria set out in Policy R7aPO 
provides opportunities and flexibility to support the recovery of Cleator Moor. 

 
Policy R7aPO: Cleator Moor Town Centre 
 

 
 
Development that provides opportunities to reduce the high level of vacancy rates, improve the 
viability, vitality and community spirit of Cleator Moor, Town Centre will be encouraged and 
supported where it accords with the Development Plan and: 
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a) Provides opportunities that encourages residents, visitors and tourists to visit the Market 
Square and town centre;  

b) Diversifies the offer to meet needs of both residents and visitors; 
c) Results in the repair, regeneration and refurbishment of derelict  buildings within the 

centre; 
d) Strengthens and diversifies the towns offer;  
e) Improves pedestrian safety, reduces on street parking and provides new appropriate 

parking provision. 
 

 

 Egremont: Key Service Centre 

32.7.1 Egremont is situated approximately 3km inland and 8km south of Whitehaven and located 
off the A595, approximately 5km north of the Sellafield nuclear site. Findings of the 2020 
Health Check conclude that the centre is anchored by the Co-op convenience store located 
on the high street. It is considered that the town is focussed around the Co-op store where 
footfall is highest. Vacancy rates at the time of survey were 24%, more than double the 
national average.  

32.7.2 Strengths and 
opportunities for the 
town include;  

 the Market Hall, 
library and outdoor 
market that 
increase footfall in 
the town,  

 good level of 
parking; strong 
national multiple 
anchor.   

 the main 
opportunity is to build upon the independent and community offer within the centre.  

32.7.3 Criteria set out in Policy R7bPO provides for the opportunities and flexibility to support 
local businesses, improve services, streetscape and increase the footfall in Egremont Town 
Centre. 

 
Policy R7bPO: Egremont Town Centre 
 

 
 
Development that provides opportunities to reduce the high level of vacancy rates, improve the 
viability, vitality and lack of investment in the Town Centre will be encouraged and supported 
where it accords with the Development Plan and: 
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a) Provides opportunities for new leisure provision that encourages residents and visitors to 
the town centre; 

b) Builds upon the independent and community offer of the centre and supports additional  
use of the market hall; 

c) Provides improvements to public realm and signage; 
d) Results in the repair and renovation of derelict buildings ; and 
e) Involves the repair and renovation of vacant units in the gateways to the town. 
f) Strengthens and diversifies the towns offer. 

 
 

 Millom: Key Service Centre 

32.8.1 Millom is situated in the south of the Borough, approximately 1.5km from the coast of the 
Duddon Estuary and somewhat isolated from the other towns.  The town is located 11km 
north of the Borough of Barrow-in-Furness and 51km south of Whitehaven.   

32.8.2 Findings of the 2020 Health Check conclude that the town centre benefits from Tesco as 
an anchor store.  At the time of survey vacancy rates were at 19.2%, almost double 
national average.  

32.8.3 Strengths and opportunities for the town 
include;  

 a strong anchor store and a good 
overall convenience offer to attract 
footfall into the centre;  

 the community uses such as the 
library, pavilion and theatre, and the 
recreation centre build upon the 
community spirit of the town.  

 Opportunities include; improvements 
to public realm; regeneration of key 
historic buildings and the location 
presents opportunities for tourist 
visitors.  

32.8.4 If the Towns Fund Bid is successful then 
this will provide financial opportunities for 
improvements to the town including 
public realm and regeneration of buildings. 

32.8.5 Criteria set out in Policy R7cPO provides opportunities and flexibility to support local 
businesses, improve streetscape, buildings and a wider retail and leisure offer to increase 
the footfall in Millom Town Centre. 

 
Policy R7cPO: Millom Town Centre 
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Development that provides opportunities to decrease the need to shop on line, reduces the high 
level of vacancy rates,  and improves the viability and vitality in the Town Centre will be 
encouraged and supported where it accords with the Development Plan and: 
 

a) Provides improvements to public realm across the town as well as a focus on Market 
Square; 

b) Results in the regeneration of historic buildings;  
c) Results in the repair and renovation of derelict  buildings; 
d) Builds on the wider retail and leisure offer; 
e) Improves transport and pedestrian links from the train station into the heart of the town 

centre; 
f) Results in improved town centre coherence;  
g) Improves car parking provision; 
h) Strengthens and diversifies the towns offer.  

 
 

 

 Local Services Centres, Sustainable Villages and other rural villages 

32.9.1 Retail areas beyond Key Service Centre level provide for small scale shopping and some 
local services. Other services are provided for in the Key Service Centres and Whitehaven. 

32.9.2 The Council encourages the longevity of community services and provision necessary to 
make sustainable communities. Policy R8PO sets out the criteria to support and encourage 
such provisions. 

 

Policy R8PO: Local Services Centres, Sustainable Villages and Other Rural Villages 

 

Development will be encouraged where it provides small scale retail and service provision that will 
support and strengthen sustainability and local community viability and is appropriate in scale to its 
location in accordance with Policy R2PO.  

Strong emphasis will be placed on the retention of existing provision and any proposal for loss of 
retail or service use will need to be robustly justified. 

 Open Countryside 

32.10.1 National Policy (NPPF para 84) recognises that sites to meet local business and community 
needs in rural areas may have to be found adjacent to or beyond existing settlements.  In 
these circumstances it will be important to ensure that development is sensitive to its 
surroundings, does not have unacceptable impact on local roads and takes any 
opportunities available to make a location more sustainable.  

32.10.2 Development should be directed to the most sustainable locations, Policy R9PO sets out 
the limited circumstances where retail and leisure type development may be appropriate 
in an open countryside location. 
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Policy R9PO: Open Countryside (Rest of the Borough) 
 

 
 
Small scale farm diversification, retail and leisure schemes will be considered where they meet the 
requirements of national policy and where: 
 

a) The development respects the character of its setting and the countryside  
b) There are sustainable transport links 
c) The development would not lead to harm to biodiversity interest 
d) It can be robustly justified that there is need for an open countryside location. 

 
 

 Non-Retail Development in Towns 

32.11.1 The Council recognises the changing dynamics of town centres, and the need to be flexible 
in its approach, to the change of use and development of non-retail uses to ensure the 
future vitality of centres.   Policy R10PO should be applied to non-retail development in all 
town centres with the exclusion of Whitehaven Primary Shopping Areas.  

32.11.2 Town centre boundaries are shown in appendix I. 

 
Policy R10PO: Non-Retail Development in Town Centres 
 

 
 
Proposals for non-retail (A1) development in defined town centres (outside of Whitehaven 
Primary Shopping Area) will be encouraged where they widen its community, social leisure, 
entertainment, food and drink, arts, tourism, business/office offer where they accord with the 
Development Plan and: 
 

a) The proposal complements the retail function and makes a positive contribution to 
the vitality, viability and diversity of the town centres in terms of maintaining active 
continuous well designed frontages, appropriate signage and hours of opening; 

b) The proposal would not give rise, either alone or cumulatively, to a detrimental effect 
on the character and amenity of the town centres; and 

c) The proposal would not harm the amenities of town centre residents; and 
d) The conversion of downstairs premises supports the conversion of upper floors for 

residential use. 
 

 

 Shopfronts 

32.12.1 Shopfronts are a key part of the character of many historic shopping streets and 
conservation areas, but they have been widely harmed through neglect, removal and poor 
quality alteration. This has had a major cumulative effect on Copeland’s settlements and is 
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therefore a key area in which improvements can be made.  In light of this the Council are 
preparing a Shop Front Design Guide Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) that will 
focus attention on the importance of these features, of maintaining them in good 
condition, repairing them in sensitive ways, and replacing them appropriately when they 
have been lost in the past. 

32.12.2 Advertisements are considered in the Copeland Places chapter. 

 

Policy R11PO: Shopfronts 

 

Well designed and appropriate shopfronts, whether original or reproduction, should be retained 
wherever practicable and restored when opportunity arises.  Shopfronts should relate in scale, 
proportion, materials and decorative treatment to the façade of the building, conservation area and 
relate well to the upper floors and adjacent buildings and/or shopfronts 

Proposals relating to shopfronts should accord relevant design guidance prepared by the Council. 

 

 Hot Food Takeaways 

32.13.1 Healthy lifestyles and clean and tidy towns are supported by the Council, Policy R12PO 
sets out the detailed criteria that will be used to assess proposals for Hot Food Takeaways 
in the Borough. 

 

Policy R12PO: Hot Food Takeaways 

 

To protect public health and safety interests, local and residential amenity highways safety, and 
support the economic and social vitality and viability of the Borough’s communities, hot food 
takeaways (use class A5) will be permitted where: 

a) The proposal would not give rise to unacceptable environmental effects (related to matters 
including odour, fumes, filtration, noise and waste) which cannot be overcome; and  

b) The amenity of neighbouring uses and the character and appearance of the environment is not 
adversely affected; and 

c) It does not negatively affect the road safety in the local area. 
 
Where external works are required that are necessary to the function of the takeaway including 
ventilation, cooling and filtration systems details should be submitted with the proposal and will be 
assessed and determined as part of the planning application.  

 Appropriate conditions may be attached to planning permission to secure any other necessary 
mitigation measures having regard to surrounding uses including accessibility and proximity to 
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sensitive uses including schools, character of the area and potential nuisance disturbances to 
residential areas, other uses and public health and safety interests.  Planning conditions may also 
include restrictions on the opening hours of new premises.  

 

 

 Loss of Village Shops, Post Offices and Public Houses 

32.14.1 Copeland is a largely rural Borough with small villages and settlements located around 
Copeland.  Village shops, post offices and public houses are key sustainable facilities for 
our communities.  Policy R13PO sets out the criteria that will be considered for applicants 
that propose a change of use resulting in a loss of such provision.  

32.14.2 See Policy H23PO (Community facilities) for proposals relating to the loss of community 
buildings. 

 
Policy R13PO: Loss of Village Shops, Post Offices and Public Houses 
 

 

 
The loss of existing village shops, post offices and public houses  through new development 
requiring planning permission will only be permitted where it can be clearly demonstrated, to the 
satisfaction of the Council, that: 
 

a) Its continued use as a village shop, post office or public house is no longer feasible, having 
had regard to appropriate marketing (over an appropriate period of time and at a price 
which reflects its use, condition and local market values), the demand for the use of the 
site or premises, its usability and the identification of a potential future occupier; or 

b) There is sufficient provision of such facilities in the area; or 
c) That sufficient alternative provision has been, or will be made elsewhere which is equally 

accessible and of the same quality or better than the facility being lost. 
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Tourism  
 Tourism: Assets and Aspirations 

 

 

St Bees Head is the 
only designated 
Heritage Coast 

between Wales and 
Scotland 

The Lake District Coast 
Brand with 

Whitehaven the 
Capital of the Lake 

District Coast

UNESCO World 
Heritage Site - Lake 

District National Park

St Bees is the western 
start of the Coast to 

Coast Walk that 
finishes in Robin Hood 

Bay

Whitehaven Harbour 
and marina

Whitehaven is the 
western start of the 

National Cycle 
Network Route 72

Location on England’s 
Coastal Path route

Beautiful coastline and 
Victorian seaside 

towns and villages
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 Tourism: Key Facts 

 

Two thirds of the Borough is located within the Lake District National Park World 
Heritage Site which is the most visited national park in the UK and generates the 
largest tourism spend in England and Wales (CLEP).

The visitor economy is an important aspect of Copeland’s overall economy. The 
Copeland Growth Strategy (2016-2020) has identified around 1.8 million visitors 
per year. (16.4million annual visitors to the Lake District)

Copeland has a significant length of cycle ways with the Western start of the 
National Cycle Network   Route 72 (C2C) designated as Whitehaven Harbour and 
is used by an average 12,000 cyclists each year.

Copeland has a 56 mile stretch of coastline from Lowca in the north to Duddon 
Bridge in the south with four designated amenity beaches including St Bees, 
Seascale, Silecroft and Haverigg. 

Recent planning permission has been approved for a Coastal Activities Centre at 
Whitehaven Harbour that will offer sporting activity, space for music, theatre, 
exhibitions and other gatherings. 
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 Copeland’s Tourism Offer 
35.1.1 Cumbria and the Lake District National Park (LDNP) in particular, is one of the most 

successful areas for tourism in the UK, with visitor economy acting as a lifeline to many of 
the remotest parts of the County.  It is estimated that direct visitor economy spend 
supports direct GVA that is around 8% of Cumbria’s total.  The visitor economy is however 
far from evenly spread across Cumbria, with roughly half of all tourism spend occurring in 
the LDNP (CLEP).  

35.1.2 Copeland is contextualised by a vast natural landscape, rugged coastline and large rural 
expanses that have shaped man’s efforts over time; and continue to influence activity 
now. Copeland’s cultural and tourism offer is defined by its rich and varied past.  A history 
and legacy from the maritime trade, the progress and decline of heavy industry and 
mining.  Back in the 1700’s Whitehaven was the second largest port in England and one of 
the most important rum ports in the UK.  Whitehaven was also the first planned town 
since medieval times, with many buildings being of Georgian architecture.  The 
neighbouring town of 
Egremont dates back to 
medieval time and is 
home to the extensive 
ruins of the Norman 
Egremont Castle.  

35.1.3 The development of 
Whitehaven harbour 
started back in 1634 
with the beginning of 
the Irish coal trade.  In 
1634 Sir Christopher 
Lowther built a stone 
jetty, now known as the 
Old Quay.  It is one of 
the oldest remaining 
coal wharves in Britain.   
Various additions have been made since this date, with the final phase being the Queens 
Dock built between 1872 and 1876.  

35.1.4 A number of surviving remains of the coal and iron industries include The Candlestick 
Chimney which was part of a colliery engine house built in 1850, the nearby Duke Pit fan-
casing, which once housed a 36ft diameter wooden ventilation fan, Haig Pit which was the 
last to close in Whitehaven, and Saltom Pit which was the first under sea mine. 

35.1.5 The harbour area was redeveloped from a working port associated with the Marchon 
Chemical Works at the turn of the 20th Century, and now offers facilities for locals and 
visitors, including the Millennium Walk, The Beacon Museum, apartment and town centre 
living, cafés and bars and a marina that has over 400 pontoon marina berths and extensive 
quay wall berths for larger boats.    

35.1.6 A number of new initiatives highlighted below and explained in more detail in the 
subsequent chapters are currently being developed:  
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Initiatives 

 Cumbria Local Enterprise Partnership (CLEP) focus on upgrading the Cumbrian Coast 
Rail Line – a £100m plus project– forming foundation for future sustainable tourism 
for western lakes. 

 CLEP have also commissioned a Cumbria Ports Study. Whitehaven is a tender port, and 
this is increasingly attractive to larger cruise activities as this can lend to the cruise 
experience. (This now needs to link into the Barrow ports initiative).  

 Copeland Coastal Communities Fund Programme, (£1.6m secured through 
Government funding and Sellafield) targeted at growth of the visitor economy through 
developing Cumbria’s Hidden Coast offer by setting up a Coastal Art Trail, a Coastal 
Challenge Route and a visitor hub complete with café at Silecroft beach (in the LDNP).  

 £399,000 Tourism Sector Development Programme, a summary of the programme 
includes: To strengthen the tourism offer along Lake District Coast, valleys and towns 
and increase employment and skills development in the tourism sector. 

 Promote the experience economy, inclusive access and sustainable travel through 
attract and disperse. 

 Increase the number of visitors to the area and encourage them to stay longer and 
spend more. 

 Increase resilience of our communities by increasing footfall and economic 
opportunities for our local businesses.  

 The development of a new Coastal Activity Centre, Velotel and floating sea bins. 

35.1.7 A recent 2020 Government press 
release identifies two 
Whitehaven projects that are set 
to transform Whitehaven 
Harbour.  Both schemes are 
funded through Sellafield Ltd.’s 
social impact, multiplied 
programme.    

35.1.8 The Edge35 a coastal £3.6million 
activities centre, received 
planning approval in 2019 is 
expected to open in 2022, and 
will offer accommodation, cycle 
storage facilities and flexible activity spaces is set to become a spectacular western 
starting point for the world famous C2C cycle route, which is used by an average 12,000 
cyclists each year.  

35.1.9 The centre will provide opportunities to animate the harbour through increased water 
sports activity including paddling and canoeing.  

                                                           
35 Photo c/o https://www.whitehavenhc.org.uk/the-edge-project 
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35.1.10 The second scheme is being developed and delivered by the Whitehaven Youth Project.  
Sellafield has invested £100,000 to fund a filtration system at the marina that will feature 
a network of floating ‘sea bins’ as well as an environmental education programme.  

35.1.11 The youth project will be working with the marina to add six more Sea bins to filter and 
remove plastics, microplastics and oil from the water, creating a cleaner and safer 
environment for water sports and marine wildlife. 

35.1.12 By 2023, Whitehaven Marina will be the first in the world to boast 7 Sea bins, putting the 
town ahead of Dubai, which has six, and Sydney, which has two. Only four other places in 
the UK have them. 

 

35.1.13 Other opportunities in close proximity to the harbour include the proposed development 
of a high quality hotel and purpose built offices with water front views and a Velotel to 
provide overnight accommodation for those partaking in the C2C cycle route. 

35.1.14  A £300 million investment project at North Shore Harbour that is underway will boost the 
local economy, further regenerate the harbourside and encourage higher levels of tourism 
in and around Whitehaven.  Further details on this project can be found at: 
https://becnorthshore.com/ 

35.1.15 There are several Victorian seaside resorts along the West Cumbrian coast with 
accommodation and tourist provision which include Haverigg, St Bees and Seascale within 
Copeland Borough.   St Bees Head is the only defined heritage coastline between Wales 
and Scotland and is the starting point for the Coast to Coast walk which finishes at Robin 
Hood Bay in North Yorkshire.   Other walking and cycling opportunities include national 
strategic cycle-ways; C2C, Hadrian’s Wall cycleway and Reivers Route. 
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35.1.16 The visitor economy is an important aspect of Copeland’s overall economy. The Copeland 
Growth Strategy (2016-2020) has identified 
around 1.8 million visitors per year.  With 
16.4million annual visitors to the Lake 
District as a whole.  As can be seen from the 
statistics below, visitors and revenue has 
improved from the earlier 2009 survey.   
The 2016-2020 Copeland Growth Strategy 
(currently being updated) seeks to further 
capitalise on Copeland’s existing tourism 
offer, develop new tourism opportunities 
and encourage visitors to the Lake District 
National Park to also visit the wider 
Copeland area.  

35.1.17 As discussed earlier, Covid-19 restrictions 
remain in place, as such foreign and UK 
overnight travel was suspended between 
March and 4th July 2020.  The full impact to 
the tourism economy is yet unknown, the 
Council as a whole are working on projects 
to reboot the economy of Copeland 
including its ‘experience economy’ which 
includes tourism.  Increasing and enhancing 
tourism facilities for both day and longer 
stay visits was already high on the Councils 
agenda and Covid-19 has increased this 
priority in terms of marketing Copeland as a  
destination for people to enjoy all that the 
Borough has to offer.   

35.1.18 Improving the tourism and leisure offer will also provide new opportunities for our 
communities by providing activities for their families during school holidays and 
staycations.  In addition it is hoped that new, exciting and improved leisure activities and 
events will improve our night time economy and encourage our young people to stay 
living in Copeland. 

35.1.19 It is anticipated that UK travel will become even more popular, as a result of Covid-19.  A 
number of projects that Copeland officers are involved in are set out below.  Future High 
Street Funds (FHSF), Towns Bids and the Borderlands Funds discussed in the Retail and 
Leisure sub-chapter have an emphasis on cycling, connectivity, new accommodation and 
leisure facilities in Whitehaven.  Cycling and connectivity is a key theme for all of our town 
centres and enhanced tourism provisions alike. The importance of increased health and 
well-being identified as a key priority for Copeland as a whole.  

 Britain’s Visitor Economy 

35.2.1 Since 2010 tourism has been the fastest growing sector in the UK in employment terms.  
Britain is forecast to have a tourism industry worth over £257 billion by 2025.   Which is 
just under 10% of the UK GDP and supporting almost 3.8 million jobs, which is around 11% 
of the total UK number.   

35.2.2 Tourism impact is amplified through the economy, so its impact is much wider than just 
direct spending levels.  Tourism GVA is estimated to be 2.8 – meaning that for every 

A Cumbrian Visitor Survey ‘2018 
Report for Cumbrian Tourism’ was 
published in October 2018, which 
makes comparison with an earlier 
2009 survey.   

Key findings for Copeland include: 

•5.3% increase in tourism days 

•4.6% increase in tourist numbers 

•5.1% increase in associated tourism 
revenue 

•Day visitors increased by 4.6% 

•Day visitors spend increased by 
7.4% 

•Total revenue -175.9m, a 32.4% 
growth since 2009 

Employment – 2,320 FTE (nearer to 
double if considering part time 
nature of work) 
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£1,000 generated in direct tourism GVA there is a further £1,800 that is supported 
elsewhere in the economy through the supply chain and consumer spending.  

35.2.3 Inbound tourism will continue to be the fastest growing tourism sector – with spend by 
international visitors forecast to grow by over 6% a year in comparison with domestic 
spending by UK residents at just over 3%. The value of inbound tourism is forecast to grow 
from over £21bn in 2013 to £57bn by 2025, with the UK seeing an international tourism 
balance of payments surplus in 2023, almost forty years since the UK last reported a 
surplus. 

35.2.4 The above information is taken from the Deloitte Tourism Jobs and Growth Report 2013. 
https://www.visitbritain.org/visitor-economy-facts 

 Maximising Tourism in Copeland 
36.1.1 National planning policy places significant weight on the need to support economic growth 

and productivity and supports sustainable rural tourism that benefits business in rural 
areas, communities, visitors and which respects the character of the countryside.   

36.1.2 The Borough has much to offer in terms of tourism opportunities. Enabling people to 
enjoy quality time in an area as beautiful and distinctive as Copeland, not only supports 
the local economy; being outdoors, enjoying activities whether it be swimming or paddling 
in the sea, walking or cycling along the coastal routes, enjoying the amazing sunsets and 
dark skies, or just relaxing with a coffee in one of the many towns’ cafes and bistros also 
helps to improve the health and well-being of locals and visitors alike.   

36.1.3 The Western Lakes that includes Copeland and its extensive coastline and impressive 
landscape is significantly different when compared to the central lakes area, and offers a 
different and varied experience to both tourists and residents. The Borough has numerous 
place bound assets that includes woodland areas, the coast and beaches, historic buildings 
and industrial heritage. These assets provide opportunities for attractions and activities 
that include water sports, adventure activities, cultural experiences wildlife trails, seaside 
experiences, new visitor accommodation and gateways and hubs to access these facilities.  

36.1.4 Carlisle Airport re-opened for scheduled flights in April 2019 and is approximately 45 miles 
from Whitehaven and 75 miles from Millom. Other major gateways can be located by train 
and car within around a two hour journey include Newcastle, Liverpool and Manchester 
airports.  

36.1.5 Day visits have in the past dominated the tourism sector, the Council realises the potential 
to expand the offer to encourage longer stays and to develop the weekend and short 
break market. Opportunities include new and improved quality hotels, guest houses, self-
catering provisions and additional tourist sites for caravan and camping.  

36.1.6 In light of the high numbers of contractors working in the nuclear industry and supply 
chain, much of the existing bed and breakfast and hotel accommodation is utilised by 
these workers during the week. The Council would welcome and support opportunities for 
the development of town centre self-contained apartments to accommodate workers 
during the week which would also provide an additional offer for tourists to spend 
weekends in Copeland.  In addition existing hotels and bed and breakfasts could then be 
freed up and provide tourist accommodation.  
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36.1.7 Enhancements to existing and the 
provision of new café’s, bars and 
restaurants in the towns will also provide 
for additional visitors and tourists to the 
area. In light of new licensing laws and a 
relaxation in planning bars and café 
owners now have the opportunity to 
provide outdoor seating areas for 
customers to enjoy drinks and 
refreshments. This relaxation is 
welcomed by the Council (where facilities 
are set out in a safe way that is 
appropriate for pedestrians, cyclists and 
other forms of transport) in supporting 
aspirations to enhance our towns as 
destinations for people to spend quality 
leisure time.   

36.1.8 Expanding the Borough’s tourism offer 
and raising its profile as the Lake District 
Coast (which offers a different and 
exciting experience to the National Park), 
will help to entice more of the 16.4million Lake District visitors to visit and stay in 
Copeland, where annual visits currently stand at around 1.8million.  

36.1.9 The new branding of the ‘Lake District Coast’ will provide opportunities for new and 
improved leisure and tourism provision and entice visitors to the National Park to also visit 
Copeland thus improving the local economy. The brand of tourism in West Cumbria is built 
around 5 unique selling points:  

 

 Tourism Opportunity Sites  

36.2.1 Tourism opportunity sites can provide for large scale tourist activities that may not be 
possible or appropriate in the urban areas.  The Council has commissioned consultants to 
carry out an assessment of such sites across the Borough to identify and promote suitable 

The Lake District 
Coast World Heritage 

Natural Environment: 
highest mountain, 
deepest lake, dark 

skies

Health and Well-
being People Experience
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sites.  Once this work is completed, tourism opportunity sites included in the Core Strategy 
(Policy ER10) will be considered alongside new areas, to assess their suitability for 
inclusion in either the Local Plan or a supporting portfolio document. 

 Strengthening the Tourism Offer 

36.3.1 The Council is working on a number of projects and initiatives that aim to strengthen the 
tourism offer in Copeland.   One of the key areas is promoting the C2C cycle route and 
proving overnight accommodation for users of the route. Existing and new markets are 
being targeted to develop a year round tourism product unique to the Lake District Coast 
that meets demand, ensures a high quality environment and invests in people and 
business networks.  The Local Plan seeks to assist in meeting the Councils objectives. 

 
Policy T1PO: Strengthening the Tourism Offer 
 

 
 
The Borough’s tourism offer will be strengthened and maximised through a sustainable and 
proactive approach to enhance Copeland’s role as a high quality and attractive destination for day 
visitors and longer stay tourists.   The Council will work positively and proactively with the Lake 
District National Park Authority, Cumbria Tourism, National Trust, Forestry England and other 
tourism organisations and developers in marketing, coordinating and managing the development 
of the Borough’s offer and to maximise the ‘Lake District Coast’ brand. 
 

 

 Tourism Development 

36.4.1 The Local Plan seeks to direct new tourism development to the most sustainable locations 
in the Borough. The Development Strategy and Policy T2PO sets out the hierarchy for 
sustainable development for both visitor attractions and accommodation.   

36.4.2 In respect of overnight and longer stay visitor accommodation new build should be 
directed to the towns and local service centres.  The development of overnight and long 
stay visitor accommodation below local service centres should be restricted to the 
diversification and change of use of existing buildings.  A more flexible approach should be 
taken for temporary accommodation including caravan and campsites, (Policy T4PO) that 
have less impact on the local environment and character of an area.  

36.4.3 Proposals outside of sustainable settlements that require existing place bound assets, such 
as water based or forest activities or are for a change or diversification of existing use will 
be considered where they provide valuable economic, social and health benefits and 
improve the tourism and life style offer.   Proposals will be assessed against their impact 
on the environment and local communities 

 
Policy T2PO: Tourism Development 
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The Local Plan supports the creation, enhancement and expansion of tourist attractions, visitor 
accommodation and infrastructure where it meets the following criteria: 
 
Designation Role and Function  

Principal Town, 
Key Service 
Centres and 
Local Service 
Centres 

The majority of new development is directed to the Principal Town of 
Whitehaven, and to a lesser extent the Key Service and Local Service Centres 
ensuring that provision is of an appropriate scale and development is located 
where the environment and infrastructure can accommodate the visitor impact, 
and does not result in unacceptable harm to environmental assets or the 
character of the area. 

Sustainable and 
other Rural 
Villages and 
Outside of 
Settlements 

Proposals in sustainable and other rural villages and outside of defined 
settlements for the development of tourism provision will be supported where: 
 
 The proposal is for a specific activity or function that requires a location 

that cannot be accommodated for within the Principal Town, Key Service or 
Local Service Centres; or 

 The proposal enhances the Borough’s existing place bound assets; or 
 The proposal is for the change of use, or diversification of an existing 

building, to provide overnight or longer stay visitor accommodation; or 
 The proposal is for a farm diversification scheme in a rural area that will 

provide or enhance tourist provision. 
 

In all circumstances development is of an appropriate scale located where the 
environment and infrastructure can accommodate the visitor impact, and does 
not result in unacceptable harm to environmental assets or the character of the 
area. 

 

36.4.4 Copeland has a stretch of coastline line that runs along its western edge with views out 
towards the Irish Sea and Scotland.  Much of it is an area of beauty, home to wildlife and 
includes the St Bees Head Heritage Coast.  Criteria for the undeveloped coast is set out in 
policy N6PO in the Natural Environment Chapter.   Certain types of development that 
enhance Copeland’s tourism offer may be acceptable in close proximity to the developed 
coastline are set out in Policy T3PO. 

 
Policy T3PO: Coastal Development Outside of the Undeveloped Coast 
 

 
 
Opportunities for tourist development in close proximity to the coastline (with the exception of 
areas designated as undeveloped coast) of an appropriate type and scale will be supported where: 
 

a) The proposal provides improved accessibility to the coastal walkways and cycle routes; or 
b) The proposal improves the quality and range of holiday accommodation including 

overnight tourist provision; or 
c) Gateways and/or hubs are enhanced or created; or 
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d) Opportunities are provided to enhance the offer for both onshore and offshore visitors, at 
Whitehaven Harbour including provision for the docking of cruise ships; or 

e) The proposal provides enhancement to the Lake District Coast 
 
In all circumstances development is of an appropriate scale located where the environment and 
infrastructure can accommodate the visitor impact, and does not result in unacceptable harm to 
environmental assets or the character of the area. 
 

 

 Caravans and Camping Sites for Short Term Letting  

36.5.1 Policy T4PO sets out a detailed approach for assessing proposals   for the provision and 
enhancement of caravan and camping sites.  The development of caravan and camping 
sites has potential to expand to the developed coastal and rural locations, to enhance the 
overnight and longer stay tourism accommodation market which is encouraged by the 
Council.  Policy T4PO provides the relevant development management principles. 

 
Policy T4PO: Caravans and Camping Sites for short term letting 
 

 
 
Proposals for new static, touring caravan, and camping sites will be supported for short term 
holiday letting where:  
 

a) The site is sustainably located within or adjacent to a settlement identified within the 
Settlement Hierarchy; or 

b) Where the proposal is to support the diversification of agricultural or other land-based 
rural businesses and public houses or drinking establishments, and it is demonstrated that 
the development will make an ongoing contribution to sustain the long term future of the 
business that is diversifying. 

 
Proposals for intensifications within, or extensions to existing caravan or camping sites for short 
term holiday letting will be supported where the proposed development area is located on, or 
immediately adjacent to existing sites. 
 
Proposals for both new sites and intensifications within and extensions to existing sites, shall: 
  

i. Be of a scale and design appropriate to the locality;  
ii. not result in unacceptable adverse impacts upon landscape character or result in visual 

harm;  
iii. be effectively screened by existing landform, trees or planting; and, 
iv. not give rise to unacceptable impacts on the highway network or highway safety. 

 
Proposals for year round use or occupancy of caravan and camping sites will be supported where 
they will not materially affect the character, appearance and amenity of the locality. 
 
Planning conditions will be utilised to restrict the use of the accommodation to short term holiday 
letting and prevent occupation as a primary or main residence. 
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 Rural Economy 
37.1.1 Copeland is a predominantly rural Borough and is a relatively remote part of the North 

West.  However, like much of Cumbria we have a wealth of natural resources which have 
shaped our development and heritage.  Agriculture is an important component of our 
local economy with businesses including traditional farming and forestry activities.  Other 
important characteristics of our rural economy include the food and drink offer.  

 Agricultural Development 
37.2.1 Whilst supporting rural businesses, the Council is keen to ensure that any such 

development is appropriately managed, so that it does not result in over intensive use of 
the countryside or erode the local character. 

 

Policy RE1PO: Agricultural Buildings 

 

New agricultural buildings requiring planning permission will be supported where: 

a) A demonstrable need for the building in relation to the functional operations of the agricultural 
business is demonstrated; 

b) The building is located within or adjacent to the existing farm complex unless justification for an 
alternative location is demonstrated; 

c) The building is of a scale, form and design which is appropriate to the location and will not result 
in adverse visual impacts or adverse harm to the landscape character; and, 

d) The building will not adversely impact upon the residential amenity of nearby residential 
properties. 

 

 

 Equestrian Development  

37.3.1 The Council seeks to encourage the careful planning, design and management of land on 
which horses are kept.  Good design should be informed by local character and 
distinctiveness with particular reference to farm buildings, layouts and materials.  

37.3.2 It is important that equestrian activities have a positive impact on rural areas and protect 
its natural beauty. The Council seeks to encourage owners to adopt a positive approach 
towards managing the land, depending on the breed, size and purpose of keeping horses, 
which supports horse welfare as well. This approach may also be influenced by soil type 
and natural drainage patterns. Consideration should be given to drainage at an early stage 
of drawing up the proposal as having horses on the land and areas of hardsurfacing can 
reduce its permeability and create additional surface water run-off. 

37.3.3 It will be appropriate in some cases for management plans to be devised and submitted to 
support planning applications to demonstrate how this approach will be delivered. Advice 
should be sought from the Authority at the earliest opportunity and prior to submitting an 
application on whether a management plan would be needed.   
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Policy RE2PO: Equestrian Related Development 
 

 
 
Development proposals for equine related development will only be supported, where 
biodiversity conservation interest would not be harmed as a result, subject to the following 
provisions.  
 
Commercial equestrian development:  
Commercial equestrian development shall: 
 

a) be located on the edge of Principal Town, Key Service Centres, or Local Service Centres, 
where there is adequate road and servicing infrastructure; and  

b) Applicants can demonstrate the re-use of existing buildings on site for related equestrian 
use is not appropriate before new or replacement buildings are considered.  

 
Domestic Equestrian Development:  
Development of facilities related to the keeping of horses on a non-commercial basis will only be 
supported where: 
 

 it reuses an existing building; or  
 it is well related to existing buildings and structures and  
 they satisfactorily relate to existing vehicular access and bridleways. 

 
Where this is not practical or appropriate, exceptionally, we will only permit buildings in open 
countryside locations where they are demonstrably necessary for and designed for welfare 
reasons. 
 
All development must be of a scale, form and design appropriate to the location and will not 
result in adverse visual impacts or adverse harm to the landscape character. Permeable surfacing 
should be used where possible to reduce surface water run-off. 
 
Where necessary, appropriate planning conditions will be imposed to restrict external storage and 
the installation of associated equipment to help protect the landscape and natural environment. 
 
 

 

 Conversion of Rural Buildings to Commercial or Community Use 

37.4.1 Draft Policy RE3PO is relevant to conversions that require planning permission outside of 
identified settlement boundaries and aims to strike a balance between supporting the 
rural economy whilst protecting the intrinsic character and beauty of the open 
countryside. 
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RE3PO: Conversion of rural buildings to commercial or community use 
 

 
 
The conversion and re-use of buildings in the open countryside for commercial or community use 
will be supported where: 
 

a) The building is redundant or disused, is of a traditional design and construction and 
contributes to the landscape character and/or historic environment;  

b) The building is structurally sound and capable of conversion without the need for 
significant extension, alteration or reconstruction; 

c) The development conserves the essential character of the buildings and enhances the 
immediate surroundings;  

d) The building is located adjacent to or in close proximity to an existing 
commercial/community use group of buildings, and is appropriate to the surroundings; 

e) Safe road access is in place or can be created without damaging the rural character of the 
surrounding area; and, 

f) The proposed curtilage area is appropriate in scale to the character of the building and 
will not result in adverse visual impacts or adverse harm to the landscape character 

g) Biodiversity conservation interests would not be harmed as a result of the conversion. 
 
When granting permission under this policy the Council will remove permitted development rights 
where necessary to protect the character of the building and landscape.   
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Copeland’s Communities 
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Housing 
 

 Housing: Assets and Aspirations 

 

In 2018 Copeland was 
named the 2nd happiest 

place to live in Britain by an 
Office of National Statistics 

well-being survey.

Copeland is one of the most 
affordable districts to live –
with low house prices and 

the 6th highest average 
wages in UK.

The Local Plan will direct 
more development to more 

rural villages than at 
present to support rural 

communities.

The Borough is 
predominantly rural with 

over 65% of residents living 
within our four towns. 

A good range of attractive 
housing allocations and 

sites is on offer to meet the 
housing needs of all our 

current and future 
residents.
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 Housing Key Facts  
 

 

Copeland has a population of around 68,700 people. It contains four towns, 
Cleator Moor, Egremont, Millom and Whitehaven which, with a population 
approaching 24,000, is the principal town. 

The Borough has been identified as the most affordable place to live in England 
and Wales, in 2019 the average price paid for properties was estimated to be 2.8 
times average annual earnings (Source ONS) 

Our population has been falling and ageing with the percentage of over 65s 
increasing by 24% between 2006 and 2016. The Local Plan has a key role to play 
in reversing the trend of population loss, particularly the out-migration of 
younger residents.

Approximately 35% of Copeland Borough's residents live in rural areas. 

Copeland Borough is a self-contained housing market however there are 
significant differences between different parts of the Borough in terms of its 
housing offer.

The part of the Borough within the National Park has a large proportion of 
detached homes (51%) whereas Millom has the largest proportion of terraces and 
flats.

Generally, homes in the rural areas of the Borough are larger than those in the 
more urban areas, the average number of bedrooms is 2.78 in Whitehaven 
compared to 3.14 in the parts of the Borough in the National Park.

There are over 1000 empty homes in the Borough, over 800 of which are long-
term empty. The Local Plan and Housing Strategy identify a number of actions to 
help bring such properties back into use.
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 Meeting Copeland’s Housing Needs  

 Improving the Housing Offer 

40.1.1 Ensuring the Borough has a range of attractive, high-quality housing to suit a variety of 
changing needs is essential to provide choice, attract new residents to the area and ensure 
our most vulnerable residents have access to the specialist housing they need to enable 
them to live healthy, happy lives. 

40.1.2 Cumbria Local Enterprise Partnership’s 2019 Annual Report recognises the role housing 
can play in supporting economic growth and preventing workforce decline, highlighting 
the importance of delivering “the right product, in the right place at the right time.” The 
single most important reason for people moving into Copeland in the past 5 years has 
been to take up employment in the Borough36. 

40.1.3 The Council’s Housing Needs Study (HNS) states that estate agents in the area identify a 
buoyant housing market and a strong and growing lettings market that benefits from a 
relatively “transient” element of the local population based around Sellafield and hospital 
workers. 

40.1.4 Interest from developers has been growing, this presents a real opportunity to improve 
the housing offer. Draft Policy H1PO below sets out how the Council will work with 
developers, other partners and stakeholders, to do this over the Plan period.  

 

Policy H1PO: Improving the Housing Offer 

 

The Council will work with stakeholders, partners and communities to make Copeland a more 
attractive place to build homes and live by: 

a) Allocating a range of deliverable and attractive housing sites to meet local needs and aspirations 
and ensuring they are built at a high standard, whilst protecting the amenities of existing residents; 

b) Supporting the renewal and improvement of the Borough’s existing housing stock and finding 
innovative ways to bring empty properties back into beneficial use; 

c) Supporting proposals which aid the regeneration of the wider residential environment; and 

d) Approving housing development on appropriate windfall sites where it accords with the 
Development Plan. 

 

 

                                                           
36 Based upon the housing needs survey carried out as part of the Housing Needs Assessment.  
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 The Housing Requirement 

40.2.1 One of the key aims of the Government is to significantly boost the supply of housing 
across the UK and the Council will work with the development industry in order to help 
achieve this.  

40.2.2 Local Planning 
Authorities are 
required to identify 
their Borough’s 
housing need over 
the full plan period. 
Once adopted, the 
Council will need to 
demonstrate a 5 year 
supply of deliverable 
housing sites in order 
to meet the identified 
housing need, 
otherwise there may 
be pressure to allow 
developments in less 
sustainable locations.  

40.2.3 Paragraph 60 of the NPPF states that:  

“To determine the minimum number of homes needed, strategic policies should be 
informed by a local housing need assessment, conducted using the standard method in 
national planning guidance – unless exceptional circumstances justify an alternative 
approach which also reflects current and future demographic trends and market signals.” 

Standard Methodology  

40.2.4 The Government has produced a standard methodology37 for calculating housing need38 at 
Local Authority level. The NPPF states that planning authorities should follow this 
methodology “unless circumstances warrant an alternative approach”.  

40.2.5 The standard methodology uses ONS household projections over a period of 10 years and 
applies an adjustment for affordability where the affordability ratio (earnings to house 
prices) is above 4. It must be noted that these projections are based upon past trends. 
Planning Policy Guidance (Housing and Economic Needs Assessment) states that a Local 
Plan is considered sound where it meets this minimum need figure. 

40.2.6 Using the current year 2020 as a starting point, the standard methodology identifies a 
housing need for only 11 dwellings per year in Copeland.  

                                                           
37 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/728247/
How_is_a_minimum_annual_local_housing_need_figure_calculated_using_the_standard_method.pdf 
38 The Government is currently consulting on Changes to the Current Planning System document which 
introduces a new methodology for calculating housing need. Its progress will be monitored and considered 
prior to the production of the Publication Draft. 
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40.2.7 The PPG states that the government will support aspirational councils who wish to set 
their housing requirements higher than the figure produced by the standard methodology 
in the following circumstances: 

 Where they have growth strategies for the area that are likely to be deliverable, for 
example where funding is in place to promote and facilitate additional growth (e.g. 
Housing Deals); 

 Where there are strategic infrastructure improvements planned that are likely to drive 
an increase in the homes needed locally; or 

 If they are an authority agreeing to take on unmet need from neighbouring 
authorities, as set out in a statement of common ground 

 

40.2.8 The PPG also notes that  

“There may, occasionally, also be situations where previous levels of housing delivery in an 
area, or previous assessments of need (such as a recently-produced Strategic Housing 
Market Assessment) are significantly greater than the outcome from the standard 
method. Authorities will need to take this into account when considering whether it is 
appropriate to plan for a higher level of need than the standard model suggests.” As 
shown in Figure 20, annual delivery has exceeded the figure produced by the standard 
methodology significantly over the previous 10 years. 

Strategic Housing Market Assessment 

40.2.9 A Strategic Housing Market Assessment and Objectively Assessed Housing Need document 
(SHMA) has been produced to support the Local Plan. The document uses an alternative 
methodology for calculating housing need and analyses a range of different scenarios 
based upon demographic trends and employment projections.  

40.2.10 Table 11 shows the level of housing need that would be required under the three main 
scenarios identified. All use the 2014 sub-national population projections as a starting 
point. 

40.2.11 The economic projections used for the employment-led scenario are based upon 
employment growth forecasts provided by Cumbria County Council. The County Council 
uses the Cambridge Economics Local Economy Forecasting Model and make adjustments 
for local knowledge.  

40.2.12 Table 11 demonstrates that only the employment-led scenario (Scenario 3) would provide 
enough housing to support jobs growth over the plan period. The other two scenarios 
would result in further losses to the economically active population in the Borough. 

Table 11: Housing Requirement Scenarios 

 Notes Annual Housing 
Need (net 
additional 
dwellings) 
2017-2035 

Change to 
economically 
active population 
2017-2035 

Jobs growth 
supported 
2017-2035 

Demographic 
Baseline Scenario  

Based on SNPP 2014 25 -2,949 
 
Source: SHMA, 
Figure 5.6 
 

N/A 

Demographic-led 
Scenario  

This scenario is based on a 
longer term (15 year) 

140 -461 
 

N/A 
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demographic trend than the 
baseline SNPP (plus 
unattributable population 
change). 
 
Adjustments have been 
applied to this projection to 
enable more positive 
household formation rates 
for younger people (aged 25 
– 44)39 and to take into 
account concealed 
households. 
 
 

Source: SHMA, 
Figure 5.6 

Employment -led 
Growth 
Scenario40 

Includes an uplift based on 
the most optimistic 
employment forecasts from 
CCC. It reflects information 
received from Sellafield Ltd 
indicating that some of the 
anticipated workforce 
decline due to 
Thorp/Magnox projects 
coming to a close will be 
mitigated by workforce 
redeployment due to 
increased decommissioning 
activity. It also includes 
employment projections 
linked to Moorside. This 
scenario also takes into 
account concealed 
households. 
 

200 +999  
 
SHMA, Figure 
5.11 

+3.2% (+1,100) 
 
SHMA, Figure 
5.11 

Previous Delivery 

40.2.13 The Core Strategy contains a requirement for a minimum of 230 dwellings per year to be 
delivered over the first 5 years of the Plan period with an uplift to provide an additional 
30% on top of the basic requirement, equating to 300 dwellings per annum in the latter 10 
years.  

40.2.14 The table below shows how many net additional dwellings have been delivered annually 
over the past 10 years against this requirement. The highest number of dwellings 
delivered in a single year was 158 (in 2011/12), the least 110 (2018/19) and on average 
137 new dwellings were added to the overall supply each year. The number of net 
additional dwellings increased between 2018/19 and 2019/20. The Council will work with 
developers to support the continuation of this upwards trend. 

40.2.15 The number of dwellings delivered over the past ten years has never met the current 
housing requirement identified in the Core Strategy. This could be for a number of 
reasons; the target may be too high, the Core Strategy may not have allocated sufficient 

                                                           
39 Responses from the development industry indicate support for this approach 
40 SHMA Scenario 3 
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attractive and developable sites or the economy may not have been able to support the 
delivery of additional houses.  

Table 12: Previous Housing Delivery 

Year Net additional 
dwellings  

Current Core Strategy 
Target 

Shortfall 

2010/11 143 230 87 
2011/12 158 230 72 
2012/13 120 230 110 
2013/14 133 230 97 
2014/15 135 230 95 
2015/16 127 230 103 
2016/17 154 230 76 
2017/18 132 230 98 
2018/19 110 300 190 
2019/20 150 300 150 
Average 137 - - 

Determining the Most Appropriate Housing Requirement 

40.2.16 Figure 20 shows the level of housing need projected under each of the different 
methodologies described above and how they compare to the current housing 
requirement in the Core Strategy and past delivery rates.  

Table 13: Housing Need Options 

 Net additional dwellings (annual) 
Standard Methodology (2020-2030) 11 
Demographic Baseline (2017-2035) 
 

25 

Demographic-led baseline (2017-2035) 140 
Employment led Growth (2017-2035) 200 
Core Strategy Baseline requirement (2013/14-2017/18) 230 
Core Strategy Growth requirement (2018/19-2028/29) 300 
Average Past Delivery (2010/11 – 2019/20) 137 
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Figure 20: Housing Need Figures Compared to Previous Delivery 

 
 

40.2.17 The housing need figure produced using the standard methodology does not provide a 
true reflection of housing need in the Borough. It is significantly lower than the number of 
homes that have been delivered on average over the past 10 years, and each individual 
year, and if it was taken forward as a housing requirement in the Local Plan would lead to 
further population loss and economic decline. A housing requirement this low would also 
be contrary to the Council’s Growth Strategy, Housing Strategy, Corporate Strategy and 
the NPPF which requires Local Authorities to be aspirational. Responses received to the 
Local Plan Issues and Options consultation also indicate that the development industry 
would not support a housing requirement based upon this figure.  

40.2.18 In terms of the alternative options, Paragraph 48 of the SHMA states that  

“It can be concluded that the OAN for the planning authority area of Copeland lies in the 
range of 140 to 200 dwellings per annum. 
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A figure at the top end is likely to be the maximum required, as it relies on achieving the 
highest of the economic forecasts and there is clear uncertainty about future economic 
growth. Evidence of past delivery would 
also suggest that a housing requirement 
at the top end of the range might be 
difficult to achieve. 

To be clear, it can be concluded that the 
OAN (for the planning authority area) to 
support demographic change, the general 
economy and affordable housing provision 
is for 140 dwellings per annum. It is 
suggested that the Council consider 
allocating enough land for a higher figure, 
which could be up to 200 dwellings per 
annum, to provide range and choice in the 
market and to support the growth 
associated with major projects. This would 
mean that the Local Plan would include a 
requirement that can meet the lower end 
of the range, but still be aspirational 
enough should economic growth mean there is a need to provide additional dwellings over 
and above this baseline position.”  

40.2.19 Given this, a figure of 140 dwellings per annum will be taken forward as the housing 
requirement and will be used when calculating the rolling 5 year housing land supply. The 
housing requirement is not a ceiling however and in order to be aspirational and support 
economic growth in the Borough, sufficient land will be identified, through a combination 
of allocated sites, sites with extant planning permission, previous completions since 2017 
and future windfalls41 to provide 200 dwellings per year on average over the Plan period.  

 

Policy H2PO: Housing Requirement   

 

The Housing requirement is for a minimum of 2520 net additional dwellings (an average of 140 
dwellings per annum) to be provided between 2017 and 2035. This figure will be used when 
calculating the five year supply of deliverable housing sites in the Borough. 

In order to plan positively and support employment growth over the Plan period, the Plan identifies 
a range of attractive allocated housing sites, which when combined with future windfall 
development, previous completions and extant permissions, will provide a minimum of 3600 
dwellings (an average of 200 dwellings per annum) over the Plan period. 

Housing delivery will be monitored closely and where development is not coming forward as 
anticipated, interventions will be sought as set out in Policy H3PO. 

                                                           
41 A definition of Windfall site is included in the Local Plan Glossary 

It is vital that we provide the right 
amount and type of housing in the 
Borough order to reverse the trend 
of population decline and ensure 
that we have a sufficiently sized 
workforce to support local 
businesses and create further 
opportunities for education and 
training for our residents. This in 
turn will help create economic 
growth and reduce deprivation 
levels in the Borough. 
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 Housing Delivery 

40.3.1 It is important that housing delivery is monitored regularly to ensure sites are coming 
forward as anticipated and housing needs are met. The Council will review its 5 year 
housing land supply position annually as well as reviewing the location and type of housing 
coming forward through the Annual Monitoring Report. 

40.3.2 The next draft of the Local Plan, the Publication Draft, will contain a housing trajectory 
which demonstrates how much housing is anticipated to come forward on allocated and 
windfall sites and at what stage of the plan period.  

40.3.3 Draft Policy H3PO below identifies measures that will be put in place if monitoring shows 
that housing is not being delivered as expected, to ensure that any delays do not hinder 
the delivery of the Local Plan as a whole. 

 

Policy H3PO: Housing Delivery  

 

The Council will include a housing trajectory within the Publication Draft of the Local Plan which will 
identify how much housing will be expected to be delivered on allocated housing sites, sites with 
extant permission, future windfall sites and those that have been completed since 2017 and when. 

Housing delivery will be monitored closely and where development is not coming forward as 
anticipated, the following interventions will be sought. 

1. If evidence suggests that, in any single monitoring year after 3 years of the plan’s adoption, there 
has been significant persistent under-delivery against the housing requirement which puts the long 
term delivery of the Local Plan strategy at risk the Council will (in the following order): 

-  Engage with the development industry to understand the reasons for under-delivery; 

-  Produce an Action Plan which identifies methods for addressing any issues identified within 
12 months of the end of the 3 year monitoring period. This may include reviewing existing 
allocations and exploring the reasons why sites have not come forward as anticipated; 

-  Consider the production of a Site Allocations DPD or full/partial Local Plan Review. This may 
involve de-allocating housing sites which haven’t come forward as expected (unless 
evidence demonstrates they will come forward at a later period) and allocating alternative 
deliverable sites identified in the latest Council Strategic Housing Land Availability 
document. 

2. If evidence suggests that, at any time after 3 years of the plan’s adoption, housing delivery has 
exceeded expectations within a particular tier of the settlement hierarchy set out in Policy H4PO 
which may put the overall strategy at risk the Council will consider carrying out a full/partial Local 
Plan Review. 

3. At the end of any monitoring year following the Local Plan’s adoption, if the Council is unable to 
demonstrate a 5 year supply of deliverable housing sites, plus the required buffer, the tilted balance 
will be engaged in accordance with the NPPF (or any document which replaces it). 
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 Distribution of Housing 

40.4.1 New housing development can help regenerate our towns, support rural services and help 
maintain communities. It is important that new housing development is directed to the 
parts of the Borough where people need and want to live, taking into account 
sustainability objectives.  

40.4.2 Covid-19 has demonstrated that living close to work is no longer as important as it once 
was, with advances in remote and flexible working. 

40.4.3 The Strategy and Standards chapter identifies the draft settlement hierarchy. It divides the 
Borough’s four towns and 25 of its villages (or village clusters) into 5 distinct tiers, with the 
most sustainable settlements located at the top.  

40.4.4 When determining how much housing development should be directed to each tier, 
consideration was given to the number and type of services they contained and their links 
with neighbouring settlements in terms of pedestrian routes and public transport 
provision. Further information regarding this process can be found in the Development 
Strategy Topic Paper. 

40.4.5 Draft Policy H4PO sets out how many dwellings will be sought within each tier of the 
hierarchy in order to meet the baseline housing requirement of 2520 dwellings across the 
Borough over the Plan period. It also sets out how many additional dwellings will be 
required in each tier in order to support economic growth. 

40.4.6 The majority of housing needed to meet the baseline requirement is directed to 
Whitehaven, Cleator Moor, Egremont and Millom  (70% combined), with the additional 
30% divided between Local Service Centres, Sustainable Rural Villages and Other Rural 
Villages. The additional growth is divided in the same way. 

40.4.7 As the towns and Local Service Centres (some of which are formed from a cluster of 
smaller settlements) are the most sustainable parts of the Borough in terms of access and 
services, the number of dwellings assigned to each is not a ceiling and additional 
development will be supported where it accords with the Development Plan. 

40.4.8 The number of dwellings identified for the Sustainable and Other Rural Settlements (253 
and 108 respectively) are maximum figures in order to prevent sprawl and ensure the 
delivery of overall Local Plan strategy.  

 

 

Policy H4PO: Distribution of Housing 

 

The distribution of housing in the Borough will be broadly in line with the settlement hierarchy set 
out below. Additional housing will be supported within the towns and Local Service Centres where it 
accords with the Development Plan. The amount of housing identified within the Sustainable 
Villages and Other Rural Villages, required to support economic growth, is limited to the amount 
shown below. 
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Hierarchy of Settlement Settlements Proportion/amount 
of requirement  by 
tier (2520) 

Proportion/amount 
of additional growth 
(1080) 

Principal Town Whitehaven 40% 
1008 dwellings 

40% 
432 dwellings 
minimum 

Key Service Centres Cleator Moor 30% 
756 dwellings 

30% 
324 dwellings 
minimum 

Egremont 
Millom 

Local Service Centres 
 
 

Seascale 20% 
504 dwellings 

20% 
216 dwellings 
minimum 

Drigg/Holmrook 

Frizington & Rheda 

St Bees 

Distington & Common 
End 
Haverigg 

Arlecdon & Rowrah 

Thornhill 

Bigrigg 

Cleator (links to Cleator 
Moor) 

Sustainable Rural Villages 
 
 

Beckermet 7% 
177 dwellings 

7% 
76 dwellings 
maximum Ennerdale Bridge 

Moresby Parks 

Calderbridge 

Moor Row  

Parton 

Other Rural Villages 
 

Summergrove  3% 
76 dwellings 

3% 
32 dwellings 
maximum The Green 

Kirkland 

Keekle 

Kirksanton 

Hallthwaites 

Nethertown 

The Hill 

Lowca 

 

 Housing Allocations 

40.5.1 It is important that a variety of attractive housing sites are allocated in the Local Plan to 
encourage developers and new residents to the Borough,  existing residents’ housing 
needs and aspirations and reverse the trend of population decline. Whilst the number of 
new homes delivered in the Borough has consistently fallen below the housing 
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requirement in the Core Strategy, there is increasing developer interest in the Borough. 
The proposed housing requirement is significantly lower than that in the Core Strategy and 
is considered to be achievable. 

40.5.2 The Council has identified a number of large scale regeneration sites where new housing 
would be transformational and these are referred to in the Strategy and Standards section 
of the Local Plan as Strategic Development Priority Projects. They are also listed in Table 
14 below. Given the scale of the sites and some of the challenges in terms of viability, we 
are working with developers and partners to seek external funding to unlock development 
(e.g. through funding necessary infrastructure, remediation etc).  

Table 14: Key Regeneration Sites 

Opportunities 
 
Former Marchon Site, 
Whitehaven 
 
52ha 
 
Approx. 500 homes 
 
 

The site benefits from an attractive coastal location and is in close 
proximity to the St Bees Heritage Coast and coastal recreational links.  
 
The Council is working with Homes England to investigate means of 
overcoming constraints to delivery such as potential contamination. 
 
Cumbria Mining has recently been granted planning permission for a 
new metallurgical coal mine on the southern part of the site which will 
create 500 new direct jobs. 
 
 

Harras Moor, 
Whitehaven 
 
23.05ha 
 
Approx. 370m homes 

Harras Moor has the potential to provide a high quality and distinctive 
new residential development comprising a mix of housing types, sizes 
and tenure to cater for local needs at an appropriate density. 
The scale of the site warrants a Masterplan approach to development 
which should allow development to be based on established key design 
principles. This will ensure that the development provides attractive 
streets, generous public open spaces and high quality landscaping that 
reinforces the existing mature vegetation and provides distinctive green 
corridors. The site provides the opportunity to establish new and safer 
pedestrian routes to key existing services, particularly the new 
education campus. 
 
 

Mirehouse South Well-
Being Village 
Whitehaven 
 
73.19ha 
 
Approx. 700 homes 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Greenfield site situated in the Pow Beck Valley with good access to the 
A595 and in close proximity to high quality coasts and countryside and 
the Westlakes Science Park.  
 
This site was identified as an Associated Development site to support 
the construction of Moorside power station, providing construction 
worker accommodation while Moorside was being developed. 
 
The longer term ambition for the site is the delivery of a high quality 
well-being village which will contain a significant amount of landscaping 
and open space that can also be used by residents of the neighbouring 
Mirehouse estate. The site will also contain accommodation for 
students and extra care accommodation. The Council has begun 
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producing development principles for the site and these will be used to 
inform discussions regarding any potential future development in this 
area to help provide a blueprint for healthy communities in the future 
and inform a future Masterplan for the area. 
 
The site is not considered appropriate to be developed as a ‘standard’ 
housing development and will remain outside the Settlement Boundary 
for this reason. The Council is currently exploring how the proposed 
‘legacy’ can be achieved with or without the interim use as a worker 
accommodation site.   
 

Land at Edgehill Park 
(part former Marchon 
car park), Whitehaven 
 
20.39ha 
 
Approx. 408 homes 
 
 

The site is part greenfield and part previously developed with recent 
housing development to the north and south. The site has developer 
interest. 

Moor Farm, Millom 
 
6.79ha 
 
Approx. 200 homes 
 

This is a greenfield site to the south-west of Millom with developer 
interest. Pre-application enquiries have commenced. 
 
 

 

40.5.3 The Strategic Housing Land Availability (SHLAA) has identified a range of additional 
deliverable and developable housing sites. Deliverable sites are those which are available 
now, offer a suitable location for development now, and where development is achievable 
with a realistic prospect that housing will be delivered on the site within five years. 
Developable sites are those that are in a suitable location for housing development with a 
reasonable prospect that they will be available and could be viably developed at the point 
envisaged.  

40.5.4 When determining which of the deliverable and developable sites should be allocated, 
consideration has been given to on site constraints and advice from key stakeholders 
including Cumbria Highways, the Lead Local Flood Risk Authority and United Utilities has 
been sought.  

40.5.5 Where there has been a choice of sites, those that are the least constrained and have 
developer interest have been brought forward as a draft allocation. Remaining 
developable sites can be considered when the Local Plan is being reviewed if the draft 
allocations do not come forward as anticipated. 

40.5.6 There are a number of settlements without proposed allocations as no potential sites have 
been put forward for assessment or there are uncertainties about the likelihood of sites 
identified in the SHLAA coming forward. In most cases the settlement boundary has been 
revised to allow development to take place should it come forward in the future. 

40.5.7 The draft housing allocations are listed in Policy H5PO below and further details, including 
maps showing their location are included in Appendices I (maps) and J (supplementary 
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information). Those sites identified above as Key Regeneration Sites are marked with an 
asterisk within the policy. 

40.5.8 An indicative yield is also shown in Policy H5PO. This is an estimation of how many 
dwellings are likely to be delivered based upon an assumed density of 25dph to help 
ensure that enough sites are allocated to deliver the Local Plan’s growth aspirations. The 
densities used to calculate indicative yield will not necessarily be the density which is best 
suited to the specific site – this will be determined at planning application stage taking into 
account issues such as viability, the requirement for open space, utilities and 
infrastructure and the character of the area.  

40.5.9 The following draft of the Local Plan, the Publication Draft, will specify how much open 
space and affordable housing will be expected on each allocated site, as well as providing 
a list of known constraints, in order to help developers identify potential costs upfront. 

40.5.10 The SHLAA has also identified a number of Broad Locations, which go beyond individual 
sites and are large areas of land on the edges of settlements where potential long term 
growth (10 years plus) could be considered. 

 
Policy H5PO: Housing Allocations 
 

 
 
The following sites are allocated for housing over the Plan period 2017-2035. The yields identified 
are indicative only and alternative yields will be accepted where appropriate in accordance with 
Policy H7PO. 
 
Settlement Site Ref (SHLAA 

reference is 
shown in 
brackets42) 

Address Indicative Yield 
(dwellings – 
based on 25dph 
unless 
otherwise 
stated) 

Towns 
 
Whitehaven HWH1 (WE032 & 

WE001) 
Land at West Cumberland Hospital and 
Snekyeat Rd 

127 

HWH2 (WH011a) Red Lonning and Harras Moor* 37043 
HWH3 (WS008a & 
WS013) 

Land at Edgehill Park (former Marchon Car 
Park) 

510 

HWH4 
(WW018/WW022) Land south and west of St Mary's School 

98 

HWH5 (WW014) Former Marchon Site North* 532 
HWH6 (WW019a) Land South of Waters Edge Close 35 

Cleator Moor HCM1 (CM028 & 
CM038) 

Land at Jacktrees Road 127 

                                                           
42 Please note, only part of the SHLAA site may form part of the allocated site. Please refer to the SHLAA for 
further details. 
43 Based on application discussions 
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HCM2 (CM082a)  Land north of Dent Road 96 
HCM3 (CM008b) Former Ehenside School 40 
HCM4 (CM025a) Land at Mill Hill 81 

Egremont HEG1 (EG014, 
EG036 & EG050) 

Land north of Ashlea Road 108 

HEG2 (EG008, 
EG025 & EG032) 

Land at Gulley Flatts 170 

HEG3 (EG007) Land to south of Daleview Gardens 141 
Millom HMI1 (MI001) Land west of Gammerscroft 107 

HMI2 (MI022 & 
MI026) 

Moor Farm 195 

Local Service Centres 
 
Arlecdon & 
Rowrah 

HAR01 (AR009 & 
AR020) 

Land East of Arlecdon Road 37 

HAR02 (AR018) Park Road 9 
Bigrigg HBI1 (BI001) Land north of Springfield Gardens 65 

HBI2 (BI002a) Land west of Jubilee Gardens 19 
HBI3 (BI009a) Springfield Farm 44 

Distington HDI1  
(DI013a) 

Land south of Prospect Works 30 

HDI2 (DI033) Land south west of Rectory Place 64 
Drigg & 
Holmrook 

HDH1 (DH004) Land north of Meadowbrook 32 
HDH2 (DH012) Wray Head, Station Road 22 

Frizington HFR1 (FR043) Land at Griffin Close 32 
St Bees HSB1 (SB001) Land adjacent Abbots Court 58 

HSB2 (SB005) Land north east Abbey Road 39 
Seascale HSE1 (SE030) Land to west of Santon Way 45 
 HSE2 (SE024) Fairways Extension 22 
Thornhill HTH1 (TO002a) Land to south of Thornhill 69 
Sustainable Rural Villages 
 
Beckermet HBE1 (BE003 & 

BE023) 
Land north of Crofthouse Farm 46 

HBE2 (BE006) Land adjacent to Mill Fields 27 
Moor Row HMR1 (MO009) Land to north of social club 37 

HMR2 (MO006a) Land to south of Scalegill Road 41 
Other Rural Villages 
 
Lowca HLO1 (LO004) Solway Road 22 
Summergrove HSU1 (MO028) Land to South West of Summergrove 8037 

 

 New Housing Development  

40.6.1 The aim of Policy H6PO below is to minimise any detrimental impacts of new housing 
development upon existing communities and will ensure development is built to a high 
standard, creating places where people will want to live and stay. Developers should take 
opportunities to tie their developments into, and support, wider regeneration aspirations, 
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for example by creating safe access routes between new and existing developments and 
providing open spaces and facilities that the wider area can enjoy where appropriate.  

 

Policy H6PO: New Housing development  

 

Planning permission will be granted for housing development on allocated and windfall sites 
providing that all of the following criteria are met: 

a) The design, layout, scale and appearance of the development is appropriate to the locality;  
b) An acceptable level of amenity is provided for future residents and maintained for existing 

neighbouring residents in terms of sunlighting and daylighting; 
c) Privacy is protected through distance or good design; 
d) The development will have no unacceptable overbearing impact upon neighbouring residents 

due to its scale, height and/or proximity; 
e) The layout promotes walking and where appropriate cycling, linking with existing footpaths and 

cycleways; 
f) Adequate external amenity space is provided, including for the storage of waste and recycling 

bins in a location which does not harm the streetscene; 
g) Adequate space for parking is provided, with preference given to parking spaces behind the 

building line to reduce street clutter; 
h) The proposal does not constitute inappropriate development of a residential garden which 

would harm the character of the area. 
 

 Housing Density and Mix 

Density 

40.7.1 The term density refers to the number of dwellings per hectare (dph). If densities are too 
low it can result in an inefficient use of land and can result in residents becoming isolated 
within their communities. If densities are too high it can result in development cramming 
which can harm the character and appearance of an area. 

40.7.2 Paragraph 122 of the NPPF states that planning policies and decisions should support 
developments that make effective use of land, taking the factors below into account: 

 the identified need for different types of housing and other forms of development, 
and the availability of land suitable for accommodating it;  

 local market conditions and viability;  
 the availability and capacity of infrastructure and services – both existing and 

proposed – as well as their potential for further improvement and the scope to 
promote sustainable travel modes that limit future car use;  

 the desirability of maintaining an area’s prevailing character and setting (including 
residential gardens), or of promoting regeneration and change; and  

 the importance of securing well-designed, attractive and healthy places.  
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40.7.3 Identifying a specific density that must be met can make it difficult for a developer to meet 
identified housing needs e.g. where a need for bungalows has been identified as these 
tend to have a larger footprint than other house types. It can also hinder regeneration 
attempts as developers may limit the amount of space provided for public use or 
landscaping in order to meet the requirement. 

40.7.4 As the Borough has a sufficient supply of housing sites, the Council feel that the most 
appropriate approach is to allow applicants to determine the most appropriate density for 
their developments, taking into account the above factors. 

Housing Mix 

40.7.5 It is important that the housing built within the Borough is of the type, size and tenure 
that our communities need. The CLEP 2019 Annual Report identifies that a better and 
greater variety of housing is one of the keys to attracting people into Cumbria. 

40.7.6 The Strategic Housing Market Assessment44 identifies the housing mix that is likely to be 
required over the plan period, taking into account the fact that the number of households 
with dependent children is projected to increase and the population is projected to age.  

40.7.7 The SHMA advises that the focus for new market housing over the plan period should be 
2-3 bed properties, which the Housing Need Study also supports, although care needs to 
be given to ensure that an influx of new 3 bedroomed properties does not result in an 
increase in the number of empty 3 bedroomed homes, of which there are a large 
proportion already vacant. 

Table 15: Suggested Housing Mix by Size and Tenure 

 

40.7.8 The Housing Needs Study also notes that “there is a case for continuing to invest in high-
end, larger, market homes to appeal to both the highly paid sector mainly involved in the 
Sellafield supply chain and as a suitable offer for those the authority wants to attract as 
part of its strategy to develop new high value technical and innovative industries.” 

40.7.9 In addition to this, the Council’s Housing Needs Study also identifies a shortage of purpose 
built, high quality, furnished key worker and student accommodation. At present some of 
the identified need is being met through Houses in Multiple Occupancy, and Draft Policy 
H12PO discusses this type of accommodation in more detail. 

40.7.10 The Council’s Future High Streets Fund bid seeks to address this gap in the housing market 
by seeking funding to enable the development of modern, SMART45 residential 
opportunities to meet the needs of young professionals and post-graduate students. Such 
accommodation will include access to communal leisure and workspace. The importance 
of space where people can work from home has been highlighted by the Covid-19 

                                                           
44 Chapter 9 
45 See glossary for definition 
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situation and the Council encourages developers to include “touchdown points” within 
new housing developments to support homeworking. 

 

Policy H7PO: Housing Density and Mix 

 

Developments should make the most effective use of land. When determining appropriate densities 
consideration should be given to the shape and size of the site, the requirement for public open 
space and landscaping, whether the density would help achieve appropriate housing mix and help 
regeneration aims, the character of the surrounding area and the setting of the site. 

Applicants must demonstrate, to the satisfaction of the Council, how their proposals meet local 
housing needs and aspirations identified in the latest Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) 
and Housing Needs Assessment in terms of house type, size and tenure. 

 

 

 Affordable Housing  

40.8.1 The Council has made a commitment through the Housing Strategy to ensure that the 
housing needs of all of its residents are met by offering a balanced housing market and 
ensuring that growth benefits existing communities. One way of doing this is to require 
developers to provide affordable housing.  

40.8.2 Affordable housing is that which is for sale or rent, for those whose needs are not met by 
the open market. A full definition is contained within the Local Plan Glossary. The NPPF 
requires councils to make sufficient provision for affordable housing and this is reflected in 
draft policy H8PO which identifies how this will be delivered in the Borough.  

40.8.3 Whilst Copeland is considered to be the most affordable Borough in England, the Strategic 
Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) identifies a need for additional affordable housing. 
Affordability is calculated by dividing house prices by gross annual earnings. House prices, 
rent and land values are generally low in the Borough whilst average incomes are the third 
largest nationally. There is however an issue locally regarding access to capital and this limits 
resident’s ability to provide a deposit. The Housing Strategy acknowledges that incomes 
outside the Sellafield environment are low and recent welfare reforms are also likely to have 
had an impact upon people being able to afford larger homes. 

40.8.4 The SHMA, paragraph 40, states that: 

“Overall, the cost of housing to buy in Copeland is relatively cheap in comparison with 
national figures. Additionally, the income levels likely to be required to access owner-
occupied housing are often lower than might be needed to rent privately (for smaller homes). 
This would suggest that a key issue in the Borough is about access to capital (e.g. deposits, 
stamp duty, legal costs) as well as potentially some mortgage restrictions (e.g. where 
employment is temporary).” 

40.8.5 A significant amount of the Borough’s affordable and low cost housing stock is also of the 
wrong configuration (e.g. with the main bathrooms off a bedroom), may be in poor 
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condition and/or may not contain many of the features which attract people to modern 
housing developments such as gardens and parking space. 

40.8.6 The Housing Needs Study (HNS) supports the above. It acknowledges that whilst average 
earnings in Copeland are the 6th highest in the UK, 21% of people who responded to the 
housing needs survey earned £18,000 or less per annum.  

40.8.7 The HNS notes that:  

“We modelled affordability based on an assumption that a household should not have to 
pay more than 33% gross income on a mortgage. We found that 46% of newly forming 
households could not afford an average priced dwelling without spending more than this 
proportion and nearly a third could not afford a lower quartile home (a home priced in the 
cheapest quarter of this scale). The cheapest area, Cleator Moor, saw these figures drop to 
25% and 15% respectively and in the most expensive area, Whitehaven Rural, they rose to 
50% and 35% respectively” 

Affordable Housing Provision 

40.8.8 The SHMA states that over the plan period 2017 to 2035 there is a net deficit of up to 83 
affordable homes (76 of these within the Plan area, outside the LDNP area) per annum 
across the whole of Copeland. This is based upon an overall amount of 200 homes being 
delivered annually. 

40.8.9 It should be stressed that 76 affordable homes is not an affordable housing target; the 
amount of affordable housing delivered is limited to the amount that can viably be provided. 
The evidence does however suggest that affordable housing delivery should be maximised 
where possible and draft Policy H8PO sets out how this will be achieved. 

Table 16: Estimated Affordable Housing Need (inc area in LDNP) 

 

40.8.10 The NPPF46, paragraph 64, requires at least 10% of homes within major developments 
(over 10 units) to made available for affordable home ownership as part of the overall 

                                                           
46 The Government is currently consulting on proposed changes to affordable housing and these will be taken 
into consideration when producing the Publication Draft of the Local Plan. 
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affordable housing contribution from the site “unless this would exceed the level of 
affordable housing required in the area, or significantly prejudice the ability to meet the 
identified affordable housing needs of specific groups”. There are additional exemptions 
noted, including where the site or proposed development: 

 provides solely for build to rent homes 
 provides specialist accommodation for a group of people with specific needs (such as 

purpose built accommodation for the elderly, disabled or students etc) 
 is proposed to be developed by people who wish to build or commission their own 

homes; or  
 is exclusively for affordable housing, an entry level exception site or a rural exception 

site 

40.8.11 The NPPF also allows the use of a smaller threshold in designated rural areas such as 
Copeland47. The Council’s Housing Needs Study identifies that housing in the Whitehaven 
Rural sub-area shown in pink below (which contains Arlecdon, Rowrah, Beckermet, 
Bigrigg, Calderbridge, Distington, Drigg, Holmrook, Frizington, Kirkland, Ennerdale Bridge, 
Low Moresby, Howgate, Lowca, Moresby Parks, Parton, Sandwith, Seascale, St Bees and 
Thornhill) is the most expensive in the Borough and identifies this area as a priority for 
affordable housing development.  

                                                           
47 National Parks, Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty and areas designated as ‘rural’ under Section 157 of the 
Housing Act 1985.  
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Figure 21: Housing Needs Study Sub-Areas 

 
KEY 
Whitehaven Rural 
Lake District National Park 
Millom 
Egremont 
Cleator Moor 
Whitehaven Town 

 

40.8.12 Given this, Draft Policy H8PO sets a requirement for 10% affordable homes to be provided 
on sites over 10 units in accordance with the NPPF, unless the site is located within the 
Whitehaven Rural area where the threshold is 5 units.  

40.8.13 Whilst Whitehaven Town is also identified in the Housing Needs Study as a priority for 
affordable housing, reducing the threshold from 10 units to 5 in this sub-area is likely to be 
unviable and could result in even less affordable housing coming forward than if the 
threshold was set at 10 units. 

40.8.14 If a site comes forward as two or more separate schemes/phases, of which one or more 
falls below the appropriate threshold, the Council will seek an appropriate level of 
affordable housing on each part to match in total the provision that would have been 
required on the site as a whole. 
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Viability 

40.8.15 It is acknowledged that policies that require the provision of affordable housing can 
impact upon the viability of developments. The NPPF therefore requires Local Planning 
Authorities to take into account the impact of such policies at an early stage when 
developing their Local Plans, reducing the need for viability assessments to be submitted 
at planning application stage.  

40.8.16 Paragraph 57 of the NPPF states “Where up-to-date policies have set out the contributions 
expected from development, planning applications that comply with them should be 
assumed to be viable. It is up to the applicant to demonstrate whether particular 
circumstances justify the need for a viability assessment at the application stage. The 
weight to be given to a viability assessment is a matter for the decision maker, having 
regard to all the circumstances in the case, including whether the plan and the viability 
evidence underpinning it is up to date, and any change in site circumstances since the plan 
was brought into force.” 

40.8.17 The impacts of draft Policy H8PO, and other policies that require developer contributions, 
will be tested through a Local Plan Stage 2 Viability Study which will be produced prior to 
the submission of the Local Plan.  

40.8.18 In accordance with the NPPF, draft Policy H8PO does allow developers to provide 
alternative levels of affordable housing in exceptional circumstances. In such cases, a site 
specific viability study must be submitted which demonstrates that circumstances have 
changed following the adoption of the Local Plan rendering the site unviable unless 
requirements are reduced. Any such viability assessment submitted should reflect the 
recommended approach in national planning guidance, including standardised inputs, and 
should be made publicly available.  

Empty Homes  

40.8.19 The Council has aspirations to reduce the number of empty homes in the Borough and this 
is highlighted in theme 2 of the Housing Strategy, “Housing for Place”. The Strategy makes 
a commitment to:  

 “refresh and deliver the Empty Homes Policy 2016-2018 and set a new two-year action 
plan (2019-2021) to target future work to strategically align with the four town spatial 
frameworks and levels of housing needed” and 

 “Identify and secure inward investment, Government grants and contributions to 
provide capital funding to address empty homes” 

40.8.20 At a national level, there are no restrictions limiting the number of developer 
contributions for affordable homes that can be pooled together. This potentially provides 
an opportunity to use contributions towards projects which improves the condition of 
empty properties, bringing them back into use as affordable housing. Such projects have 
the following benefits: 

 Reduces the number of empty homes in a settlement, improves the street-scene and 
therefore has positive effects on residents’ health and well-being; 

 Increases the number of affordable houses in a settlement; 

 Improving and converting existing stock potentially has less of an environment impact 
than building new homes 
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 Providing a contribution has less implications on development viability than providing 
affordable homes on site 

40.8.21 The Council is currently considering the mechanisms involved in collecting contributions 
and how they could be best spent off site taking into account experience elsewhere. 
Further details will be set out within the Publication Draft of the Local Plan. If this option is 
taken forward, we feel that any contribution in lieu of on-site affordable housing should 
be spent in the same settlement as the development to ensure that particular community 
benefits48. 

40.8.22 The priority should remain for affordable housing to be provided on site and it may not 
always be possible to adapt some of the stock to meet modern needs. However in line 
with national planning policy, Draft Policy H8PO allows for off-site provision of affordable 
housing or an appropriate contribution in lieu, as a commuted sum, where this can be 
robustly justified and where the approach contributes to creating mixed and balanced 
communities. 

Tenure 

40.8.23 Whilst the NPPF promotes affordable home ownership over rental options, it does 
acknowledge that this could prejudice the ability to meet the identified affordable housing 
needs of specific groups.  Consideration has therefore been given to whether requiring all 
affordable housing to be available for home ownership, rather than rental, would have 
detrimental impacts upon the Borough. 

40.8.24 The SHMA49 states that: 

“Whilst the draft NPPF suggests a clear policy direction to provide 10% of all new housing 
as affordable home ownership, it is not clear that this is the best solution for the Borough. 
If possible, it would be more appropriate for the Council to seek 10% of housing to be made 
available with some initial upfront capital payment (such as a deposit contribution), rather 
than discount as Open Market Value (OMV). Such a payment could cover the deposit and 
other initial costs and would potentially need to be protected in some way so that the 
money is not lost if a household chooses to sell their property. Schemes such as Help-to-Buy 
could form part of such a package. This would still be targeted at the same group of 
households (likely to mainly be those currently privately renting but who would like to 
buy).” 

“The bulk of the need is likely to be best met through provision of rented options 
(social/affordable), however it is recognised that there is a clear desire from Central 
Government to provide more “affordable” home ownership options and so some 
discounted market/shared ownership could be considered as part of any mix.” 

 

40.8.25 This is supported by the Housing Needs Study which states: 

“The development of a range of different types of affordable accommodation is indicated, 
primarily affordable rented, as suggested by the SHMA, but also forms of discounted, sub-
market ownership that avoids the need to raise a deposit. Shared ownership was not 
considered appropriate because of low house prices – the issue is the deposit.” 

                                                           
48 Development must also still meet the three tests set out in the NPPF para 56 
49 Paragraph 42 
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40.8.26 Draft policy H8PO strikes a balance between providing affordable home ownership options 
(as required by the NPPF) and meeting the local demand for affordable rental properties. 
It is acknowledged that demand for intermediate housing (such as shared ownership) can 
vary with market conditions and as a result there may be occasions where an increased 
proportion of social rented housing will be acceptable. 

 
 
Policy H8PO: Affordable housing 
 

 
 
On sites of 10 units or more (or of 0.5ha or more in size), or on sites of 5 units or more within the 
Whitehaven Rural sub-area50, at least 10% of the homes provided should be affordable as defined 
in the NPPF 2019 (or any document that replaces it) unless: 
 

1) this would exceed the level of affordable housing required in the area as identified in the 
Housing Needs Study; or 

2) The development falls into an exemption category listed in the NPPF 
 
Where the proposal involves the re-use or redevelopment of vacant buildings, a proportionate 
reduction in the affordable home contribution, equivalent to the existing gross floorspace of 
existing buildings, will be supported. 
 
The following tenure split should be applied to affordable housing developments: 
 

 40% discounted market sales housing, starter homes or other affordable home ownership 
routes51   

 60% affordable or social rented. 
 
A financial contribution may be accepted in lieu of on-site affordable housing provision, to secure 
the equivalent provision off site where this is justified and helps create mixed and balanced 
communities. Where the number of empty homes within the settlement is above the national 
average, this contribution may be used to improve the standard of empty properties within that 
settlement and bring them back into use as affordable housing. 
 
A lower proportion of affordable housing or an alternative tenure split will only be accepted in 
exceptional circumstances. In such cases developers must demonstrate, to the Council’s 
satisfaction, why the current site specific circumstances mean that meeting the requirements of 
this policy would render the development unviable. This should be in the form of a clear, bespoke 
viability assessment. 
 

 

 Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation 

40.9.1 The Council has a responsibility to meet the housing needs of all its residents including 
those who identify as Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling Showpeople under the Housing 

                                                           
50 As identified in the Housing Needs Study 2020 
51 As defined in the NPPF Glossary 
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and Planning Act 2016. We also have a duty under the Planning Policy for Traveller Sites 
201552  to ensure a rolling five year supply of deliverable sites for travellers. 

40.9.2 It is therefore necessary to update our evidence in relation to the housing needs of these 
communities and therefore a Cumbria wide Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Needs 
Assessment (GTAA) is being commissioned. It is hoped that a final report will be available 
next year. The GTAA will identify whether we need to allocate a specific site(s) and if so 
where this should be and how many caravan pitches it will need to contain.  

40.9.3 Pitch provision will be provided in line with the Council’s Development Strategy with the 
focus of site allocation in the Principal Town of Whitehaven and/or Key Service Centres of 
Cleator Moor, Egremont and Millom. 

40.9.4 Should a need for any additional or short term/transient pitches arise following the Plan’s 
adoption, applications will be dealt with in accordance with draft policy H9PO below.   

 
Policy H9PO: Gypsies, Travellers and Travelling Showpeople Windfall Sites 
 

 
 
Planning applications for the development of new or extension of existing Gypsy and Traveller 
sites will be supported where it accords with the Development Plan and meets the following 
criteria: 

a) There is a demonstrated need; 
b) The site would not lead to the unacceptable loss, or significant adverse  impact on 

landscape character and value, important heritage assets and their settings, nature 
conservation or biodiversity sites; 

c) The site is well related to an existing sustainable settlement, with safe and convenient 
access to the main highway network, and a range of basic and everyday community 
services and facilities including education, health, shopping facilities and transport 
provision;  

d) The site would offer a suitable level of residential amenity to any proposed occupiers, and 
will not have an unacceptable adverse impact on the amenity of nearby residents;  

e) The site is capable of being designed to ensure that appropriate landscaping and planting 
would provide and maintain visual amenity in perpetuity; 

f) Pitch size, type and parking will be designed in accordance with national guidance.  
 
 

 

 Community-led and Self and Custom Housing 

40.10.1 Community-led housing projects, whether within the National Park boundary or outside it, 
provide local occupancy housing in perpetuity and can be homes to rent or buy. The 
options for community-led housing schemes are wide-ranging and include:  

                                                           
52 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/457420/
Final_planning_and_travellers_policy.pdf 
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 community-owned housing  
 cooperative and tenant controlled housing  
 individual self-build or projects managed by providers on behalf of community groups. 

40.10.2 Self and custom build housing helps increase housing supply and also gives people the 
opportunity to build a home which meets their needs whilst learning new skills and trades. 
Definitions of self and custom build can be found in the Local Plan glossary.  Benefits for 
those who become involved in the process can include start-up grants and funding 
towards feasibility studies, housing needs surveys or planning permission. Capital and 
assistance applying for further funding may also be available.  

40.10.3 Copeland Council was allocated £251,000 in 2017 funding from the Department for 
Communities and Local Government to co-deliver the project as an area where the high 
number of second-home ownership is affecting housing supply in local communities. This 
funding has helped deliver successful schemes across the Borough, including a recent 
scheme in Ulpha (within the LDNP planning area).   

40.10.4 The Council is a partner in the Cumbria and Lancaster Community-led housing hub. 
Further information can be found at the following link: http://www.clhhub.org.uk/ 

40.10.5 Copeland has a strong history of self-build and the Housing Strategy identifies that there is 
a growing demand for self and custom build housing in the Borough. One of the delivery 
priorities identified in the Strategy is “To grow the supply of housing to suit the needs of 
professionals and entrepreneurs seeking to remain in or move into the area” and the 
promotion of self and custom build housing is recognised as a way of helping deliver this 
priority. 

40.10.6 The Council keeps a register of those seeking to acquire serviced plots in the Borough for 
their own self and custom build housing (market or affordable). At present there are 15 
people on the register but it is accepted that there may be additional people are 
interested in self-build projects who haven’t registered. The self-build register can be 
accessed at the following link: https://www.copeland.gov.uk/content/self-build-and-
custom-housebuild-register. There are also a number of sites currently with planning 
permission that are providing self-build plots. 

 

Policy H10PO: Community-led, Self-build and custom build housing 

 

Community-led housing schemes will be supported, particularly those which help bring empty 
homes back into beneficial use, where they accord with the Development Plan. Applicants must 
demonstrate how their proposal meets the housing needs identified within the Council’s SHMA and 
Housing Needs Study.  

Self and custom build housing will be supported where the development accords with the 
Development Plan and make a positive contribution to the street-scene.  A design code will be 
required for all developments over 5 units. 
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 Specialist and Older Persons housing 

40.11.1 The SHMA identifies that Copeland has an ageing population. In 2019, 22.7% of our 
population was aged over 65, compared to 18.4% across England as a whole. 

40.11.2 The Housing Needs Study also identifies that a large section of the Borough has a disability 
or long term illness that limits their day to day activities, with 22% of respondents to the 
housing needs survey stating that this was the case for at least one household member 
and 12% of respondents indicating that they would be interested in extra care housing.  

40.11.3 The Council supports the Borough’s most vulnerable residents through working with 
partners to increase the provision of specialist and older persons housing and providing 
disabled facilities grants which help people adapt their homes to allow them to live 
independently. The Housing Strategy states that we will “work with developers, statutory 
bodies and third sector partners to increase the supply of specialist housing with support 
for groups with a specific and unmet need”. The Local Plan has a role to play in supporting 
that priority, in ensuring that any specialist housing is directed to the most appropriate 
locations.  

40.11.4 The NPPF defines older people as “People over or approaching retirement age, including 
the active, newly retired through to the very frail elderly; and whose housing needs can 
encompass accessible, adaptable general needs housing through to the full range of 
retirement and specialised housing for those with support or care needs.”  

40.11.5 The provision of extra care housing is one means of helping to meet the needs of 
vulnerable groups, including the elderly. This is self-contained accommodation that allows 
people to live independently (or in couples where required) in a supportive environment. 
Increasing the numbers of people living in Extra Care housing frees up market and social 
housing and reduces the need for other types of care home.  

40.11.6 There are currently two Extra Care housing developments within Copeland which provide 
61 units between them. The first is Duddon Mews in Millom (14 units) developed by Home 
Group, the second is Monkwray Court in Whitehaven (47 units) operated by Anchor Trust.  

40.11.7 Cumbria County Council has prepared an Extra Care Housing and Supported Living 
Strategy, which is for the period of 2015-2025. The aim of the strategy is to develop Extra 
Care housing and Supported Living accommodation across Cumbria. The County Council 
also operate a grant funding programme53 for potential providers looking to bring forward 
proposals for extra care/supported living schemes.  

40.11.8 Within Copeland, it is predicted that there will be demand for 350 extra care units by 2025 
resulting in a shortfall of 289 units once the existing schemes are taken into account. Draft 
Policy H11PO supports the provision of residential establishments, including extra care 
housing, and will ensure that these are located in the right places to meet identified needs 
and enable residents to access key services and play an active part in community life. 

40.11.9 The Draft Housing Needs Study identifies that there is also a need for purpose built, high 
quality student and key worker accommodation. At present there are no purpose built 
student housing schemes in Copeland. 

                                                           
53 
https://www.cumbria.gov.uk/healthsocialcare/ech/developmentprogramme/grants/defaul
t.asp 
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Policy H11PO: Residential Establishments, including Specialist, older persons housing and purpose 
built student and key-worker accommodation 

 

The Council will work collaboratively with providers and partners to identify sites which may be 
suitable for specialist or older persons housing, including sheltered accommodation, extra care 
housing, residential nursing care accommodation and purpose built keyworker and student 
accommodation, taking into account housing needs evidence including the latest SHMA and Housing 
Needs Study. 

Developments should be well-designed (including providing adequate space for mobility scooters 
where appropriate) and well integrated within the wider community with safe access to services and 
public transport. 

Developments should also accord with the criteria in Policy H6PO and should not result in any 
unacceptable harm to the amenities of neighbours in terms of noise and disturbance. 

 

 

 Conversion and Subdivision of Properties 

40.12.1 The conversion and sub-division of larger properties, including residential and commercial 
properties such as former offices, is often a useful way to create additional 
accommodation to meet housing needs, including smaller properties such as self-
contained flats or HMOs. The demand for such properties is likely to grow as the 
Borough’s economy grows, particularly where there is an influx of temporary workers.  

40.12.2 Draft Policy H12PO below relates to the conversion and sub-division of buildings to create 
residential accommodation. The purpose of the policy is to ensure that the amenity of 
future residents of the building and neighbouring residents is protected. 

40.12.3 Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMO) with between 3 and 6 occupants fall into a C4 Use 
Class and do not, at present, require planning permission. Larger HMOs with 7 or more 
occupants and comprising of two or more households do require planning permission and 
are classed as Sui Generis uses. HMOs are different from self-contained flats as occupiers 
share basic amenities such as kitchen and bathroom facilities. Certain HMOs, including 
those which are exempt from planning permission, will require a licence which can be 
obtained from the Council’s housing department and will need to meet Housing Health 
and Safety Rating System standards, Fire and Building Regulations.  

40.12.4 HMOs provide an important source of housing, which is often available cheaply, however 
the conversion of residential properties to HMOs can lead to problems for neighbouring 
residents, for example where there is insufficient parking and refuse storage. The increase 
in occupiers and comings and goings can also have a detrimental impact upon the amenity 
of neighbours, however this can often be minimised through the careful planning of 
internal layouts and access arrangements.  
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40.12.5 As well as considering the impact upon neighbours, it is also important to consider the 
amenity, health and well-being of future residents of the HMO. Therefore draft Policy 
H12PO ensures that satisfactory access to sunlight and daylight, sufficient internal space, 
privacy and outlook is provided.  

40.12.6 Whilst evidence suggests that such measures are not currently needed in Copeland, a 
number of councils have Article 4 directives in place which remove permitted 
development rights relating to changes of use from C3 (dwelling houses) to C4 (small 
HMOs), meaning that anyone who wants to convert their property into a small HMO 
would require planning permission. This enables councils to control the number of HMOs 
in a particular area and ensure any detrimental impacts are minimised. As the demand for 
short term accommodation increases in the Borough consideration should be given to the 
provision of an Article 4 Directive in those areas most affected. 

 

Policy H12PO: Conversion and sub-division of buildings to residential uses including large HMO’s 

 

The subdivision of existing properties within the Borough’s settlement boundaries, including those 
which create Houses in Multiple Occupancy, will be supported providing all the following criteria are 
met: 

a) The development does not result in unacceptable levels of harm to residential amenity (noise 
and disturbance) for occupiers of the converted property and/or those occupying neighbouring 
properties 

b) Future residents have adequate levels of natural lighting and privacy 
c) The development does not have an adverse impact upon the privacy of neighbouring residents 

through direct overlooking 
d) Off street parking is provided or sufficient parking is available within close proximity of the site 
e) Adequate external amenity space is provided, including for waste and recycling bin storage 

without harming the visual amenities of the area 
f) Cycle space is provided  
g) Safe access is available from both the front and rear of the property  
h) The development does not result in an over-concentration of HMOs taking into account the 

cumulative impacts of HMOs and subdivided properties within the vicinity of the site 
 
Consideration will also be given to the loss of the original property and whether this supports the 
housing strategy informed by the Council’s SHMA and Housing Needs Study. 

 

 Extensions and Alterations 

40.13.1 Extensions and alterations to existing properties can be a useful way of meeting changing 
household needs, for example through the creation of an annex to provide 
accommodation for dependent relatives. They can however cause detrimental impacts 
upon both the street-scene and residential amenity where they are poorly designed. Draft 
Policy H13PO seeks to ensure that any proposals for domestic extensions or alterations 
meet detailed requirements relating to design and amenity. 
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40.13.2 Where proposals for “granny” annexes are considered acceptable, applicants must 
demonstrate a suitable access between the annexe and the main house and also the 
provision of a shared facility with the main house for example a bathroom or kitchen. The 
occupancy of annexes will be controlled through the use of a suitably worded planning 
condition to ensure that they are not used as a self-contained residential units.  

 
Policy H13PO: Domestic Extensions and Alterations 
  

  
 
Proposals for house extensions and alterations or additional buildings within the curtilage of 
existing properties will be permitted provided that: 
 

a) The scale, design and materials of the proposed development would not adversely alter 
the character or appearance of the existing building, street scene or wider surrounding 
area; 

b) The extension or outbuilding would be subservient to the dwelling and would retain an 
adequate provision of outdoor amenity space to serve the property 

c) The extension or outbuilding would not materially harm the amenity of the occupiers of 
the parent property or adjacent dwellings through loss of natural light, overlooking, 
privacy, potential noise nuisance or the overbearing nature of the proposal, and; 

d) The operational car parking needs of the property would continue to be met as a result of 
the proposal. 

 
 

 Rural Housing 

 New Housing in the Open Countryside 

41.1.1 Copeland is defined as a designated rural area under Section 157 of the Housing Act 1985 
and over 35% of our residents live outside of the Borough’s towns. Access to good quality 
housing is important to support rural services and ensure the sustainability of rural 
settlements. It also helps families to stay within the same communities which helps avoid 
social isolation.   

41.1.2 Whilst the NPPF supports rural development, it states54 that the development of isolated 
homes in the countryside should be avoided unless the following circumstances apply:  

 There is an essential need for a rural worker, including those taking majority control of 
a farm business, to live permanently at or near their place of work in the countryside;  

 The development would represent the optimal viable use of a heritage asset or would 
be appropriate enabling development to secure the future of heritage assets; 

 The development would re-use redundant or disused buildings and enhance its 
immediate setting   

 The development would involve the subdivision of an existing residential dwelling; or  

                                                           
54 NPPF, Paragraph 79 
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 The design is of exceptional quality 

41.1.3 Rural Exception sites are “Small sites used for affordable housing in perpetuity where sites 
would not normally be used for housing. Rural exception sites seek to address the needs 
of the local community by accommodating households who are either current residents or 
have an existing family or employment connection. A proportion of market homes may be 
allowed on the site at the Local Planning Authority’s discretion, for example where 
essential to enable the delivery of affordable units without grant funding.”55 

41.1.4 Homes will be supported on such sites where there is a proven unmet local need for 
affordable housing as evidenced, for example, by the Housing Needs Study. Where such 
development is supported, applicants will be expected to sign a Section 106 agreement to 
ensure houses remain affordable and available for those with a local connection in 
perpetuity.  

41.1.5 Prior to the production of the Publication Draft of the Local Plan, the Council will define 
what is meant by “local connection” in a Local Occupancy Technical Paper which will 
prioritise residents with the greatest need. 

 
Policy H14PO:  Rural Exception Sites 
 

 
 
Housing development within the open countryside will be permitted on rural exception sites, 
these are small sites where it is demonstrated that affordable housing is required to meet local 
needs.  
 
Applicants must demonstrate that the development is viable and housing will be retained in local, 
affordable use in perpetuity. An element of market housing will be accepted to support the 
development of local, affordable housing where: 
 

a) There are excessive development costs due to site constraints; and 
b)  It is demonstrated that the additional revenue created by the development of open 
market housing is essential to enable the delivery of affordable housing on the site; and 
c) The majority of the homes are affordable and the amount of open market housing is 
the minimum required to achieve site viability.  

 
The development must meet an identified need to the satisfaction of the Council, must be well 
designed and appropriate in terms of size and scale for its location. The development must not 
result in a significant adverse impact on the character of the area or the surrounding landscape. 
 

 

41.1.6 The Council supports rural enterprise and recognises that there will be a small number of 
cases where it essential for one or more people engaged in a rural enterprise to live at, or 
very close to, the site of their work. This is to ensure workers are on hand day and night to 
allow for the proper functioning of the business.  For example in case animals or 
agricultural processes require essential care at short notice; or to deal quickly with 

                                                           
55 NPPF Glossary definition 
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emergencies that could otherwise cause serious loss of crops or products, for example, by 
frost damage or the failure of automatic systems. 

41.1.7 Draft Policy H15PO supports the erection of agricultural, forestry or other essential rural 
workers dwellings, where certain criteria is met. Consideration will also be given to the 
number of workers needed taking into account the scale and nature of enterprise, to 
ensure the size of dwelling being applied for is appropriate. 

41.1.8 Where such dwellings are approved, occupancy will be retained for this purpose through 
the use of a planning condition. 

 
Policy H15PO:  Essential Dwellings for Rural Workers 
 

 
 
Housing will be permitted within the open countryside where it can be demonstrated that the 
dwelling is essential to allow a rural worker to live permanently at or near their place of work. 
The development will only be permitted where: 
 

a) there is a clearly established existing functional need; 
b) the need relates to a full-time worker, or one who is primarily employed in a rural 

business and does not relate to a part-time requirement;  
c) the unit and the rural business concerned have been established for at least three years, 

have been profitable for at least one of them, are currently financially sound, and have a 
clear prospect of remaining so; 

d) the functional need could not be fulfilled by another existing dwelling on the unit, or any 
other existing accommodation in the area which is suitable and available for occupation 
by the workers concerned; and  

e) other planning requirements, e.g. in relation to access, or impact on the countryside, are 
satisfied. 

 
 

 Conversion of Rural Buildings to Residential Use in the open countryside 

41.2.1 Agricultural buildings are currently permitted to change to residential use (C3 use class) 
together with some building operations reasonably necessary to facilitate the conversion, 
subject to the following criteria and Prior Approval being granted: 

 No more than five separate dwelling houses can be developed under this Class 
 Subject to this limit of five dwelling houses, up to three can be ‘larger dwelling 

houses’. (A larger single dwelling house is one with a floor space of more than 100m2). 
No more than 465m2 of floor space can change use to ‘larger dwelling houses’ under 
this class and no more than 465m2 of residential floor space is allowed in larger 
dwelling houses 

 Within the overall limit of five dwelling houses, up to five can be ‘smaller dwelling 
houses’. (Smaller dwelling houses each have a floor space of no more than 100m2) 

 Development is not permitted if the floor space of any dwelling house developed 
under Class Q having a use falling within Class C3 (dwelling houses) exceeds 465 
square metres. 
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41.2.2 Draft Policy H16PO is relevant to conversions that require planning permission outside of 
identified settlement boundaries and aims to strike a balance between supporting the 
rural economy whilst protecting the intrinsic character and beauty of the open 
countryside. 

41.2.3 A species survey may be required where there is evidence of protected species, for 
example roosting bats. 

 

Policy H16PO: Conversion of Rural Buildings to Residential Use 

 

The conversion and re-use of buildings in the open countryside for housing outside of settlement 
boundaries will be supported where: 

a) The building is redundant or disused, is of a traditional design and construction and contributes 
to the landscape character and/or historic environment;  

b) The building is structurally sound and capable of conversion without the need for significant 
extension, alteration or reconstruction; 

c) The development conserves the essential character of the buildings and enhances the 
immediate surroundings;  

d) The building is located adjacent to or in close proximity to an existing habitable group of 
buildings, and the number of dwellings proposed is appropriate to the surroundings; 

e) Safe road access is in place or can be created without damaging the rural character of the 
surrounding area; and 

f) The proposed curtilage area is appropriate in scale to the character of the building and will not 
result in adverse visual impacts or adverse harm to the landscape character. 

 
When granting permission under this policy the Council will remove permitted development rights 
where necessary to protect the character of the building and landscape.   

Proposals must also accord with the criteria listed in Policy H12PO. 

 

 

 Replacement Dwellings in the Open Countryside 

41.3.1 Whilst the NPPF sets out a presumption against isolated homes in the open countryside, 
replacement dwellings are an exception and can provide a useful source of rural housing, 
allowing residents to stay within their communities and making efficient use of land. 
Inappropriate design can however have a negative impact upon the character of the area, 
particularly when the scale of the new dwelling is not proportionate to the size of the plot.  

41.3.2 It is important that the scale and size of the new building matches the building that it 
replaces as uncontrolled extensions can also result in the loss of smaller housing within 
the rural areas and can therefore make it more difficult for first time buyers, or those 
needing smaller homes, to move into such locations.  
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Policy H17PO: Replacement Dwellings outside Settlement Boundaries 

 

The erection of a replacement dwelling outside of identified settlement boundaries will be permitted 
where: 

a) the replacement dwelling is to be sited on, or close to the footprint of the existing dwelling56 to 
be replaced; 

b) the replacement dwelling and curtilage development is of a scale, form and design appropriate 
to the location, will enhance its immediate setting and will not result in unacceptable impacts on 
landscape character or unacceptable visual harm; and,  

c) appropriate access and adequate vehicle parking can be achieved.  

Where necessary, appropriate planning conditions will be imposed to require the demolition of the 
existing dwelling and to remove permitted development rights to control the impacts of any 
replacement dwelling and curtilage development. 

 

 

 Beach Bungalows 

41.4.1 Copeland contains a number of beach bungalows which are focussed around an area of 
coastline between St Bees and Braystones. These bungalows are of varying quality and 
structural soundness, are at risk from coastal erosion and tidal flooding and are poorly 
connected to services within nearby settlements.  

41.4.2 Given their open countryside location and their vulnerability to flooding and climate 
change proposals for rebuilding the bungalows as larger or more permanent structures 
will not be supported.  

 

Policy H18PO: Beach Bungalows 

 

The alteration or replacement of an existing Beach Bungalow will be permitted where: 

a) the existing Beach Bungalow to be replaced has an existing lawful use; 

b) any replacement Beach Bungalow is sited on the footprint of the existing Beach Bungalow to be 
replaced; 

c) the altered Beach Bungalow or replacement Beach Bungalow is not larger in scale and massing 
than the existing Beach Bungalow to be replaced; and, 

                                                           
56 Existing dwelling refers to the main dwelling and excludes any out-buildings. 
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d) the design of the altered Beach Bungalow or replacement Beach Bungalow is appropriate to the 
location and will enhance the immediate setting. 

The erection of new Beach Bungalows and proposals for the change of use of existing Beach 
Bungalows to permanent dwellings or holiday letting accommodation will not be permitted. 

 

 

 Removal of Occupancy Conditions 

41.5.1 Occupancy conditions are useful to ensure affordable housing, or housing that may 
otherwise be unacceptable such as rural workers dwellings, are retained for the intended 
purpose. There may be cases however where applicants seek to remove such conditions to 
allow the release of housing onto the general market. In such cases, applicants are 
expected to demonstrate that there is no longer a need for the housing to be retained for 
that purpose. As part of this process, applicants will need to submit evidence to 
demonstrate that the property has been marketed for a reasonable period of time at a 
reasonable price.   

41.5.2 Where the removal of a condition limiting occupancy to a rural worker is supported, the 
Council may require the dwelling to meet local needs, rather than permitting it to be 
placed straight on the open market.  

41.5.3 A technical note regarding “local occupancy” will be developed prior to the production of 
the Publication Draft of the Local Plan. 

 

Policy H19PO: Removal of occupancy conditions 

 

The removal of a planning condition restricting the occupancy of a dwelling in open countryside will 
only be permitted where it can be demonstrated that the long term need for the dwelling has 
ceased and there is no evidence of a continuing need for housing for the particular group to which 
the occupancy condition relates. Where the removal of such conditions is accepted, a local 
occupancy condition will be attached to ensure the dwelling is made available for those with a local 
connection. 

Proposals to remove local occupancy conditions will only be permitted where an independent 
market assessment has been submitted following unsuccessful attempts to sell the property at a 
realistic price over the previous 2 years. 

 

 Residential Caravans 

41.6.1 Draft Policy H20PO is relevant to those proposals for caravans that require planning 
permission in order to ensure that negative impacts are minimised.  

41.6.2 A caravan is a use of land and not a structure and therefore it is the use that requires 
planning permission under certain circumstances. For instance a caravan sited within the 
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curtilage of a property and used as a play room or space ancillary to the main house is 
unlikely to be seen as a material change of use however if the caravan is occupied for 
stand-alone residential purposes then this is likely to require permission. 

 

H20PO: Residential Caravans  

 

Proposals for new residential caravans (with the exception of Gypsy & Traveller caravans) will only 
be permitted in exceptional circumstances and on a temporary basis, where need can be fully 
demonstrated to the satisfaction of the Council and where: 

a) the siting of the caravan will not result in adverse impacts upon the landscape or cause visual 
harm; 

b) the siting of the caravan will not result in unacceptable adverse impacts upon the amenities of 
neighbours through a loss of privacy or sunlighting; 

c) the siting of the caravan does not give rise to unacceptable impacts upon the highway network 
or highway safety; and 

d) the caravan is located within a settlement identified in Policy DS2PO. 

Where caravans are permitted, they should be well screened with appropriate landscaping where 
possible.  
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Health, Sport and Community Facilities 
 

 Health, Sport and Community Facilities: Assets and 
Aspirations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The creation of a 
Sporting Quarter in 
East Whitehaven to 
support the town 

centre offer

The development of 
water sports and 

enhancement of the 
cycling and walking 
offer in the Borough

The Borough’s natural 
environment and 
opportunities for 

outdoor sports and 
recreation

The development of a 
new leisure sized pool 

to meet needs in 
Millom
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 Health, Sport and Community Facilities: Key Facts 

 

 

Copeland is the second most deprived district in Cumbria and falls within the 30% 
most deprived nationally for overall deprivation

The Borough also falls within the 20% most deprived nationally in terms of 
employment deprivation and the 10% most deprived nationally in terms of health and 
disability deprivation (IMD). 

The Borough has lower life expectancy at birth than the national average: for men 
78.2years compared to the national average of 79.6 years and for women 81.5years 
compared to the national average of 83.1years (ONS 2018).

78.3% of residents in the Borough consider themselves to be in good or very good 
health (33.9% and 44.4% respectively) (ONS Census 2011)

Copeland has a strong sporting heritage and Whitehaven contains a leisure centre 
with a gym, pool and Sports Stadium. The new Whitehaven Campus also includes 
modern sports and leisure facilities.

78.7% of residents consider that their day to day activities are not limited by a health 
problem (ONS Census 2011)

65.8% of residents (adults 18+) were defined as being overweight in 2016/17 (Public 
Health England), this figure is higher than the county level (62.4%) and national level 
(61.3%)

The proportion of physically active adults (19+ years) in the Borough is also lower 
than the Cumbrian and national average with 64.8% of residents doing at least 150 
minutes of moderate intensity exercise in the previous 28 days.

The Council has commissioned a Sports and Physical Activity Strategy to assess the 
Borough’s sports and leisure offer and identify areas of shortfall.
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 Sports and Leisure in Copeland 
44.1.1 Copeland has a strong sporting heritage which the Council wishes to continue to support 

and develop recognising the socio-economic benefits sport and leisure can bring to our 
communities.  

44.1.2 The Borough contains a number of sporting facilities including Copeland Stadium, 
Copeland Pool and Whitehaven Leisure Centre. The recently opened Campus Whitehaven 
also provides a modern sports and physical activity facility for the Borough.  

44.1.3 Copeland also benefits from its location on the C2C, Hadrian’s Wall and Reivers national 
cycle routes and contains an extensive cycle network on former railway lines. It is also 
located on England’s Coastal Path and the Council is pro-actively working with partners to 
complete and improve the stretches of the Path route within the Borough.  

44.1.4 In recent years external funding has been secured to enhance opportunities for physical 
activity in the Borough. Funded projects include Connecting Cumbria’s Hidden Coast 
project; a recreational “challenge” route largely following England’s Coastal Path from 
Whitehaven to Millom, 1.4km of new cycle path, 1.8km of new or improved footpaths and 
links to the Wheels for All Hub.  

 Health 

44.2.1 The Borough is facing a number of challenges in terms of health as set out in the Key Facts 
at the start of this chapter. 

44.2.2 Active Cumbria identifies two local priorities within the Cumbria County Council Copeland 
Locality Plan 2018-2021: 

 To improve the health and well-being of Cumbria’s super ageing population by 
supporting “inactive” older adults in identified areas to become more regularly active; 

 To contribute to a reduction in health inequalities in our most deprived communities 
by supporting inactive people of all ages to be more regularly active. 

 
44.2.3 A number of Priority Wards have been identified in Copeland for both Older Adults and 

Low Socio-economic groups. This is reflected in the Council’s Corporate Strategy 2016-
2020 which contains an ambition to improve social wellbeing and a commitment to work 
with partners to support the most vulnerable in Copeland.  

44.2.4 Economic inactivity statistics for 2018/19 (Nomis and the Active Lives Survey 2019) show 
that the Borough is above the national average in terms of residents with long term 
sickness, retired residents and inactive residents. Unemployed claimant rates are also 
twice the national average, with youth unemployment being a particular concern at over 
over two times the national average. It is therefore not just a case of providing more 
sports and leisure facilities but making sure that they are accessible financially. 

 Provision and Protection of sport and leisure facilities 

44.3.1 The NPPF, paragraph 92 states:   

“To provide the social, recreational and cultural facilities and services the community 
needs, planning policies should; 

a) ‘Plan positively for the provision and use of community facilities’ 
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b) ‘Guard against the unnecessary loss of valued facilities and services.’ 

e) ‘Ensure an integrated approach to considering the location of housing, economic uses 
and community facilities and services.’” 

44.3.2 The Council plans positively for the provision and use of community facilities and has 
commissioned the production of a Sports and Physical Activities Strategy to assess the 
quality and usage of existing facilities (including playing pitches) and identify where there 
are any shortages in provision, now and in the future. The Strategy will contain a Playing 
Pitch Strategy, an Indoor Facilities Study and a Play Strategy and is due for completion in 
November 2020.  

 

44.3.3 The Local Plan Publication Draft will be informed by the final Strategy and will set out 
when developers will need to make contributions57 to improve facilities or create new 
ones. 

44.3.4 The Local Plan also guards against the loss of valued facilities, in accordance with 
paragraph 97 of the NPPF, and only allows their replacement with other uses in a limited 
number of circumstances as set out in draft Policy H21PO and H23PO below.  

44.3.5 Playing pitches are dealt with separately in draft Policy H22PO as they are governed by 
specific national guidance58. The Policy does not refer to school playing pitches as they are 
protected by their own national legislation. 

 Opportunities  

44.4.1 The NPPF59 acknowledges that access to a network of high quality open spaces and 
opportunities for sport and physical activity is important for health and well-being of 

                                                           
57 Through a section 106 agreement 
58 https://www.sportengland.org/how-we-can-help/facilities-and-planning/planning-for-sport 
59 Paragraph 96 
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communities and the forthcoming Sports and Physical Activity Strategy will identify areas 
where the Borough’s offer can be improved.  

44.4.2 The importance of sport and leisure has been recognised in the Council’s forthcoming bids 
for Future High Street funding and Town Deals funding. The former aims to create leisure 
spaces that link Whitehaven town centre and harbour area and improved facilities for 
cyclists as discussed in the Economy and Connectivity chapters. The latter recognises the 
importance of sport in helping diversify the economies of, and bring community benefits 
to, Millom and Cleator Moor. 

44.4.3 The funding bids for Cleator Moor and Millom build upon the opportunities identified 
within the Cleator Moor Spatial Framework: A Vision for Cleator Moor and the Millom 
Spatial Framework: A Vision for Millom documents published in August 2018. A Spatial 
Framework document has also been produced for Egremont. The key opportunities for 
sports identified within the three Spatial Frameworks are set out in Figure 22. 

44.4.4 Opportunities for sport and activity will also be enhanced through the protection of open 
spaces within settlements as discussed in the Copeland Places chapter, through a number 
of the strategic development priority projects such as the development of an activity trail 
as discussed in the Development Strategy and by prioritising pedestrian and cycling needs 
over vehicular needs in new developments as discussed in the Connectivity chapter. 
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Figure 22: Spatial Frameworks – Opportunities for Sports Identified

 

 

 
Policy H21PO: Sporting, Leisure and cultural Facilities (excluding playing pitches) 
 

 
 
The Council will support proposals in principle for new sports and leisure facilities that help meet 
identified needs, as set out in the most up to date evidence base, and help residents sustain and 
lead healthier lives.  
 

Cleator Moor Spatial Framework
The Framework includes an "Experience Cleator Moor" initiative 
that promotes the Cleator Moor as a contemporary market town 
which celebrates its sporting heritage. 

Opportunities that improve the existing outdoor sports and 
leisure provision and fill in identified gaps (e.g. cycling, playing 
fields, walks to the national park and sports clubs) are identified, 
particularly in the North East of the town linked to Copeland 
Bowls and Sports Centre and King George's Field pitches.

Egremont Spatial Framework
The Framework includes an"Experience Egremont" initiative and 
identifies opportunities to improve existing sports and leisure 
provision in the town filling identified gaps e.g Gillfoot Park, 
football, bowls and public play areas. 

Millom Spatial Framework
The Framework includes an"Experience Millom" initiative which 
involves the promotion of the town's coastal environment for 
water sports and related activities including investment in 
facilities and events. 

The Southern fringe of the town is identified  as an opportunity 
to create a distinctive leisure, recreation or tourism 
development facilitating adventure sports.
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New facilities should be accessible to all, should be located according to the Settlement Hierarchy 
where applicable, and must be informed by the Council’s Indoor Facilities Study.  
 
Development must: 

 Prioritise brownfield sites where possible 
 Be accessible by sustainable transport modes 
 Be of a scale that is appropriate to its surroundings 
 Ensure that adequate parking (including safe cycle storage) is provided 
 Ensure that the development does not cause unacceptable harm on residential amenity 
 Ensure that biodiversity conservation interests would not be harmed as a result of the 

development 
 
The Council will seek to protect and enhance existing sport and leisure facilities. Proposals 
resulting in the loss of a sports or leisure facility will only be permitted where this is fully justified 
to the satisfaction of the Local Planning Authority and demonstrated in the most up to date 
evidence base. Applicants must demonstrate that: 
 

a) The loss is required to in order to provide alternative sport or leisure provision and the 
needs for the new facility clearly outweigh the loss; or 

b) The facility is surplus to requirements; or  
c) The land in question only forms an ancillary use and its loss would not affect overall public 

usage of the facility; or 
d) The facility would be replaced by equivalent or better provision, with equivalent or better 

access and management arrangements within the same locality. 
 

  

 
Policy H22PO: Playing Fields and Pitches 
 

 
 
Proposals which provide new playing pitches or ancillary facilities will be supported in principle, 
particularly those which help address deficits identified within the Sports Strategy.  
 
Proposals affecting playing fields will only be permitted where the proposed development: 

a) affects only land incapable of forming part of a playing pitch; 
b) Does not reduce the size of any playing pitch; 
c) Does not result in the inability to use any playing pitch (including the maintenance of 

adequate safety margins and run-off areas); 
d) Does not reduce the sporting capacity of the playing field to accommodate playing pitches 

or the capability to rotate or reposition playing pitches to maintain their quality; 
e) Does not result in the loss of other sporting provision or ancillary facilities on the site; or 
f) Does not prejudice the use of any remaining areas of playing field on the site and 
g) Where biodiversity conservation interests would not be harmed as a result. 

 
Unless: 

i. The applicant has carried out a robust, up-to-date assessment of need and it is clear from    
this that the pitches affected are surplus to requirements; or 

ii. The Council’s Sports Strategy identifies the pitches as being surplus to requirements; or 
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iii. Any pitches lost will be replaced by equivalent or better provision in the same locality; or 
iv. The loss of the pitch for one sport will result in better provision for other sports which are 

in greater demand and the loss is therefore outweighed by the benefits of the proposal. 
 

 

 Community Facilities 
45.1.1 Copeland contains a wealth of local community facilities, such as community halls, 

libraries, village halls and places of worship. These are particularly important in our rural 
areas for reducing social isolation and reducing the need to travel.  

45.1.2 The Council maintains an Assets of Community Value list. These are assets that are 
nominated by community groups and parish councils and the group are given time to bid 
for assets included on the list if they are ever put up for sale in the 5 year period through 
the Community Right to Buy Scheme. The List currently contains 4 assets of Community 
Value in the Borough, 2 of which are within the Local Plan area. 

45.1.3 Whilst our aim is to protect and retain such spaces, it is accepted that some are lost 
because they are no longer viable. Draft Policy H23PO protects such facilities in the 
Borough, whilst being flexible enough to allow for changes of uses in certain 
circumstances. The Policy does not relate to village shops, post offices or public houses in 
rural locations as these are considered in the Retail chapter. 

 

Policy H23PO: Community Facilities 

 

Proposals for new community facilities (Community Halls, Village Halls, libraries and halls related to 
places of worship) will be supported in principle. Development must: 

 Prioritise brownfield sites where possible 
 Be accessible by sustainable transport modes 
 Be of a scale that is appropriate to its surroundings 
 Ensure that adequate parking (including safe cycle storage) is provided 
 Ensure that the development does not cause unacceptable harm on residential amenity 
 Ensure that biodiversity conservation interests would not be harmed as a result 
 
The loss of existing community facilities through new development requiring planning permission 
will only be permitted where it can be clearly demonstrated, to the satisfaction of the Council, that: 

a) Its continued use as a community facility or service is no longer feasible, having had regard to 
appropriate marketing (over an appropriate period of time and at a price which reflects its use, 
condition and local market values), the demand for the use of the site or premises, its usability 
and the identification of a potential future occupier; or 

b) There is sufficient provision of such facilities in the area; or 
c) That sufficient alternative provision has been, or will be made elsewhere which is equally 

accessible and of the same quality or better than the facility being lost. 
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 Advertisements 
46.1.1 The following policy sets out the Councils approach to advertisements both within and 

outside areas of Special Advertisement Control. The Area of Special Advertisement Control 
is where additional restrictions are placed on the display of adverts. 

46.1.2 The Council is currently considering whether to undertake a review of the Area of Special 
Advertisement Control. 

 
Policy H24PO: Advertisements 

 
 
Applications for consent to display advertisements will be permitted where proposal will not have 
an adverse effect on either amenity or public safety. 
 
Proposals for advertisements and signs will be granted consent where:  

a) they do not result in visual clutter in the local area;  
b) they are of a high quality design that is appropriate to their local context in terms of 

materials, size, positioning, styling and method of illumination;  
c) when attached to buildings they respect the building’s scale, proportions and 

architectural features; and  
d) they do not result in unacceptable adverse impacts on public safety. 

 
Proposals for advertisements and signs in the Area of Special of Control of Advertisements and 
those affecting Heritage Assets and their setting will only be granted consent where the following 
additional criteria are met: 

i. they preserve and enhance the special qualities and character appearance of the rural 
landscape, including designated landscapes; Conservation Areas; Listed Buildings; other 
heritage assets and their settings;  

ii. proposals avoid the use of projecting box signs and instead reflect, re-interpret or 
complement traditional hanging sign styles;  

iii. proposals at development entrances where possible advertise multiple businesses to 
avoid the proliferation of individual signs and clutter; and,  

iv. where illumination is proposed it is considered necessary and is sensitively designed for 
its context, generally avoiding internal illumination methods.  

 
Advance directional signs will only be permitted where the additional following criteria are met:  

1. the need for the sign(s) has been adequately demonstrated, in that the location and 
nature of the premises is such that they cannot reasonably be located following normal 
town or village direction signs; and 

2. the number of signs and their size is limited to the minimum required to adequately serve 
their directional function. 
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Copeland’s Places  
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Natural Environment 
 

 Natural Environment: Assets and Aspirations  

 

 

The only area of 
designated Heritage 

Coast in the North West 
of England

High quality natural 
environment which 

contains a number of 
sites designated for their 
biodiversity importance

Stunning and varied 
landscapes including the 

highest mountain in 
England and the deepest 

lake

"Excellent" rated beaches

Clean air and Dark Skies

Wealth of open spaces 
within settlements 

including a number of 
highly valued Local Green 

Spaces

Opportunities to create a 
strategic Copeland Forest
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 Natural Environment: Key Facts  
 

 

Copeland has 47km of coastline, 27km of which is designated as an Inshore Marine 
Conservation Zone

Our designated Natura 2000 sites, which include Special Protection Areas, Special 
Areas of Conservation and RAMSAR sites are generally in a good condition

Our Sites of Special Scientific Interest are in mixed condition

There is a high likelihood of Best and Most Versitile agricultural land around the 
Millom area

Air quality in Copeland is typically very good with N02 levels well below the annual 
mean objective 

Two of our four bathing waters were classified as being excellent in 2018, one was 
identified as being good and one was classed as being sufficient

There is a need to further improve the biological quality of rivers and ecological 
standard of estuaries and coasts in Copeland.
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 Conserving and Enhancing Biodiversity and Geodiversity 

 Defining Biodiversity 

49.1.1 Biodiversity is defined in the Oxford Dictionary as “the variety of plant and animal life in 
the world or in a particular habitat, a high level of which is usually considered to be 
important and desirable.” It supports life on earth and provides the following benefits:  

 Regulates water, carbon and nutrient cycles  
 Improves air quality  
 Keeps the environment in state of balance 
 Provides resources for consumption e.g. wood, biofuels 
 Helps support economic sectors such as farming, forestry, crafts etc. 
 Leisure and tourism resource 
 Reduces anti-social behaviour  
 Improves mental and physical health and well-being  
 Cultural/spiritual attachments to natural environment  
 Reduces flooding  
 Important for soil production  
 Open air classroom for learning about and monitoring the environment  

 

 International, National and Regional Designations 

European Designations 

49.2.1 Copeland contains a number of sites that are designated at European level for their 
biodiversity importance (Natura 2000 Sites), many of which extend beyond Borough 
boundaries. These are:  

 Ramsar sites are internationally protected wetland areas.  
 Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) provide increased protection to a variety of wild 

animals, plants and habitats. 
 Special Protection Areas (SPA) provide increased protection for rare and vulnerable 

birds and for regularly occurring migratory species. 

49.2.2 International designations are identified on the draft proposals map and are listed in Table 
17 below. 

Table 17: Natura 2000 Sites in Copeland 

Site Designation Habitat and Key species 
 

Duddon Mosses SAC Bogs, marshes, water fringed vegetation, fens 
Lake District High Fells SAC Inland water bodies (standing and running 

water), bogs, marshes, water fringed vegetation, 
fens, heath, scrub, maquis and garrigue, 
phygrana, dry grassland, steppes, humid 
grassland, mesophile grassland, alpine and sub-
alpine grassland, broad-leaved deciduous 
woodland, inland rocks, screes, sands, 
permanent snow and ice 
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Site Designation Habitat and Key species 
 

Drigg Coast SAC Tidal rivers, estuaries, mud flats, sand flats, 
lagoons (including saltwork basins), salt marshes, 
salt pastures, salt steppes, coastal sand dunes, 
sand beaches, machair, shingle, sea cliffs, islets 

Wast Water SAC Inland water bodies (standing water, running 
water), dry grassland, steppes 

Morecambe Bay and 
Duddon Estuary 

SPA/Ramsar Estuaries, mudflats and sandflats not covered by 
seawater at low tide, large shallow inlets and 
bays, perennial vegetation of stony banks. 
Salicornia and other annuals colonising mud and 
sand, Atlantic salt meadows (Glauco-
puccinellietaliamaritimae), shifting dunes along 
the shoreline with Ammophilia arenaria (‘white 
dunes’), fixed dunes with herbaceous vegetation 
(‘grey dunes’), humid dune slacks, sandbanks 
which are slightly covered by sea water all the 
time, coastal lagoons. 
Reefs. 
Tidal rivers, estuaries, mudflats, sandflats, 
lagoons (including saltwork basins), salt marshes, 
salt pastures, salt steppes, coastal sand dunes, 
sand beaches, machair. Supports over 31,505 
wildfowl. 

River Ehen SAC Inland water bodies (standing water, running 
water), broad leaved deciduous woodland, 
coniferous woodland. 

Solway Firth pSPA Estuarine/marine site, extensive areas of 
intertidal mudflats, fringing saltmarshes and 
grazing marshes. Supports a significant number 
of important species. 

 

49.2.3 The Council has carried out a Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA) of the draft policies 
and site allocations in the Local Plan and this has considered their effects (singularly and 
cumulatively) on the Natura 2000 network.  

49.2.4 The draft HRA Screening Report identifies that a number of policies and allocations may 
have a likely significant effect on the Natura 2000 Network. The HRA Appropriate 
Assessment considers that all likely significant effects can be mitigated.  

National and Local Designations 

49.2.5 Copeland contains a number of Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) listed in Table 18 
below and identified on the draft Proposals Map. These are England’s most important 
wildlife and geological sites which support many rare and endangered species, habitats 
and natural features. Natural England regularly monitors the condition of SSSIs and the 
latest data is shown below 
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Table 18: Sites of Special Scientific Interest in Copeland (Habitats) 

Site Name Habitat Condition - % 
favourable or 
unfavourable 
recovering 

Duddon Valley 
Woodlands 

Broadleaved, mixed and yew woodland – upland, Dwarf 
shrub heath – upland, 

61.85%  

Stanley Ghyll Broadleaved, mixed and yew woodland - upland 0%  

Brantrake Moss 
& Devoke Water 

Acid grassland – upland, Standing open water and canals, 
Dwarf shrub heath – upland, Fen, marsh and swamp - 
lowland 

100%  

Milkingstead 
Wood 

Broadleaved, mixed and yew woodland - upland 100%  

Duddon Estuary Littoral sediment, Supralittoral sediment, Neutral 
grassland – lowland, Broadleaved, mixed and yew 
woodland – lowland, Coastal lagoon, Earth heritage 

97.81%  

Shaw Meadow 
& Sea Pasture 

Dwarf shrub heath – lowland, Neutral grassland - lowland 100% 

Duddon Mosses Bogs – lowland, Fen, marsh and swamp – lowland, 
Broadleaved, mixed and yew woodland 

58.51% 

Greendale 
Mires 

Fen, marsh and swamp - lowland 100% 

Ennerdale Standing open water and canals, Fen, marsh and swamp 
– lowland, Broadleaved, mixed and yew woodland – 
upland, Fen, marsh and swamp – lowland 

98.37% 

Wasdale Screes Dwarf shrub heath – upland, Inland rock 100% 

Pillar & 
Ennerdale Fells 

Dwarf shrub heath – upland, Broadleaved, mixed and 
yew woodland – upland, 

100% 

Wast Water Standing open water and canals, Neutral grassland - 
upland 

0% 

Source: 
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteList.aspx?siteName=&countyCode=9&responsiblePerson=&Designation
Type=SSSI 
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49.2.6 The Borough also contains two national nature reserves, Hallsenna Moor and High Leys, as 
well as a locally designated nature reserve at Millom Ironworks.  

County Wildlife Sites 

49.2.7 The Borough contains a number of locally important County Wildlife Sites which are 
designated as part of the Cumbria Wildlife Trust’s Wildlife Sites Project. The sites are 
considered to be of local importance for biodiversity, although they do not have statutory 
designation. 

Table 19: County Wildlife Sites 

 
High Park (nr Arlecdon) 

 
Redness Point 

Gilgarran Plantation Andrews Gill   
Studfold Willow Patch   Cunning Point and Cat Gill 
Sandbeds Meadow   Castle Park Wood 
Low Leys Midgey Gill   
Meadow Hunterhow Mire   Woodhouse Quarry   
High Leys Meadow   Roska Park and Bellhouse Gill Wood   
Rowrah Hall Quarry Stanley Pond   
Salter Wood   Rottington Common 
Yeathouse Quarry   Brown Bank Mire   
Parkside Pond   Longlands Lake   
Birkhouse Pond River Ehen Pond   
Rheda South Park Fish Hatcheries   
Dub Beck Oxenriggs Pond   
Moresby Moss Carlton Moor Wood   
Bonnywood Gibb Tarn   
Braystones Coast Brownbank Moss   
Starling Castle   Silver How Bog 
Sellafield Tarn   Panope Bog 
Terrace Bank Wood   Seascale 
Ponsonby Tarn River Irt Grassland   
Seascale Dunes and Foreshore   Kirksanton Moss 
Bleawath Bog Brocklebank Wood   
Gaitskell Wood   Bleamoss (Dunningwell) 
Fox’s Wood   Hole House Wood 
Lowscales Bank Sheephouse Wood   
Nicle Wood   Beck Wood (Millom) 
Butts Foot Wood   Millom Marsh   
High Brow Meadows (The Hill) Raylands Wood 

 Source: Copeland Core Strategy 

Protected Species 

49.2.8 The Cumbria Biodiversity Action Plan 2001 identifies protected species within the 
Borough, many of which may be found on sites which are not protected habitats. The 
Action Plan contains 39 Species and Habitat Action Plans covering over 700 individual 
actions designed to conserve and / or enhance a range of threatened species and habitats 
of both local and national importance. 
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 Geodiversity 

49.3.1 Geodiversity is the variety of rocks, minerals, fossils, soils and landforms, along with the 
natural processes that shape them. 

49.3.2 Copeland has a varied geology and a number of Sites of Scientific Interest in the Borough 
are designated specifically for their geological features. These are listed in Table 20 below. 

Table 20: Sites of Scientific Importance in Copeland (Geology) 

Site Name  Type Condition: % 
favourable or 
unfavourable 
recovering 

Water Crag  Earth Heritage  100% 
Bowness Knott Earth Heritage  100% 
Buckbarrow Beck Earth Heritage  100% 
Annaside and Gutterby Banks Earth Heritage  100% 
Waberthwaite Quarry  Earth Heritage  100% 
Beckfoot Quarry  Earth Heritage  100% 
Nab Gill Mine  Earth Heritage  100% 
Yeathouse Quarry Earth Heritage  100% 
River Calder Section Earth Heritage  100% 
Florence Mine  Earth Heritage  0% 
St Bees Head  Earth Heritage, Supralittoral 

Rock 
100% 

Source: https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteSearch.aspx 

49.3.3 There are also a number of Local Geological Sites (formerly known as Regionally Important 
Geological Sites).  

49.3.4 Both types of geological site are also shown on the draft proposals map. 

 Impacts of Development on Biodiversity and Geodiversity 

49.4.1 Section 40 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006 places a duty on 
Local Authorities to conserve biodiversity. The proposed Environmental Bill will update the 
Act to require both the conservation and enhancement of biodiversity.  

49.4.2 Development can result in a direct loss of habitats and disturbance to species but can also 
have indirect effects through increasing pollution and accelerating the effects of climate 
change. The impacts of development should therefore be considered early in the design 
process.  

49.4.3 Draft Local Plan policy NE1PO contains a mitigation hierarchy which supports the 
conservation of biodiversity and geodiversity. This follows guidance within paragraph 175 
of the NPPF.  It requires that harm is avoided where possible, for example by developing 
less sensitive sites, limiting construction hours or noise levels, scheduling works around 
breeding seasons, amending layout or reducing lighting to avoid disturbance.  

49.4.4 Where there is evidence to suspect the presence of protected species planning 
applications should be accompanied by an appropriate up-to-date survey, carried out at 
the correct time of year, assessing their presence. If present, the proposal must be 
sensitive to, and make provision for, the species’ needs. Ecology reports should be 
undertaken by suitably qualified persons. 
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49.4.5 Where harm cannot be avoided, appropriate mitigation measures must be proposed to 
remove or reduce the impact, for example by creating replacement habitat elsewhere on 
the site or restoring or enhancing habitat in another location. Where mitigation is required 
in the form of species translocation, the Council will work with partners to identify suitable 
sites. 

49.4.6 In the exceptional cases, where mitigation is not appropriate or where residual impacts 
remain following mitigation, compensation will be accepted as a last resort. 
Compensation is usually carried out off site and will be secured through planning 
conditions or S106 agreements. It will only be accepted where independent expert advice 
demonstrates that there will be a high chance of success. 

49.4.7 In accordance with paragraph 175 of the NPPF, if significant harm to biodiversity resulting 
from a development cannot be avoided (through locating on an alternative site with less 
harmful impacts), adequately mitigated, or, as a last resort, compensated for, then 
planning permission will be refused. 

 Impacts upon Natura 2000 Sites 

49.5.1 Developers are also required to carry out a HRA Screening assessment when they are 
preparing proposals that may have a negative impact upon the integrity of Natura 2000 
Sites. The HRA must take into account any likely significant effects on such sites within 
Copeland and within a 20km radius of the Borough as well as those that are hydrologically 
linked to the Development Plan area.  

49.5.2 The Screening Report should be submitted alongside the planning application. Where the 
report identifies that adverse effects on Natura 2000 Sites are likely, it should be followed 
by an Appropriate Assessment where appropriate. 

49.5.3 Development that would cause harm to a Natura 2000 site will only be accepted in 
exceptional circumstances, where it can be demonstrated that there are imperative 
reasons of overriding public interest, given the importance of such sites. Where 
compensation is proposed (as a last resort), 
the European Habitats and Wild Birds 
Directive requires that all necessary 
compensatory measures are taken to ensure 
the overall coherence of the network of 
European Sites as a whole is protected. 

 Opportunities for Biodiversity 
Enhancement 

49.6.1 As well as considering the impacts of 
development opportunities to improve 
biodiversity and geodiversity should also be 
sought. Space for biodiversity is often easy to 
provide, for example through the provision of 
wildflower verges, hedgerow boundaries, 
green walls and roofs, swift and swallow 
bricks, bat access tiles for roofs and tree 
planting. Sustainable drainage systems, when 
designed correctly, can also become havens 
for wildlife.   
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49.6.2 In terms of geodiversity, development can provide an opportunity to better understand 
geodiversity features, for example by providing public access and interpretation boards. 

49.6.3 The Council will consider producing a Biodiversity and Development Supplementary 
Planning Document to provide further guidance on how habitats and species can be 
protected and enhanced through development. This could provide further guidance on 
how to incorporate biodiversity in developments. 

 Sustainable Construction 

49.7.1 Developers are encouraged, and in some cases will be required, to produce Sustainable 
Construction Management Plans to identify how construction will avoid, minimise or 
mitigate adverse effects on the environment and surrounding communities and to help 
ensure that development is compliant with environmental regulations and legislation. 
Such plans should identify the biodiversity features which will be managed to maintain 
and enhance the site’s nature conservation value. They are also a useful way of making 
site personnel aware of the sites biodiversity value and ensure they adapt their working 
practices accordingly (e.g. by not laying heavy materials down on a root protection zone) 

 

Policy N1PO Conserving and Enhancing Biodiversity and Geodiversity 

 

Potential harmful impacts of any development upon biodiversity and geodiversity should be 
identified and considered at the earliest stage 

Proposals must demonstrate, to the satisfaction of the Council, that the following sequential steps 
have been undertaken  

Avoidance – Biodiversity and geodiversity must be considered when drafting up proposals and any 
potential harmful effects on biodiversity and geodiversity must be identified along with appropriate 
measures that will be taken to avoid these effects   

Mitigation – Where harmful effects cannot be avoided, they must be appropriately mitigated in 
order to overcome or reduce negative impacts.  

Compensation – Where mitigation is not possible or viable or in cases where residual harm would 
remain following mitigation, harmful effects should be compensated for. Where this is in the form of 
compensatory habitat of an area of equivalent or greater biodiversity value should be provided. 
Compensation is a last resort and will only be accepted in exceptional circumstances.  

Where harm remains to a Natura 2000 site, development will only be approved where it can be 
demonstrated that there are imperative reasons of overriding public interest. In such cases, 
compensatory measures must ensure the overall coherence of the network of European sites as a 
whole is protected. 

Planning permission will be refused for any development if significant harm cannot be avoided, 
mitigated or compensated for. 

Sustainable construction methods should be used where possible. 
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Development proposals where the principal objective is to conserve or enhance biodiversity and 
geodiversity interests will be supported in principle.  

 

 

 Biodiversity Net Gain 

49.8.1 Biodiversity net gain ensures developments deliver more and/or better quality biodiversity 
than exists at present. Developers must assess what the site currently offers in terms of 
biodiversity, show how any existing nature features will be retained/improved and what 
new nature features will be provided.  

49.8.2 In 2018 the Government consulted on proposals to introduce a mandatory biodiversity net 
gain policy. Following consultation the government announced that it would mandate net 
gains for biodiversity in the Environment Bill. Once the Bill becomes statutory, it is 
anticipated that development will be required to achieve a minimum net gain of 10% for 
biodiversity using the Defra Biodiversity Metric model.  Defra’s 2.0 metric system 
calculates net gain by assigning a numerical value to each habitat, expressed as 
“biodiversity units”. Emphasis will be on the 
habitats distinctiveness (is it of low, 
medium or high wildlife value), condition (is 
it a good example of its type) and extent 
(size).  

49.8.3 The Chartered Institute of Ecology and 
Environmental Management (CIEEM) in 
partnership with CIRIA and IEMA, have 
produced a useful document, Biodiversity 
Net Gain – Good Practice Principles for 
Development, to help guide developers 
looking to provide net gains.  

49.8.4 Any enhancements required will be set out 
in a planning obligation and must be 
maintained for at least 30 years. All net 
gains will be recorded on a public 
Biodiversity gain site register which will 
include details of the work required and 
who is responsible for carrying it out. 

49.8.5 Draft Policy N2PO proposes a hierarchical approach to providing net gain as set out below, 
this is to ensure those communities which host the development receive and benefit from 
the net gain in biodiversity where possible: 

1. On site provision; 

2. Off site provision (in an area identified as a Local Nature Recovery Network)  

3. Off site provision (e.g. through a local habitat creation project); or 

4. Developer may purchase biodiversity units/credits where options 1 and 2 are not 
available. Investment will be directed to nationally strategic habitats where there 
are no local habitat creation projects available. 
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49.8.6 Whilst additional net gain above the government’s suggested 10% is encouraged, the 
Council does not currently have any evidence to require a higher level. The 10% 
requirement has therefore been carried forward into Policy N2PO.  

Local Nature Recovery Networks 

49.8.7 Local Nature Recovery Networks were introduced in the Draft Environment Bill and are 
priority areas within the county identified within a Local Nature Recovery Strategy. They 
are strategic areas of habitat that extend beyond Local Authority boundaries. The area 
covered by a Local Nature Recovery Network has yet to be determined by the government 
but it is anticipated that they will be of a county scale. Each network will have its own 
Strategy which will include a statement that identifies priority areas within the network for 
recovery and enhancement, and a local habitat map. The Statement will include the 
following: 

• a description of the area and its biodiversity 
• a description of the opportunities for recovering or enhancing biodiversity 
• biodiversity priorities for recovering or enhancing habitats and species (taking into 

account the contribution that recovering or enhancing biodiversity can also make to 
other environmental benefits e.g. reducing flood risk) 

• proposals as to potential measures relating to the above priorities 
 

49.8.8 When identifying and designating Local Nature Recovery Networks, consideration should 
also be given to the additional benefits spaces can offer such as reducing flood risk and the 
positive impacts such spaces can have on health and well-being. 

Biodiversity Credits 

49.8.9 Further details regarding option 4 will be provided once government guidance has been 
published following the Environment Bill becoming statute. The Government have stated 
in their Environment Bill consultation document that “Projects for investment will be 
selected on the basis of their additionality, their long-term environmental benefits and 
their contribution to strategic ecological networks. Investment will be made transparently 
and a public record of government habitat creation projects maintained for transparency 
and audit purposes.” 

Exceptions 

49.8.10 It will not be appropriate to require net gains for every application. At present the draft 
Bill states that the requirement does not apply to national infrastructure projects, 
developments built under permitted development rights or householder development and 
does not apply to statutory sites (e.g. SACs, SPAs etc). This will be kept under review as the 
Bill passes through parliament and this supporting text will be updated as necessary so 
that it is clear what type of developments the following policy relates to. 

Calculating Net Gain 

49.8.11 In order to ensure consistency, and to aid monitoring, when calculating biodiversity net 
gain, applicants must use the Defra metric 2.0 (or any system replacing it), taking into 
consideration the habitat’s distinctiveness, condition and extent. Full details must be 
submitted to the Council when an application is submitted or earlier. 

49.8.12 It is acknowledged that there is potential for intentional damage of application sites in 
order to lower their biodiversity value and make it easier to achieve a net gain. The draft 
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Environment Bill sets the baseline as the time of application, but if this baseline has been 
intentionally lowered, the baseline date is to be 30th January 2020 in order to prevent 
intentional damage to sites to lower their biodiversity value. The following policy takes 
this even further and states that previous ecological records will also be taken into 
account when considering biodiversity value. 

 

Policy N2PO: Biodiversity Net Gain 

 

All development, with the exception of that listed in paragraph 49.8.10 above, must provide a 
minimum of 10% biodiversity net gain over and above existing site levels. This is in addition to any 
compensatory habitat provided under Policy N1PO. Net gain should be delivered on site where 
possible.  Where on-site provision is not appropriate, provision must be made elsewhere in order of 
the following preference: 

1. Off site in an area identified as a Local Nature Recovery Network; 
2. Off site on an alternative suitable site within the Borough 
3. Through the purchase of an appropriate amount of national biodiversity units/credits.  
 
Details must be submitted to, and agreed in writing by the Council, before the development can 
commence. 

Sites where net gain is provided (on or off site) must be managed and monitored by the applicant or 
an appropriate body funded by the applicant for a minimum period of 30 years. Annual monitoring 
reports detailing the sites condition post-enhancement must be submitted to the Council each year 
over this period. 

Where there is evidence of deliberate neglect or damage to any of the Boroughs protected habitats 
and species in order to reduce its biodiversity value their deteriorated condition will not be taken 
into consideration and previous ecological records of the site and/or the ecological potential of the 
site will be used to decide the acceptability of any development proposals. 
 

 

 

Policy N3PO: Local Nature Recovery Networks 

 

The Council will support the identification and implementation of Local Nature Recovery Networks 
that extend beyond the Boroughs boundaries and provide important linkages for wildlife within 
Copeland and beyond. 

Development which protects or enhances nature recovery networks will be supported in principle. 
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 Marine Conservation 

49.9.1 A 27km section of coastline, from the Ravenglass Estuary to south Whitehaven was 
designated as an inshore Marine Conservation Zone in 2013 and updated in May 2019. 
Marine Conservation Zones are areas that protect a range of nationally important, rare or 
threatened habitats and species. The marine conservation zone is shown in Figure 23. 

49.9.2 Earlier this year, the draft North West Inshore and Offshore Marine Plan was submitted to 
the Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs for adoption, following a 
public consultation earlier in the year60. This document covers the north-west inshore 
area, which extends from Solway Firth border to the River Dee border with Wales and 
North West offshore area which comprises 2,200 square kilometres of sea. The Marine 
Plan covers: 

 the area from mean high water spring tide to 12nm  
  any area submerged at mean high water spring tide  
  the waters of any estuary, river or channel, so far as the tide flows at mean high water 

spring tide  
 waters in any area which is closed (permanently or intermittently) by a lock or other 

artificial means against the regular action of the tide, but into and from which 
seawater is caused or permitted to flow (continuously or occasionally) 

 

Figure 23: Cumbria Coast Marine Conservation Zone 

 
 
c/o https://www.livingseasnw.org.uk/conservation/marine-protected-areas/marine-conservation-
zones/cumbria-coast 

                                                           
60 https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/north-west-marine-plan 
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49.9.3 Until adoption of the North West Marine Plan the UK Maritime Policy Statement should be 
applied.   

49.9.4 The following policy highlights the importance of the Marine Plan, highlighting the fact 
that it is a material consideration when determining planning applications. It should also 
be noted that applicants may also require an appropriate license from the Marine 
Management Organisation.  

 

Policy N4PO: Marine Planning  

 

Where development has potential to harm (directly or indirectly) the marine environment, 
consideration will be given to the North West Marine Plan. Proposals should accord with relevant 
policies within the Marine Plan, taking account of economic, environmental and social 
considerations, unless material considerations indicate otherwise. 

 

 

 Landscape and Green Infrastructure 

 Landscape Character 

50.1.1 The Borough contains a diverse range of landscapes, including a large area covered by the 
Lake District National Park.  

50.1.2 Landscape character is defined as the distinct, recognisable and consistent pattern of 
elements in the landscape. The Cumbria Landscape Character Assessment (CLCA) 
Guidance and Toolkit, published in 2011, identifies 13 different broad landscape character 
types in Copeland, 5 of these are found in Copeland. 

 Lowland (CLT5) 

 Coastal Margins (CLT2) 

 Upland Fringes (CLT11) 

 Estuary and marsh (CLT1) 

 Coastal Sandstone(CLT2) 

50.1.3 The Cumbria LCA describes the different character of each landscape type and provides 
guidance regarding how to retain their distinctiveness. Copeland Borough Council have 
produced a Settlement Landscape Character Assessment (SLCA) which reviews the 
assessments in the CLCA to ensure it remains up-to-date in those areas around existing 
settlements. These areas have been chosen for review as this is where pressure for 
additional development is generally found. As part of the review process the SLCA also 
considered whether there were any sub-areas within the wider landscape areas defined in 
the county document and a number of additional sub-areas were identified. The Council 
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will commission a light touch review of the Cumbria Landscape Character Assessment in 
relation to the areas not covered by the SLCA in the Borough to ensure that the 
assessment for the remainder of the plan area61 remains valid and up to date. 

50.1.4 The SLCA assessed the sensitivity of each sub-area and the capacity of each to 
accommodate change, prominent hillsides, areas of strategic green infrastructure and 
proposed green wedges. It also identified where development may provide an opportunity 
to enhance landscapes, for example by better defining a settlement edge or reinforcing 
positive landscape characteristics. 

50.1.5 Developers will be expected to consider the CLCA and SLCA, and where appropriate62 the 
Lake District National Park Landscape Character Assessment and Guidelines document 
201863, when identifying sites for development, identifying the characteristics of their 
chosen site. Development on prominent hillsides and within strategic green infrastructure 
and green wedges should be avoided where possible.  

50.1.6 Where necessary, development proposals will be required to include landscaping schemes 
that retain any existing landscape features, reinforce local landscape character and 
mitigate against any adverse visual impact. Development specific landscape schemes are 
discussed in the Development Standards chapter. 

 
Policy N5PO: Landscape Protection 
 

 
 
The Borough’s landscapes will be protected and enhanced by:  
 

a) A Supporting proposals which enhance the value of the Borough’s landscapes; 
b) B Protecting all landscapes from inappropriate change by ensuring that development does 

not detract from the distinctive characteristics of that particular area;  
c) C Where the benefits of the development outweigh the potential harm, ensuring that the 

impact of the development on the landscape is minimised through adequate mitigation.  
 
Proposals will be assessed according to whether the proposed structures and associated 
landscaping relates well in terms of visual impact, scale, character, amenity value and local 
distinctiveness and the cumulative impact of developments will be taken into account as part of 
this assessment.   
 
 

 

                                                           
61 i.e. the area not covered by the Settlement Landscape Character Assessment 
62 For example where the proposal may affect the setting of the Lake District National Park 
63 https://www.lakedistrict.gov.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0015/150054/Final-LDNP-LCA-Final-180705.pdf 
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The Undeveloped Coast 

50.1.7 Copeland’s undeveloped coast is one of its best assets. It includes a number of Cumbria’s 
best bathing beaches, a significant number of nature conservation and wildlife sites, and 
high quality landscapes.  

50.1.8 The most prominent feature of the undeveloped coast, St Bees Head, is a large outcrop of 
sandstone which provides building materials in the locality. A 6km stretch of St Bees Head 
is a nationally designated Heritage Coast, the only one of its kind in the North West 
England. Natural England, the Colourful Coast Partnership and Copeland Borough Council 
are currently considering a proposal to extend the Heritage Coast northwards towards 
Whitehaven64. 

50.1.9 The purpose of the heritage coast designation is to 

 “conserve, protect and enhance:   
o the natural beauty of the coastline 
o their terrestrial, coastal and marine flora and fauna 
o their heritage features 

 encourage and help the public to enjoy, understand and appreciate these areas 
 maintain and improve the health of inshore waters affecting heritage coasts and their 

beaches through appropriate environmental management measures 
 take account of the needs of agriculture, forestry and fishing and the economic and 

social needs of the small communities on these coast”65 

50.1.10 St Bees Head provides important bird habitat and hosts a SSSI/RSPB Reserve along the 
sandstone cliffs. Managing the undeveloped coast for biodiversity remains a council 
priority and a Management Plan protects and enhances the Heritage Coast, whilst 
encouraging residents and visitors to use it for recreation.  

50.1.11 The SLCA acknowledges that the undeveloped coast, particularly at St Bees Head, is 
sensitive to change in landscape terms. Given the above, development along the 
undeveloped coast will be resisted, with the exception of a limited number of particular 
types. These are listed within Policy N6PO below.  

 
Policy N6PO: The Undeveloped Coast 
 

 
 
The Council will ensure that the landscape character of the undeveloped coast is maintained by 
conserving the intrinsic qualities, natural beauty and open character of the undeveloped coast 
from inappropriate development. Inappropriate development includes that which affects views 
within or towards/from the St Bees Head Heritage Coast.  
 
The following types of development will however be supported:  
 

 Development which supports the management of the undeveloped coast for biodiversity; 

                                                           
64 https://colourfulcoast.org.uk/about/heritage-coast-extension/ 
65 National Trust 
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 Development which provides or improves safe access to and interpretation of the 
undeveloped coast for residents and visitors such as appropriate fencing, signage and 
interpretation boards; 

 Energy generating developments that that require a coastal location along the 
undeveloped coast, provided that the potential impacts on biodiversity, landscape and 
heritage assets are carefully assessed against the benefits.  Where negative impacts are 
likely these must be mitigated against and compensated for.  

 
 

 Green Infrastructure (GI) 

50.2.1 The NPPF, paragraph 171, states that plans should take a strategic approach to 
maintaining and enhancing networks of habitats and green infrastructure.  

50.2.2 Green infrastructure can play an 
important role in reducing the effects 
of climate change, providing space for 
recreation and leisure, providing 
important habitats and having 
positive impacts upon people’s health 
and well-being.  

50.2.3 Developers should give early 
consideration to how new areas of 
green infrastructure can be 
incorporated into developments and 
how existing areas of green 
infrastructure could be better 
connected, and green links to the open countryside improved.  

50.2.4 The Council’s evidence base documents have identified a number of types of green 
infrastructure within the Borough as listed below: 

 Prominent Hillsides: Open, undeveloped hillsides and open skylines that contribute to 
the landscape character of the Borough’s towns and villages.  

 Strategic Green Infrastructure: Strong network of GI sites that provide a recreational 
and wildlife resource as well as being important in providing structure to the landscape 
setting of the area’s towns and villages. 

 Green Wedges: Areas that help define and strengthen a sense of place in individual 
settlements and provide separation between settlements and a clear distinction 
between town and country 

 Local Green Spaces: Smaller local green spaces of high quality and value that meet the 
NPPF definition of Local Green Space.  

 Protected Green Spaces: Green spaces that the Open Space Assessment identifies as 
being of high quality and value but do not meet the NPPF definition of Local Green 
Space 

 Open Countryside: Rural areas outside defined settlement boundaries 

 Smaller open spaces and private gardens: Private gardens and smaller open spaces 
such as grass verges can contribute to the character of an area, have positive impacts 

Green Infrastructure 

A network of multi-functional green space, 
urban and rural, which is capable of 
delivering a wide range of environmental 
and quality of life benefits for local 
communities.  
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upon health and well-being, provide space for biodiversity and can help mitigate 
flooding. 

 
50.2.5 A Green Infrastructure Strategy will shortly be commissioned to pull each of these 

elements of GI together and provide an overall strategy for their protection and 
enhancement. The Council will work proactively with partners and the community to 
maintain and increase the amount of GI provision across the Borough over the Plan period 
and development that enhances areas of Green Infrastructure will be supported in 
principle. 

 Green Wedges 

50.3.1 The SLCA states that “Much of Copeland is characterised by small, nucleated or linear 
settlements separated from each other by open countryside. These green wedges perform 
a number of important functions. They help to define and strengthen a sense of place in 
individual settlements, providing a clear distinction between town and country. They form 
a connection between areas of different landscape character, in particular connecting 
inland hills to the sea.” 

50.3.2 The SLCA identifies 7 key green wedges across the Borough which are shown on the draft 
Proposals Map. Development within a green wedge will be supported only in exceptional 
circumstances (for example single dwellings), where separation between settlements and 
the open character of the Wedge is maintained and the characteristics of the Wedge 
identified in the SLCA are conserved or enhanced. When considering the impact upon the 
open character of a green wedge, the impact upon views across the green wedge will be 
considered. 

 
Policy N7PO: Green Wedges 
 

 
 
The Local Plan Proposals Map identifies Green Wedges within the Borough. Development will only 
be permitted within a Green Wedge in the following circumstances unless the economic, 
environmental or social benefits of the proposal significantly and demonstrably outweigh any 
harm: 

 where the open character of the Green Wedge and separation between settlements is 
maintained; and  

 where the special characteristics and quality of the landscape are conserved and 
enhanced. 
 

 

 Protected Green Spaces 

50.4.1 There are a range of smaller open spaces within the Borough which are important for 
recreation, health and well-being and/or biodiversity. The Local Plan is supported by an 
Open Space Assessment (OSA) that identifies what open space provision exists in the area 
based on the following typologies. 
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50.4.2 The provision of playing fields and pitches is discussed in the Copeland’s Communities 
chapter and is considered in the Council’s Draft Playing Pitch Strategy, which forms part of 
the wider Sports and Physical Activity Strategy due for completion in November 2020. 

Table 21: Open Space Assessment Typologies 

Typology Primary purpose 

Parks and gardens Accessible, high quality opportunities for informal recreation and 
community events. 

Natural and semi-natural 
greenspaces 

Wildlife conservation, biodiversity and environmental education 
and awareness.  

Amenity greenspace Opportunities for informal activities close to home or work or 
enhancement of the appearance of residential or other areas. 

Provision for children and 
young people 

Areas designed primarily for play and social interaction involving 
children and young people, such as equipped play areas, MUGAs, 
skateboard areas and teenage shelters. 

Allotments Opportunities for those people who wish to do so to grow their 
own produce as part of the long term promotion of sustainability, 
health and social inclusion. 

Cemeteries, churchyards 
and other burial grounds 

Burial of the dead and quiet contemplation, often linked to 
wildlife and biodiversity promotion. 

Civic space  Provides a setting for civic buildings, public demonstrations and 
community events 

 

50.4.3 The OSA assesses the quality and value of open spaces in the Borough, including those 
that are currently protected in the Core Strategy and identifies whether there are surplus 
or shortages of open space on a settlement basis, compared to the Borough average. 

50.4.4 Appendix D identifies where there are shortages identified in the overall provision of open 
space or in particular typologies by settlement. This will be taken into account when 
determining whether developer contributions will be required to address any areas of 
under-provision as set out in the Strategy and Standards chapter. 

50.4.5 Large strategic scale open spaces, that serve an area greater than a specific settlement e.g. 
areas of coastline are not taken into account when determining settlement provision as 
they serve a wider area. 

50.4.6 Based on the quality and value assessments, the OSA recommends that over 250 open 
spaces in the Borough’s settlements are protected from development where possible; this 
is almost double the number that are protected within the Core Strategy. The proposed 
protected spaces are identified on the Council’s Proposals Map. 

50.4.7 Draft Policy N8PO does not just protect those spaces recommended in the OSA, but also 
those which may come forward in the future, for example, as part of a new development, 
where there is evidence that they are of value to the community. Evidence of community 
value may include evidence of community usage. 

50.4.8 Playing fields are discusses separately in the Copeland’s Communities chapter. 
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Policy N8PO: Protected Green Spaces 

 

The Local Plan Proposals Map identifies Protected Green spaces which are of a high quality and/or 
value.  

Development proposals that enhance Protected Green Spaces will be supported in principle.  

The loss of such Protected Green Spaces will be resisted unless equivalent replacement provision of 
the same or better quality is provided within the same settlement. 

Proposals to develop other green spaces, including play areas and allotments not identified on the 
Proposals Map, should also comply with this policy where there is evidence that they are of value to 
the community. 

 

 Local Green Spaces (LGS) 

50.5.1 The NPPF allows Local Planning Authorities to apply tighter restrictions on certain areas of 
open space that are particularly important to local communities, by designating them as 
Local Green Spaces. Local Green Spaces should be given the same level of protection as 
Green Belts and are protected under the NPPF regardless of whether the Council can 
identify a 5 year supply of deliverable housing sites or not, whereas standard protected 
green spaces are more vulnerable. 

50.5.2 Paragraph 100 of the NPPF states the following:  

“The Local Green Space designation should only be used where the green space is:  

a) in reasonably close proximity to the community it serves;  

b) demonstrably special to a local community and holds a particular local significance, for 
example because of its beauty, historic significance, recreational value (including as a 
playing field), tranquillity or richness of its wildlife; and  

c) local in character and is not an extensive tract of land.” 
 

50.5.3 The OSA proposes that 113 sites are designated as Local Green Spaces across the Borough, 
42 of which are in Whitehaven. These sites are identified on the Proposals Map. 

50.5.4 The Council has produced a Local Green Spaces Evidence Paper which will provides further 
details regarding each proposed LGS to support their designation. 

 
Policy N9PO: Local Green Spaces 
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The Local Plan Proposals Map identifies important Local Green Spaces. Development will only be 
permitted within a Local Green Space in the following circumstances, where the open character of 
the Space and its community value is not compromised: 
 

 Proposals which improve access to/from and within the LGS, or 
 Proposals which provide opportunities for outdoor sport and recreation, or 
 Proposals which allow a wider range of uses to take place within the LGS, or 
 Proposals which enhance landscapes and visual amenity, or  
 Proposals which provide/enhance habitats.  

 
Development on sites adjacent to Local Green Spaces should provide an attractive frontage, 
natural surveillance and strong pedestrian connections to the LGS. 
 
 

 

 Trees and Woodland  

50.6.1 The Borough contains a number of ancient woodlands and trees protected by Tree 
Preservation Orders as shown on the draft proposals map. The Council has ambitions to 
increase the amount of tree and woodland cover in the Borough and is exploring the 
opportunities available to create a strategic Copeland Forest, acknowledging that trees 
and woodland are an important resource, providing habitat and shade, improving the 
character of the built and natural environment and helping to reduce air pollution and 
surface water run-off. Policy CO6PO discusses the potential for a community forest 
further. 

50.6.2 Whilst the planting of trees is not classed as development requiring planning permission, 
the Council will support proposals for the creation of new woodlands in principle where 
they are well connected to established woodlands, landscaped areas or open spaces, are 
accessible to the public; and comprise a mix of locally native species.  

50.6.3 The NPPF, states in paragraph 175 that “development resulting in the loss or deterioration 
of irreplaceable habitats (such as ancient woodland and ancient or veteran trees) should 
be refused, unless there are wholly exceptional reasons and a suitable compensation 
strategy exists.” Policy N10PO below supports this approach. 

 

Policy N10PO: Woodlands and Trees 

 

Existing trees which contribute positively to the visual amenity and environmental value of their 
location will be protected. 

Development proposals which are likely to affect any trees within the Borough will be required to: 

1) Include an arboricultural assessment as to whether any of those trees are worthy of retention 
and protection by means of a Tree Preservation Order 
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2) Submit proposals to replace or relocate any trees that are to be removed with net provision at a 
minimum ratio of 2:1. Replacement trees should be on site and with native species where 
possible. 

 
Any proposed works to trees within Conservation Areas, or those with Tree Protection Orders, will 
be required to include an arboricultural survey to justify why works are necessary and that the works 
proposed will, where possible, not adversely affect the amenity value of the area.  

New development should not result in the loss of or damage to ancient woodland or veteran or aged 
trees outside woodland unless there are wholly exceptional reasons and a compensation strategy 
exists.  

 

 

 Air Quality 
51.1.1 One of the Borough’s key assets is its clean air. 

51.1.2 The Council has recently produced its 2019 Air Quality Annual Status Report. This states 
that air quality in Copeland is typically very good with No2 levels well below the annual 
mean objective of 40 µg/m3. The quality of air does however vary across the Borough, 
with the highest levels of N02 found in central Whitehaven of (24.3 µg/m3 annual 
average), compared to the lowest levels (4.0 µg/m3 annual average) in the heart of 
Wasdale. The main polluter in the Borough is road traffic. This is likely to increase across 
the Borough, if the Local Plan strategy is successful in reversing population decline and 
attracting growth. 

51.1.3 The Local Plan aims to minimise the impacts of new development on air quality by 
focussing new housing development close to key services and supporting the use of 
renewable energy and sustainable modes of travel. The role sustainable transport can play 
in improving air quality is considered further within the Connectivity chapter. 

51.1.4 Increasing the amount of green infrastructure in the Borough, as discussed earlier in this 
chapter, will also help minimise the impacts on air quality. 

51.1.5 The Council will continue to monitor air quality within the Borough and we will support 
landowners who wish to implement ammonia reduction measures from farming practices 
where possible. Ammonia reduction measures were suggested in the Sustainability 
Appraisal Scoping Report as an additional means of reducing emissions. Further guidance 
for farmers on how they can implement such measures can be found here:  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/code-of-good-agricultural-practice-for-
reducing-ammonia-emissions/code-of-good-agricultural-practice-cogap-for-reducing-
ammonia-emissions
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Built and Historic Environment  
 

 Built and Historic Environment: Assets and Aspirations 

 

Whitehaven's attractive, 
historic mainly Georgian 

town centre

2 World Heritage Sites: 
parts of the Lake District 

National Park and 
Hadrian's Wall 

A wealth of Heritage 
Assets, including 8 

Conservation Areas, Listed 
Buildings and Scheduled 

Ancient Monuments

Opportunities to better 
reveal heritage assets and 

capitalise on heritage 
tourism opportunities 

Opportunities for social 
engagement in developing 
communities built heritage 

or craft skills 
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 Built and Historic Environment: Key Facts 
 

 

 

Whitehaven was Britain's first post-renaisance planned town, with its town centre 
set out in a grid iron pattern. The oldest streets in the planned town are King 
Street and Chapel Street, which were laid out in the 1640s

The Borough has a wealth of heritage assets and contains 483 listed buildings, 14 
of which have Grade I listed status, 120 Scheduled ancient monuments and 8 
conservation areas

Four scheduled ancient monument on the Heritage at Risk Register

The Council is producing a suite of Heritage Impact Assessments to inform the 
Local Plan site allocation process

The Council is considering the production of a Local List of non-heritage assets

Egremont was founded with its castle in 1192, and although by the 17th century 
the castle had fallen into ruins, the town continued to use a room there as 
courthouse until the 18th century. Egremont is now an attractive market town.

Cleator Moor and Millom are former mining towns, with coal mining in Cleator 
Moor starting in 1788. Development in Millom supported the Hodbarrow iron 
mine, which was developed in the early 1860s and later became ‘the most 
productive haematite mine in the British Isles’. Mining has now ceased in both 
towns but the landscape and built character of the towns still contains evidence 
of its mining history.
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 Heritage Assets 
54.1.1 The NPPF66, defines heritage assets as ranging from “sites and buildings of local historic 

value to those of the highest significance, such as World Heritage Sites which are 
internationally recognised to be of Outstanding Universal Value”. They are important 
reminders of our past, provide a sense of character and place and enhance civic pride. 

54.1.2 Copeland contains a wealth of heritage assets, including the Lake District National Park 
World Heritage Site (outside but adjoining the Plan area), elements of Hadrian’s Wall 
Frontiers of the Roman Empire World Heritage Site, 483 listed buildings, 120 scheduled 
ancient monuments (SAMs) and 8 conservation areas. These are identified on the draft 
Proposals Map, with conservation areas and SAMs also shown in Figure 24 below. 

  

Figure 24: Copeland's Heritage Assets 

 

                                                           
66 Paragraph 184 
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54.1.3 The NPPF states that “Plans should set out a positive strategy for the conservation and 
enjoyment of the historic environment67”. Draft Policy BE1PO does this by listing the 
actions that will be taken by the Council to conserve and enhance the Borough’s historic 
environment.  

 Heritage Statements and Heritage Impact Assessments 

54.2.1 The Council is in the process of producing a suite of Heritage Impact Assessments which 
will identify potential harm caused by future development on draft allocated sites to 
nearby heritage assets. A number of Conservation Area Appraisals are also being 
produced. 

54.2.2 A Heritage Statement should also be submitted alongside any planning application for 
development that affects a heritage asset or its setting. This should include a clear 
description of the significance of the asset which is affected, including any contribution 
made by its setting.  

54.2.3 The Statement should also include: 

 an assessment of how the proposal will impact upon the significance of the asset; 
 full justification to demonstrate why the chosen option is the most appropriate; and 
 details of how any harm will be mitigated, and where appropriate, compensated for 

54.2.4 The level of detail included within the Statement should be proportionate to the asset’s 
importance.  

 

Policy BE1PO: Heritage Assets 

 

Designated heritage assets and their setting will be conserved and enhanced by: 

 Requiring a heritage impact assessment where appropriate  
 Maintaining up-to-date records of the character and significance of Conservation Areas through 

conservation area appraisals 
 Ensuring the correct weight has been given to an asset’s significance during decision making  
 Ensuring that new development is sympathetic to local character and history  
 Promoting heritage-led regeneration initiatives in the Borough, particularly within the town 

centres 
 Continuing to identify heritage assets that are “at risk” and work with partners to develop 

strategies for their protection 
 Supporting proposals for the appropriate reuse of vacant historic buildings, recognising that 

putting buildings into viable uses consistent with their conservation can help sustain and 
enhance their significance 

 Supporting proposals that increase the enhancement, promotion and interpretation of the 
Borough’s architectural and archaeological resources  

                                                           
67 Paragraph 185,NPPF 
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 producing a local list of non-statutory but locally important heritage assets which are of 
architectural or historic interest or make a significant contribution to the character and/or 
appearance of the area. 

 strengthening the distinctive character of the Borough’s settlements, through the application of 
high quality design and architecture that respects this character and enhances the setting of 
heritage assets 

 
 

 Designated Heritage Assets 

World Heritage Sites 

54.3.1 Development that enhances or better reveals the significance of the Borough’s world 
heritage sites will be supported in principle. Proposals which are likely to have an effect 
upon World Heritage Sites should be determined in accordance with draft Policy BE2PO 
(Designated Heritage Assets). 

Listed Buildings 

54.3.2 When determining applications 
relating to listed buildings or their 
setting, the Council has a duty under 
Section 66 of the Planning (Listed 
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 
1990 to have special regard to the 
desirability of preserving the building 
or its setting or any features of 
special architectural or historic 
interest which it has. In this context, 
preservation does not mean keeping 
it unchanged, but rather keeping the 
historic interest unharmed. The 
decision in the Barnwell vs East 
Northamptonshire DC 2014 case 
made it clear that in enacting this 
duty, Local Planning Authorities 
should give should give “considerable 
importance and weight” to the 
desirability of preserving the setting 
of listed buildings’ when carrying out 
the planning balancing exercise. 

54.3.3 Draft Policy BE2PO is relevant to proposals affecting listed buildings and their setting and 
takes into account the duty and guidance within chapter 16 of the NPPF 

Conservation Areas 

54.3.4 When considering any planning application that affects a conservation area special 
attention must be paid to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or 
appearance of that area. Development must be sensitive to its surroundings, and make a 
positive contribution to local character and distinctiveness, with consideration given to the 
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Conservation Area Design Guide Supplementary Planning Document, adopted in 2017, and 
any relevant Conservation Area Appraisal.  

54.3.5 When identifying harm consideration should be given to the following factors at the 
earliest stage: 

 the significance of views into and out of the Area and vistas and glimpses within the 
area 

 the positioning, grouping and layout of buildings within the Area 
 the prevalent architectural styles and building materials within the Area  
 the size and scale of buildings and plots 
 the level and types of enclosure created by buildings and boundary treatments and 

the importance of open spaces between buildings 
 Existing landscaping (both soft and hard) including trees, walls, surfacing etc. 

54.3.6 Draft Policy BE2PO is relevant to proposals within or affecting the setting of the Borough’s 
Conservation Areas. It also applies to proposals affecting non-designated heritage assets 
of archaeological interest which are demonstrably of equivalent significance to scheduled 
monuments in accordance with footnote 63 of the NPPF.  

 

Policy BE2PO: Designated Heritage Assets 

 

Development should preserve or enhance heritage assets and their setting. Proposals that better 
reveal the significance of heritage assets will be supported in principle. 

Development that will lead to substantial harm to, or total loss of significance to, a designated 
heritage asset, will only be accepted where there are substantial public benefits that outweigh the 
harm or in such cases listed within National Planning Policy Guidance68 

Substantial harm to, or loss of: 

 grade II listed buildings, or grade II registered parks or gardens, should be exceptional; 
 scheduled monuments, protected wreck sites, registered battlefields, grade I and II* listed 

buildings, grade I and II* registered parks and gardens, and World Heritage Sites, should be 
wholly exceptional 

 
Where a proposal will lead to less than substantial harm to the significance of a designated heritage 
asset, this harm will be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal. 

Regardless of the level of harm, where proposals result in the loss of all or part of a heritage asset all 
reasonable steps must be taken by the developer to ensure that new development will proceed after 
the loss has occurred. 

Demolition within a Conservation Area will only be permitted where the building does not make a 
positive contribution to the character and appearance of the Area. 

                                                           
68 Paragraph 195 
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 Archaeology 

54.4.1 Caution must be taken where there are potential archaeological remains on site to help 
ensure they are preserved in the best condition possible. 

 

Policy BE3PO – Archaeology 

 

Where there are potential archaeological interests on the site, a desk-based assessment must be 
submitted alongside the planning application and where this identifies that archaeological interests 
are likely, a field evaluation will be required. 

Development must protect, and where appropriate, reveal and allow public interpretation of, any 
archaeological remains on site. Where remains cannot be preserved or managed on site, provision 
must be made for their suitable archiving.  

 

 

 Non-Designated Heritage Assets 

54.5.1 Non-designated heritage assets are buildings, monuments, sites, places, areas or 
landscapes identified as having a degree of heritage significance meriting consideration in 
planning decisions but which do not meet 
the criteria for designated heritage assets. 

54.5.2 The effect of a development on the 
significance of a non-designated heritage 
asset should be taken into account at an 
early stage by the applicant and when 
determining the application. The level of 
detail should be proportionate to the 
asset’s significance. In weighing 
applications that directly or indirectly affect 
non-designated heritage assets, a balanced 
judgement will be required having regard 
to the scale of any harm or loss and the 
significance of the heritage asset.  

54.5.3 Local Authorities and communities are able 
to produce Local Heritage Lists which 
identify non-designated heritage assets 
that “have a degree of significance meriting 
consideration in planning decisions but 
which are not formally designated”. Historic England have produced a guidance note, 
Local Heritage Listing Historic England Advice Note 7, for Local Authorities and 
communities creating local lists.  
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54.5.4 The Council is currently considering the production of a Local List. In the meantime non-
designated heritage assets will be identified through Conservation Area appraisals and the 
development management process e.g. following archaeological investigations. 

 

Policy BE4PO: Non-Designated Heritage Assets 

 

Development should preserve or enhance heritage assets and their setting. Proposals that better 
reveal the significance of heritage assets will be supported in principle. 

Proposals affecting heritage assets or their setting should demonstrate that consideration has been 
given to the significance of any heritage assets affected, including any contribution made by their 
setting. Where the scale of any harm or loss and the significance of the heritage asset outweighs the 
benefits of the proposal the development will be resisted.  

Where loss of the whole or part of a non-designated asset is accepted, the developer will be 
required to take all reasonable steps to ensure that the new development will proceed after the loss 
has occurred. In such cases, the developer will also be required to make a public record and advance 
understanding of the significance of the asset lost69. 

 

  

                                                           
69 This record should be proportionate  
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Connectivity 
 

 Connectivity: Assets and Aspirations 

 

 

 

Levels of super-fast 
broadband provision are on 

a par with the national 
average

Opportunities to expand 5g 
wireless coverage across 

the Borough and to create 
Digital Grids in town 

centres

Rail links to airports in 
Carlisle, Manchester, 
Newcastle along an 

attractive route which is a 
visitor attraction in its own 

right

High quality existing cycle 
and walking routes , 

including links to the Lake 
District National Park, 

opportunities to improve 
these further

Increased reliance on digital 
communications post 

Covid-19: opportunities for 
more people to work from 

home

Delivery of a new relief 
road in the East of 

Whitehaven. creates an 
opportunity to improve 
links and create a new 

growth corridor

Opportunities to reinstate 
former, disused railway lines 

as cycleways
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 Connectivity: Key Facts 
 

Copeland has better coverage for UK Superfast (>24Mbs), EU superfast (>30Mbs) and 
Openreach (>30Mbs) compared to the rest of Cumbria. For (>100Mbs), a coverage gap 
appears across Cumbria as a whole (Think broadband 2019)

Copeland is served by 12 Openreach exchanges, a number of which provide homes 
and businesses with a choice of at least two internet providers (Sam Knows 2019). 

The primary A-road through the Borough is the A595, which is part of the strategic 
road network from the A66 in the north.

The nearest motorway, the M6, is approximately 40 miles away from both 
Whitehaven and Millom.

78.6% of households own at least one car, a higher percentage than the national 
average of 74.2% (Cumbria Observatory 2019). 46% of the population travel 30km or 
less to work by car.

The Cumbrian Coast Line service runs the length of Copeland, and trains now run 7 
days a week

Bus services around Whitehaven are frequent, with broader services to towns in 
North Cumbria, including Carlisle and Workington. Services in other parts of the 
Borough are less frequent and can be quite lengthy due to the remote geography and 
nature of Copeland’s roads.

Copeland has a number of cycleways, with Whitehaven harbour acting as the Western 
starting point of the cross-country C2C cycle route that crosses the North of England. 
This route is used by approximately 100,000 visitors annually. 

There are four long distance recreational footpaths through Copeland: the Cumbria 
Coastal Way; Coast to Coast (C2C) Walk; Cumberland Way; and Furness Way.

Carlisle Airport re-opened for scheduled flights in April 2019, with routes to Dublin, 
Belfast and London Southend.
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 Connectivity in Copeland  
57.1.1 Access to goods, services and information, both physically and virtually, is an integral part 

of everyday life, particularly in relation to the isolated geography of Copeland. This relates 
to the need for improved methods of transport as well as advances in accessibility of 
communications technology and online information. This is essential for unlocking and 
supporting economic growth as well as improving social wellbeing and resilience within 
Copeland’s communities and workforce.  

57.1.2 The need for improved 
connectivity, both 
within and surrounding 
Copeland, has been 
further accelerated as a 
result of the Covid-19 
pandemic, emphasising 
the need for more 
flexible and sustainable 
ways of living and 
working. Whilst this 
presents challenges 
through forcing 
companies and 
individuals to adapt, 
there are a number of 
benefits to be gained 
from this greater reliance on digital connectivity. Improving telecommunications can 
improve the viability and drive growth for small businesses, particularly in rural locations, 
by allowing them to advertise and sell their goods and services to a larger market as well 
as by streamlining processes.  

57.1.3 Improved digital access also drives economic growth through opportunities for flexible 
working patterns. There has been a significant increase in the number of people working 
from home in the last 5 years, with approximately 5% of the workforce mainly working 
from home as of December 2019 (ONS 2020). As a result of Covid-19 restrictions, this 
figure rose to 49.2% in April 2020 (ONS 2020).  

57.1.4 It is likely that more people will continue to work from home at least on a part time basis 
going forward, with improved opportunities for virtual meetings and flexible working 
patterns becoming an integral part of the working day. This is likely to provide a significant 
number of benefits. Firstly, it limits the need to travel, reducing greenhouse gas emissions 
and decreasing the chance of road traffic accidents. It also frees up time in the day, 
meaning workers have more time to engage in other activities, relax and spend time with 
families, which all contribute towards mental wellbeing.  

57.1.5 There are also wider opportunities in terms of where we live and how we work. Large 
companies usually locate their corporate offices within cities, causing regional imbalances, 
further evidence can be found in the Stage 1 Viability and 2018 EDNA. However, with a 
greater emphasis on homeworking, there will be less need for workers to be present in 
offices at all times.  

57.1.6 Employers can also choose to move away from large centralised premises to a network of 
smaller, more affordable premises in attractive places like Copeland. This is likely to 
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encourage people to move away from large cities, potentially in favour of attractive 
rural/coastal communities such as Copeland, with less concern for physical remoteness. 
This will, in turn, contribute towards economic growth and unlocking further opportunities 
in the Borough as well as housing market improvements.  

57.1.7 A 2019 Government survey also found that levels of self-reported wellbeing were slightly 
but consistently higher for people living in predominantly rural areas when compared to 
people living in cities (GOV 2018). As well as reducing restrictions on where people can 
choose to live, this reduced need for workers to be located in offices can benefit the 
employer by allowing them to employ the most suitable candidate for a job without being 
restricted by geographical location. Therefore it is vital that we support this shift, 
continuing to support improvements to digital connectivity and improve resilience and 
flexibility within the workforce.  

57.1.8 Aside from the opportunities to work from home, digital networks and infrastructure play 
a significant part in our social and leisure needs. The lockdown measures resulting from 
the Covid-19 pandemic saw a surge in digital technology used for entertainment purposes, 
fulfilling cultural and religious needs, the provision of educational materials and accessing 
goods and services. In addition, staying in touch remotely with friends and family was the 
most frequently reported method for coping during the lockdown in all age groups, rating 
higher than non- digital hobbies such as reading and gardening (ONS 2020). This shows a 
significant shift towards a ‘new normal’, with adaptations to the way we live our lives and 
a greater reliance on digital technology. This has provided a clear indicator for the need to 
prioritise the improvement of digital and communications technology to allow for changes 
to the way we live and the enhancement of Copeland’s communities.  

57.1.9 This need to provide innovative solutions and adapt to a rising demand for digital 
communications technology needs to be combined with high quality, accessible transport 
systems that allow for greater connectivity both within and around Copeland. Transport 
systems are vital for economic growth, allowing for the efficient movement of goods and 
services, stimulating business activity and investment and attracting and retaining a 
talented workforce. Building upon our transport offer will also improve the desirability of 
Copeland as a tourist destination, helping to sustain our hospitality industry, support 
leisure facilities and promote our beautiful Lake District and Coastal Location.  

57.1.10 70High levels of accessibility and modal choice are also important in promoting social 
inclusion, ensuring that everyone has equal access to employment, retail and leisure 
opportunities within Copeland. This allows for improvements in physical and mental 
health and wellbeing. High quality walking and cycling networks are vital in improving air 
quality and reducing the contribution to climate change through a reduction in the 
number of vehicles on the roads. Copeland is a relatively rural Borough and therefore it is 
vital that opportunities for sustainable and efficient movement within and in and out of 
the Borough are maximised as far as possible. The following policies set out how Copeland 
will facilitate innovative and aspirational improvements to both digital connectivity and 
transport infrastructure. These factors are equally important and need to be considered as 
a whole in order to fulfil our potential and contribute towards future economic growth 
and social resilience.  

 Communications 

57.2.1 The NPPF states that: ‘Planning policies and decisions should support the expansion of 
electronic communications networks, including next generation mobile technology (such 

                                                           
70 Photograph c/o Cumbria Tourism 
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as 5G) and full fibre broadband connections. Policies should set out how high quality 
digital infrastructure, providing access to services from a range of providers, is expected to 
be delivered and upgraded over time; and should prioritise full fibre connections to 
existing and new developments (as these connections will, in most cases, provide the 
optimum solution.)’ 

57.2.2 Highlighted in the Future High Streets Funding Bid (FHSFB) is that ‘digital connectivity is 
varied in Whitehaven. There is access to 3G or 4G connectivity via mobile providers and 20 
Wi-Fi hotspots, but there are data limits, black spots, minimal mobile charge points.’ As 
the Principal Town in the Borough ‘insufficient co-ordinated digital infrastructure is a 
challenge to maximising the opportunities for the town centre.’ 

‘The provision of free Wi-Fi and improved digital access is considered to be an attraction 
and enabler to increase enterprise, visitor numbers, improve experience, empower 
businesses, engage citizens and create a better environment.’ To overcome these issues we 
are exploring opportunities to create a Digital Grid for Whitehaven. Whilst these comments 
have been made in respect of Whitehaven Town Centre, similar provisions would be of 
benefit across the wider Copeland area. 

 
57.2.3 Copeland is currently exploring the potential for delivery through the Borderlands 

Inclusive Growth Deal and working with private sector providers. If successful, funding will 
be provided to adapt Egremont Town Centre to allow for the improvement of 
telecommunications provision, enabling better connectivity for homeworkers and 
businesses. 

57.2.4 In the longer term the Cumbria Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) has a goal to achieve 
100% coverage of superfast broadband by 2024. According to Think Broadband, Copeland 
had 96.46% coverage of superfast broadband as of May 2019, which is only slightly lower 
than the English average.  The Connecting Cumbria project is a partnership between 
Cumbria County Council and BT. They aim to provide as many homes, businesses and 
visitors with fibre broadband as possible. Connecting Cumbria anticipates that to expand 
fibre broadband services to the final proportion of Cumbria’s population, the project will 
require additional funding. 

57.2.5 The provision of BT Full Fibre technology is currently being trialled at new housing 
developments within the Borough. This sends a superfast broadband connection directly 
to the home, offering download speeds of up to 900Mbps (BT 2020).    

57.2.6 Several broadband providers are currently undertaking trials to make broadband provision 
in new homes without the requirement for a land line. This can result in a reduced cost to 
the individual by removing the need to pay a line rental, contributing to making 
broadband more accessible to all.  

57.2.7 The NPPF states that: ‘the number of radio and electronic communications masts, and the 
sites for such installations, should be kept to a minimum consistent with the needs of 
consumers, the efficient operation of the network and providing reasonable capacity for 
future expansion’. (Para 113) 

‘Local Planning Authorities should not impose a ban on new electronic communications 
development in certain areas, impose blanket Article 4 directions over a wide area or a wide 
range of electronic communications development, or insist on minimum distances between 
new electronic communications development and existing development.’ (Para 114) 
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‘Applications for electronic communications development (including applications for prior 
approval under the General Permitted Development Order (GDPO)) should be supported by 
the necessary evidence to justify the proposed development (Para 115). 

 
Policy CO1PO: Telecommunications and Digital Connectivity  
 

  
 
The Council will support the continued provision of infrastructure that extends and improves digital 
connectivity across all parts of Copeland, particularly where it provides access to 5G technology. 
This is particularly important given the rural geography of the Borough and the need to support 
economic growth and social wellbeing.  
New development will be supported where it enables the enhancement of Copeland’s digital 
infrastructure without harming the existing street scene or amenity. Adverse impacts on the 
successful functioning of existing digital infrastructure should be avoided or mitigated where 
possible.   
 
This will be subject to appropriate safeguarding to protect sensitive sites, including those protected 
for their biodiversity value, important landscapes and heritage assets.  
 

 

 Transport systems within and around Copeland  

57.3.1 Providing access to high quality transport systems is a fundamental aspect of development 
as it provides equality, allowing people to access jobs and services, enjoy leisure 
opportunities and spend time with friends and family. This also improves the ability for 
businesses to access suppliers, markets and labour, and for visitors to appreciate what 
Copeland has to offer. This is particularly important given the rural nature of the Borough.  

57.3.2 The main highway route through Copeland is the Primary A road, the A595, with the M6 
being located approximately 40 miles from both Whitehaven and Millom. The existing 
strategic road network serving Copeland can be seen in Figure 25. 
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Figure 25: Major Road Network 

 

57.3.3 Discussions have been held around the potential for a new Eastern Relief Road for 
Whitehaven.  While the project is not currently included in Highway England’s recently 
published Road Investment Strategy 2, it remains a priority for the Council.  It is 
anticipated that this will reduce congestion around the town, provide greater resilience to 
the strategic road network, support development projects and provide new growth 
corridor for Whitehaven and the rest of the Borough. Copeland Borough Council will 
support any future progression towards the provision of a relief road. 

57.3.4 Further information can be found in the Development Strategy chapter. 

 Public Transport Provision  

57.4.1 The Cumbria Coast Line rail route between Carlisle and Barrow-in-Furness runs the length 
of Copeland, operating approximately once an hour between 6.30am and 8.50pm (Mon-
Sat), with less frequent services on Sundays. This provides access to several smaller 
settlements along the coast that are otherwise relatively remote. A journey from 
Whitehaven to Millom takes approximately 50 minutes by train, from Whitehaven to 
Carlisle approximately 75 minutes and from Millom to Barrow-in-Furness approximately 
35 minutes. The route taken by the Cumbrian Coast Line can be viewed in Figure 26 below:  
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Figure 26: Cumbrian Coast Rail Route 

 
C/o Scenic Britain 2020 

 
57.4.2 In addition to local services, the West Coast mainline route can be accessed at Carlisle 

station. Whilst outside of Copeland, this line runs from London Euston to Edinburgh and 
Glasgow, providing regular, sustainable access to major cities. There are also direct rail 
links from Carlisle to Newcastle. This contributes towards the reduced reliance of private 
cars for long distance journeys.    

57.4.3 Bus services are frequent in north Copeland, with external services providing access to 
other north Cumbrian towns, including Carlisle and Workington. The main town in south 
Copeland, Millom, is well connected to Barrow-in-Furness by bus. However, the rural 
location of Copeland means that services between Whitehaven and Millom are limited, 
with infrequent stops at the villages between the two settlements.  

 Planning for transport  

57.5.1 The NPPF states that: “Transport issues should be considered at the earliest stages of plan-
making and development proposals” (Para 102) 

“Significant development should be focussed on locations which are or can be made 
sustainable through limiting the need to travel and offering a genuine choice of transport 
modes” (NPPF Para 103) 

“Support an appropriate mix of uses across an area, within larger scale sites, to minimise 
the number and length of journeys needed for employment, shopping, leisure, education and 
other activities.” (NPPF Para 104 a) 
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57.5.2 Many issues relating to transport are regulated outside of the remit of Local Planning and 
require input from the Department for Transport (DfT). Highways England is responsible 
for the strategic road network whilst Cumbria County Council plays the role of the Local 
Highways Authority, maintaining approximately 692km of roads within Copeland. 

57.5.3 The Cumbria Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) is currently focussing on the infrastructure 
investment required to support growth across the full range of Cumbria’s strategic 
networks, including rail, road, cycle ways and public transport to improve connectivity 
within and to Cumbria. Work is currently underway to develop a business case to identify 
and plan improvements to the Cumbrian Coast Rail Line.  This is anticipated to increase 
the frequency and reliability of trains.   

57.5.4 It is important for Copeland Borough Council to prioritise investment bids to ensure that 
the most appropriate and effective improvements to the road network and sustainable 
public transport are delivered across the Borough. 

57.5.5 The Infrastructure Delivery Plan identifies the Council’s priorities for transport, including 
highway improvements. 

 
Policy CO2PO: Priorities for improving connectivity within Copeland   
 

 
 
The Council will support the allocation and safeguarding of land that facilitates transport priorities 
within the Borough. This includes, but is not restricted to, the following:  
 

a) Whitehaven Eastern Relief Road  
b) Improvements to the A595  
c) Improvements to the A5086 
d) Whitehaven Town Centre Enhancements Scheme  
e) Maintaining and improving the stations, infrastructure and services on the Cumbrian 

Coastal Railway.  
f) Improvements to the local cycle and walking network to encourage active travel.  

 
Transport priorities will be encouraged where they improve road safety and journey times within 
the Borough.  
 
Development that is likely to have a detrimental impact on the Highway network will be resisted.  
 

 
 
Policy CO3PO: Priorities for improving transport links to and from the Borough  
 

 
 
The Council will support proposals that improve and enhance external transport links. This will be 
with the requirement that the environmental and social impacts associated with development are 
considered and necessary mitigation measures put into place.  
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In particular, the following improvements will be supported:  
 

a) Proposals that improve road safety and journey times to and from settlements within the 
Borough and key regional and national networks, including the M6, A66, A590 and the 
A595 

b) Proposals to increase the number and frequency of rail services serving the rest of 
Cumbria and further, where possible.   
 

Proposals that have the potential to compromise improvements to transport links will be resisted.  
 

 

 Sustainable Transport 

57.6.1 Sustainable transport is key to achieving the NPPF’s ‘Presumption in favour of sustainable 
development’. This includes contributing towards a reduction in the number of vehicles on 
the roads through the provision of safe, accessible and efficient public transport systems 
and active travel routes. 

57.6.2 71Sustainable transport and accessibility to employment and services presents a larger 
challenge in Copeland than most places and is therefore a key priority for the Council. The 
extent of public transport provision in the Borough has been outlined previously, with 
limited access to bus services in south Copeland. The dispersed population and rural 
nature of the Borough make public transport less viable than in urban areas, with several 
villages having poor public transport links and higher reliance on private vehicles. It is 
therefore vital that we continue to promote the use of public transport networks within 
Copeland, making them safe, accessible and attractive, contributing towards green 
recovery and unlocking 
economic potential.  

57.6.3 A key challenge faced during 
the Covid-19 lockdown was 
urges from the Government 
to only use public transport 
if absolutely essential. 
Whilst this was fundamental 
in reducing the spread of 
the disease, it reduced 
public transport use to 
between 4% and 8% of 
average levels during April 
and May 2020 (DfT 2020), 
with many people concerned about travel by bus or train. It is therefore absolutely vital 
that we continue to promote the use of public transport networks within Copeland, 
making them safe, accessible and attractive forms of transport and contributing towards 
green recovery and unlocking economic potential.  

57.6.4 Progress has been made on several schemes which encourage public transport 
improvements. The Cumbrian Coast Line Community Rail Partnership leads on the delivery 
of improvements to the stations, infrastructure and services across Copeland. As of August 

                                                           
71 Photo c/o https://www.timesandstar.co.uk 
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2020, almost all of Copeland’s stations have been adopted and they are working with the 
rail operator and Network Rail to improve the quality of these, including ticket office 
improvements in Whitehaven and plans for the installation of a shelter over the Sellafield 
station. Further improvements are in discussion for the future. It is anticipated that these 
improvements will have a significant impact on public transport use within the Borough.  

 Active travel 

57.7.1 Methods of active travel, including walking and cycling, have the potential to replace a 
significant number of short car journeys. Promoting these methods of transport also 
contributes towards improvements to physical and mental health and wellbeing as well as 
providing additional opportunities for the visitor economy. Well designed and safe routes 
are integral to this, ensuring that walking and cycling are attractive modes of transport. 

57.7.2 During the Covid-19 lockdown, many people turned to walking and cycling as their main 
form of leaving the house and getting exercise. The Department for Transport produced 
daily statistics on transport use during this time, which found that cycle use had increased 
exponentially, based on the average figure of an equivalent day. For example, on the 19th 
April 2020, the use of cycling was at 324% the average level, with car use down to 
approximately 29% (DfT 2020). The number of cyclists daily was consistently high during 
this time. This shows that people are willing to cycle if they have reason to.  

57.7.3 Aside from the aforementioned benefits arising from sustainable and active travel, the 
Covid-19 crisis has provided opportunity for people to explore and appreciate their local 
communities rather than travelling further afield for recreational purposes. This is likely to 
encourage people to stay within Copeland and enjoy the beautiful countryside and coastal 
environments on their doorstep. Therefore it is vital that improvements to active 
transport routes are prioritised to contribute towards a modal shift and prevent people 
from resorting back to car use post pandemic.  

57.7.4 In May 2020, The Government announced a £2bn active travel fund for the UK, following 
unprecedented levels of walking and cycling during the pandemic. As part of this, the 
Government will be working with Local Authorities across the country to make it easier for 
people to get around on bikes. This includes measures such as the reallocation of road 
space for active travel and vouchers to enable cycle repairs (Gov 2020).  

57.7.5 On a local scale, Cumbria County Council are in the process of developing Local Cycling and 
Walking Infrastructure Plans (LCWIP) for towns within Cumbria, with Whitehaven being 
one of the identified areas for development. LCWIPs provide a long term approach to 
developing local cycling and walking networks over a ten year period. This develops an 
evidence base which determines a prioritised programme for future investment, using 
methodology provided by the Department for Transport. Stakeholder engagement has 
already been carried out for the scheme, with the implementation being expected from 
2021 onwards dependent on funding.   

 Reducing greenhouse emissions 

57.8.1 Transport remains one of the largest emitting sectors in the UK, with greenhouse gas 
emissions from transport making up almost a fifth of the total emissions in 2017 (ONS 
2019). This figure follows an upwards trend, contrary to the national trend of reducing 
emissions overall. A number of national strategies and approaches have been introduced 
to address the issues of greenhouse gas emissions.  

57.8.2 In 2017, the Government published the Clean Growth Strategy, which sets out ambitions 
to “grow our national income while cutting greenhouse gas emissions”. It is in effect, the 
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overarching ambition to accelerate decarbonisation of the economy and achieve the 
delivery of the targets identified in the Paris Agreement on Climate Change. 

57.8.3 In addition to this, the Automotive Sector Deal was published in 2018 to build upon the 
Government’s long standing relationship with the UK automotive sector. This aims to 
accelerate the transition to zero emission vehicles in order to contribute to the delivery of 
the UK’s Industrial Strategy. Key initiatives within this include:  

• Expenditure of £1 billion to support the up-take of ultra-low-emission-vehicles (ULEVs) 
so customers can overcome the upfront cost of an electric car; 

• £80 million investment (alongside £15 million from Highways England) to support 
charging infrastructure deployment; 

• Introduction of the Automated and Electric Vehicles (AEV) Act of 2018, which sets out 
the legislative requirements for electric charging infrastructure, including a 
requirement for interoperability of systems. 

 
57.8.4 Copeland currently benefits 

from clean air and it is 
important that our 
standards do not start to 
fall. We will continue to 
support development that 
provides innovative and 
sustainable modes of 
transport and contributes 
towards the further 
reduction of Greenhouse 
gas emissions.  

 Electric Vehicles 

57.9.1 A key method for reducing 
emissions and improving 
sustainability within the Borough is through the promotion of Ultra Low Emission Vehicles 
(ULEV), including Electric Vehicles (EVs). In July 2018, the Road to Zero Strategy set an 
aspiration for “at least 50%, and as many as 70%, of new car sales and up to 40% of new 
van sales being ultra-low emission by 2030”.  However, reducing emissions from road 
transport remains a challenge, with only 0.5% of all vehicles licensed in the UK in 2018 
being ULEV vehicles (ONS 2019). 

57.9.2 The adoption and future development of the ULEV transport network will require the 
development of suitable charging infrastructure. Charge points are categorised as Fast (7-
22kW) and Rapid (22kW+). A 2018 Department for Transport (DfT) study of rapid charge 
points provides an analysis of data since 2013 relating to the usage of Local Authority 
charge points installed under the Office for Low Emission Vehicles (OLEV) grants, and is 
available via the following link:  

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachme
nt_data/file/764265/electric-chargepoint-analysis-2017-rapids-revised.pdf 

 
57.9.3 Figure 27 identifies electrical vehicle charging points in Copeland.  This is only a partial 

picture showing publically available charges. A link to the interactive map can be found at 
https://www.zap-map.com/ 
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Figure 27: Electric Vehicle Charging Points 

 

 Transport Assessments and Travel Plans  

57.10.1 In terms of assessing impact of large scale development the NPPF states ‘All developments 
that will generate significant amounts of movement should be required to provide a Travel 
Plan, and the application should be supported by a Transport Statement or Transport 
Assessment so that the likely impacts of the proposal can be assessed.’ (Para 111). This 
ensures that the travel demands arising from new large scale developments are 
considered and that measures to promote sustainable and active travel are implemented 
where possible. Guidance surrounding the thresholds for Transport Assessments and 
Travel Plans is provided by the Cumbria Design Guide Annex 3 and is included here in 
Appendix J.  

 
 
Policy CO4PO: Sustainable Travel    
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The Council will support developments which encourage the use of sustainable modes of transport. 
In particular, the following will be encouraged:  

a) Proposals that have safe and direct connections to routes that promote active travel, such 
as walking and cycling, and those that provide access to regular public transport services.   

b) Proposals that encourage the sustainable movement of freight. 
c) Proposals for the integration of electric vehicle charging infrastructure into new 

developments. This will have different requirements dependent on the scale of 
development.  
 

Developments that are likely to generate a large amount of movement will be required to be 
supported by a Transport Assessment and Travel Plan. The criteria for these requirements will be 
outlined in Appendix J.  
 

 

 Transport Hierarchy  

57.11.1 The transport hierarchy is an important method for promoting sustainable and socially 
inclusive modes of transport. It is useful in ensuring that the needs of certain groups, 
including pedestrians, cyclists, disabled and vulnerable people and those with pushchairs, 
are taken into consideration during the decision making process. This will help to improve 
equal opportunities as well as promoting a modal shift by making alternative modes of 
transport more accessible.  

 
Policy CO5PO: Transport Hierarchy   
 

 
 
 
Where appropriate, new developments should promote the following hierarchy of users (highest 
priority first):  
 

a) Pedestrians 
b) Cyclists 
c) Public and community transport users 
d) Vehicles that facilitate car sharing 
e) All other vehicles   

 
Developments should be designed so as to maximise the use of transport modes towards the top 
of the hierarchy whilst ensuring appropriate access for emergency vehicles at all times.  
The needs of disabled people ought to be considered at all stages of the transport hierarchy, with 
appropriate provisions made to improve accessibility. 
 

 Countryside Access 

57.12.1 Copeland benefits from some of the most attractive areas of open countryside, including 
the Lake District National Park72. The provision of safe and high quality access to these 
destinations is vital to ensure that residents are able to enjoy such areas, helping to 

                                                           
72 Which falls outside the remit of this Local Plan 
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improve physical and mental health and well-being. The Council is keen to explore further 
opportunities for the provision of countryside assets. This includes the creation of a 
community forest or similar major countryside resource which could combine some 
sustainable woodland energy contribution with opportunities for recreation and leisure.   

57.12.2 Existing public rights of way are protected by law and therefore do not need policy 
protection. The Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 introduced a statutory right of 
access on foot for open air recreation to mountain, moor, heath, down and registered 
common land. Policy C6PO below seeks to help residents and visitors to exercise that 
right.  

57.12.3 Opportunities should be taken to connect new developments to wider countryside access 
routes where possible, for example by creating new pedestrian links and/or providing 
signage to long distance routes where appropriate. It is also important to maximise equal 
opportunities to access and interact with the natural environment.  

57.12.4 Provision should be made to ensure that wheelchair users, families with pushchairs and 
the visually impaired are able to access Copeland’s abundant countryside. Cumbria County 
Council have identified a number of routes that provide ‘access for all’. In Copeland, these 
routes include Longlands Lake in Cleator and Walkmill Community Woodland at Moresby 
Parks, Whitehaven. We will continue to support the development of routes to provide 
access for all.  

 
Policy CO6PO: Countryside Access 
 

 
 
The Council will support improved access to the countryside for residents and visitors, where 
biodiversity conservation interest would not be harmed as a result, by:  

a) Identifying opportunities to provide or improve access on routes and gateways from 
settlements and to secure the implementation of improvement measures with key 
partners and developers   

b) Investigating opportunities for reclaiming contaminated and derelict land for recreation 
purposes  

c) Identifying potential for the development of a community forest and long distance walks 
 

Proposals should identify opportunities to improve countryside access through their developments. 
Where appropriate, access should make provision for those with limited mobility.   
 

 

 Parking Standards 

57.13.1 Ensuring that adequate parking is available is vital, both within new residential 
developments and in and around town centres and key services.  This ensures that 
accessibility is improved whilst reducing the amount of traffic on the roads. It also 
improves the street scene and pedestrian safety by reducing the number of cars parked on 
roadsides. In addition, it is vital to provide equal opportunities within parking provision, 
with accessible spaces being of high priority.  
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57.13.2 A key element of encouraging sustainable transport within the Borough is to facilitate the 
transfer of people from private vehicles into more sustainable modes. It is therefore 
important that appropriate park and ride locations, such as the existing scheme that links 
Sellafield to Cleator Moor, are provided to reduce the number of vehicles on the roads. 
This is particularly relevant in the context of reducing the number of cars parking at key 
employment sites and within the town centre. 

57.13.3 Parking standards are currently informed by appendix 1 of the 2017 Cumbria Design 
Guide, produced by Cumbria County Council. This supports Local Planning Authorities in 
assessing the potential impacts of development on a site by site basis within the context of 
the Development Plan, site specific considerations and national policy. This covers the 
following development types: residential, commercial, institutional, care and educational 
facilities.  

57.13.4 A Parking Study for Whitehaven has also recently been completed. This sets out guidance 
for managing parking within the Borough and for providing appropriate car parking 
provision for new developments.   

 
Policy CO7PO: Parking Standards   
 

 
 
 
Proposals for new development will be required to provide adequate parking provision in 
accordance with the Cumbria Development Design Guide (or any document that replaces it) where 
appropriate. Where there is satisfactory evidence that this cannot be provided, sufficient on street 
parking will be required without detriment to the street scene or residential amenity. There will 
also be a requirement for the provision of secure cycle parking in all new car parks as well as 
accessible parking bays and associated development. 
 
Development will be supported where it accords with the Whitehaven Parking Strategy. Proposals 
that provide new or improved Park and Ride Facilities for local employment and development sites 
will be supported where they will provide demonstrable benefits and be situated in appropriate 
locations.    
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GLOSSARY 
 

Affordable Housing: Affordable housing should meet the needs of eligible households including 
availability at a cost low enough for them to afford, determined with regard to local incomes and 
local house prices. Affordable housing includes social rented and intermediate housing, provided to 
specified eligible households whose needs are not met by the market. It should also include a 
provision to ensure that the housing remains affordable for future eligible households. 

Ancient Woodland: An area that has been wooded continuously since at least 1600 AD. It includes 
ancient semi-natural woodland and plantations on ancient woodland sites (PAWS). (NPPF) 

Best and Most Versatile Agricultural Land: Land in grades 1, 2 and 3a of the Agricultural Land 
Classification (NPPF).  

Biodiversity Net Gain: Biodiversity net gain requires developers to ensure habitats for wildlife are 
enhanced and left in a measurably better state than they were pre-development. They must assess 
the type of habitat and its condition before submitting plans, and then demonstrate how they are 
improving biodiversity – such as through the creation of green corridors, planting more trees, or 
forming local nature spaces (DEFRA). 

Brownfield Land: Land that has been previously developed and is or was occupied by a permanent 
structure (excluding agricultural or forestry buildings), and associated fixed surface infrastructure. 
The definition includes the curtilage of the development.  The definition is set out in the NPPF. 

Built Environment: The man-made buildings and structures that make up the environment where 
people live and work.  

Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL): A CIL charge was introduced by the Planning Act 2008 as a tool 
for Local Authorities to help deliver infrastructure to support the development of an area. Copeland 
does not currently have a CIL charging schedule but there may be potential for this in the future 

Community-led housing: Housing projects run by individual community groups to build the types of 
homes that local people need and want. These are usually developed by a community led 
organisation or enterprise and aim to solve local problems by working with the local community (My 
Community) 

Edge of Centre: For retail purposes, a location that is well connected to, and up to 300 metres from, 
the primary shopping area. For all other main town centre uses, a location within 300 metres of a 
town centre boundary. For office development, this includes locations outside the town centre but 
within 500 metres of a public transport interchange. In determining whether a site falls within the 
definition of edge of centre, account should be taken of local circumstances (NPPF). 

Exception sites: Small sites used for affordable housing in perpetuity where sites would not normally 
be used for housing 

Extra Care Housing: housing developments that comprise self-contained homes with design features 
and support services to enable people to self-care and continue to live independently.  Whilst they 
are primarily for older people some may support younger people with disabilities (Cumbria County 
Council). 

Geodiversity: The range of rocks, minerals, fossils, soils and landforms (NPPF).  
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Greenfield land: Land which has never been built on before or where the remains of any structure 
or activity have blended into the landscape over time. This applies to most sites outside of built up 
area boundaries. 

Green Infrastructure: The green spaces in the Borough, new and existing, rural and urban, natural 
and managed, developed as a network of spaces and linking ‘corridors’.  The purpose of green 
infrastructure is to promote biodiversity as well as supporting the health and quality of life of 
communities. 

Gypsies and Travellers:  Persons of nomadic habit of life whatever their race or origin, including such 
persons who on grounds only of their own or their family’s or dependants’ educational or health 
needs or old age have ceased to travel temporarily, but excluding members of an organised group of 
travelling showpeople or circus people travelling together as such. 

Habitat: The natural home or environment of a plant or animal 

Habitats Regulation Assessment: An assessment that promotes avoidance of damage to Natura 
2000 sites through mitigation and compensatory measures. This is required when development may 
have an adverse impact on the integrity of Natura 2000 sites 

Heritage Asset: A building, monument, site, place, area or landscape identified as having a degree of 
significance meriting consideration in planning decisions, because of its heritage interest. It includes 
designated heritage assets and assets identified by the local planning authority (including local 
listing) (NPPF Glossary). 

Heritage Coast: The NPPF defines the heritage coast as ‘areas of undeveloped coastline which are 
managed to conserve their natural beauty and, where appropriate, to improve accessibility to 
visitors’. The only Heritage Coast in Copeland is St Bees Head.  

House in Multiple Occupancy (HMO): HMO’s requiring planning permission are those with more 
than six unrelated occupiers. They comprise two or more households and are different from self-
contained flats as occupiers share basic amenities such as kitchen and bathroom facilities 

Key Service Centre: The Boroughs three key service centres of Millom, Egremont and Cleator Moor 
offer the next level of provision below the Principal Town of Whitehaven. This includes access to key 
services and facilities including schools, shops, community halls and places of worship.  

Listed building: When buildings are listed they are placed on statutory lists of buildings of ‘special 
architectural or historic interest’. Listing ensures that the architectural and historic interest of the 
building is carefully considered before any alterations, either outside or inside, are agreed. 

Local Centre: There are a total of 17 Local Centres across the borough. These are settlements that 
offer a lower provision than the key service centres within the settlement hierarchy but provide 
enough services and facilities to meet every day needs.  

Local Geological Site: Formally known as Regionally Important Geological Sites, these are non- 
statutory sites that have been identified by local geoconservation groups as being of importance 

Long Term Empty Home: A dwelling that has been unoccupied and unfurnished for at least six 
months  

Main town Centre uses: “Retail development (including warehouse clubs and factory outlet 
centres); leisure, entertainment and more intensive sport and recreation uses (including cinemas, 
restaurants, drive-through restaurants, bars and pubs, nightclubs, casinos, health and fitness 
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centres, indoor bowling centres and bingo halls); offices; and arts, culture and tourism development 
(including theatres, museums, galleries and concert halls, hotels and conference facilities)” (NPPF) 

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF): The NPPF was first published in March 2012 and 
provides guidance surrounding the development of planning policy. This replaces the Planning Policy 
Statements (PPS) and Planning Policy Guidance Notes (PPG) 

Natura 2000 Sites: SACs and SPAs together make up a European network of sites referred to as 
Natura 2000.  Natura 2000 is the centrepiece of EU nature and biodiversity policy. 

Open Space: All open spaces of public value, including land and water provisions. These can offer 
opportunities for recreation, leisure and visual amenity 

Planning obligations and agreements: A legal agreement between a planning authority and a 
developer, or offered unilaterally by a developer, ensuring that certain extra works related to a 
development are undertaken. For example the provision of highways. Sometimes called a "Section 
106" agreement. 

Primary Shopping Area: An area where retail development and use is concentrated  

Ramsar Site: Ramsar sites are wetlands of international importance, designated under the Ramsar 
Convention. 

Renewable energy: Energy flows that occur naturally and repeatedly in the environment, for 
example from the wind, water flow, tides or the sun. 

Retail impact assessment: An assessment undertaken for an application for retail use (normally on 
developments over 2,500 square metres gross floorspace, but they may occasionally be necessary 
for smaller developments, such as those likely to have a significant impact on smaller centres) on the 
impact of the proposal on the vitality and viability of existing centres within the catchment area of 
the proposed development. The assessment includes the likely cumulative effect of recent 
permissions, developments under construction and completed developments (Planning Portal). 

Rural Exception Site: Small sites used for affordable housing in perpetuity where sites would not 
normally be used for housing. Rural exception sites seek to address the needs of the local 
community by accommodating households who are either current residents or have an existing 
family or employment connection. A proportion of market homes may be allowed on the site at the 
local planning authority’s discretion, for example where essential to enable the delivery of 
affordable units without grant funding (NPPF).  

Section 106: The current method taken by the Council to collect planning obligations from 
developers. This acts as a legal agreement between a planning authority and a developer, ensuring 
that certain extra works related to a development are undertaken such as the provision of highways.   

Self-build and custom build housing: Housing built by an individual, a group of individuals, or 
persons working with or for them, to be occupied by that individual. Such housing can be either 
market or affordable housing. A legal definition, for the purpose of applying the self-build and 
Custom Housebuilding Act 2015 (as amended), is contained in section 1(A1) and (A2) of that Act 
(NPPF).  

Sustainability Appraisal: This is a tool for appraising policies to ensure they reflect sustainable 
development objectives (i.e. social, environmental and economic factors) and required in the Act to 
be undertaken for all Local Development Documents.   
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Settlement Hierarchy: Settlements are categorised in a hierarchy based on the range of services, 
facilities and employment opportunities in the settlement, access to education and non-car access to 
higher-order centres. In this context, the settlement hierarchy refers to the Principal Town, Key 
Service Centre, Local Centre and Outside Settlement Boundaries.  

Sequential Approach: A planning principle that seeks to identify, allocate or develop certain types or 
locations of land before the consideration of others. For example, brownfield sites before greenfield 
sites, or town centre retail sites before out-of-centre sites. In terms of employment a sequential 
approach would favour an employment use over mixed use and mixed use over non-employment 
uses. (NPPF) 

Site of special scientific interest (SSSI): A formal conservation designation for an area that is of 
particular scientific interest due to either rare species of flora and fauna or geological/ physical 
features that may lie within its boundaries (Woodland Trust) 

Special Areas of Conservation (SAC): Areas which have been given special protection under the 
European Union’s Habitats Directive. They provide increased protection to a variety of wild animals, 
plants and habitats and are a vital part of global efforts to conserve the world’s biodiversity. 

Special Protection Area (SPA): Sites classified under the European Community Directive on Wild 
Birds to protect internationally important bird species 

Sustainable development: Sustainable development is the core principle underpinning 
contemporary town planning in the UK. At the heart of sustainable development is the ideal of 
ensuring a better quality of life through development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. 

Sustainable transport: Any means of transport that is accessible and efficient whilst having an 
overall low impact on the environment. This can include walking, cycling, public transport modes 
and low emission or electric vehicles.  

Sustainable urban Drainage System (SuDS): The term Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) covers 
the whole range of sustainable approaches to surface water drainage management. SuDS aim to 
mimic natural drainage processes and remove pollutants from urban run-off at source. SuDS 
comprise a wide range of techniques, including green roofs, permeable paving, rainwater harvesting, 
swales, detention basins, ponds and wetlands. 

Travelling showpeople: Members of a group organised for the purposes of holding fairs, circuses or 
shows (whether or not travelling together as such). This includes such persons who on the grounds 
of their own or their family’s or dependants’ more localised pattern of trading, educational or health 
needs or old age have ceased to travel temporarily, but excludes Gypsies and Travellers as defined 
above. 

Windfall sites: Sites not specifically identified within the development plan.  
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Introduction 

The Proposals Map is a map of the Local Authority area showing areas in which the Council’s 

local planning policies will apply and sites for particular future land uses or developments.  

The Proposals Map should always reflect the current development strategy for the plan area 

and must be revised as each new Development Plan Document is adopted.  This update 

reflects policy changes following the adoption of the Core Strategy and Development 

Management Policies on 5 December 2013. 

The Copeland Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management Policies 

replaced the majority of policies in the Copeland Local Plan 2001-2016, except for a number 

of policies specifically relating to allocations of land that were ‘saved’ from the Copeland 

Local Plan 2001-2016.  These ‘saved’ policies will remain part of the Development Plan until 

they are superseded by policies and allocations in the Site Allocations and Policies Plan.   

The purpose of this document is to extract the remaining saved policies and allocations from 

the Copeland Local Plan 2001-2016 together into a smaller and easier to navigate form. 

 

How to use this document 

This document is split into three parts: 

PART ONE - COPELAND LOCAL PLAN 2013-2028 PROPOSALS MAP - contains the Copeland Local 

Plan 2013-2028 Proposals Map (adopted December 2013) which is linked to Core Strategy 

and Development Management Policies and the saved policies of the Copeland Local Plan 

2001-2016.  The Key Sheet on page 6 provides updated policy references which relate to 

either the Copeland Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management 

Policies or the ‘saved’ policies of the Copeland Local Plan 2001-2016. 

PART TWO - SAVED POLICIES FROM THE COPELAND LOCAL PLAN 2001-2016 – contains policies 

and supporting text from the ‘saved’ elements of the Copeland Local Plan 2001-2016. 

PART THREE - BACKGROUND TO COPELAND LOCAL PLAN 2001-2016 ‘SAVED’ POLICIES - contains 

background information relating to the ‘saved’ policies of the Copeland Local Plan 2001-

2016 including the Secretary of State’s Direction (04/06/09). 

 

NB.  To view the maps in more detail, please visit our interactive Proposals Map which can 

be found on our website at www.copeland.gov.uk  
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PART TWO 
 

SAVED POLICIES FROM THE  
COPELAND LOCAL PLAN 2001-2016 

 

List of ‘Saved’ Policies from the Copeland Local Plan 2001-16 

The Council resolved to adopt the Copeland Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and 

Development Management Policies DPD on 5th December 2013 and this forms the main part 

of the Development Plan for the borough.  The Council will continue to have regard to the 

following remaining ‘saved’ policies from the Copeland Local Plan 2001-2016 (adopted 

2006) relating to specific areas of land, until they are replaced by the Site Allocations and 

Policies Plan: 

HSG1 Existing Planning Permissions 

HSG2 New Housing Allocations 

EMP1 Employment Land Allocation 

EMP2 Westlakes Science and Technology Park 

EMP3  Employment Opportunity Sites 

TCN12 Town Centre Opportunity Development Sites 

TSP8  Parking Requirements 

 

Copeland Local Plan 2001-16 ‘Saved’ Policies Extracted Text 

The following policies and supporting text extracted from the Copeland Local Plan 2001-

2016 (adopted 2006) remain part of the Development Plan until they are superseded by 

future Development Plan Document policies and/or allocations.   

Policies are written in bold type to distinguish them from the rest of the text, the original 

paragraph numbers have been used from the Copeland Local Plan 2001-2016.  Part Two of 

this document should be read alongside Part One - The Proposals Map. 
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4.2.12 In addressing the recycling target the Council is expected to: 
 Review all existing unimplemented planning permissions (Table 

HS5) as they expire and to refuse to grant further extensions for 
those which do not accord with the Development Strategy1. 

 
 Review unimplemented allocations from the previous Local Plan 

and exclude those which do not accord with the Development 
Strategy2. 

 
 Consider the allocation of appropriate brownfield sites which accord 

with Development Strategy3 requirements and which for the most 
part are drawn from studies carried out to establish urban potential 
and for the National Land Use Database (see Appendix 3). 

 
 Make an allowance for windfall sites i.e. brownfield sites which may 

not be available at the present time but which may come forward 
during the plan period – especially those in town centres which offer 
opportunities as part of mixed development. 

 
 Give priority to previously developed land in urban areas, restricting 

greenfield development to that considered necessary to assist 
regeneration in sustainable locations in accordance with the 
Development Strategy4 requirements (see 3.1 and 3.2). 

 
 Introduce a process of “plan, monitor and manage” in handling the 

release of housing land (see 4.3 below) whereby decisions on the 
granting planning permission and phasing of development involve 
preference being given to existing buildings and the re-use of 
previously developed land. 

 
 Ensure that development incorporates higher densities than 

previously achieved to maximise the potential of previously 
developed land and minimise the take up of greenfield sites. 

 
 Consider the use of measures such as land reclamation and 

compulsory purchase to bring forward previously developed land for 
development. 

 
                                                           
1 The Copeland Local Plan 2001-2016 Development Strategy has been superseded by the Copeland 
Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management Vision, Objectives and Policies 
ST1, ST2 (Para 3.5.13 – 3.5.19), ST3, ST4, ER1, ER2, ER3, ENV1, T1. 
2 The Copeland Local Plan 2001-2016 Development Strategy has been superseded by the Copeland 
Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management Vision, Objectives and Policies 
ST1, ST2 (Para 3.5.13 – 3.5.19), ST3, ST4, ER1, ER2, ER3, ENV1, T1. 
3 The Copeland Local Plan 2001-2016 Development Strategy has been superseded by the Copeland 
Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management Vision, Objectives and Policies 
ST1, ST2 (Para 3.5.13 – 3.5.19), ST3, ST4, ER1, ER2, ER3, ENV1, T1. 
4 The Copeland Local Plan 2001-2016 Development Strategy has been superseded by the Copeland 
Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management Vision, Objectives and Policies 
ST1, ST2 (Para 3.5.13 – 3.5.19), ST3, ST4, ER1, ER2, ER3, ENV1, T1. 
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 In addition, where previously developed land contains environmental 
assets of importance, consideration will be given to their protection 
and, if appropriate, enhancement. 

 
4.2.13 The actual figures involved in achieving the recycling target are set out 

in para 4.2.15. 
 
4.2.14 Table HS5 includes all sites with planning permission as at 1st October 

2004.   All those involving 5 or more dwellings are specified with the 
number of dwellings outstanding.  They are also shown on the 
Proposals Map Insets.  Sites of less than 5 dwellings are amalgamated 
to settlement totals.  These permissions are legally valid and cannot be 
the subject of a Local Plan objection.  However, some planning 
permissions for various reasons, can expire without being 
implemented.  In such cases, in line with RPG Policy UR 5, the Council 
will not consider renewing the permission unless the land recycling 
target for the relevant time-block is well on course to be met, and the 
nature of the site, its location, the density of development and other 
design issues accord with the requirements of the Development 
Strategy5 (see Chapter 3) and, therefore, with national regional and 
JSP guidance.  Decisions on each site will also be informed by the 
availability of sustainable development land options current at the time 
applications are submitted in accordance with Policy HSG 3 (see 
section 4.3). 

 
 
POLICY HSG 1 : Existing Planning Permissions 
 

Land designated for housing purposes includes sites in Table 
HS5 which have planning permission for 1165 dwellings. Planning 
permission will only be renewed for sites and forms of 
development which accord with the Local Plan Development 
Strategy6 and other local plan policies. 

 
  

                                                           
5 The Copeland Local Plan 2001-2016 Development Strategy has been superseded by the Copeland 
Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management Vision, Objectives and Policies 
ST1, ST2 (Para 3.5.13 – 3.5.19), ST3, ST4, ER1, ER2, ER3, ENV1, T1. 
6 The Copeland Local Plan 2001-2016 Development Strategy has been superseded by the Copeland 
Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management Vision, Objectives and Policies 
ST1, ST2 (Para 3.5.13 – 3.5.19), ST3, ST4, ER1, ER2, ER3, ENV1, T1. 
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Table HS5 : Planning Approvals at 31st March 2005 
Settlement Site 

Ref 
Location Numbers outstanding Total 

Greenfield Brownfield 

Key Service Centre 
WHITEHAVEN   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

H1 
H3 
H4 
H5 
H7 
H9 
H10 
H42 
H43 
H50 
H51 
H52 
 
H47 

Aikbank 
Church Hill 
The Groves 
Garlieston Court 
The Hollins 
Low Road 
Coach Road 
83 Lowther Street 
Laundry Site, Low Rd 
1/2 Howgill Street 
Castle Mews, Flatt Wks 
Rose Cottage, 
Sandwith 
Town Head Farm 
 
Under 5’s 

            3  
           11 
           11 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

           14 
 

10 

 
 
 

8 
20 
80 
20 

8 
28 

6 
12 

 
5 
 
 

54  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

64 
  Whitehaven Total 49 241 290 

 
CLEATOR 
MOOR 

 
H12 
H13 
 
H14 
H54 
H55 

 
Pillar View  
Little Croft, Leconfield 
Street 
Trumpet Road 
Aldby Farm 
Market Street 
 
Under 5’s  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

11 

 
6 
 

3 
3 

 10 
             5 

 
19 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

30 

  Cleator Moor Total 11 46 57 

EGREMONT H16  
H17 
H53 
H45     
H56 

Gillfoot 
Old Castle Cinema 
Townhead 
Windrigg Close 
Ghyll Farm 
 
Under 5’s 

50 
 

14 
 

5 
 

6 

 
6 
 

23 
 
 

16 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  Egremont Total 75 45 120 

MILLOM  
H18 
H19 
H20 
H21 
H22 
H23 
H46 
H57 
 
H58 
H59 
 
H60 

 
Pannat Hill 
Mainsgate Road 
Calderfield West 
Station Yard East 
Station Yard West 
Moor Farm 
West County Hotel 
Former Yard, Holborn 
Hill 
New Hall Farm 
Station House, 
Salthouse Rd 
Calderfield East, 
Salthouse Road 
 
Under 5’s 

 
2 
2 
 
 
 

2 
 
 
 

9 
 
 
 
 
 

7 

 
 
 

2 
28 

2 
 

12 
 

10 
 
 

6 
 

6 
 

22 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

35 
  Millom Total 22 88 110 
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Settlement Site 
Ref 

Location Numbers outstanding Total 

   Greenfield Brownfield  
Key Service 
Centre 

H26 Hinnings Farm 85   

FRIZINGTON H28 
H29 
H30 
H48 
 

Dower House 
Rheda Park 
Lingley Fields 
Kangol 
 

 
             8 
             1 

 
 

             7 
 
 

           39 
 

 

HAVERIGG H31 
H49 
 

Richmond Gardens 
Poolside 
 

2 
 

 
80 

 

LOWCA/ 
PARTON 

H32 
H33 

Ghyll Bank 
Croft Head Farm 
Bank Yard Rd 
 

 
 17 

11 
 

5 

 

MOOR ROW H34 
H35 

Montreal Place 
Larch Court 
 

4 
 6 

  

MORESBY 
PARKS 

H36 
H50 

Eden Drive  
Railway Cottages 
 

30 
19 

  

SEASCALE H37 Scawfell Hotel 
 

  8  

ST BEES H38 
H39 
H61 

Fairladies 
Seacote 
Rottington Hall 
 

42 
 

3 

 
             7 

 

THE GREEN H41 Black Beck 
 

 1   

All Local 
Centres 

 Under 5’s 36 38  

      

  Total Local Centres 249 204  

      
OTHERS  Over 5’s 26 5  
  Under 5’s 78 26  
      

  Total Other 104 31  

      
  TOTAL 510 655  

 
 
4.2.15 Some of the dwellings in Table HS5 are the result of unexpired 

planning approvals granted before 1st April 2002, the base date of 
the plan.  Approvals for 1066 dwellings were approved between 1st 
April 2002 and 31st March 2005 and it is only these which count 
against the JSP’s revised target of 2660 dwellings for the plan 
period to 2016.  The plan must therefore make provision for an 
additional 1594 dwellings (2660 - 1066) as a net figure i.e. 
permissions arising from clearance/redevelopment schemes will not 
count towards this figure.  Higher proportions of brownfield sites will 
be required to offset the relatively poorer performance on recycling 
between 2002 and 2004 when of the 1066 dwellings approved 471 
dwellings or 44% involved greenfield sites and 595 dwellings (56%) 
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were brownfield.  This situation is, however, improving with 61% of 
units granted planning permission in 2004/05 involving previously 
developed land.  The full breakdown of recycling requirements is set 
out in section 4.3.     

 
4.2.16 The Council does not intend to make site specific allocations of land for 

all these dwellings.  It is aware of the contribution that “windfall” sites 
can make to housing numbers.  These are sites or building conversions 
which are not necessarily available for housing at the present time but 
which may come forward during the plan period. (The urban potential 
studies/NLUD work has indicated a sizeable array of possibilities and 
some of these are put forward in the plan as Opportunity Development 
Sites where housing could be one or part of a mix of uses).  In the past 
such “windfalls” have made up about a third of all housing development 
but an allowance of slightly more, 40% is considered appropriate in 
view of the number of Opportunity Development Sites and other 
redevelopment options identified in recent economic masterplanning 
exercises in the Key Service Centres.  Since all such development is 
derived from brownfield sites the requirement for site specific 
brownfield land can be reduced accordingly.  In addition there is a 30 
dwellings allowance to cover dwellings arising from implementation of 
Policies HSG57 and HSG118 – the exceptions for social and economic 
needs in rural areas.  At this stage it is not known what proportion will 
arise as greenfield or as brownfield but each case will need to comply 
with the sequential test set out in Policy DEV49.  They have not been 
designated as greenfield or brownfield in Table HS4 and are excluded 
from the breakdown in paragraph 4.2.17. 

 
4.2.17 The allocations for new housing land 1st April 2005 to 2016 are 

therefore: 
 
  
TABLE HS6:  NEW HOUSING LAND ALLOCATIONS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.2.18  Table HS7 shows the sites which have been identified by the Council 
which it feels are suitable for housing development.  The issues 
involved in site-selection are discussed as part of the Development 

                                                           
7 Superseded by Copeland Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management 
Policy SS3B (para 5.4.6 – 5.4.7) 
8 Superseded by Copeland Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management 
Policy SS3 (para 5.4.5 and 5.4.6) 
9 Superseded by Copeland Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management 
Policy ST2 (para 3.5.13 – 3.5.15) 

Type No of dwellings 
Greenfield sites 428    (30%) 
Brownfield sites 424 
Windfall allowance 578 
TOTAL 1430 
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Strategy10 (Paras 3.1.12 – 3.1.36).  Specific criteria are as follows in 
part informed by the provisions of Para 31 in PPG3: 

 
 Concentration of development in Key Service Centres with small 

allocations in Local Centres taking into account the level and 
spread of existing planning permissions across housing market 
areas (as set out in Table HS8)  

 The availability (and priority) of previously developed sites and 
empty or underused buildings and their suitability for housing 
use 

 A suitable balance of greenfield sites in sustainable locations to 
provide a choice of sites  

 The location and accessibility of potential development sites to 
jobs, shops and services by modes other than by car, and the 
potential for improving such accessibility 

 The capacity of existing and potential infrastructure, including 
public transport, water and sewerage, other utilities and social 
infrastructure (such as schools and health services) to absorb 
further development and the cost of adding further infrastructure 

 The ability to build communities to support new physical and 
social infrastructure and to provide sufficient demand to sustain 
appropriate local services and facilities 

 The physical and environmental constraints on development of 
land including e.g. the level of contamination, stability and flood 
risk, taking into account that such risk may increase as a result 
of climate change. (The minimization of floodrisk in accordance 
with the Para 3.2.11  

 The need to assist regeneration programmes especially housing 
renewal where additional, higher quality development can work 
with renewal interventions to improve the prospects of low 
demand areas (e.g. West Whitehaven and Cleator Moor) 

 The need to assess the potential of land previously allocated 
and serviced for housing purposes where completion of building 
would benefit neighbourhood amenities e.g. in completing 
highway/footpath/cycleway  networks,  or providing open space 

 The need to reassess land previously allocated for other uses, 
especially employment which has remained undeveloped for 
many years 

 Overall, and in line with the above criteria, the need to have a 
range of housing sites which will be attractive to potential inward 
investors   

 

                                                           
10 The Copeland Local Plan 2001-2016 Development Strategy has been superseded by the Copeland 
Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management Vision, Objectives and Policies 
ST1, ST2 (Para 3.5.13 – 3.5.19), ST3, ST4, ER1, ER2, ER3, ENV1, T1. 
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4.2.19   The need to provide for sustainable regeneration – the principal driver 
of the Development Strategy11 – meant that the vast majority of sites 
(85 %) were chosen in the 4 Key Service Centres with smaller scale 
provision for Local Centres (essentially to provide for rural needs and 
support local services).  In the urban areas, new approaches are 
needed to help rebalance the local housing markets leading to a mix of 
previously used sites and some greenfield sites in otherwise 
sustainable locations.  The Council’s assessment was applied to all 
previous local plan housing allocations which remained to be taken up; 
all employment land allocations still to be taken up; sites identified in 
the urban potential studies (Appendix 3) and sites suggested by 
owners and potential developers throughout the various stages of Plan 
production.  The revisions and Modifications to the selected sites have 
been made as a result of the Plan’s Sustainability Appraisal, objections 
received to the 1st and 2nd Deposit Versions and of course, the Inquiry 
process itself.  More specific information on each of the sites selected 
including development brief requirements, studies and any phasing 
requirements are set out in Para 4.2.23 after Table HS7.    

 
4.2.20 The Council is committed to avoiding the inefficient use of land for 

housing and expects that most housing sites will be developed within 
the range of 30 - 50 dwellings per hectare (dph).  The density figures 
for sites shown in Table HS7 are therefore a minimum requirement and 
a higher intensity of development will be encouraged where there is 
good public transport accessibility.  Where higher densities than shown 
in Table HS7 are achieved there will be consequent changes in the 
management of later approvals as indicated in section 4.3.  Densities 
below 30 dph will only be permitted where clearly defined site specific 
circumstances indicate lower density to be desirable.  Further guidance 
is being prepared to define limited site specific circumstances where 
the need for high quality housing to support regeneration may justify 
lower densities. 

 
4.2.21 In addition some sites such as the sites adjoining Mill Hill at Cleator 

Moor, and the Egremont North sites are combinations of green and 
brownfield land.  Such combinations can provide a useful “bridge” for 
developers who will increasingly have to unlock the more difficult, often 
more costly brownfield options.  It goes without saying, however, that 
the brownfield element of the combined site must form part of any 
planning submission and there will be a requirement, if necessary 
through a planning obligation for the brownfield element to be 
developed within an approved phasing programme.  The Council is 
aware of a need for land to accommodate self-build groups and may 
consider making some of its own land holdings available for this 
purpose.  The sites at Red Lonning and the former Kells School could 
be suitable candidates. 

 
                                                           
11 The Copeland Local Plan 2001-2016 Development Strategy has been superseded by the Copeland 
Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management Vision, Objectives and Policies 
ST1, ST2 (Para 3.5.13 – 3.5.19), ST3, ST4, ER1, ER2, ER3, ENV1, T1. 
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4.2.22 Most of the sites will require treatment through a Development Brief 
which will specify the detailed design and/or phasing issues which 
need to be addressed in each case (ref 3.4.4).  Such requirements will 
follow on from the Development Strategy12 and implementation of Local 
Plan policies.  There may also be some special site considerations to 
assist the physical, social or economic assimilation of the development.  
This will include attention to for example undermining and drainage 
difficulties.  The Environment Agency has advised that most sites in 
Table HS7 will require a flood risk assessment before outline approval 
is granted.  All such assessments and Development Briefs must be 
approved by the Council before detailed applications for planning 
permission are drawn up.  Usually they will also be prepared by the 
Council and the Development Briefs will also form part of the Council’s 
Local Development Scheme as Supplementary Planning Documents 
until the subject development is completed. 

 
POLICY HSG 2 : New Housing Allocations  
 

Land is designated for housing purposes in Table HS7 which can 
accommodate 852 dwellings on a mixture of new and previously 
used sites.  Planning permission will only be granted for their 
development where the proposed scheme incorporates the 
requirements of Policies DEV 613 and HSG 814. 

 
TABLE HS7: SITES ALLOCATED FOR NEW HOUSING DEVELOPMENT 
(POLICY HSG 2)  

 
 

Site 
 
R
e
f 

 
Area 

Density 
(Min) 

No of Dwellings Phasing 

Total GF BF 2006-11 2011-16 

Key Service Centres         
         
Highlands Extension HA1 6.6 30 200 200  100 100 
Red Lonning HA2 0.7 30 20 20   20 
Kells School HA5 2.6 30 77  77 50 27 
Old Brickworks HA7 1.45 40 60 - 60 60 - 
Whitehaven    357 220 137 210 147 

         
Birks Road HA8 1.6 30 48 28 20  48 - 
Adj Mill Hill #1 HA9 2.3 30 70 70  35 35 
Adj Mill Hill #2 HA10 2.2 30 66  66  66 
Cleator Moor    184 98 86 83 101 

  

                                                           
12 The Copeland Local Plan 2001-2016 Development Strategy has been superseded by the Copeland 
Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management Vision, Objectives and Policies 
ST1, ST2 (Para 3.5.13 – 3.5.19), ST3, ST4, ER1, ER2, ER3, ENV1, T1. 
13 Superseded by Copeland Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management 
Policies ST1, T1 and ENV1 
14 Superseded by Copeland Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management 
Policies SS2 and DM12 
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Site  
e
f 

Area Density
(Min) 

No of Dwellings Phasing 

    Total GF BF 2006-11 2011-16 

North #2 (adj A5086) HA13 1.1 30 35  35  35 
Gillfoot Mansion HA14 3.8 20 20 20  20  
Egremont    90 55 35 20 70 

         
Salthouse Road HA17 - - 0 - - - - 
Devonshire Road HA30 2.0 30 60  60 60  
Adj Lowther Road Est HA31 1.0 30 30 30   30 
Millom    90 30 60 60 30 

         

Total  
Key Service Centres 

    
721 

 
403 

 
318 

 
373 

 
348 

 
Local Centres 

        

         
Rowrah Goods Yard HA19 1.2 30 35  35  35 
Crofthouse Farm 
Beck’mt 

HA20 0.2 30 5 5  5  

Main Street, Cleator HA33 0.7 30 20 20  20  
Lingla Bank, Frizington HA25 1.3 30 39  39 19 20 
Whites Row, Parton HA27 0.4 30 12  12 12 - 
Seascale School HA34 0.7 30 20  20  20 
         
Total 
Local Centres 

    
131 

 
25 

 
106 

 
56 

 
75 

         
Total Allocations    852 428 424 429 423 

Windfalls    578  578 286 292 

Overall Totals    1430 428 1002 715 715 

Recycling % age    100% 30% 70%   

         
 
4.2.23  Issues to be covered by Development Briefs 
 
  HA1 Highlands Extension   

Land forming part of the “Harras Moor” housing allocation originally 
included in the 1978 Whitehaven Local Plan except for 0.8ha 
previously designated for industry.  A brief has already been approved 
for site development which will require amending to 1) reflect the 
revised allocation, 2) incorporate the phasing as proposed in Table 
HS7 and 3) development will require a highway connection to Caldbeck 
Road and a connection to the Harras Moor Road along with pedestrian 
safety improvements on the latter.  The Brief requires a connection 
between the estate Distributor Road and Caldbeck Road as part of the 
development programme during the plan period.  (However, the 
Distributor Road must be required to be built up to the site boundary to 
avoid any future ransom strip putting further development at risk.)  The 
connection to Harras Road must be designed and implemented to 
minimise traffic impacts on that road (and this requirement will be 
added to the development brief for the site).  A Flood Risk Assessment 
and wildlife survey will also be required. 
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   Phasing:  100 dwellings in each of the time periods to ensure an 
orderly rate of release on what is the only ‘volume’ site in the Borough 
and helping to complete the long-planned highway connections etc.  
The phasing here will also help prevent “cherry picking” of easier to 
develop sites in the town ahead of brownfield options. 

 
   HA2 Red Lonning  
   A previously allocated site. Flood risk and wildlife assessment may be 

required. 
   Phasing:  Previously allocated for 66 now reduced to 20 dwellings in 

the 2011 – 2016 time period to encourage take up of brownfield options 
elsewhere in the town and to allow retention of the temporary sports 
pitch for at least a further five years. 

 
   HA5 Former Kells School   

Remainder of former school site.  May require offsite junction visibility 
improvements 

   Phasing:  50 in 2006 – 2011, 27 in 2011 – 2016 
   To provide improved brownfield options earlier in plan period in an 

older part of the town where housing market renewal interventions are 
expected to create later brownfield potential. 

 
   HA7 Old Brickworks –   A site which could be developed in tandem with 

site H43.  This could improve access safety.  Its release will be 
dependent on significant progress having been secured in housing 
market renewal.  Access must be from the B5345 after the Coach 
Road and Pow Beck Spine Road developments have been completed.  
Public access to the old “brake” on the southern site boundary must be 
safeguarded.  A Flood Risk Assessment will be required in relation to 
Pow Beck implications and matters of landscaping, contamination and 
stability be also dealt with. 

   Phasing:  All 60 units within 2006 – 2011 time period for same reasons 
as site HA5 although site levels could reduce housing numbers.   

. 
 HA8 Birks Road - Previously designated housing site.  May require 

new access and Flood Risk Assessment.  The site has both greenfield 
and brownfield portions.  Access to the adjoining football pitch and 
associated facilities must be safeguarded.    
Phasing:  All 48 units within 2006 -2011 to provide orderly rate of 
supply in the town over the plan period and in association with sites 
HA9/10. 

    
   HA9/10 Mill Hill  

Accessed off the existing estate road system. The greenfield section 
provides access to the brownfield area. Latter requires reclamation 
work which must be completed before overall development is 
sanctioned.  Also before building work begins: 1. A full study of 
contamination will be required as part of this work together with a 
schedule of comprehensive treatment to make safe.  The treatment 
programme to be completed to the satisfaction of the Council, the 
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Environment Agency and if appropriate, United Utilities.  2. A nature 
conservation study of the sites will be required with 
protection/enhancement measures incorporated into a full landscaping 
scheme.  3. An investigation of land stability and appropriate 
precautions incorporated.  The design must also incorporate provision 
for cyclepath connections.  Flood Risk Assessment required and timing 
subject to WWTw capacity.   

   Phasing:  Phased to enable partial development of the greenfield area 
for 35 dwellings in the 2006 – 2011 time period allowing access to be 
formed to the reclaimed brownfield portion. This to be released for 
development for 66 units during 2011 – 2016 along with a further 35 
dwellings on the greenfield portion. Together with the arrangements for 
HA8 this will enable an orderly rate of supply in the town with a balance 
of type and location.   

 
   HA12/13 Egremont North   

Parts of a previously allocated site for industrial/commercial 
development which was not taken up.  Housing development must take 
place in tandem – this requires prior reclamation of the brownfield 
section, a former pit head.  A Flood Risk Assessment is required and a 
cycleway link.  A nature conservation study is also required with 
protection/enhancement measures incorporated into a full landscaping 
scheme.  The phased programme of development (Table HS7) is also 
required to reduce initial impact on A595.  A Traffic Impact Assessment 
will also be required. 

   Phasing:  70 units to be released for development during 2011 – 2016.  
Scheduling after the development of HA14 and the current 
redevelopment of the former chocolate factory and dairy nearby will 
better enable an orderly rate of supply. 

 
HA14 Gillfoot Mansion   
Low density urban fringe development.  May require Flood Risk 
Assessment and improved access arrangements.  Not all site available 
for building because tree retention will be a major feature of the 
development and nature conservation measures will be required in 
accordance with the results of prior survey work.  The un-culverting of 
Skirting Beck also required. 

   Phasing:  All 20 units phased within 2006 – 2011 period to balance 
against recent developments nearby and the later HA12/13 providing 
an overall steady rate of supply.  This lower density, treed site will also 
provide a different type of option in the town. 

 
   HA30 Devonshire Road   

Two phases and brief also to require the following: 
 An ecological survey to assess the impact of the proposed 

development on the Duddon Estuary SSSI together with a scheme 
of ecological mitigation / enhancement measures 

 a landscaping scheme which incorporates some of the existing 
planting and other planting and nature conservation safeguards to 
protect the adjoining Nature Reserve 
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 Pedestrian (and possibly cyclist) access to the LNR and thereby 
connecting with the local footpath network  

 A whole site flood risk assessment  / surface water drainage 
strategy 

 A desk study, site investigation and remediation strategy 
   Phasing:  All 60 dwellings phased for 2006 – 2011 in advance of the 

greenfield option at HA31 thereby emphasizing the need to give priority 
to previously used land. 

 
   HA31 Adj Lowther Road Estate   

Brief to require:  
 nature conservation study with protection / enhancement measures 

to be incorporated in layout:  
 a whole site flood risk assessment / surface water drainage strategy 

and an assessment of the potential impact from any existing or 
former land uses either on or close to the site. 

 improved surfacing and lighting for the existing footpath. 
   Phasing:  All 30 dwellings to be released during 2011 – 2016 allowing 

orderly release of land overall (and priority given to completing site 
HA30 in advance). 

 
   HA19 Rowrah Goods Yard   

Junction and access improvements required together with provision of 
a cyclepath users’ car park – will reduce density. 

   Phasing:  All 35 units to be released in 2nd half of plan period, 2011 – 
2016 to ensure site meets later needs in this and adjoining parishes.  
The number of existing planning permissions and extent of recent 
building in this part of the Borough suggest that it is not essential to 
release the site immediately.  

 
   HA20 Crofthouse Farm   
   Development would be expected to make best use of conversion 

potential and an additional footway extending towards the village will 
be required. 

   Phasing:  Too small a site to warrant phasing – all 5 units are 
scheduled for 2006 – 2011. 

 
   HA33 Main Street, Cleator   

A new allocation which will require a development brief to specify 
requirements as regards access, landscaping and floodrisk. 

   Phasing:  All 20 units scheduled for release in the early part of the plan 
period, 2006 – 2011, to satisfy the apparent needs expressed as 
objections to the 1D and 2D versions of the Plan.  

 
   HA25 Lingla Bank   

Previous designation still to be taken up.  Requires highway upgrading 
work 

   Phasing:  The 39 dwellings to be split equally between the two time 
periods to ensure orderly supply. 
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   HA27 Whites Row   
Previous designated redevelopment site.  Does not require 
Development Brief. 

   Phasing:  Too small to warrant phasing – all 12 units to be released in 
2006 – 2011. 

 
   HA34 Adj Seascale School   

A new allocation which will require a development brief to specify 
requirements as regards access, landscaping and floodrisk. 

   Phasing:  All 20 units to be released in the 2nd part of the plan period, 
2011 – 2016 to balance against the existing planning permissions to 
date in the village (21 no).   
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Employment Land and Premises 

5.2.11 New job opportunities for a minimum 7000 people are required over the 
plan period.  In accordance with the Structure Plan approach no 
attempt is made to convert a labour supply to a specific land 
requirement.  What is considered important is to ensure that there is a 
range of sites available which are attractive, accessible, serviced and 
environmentally acceptable in accordance with the Local Plan 
Development Strategy15. 

5.2.12   In making provision for new employment needs over the plan period 
the Council has assessed the potential of existing employment sites 
(some of which are redesignated for other uses, and others are 
reduced in size) and has looked at new site opportunities, particularly 
in relation to market growth sectors and regeneration needs.  The 
current stock of planning permissions for employment use extends to 
51 ha which goes a long way to achieving the overall JSP target of 84 
ha for the Borough by 2016.  Policy DEV 416 requires a sequential 
approach to be adopted in the allocation of new sites, favouring 
previously used land and buildings, and their supply is expected to be 
phased in an orderly fashion and line with JSP Policy EM13.  
Reference to both of these issues is made in each of the Market Sector 
resumes which follow within Para 5.2.15.  The Market Sectors are 
those identified in RSS and Table EM2 sets out all the sites and the 
contributions they are expected to make.  Policy EMP 1 confirms the 
designation of all the sites in Table EM2 for employment use.  A 
comparative assessment of each of the sectors in terms of JSP 
requirements is also included in Para 5.2.15. 

5.2.13 There has been little development of employment land over the period 
1997 to 2003.  This provision is expected to be adequate for the plan 
period. 

5.2.14   In addition to the sites allocated by virtue of Policy EMP 1 three 
Employment Opportunity Sites have been identified in Whitehaven and 
Cleator Moor (the former Marchon works, Pow Beck Valley and 
Leconfield Industrial Estate).  Further work is scheduled for all three to 
establish their employment potential.   

   Most sites will require a Flood Risk Assessment / Drainage Strategy in 
line with Policy ENV1617. 

                                                           
15 The Copeland Local Plan 2001-2016 Development Strategy has been superseded by the Copeland 
Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management Vision, Objectives and Policies 
ST1, ST2 (Para 3.5.13 – 3.5.19), ST3, ST4, ER1, ER2, ER3, ENV1, T1. 
16 Superseded by Copeland Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management 
Policy ST2 (para 3.5.13 – 3.5.15) 
17 Superseded by Copeland Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management 
Policy DM24 
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Table EM2 : Proposed Employment Sites 

 

 Site Employment land 

with planning 

permission (ha) 

Employment 

allocations 

(EMP1) (ha) 

Permitted use 

 Business/Science Park  31.84  19.12 B1, D1 

E1 Westlakes Science and 
Technology Park 

31.84 19.12 (see Policy EMP 2) 

 Strategic Employment 

Site 

12.70  B1,2,8 

E2 Whitehaven Commercial 
Park 

12.70   

 Local Employment Site 6.65 18.68 B1,2,8 

 Whitehaven    

E3 Haig Enterprise Park 0.20   
E4 Sneckyeat Road  1.72  
E5 Red Lonning 0.60   
     
 Cleator Moor    
E6 Leconfield 2.55   
E7 Leconfield Extension  5.28  
E8 Cleator Mills  2.74 Also leisure/tourism related 

uses 
     
 Egremont    
E9 Bridge End 1.10   
E10 Bridge End Extension  2.9  
     
 Millom    
E11 Millom Pier  3.00 Also leisure/tourism related 

uses 
E12 Mainsgate Road Expansion 

Site 
 2.34  

E13 Devonshire Road 1.20   
     
 Others    
E17 Frizington Road, Frizington 1.00   
E21 Seascale Rural Workshops  0.70  
     
 Total 51.9 37.8  

Note: Class B1 is business use and includes offices, research and development, studios, labs as well 
as light industry. 

 Class B2 is general industrial use 

 Class B8 is use of storage or as a distribution centre 
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POLICY EMP 1:  Employment land allocation 
 

The designation of land for employment use includes 
approximately 89ha of land allocated or with planning permission 
for employment use set out in Table EM2. Within these areas 
development for or changes of use to the employment uses 
prescribed in Table EM2 will be permitted provided that the 
requirements of other plan policies are met. 
 

5.2.15 The designation of land for employment and industry uses in Policy 
EMP 1 is based on the classification of sites in Regional Planning 
Guidance and the Joint Structure Plan. 

 
  

Business/ Science 
Park 

 Class B1, D1 
 Over 1ha 
 Access to the Primary Route Network 
 Served by public transport, cycle and pedestrian 

networks 
 Good proximity/links to Key Service Centres 
 Masterplan and very high standard of design and 

landscaping 
 Potential for links to higher education institutions and 

knowledge based industry 
     
    
    Business/Science Park 
   JSP Total Requirement  30ha 
    
   Land with Planning Permission 31.84ha 
   New Employment Allocation 19.12ha 
   Plan Total    50.96ha 
 
   Phasing: Land with planning permission to be substantially 
   developed out before new allocation 
  
 
 The Westlakes Science and Technology Park 
 
 The Park is of great significance to West Cumbria as a focus for the 

development of nuclear technologies and skills and as a high quality 
location for knowledge based employment.  The North West 
Development Agency has designated it a Regional Investment Site. 

 
The first phases of development have proved very successful in 
attracting new commercial and technology/research enterprises.  A 
landscaping plan, thematic layout and design brief for the existing site 
has been approved.  The aim will be to produce individual groups of 
high quality business park development within a parkland setting on the 
urban fringe, well-related to the advocated road improvements, areas 
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of socio-economic deprivation and at the centre of the North Copeland 
“growth-triangle”.  Some 700 jobs have been created through existing 
development and the Park has the potential to become one of the top 
Science Parks in the country with an international reputation especially 
in the areas of environmental science, biotechnology, genetics, 
environmental engineering, nuclear technologies and 
decommissioning. To further this aim all new development on the Park 
will be restricted to B1 uses which covers offices, research and 
development, studios, laboratories, high tech and light industry uses 
but only where the use comprises scientific research and development 
with ancillary industrial production.  In order to preserve the research 
and development focus of the Park, mass production or high tonnage 
production will not be permitted. 
 
An exception to this approach will be development associated with 
higher education under the D1 Use Class.  The proposed takeover of 
the West Lakes Research Institute by the University of Central 
Lancashire (UCLAN) has brought about considerable potential for 
higher education and academic research associated development at 
Westlakes Science and Technology Park. 
 
The Council fully recognises the benefits of encouraging technological 
innovation and its transfer to business within the site and will seek to 
work with UCLAN to accommodate its requirements for future 
academic expansion.  Any academic uses (both undergraduate taught 
provision and post graduate research) will remain ancillary to the 
primary commercial role of the Park itself and student housing 
accommodation will not be permitted within the Park. 
 
Overall, with the potential for future growth in mind, 19ha of land have 
been allocated. All proposed development on the Park must be 
designed to a high standard and Transport Assessments and/or Travel 
Plans will be required in accordance with Policy TSP718.  Flooding 
issues must also be taken into account and a Flood Risk Assessment 
and Drainage Strategy will also be required. The importance of 
retaining wildlife strips adjacent to watercourses must also be 
considered. A sensitive landscaping scheme will also be an essential 
part of any development proposals to maintain the established 
character of the Park.  The landscaping scheme must include particular 
attention to the creation of buffer zones between the development 
areas on site and adjoining housing.  Access to the highway network 
via the Summergrove area or to the Moor Row to Keekle Road (C4003) 
will be restricted to emergency purposes only. 
 

  

                                                           
18 Superseded by Copeland Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management 
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Comments re DEV 419 sequence/phasing 
 
This is a special case.  Although involving greenfield land this was 
originally based on an existing building complex (former Ingwell 
School).  It is a Regional Investment Site with a vital role to play in 
regenerating the local economy.  The aim is to provide for a steady rate 
of development through the plan period in association with housing 
allocations in the nearby Key Service Centres and the land with 
planning permission is expected to be developed before the new 
allocation of 19 ha.  All further development will be subject to a 
Development Brief (in accordance with Paras 3.4.4 and 5.2.19) which 
will include requirements for comprehensive landscaping, secondary 
highway access and the need for phased implementation ahead of the 
building programmes (as detailed above).  
 

 
POLICY EMP 2:  Westlakes Science and Technology Park 
 
 Land with planning permission and land allocated for 

employment use has been identified on the proposals map as 
E1.  Within this area development in Use Classes B1 and D1 will 
be permitted. 

 
 Development must be designed to a high standard and make a 

positive contribution towards the high quality appearance of 
the Park. 

  
 

Strategic  Employment 
Site 

 Over 5ha developed in large plots 
 Classes B1, B2 and B8 
 Access to the Primary Route Network 
 Potential to be served by public transport 
 Good proximity/links to Key Service Centres 
 Masterplan incorporating landscaping 

 
 
Strategic Employment Site  

   JSP Total Requirement  15ha 
 
   Land with Planning Permission 12.7ha 
   New Employment Allocation  ---- 

   Plan Total    12.7ha 
 
   Phasing: None 
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 Whitehaven Commercial Park 
 

   The site has an impressive location looking over the western Lake 
District fells.  Its shortcomings have been a desolate environment and 
relatively poor access to the A595 Trunk Road.  Recent landscaping 
and tree planting have made this a more attractive site and the 
advocated Whitehaven Eastern Relief Road (see 7.2.6) will better 
relate the site to the Primary Road Network as it would the various 
other employment sites in East and South Whitehaven, Cleator Moor 
and Frizington.  The Council has based its Commercial and 
Contracting Services functions here.  An old extant permission exists 
for limited non-food retailing for two existing small buildings and by 
virtue of Policy TCN120 this is unlikely to be extended. 

 
Comments re DEV 4 sequence/phasing 

 
There is no new allocation of land here which can be sequenced and 
the terms of planning permission do not require a phased development.  
Further development will require prior approval of a Development Brief. 

 
 

Local Employment Site  Under 5ha 
 Classes B1, B2 and B8 
 Adequate transport access 
 Good proximity/links to Service Centres 
 Masterplan incorporating landscaping 

 
 
Local Employment Site 

   JSP Total Requirement   39ha 
 
   Land with Planning Permission   6.65ha 
   New Employment Allocation 18.68ha 
   Plan Total    25.33ha 
 
   Phasing: 2006 - 2011    9.64ha 
     2011 – 2016    9.04ha 

 
1. Haig Enterprise Park 
2. Sneckyeat Road Industrial Estate 
3 Red Lonning Industrial Site 
4. Leconfield Street, Cleator Moor 
5. Adjoining Cleator Mills, Cleator 
6. Bridge End, Egremont 
7. Frizington Road, Frizington 
8. Seascale Rural Workshops Site 
9. Mainsgate Road, Millom 
10. Devonshire Road, Millom 

                                                           
20 Superseded by Copeland Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management 
Policy ST2 and ER7 
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Comments re DEV 421 sequence/phasing 

    
   These sites are located within or adjacent to the Key Service and Local 

Centres in the Settlement Classification (Polices DEV 222 and DEV 323) 
and within the North Copeland "growth triangle".  Further workshop 
space is allocated at Seascale because of its important role in the Mid 
Copeland rural area and, of course, Millom acts as the employment 
centre for most of South Copeland.     

             
   In Whitehaven Sites E3 and E5 are existing sites which are too small to 

warrant phasing.  Site E4 is greenfield and is to be split equally 
between two 2006-2011 and 2011-2016 time periods to allow for an 
orderly supply unless a potential single user emerges and there is no 
viable alternatives in the area.   

 
   At Cleator Moor the E6 site has been reclassified as Employment 

Opportunity Site which may include non-employment uses.  
Accordingly the E7 extension which involves greenfield land (because 
there is no brownfield alternative next to E6) is phased for development 
only after the E6 site has been comprehensively improved and 
developed.  A Development Brief will be required, informed by the 
approach to design incorporated in the work on E6 development. 

 
   The E8 Cleator Mills site is not phased for development because it can 

offer a mix of leisure and employment use potential.  It is a greenfield 
site but is effectively the residue of an industrial estate which has been 
available for employment use for many years.  At Egremont the E10 
allocation is similar to E7 i.e. a greenfield extension to an existing site.  
It is therefore phased for development after the existing E9 site has 
been substantially completed and taken up. 

 
   In Millom the E11 Millom Pier site is brownfield and is therefore 

available for efficient re-use in the early part of the remaining plan 
period.  The permitted uses are extended to allow leisure/tourism 
related uses but the site is particularly sensitive in visual and 
biodiversity terms, overlooking the Duddon Estuary and adjoining an 
SSSI and SPA.  A development brief will therefore be required before 
specific development proposals are considered together with an 
Environmental Impact Assessment.   

 
   The E12 allocation involves land to provide expansion options for the 

occupiers of the former Elbeo premises.  This is one of the few new 
successful enterprises in the town so no phasing constraint is imposed.  

                                                           
21 Superseded by Copeland Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management 
Policy ST2 (para 3.5.13 – 3.5.15) 
22 Superseded by Copeland Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management 
Policy ST2 
23 Superseded by Copeland Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management 
Policy ST2 
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It is greenfield but there is no brownfield alternative to do the job and 
similarly the flood risk to which it is in part subject can be accepted 
within the PPG 25 sequential test since there are no other reasonable 
expansion options in a lower risk category in the area.  At Seascale the 
E21 site represents the only workshop allocation in Mid-Copeland.  
Although greenfield it is the only available expansion area and is too 
small to subject to a phasing programme.    

 
   Site E7 adjoining the Leconfield Estate at Cleator Moor exhibits some 

biodiversity interest.  Measures to safeguard and enhance this interest 
will be required as part of a development brief and subsequent 
development. 

 
 
5.2.16  Employment Opportunity Sites 
 

Two sites in Whitehaven and one in Cleator Moor have been identified 
as being suitable for a wide range of employment use but may also be 
suitable for non-employment use.   
 

 
 Former Marchon Site, Kells, Whitehaven 
 

The site of the former Marchon chemical works and a smaller pit yard 
at Townhead provide an opportunity for brownfield employment and 
leisure use. Part of the site is still occupied by Huntsman but it is 
anticipated that all operations will cease by June 2005 leaving the site 
unused.  The Council has designated it as a ‘special site’. The 
Environment Agency is responsible for inspection and remediation of 
contamination and investigations are underway into the most 
appropriate remediation works and possible end uses.  The Council 
and its regeneration partners are committed to seeking outcomes 
which improve the environment of the former Marchon site and 
contribute to sustainable regeneration. 

 
 
 Whitehaven Pow Beck Development 
 
 A preliminary masterplanning exercise has been carried out for this 

area.  The way forward is a more detailed development study to 
include 

 
 A new spine road along the Pow Beck valley 
 A substantial improvement to the existing sports stadium of 

Whitehaven Rugby League Club and adjoining users 
 A new commercial park overlooking the Pow Beck valley and the 

sports area together with silt/debris and water retention 
improvements in the Pow Beck floodplain 
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In both cases an Action Plan will be produced to consider the detailed 
implications and locational issues associated with these areas as part 
of the Local Development Framework.   
 
 
Leconfield Industrial Estate, Cleator Moor 
 
The site has provided traditional ‘industrial estate’ accommodation for 
many years but there are now several vacant/underused units and the 
site exhibits a rather unkempt, neglected look.  There is need for a 
comprehensive treatment to make the site an attractive proposition and 
the Council and owners consider that a range of job-creating 
commercial opportunities should be explored.  Exploratory work will be 
carried out in partnership to establish cost-effective ways of ensuring 
that the estate is able to make an improved contribution to 
regeneration.  A residential component could turn out to be part of an 
overall approach to investment in the site. 
 
In each of these cases the Council will consider how best to develop 
detailed proposals, design guidance etc as part of documents in the 
Local Development Framework. 
 
 

POLICY EMP 3:  Employment Opportunity Sites 
 

Areas of land at Whitehaven, Cleator Moor and Egremont have 
been delineated on the Proposals Map as Employment 
Opportunity Sites.  These areas are being investigated as to their 
future development potential and contribution they can make to 
the regeneration strategies in the Borough.  Detailed implications 
and locational issues associated with these sites will be the 
subject of future planning policy documents as soon as 
practicably possible.   
 
 

5.2.17  Sites Close to Town Centres 
 

Additional, smaller sites have been identified close to the town centre 
boundaries of Whitehaven and Egremont (see list below WEOS and 
EEOS).  These were originally included in the Town Centre Opportunity 
Development Sites (ref Policy TCN 1224) in previous versions of the 
Plan but are now treated as additional Employment Opportunity Sites 
for redevelopment which would follow the requirements of other Plan 
policies – in particular the sequential requirements of Policy TCN 2 25– 
and accord with the proposals brought forward from the Local 

                                                           
24 Policy TCN12 not superseded – remains part of the Development Plan.  Partly covered by 
Copeland Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management Policy ST3 (but not 
yet defined as site allocations) 
25 Superseded by Copeland Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management 
Policy ST2 (Fig 3.2) and Policy ER7 
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Development Framework.  At Whitehaven the latter relates to Area 
Action Plan work and at Egremont a Supplementary Planning 
Document is scheduled. 
 
Sites: WEOS1 Old Dawnfresh factory site  1.41ha 
 WEOS2 Jacksons timber yard  0.47ha 
 WEOS3 Preston St. garage   0.45ha 
 WEOS4 BT Depot    0.90ha 
 WEOS5 Land at Ginns   3.00ha 
 WEOS6 Land at Coach Rd   0.63ha 
 
 EEOS1 Land at Chapel St   0.88ha 
 

 
  b)  Other Key Service Centres 
 
5.3.24 Cleator Moor, Egremont and Millom town centres are ranged between 

3,000 and 5,200m2. (net) shopping and commercial floorspace.  Their 
importance is much more localised than that of Whitehaven although 
both Egremont and Millom possess a wide range of service outlets in 
addition to convenience and durable goods shops. These town centres 
are more prone to leakage of expenditure to the larger retail 
developments, particularly food stores, and the Council is concerned to 
safeguard their future in the evolving sub-regional shopping context 
and within the hierarchy of centres in the Borough as identified in the 
Plan.  It will therefore encourage new retail and service development to 
take place within the main central areas in a manner appropriate to the 
scale and character of each centre and the requirements of Policy TCN 
226 will apply. 

  
5.3.25 Sites in Whitehaven and Cleator Moor town centres have been 

identified which are under-used, vacant or derelict or where existing 
uses are not entirely compatible with their surroundings.  There are a 
variety of town centre uses which would be appropriate for their 
redevelopment including retail, commercial, leisure, residential and 
hotel use so long as the requirements of other Plan policies are met 
and in particular those of Policies TCN 127,228 and 429.  Generally the 
Council and its regeneration partners would wish to encourage ‘active’ 
ground floor frontages and would favour the development of site WTC 
2 site in Whitehaven as a hotel.  There are similar sites to those in 
Table TC2 which are in areas of Whitehaven and Egremont very close 

                                                           
26 Superseded by Copeland Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management 
Policy ST2 (Fig 3.2) and Policy ER7 
27 Superseded by Copeland Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management 
Policy ST2 and Policy ER7 
28 Superseded by Copeland Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management 
Policy ST2 (Fig 3.2) and Policy ER7 
29 Superseded by Copeland Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management 
Policy DM10 
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to the town centre boundaries.  These are identified in 5.2.18 as 
additional Employment Opportunity Sites to which Policy EMP 3 refers.  
The Council is committed to the preparation of an Area Action Plan for 
the town centre and harbour at Whitehaven which will examine both 
the Table TC2 town centre sites and the Employment Opportunity Sites 
nearby.  The site identified at Cleator Moor will be investigated as part 
of the scheduled work on a Supplementary Development Document. 

 
Table TC2 :  Town Centre Development Opportunity Sites 

 
Whitehaven  

 Site Area(ha) 
WTC1 Quay Street Car Park West 0.3 
WTC2 Mark House and The Park nightclub 0.25 
WTC3 Old tyre depot and Harbour Commissioners Office 0.10 
WTC4 Bus depot and old garage 0.18 
WTC5 Bus Station and Garage 0.28 
WTC7 Old Studholme and Dixon garage 0.22 
WTC8 Scrapyard Albion Street North 0.27 
WTC9 Scrapyard and land south of Albion Street 0.23 

 
Cleator Moor 

 

CTC1 Market Square, Cleator Moor 0.18 
 
 

Policy TCN 12:  Town Centre Opportunity Development Sites 

 

 Proposals for the development of sites identified in Table TC2 will 

be permitted subject to their meeting the requirements of Policies 

TCN 130, 231 and 432 and other Plan policies.  The sites are being 

investigated as to their future development potential and 

contribution they can make to the regeneration strategies in the 

Borough.  Detailed implications and locational issues associated 

with these sites will be the subject of future planning policy 

documents as soon as practicably possible. 

 
  

                                                           
30 Superseded by Copeland Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management 
Policy ST2 and Policy ER7 
31 Superseded by Copeland Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management 
Policy ST2 (Fig 3.2) and Policy ER7 
32 Superseded by Copeland Local Plan 2013-2028 Core Strategy and Development Management 
Policy DM10 
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Parking Requirements 
 
7.4.5 In accordance with government requirements (principally PPG 13), 

RPG and JSP have introduced new parking standards for most types 
of development in the County.  These are expressed as maximum 
levels of provision in order to encourage the provision and use of 
alternative modes of transport.  The new standards are set out in 
Appendix 1. 

 
7.4.6 In applying the new Standards the Council will adopt a flexible 

approach.  Essentially the Borough is rural and public transport options 
are likely to remain limited.  Also topography and distances can limit 
the practicality of walking and cycling for large sections of the local 
community.  The results of any surveys or other information submitted 
as part of Transport Assessments and Travel Plans will inform the 
Council’s decision on parking provision for new development.  The 

Council will liaise with the providers of public transport, taxi services 
etc. to achieve an appropriate provision of parking facilities near rail 
and bus stations to encourage motorists to use public transport for part 
of their journeys. 

 
7.4.7 The new parking standards do not at this stage include residential 

development nor do they indicate revised requirements for cycles, 
motor cycles or provision for disabled people.  The County Council will 
publish comprehensive new guidelines in due course but until then 
developers will be expected to use the relevant standards set out in the 
“Schedule of Guidelines” in Appendix 1 (b) for Use Class C3 : Dwelling 

Houses and non-car parking requirements. 
 
 
POLICY TSP 8:  Parking Requirements 
 

 All proposals for new development must comply with the parking 

requirements set out in Appendix 1.  These include new maximum 

standards for most car parking requirements and interim 

standards for all other type of parking. 
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PARKING GUIDELINES  
(APPENDIX 1 FROM COPELAND LOCAL PLAN 2001-2016) 
 
a) New County car-parking standards 
 

The maximum levels * of car parking permitted for new development are: 
 
A1 Shops 
 
Food Retail     1 space per 14 sq. m. 
Non-Food Retail    1 space per 20 sq. m. 
 
A2 Financial and Professional Services 
 
Financial and Professional Services 1 space per 30 sq. m. 
 
A3 Food and Drink 
 
Restaurants     1 space per 5 sq. m. 
 
B1 Business 
 
Stand Alone Offices   1 space per 30 sq. m. 
Business Parks    1 space per 35 sq. m. 
 
B2 General Industry 

 
 General Industry    1 space per 45 sq. m. 
 
 B8 Storage and Distribution 
 
 Storage and Distribution   1 space per 45 sq. m 
 
 C1 Hotels and Hostels 
 

Hotels 1 space per bedroom  including 
staff 

 
D1 Non Residential Institutions 
 
Medical or Health Facilities 1 space per 2 staff + 
 4 per consulting room 
 
Higher and Further Education 1 space per 2 staff 
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D2 Assembly and Leisure  
 
Cinema and Conference Facilities etc  1 space per 5 seats 
 
Leisure and Sport Facilities  1 space per 22 sq. m. 
 
Stadia  1 space per 15 seats 

    
 *gross floor space unless specified 
 
b) Other car-parking requirements 
 

For Class C3 (Housing) and for guidance on parking for disabled people, 
motorcycles and cycles reference should be made to “Parking Guidelines in 
Cumbria” (September 1997).  These Guidelines were adopted by all the 
local authorities in Cumbria including the Council. 
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PART THREE 

Copeland Local Plan 2001-16 ‘Saved’ Policies – Background and Secretary of State’s 

Direction (04/06/09) 

The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (the Act) introduced the Local 

Development Framework which, over time, was to replace Local Plans produced under the 

previous system.  At the time, Copeland Borough Council had reached an advanced stage of 

preparation for the Copeland Local Plan 2001-2016 and pursued the production of this to 

adoption which took place on 6 June 2006.   

The Act allowed policies from Local Plans to be saved for a period of three years, after this 

time, in order to retain specified policies from the Copeland Local Plan 2001-2016 beyond 

June 2009, the Council was required to apply to the Secretary of State for their agreement 

to this effect. The Secretary of State assessed the Council’s application and issued a 

Direction under paragraph 1(3) of Schedule 8 to the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 

2004, which can be found on page 59.   

Many of the policies in the Copeland Local Plan 2001-16 have now been replaced by the 

Core Strategy and/or Development Management Policies, however not all policies were 

replaced by the Core Strategy and/or Development Management policies, the policies listed 

in Part Two of this document remain as part of the Development Plan until they are 

superseded by future Development Plan Document policies and/or allocations. 

Appendix 1 in the Core Strategy and Development Management Policies DPD indicates how 

policies in the Copeland Local Plan 2001-16 have been replaced by the Core Strategy and/or 

Development Management Policies, or if the Council does not intend to replace them.  

Appendix 1 of the Core Strategy contains a table which demonstrates how each policy from 

the Copeland Local Plan 2001-2016 has been incorporated into the Core Strategy and/or 

Development Management policies. 
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Copeland Local Plan 2001-2016 ‘Saved’ Policies - Secretary of State's Direction (04/06/2009) 
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Foreword 
 
To meet the needs of Cumbria’s communities, we need a Plan that provides for new 
jobs to diversify and grow our economy and for the new or improved infrastructure 
that is essential for the county’s development and regeneration initiatives, whilst 
balancing the need to protect the county’s outstanding natural and built environment. 
 
Minerals are the essential raw materials for manufacturing industries, and for building 
or improving our roads, homes, hospitals, schools, shops and offices.  Our quality of 
life relies on the safe, clean and effective treatment and disposal of waste.  By 
reducing, reusing, recycling and finding other uses for more of our waste, we can 
help to reduce our impact on the environment and benefit future generations. 
 
Good planning for our minerals and waste is fundamental to the way we live our lives 
and the way our city, towns and villages appear and function.  Equally, we need to 
appreciate the potential for minerals exploitation and the management of waste to 
cause disruption to our environment and to our communities.  Hence the reason why 
we have produced this Local Plan, to try to minimise any conflicts as best we can, 
and ensure that the wider community can enjoy the benefits of good minerals and 
waste planning, now and in many years to come. 
 
This document, which covers the area outside the two National Parks, sets a clear 
vision for the next 15 years, for how new development can address the challenges 
we face.  This document is the culmination of a great deal of public consultation over 
recent years, and extensive evidence gathering by the Council.  The policies in the 
Plan will shape Cumbria in the future, helping to achieve sustainable consumption 
and production, living within environmental limits, protecting the quality of life of 
present and future generations, protecting Cumbria’s environmental assets and 
ensuring the prudent use of natural resources. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 The County Council is the local planning authority for mineral working and 

waste management developments in Cumbria.  In this role, it is responsible for 
determining planning applications and also for preparing planning policy for 
those types of development. 

 
1.2 Without the right waste management facilities and adequate supplies of 

minerals, other sectors of the economy could not function properly.  They are 
essential for the county’s development and regeneration initiatives, its low 
carbon agenda and for maintaining and improving the basic infrastructure of 
roads, buildings and other facilities.  The minerals and waste industries also 
provide important direct local economic benefits, including jobs. 

 
1.3 Preparing the Plan has involved engagement and collaboration with 

communities, local organisations and businesses.  Public consultation was 
held for each stage of the plan-making process.  It has also been prepared in 
co-operation with Cumbria's districts, neighbouring authorities and other 
minerals and waste planning authorities that may be affected by the strategies 
and policies in the Plan.  This has ensured that effective co-operation has 
been undertaken where there are cross-boundary impacts. 

 
1.4 The Minerals and Waste Local Plan (MWLP) replaces the Cumbria Minerals 

and Waste Development Framework (MWDF), which was comprised of the 
Core Strategy and Generic Development Control Policies that were adopted in 
April 2009, and the draft Site Allocations Policies and Proposals Map, upon 
which there were consultations in 2009 to 2011.  For a list of all the 
superseded MWDF policies, and the MWLP policy replacements, see 
Appendix 1. 

 
1.5 It is considered that this Minerals and Waste Local Plan will provide for the 

sustainable minerals and waste management developments that will be 
needed in Cumbria by 2030 and beyond, whilst helping to achieve sustainable 
consumption and production, living within environmental limits, protecting the 
quality of life of present and future generations, protecting Cumbria’s 
environmental assets and ensuring the prudent use of natural resources. 

 
 New National Park designations 
 
1.6 Extensions to the Yorkshire Dales and Lake District National Parks, by 

Variation Order, were confirmed in writing by the Secretary of State on 
23 October 2015.  The extension areas are shown on the map in Appendix 2; 
apart from a small area of land between Kirkby Lonsdale and Ingleton on Leck 
Fell, which lies in Lancashire, all of the extension areas fall within the county of 
Cumbria. 

 
1.7 Following the transfer of functions on 1 August 2016, the respective National 

Park Authorities became the Local Planning Authority for the newly designated 
areas, with responsibility for determining all applications for planning 
permission and Listed Buildings consent, as well as the responsibility for 
preparing a Local Plan, which would include minerals and waste planning 
policy.  Both the Lake District National Park Authority (LDNPA) and Yorkshire 
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Dales National Park Authority (YDNPA) will use existing, adopted 
development plan policies in the extension areas, i.e. the adopted policies of 
South Lakeland District Council, Cumbria County Council, Lancaster City 
Council and Lancashire County Council, as appropriate.  However, the 
National Parks have indicated that the statutory implications of National Park 
designation, as outlined in the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), 
will be a material consideration in their determination of applications in these 
areas. 

 
1.8 Whilst the National Park Authorities are now the minerals and waste planning 

authorities in the extension areas, the adopted development plan document 
for Cumbria County Council will remain the extant minerals and waste policy 
for those new areas that fall in Cumbria.  This will continue until either: a) the 
YDNPA and LDNPA choose to adopt the Cumbria Minerals and Waste Local 
Plan for the relevant extensions or b) the YDNPA and LDNPA review their own 
Local Plans, to include the extension areas. 
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STRATEGIC POLICIES 
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2. OVERALL STRATEGY 
 

Where we are now 
 
2.1 As stated in the Introduction, the minerals and waste management industries 

are essential and indispensable to the county.  Without them, other sectors of 
the economy could not function properly and the basic infrastructure of roads, 
buildings and other facilities could not be maintained or improved.  Both 
industries also provide important direct local economic benefits, including jobs. 

 
2.2 The industries fit within a county of contrasts and very serious challenges.  We 

have some of the country's best environments, which attract 40 million visitors 
per year.  These environments contrast with major industrial landscapes and 
there are also pockets of the most deprived wards in Europe.  Some areas 
have experienced soaring house prices, others housing market collapse.  
Whilst the population has increased, it is ageing and many young people are 
leaving. 

 
2.3 Given the scale and depth of economic problems facing economies worldwide, 

it is inevitable that Cumbria has also experienced economic difficulties over 
the last few years.  To some degree, the structure of Cumbria’s economy, with 
major employers in the defence and nuclear sectors, has provided some 
insulation from economic shock.  However, Cumbria still faces major 
challenges to achieve its economic potential and to build on its strengths and 
natural assets.  That potential includes the competitive advantage offered by 
the M6 corridor and the West Coast Mainline transport routes, its global 
reputation and expertise in nuclear and clean technologies, its strengths in the 
growing advanced manufacturing sector and the county’s stunning 
environment, with its consequent tourism industry. 

 
2.4 Cumbria is the second largest county in England with a relatively small 

number of people.  Its main towns are dispersed around the edges of the 
county, whilst in the centre are the mountains and lakes of the Lake District 
National Park.  Cumbria’s environment is both naturally and historically rich 
and diverse, and people are attracted to the county because of that 
environment. 

 
2.5 Cumbria is mostly self-sufficient for those minerals that can be worked from its 

own resources and also supplies regional and national markets for high skid 
resistance roadstones, industrial lime, specialist bricks, and plaster and 
plasterboard, made using gypsum.  In general, waste management facilities in 
the county serve their local areas and most parts of the county have had 
access to the facilities that were seen to be necessary at the time.  There has 
historically, however, been a shortfall in landfill capacity in the south of the 
county, resulting in residual waste being sent to landfill in Lancashire. 

 
2.6 Within the last few years, there has been significant success in reducing the 

amount of household waste per head and in increasing the rates of recycling 
and composting.  Recyclables are collected, separated and bulked up, but are 
then sent to major facilities elsewhere; for example, tins are sent to Liverpool, 
glass to Alloa and paper to Stirling.  Very little processing of recyclates takes 
place within the county. 
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2.7 Levels of traffic through the three remaining operational ports of Barrow, 
Workington and Silloth, have steadily declined.  Carlisle airport does not 
currently operate as a commercial airport, although there are plans for its 
development. 

 
2.8 The Sellafield complex in West Cumbria, which incorporates the formerly 

separate nuclear licensed site of Windscale, has one of the world's largest 
single concentrations of nuclear facilities and plays an important role in 
Cumbria’s economy.  The Low Level Waste Repository near Drigg village 
provides a national radioactive waste facility. 

 
Where we need to be 

 
2.9 The long term spatial vision of the Local Plan must take account of the 

challenges that have been outlined in the dialogue above and of the 
opportunities that have been identified, in order to achieve sustainable 
development in the county.  The opportunities identified in Cumbria are the 
quality of the urban and rural environments, the unique environmental assets, 
transport routes and the strengths of some sectors of the economy. 

 
2.10 With regard to minerals and waste in Cumbria, the long term spatial vision 

must set a clear path for how new development can address the challenges 
that the county faces.  The overall strategy then provides the focus to achieve 
this vision, by setting out a clear direction for delivery, and provides the 
context for the objectives and policies of the Local Plan. 

 
2.11 The strategy set out in Box 2.2 will facilitate the provision of new jobs to 

diversify and grow the county’s economy, as well as support jobs in the 
developing and growing sectors, such as the radioactive waste industry.  The 
strategy will also aid provision of the new or improved infrastructure that is 
essential for the county’s development and economic well-being, whilst 
balancing the need to preserve and enhance Cumbria’s outstanding natural 
and built environment. 

 
2.12 Minerals are the essential raw materials for manufacturing industries, and for 

building or improving the county’s roads, homes, hospitals, schools, shops 
and offices.  A steady and adequate supply of all necessary minerals will be 
provided in a prudent and sustainable manner, achieving economic, social and 
environmental gains where practicable. 

 
2.13 The quality of life for Cumbria’s communities relies on the safe, clean and 

effective treatment and disposal of all waste streams, including radioactive 
waste.  By reducing, reusing, recycling and finding other uses for more of the 
county’s waste streams, the impact on the environment will be reduced and 
will provide benefits for future generations.  The management of waste 
produced by the nuclear sector in Cumbria, including radioactive waste, is of 
particular significance for the county, as it hosts both Sellafield and the Low 
Level Waste Repository, employing more than 12,000 people and with a 
combined turnover of more than £2 billion each year.  However, in many 
respects, the management of radioactive waste should be approached in the 
same way as conventional waste streams, i.e. in a sustainable manner, via the 
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waste hierarchy.  Thus in Box 2.2, references to ‘waste’ encompass all waste 
streams, as appropriate. 

 
2.14 The three dimensions of sustainable development are economic, social and 

environmental; they should not be considered in isolation, as they are mutually 
dependent.  Economic growth can secure higher social and environmental 
standards, and well-designed buildings and places can improve the lives of 
people and communities.  To achieve sustainable development, economic, 
social and environmental gains should be sought jointly and simultaneously1. 

 
2.15 Over the past ten years, much work has been undertaken in Cumbria by 

central Government, the County Council and partners, to set the county on the 
road to economic growth; this included the West Cumbria Spatial Masterplan, 
Britain’s Energy Coast and rural-proofing.  In March 2014, Cumbria’s Local 
Enterprise Partnership (LEP) published a strategic economic plan2, looking at 
the state of the county’s economy, and setting out a plan to unleash the 
economic potential of Cumbria over the next 10 years.  A summary of the 
SWOT assessment (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) of 
Cumbria’s economy undertaken by the LEP, is set out in Appendix 4. 

 
 Cumbria Strategic Economic Plan 
 
2.16 The LEP recognises the potential for significant private investment in the 

county, within the nuclear, energy and advanced manufacturing sectors; 
through the delivery of major infrastructure projects, this investment could 
generate growth in the economy that is estimated to generate £1.3 billion per 
annum of additional economic output.  This forecast growth needs to be 
supported by appropriate investment in infrastructure, skills and housing to 
maximise the benefits to the local economy. 

 
2.17 The vision of the Cumbria Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) is for Cumbria to 

have one of the fastest growing economies in the UK, in an energised and 
healthy environment.  By delivering the priorities that are set out in the SEP 
between 2014 and 2024, the Enterprise Partnership will:- 

 

 create 15,000 additional full-time equivalent jobs; 

 boost Cumbria’s economy by £600 million more than current predictions, 
through targeted investment in key projects; 

 increase the county’s GVA growth by 0.6 percentage points above 
current forecasts, yielding a GVA growth rate of 2.2% by 2024; 

 support the local planning authorities to deliver 30,000 new homes 
through their Local Plans; 

 raise skill levels through working with local education and training 
providers, reducing the proportion of Cumbria’s firms facing a skills gap 
by 3%; 

 increase visitor expenditure by over £500 million; 

 increase the number of businesses reporting growth by 5% through the 
Cumbria Growth Hub support; 

                                                           
1
 National Planning Policy Framework, Achieving Sustainable Development, paragraphs 7 and 8; 

DCLG, March 2012 
2
 Evidence Base document reference LD230: Cumbria Local Enterprise Partnership, Strategic 

Economic Plan, March 2014 
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 achieve 100% coverage of superfast broadband. 
 
2.18 The SEP identifies four priority growth areas for the county over the next 10 

years: advanced manufacturing; nuclear energy and excellence; vibrant rural 
and visitor economy; and strategic connectivity of the M6 motorway corridor.  
Intervention will be focused on four economic drivers, which will prioritise 
investment in the right infrastructure to provide sustainable and resilient 
connections for businesses, their markets and workforces.  These drivers are:- 

 

 business support; 

 skills development; 

 infrastructure improvement; 

 environmental sustainability. 
 
2.19 The developments that will be needed in connection with the LEP Strategy, to 

diversify and expand the economy, to improve transport links and to increase 
and improve the housing stock, cannot take place without minerals for 
construction.  An adequate and secure supply of crushed rock and sand and 
gravel from reasonably local sources will be needed to make concrete and 
tarmac and for other construction operations.  Similarly, wastes from 
Cumbria's municipal and business sectors will not be able to be managed 
sustainably unless the right types of waste management facilities are provided 
in the right places and at the right time.  Development and economic growth 
may be restrained if these facilities are not available. 

 
 The European Commission 
 
2.20 The European Commission and individual EU countries have set up 

partnerships to use funding from the European Structural and Investment 
Funds, which can be used for each country's strategic goals and investment 
priorities, linking them to the overall aims of the Europe 2020 strategy for 
smart, sustainable and inclusive growth.  The Cumbria LEP is taking 
advantage of these funds, in order to deliver the sustainable economic growth 
to be unleashed by their Strategic Economic Plan.  It is not yet clear how or 
when the UK’s exit from the EU will affect the European funding streams. 

 
2.21 The European Commission have issued a range of strategies and policies, 

which are then enacted in the UK and become national policies.  One of the 
most important topic areas for this Local Plan is waste.  The Commission and 
central Government require that the amounts of waste going to landfill are 
progressively reduced and are driven up the waste hierarchy, by limiting 
disposals to those residual wastes that are left after treatment.  The first step 
in the waste hierarchy is to minimise the amount of waste that is produced in 
the first place, followed by increasing the rates of re-use, recycling, 
composting and recovery of value from waste. 

 
2.22 Other national policies require that an increasing proportion of mineral use is 

met from recycled or re-used materials.  The climate change agenda requires 
that substantial increases in renewable and low carbon energy generation are 
achieved.  Renewable fuels, such as those produced by the county’s 
municipal waste management processes, and recovery of energy from other 
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wastes, including sewage, agricultural and food wastes, can make a significant 
contribution to this. 

 
Vision and overall strategy 

 
2.23 The spatial vision and the overall strategy of the Local Plan, which take 

account of all the above matters, are set out in Box 2.1 and Box 2.2 
respectively. 

 

BOX 2.1 
 
The long term spatial vision is:- 
 
That by the end of the Plan period the right types of waste management 
facilities needed to reduce the amount of Cumbria's waste going to landfill will 
have been built on time and in the right places. 
 
That everyone in Cumbria will give top priority to minimising waste and take 
responsibility for regarding it as a resource, not something to be thrown away. 
 
That facilities will have been provided to manage those radioactive wastes 
that arise in Cumbria, and to make a national contribution to managing ones 
from elsewhere in the UK that require the county’s specialist facilities, but do 
not have adverse social, economic or environmental impacts. 
 
That, with an increasing proportion of re-used and recycled materials, 
minerals from the County's own resources will continue to be provided 
prudently to meet Cumbria's regeneration, renewal and development needs, 
together with those minerals proven to be required to meet regional and 
national needs. 
 
That the carbon footprint of Cumbria's minerals and waste developments will 
demonstrate that the practicable savings in greenhouse gas emissions and 
fossil energy demand have been secured.  In addition to design matters, this 
will include keeping road transport miles to a minimum by maintaining a 
pattern of local facilities that suits the geographic characteristics of the county.  
It will also take account of the contribution that fuels derived from Cumbria's 
waste make to the energy needs of other industries. 
 
That Cumbria's environmental assets will have been protected, maintained 
and enhanced by siting developments in appropriate locations, by high 
standards of design and by working practices that are recognised to be best 
practice. 
 
That optimal economic benefit will have been gained from minerals and 
waste developments, including new recycling industries based in Cumbria. 
 
That Cumbria’s communities and stakeholders will have been fully engaged 
in planning for minerals and waste developments. 
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BOX 2.2 
 
Local Plan overall strategy 
 
By 2030:- 
 

 The Local Plan’s provisions for waste management facilities and for 
supplies of minerals will have made a significant contribution to the 
county’s economy and will have aided development and regeneration 
initiatives. 

 Initiatives will have been successful in changing behaviours in order to 
meet, or exceed, targets for driving wastes up the waste hierarchy and 
minimising wastes sent to landfill, in accordance with the national zero 
waste agenda. 

 The appropriate waste management facilities will have been provided in 
the right locations and at the right time, as far as practicable near to 
where it is produced and with options for sustainable transport. 

 There will have been a steady and adequate supply of aggregates in 
accordance with the Local Aggregates Assessments and of other 
minerals, in accordance with national policy. 

 Maximum advantage will have been taken of the scope for using 
alternatives to primary land-won aggregate minerals. 

 Waste management and minerals developments will have secured 
significant enhancement of Cumbria’s environmental assets and local 
amenity. 

 Prudent and environmentally sensitive use of Cumbria’s minerals and 
waste management resources will have achieved economic, social and 
environmental gains for Cumbria, in accordance with the principles of 
sustainable development. 

 As for conventional wastes, radioactive waste arisings in the county will 
be minimised, as will its unnecessary import, ensuring that the right 
facilities are built in the right place at the right time; the full range of the 
radioactive waste industry’s management, movements and facilities will 
be supported, as long as they do not have any significant adverse 
environmental, social or economic impacts in the county. 

 The appropriate long term, safe storage facilities for higher activity 
radioactive wastes are provided, until a suitable disposal route is 
available. 

 

 
Strategic objectives 

 
2.24 The overarching context of the Local Plan is that it must be consistent with the 

national planning policies, which are set out in the National Planning Policy 
Framework (NPPF, March 2012) and its presumption in favour of sustainable 
development.  It must, therefore, also reflect an integrated spatial approach 
that accords with the UK's Sustainable Development Strategy “Securing the 
Future”3.  That strategy sets out the five guiding principles of sustainable 
development:- 

                                                           
3
 Securing the Future: delivering UK sustainable development strategy, DEFRA, March 2005 
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 living within environmental limits 

 ensuring a strong, healthy and just society 

 achieving a sustainable economy 

 promoting good governance 

 using sound science responsibly. 
 
2.25 The policies in the NPPF constitute the Government’s view of what 

sustainable development means for the planning system.  The three 
dimensions to sustainable development, discussed in paragraph 2.14, are 
stated to give rise to a number of roles for the planning system to perform:- 

 an economic role – contributing to building a strong, responsive and 
competitive economy, by ensuring that sufficient land of the right type is 
available in the right places and at the right time to support growth and 
innovation; and by identifying and co-ordinating development 
requirements, including the provision of infrastructure; 

 a social role – supporting strong, vibrant and healthy communities by 
providing the supply of housing required to meet the needs of present and 
future generations; and by creating a high quality built environment, with 
accessible local services that reflect the community’s needs and support 
its health, social and cultural well-being; and 

 an environmental role – contributing to protecting and enhancing our 
natural, built and historic environment; and, as part of this, helping to 
improve biodiversity, use natural resources prudently, minimise waste and 
pollution, and mitigate and adapt to climate change including moving to a 
low carbon economy. 

 
2.26 This Local Plan can help to ensure that these roles can be successfully carried 

out.  This is by making adequate positive provision for the construction 
materials and the waste management facilities that are needed for the 
development of identified housing and other land, the provision of necessary 
infrastructure and through its environmental policies. 

 
2.27 Having taken account of the above principles and roles, the strategic 

objectives that are considered to be appropriate and relevant for the Local 
Plan are set out in Box 2.3. 

BOX 2.3 Strategic objectives 
 

Objective 1: That minerals and waste management developments will take 
due account of the issues of climate change, in particular through energy 
use and transport. 
 
Objective 2: That opportunities will be taken to secure improvements to 
Cumbria’s environment, communities and local economy, maximising 
potential benefits and avoiding adverse impacts. 
 
Objective 3: That effective waste minimisation measures will be adopted 
and, following these, that waste, including radioactive waste, will be 
managed at the highest practicable level within the waste hierarchy.  In 
order to secure this, the right type of waste management facilities that 
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Cumbria needs to increase the amounts of its wastes that are re-used, 
recycled, or composted will be provided in the right places and at the right 
time in order to minimise the disposal of waste to landfill. 
 
Objective 4: That whilst aiming for net self-sufficiency in waste imports and 
exports, waste will be managed as near as practicable to where it is 
produced without endangering people's health and without harming the 
environment. 
 
Objective 5: That the minerals from Cumbria that are required to meet 
local, regional and national needs will be supplied from appropriately 
located and environmentally acceptable sources. 
 
Objective 6: That the need for new mining and quarrying will be minimised 
by prudent use of resources and by supplies of alternative re-used and 
recycled materials. 
 
Objective 7: That mineral resources will be identified and safeguarded. 
 
Objective 8: That the economic benefits of minerals and waste 
management developments will be optimised without harming the 
environment. 
 
Objective 9: That the overall quality of Cumbria's natural and historic 
environment will be protected and, where practicable, enhanced by high 
standards of design and operation in new developments and high standards 
of restoration once developments have been completed. 
 
Objective 10: That the environmental impacts of minerals and waste 
management developments, including traffic, will be kept to a minimum by 
appropriate siting of facilities and sound working practices and that any 
unavoidable harmful impacts will be mitigated. 
 
Objective 11: That there will be integral community and stakeholder 
involvement and ownership of initiatives and planning for sustainable 
minerals and waste developments. 

 
 Policy 
 
2.28 Policies in Local Plans should follow the approach of the presumption in favour 

of sustainable development, so that it is clear that development that is 
sustainable can be approved without delay.  All Local Plans should be based 
upon and reflect the presumption in favour of sustainable development, with 
clear policies that will guide how the presumption should be applied locally. 
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POLICY SP1 Presumption in favour of sustainable development 
 
When considering development proposals, the Council will take a positive 
approach that reflects the presumption in favour of sustainable development 
contained in the National Planning Policy Framework.  It will always work 
proactively with applicants to find solutions that mean that proposals can be 
approved wherever possible, and to secure development that improves the 
economic, social and environmental conditions in the area. 
 
Planning applications that accord with the policies in this Local Plan (and, 
where relevant, with policies in Neighbourhood Plans) will be approved without 
delay, unless material considerations indicate otherwise. 
 
Where there are no policies relevant to the application or relevant policies are 
out of date at the time of making the decision, then the Council will grant 
permission unless material considerations indicate otherwise – taking into 
account whether: 
 
 any adverse impacts of granting permission would significantly and 

demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies 
in the National Planning Policy Framework taken as a whole; or 

 specific policies in that Framework indicate that development should be 
restricted. 

 

 
2.29 The suite of strategic, development control and site allocation policies are to 

be regarded as a whole, they should not be used in isolation.  For example, if 
a proposal was put forward to develop a renewable energy installation on an 
existing waste facility, in order to offset high operational energy consumption, 
policy DC8 (Renewable energy use and carbon reduction on existing minerals 
and waste sites) would be used to help determine the planning application.  
However, the proposal must also conform to all other relevant policies in the 
Plan, such as DC6 (Cumulative environmental impacts), DC16 (Biodiversity 
and geodiversity), DC17 (Historic environment), DC18 (Landscape and visual 
impact) and DC19 (Flood risk). 
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3. WASTE MANAGEMENT 
 

Introduction and policy context 
 
3.1 This chapter addresses strategic issues relating to all waste streams except 

radioactive waste, which is addressed in chapter 4 of this Local Plan. 
 
3.2 Strategic Objectives 1 to 4 of the Local Plan reflect the County Council’s 

commitment to reduce, reuse and recycle all we can, and throw things away 
only as a last resort4.  This is consistent with Government policy, as expressed 
in the National Planning Policy for Waste5, published in October 2014.  Much 
of the content of the Waste Management Plan for England6 and the Waste 
Prevention Plan for England7 is incorporated into Planning Practice Guidance 
(PPG), which makes it clear that Waste Planning Authorities should plan for 
the sustainable management of waste8, provide sufficient opportunities to 
meet the area’s needs, and identify suitable sites and areas for waste 
management facilities in appropriate locations9. 

 
3.3 PPG also clearly sets out the role of the Waste Planning Authority in meeting 

European Waste Framework Directive 2008/98/EC10, and reiterates the 
importance of driving waste up the waste hierarchy (see Figure 3.1) and 
implementing the principles of self-sufficiency and proximity, which are 
commonly referred to as the “proximity principle”. 

 
3.4 Significant progress in changing our attitudes towards waste and how we 

manage it has already been made in recent years.  The Government Review 
of Waste Policy in England11 and its associated Action Plan, included funding 
for waste management infrastructure for municipal waste, as well as voluntary 
codes with specific business sectors and statutory action in relation to 
producer responsibility for waste. 

 
3.5 These actions sought to assist Local Authorities in reducing the waste 

generated by households, whilst encouraging re-use and recycling of useful 
resources and diverting waste from landfill.  Minimising the amount of waste 
produced, and designing goods so that the re-use and recycling of 
components and resources can be maximised and waste production and 
disposal is minimised, also makes sense for the business sector.  This 
concept is currently described as the “circular economy”. 

 
3.6 The EU has been moving towards the idea of a circular economy for some 

time, and published the first Circular Economy Strategy12 in December 2015.  
This document aims to be the driver for a key step change in the way in which 
society views materials, to a place where the value of products, materials and 
resources is maintained in the economy for as long as possible and the 

                                                           
4
 https://www.gov.uk/government/policies/reducing-and-managing-waste 

5
 Evidence Base document reference ND130: DCLG, October 2014 

6
 Evidence Base document reference ND84: Defra, December 2013 

7
 Evidence Base document reference ND117: Defra, December 2013 

8
 PPG paragraph 013, chapter 28 Waste (ID: 28-013-20141016) 

9
 PPG paragraph 011, chapter 28 Waste (ID: 28-011-20141016) 

10
 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2008:312:0003:0030:en:PDF  

11
 Evidence Base document reference ND49: Defra, 2011 

12
 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1453384154337&uri=CELEX:52015DC0614 
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generation of waste is minimised.  The key output from this strategy is to 
reduce the levels of waste disposed to landfill to no more than 10% by 2030 
and to increase current levels of recycling to 65%.  UK Government action 
since 2011 has focused on specific sectors, progressively limiting the disposal 
of different materials in landfill, but increasingly relying on voluntary measures 
from the private sector. 

Figure 3.1: The waste hierarchy 
source: Waste Management Plan for England, Defra, December 2013 

 
3.7 Significant financial savings have been realised by business: for example, 

1.2 million tonnes of food and packaging waste generation was prevented over 
the first phase of the “Courtauld Commitment”13, with a monetary value of 
£1.8 billion, while the second phase prevented the generation of 1.7 million 
tonnes of commercial waste, saving £3.1 billion. 

 
3.8 It is difficult to predict the future regulatory framework for waste in the UK, and 

there are no specific measures that can be used to predict significant changes 
in waste arising or its management during the lifetime of this Plan with any 
certainty; however, development on the implementation of the circular 
economy will be followed closely and looked at through monitoring measures 
proposed in chapter 17.  Changing wasteful practices could have a significant 
financial impact, help increase competitiveness and resource security, and 
therefore, protect against price volatility14, as well as contributing to reductions 
in emissions of greenhouse gases.  The Local Plan seeks to encourage such 
developments. 

 
Assessing waste management needs for Cumbria 

 
3.9 In 2014, the County Council commissioned an assessment15 of the need for 

new waste management infrastructure and facilities during the Plan period, as 

                                                           
13

 The Waste Prevention Plan for England, Defra, December 2013 (page 26) 
14

 The Waste Prevention Plan for England, Defra, December 2013 (page 25) 
15

 Evidence Base document reference LD 267:Cumbria County Council Waste Needs Assessment, 
Urban Vision, December 2014 
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required by PPG16.  This was based partly on data for calendar year 2013 from 
the Environment Agency, and partly on a survey of commercial and industrial 
waste conducted in 2009, projected forward to 2013.  The 2014 Waste Needs 
Assessment (WNA) was used to develop predictions of further capacity 
required immediately and at relevant interim dates up to 2030.  Potential sites 
to accommodate such capacity were proposed in the February 2015 version of 
the draft Local Plan. 

 
3.10 In October 2015, the Environment Agency published its Waste Data 

Interrogator (WDI) and Hazardous Waste Data Interrogator (HWDI) containing 
data on waste movements into and out of licensed waste facilities in calendar 
year 2014.  This enabled a revised 2015 WNA17 to be developed for Cumbria, 
in order to re-assess the need for further waste infrastructure in the county 
over the Plan period.  The 2015 WNA was developed jointly with the Lake 
District National Park Authority and includes additional analysis of waste 
growth in previous years, as well as further investigation of the ongoing landfill 
requirements for the county. 

 
 Current waste arisings and wastes managed within Cumbria 
 
3.11 Total waste arisings in Cumbria in 2014, are summarised in Table 3.1; figures 

include both wastes managed within the county and those exported to 
appropriate facilities outside the county, for management.  The Table does not 
include sewage or agricultural waste, except where these enter a licensed 
waste facility, nor does it include radioactive waste. 

 

WASTE STREAM ARISINGS 

Local Authority Collected Waste (LACW) 266.2A 

Commercial Waste (C) 204.7W 

Industrial Waste (I) 359.6W 

Construction and Demolition Waste (C&D) 176.0W 

Excavation Waste (E) 438.0W 

Hazardous Waste (H) 22.7W 

TOTAL OF ALL STREAMS 1,463.3 
AActual - source WDA 

WDerived from EA waste figures in WDI or HWDI 
 

Table 3.1: Waste arisings in Cumbria 2014 (thousand tonnes) 
source: 2015 WNA 

 
3.12 The Local Authority Collected Waste (LACW) data was provided by the 

County Council, as the Waste Disposal Authority (WDA), and these arisings in 
Table 3.1 include a small amount of trade waste as well as household waste.  
The hazardous waste arisings have been collated from the 2014 HWDI and 
arisings in all other waste streams have been derived from the general 2014 
WDI.  The 2015 WNA includes an explanation of the methodology and 

                                                           
16

 PPG paragraph 022, chapter 28 Waste (ID: 28-022-20141016) 
17

 Evidence Base document reference LD300: Joint LDNPA and CCC Waste Needs Assessment, 
December 2015 
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definitions of the waste streams above, which have been developed to provide 
usable predictions whilst avoiding spurious accuracy. 

 
3.13 The total wastes arising in Cumbria in 2014 are slightly less than those 

estimated as arising in 2013.  This does not indicate a reduction year on year, 
but is the result of the amended methodology of the 2015 WNA.  The two 
main changes are firstly, that the commercial and industrial waste arisings are 
now based on actual 2014 data rather than the projection of a 2009 survey, 
and secondly, that double counting of wastes that are moved through more 
than one facility have been estimated and excluded. 

 
3.14 The 2015 WNA also considered wastes managed at licensed sites within 

Cumbria in 2014 (Table 3.2).  These tonnages include imports from other 
waste planning authority areas, and also the wastes currently double handled 
at bulking and transfer facilities.  These movements and the facilities where 
they are received are in response to the geography of Cumbria and need to be 
accommodated. 

 

WASTE STREAM INTERNAL IMPORTS TOTAL 

Commercial and Local Authority 
Collected Waste 

537.9 13.2 551.5 

Industrial Waste 239.1 65.4 304.5 

Construction and Demolition Waste 196.9 187.1 473.5 

Excavation Waste 454.6 18.9 383.9 

Hazardous Waste 3.3 13.4 16.7 

TOTAL 1,431.8 297.9 1,729.7 
 

Table 3.2: Waste managed within Cumbria in 2014 (thousand tonnes) 
source: 2015 WNA 

 
3.15 It is evident that current waste tonnages were being accommodated in 2014, 

and there are no immediate capacity gaps for Cumbria; there could indeed be 
spare capacity in the existing Cumbria waste facilities.  Table 3.3 provides 
details of known capacity (excluding landfill, which is provided in Table 3.9) at 
built facilities across Cumbria at the end of 2014; when available landfill 
capacity is added to this figure, the total capacity available exceeds that 
required to manage all the waste that arose.  Furthermore, the Waste Data 
Interrogator for calendar year 2015 indicates that there is a further 300,000 
tonnes of capacity available18.  The potential need for additional waste 
facilities during the lifetime of the Local Plan was examined in terms of waste 
growth, changes in imports and exports, increased diversion from landfill and a 
corresponding need for new built facilities for recycling or recovery.  Possible 
closures of facilities were also considered. 
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 The 2015 WDI was released during the MWLP examination, but data in the Local Plan and 2015 
Waste Needs Assessment are based on the 2014 WDI 
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Facility Type Available capacity 

Biological Treatment 122,545 

Civic Amenity Site 46,777 

Car Breaker 6,193 

Composting 84,502 

Use of waste in Construction 12,708 

Deposit of waste to land (recovery) 48,228 

Hazardous Waste Transfer 82,565 

Hazardous Waste Transfer/Treatment 94,329 

Inert Waste Transfer/Treatment 184,686 

Metal Recycling 30,541 

Non-Hazardous Waste Transfer 192,720 

Non-Hazardous Waste Transfer/Treatment 85,205 

Physical Treatment 380,917 

Physical-Chemical Treatment 5,545 

Use of waste for Reclamation 44,586 

Vehicle Depollution Facility 2,694 

WEEE treatment facility 1,205 

Total Capacity 1,425,945 
 

Table 3.3: Waste capacity (tonnes) in Cumbria by facility type – 2014 
source: EA WDI 2014 

 
 Growth profile and future waste management needs 
 
3.16 Building on the detailed work of the previous WNA, the 2015 WNA forecasts 

the change in waste generated in Cumbria, and also estimates the potential 
effect of future changes in waste management practices on the need for waste 
facilities.  Historic data from WDIs for previous years, was assessed for the 
total arisings of wastes managed (Figure 3.2).  These show waste reducing 
during the 2008 to 2011 recession, with a recovery of waste growth since 
2011.  The average annual rate of growth19 for all waste streams managed in 
Cumbria from 2006 to 2014 is 2.84%; however, the different waste streams 
have not changed by the same rate, or for the same reasons, and the overall 
rate of growth is highly unlikely to continue until the end of the Plan period in 
2030. 

 
3.17 When examining the historic data for the separate waste streams managed in 

Cumbria (see Appendix B of the 2015 WNA for graphs), the 2015 WNA 
concludes that inert wastes are a significant component in the growth of 
overall wastes, with a growth rate from 2006 to 2014 of 11.46%.  Within the 
inert wastes over this period, total construction and demolition (C&D) wastes 
grew at an average rate of 25.42% per year, whilst excavation (E) waste 
increased at 5.76% per year on average.  National planning guidance20 
suggests that these increases represent improvements in recovery of CD&E 
wastes as a result of regulatory changes, such as the Aggregates Levy, the 
landfill tax and producer responsibility measures. 
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 Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) – see Glossary 
20

 PPG paragraph 033, chapter 28 (ID: 28-033-20141016) 
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Figure 3.2: All wastes managed in Cumbria 2006 to 2014 
source: EA Waste Data Interrogators 

 

3.18 The tonnages of hazardous waste managed in Cumbria have reduced by 
6.7% per year on average since 2006, even though hazardous arisings in 
Cumbria have risen by 18.6% in the same period.  Exports of such wastes out 
of Cumbria have clearly increased for reasons discussed in both the 2014 and 
2015 WNA, which conclude that this should be accepted as a sustainable and 
market led approach, due to the geography of the county and the economies 
of scale needed to make such facilities viable.  However, should operators 
seek to develop a facility to manage hazardous waste in Cumbria, each 
proposal would be considered on its own merits and determined using the 
appropriate Development Control polices. 

 

3.19 The amount of household waste collected by District Councils in Cumbria fell 
by an average annual rate of 3.55% from 2006/7 to 2014/15 and the amount of 
municipal waste, which includes some trade waste, fell by 3.48% per year on 
average across the same period.  This reduction was, however, largely in the 
first two years, and the quantity of waste collected has remained very stable 
since that time. 

 

3.20 Commercial and industrial waste data in the 2006 WDI has significant 
discrepancies, so this waste stream was examined from 2007 to 2014.  In this 
period, industrial waste grew by 8.36% per year on average, while household 
and commercial waste grew by 5.67% per year.  Given the reduction in LACW 
waste, this shows a strong rise in commercial waste. 

 

3.21 As in the 2014 WNA for calendar year 2013, the 2015 WNA also estimated 
arisings of 2 million tonnes of agricultural waste in Cumbria for 2014; this is 
discussed later in this chapter.  Wastes arising from existing wastewater 
infrastructure are included in the relevant category of waste above, and the 
potential need for new wastewater infrastructure capacity is dealt with later in 
this chapter. 

 

3.22 The 2015 WNA developed a high, medium and low scenario for the growth 
profile of each waste stream at key points within the Plan period; these 
constitute estimations, to demonstrate the effect on the requirement for waste 
facilities, and will need to be reviewed as part of the monitoring of this Local 
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Plan.  Full detail on the individual scenarios is set out in the 2015 WNA 
(chapter 7 and Appendix B). 

 

3.23 The scenario taken forward by the needs assessment is the realistic scenario.  
All three scenarios use the same growth assumptions for LACW, C&I and 
hazardous wastes, with differing options for CD&E waste.  The realistic 
scenario is considered the most appropriate, as this accounts for expected 
changes in the levels of Excavation waste and Construction & Demolition 
waste; the growth in excavation waste is closely linked to planned major 
infrastructure in the county.  Although exact figures are not yet known, there is 
some indication that around 2.5 million cubic metres of excavation spoil may 
arise as a result of developments such as new nuclear build and the 
associated upgrade of the National Grid network under the North West Coast 
Connections project; such forecasts and the estimated timescales for the 
projects are incorporated into the modelling for this WNA.  In respect of C&D 
waste, the realistic scenario assumes some growth, but that materials are re-
used, recycled or used onsite in place of primary aggregates, and thus 
assumes lower levels of waste generation.  Table 3.4 shows projected arisings 
at 5 year intervals over the Plan period. 

 

 

Baseline 
2014 

2015 2020 2025 2030 2015-2030 

LACW 266,212 268,422 279,748 291,551 303,853 4,572,733 

Commercial 284,896 286,719 296,013 324,266 353,650 5,020,336 

Industrial 304,489 306,611 317,447 329,041 345,483 5,188,080 

Non-inert total 855,597 861,752 893,207 944,858 1,002,986 14,781,150 

Construction & 
Demolition 383,988 387,828 407,611 428,403 428,403 6,627,957 

Excavation 473,486 482,956 533,222 747,872 642,223 9,743,592 

Inert waste total 857,474 870,784 940,833 1,176,275 1,070,626 16,371,550 

Hazardous waste - 
average last 5 years 16,659 20,600 20,600 20,600 20,600 329,600 

All totals in tonnes 1,729,730 1,753,136 1,854,640 2,141,733 2,094,212 31,482,299 
 

Table 3.4: Predicted waste arisings in Cumbria 2015 to 2030 (tonnes) 
source: Waste Needs Assessment 2015, Appendix B, Table B4 

 

 Imports and exports of waste 
 

3.24 The County Council has monitored waste movements across the 
administrative boundaries of Cumbria since 2006, although import data was 
less reliable until 2010 (see Table 3.5), in order to inform co-operation with 
other Waste Planning Authorities (WPAs) in both England and Wales, and in 
Scotland.  These figures include both hazardous and non-hazardous waste. 

 

Movements 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Exports 249,248 260,742 175,041 178,936 187,343 

Imports 213,462 206,866 323,927 318,558 288,735 

Balance -35,786 -53,876 +148,886 +139,622 +101,392 

 

Table 3.5: Cumbria recorded waste exports and imports (tonnes) 2010 to 2014 
(excluding Scotland) 

source: EA Waste Data Interrogators, 2014 
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3.25 Exports and imports in 2014, including those to and from Scotland and non-
codeable movements, are summarised in Table 3.6.  The analysis of cross 
border movements in the 2014 and 2015 WNAs indicates firstly, that the 
volumes of waste imported to Cumbria and exported from Cumbria are not 
disproportionate.  More detailed analysis in the 2015 WNA demonstrates 
secondly, that the majority of exported material is non-hazardous industrial 
waste or from the county’s Mechanical and Biological Treatment (MBT) plants.  
This is because much of this waste requires specialist facilities, including 
thermal treatment/Energy from Waste (EfW) plants for the Refuse Derived 
Fuel (RDF) produced by the MBT plants. 

 

2014 
Non-inert: 

Household and C&I 

Inert: 

CD&E 

 

Hazardous 

 

TOTAL 

Exports 250.1 58.4 19.0 327.6 

Imports 78.6 205.9 13.4 297.9 

Balance -171.5 +147.5 -5.7 -29.7 
 

Table 3.6: Comparison of controlled waste exports and imports to Cumbria 
(thousand tonnes) 

source: EA Waste Data Interrogators, 2014 
 
3.26 Thirdly, the county imports more CD&E wastes than it exports.  Detailed 

analysis shows that approximately 170,000 tonnes of this is rail ballast 
imported by rail for treatment at sidings in Carlisle; the ballast is then exported 
around the UK for reuse, so to all intents and purposes, counts as ‘null’.  Apart 
from this, the county is virtually self-sufficient in management facilities for 
CD&E wastes.  This is not surprising, as these wastes are heavy and costly to 
transport long distances, and relatively simple facilities are required to recycle 
them and to dispose of the residual waste. 

 
3.27 Treatment of hazardous waste, by contrast, can be complex, and the tonnages 

to be treated are small.  The 2014 WNA included a detailed analysis of 
hazardous waste movements, and the specialised treatment and disposal 
facilities required, and concluded that current exports and imports of 
hazardous wastes are likely to continue.  There is also some evidence that 
both imports and exports of hazardous waste enable existing capacity to be 
used effectively and efficiently, and recycling to be maintained, without 
resulting in local over-capacity.  The analysis, therefore, assessed future 
needs for hazardous waste management facilities in Cumbria on the basis of 
an extrapolation of the waste managed within Cumbria (15,540 tonnes in 
2013) rather than arising in Cumbria (27,762 tonnes in 2013).  These figures 
have been updated for 2014 calendar year, which indicate that 16,659 tonnes 
were managed in Cumbria against a total of 22,336 tonnes arising in Cumbria. 

 
Current management of municipal waste 

 
3.28 Local Authority Collected Waste (LACW, formerly known as municipal waste) 

includes household, commercial and industrial waste that the District Councils 
collect, rubble from Household Waste Recycling Centres and grounds 
maintenance waste.  Local Authorities are responsible for managing LACW in 
their area.  Cumbria County Council is responsible for the disposal of waste 
collected by the Lake District National Park Authority and the District Councils.  
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The County Council and Cumbria District Authorities formed the Cumbria 
Strategic Waste Partnership (Resource Cumbria) to deliver a Joint Municipal 
Waste Management Strategy (JMWMS)21 for the period 2008-2020, which 
updated waste collection and recycling services, and enabled the construction 
of the necessary infrastructure to treat the county’s LACW. 

 
3.29 The Cumbria District Councils (including from the Lake District National Park 

and that part of the Yorkshire Dales National Park that lies in Cumbria) collect 
two types of waste at the kerbside: firstly, the mixed household waste, in grey 
bins or black sacks; and secondly, the source separated wastes, that are 
placed in separate boxes or bags by the householder, for onward recycling.  
These wastes are managed under a Joint Municipal Waste Management 
Scheme, and a long term municipal waste (LACW) management contract, 
between the County Council and Shanks Group PLC. 

 
3.30 Shanks operate two MBT plants, each with a capacity of 75,000 tonnes per 

annum (tpa), one at Hespin Wood near Carlisle and one at Barrow-in-Furness; 
they commenced operation in 2012 and 2013 respectively.  Household Waste 
Recycling Centres (HWRCs) are also managed within the contract.  The 
management of wastes, sorted or otherwise treated at these facilities, is 
therefore now a commercial decision for the contract partner. 

 
3.31 The MBT plants process the mixed household waste that is collected from the 

kerbside, plus the small amount of suitable trade waste collected by the 
District Waste Collection Authorities.  The metal content is recovered for 
recycling.  A Refuse Derived Fuel (RDF) product is produced by the MBT 
plants as the final output.  Some other residues can be processed further to 
recover additional value, and a further fraction is landfilled.  A total of 
116,093.81 tonnes of household waste was processed in the two MBT plants 
in 2014.  The RDF that is produced, is exported out of the county under 
current contract arrangements. 

 
3.32 Table 3.7 shows the management mix for all household waste in 2014, 

including the respective tonnages from the MBT plants and the HWRCs. 
 

Landfill 
Material 

Recovery 
Transfer Treatment 

Use of 
Waste 

14% 2% 37% 46% 0% 
 

Table 3.7: Management of Cumbria household waste 2014 
source: EA WDI 2014 

 
3.33 Recycling and composting source separated waste collected at the roadside 

remains the responsibility of the six Cumbrian District Waste Collection 
Authorities, who continue to develop waste minimisation initiatives and 
improvements in separation of wastes by households.  In calendar year 2013, 
49% of all LACW and 47% of household wastes were recycled or composted, 
well on the way to meeting the European Waste Framework Directive target of 
50% by 2020, but also to the JMWMS target of 55%. 

 

                                                           
21

 Evidence Base document reference LD38: Joint Municipal Waste Management Strategy (2008-
2020), Cumbria Strategic Waste Partnership 
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 Current management of other wastes 
 
3.34 The Waste Data Interrogator provides considerable detail about all types of 

waste movements in and out of individual waste management facilities.  The 
management mix for waste was derived from the WDI. 

 
3.35 The estimated quantities of wastes that should have been managed in 

Cumbria in 2014, if all Cumbria arisings were provided for in the county, is 
shown in Table 3.8.  The figures do not tally precisely with Table 3.1 due to 
some reassignment between streams, e.g. rubble from the LACW stream and 
removal of hazardous waste from CD&E streams. 

 
Waste 
stream 

Landfill 
Material 

Recovery 
On/In 
land 

Transfer Treatment 
Use of 
waste 

C&I 221,574.56 26,341.43 48,227.81 110,208.47 692,364.05 55,660.62 

C&D 14,710.09 277.09 175.92 79,033.14 298,287.47 2,735.85 

E 149,700.37 0 47,135.77 23,527.13 187,332.46 54,558.04 

TOTAL 385,985.02 26,618.52 95,539.50 212,768.74 1,177,983.98 112,954.51 

C&I = Commercial & Industrial;   C&D = Construction & Demolition;   E = Excavation 
 

Table 3.8: Management of key non-LACW wastes in Cumbria 2014 
source: 2015 WNA 

 
3.36 Hazardous waste is analysed in considerable detail in the WNA, but is actually 

a sub-set of the principal waste streams: 38% being commercial and industrial 
waste; 21% is from organic chemical processes; 20% C&D waste; 10% 
municipal waste; 10% not specified; and 1% are solvents.  The C&D wastes 
are primarily asbestos-containing.  The management method required for 
hazardous wastes are, therefore, specific to the nature of the material; their 
fates are shown in Figure 3.3. 

 
3.37 Management of agricultural wastes arising in Cumbria was estimated by the 

2014 WNA22 to be mainly (96.7%) carried out on site, primarily through land 
recovery, composting or other treatment, and only 3.3% (approximately 68,000 
tonnes) off site.  Of this total, 57,000 tonnes was probably recycled or re-used 
off site, leaving around 7,000 tonnes incinerated at specialised facilities and 
4,000 tonnes being managed through other third party waste sites.  This 
situation is unlikely to have changed radically in calendar year 2014, or indeed 
since, and the agricultural waste that did enter licensed facilities is included in 
the general analysis in the 2015 WNA. 

 

                                                           
22

 Evidence Base document reference LD267: Cumbria 2014 WNA, Table 6.3, based on the Defra 
2010 survey of the number, scale and type of agricultural holdings with data reported at County or 
Local Authority level at 5 year intervals back to 1995 
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Figure 3.3: Fate of hazardous wastes arising in Cumbria in 2014 
source: EA Hazardous WDI 2014 (figures in tonnes) 

 
3.38 There are a number of Anaerobic Digestion plants in Cumbria, processing 

both slurry and food crops to create electrical energy via methane gas engines 
and digestate to be used as fertiliser.  Some of these plants serve a single 
farm and are small enough to be built under exemptions, and only a small 
number accept waste from several farms.  Chapter 6 (Climate Change) 
addresses this type of development and Development Control policy DC7 is 
set out to enable such plants to be developed and to encourage the maximum 
beneficial use of agricultural wastes. 

 
 Current waste capacity 
 
3.39 The 2015 WNA includes an assessment of waste capacity for built waste 

management facilities in Cumbria, based on past throughputs at existing sites 
and defined limits in planning permissions.  It also includes an assessment of 
available landfill capacity, which has used information from planning 
permissions, including any limits on infill rate, closure dates and available void 
space.  The current landfill capacity, together with the expiry dates of the 
planning consents, is tabulated in Table 3.9. 

 
3.40 Under the current planning permission, Bennett Bank will continue to accept 

non-inert waste until December 2017, after which, capacity will be reserved for 
inert waste for restoration purposes; this will cease by December 2018, when 
restoration should be complete.  Additional inert voidspace of 850,000m3 will 
be created at Goldmire, with landfilling due to commence during 2017.  
Capacity at Flusco is expected to come on stream later in the Plan period and 
will provide at least 240,000m3, following extraction of limestone.  Further 
development at Roan Edge is currently subject to a planning application, 
which is due to be determined in 2017; if permitted, this would increase the 
existing voidspace to around 510,000m3. 
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Site Type Voidspace (m3) Closure 

Bennett Bank Non-inert 84,434 2017 

Hespin Wood Non-inert 1,579,253* 2020 

Lillyhall Non-inert 943,912 2029 

Flusco Non-inert 933,497* 2032 

TOTAL Non-inert 3,541,096 - 

Derwent Howe Inert 557,000 2016 

Roan Edge Inert 212,000 201623 

TOTAL Inert 769,000 - 
 

Table 3.9: Estimated landfill voidspace in Cumbria as at 31 December 2014 
source: Environment Agency 

*Hespin Wood and Flusco figures corrected by operator 

 
3.41 Potential losses of a Material Recovery Facility (MRF) in 2019, two 

composting sites in 2019 and 2021, and a C&D recycling site in 2025, all due 
to the expiry of temporary planning consents, were taken into account in 
developing the WNA model. 

 
 Trends in sustainable waste management 
 
3.42 The waste disposed into landfills in Cumbria from the combined household, 

industrial and commercial (HIC) stream, has fallen significantly since 2005, as 
shown in Figure 3.4.  This stream is biodegradable (i.e. non-inert) waste and 
must be deposited only in non-inert landfills.  Some inert waste also needs to 
be deposited in these landfills as both daily cover and restoration material. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.4: Landfill inputs to non-inert landfills 2005 to 2014 
excluding restricted user24 landfills (all figures in thousand tonnes) 

source: EA NW Data Tables 2014 - landfill input trends 
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 time extension application to 2032 is under discussion 
24

 i.e. it is not an ‘open gate’ landfill facility 
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 LACW minimisation and recycling parameters 
 
3.43 The current JMWMS includes LACW waste minimisation and recycling targets, 

up to 2020; a new strategy is under consideration, and monitoring proposals 
for the Local Plan will pick up these changes once it is published.  Initiatives by 
the Waste Collection and Disposal Authorities continue to develop, but certain 
aspects of the recent improvements in the management of household waste, 
such as the recovery of value through the municipal waste management 
contract, will continue at the current rate for the duration of the contract and, 
therefore, to the end of the Plan period.  These rates were used in 
development of the 2015 WNA’s “Pragmatic” case, while the LACW “Best” 
case drew on the European Commission revised Directive, which was 
proposed to amend recycling and other waste-related targets in the EU Waste 
Framework Directive 2008/98/EC, the Landfill Directive 1999/31/EC and the 
Packaging and Packaging Waste Directive 94/62/EC.  Revised targets are 
currently proposed by the EU, as part of the Circular Economy Strategy 
discussed earlier. 

 
 C&I waste minimisation and recycling parameters 
 
3.44 In spite of the policy goals and economic drivers referred to in paragraphs 3.2 

to 3.6, waste minimisation and recovery initiatives for commercial and 
industrial waste streams are very difficult to predict.  They impact differentially 
on various waste streams and materials, because both the European and 
national waste policy target specific materials depending on their relative 
carbon and economic impacts.  In addition, recent C&I waste minimisation 
initiatives have been voluntary, as opposed to the mandatory targets 
previously imposed.  For example, “Courtauld 2025”, which was launched in 
March 2016 and runs for 10 years, has a 20% food and drink waste reduction 
target, as well as a 20% target to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from food 
and drink production and retail, alongside a reduction in impact associated 
with water use in the supply chain25. 

 
3.45 There is no empirical evidence yet of the overall impact on C&I arisings per 

unit of economic activity, although Defra26 has established a methodology to 
use in future analysis and reporting27.  The WNA concludes that it is 
reasonable to assume a 2% reduction per year until 2020, but in the absence 
of mandatory targets or a revised EU Directive on waste minimisation or the 
circular economy, the model assumes no resource efficiency improvements 
after that time.  This is modelled in the WNA preferred scenario. 

 
3.46 It is likely, however, that some of the recent improvements in LACW 

management practice are also being implemented in the C&I sectors, and that 
UK Government aspirations and actions set out in 201328 would lead to a 
decrease in C&I waste to landfill, and some increase in materials recycling and 
recovery.  The waste industry itself is already moving towards a more resource 

                                                           
25

 letsrecycle.com, 15 March 2016: http://www.letsrecycle.com/news/latest-news/courtauld-4-sets-20-
food-waste-reduction-target/ 
26

 Evidence Base document reference ND129: New methodology to estimate C&I waste generation, 
Defra, August 2014 
27

 https://www.gov.uk/government/policies/reducing-and-managing-waste 
28

 Evidence Base document references ND84 and ND117: Defra, December 2013 
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efficient way of managing the materials it collects and seeks to recycle/recover 
value where it can.  Should the EU target of a maximum of 10% landfill by 
2030 be adopted, increased levels of diversion from landfill may be realised. 

 
 Forecasting other waste arisings 
 
3.47 CD&E waste arisings were modelled on the same economic and employment 

growth forecasts as the other wastes, and no waste reduction or further 
diversion from landfill is assumed.  Hazardous waste growth forecast is 
moderated on recent trends, with a waste reduction of 0.6% a year for the next 
5 years only.  Current cross border movements are assumed to continue 
because, given the technical and economic constraints and the low volumes, it 
would be unrealistic to expect the necessary infrastructure to emerge. 

 
3.48 Agricultural waste arisings were assumed to remain unchanged, as no 

evidence to substantiate significant changes has been found.  Wastewater and 
sewage arisings are assumed to rise with population growth, but are included 
in the C&I waste totals. 

 

Reported exempt activity 
Agricultural only Agricultural and 

Non-agricultural 
 

Non-agricultural 
only 

Aerobic composting and 
associated pre-treatment 

504 169 18 

Burning waste as a fuel in a 
small appliance 

513 230 16 

Burning waste in the open 2388 662 66 

Cleaning or spraying relevant 
waste 

501 163 12 

Deposit of plant tissue under a 
Plant Health notice 

826 - - 

Deposit of sludge from 
dredging inland waters 

1870 497 30 

Sorting and de-naturing of 
controlled drugs for disposal 

- - 120 

Spreading of waste or plant 
matter 

1808 750 39 

Storage of sludge - - 268 

Storage of waste 347 195 48 

Storage of waste in a secure 
place 

472 245 91 

Treatment of sheep dip 222 - - 

Treatment of waste wood by 
chipping, etc. 

1066 418 30 

Use of mulch 254 179 18 

Use of waste for a specified 
purpose 

1572 730 211 

Use of waste in construction 1235 1289 419 

Other activities 1502 970 316 

TOTAL number of 
exemptions 

15,080 6,497 1,702 

 

Table 3.10: Overview of principal waste exemptions (number) 
source: Environment Agency 2014 
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3.49 In addition to waste managed at licensed sites, exemptions29 also play a role 
in managing Cumbria’s waste.  Information provided by the Environment 
Agency shows that there were over 23,000 simple waste management 
exemptions issued in the county in 2014; Table 3.10 provides details on 
reported exempt activity (by number) at sites across Cumbria.  Almost two-
thirds of the exemptions relate to agricultural activities only, which allow 
storage or disposal of wastes on the holding where the wastes arose and, 
therefore, do not need to be taken into account in the needs assessment.  
Although it is recognised that infrastructure provided at sites that have been 
issued with exemptions make some contribution to local waste management 
capacity, it is not possible to identify this accurately.  However, it is assumed 
that this route of waste management will continue and will provide capacity 
equivalent to existing levels. 

 
 Need for additional waste management infrastructure 
 
3.50 Section 10 of the 2015 Waste Needs Assessment provides a summary of the 

capacity requirements over the Plan period.  Appendix B, Tables B4 to B6 of 
the 2015 WNA, provide a detailed breakdown of waste growth and waste 
minimisation initiatives over the Plan period, and the requirements for 
managing waste that result from this.  The needs assessment concludes that 
the capacity requirements identified are deliverable over the Plan period. 

 
3.51 The key conclusions from these tables in the 2015 WNA are as follows: 
 

 There is sufficient non-inert landfill void capacity for the Plan period under 
both scenarios if all current consents were granted time extensions at 
the end of their current expiry dates. 

 The low inert landfill capacity remaining by 2030 under the “Pragmatic 
case” would be even lower if no time extensions were granted to 
existing sites. 

 A need for a single additional mixed recycling facility for C&I waste is 
identified, but the model shows this as an existing need required 
immediately.  The capacity gap, however, disappears when C&I waste and 
LACW are considered together, so no need would arise during the Plan 
period if the existing facilities are utilised flexibly for both waste 
streams. 

 A need for additional composting facilities for C&I waste and LACW would 
arise in 2020 if a time extension were not to be granted for an existing 
facility.  The existing consent would, however, automatically be extended 
if the adjacent landfill were to be granted a time extension.  Should the 
consent not be extended, a capacity gap in the order of 57,000 tonnes 
would occur for treating compostable waste arising in Cumbria, increasing 
to up to 85,000 tonnes, if waste that is currently imported is also included. 

 There is a current requirement for thermal waste treatment capacity in the 
county, which is likely to reach a maximum of almost 120,000tpa in 
2020 and diminish thereafter.  A permission was granted late 2016 
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which, when built, will provide for up to 195,000tpa, more than sufficient 
capacity to meet this need. 

 
3.52 It should be noted that these conclusions are necessarily based on many 

assumptions.  The parameters used for both scenarios are cautious as 
regards waste minimisation, and the total quantities of C&I waste in particular 
would be much reduced if ambitious statutory targets were to be imposed, or if 
economic imperatives drove genuine implementation of the circular economy 
for resource utilisation.  However, the County Council considers that the 
conclusions provide a sound and evidence based direction for policy 
formation, whilst the inherent uncertainties underline the need for flexibility and 
responsiveness in the overall provision within the Plan. 

 
 Landfill 
 
3.53 The 2015 WNA identifies a need for between 1.6 million and 2.5 million cubic 

metres of non-inert landfill capacity over the Plan period.  These are 
approximate figures because, although reasonable predictions for the quantity 
of residual household waste still being landfilled by 2030 are possible, there 
are no reliable forecasts about how much waste minimisation measures and 
diversionary technologies will reduce the amounts of non-inert (i.e. 
biodegradable) commercial and industrial waste deposited into landfill.  
Investigation of cross-boundary waste exports indicates that a small proportion 
of Cumbria’s residual non-inert waste is currently landfilled outside the county, 
and some of these landfills have limited life or space.  Cumbria should take 
responsibility for waste arising within the county, and landfill capacity should 
be available when required, in order to comply with national guidance30 and 
with Strategic Policy SP2.  Table 3.11 provides details of the anticipated 
tonnages and voidspace for the WNA’s realistic scenario, which the Plan is 
seeking to deliver. 

 

Year 2015 2020 2025 2030 
2015-
2030 

tonnes of non-inert waste to landfill 140,290 145,411 153,820 163,283 1,580,031 

assumed voidspace requirement m
3
 140,000 145,000 154,000 163,000 1,580,000 

 

Table 3.11: Non-inert landfill requirements in Cumbria 2015 to 2030 
source: Waste Needs Assessment 2015 (tonnes to m

3
 conversion assumed 1:1 ratio) 

 
3.54 The remaining capacity provided by the current planning permissions for the 

non-inert landfills in Cumbria, is likely to be sufficient to meet all scenarios 
modelled through the WNA, but planning permissions for some of that landfill 
capacity expire within the Plan period.  If planning applications for time 
extensions for landfills with remaining available voidspace do not come 
forward or are not granted, additional sites or physical extensions elsewhere 
could be required. 

 
3.55 If, however, the annual Authority Monitoring Report process and review of the 

WNA model shows that waste minimisation and improved recycling is sharply 
reducing the quantities of waste being landfilled, proposals to provide excess 
capacity will be discouraged in order to maintain a “close-fit” of land allocation 
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with capacity requirements31.  Such an approach is required, because over-
provision of permitted capacity could hinder initiatives for more sustainable 
waste management, and delay the completion and restoration of the existing 
landfills. 

 
3.56 The predictions with respect to non-inert landfill requirements indicate that a 

flexible policy framework is required to ensure that there is not an over-
provision of landfill.  Under-provision, however, could place pressure on 
remaining landfill capacity in neighbouring authorities.  Bennett Bank Landfill 
was granted planning permission in 2015 to revise its restoration scheme, 
thereby reducing landfill capacity by 200,000 m3 and removing phase 7 of the 
approved scheme; completion is required by the end of 2017.  In contrast, a 
time extension application at Hespin Wood has been under discussion in 
advance of its expiry date in 2020, and approximately 400,000m3 additional 
capacity was suggested by the operator32, which could potentially be 
considered if a need was demonstrated33.  It is, therefore, not considered 
necessary to define additional non-inert landfill capacity and no landfill sites 
are identified in the Site Allocations chapter. 

 
3.57 A substantial proportion of inert waste can be driven up the waste hierarchy for 

use as an alternative aggregate.  The disposal of residual inert waste should, 
as a first priority, be directed to landfill engineering works, mineral workings or 
derelict land requiring fill for agreed restoration schemes.  Proposals for new 
or extended inert waste landfill will need to demonstrate that they will not 
undermine the availability of such waste material for these uses, or for non-
inert landfill engineering, and do not conflict with the County Council’s 
culverting policy as the Lead Local Flood Authority. 

 
3.58 The need for inert landfill capacity during the Plan period may be affected by a 

number of major infrastructure proposals, if they all come to fruition, including 
new nuclear capacity, national grid and water supply infrastructure.  A need for 
colliery spoil disposal could also arise if current drift mining proposals are 
progressed. 

 
3.59 Ongoing provision for inert landfill at Roan Edge would require a time 

extension early in the Plan period; an application for a 15 year time extension 
to 2031 was submitted in October 2016.  Although still awaiting supporting 
data, a further application is expected for a physical extension to Roan Edge, 
which together with the current voidspace, will provide around 510,000m3 
capacity.  There is planning consent for inert landfill capacity at Flusco (at 
least 240,000m3) and at Goldmire Quarry (850,000m3); they are both reliant on 
mineral extraction to provide the voidspace.  After some years of prior 
extraction and engineering preparation, Goldmire will become operational in 
2017; Flusco will come on stream later in the Plan period.  Thackwood landfill 
is no longer operational, but recent pre-application talks indicate that it may be 
restored with inert material, though the volume would be very small.  The 
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operator of Derwent Howe inert landfill is currently developing a scheme to 
cap and landscape this site, which is also no longer operational. 

 
3.60 It is considered that an overly restrictive policy approach to new inert landfill 

should be avoided, whilst ensuring that inert landfill capacity to meet specific 
needs, if and when they arise, do not undermine the waste hierarchy.  It is also 
important to recognise the role that non-inert landfill plays in managing inert 
waste, this is clear when looking at how inert waste to landfill was disposed of 
in 2014, which indicated that just 10% went to inert landfill sites with the 
remaining going to non-inert sites.  In addition, the Environment Agency 
estimate that 25% of the capacity of non-inert sites will be taken up by inert 
waste; therefore, the capacity needs for inert waste disposal should not be 
considered in isolation.  Table 3.12 provides details of the anticipated 
tonnages and voidspace for the WNA’s realistic scenario, which the Plan is 
seeking to deliver. 

 

Year 2015 2020 2025 2030 
2015-
2030 

tonnes of inert waste to landfill 167,646 184,815 257,262 221,743 3,365,966 

assumed voidspace requirement m
3
 112,000 123,000 172,000 148,000 2,244,000 

 

Table 3.12: Inert landfill requirements in Cumbria 2015 to 2030 
source: Waste Needs Assessment 2015 (tonnes to m

3
 conversion assumed 1.5:1 ratio) 

 
 Mixed recycling 
 
3.61 The 2014 WNA reported that Cumbria Waste Management Ltd (CWM) are 

already managing C&I waste in existing facilities, alongside LACW; therefore, 
it is considered that these facilities can meet this shortfall without the need for 
provision of additional capacity.  An overall “excess” capacity of around 
170,000tpa in recycling capacity would remain by 2030 for both C&I and 
LACW, even under the “Best case” scenario with maximum recycling. 

 
3.62 Experience would indicate that an additional number of small sites or 

extensions to existing small sites may be sought, particularly in areas where 
there are already a number of mixed waste recycling or skip hire operators.  
These “Broad Areas” are discussed in paragraphs 3.80 to 3.83. 

 
 Composting 
 
3.63 The need for composting sites identified in paragraph 3.48, arises from the 

potential closure of one 25,000tpa composting facility adjacent to the 
Thackwood landfill site, and one 75,000tpa facility that is adjacent to Hespin 
Wood landfill.  The temporary planning consent for the latter development is 
directly linked to the continued operation of the Hespin Wood landfill site, 
which has a permission end date of 2020, and would automatically be 
extended if a time extension for the landfill site were to be granted34.  If it were 
granted, no further composting sites would be required in the Plan period.  If 
not, one additional site of 85,000tpa capacity would be sufficient. 
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 Thermal treatment and energy from waste 
 
3.64 The municipal waste contract currently produces both RDF and Solid 

Recovered Fuel (SRF) as part of the solution to manage Cumbria’s LACW.  At 
present, there is no infrastructure in Cumbria to utilise this fuel, although sites 
for such plants have been discussed with its potential users.  The allocation of 
sites for Energy from Waste plants to utilise the RDF arising from Cumbria’s 
municipal waste stream, is a matter to be considered in this Local Plan.  The 
destination of the RDF is, however, a decision for the municipal waste 
management contract holder.  It is also relevant that Shanks obtained planning 
consent for a gasification plant in Derbyshire in 2013, which would create 
electricity from RDF, and has secured funding for its construction to 
commence35; it is due to open in early 2017. 

 
3.65 The relative advantages of exporting this waste or developing new facilities in 

the UK are not clearly defined, as was identified by a Parliamentary 
Committee of the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs Committee.  The 
Committee published their Fourth Report on waste management in England 
on 15 October 201436, which included recommendations to Defra, based on 
the evidence presented to the Committee.  One of the recommendations was 
that a study be undertaken on this issue.  Over-provision of Energy from 
Waste facilities is likely to frustrate the movement of waste up the waste 
hierarchy, as facilities seek feedstock to support the viability of the plant; whilst 
on the other hand, export of RDF is contrary to the proximity principle. 

 
3.66 The WNA concentrates on waste managed and is not looking at providing a 

specific range of facilities to increase recycling/recovery rates, but is leaving 
this up to the industry to decide, dependant on market response.  However, 
the WNA does recognise the need for thermal treatment for C&I waste, and 
this could feasibly be through a site handling both C&I and LACW.  If 
75,000tpa is considered a viable plant size, a need for one plant in Cumbria 
during the Plan period would be reasonably likely.  As technology develops 
further, smaller plants may be feasible, enabling a number of smaller facilities 
to develop, possibly with specific manufacturing processes dealing with their 
own waste on site.  For example, First Milk’s creamery site in Aspatria, which 
has recently commissioned plant that turns cheese-making residues into bio-
methane. 

 
3.67 Theoretically, any plant developed to recover energy from RDF from the 

LACW stream could also be used to treat commercial and industrial waste.  
However, this could not be assumed or planned for, because these would be 
market led facilities, neither is this Plan able to predict which technologies are 
likely to develop or be viable in the Cumbrian context.  It is, therefore, 
considered that this Plan should provide for two thermal treatment 
developments, whilst also providing a positive framework for developments on 
these or other suitable sites for both thermal and non-thermal Energy from 
Waste plants, such as anaerobic digesters or gasification plants. 
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 Household Waste Recycling Centres 
 
3.68 A need for additional HWRC capacity has been identified, due to the planned 

closure of sites at Kendal, Workington and Frizington. 
 
 Hazardous waste 
 
3.69 The remaining landfill site taking hazardous waste in Cumbria has decreased 

the capacity of its cell; this is due to falling input volumes, which meant that the 
cell was not keeping pace with the surrounding cells.  The WNA does not 
identify a capacity gap for hazardous waste management facilities, due to 
focusing on waste managed rather than arising, and the recognition that such 
waste is currently exported outside the area for management.  If a gap in 
provision of hazardous waste landfill capacity in the county is identified during 
the Plan period, unless the industry brings forward a new site, it is unlikely this 
need will be met locally.  It may be feasible for a sub-regional facility to be 
developed, but due to the geography of the Plan area, it may not in practice be 
feasible to build a facility in the county.  Cumbria is a net exporter of 
hazardous waste, but the quantities of each type of material are small.  Should 
the waste industry conclude that developing such a facility in the Plan area 
would be economically viable, each proposal would be considered on its own 
merits and determined using the appropriate Development Control polices. 

 
 Agricultural and sewage waste 
 
3.70 The 2014 WNA did not identify any current or predicted gaps in provision for 

agricultural waste.  Data is no longer specifically collected on agricultural 
waste by the Environment Agency; thus all arisings that leave farms and enter 
the Waste Data system, are recorded and managed as C&I waste.  Any 
requirement would, therefore, be addressed by those facilities in place to deal 
with the C&I waste stream. 

 
3.71 The WNA did not identify any significant gaps in provision for sewage waste 

(wastewater treatment).  United Utilities (UU), the statutory undertaker for 
wastewater in Cumbria, confirms that their latest 5-year Asset Management 
Programme (AMP6)37 identifies the need for a new wastewater treatment 
works (WwTW) as part of a major capital scheme to upgrade the West 
Cumbria water supply network.  The entire scheme gained planning 
permission in November 2016, and the WwTW at Bridekirk will connect a new 
clean water transfer main from Thirlmere and a new treated water transfer 
main to an existing service reservoir.  However, there will be associated 
decommissioning of a number of WwTWs and pumping stations, so the 
amount of wastewater needing treatment will not increase significantly.  
Capacity requirements will be kept under review, but currently, all 
requirements are fulfilled. 

 
 Strategic policy for waste 
 
3.72 Strategic Objectives 3 and 4 of this Local Plan, express the County Council’s 

aim to manage Cumbria’s wastes at the highest achievable level within the 
waste hierarchy, as near to where it is produced, without endangering either 
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people’s health or the environment.  The 2015 WNA indicates that, whilst 
waste is exported from Cumbria, the quantities imported are not 
disproportionate, and, excluding the considerable imports of radioactive waste 
and net exports of hazardous waste, Cumbria is close to net self-sufficiency in 
waste management. 

 
3.73 National planning policy38 makes it clear that while each waste planning 

authority should aim to manage all its own waste, the proximity principle does 
not require them to deal solely with such waste.  Some cross boundary 
movements may enable more efficient use of facilities, and prevent local over-
provision, and the geography of Cumbria does mean that cross border 
movements may involve fewer “waste road miles” to a suitable and viable 
management facility, rather than transferring waste to a facility elsewhere in 
Cumbria.  The cost of transport itself is one of the factors affecting commercial 
decisions about where to manage wastes; these are decisions that are not 
directly influenced by the planning system.  Policy SP2 states that sufficient 
sites will be allocated to meet the objectively identified needs for additional 
facilities; these are set out in site allocations policy SAP2.  However, the 
County Council will not be developing these facilities themselves.  Rather, the 
allocations are to indicate to operators where the most suitable locations are, 
but it is a commercial decision on whether the allocation is taken up, even if an 
operator put the site forward for inclusion in the Plan. 

 
3.74 Centralised facilities, taking waste from all parts of Cumbria to achieve 

economies of scale, are less likely to be feasible than in many waste planning 
authorities, due to the low population density, the dispersed urban settlement 
pattern and the presence of the Lake District National Park in the centre of the 
county.  This is particularly true for hazardous waste, of which only small 
quantities arise in Cumbria, and for which specialised facilities are often 
required. 

 
3.75 Strategic planning policy SP2 is, therefore, founded on the goal of providing 

for management of all wastes arising in Cumbria, as far as practicable in a 
market-led industry, whilst accepting that limited cross boundary movements 
of waste will occur.  Proposals to import significant volumes of waste would be 
acceptable only if local social, environmental and economic benefits 
demonstrably outweigh other sustainability criteria.  Note that policy SP2 does 
not cover radioactive wastes (see chapter 4). 

 

POLICY SP2 Provision for waste 
 
Provision will be made for the management of all of Cumbria's wastes within 
the county, with the acceptance of limited cross boundary movements (net 
self-sufficiency).  This will be achieved by allocating sufficient sites to meet 
objectively identified needs for additional facilities. 
 
Any proposals to manage significant volumes of wastes from outside the 
county would have to demonstrate that the local, social, environmental and 
economic benefits outweigh other sustainability criteria. 
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These other criteria include the impacts of the additional "waste miles" and the 
principles of managing waste as close as possible to its source, with each 
community taking responsibility for its own wastes and taking account of the 
nearest appropriate facility. 
 

 
3.76 Strategic Policy SP3 builds on the principles in policy SP2, in order to provide 

waste infrastructure for current and future needs, as identified by the WNA.  
Recognising that not all sites allocated will be developed, and to ensure that a 
rigid cap is not imposed on development proposals39, it is proposed to identify 
seven additional sites for waste management facilities; these sites are 
allocated in policy SAP2.  Although the WNA 2015 does not identify specific 
types of built facility required, as the assessment is based on waste managed, 
it does identify the potential for EfW facilities and HWRCs.  In addition, it 
recognises that the need for facilities will be industry led; therefore, the Plan’s 
approach to identifying sites has been to allow sufficient land to come forward 
that offers flexibility in both the size and facility type.  This approach is 
considered sufficiently flexible to meet expected needs over the Plan period, 
as some sites may be lost to other developments or may prove to be 
unsuitable on further investigation.  An additional site for composting is not 
proposed at this time as the need is unclear, and would only be required 
should existing sites not receive a time extension.  Any such proposals would 
be addressed through Development Control Policies, in order to allow flexibility 
and responsiveness to demand.  This approach has been taken to reflect the 
way that waste is currently managed across the county, largely due to the 
geographical constraints of the Lake District National Park. 

 

3.77 Provision for alternative sites for HWRC’s is proposed where existing sites are 
due for closure and replacement is required; these are allocated in policy 
SAP1.  Broad Areas suitable for waste management are also proposed, as 
supported by PPG40 and discussed in paragraphs 3.62 and 3.80 to 3.83 of this 
Local Plan; a non-exhaustive list of the Broad Areas is set out in Policy SAP2. 

 

3.78 Policy SP3 does not quantify the need for additional landfill capacity, but 
provides strategic criteria by which proposals for additional inert or non-inert 
landfill capacity would be considered.  It should be noted that needs for landfill 
capacity or site allocations will be monitored at regular intervals during the 
Plan period, and made public through the Authority Monitoring Report or 
revised Waste Needs Assessment.  Policy SP3 does not cover radioactive 
wastes. 
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POLICY SP3 Waste capacity 
 

Waste management facilities 

In order to provide an integrated network and to meet any waste capacity gaps 
that are predicted to arise during the Plan period, the Plan identifies: 

 7 sites of between 2 and 4ha for additional waste recycling and treatment 
facilities (these could provide for commercial and industrial waste or 
municipal waste); 

 Broad Areas where any of a number of sites may be suitable for waste 
management; 

 alternative sites for those Household Waste Recycling Centres (HWRC) 
that are required to be replaced. 

Proposals on unallocated sites, where opportunities arise that were not 
anticipated, will be considered if they conform to the other, relevant policies in 
this Plan. 

Preference will be given to sites that contribute to an integrated network of 
waste facilities by accommodating several types of facility, or by being well 
located in relation to the sources, or to the destination of, the waste stream 
being managed. 

The need for provision for construction and demolition, or excavation, waste 
arising from major infrastructure projects will be kept under review and 
proposals considered against relevant policies in this Plan. 

Landfill 

Time extensions for existing landfill facilities will be considered favourably if 
they are necessary: 

 to meet a capacity need identified in this Plan; or 

 to achieve acceptable restoration contours; or 

 to maintain an integrated network of a range of appropriate and 
necessary waste management facilities across the county. 

Proposals for additional inert or non-inert landfill capacity will be considered if 
they are necessary to meet a capacity need identified in this Plan, or if it can 
be demonstrated that there is a need for the development and that it would not 
undermine the waste hierarchy. 

 

 

3.79 As part of the County Council’s overall waste strategy, preference will be given 
to sites that contribute to an integrated network of waste facilities by 
accommodating several types of facility, or by being well located in relation to 
the sources, or to the destination of, the waste stream being managed.  The 
delivery of new waste management facilities, now that the primary LACW 
waste management facilities are in place, will be market-led and dependent on 
proposals from the private sector.  These may be ‘merchant’ facilities, 
provided by waste management companies, or ‘in-house’ facilities, provided 
by commercial or industrial waste producers or waste users.  Provision of the 
strategy to ensure an integrated network of suitable sites, in places that meet 
the proximity principle and other sustainability criteria, is the role of the County 
Council.  The discussions about waste streams, facilities, management and 
reduction set out in this chapter, are reflected in the Waste Strategy below. 
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Box 3.1 
 
Waste Strategy 
 

 encourage private sector investment in waste management facilities, 
which will make a significant contribution to the county's economy and aid 
regeneration initiatives; 

 require demonstration of significant enhancement of environmental assets 
and local amenity, associated with waste management developments; 

 encourage initiatives that will change behaviours in order to meet national 
and local targets for recycling, composting, recovery of value and for 
minimising waste sent to landfill; 

 ensure that the required waste management facilities are provided in the 
right locations and at the right time; 

 require waste to be managed near to where it is produced, as far as 
practicable, bearing in mind Cumbria's relatively small and dispersed 
pattern of population; 

 require waste to be managed in environmentally sensitive ways, in 
accordance with the waste hierarchy and, wherever possible, with the 
option of rail or waterborne transport being available. 

 

 
 Broad Areas and site locational criteria for waste management 

developments 
 
3.80 Proposals on sites that have not been allocated are likely, and may be 

appropriate for a number of reasons.  Planning policy41 makes it clear that 
unallocated sites may be used where opportunities arise that were not 
anticipated, potentially due to technological or land ownership changes, or for 
new entrants into the market.  In addition, smaller scale waste management 
developments may be proposed in industrial areas where other waste uses 
already exist, where waste arises from existing industries or where waste 
could be used as a resource.  This does not imply that waste management 
proposals on sites that have not been allocated in this Plan would be 
acceptable on all commercial or industrial estates throughout Cumbria, but 
some will clearly be suitable for certain types of facility. 

 
3.81 Policy DC9 (Criteria for waste management facilities) lists suitable locations 

and key criteria for the principal types of facility, to give developers some 
indication of potentially acceptable proposals.  There are also some 
employment areas containing existing waste management facilities, or where 
the key criteria above apply, and some synergies may be achieved by locating 
new provision in the same areas if sites become available.  Of course, any 
such proposals will be judged not just on the key criteria set out in DC9, but 
will also have to conform to all other policies in the Plan that are relevant to 
that proposal, e.g. environmental, cumulative or flood risk policies.  Detailed 
consideration will include proximity to residential areas, proximity to waste 
source, proximity to environmental assets, visual impact, relation to transport 
network, relation to groundwater protection zones, type of waste facility, co-
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location with other waste facilities, etc. – this is not an exhaustive list, as each 
proposal will fall under different circumstances. 

 
3.82 The County Council considers that the following estates have potential to 

support further waste provision, and can be considered as Broad Areas, where 
any of a number of individual sites would be suitable for waste management42 
if the proposals conform to the other relevant policies of this Plan.  The Broad 
Areas below are shown on the Policies Map Part 1: 

 BRO1 - Lillyhall Industrial Estate, Workington 

 BRO2 - Sowerby Wood Estate, Barrow 

 BRO3 - Park Road Estate, Barrow 

 BRO4 - Gilwilly Industrial Estate, Penrith 

 BRO5 - Kingmoor Park Rockcliffe Estate, Carlisle. 

3.83 The above list of Broad Areas is not exhaustive, and opportunities for 
additional or improved waste provision may exist on other employment or 
industrial estates, if they are required.  Together with the provision in SP3, site 
allocations in chapter 18 and the positive approach to development control 
described in chapter 14, it is considered that suitable sites and areas for the 
provision of waste management facilities have been identified in appropriate 
locations, as required by planning guidance43. 

 
3.84 The implementation chapter of this Plan explains how monitoring and review 

will enable the County Council to ensure that provision responds to future 
changes in waste growth and management practice if they diverge from the 
ranges predicted by the 2015 Waste Needs Assessment. 
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4. RADIOACTIVE WASTES 
 
4.1 This chapter addresses only radioactive waste; all other waste streams are 

addressed in chapter 3 of this Local Plan. 
 
 Background 
 
4.2 Radioactive wastes are produced in the UK as a result of: the generation of 

electricity in nuclear power stations and from the associated production and 
processing of the nuclear fuel (including decommissioning of plant); from the 
use of radioactive materials in industry; from the extraction and processing of 
minerals, which may include some naturally occurring radioactive materials 
(NORM); from medicine; from academic research; and from military nuclear 
programmes (such as the nuclear-powered fleet of submarines). 

 
4.3 Radioactive waste is divided into three categories according to how much 

radioactivity it contains, in terms of becquerels per gram, and the heat that this 
radioactivity produces.  The categories identified44 are: High (HLW), 
Intermediate (ILW) and Low Level Waste (LLW).  Very Low Level Waste 
(VLLW) is a sub-category of LLW, and together they are often termed ‘lower 
activity wastes’.  HLW and ILW together, are often termed ‘higher activity 
wastes’. 

 

 High Level Waste – heat-generating waste with radioactivity levels 
exceeding the upper boundaries for Low Level Waste that has arisen 
primarily from the reprocessing of spent nuclear fuel.  The temperature of 
HLW may rise significantly and as a result, this factor has to be taken into 
account when designing storage or disposal facilities.  HLW only arises in 
liquid form, as a by-product during the reprocessing of spent fuel from 
nuclear reactors; it is still categorised as HLW in its conditioned solid form. 

 Intermediate Level Waste - waste with radioactivity levels exceeding the 
upper boundaries for Low Level Waste, but which does not need heat 
generation to be taken into account in the design of storage or disposal 
facilities.  ILW may be solid, such as graphite or metals, or in the form of 
sludges and effluents; it arises mainly from the reprocessing of spent fuel, 
and from general operations, maintenance and decommissioning of 
radioactive plant. 

 Low Level Waste – waste having a radioactive content not exceeding 
4 gigabecquerels/tonne (4,000 Bq/g) of alpha radiation or 12 GBq/te 
(12,000 Bq/g) of beta/gamma radiation.  LLW may be solid or in the form 
of sludges and effluents; waste types typically include soil, rubble, building 
materials, such as steel framework and pipework, contaminated 
equipment and protective clothing from facilities where radioactive 
materials are handled.  Small volumes of LLW are also produced by 
laboratories and hospitals. 
o Very Low Level Waste - a sub-category of LLW. 
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 Evidence Base document reference ND63: Strategy for the management of solid low level 
radioactive waste from the non-nuclear industry in the United Kingdom, Part 1 anthropogenic 
radionuclides, DECC, March 2012 
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4.4 VLLW can be further divided into: 
 

 Low Volume VLLW (dustbin loads) – small volumes of waste that can be 
safely disposed of with municipal, commercial or industrial waste at any 
landfill site.  Each 0.1 cubic metre of this waste contains less than 
400 kilobecquerels (400,000 Bq) of total activity, or a single item contains 
less than 40 kBq (40,000 Bq) of total activity.  There are additional limits 
for wastes containing carbon-14 and tritium.  It is generated by ‘small 
users’, such as hospitals, universities and laboratories. 

 High Volume VLLW (bulk disposals) – higher volumes of waste that can 
be safely disposed of with municipal, commercial or industrial waste, but 
only at specified landfill sites and for a specified amount.  This waste has a 
maximum concentration of 4,000,000 Bq/tonne (4 Bq/g), and there is an 
additional limit for wastes containing tritium.  It is mostly produced at 
nuclear licensed sites. 

 
 Further information about becquerels and alpha, beta and gamma radiation 

can be found in the Glossary. 
 
4.5 The Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC, which was extant 

until July 2016) and the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority (NDA) periodically 
publish an inventory of radioactive waste in the UK.  The 2013 UK Radioactive 
Waste Inventory is the most recent public record of information on the 
sources, quantities and properties of LLW, ILW and HLW in the UK45.  As of 1 
April 2013, the Inventory contains details of over one thousand individual 
waste streams that have been reported by organisations responsible for their 
management. 

 
4.6 The Inventory does not include liquid and gaseous wastes containing very low 

concentrations of radioactivity, which are routinely discharged to the 
environment within authorised limits.  Nor does it include small quantities of 
solid wastes with very low concentrations of radioactivity, typically from 
hospitals, universities and the non-nuclear industry (collectively termed ‘small 
users’) that can be disposed of with domestic refuse to landfill, either directly 
or after incineration. 

 
4.7 Also excluded is land contaminated by radioactivity and NORM wastes.  The 

latter arise not just from the extraction and processing of minerals, but also 
from the oil and gas industries, where, for example, they can accumulate as 
scale on pipework.  Waste estimates for any new nuclear power stations that 
may be built, are also not projected in the Inventory. 

 
4.8 The total volume of radioactive waste that exists or is forecast to arise in the 

UK, from existing facilities, is about 4.5 million cubic metres (4.9 million 
tonnes)46; this volume would fill Wembley stadium about four times over.  A 
further 1 million cubic metres of radioactive waste has already been disposed.  
Figure 4.1, and its associated table, shows the reported volumes of each 
waste type, and a breakdown of their percentages of the total volume, for 
existing and estimated future arisings.  The volumes estimated for any future 
waste arisings, between 2013 and 2120, reflect current (as of 1 April 2013) 

                                                           
45

 UK RWI 2016 was published in March 2017, too late to be considered in the Local Plan 
46

 UK RWI 2013, Waste Quantities from all Sources, section 2.1, DECC & NDA, February 2014 
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waste management practices; therefore, there will be opportunities, through 
the application of the waste hierarchy, to reduce the actual waste arisings in 
the future. 

 
4.9 Only about 5% of the total volume of radioactive waste has already been 

produced, existing in either an untreated or partly treated state, whilst some 
wastes are conditioned directly into containers for long-term management.  Of 
the other 95% (4.3 million cubic metres), the majority will arise when existing 
nuclear facilities, including reprocessing plants and nuclear reactors, are shut 
down and dismantled.  This waste is the legacy of past and current civil and 
military nuclear programmes. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.1: Total volume reported by waste type 
source: UK Radioactive Waste Inventory 2013, DECC & NDA, Feb 2014 

 
4.10 About 94% (4.2 million cubic metres) of the radioactive waste total volume 

(existing and future arisings) is categorised as LLW and VLLW.  Of this, 
around 3.9 million cubic metres will arise from the dismantling and demolition 
of nuclear facilities.  About 6% (290,000 cubic metres) of the total volume is 
categorised as ILW, whilst less than 0.1% (1,100 cubic metres) is in the HLW 
category.  Although the volume of HLW is relatively small, it contains about 
95% of the radioactivity in the total volume; LLW contains less than 0.01% of 
the radioactivity.  These percentage values will change gradually over time, as 
radioactivity decays.  Figure 2 indicates the percentage of total waste arisings 
(existing and future estimated) that each activity will generate; these figures 
are from existing facilities only. 
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Figure 4.2: Waste volumes from each activity at existing facilities 
source: UK Radioactive Waste Inventory 2013, DECC & NDA, Feb 2014 

 
 Note: spent fuel reprocessing includes all wastes from Sellafield, where there 

are large waste volumes from legacy defence programmes in addition to those 
from commercial fuel reprocessing. 

 
 Radioactive waste in Cumbria 
 
4.11 The county hosts a significant number of nuclear industry and non-nuclear 

industry sites (see Table 4.1); they variously produce, treat, manage, store 
and/or dispose of radioactive wastes (see Glossary).  They are almost all 
located in West Cumbria, which has by far the largest concentration of nuclear 
waste management facilities in the UK.  The issue for Cumbria is the safe and 
efficient decommissioning and demolition of nuclear licensed facilities, as well 
as ensuring the safe storage and management of radioactive wastes from all 
sources in the county. 

 
4.12 At present, the full range of radioactive wastes (HLW, ILW, LLW, VLLW), 

arising from both within and outwith the county, are treated, stored or disposed 
of in West Cumbria.  The majority of LLW and VLLW arising within Cumbria, 
which is not disposed of to the onsite facility at Sellafield, is managed through 
Low Level Waste Repository Ltd’s commercial frameworks, by exporting it 
outside the county to suitable treatment facilities, such as for incineration.  In 
the 2014/15 financial year, over 1,000m3 of LLW and VLLW arising within 
Cumbria was managed in this way; for the same year, approximately 600m3 of 
LLW was imported from outside Cumbria to the Repository for storage, 
pending final disposal.  In addition, around 11,000 m3 of LLW arising outside 
Cumbria, was diverted from the LLWR to suitable treatment and alternate 
disposal facilities. 

 
4.13 In accordance with national policy47, it is expected that communities must take 

appropriate responsibility for managing their own wastes and must ensure that 
there is provision for its sustainable management, which is then discussed in 

                                                           
47

 PPG paragraph 004, chapter 28 Waste (ID: 28-004-20141016) 
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their Local Plans.  It is not expected that all Waste Planning Authorities need 
to host their own radioactive waste management facilities, and certainly not for 
all activity levels, but, as with conventional wastes, there should be an 
understanding of what is arising and where it goes; there should not be a 
default position of exporting these wastes to existing facilities in West 
Cumbria. 

 
Table 4.1: Sites and organisations associated with radioactive waste in Cumbria 

 

Site Description 

Sellafield 
nuclear licensed 
site 
(including 
Windscale) 

This is the only site in the UK that produces HLW and it is also treated 
and stored here.  Foreign spent fuel is sent to Sellafield for 
reprocessing and the products are returned to its country of origin.  ILW 
arises, is treated and stored on site.  Some ILW from across the UK is 
also stored here.  LLW and VLLW arise on site.  Some of the lower 
activity LLW and VLLW is disposed into the onsite landfill; some is sent 
to the LLWR; some is managed by sending it for treatment in the UK 
and abroad; some is sent to landfill or for incineration outside the 
county. 

Sellafield 
National 
Nuclear 
Laboratory 

LLW is produced in the Laboratory during research.  Depending on its 
activity level, it is managed by: consignment to the LLWR; sent for 
treatment in the UK and abroad; sent to landfill or incinerated at 
facilities outside the county. 

Low Level 
Waste 
Repository 

ILW is being generated during the decommissioning of former MOD 
magazines contaminated with plutonium – this will be safely retrieved 
and sent to Sellafield for storage.  The currently operational vault (Vault 
9), and subsequent vaults 9a, 10 and 11, have planning permission for 
the disposal of LLW until 2045.  LLW generated onsite is either stored 
or disposed in the vault or sent for treatment, incineration or landfill 
outside the county. 

Eskmeals MoD 
test range 

LLW was produced from test firing and managed by consignment to the 
LLWR.  No volume is recorded against the site in the 2013 Radioactive 
Waste Inventory. 

Studsvik UK 
Ltd48 

This company treats metals that are contaminated by LLW.  Some LLW 
is managed by sending to the parent company in Sweden.  
Contaminated metals are also sent from the Sellafield site to other 
operators in Germany, which have more extensive facilities.  Classed 
as ‘out of scope’, metal is then entered into the metal market.  
Secondary waste arising from treatment of metals at this facility, is 
either sent to the LLWR or outside the county to landfill and for 
incineration. 

Lillyhall Landfill The landfill has an Environmental Permit to dispose of VLLW and 
planning permission until 2029. 

Furness 
General 
Hospital 

The three hospitals in Cumbria use a range of radioactive isotopes, 
such as technetium, iodine and carbon-14, for diagnostic and 
therapeutic applications.  The majority of the arising radioactive waste 
substances are liquid, with lesser amounts of solid waste and minimal 
gaseous waste.  Solid waste is usually in the form of syringes, needles, 
swabs, vials and gloves.  The Environment Agency regulates disposal 
of these wastes; liquids are mainly disposed of in wastewater, solids 
are sent for incineration, with the ash residues being disposed of in 
appropriately permitted landfill. 

West 
Cumberland 
Hospital 

Cumberland 
Infirmary 

BAE Systems 
Marine Ltd 

Very low volumes of LLW arise here as a result of building and 
commissioning reactor plant in the UK’s nuclear-powered submarine 
fleet.  Depending on its activity level, it is sent to landfill or incinerated.  
The 2013 Radioactive Waste Inventory records one waste package 
here. 
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 The facility was sold to EDF Group in April 2016, and renamed Cyclife UK Ltd. 
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Kingmoor Park 
Properties Ltd 

LLW was produced here as a result of industrial processes.  Depending 
on its activity level, it was managed by consignment to the LLWR, sent 
to landfill or incinerated.  Although the site has now been remediated, 
the Environment Agency still record a Permit, but there is no volume 
recorded in the UKRWI. 

International 
Nuclear 
Services Ltd 

This company, a wholly owned subsidiary of the NDA, manages the 
transport, using its own fleet of ships, to deliver foreign spent fuel to 
Sellafield for reprocessing and to then return the products to the 
country of origin.  INS use both Barrow Port and the Port of 
Workington. 

Direct Rail 
Services 

DRS is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Nuclear Decommissioning 
Authority, established in 1995 as a supplier of rail transport and 
associated services to the nuclear industry. 

 
 Volumes of radioactive waste 
 
4.14 When considering the existing, stored radioactive waste at sites in Cumbria, it 

is difficult to separate those arisings from within Cumbria and those from other 
parts of the UK, except for HLW, which only arises at Sellafield.  The 2013 
Radioactive Waste Inventory49 identifies the volumes of existing, stored 
radioactive waste: 

 
 Sellafield: 1,770m3 HLW (100% of UK total), in 5,626 packages 
 69,600m3 ILW (73% of UK total), conditioned and 

unconditioned50 
    3,450m3 LLW (5% of UK total) 
    1,080m3 VLLW (92% of UK total) 
 LLWR: 33.9m3 ILW (0.04% of UK total), stored in magazines 
    32,800m3 LLW (49% of UK total), stored in Vaults 8 and 9 
 
4.15 With regard to future waste arisings, the Inventory forecast for HLW at 

Sellafield actually shows that there will be a fall in volume from that recorded 
at 1 April 2013.  This is because HLW is first stored as a liquid, which later 
undergoes an evaporation process before vitrification into glass blocks; these 
blocks are roughly one-third of the volume of the original liquid.  The process 
is due to finish around 2030. 

 
4.16 The forecast future arisings of ILW in the UK are about 190,000m3, of which 

112,000m3 (about 59%) is from Sellafield; this is mostly from decommissioning 
of facilities, but some is from operational activities.  A further 491m3 (about 
0.3%) of ILW is forecast to arise from the LLWR, during decommissioning of 
the magazines.  Other nuclear licensed sites in the UK either have or are 
preparing their own ILW stores, but it is likely that some ILW will continue to be 
sent to Sellafield for storage. 

 
4.17 The forecast future arisings of LLW in the UK are about 1,300,000m3, of which 

291,000m3 (about 22%) is from Sellafield; of this amount, the split is roughly 
60% from decommissioning and 40% from operations. 

 
4.18 The forecast future arisings of VLLW in the UK are about 2,840,000m3, of 

which 2,760,000m3 (about 97%) is attributable to waste from the 

                                                           
49

 United Kingdom Radioactive Waste & Materials Inventory, 1 April 2013, DECC and NDA 
50

 The UK total number of conditioned ILW packages is 54,129, of which 47,569 (88%) are at 
Sellafield 
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decommissioning of reprocessing and associated plants, waste storage and 
treatment plants, and site service facilities at Sellafield.  However, there is a 
large uncertainty in potential radioactive waste arisings from decommissioning, 
and current expectations are that about 70% of this material, which comprises 
concrete, brick and metal from building structures, may be out of scope of 
regulatory control because it would fall below the defined activity levels for 
‘radioactive waste’. 

 
 Capacity to manage the volumes of radioactive waste 
 
4.19 Unlike conventional wastes (discussed in chapter 3), the County Council 

cannot aim for net sufficiency in the management of radioactive wastes, other 
than for HLW; this arises only at Sellafield, from the reprocessing of foreign 
and domestic spent fuel, and is repatriated or safely stored on site, awaiting a 
disposal route.  It is planned to export high level vitrified waste to a Geological 
Disposal Facility circa 2089.  Assuming all HLW from overseas spent fuel has 
been exported, a total of around 7,500 HLW containers are expected to be 
stored in an engineered facility on the Sellafield site; storage capacity in this 
Vitrified Product Store is 7,960 containers. 

 
4.20 The majority of the ILW safely stored at Sellafield is generated internally, with 

additional, smaller volumes of wastes from Harwell and Winfrith; altogether 
over the Plan period, it is anticipated that these will amount to approximately 
17,000m3.  There may also be a few hundred cubic metres of waste generated 
during the decommissioning of storage vaults at LLWR, and the potential for 
around 1,000m3 of plutonium contaminated material (PCM) generated at 
Aldermaston.  There are a range of engineered ILW stores at Sellafield, 
designed specifically for the different waste types (e.g. PCM, beta gamma) 
and packaging (e.g. drums, concrete boxes); both the current and future 
planned stores have adequate capacity for ILW management until a disposal 
route is available.  It is planned to export ILW to a Geological Disposal Facility 
circa 2089. 

 
4.21 Sellafield currently has the capacity to manage all of its LLW arisings, which 

are forecast to be around 80,000m3.  On site capabilities include handling, 
segregation and measurement; metals recycling; and a supercompaction 
plant.  Off-site capabilities include metals recycling (both within and outside 
the county), incineration (outside the county) and disposal to the LLWR.  The 
Repository has planning permission for disposal of LLW until 2045, in the 
current vaults (8, 9) as well as future vaults (9a, 10, 11); excluding the waste 
already emplaced in vaults 8 and 9, this provides an overall capacity of around 
263,000m3.  Imports of LLW into the county over the Plan period are estimated 
to be around 135,000m3; exports are estimated to be approximately 37,800m3.  
This figure is based on extrapolation of current volumes of wastes transferred 
from Sellafield to alternative routes such as incineration, metal 
decontamination/melting and VLLW disposal.  Therefore, there is sufficient 
capacity at the Repository over the Plan period. 

 
4.22 Sellafield Ltd anticipate generation of some 96,000m3 of VLLW over the Plan 

period; two thirds of this volume (61,000m3) is planned to be disposed of to its 
on-site landfill facility, Calder Landfill Extension Segregated Area (CLESA).  
The remaining 35,000m3 is expected to be consigned as VLLW for disposal at 
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an authorised landfill, which is likely to be outside of the county.  The CLESA 
facility at Sellafield, which can only accept the site’s own VLLW, has a total 
capacity of 120,000m3 and a remaining capacity of 63,000m3.  It is estimated 
that the CLESA will be full by 2025, but it is planned that a successor will be 
developed. 

 
4.23 Large volumes of VLLW arise annually at nuclear sites, which are generally 

sent for disposal to permitted landfill, if suitable, at the earliest opportunity after 
they are generated.  For example, in 2015/16 6,092m3 VLLW from waste 
producers across the UK was disposed to suitably permitted landfill sites and, 
additionally, 3,736m3 was disposed by Sellafield to the CLESA.  There is one 
permitted commercial landfill site in the county that is able to accept VLLW – 
the FCC Environment site at Lillyhall.  The planning permission allows 
disposal of VLLW at the site until 2029, with a limit of 26,000m3 annually; to 
date, none has been disposed of to Lillyhall.  It is difficult to forecast the 
volume of VLLW that might be imported into the county during the Plan period, 
since VLLW would only be imported if it was to be disposed of to the Lillyhall 
facility.  It is considered that there is sufficient capacity to manage or dispose 
of VLLW in the county over the Plan period. 

 
4.24 Paragraph 17.7 considers the implementation and monitoring framework for 

the Local Plan, and expects that one of the main documents to be used to 
provide evidence on the Plan’s performance will be the UK Radioactive Waste 
Inventory, which is updated every 3 years.  The annual Authority Monitoring 
Report will also provide an opportunity to monitor radioactive waste facilities, 
their capacity to manage the wastes and progress.  The monitoring framework 
will include triggers concerning radioactive waste, which would indicate when 
a full or partial review of the Plan may be required. 

 
 Planning for radioactive waste management 
 
4.25 It is essential that all radioactive wastes and materials are safely and 

appropriately managed in ways that pose no unacceptable risks to people or 
the environment, now or in the future.  How radioactive waste is dealt with 
depends to a large extent on how radioactive it is.  Wastes are treated after 
they arise, to render them suitable for onward treatment, storage and/or 
disposal (either to reduce their volume and so minimise the requirements for 
storage or to condition them to be suitable for packaging), and to reduce the 
dose51 from them.  Techniques include: compaction or incineration (for solid 
wastes); evaporation or filtration (for liquid wastes); grouting or vitrification (for 
higher activity wastes). 

 
4.26 There are a number of organisations who regulate radioactive waste and the 

sites where it arises. 
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 Radiation dose is a measurement of how much energy is deposited into a material from a source of 
radiation; it is measured in units called Gray (Gy) for absorbed dose and Sievert (Sv) for effective dose 
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Office for Nuclear 
Regulation 

ONR - regulate nuclear licenced sites 
- regulate adherence to licence conditions 
- regulate radioactive waste storage 

Environment Agency 
Scottish Environment 
Protection Agency 
Natural Resources 
Wales 

EA 
SEPA 
 
NRW 

- regulate nuclear and non-nuclear industry 
sites 

- regulate adherence to site permits 
- regulate radioactive waste disposal 

Nuclear 
Decommissioning 
Authority 

NDA - implement Government policy on the long 
term management of radioactive waste 

- implement Government policy on the 
decommissioning and clean-up of the UK 
nuclear legacy 

- ensure that wastes are safely managed 
- develop the LLW Strategy on behalf of 

Government 
- own assets of a number of the UK’s nuclear 

sites 

Cumbria County 
Council 

CCC - regulate land use 
- prepare planning policies to ensure the 

sustainable management of radioactive 
wastes 

- determine all planning applications associated 
with radioactive waste in Cumbria 

 

Table 4.2: Key regulatory and policy organisations 
 
4.27 There are a range of national policy frameworks and documents for the 

management of ‘conventional’ waste (NPPF, Planning Practice Guidance, 
Waste Management Plan for England, etc.), but there is no national planning 
policy or guidance on radioactive waste management.  Many of the principles 
within the national policy documents can, of course, be applied to radioactive 
waste; for example, sustainability, the waste hierarchy, the proximity principle, 
community engagement and the Duty to Co-operate. 

 
4.28 During the Inquiry into the construction of new landfill void for wastes, 

including LLW, at the East Northamptonshire Resource Management Facility 
(ENRMF), the Planning Inspector concluded that there is no distinction 
between national planning policies and other national policies, so the latter 
must also apply to Waste Planning Authorities.  This conclusion was endorsed 
by the Secretary of State.  Hence an interpretation of the spatial planning 
implications of other national policies and strategies, relating to radioactive 
waste, is required to develop the policies in this Local Plan. 

 
4.29 Therefore, the NDA Strategy52 should be taken into account in the preparation 

of Local Plans when considering the full range of radioactive wastes.  This 
document states that strategic decisions about radioactive waste management 
should be informed by the key principles: 

 

 risk reduction, through flexible approaches to long-term waste 
management, is a priority; 

 centralised and multi-site approaches should be considered; 
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 Evidence Base document reference ND151: NDA Strategy III, April 2016 
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 waste should be minimised; and 

 the waste hierarchy should be used as a framework for decision-making. 
 
4.30 There are further national policy and strategy documents, for particular waste 

types, that need to be considered during Local Plan preparation.  For higher 
activity wastes, these include the White Papers on Managing Radioactive 
Waste Safely53 and on Implementing Geological Disposal54, as well as the 
framework for treatment of such wastes55.  For lower activity wastes, these 
include the UK Government’s policy statement56 on LLW management, as well 
as the strategies for non-nuclear industry wastes57 and for NORM wastes58.  In 
February 2016, DECC published a revised UK Strategy for the Management of 
Solid Low Level Waste from the Nuclear Industry59, which promotes the 
diversion of significant volumes of LLW from the Low Level Waste Repository 
and the development and use of alternative treatment and disposal routes. 

 
 Transparent decision making 
 
4.31 With regard to the radioactive waste industry, the County Council is a key 

stakeholder and undertakes proactive engagement in the process of life time 
planning at the nuclear sites in Cumbria.  Through its waste planning 
responsibilities, the Council is also a regulator and it is important to properly 
understand how developments on these sites will impact on Cumbrian 
communities, in order to develop and support appropriate and timely waste 
management strategies. 

 
4.32 There are a number of ways that the nuclear industry arrives at decisions on 

waste transport, treatment, management, storage, disposal, etc.  In the UK, 
formal and robust waste management decision making and optioneering is a 
regulatory expectation; it is part of the requirement for demonstration of Best 
Available Technique (BAT) in England and Wales, and Best Practicable 
Environmental Options (BPEO)/Best Practicable Management (BPM) in 
Scotland – see Glossary for further explanation.  These reviews consider a 
range of factors including safety and security, environmental impact, technical 
feasibility, community impacts and financial costs.  The National Waste 
Programme team at LLWR Ltd has produced a series of National Strategic 
BATs and guides for waste practitioners involved in decision making.  In 
addition to the above, for the NDA estate, where investment is required for the 
execution of a waste management option, the NDA expects the Site License 
Companies to undertake appropriate optioneering supported by business 

                                                           
53

 Evidence Base document reference LD44: Managing Radioactive Waste Safely: a framework for 
implementing geological disposal, DEFRA, June 2008 
54

 Evidence Base document reference ND139: Implementing Geological Disposal, DECC, 24 July 
2014 
55

 Evidence Base document reference ND180: Higher Activity Waste Treatment Framework, NDA, 
October 2015 
56

 Evidence Base document reference LD42: Policy for the long term management of solid low level 
radioactive waste in the UK, DEFRA, March 2007 
57

 Evidence Base document reference ND63: Strategy for the management of solid low level 
radioactive waste from the non-nuclear industry in the United Kingdom, Part 1 anthropogenic 
radionuclides, DECC, March 2012 
58

 Evidence Base document reference ND142: Strategy for the management of Naturally Occurring 
Radioactive Material (NORM) waste in the United Kingdom, DECC, July 2014 
59

 Evidence Base document reference ND150: UK Strategy for the Management of Solid Low Level 
Radioactive Waste from the Nuclear Industry, DECC, February 2016 
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cases as needed, and this would be carried out under the NDA’s Value 
Framework process. 

 
4.33 Policy SP4 has been drafted to ensure that whoever undertakes the 

optioneering process, for new or extended radioactive waste facilities, they 
demonstrate that they have considered the three principles (sustainable 
development, precaution and proximity) and also the waste hierarchy.  In the 
Council’s past experience, there have been instances where these criteria are 
not given enough weight or are decided before a project is made public by an 
operator, and presented as a fait accompli.  Policy SP4 is designed to ensure 
that when considering planning applications for facilities concerning 
radioactive waste, the County Council can clearly see how these principles 
have been considered; it is not intended that the Council uses the policy to 
demand that a project be undertaken in a certain way or that one principle is of 
greater weight than another. 

 
4.34 Proposals for the management of radioactive waste should also comply with 

national strategies for waste management and for radioactive waste 
management specifically, in the latter case including those produced by the 
Nuclear Decommissioning Authority.  The County Council would expect to see 
documentary evidence of how the optioneering process was undertaken, 
comprehensively setting out constraints, assumptions made and all options 
considered (as set out in policy SP4).  The data arising from any such process 
will be used to demonstrate the detailed requirements set out in policy SP5 
(Development criteria for low level radioactive waste sites) and SP6 (Higher 
activity radioactive wastes treatment, management and storage). 

 

POLICY SP4 Transparent decision making 
 
Proposals for radioactive waste facilities will need to demonstrate how the 
development complies with: 
 
 the principles of sustainable development; 
 the waste hierarchy; 
 the precautionary principle; 
 the proximity principle; and 
 the national strategy for managing radioactive wastes. 

 

 
 Lower activity wastes 
 
 Strategy and development principles 
 
4.35 Certainly since 2010 when the first solid UK LLW management strategy was 

published, there has been increased use of waste treatment techniques, either 
to divert such waste from disposal or to decrease the volume of waste 
requiring disposal.  Techniques include more efficient segregation, 
decontamination, recycling, melting, compaction and incineration.  NDA 
Strategy III, explains that 85% of LLW arising since the previous Strategy 
(2011) has been diverted from the Repository, through a wide range of 
environmentally sustainable options such as waste prevention, re-use and 
recycling.  However, there will always be a need for disposal. 
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4.36 The regulatory framework allows for disposal of LLW at near surface facilities.  
LLW covers a wide range of radioactivity levels, the minority of which, at the 
higher end, requires highly engineered containment facilities, such as the Low 
Level Waste Repository (LLWR) near Drigg.  The majority of LLW, at the lower 
end, usually does not require the level of engineering and containment 
provided by the LLWR, and could be disposed of via alternative routes, such 
as disposal to specified, permitted non-inert landfill.  Within Cumbria, Lillyhall 
landfill has an Environmental Permit to accept VLLW (it also has planning 
permission to operate until 2029).  Outside Cumbria, the ENRMF at Kings 
Cliffe, Northamptonshire, can accept LLW up to a limit of 200 Bq/g and 
hazardous waste (planning permission to 2026); Clifton Marsh landfill in 
Lancashire can accept LLW up to a limit of 200 Bq/g (planning permission to 
2035). 

 
4.37 The UK's solid LLW sent to the LLWR in Cumbria, was historically disposed of 

into seven trenches, and then into an engineered vault (vault 8).  The currently 
operational vault (vault 9) and subsequent vaults (9a, 10 and 11), gained 
planning permission in July 2016 for the disposal of LLW until 2045.  The 
Environmental Safety Case and Environmental Permit (awarded November 
2015) for the Repository demonstrate that, at present, this site does have the 
potential capacity to meet the projected future needs for LLW arisings; 
however, the lifetime of the LLWR has been, and could continue to be, 
extended by using other disposal routes for LLW. 

 
4.38 This Local Plan supports the national policy direction on radioactive waste 

management.  The LLWR should continue to fulfil a strategic role as one 
component of the UK’s radioactive waste management capability for LLW. 

 
4.39 Lillyhall landfill has planning permission to accept waste until 2029.  The 

Environmental Permit issued by the Environment Agency, which is volume 
rather than time limited, allows disposal of VLLW to the site.  By virtue of the 
fact that once Lillyhall landfill is closed there will be no viable disposal route, 
the provisions of the Permit will be tied to the end of that planning permission. 

 
4.40 It is anticipated that the majority of the radioactive waste material sent to 

Lillyhall will be sourced from decommissioning and demolition works at 
Sellafield; it lies 25km south of Lillyhall landfill and, therefore, broadly complies 
with development plan policies relating to reducing waste road miles.  
Lillyhall’s Permit allows it to accept VLLW from anywhere in the UK where 
BAT has been demonstrated.  It is likely that VLLW from decommissioning 
activity at Chapelcross nuclear licensed site, which lies around 80km across 
the border in Scotland, will be sent to Lillyhall.  It is anticipated that Lillyhall 
landfill will provide a medium term solution to the disposal of VLLW, but as this 
is a commercially run facility, there is no guarantee that the operator will wish 
to continue if it does not remain financially viable. 

 
4.41 The Sellafield site has its own facility on site (the Calder Landfill Extension 

Segregated Area - CLESA) for the disposal of some lower activity LLW; there 
is a radioactivity limit of 37 Bq/g, of which half can be alpha activity, and there 
are limits on conventional and hazardous waste types that can be disposed of 
to CLESA, regardless of contamination.  The CLESA has a remaining capacity 
of approximately 70,000m3, so it is expected to be full around 2025.  Sellafield 
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Ltd is, therefore, already carrying out feasibility studies into where CLESA-2 
may be located60. 

 
4.42 Sellafield Ltd is also working on a Development of Sellafield Decommissioning 

Strategy, which will set out a critical path of what activities have to occur when 
and where, in order to carry out an effective and efficient decommissioning 
programme.  The site currently has many spatial constraints, so the strategy 
will look at all the NDA-owned land adjacent to Sellafield, for its potential to 
accommodate the temporary storage of non-radioactive inert wastes arising 
solely from the Sellafield site, subject to any covenants or special provisions 
that would restrict this suggested use of the land.  Non-radioactive inert 
wastes are generated from the construction, demolition or excavation activities 
on Sellafield, which fall under the legal definition of waste; they would be 
retained for restoration purposes on the Sellafield complex, rather than 
importing large volumes of inert wastes for this purpose, in the future. 

 
4.43 The Local Plan identifies site CO32, land adjacent to Sellafield, in Policy SAP3 

(see chapter 18).  This has been allocated to take account of the likely needs 
identified in paragraphs 4.41 and 4.42, to provide the opportunity for use of 
this land, in the event that Sellafield Ltd has demonstrated, after rigorous 
assessment, that it is not feasible to use land within the Sellafield site 
(allocation CO36), in accordance with Policy SP4, or that it is not feasible to 
utilise an existing disposal route. 

 
 Policy 
 
4.44 The County Council must provide robust but flexible policies that promote 

sustainable economic growth, which provides a framework for the nuclear 
industry to continue its work in reducing LLW arisings and diverting such 
wastes from the LLWR and into more sustainable management options. 

 
4.45 As discussed in paragraphs 4.29 and 4.30, there are a number of national 

policy documents for managing the wide range of LLW waste types, chemical 
properties and radioactivity levels.  One aspect of national policy, is for LLW to 
be managed and/or disposed of in a manner that satisfies the waste hierarchy 
and enables waste to be disposed of in one of the nearest appropriate 
installations.  The re-use or recycling of waste must not, however, contribute to 
a net increase in waste, or an increase in waste with more damaging long-
term and cumulative impacts.  The use of the proximity principle may, of 
course, not be the deciding factor in, for example, centralised facilities. 

 
4.46 Cumbria County Council’s preferred approach, is that decommissioning 

wastes should be managed on the site where they arise unless a rigorous 
assessment demonstrates that this is not practicable.  In those circumstances, 
a similarly rigorous assessment should be carried out for land adjacent to the 
nuclear site, before new and more distant sites are considered, with priority 
given to licenced nuclear sites.  The County Council recognises that the 
nuclear industry operators will undertake that rigorous assessment, in the form 
of the optioneering process to assess the available management options for 
radioactive waste, which is then reviewed by the regulators.  Also part of the 
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rigorous assessment, the Council would wish to see clear evidence of how 
those management decisions have been formulated, in order for the Council to 
safeguard, through planning decisions, the interests of Cumbria’s communities 
and environmental assets. 

 
4.47 In addition to the priorities set out above, proposals for the treatment, 

management, storage and/or disposal of LLW must demonstrate that the 
proposal satisfies national requirements (including relevant guidance, 
strategies and policies) and supports sustainable development (including 
sustainable transport movements, such as improved rail infrastructure).  
Development proposals should also be accompanied by a strategy that 
demonstrates the long-term integrity of the site; this may include 
considerations such as ground stability or coastal erosion. 

 
4.48 Where a proposal for disposal involves co-location at a waste site with an 

existing planning permission, the disposal of LLW should not prejudice the 
existing waste use, unless it can be clearly demonstrated that the existing use 
is no longer required at that location.  Determination of proposals for 
radioactive waste disposal will be made in line with Policy SP5 and other 
relevant Local Plan policies.  It will also be necessary to consult with the 
relevant regulators, as any LLW site would require a valid Environmental 
Safety Case and permit from them, in addition to valid planning permission. 

 

POLICY SP5 Development criteria for low level radioactive waste sites 
 
Any proposal for new facilities for the treatment, management, storage and/or 
disposal of low level radioactive waste, must demonstrate that: 
 

 it conforms to national policies and strategies for LLW; 

 it conforms to the other relevant policies of this Local Plan; 

 it represents the most appropriate option; 

 it is in line with the principle that communities take more responsibility for 
their own waste, enabling the waste to be managed in the nearest 
appropriate installations to its point of arising, the preference being on 
existing nuclear licensed sites; 

 it complies with the principles of sustainable waste management - in doing 
so, it should identify the intended catchment area; 

 any significantly adverse impacts will be mitigated to an acceptable level; 

 a feasible strategy is in place in relation to the long-term integrity of the 
site; 

 it will not prejudice the existing use where the proposal involves co-
location on an operational waste disposal site. 

 

 
 Higher activity wastes 
 
4.49 The NDA has made significant progress in defining the site decommissioning 

and remediation task across its estate, but continues to face significant 
challenges in the future – notably at the Sellafield site.  Risk reduction and 
stabilisation of the most hazardous wastes will continue to be a high priority.  
Sufficient funding will be needed to ensure risk reduction in a timescale 
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acceptable to safety and environmental regulators, as well as to host 
communities. 

 
4.50 Higher activity wastes require storage in secure containers, with thick concrete 

walls to shield the high radiation.  There is ongoing progress by the NDA, in 
developing safe and secure waste management and storage facilities across 
the estate, prior to their geological disposal. 

 
4.51 HLW is in storage at Sellafield.  It is conditioned by initially storing it in a liquid 

form, known as Highly Active Liquor (HAL), then it undergoes an evaporation 
process, before vitrification into glass blocks within stainless steel canisters. 

 
4.52 ILW is also in storage at Sellafield.  This ILW includes a range of materials 

arising from current and historic operations, which need to be retrieved, 
processed, managed and stored on site.  Waste that is ready for storage is 
placed in stainless steel drums; in some cases, these are then grouted with 
cement.  Drums are held in specially engineered drum stores for safe storage.  
New ‘interim’ storage facilities in the UK should have a design life of 100 
years. 

 
4.53 As outlined in paragraphs 4.14 to 4.18, the Radioactive Waste Inventory 

provides estimated volumes of future waste arisings at Sellafield.  Given the 
potential for further processing and technical developments, as well as the 
reclassification of wastes, some caution is required in giving absolute 
confidence to these figures. 

 
 Strategy and development principles 
 
4.54 The Managing Radioactive Waste Safely (MRWS) policy of the UK 

Government and devolved administrations for Wales and Northern Ireland, 
was published in 200861, setting out a framework to provide a disposal facility 
in the UK for HLW and ILW by deep geological disposal.  The concept of a 
Geological Disposal Facility (GDF) had been discussed for some years, but 
progress towards underground research and development is at an early stage.  
A GDF is an engineered containment facility, deep inside a suitable rock 
formation at a depth of 200 to 1,000 metres. 

 
4.55 The West Cumbria MRWS Partnership was set up in 2011 by Allerdale 

Borough Council, Copeland Borough Council and Cumbria County Council, in 
order to consider whether or not to volunteer to host a GDF in the county.  Its 
role was an advisory one, of fact-finding and research gathering, on the issues 
that would be involved in moving to the next stage of the MRWS process.  On 
30 January 2013 the Councils made their decisions; both Copeland and 
Allerdale Borough Council decided to continue to participate in the process. 

 
4.56 At its Cabinet meeting that day, Cumbria County Council’s resolution was that 

“Cabinet decide not to participate in stage 4, thereby excluding Allerdale and 
Copeland areas of Cumbria from further consideration in the MRWS process, 
and to encourage the Government to make the necessary investment to 
improve surface storage facilities at Sellafield (taking account of the findings of 
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the National Audit Office report HC 630 dated 7 November 2012)”.  This 
resolution brought the MRWS process to an end, as subsequently confirmed 
by the Secretary of State.  One of the key reasons for the Council’s resolution, 
was continuing concern over there being no regulatory right for a County 
Council, in a two tier authority area, to bring the process to an end if there 
were concerns in the future. 

 
4.57 After the MRWS process ended in 2013, Government published a new White 

Paper in July 2014 – Implementing Geological Disposal62; this details a 
renewed approach to implementing a GDF in the UK, alongside ongoing 
interim storage and supporting research.  To identify potential sites where a 
GDF could be located, Government favours a voluntarist approach, based on 
working with communities that are willing to participate in the siting process.  
Short term work includes undertaking a national geological screening exercise, 
in order to relate current geological knowledge to the safety case for a GDF, 
and engagement with experts and stakeholders to develop the detail of 
community representation mechanisms in the siting process.  The 
development of a GDF in England was made a ‘Nationally Significant 
Infrastructure Project’ in early 2015, and a National Policy Statement is 
currently in draft.  Following the short term work, there will be a period of 15 to 
20 years when site investigation could occur, but construction of a GDF is not 
likely to start until after 2030. 

 
4.58 It is important to keep a watching brief on the progress of the White Paper, in 

order to assess any implications for the county.  Although the White Paper 
states that all councils should have a voice in decision-making, it excludes all 
County and District Councils in two tier authority areas from implementing a 
veto in relation to a GDF (section 7.9, page 43).  As Waste Planning Authority, 
any applications associated with new or existing surface storage facilities for 
higher activity wastes at Sellafield, would be considered by the County 
Council; these types of application could arise within the Local Plan period.  
Furthermore, if one or more communities outside Cumbria volunteered to host 
a GDF, there would be implications for the movement of the wastes currently 
stored at Sellafield; however, this is very unlikely to occur within the Plan 
period. 

 
 Policy 
 
4.59 Closer and better partnership working with Cumbria County Council will be 

essential to ensure continued public confidence in Sellafield site operations 
and the effective management of change that is expected at the site over the 
next 15 years, particularly as reprocessing operations wind down.  The 
Council must fulfil their objective to promote sustainable economic growth, 
through robust but flexible Local Plan policies for higher activity radioactive 
wastes. 

 
4.60 The policy on higher activity wastes has to be flexible enough to cater for 

foreign spent fuel that is sent to Sellafield for reprocessing, the products of 
which are then returned to its country of origin.  The policy must also allow the 
import of some ILW that arises from outside the county, for which there are no 
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suitable, alternative storage options.  As set out in policy SP6, any 
development proposals should minimise impacts and should not prejudice site 
remediation.  There also needs to be flexibility with regard to those low level 
wastes for which current disposal facilities are not suitable, as they will have to 
be managed through the routes for higher activity waste. 

 
4.61 The policy also has to be flexible enough to cater for any operational waste 

that may arise if a new nuclear power station is built at Moorside63.  The 
Government held a consultation in 2014/2015, which identified Sellafield as 
one of five UK nuclear facilities that were considered to be potential sites for 
interim storage of ILW from decommissioned nuclear-powered submarines.  In 
July 2016, the MoD announced that Capenhurst Nuclear Services, at 
Capenhurst in Cheshire, had been selected as the MoD’s preferred storage 
site, with AWE Aldermaston in Berkshire chosen as the fall back site; 
therefore, it is not anticipated that this particular waste stream will be sent to 
Sellafield. 

 

POLICY SP6 Higher activity radioactive wastes treatment, management 
and storage 

 
Development proposals for the treatment, management and storage of higher 
activity radioactive waste arising within the county will need to demonstrate: 
 

 that it conforms to national policies and strategies for HAW; and 

 compliance with national and international standards and best practice for 
environment, safety and security; and 

 the reasons why possible alternative methods (for dealing with the waste) 
have been rejected; and 

 that any adverse impacts have been adequately mitigated or compensated 
for. 

 
Development proposals for the treatment, management and/or storage of 
waste that arises from outside Cumbria, will need to demonstrate that: 
 

 alternative locations, at or closer to where these wastes arise, have only 
been rejected following rigorous assessment; and 

 all practicable measures are taken to minimise the adverse effects of 
development and associated infrastructure; and 

 acceptable measures are in place to secure decommissioning and site 
restoration. 

 

 
 Locations for radioactive waste sites 
 
4.62 Sites for facilities for radioactive waste treatment, management, storage 

and/or disposal, have been specifically identified in this Local Plan – see 
chapter 18.  Sites identified will include those existing waste management 
facilities that should be safeguarded throughout the Plan period (to 2030), as 
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 It should be noted that any operator of a nuclear power station is responsible for dealing with any 
waste that it produces and ensuring that the site is decommissioned and remediated in accordance 
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well as land adjacent to Sellafield (allocation CO32), which is owned by the 
NDA and may be used for the management, storage and/or disposal of 
appropriate radioactive and conventional wastes. 
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5. MINERALS 
 

Policy context 
 
5.1 Minerals are essential to support sustainable economic growth and our quality 

of life.  It is, therefore, important that there is a sufficient supply of materials to 
provide the infrastructure, buildings, energy and goods that the county needs.  
National policy64 sets out the duties of Mineral Planning Authorities in 
preparing a Local Plan and in planning for a steady and adequate supply of 
minerals.  Strategic Objectives 5, 6 and 7 reflect national policy, and this 
chapter sets out the mineral resources available in Cumbria, the need for 
extraction of those resources, and the Strategic Policies proposed to achieve 
the objectives of the Local Plan. 

 
5.2 Some minerals, such as oil, gas and coal, (hydrocarbons) are used to produce 

energy, whilst others do not have that capability.  Non-energy minerals are 
currently of greater significance for the economy of Cumbria than energy 
minerals, but the potential pressure for unconventional hydrocarbon 
development, and current interest in coal development, mean that these are an 
important element of the Local Plan.  These are considered within this chapter, 
in paragraphs 5.89 to 5.119.  Peat can be used to produce energy, but in the 
UK is used to make composts and soil improvers, and is treated in this Plan as 
a non-energy mineral. 

 
Non-energy minerals 

 
5.3 There are several types of mineral that are not used to produce energy: 
 

 aggregates - minerals that are used primarily to support the construction 
industry; in Cumbria, these include both land won and marine dredged 
sand and gravel, and crushed rock; 

 industrial - minerals that are necessary to support industrial and 
manufacturing processes and other non-aggregate uses; in Cumbria, 
these include brick-making mudstones, industrial grade limestone, gypsum 
and peat.  These are considered in paragraphs 5.62 to 5.76; 

 building stones – minerals used for building and roofing; in Cumbria, these 
include limestone, sandstone and slate, and are discussed in paragraphs 
5.77 to 5.83. 

 
Aggregates 

 
5.4 Cumbria is self-sufficient in aggregates and also supplies other markets, 

especially in the North West and the North East.  Just under a third of 
Cumbrian quarries supply national markets, including Wales and Scotland, and 
three of Cumbria’s crushed rock quarries are able to supply high specification 
aggregates (HSA) that are essential for high skid resistance roadstone used 
for highway surfacing.  These are a nationally significant resource. 

 
5.5 There are 10 operating sand and gravel quarries within Cumbria, outside of the 

Lake District National Park (LDNP), 17 operating building stone quarries, of 
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which eight produce aggregates from slate, sandstone and limestone, and 17 
operating hard rock quarries, providing limestone, igneous and sandstone 
rock.  Two of the hard rock quarries, Shap Beck and Shap Blue, are partly 
within the LDNP.  In addition to producing aggregates, four of the limestone 
quarries supply industrial markets, mostly for burnt lime (see Appendix 3 for 
maps and lists of each type of quarry). 

 

5.6 Production of secondary and recycled aggregates in the county makes a 
valuable contribution to resource efficiency and the protection of the 
environment from unnecessary primary extraction.  There are almost 20 main 
processing plants in Cumbria, producing alternative aggregates from quarry 
waste, recycled or reused materials.  A further resource is provided by marine 
dredged aggregates that are landed at Barrow Port, with small amounts arising 
as a result of channel maintenance activities at some Cumbrian harbours. 

 

The Managed Aggregate Supply System 
 
5.7 The national Managed Aggregates Supply System (MASS) has enabled 

sustainable supplies of these essential construction materials to be maintained 
since the 1970’s.  Originally founded on national estimates of need for 
aggregates, which were apportioned to regions, the system was amended 
when the NPPF was introduced in 2012.  MASS65 is undertaken through 
national, sub-national and local partners working together to deliver a steady 
and adequate supply of aggregates: 

 at the local level, mineral planning authorities prepare Local Aggregate 
Assessments (LAA), to assess the demand for and supply of aggregates 
in their area; 

 at the sub-national level, mineral planning authorities belong to and are 
supported by Aggregate Working Parties, who produce data on 
aggregates covering specific geographical areas; Cumbria and the Lake 
District National Park are members of the North West Aggregates Working 
Party (NW AWP).  The NW AWP publishes a regional Annual Monitoring 
Survey, and also sets an annual aggregate production apportionment for 
each sub-region in order to maintain production of an adequate proportion 
of the region’s aggregate needs; 

 at the national level, the National Aggregate Co-ordinating Group monitors 
the overall provision of aggregates in England. 

 
5.8 As required by national policy66, Cumbria County Council prepared its third 

LAA67 in 2015, jointly with the Lake District National Park Authority.  The LAA 
was based on sales and reserves data for the calendar year 2014, collected 
from mineral operators in Cumbria.  This data is confidential and can only be 
used in aggregated formats that do not disclose the sales and markets of 
individual operators.  The LAA also took account of comments made by the 
NW AWP Secretariat and its wider membership. 
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 PPG paragraph 060, chapter 27 Minerals (ID: 27-060-20140306) 
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 NPPF paragraph 145 
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5.9 A key tool that underpins the working of the MASS is the aggregate landbank, 
which is derived by dividing the total permitted reserve of an aggregate by 
average annual sales.  NPPF paragraph 145 requires mineral planning 
authorities to plan for a steady and adequate supply of aggregates by 
maintaining landbanks based on a 10-year rolling average of annual sales, but 
also on “local information”68, and an assessment of all supply options 
(including marine dredged, secondary and recycled sources). 

 
 Policy alternatives considered 
 
5.10 A number of alternative policy approaches with respect to aggregate provision, 

sub–regional apportionment, landbanks and safeguarding were considered as 
part of the Cumbria MWDF Core Strategy that was adopted in 2009, and these 
have been reconsidered in the light of the current policy context, and the 
updated and more robust evidence base provided by the LAA. 

 
5.11 One key issue, addressed in paragraphs 5.21 to 5.26, is on what basis to 

calculate the aggregate landbanks: on the 10-year rolling average sales for 
Cumbria, as required by the NPPF; on the latest sales figures; or by using the 
sub-regional annual apportionments set by the NW AWP, which carries 
forward the apportionment in the, now revoked, NW Regional Spatial Strategy 
(NWRSS). 

 
5.12 A subsidiary issue relates to the possibility of separate and distinct landbanks, 

either for types or qualities of aggregate, or for localities within Cumbria, and is 
considered in paragraphs 5.25 to 5.26 and 5.48 to 5.56. 

 
5.13 The Plan has also had to consider whether to provide strategic locational 

policy guidance for certain minerals that are important for particular industries 
or purposes.  Discussion of these choices, and the preferred options, are 
included in this chapter where appropriate. 

 
5.14 The production of a Local Plan, which incorporates Development Control and 

Site Allocations policies into a single document, offered alternative approaches 
to clarify and simplify the overall suite of policies.  This chapter of the Plan 
considers provision for minerals extraction, and safeguarding and consultation 
areas, plus the need for a strategic locational policy for specific minerals, whilst 
site allocations conforming to those strategic policies are addressed in 
chapter 18. 

 
 Aggregate reserves, landbanks and requirements 
 
5.15 The following section draws on the 2015 LAA, updated with further information 

available as at December 2016, under the following headings: 
 

 Current permitted reserves of aggregate in Cumbria; 

 Alternative (secondary and recycled) and marine dredged aggregates; 

 Potential re-assessment of reserves; 

 Expiry dates of planning permissions for existing quarries; 

 Potential additional areas of working; 
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 Aggregate requirements for potential major development projects; 

 Local supply patterns and availability issues. 
 

Current permitted reserves of aggregate in Cumbria 
 
5.16 Table 5.1 shows annual aggregate sales from Cumbria from 2001 to 2014, 

together with the averages for the last 10 years and the last 3 years.  It is clear 
that sales of all aggregates have fallen since 2001, with reasonable 
consistency, and with an additional dip around 2009 that reflects the influence 
of the recession.  The Mineral Products Association (MPA) state in their sales 
figures69 that the sector is continuing to contribute to economic recovery, with 
all construction materials experiencing market growth in the first quarter of 
2015.  In comparison to the final quarter of 2014, all sales were up - sand and 
gravel by 3.6%, crushed rock by 2.2%, ready-mixed concrete by 1.3% and 
asphalt by 1.2%.  However, even with these growth trends, MPA says that 
markets would not regain pre-recession levels until after 2020; asphalt was 
down 15%, aggregates down 25% and concrete down 30% on their peak sales 
levels.  This is in line with evidence provided by the Competition Commission, 
who state that the demand for aggregates, cement and ready mix concrete 
declined by about a third over the period of the UK recession (2007 to 2009), 
and, although there was upturn during 2013, demand has still not recovered to 
its pre-recession levels70. 

 
 

Survey 
year 

Limestone Sandstone 
and 

igneous 
(excluding 

HSA) 

High 
spec 

roadstone 
(HSA) 

All 
crushed 

rock 

Sand 
and 

gravel 

Marine 
dredged 

Secondary 
and 

recycled 
aggregates 

2001 3.0 1.1 4.1 0.7 0.03 - 

2002 2.9 1.1 4.0 0.9 0.04 - 

2003 2.6 1.1 3.7 1.0 0.04 - 

2004 2.8 1.1 3.9 0.8 0.02 - 

start of the period for 10-year averages 

2005 2.6 0.36 0.74 3.7 0.7 0.02 - 

2006 2.7 0.27 0.69 3.66 0.79 0.02 - 

2007 2.8 0.53 0.70 4.03 0.87 0.01 - 

2008 2.7 0.40 0.75 3.85 0.77 0.02 - 

2009 1.91 0.38 0.78 3.07 0.52 0.02 - 

2010 2.46 0.41 0.59 3.46 0.53 0.02 - 

2011 1.84 0.37 0.60 2.81 0.46 0.012 0.294 

2012 2.03 0.37 0.55 2.95 0.46 0.01 0.212 

2013 1.62 0.37 0.41 2.4 0.48 0.012 0.202 

2014 1.90 0.30 0.38 2.58 0.68 0.022 0.306 

3-year 
average 

1.85 0.35 0.45 2.64 0.54 0.015 0.24 

10-year 
average 

2.265 0.38 0.62 3.26 0.63 0.016 - 

 

Table 5.1: Aggregate sales from Cumbria (million tonnes) 
source: Cumbria and LDNPA LAA - 2014 Data - Supporting information 
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5.17 Cumbria’s annual apportionment for sand and gravel was set by the NW AWP 
at 880,000tpa, and for crushed rock at 4.02 million tpa (Mtpa).  These are 
significantly higher than the 10-year rolling averages for 2005 to 2014, shown 
in Table 5.1 (630,000tpa for sand and gravel; 3.26Mtpa for crushed rock), and 
were also only met for two year’s sand and gravel and one year’s crushed rock 
sales figures from 2001 to 2004.  The apportionment system has not really 
worked for the sub-region of Cumbria, probably because the majority of sales 
have been within Cumbria itself, with exports primarily within the North West 
region or the neighbouring North East.  The exception to this are the High/Very 
High Specification Aggregates (HSA/VHSA), which have a national market. 
 

5.18 Table 5.2 below, shows the aggregate reserves at the end of 2014 and the 
landbanks corresponding to different sales estimates.  National policy requires 
landbanks of at least 10 years for crushed rock and at least 7 years for sand 
and gravel (calculated on 10-year rolling averages and other relevant local 
data) to be maintained throughout the Plan period.  Therefore, at the end of 
the Plan period in 2030, the landbank must still ‘last’ until 2040 for crushed 
rock, and, for sand and gravel, 2037. 
 

 

Limestone 
 

All 
sandstone 
& igneous 

All 
crushed 

rock 

Land won 
sand and 

gravel 

Reserves at end 2014 
(million tonnes) 96.26 40.80 137.06 9.20 

10-year average 
sales to 2014 
(thousand tonnes) 2.26 1.00 3.26 0.63 

landbank (in years) 42.59 40.80 42.04 14.60 

landbank end mid 2057 mid 2055 early 2056 late 2029 

NW AWP 
apportionment 
(thousand tonnes) 

  
4.02 0.88 

landbank (in years) 
  

34.10 10.45 

landbank end 
  

early 2048 late 2024 

3-year average sales 
to 2014 
(thousand tonnes) 1.85 0.80 2.65 0.54 

landbank (in years) 52.03 51.00 51.72 17.04 

landbank end early 2067 end 2066 late 2066 early 2032 

Table 5.2: Aggregate landbanks in Cumbria at the end of 2014 
source: Cumbria and LDNPA LAA - 2014 Data - Supporting information 

 
5.19 The Cumbria Local Aggregates Assessment (LAA) provides an annual 

assessment of the demand for, and supply of, aggregates.  Chapter 3 of the 
2015 LAA discusses options for forecasting future demand; the options 
presented were based on different ways of looking at past sales and 
forecasting future demands based on those past sales.  Tables 5.3 to 5.5 
provide a summary of the requirements based on the options considered.  
However, it should be noted that the LAA will be updated annually and these 
figures are likely to change in the future, in accordance with market demand 
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and permitted reserves.  Any planning application should be based on the 
most up-to-date LAA and not the figures presented here. 

 

Scenario 
Sales Levels 

(Million 
tonnes - Mt) 

Landbank 
(years) 

Landbank 
end date 

Tonnage required 
to maintain at 
least a 7-year 
landbank (Mt) 

1: 10 year 
rolling average 

0.63 14.60 2029 5.3 

2: stabilise at 
2014 sales 

0.70 13.53 2028 6.4 

3: rise in pre-
recession 

average sales 
0.80 11.50 2026 9.2 

 

Table 5.3: Requirements for Sand and Gravel 
source: Cumbria Local Aggregates Assessment, 2015 

 

Scenario 
Sales Levels 

(Mt) 
Landbank 

(years) 
Landbank 
end date 

Tonnage required 
to maintain at 
least a 10-year 
landbank (Mt) 

1: 10 year 
rolling average 

2.26 42.59 2057 0 

2: stabilise at 
2014 sales 

1.90 50.66 2065 0 

3: rise in pre-
recession 

average sales 
2.75 35.00 2050 0 

4: rise to 
highest pre-
recession 

sales 

3.00 32.09 2047 0 

 

Table 5.4: Requirements for Limestone 
source: Cumbria Local Aggregates Assessment, 2015 

 

Scenario 
Sales Levels 

(Mt) 
Landbank 

(years) 
Landbank 
end date 

Tonnage required 
to maintain at 
least a 10-year 
landbank (Mt) 

1: 10 year 
rolling average 

0.62 17.71 2032 <1.0 

2: stabilise at 
2014 sales 

0.38 28.90 2043 0 

3: rise in pre-
recession 

average sales 
0.73 15.04 2030 1.0 

4: rise to 
highest pre-
recession 

sales 

0.80 13.73 2028 3.0 

 

Table 5.5: Requirements for High/Very High Specification Aggregates 
source: Cumbria Local Aggregates Assessment, 2015 
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5.20 The need for aggregates will not disappear.  The County Council cannot enter 
into any pre-determination of what may happen if planning applications are 
submitted for extensions of time at those quarries that still have reserves left 
once they reach the end date of their permission (the majority of hard rock 
quarries until 2042, with those for sand and gravel often much shorter).  
However, the calculations for landbanks are based on the assumption that 
sustainable development is better achieved by extraction continuing at an 
existing quarry, than for a new quarry on greenfield land. 

 
5.21 Permitted reserves of limestone at the end of 2014 were, on the basis of the 

information in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, more than adequate.  The reserve is 
predicted to be exhausted in 2057, with a 27-year landbank remaining at the 
end of the Local Plan period in 2030.  On the basis of recent trends, i.e. the 3-
year rolling average sales, the landbank would be exhausted much later, in 
2068; however, it is assumed that sales will pick up and the landbank is very 
unlikely to last that long.  Permitted reserves of all sandstone and igneous 
rock at the end of 2014 were also more than adequate, with a 25-year 
landbank remaining at the end of the Local Plan period in 2030, on the basis 
of 10-year average sales figures. 

 
5.22 The NW AWP sub-regional apportionment figure refers to all crushed rock, 

not just limestone, and the crushed rock landbank of 34.10 years, calculated 
on the AWP apportionment, would end in 2048 as opposed to 2056 under the 
10-year rolling average sales.  Either would be adequate, and, if trends 
continue as in the 3-year rolling average, overall crushed rock reserves could 
last until 2066.  Significant re-assessment of reserves, as discussed in 
paragraphs 5.32 to 5.34, could reduce these figures and will be kept under 
review. 
 

5.23 The end date for the sand and gravel landbank based on 10-year rolling 
average sales and reserves at the end of 2014 was late 2029, whereas the 
landbank calculated on the basis of the NW AWP apportionment would end in 
2024.  The 3-year rolling average sales (2012-2014) figure is showing a rising 
trend in sales, following 5 years of low sales; therefore, further provision in the 
Local Plan for sand and gravel extraction will be required. 
 

5.24 The 4-yearly survey71 collated by British Geological Survey, shows that 
Cumbria does help to meet the mineral needs of other parts of the region.  
However, much of the NW region’s shortfall is met from other regions; for 
example, quarries in Derbyshire and north Wales supply Greater Manchester 
due to their proximity, whilst half of Cumbrian quarries serve other regions, 
especially the North East, and just under one third of Cumbrian quarries also 
supply national markets, including Wales and Scotland.  However, after careful 
consideration in the 2015 LAA, rather than base the future provision of 
aggregates on the sub-regional apportionments, which excluded any 
consideration of the contribution of secondary and recycled aggregates, it has 
been decided to base provision for crushed rock on the 10-year rolling average 
sales and provision for sand and gravel on the 2014 sales level.  This will be 
kept under review through the LAA process. 

                                                           
71

 Evidence Base document reference ED39: Results of Aggregate Mineral Survey England and 
Wales 2014, British Geological Survey, March 2016 
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5.25 The County Council also decided during the previous MWDF process to 
develop a separate landbank for high and very high specification 
aggregates (HSA and VHSA), which are used in highway construction as 
high skid resistance roadstones.  This is consistent with NPPF paragraph 145, 
as these comprise a specific type or quality of aggregate that has a distinct 
and separate market of regional and national significance. 

 

 
HSA/VHSA 

other Sandstone 
and Igneous 

Reserves at end 2014 (million tonnes) 10.98 29.82 

10-year average sales to end 2014 0.62 0.38 

landbank 17.71 78.48 

landbank end mid-2032 mid-2093 

3-year average sales to end 2014 0.45 0.35 

landbank 24.4 85.2 

landbank end end 2038 end 2099 

Table 5.6: Landbanks for High/Very High Specification Aggregates in Cumbria, 
at the end of 2014 

source: Cumbria and LDNPA LAA - 2014 Data - Supporting information 

 
5.26 The separate landbank, as calculated at the end of 2014, had, based on 10-

year rolling average sales, an end date of 2032, which fell short of the target 
end date of 2040, and gives a more demanding target than the NW AWP 
general crushed rock apportionment.  A policy approach for security of HSA 
supplies is therefore required, even though the HSA landbank based on 3-year 
rolling average sales would probably last until the end of 2038.  The landbank 
for other sandstone and igneous rock is also shown in Table 5.6, and is more 
than adequate, ending in the 2090s on both 3-year and 10-year averages, 
assuming time extensions were granted after 2042. 

 
Alternative (secondary and recycled) and marine dredged aggregates 

 
5.27 The development of secondary and recycled aggregate facilities as an 

alternative to land won aggregates has been encouraged by national and local 
policy for some years.  Table 5.1 appears to show that the sales of these 
aggregates in Cumbria has fluctuated between 2011 and 2014.  However, it 
has proved difficult to obtain information, in which there can be confidence, 
about the amounts of alternative aggregates that are produced, and the figures 
in Table 5.1 are definitely under-estimates.  Data on tonnages produced each 
year is, at present, sketchy, dependent upon figures held in the Environment 
Agency’s Waste Data Interrogator and Environmental Permits or gleaned from 
the monitoring of planning permissions. 

 
5.28 The production and use of alternative aggregates, as a sustainable option to 

augment primary aggregates, will become an increasingly important element in 
the growth of Cumbria – whether for more housing or for wider economic 
development.  There cannot be a reserve or a landbank for such material as it 
arises mainly from construction and demolition wastes, however, the ongoing 
policy drivers discouraging disposal of such waste in landfills are highly likely 
to enable these supplies to continue. 
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5.29 The adopted MWDF Core Strategy included a policy seeking to identify 
sufficient sites to enable 25% of aggregates used in Cumbria to be provided 
from secondary or recycled sources.  That policy is not in the Local Plan, as it 
was considered too inflexible.  Firstly, in relation to alternative aggregate 
production at existing quarries or landfills, although the location is appropriate 
whilst the quarry is operating, it is much less likely to be appropriate once the 
quarry or landfill is closed and restored.  Secondly, the establishment of 
businesses that produce alternative aggregates is market-led and they will 
often use mobile plant, allowing them to move to where the feedstock arises. 

 
5.30 The 2015 Cumbria Waste Needs Assessment confirmed that sufficient 

aggregate recycling facilities are in place at the present time, and a positive 
development control approach to further proposals should be maintained.  
Policy DC9 (Criteria for waste management facilities) proposes that suitable 
industrial estates are appropriate locations for such facilities, plus aggregate 
quarries and non-inert landfills if the facility permission is tied to the active life 
of the site. 

 
5.31 Marine dredged aggregates sales from Cumbria landings have fallen since 

2001, with landings at Barrow in 2014 being only one third of those in 2013.  
NW marine dredged sand landings are only 39% of the totals permitted by the 
Crown Estate, which holds the commercial rights, and there would be scope 
for increase.  The Marine Management Organisation (MMO) is the 
environmental regulator, and planning policy relates only to on-shore facilities 
to enable or facilitate off shore dredging.  There is no general environmental or 
other advantage in substituting marine aggregates for land won resources, but 
such sources could be beneficial in areas where there are local shortages of 
supply.  Policy SP10 states that planning permission will be granted for 
proposals if there are no unacceptable impacts and if they are in appropriate 
locations; where developments are on the coastal/beach margin, this would 
include consideration of the potential effect on coastal erosion. 

 
Potential re-assessment of reserves 

 
5.32 Issues at two crushed rock quarries have the potential to have an adverse 

impact on the size of the county’s permitted reserves.  Firstly, there is a 
substantial amount of water in Rowrah Quarry, which is co-located with Eskett 
Quarry, and, if an environmentally acceptable solution for its dewatering is not 
found, the reserves could be lost.  Secondly, Kendal Fell Quarry is the subject 
of a master-planning exercise that could potentially sterilise its permitted 
reserves.  The quarry has not been worked for around 20 years and the 
current owners are seeking an economically viable use that may not include 
prior extraction, although this is under discussion. 

 
5.33 There is also the potential for an issue to arise at Roosecote sand and gravel 

quarry.  Although the site has planning permission to 2029, the owner of the 
land and the mineral rights has only granted a 10-year licence to continue 
quarrying at the site, in case the land is required for their own operational 
purposes with regard to the adjacent gas terminals.  If that were to happen, the 
reserves would be lost.  Furthermore, consolidation of gas processing at the 
terminal closest to the quarry is likely to increase health and safety risks, which 
could also impact on the feasibility of future extraction at the quarry. 
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5.34 Re-assessment of reserves can sometimes be notified through the annual 
minerals survey, or be discussed with planning officers at monitoring visits or 
pre-application discussions.  Revised working plans submitted with planning 
applications for time extensions may also involve reductions in the working 
areas and recoverable reserves.  This was the case with the 2011 Low Plains 
application, which proposed a reduction in working area and in total reserves. 

 
Expiry dates for planning permissions at existing quarries 

 
5.35 The permitted reserves figures and resultant landbanks include reserves at 

quarries whose current planning permissions expire before the reserves are 
exhausted.  Reserves remaining after the expiry date, if no planning 
permission was applied for, or if a planning permission was refused (and this 
decision upheld at any subsequent appeal72), would be removed from the 
overall reserve. 

 
5.36 The LAA listed the quarries that were due to expire within the Plan period, but 

was compiled using data from the end of 2014.  The original LAA tables are 
included in this Plan as Appendix 3, but the following paragraphs and tables 
update the information to include subsequent amendments. 

 
5.37 The 2015 LAA noted that the planning permissions of five crushed rock 

quarries were due to expire before 2030.  Moota Quarry was granted a time 
extension in 2015, although this was only to 2024; the permission also 
approved additional reserves, which will be included in the 2016 LAA 
calculations.  The operator of Holme Park Quarry has submitted an application 
for a time extension to 2043, having secured a delay in the Review of Mineral 
Permission (ROMP).  Sandside Quarry lies within the Arnside and Silverdale 
AONB, in a very constrained site; it is very unlikely that the operator will seek a 
physical extension, but a time extension to 2029 is under pre-application 
discussion.  Shap Fell Quarry submitted a planning application in 2008; a 
number of long term studies were required by regulators, and further 
information was submitted in 2014.  Determination of the application has still 
not been possible at this very sensitive site.  One more crushed rock quarry, 
Tendley, expires in 2029. 

 

Quarry Expiry date Notes 

Moota 31.12.2024  

Shap Fell 
(aka 
Hardendale) 

31.12.2018 application for time extension and to deepen 
quarry (with 5.2 Mt additional reserve) submitted 
in 2008 with additional information in 2014 

Sandside 30.06.2020 
 

submission of time extension to 2029 under 
discussion 

Holme Park 31.12.2023 ROMP delayed to 2020; planning application for 
time extension to 2043 submitted 

Tendley 31.12.2029  

Table 5.7: Crushed rock quarry permissions expiring within the Plan period 
source: Table 9 Cumbria and LDNPA LAA - 2014 Data - Supporting information 
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5.38 Table 5.8 shows all the sand and gravel quarries and the expiry of their 
current permissions in date order.  All but two expire before the end of the Plan 
period.  Sand and gravel quarries tend to have shorter temporary consents, 
but with the generally reduced sales since 2003, reserves have lasted longer 
and planning applications for time extensions are expected on many sites. 

 
5.39 Low Plains, Bonnie Mount and Peel Place all received planning permissions 

during 2015.  Low Plains decreased their extraction area, Bonnie Mount 
increased theirs and Peel Place was purely a time extension. 

 
Quarry Expiry date Quarry Expiry date 

Low Gelt 31.12.2019 Peel Place 26.04.2025 

Brocklewath 31.08.2021 Cardewmires 1.12.2025 

High House 31.12.2021 Overby No.2 31.12.2026 

Faugh No.2 31.12.2022 Roosecote 28.05.2029 

Kirkhouse 28.07.2023 Low Plains 30.09.2033 

Faugh No.1 30.06.2024 Bonnie Mount 31.12.2035 

Table 5.8: Sand and gravel quarries, with expiry dates 
source: Table 10 Cumbria and LDNPA LAA - 2014 Data - Supporting information 

 
5.40 Low Gelt has been operating slower than expected, and it is quite likely that 

an application for a time extension will be submitted in due course.  High 
House has requested a scoping opinion for a physical extension.  No 
proposals have yet been discussed for time extensions at the other seven 
sand and gravel quarries in the Plan area that expire between 2020 and 2029; 
however, five additional areas for current site extensions for sand and gravel 
extraction have been identified by operators, which are discussed in the site 
allocations chapter of this Plan. 

 
5.41 Of the building stone quarries that also provide some aggregate, the five 

whose permission will expire before 2030 are shown in Table 5.9.  As with all 
building stone quarries, these quarries tend to operate on a campaign basis or 
in response to local building need.  The LAA process enables progress to be 
monitored, and flexible approaches through development control are 
considered to be more appropriate than allocating new areas for development. 

 

Quarry Expiry date Quarry Expiry date 

Snowhill No.1 31.05.201773 West Brownrigg 31.07.2021 

Rooks74 31.10.2017 Flinty Fell 13.12.2024 

Snowhill No.2 31.05.2020 Scratchmill Scar 30.01.2031 

Table 5.9: Building stone quarries that provide aggregate, with expiry dates 
source: Table 13 Cumbria and LDNPA LAA - 2014 Data - Supporting information 

 
5.42 The paragraphs above show that there has been steady progress in the 

granting of time extensions and additional reserves at both crushed rock and 
sand and gravel quarries in Cumbria.  It is considered important that the 
development control policies in this Plan continue to provide a positive and 
balanced policy context for the continued provision of aggregates. 
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Potential additional areas for aggregate working 
 
5.43 Some of the quarries referred to above are expected to utilise all their 

remaining reserves before the end of the Plan period, and quarry operators 
have, in response to several “calls for sites”, submitted proposals for additional 
areas of working to the County Council.  Chapter 18 sets out the Preferred 
Areas and Areas of Search for aggregates. 

 
Future need for aggregates from Cumbria 

 
5.44 In the short term, there are a number of major projects likely to need aggregate 

supplies from Cumbria.  Dong Energy offshore wind farm75 is a major 
renewables project at Walney, Barrow, due to commence construction in 2017.  
The development could require up to 5.5 Mt of crushed rock76 over the period 
2017-2018.  Rock may be sourced from outside Cumbria, but if from within the 
county, the total is significant given that total sales of crushed rock from 
Cumbria in 2014 were only 2.58 Mt (see Table 5.2).  The large landbanks for 
crushed rock would suggest that sales could be increased if such rock was 
suitable to meet the technical and environmental requirements of this project. 

 

5.45 Five further infrastructure projects identified by central Government for the 
2014-15 financial year77 are located in Cumbria: four concern road pinch 
points and one is for flood defence.  If the proposed new nuclear power station 
at Moorside, on the west coast of Cumbria, and National Grid’s North West 
Coast Connections 400kV power line go ahead, they were originally projected 
to begin construction before 202078.  Although aggregate requirements have 
not yet been quantified for these two projects, there could be a significant 
ongoing need for sand and gravel in west and south west Cumbria.  As 
discussed in paragraph 3.71, United Utilities’ water supply network project in 
West Cumbria is scheduled for completion within the Plan period, and there 
may be a consequent need for locally sourced aggregates.  Subject to 
planning permission, capping at the Low Level Waste Repository would 
commence during the Plan period, which will also require aggregates. 

 

5.46 The Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) will also be giving support to the six 
District Councils to deliver up to 30,000 new homes through their Local Plans, 
and it has published a strategic economic plan79 that will focus interventions on 
infrastructure.  It is considered that any increased demand for aggregates from 
house building or major infrastructure projects, will have a sufficient lead-in 
time for any necessary allocations to be identified. 

 

5.47 The implications of planning policies outside the Plan area have also been 
considered.  For example, the need to supply HSA and VHSA from Cumbria 

                                                           
75

 Major new renewables projects, DECC, April 2014, 
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/government-unveils-eight-major-new-renewables-projects-
supporting-8500-green-jobs 
76

 Walney Extension Offshore Wind Farm – Environmental Statement, June 2013 
77

 Evidence Base document reference ND109: Projected infrastructure starts and completions in 2014-
15, HM Treasury, April 2014, https://www.gov.uk/government/news/pm-and-chancellor-welcome-36-
billion-infrastructure-projects 
78

 in May 2017, NuGen announced that it was "undertaking a strategic review of its options following 
shareholder and vendor challenges", http://www.nugeneration.com/news-16052017.html  
79

 Evidence Base document reference LD230: The Four Pronged Attack: Cumbria Strategic Economic 
Plan 2014-2024’, Cumbria LEP, March 2014 
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may increase if the supply of non-energy minerals from within National Parks 
were to be restricted in the future, as implied by NPPF paragraph 144, or if 
policies for European Wildlife sites led to closures of existing quarries in or 
adjacent to such sites.  The greatest impact on Cumbria would be the loss of 
provision of high specification roadstones sourced in the Yorkshire Dales 
National Park.  Including the resources at both Cumbrian HSA quarries as 
strategic areas for further supplies of these minerals, would enable the 
effective use of Cumbria’s increasingly important skid resistant roadstone 
resources (see policy SP9). 

 
Local supply patterns and availability issues 

 
5.48 In considering allocations for further mineral extraction, it would be very useful 

to know whether a main market area is heavily dependent on one or more 
quarries, and whose permitted reserves are likely to be exhausted within, or 
near the end of, the Plan period.  This would be a significant indication that an 
additional, appropriately located, area for mineral working is needed, even if an 
adequate landbank is predicted for the Plan area as a whole.  Similar 
considerations would also apply in considering planning applications80. 

 
5.49 As the maps in Appendix 3 show, the geology of Cumbria means that locations 

of quarries are not dispersed uniformly around the county.  Hard rock quarries 
are concentrated in the central belt of the county, although there are a few 
hard rock quarries in the north and south.  In contrast, most of Cumbria’s sand 
and gravel quarries are north of the Lake District National Park, both to west 
and east, and there are only two sand and gravel quarries in the area covered 
by Barrow Borough, South Lakeland District and Copeland Borough Councils. 

 
5.50 In order to address this issue, the concept of “supply areas” within the county 

was used in the 1996-2006 Minerals and Waste Local Plan, and referred to in 
the adopted MWDF Core Strategy.  The 2015 LAA, however, has not been 
able to establish a quantitative or robust evidence base on which to establish 
the boundaries of such local supply/production areas, the size of the permitted 
reserves within them or the main markets they might serve.  The overall sales 
data provided by operators for the annual aggregates survey for the LAA is on 
a confidential basis, and analysis can only be conducted for areas containing 
at least three operators producing similar mineral products.  This gives rise to 
large areas unrelated to main market areas or the transport network. 

 
5.51 As noted in paragraph 5.25, a separate landbank has been established for 

HSA and VHSA, but no other distinct or separate grades or types of aggregate 
have been able to be identified for which data could be collected to develop 
separate landbanks.  This is particularly relevant for sand and gravel, which 
does vary in quality and grain/stone size from quarry to quarry, meaning that 
certain quarries specialise the type of material they market.  Although such 
disaggregation is not required nationally in the annual aggregates survey, 
questions on this subject have been added to the Cumbria annual survey, but 
operator responses are generally qualitative rather than quantitative.  Even 
though sand and gravel is available generally in the landbank, this may mask 
shortages of particular types of material that can justifiably be permitted to 
improve availability, should a planning application be submitted. 
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5.52 Qualitative information collected in the 2015 survey does indicate that although 
the smaller Cumbrian operators often have a local niche market, national, 
conglomerate or international companies usually operate across a wider area, 
often sending their minerals to their own processing/production plants around 
the UK.  In addition, a number of Cumbrian quarries are currently, or have 
recently been, mothballed in order to concentrate operations on a single quarry 
in Cumbria.  This could be in response to the recession, when the demand for 
aggregates fell dramatically, or may indicate that the distances between 
quarries and areas of market demand within Cumbria is not a general problem.  
Annual monitoring in the LAA will keep this under review. 

 
5.53 An alternative approach to locational factors, considers the urban or industrial 

areas likely to require aggregates for development, and the quarries that are 
most appropriately linked to them by the strategic highway network, taking into 
account the natural barriers within the county such as mountains, lakes and 
river estuaries.  Such consideration, in conjunction with the spatial distribution 
of quarries, highlights the south west of the county, which is dependent on 
coastal roads (and railways) skirting the Lake District National Park. 

 
5.54 Barrow and Copeland districts both contain market areas requiring aggregates 

for ongoing development and potential major infrastructure projects, and 
planning permissions for both of the sand and gravel quarries in the south west 
of the county expire towards the end of the Plan period.  The planning 
permission for Roosecote Quarry in Barrow expires in 2029, and that for Peel 
Place (in the Gosforth/Holmrook area) in 2025; additional areas for working in 
the future have been proposed by operators of both quarries.  This is 
considered to be both a strategic and a site allocations issue; therefore, the 
sand and gravel resources around both Roosecote Quarry and Peel Place 
Quarry are identified in policy SP9 as strategic areas for further supplies of this 
mineral. 

 
5.55 No strategic location issues have been identified for the provision of limestone 

aggregate in this area, as the two crushed rock quarries in the south west of 
the county have planning permission to 2042, and there are also other crushed 
rock quarries in South Lakeland and Copeland districts. 

 
5.56 The other main concentrations of population in the county, where growth and 

development is most likely, and which can be considered “main market areas”, 
have a range of both limestone and sand and gravel quarries, either inside the 
county or in adjacent areas, which are reasonably well networked by good 
highway connections.  Additional areas for mineral extraction have been 
proposed by operators that would appear to meet future needs in these 
locations and the LAA process will keep both landbanks and locational issues 
under review. 

 
 Summary of aggregate supply proposals 
 
5.57 Good progress has been made in 2015 to ensure that sand and gravel 

reserves are both maintained (through time extensions) and increased, and 
this will be monitored through the LAA process.  It is clear, however, that 
further planning permissions for sand and gravel extraction, both time 
extensions and new reserves, are required to ensure that at least a 7-year 
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landbank remains in place throughout the Plan period.  Discussion in the 2015 
LAA considers that the most practical approach is to base provision of sand 
and gravel on the 2014 sales level, rather than the 10-year sales average or 
the NW AWP apportionment.  This decision will be kept under review in 
subsequent LAAs. 

 
5.58 In addition, the provision of additional sand and gravel reserves in the south 

west of the county needs to be addressed as a strategic locational issue.  If 
quantitative non-confidential data at an appropriate scale is provided by a 
sufficient number of mineral operators, the potential for local supply areas or 
further disaggregation of sand and gravel aggregates could be reconsidered.  
This should, however, only be incorporated into planning policy where it is 
supported by clear definitions and a robust evidence base. 

 
5.59 Crushed rock reserves are very healthy; however, the need for additional 

planning permissions may arise if significant re-assessment of reserves 
occurs, and/or major new onshore or offshore infrastructure developments 
requiring such aggregate are brought forward.  A policy option to seek to 
actively reduce the crushed rock landbank was rejected as part of MWDF 
considerations, and as there is no maximum landbank level, this is not a 
reasonable alternative to consider.  Discussion in the 2015 LAA considers that 
the most practical approach is to base provision of crushed rock on the 10-
year rolling average sales level.  This decision will be kept under review in 
subsequent LAAs. 

 
5.60 A need for further reserves of high and very high skid resistance roadstones 

was identified at the end of 2013, and the 2015 LAA reassessed the situation 
in the light of planning permissions granted and site allocation proposals.  The 
2015 LAA considers that the most practical approach is to base provision of 
HSA/VHSA on the 10-year rolling average sales level.  This decision will be 
kept under review in subsequent LAAs.  The sources of these important 
reserves also need to be supported as strategic locations. 

 
5.61 It is proposed that strategic policy should commit to identifying sufficient sites 

to meet the above needs and those for other minerals as discussed in 
paragraphs 5.84 to 5.88, and also to safeguard mineral resources and the 
railheads and wharves that either do, or potentially could, be used for 
sustainable transport.  The County Council also recognises the contribution 
made by secondary and recycled aggregates, as an alternative to primary 
aggregates, and will monitor the role played by secondary and recycled 
aggregates through annual monitoring. 

 
Industrial Minerals 

 
Gypsum 

 
5.62 The only gypsum deposits that are being worked in Cumbria are by 

underground mining in the Long Marton/Kirkby Thore area.  In recent years, 
demand for gypsum for plaster and plasterboard has reduced substantially due 
to the recession.  Reserves of gypsum at Birkshead mine are consequently still 
likely to be sufficient for around 15 years, depending on how soon major 
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construction activity picks up.  Once that mine is exhausted, the remaining 
resources in that area would have to be worked by surface mining. 

 
5.63 The reserves at Birkshead mine can be split into three separate types, each 

with a separate product and use (see Table 5.10).  The reserves of the mill 
rock and plaster grade gypsum have been estimated based on the results of 
exploratory boreholes and anticipated recovery factors (the pillar sizes and 
hence extraction rate is based on the depth of working).  The reserves of mill 
rock were reassessed in 2016, following the decision to make significant 
capital investment of £6.5 million at Birkshead; new cutting equipment should 
enable access to areas of the mine with steeper gradients, to extract greater 
reserves than previously calculated. 

 

 
RESERVES 

at 31.12.2015 
SUFFICIENT 

UNTIL 
COMMENT 

mill rock 4.03 million tonnes 2038 
suitable for plasterboard manufacture 

(high gypsum/low chloride) 

plaster 0.80 million tonnes 2029 plaster (higher chloride content) 

cement 
rock 

not quantified beyond 2042 

used to delay the setting time of 
cement to make it possible to 

work/deliver in ready mix vehicles 
(low gypsum content) 

 

Table 5.10: Birkshead Mine gypsum reserves at 31 December 2015 
source: British Gypsum, 2016 

 
5.64 In the Table, the ‘sufficient until’ dates are based on projected outputs.  This is 

a very broad indication of likely requirements over the Plan period, as any 
number of changes in circumstances could impact on these figures – for 
example, another recession or the under performance of the new equipment. 

 
5.65 Policy SP9 identifies a strategic area for the continued extraction of gypsum; 

within this currently economically viable area, a site at Stamphill is allocated in 
policy SAP4, should it be needed towards the end of the Plan period.  Policy 
SP8 identifies a Mineral Safeguarding Area for all gypsum resources within the 
county that may become economically viable in the future.  The alternative of 
not identifying such sites was not considered reasonable in the light of national 
policy, and comments made during the Minerals and Waste Development 
Framework’s Examination by the Planning Inspectorate81. 

 
Mudstones and brick clay 

 
5.66 Brick clay is the term used to describe clay and shale/mudstones that are 

used in the manufacture of structural clay products, such as bricks, pavers, 
tiles and glazed pipes.  Suitable clay and shale for brick making is mainly 
located in the north of the county, from St Bees up to Maryport.  However, as 
bricks are a heavy commodity and utilise high energy resources, many 
brickworks are located in the Midlands and Home Counties, closer to markets 
and economically viable sources; the resources in Cumbria are not currently 
commercially exploited.  The exception is the specialist brickworks near 
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 Evidence Base document reference PPP10: Inspector’s Report on the Examination into the Site 
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Askam-in-Furness, which utilises material from the adjacent mudstones 
quarry (High Greenscoe), which works the Skiddaw Group shales.  Although 
the Skiddaw Group outcrops elsewhere in the county, there are only limited 
outcrops of shale suitable for brick making. 

 

5.67 National policy82 requires mineral planning authorities to plan for a 25-year 
landbank for brick clay; however, this is not a practical option in Cumbria.  
Output from High Greenscoe Quarry has significantly reduced due to the 
recession and a planning permission to extend the life of the permission to 
2028 was approved in 2013.  On current extraction rates and remaining 
permitted reserves, a very rough estimate of the landbank is 37 years.  There 
is, however, a very varied extraction rate of mudstone year-on-year.  In the 10-
year period between 2007 and 2016, days worked have ranged from 12 to 41; 
at no point has it reached the permitted 66 days.  If the quarry were to extract 
the maximum amount required to produce bricks at full capacity (10.5 million 
bricks), then on current reserves, the landbank may only last 12.5 years.  If, 
however, production were to fall back to their lowest levels, the landbank could 
last for 82 years. 

 
5.68 Whilst it is difficult to predict the rate of extraction and life of existing or 

proposed resources, a strategic policy commitment to identify site(s) to enable 
continued extraction of brick-making mudstones, and to identify an area next to 
the existing quarry as a strategic area (policy SP9), have been included in the 
Plan.  Brick clay has a Mineral Safeguarding Area identified in policy SP8. 

 
Industrial limestone 

 
5.69 Some aggregate quarries also market high purity industrial grade limestone; 

but these are not included in the figures for sales of aggregates.  Although 
currently inactive, the most notable of these quarries is Shap Fell, which used 
to supply the steel industry’s lime kilns at the nearby Hardendale Works; there 
is a current planning application for a further 5.2 million tonnes of industrial 
limestone, that would, if approved, provide around seven years stock of 
permitted reserves, which although a very low stock, would take advantage of 
the adjacent kilns.  Stainton Quarry, near Barrow, has an international market 
for industrial limestones that are used in pharmaceuticals and paper-making; 
here, the industrial grade limestone lies below that extracted for aggregates.  
Two other quarries are known to dedicate a small percentage of their 
limestone reserves for industrial uses, in their case, agricultural purposes. 

 
5.70 The broad estimate of the permitted reserves of industrial limestone, outside 

the National Park, is 1.85 million tonnes with all the quarries having an end 
date of 2042.  Looking at sales for these four quarries, based on current sales 
levels, the 1.85 million tonnes could last around 140 years; based on both 3-
year and 5-year rolling averages, it could last around 120 years.  It is not 
considered that their scale of production warrants a Preferred Area or an Area 
of Search for industrial minerals alone; all these quarries are located within the 
general limestone Mineral Safeguarding Area and, therefore, the Mineral 
Consultation Area.  Policy SP10 aims to maintain a steady and adequate 
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supply of industrial limestone throughout the Plan period, to reflect current 
national policy83. 

 
Zinc 

 
5.71 There has been interest in recent years in the potential for resurrecting zinc 

mining in the North Pennines Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty near 
Nenthead.  Geological investigations by borehole have been carried out under 
permitted development rights, but no development proposals have been 
discussed.  The dormant permissions for underground mining that exist in the 
area are shown in Figure 5.1, but it is not yet clear where the exploitable 
resources lie. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.1: Dormant planning consents for underground zinc mining 
source: Cumbria County Council 

 
5.72 There are no extant planning permissions for surface developments, and, as 

this would be drift mining with a long sloping underground access route, there 
is currently no information available about the likely location of any surface 
developments, including associated liquid waste management or mineral 
waste disposal facilities or haulage routes.  Such facilities may be in Cumbria, 
or in adjoining areas of Northumberland or Durham.  As a result, it is not 
proposed to provide a strategic policy or site allocations and any development 
proposals would be considered under all relevant policies in this Plan. 

 
Peat 

 
5.73 Although peat is regarded as an industrial mineral in Planning Policy 

Guidance, it is not regarded by NPPF as ‘essential’, unlike industrial limestone 
or brick clay, so does not require stocks to be provided; peat is used for 
horticultural purposes and alternatives are available.  Peat is currently worked 
at one commercial peat site at Solway Moss, where continued extraction is 
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permitted until the expiry of the planning permission in 2042.  A scheme to 
close and restore a second site at Bolton Fell was approved in 2014 following 
its purchase by Natural England.  Figure 5.2 shows the extent of the peat 
resource that was identified by BGS, and the position of Solway Moss and its 
planning permission. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.2: Peat resource in north Cumbria, highlighting Solway Moss 
source: British Geological Survey and Cumbria County Council 

 
5.74 National planning policy84 says that, unlike other mineral resources, Local 

Authorities should not identify new sites or extensions to existing sites for peat 
extraction, and no further areas for peat extraction are proposed during the 
Plan period.  Furthermore, the impacts from proposals for time extensions for 
existing peat extraction sites, such as that on climate change and biodiversity, 
must be fully considered.  Planning guidance85 provides further clarification of 
the circumstances under which time extensions for peat extraction sites may 
be considered, for example to allow sufficient time to extract further small 
quantities of peat, thus facilitating the subsequent proper restoration of the 
land. 

 
5.75 Policy SP12 is intended to address all potential proposals for peat extraction; 

however, given that Solway Moss has consent to 2042, it is difficult to 
envisage a situation under which such a time extension might be proposed 
within the Plan period.  The inclusion of the Solway Moss site as a strategic 
resource was also considered, but rejected as unnecessary, on the grounds 
that the site has planning permission; any amendments within the site 
boundary can be dealt with satisfactorily without the site being given a 
strategic designation. 
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 NPPF paragraph 143 
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 PPG paragraph 224, chapter 27 Minerals (ID: 27-224-20141017) 
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5.76 As peat plays such an important role in climate change as a carbon sink (see 
Glossary), a strategic policy to protect peat bogs from other types of minerals 
and waste developments is proposed in chapter 6 of this Plan. 

 
Building stones 

 
5.77 There are 26 operating building stone quarries across the county.  Nine of 

these quarries are located in the Lake District National Park, of which only two 
produce aggregate, as a by-product of slate working.  The remaining 17 
building stone quarries are located outside the Park and, of these, eight 
produce aggregates from slate, sandstone and limestone; the other nine 
quarries do not produce aggregates from their waste, as their waste rock is 
usually stored on site, for its future or progressive restoration. 

 
5.78 The winning, working and processing of building stones make an important 

contribution to the minerals sector and the economy of Cumbria; they are also 
important for rural enterprise and diversification of small farms or other 
businesses.  Building stones are used in existing buildings for restoration, 
conservation and extensions, as well as for new building, decorative and 
memorial work.  Their use is integral to the distinctive character and historic 
environment of Cumbria and further afield.  It is vital to ensure that a steady 
and adequate supply of building stones is available so that the local character 
of the county is maintained.  The Plan provides a positive and flexible policy 
framework to support investment in appropriate sites, facilities and skills. 

 
5.79 Table 13 in Appendix 3 shows that 11 of the operational building stone 

quarries have planning consents that expire during the Plan period.  Due to 
the often small scale, slow and intermittent nature of the building stone 
quarries in Cumbria, it is not anticipated that there will be a need for additional 
quarries during the Plan period.  It is more likely that time extensions and 
small scale physical extensions will be sought, but all applications, for 
whatever use of the stone, will be considered on their own merits, in 
accordance with Policy DC2 and the criteria set out in Policy DC12. 

 
5.80 Policy SP9 identifies the Wray Castle slate formation around Kirkby Slate 

Quarry, which has an international market and is of a much larger scale than 
all the other building stone quarries, as a strategic area for further supplies of 
slate, outside the National Park.  However, the quarry was granted planning 
permission in November 2016, giving it a permitted area of 111 hectares, and 
reserves that now equate to around 1.4 million tonnes of workable stone/slate.  
Processing occurs at Kirkby Slate Quarry for all of Burlington’s building stone 
quarries, whilst sales from all their quarries are quoted as 100,000 to 110,000 
tonnes per annum, in the form of tiles, paving, walling, lintels, construction and 
landscaping materials, internal polished products and aggregates.  To get an 
idea of scale, the next largest building stone quarry is 8.5 hectares, at Flinty 
Fell Quarry. 

 
5.81 Excluding Kirkby Slate, the average size of a building stone quarry in Cumbria, 

outside the National Parks, is 2 hectares.  The volume of permitted reserves 
range from 5,000 to 1,000,000 tonnes, though this does not include calculation 
of waste rock that is often retained on site for restoration, which can range 
from 10% to 80% of the total extracted.  Sales per annum also have a wide 
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range; of the known sales figures, this is between 0 and 10,000 tonnes.  For 
some building stone quarries, only the maximum permitted sales are known, 
but site monitoring often shows that these maximums are not reached.  Of 
course, low sales can change and in most cases are shown to be rising since 
the recession, but because of this situation, the majority of planning 
permissions since 2007 for the building stone quarries have been time rather 
than physical extensions. 

 
5.82 Development control policy DC12 supports national planning policy86 to 

maintain supplies of building stone, whether required for the repair of national 
and, potentially, international heritage assets, to maintain Cumbria’s local 
architectural distinctiveness, or for a wide range of other uses.  All proposals 
will be assessed using the criteria for non-energy minerals in policy DC12. 

 
5.83 Apart from slate, current building stone operations are located within the 

limestone and sandstone Mineral Safeguarding Areas; there are no operations 
using igneous rock for building stone purposes.  The full range of building 
stones will be safeguarded from non-minerals development by the igneous, 
limestone and sandstone Mineral Safeguarding Areas, and thus the Mineral 
Consultation Area.  Table 5.11 provides an overview of the current building 
stone quarries in Cumbria, outside the National Parks; Part 2 of the Policies 
Map, Mineral Safeguarding Areas, identifies their locations. 
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Table 5.11: Building Stone Quarries in Cumbria (outside the National Parks) 
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source: Cumbria County Council 
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Areas of designation 
 
5.84 National planning guidance87enables minerals planning authorities to make 

provision for mineral extraction by identifying the following types of areas (in 
order of priority):- 

 

 Specific Sites: where viable resources are known to exist, landowners 

are supportive of minerals development and the proposal is likely to be 
acceptable in planning terms - such sites may also include essential 

operations associated with mineral extraction; 

 Preferred Areas: these are areas of known resources where planning 
permission might reasonably be anticipated - such areas may also include 
essential operations associated with mineral extraction; and/or 

 Areas of Search: which are broader areas, where knowledge about 
mineral resources may be less certain, but within which planning 
permissions for particular sites could be granted, particularly if there is a 
potential shortfall in supply. 

 
5.85 Policy SP7 designates only Preferred Areas and Areas of Search for new 

mineral extraction, as no potential Specific Sites have been put forward by the 
minerals industry in the county.  Any planning applications for minerals 
development on Preferred Areas and Areas of Search would be subject to the 
usual tests of environmental acceptability, and may still require Environmental 
Impact Assessment. 

 
5.86 In addition, minerals planning authorities are required to ensure that non-

minerals development does not needlessly prevent the future extraction of 
mineral resources of local and national importance by designating the 
following: 

 

 Mineral Safeguarding Areas: these are intended to cover known 
deposits of minerals which require to be safeguarded from unnecessary 
sterilisation by non-mineral development; 

 Mineral Consultation Areas: are geographical areas, based on a Mineral 
Safeguarding Area, where the district or borough council should consult 
the Mineral Planning Authority for any proposals for non-minerals 
development. 

 
5.87 The Mineral Safeguarding Areas, identified in policy SP8 and on the Policies 

Map, are for: sand and gravel, hard rock (including aggregates, high 
specification aggregates, industrial minerals and building stones), shallow coal 
and fire clay, brick clay, gypsum and slate resources.  They have been 
identified using British Geological Survey (BGS) resource data88 and in 
consultation with industry.  Mineral Safeguarding Areas (MSAs) have been 
defined by adding a 250 metre wide buffer to each mineral resource.  The 
Mineral Consultation Area equates to all the MSAs together, and is to enable 
consultation between the county and district councils about development that 
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 PPG paragraph 008, chapter 27 Minerals (ID: 27-008-20140306) 
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 Evidence Base document reference LD46: Mineral Resource Information for Development Plans - 
Cumbria and the Lake District: Resources and Constraints, BGS Technical Report reference 
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would either be likely to affect the winning and working of minerals, or where 
mineral working could affect other existing or proposed land uses. 

 
5.88 The need to safeguard other mineral resources, secondary aggregate 

resources and existing or potential railheads and wharves, are considered in 
the site allocations policies.  Policy SAP4 sets out the type of suitable 
locations where secondary or recycled aggregate facilities may be located, 
whilst SAP6 identifies those sites where it is considered necessary to 
safeguard existing and potential railheads and wharves.  The supporting text 
to those policies indicates why those sites require safeguarding in the longer 
term. 

 
 Energy minerals 

(including conventional and unconventional hydrocarbons) 
 
 Coal and fireclay 
 
5.89 Cumbria has extensive coal and associated fireclay resources, although the 

last deep mine, Haig Colliery, closed in 1986 and there are no active surface 
coal extraction sites in Cumbria – the last of these was Keekle Head, which 
ceased operations around 2001.  There is one inactive planning permission at 
Main Band Colliery near St Bees, which expires in June 2018.  There is also a 
working mine at Ayle in adjacent Northumberland and a planning permission 
for a small surface coal development in Halton Lea Gate, also in 
Northumberland; both are close to the Cumbria boundary. 

 
5.90 The ongoing demand for energy minerals has led to increased interest in 

Cumbria’s resources in recent years, and a proposal is currently being 
developed by West Cumbria Mining Ltd to open a new underground (i.e. deep) 
mine near Whitehaven, extracting coking coal for use in the steel industry.  
Exploratory boreholes were drilled in October 2014; appraisal was favourable, 
and the Council is in discussion with the developer on planning applications for 
new surface works and infrastructure, which may be expected early 201789.  
The company describes90 the coalfield as “extending from onshore to offshore, 
over 400m below ground and the sea, along the coast of Whitehaven, West 
Cumbria in NW England and covering an area of 200km2”. 

 
5.91 Figure 5.3 shows provisional licences indicated on the Coal Authority 

website91 as at 7 April 2016.  Exploration is permitted in these areas, and if 
sufficient potential is established, applications for operational licences are 
sought, usually for smaller areas where viable reserves are proven.  Planning 
consent and land owners agreement are required before operational licences 
are granted.  More detail about each area is included in Table 5.12. 
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 http://www.westcumbriamining.com/site/  
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 http://mapapps2.bgs.ac.uk/coalauthority/home.html  
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Underground Coal 
Gasification (UCG)  

Underground coal 
extraction plus UCG  

Surface and/or 
underground 

coal extraction 
 

Figure 5.3: Licences granted by the Coal Authority (at 7.4.2016) 
 

5.92 Table 5.12 reflects updated information provided by the Coal Authority92, which 
confirmed that the three most southerly areas shown in Figure 5.3 encompass 
the West Cumbria Mining’s area of interest.  Of these, one offshore area 
(UCG/0012/N) permits exploration for underground coal extraction (accessed 
from onshore), whilst the other offshore area (UCG/0021/N) permits 
exploration for Underground Coal Gasification (UCG), which is an 
unconventional process for recovering gas from coal seams and is addressed 
in the oil and gas section of this Plan.  Further licences for exploration for 
UCG, without prior coal extraction, have been granted in the two areas shown 
offshore from Workington and Maryport (UCG/0033/N and UCG/0037/N 
respectively).  Any operational licence for the offshore areas would need to 
define the location of onshore development and be subject to securing 
planning consent. 

 
5.93 There are two conditional licences for underground mining (UND/0176/N and 

UND/0182/N), which extend across the border between Cumbria and Dumfries 
and Galloway in Scotland.  Dumfries and Galloway Council have been 
informed about draft proposals for coking coal extraction in these areas, but no 
planning application or details of surface works have been submitted93.  It is 
not yet known whether the extent of mining, surface works or transport issues 
would affect Cumbria, so this will be kept under review. 

 
5.94 A further provisional licence for surface mining (OPC/0431/N) covers an area 

to the east of the above two licences, including land within Cumbria.  Any 
subsequent application for an operational licence would reduce and refine a 
development boundary, so it is unclear yet whether Cumbria would be 
affected.  A UCG licence (UCG/0008/N) is also in place along the Solway Firth, 
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adjacent to the underground mining licence area; the company who took up 
this licence, Five Quarter, announced in March 2016 that they had ceased 
trading.  The licence is in place at the present time, but may be revoked or 
surrendered. 

 
5.95 Table 5.12 sets out the background details to Figure 5.3, listing the licence 

areas from north to south. 
 

Status Reference Name Type Company 

Future OPC/0431/N 
Canonbie 
Prospect 

Surface 
also permits shallow 
coal mining 

Kier Mining and 
Buccleuch 
Estates 

Future UND/0176/N Lochinvar Project Underground 
New Age 
Exploration Ltd 

Future UND/0182/N 
Lochinvar Project 
- Southern Area 

Underground 

Future UCG/0008/N Solway Firth UCG 
Five Quarter 
Energy 

Future UCG/0037/N Maryport UCG only 

Cluff Natural 
Resources Ltd 

Future UCG/0033/N 
Northern 
Cumbria 
Offshore 

UCG only 

Future UCG/0012/N 
West Cumbria 
Offshore 

Underground 
offshore 

West Cumbria 
Mining 

Future UCG/0021/N 
Whitehaven 
Offshore No 2 

UCG only 

Future UND/0177/N 
Whitehaven 
South Prospect 

Underground 
onshore 

Table 5.12: Licence applications 
source: Coal Authority, April 2016 

 
5.96 The West Cumbria coking coal proposal, referred to in paragraph 5.90, would 

not supply “thermal coal” used in power stations, much of which is currently 
being imported to the UK from the US because the availability and low cost of 
shale gas has depressed the US price for coal.  UK demand may decrease 
during the Plan period due to the Government policy of phasing out coal fired 
power stations and no longer supporting Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS); 
however, if support for CCS was to be picked up again in the future, this could 
lead to new fully abated coal fired power stations.  Cumbria’s resources, 
therefore, could be important in the longer term and safeguarding, i.e. 
preventing sterilisation by other development, is addressed in policy DC15 
Minerals safeguarding. 

 
5.97 National policy94 requires mineral planning authorities to identify any areas 

where coal extraction and the disposal of colliery spoil may be acceptable, and 
to highlight areas where mineral extraction is expected to take place, as well 
as managing potentially conflicting objectives for use of land95.  The following 
paragraphs and figures indicate the areas with deep or shallow mining 
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potential, but also a number of constraints that would need detailed 
environmental assessment, as outlined below. 

 
5.98 Figure 5.4 shows the deep coal resources in Cumbria.  The resources 

offshore, and on the Scottish border, are currently under investigation as 
discussed in paragraph 5.93.  The key issues with respect to deep mining 
proposals, which would be relevant for Cumbria County Council, would be the 
siting of any surface facilities, transport and other infrastructure, disposal of 
colliery spoil, as well as the associated impacts on populations, landscape and 
the natural environment.  It is considered that these issues are most 
appropriately managed through development control policy, including policy on 
mineral safeguarding. 

 

 
Figure 5.4: Deep coal resources 

source: the Coal Authority 

 
5.99 The surface and shallow coal measures, with associated fire clay (Figures 5.5 

and 5.6), underlie a wide range of landscape types, with both compact towns 
and dispersed residential areas on the west coast, plus rural areas with widely 
dispersed population in the Eden Valley. 
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Figure 5.5: Shallow coal and fire clay 
source: British Geological Survey 

 

 
Figure 5.6: Surface coal resources 

source: the Coal Authority 
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5.100 Proposals for surface extraction of coal could be expected to have adverse 
impacts over a significant area, even if temporary.  It can be seen that the 
western area of shallow coal resources skirts the Lake District National Park, 
contains the St Bees Head Heritage Coast, part of the Solway Coast AONB, 
and part of the Frontiers of the Roman Empire World Heritage Site (Hadrian’s 
Wall) and its visual impact zone.  Much of the Solway Coast AONB is also 
designated as a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), and there is also a 
Special Area of Conservation, Special Protection Area and a Ramsar site 
associated with the Solway Firth and its surroundings.  Furthermore, the 
eastern area of the shallow coal resource is largely within the North Pennines 
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (NP AONB). 

 
5.101 There is considerable experience of surface coal extraction in West Cumbria, 

and one site, at Keekle Head, has still not been restored following cessation of 
extraction around 2001.  Two non-inert landfills in West Cumbria also occupy 
areas previously subject to surface coal extraction, although it should be noted 
that such development does not create a usable void space due to the lower 
density of colliery spoil compared to the extracted material. 

 
5.102 The previous policies in the 1996-2006 Minerals and Waste Local Plan, ruled 

out surface coal extraction in the Alston/Nenthead area of the NP AONB, in 
East Fellside in the Eden valley, and any such extraction that would inhibit 
inward investment, economic development and tourism in West Cumbria, or 
have adverse impacts on designated landscapes.  These issues, however, are 
addressed by other policies in this Local Plan, and by national policy, which 
states that: 

 
“Permission should not be given for the extraction of coal unless the 
proposal is environmentally acceptable, or can be made so by 
planning conditions or obligations; or if not, it provides national, local 
or community benefits which clearly outweigh the likely impacts to 
justify the grant of planning permission”96. 

 
5.103 Options for coal extraction were considered on an area basis during the 

MWDF process, and one Area of Search for coal was proposed on a large 
brownfield site at Broughton Moor in Allerdale.  The site was, however, 
removed as undeliverable, because the regeneration plan agreed in December 
2011 by Allerdale and Cumbria County Council (the site owners) excluded 
prior extraction of the coal as an option. 

 
5.104 It is, therefore, deemed appropriate to consider all such applications on their 

merits, and in the light of detailed proposals, rather than make a strategic or 
site allocation policy defining “acceptable areas” for either coal extraction or 
storage or disposal of spoil.  The County Council considers both types of 
development would be more positively addressed through appropriate 
Development Control policies: see policy DC13 Criteria for energy minerals, 
and DC15 Mineral safeguarding.  Many other policies in this Local Plan could 
also be relevant. 

 
5.105 To assist with decision-making on any proposals for coal development that 

may come forward, the Coal Authority also provides maps of the areas that 
                                                           
96

 NPPF paragraph 149 
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have already been worked for coal, notifies local planning authorities under the 
provisions of Article 18 and Schedule 4 of the Town and Country Planning 
(Development Management Procedure) (England) Order 2015, and publishes 
Standing Advice. 

 
5.106 The strategic issues in relation to energy minerals, i.e. hydrocarbon 

developments, are considered by mineral planning authorities in the light of 
national planning guidance as contained in the NPPF, PPG and national 
energy policy.  In addition, the location of oil and gas development is governed 
by the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS), 
formerly it was the Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC), 
through the allocation of Petroleum Development and Exploration Licences 
(PEDL) and, therefore, it is not necessary for this Local Plan to allocate 
strategic locations for such development. 

 
5.107 The NPPF and PPG do require mineral planning authorities to: 
 

 make appropriate provision for hydrocarbon development in their Local 
Plan; 

 highlight areas where proposals for hydrocarbon extraction may come 
forward97; 

 address constraints on production and processing within areas that are 
licensed for oil and gas exploration or production98; and 

 manage potentially conflicting objectives for use of land. 
 
5.108 In order to fulfil these obligations, the County Council made an assessment in 

2015, based on published information from, at that time, DECC’s Office of 
Unconventional Gas and Oil (OUGO), of the most likely locations and types of 
oil and gas development within Cumbria, and whether it is likely that any such 
proposals may be put forward within the Plan period.  A summary of this 
assessment, and the key documents that have informed it, is contained in the 
paragraphs below. 

 
5.109 The current onshore oil and gas PEDL licences in Cumbria, are shown in 

Figure 5.7.  All licences granted, and any future areas offered for licence, can 
be seen on the Oil and Gas Authority’s website99.  The former licenced area 
(within PEDL 159) around Carlisle was owned by Igas (previously Dart Energy 
and Greenpark Energy), with the intention of extracting coal bed methane; 
however, lgas have now relinquished this licence.  The licenced areas SD16, 
17, 26a and 26b around Barrow, were secured by Reach Coal Seam Gas 
Limited in December 2015; they intend to drill or drop one well for shale gas, 
but need to make a firm commitment to proceed in the first five years of the 
licence. 

 
5.110 The County Council has not received any expressions of interest in 

conventional onshore oil or gas development, although there is an offshore 
gas field to the south and west of the county, off the coast at Barrow.  DECC 
and OUGO gave some indication of the likelihood of Coal Bed Methane (CBM) 
development, in which methane is extracted from coal seams that have never 
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 PPG paragraph 105, chapter 27 Minerals (ID: 27-105-20140306) 
98

 NPPF paragraph 147 
99

 https://decc-edu.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=29c31fa4b00248418e545d222e57ddaa  
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been mined, and shale gas development, in which gas (not exclusively 
methane) is extracted from impermeable shale deposits.  They encouraged 
research in both types of development, in order to clarify the extent and 
recoverability of UK unconventional gas resources.  Their replacement, the Oil 
and Gas Authority created in 2016, is committed to maximising the economic 
recovery of hydrocarbons from the UK Continental Shelf, through research, 
exploration and appraisal activities.  National planning guidance says that: 

 
“there is a pressing need to establish – through exploratory drilling – 
whether or not there are sufficient recoverable quantities of 
unconventional hydrocarbons such as shale gas and coal bed methane 
present to facilitate economically viable full scale production”100. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.7 Current onshore licence blocks in Cumbria 
source: DECC 2016 

 
 Shale gas 
 
5.111 DECC also commissioned British Geological Survey (BGS) to undertake 

assessments of “prospective areas” where shale gas production could 
progress quickly; shale development appears to be focused currently on the 
BGS study areas of the Bowland Shale and the Weald Basin.  There is no 
current BGS assessment that specifically covers Cumbria but, as shown in 
Figure 5.8, the Bowland Shale study indicates a very limited extension of that 
hydrocarbon basin into Cumbria.  Current maps of likely shale resources101 do 
not show further resources in the county, but a thin band of potentially suitable 
measures have sometimes been reported along the deep coal resource north 
of the Lake District National Park boundary. 

                                                           
100

 PPG paragraph 091, chapter 27 Minerals (ID: 27-091-20140306) 
101

 Evidence Base document reference ND177: The Unconventional Hydrocarbon Resources of 
Britain’s Onshore Basins: Shale Gas, DECC, 2013 
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5.112 No interest in appraising these resources has been addressed to the County 
Council at the time of writing this Plan, and it would be reasonable to expect 
that development of shale gas would progress first in areas that are currently 
being investigated.  The Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) of the 14th 
Round Licensing Offer for PEDLs in 2014, concluded that “it is noteworthy that 
the industry is not expected to be at substantial scale before the 2020s”102 and, 
whilst this Local Plan should contain policies related to shale gas development, 
it is considered that if widespread development was to come forward, it would 
probably be towards the end of the Plan period. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.8: Bowland shale in relation to Cumbria 
source: The Hydrocarbon Prospectivity of Britain’s Onshore Basin, DECC 2011 

 
 Coal Bed Methane 
 
5.113 There is a much stronger likelihood of Coal Bed Methane (CBM) development 

within Cumbria within the Plan period.  Figure 5.9 is taken from a 2013 DECC 
report on the potential for CBM in Britain’s onshore basins.  It indicated that 
there is “good potential for coal bed methane” in the Cumbria-Canonbie 
coalfield area103, although the report contained little detailed information about 
the nature of the resource. 

 
5.114 Figure 5.9 shows the most likely locations for such development, and the 

resources were subject to initial exploratory drilling in 2009.  The exploratory 
wells have since been restored without any gas production taking place.  CBM 
development in the same coalfield in Dumfries and Galloway has also not 
been progressed yet, with the company that previously held the PEDL licence 
near Longtown, concentrating on progress in central Scotland.  It is, however, 

                                                           
102

 The Environmental Effects of Onshore Oil and Gas Licensing (two page synopsis), AMEC, 2014 
103

 Evidence Base document reference ND176: The Unconventional Hydrocarbon Resources of 
Britain’s Onshore Basins: Coalbed Methane (CBM), DECC, 2013 
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considered likely that CBM exploration, and production, proposals will come 
forward in the Plan period. 

 
5.115 In considering potential need for supporting infrastructure, possible constraints 

on production and processing, and potential conflicts with other land uses, it is 
necessary to look at the nature of CBM production.  The constraints listed in 
paragraph 5.100 in considering coal development are also relevant for CBM 
proposals, and would need to be considered during site selection. 

 

 
Figure 5.9: The Cumbria-Canonbie coalfield area 

source: DECC 2013 

 
5.116 CBM extraction releases gas by pumping out the water held in the coal seam, 

but hydraulic fracturing of the seam to increase gas flow is sometimes also 
necessary.  Drilling the well requires a significant volume of water, as would 
any hydraulic fracturing required, but very large volumes of water may need to 
be pumped from the underground coal measures to enable gas to flow.  Safe 
handling and disposal of this water, which has some similarities to “mine 
drainage” encountered around previous coal developments, requires either 
onsite treatment, new pipelines to appropriate disposal points or significant 
traffic movements. 

 
5.117 Development proceeds using horizontal drilling techniques and several wells 

can be centred on one drilling pad site.  However, exploration and appraisal 
currently requires two wells sited 1km apart, and viable commercial 
exploitation of a gas field may need a significant number of drill pads, together 
with shared ancillary development for water treatment and gas compressing.  
The need for pipelines to enable connection to the gas transmission network is 
particularly relevant in rural areas, which currently have no gas distribution 
network.  The active phase of drilling and site set up for each well is of a 
relatively short duration, and the impact of a well pad once gas is flowing is 
considerably reduced.  However, impacts, particularly on highways and 
landscape, may not be appreciated until an overall development plan for 
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exploitation of the CBM resource area, including drilling of new wells, and 
potentially re-drilling for final capping and restoration, has been considered. 

 
5.118 The cumulative impact of full commercial development on other land-uses, 

particularly residential areas and tourism, would need to be assessed for each 
proposal.  If significant volumes of water are required, the cumulative impacts 
with other major development in the area, such as new nuclear build, and 
impacts on Cumbria’s environmental assets would need to be considered, and 
future proposals for radioactive waste disposal should also be kept under 
review.  The policy alternatives considered by the County Council largely 
related to the need to address all the potential types of hydrocarbon 
development at a practical level, which reflected experience and developing 
understanding of the potential issues. 

 
5.119 As a result of these considerations, a single Development Control policy, DC13 

Criteria for energy minerals, is proposed in chapter 15.  This would include 
consideration of Underground Coal Gasification, which is also a possibility as 
conditional UCG licences (a separate process from PEDL) have been granted 
by the Coal Authority in offshore areas around Cumbria.  Such development 
could follow underground mining development in some cases, but can 
currently only take place offshore.  The mineral planning authority would, 
therefore, be involved only in associated onshore infrastructure or exploratory 
works, which may still give rise to a range of material planning considerations. 

 
 
 Mineral policies 
 

POLICY SP7 Minerals provision 
 
Provision for potential further mineral working will be made by identifying 
Preferred Areas and/or Areas of Search:- 
 

 to enable a landbank at the Local Aggregates Assessment level of at least 
seven years sales for sand and gravel and at least ten years for crushed 
rock to be maintained throughout the Plan period; 

 for a steady and adequate supply of nationally important very high 
specification roadstone and regionally important high specification 
roadstone; 

 for a steady and adequate supply of brickmaking mudstones; 

 for a steady and adequate supply of slate; and 

 for a steady and adequate supply of gypsum; and 

 for a steady and adequate supply of building stone. 
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POLICY SP8 Minerals safeguarding 
 
Mineral resources, existing, planned and potential infrastructure and plant will 
be safeguarded from being unnecessarily sterilised by other developments by 
identifying:- 
 

 existing and potential railheads and wharfs to be safeguarded; 

 Mineral Safeguarding Areas for the indicative sand and gravel and hard 
rock resources (including aggregates, high specification aggregates, 
industrial minerals and building stones), shallow coal and fireclay 
resources; 

 Mineral Safeguarding Area for identified resources of brick clay; 

 Mineral Safeguarding Areas for the remaining gypsum resources; 

 Mineral Safeguarding Area for identified resources of slate; 

 Mineral Safeguarding Area for identified resources of secondary 
aggregates; 

 Mineral Consultation Area, which covers the resources within all the 
Mineral Safeguarding Areas. 

 

 

POLICY SP9 Strategic areas for new mineral developments 
 
The Kirkby Thore/Long Marton area is identified as the location for further 
supplies of gypsum, if required towards the end of the Plan period. 
 
Land next to High Greenscoe Quarry is identified as the location for further 
supplies of mudstones for the Askam in Furness brickworks. 
 
Land next to Kirkby Slate Quarry is identified as the location for further 
supplies of slate. 
 
The sandstones near Roan Edge Quarry and Holmescales Quarry are 
identified as the locations for further supplies of regionally important high 
specification roadstone. 
 
The sand and gravel resources in the Roosecote area and near Peel Place 
Quarry are identified as the location for further supplies of sand and gravel in 
the south west of the county. 
 

 

POLICY SP10 Marine dredged aggregates 
 
Planning permission will be granted for developments that demonstrate both 
an appropriate location and that they do not have unacceptable environmental 
impacts when enabling the increased use of marine dredged aggregates as an 
alternative to land won aggregates. 
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POLICY SP11 Industrial limestones 
 
To ensure a steady and adequate supply, any proposal for the extraction of 
high purity limestone should demonstrate that it is primarily for non-aggregate 
uses.  Each application will be considered on its own merits against other 
relevant policies in this Plan, regardless of the stock of permitted reserve.  
However, low stocks of permitted reserves, to serve a related industrial facility, 
may be seen as an indicator of urgent need. 
 

 
 

POLICY SP12 Peat 
 
Planning permission will not be granted for peat extraction from new or 
physically extended sites. 
 
Time extensions for existing peat extraction planning consents will be 
considered on a case-by-case basis, where it is demonstrated that it is 
necessary to enable the proper restoration of the land or to secure biodiversity, 
climate change or other appropriate objectives of this Plan. 
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6. CLIMATE CHANGE 
 
 Background 
 
6.1 In 2006, Sir Nicholas Stern’s review104  of the economics of climate change 

and development confirmed the serious global threat to world output, human 
life and on the environment, posed by climate change.  The UK Government 
responded to the need to limit global temperature rises, and enacted the 
Climate Change Act (2008), which requires the UK to achieve an 80% 
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 relative to 1990 levels. 

 
6.2 The size of the challenge in meeting this commitment is illustrated in Figure 

6.1, which gives some indication of the urgent need to reduce the carbon 
intensity of electricity generation.  Methane from landfills, sewage treatment 
and damaged or drying peat bogs are included in the category “UK non-CO2 
GHGs” (Figure 6.1), and also need to be addressed. 

 
Figure 6.1 

 
 
6.3 The best way to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions is to reduce energy 

usage, as explained in the energy hierarchy in Figure 6.2.  In the context of 
minerals and waste developments, energy saving includes minimising 
transport (especially road transport) where possible. 

 
6.4 Increasing the efficiency of processes and plant is the next priority, followed by 

replacing fossil fuels with low carbon energy sources.  Reducing energy use 
can reduce energy costs rapidly and has both economic and environmental 
advantages; whilst generating low carbon energy from renewable sources, 
including waste, contributes to energy security and can also reduce costs over 
the longer term. 
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 Stern Review on the Economics of Climate Change, HM Treasury, October 2006 
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Figure 6.2: the Energy Hierarchy 
 
6.5 The implementation of the waste hierarchy (see chapter 3) also reduces 

greenhouse gas emissions by reducing energy intensive extraction of, and 
production from, virgin materials.  However, a balance is required between the 
benefits of increased recycling105 and increased traffic and energy 
consumption at material recovery facilities. 

 
6.6 Minimising use of fresh water, and consequent energy use in wastewater 

treatment, also has a significant role in reducing energy use and consequent 
greenhouse gas emissions.  This can be relevant for oil and gas exploration, 
and other minerals and waste developments that use mains water supply or 
connect to public sewers. 

 
 Where we are now 
 
6.7 The Climate Change Act established a system of five-yearly carbon budgets, 

the first four of which have been set in law106; the Act also established the 
Committee on Climate Change to make recommendations and monitor 
progress.  The first carbon budget (2008-12) was met107 through a 
combination of the impact of the recession and low-carbon policies, and the 
UK is currently in the second carbon budget period (2013-17).  The third 
carbon budget (2018-22) requires that emissions be reduced by 34% on 1990 
levels and the fourth carbon budget (2023-27) requires a 50% reduction on 
1990 levels during that period.  The fifth carbon budget (2028-2032) will also 
be relevant for this Plan; the Committee on Climate Change recommended an 
80% reduction on 1990 levels108, but in 2016, Government legislated the final 
level as a 57% reduction109.  The current UK strategy for achieving these 
budgets is the Carbon Plan110. 

 

                                                           
105

 http://www.esauk.org/esa_policies/carbon_management/ 
106

 Evidence Base document reference ND153: The Carbon Budget Order, SI1603, 2011 
107

 Evidence Base document reference ND154: “Meeting Carbon Budgets – 2014 Progress Report to 
Parliament”, Committee on Climate Change, July 2014 (Executive Summary, page 1) 
108

 https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/the-fifth-carbon-budget-the-next-step-towards-a-low-carbon-
economy/ 
109

 https://www.theccc.org.uk/tackling-climate-change/reducing-carbon-emissions/carbon-budgets-
and-targets/ 
110

 Evidence Base document reference ND105: The Carbon Plan: Delivering our low carbon future, 
DECC, December 2011 
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6.8 The Committee on Climate Change also warns that steeper reductions may be 
required if increases in global temperature are to be limited sufficiently to avoid 
the most dangerous consequences.  International aviation and shipping 
emissions, for example, have not yet been addressed in the UK budgets, 
ongoing emissions from food production will need to continue even if at a 
reduced level, and some adjustments for historically undeveloped economies 
may need to be made. 

 

 
Figure 6.3: Greenhouse gases by sector 1990-2050111 

 
6.9 The Carbon Plan includes a number of measures that affect the minerals and 

waste sectors directly.  The minerals sector has engaged with the Strategy for 
Sustainable Construction112, which is increasing the use of recycled 
aggregates and reducing the disposal of construction waste to landfill.  The 
Mineral Products Association quotes significant reductions in the carbon 
emissions per tonne of cement, partly achieved by the use of waste for energy 
generation and has created a Carbon Reduction Portal113 for use by the 
industry. 

 
6.10 British Gypsum completed one of the early Climate Change Agreements 

between the Government and energy intensive industries.  A new rail delivery 
service to transport finished products from the Kirkby Thore plaster and 
plasterboard plant to customers in Scotland, removed an estimated 
1.76 million lorry miles per year from the road network114.  Supplies to the 
Kirkby Thore plant are now also imported by rail. 

 
6.11 Measures affecting the waste sector have been important in the overall 

strategy, even though in 2012 waste management accounted for only 3.8% of 
UK greenhouse gas emissions115.  This is because reducing waste and 
increasing recycling has an impact on emissions from every sector, and 

                                                           
111

 Evidence Base document reference ND154: “Meeting Carbon Budgets: 2014 Progress Report to 
Parliament”, Committee on Climate Change, July 2014 (Executive Summary, page 21) 
112

 Evidence Base document reference ND132: Strategy for Sustainable Construction, BERR, June 
2008 
113

 http://www.aggregatescarbonreduction.com/  
114

http://www.buildingdesign-news2008.co.uk/2008/25-British-Gypsum-Plaster-Plasterboard-and-
Drylining-Systems-News-230608.asp  
115

 Evidence Base document reference ND125: Table 6, 2013 UK Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
Provisional Figures, DECC, March 2014 
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because of the methane emitted from biodegradable waste.  In Cumbria, it has 
been estimated that 2.6% of total emissions are from waste management, 
combined with water supply and sewage116. 

 
6.12 The Government’s Waste Review published in June 2011 was followed in 

December 2013 by the Waste Prevention Plan117, which continues to progress 
policies such as the landfill tax and progressive restrictions on the disposal to 
landfill of specific waste types. 

 
6.13 These policies have had considerable success and the Committee on Climate 

Change noted a 55% reduction of greenhouse gas emissions from the waste 
sector from 1990 to 2013118.  This was due to a combination of factors, 
including improvements in the standards of landfilling, changes to the types of 
waste going to landfill (such as reducing the amount of biodegradable waste) 
and an increase in the amount of landfill gas being used for energy. 

 
6.14 Progress made between 2007 and 2013 indicates that the minerals and waste 

sectors have already made significant reductions in the greenhouse gas 
emissions arising from their activities.  The Mineral Products Association has 
shown the sector’s commitment to contributing to both mitigation and 
adaptation, and provides useful advice for its members for the implementation 
of current best practice. 

 
6.15 Major reductions in emissions from the waste sector have related to better 

landfill techniques, reduction of landfill volumes and diversion of biodegradable 
waste, as well as improved capture and utilisation of methane for energy 
generation.  However, the development of the circular economy, promoted by 
WRAP (Waste and Resources Action Programme) and supported by the 
industry body Environmental Services Association, considers the whole life 
cycle of products, and may change how products are designed and recycled, 
promising further reductions in waste and energy use. 

 
6.16 As a result of both cost pressures and Government policies directed to 

industries, it is expected that this potential for resource efficiency will be 
increasingly realised, and minerals and waste management processes and 
technologies will develop to enable further reductions in greenhouse gas 
emissions. 

 
6.17 The Environmental Services Association also estimates that the waste 

management industry within the UK provides a third of the country’s 
renewable electricity119.  The Government has encouraged the development of 
renewable energy, including from waste, by the use of financial incentives, 
thus the use of planning policies to require energy generation within 
developments, is no longer encouraged.  However, there is considerable 
potential for energy generation from waste in Cumbria; animal biomass alone 

                                                           
116

 Evidence Base document reference LD211: The greenhouse gas footprint of Cumbria, Small World 
Consulting Ltd, September 2012 
117

 Evidence Base document reference ND117: Waste Prevention Plan, Defra, December 2013 
118

 Evidence Base document reference ND154: 2014 Report to Parliament, Committee on Climate 
Change 
119

 http://www.esauk.org/esa_policies/carbon_management/  
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(slurry and manure) could provide up to 90 MW and sewage gas a further 
4.9 MW120. 

 
6.18 Cumbria County Council took part in an EU project to investigate potential for 

increased energy from waste development, and a Policy Tool and Cumbria 
Action Plan121 were produced.  Much of the potential highlighted has been 
realised, with the growth in both domestic and commercial use of biomass 
boilers absorbing suitable supplies of waste wood, and the development of a 
number of anaerobic digestion plants across the county utilising agricultural 
feedstocks, including slurry and manure.  The Policy Tool122 focused largely 
on municipal waste, which in Cumbria is now managed at two MBT plants that 
generate Refuse Derived Fuels (RDF).  No energy from waste plants, with the 
ability to utilise these fuels, have yet been developed in Cumbria and the RDF 
is exported to plants in the UK and Europe.  A number of commercial energy 
from waste plants have been proposed in the county, and the need for sites is 
discussed in chapter 3 of this Local Plan. 

 
6.19 The emission of greenhouse gases from peat bogs is a significant issue for 

Cumbria.  The North Pennines AONB, part of which crosses into the east of 
the county, contains 900m2 of peat bog, which fulfils an important role as a 
“carbon sink”.  Lowland peat bog in the north of the county has historically 
been worked for horticultural peat but one of the sites is now under restoration.  
Degraded, eroded or drained peatlands emit almost 6% of global 
anthropogenic CO2 emissions and represent almost 25% of emissions from 
the entire land use, land use change and forestry sector.  Rising temperatures 
constitute a serious threat to the vast amounts of carbon sequestered in peat 
bogs and protection and restoration of peat bogs to halt emissions and 
increase carbon sequestration is an important policy goal.  The Peatland 
Programme (formerly “Peatscapes”) is working successfully to restore 
degraded peat bog in the North Pennines AONB, which also has benefits for 
biodiversity, flood control and water quality. 

 
6.20 In addition to measures targeted on specific sectors of the economy, the 

Government’s Carbon Plan includes measures to be implemented by Local 
Authorities, both as planning authorities and under other statutory duties.  For 
the purposes of this Plan, the key measures are laid down in the National 
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and the accompanying Planning Practice 
Guidance suite (PPG). 

 
6.21 In its role as local planning authority, the County Council is not required to 

measure and monitor emissions themselves, but to conform to the NPPF by 
adopting proactive strategies to mitigate and adapt to climate change, in line 
with the objectives and provisions of the Climate Change Act 2008123.  PPG 
further states that in addition to the statutory requirement to take the 
Framework into account in the preparation of Local Plans, there is a statutory 
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 Evidence Base document reference RD22: Cumbria Renewable Energy Capacity and Deployment 
Study, Cumbria County Council, Aug 2011 
121

 Evidence Base document reference LD213: Interreg IVc Action Plan, 2012 
122

 Interreg IVc, Final Policy Tool, October 2011 
123

 http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2008/27/contents  
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duty124 on local planning authorities to include policies in their Local Plan 
designed to tackle climate change and its impacts125. 

 
6.22 In addition to this role, the County Council also has wider responsibilities as 

the Lead Local Flood Authority, and has produced its Preliminary Flood Risk 
Assessment126 and a Surface Water Management Plan.  The Council is also 
required to reduce emissions from its own estate and activities, and respond 
to the challenges of climate change and extreme weather events.  Therefore, 
the County Council signed up to a non-mandatory programme called “Climate 
Local”, which is designed to support and run alongside statutory reporting 
duties such as those contained in the Climate Change Act, Civil Contingencies 
Act and Flood and Water Management Act.  The programme is designed to 
develop resilience, address fuel poverty, protect homes and businesses from 
flooding and other extreme weather events, and assist the local economy to 
benefit from renewable and other “green economy” options. 

 
 Where we need to be 
 
6.23 Section 10 of the NPPF explains the key role planning has in meeting the 

challenge of climate change, flooding and coastal change by minimising 
vulnerability and providing resilience to the impacts of climate change, and 
supporting the delivery of renewable and low carbon energy and associated 
infrastructure.  The NPPF further states that this is central to the economic, 
social and environmental dimensions of sustainable development. 

 
6.24 PPG lists a range of opportunities to incorporate climate change mitigation and 

adaptation into Local Plans and these are reflected in the Strategic Objectives 
of this Plan.  Specific opportunities related to minerals and waste include: 
reducing energy use and transport (Strategic Objective 1); waste minimisation 
and recycling (Strategic Objective 3); managing waste close to its source; 
appropriate location of mineral extraction development (Strategic Objectives 4 
and 5); prudent use of mineral resources; and encouraging re-use and 
recycling of minerals (Strategic Objective 6).  This Local Plan also needs to 
ensure that: ongoing reductions in methane emissions from landfill continue; 
that minerals and waste developments make a significant contribution towards 
low carbon energy generation and do not adversely impact on greenhouse gas 
emissions from peat bogs; and that potential for improved flood storage and 
carbon sequestration in restoration schemes is realised. 

 
6.25 The strategic policy for climate change and adaptation (SP13) provides six 

underpinning principles that are discussed below. 
 
6.26 The County Council will require developers to demonstrate that, proportionate 

to the scale and type of development, energy management, resource 
efficiency and design have been determining factors for the proposal, and that 
the proposed solution provides an appropriate balance of energy and resource 
minimisation, and low carbon energy generation.  The choice of technologies 
and most cost efficient methods for carbon reduction will change over the 

                                                           
124

 Section 19 (1A) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004  
125

 PPG paragraph 003, chapter 6 Climate Change (ID: 6-003-20140612) 
126

 Evidence Base document reference RD25: Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment, Cumbria County 
Council, June 2011 
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period of this Local Plan, and it would be counter-productive to impose specific 
requirements at this point in time.  It is considered preferable to establish 
principles by which positive initiatives from industry and communities can be 
considered and assessed.  Evidence should be submitted with a planning 
application, proportionate to the scale and scope of that development, to show 
how the development contributes to a carbon reduction strategy, or how the 
“whole life” emissions of the product or process would be reduced by the 
proposed development. 

 
6.27 Wastewater treatment can require high energy inputs, which reductions in 

water use can help to decrease.  Developments for wastewater treatment are 
matters for this Plan, but policies to encourage reductions in water use, 
consequent wastewater volumes and to minimise risks of future water 
shortages, are more appropriate for District Local Plans.  However, minerals 
and waste developments can both use considerable volumes of water and 
generate wastewater that requires specific treatment or is returned to public 
sewers.  Where appropriate, minerals and waste developments should, 
therefore, demonstrate that this is minimised. 

 
6.28 The County Council considers that minerals and waste developments should 

minimise traffic emissions by being optimally located in relation to the area 
they serve.  For waste management facilities this will take into account the 
sources of the waste and the transport savings that may be realised by co-
locating with other waste processes.  Locational criteria for strategic waste 
developments are considered in chapter 3 and some sites allocated in chapter 
18.  Proposals on additional or alternative sites should demonstrate that they 
would enable recyclable waste to be sorted and processed close to its point of 
origin, or otherwise minimise transport emissions. 

 
6.29 Minerals can only be worked where they occur and the approach, both in the 

site allocations chapter and in determining proposals, is to seek to minimise 
"mineral road miles" by meeting local demand from the nearest geological 
source or by use of non-road transport.  Where the minerals are of regional or 
national importance, sustainability issues may also be relevant when 
considering the respective merits of extending an existing quarry compared 
with the development of a new one. 

 
6.30 Policy SP13 also requires that developments that have the potential to remove 

or degrade peat bog should demonstrate that they will not release significant 
additional carbon emissions or damage the condition of remaining areas of 
peat bog.  Loss of active peat bog would only be permitted in exceptional 
circumstances, although robust measures to mitigate for the loss by improving 
the condition of adjacent or nearby peat bogs would be considered. 

 
6.31 The County Council will also seek to ensure increased sequestration of carbon 

in mineral and waste site restoration and afteruse schemes, through measures 
such as tree planting or peat restoration.  Planting of trees for biofuels on such 
land could also have carbon benefits, especially where this is land that is 
unsuitable for other agricultural production.  Flood storage to improve 
resilience and adaptation to climate change is also encouraged and supported 
where appropriate.  Chapter 16 provides further information and detailed 
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policy on how restoration and afteruse can enhance or create habitats for 
species threatened by changing climates. 

 
6.32 Policy SP13 expresses the County Council’s support in principle for generation 

of low carbon/renewable energy, either from residual waste or on minerals and 
waste sites where they would not adversely impact on the operations or 
restoration of the site.  The assessment criteria for energy from waste facilities 
and other proposals are addressed in policies DC7 and DC8 in chapter 13. 

 
 

POLICY SP13 Climate change mitigation and adaptation 
 
Proposals for minerals and waste management developments should 
demonstrate that: 
 

 proportionate to the scale and type of development, energy management, 
carbon reduction and resource efficiency have been determining design 
factors for the development; and 

 water use and the requirement for wastewater treatment have been 
minimised; and 

 their location will minimise, as far as is practicable, the "minerals or waste 
road miles" involved in supplying the minerals or managing the wastes, 
unless other environmental/sustainability and, for minerals, geological 
considerations override this aim; and 

 where the development affects or is adjacent to peat bog, that carbon 
emissions would not be significantly increased and the condition of 
remaining peat bog would not be adversely affected; and 

 where appropriate, restoration and afteruse proposals fulfil a role in 
helping to mitigate for or adapt to climate change. 
 

Proposals for low carbon renewable energy will be supported where they 
conform to other relevant policies in this Plan and either: 

 
a. use residual waste as part of the feedstock; or 
b. are located within a proposed or existing mineral or waste site and do not 

have unacceptable impacts on the operations, restoration or aftercare of 
the site. 

 

 
 
6.33 Additional policies that support the measures in SP13 and make a positive 

contribution to reducing greenhouse gas emissions are included elsewhere in 
the Plan, as shown in Table 6.1. 
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Measures Policies 

Continue to require landfill gas collection and management systems 
that, wherever practicable, use the gas to generate electricity 

DC10 

Identify sufficient sites in suitable locations for bio-degradable waste 
streams to be diverted from landfill 

SAP2 

Identify sufficient sites in suitable locations for recyclable waste to be 
sorted and processed close to their point of origin, and for minerals to 
be worked or recycled/reused close to their point of origin 

SAP2 
SAP4 

Encourage minerals and waste developments to locate optimally in 
relation to their source/markets 

DC1 

Secure woodland planting and flood storage in restoration schemes 
DC19 
DC22 

Minimise loss of sequestered carbon in peat bogs SP12 

Safeguard existing and potential rail and wharf facilities SAP5 

Identify positive criteria for assessment of Energy from Waste 
proposals 

DC7 

Identify positive criteria for assessment of renewable energy proposals 
on minerals and waste sites 

DC8 

 

Table 6.1: Other measures in the Plan to address climate change 
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7. ECONOMIC AND COMMUNITY BENEFITS 
 
 Background 
 
7.1 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) requires the County Council 

to play an economic role, in which it must contribute to building a strong, 
responsive and competitive economy, by ensuring that sufficient land of the 
right type is available in the right places and at the right time, in order to 
support growth and innovation.  To support economic growth, the Local Plan’s 
main priority is to ensure that we can maintain a reliable and adequate supply 
of minerals, in order to build and repair our homes, businesses and roads, and 
also manage our waste effectively and efficiently. 

 
7.2 The minerals and waste management industries are essential to the county’s 

and wider economies.  In addition to the jobs they provide directly and 
indirectly, the county's communities and economy could not function without 
them and the environment would be degraded. 

 
Economic benefits 

 
7.3 Bearing in mind the very serious social and economic problems experienced in 

parts of Cumbria, it is particularly important that best local advantage is taken 
of investments in minerals and waste management developments.  This can 
include jobs in the construction/development stage, as well as when a 
development is operational.  Attracting new businesses to establish in 
Cumbria that are associated with existing waste or mineral operations, will 
also support economic growth and bring benefits to the county. 

 
7.4 Whilst recyclables are separated out from waste streams, very little actual 

waste recycling takes place within Cumbria.  There should be development 
opportunities with potential to "add value" to the Cumbria economy by 
handling and processing recyclables and compost. 

 
7.5 There is scope for local industries to take advantage of reduced energy costs 

through combined heat and power plants, using fuel that has been derived 
from waste.  Several companies have already expressed interest in using the 
fuel (Refuse Derived Fuel) that is produced as an end product of the 
management of the county's municipal waste.  To date, none of these 
proposals have come to fruition, though permission was granted late 2016 for 
an Energy Recovered Fuel (ERF) facility that, if built, will receive up to 
195,000 tonnes of RDF annually, generating 22MW of electricity, that could 
power the equivalent of up to 45,000 homes. 

 
7.6 The Council’s engagement with the EU-funded waste to energy project and 

other information sources, have demonstrated the range of possibilities that 
there are for regarding discarded materials as a low carbon energy resource 
rather than as a waste.  The techniques and technologies range from “mining” 
old landfills to anaerobic digestion, gasification, pyrolysis and incineration of 
residual wastes.  End-products can include electricity, heat, synthesis gas, bio-
fuels, alternative aggregates and even aviation fuel.  Reusing or selling waste 
as recovered materials represents an economic development opportunity. 
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7.7 The work being undertaken by the Cumbria LEP, as discussed in chapter 2, is 
providing a framework within which the economy of the county is supported 
and encouraged to grow.  They intend to facilitate investment in key projects, 
delivery of new homes, the raising of skills levels, the building on nuclear 
industry strengths and the provision of 100% coverage of superfast 
broadband. 

 

7.8 National planning policy advises local planning authorities to take account of 
the economic (and other) benefits of Best and Most Versatile agricultural land 
when considering the location of developments.  Poorer quality land should be 
sought, where practicable, which would protect those economic benefits as 
well as provide a more sustainable approach to development. 

 

7.9 Restored minerals and waste sites may have some economic benefits for the 
local areas, particularly where such sites are used in the longer term for 
tourism and recreational uses.  The provision of employment and opportunities 
for inward investment associated with recreation and tourism may be possible 
in some instances. 

 

7.10 Economic benefits could, therefore, include:- 
 

 jobs provided in, or supported by, mineral extraction, processing and 
utilisation; 

 jobs provided at waste management facilities; 

 jobs provided during the construction or lead-in stages of minerals and 
waste management developments; 

 enhanced viability of local industries through supply chain benefits and 
due to reduced fuel costs by using combined heat and power energy 
from waste plants; 

 recovery of waste for re-use; 

 protection of Best and Most Versatile agricultural land; 

 restoration to tourism or recreation afteruses. 
 

7.11 Policy SP14 seeks to optimise economic benefits, which implies a balancing 
exercise with other interests, including environmental and social.  However, 
there is no intent to place economic benefit before other interests, where this 
is not practicable.  For example, as minerals can only be worked where they 
are found, there should be no conflict between identifying Mineral 
Safeguarding Areas and achieving economic benefit.  In some instances, it 
may be necessary to consider the overall economic impact of mineral or waste 
proposals. 

 

POLICY SP14 Economic benefit 
 

Proposals for new and time or physically extended minerals and waste 
developments should demonstrate how they would realise their potential to 
provide economic benefit.  This may include such matters as the number of 
jobs directly or indirectly created or safeguarded and the support that 
proposals give to other industries and developments. 
 

Relevant adverse economic impacts on other industries, or on regeneration 
and development initiatives, will be weighed against the overall economic 
benefits of the proposal. 
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 Community benefits 
 
7.12 A Community Benefit, as defined by the Nuclear Legacy Advisory Forum, is “a 

payment in money or in kind to a local community in recognition and/or reward 
for hosting a development that, whilst delivering national benefits, imposes a 
particular environmental, financial or other burden upon the locality where it is 
sited”127. 

 
7.13 It is a voluntary contribution by a developer to support a community, whether 

that be a village, town, city or other area, affected by a development.  In this 
circumstance, the County Council would expect developers to offer a 
Community Benefits package to the affected host community, in order to 
positively contribute to the sustainable development of their area and to the 
well-being of its population.  The County Council expects that proportionate 
benefits packages should be secured; as the package would relate to a 
minerals or waste development, it is most likely that the County Council would 
lead on negotiations, but there would certainly be consultation with the other 
relevant Cumbrian local authorities. 

 
7.14 Historically, such off-setting packages of community benefits have been 

considered only in the context of the nuclear industry, but they are equally 
relevant for mineral, waste management and renewable energy developments.  
Where appropriate, the County Council will also seek to secure Community 
Benefits through Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects on which it is 
consulted. 

 
7.15 Community benefits schemes are separate from the planning process; they 

are not a material planning consideration and will not be taken into account by 
the County Council during the planning application process.  Any Community 
Benefits package will be in addition to any mitigation secured through a legal 
agreement (e.g. s106 or s278 Agreements). 

 
7.16 The County Council can provide advice on who is best placed to receive a 

Community Benefits package, and any community benefits that are secured 
will be set out in the County Council’s Minerals and Waste annual Authority 
Monitoring Reports. 

 

                                                           
127

 http://www.nuleaf.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/Briefing-Paper-26-Community-benefits-
position-paper-and-framework.pdf  
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8. ENVIRONMENTAL ASSETS 
 

Background 
 
8.1 Cumbria is richly endowed with fine landscapes, geology, wildlife, buildings 

and features of archaeological and historic importance.  These resources are 
valuable environmental assets that underpin the tourism industry, attract 
business and investment into the area, create jobs, engage people through 
volunteering or undertaking recreation and hobbies, improve the 
attractiveness of places and contribute to the improved health and well-being 
of people as well as the quality of life of local communities. 

 
8.2 Environmental conservation can also generate significant economic activity.  

The health of the ecosystem is of vital importance to everyone, it provides 
outputs or outcomes that directly and indirectly affect human well-being.  
These services that benefit people, which are provided by the natural 
environment, are known as ecosystem services (see Glossary). 

 
8.3 The benefits that arise from the ecosystem are wide ranging.  For example, 

the formation of a range of soil types will influence whether crops can be 
grown to feed people and their farmed animals or if ‘wild food’ grows naturally 
that supports wild animals (some of whom are eaten as game) and 
invertebrates, such as bees, who are vital to pollinate crops.  Other examples 
of benefits provided by the ecosystem are: minerals, which are used to build 
our roads and homes; raw materials, such as timber or animal skins; energy, 
in the form of hydropower or biomass fuel; areas of peat, which are important 
for carbon storage and sequestration; flood regulation, in the form of 
floodplains; and recreational, health or educational benefits. 

 
8.4 A number of projects in Cumbria have been or are being undertaken, which 

seek to assess, conserve or enhance particular ecosystem services in the 
county.  The Coast to Coast Bee Roads Project, part of the wider B-Lines 
Initiative run by Buglife, is developing a UK-wide network of wildflower-rich 
meadows and grasslands by linking existing bee and other insect pollinator 
‘motorways’.  The project is being taken forward in partnership with the 
Cumbria Local Nature Partnership128 and will help to support and protect the 
many pollinating insects that contribute to our food production and the 
diversity of our environment. 

 
8.5 In December 2009, Cumbria County Council and Natural England 

commissioned an analysis of the Bassenthwaite catchment area as a case 
study129 in the role of ecosystem services and green infrastructure in economic 
development, regeneration and growth in Cumbria.  The results of the study 
are applicable to all of Cumbria’s rural communities, not just Bassenthwaite.  
For example, more effective relationships between tourism infrastructure and 
environmental projects could deliver higher value activity, such as quality 
hotels, shops, food and drink, and experiences that are capable of sustaining 
higher value employment.  The economic challenge for landscape and 
biodiversity is to turn these assets into experiences that people want to take 
part in and spend money on. 
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 https://www.buglife.org.uk/b-lines-hub/coast-to-coast-bee-roads-project 
129

 Evidence Base document references LD302 and LD303: Bassenthwaite Vital Uplands programme 
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8.6 There have also been a number of projects in Cumbria, which seek to assess, 
conserve or enhance particular elements of the historic environment in the 
county.  In partnership with Oxford Archaeology North and English Heritage, 
the County Council sought an assessment of the impact of aggregate 
extraction upon the heritage resource of Cumbria.  The project was designed 
to inform and facilitate the improved curation of the archaeological resource in 
relation to mineral extraction for Cumbria, outside of the designated 
landscapes of the National Parks, the Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty 
and the Heritage Coast.  The study that was produced130 identifies areas of 
potential future aggregate extraction from the Local Plan work, and provides a 
more detailed information base for the heritage resource within these areas, to 
enable the county’s rich heritage assets to be understood better and to be 
prioritised. 

 
 Source data 

 
8.7 At the international or European level, bodies such as the United Nations 

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) or the European 
Union (EU) designate heritage, geodiversity and biodiversity assets in the UK.  
These are then notified, managed or data held by national organisations: the 
remit of Natural England covers nature and wildlife conservation, plus 
landscape protection, whilst Historic England is responsible for cultural and 
built heritage. 

 
 Biodiversity 

 
8.8 Under the EU Habitats Directive, European Wildlife Sites were designated to 

protect threatened or valuable habitats and species, whilst internationally 
important wetlands were designated under the Ramsar Convention.  
Collectively termed Natura 2000 sites, their Conservation Objectives are 
maintained and updated by Natural England. 

 
8.9 Natural England also maintain and update the (single) Conservation Objective 

for Marine Conservation Zones and are responsible for notifying Sites of 
Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs).  They formally designate Areas of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONBs) and define Heritage Coasts in 
agreement with the relevant maritime local authorities.  Standing advice is 
provided jointly by Natural England and the Forestry Commission on ancient 
woodland and veteran trees. 

 
8.10 The majority of National Nature Reserves are managed by Natural England (in 

Cumbria, a very small minority are managed by the National Trust or Cumbria 
Wildlife Trust) and the relevant data is held on their website.  Information on 
Local Nature Reserves is hosted by them, but they are managed by a range of 
organisations in Cumbria, including the District Councils, the County Council 
and National Park Authorities.  There are also a number of RSPB-managed 
reserves, specifically for their bird interest. 
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 Evidence Base document reference LD310: Terrestrial Mineral Resource, Cumbria: Assessment 
Report, Oxford Archaeology North/English Heritage/Cumbria County Council, February 2015 
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8.11 At the local level, the Cumbria Biodiversity Data Centre131 has the detailed 
representation of current knowledge of Cumbria's biodiversity.  Its evidence 
base includes species and habitat statements, habitat targets, planning 
considerations and enhancement opportunities.  Further work for the 
biodiversity evidence base will include identifying the networks of natural 
habitats required by national policies, mapping biodiversity opportunities and 
defining the landscape features that are of major importance for migration, 
dispersal and genetic exchange.  This is an iterative process that will continue 
to inform the policy and thus any necessary updates. 

 
8.12 Extensive lengths of rivers and of coast comprise some of the most important 

wildlife sites within the county.  A characteristic of these is that the notified site 
often does not include crucial areas of adjacent land.  However, some 
associated areas that are important to species, especially birds, have been 
identified and these include goose/swan flyways.  The above work on habitat 
networks will be particularly important to address this issue. 

 
8.13 There is a Key Species list for Cumbria132 of around 300 wildlife species.  

These are species that have the status of being specifically protected or are 
UK Priority and/or Cumbria Biodiversity Framework (Action Plan) species.  
Further work is continuing to relate these species to appropriate habitat types, 
functional ecological networks and to geographic areas of the county. 

 
8.14 Projects in Cumbria continue to inform the Cumbria Biodiversity Evidence 

Base, increasing the knowledge of habitats and species, especially those 
under threat.  Nature Improvement Areas (NIA) were established by 
Government in April 2012, as a 3-year project to create joined up and resilient 
ecological networks at a landscape scale.  The Morecambe Bay limestones 
and wetlands NIA programme was progressed by Morecambe Bay Local 
Nature Partnership, with Arnside & Silverdale AONB Partnership acting as the 
lead.  The final report for this project was delivered in January 2016 and, 
although there will be no new direct funding, the partners are meeting the 
challenge of maintaining the delivery of improvements to 2020, by use of the 
Heritage Lottery Fund landscape scheme and the Countryside Stewardship 
Facilitation Fund. 

 
8.15 The Cumbria Local Nature Partnership is leading on work in West Cumbria for 

the Small Blue Butterfly Conservation Network133, progressing a Conservation 
Strategy for this declining species.  The butterfly is restricted to small, 
localised colonies in the coastal strip, mainly on naturalised brownfield land, 
which is often under threat from regeneration.  It needs high quality core 
habitat areas and connected habitat corridors, which are considerations that 
could be built into development proposals. 

 
8.16 The Cumbria LNP published their Strategy134 in 2015, which is designed to 

help identify priorities, set measureable targets, monitor progress and widen 
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 http://data.nbn.org.uk/organisation/organisation.jsp?orgKey=10700  
132

 http://www.lakelandwildlife.co.uk/biodiversity/keyspecies.aspx  
133

 a voluntary network of Local Authorities, conservation organisations and local businesses 
134

 Evidence Base document reference LD301: Cumbria Local Nature Partnership Strategy 2015 - 
2020, Cumbria LNP Board, January 2015 
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the Partnership’s impact.  An action plan is under development, containing a 
list of priorities and the resources associated with their delivery. 

 
 Geodiversity 
 
8.17 The European Geoparks Network was created with the support of the EU and 

in co-operation with UNESCO in 2000.  In 2003, the North Pennines AONB 
became the first area in Britain to be awarded the status of European 
Geopark, where special effort is made to make the most of its geology (or 
Earth heritage) through interpretation, education, conservation and nature-
based tourism. 

 
8.18 Local Geological Sites (LGS), previously known as Regionally Important 

Geological and Geomorphological Sites (RIGS), are currently the most 
important places for geology and geomorphology outside statutorily protected 
land, such as SSSI’s, and are equivalent to local wildlife sites and other non-
statutory wildlife designations.  These sites started life as SSSI’s, but were 
denotified during the Geological Conservation Review135 by the Joint Nature 
Conservation Committee (JNCC).  Cumbria GeoConservation Group, an 
affiliated member of UK RIGS and a special interest group of Cumbria Wildlife 
Trust, is a voluntary geological conservation group that records, monitors and 
reviews LGS in the county.  They also set out a Local Geodiversity Action 
Plan136, with the aim of “Conserving, enhancing and managing the region’s 
geological heritage and diversity for the benefit of all”. 

 
8.19 At the local level, Limestone Pavement Orders (LPO) were designated by the 

Local Authority, based on information provided by Natural England.  
Information and mapping regarding each LPO is hosted on the Natural 
England website. 

 
 Historic environment 
 
8.20 UNESCO’s World Heritage Committee decides which places can be 

considered of outstanding universal value to humanity and then designates 
worthy World Heritage Sites.  Historic England is responsible for managing 
those World Heritage Sites that are situated in England, and information is 
hosted on the Historic England website.  The organisation also maintains the 
registers of listed buildings, historic parks and gardens, registered battlefields 
and scheduled monuments (formerly scheduled ancient monuments).  
Conservation Areas are designated and managed by the Local Authorities. 

 
8.21 At the local level, the Cumbria County Historic Environment Record (HER) is a 

database of all known archaeological sites and monuments for the county, 
outside the areas of the National Parks.  The database contains over 20,000 
records, linked to a GIS interface.  The HER (formerly the Sites and 
Monuments Record or SMR) has been maintained by Cumbria County Council 
since the mid-1970s.  The database was computerised between 1983 and 
1985, and has been expanded significantly since that time.  Maintenance of an 
HER is required by paragraph 169 of the National Planning Policy Framework. 
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 http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/page-2947 
136

 Evidence Base document reference LD160: Cumbria Local Geodiversity Action Plan, 2009 
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 Landscape 
 
8.22 In order to reflect the principles of the European Landscape Convention137, 

Cumbria County Council, in partnership with the Cumbrian Local Planning 
Authorities, prepared the Cumbria Landscape Character Guidance and its 
associated Toolkit138.  The Guidance contains a landscape character 
assessment, which maps, classifies and describes the elements and features 
that characterise the different landscape types across the county, setting out 
what makes the landscape distinctive now.  It acknowledges that landscapes 
are dynamic and have been, and will continue to be, shaped by natural and 
man-made forces and actions.  It also includes a series of guidelines to help 
encourage and plan action that will protect, manage, enhance, restore and 
create landscapes that will be able to adapt to change over time but still retain 
the characteristics that make them distinctive.  The Landscape Character 
Toolkit provides detailed advice on applying the Cumbria Landscape 
Characterisation Assessment. 

 
8.23 Cumbria's historic landscape is varied and greatly appreciated; its 

characterisation can be used to inform the preparation of the county's future 
strategies for the historic environment, landscape and sustainability.  It is a 
useful tool when undertaking environmental assessment at the strategic level 
to inform minerals planning policies.  In partnership with the Lake District 
National Park Authority, a programme of work sponsored by English Heritage 
(now Historic England) was undertaken to map the elements of Cumbria's 
historic landscape.  The result was a series of interactive GIS-based maps that 
characterise the distinctive, historic dimension of today's environment in 
Cumbria and an associated handbook139. 

 
 Marine environment 
 
8.24 The Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009 allowed the creation of Marine 

Conservation Zones (MCZ’s).  The Marine Conservation Zone Project, to 
identify and recommend MCZ’s to Government, was led by the Joint Nature 
Conservation Committee and Natural England.  MCZ’s protect a range of 
nationally important marine wildlife, habitats, geology and geomorphology, and 
can be designated anywhere in English and Welsh territorial and UK offshore 
waters.  To date, three MCZ’s have been designated for Cumbria – West of 
Walney (off Barrow), Allonby Bay (Allonby to Maryport) and Cumbria Coast 
(Whitehaven to Drigg). 

 
 Environmental assets 
 
8.25 This Local Plan identifies Cumbria’s environmental assets (see Boxes 8.1 and 

8.2), in order to recognise their extent and significance to the planning system 
in Cumbria.  They include assets that have been formally designated in 
accordance with international, European and national legislation and others 
that are identified for their regional or local importance.  In order to identify 

                                                           
137

 http://www.coe.int/t/dg4/cultureheritage/heritage/Landscape/default_en.asp  
138

 Evidence Base document reference LD196: Cumbria County Council, March 2011 
139

 Guide to Using the Cumbria Historic Landscape Character Database for Cumbria’s Planning 
Authorities, Cumbria County Council, July 2009: http://www.cumbria.gov.uk/planning-
environment/countryside/historic-environment/histlandcharacter.asp  
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those assets that are of particular county importance, reference has been 
made to the relevant databases, as described above. 

 

BOX 8.1 
 

The areas, features and, where appropriate, their settings, located wholly 
or partly within Cumbria (outside the Lake District and Yorkshire Dales 
National Parks) that are formally identified as being of national, European 
and international importance are:- 
 

 internationally important Wildlife Sites (Ramsar sites, Special Areas of 
Conservation and Special Protection Areas) - Upper Solway Flats and 
Marshes/Solway Firth; South Solway Mosses; Border Mires, Kielder and 
Butterburn; Irthinghead Mires; Duddon Estuary; Duddon Mosses; Drigg 
Coast; Asby Complex; North Pennine Moors; Morecambe Bay; 
Morecambe Bay Pavements; Walton Moss; Clints Quarry; Cumbrian 
Marsh Fritillary Site; Helbeck and Swindale Woods; Lake District High 
Fells; Moor House - Upper Teesdale; North Pennine Dales Meadows; 
River Derwent; River Ehen; River Eden; River Kent; Tyne and Nent; 
Roudsea Wood and Mosses; Bolton Fell Moss; 

 World Heritage Sites - "Frontiers of the Roman Empire: Hadrian's Wall" 
and its visual impact zone; The English Lake District; 

 European and Global Geopark – North Pennines; 

 Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty - Solway Coast; Arnside and 
Silverdale; and North Pennines; 

 Heritage Coast - St Bees Head; 

 the settings of the Lake District, Yorkshire Dales and Northumberland 
National Parks; 

 Sites of Special Scientific Interest; 

 Marine Conservation Zones – West of Walney; Allonby Bay; Cumbria 
Coast; 

 Nature Improvement Area – Morecambe Bay limestones and wetlands; 

 National Nature Reserves – Clawthorpe Fell; Cliburn Moss; Drumburgh 
Moss; Duddon Mosses; Finglandrigg Woods; Gowk Bank; Great Asby 
Scar; Hallsenna Moor; High Leys; Hutton Roof; Moor House-Upper 
Teesdale; North Walney; Roudsea Wood and Mosses; Sandscale Haws; 
South Solway Mosses; Thornhill Moss and Meadows; Walton Moss; 

 statutorily protected wildlife species; 

 habitats and species of principal importance that are included in the 
England Biodiversity List (published by the Secretary of State under 
Section 41 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006) 
and in the UK Biodiversity Framework (Action Plan); 

 ancient woodlands; 

 Limestone Pavements protected by Orders; 

 nationally important archaeological sites whether designated as 
Scheduled Monuments or not; 

 Registered Historic Battlefield – Solway Moss; 

 Registered Historic Parks and Gardens – Appleby Castle; Corby Castle; 
Dallam Tower; Dalston Road Cemetery; Holker Hall; Hutton-in-the-Forest; 
Levens Hall; Sizergh Castle; Workington Hall; 

 listed buildings. 
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BOX 8.2 
 
Wildlife, geological, geomorphological, landscape and historic 
environment areas and features that are of particular importance for the 
county, or which make a contribution to biodiversity, geological, 
landscape and historic conservation include:- 
 

 Local Nature Reserves – Cowraik Quarry; Harrington Reservoir; Holme 
Park Quarry; Kingmoor Sidings; Millom Ironworks; Siddick Pond; 

 RSPB Nature Reserves – Campfield Marsh; Geltsdale; Hodbarrow; St 
Bees Head; 

 Local Sites (these are County Wildlife Sites and Local Geological Sites); 

 Cumbria Biodiversity Framework (Action Plan) habitats and species and 
additional ones of conservation importance for the North West that occur 
within Cumbria; 

 areas of regional or local importance identified by the Local Nature 
Partnerships; 

 Cumbria Geodiversity Action Plan sites; 

 Conservation Areas and their settings; 

 landscape attributes and features essential to local landscape character; 

 landscape features of major importance for wild flora and fauna that are 
essential for migration, dispersal and genetic exchange and which 
encourage the protection, conservation and expansion of the general 
ecological fabric (i.e. habitat networks, wildlife corridors, stepping stones, 
sites, etc.); 

 soil resources, including best and most versatile agricultural land 

 veteran and other substantial trees, hedgerows and woodlands; 

 lakes, tarns and rivers; 

 undeveloped coast; 

 locally listed archaeological sites, monuments, buildings and their settings. 
 

 
 Strategy and development principles 
 
8.26 Legislation places duties on the County Council to protect and enhance the 

natural and historic environment, which needs to be reflected in this Plan.  
Examples include Section 85 of the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 
(2000), which places a duty on the Council to conserve and enhance the 
natural beauty of an AONB, or Section 40 of the Natural Environment and 
Rural Communities Act (2006), which places a duty on the Council to consider 
how to conserve biodiversity in all their actions.  In the context of minerals and 
waste management developments, it is vital that people's quality of life and the 
environmental assets and their settings are protected; policies are needed that 
attach appropriate levels of protection to them.  Government revoked the 
North West Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) in April 2013.  Its former Policy 
EM1 – ‘Integrated enhancement and protection of the Region’s environmental 
assets’, set out details on how environmental assets in the North West of 
England should be identified, protected, enhanced and managed, with 
particular regard to (A) landscape, (B) the natural environment, (C) the historic 
environment and (D) trees, woodlands and forests.  This valuable policy 
sought a “step change” to increase the North West’s biodiversity resources.  It 
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has, therefore, been necessary to consider how the revoked policy should be 
reflected in this Local Plan. 

 
8.27 The spatial objectives and priorities of the former policy fall within the 

responsibility of the District Councils and will mainly be delivered through their 
Local Plans, which have a wider remit than this Minerals & Waste Local Plan.  
However, aspects of the policy that relate to conserving and enhancing areas, 
sites, features and species are relevant to this Plan and have been 
incorporated into strategic policy SP15 and the relevant Development Control 
policies. 

 
 Opportunities 
 
8.28 Cumbria is already favoured with an exceptionally high quality natural 

environment.  Nevertheless, there are still many opportunities for enhancing, 
expanding and linking wildlife sites and enhancing the general ecological 
fabric.  This was recognised in the identification of the Morecambe Bay 
limestones and wetlands Nature Improvement Area (NIA)140, which was the 
only NIA identified in the north of England. 

 
8.29 Quarries and landfill sites can offer significant opportunities to deliver 

sustainability objectives.  The Nature after Minerals141 initiatives focus on 
former workings, but it is not just those that are important; some of the working 
quarries in Cumbria have demonstrated very successful enhancement of 
wildlife habitats.  Several active quarries are particularly important as habitats 
for great crested newts and botanically rich vegetation has naturally 
regenerated on some of the limestone quarry waste tips.  Successful 
maintenance and further enhancement of some of these habitats is much 
easier and more likely to happen whilst a quarry is working than when it is 
closed. 

 
8.30 Working quarries can offer invaluable opportunities to geologists, amateur and 

professional, to gain access to fresh rock faces in order to provide better 
understanding of the processes that formed different rock types and features, 
as well as their enhanced interpretation.  Disused quarries are of great value 
as geological conservation sites.  LGS sites in Cumbria are situated in both 
working and disused quarries.  Millom Rock Park is located next to Ghyll 
Scaur Quarry and has an excellent viewing vantage over the quarry.  The Park 
was funded from a number of sources including the quarry operator, the 
Aggregate Levy Sustainability Funds of Cumbria County Council, and Natural 
England; the project was delivered by a committee that included members of 
the local community.  The Park features many large rock specimens from the 
quarry and from other local sources in Cumbria, complete with interpretations, 
plus there are schematic descriptions of the quarrying process. 

 
8.31 The restoration schemes for quarries and landfill sites can also provide 

significant opportunities to deliver benefits to ecosystem services.  For 
example, native woodland creation can provide habitat or food for wildlife, it 
can boost carbon storage, it can lessen soil erosion or the washing of gravel 
into streams, which in turn may improve water quality and wildlife. 

                                                           
140

 http://www.naturalengland.org.uk/ourwork/conservation/biodiversity/funding/nia/projects/morecambebay.aspx  
141

 Evidence Base document reference LD48 and http://www.afterminerals.com/index.aspx  
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8.32 A study142 was carried out by Cranfield University, supported by the Mineral 
Products Association and Nature After Minerals, which researched an 
ecosystem services approach to quarry restoration.  The report shows how 
such an approach could offer a systematic framework to enhance, structure 
and communicate the benefits that restored land provides to society.  The 
report makes recommendations to the mineral industry that would further 
these aims; it would be useful to consider the lessons from the study when in 
dialogue with quarry operators regarding sustainable restoration schemes. 

 
8.33 Cumbria is also favoured with an exceptionally high quality historic 

environment, the highlights of which are Hadrian’s Wall, Long Meg stone circle 
(second largest in the UK), a number of medieval castles and the county’s 
industrial heritage.  To consider the impact of any development proposal on 
the historic environment effectively, some of these features, such as Hadrian’s 
Wall, will require particular consideration of strategic cross boundary issues, 
but for all proposals, engagement is undertaken with appropriate conservation, 
archaeology or urban design colleagues.  Taking account of local historic 
environment issues and priorities, ensures a joined up and robust approach to 
safeguarding Cumbria’s historic assets. 

 
8.34 Mineral or waste developments inevitably involve change in the landscape; the 

nature of this change depends upon how sites are selected, designed and 
restored.  The Cumbria Landscape Character Guidance & Toolkit provides 
baseline information on landscape character and broad objectives for county 
character areas, which can be used to inform these processes.  The 
restoration of mineral workings can offer significant opportunities to meet wider 
goals of enhancing landscape character, such as through the restoration of 
field boundaries or the expansion of native woodland and natural grassland, 
as well as increasing access to the countryside. 

 
 Planning policy 
 
8.35 The National Planning Policy Framework requires local planning authorities to 

plan for biodiversity at a landscape scale, across local authority boundaries, 
and to set criteria based policies against which proposals for any development 
on or affecting protected wildlife or geodiversity sites or landscape areas will 
be judged.  The NPPF also requires that the planning system recognises the 
wider benefits of ecosystem services143. 

 
8.36 Local planning authorities should work with Local Nature Partnerships (LNPs) 

in ensuring that policies and decisions are based on up-to date data relating to 
assets and ecological networks.  In Cumbria, the three existing LNPs are 
‘Cumbria’, ‘Morecambe Bay’ and the ‘Northern Upland Chain’. 

 
8.37 Distinctions are required to be made between the hierarchy of international, 

national and locally designated sites.  This is so that protection is 
commensurate with their status and gives appropriate weight to their 
importance and the contribution that they make to wider ecological networks. 

 

                                                           
142

 Evidence Base document reference ND174: Introducing an ecosystem services approach to quarry 
restoration, Helen King, Cranfield University, 2013 
143

 NPPF, paragraph 109 
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8.38 For the historic environment, local planning authorities are required to set out 
in Local Plans a positive strategy for the conservation and enjoyment of the 
historic environment.  This requirement is relevant to this Plan, but is most 
directly relevant to District plans. 

 
8.39 The scale of the minerals and the waste management developments, that are 

likely to be needed or proposed in Cumbria, is relatively small.  It should be 
possible in most cases to avoid major adverse impacts on environmental 
assets and to focus on enhancement or conservation.  There may be 
exceptions with some minerals, where the geological resource is a major 
contributing factor to the environmental interest.  The Habitats Regulations 
Assessment identifies potentially sensitive locations in relation to Local Plan 
policies. 

 
 Policy approach 
 
8.40 The policy approach in SP15 is not only that development should not result in 

significant harm to Cumbria's environmental assets, but also that development 
incorporates the enhancement measures to secure a ‘step-change’ increase in 
biodiversity resources that were in RSS Policy EM1(B); this is translated into 
helping to secure movement from a net loss of biodiversity towards 
achievement of net gains in biodiversity resources.  The policy also 
incorporates measures relating to green infrastructure that were in revoked 
RSS Policy EM3.  Green infrastructure is defined as the network of green and 
blue spaces that lies between cities, towns and villages and which provides 
multiple social, economic and environmental benefits (see Glossary for further 
information on green and blue spaces). 

 
8.41 In order to determine a development proposal, a Habitats Regulations 

Assessment (HRA) will be required to show that the proposal will not have an 
adverse effect on the integrity of a European Site, whether located in, adjacent 
to or on a ‘pathway’ to the Site.  If a particular proposal cannot reasonably be 
developed on any alternative locations, that would result in less or no harm, 
adequate mitigation measures should be put in place before development is 
started.  Where significant harm to biodiversity and geological interests cannot 
be prevented, or adequately mitigated against, appropriate compensation 
measures will be sought.  If significant harm cannot be prevented, adequately 
mitigated against or compensated for, then planning permission will be 
refused. 

 
8.42 With regard to the historic environment, the approach in policy SP15 is not 

only that development should not result in harm to an asset’s significance, but 
also to open up the potential for a development to enhance that significance.  
Although less likely for minerals or waste developments than for County 
developments144, there could be a positive contribution to local character and 
distinctiveness.  However, where a proposed development will lead to 
substantial harm to, or total loss of, significance of a designated heritage 
asset, planning permission would be refused, unless it can be demonstrated 

                                                           
144

 under circular DoE 19/92 and WO 39/92, The Town and Country Planning (Development Plans and 
Consultation) Directions 1992, 13 July 1992, County developments are “their own development or for 
developments jointly carried out with another person and for development on local authority-owned 
land” 
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that substantial public benefits will outweigh the substantial harm or loss.  This 
approach is carried through to development control policy DC17. 

 
8.43 Having taken account of the above matters, the focus of this Plan's policy, in 

addition to protection, will be to maintain and enhance landscape character, 
the historic environment, biodiversity and geological conservation interests.  
The environmental assets include the normal residential and workplace 
amenities for quality of life, those areas and features listed in Boxes 8.1 and 
8.2 and, where appropriate, their settings. 

 

POLICY SP15 Environmental assets 
 

Minerals and waste management developments, including restoration and 
afteruse, should: 
 

 protect, maintain and enhance people’s overall quality of life and the 
natural, historic and other distinctive features that contribute to the 
environment of Cumbria and to the character of its landscapes and places; 

 conserve the settings of these environmental assets; 

 improve the linkages between these environmental assets and provide 
buffer zones around them, where this is appropriate; 

 realise the opportunities for expanding and increasing environmental 
resources, including adapting and mitigating for climate change; 

 help to secure movement from a net loss of biodiversity towards 
achievement of net gains in biodiversity resources by protecting, 
enhancing, expanding and linking areas for wildlife within and between the 
locations of highest biodiversity resources and encouraging the 
conservation and expansion of the ecological fabric elsewhere; 

 help to create new green infrastructure, and to conserve and manage 
where it is existing, and enhance its functionality, quality, connectivity and 
accessibility. 

 

All proposals should also be expected to demonstrate that they include 
reasonable measures to secure the opportunities that they present for 
enhancing Cumbria's environmental assets. 
 

Information on environmental assets and guidance on implementing parts of 
this policy are provided by the Cumbria Landscape Character Guidance and 
Toolkit, the Guide to using the Cumbria Historic Landscape Character 
database, the Cumbria Biodiversity Evidence Base and the Cumbria Historic 
Environment Record. 
 

There are national policies for areas and features that are identified to be of 
international, European or national importance, as set out below. 
 
Landscape designations 
 

Major developments that adversely affect the designated areas or the settings 
of National Parks, Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty and Heritage Coasts, 
will only be granted planning permission in exceptional circumstances and 
where it can be demonstrated that they are in the public interest, in accordance 
with paragraph 116 of the National Planning Policy Framework. 
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Geodiversity designations 
 

Major developments that adversely affect the designated areas of Geoparks, 
will only be granted planning permission in exceptional circumstances and 
where it can be demonstrated that they are in the public interest, in accordance 
with paragraph 116 of the National Planning Policy Framework.  They shall 
also incorporate any relevant features of geological interest into an appropriate 
restoration scheme. 
 

Marine designations 
 

The local planning authority will exercise its functions in relation to Marine 
Conservation Zones (MCZ) in accordance with the duties placed upon it by the 
Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009 (paras 125-127).  The local authority will 
seek to exercise its functions in a manner that furthers the achievement of the 
conservation objectives of the MCZ, or least hinders the achievement of those 
objectives.  Therefore, any major developments that adversely affect any MCZ, 
will only be granted planning permission in exceptional circumstances and 
where it can be demonstrated that they are in the public interest, in accordance 
with paragraph 118 of the National Planning Policy Framework. 
 

Ramsar and European Wildlife Sites 
 
The precautionary principle will be applied to any development proposals 
affecting these sites and planning permission will be granted only if Habitats 
Regulations Assessment can determine that a proposal will not have an 
adverse effect on the integrity of the Site.  The only exception is where there 
are no alternative solutions that would have no (or a lesser) effect and that the 
development must be carried out because there are imperative reasons of 
overriding public interest, in accordance with paragraphs 25 to 32 of ODPM 
Circular 06/2005 (Defra Circular 01/2005). 
 
In accordance with NPPF paragraph 118, this policy also applies to potential 
Special Protection Areas, possible Special Areas of Conservation and 
proposed Ramsar sites where the Government has initiated the relevant public 
consultation, and for sites identified, or required, as compensatory measures 
for adverse effects on European or Ramsar Sites, including the potential, 
possible or proposed ones. 
 
Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) 
 
In accordance with paragraphs 56 to 83 of ODPM Circular 06/2005, and the 
general and overarching duty placed on local planning authorities, to take 
reasonable steps to further the conservation and enhancement of the features 
for which sites are of special interest:- 
 

 Planning permission will not normally be granted for development within or 
outside an SSSI, which is likely to have an adverse effect on it, individually 
or in combination with other development. 

 Exceptions will only be made where the benefits of the development, at 
the proposed site, clearly outweigh both the impacts that it is likely to have 
on the features of the site that make it of special scientific interest and any 
broader impacts on the national network of SSSIs. 
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Heritage designations 
 
In general, development proposals that substantially harm or totally destroy the 
Outstanding Universal Value of a World Heritage Site, or the significance of a 
designated heritage asset, or their settings, will only be granted planning 
permission where it can be demonstrated that they are necessary to achieve 
substantial public benefits that outweigh the harm or loss (in accordance with 
NPPF paragraph 133). 
 
Where development proposals cause less than substantial harm to the 
Outstanding Universal Value of a World Heritage Site or the significance of a 
designated heritage asset, or their settings, the harm will be weighed against 
the public benefits of the proposals (in accordance with NPPF paragraph 134). 
 
Environmental assets not protected by national, European or 
international legislation 
 
Where not otherwise protected by national, European or international 
legislation, great weight will be given to conserving habitats and species of 
principal importance and irreplaceable habitats.  In accordance with NPPF 
paragraph 118, planning permission will be refused for development resulting 
in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable habitats unless the need for, and 
benefits of, the development in that location clearly outweigh the loss. 
 
Permission will not be granted for development that would have an 
unacceptable impact on the environmental assets, on its own or in combination 
with other developments, unless it is demonstrated that:- 
 

 there is an overriding need for the development, and 

 it cannot reasonably be located on any alternative site that would result 
in less or no harm, and then, 

 the effects can be adequately mitigated, or if not, 

 the effects can be adequately and realistically compensated for through 
offsetting actions. 

 
Where not otherwise protected by national, European or international 
legislation, the effect of a development proposal on the significance of a non-
designated heritage asset should be taken into account in determining the 
application.  In weighing applications that affect, directly or non-directly, non-
designated heritage assets, a balanced judgement will be required, having 
regard to the scale of any harm or loss and the significance of the heritage 
asset.  Non-designated heritage assets of national importance are treated as 
designated assets. 
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9. RESTORATION, AFTERCARE AND AFTERUSE 
 
9.1 Restoration and aftercare schemes for mineral working and waste 

management sites, such as landfills, provide opportunities to secure the 
increase in biodiversity resources that is required by policy SP15.  Such 
schemes should help to deliver Biodiversity Framework (Action Plan) 
objectives; should take account of the key habitats and species lists; the 
Cumbria Landscape Character Toolkit; functional ecological networks and of 
associated guidance.  The ecological frameworks and networks will be 
developed in District Local Plans. 

 
9.2 In addition to biodiversity, there can be other important restoration objectives, 

such as landscape enhancement, flood risk mitigation, landscape scale 
conservation and connectivity, access to geological resources and 
reinstatement of Best and Most Versatile agricultural land.  There may also be 
opportunities where built development is an appropriate and practicable 
afteruse, which can deliver social and economic benefits.  Policy SP16 
contains a non-exhaustive list of issues to be considered in restoration, 
afteruse and aftercare schemes. 

 
9.3 Appropriate and thorough restoration may also be needed for some sites to 

secure the phased restoration of large sites, to address land contamination 
and secure land stability and to reduce future liability for public safety arising 
from previous mineral and waste developments.  When formulating restoration 
and aftercare schemes, cross reference should be made to policy SP13 
Climate change mitigation and adaptation and to policy SP15 Environmental 
assets. 

 

POLICY SP16 Restoration and aftercare 
 
Restoration, afteruse and aftercare schemes for mineral working and waste 
management sites should demonstrate that best practicable measures have 
been taken to help deliver the sustainability objectives of this Plan.  Where 
appropriate, this should include consideration of the potential for biodiversity, 
geodiversity and landscape enhancement, flood risk mitigation and water 
quality, maintaining agricultural land quality, ameliorating contaminated land 
and securing land stability. 
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10. PLANNING OBLIGATIONS AND COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE LEVY 
 
10.1 Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 makes provision for 

local planning authorities and developers to enter into planning obligations or 
undertakings.  Their purpose is to secure measures to mitigate the impacts of 
proposed development which cannot be secured through conditions on a 
planning permission.  The statutory test for a planning obligation is that it can 
only constitute a reason for granting planning permission if it is:- 

 
a) necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms; 
b) directly related to the development; and 
c) fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development. 

 
10.2 This test is set out in Regulation 122 of the Community Infrastructure 

Regulations 2010 and is repeated in National Planning Policy Framework 
paragraph 204.  From April 2014, restrictions have also been placed on the 
local use of planning obligations for pooled contributions towards items that 
may be funded via the Community Infrastructure Levy (Regulation 123).  In 
some instances, this could impact on the ability to seek planning obligations 
where five or more schemes are contributing to an infrastructure project or 
type of infrastructure. 

 
10.3 The Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) came into force in April 2010.  It 

allows local authorities in England and Wales to raise funds from developers 
undertaking new building projects in their area through a standard charging 
schedule.  The role of CIL is to secure contributions to fund strategic 
infrastructure that is needed to support the growth of an area. 

 
10.4 The responsibility for developing a CIL is a discretionary one and it lies with 

the District Councils and not with the County Council.  It is anticipated that CIL 
will have limited direct application to most minerals and waste management 
developments, but there may be overlaps between the types of infrastructure 
to be funded by the Levy and those required in connection with minerals and 
waste developments.  Examples of the strategic infrastructure and 
improvements that could be deliverable include road schemes, green 
infrastructure and flood defence schemes.  Where a piece of infrastructure is 
secured through CIL, a section 106 will not be used for this mitigation 
measure. 

 
10.5 Notwithstanding the emergence of CIL, planning obligations are likely to 

continue to have an important role in mitigating adverse impacts of minerals 
and waste management developments. 

 
10.6 Where planning obligations or legal agreements are required in order to 

achieve the necessary control of a development, the following non-exhaustive 
list sets out a range of the provisions that may be included in a planning 
obligation: 

 

 highways and access improvements; 

 traffic management measures, including traffic routeing agreements; 

 the undertaking of landscape improvements; 
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 the implementation of long term monitoring, mitigation and enhancement 
measures for environmental assets, before, during and after development; 

 the provision for archaeological investigation, analysis, reporting, 
publication and archive deposition; 

 the long term restoration and afteruse of sites (including financial 
guarantees to ensure restoration and long term maintenance is 
undertaken); 

 the provision of, maintenance of, and improvements to the public rights of 
way network; 

 the long term management of, and public access to, sites restored for 
amenity purposes; 

 the off-site monitoring of watercourses, groundwater levels and water 
supply abstractions; 

 the provision of facilities to compensate local communities for the loss of 
amenity. 

 
10.7 With regard to financial guarantees, they are most likely to apply to new sites 

rather than physical extensions to existing sites.  The use of ‘long term’ in the 
policy will need to be considered on a case-by-case basis for each proposal.  
For example, if a restoration scheme required a site to be restored to 
agriculture, this may be able to be achieved within five years of operations 
ceasing at a site; but if a restoration scheme required low nutrient vegetation, 
perhaps with removal of invasive species such as buddleia, this may not be 
able to be achieved until ten years after cease of operations. 

 
10.8 In accordance with chapter 27, paragraph 48 of PPG (ID:27-048- 20140306), 

where an operator is contributing to an established mutual funding scheme, 
such as the Mineral Products Association Restoration Guarantee Fund or the 
British Aggregates Association Restoration Guarantee Fund, no financial 
guarantee, even in the exceptional circumstances set out in Policy SP17, will 
be sought. 
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POLICY SP17 Section 106 planning obligations 
 
Where it is not possible to achieve the necessary control or outcome through 
the use of planning conditions, the County Council will require appropriate 
mitigation to be secured through Section 106 planning obligations that ensure 
that development proposals:- 
 
1. secure long term management of relevant environmental assets. 
2. only where one of the following exceptional circumstances applies, provide 

financial guarantees, including with parent companies, where appropriate for 
restoration works, except where a national industry guarantee fund will 
remain in place: 

 very long-term new projects, where progressive reclamation is not 
practicable, such as an extremely large limestone quarry; or 

 where a novel approach or technique is to be used, but the minerals 
planning authority considers it is justifiable to give permission for the 
development; or 

 where there is reliable evidence of the likelihood of either financial or 
technical failure, but these concerns are not such as to justify refusal 
of permission. 

3. provide necessary infrastructure such as highway and transport 
improvements, flood and surface water management schemes and green 
infrastructure. 
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11. MONITORING AND ENFORCING PLANNING CONTROL 
 
11.1 The purpose of monitoring and enforcing planning control is to protect people, 

the environment, the public interest, transport systems and the amenity of the 
area.  The service of formal enforcement notices is a discretionary function, 
which will only be exercised when it is for the above purposes; it is not to 
punish offenders for the sake of doing so. 

 
11.2 It is Council policy normally not to respond to anonymous calls or letters; this 

is because it is not possible to respond to the complainant.  It is important that 
complainants receive some sort of response, in order to do justice both to their 
complaint and, where unfounded or misdirected, the site being complained 
about.  The identity of complainants is kept strictly confidential, so that they 
may contact the Council with confidence. 

 
11.3 The principal planning enforcement effort of the Authority is directed towards 

avoiding infringements through proactive monitoring; this includes taking account 
of relevant, written comments made by the general public and consultees during 
the application process.  Whilst remaining proportionate, in general, monitoring 
effort is directed at those sites that receive the most complaints.  It is, 
nevertheless, inevitable that breaches and offences will occur and the purpose of 
this policy is to ensure that they are resolved in a consistent, transparent, 
proportionate and fair manner.  Where unauthorised development or breach of 
conditions occur, the County Council will seek to remedy the injury in the first 
instance by negotiation and persuasion.  This may include inviting 
retrospective planning applications, in appropriate circumstances. 

 
11.4 It is not uncommon for persons committing planning breaches, to give 

assurances of ceasing activities or carrying out remedial works within reasonable 
timescales, but thereafter fail to comply with the agreed timescale.  In all 
negotiations and decisions to resolve planning breaches within a particular 
timescale, or for a planning application to be submitted, the Authority will have 
regard to a person’s history of compliance or otherwise, with planning legislation 
and any previous informal agreements, without reasonable excuse.  As a 
general rule, very little weight will be given to assurances made by persons who 
have previously given assurances of compliance, but subsequently have failed 
to carry out those assurances. 

 
11.5 Some Local Authorities have established a Local Enforcement Plan, in line with 

NPPF, paragraph 207.  The Local Enforcement Plan could help Authorities 
proactively manage enforcement, and should be tailored in a way that is 
appropriate to their area.  This is not a statutory document and, due to the 
relatively small number of complaints that the County Council receive, it is not 
considered that one is necessary for minerals and waste developments in the 
county, at this time.  This will be kept under review. 
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POLICY SP18 Monitoring and enforcing planning control 
 
The County Council, in exercising its function of ensuring compliance with 
planning control, will: 
 
1. where there is serious harm caused to amenity or potentially irreparable 

harm to the environment, take practicable immediate action against a 
breach of planning control to stop further damage; 

2. in all other instances, seek to resolve any problems within a reasonable 
timescale by discussion and negotiation without the need to resort to legal 
action; 

3. only take enforcement action where it is necessary to do so to protect 
people, the environment, the public interest, transport systems and the 
amenity of the area, in accordance with the provisions of the development 
plan; 

4. ensure that action is always commensurate with the breach of planning 
control; 

5. give due regard to current legislation, policy framework, instructions, 
appeal decisions and relevant judicial authority; 

6. enable sustainable development to take place, even though it may initially 
have been unauthorised; 

7. maintain the integrity of sites having interests of acknowledged historical 
or environmental importance and their surroundings; 

8. when appropriate, maintain liaison and contact with the general public, 
and mineral and waste management operators; 

9. where a planning application is submitted to address a breach of planning 
control, only take formal enforcement action in exceptional 
circumstances, until such time as the application has been determined. 
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12. INTRODUCTION 
 
12.1 This section sets out the Development Control Policies of the Cumbria 

Minerals and Waste Local Plan.  These are the policies that are used when 
planning applications are considered.  The Strategic Policies set out what the 
Local Plan will do; the Development Control Policies must conform to the 
Strategic Policies and help to deliver those policies and strategic objectives. 

 
Purpose 

 
12.2 The purpose of the Development Control Policies is to provide guidance to the 

public, and to mineral and waste operators, about the issues that will be 
considered when planning applications for mineral working and waste 
management developments are submitted.  They provide the detailed criteria 
needed to control and manage minerals and waste developments, for 
example, relating to individual environmental impacts. 

 
12.3 Planning applications should be determined in accordance with the 

development plan.  This will comprise the Cumbria Minerals and Waste Local 
Plan and the District Council Local Plans, once they have been formally 
adopted.  In addition to the development plan, national policies in the form of 
the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), the National Planning Policy 
for Waste and the latest Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) are also material 
considerations for any planning applications or proposals. 

 
Conforming to the Strategic Policies 

 
12.4 The Development Control Policies conform to the Strategic Policies, and 

provide additional detailed criteria to enable the Strategic Policies to be 
implemented.  For most subjects or issues, broad generic policies are all that 
is required.  For others, for example environmental assets, more detailed 
criteria based policies, which are specific to the subject, are needed in this 
Plan, in addition to the higher level strategic policy. 

 
12.5 Sustainable development145 requires that the needs of the economy are taken 

into account as well as the environmental and social impacts of development.  
This balance is required to ensure that Cumbria's waste management and 
minerals needs are met, in order to support economic activity in appropriate 
locations and circumstances.  These should maintain the viability of local 
enterprises and minimise impacts on climate change.  The strategic policy on 
economic benefit has no direct development control policy counterpart, but is 
reflected in the wording of several policies. 

 
 Standing advice 
 
12.6 The Development Management Procedure Order (DMPO)146 sets out in 

Schedule 4, those bodies who must be consulted, and for what type of 
development, before a planning permission can be granted.  Separate 
standing advice may also be provided by statutory organisations, and this, 

                                                           
145

 see paragraph 2.28 of this Plan 
146

 The Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) Order 2015: 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2015/595/contents/made  
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together with their comments from planning application consultations, are 
material planning considerations when determining the planning application. 

 
12.7 Many of the statutory organisations also provide standing advice on the Local 

Plan and its policies, setting out how that advice should be taken into account 
in the planning process.  The range of organisations providing the County 
Council with their specific requirements or constraints is wide - they include 
utility companies, environmental organisations and Government departments. 

 

 United Utilities seek assurance that the criticality of the public water 
supply system is acknowledged and that any risks to the associated 
infrastructure, water quality or water resource is accounted for in the Local 
Plan.  They provide advice on availability of potable water, capacity of 
sewer networks and wastewater treatment. 

 National Grid is responsible for electricity and gas transmission networks, 
as well as gas distribution networks.  In order to meet the goals of the 
Energy White Paper, it will be necessary to revise and update much of the 
UK’s energy infrastructure over the next 20 years.  National Grid wish to 
be involved in the preparation, alteration and review of Local Plans, which 
may affect their assets, such as: 
o overhead transmission lines, underground cables or gas pipeline 

installations; 
o high voltage electricity substation sites and gas above ground 

installations. 

 The Environment Agency has a number of responsibilities, which include 
a role to regulate adherence to site permits and a remit to implement the 
Water Framework Directive.  They set out a list of ways that the Directive 
can be achieved through new development, and this is directly relevant to 
the determination of planning application proposals.  The Environment 
Agency also has a remit, and provides advice, regarding radioactive waste 
disposal.  Furthermore, they provide regularly updated flood mapping. 

 Natural England is a non-departmental public body, whose statutory 
purpose is to ensure that the natural environment is conserved, enhanced, 
and managed for the benefit of present and future generations, thereby 
contributing to sustainable development.  Given the scope of policy and 
proposals made in the Local Plan, their interests need to be recognised 
and account taken of their advice. 

 The Marine Management Organisation is the marine planning authority 
for England and is responsible for preparing marine plans for English 
inshore and offshore waters.  At its landward extent, a marine plan will 
apply up to the mean high water springs mark, which includes the tidal 
extent of any rivers; therefore, there is likely to be an overlap with 
terrestrial plans, which generally extend to the mean low water springs 
mark.  In their duty to take all reasonable steps to ensure compatibility with 
existing development plans, they seek to identify the ‘marine relevance’ of 
applicable plan policies.  Until such time as a marine plan is in place for an 
area, they advise local authorities to refer to the Marine Policy Statement 
for guidance on any planning activity that includes a section of coast or 
tidal river. 
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 Network Rail is the “not for dividend” owner and operator of Britain’s 
railway infrastructure, which includes the tracks, signals, tunnels, bridges, 
viaducts, level crossings and stations.  They request that the potential 
impacts from development that may affect Network Rail’s level crossings, 
are specifically addressed in the Local Plan, and that they are consulted 
on all planning applications for mineral extraction, within 200 metres of 
railway property, and on waste sites within 250m. 

 Highways England is mainly concerned with the safe operation of the 
Trunk Road network. 

 The Coal Authority main areas of planning interest, in terms of policy 
making, relate to: 
o the safeguarding of coal as a mineral in accordance with the advice 

contained in the NPPF, paragraphs 143 and 144; and 
o ensuring that future development is undertaken safely and reduces the 

future liability on the tax payer for subsidence and other mining related 
hazards claims arising from the legacy of coal mining in accordance 
with the advice in the NPPF, paragraphs 109, 120, 121 and 166. 

 The Office for Nuclear Regulation (ONR) was established as an agency 
of the Health & Safety Directorate and is the principal regulator of the 
safety and security of the nuclear industry in the UK. 
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13. ENVIRONMENT AND COMMUNITIES 
 
13.1 Cumbria is unique within the North West, with a high proportion of the county 

covered by national and international environmental designations.  These 
recognise, and seek to protect, its landscape and other environmental assets.  
At the same time, urban development has left a legacy of towns, many in 
remote or coastal locations, which require regeneration and renewal.  These 
include communities that have been based, in the past, on primary industries.  
They are now planning for regeneration and improved environments, with 
diversification of employment to include high value businesses and tourism.  
The initiatives in connection with Cumbria’s economic ambitions, through the 
LEP, are relevant. 

 
13.2 Minerals extraction is required to provide aggregates for new construction and 

to maintain basic infrastructure, whilst modern waste management facilities 
are an essential pre-requisite for sustainable development of all kinds. 

 
13.3 This chapter sets out the policies for protecting the environment and 

communities, whilst enabling appropriate and essential minerals and waste 
management developments where these are needed.  Criteria are set out that 
will be used to decide when planning consent for different types of waste 
management or minerals developments should be granted, including the most 
suitable types of location.  It also contains guidance on what information might 
be required with a planning application, what conditions or limitations may be 
placed on a planning consent and where additional guidance can be found. 

 
Protecting communities 

 
13.4 Most minerals developments, and some waste management developments, 

are temporary, but may be there for many years.  Whilst these developments 
are essential for the community as whole, local communities close to them, or 
to their lorry routes, need to be protected from unacceptable impacts.  
Applications to extend the working area or the working life of existing sites will 
be considered against the latest policies adopted in the Local Plan.  It may be 
that the original planning application was considered acceptable because of its 
short term nature, or because it was granted when different criteria or 
environmental standards were applied, or because needs were estimated to 
be higher than they are today. 

 
13.5 Where physical or time extensions of long standing developments are granted, 

planning permission conditions will be upgraded to modern standards (see 
also policy DC14 Review of Mineral Permissions).  Environmental impacts are 
integrated into a number of policies; traffic and transport impacts are set out 
separately, as they are usually relevant for any minerals or waste 
management proposal. 

 
 Health 
 
13.6 Local planning authorities should ensure that health and wellbeing, and health 

infrastructure, are considered in Local Plans and in planning decision-making.  
The link between planning and health has long been established.  The built 
and natural environments are major determinants of health and wellbeing. 
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13.7 In respect of health and healthcare infrastructure, there are a range of issues 
that could be considered through the plan-making and decision-making 
processes.  For minerals and waste, this includes how potential pollution and 
other environmental hazards, which might lead to an adverse impact on 
human health, are accounted for in the consideration of new development 
proposals.  Policy DC2 General criteria, refers to assessments that may be 
required to accompany a planning application in connection with, where 
relevant, impacts on human health.  The text preceding the policy includes a 
non-exhaustive list of possible assessments required. 

 
 Traffic and transport 
 
13.8 The public are generally more aware of traffic than any other aspect of 

minerals and waste management developments.  In Cumbria, lorries often 
have to use narrow local roads before reaching the strategic road network.  
Representations are often received about the need to reduce lorry traffic and, 
particularly, its impacts on communities and on climate change.  With regard 
to the latter point, policy DC1 requires that all proposals for minerals and 
waste management developments demonstrate that they minimise "minerals 
or waste miles", where practicable.  The opinion of the Highways Authority and 
Highways England, where appropriate, will be taken on board in assessing 
development proposals, and its policies and standards will need to be applied. 

 
13.9 When considering development proposals, particular consideration needs to 

be given to sustainable travel to work needs, particularly in the context of the 
geography of Cumbria.  As Cumbria’s road network is primarily one of rural 
roads, which link in to the strategic road networks, travel to work road miles 
are often high to and from the key service centres around the county; thus 
maintaining sustainable travel to work in Cumbria can be challenging.  Mineral 
development has to be worked at its source, so at times there will be impacts 
on the rural road network and on community amenity from staff travel.  In such 
instances and where possible, mitigation measures should be considered to 
reduce any impacts on highway safety, convenience to other road users and 
community amenity. 

 

POLICY DC1 Traffic and transport 
 
Proposals for minerals and waste developments should be located where 
they: 
 
a. are well related to the strategic route network as defined in the Cumbria 

Local Transport Plan, and/or 
b. have potential for rail or waterborne transport and sustainable travel to 

work, and 
c. minimise operational "minerals and waste road miles" where practicable. 
 
Mineral developments that are not located as above may be permitted: 
 

 if they do not have unacceptable impacts on highway safety and fabric, the 
convenience of other road users, and on community amenity; 

 where an appropriate standard of access and traffic routeing is provided. 
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 General criteria 
 
13.10 Certain issues are common to both minerals and waste developments, and 

although development may have beneficial effects by providing jobs, essential 
minerals or managing the community's waste, development will only be 
permitted when it can be demonstrated that it would not cause unacceptable 
impacts.  Policy DC2 covers specific, potential impacts on sensitive receptors.  
These could include homes, schools, businesses and individuals.  Sensitivity 
to impacts can vary in different situations; for example, people may be 
particularly sensitive to extraneous noise when enjoying quiet areas of the 
countryside.  The timing or duration of impacts may also be important.  
Consideration will also be needed of other land uses, especially ones which 
could give rise to hazards, such as existing or permitted, but not yet 
developed, nuclear sites. 

 
13.11 The criteria will be used to assess planning applications, and suitable 

conditions will be used to secure mitigation of impacts where necessary.  In 
some cases, a development may only have been acceptable because of its 
short term nature and, over the life of a development, accepted environmental 
standards may change.  Proposals to extend the operational life, or the area of 
a development, will be considered against current environmental standards 
and development plan policies.  Operators are encouraged to engage with 
local communities, through site liaison committees, about issues that may 
arise from any operations.  The County Council monitors sites and their 
planning permission conditions on a regular basis. 

 
13.12 It is expected that proposals will, where appropriate, be accompanied by 

relevant assessments.  These assessments are likely to be identified during 
pre-application discussions or if a scoping opinion has been requested, and 
may include: noise, light, dust, blast vibration, air over-pressure, visual 
intrusion, traffic, increased flood risk, impacts on the flow, quality and quantity 
of surface and ground water, health impact and migration of contamination 
from the site.  This is a non-exhaustive list, as each proposal will have its own 
requirements. 

 
13.13 Information about the impacts of noise, light and dust and how they can be 

measured and monitored can be found in the Planning Practice Guidance147.  
The Campaign to Protect Rural England has produced maps showing areas of 
tranquillity148, and reference to these may assist in the assessment of 
proposals.  Policies DC3 (Noise), DC4 (Quarry blasting) and DC5 (Dust) are 
intended to stop unacceptable impacts from mineral or waste activities. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
147

 PPG paragraphs 11 to 18, chapter 27 Minerals 
148

 Evidence Base document reference LD28: Campaign to Protect Rural England, 2007 
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POLICY DC2 General criteria 
 
Minerals and waste proposals must, where appropriate, demonstrate that: 
 
a. assessments have been carried out, the relevant scope of which have 

been agreed in advance with the planning authority, and proposals have 
been designed to address, where relevant, impacts on the natural and 
historic environment or human health; 

b. the proposal would not give rise to significant adverse impacts upon local 
air quality, particularly within an Air Quality Management Area (AQMA) 
designated by the district authority; 

c. public rights of way or concessionary paths are not adversely affected, or 
if this is not possible, either temporary or permanent alternative provision 
is made; 

d the overall carbon footprint of the development has been minimised; 
e. issues of ground stability have been addressed including tip and quarry 

slope stability, mining subsidence and differential settlement of backfill. 
 
Considerations will include: 
 

 the proximity of sensitive receptors, including impacts on surrounding land 
uses, and protected habitats, species and landscapes; 

 how residual and/or mineral wastes will be managed; 

 the extent to which adverse effects can be controlled through sensitive 
siting and design, or visual or acoustic screening; 

 the use of appropriate and well maintained and managed equipment; 

 phasing and duration of working; 

 progressive restoration; 

 hours of operations; 

 appropriate routes and volumes of traffic; and 

 other mitigation measures. 
 

 
 Noise 
 
13.14 Applications for new or extended minerals and waste development proposals, 

including those for related similar processes such as aggregates recycling and 
disposal of construction waste, should carry out, and submit, a noise impact 
assessment.  The assessment will consider noise from the site itself, as well 
as from road traffic associated with the development; it will identify all sources 
of noise and, for each source, take account of the noise emission, its 
characteristics, the proposed operating locations, procedures, schedules and 
duration of work for the life of the operation, and its likely impact on the 
surrounding neighbourhood. 

 
13.15 Noise limits are set out in chapter 27 of PPG.  Care should be taken, however, 

when implementing these thresholds, as specific circumstances may justify 
some small variation being allowed.  In those specific cases, and where 
developments are required to operate on Sundays, public/Bank holidays or at 
night, this should be agreed in writing beforehand with the County Council, 
and justification for the requirement provided. 
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POLICY DC3 Noise 
 
Noise attributable to minerals and waste developments shall not exceed 
background noise levels, LAeq 1 hour (free field) by more than 10dB(A) at noise 
sensitive properties, subject to: 
 

 weekday daytime (0700 to 1900 hours) maximum of 55dB(A) LAeq 1 hour 
(free field) 

 Saturday daytime (0700 to 1300) maximum of 55dB(A) LAeq 1 hour (free 
field) 

 evening (1900 to 2200 hours) maximum of 55dB(A) LAeq 1 hour (free field) 

 night time (2200 to 0700 hours) maximum of 42dB(A) LAeq 1 hour (free 
field) 

 
Sunday, public/Bank holiday and night time working near to noise sensitive 
properties or receptors should be avoided where practicable.  Developments 
that are required to operate at these times shall provide extensive noise 
mitigation measures and, when operational, shall proactively seek to minimise 
noise throughout the life of the development, based on the findings of 
comprehensive environmental noise monitoring.  A limit of 42dB (A) LAeq 1 
hour (free field) shall apply. 
 
It is recognised that some temporary activities, including soil stripping, 
construction and removal of soil storage and baffle mounds, aspects of road 
construction and maintenance, often bring longer-term environmental benefits.  
For such activities, increased temporary weekday daytime noise level limits 
should not exceed 70dB(A) LAeq 1 hour (free field) for periods of up to eight 
weeks in a year at specified noise sensitive properties.  Operators will be 
expected to make every effort to deliver temporary works at a lower level of 
noise impact. 
 
Where tonal noise and/or peak and impulsive noise would contribute 
significantly to total site noise, separate limits will be required independent of 
the background noise levels and may include Lmax in specific octave or third-
octave bands, and will not be allowed to occur regularly at night. 
 

 
 Quarry blasting 
 
13.16 The British Standards Institution has produced two standards that relate to 

blast-induced vibration149; one relates to the impact on buildings and 
structures, and the other to the impact on people within buildings.  With 
respect to people, the standard sets out a “satisfactory magnitude” of 6 to 
10mm/second peak particle velocity; for buildings, a peak particle velocity for 
low frequency vibrations is given as 15 to 20 mm/second. 

 
13.17 In Cumbria, the frequency of quarry blasts are relatively low; this is considered 

to make people more sensitive to blasts when they occur, rather than people 
more habituated to them.  It is, therefore, considered appropriate to routinely 

                                                           
149

 British Standard BS7385-2, Evaluation and measurement for vibration in buildings, Part 2: Guide to 
damage levels from ground-borne vibration, 1993, BSI; British Standard BS6472-2, Guide to 
evaluation of human exposure to vibration in buildings, Part 2: Blast induced vibration, 2008, BSI 
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set vibration limits at the lower end of the scale.  Due to natural variation within 
the rock mass, and other factors that are outside the shot firer’s control, it 
would be unreasonable to require absolute compliance with a limit.  It is 
normal practice to require more than 95% of blasts to be below the defined 
limit.  However, due to the infrequent use of explosives at quarries in Cumbria, 
in order to get a 95% confidence in blasting velocities, records going back five 
or ten years may need to be looked at.  Over that period of time, blasting 
techniques have improved, so the older results could skew the confidence.  
Therefore, the County Council require a regression line model to be developed 
and maintained, in order to inform blast design. 

 
13.18 There are several other advantages to the development of a regression line 

model.  These include improving the precision and efficiency of blasts, helping 
operators to lower their costs, and, when a problem arises at a sensitive 
property during a blast, the regression line will illustrate exact blast conditions 
and these can then be reworked to improve the blast effects at that property in 
future. 

 

POLICY DC4 Quarry blasting 
 
Applications for new minerals development, and for the expansion of existing 
operations, will only be permitted where the applicant can provide evidence 
that the proposed development will not have a demonstrable impact on 
amenity, human health, and the natural and historic environment, due to blast 
related ground vibration. 
 
Generally, ground vibration attributable to quarry blasting shall not exceed 
peak particle velocities of 6mm/second in any direction at sensitive properties, 
unless robust justification is provided. 
 
The operator shall develop a regression line model150 which will be used to 
inform blast design.  Records of the detailed design of each blast shall be 
maintained and made available to the mineral planning authority within two 
weeks of written request. 
 
Records of the detailed design of each blast shall be maintained at the site for 
a period of at least three months and be made available to the mineral 
planning authority on request. 
 

 
 Dust 
 
13.19 Applications for developments must be accompanied by a dust assessment 

study.  The exact scope of the study should be agreed with the Local Planning 
Authority, but it must: identify sensitive receptors/locations; identify the existing 
baseline conditions at the application site and the sensitive receptors; identify 
site activities that could lead to dust emission; identify site parameters that 
may increase potential amenity impacts from dust; and recommend mitigation 
measures and site design modifications.  The study should also include details 
of how the dust levels arising from the development would be monitored 

                                                           
150

http://www.sustainableaggregates.com/sourcesofaggregates/landbased/blasting/blasting_acceptlev
els_p2.htm 
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during the operation of the site and how complaints relating to dust emissions 
will be managed. 

 
13.20 Applicants must first seek to remove dust emissions at their source.  If this is 

not possible, then the emissions must be controlled.  Should neither option be 
possible, mitigation measures must then be implemented.  Planning 
applications should clearly set out what measures are proposed to minimise 
the potential effects of dust from development sites on sensitive 
receptors/locations. 

 
13.21 If the development is expected to produce fine particulates (PM10 dust), 

additional measures may need to be put in place if the actual source of 
emission is within 1,000m of any residential property or other sensitive 
receptor/location (this distance may be revised due to local circumstances). 

 
13.22 All laden Heavy Goods Vehicles entering/leaving a site should be sheeted to 

avoid dust being emitted from the lorry load when transporting loose materials.  
Measures to remove dust from wheeled transport leaving the site, which may 
be deposited on the highway, should also be provided. 

 

POLICY DC5 Dust 
 
Applications for new minerals and waste development, and for the expansion 
of existing operations, will only be permitted where the applicant can provide 
evidence that the proposed development will not have a demonstrable impact 
on amenity, human health, air quality and the natural and historic environment, 
with regard to dust emissions.  This will include a dust assessment study. 
 

 
 Cumulative environmental impacts 
 
13.23 In some cases, a proposed development may itself have multiple 

environmental impacts that would be acceptable on their own, but which may 
exacerbate adverse impacts caused by other developments.  Such cumulative 
environmental impacts can derive either from a number of developments with 
similar impacts being operational at the same time in an area, or from a 
number of concurrent developments in an area with different impacts or from a 
succession of similar developments over time.  They can include the impacts 
of noise or traffic, and impacts on local communities, the landscape, water 
resources or wildlife habitats. 

 
13.24 Local Plan policy needs to take account of the extent to which a particular 

locality, community, environment or wider area can reasonably be expected to 
tolerate such adverse cumulative impacts.  This may involve mitigation of 
impacts or the timing of permissions and phasing of operations to make a 
proposal acceptable.  Where cumulative impact presents a potential issue, 
applicants should be able to demonstrate that this has been adequately 
assessed and addressed in a planning application. 
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POLICY DC6 Cumulative environmental impacts 
 
Cumulative impacts of minerals and waste development proposals will be 
assessed in the light of other land-uses in the area.  Where appropriate, 
considerations will include: 
 
a. all environmental aspects including habitats and species, visual impact, 

landscape character, cultural heritage, noise, air quality, ground and 
surface water resources and quality, agricultural resources and flood risk; 

b. the impact of processing and other plant; 
c. the type, size and numbers of vehicles generated, from site preparation to 

final restoration and their potential impacts on the transport network, safety 
and the environment; 

d. impacts on the wider economy and regeneration; 
e. impacts on local amenity, community health and areas for formal and 

informal recreation. 
 

 
 Climate change and energy from waste developments 
 
13.25 Chapter 6 of this Local Plan explains the need for proactive policies to tackle 

climate change and its impacts, and lists a number of opportunities afforded by 
the Plan, many of which have been integrated into specific policies.  The key 
Strategic Policy, SP13 Climate change mitigation and adaptation, requires 
mineral and waste development proposals to demonstrate that their design, 
location, use of resources and restoration proposals will make an appropriate 
contribution to greenhouse gas reduction and adaptation to climate change.  In 
addition, policy SP13 sets out the County Council’s support in principle for low 
carbon renewable energy generation, but there are specific environmental 
issues in relation to such developments that are discussed in more detail in 
this chapter. 

 
13.26 Significant opportunities exist for generating renewable energy from 

biodegradable wastes from a variety of sources, using anaerobic digestion 
(AD).  The UK government supports AD through financial incentives aimed at 
increasing energy from waste provision151.  Agricultural wastes, such as slurry, 
manure and sewage waste, would emit methane either when disposed of in 
landfill or when spread on land, and anaerobic digestion recovers the 
methane, which is then burnt to produce electricity and/or ‘waste’ heat.  The 
residues from the digestion process may then be used as fertiliser, dependent 
on Environment Agency regulations. 

 
13.27 Anaerobic digesters may also use non-waste feedstocks, including crops, 

which can add considerably to the calorific value and viability of the facility.  
Such feedstocks use short cycle carbon that is already in circulation, rather 
than long cycle carbon from fossil fuels, and may contribute to energy security.  
However, the carbon balance includes emissions generated in growing 
replacement food crops (whether animal or human) and food security may 
also become a UK priority over the lifetime of this Local Plan.  It is, therefore, 
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 Evidence Base document reference ND43: Anaerobic Digestion Strategy and Action Plan, DECC, 
2011 
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clear that the major benefits of the AD process are realised when the use of 
biodegradable waste is maximised. 

 
13.28 Use of any waste heat to replace fossil fuel use in nearby premises is also a 

significant addition to the carbon balance of the proposal.  However, it is often 
impractical to set up the waste heat use simultaneously with the facility and 
locating near potential premises is sometimes the best option available. 

 
13.29 Anaerobic digestion can also be used to recover value and reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions from food and drink processing wastes, and from 
biodegradable fractions deriving from other waste processes, such as 
Mechanical and Biological Treatment (MBT).  In some cases, the process sells 
on the biogas (e.g. as transport fuel) rather than generating electricity. 

 
13.30 Farm based anaerobic digesters, where the waste is all derived from the one 

farm, are generally small scale and may even be classed as permitted 
development.  The impacts of such developments are no greater than other 
farm based technologies, and it is expected that the District Councils would 
determine such planning applications, as necessary.  Larger or centralised 
facilities, which collect waste from a number of sources, have similar impacts 
to other waste developments.  These impacts can be addressed by a number 
of development control policies in this Local Plan.  Measures to be achieved 
under these policies include appropriate location, acoustic screening for gas 
engines, adequate storage and handling of waste, protection of groundwater 
and regulation of traffic movements.  It is considered that as the waste 
planning authority is best placed to maximise the sustainability of such 
developments, the County Council would expect to determine such 
applications as “County Matters”152, even where some non-waste material is 
used as feedstock.  Encouraging AD plants to operate without any waste 
inputs is not advised, as it removes one of the key sustainability benefits of the 
process, and limits the flexibility of the facility to adapt to future changes in 
Government priorities and incentives. 

 
13.31 Other energy from waste technologies, including gasification, incineration of 

mixed wastes or refuse derived fuels may come forward in Cumbria during the 
lifetime of the Plan, probably for commercial wastes, because the county’s 
municipal waste is now being processed in Mechanical and Biological 
Treatment plants in Carlisle and Barrow.  Incineration can play a role within 
waste management, simply as a way of reducing waste volumes, or to enable 
diversion from certain disposal routes.  Whilst incineration may be appropriate 
in some circumstances, it is important that energy recovery is not at the 
expense of more sustainable and lower carbon options, such as reducing 
waste generation from the outset, or re-using or recycling the materials. 

 
13.32 The County Council will actively support energy from waste proposals that 

make a positive contribution to reducing greenhouse gas emissions and do not 
have unacceptable impacts contrary to other policies in this Plan, such as for 
the environment, but also conform to the specific criteria listed in policy DC7. 

 
13.33 Developers should demonstrate that there is a suitable heat user (currently 

using fossil fuels to heat premises or processes) within feasible distance of the 
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proposed facility, and that the proposed AD energy from waste plant has the 
ability to share the excess waste heat in this way. 

 

POLICY DC7 Energy from waste 
 
Development that would generate energy from waste will be permitted if they 
demonstrate that: 
 

 the proposal conforms to the waste hierarchy and does not prejudice the 
reduction, re-use or recycling of waste; and 

 the proposal contributes to a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions 
compared to the feasible alternatives; and 

 there are appropriate storage facilities for waste and other potential 
feedstocks; and 

 the location and design maximises opportunities for waste heat utilisation. 
 
Proposals utilising agricultural waste from more than one source as feedstock 
will be favoured where the process maximises the use of waste and also the 
beneficial use of digestates or other waste products. 
 

 
Renewable energy generation on existing minerals and waste sites 

 
13.34 Proposals may come forward to establish renewable low carbon energy 

installations within the site boundary of existing, operational minerals or waste 
sites.  The County Council will give support to such proposals from the 
minerals or waste operators of the site in situations where the energy 
generated will offset high fossil fuel generated energy consumption or reduce 
the greenhouse gas emissions of the operation, and will not significantly 
increase any adverse impacts of the site.  Developments, and their proposed 
restoration schemes, must also be compatible with the existing operation and 
the existing restoration scheme for the site. 

 
13.35 In all situations, evidence should be submitted to show how the proposal 

contributes to a carbon reduction strategy for either the site itself, or for the 
operating company, and this should be based on the energy hierarchy.  
Reduction of energy use and increased efficiency of plant should be key 
priorities.  Proposals that include renewable energy generation from biomass, 
should demonstrate that the emissions produced are less than those of the 
fuel replaced; these will generally only be an improvement where the fuel 
replaced is oil or coal, and evidence should be submitted to demonstrate that 
alternative lower carbon energy technologies were not feasible. 

 
13.36 The majority of existing minerals and waste sites are unlikely to be suitable to 

host wind turbines or solar panels, though such proposals will be considered, 
especially if they offset high energy consumption.  One suitable location would 
be on MBT plants; they are high energy users, with large roofs, that could host 
solar panels.  All proposals must also conform to all relevant policies in this 
Plan, as well as District energy policies. 
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POLICY DC8 Renewable energy use and carbon reduction on existing 
minerals and waste sites 

 
The County Council will support planning applications for the use of renewable 
and low carbon energy installations on existing minerals and waste sites, to 
offset energy consumption or to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
Proposals must not adversely affect the operations of the application site to an 
unacceptable level, either individually or cumulatively, during either 
construction or operation, and must be compatible with appropriate restoration 
proposals for the site. 
 
Proposals must also demonstrate that: 
 

 they are part of a carbon reduction plan for the site’s operational 
activities that prioritises energy saving and energy efficiency; or 

 they are designed to offset any of the site’s operational activities that 
have high energy consumption; and 

 the stability of the site has been established through an appropriate 
site investigation report; and 

 any excavated material would be dealt with appropriately; and 

 in the case of planning applications for wind turbines, the micro-siting 
distance for the turbines does not adversely affect the working 
operations of the site; and 

 proposals involving one or more wind turbine will need to demonstrate 
that: 
o the development site is in an area identified as suitable for wind 

energy development in a Local or Neighbourhood Plan; and 
o following consultation, it can be demonstrated that the planning 

impacts identified by affected local communities have been fully 
addressed and, therefore, the proposal has their backing; and 

 connections to the electricity distribution network would be feasible 
and not have unacceptable adverse environmental impacts; and 

 adequate measures would be put in place to remove ancillary 
structures and for restoration of the site, should the site become non-
operational; and 

 appropriate mitigation can be applied to address negative impacts 
and, if applicable, demonstrate that such mitigation measures can be 
secured by Planning Conditions and Planning Obligations. 
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14. WASTE MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT 
 
14.1 The Strategic Policies for conventional waste (policies SP2 and SP3) seek to 

make provision for managing all of Cumbria's waste streams, except 
radioactive waste, as high up the waste hierarchy as possible, whilst 
accepting limited cross boundary movements of waste.  Policy SP3 further 
defines the waste capacity policy required to achieve this aim, and to manage 
predicted153 waste arisings for Cumbria over the Plan period. 

 
14.2 Policy SP3 proposes additional sites for waste management facilities, which 

are identified in the Site Allocations Policies of the Local Plan.  The policy 
does not identify a need for additional landfill capacity, but does provide 
strategic criteria by which time extensions for existing landfills, and if a need 
for additional capacity for inert or non-inert landfill does arise, would be 
considered.   Policy SP3 sets out some Broad Areas around the county, 
where sites may be suitable for waste management. 

 
14.3 Assessment of waste sites allocated in chapter 18 of this Plan, has included 

consideration of their likely impacts, of opportunities for enhancement and of 
how they could contribute to the integrated network of facilities that is 
required.  However, all proposals for waste management development, 
whether on allocated or on un-allocated sites, within or outside the Broad 
Areas listed, will be considered under the relevant policies in the Plan.  
Sustainable design will still have to be demonstrated and Environmental 
Impact Assessments and Habitats Regulations Assessments may still be 
required.  Prospective applicants should seek early advice about these 
matters. 

 
14.4 The policies in this chapter are particularly directed at waste management 

developments: DC9 to waste management facilities other than landfill 
provision; DC10 to landfill sites (including those for landraise), whether inert or 
non-inert; and DC11 to the use of inert waste for agricultural improvement. 

 
 Hazardous waste 
 
14.5 The 2015 Waste Needs Assessment considers waste managed, rather than 

locally arising as was assessed in the 2014 WNA, and thus the identified need 
for hazardous waste management is low.  Therefore, no Site Allocations and 
no development control policies specific to hazardous waste are proposed in 
the Plan. 

 
14.6 Hazardous waste facilities are considered specialist and tend to be larger than 

local in scale; therefore, it is more appropriate that they are developed in 
locations that are easily accessible from major road or rail networks.  This 
would limit the areas in Cumbria where such facilities could be developed.  
Currently, hazardous waste tends to be exported over the county border to 
facilities in neighbouring areas; however, this does not mean that such 
facilities should not be developed locally.  Policy DC9 provides the criteria by 
which hazardous waste development should be considered, if any proposals 
were forthcoming.  Facility types a., b., d., e. and f. could handle all major 
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 Evidence Base document reference LD267: Cumbria County Council Waste Needs Assessment, 
Urban Vision, December 2015 
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waste streams including hazardous.  The only additional criteria for hazardous 
waste would be the exclusion of sites located in areas of high flood risk; of the 
locations for waste management facilities identified in SAP2, those that would 
be suitable for processing hazardous waste are not located within such flood 
risk areas. 

 
 Radioactive waste 
 
14.7 The Strategic Policies include a detailed policy (SP5) for development criteria 

related to Low Level radioactive wastes (LLW) and policy SP6 for higher 
activity wastes.  If a proposal came forward on a nuclear site, all relevant 
development control policies would be used to determine the application; 
unlike conventional waste streams, no specific development control policy has 
been prepared for radioactive wastes.  The reference in paragraph 14.5, to 
keeping hazardous waste under review is also relevant.  This is because some 
quantities of hazardous wastes, such as asbestos, may also be contaminated 
by radioactivity.  These are likely to arise in the demolition of old buildings 
during nuclear licensed site decommissioning. 

 
 Waste management facilities 
 
14.8 Proposals for waste management facilities that contribute to an adequate 

network of provision, and do not have an unacceptable adverse impact on 
surrounding land uses or prejudice the overall development of an area, will be 
encouraged; therefore, proposals will need to conform to all other relevant 
policies in this Plan, such as environmental and landscape policies.  The table 
in policy DC9 describes the facility types for which a proposal may come 
forward and then indicates the type of locations where it is considered these 
facilities could be suitably sited. 

 
14.9 The reference to physical, chemical or biological waste treatment being 

potentially suitable at landfill sites, does not mean disposal in the landfill; 
rather, it is an appropriate place to site a separate treatment plant for such 
wastes.  There is a synergy in siting a physical, chemical or biological waste 
treatment facility at a non-inert landfill complex.  Firstly, the leachate that is 
collected at a landfill needs treatment and secondly, oils and other solvents 
may require pre-treatment before their disposal in the landfill; so this could be 
an onsite facility. 

 
14.10 Anaerobic Digestion (AD) proposals, which fall under biological waste 

treatment, are really only suitable on farms, in open countryside, or on those 
industrial estates where noise, visual impact and, to some extent, smell are 
not an issue.  The scale of AD plant is the deciding factor between a proposal 
being determined by the County Council or a District Council; as set out in 
paragraph 13.30, large plants or centralised plants have similar impacts to 
other waste management facilities, so are considered by the County Council. 

 
14.11 Any proposals for a non-integral waste management facility on a mineral site 

or at a landfill facility, will only be acceptable for the lifetime of the parent site.  
For example, open windrow composting on a peat extraction site would cease 
when extraction ceases, as it is not a necessary function of the peat 
operations. 
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POLICY DC9 Criteria for waste management facilities 
 

Proposals for waste management facilities for all waste streams excluding 
radioactive, will be permitted subject to the locational and other criteria set out 
in the table below. 
 

Proposals on other locations, or those that do not meet the key criteria, would 
need to be justified under policy SP1. 
 

 Facility Type Locations Key Criteria 

a. Scrapyards, 
vehicle 
dismantlers, 
materials 
recovery 
facilities or 
waste 
transfer 
facilities 

Suitable existing or 
planned industrial 
estates; or 

If no unacceptable impacts on 
housing, business uses or other 
sensitive land uses, and no 
unacceptable impacts on 
landscape 

Existing waste 
management sites 

b. Household 
Waste 
Recycling 
Centres 

Suitable existing or 
planned industrial 
estates 

If no unacceptable impacts on 
housing, business uses or other 
sensitive land uses, and no 
unacceptable impacts on 
landscape 

c. Open 
windrow 
green waste 
composting 

Farms or open 
countryside 
locations; or 

Where adequate stand-off 
distances can be established, 
and no unacceptable impacts on 
housing, business uses or other 
sensitive land uses, and no 
unacceptable impacts on 
landscape 

Existing peat 
extraction sites; or 

Isolated suitable 
industrial estates; or 

Isolated waste 
management sites 

d. Enclosed 
composting 
facilities 

As for c. above; or If no unacceptable impacts on 
housing, business uses or other 
sensitive land uses, and no 
unacceptable impacts on 
landscape 

Suitable industrial 
estates; or 

Existing waste 
management sites 

e. Physical, 
chemical or 
biological 
waste 
treatment 

Suitable industrial 
estates; or 

If the 
development 
reduces the 
potential of waste 
to pollute the 
environment 

If no 
unacceptable 
impacts on 
housing, 
business 
uses or other 
sensitive 
land uses 

Suitable farms or 
open countryside 
locations; or 

If adverse 
environmental 
impacts are 
minimised to an 
acceptable level 

Non-inert landfill 
sites where required 
for pre-treatment, or 

If they do not 
prejudice good 
operational 
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for treatment of 
leachate 

standards or the 
restoration 
scheme 

f. Construction 
and 
demolition, 
mineral or 
excavation 
waste 
recycling 

Suitable industrial 
estates; or 

If no unacceptable impacts on 
housing, business uses or other 
sensitive land uses, and no 
unacceptable impacts on 
landscape 

Active quarries and 
landfill sites, i.e. not 
for periods beyond 
the active life of the 
site 

If they do not prejudice good 
operational standards or the 
restoration scheme 

g. Wastewater 
treatment 
infrastructure 

Appropriate 
locations as 
required by the 
wastewater network 

If adverse environmental impacts 
are minimised to an acceptable 
level, and no unacceptable 
impacts on landscape; 
If no unacceptable impacts on 
housing, business uses or other 
sensitive land uses 

 

 
 Landfill (including landraise) 
 
14.12 The Cumbria County Council Waste Needs Assessment154 (WNA) identified a 

need for between 1.6 million and 2.5 million cubic metres of non-inert landfill 
capacity over the Plan period.  These are approximate figures because, 
although reasonable predictions for the quantity of residual household waste 
still being landfilled by 2030 are possible, there are no reliable forecasts about 
how much waste minimisation measures and diversionary technologies will 
reduce the amounts of non-inert (i.e. biodegradable) commercial and industrial 
waste deposited into landfill.  Investigation of cross-boundary waste exports 
referred to in chapter 3, indicated that a small proportion of Cumbria’s residual 
non-inert waste is currently landfilled outside the county, and some of these 
landfills have limited life or space.  Cumbria should take responsibility for 
waste arising within the county, and landfill capacity should be available when 
required, in order to comply with national guidance155 and with Strategic Policy 
SP2. 

 
14.13 The remaining capacity provided by the current planning permissions for the 

non-inert landfills in Cumbria, is likely to be sufficient to meet even the “higher 
bound” scenario or “Pragmatic case” defined in the WNA; but as explained in 
chapter 3, some of the planning permissions for some of that landfill capacity 
expire within the Plan period.  If planning applications for time extensions for 
landfills with remaining available voidspace are not granted, additional sites or 
lateral extensions could be required.  Policy DC10 is intended to enable 
continued availability of essential landfill infrastructure, where it complies with 
Strategic Policy SP3 (Waste capacity). 
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 Evidence Base document reference LD267: Cumbria County Council Waste Needs Assessment, 
Urban Vision, December 2015 
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 PPG paragraph 007, chapter 28 Waste (ID: 28-007-20141016) 
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14.14 If, however, the annual Monitoring process and review of the WNA model 
shows that waste minimisation and improved recycling is sharply reducing the 
quantities of waste being landfilled, proposals to provide excess capacity will 
be discouraged in order to maintain a “close-fit” of land allocation with capacity 
requirements156.  Such an approach is required, because over-provision of 
permitted capacity could hinder initiatives for more sustainable waste 
management, and delay the completion and restoration of the existing landfills. 

 

14.15 A substantial proportion of inert waste can be driven up the waste hierarchy for 
use as an alternative aggregate.  The disposal of residual inert waste should, 
as a first priority, be directed to landfill engineering works, mineral workings or 
derelict land requiring fill for agreed restoration schemes.  Proposals for new 
or extended inert waste landfill will need to demonstrate that they will not 
undermine the availability of such waste material for these uses, or for non-
inert landfill engineering, and do not conflict with the County Council’s 
culverting policy as the Lead Local Flood Authority. 

 

14.16 The need for inert landfill capacity during the Plan period will be affected by a 
number of major infrastructure proposals, including new nuclear capacity, 
national grid and water supply infrastructure.  A need for colliery spoil disposal 
could also arise if current drift mining proposals are progressed.  Policy DC10 

aims to be responsive to objectively defined need for inert landfill capacity, 
without undermining the waste hierarchy or the current positive record of 
aggregate recycling in the county. 

 

14.17 All proposals for additional inert or non-inert landfill capacity will also be 
assessed against the other relevant policies in this Local Plan.  If a proposal 
involves landraise as many of Cumbria’s landfills do (i.e. rather than digging a 
hole to dispose of waste it is emplaced on low lying ground that raises the 
ground level), particular attention will be given to policy DC18 (Landscape and 
visual impact).  Proximity to aerodromes/airfields will also be a material 
consideration, as non-inert landfill has the potential to attract large numbers of 
birds, which pose a hazard to aircraft. 

 

POLICY DC10 Criteria for landfill and landraise 
 

Proposals for additional landfill capacity will only be permitted if they comply 
with Strategic Policy SP3 Waste capacity, and will be required to demonstrate 
the measures that have been taken to reduce waste road miles, and to have 
comprehensive landfill gas management systems, including electricity 
generation where viable. 
 

All such proposals will also be assessed against environmental and 
community policies in this Plan and, in addition, their proximity to sensitive 
receptors, including aerodromes.  Proposals involving landraising should 
comply with policy DC18. 
 

Proposals for new or extended inert waste landfill will need to demonstrate 
that they will not undermine the availability of such waste material for agreed 
restoration schemes at mineral workings and landfills and for derelict land and 
do not conflict with the County Council’s culverting policy as the Lead Local 
Flood Authority. 
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 Use of inert waste for agricultural improvement 
 
14.18 Disposing of inert waste in landfill sites carries a cost in terms of gate fees and 

landfill tax, and demand for alternative disposal sites, particularly for 
excavation waste, has grown in recent years.  Proposals to dispose of inert 
material on agricultural land, using the waste for improvement or land 
reclamation, may be appropriate in some circumstances, but can potentially 
undermine the availability of suitable material for essential restoration works to 
quarries, landfills and derelict land.  Disposal of inert waste without applying 
waste reduction, re-use and recycling principles is also contrary to the waste 
hierarchy, and disposal of such waste on agricultural land requires 
consideration of drainage, flood risk and water quality on surrounding areas. 

 
14.19 Many policies in this Plan are likely to be relevant to such proposals, including 

DC1: Traffic and transport, DC16: Biodiversity and geodiversity, DC18: 
Landscape and visual impact, DC19: Flood risk and DC22: Restoration and 
aftercare.  In addition, proposals will be considered under policy DC11, which 
incorporates specific criteria relevant to such development. 

 

POLICY DC11 Inert waste for agricultural improvement 
 
Residual inert waste that cannot be recycled should, as a first priority, be 
directed to landfill engineering works, mineral workings or derelict land 
requiring fill for agreed restoration schemes. 
 
Proposals for the use of inert waste for the improvement or reclamation of 
agricultural land will need to identify the source of the waste and demonstrate 
why this waste cannot be used for the above works or schemes.  Furthermore, 
proposals will only be permitted if they can demonstrate that they: 
 
a. will not undermine the availability of such waste for use in the type of 

schemes described above; and 

b. will result in a material improvement to the grade or classification of 

agricultural land; and 

c. will use the minimum amount of material necessary; and 

d. will have no adverse impact on the drainage system or water quality 

(whether coastal, surface or groundwater) of the land which is the subject 

of the proposals or any land outside the site; and 

e. will have no adverse impact on flood risk within or outside the site; and 

f. do not conflict with other policies in this Plan and with any relevant 
locational or site specific policies. 
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15. MINERALS DEVELOPMENT 
 
15.1 The Strategic Policies for minerals in chapter 5, consider the need for a steady 

and sustainable supply of minerals and include policies for the significant 
minerals that are extracted within the county.  In order to deliver the vision and 
objectives of the Strategic Policies, the Local Plan also needs to set out clear 
and appropriate Development Control policies, which protect resources and 
make them available to meet the needs of the economy. 

 
 Non-energy minerals 
 
15.2 As explained in chapter 5, some minerals, such as oil, gas and coal, are used 

to produce energy, whilst others do not have that capability.  Those that are 
not used to produce energy include aggregates, industrial minerals, peat and 
building stones. 

 
15.3 Policies SP7 to SP12 set out the strategic requirements for aggregates and 

other non-energy producing minerals, and for safeguarding these resources.  
Further provision is made by Preferred Areas or Areas of Search; these are 
set out in Site Allocations Policy SAP4 (see chapter 18).  The Site Allocations 
Policies consider whether the release of identified Preferred Areas should be 
related to the landbanks (as set out in the Local Aggregates Assessment) and 
how they may be phased over the Plan period.  Safeguarding will be achieved 
by identifying Mineral Safeguarding Areas and a Mineral Consultation Area; 
these are shown on the Policies Map. 

 
15.4 Policy DC12 relates to aggregates, industrial minerals, building stones, 

gypsum and any other non-energy producing minerals.  ‘Building stone’ is 
used generically to cover all uses for building stones, whether for internal 
decoration, outside walling, etc.; the term ‘dimension’ stone’ is often used by 
the industry.  As well as consideration under the criteria in the policy, building 
stone quarries are highlighted in the second part of the policy for particular, 
smaller scale roles.  Cumbria represents an area of highly varied geology, and 
the various rock types present have been used extensively to construct its 
unique assemblage of vernacular stone buildings and, in some cases, have 
been exported to markets located much further afield (both national and 
international); this is reflected in the flexible approach in DC12, to the need for 
stone with very specific characteristics.  Therefore, Cumbria’s building stone 
quarries have a unique role to play in the conservation and repair of heritage 
assets or in the matching of stone in local developments.  This policy would 
equally apply to applications associated with the stone products/processing 
industry within Cumbria, outside the National Parks. 
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POLICY DC12 Criteria for non-energy minerals development 
 
Proposals for non-energy minerals development inside both the identified 
Preferred Areas and the identified Areas of Search, will be permitted if they do 
not conflict with other policies in this Plan. 
 
Proposals for non-energy minerals development outside both the Preferred 
Areas and Areas of Search, whether a physical or time extension to an existing 
site or a new site, will be considered on their individual merits.  Criteria to be 
considered are: 

a. the need for the specific mineral; 
b. economic considerations; 
c. positive and negative environmental impacts (including a strategic 

approach); 
d. land stability. 
 
Favourable consideration may also be given to proposals that can be 
demonstrated to be more sustainable than any available alternative, including: 

 borrow pits to meet a specific demand not easily met from elsewhere; 

 building stone quarries, including their need for stone to match the 
conservation and repair of heritage assets and also for local vernacular 
building; 

 areas already subject to minerals extraction where the additional working 
will enable comprehensive exploitation of the reserves, or where the 
proposal achieves a more sustainable afteruse or a better restoration of 
the area. 

 
 Energy minerals 
 
15.5 Chapter 5 of this Local Plan concluded that the most likely forms of 

hydrocarbon development to be progressed in Cumbria within the Plan period 
are: Coal Bed Methane (CBM), sourced from coal seams that have not yet 
been mined by conventional methods; deep mining for coking coal; and 
Underground Coal Gasification, possibly associated with, and following, deep 
mining.  During the Plan period, however, it is quite possible that other studies 
will be completed that identify other sources of conventional and 
unconventional oil and gas; therefore, policy DC13 covers conventional and 
unconventional oil and gas, as well as coal development. 

 
 Oil and gas 
 

15.6 The determination of planning applications for oil and gas minerals is based on 
NPPF paragraph 14, which is incorporated into this Local Plan as Strategic 
Policy SP1; it requires that development proposals that accord with the 
development plan are approved without delay.  Only where there are no 
policies relevant to the application or where relevant policies are out of date, 
does the policy require that the Council grant permission, unless material 
considerations indicate otherwise.  Such a decision would need to take into 
account whether any adverse impacts of granting permission would 
significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against 
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the policies in the NPPF taken as a whole; or if specific policies in that 
Framework indicate that development should be restricted.  The Government 
states that unconventional gas development can benefit the economy by 
“improving security of supply, creating jobs, growth and investment, and 
supporting the transition to a low carbon economy at the least cost.”157 

 
15.7 The shale gas industry has also committed to providing community benefits 

payments to local communities, and the Government has proposed other 
financial incentives to Local Authorities.  However, such payments are not 
material planning considerations and cannot be considered as benefits in the 
determination of the planning application by the mineral planning authority.  
Payments under planning obligations, to mitigate or compensate for identified 
adverse impacts, or to realise specific benefits that are relevant to the planning 
proposal may, however, be offered by an applicant or required by the mineral 
planning authority.  Policy DC13 would ensure that such impacts are fully 
understood, and that appropriate mitigation and/or compensation can enable 
impacts to be weighed against the benefits of the development. 

 
15.8 Government policy158 also requires mineral planning authorities to set out clear 

guidance and criteria for the location and assessment of hydrocarbon 
extraction within the Petroleum Exploration and Development Licence areas 
(PEDL); however, locational aspects are covered by national policies, such as 
those for Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, and also by policies in this 
Plan, such as SP15 Environmental assets.  It is considered, therefore, that 
these aspects do not need to be repeated in policy DC13.  Developers are 
encouraged, however, to enter pre-application discussions with the County 
Council at the earliest possible opportunity, so that a full understanding of the 
proposals, and of the potential constraints or issues in specific areas, are fully 
explored prior to planning applications being submitted. 

 
15.9 Many issues related to oil and gas development are not material planning 

considerations because they are regulated by other agencies, such as the 
Environment Agency and Health and Safety Executive; however, if a site did 
not have the requisite permit from these regulators, that would be a material 
consideration.  Some of the key material planning issues for the assessment 
of oil and gas planning applications are also common to other minerals or 
waste developments and are covered by the other environmental policies in 
this Plan.  However, there are distinct planning issues that affect the 
assessment of oil and gas proposals, and one of these is the need for 
exploration, appraisal and exploitation phases of hydrocarbon development. 

 
15.10 Government requires159 that Local Plan policy distinguishes between the 

different phases of oil and gas developments; thus policy DC13 provides 
separate criteria for the exploration and appraisal phases, compared to the 
exploitation phase.  In particular, it is considered that the pressing need for full 
and timely restoration of exploratory or appraisal wells, in cases where they 
are not progressed to production, requires a specific policy, in addition to 
Strategic Policy SP16 and policy DC22, which relate to the restoration and 
aftercare of sites. 
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15.11 In addition, policy DC13 requires that planning applications for exploitation 
should be fully informed by a completed appraisal for the oil or gas field; that 
cumulative impacts of the development have been considered; and that 
significant adverse impacts are adequately mitigated or compensated for.  
This may be by mitigation proposed with the submission or, where 
appropriate, by conditions attached to a planning consent.  Where the adverse 
impacts or harms are outside the application site, mitigation or compensation 
may be provided through planning obligations. 

 
15.12 Government guidance160 advises that planning applications covering more 

than one phase may be submitted if the full environmental information for the 
whole development is available with the application.  It is considered, 
however, that applications including the commercial production of 
unconventional gas within the same proposal as exploration and appraisal, are 
unlikely to satisfy this requirement.  This is because the scale and nature of 
the resource, including connection to the gas transmission network, and 
associated water treatment and gas compressing facilities that may be 
required for the viable development of the gas field, could not be known at that 
time. 

 
15.13 Therefore, the policy makes it clear that applications for the commercial 

exploitation of oil and gas should include an appraisal of the hydrocarbon 
resource of the oil or gas field.  This should enable traffic impacts and the 
potential need for additional highway provision, the cumulative landscape and 
visual impact of the proposals, and impacts on other environmental assets to 
be adequately assessed.  It should be noted that the Environmental Impact 
Assessment Regulations (2017) require all necessary ancillary development, 
and cumulative impacts with other existing or planned proposals, to be 
included within the assessment. 

 
Coal 

 
15.14 The key issues related to coal extraction were outlined in chapter 5 and it was 

concluded that all such proposals should be assessed on their own merits 
rather than identifying strategic locations where either coal extraction or 
disposal of colliery spoil were acceptable.  The NPPF161 requires that 
permission should not be given for the extraction of coal unless the proposal is 
environmentally acceptable, or can be made so by planning conditions or 
obligations, or, if not, provides national, local or community benefits that 
clearly outweigh the likely impacts, in order to justify the grant of planning 
permission.  This guidance is followed explicitly in policy DC13, and is 
considered to apply equally to thermal and coking coal. 

 
15.15 The movement of coal, and potentially colliery spoil, from major coal extraction 

development would involve large scale transport movements, and yet the 
location of such developments is dependent on geological factors.  Impacts on 
sensitive sites and other land uses will also be major factors in site selection, 
and therefore minimising “mineral or waste miles”, as required by policy SP13, 
is often not possible.  Nevertheless, the environmental acceptability of such a 
proposal will include the amenity, safety and highway maintenance aspects of 
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traffic movements.  Provision of sustainable transport, e.g. rail or sea, would 
enhance the environmental acceptability of such proposals and is included as 
a criterion in DC13. 

 
15.16 For underground coal mining, as well as transport, potential impacts to be 

considered and mitigated for will include subsidence and the disposal of 
colliery spoil.  Mineral planning authorities are also required162 to encourage 
the capture and use of methane from coal in active coal mines (known as 
CMM), in order to minimise greenhouse gas emissions and contribute to 
energy supply, and this is also included as a criterion within policy DC13. 

 
15.17 However, it should be noted that the deep coal measures identified around 

Whitehaven and Workington are largely offshore, where the Marine 
Management Organisation would be the relevant planning authority.  The 
identified underground mining areas near Longtown, and the surface 
extraction licence area on the border, are largely within Dumfries and 
Galloway. 

 
15.18 The provisional licences for the areas identified above, have to be converted 

to operational licences from the Coal Authority before any mining can 
commence, and both agreement from land owners and planning consent have 
to be obtained before such operational licences are granted.  It is possible, 
therefore, that operational licences would cover a smaller land area than 
presently shown by the conditional licences (see chapter 5, Figure 5.3). 

 
 

POLICY DC13 Criteria for energy minerals 
 

Proposals for energy minerals developments that conform to the Strategic and 
other Policies of this Local Plan will be supported subject to the following 
criteria: 
 
Exploration and appraisal of hydrocarbons 
 

Planning permission will be granted for proposals for exploration and appraisal 
of oil and gas resources provided that: 

a. the site and equipment is sited at a location where it can be 
demonstrated that it will not have any unacceptable social and 
environmental impacts; and 

b. the proposal provides for appropriate baseline monitoring prior to 
commencement of development; and 

c. the impacts of the development have been considered in relation to 
impact on climate change; and 

d. the timely restoration and subsequent aftercare of the site, whether or not 
oil or gas is found. 

 
Commercial exploitation of hydrocarbons 
 

Planning permission will be granted for proposals for commercial exploitation 
of oil and gas, provided that: 

a. a full appraisal programme for the oil or gas field has been completed; 
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b. the proposed location is the most suitable, taking into account social, 
environmental, geological and technical factors; 

c. the cumulative impacts of the development of the gas field and essential 
associated infrastructure have been assessed; 

d. appropriate provision is made for mitigation or compensation for 
significantly adverse environmental and social impacts; and 

e. the impact of the development has been considered in terms of 
contributing to the mitigation of climate change. 

 
Combined planning applications for more than one phase will only be 
considered if all relevant information, including environmental information, to 
support the full extent of the application is provided. 
 
Underground Coal Gasification 
 

The criteria set out above in this policy, for exploration and appraisal and 
commercial exploitation, will also apply to proposals for onshore surface works 
or ancillary development to support offshore Underground Coal Gasification 
(UCG).  Where a UCG proposal follows a planning permission for coal 
extraction only, a separate planning application will be required for 
development related to UCG. 
 
Coal 
 

Planning applications for coal extraction will only be granted where; 

 the proposal would not have any unacceptable social or environmental 
impacts; or, if not 

 it can be made so by planning conditions or obligations; or, if not 

 it provides national, local or community benefits which clearly outweigh 
the likely impacts to justify the grant of planning permission. 

 
For underground coal mining, potential impacts to be considered and mitigated 
for will include the effects of subsidence including: the potential hazard of old 
mine workings; the treatment and pumping of underground water; monitoring 
and preventative measures for potential gas emissions; and the disposal of 
colliery spoil.  Provision of sustainable transport will be encouraged, as will 
Coal Mine Methane capture and utilisation. 
 

 
 Applications for new conditions 
 
15.19 Minerals sites that have long standing planning permissions may be subject to 

a review of mineral planning conditions under Section 96, Schedule 14 of the 
Environment Act 1995, as amended by Section 10, Schedule 3 of the Growth 
and Infrastructure Act 2013.  The aim of the review is to ensure that sites 
“operate to continuously high working and environmental standards”163 
through the use of planning conditions. 

 
15.20 There are two categories of site that may be subject to a review of mineral 

planning conditions – dormant sites (see Glossary) and those active mineral 
sites whose planning permission lasts for many years (under the Environment 
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Act 1995, this is usually until 2042).  The County Council has a power, rather 
than a duty, to request a review of the conditions if a) it considers that the 
existing conditions are no longer acceptable and b) it is at least 14 years since 
the original permission or the most recent review.  If so, the Council will serve 
a 12 month notice, giving the operator time to consider their working practices 
and prepare updated conditions. 

 
15.21 When an application for a review is submitted by the mineral operator, 

together with a revised schedule of conditions and such information that is 
needed to assess their environmental implications, these will be considered by 
the County Council, who may propose an alternative schedule of conditions.  
There will usually be a period of negotiation, but the Council will then 
determine the application by imposing a schedule of conditions that seek to 
ensure that the development operates to high working and environmental 
standards.  This will be assessed in relation to the policies in the current Local 
Plan, which have sought to define the appropriate standards, minimise 
impacts on the environment and communities, and secure environmental 
enhancements, particularly through restoration schemes.  This is subject to 
the provisions of the Act, and that the asset value and economic viability of the 
site should not be unduly affected.  All conditions must also meet the policy 
tests and be necessary164. 

 
15.22 The operator has a right of appeal if the conditions imposed differ from those 

submitted with the application, similar to the right to appeal against any other 
planning application.  The County Council does not have the power to refuse 
ROMP applications, but in very exceptional circumstances, the Council may 
impose conditions that restrict working rights (e.g. area of extraction, depth of 
working, or expiry date of the permission). 

 
15.23 The Act provides for compensation to be payable if this restriction of working 

rights prejudices the viability or asset value of the site to an “unreasonable 
degree”.  The detail or requirements of a restoration plan are separate from 
the restriction of working rights; so if asset value of a mineral development 
drops due to a justifiable change in restoration plan, then compensation would 
not be payable. 

 

POLICY DC14 Review of Mineral Permissions 
 
All applications for initial and periodic reviews of minerals permissions, should 
demonstrate that appropriate environmental and working standards will be 
achieved by: 
 

 minimising impacts on the environment and communities; and 

 providing environmental enhancements through restoration and after-
use schemes. 
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 Minerals safeguarding 
 
15.24 Mineral Safeguarding Areas (MSA’s) are required by national policy165 to be 

identified for potentially useful and viable mineral resources, of both local and 
national importance.  Using the Mineral Resource Information for Development 
Plans – Cumbria and the Lake District166, as part of the Site Allocations 
Policies work for the Cumbria Minerals and Waste Development Framework in 
2008, MSA’s were defined for sand and gravel, limestone, building stone, 
igneous rock, sandstone, shallow coal, fireclay, brick clay and gypsum. 

 
15.25 An MSA for secondary aggregates was also defined, based on the extent of 

the slag bank at Derwent Howe, to the south of Workington.  The slag bank is 
made from silica waste, a by-product of manufacturing iron in blast furnaces, 
though the iron works closed and were demolished some years ago.  It is 
owned by the County Council and aggregate has been extracted by a local 
operator.  The whole of this resource is identified as an MSA for secondary 
aggregate. 

 
15.26 Previous drafts of the Local Plan have suggested that both Millom and Barrow 

slag banks, which are also owned by the County Council, could be 
safeguarded for future use as secondary aggregate.  It is considered that 
neither resource is likely to be accessible: Millom slag bank is now a Local 
Nature Reserve and falls within the Duddon Estuary Special Protection Area 
and Ramsar; Barrow slag bank lies adjacent to the same SPA and Ramsar, as 
well as the Morecambe Bay Special Area of Conservation.  Notwithstanding 
the fact that these environmental designations are, in effect, safeguarding 
these two slag banks, previous trials to use the slag as a secondary aggregate 
have shown them not to be economically viable. 

 
15.27 In consultation with the relevant mineral operators in the county, the gypsum 

MSA has been refined and a slate MSA, taken from that part of the Wray 
Castle formation located outside the National Park, has also been identified.  
The MSA for building stone was very localised, around Birkhams Quarry in 
west Cumbria.  It was hoped that a building stone survey of Cumbria could be 
undertaken, that would identify the range of stones, their uses and markets.  
To date, this survey has not been undertaken, but this situation will be kept 
under review; there is, however, much useful data in the Strategic Stone Study 
undertaken by English Heritage167.  In the meantime, it was decided to remove 
the specific building stone MSA; however, the resources from which building 
stones are or may be obtained in the future (igneous rock, limestone and 
sandstone), are safeguarded through the relevant Mineral Safeguarding Areas 
and, therefore, the Mineral Consultation Area. 

 
15.28 It has not been considered necessary to identify Mineral Safeguarding Areas 

for the deep coalfields, because any future mining would not be directly 
sterilised by other types of development in the same way that shallow coal 
resources could be.  The deep coal resource delineation, supplied by the Coal 
Authority, was previously shown on the MSA section of the Policies Map, but it 
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was decided that a map of this resource would be of more value within the 
Local Plan text (see Figure 5.4).  The extent of lead and zinc planning 
permissions around Alston have also been removed from the MSA Policies 
Map, and are now shown in Figure 5.1. 

 
15.29 In order to ensure that all identified mineral resources are also safeguarded 

from proximal development, the County Council has added 250m to all those 
MSA’s previously designated by the resource boundaries set out in the British 
Geological Survey document above.  The exceptions to this are the gypsum 
and secondary aggregates MSA’s, whose boundaries align with the known 
resources.  The gypsum boundary was agreed at the Site Allocations Policies 
Examination in 2011, through discussion between the Inspector, the County 
Council and the local community, who felt that they may be affected by 
housing blight if the area identified was too large.  The secondary aggregates 
MSA is constituted by Derwent Howe slag bank, which lies on the coast near 
Workington.  The working area is on the seaward side and the slag bank as a 
whole abuts an existing industrial area, so no increase to the MSA is 
considered necessary. 

 
15.30 There was consideration of a larger ‘buffer’ of 500m for the identified 

resources of hard rock, as those quarries potentially have an effect over a 
larger area if blasting is undertaken.  However, it was considered that as there 
is a relatively low incidence of blasting in the county, its effects could be 
modulated by modern blasting techniques, so only 250m were added to the 
known hard rock resources.  An MSA for peat was not considered necessary.  
All of the current Mineral Safeguarding Areas are shown on the Policies Map 
Part 2. 

 
15.31 All current mineral workings, allocated Preferred Areas and Areas of Search 

are located within the MSAs; the only exception is the one remaining peat 
extraction site.  All of the sites identified in policy SAP5 for safeguarding also 
lie within the MSA’s.  Policy DC15 explains that the County Council should be 
consulted on any non-minerals planning applications received within the MSA 
that would be likely to affect the winning and working of minerals, and 
consideration should therefore be given to any potential impact on existing 
workings and allocated sites. 

 
15.32 Since the early 1980’s, it has been a requirement of national policy for 

counties that are a two tier planning authority to also establish a Mineral 
Consultation Area (MCA).  MCA’s require consultation between County and 
District Councils, in order to ensure that sensitive development, such as 
houses, are not built in areas close to mineral workings, and that minerals, 
which are a non-renewable resource, are not unnecessarily sterilised by other 
types of development.  The boundary of the MCA will be contiguous with the 
boundaries of the MSA’s as a whole.  The Mineral Consultation Area is shown 
on the Policies Map Part 3. 

 
15.33 Whilst the District Councils in Cumbria are not the mineral planning authorities, 

they have an important role in helping the County Council to safeguard 
minerals.  The Districts will show the MCA on their Policies Maps, which will 
aid the decisions that they make in identifying suitable areas for non-minerals 
development in their Local Plans. 
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15.34 The Districts will consult the County on applications for certain non-minerals 
developments that fall within the MCA.  This will allow the Minerals Planning 
Authority time to comment on the significance of that proposal on the future 
potential for winning and working of minerals, before the District or Borough 
determines the planning application for the non-mineral development.  It is not 
necessary for the District Councils to consult the County Council on every 
development application, only those such as large employment or housing 
sites, or sensitive development, where future extraction of workable mineral 
resources would be prevented and where there could be significant adverse 
effects on future occupiers of such developments.  Some consultation with the 
Districts has already taken place to agree a protocol about which planning 
applications should be subject to the consultation requirements and which 
would be exempt. 

 
15.35 Certain non-mineral developments will have a negligible impact on the 

potential future extraction of the mineral resource.  A list of such developments 
is set out in Table 15.1; the District or Borough Council does not have to 
contact the Mineral Planning Authority for developments of the type set out in 
the Table. 

 

Table 15.1: Application exemptions to policy DC15 
 

 

i. Applications for Householder development168 
 

ii. Applications for extensions or alterations to existing buildings, and for 
change of use of existing development, which do not fundamentally 
change the scale and character of the building/use. 

 

iii. Applications that are in accordance with allocations of an adopted or 
deposited Local Plan, where the Plan took account of prevention of 
unnecessary mineral sterilisation in consultation with the Mineral Planning 
Authority and industry, and determined that prior extraction should not be 
considered when development applications in a Mineral Safeguarding 
Area came forward. 

 

iv. Applications for Advertisement Consent. 
 

v. Applications for reserved matters, including subsequent applications after 
outline consent has been granted. 

 

vi. Prior notifications (telecommunications; forestry; agriculture; demolition). 
 

vii. Certificates of Lawfulness of Existing or Proposed Use or Development 
(CLEUDs and CLOPUDs). 

 

viii. Applications for works to trees. 
 

ix. Applications for temporary planning permission. 
 

x. Applications for Conservation Area Consent. 
 

xi. Applications for Listed Buildings Consent. 
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POLICY DC15 Minerals safeguarding 
 
The Mineral Planning Authority will safeguard those mineral resources that are 
shown on the Policies Map.  Within those areas, the Mineral Planning 
Authority should be consulted by the Local Planning Authorities on any 
planning applications they receive for non-minerals development that would be 
likely to affect the winning and working of minerals. 
 
All non-minerals development proposals within the Mineral Safeguarding Area 
should extract any viable mineral resources present, in advance of 
construction.  Proposals for non-mineral development within the Mineral 
Safeguarding Areas that do not allow for the prior extraction of minerals will 
only be permitted where: 
 
1. the need for the development outweighs the need to extract the mineral; or 

2. it can be clearly demonstrated that it is not environmentally acceptable or 

economically viable to extract the mineral prior to non-mineral 

development taking place; or 

3. it can be clearly demonstrated that the mineral is either not present or of 

no economic value or would lead to land stability problems or is too deep 

to extract in relation to the proposed development; or 

4. the development would not prevent minerals extraction taking place in the 

future; or 

5. the development within the Mineral Safeguarding Area is exempt, as set 
out in the exemption list in Table 15.1. 

 
All of the Mineral Safeguarding Areas together, are contiguous with the Mineral 
Consultation Area. 
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16. ENVIRONMENTAL ASSETS 
 
16.1 The Strategic Policies recognise and describe the unique importance of the 

natural assets and historic environment of Cumbria.  These underpin the 
tourism industry, attract business and investment and contribute to the quality 
of life.  The health of the eco-system is vital for everyone. 

 
16.2 The environmental assets include, but are not confined to, the nationally and 

internationally designated areas and features, and their settings.  There are 
also local designations and additional areas within the area of this Plan where 
the historic environment, wildlife habitats, species and landscape character 
are highly valued (see Boxes 8.1 and 8.2 in chapter 8). 

 
16.3 Bearing in mind the probable scenarios for minerals and waste developments 

that are likely to be proposed in Cumbria, it is considered that the Local Plan's 
focus can, in most cases, be on conservation or enhancement of the county’s 
environmental assets.  It is also important that development is compatible with 
the characteristics and features of Cumbria.  Many waste management 
developments are fairly flexible with regard to their precise location and should 
be able to avoid the more sensitive locations.  In contrast, minerals can only 
be worked where they occur. 

 
16.4 Strategic Policy SP15 provides for the conservation or enhancement of all 

Cumbria's environmental assets, including habitats, species and geological 
assets, as well as the historic environment, landscape and water resources.  
Each of these aspects is considered in more detail in the following sections.  
Matters relating to quality of life and amenity are covered in the previous 
chapters. 

 
 Biodiversity and geodiversity 
 
16.5 The approach of this Local Plan is to help increase the county’s biodiversity 

resources, whilst ensuring that sustainable development can take place, that 
contributes to the growth of Cumbria’s economy.  This would involve 
protecting, enhancing, expanding and linking habitats, using the functional 
ecological and green infrastructure networks.  These include the networks of 
natural habitats, which are essential for migration, dispersal, genetic exchange 
and the general ecological fabric. 

 
16.6 NPPF paragraph 117 requires planning policies to identify and map 

components of the local ecological networks.  As set out in paragraph 8.11 of 
the Plan, within Cumbria, the detailed representation of current knowledge of 
the county's biodiversity is held by the Cumbria Biodiversity Data Centre 
(CBDC).  Its evidence base includes species and habitat statements, habitat 
targets, planning considerations and enhancement opportunities.  Further 
work for the biodiversity evidence base will include identifying the networks of 
natural habitats required by national policies, mapping biodiversity 
opportunities and defining the landscape features that are of major importance 
for migration, dispersal and genetic exchange.  This is an iterative process that 
will continue to inform the policy and thus any necessary updates. 
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16.7 In a two-tier authority area such as Cumbria, it is considered that the local 
ecological networks can be better mapped at the District scale; the CBDC data 
is available to all relevant Councils.  For further information, reference should 
be made to all District and Borough Council draft or adopted Policies Maps. 

 
16.8 Cumbria's list of Key Wildlife Species identifies those species that have the 

status of being specifically protected or are UK Priority and/or Cumbria 
Biodiversity Framework (Action Plan) species.  Work has been undertaken to 
relate species to appropriate habitat types, functional ecological networks and 
to geographic areas of the county; Key Species and Priority Habitat 
Statements have been prepared, which provide further guidance for policy and 
for applicants.  Twenty three of the species could, potentially, be the ones that 
are most likely to be at risk from minerals and waste developments within the 
Plan area. 

 
16.9 The aim of planning decisions will be not only to prevent harm to biodiversity 

and geological conservation interests, but also to seek enhancements.  In 
addition to national policies, Strategic Policy SP15 sets out that where granting 
planning permission would result in significant harm to those interests, local 
planning authorities will need to be satisfied that the development cannot 
reasonably be located on any alternative sites that would result in less or no 
harm.  In the absence of any such alternatives, local planning authorities 
should ensure that, before planning permission is granted, adequate mitigation 
measures are put in place.  Where a planning decision would result in 
significant harm to biodiversity and geological interests, which cannot be 
prevented or adequately mitigated against, appropriate compensation 
measures should be sought.  If that significant harm cannot be prevented, 
adequately mitigated against, or compensated for, then planning permission 
should be refused.169 

 
16.10 Strategic Policy SP15 makes it clear that the development control process will 

ensure that proposals demonstrate compliance with the statutory protection for 
internationally and nationally protected features, and will seek to protect and 
enhance all environmental assets.  More detailed policy criteria for local 
biodiversity and geodiversity resources, including County Wildlife Sites and 
Local Nature Reserves are set out in policy DC16 Biodiversity and 
geodiversity. 

 
16.11 Policy DC16 derives from policy SP15 and its supporting text.  It highlights the 

need not only to avoid significant harm to assets, but also to conserve or 
enhance them where possible.  This is reflected in the order in which criteria 
will be considered.  Where harm cannot be avoided or mitigated for, 
compensatory measures should be provided, and these will need to be well 
considered and designed, with provision for long term management where 
appropriate. 
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POLICY DC16 Biodiversity and geodiversity 
 
Proposals for minerals and waste developments, including ones for ROMP 
applications and time extensions, will be required to identify, where 
appropriate:- 
 

 any potential impacts on important biodiversity and geological 
conservation assets, as defined in the Strategic Policies, and on any 
functional ecological and green infrastructure networks; and 

 their potential to enhance, restore or add to these resources; and 

 to contribute to national and local biodiversity and geodiversity objectives 
and targets. 

 
Proposals for developments within, or affecting the features or settings of such 
resources, should demonstrate that: 
 
a. the need for, and benefits of, the development and the reasons for locating 

the development in its proposed location and alternatives, have been 
considered; 

b. appropriate measures to mitigate any adverse effects (direct, indirect and 
cumulative) have been identified and secured, and advantage has been 
taken of opportunities to incorporate beneficial biodiversity and geological 
conservation features; or 

c. where adverse impacts cannot be avoided or mitigated for, that appropriate 
compensatory measures have been identified and secured; and 

d. that all mitigation, enhancement or compensatory measures are compatible 
with the characteristics of, and features within, Cumbria. 

 

 
16.12 Other legislation requires Habitats Regulations Assessment for any proposals 

that may impact upon a European Wildlife Site, or features associated with it.  
This is to determine whether the proposal would be likely to have significant 
adverse effects on the integrity of the European site.  Any developments that 
are unable to demonstrate no adverse effect will not be supported. 

 
16.13 Developers are advised that ecological surveys are usually needed to 

establish whether protected species are present on prospective minerals and 
waste sites.  Early attention needs to be given to these, as some of these 
surveys can only be done effectively at certain times of the year.  Planning 
applications may not be able to be considered without the survey information 
and a criminal offence may be involved if harm is caused to the species or 
their habitat. 

 
Historic environment 

 
16.14 Strategic Policy SP15 (Environmental assets) aims to protect, conserve and 

enhance the historic environment (see Glossary).  Policy DC17 contains more 
detailed advice and criteria that will be applied to relevant proposals.  The 
policy relating to cumulative impacts (DC6) may also be relevant for some 
proposed developments. 
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POLICY DC17 Historic environment 
 
Minerals and waste management developments, including restoration and 
afteruse, will, where necessary, preserve and, where appropriate, enhance 
Cumbria’s heritage assets and their settings.  Any such proposals that would 
result in harm to, or total loss of, the significance of a designated heritage 
asset, or its setting, (or a non-designated heritage asset of national 
significance, or its setting), or the Outstanding Universal Value of a World 
Heritage Site, will only be permitted where it can be clearly demonstrated that 
public benefits outweigh the harm and that the harm is necessary to achieve 
those benefits. 
 
Any proposals that affect a non-designated heritage asset or its setting will be 
judged on the significance of the heritage asset, the scale of the harm and the 
public benefits of the proposal. 
 
Where a development proposal affecting archaeological sites is acceptable in 
principle, the preservation of the remains in situ will be the preferred solution.  
Where in situ preservation is not possible or justified, the development will be 
required to make adequate provision for excavation and recording before or 
during development. 
 
All development proposals that will have an impact on any heritage asset or its 
setting (including where there is potential for unknown archaeological assets), 
whether designated or not, should be accompanied by an assessment of the 
significance of the heritage asset and its setting, and how that significance will 
be affected by the proposed development.  The level of information required 
will be proportionate to the significance of the asset and to the scale of impact 
of the proposal, and may require, where necessary, an archaeological desk 
based assessment and field investigation.  The recording of the loss of, or 
harm to, any heritage assets (where justified), and any supporting information, 
will need to be made publically accessible in the County’s Historic Environment 
Record. 
 

 
16.15 The County Council's Historic Environment Service provides advice about 

recorded historic environment interests and whether a development would be 
likely to affect a heritage asset or its setting.  The circumstances that 
contribute to the significance of an asset will vary from asset to asset; 
however, as an aid, a non-exhaustive list of the issues that should be 
considered are listed in the box below.  Planning applications will need to 
include sufficient information about such interests and may be required to 
include the findings of preliminary site investigations, or other information 
relevant to a design statement.  Advice about the appropriate level of field 
investigation can be found in NPPF section 12, on conserving and enhancing 
the historic environment.  Applicants are advised to contact the Council's 
Historic Environment Service at an early stage for advice. 
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BOX 16.1 

Issues that should be considered when assessing the significance of 
impacts upon the historic environment 
 
a. The rarity of the heritage asset and any trends; 
b. The historic environment is an irreplaceable and finite resource and hence, 

impacts are unlikely to be reversible; 
c. The critical importance of a thorough understanding of the historic 

environment and a robust baseline so that significant adverse impacts can 
be avoided or reduced and potential benefits maximised; 

d. The inextricable link between the historic and natural environment and the 
character of the landscape; 

e. The potential for cumulative impacts: when considering impacts on the 
historic environment, care must be taken before concluding that impacts on 
individual heritage assets are not significant.  This is because: 

 individual assets can have local, regional or national significance 
through scarcity or associations with similar assets, e.g. a particular 
building type or earthwork, ridge and furrow; 

 cumulative minor impacts on a range of individual assets can become 
significant; 

 the effect of small impacts, or loss of features, which are not significant 
individually may become significant, e.g. loss of character of a 
Conservation Area. 

 

16.16 Where a proposed development will lead to substantial harm to, or total loss 
of, significance of a designated heritage asset, planning permission would be 
refused, unless it can be demonstrated that substantial public benefits will 
outweigh the substantial harm or loss.  In any exceptional case of over-riding 
national importance, where a Scheduled Monument would be affected, prior 
Scheduled Monument Consent from Historic England is required, under other 
legislation170, as well as planning consent. 

 
Landscape, visual impact and design 

 
16.17 National policies provide for the protection of Heritage Coast, National Parks 

and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty; these are set out in paragraphs 114 
and 115 of the NPPF.  The protection of other valuable landscapes from 
unacceptable adverse effects of developments is intended to be achieved by 
the use of the Cumbria Landscape Character Assessment Toolkit.  It enables 
the distinctive characteristics of a landscape to be assessed, its sensitivity to 
development to be evaluated and its "capacity" to accept development to be 
determined.  Development proposals, and their restoration schemes, will be 
considered against these findings and will be expected to be compatible with 
landscape character and distinctive features. 

 
16.18 Modern waste management facilities need to be in sustainable locations, to 

reduce "waste miles" and to ensure that impacts on climate change and the 
environment are minimised.  These modern facilities will often be within 
buildings and should be located where possible on brownfield or industrial 
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 Ancient Monument and Archaeological Areas Act 1979 
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land.  In Cumbria, such land is often highly visible from high quality or 
sensitive landscapes or coasts.  Policy DC18 requires high quality of design, 
and sensitive siting, to ensure that adverse effects are minimised. 

 

POLICY DC18 Landscape and visual impact 
 
Proposals for development should be compatible with the distinctive 
characteristics and features of Cumbria's landscapes and should: 
 
a. avoid significant adverse impacts on the natural and historic landscape; 
b. use Landscape Character Assessment to assess the capacity of 

landscapes to accept development, to inform the appropriate scale and 
character of such development, and guide restoration where development 
is permitted; 

c. in appropriate cases, use the Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact 
Assessment to assess and integrate these issues into the development 
process; 

d. ensure that development proposals avoid significant adverse visual impacts 
and consider the effects on: locally distinctive natural or built features; scale 
in relation to landscape features; public access and community value of the 
landscape; historic patterns and attributes; and openness and remoteness; 

e. ensure high quality design of modern waste facilities to minimise their 
impact on the landscape, or views from sensitive areas, and to contribute to 
the built environment; 

f. direct minerals and waste developments to less sensitive locations, 
wherever this is possible, and ensure that sensitive siting and high quality 
design prevent significant adverse impacts on the principal local 
characteristics of the landscape including views to or from, and the setting 
of, Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, the Heritage Coast, National 
Parks or World Heritage Sites. 

 

 
 Flood risk and water resources 
 
16.19 The river systems, lakes and groundwater resources of Cumbria, form a 

unique resource, and contribute significantly to the character and perceptions 
of the county.  Many of them are internationally and nationally important for 
wildlife and are protected as Special Areas of Conservation, Special Protection 
Areas, Ramsar sites or Sites of Special Scientific Interest.  These aspects of 
the water environment are covered under the strategic and biodiversity 
policies in this Plan, but the protection of water resources needs to be 
considered alongside the increasingly important issues of flood risk (policy 
DC19) and the prudent use of these resources (policy DC20). 

 
16.20 National policy on flood risk is set out in the NPPF171 and in chapter 7 of the 

Planning Practice Guidance (PPG).  The aim is to steer new development to 
areas with the lowest probability of flooding and to reduce the causes and 
impacts of flooding172.  It includes: a sequential approach for determining 
appropriate locations for development, based on the indicative Flood Maps 
prepared by the Environment Agency; an Exception Test, to assess whether 
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 NPPF paragraphs 93 to 108 
172

 PPG paragraphs 50 to 53, chapter 7 (ID: 7-050-20140306, 7-051-20150323, 7-053-20140306) 
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development should be permitted in higher risk areas; and a “hierarchy of 
options”, to reduce and manage surface water run-off from development sites 
in high rainfall events173. 

 
16.21 Strategic Flood Risk Assessments were carried out in 2015, to inform the 

preparation of the Minerals and Waste Local Plan; this work was undertaken in 
collaboration with the County Council’s flood risk team and in consultation with 
the Environment Agency and United Utilities. 

 
16.22 As Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA), Cumbria County Council has powers 

and duties for managing flooding from local sources, namely Ordinary 
Watercourses, surface water (overland runoff) and groundwater, but not from 
main rivers, such as the Eden or Kent.  A Preliminary Flood Risk 
Assessment174 was carried out by the Council in 2011, which identified areas 
of significant flood risk in the county, making particular reference to local 
historic flood data, which was followed by the Local Flood Risk Assessment175, 
to help the Council develop a flood risk strategy for managing local flooding in 
the county.  Early engagement with the Local Flood Risk Team by developers 
is encouraged. 

 
16.23 For planning applications on sites not allocated in the Local Plan, which fall in 

identified areas of flood risk, the Sequential Test176 and, where appropriate, 
the Exception Test177, will usually need to be carried out.  All waste proposals 
should consider the sequential test but, as mineral deposits can only be 
worked where they are located, and as they fall into the ‘less vulnerable’ or 
‘water compatible’ definitions within the test process (see Table 16.1), this may 
not always be appropriate for mineral proposals.  Where appropriate, mineral 
operators should take the sequential approach into consideration when siting 
ancillary equipment or buildings, which may be vulnerable to flood risk even if 
the quarrying itself is water compatible, and the design of the phasing of 
working. 

 
16.24 Waste developments can be ‘less vulnerable’ or ‘water compatible’ where the 

risk of pollution is low, and appropriate in flood zones 2, 3a and even 3b (see 
Glossary).  Where there is risk of pollution, the development may fall into a 
higher vulnerability, and if the sequential test shows that there are no other 
suitable sites for the development, and the site fails to pass the Exception 
Test, the planning application should be refused.  This is incorporated into 
policy DC19. 
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 PPG paragraphs 79 to 80, chapter 7 (ID: 7-079-20150415, 7-080-20150323) 
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 Evidence Base document reference RD25: Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment: Cumbria, June 
2011 
175

 Evidence Base document reference LD292: Local Flood Risk Management Strategy, Cumbria 
County Council, March 2015 
176

 PPG paragraph 33, chapter 7 Flood Risk and Coastal Change (ID: 7-033-20140306) 
177

 PPG paragraph 35, chapter 7 Flood Risk and Coastal Change (ID: 7-035-20140306) 
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 Table 16.1: Vulnerability of minerals and waste developments and their 
compatibility with flood zones 

 

Vulnerability of minerals and waste 
development 

Flood Zone Compatibility 

Highly vulnerable development 

installations requiring hazardous substances 
consent 

appropriate in Zone 1, 
Exception Test required for 
Zone 2 

More vulnerable development 

landfills and sites used for hazardous waste 
management facilities 

appropriate in Zone 1 and 2, 
Exception Test required for 3a 

Less vulnerable development 

mineral workings and processing (except 
sand and gravel) 

appropriate in Zone 1, 2 and 
3a; not in Zone 3b 

waste treatment facilities (except landfill and 
for hazardous wastes) 

sewage treatment plants, if adequate 
pollution control measures are in place 

water treatment works that do not need to 
remain operational during times of flood 

Water-compatible development 

sand and gravel workings 

permitted in all Zones, 
including 3b 

sewage transmission infrastructure and 
pumping stations 

docks and wharves 

 
16.25 The other policies in this Local Plan reflect the Plan’s Sustainability Appraisal, 

and the Council will consider conformity with these policies as an indicator that 
the first part of the Exception Test has been met.  Specific policy for waste 
water treatment plants is included in policy DC9; however, if necessary, 
mitigation and management measures would be considered under policy 
DC19. 

 
16.26 Site Specific Flood Risk Assessments (FRA), to demonstrate that the 

development will be safe and will not cause flooding elsewhere, are required 
according to criteria set out by the Environment Agency; however, the Local 
Planning Authority has specific responsibilities that require the FRA to be 
submitted with the planning application, in order to facilitate a robust 
consultation process with the Environment Agency and the LLFA team.  Early 
discussion, prior to applications being submitted, is advised for large or 
complex proposals in areas of flood risk, to ensure that the necessary issues 
are addressed in the FRA.  Advice and guidance is given on 
https://www.gov.uk/planning-applications-assessing-flood-risk, and also in 
http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/guidance/flood-risk-and-
coastal-change/addressing-flood-risk-in-individual-planning-applications. 

 
16.27 The Environment Agency’s prior written Flood Defence Consent is required for 

any works in, under, over or within 8 metres of the top of the bank of a 
designated ‘Main River.’  The prior written consent of the LLFA is required for 
any works that will impede the flow of an ‘Ordinary Watercourse’ (i.e. a non-
main river). 
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16.28 PPG chapter 7178 was amended in March and April 2015 to support NPPF 
paragraph 103, and clarifies Local Planning Authority (LPA) responsibilities to 
seek opportunities to reduce the overall level of flood risk in the area and 
beyond.  This reinforces the need for adequate management of surface water 
displaced from development, and requires LPAs to consider planning 
applications for new major development in areas at risk of flooding, only if 
priority has been given to the use of sustainable drainage systems179. 

 
16.29 In minerals and waste development proposals, key issues with respect to 

surface water discharges include both water quality and quantity issues.  The 
first choice for sustainable drainage should be to reduce surface water 
discharge by appropriate soakaways and other infiltration systems, followed by 
attenuating (i.e. holding back) high flows of water during heavy rainfall.  
Discharging (uncontaminated) water to suitable water courses or surface 
water sewers are both more sustainable than discharging to combined sewers. 

 
16.30 The LPA will consult United Utilities (UU), the statutory undertaker responsible 

for waste water and sewage, on all planning applications that have the 
potential to increase discharge to public surface water or public combined 
sewers.  UU will require clear evidence demonstrating why alternative options 
are not available; providing such information with any relevant planning 
application will save developers considerable time. 

 
16.31 Approved development proposals will be expected to be supplemented by 

appropriate maintenance and management regimes for surface water 
drainage schemes.  On large sites it may be necessary to ensure the drainage 
proposals are part of a wider, holistic strategy which co-ordinates the 
approach to drainage between phases, between developers and over a 
number of years of construction.  On greenfield sites, applicants will be 
expected to demonstrate that the current natural discharge solution from a site 
is at least mimicked.  On previously developed land, applicants should target a 
reduction of surface water discharge. 

 
16.32 Proposals should consider what contribution the landscaping of a site can 

make to reducing surface water discharge; this can include hard and soft 
landscaping, such as permeable surfaces.  The treatment and processing of 
surface water is not a sustainable solution; it should be managed at source 
and not transferred.  Every option should be investigated before discharging 
surface water into a public sewerage network.  A discharge to groundwater or 
watercourse may require the consent of the Environment Agency. 

 
16.33 Advice and guidance on the ‘hierarchy of drainage options’ and sustainable 

drainage is available at: 
http://planningguidance.planningportal.gov.uk/blog/guidance/flood-risk-and-
coastal-change/reducing-the-causes-and-impacts-of-flooding/why-are-
sustainable-drainage-systems-important/  
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 PPG paragraph 079, chapter 7 (ID: 7-079-20150415) and NPPF Para 103 
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POLICY DC19 Flood risk 
 
All proposed minerals and waste management developments should be 
located, wherever possible, in areas with the lowest probability of flooding 
(Zone 1). 
 
Development proposals will not be considered without a site-specific Flood 
Risk Assessment, appropriate to the scale, nature and location of the 
development, for: 

 1 hectare or greater in Flood Zone 1; or 

 new development (including minor development and change of use) in 
Flood Zones 2 and 3, or in an area within Flood Zone 1 that has critical 
drainage problems (as notified to the Local Planning Authority by the 
Environment Agency); or 

 where proposed development or a change of use to a more vulnerable 
class may be subject to other sources of flooding. 

 
The Flood Risk Assessment should assess potential effects from current and 
future flooding from all sources, whether it would increase flood risk elsewhere 
and measures to deal with these effects and risks. 
 
Considerations will include the hierarchy of drainage options, reduction and/or 
attenuation of surface water run-off and the minimising of discharge to public 
sewers, except where a need for pollution control indicates otherwise. 
 
Minerals and waste development on sites where national policy and guidance 
require the Exception Test to be applied, will only be permitted if it has been 
demonstrated that:- 
 
a. the development provides wider sustainability benefits to the community 

that outweigh the flood risk; and 
b. the development will be safe for its lifetime, taking account of the 

vulnerability of its users, without increasing flood risk elsewhere and, 
where possible, will reduce flood risk overall. 

 
Minerals and waste developments that reduce flood risk downstream of the 
proposal would be supported. 
 
Minerals and waste development proposals should incorporate sustainable 
drainage systems unless they are demonstrated to be inappropriate. 
 

 
16.34 Minerals and waste developments also have the potential to deplete or pollute 

surface waters (e.g. streams, rivers and lakes), which have value as drinking 
resources or for the species which rely on them.  This can be as a result of 
mineral extraction below the watercourse, chemicals or waste contaminants, 
soil and silt carried in surface water run-off during construction activities, or 
erosion of river banks due to excess water run-off. 

 
16.35 The Environment Agency is consulted on all minerals and waste management 

planning applications and provides advice on the protection of surface and 
groundwater resources.  The identified groundwater protection zones in 
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Cumbria cover only a small proportion of the groundwater resources that are 
used for water supplies. 

 
16.36 Proposals will, therefore, be required to demonstrate that they do not have 

unacceptable adverse impacts on water resources.  Any adverse impact 
should be avoided or, if unavoidable, suitable mitigation measures should be 
proposed.  Unacceptable quantitative or qualitative impacts are those which 
are deemed so by the Environment Agency, as part of the planning application 
process. 

 
16.37 Sites proposed for development will need to be subject to site specific hydro-

geological assessment, in order to determine their acceptability.  Some factors 
influencing this process are the type of facility, the pollution control measures 
adopted, the potential impacts on groundwater resources and the groundwater 
vulnerability of the site. 

 
16.38 With respect to mineral applications, there is a requirement to establish the 

relationship that the development has with the water table.  If the base of the 
excavation is near or below the anticipated water table, then there will be a 
requirement to establish an appropriate monitoring scheme.  In some 
circumstances, the development may be considered unacceptable if it is 
carried out below the level of the water table. 

 
16.39 The current licensing exemption on dewatering is likely to be removed in 2017, 

subject to Ministerial approval, after which, dewatering activities will be 
brought into regulation by the Environment Agency. 

 

POLICY DC20 The water environment 
 
Proposals for developments should demonstrate that they would have no 
unacceptable quantitative or qualitative adverse effects on the water 
environment, both within the application site and its surroundings, including 
surface waters, coastal waters, private water supplies and groundwater 
resources.  Proposals that minimise water use and include sustainable water 
management will be favoured. 
 

 
 Land quality and soil resources 
 
 Protection and management of soil resources 
 
16.40 Soils are a vital, natural resource, that form the foundation of much of the 

county’s landscape, land use and wildlife interests and serve a wide range of 
essential functions.  Soils are also a "carbon sink" that can either sequester or 
emit carbon, depending on their condition and temperature.  The Natural 
Environment White Paper180 emphasises the importance of natural resource 
protection, including the conservation and sustainable management of soils.  
This covers the protection of Best and Most Versatile agricultural land, as well 
as safeguarding soils in order to achieve a range of important ecosystem 
services and functions, such as food production, carbon storage and climate 
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regulation, water filtration, flood management and support for biodiversity and 
wildlife. 

 
16.41 Some types of development have not always appreciated the need to protect 

soil resources, and they are under threat from a number of processes 
including: climate change, compaction, erosion, loss of biodiversity, loss of 
organic matter, contamination and the sealing that occurs when impermeable 
materials such as concrete and asphalt are superimposed on valuable soil. 

 
16.42 Soils may overlie valuable mineral resources, particularly sand and gravel.  

Even in the case of valuable agricultural land, this may not prevent 
development as long as the soil resources are protected, and restoration is to 
the highest standards.  The waste developments expected over the period of 
the Plan are less likely to involve valuable soil resources if the Strategic 
Policies' site selection criteria are used, which favour the use of brownfield 
sites.  This is in line with paragraph 112 of the NPPF. 

 
16.43 National policy181 requires Mineral Planning Authorities to “safeguard the long-

term potential of Best and Most Versatile agricultural land, and conserve soil 
resources in a sustainable way”.  The County Council has secured the 
management and protection of soil resources on minerals and waste 
development through conditions on planning consents and agreed operations 
programmes.  Typically, planning permissions require topsoil and subsoil to be 
stripped and stored separately in grassed mounds of appropriate height and 
shape before a site is developed or traversed by heavy vehicles or machinery.  
The soils have to be retained for use in the restoration schemes that are 
required to be submitted with planning applications.  These can specify details 
of soil handling and replacement, secure land forms that avoid soil erosion and 
enable after-care management operations to be carried out. 

 
16.44 Returning organic matter to soil, such as agricultural wastes and sewage 

sludge, is considered to be advantageous in some circumstances, but is 
managed under other regulatory regimes. 

 
 Best and Most Versatile agricultural land 
 
16.45 “Best and Most Versatile” (BMV) agricultural land is defined as that in Grades 

1, 2 and 3a under the Defra system of Agricultural Land Classification182 
(ALC).  NPPF paragraph 143 requires that high quality restoration and 
aftercare of mineral sites takes place, including, for agriculture, safeguarding 
the long term potential of best and most versatile land and conserving soil 
resources. 

 
16.46 This policy will apply particularly to greenfield sites, especially where the site 

includes BMV agricultural land.  Where no reliable or sufficient data is 
available to inform decision making, soils and land quality surveys may be 
required to provide a definitive record of the soil quality prior to the proposals; 
the ALC grading is only indicative and it may be necessary to undertake a new 
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 NPPF paragraph 143, bullet 8 
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 Evidence Base document reference ND42: Agricultural Land Classification: protecting the best and 
most versatile agricultural land, Natural England, Technical Information Note TIN049, Edition 2, 
December 2012 
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ALC survey.  Planning application proposals would need to demonstrate that 
soil would be protected, explain how any adverse impacts on soil resources or 
the irreversible loss of high quality land would be mitigated, and include a soil 
handling and replacement strategy, to demonstrate that a satisfactory 
standard of reclamation would be achieved for the proposed afteruses.  
Restoration, aftercare and afteruse are covered more broadly in the following 
section. 

 

POLICY DC21 Protection of soil resources 
 
Proposals for minerals and waste development will be required to demonstrate 
that: 
 
a. the long-term potential of Best and Most Versatile agricultural land will be 

safeguarded; 
b. soil resources are conserved and maintained in viable condition to be used 

in restoration of the site; or 
c. where developments are permanent and restoration is not envisaged, that 

soil resources are used effectively on undeveloped areas of the site, or 
used appropriately on other suitable sites. 

 

 
 Restoration, aftercare and afteruse 
 
16.47 It is particularly important that sites of temporary developments are properly 

restored and that restoration is appropriate to the character of the area.  If high 
standards of restoration are not achieved, the trust necessary for further 
developments is undermined.  Problems may arise from technical failure more 
often than financial failure and the risk of problems may be significantly 
reduced when restoration is progressive, i.e. is phased during the working life 
of the development.  National policy guidance is very specific with regard to 
restoration of sites for minerals extraction, and confirms that Local Plans 
should include policies to ensure that worked land is reclaimed at the earliest 
opportunity and that high quality restoration and aftercare takes place183. 

 
16.48 Strategic Policy SP16 affirms that restoration of sites should use best 

practicable measures to deliver sustainability objectives relating to the 
environment and the economy of the county.  It is essential that planning 
applications establish an appropriate afteruse for mineral working and 
temporary waste management sites and ensure that resources are secured for 
that afteruse to be successfully established once restoration is complete. 

 
16.49 Separate planning consent is required for many types of afteruse and will 

usually be determined by the District planning authority184.  However, uses that 
commence before the completion of extraction and/or restoration of a minerals 
or waste site, and which have the potential to affect operations, restoration or 
aftercare conditions, will be determined by the County Council as the mineral 
planning authority185. 
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16.50 All afteruses will be considered in the light of realistic assumptions about the 
availability of restoration materials, particularly inert waste.  Aftercare can only 
be required for agricultural, forestry or amenity afteruses and most sites have 
been restored for these.  There has been a presumption that agricultural 
afteruse should be required where the loss of land would adversely affect the 
economic viability of an agricultural holding. 

 
16.51 Sites on the Best and Most Versatile agricultural land should usually be 

restored, where practicable and appropriate, to retain its longer term 
capability, though the proposed afteruse need not be for agriculture.  In 
appropriate situations, other uses will be encouraged that contribute to the 
movement from a net loss of biodiversity towards achievement of net gains in 
biodiversity resources, required by Strategic Policy SP15.  It is important to 
restore wildlife habitats that may have declined as a consequence of 
development at the site or within the local area, to strengthen regional and 
functional ecological and green infrastructure networks, and to contribute to 
UK and Cumbria Biodiversity Framework (Action Plan) targets.  This reflects 
paragraphs 109 and 114 of the NPPF. 

 
16.52 Schemes that are designed with an appropriate habitat for the prevailing 

conditions, and demonstrated to be both technically and economically feasible, 
will be favoured.  This is because they are more likely to create self-sustaining 
habitats and require minimum intervention and long term management.  On 
large sites, a mix of compatible uses may provide the best balance for the 
future; for example, low intensity agricultural use, tourism and nature 
conservation.  Some restored sites can also be designed to fulfil a role as 
educational assets.  Where feasible, peat extraction sites should be restored 
to peat regeneration, in order to minimise greenhouse gas emissions and to 
re-commence carbon sequestration; this is consistent with PPG chapter 6, 
Climate Change, paragraph 003. 

 
16.53 The success of reclamation schemes based on landscape, recreation and 

nature conservation enhancement will, however, sometimes depend not only 
on a well-funded and effective 5-year scheme of aftercare being implemented, 
but also provision for the longer-term management of the land.  Non-profit 
generating afteruses (e.g. leisure, amenity, nature conservation, etc.) may 
require applications to provide long-term management proposals to 
demonstrate how such uses will be sustainable in the longer-term.  The 
mineral planning authority cannot require any steps to be taken after the end 
of a 5-year aftercare period without the agreement of the mineral operator, as 
set out in PPG chapter 27, Minerals, paragraph 052. 

 
16.54 Prospective developers may demonstrate how they propose to make provision 

for the proper reclamation of their sites either through membership of an 
established and properly funded industry guarantee scheme, or by the 
provision of a bond or other financial guarantee, prior to the commencement of 
development.  The exceptional circumstances where financial contributions or 
agreements may be required are referred to in PPG chapter 27, Minerals, 
paragraph 048.  Table 16.2 suggests how the Plan’s specific Strategic 
Objectives could be met by different afteruses, in locations where they are 
compatible with other development plan policies, including District Councils' 
Local Plans. 
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 Table 16.2: Afteruse options in relation to Strategic Objectives of the Plan 

Strategic 
Objective 

Afteruse options 

1. To minimise 
the impacts of 
climate change 
on people and 
the environment 

Some mineral workings may have potential for flood water 
storage to mitigate flood risk.  When extraction has 
finished, peat workings should be restored to peat 
generating vegetation wherever feasible.  Long-lived 
woodland species could be planted on other suitable sites.  
A minimum standard could be to replace the carbon 
capture capability of the site before development. 

8. To optimise 
local economic 
benefit 

Enhance and preserve the economic viability of agricultural 
undertakings where land has been temporarily used for 
minerals or waste development; afteruses should either be 
agricultural, farm diversification activities or employment 
land.  Other opportunities may be available, particularly 
where waste facilities were on brownfield sites. 

9. To protect and 
enhance natural 
and historic 
environmental 
assets 

Enhance biodiversity through nature conservation after-
uses that protect and enhance species and habitats that 
either pre-existed on minerals and waste sites or for which 
the site has potential.  Provide for enhancement of the 
historic environment, including industrial archaeology; 
and/or select an after-use that contributes to the local 
landscape character.  Aftercare programmes that are 
properly financed may be essential to achieve and sustain 
high quality restoration. 

10. To reduce the 
proportion of 
development on 
greenfield sites 

Built development can deliver social and economic 
benefits on former minerals and waste sites if the local 
highways network is suitable for the traffic generated. 

 
16.55 Planning applications for mineral working, waste management and associated 

development are determined by the County Council as they are “County 
Matter” applications under Schedule 1(i) of the Town and Country Planning 
Act 1990 and the Town and Country Planning (Prescription of County Matters) 
(England) Regulations 2003.  The County Council will, therefore, have control 
over afteruses whilst a site is classified as an ‘active’ minerals site186.  
Afteruses will fall under the remit of the County Council unless separate 
planning permission is required from the District Council for the proposed 
afteruse, e.g. a use that would involve substantial public use. 

 
16.56 The County Council can also impose aftercare conditions, which require the 

necessary steps to be undertaken to bring land to the required standard for 
whichever of the following uses is specified in the condition, namely: (i) use for 
agriculture; (ii) use for forestry; or (iii) use for amenity.  This is set out in 
Section 2(1) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990. 

 

                                                           
186

 An active site is one where mineral operations are currently being carried out to a substantial 
extent; this definition includes ‘mothballed’ sites, if they are subject to ongoing restoration or aftercare.  
A site will be considered ‘active’ until the end of any aftercare period, as specified in any planning 
conditions. 
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16.57 Policy DC22 seeks to secure the most appropriate and sustainable restoration, 
aftercare and afteruse of sites.  This will be achieved through suitable planning 
conditions and, where necessary, planning obligations.  The planning 
conditions should be framed with the intended after-use in mind. 

 

POLICY DC22 Restoration and aftercare 
 

Proposals for minerals extraction, or for temporary waste facilities such as 
landfill, shall be accompanied by restoration and aftercare proposals with 
sufficient detail to clearly demonstrate that the overall objectives of the scheme 
are practically achievable, including a vision for overall restoration of the site, 
and to include proposals for appropriate afteruse and the means to achieve it.    
The level of detail required will depend on the circumstances of each specific 
site including the expected duration of operations on the site.  In all cases, 
restoration schemes must demonstrate that the land is stable and that the risk 
of future collapse of any mine workings has been minimised. 
 

After-uses that enhance biodiversity, geodiversity and the environment, 
conserve soil resources, conserve and enhance the historic environment, 
increase public access, minimise the impacts of global warming and are 
appropriate for the landscape character of the area, will be encouraged.  
These could include: nature conservation, agriculture, leisure and recreation, 
green infrastructure and woodland. 
 

Where sites accord with other policies in the Plan, an alternative or mixed 
afteruse that would support long term management, farm diversification, 
renewable energy schemes, tourism or employment land, may be acceptable. 
 

All proposals must demonstrate that: 
 

a. for agricultural, forestry, nature conservation and amenity afteruses, there 
is an aftercare management programme of at least 5 years, but longer 
where required to ensure that the restoration scheme is established; 

b. the restoration is appropriate for the landscape character and wildlife 
interest of the area, and measures to protect, restore and enhance 
biodiversity and geodiversity conservation features are practical, of a high 
quality appropriate to the area and secure their long-term safeguarding 
and maintenance; 

c. the restoration scheme is compatible with neighbouring land uses; 
d. restoration will be completed within a reasonable timescale and is 

progressive as far as practicable; 
e. provision for the likely financial and material budgets for the agreed 

restoration, aftercare and afteruse will be made during the operational life 
of the site; 

f. restoration and aftercare (or reclamation) will be undertaken using industry 
best practice. 

 

Once peat workings have become non-operational, they should be restored to 
peat regeneration wherever feasible, using best practicable measures.  Where 
such re-generation is not demonstrably feasible, the detailed restoration 
scheme should minimise carbon loss and maximise both habitat re-creation 
and carbon sequestration capacity across the site. 
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17. IMPLEMENTATION AND MONITORING 
 
 Monitoring the Plan 
 
17.1 Monitoring is an important part of evidence-based policy making.  The NPPF 

states that local planning authorities should ensure that the Local Plan is 
based on adequate, up-to-date and relevant evidence about the economic, 
social and environmental characteristics and prospects of the area187.  The 
Cumbria MWLP, therefore, requires a monitoring schedule to ensure that the 
Plan remains based on up-to-date evidence and also to measure the 
effectiveness of its aims. 

 
17.2 The monitoring and implementation framework set out in this chapter, will 

show how the Strategic Objectives of the MWLP will be achieved by identifying 
and monitoring appropriate data indicators for each of the Plan’s policies.  The 
monitoring of each indicator will be carried out as part of the Cumbria Authority 
Monitoring Report (AMR).  Policies may be subject to review if annual 
monitoring indicates that there have been significant, adverse trends that are 
likely to continue. 

 
17.3 Where monitoring triggers a need to review one or more policies, Cumbria 

County Council will identify appropriate corrective action to address the matter 
which, depending on the cause and/or significance of the issue, may include: 

 

 review of the County Council’s decision making; 

 review of targets; 

 revision of an individual policy; 

 revision of the Plan. 
 
17.4 Following the enactment of the Localism Act 2011, it is now the responsibility 

of each local authority to decide what to include in their monitoring reports, 
while ensuring that they are prepared in accordance with relevant UK and EU 
legislation.  Indicators will be used to assess performance of the Plan.  The 
indicators that are most directly relevant for minerals and waste in Cumbria 
are: 

 

 sales of primary land won aggregates, broken down into: 
 sand and gravel; 
 crushed rock for general aggregate use; and 
 high and very high specification roadstones; 

 sales of industrial minerals; 

 production of secondary and recycled aggregates; 

 landings of marine dredged aggregates; 

 capacity of new waste management facilities by type; 

 municipal waste arisings and management methods; 

 commercial and industrial waste arisings and management methods; 

 construction and demolition waste arisings and management methods; 

 radioactive waste arisings and management methods. 
 

                                                           
187

 National Planning Policy Framework (paragraph 158) 
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17.5 Reliable data is available from surveys for most of these indicators, but as 
discussed in chapter 3, there are particular concerns about details of 
commercial, industrial, construction and demolition wastes and secondary and 
recycled aggregates. 

 
17.6 The approach taken to monitoring should be objective and target led.  It is not 

necessary to monitor everything, or monitor an effect indefinitely; instead, 
monitoring should be focused on significant effects.  Monitoring should involve 
measuring performance against indicators, which may establish a causal link 
between implementation of the Plan and the likely significant effects being 
monitored.  The results of monitoring will also play an important role in 
informing Development Control decisions, when the Council determines 
planning applications for new waste facilities. 

 
 Implementation and monitoring framework 
 
17.7 Monitoring data will be drawn from a wide range of sources, but four main 

documents will be used to provide evidence on the Plan’s performance.  
Firstly, the annual Local Aggregates Assessment will give a rolling picture of 
aggregate reserves and associated landbanks.  Secondly, the Waste Needs 
Assessment gives a snapshot in time of the quantity of waste arising in the 
county, as well as the capacity of the waste management network to deal with 
that waste.  Thirdly, the UK Radioactive Waste Inventory gives a snapshot in 
time of radioactive wastes and nuclear materials.  Fourthly, the annual 
Authority Monitoring Report assesses the overall performance of the Plan in 
terms of: 

 
 are policies achieving their objectives, and is sustainable development 

being delivered; 
 have policies had the intended consequences; 
 are the assumptions and objectives behind policies still relevant; 
 are the targets set in the Local Development Framework being achieved. 

 
17.8 The Plan area covers a number of different authorities and involves a variety 

of different actors.  Table 17.1 summarises the organisations involved in the 
implementation of the Plan. 

 

Organisation Role Responsibilities 

County Council 

apply Plan 
policies 

Assess suitability of mineral and waste 
applications against Plan policies and 
priorities 

regulate/ 
monitor 

Inspect operating mineral and waste sites 
periodically. 
Monitor Plan performance annually 

performance 
delivery 

Support/promote waste reduction 
initiatives through the planning system. 
Support/promote a steady and adequate 
supply of minerals through the planning 
system. 
Co-operate with all the following 
organisations, as well as adjoining or 
more distant Councils. 
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Organisation Role Responsibilities 

District/Borough/ 
City Councils 

apply Plan 
policies 

Identify applications affecting safeguarded 
sites and areas, mineral safeguarding 
areas and strategic areas 

Landowners 
infrastructure 
delivery 

Propose new minerals and waste sites in 
sustainable areas and sites that deliver 
capacity requirements. 

Waste industry 
infrastructure 
delivery 

Propose new waste sites in sustainable 
areas and sites that deliver capacity 
requirements. 
Prioritise management of locally arising 
waste in local, rather than more distant, 
facilities. 

Minerals industry 
Infrastructure 
delivery 

Propose new minerals sites in sustainable 
locations that deliver a steady and 
adequate minerals supply. 

The Environment 
Agency 

regulate/ 
monitor 

Advise on planning applications according 
to the nature of the proposal. 
Assess applications for Environmental 
Permits. 
Inspect operating waste sites periodically. 
Collect and publish information about 
waste movements for use in Plan 
monitoring. 
Regulate nuclear and non-nuclear industry 
sites 
Regulate radioactive waste disposal 

performance 
delivery 

Promote waste reduction initiatives 

The Health and 
Safety Executive 

regulate/ 
monitor 

Advise on planning applications according 
to the nature of the proposal. 

Other statutory 
bodies (e.g. 
Natural England) 

regulate/ 
monitor 

Advise on planning applications according 
to the nature of the proposal. 

Nuclear 
Decommissioning 
Authority 

implement/ 
monitor 

Implement Government policy on the long 
term management of radioactive waste. 
Ensure that radioactive wastes are safely 
managed. 
Develop the LLW Strategy on behalf of 
Government. 
Own assets of a number of the UK’s 
nuclear licensed sites 

Office for Nuclear 
Regulation 

regulate/ 
monitor 

Regulate nuclear licenced sites. 
Regulate adherence to nuclear site 
licence conditions. 
Regulate radioactive waste storage 

 

Table 17.1: Roles and responsibilities involved in implementing the Plan 
 
17.9 A monitoring schedule has been prepared (see Appendix 5), which shows how 

the Plan will be monitored in relation to its policies.  However, the County 
Council will also seek to monitor other elements relating to the Local Plan and 
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its implementation, including site allocations, national infrastructure projects, 
time extensions to permissions at key facilities, minerals and waste production 
and their cross-border movements, although recognising that, at present, the 
availability of this information is limited.  Therefore, a further monitoring 
schedule is set out as Table 17.2, which shows how the Plan will be monitored 
in relation to these non-policy events. 

 
17.10 The policy monitoring schedule sets clear objectives, with, where possible, 

targets and indicators that are Specific, Measurable, Achievable and Realistic 
and, where appropriate, Time bound (SMART); it also identifies trigger points 
at which it is appropriate to address any issues emerging.  The non-policy 
monitoring schedule is simpler, consisting of a non-exhaustive list, but also 
sets out triggers, of which there is a very wide range; generally, these non-
policy triggers form Contextual Indicators.  These measure background events 
and circumstances that have a bearing on policy performance – the social, 
economic and environmental context in which the Plan and its policies 
operate. 

 
17.11 As set out in paragraph 17.7, the monitoring process involves preparation of 

the annual Authority Monitoring Report, the annual Local Aggregates 
Assessment and the biennial Waste Needs Assessment, all of which use data 
gathered from planning permissions, site monitoring visits, case officers, 
nationally available data, etc., as well as reference to the UK Radioactive 
Waste Index.  These reports will highlight any implementation problems, and 
the need for the strategic approach, policies or site allocations to be reviewed. 

 
17.12 The Local Plan is intended to be a robust document, suitable for setting the 

direction of development locally for the next 15 years.  Nevertheless, changing 
conditions may be so significant as to require a review or partial review of the 
Local Plan, including, potentially, a call for new minerals or waste sites.  This 
latter example, may only take the form of a public consultation on alternative 
sites and then an Addendum to the Plan; however, every circumstance will be 
different and judged on its impacts at the time of arising. 

 

Contextual 
Indicator 

Trigger for review of the Plan Action 

Social, Economic or Environmental 

National Park 
extension 
areas in 
Cumbria 

a - Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority 
and/or Lake District National Park Authority 
adopt the Cumbria Minerals and Waste 
Local Plan for the new National Park areas 
 
b - YDNPA and/or LDNPA prepare and 
adopt their own MWLP covering the new 
National Park areas 

a – addendum note to be added to 
Cumbria MWLP 
 
 
 
b – addendum note to be added to 
Cumbria MWLP 

HSE Safety 
Report for 
Barrow Gas 
Terminals 

a – site allocation M27 (Roose sand quarry) 
falls wholly within an incident effect zone, 
that would preclude future sand and gravel 
extraction 
 
b - site allocation M27 falls partly within an 
incident effect zone 
 
 
 

a – M27 becomes unavailable and 
future mineral extraction will be 
directed to M12 
 
 
b – if sufficient resource lies outside 
the zone, future mineral extraction will 
be directed to that part of M27 
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c – site allocations M27 and M12 (new sand 
and gravel quarry at Roose) fall partly within 
an incident effect zone 
 
d - site allocations M27 and M12 fall wholly 
within an incident effect zone 

c - if sufficient resource lies outside 
the zone, future mineral extraction will 
be directed to that part of M27 or M12 
 
d – incorporate data into LAA; partial 
review, with call for site(s) and public 
consultation 

Landbank for 
industrial 
minerals 

any changes to sales and/or reserves of 
industrial minerals that would significantly 
alter the current 120-year landbank 

incorporate data into LAA; partial 
review, with call for site(s) and public 
consultation 

Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects 

Moorside 
new nuclear 
power station 

a – significant increase in demand for 
aggregates during construction 
 
 
b – significant increase in excavation wastes 
arising during construction, that may need 
management facilities and/or disposal routes 
 
 
 
c – radioactive waste arising from new 
operations, that may need management 
facilities and/or disposal routes 

a - incorporate data into LAA; consider 
whether a call for site(s) and public 
consultation is required 
 
b - incorporate data into WNA; engage 
operator in discussion on uses of inert 
waste at other NSIPs; consider 
whether a call for site(s) and public 
consultation is required 
 
c - consider whether a call for site(s) 
and public consultation is required; 
may result in full or partial review 

Geological 
Disposal 
Facility (GDF) 

a - site is chosen within Cumbria, 
construction work begins, significant 
increase in demand for aggregates 
 
b - site is chosen within Cumbria, 
construction work begins, significant 
increase in excavation wastes arising 
 
 
 
c - site is chosen outside Cumbria, Higher 
Activity Waste movements begin 

a – incorporate data into LAA; 
consider whether a full or partial 
review is required 
 
b - incorporate data into WNA; engage 
operator in discussion on uses of inert 
waste at other NSIPs; consider 
whether a full or partial review is 
required 
 
c - consider whether a full or partial 
review is required 

Other NSIPs 
in Cumbria 

a – significant increase in demand for 
aggregates during construction 
 
 
b – significant increase in excavation wastes 
arising during construction, that may need 
management facilities and/or disposal routes 

a - incorporate data into LAA; consider 
whether a call for site(s) and public 
consultation is required 
 
b - incorporate data into WNA; engage 
operator in discussion on uses of inert 
waste at other NSIPs; consider 
whether a call for site(s) and public 
consultation is required 

Planning permissions 

Time 
extensions 

a – currently operating non-inert and inert 
landfills are not granted a time extension, 
resulting in loss of landfill capacity 
 
 
b - currently operating composting facilities 
are not granted a time extension, resulting in 
loss of composting capacity 

a - incorporate data into WNA; 
consider whether a call for site(s) and 
public consultation is required; may 
result in full or partial review 
 
b - incorporate data into WNA; 
consider whether a call for site(s) and 
public consultation is required 

Energy from 
Waste 

planning permission at site allocation CA31 
(Kingmoor Park East) not implemented, 
resulting in thermal waste treatment capacity 
gap 

incorporate data into WNA; future 
capacity to be directed to other 
suitable site allocations (AL3, AL8, 
AL18) 
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National policy changes 

Naturally 
Occurring 
Radioactive 
Materials 

radioactive waste arising from industrial 
operations, that may need management 
facilities and/or disposal routes 

consider whether a call for site(s) and 
public consultation is required; may 
result in full or partial review 

Spent fuels 
and exotic 
spent fuels 

if policy changes and they come to be 
regarded as a waste, management facilities 
or disposal routes may be needed 

consider whether a call for site(s) and 
public consultation is required; may 
result in full or partial review 

Plutonium 
and uranium 

if policy changes and they come to be 
regarded as a waste, management facilities 
or disposal routes may be needed 

consider whether a call for site(s) and 
public consultation is required; may 
result in full or partial review 

 

Table 17.2: Non-policy monitoring schedule 
 
 Duty to Co-operate (DtC) 
 
17.13 The Council’s obligation to undertake the preparation and review of the Local 

Plan, in co-operation with specific organisations, also needs to be recognised 
in the approach to monitoring.  In strategic terms, the Minerals and Waste 
Local Plan needs to have recognition of, and potential to align with, the plans 
of partners and organisations with cross-over interests and policy linkage.  
Hence, where the plans or practice of others is evolving and responding to 
external factors, then this may need to be taken into account in the monitoring 
and review of the Local Plan.  The Council will, therefore, ensure that the 
outcome from the annual monitoring exercise is shared with those bodies 
identified in the legislation relating to DtC, and continue to engage as 
appropriate, to recognise changing circumstances. 
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18. SITE ALLOCATIONS 
 
 Introduction 
 
18.1 The Site Allocations Policies and the accompanying Policies Map have to 

identify the sites and areas of land that will be required to implement the 
Minerals and Waste Local Plan’s strategic policies for working and 
safeguarding minerals and for managing wastes.  The most directly relevant 
Strategic Policies are SP3, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.  The policies list the types of sites 
and areas of land that need to be identified, and each of the types of areas for 
safeguarding minerals. 

 
18.2 The identification of a site is not a presumption that planning permission will be 

granted.  If, and when, a planning application is submitted, it will be considered 
against the Strategic and Development Control Policies.  Comments and 
constraints regarding particular sites are set out in the Site Assessment and 
Sustainability Appraisal documents.  These refer to issues relating to the 
development of the sites and to the potential for complying with the 
requirements of policy SP15 (Environmental assets) and policy DC16 
(Biodiversity and geodiversity), in connection with Cumbria’s environmental 
assets and with the County Council's Biodiversity Duty under Section 40 of the 
Natural Environment and Communities Act 2006.  Furthermore, it is not 
intended that the entire footprint of an allocation would necessarily be 
developed; rather, a larger area is identified in order to provide the scope to 
incorporate undeveloped or enhanced areas for habitats and species.  A 
detailed development scheme for each of the site allocations would need to 
take account of biodiversity interests at the planning application stage. 

 
Household Waste Recycling Centres (HWRCs) 

 
18.3 Policy SP3 (Waste capacity) states that the Plan will identify alternative sites 

only for those HWRCs that are required to be replaced.  The current 
understanding is that those are: Kendal Canal Head, which is a temporary 
site, too small for the current operations, on land that has development 
potential and needs to be vacated; and both Clay Flatts (Workington) and 
Frizington, which are to be replaced by a single, more modern and efficient 
facility at Lillyhall.  These three existing HWRCs cannot, under the terms of the 
municipal waste contract, close until the replacement sites are built and ready 
to operate; otherwise, targets for recycling and diversion of waste from landfill 
could not be met. 

 
18.4 Additional sites were proposed in the Minerals and Waste Development 

Framework, to establish small HWRCs at Appleby and Cockermouth, plus 
replacements at Millom and Maryport, but plans have been curtailed by 
austerity measures.  This will be kept under review in the annual Authority 
Monitoring Reports. 
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POLICY SAP1 Household waste recycling centres (HWRC) 
 (sites of around 0.5 to 1.0 ha) 
 
Appropriate applications at the following sites will be supported: 
 
AL37 Lillyhall industrial estate to replace the HWRCs at Clay Flatts, 

Workington, and at Frizington 
SL1B Land adjacent to Kendal Fell Quarry, to replace the HWRC at Canal 

Head 
 

 
Waste treatment and management facilities 

 
18.5 In accordance with Policy SP3, policy SAP2 identifies seven sites to 

accommodate a need for three additional facilities during the Plan period, as 
predicted by the Waste Needs Assessment.  The sites may be required for 
mixed recycling, materials recovery, transfer stations or thermal treatments 
(Energy from Waste).  It is not considered that all the sites allocated would be 
suitable for the whole range of waste management facilities; an indication of 
which sites are suitable for what uses is set out in Table 18.1.  The table 
excludes: HWRCs, as these are covered within SAP1; landfill, as no such sites 
are allocated; and composting, because if a replacement composting facility is 
required for either Hespin Wood or Thackwood, as discussed in paragraph 
3.63, that may require an alternative location to be considered under policy 
DC9 (Criteria for waste management facilities). 

 

Site 
Ref 

Site 
Name 

Authority 

Waste Facility Type 

Materials 

recovery/mixed 

recycling facility 

(MRF) and transfer 

stations accepting 

non-putrescible 

waste only 

Transfer 

stations 

accepting 

putrescible 

waste 

Thermal 

treatment 

(EfW) 

AL3 Oldside Allerdale √ √ √ 

AL8 
Lillyhall Waste 

Treatment Centre 
Allerdale √ √ √ 

AL18 
Port of 

Workington 
Allerdale √ - √ 

CA11 Willowholme Carlisle √ √ - 

CA30 
Kingmoor Road 

recycling centre 
Carlisle √ - - 

CA31 
Kingmoor Park 

East 
Carlisle - - √ 

CO11 
Bridge End 

Industrial Estate 
Copeland √ - - 

 

Table 18.1: Suitability of waste facility types 
source: Cumbria County Council 
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POLICY SAP2 Waste treatment and management facilities 
 (sites of around 2 to 4 ha) 
 
The following sites are identified as suitable, in principle, for waste 
management facilities, in line with the waste facility types listed in Table 18.1.   
Proposals on the allocated sites for other facility types, not listed within the 
table, shall be assessed against Policy DC9. 
 
AL3 Oldside, Workington 
AL8 Lillyhall Waste Treatment Centre, Workington 
AL18 Port of Workington 
CA11 Willowholme, Carlisle 
CA30 Kingmoor Road recycling centre, Carlisle 
CA31 Kingmoor Park East, Carlisle 
CO11 Bridge End Industrial Estate, Egremont 
 
Broad Areas 
 
The following existing industrial estates have the potential to support further 
waste management provision, if facilities are appropriate to the type and scale 
of estate, and proposals conform to other relevant policies of the Plan: 
 
BRO1 Lillyhall Industrial Estate, Workington 
BRO2 Sowerby Wood Estate, Barrow 
BRO3 Park Road Estate, Barrow 
BRO4 Gilwilly Industrial Estate, Penrith 
BRO5 Kingmoor Park Rockcliffe Estate, Carlisle 
 

 
18.6 It is acknowledged that it may be possible to demonstrate a need for additional 

waste treatment or management facilities on unallocated sites and, therefore, 
it is not intended to use policy SAP2 restrictively.  The Broad Areas were 
identified as industrial areas, where waste facilities already exist, where waste 
arises from existing industries or where waste could be used as a resource; 
the list set out in SAP2 is not exhaustive, as opportunities for additional or 
improved waste management provision may come forward at other, new or 
existing, employment or industrial estates.  Any proposals on unallocated sites 
will be considered against all other relevant policies in this Plan, and if they 
would meet an identified need in a timely manner. 

 
18.7 Proposals for developments requiring smaller sites, extensions to existing 

waste management sites and proposals to treat or manage waste arising at 
commercial and industrial premises, are also likely to come forward during the 
Plan period.  The location criteria that were used when identifying all the 
allocated sites, and the Broad Areas where waste treatment or management 
proposals may be suitable (which are both listed in chapter 3), would also be 
relevant considerations in the assessment of planning applications for such 
developments. 
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Radioactive waste 
 

18.8 There are currently permitted facilities in Cumbria for the treatment, 
management, storage or disposal of radioactive wastes at: Cyclife (formerly 
Studsvik), Lillyhall (treatment of metal for recycling); the Sellafield complex 
(the Calder Landfill Extension Segregated Area, for disposal of certain types of 
the site’s own wastes; metal treatment; decontamination facilities; waste 
compaction facilities; and facilities for higher activity waste); and at the Low 
Level Waste Repository, near Drigg.  Lillyhall landfill has an Environmental 
Permit from the Environment Agency, for disposing of a full range of wastes 
including municipal, hazardous (asbestos), commercial and industrial, and 
Very Low Level radioactive waste.  The other operating non-inert landfill sites 
in Cumbria – Hespin Wood near Carlisle, Flusco near Penrith and Bennett 
Bank near Barrow (currently due to close December 2017) – are likely to take 
very small amounts (“dustbin loads”) of hospital or research VLLW, which 
does not require permitting. 

 

18.9 As indicated in the Strategic Policies section of this Local Plan, the County 
Council is the waste planning authority in Cumbria (outside of the National 
Parks).  Hence, planning applications for waste, including radioactive waste, 
and associated development come under the Council’s jurisdiction.  The 
policies in this Plan will be used to determine the acceptability of waste-
associated development at any of the above sites, and full consideration will 
be given to social, economic and environmental impacts.  Strategic policy SP5 
sets out the criteria for assessing planning applications for all activity ranges of 
Low Level Waste. 

 

18.10 It is particularly important that facilities are provided, both within Cumbria and 
throughout the UK, to divert Low Level Waste, including the sub-category of 
VLLW, away from the highly engineered facilities at the Low Level Waste 
Repository (LLWR), in line with the UK Nuclear LLW Strategy.  The volumes of 
these wastes will increase significantly as nuclear sites are decommissioned; 
some arisings are forecast188 within the Local Plan period, but a significant 
increase is forecast around 2030. 

 

18.11 Efforts continue to be made by the nuclear industry to improve the quality of 
the inventory of these wastes.  However, uncertainties still remain, about the 
volumes of arisings, when they will arise, the potential for driving some of them 
up the waste hierarchy and the type of facilities that may be needed.  What is 
clear is that a substantial proportion of decommissioning wastes will, as would 
be expected, arise at the Sellafield complex. 

 

 Cyclife Metal Recycling Facility 
 

18.12 Of the existing radioactive waste management and treatment sites in Cumbria, 
the metal recycling facility at Lillyhall held aspirations for further investment in 
the future, which would provide additional waste management capacity.  The 
facility was sold by Studsvik to EDF Group in April 2016, and it is unclear if 
and when any additional capacity may become available.  Any development 
proposals would require planning consent from the County Council.  However, 
policy SAP3 safeguards this complex for the treatment and management of 
LLW within the Plan period. 
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 United Kingdom Radioactive Waste & Materials Inventory, 1 April 2013, DECC and NDA 
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 Lillyhall landfill 
 

18.13 In March 2014, Lillyhall landfill was granted planning permission for an 
extension of time, to continue landfilling operations until 2029.  The permission 
also confirmed the waste types that the site could accept for disposal; this was 
to link the Environmental Permit for disposal of VLLW at the site with the 
planning permission.  The Permit allows for the disposal of up to 582,000m3 of 
VLLW at a rate of 26,000m3 per year, in a dedicated cell, as part of a total 
waste disposal of 67,000m3 per year.  This would account for around 20% of 
the landfill site’s overall capacity (the other 80% constituting a mix of the waste 
streams set out in paragraph 18.8). 

 

18.14 Although the Sellafield complex has its own facility onsite (the CLESA) for the 
disposal of VLLW/Low Activity LLW, there are specific radioactive waste types 
that cannot be accommodated at this facility; those that can be accommodated 
are restricted to specific radionuclide limits and input is managed to ensure 
that capacity is available for putrescible wastes.  Sellafield currently uses 
Lillyhall landfill for some of its waste arisings, as well as exporting lower 
activity LLW for disposal at permitted landfills out of the county.  Therefore, 
retaining a facility in Cumbria that can accept the range of Sellafield’s VLLW 
that cannot be sent to the CLESA or should not be sent to the highly 
engineered barrier system at the LLWR, would be in conformity with national 
policy regarding communities dealing with their own wastes.  It is anticipated 
that Lillyhall landfill would provide a medium term solution to the disposal of 
these wastes, but it is expected that a longer term solution should be provided 
at Sellafield, either on site or adjacent, for their own wastes.  Therefore, policy 
SAP3 safeguards this site for the disposal of VLLW within the Plan period. 

 

 Low Level Waste Repository 
 

18.15 Since 1959, most of the solid LLW generated in the UK has been transported 
to the LLWR near Drigg for disposal.  When it became operational in 2009, 
Vault 9 provided temporary storage capacity for LLW (until December 2018) 
and further storage was supplied by the temporary higher stacking of waste 
containers in Vault 8 until March 2017.  An application to change the storage 
in these vaults into disposal, and also to construct new vaults for disposal up 
to 2045, was granted permission by the County Council in July 2016.  Only 
with further vault construction, will the LLWR have the capacity to meet all 
future national LLW needs. 

 

18.16 Within the boundaries of the LLWR, there would certainly appear to be 
significant capacity for disposing of VLLW within the capping layer and infilling, 
that will be required over and between the existing permitted facilities.  This is 
something that would need to be included in the site’s Environmental Safety 
Case, and the Environment Agency would require further details from LLWR 
Ltd. to demonstrate that such disposals will be safe and meet all relevant 
regulatory criteria. 

 

18.17 Policy SAP3 safeguards this site for the treatment, management and storage 
of LLW within the Plan period.  The site also has the potential to be considered 
for additional capacity for the storage and/or disposal of the appropriate levels 
of LLW activity, either within the highly engineered containment facilities or 
outwith these facilities. 
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 Sellafield complex 
 

18.18 The CLESA at Sellafield is licenced only to take Sellafield’s VLLW and LA-
LLW; it has a remaining capacity for disposal of approximately 70,000m3, 
which means that it is expected to be full around 2025.  There has been some 
assessment undertaken on the capability of the 280ha Sellafield complex to 
accommodate facilities for managing LLW from its own decommissioning 
activities.  Firstly, Sellafield Ltd carried out a feasibility study into where a 
future on or near site disposal facility (CLESA-2) may be located189, and it is 
anticipated that a more detailed scoping study will commence during FY 
2017/18.  The conclusion of that study or any future assessments will 
determine the opportunity or otherwise to accommodate CLESA-2 within the 
Sellafield complex (site allocation CO36).  Where it has been demonstrated by 
rigorous assessment that it is not feasible to use land within CO36 in 
accordance with Policy SP4, or to utilise existing disposal routes, then 
consideration may be given to the use of land outwith CO36.  Secondly, 
Sellafield Ltd is working on the Development of Sellafield Decommissioning 
Strategy (see paragraph 4.42) as the site currently has so many spatial 
constraints. 

 

18.19 Policy SAP3 safeguards the Sellafield complex for continued LLW treatment 
(such as supercompaction) and management (i.e. consignment to appropriate 
treatment, storage or disposal facilities), as well as continued HAW treatment 
(such as vitrification) and storage, in site allocation CO36.  The policy also 
identifies the Sellafield complex as an area of potential consideration for 
additional capacity for the disposal or storage of a range of radioactive wastes, 
subject to planning permission, should a proposal come forward within the 
Plan period. 

 

18.20 The County Council would wish to continue to be an active partner in the 
progression and review of the strategy and site plans that the operator or 
owner (NDA) of the Sellafield complex has for the site’s decommissioning. 

 

 Land adjacent to Sellafield 
 

18.21 The Local Plan identifies site CO32, land adjacent to Sellafield, in Policy SAP3 
to provide the opportunity for use of land in the event that it has been 
demonstrated, after rigorous assessment, that it is not feasible to use land 
within CO36, in accordance with Policy SP4, or to utilise existing disposal 
routes.  As part of the rigorous assessment, Sellafield Ltd will need to 
demonstrate how they are meeting the requirements of Policy SAP3.  Subject 
to meeting the requirements of policies SP4 and SAP3, site allocation CO32 is 
identified for the potential development of CLESA-2 and the potential for 
temporary long or short-term storage of non-radioactive inert wastes arising 
during the demolition or excavation stages of decommissioning, linked to an 
approved Sellafield site decommissioning strategy.  The non-radioactive inert 
wastes would be used in association with the phased restoration of site CO36, 
in accordance with the decommissioning strategy. 
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 Evidence Base document reference LD214: Review of Potential Suitability for Disposal of 
LLW/VLLW on or Near to the Sellafield Site, Sellafield Ltd., February 2013 
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18.22 To reduce the wider impacts (such as noise, visual and transport) of any 
development on CO32, there is potential for this land to the east of Sellafield 
to be accessed from within the existing Sellafield nuclear licensed site. 

 

 Policy 
 

18.23 It is considered that the Low Level Waste Repository, the Sellafield complex 
and land adjacent to it, can provide adequate capacity for the treatment, 
management, storage and/or disposal of appropriate levels of radioactive 
waste or non-radioactive inert wastes within Cumbria, subject to planning 
permission, throughout the Plan period. 

 

POLICY SAP3 Radioactive wastes treatment, management, storage 
and disposal 

 

Unless it can be demonstrated that it is no longer required, the capacity for 
the treatment, management, storage and/or disposal of currently permitted 
radioactive wastes will be safeguarded over the Plan period at the following 
existing sites: 
 

 Sellafield complex (including former Windscale site) 

 Low Level Waste Repository 

 Lillyhall metal processing complex (Cyclife) 

 Lillyhall landfill 
 
The following sites are considered to be suitable locations for additional 
capacity, subject to the granting of planning permission: 
 

CO35 The Low Level Waste Repository, near Drigg 
CO36 Land within Sellafield 

 
 
Subject to the granting of planning permission, the following site is 
considered to be a suitable location to provide additional capacity for: 
 

- the storage of non-radioactive inert wastes from the Sellafield complex 
(CO36); 
- the temporary treatment, management and/or storage of appropriate 
levels of lower activity radioactive waste from CO36; 
- the disposal of lower activity radioactive waste from CO36 that would 
previously have been disposed in CLESA. 

 

Proposals for development on the following site will be required to 
demonstrate that: 
 

 there is a clear need that cannot be met within CO36, or via the use of 
other existing disposal routes; 

 how the need is to be met; 

 the use of any part of CO32 is proportionate in terms of scale, 
timescale and footprint; 

 direct access is provided from site CO36, where appropriate. 
 

CO32 Land adjacent to Sellafield 
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Minerals 
 
 Sand and gravel 
 
18.24 Policy SP7 requires that Preferred Areas and/or Areas of Search will be 

identified to enable a landbank for sand and gravel of at least seven years to 
be maintained throughout the Plan period, and Policy SP8 requires that 
Mineral Safeguarding Areas are identified for the indicative sand and gravel 
resources identified by British Geological Survey.  The landbank is to be 
based on the annual Cumbria Local Aggregates Assessment (LAA). 

 
18.25 The 2015 LAA calculated the sand and gravel landbank using the average 

annual sales between 2005 and 2014, which was 630,000 tonnes per annum 
(tpa).  The landbank at the end of 2014 was 9.20 million tonnes, equivalent to 
14.60 years on the 10-year average sales basis, so would last to the end of 
2029.  It should be noted that a landbank lasting until 2037 is required to 
ensure that there is still a 7-year landbank at the end of the Plan period, i.e. in 
2030.  The reserves required to meet the strategic policy could, therefore, fall 
within a range of between 4.41 million tonnes (7 years x 0.63 Mtpa) and 0.68 
million tonnes (1 year x 0.68 Mtpa). 

 
18.26 Further areas for sand and gravel extraction are, therefore, required and policy 

SAP4 allocates six sites (two at Roosecote) for sand and gravel extraction, all 
of which have been proposed by mineral operators as meeting their needs for 
the Plan period.  These include areas nearby or adjacent to both Roosecote 
Quarry (site M27 and site M12) and Peel Place Quarry (site M15), which, as 
discussed in chapter 5, have been identified in policy SP9 as strategic 
locations for resources of sand and gravel in the south west of the county. 

 
18.27 The existing Roose Quarry and the proposed Preferred Area for its future 

extension (M27) lie adjacent to existing gas terminals.  Recent engineering 
work at the terminals has led to consolidation of gas processing at the north 
terminal, which in conjunction with the Rivers Terminal is closest to M27, and 
this work is likely to have increased the potential impact of any incident at the 
terminal on land within M27.  The results of the new safety case for gas 
processing, being prepared for the Health & Safety Executive, are not 
scheduled for issue until some time in 2017.  Whilst it is acknowledged that 
this consolidation, and perhaps future operations on the terminals estate, may 
impact upon the feasibility of M27 to be worked for sand and gravel, the 
County Council consider that this is an important site that will help to provide 
an adequate and steady supply of this mineral over the Plan period; therefore, 
the site has been retained as a strategic allocation.  However, a clear and 
robust monitoring framework has been developed, which would trigger a 
review of the Local Plan, if necessary, once the information becomes available 
regarding the feasibility of the site for future minerals extraction.  Any review of 
the Plan could lead to the removal of this site or to the consideration of a 
smaller area, as appropriate. 

 
Crushed rock for general aggregate use 

 
18.28 Policies SP7 and SP8 require that Mineral Safeguarding Areas and/or Areas 

of Search will be identified for the indicative hard rock resources identified by 
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British Geological Survey.  It was considered that there was no need to identify 
further provision for the release of general crushed rock aggregate because of 
the size of the current landbank.  However, one Area of Search for limestone 
is identified in policy SAP4 at Silvertop Quarry, which has been proposed in 
order to secure environmental improvements.  The Mineral Safeguarding 
Areas part of the Policies Map shows the extent of the known geological 
resources for crushed rock. 

 
High and very high specification roadstones 

 
18.29 Policy SP7 requires Preferred Areas and/or Areas of Search to be identified to 

enable continued quarrying of regionally important high specification 
roadstone (HSA).  Therefore, two Areas of Search are identified in policy 
SAP4 for HSA.  These are the areas that were identified as strategic locations 
for these minerals in policy SP9, near Holmescales and Roan Edge quarries.  
The Mineral Safeguarding Areas for these aggregate resources, identified by 
British Geological Survey, are shown on the Policies Map Part 2. 

 
Slate and other building stones 

 
18.30 There are currently no specific allocations of Preferred Areas and/or Areas of 

Search for local building stones, arising from Policy SP7.  The sole allocation 
of an Area of Search at Kirkby Slate Quarry was to ensure the steady and 
adequate supply of slate; this also required a Mineral Safeguarding Area for 
identified resources of this mineral.  Policy SP9 identifies the area around 
Kirkby Slate quarry as a strategic location for this resource within the Plan 
area; however, following planning permission granted in November 2016, 
policy SAP4 no longer identifies an Area of Search at the quarry.  Proposals 
for other building stone quarries will be supported where they meet the criteria 
set out in Policy DC12 of the Plan. 

 
Mudstones and brick clay 

 
18.31 Policies SP7 and SP8 require provision of an area to enable continued 

quarrying of brick-making mudstones and also for safeguarding of this 
nationally important resource, as well as that of brick clay.  Policy SP9 
identifies the area around High Greenscoe Quarry as a strategic location for 
brick-making mudstones.  Policy SAP4 identifies an Area of Search at the 
quarry. 

 
Gypsum 

 
18.32 Policy SP7 requires that a Preferred Area and/or Area of Search will be 

identified for working additional gypsum and Policy SP8 requires a Mineral 
Safeguarding Area for the remaining gypsum resources.  The Birkshead mine 
is working the last of the gypsum resources that can be won through 
underground mining.  In the Preferred Area identified, the gypsum is too 
shallow to be worked that way and would have to be quarried.  Policy SP9 
identifies Kirkby Thore/Long Marton as a strategic location for future working 
of this nationally important resource.  Policy SAP4 identifies a Preferred Area 
at Stamphill. 
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18.33 Gypsum has raised questions, about how the Mineral Safeguarding Areas 
should be defined, that are not found for other minerals.  The geology map 
shows the outcrops of the gypsum beds, but significantly larger areas of land 
than the outcrop would be needed to extract the gypsum.  For example, an 
earlier proposal for the Stamphill Preferred Area was for an extraction area of 
around 25 hectares, but required an area three times as large as that to 
accommodate its operational needs, including screen mounds and temporary 
overburden storage. 

 
18.34 The Mineral Safeguarding Area has been drawn more broadly than the 

geological resource as an indication of the areas of land that would be likely to 
be needed for working the gypsum resources.  In the Minerals and Waste 
Development Framework, the identification of Areas for gypsum raised 
concerns relating to the possibility that they could cause a long period of blight 
on properties.  The issue was exacerbated by the very localised occurrence of 
gypsum compared with the other minerals that were being safeguarded.  In 
response, it was agreed during the Examination of the MWDF documents that 
areas of gypsum resources, which may become economically viable in the 
future, should be included in the Mineral Safeguarding Areas. 

 
18.35 Policy SAP4 identifies both Preferred Areas and Areas of Search for a range 

of quarries in Cumbria, which will enable a steady and adequate supply of 
these minerals over the Plan period.  As set out in paragraph 5.84, the 
Preferred Areas are areas of known resources, where planning permission 
might reasonably be anticipated; such areas may also include essential 
operations associated with mineral extraction.  Areas of Search are broader 
areas, where knowledge about mineral resources may be less certain, but 
within which planning permissions for particular sites could be granted, 
particularly if there is a potential shortfall in supply. 

 

POLICY SAP4 Areas for minerals 
 
To enable a steady and adequate supply of minerals: Preferred Areas are 
identified where there are known mineral resources; Areas of Search are 
identified where knowledge of the mineral resource is less certain. 
 
Preferred areas 
 
M18 Stamphill, Long Marton, for gypsum 
M27 land adjacent to Roosecote sand and gravel quarry, Barrow-in-Furness 
 
Areas of Search 
 
M5 land adjacent to High Greenscoe Quarry, near Dalton-in-Furness, for 

brickmaking mudstones 
M6 land between Overby and High House sand and gravel quarries, near 

Abbeytown 
M8 land adjacent to Cardewmires sand and gravel quarry, near Dalston 
M10 land adjacent to Silvertop limestone quarry, near Brampton 
M11 land adjacent to Kirkhouse sand and gravel quarry, near Brampton 
M12 land near to Roosecote sand and gravel quarry, Barrow-in-Furness 
M15 land adjacent to Peel Place sand and gravel quarry, near Gosforth 
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M16 land adjacent to Holmescales high specification roadstone quarry, near 
Kendal 

M30 land adjacent to Roan Edge high specification roadstone quarry, near 
New Hutton 

 
Sites for secondary or recycled aggregates facilities 
 
In addition to existing recycling facilities at waste management sites and 
elsewhere, the hard rock quarries are considered to be suitable locations for 
processing alternative aggregates from their quarry wastes and from recycled 
aggregates. 
 
M24 Derwent Howe Slag Bank, Workington, is a Mineral Safeguarding Area 

for its resource of secondary aggregate. 
 

 
 Safeguarding existing and potential railheads and wharves 
 
18.35 The NPPF requires mineral planning authorities to safeguard selected mineral 

related infrastructure and facilities to support the continued extraction and 
operation of economically viable mineral resources.  Policy SP8 requires the 
need to consider safeguarding existing and potential railheads and wharves.  
Therefore, policy SAP5 identifies ‘potential’ railheads, existing railheads and 
existing wharves.  This is in line with paragraph 143 of the NPPF, which 
requires the safeguarding of infrastructure that facilitates bulk transport of 
minerals by rail, sea or inland waterways.  All of the sites identified in the 
policy lie within the Mineral Safeguarding Areas, and thus within the Mineral 
Consultation Area. 

 
18.36 Paragraph 31 of the NPPF also requires Local Authorities to work with 

neighbouring authorities regarding the provision of viable infrastructure 
necessary to support sustainable development, including large scale rail 
facilities.  There are several quarries in Cumbria that are located in the Lake 
District National Park, whilst their rail infrastructure is located in the County 
Council’s domain – these are Shap Beck and Shap Blue quarries.  During the 
Examination of the Park’s Local Plan (Part Three: Mineral Safeguarding 
Areas), the Inspector made reference to the fact that these quarries straddle 
the National Park boundary, and that it is the responsibility of the County 
Council, as the minerals authority for that area, to safeguard their rail-links190. 

 
18.37 The existing, dedicated rail links in to both Sellafield nuclear licensed site and 

the Low Level Waste Repository, are safeguarded.  This is to ensure their 
continued use for movement of radioactive wastes, as well as for the import of 
building materials, where appropriate, thus minimising their transport by road.  
Similarly, the existing rail sidings at Kirkby Thore plaster and plasterboard 
works are safeguarded, for both import and export of materials.  The works are 
an important local employer, and Eden’s emerging Local Plan191 identifies 
Kirkby Thore as a key hub, which will be the focus for development to sustain 

                                                           
190

 Report on the Examination into the Lake District National Park Minerals Safeguarding Areas (Local 
Plan Part Three), the Planning Inspectorate, September 2013 
191

 Evidence Base document reference LD306: Eden Local Plan: Proposed Submission Version 2014-
2032, October 2015 
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local services, including the provision of employment.  Sellafield and the 
LLWR are important for employment in Copeland Borough; the Sellafield 
complex alone employs around 40% of the Borough’s workforce.  Copeland’s 
Policy ER1 – Planning for the Nuclear Sector192, supports the contribution that 
Sellafield and the LLWR make to the economy. 

 
18.38 It was also considered prudent to safeguard rail sidings associated with bulk 

waste imports or exports.  Firstly, the rail sidings at Kingmoor north of Carlisle 
have been identified, as Network Rail Infrastructure import large quantities of 
old rail ballast to these sidings, process it and then export the recycled 
aggregate around the UK.  Secondly, the sidings located at Innovia in Wigton 
have been identified, as the company previously looked into building an 
Energy from Waste plant on their land to deal with the large amounts of waste 
arising on site.  The company manufactures a variety of films that are used in 
the packaging, labelling and over-wrapping industries, and is an important 
local employer in Allerdale. 

 
18.39 Policy SAP5 identifies one potential railhead, AL32.  The site was put forward 

during the MWDF process, in connection with the transport of coal.  However, 
the associated coal site was rejected, but the potential railhead retained, as 
the large manufacturing companies located nearby could use a railhead for 
import of materials or export of products or waste. 

 
18.40 Three working ports have been identified in SAP5, two of which (Workington 

and Barrow) also have rail sidings.  The port at Barrow is linked to the M6 
motorway by the A590 and also has a direct connection to the national rail 
network.  The port handles limestone, sand, aggregates (including marine 
dredged landings) and granite, as well as condensate, the liquid by-product of 
gas production at Centrica's nearby gas terminals.  The port also supports the 
offshore wind, oil and gas industries.  BAE Systems' ship-building facility is 
located within the port and it handles nuclear fuel-carrying vessels from a 
dedicated terminal.  This port is an important asset for Barrow Borough 
Council, who has an adopted Barrow Port Area Action Plan193. 

 
18.41 The Port of Workington is owned by the County Council and is connected via 

the A66 trunk road to the M6.  Imports and exports include dry and liquid 
bulks, and forest products.  The Port is utilised by the offshore wind industry, 
who undertake their operations and maintenance from the site.  Rail freight 
services are offered via the main line connection.  All berths are rail-connected 
and the Port Authority operates its own locomotives on the site’s extensive 
internal rail system.  The Port also handles nuclear fuel-carrying vessels.  
Allerdale Borough Council’s vision194 is to take advantage of the port and its 
rail links as part of the focus for major development at Workington, delivering a 
stronger employment base. 

 

                                                           
192

 Evidence Base document reference LD243: Copeland Local Plan 2013-2028: Core Strategy and 
Development Management Policies, December 2013 
193

 Evidence Base document reference LD169: Barrow Port Area Action Plan, Barrow Borough 
Council, July 2010 
194

 Evidence Base document reference LD273: Allerdale Local Plan Part 1: Strategic and 
Development Management Policies, July 2014 
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18.42 The port at Silloth has good road connections with the M6, providing easy 
access to the north and north east of England and southern Scotland.  Grain is 
imported and discharged directly into Carrs Flour Mills on the north side of 
New Dock, and other agribulks are imported for onward supply to the region's 
farming industry.  Wood pulp is imported for local use.  Allerdale’s vision in 
their Local Plan is to maintain and enhance the role of the port. 

 

POLICY SAP5 Safeguarding of existing and potential railheads and 
wharves 

 
The following existing and potential railheads and wharves are safeguarded, in 
line with paragraph 143 of the NPPF. 
 
AL18 Port of Workington and railhead 
AL32 Siddick potential rail sidings 
AL38 Innovia rail sidings, Wigton 
AL39 Silloth Port 
BA26 Barrow Port and rail sidings, Barrow 
CO35 Low Level Waste Repository rail spur, Drigg (within LLWR site 

allocation) 
CO36 Sellafield site rail spur (within Sellafield site allocation) 
M34 Kingmoor rail sidings, Carlisle 
M35 Shap Beck Quarry rail sidings, Shap 
M36 Shapfell Quarry rail sidings, Shap 
M37 Shap Blue Quarry rail sidings, Shap 
M38 Kirkby Thore gypsum works rail sidings, Kirkby Thore 
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19. MAPS OF SITE ALLOCATIONS 
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Barrow 
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Carlisle 
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Copeland 
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Eden 
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South Lakeland 
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GLOSSARY 
 
Alpha activity (radioactivity) This takes the form of particles (helium nuclei) 
ejected from a decaying atom.  Alpha particles cause ionisations in biological tissue 
which may lead to damage; this is more significant if inhaled or swallowed.  The 
particles have a very short range in air, typically about 5 cm. 
 
Aggregate minerals Minerals that are used primarily to support the construction 
industry, including soft sand, sand and gravel, marine-dredged sand and crushed 
rock. 
 
Aggregate Working Party (AWP) Aggregate working parties provide technical 
advice about the supply and demand for aggregates (including sand, gravel and 
crushed rock) to the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government and 
to mineral planning authorities.  The AWPs replaced the Regional Aggregate 
Working Parties. 
 
Agricultural Land Classification (ALC) Land quality varies from place to place.  
The ALC provides a method for assessing the quality of farmland to enable informed 
choices to be made about its future use within the planning system.  It helps underpin 
the principles of sustainable development. 
 
ALARA (As Low As Reasonably Achievable) In relation to nuclear energy and 
licensed materials in the public interest, making every reasonable effort to maintain 
exposures to ionising radiation as far below the dose limits as practical.  Operations 
must also be consistent with the purpose for which the licensed activity is 
undertaken, taking into account the state of technology, benefits to public health and 
safety, and other societal and socio-economic considerations. 
 
ALARP (As Low As Reasonably Practicable) This describes the level to which it is 
expected that workplace risks are controlled.  Reasonably practicable involves 
weighing a risk against the effort, time and money needed to control that risk. 
 
Amenity In practice, this is usually understood to mean the effect on visual and 
aural amenity in the immediate vicinity of a development.  In assessing amenity, the 
local planning authority would always consider the local characteristics of the vicinity 
where the development is proposed does it have important scenic, historic, 
architectural or cultural features, and is development in scale and in keeping with 
these features. 
 
Anaerobic Digestion (AD) A natural process in which micro-organisms break down 
organic matter, in the absence of oxygen, into biogas (a mixture of carbon dioxide 
(CO2) and methane) and digestate (a nitrogen-rich fertiliser).  The biogas can be 
used directly in engines for Combined Heat and Power (CHP), burned to produce 
heat, or can be cleaned and used in the same way as natural gas or as a vehicle 
fuel.  The digestate can be used as a renewable fertiliser or soil conditioner. 
 
Ancient woodland An area that has been wooded continuously since at least 
1600 AD. 
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Authority Monitoring Report Previously the Annual Monitoring Report, this 
document is part of the Local Plan, assessing the implementation of, and the extent 
to which, policies in the Plan are being successfully applied. 
 
Appropriate Assessment Where likely significant effects on a European Wildlife 
Site are identified, it is necessary to consider whether those effects will adversely 
affect the integrity of the site in view of its Conservation Objectives.  This is Stage 2 
of a Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA). 
 
Areas of coal working notified by the Coal Authority These are the areas that 
have been notified to local planning authorities for the purposes of the Town and 
Country Planning (General Development Procedure) Order.  The Coal Authority has 
provided Standing Advice about potential hazards for development proposals within 
these areas and wishes to be consulted about planning applications accompanied by 
Environmental Impact Assessment or for mineral working. 
 
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) A landscape designation made, 
under the National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949, to an area of 
countryside, the natural beauty of which it is desirable to conserve and enhance. 
 
Areas of Search Areas, that are broader than Preferred Areas, where knowledge 
about mineral resources may be less certain, but within which planning permissions 
for particular sites could be granted to meet any shortfalls in supply, if suitable 
planning applications are made. 
 
Background radiation Most background radiation comes from two sources, 
cosmic radiation and radioisotopes in the rocks and soil.  The amounts vary with 
geology of the area (different rocks are made up of different elements) and elevation 
(less atmosphere at higher elevations to absorb cosmic radiation). 
 
BAT (Best Available Technique) Simply, this means that an operator has to use the 
very best possible way to protect the environment, that can be economically justified, 
to undertake a task or process.  ‘Best’ means most effective in achieving a high level 
of environmental protection; ‘available’ means the most technically advanced, but 
viable method, taking cost and benefits into consideration; ‘technique’ includes both 
the technology used and the way in which the installation is designed, built, 
maintained, operated and decommissioned. 
 
Becquerels (Bq) This is the standard international unit of radioactivity equal to one 
radioactive transformation or decay per second.  The multiples of becquerels that are 
commonly used to define radioactive waste activity are: 

 kilobecquerels (kBq) equal to one thousand Bq 

 megabecquerels (MBq) equal to one million Bq 

 gigabecquerels (GBq) equal to one thousand million Bq 
 
Best and Most Versatile agricultural land Land in grades 1, 2 and 3a of the 
Agricultural Land Classification. 
 
Best Practicable A term that refers to the methods and techniques used in 
achieving the desired outcome, and includes the concept of practicality and, 
therefore, viability. 
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Beta activity (radioactivity) This takes the form of particles (electrons) emitted 
during radioactive decay from the nucleus of an atom.  Beta particles cause 
ionisation in biological tissue which may lead to damage.  Most beta particles can 
pass through the skin, but a few millimetres of light material such as aluminium, will 
generally shield against them. 
 
Blue spaces There is a non-exhaustive list of blue spaces within green 
infrastructure: coastal areas, wetlands, estuaries, rivers, canals, ponds, open and 
running water.  See also definition of ‘green spaces’. 
 
Biodiversity The range and diversity of life (including plants, animals and micro-
organisms), ecosystems and ecological processes. 
 
BPEO (Best Practicable Environmental Option) This procedure establishes, for a 
given set of objectives, the option that provides the most benefits, or the least 
damage to the environment as a whole, at acceptable cost in the long term as well as 
in the short term. 
 
BPM (Best Practicable Management) The level of management and engineering 
control that minimises, as far as practicable, the release of radioactivity to the 
environment whilst taking account of a wider range of factors, including cost-
effectiveness, technological status, operational safety, and social and environmental 
factors. 
 
Britain’s Energy Coast Established in 2009 with the mission of transforming West 
Cumbria into a diverse, resilient and low carbon economy.  Originally Government-
funded, they are now a public-private partnership that provides businesses with the 
support they need to capitalise on investment in the local nuclear industry and also to 
exploit opportunities in high-growth Clean Technologies such as solar, wind and 
biofuels. 
 
Brownfield land/sites Previously developed land that can be redeveloped for 
other uses. 
 
Building stones Minerals from which energy cannot be produced.  Natural stone 
or rock is selected and finished (e.g. trimmed, cut, drilled, ground, polished) to 
specific sizes or shapes.  They are chosen for their particular characteristics, such as 
colour, texture, pattern, durability or ease of working.  In Cumbria, building stones are 
used for interior and exterior walling, paving, building, decoration and roofing, from a 
wide range of sources, including limestone, sandstone and slate. 
 
CAGR (Compound Annual Growth Rate) A method to compare the historical 
year-on-year growth rates (for example, of waste) over several years, in order to 
show the constant growth rate over that period; this can then be used to forecast 
future growth rates. 
 
Carbon offsetting A net reduction in carbon emissions resulting from a project 
undertaken to compensate for emissions elsewhere.  One example of carbon 
offsetting is tree planting. 
 
Climate change A change in the statistical properties of the climate system when 
considered over long periods of time, regardless of cause.  The term is often used to 
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refer specifically to climate change caused by human activity, as opposed to changes 
in climate that may have resulted as part of Earth's natural processes.  In this sense, 
the term climate change has become synonymous with global warming and 
everything else that increasing greenhouse gas levels will affect. 
 
Commercial and Industrial (C&I) waste This is a diverse waste stream, 
generated from commercial and industrial operations, including, but not limited to 
processing and manufacturing industries, service sector, the trade and transport and 
distribution sectors, primary production and mining. 
 
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) A levy allowing local authorities to raise 
funds from owners or developers of land undertaking new building projects in their 
area, in order to address the effects on associated infrastructure. 
 
Conservation Objectives Referred to in the Conservation of Habitats and Species 
Regulations 2010 as amended (‘the Habitats Regulations’) and Article 6(3) of the 
European Habitats Directive, they provide a framework that should inform any 
Habitats Regulations Assessments (which may include an Appropriate Assessment) 
that a competent authority may be required to make under the legislation referred to 
above.  In addition, they can be used to inform any measures necessary to conserve 
or restore a European Wildlife Site and/or to prevent the deterioration or significant 
disturbance of its qualifying features as required by the provisions of Articles 6(1) and 
6(2) of the Habitats Directive respectively.  Each Conservation Objective Citation 
gives a formal description of the reasons why the site has been designated. 
 
Construction and Demolition (C&D) waste Arising from the construction, repair, 
maintenance and demolition of buildings and structures.  It mostly includes brick, 
concrete, hardcore, subsoil and topsoil, but it can also include quantities of timber, 
metal and plastics.  These wastes often arise with Excavation waste, in which case 
they are termed Construction, Demolition and Excavation (CD&E) wastes. 
 
Core Strategy A Development Plan Document, which formerly set out the spatial 
vision and objectives for a specific period, with the strategic policies necessary to 
deliver that vision.  This is now replaced by the Strategic Policies within the Local 
Plan. 
 
Development Plan For the Plan area, this will comprise the Minerals and Waste 
Local Plan and the Local Plans for each district in Cumbria. 
 
Dormant mineral site Defined under the Environment Act 1995 as a mineral site 
where no mineral development has taken place to any substantial extent in, on, or 
under the site at any time in the period 22 February 1982 to 6 June 1995.  Dormant 
sites would need a Review of Old Minerals Permissions application (ROMP) to restart 
workings. 
 
Duty to Co-operate A legal duty on local planning authorities and public bodies to 
engage constructively, actively and on an ongoing basis, to maximise the 
effectiveness of Local Plan preparation in the context of strategic cross boundary 
matters.  It is not a duty to agree, but local planning authorities should make every 
effort to secure the necessary co-operation on such matters, before they submit their 
Local Plans for examination. 
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Ecosystem Services the benefits that people obtain from the ecosystem.  These 
are grouped into four broad categories: supporting, such as nutrient cycles, soil 
formation and crop pollination, which make it possible for ecosystems to provide the 
other services; provisioning, such as the production of food, water, minerals, timber 
and energy; regulating, such as the control of climate and disease, waste 
decomposition and flood regulation; and cultural, such as spiritual, educational and 
recreational benefits. 
 
Energy from Waste (EfW) The recovery of energy value from waste by burning the 
waste directly, or by burning a fuel produced from the waste. 
 
Energy minerals Minerals, such as oil, gas and coal, which are used to produce 
energy. 
 
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) A procedure to be followed for certain 
types of project to ensure that decisions are made in full knowledge of any likely 
significant effects on the environment. 
 
European Wildlife Site Habitats and species or birds that are either threatened or 
valuable within the EU are designated as Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) and 
Special Protection Areas (SPA).  These sites make up a network of sites across 
Europe called Natura 2000, protected under the EU Habitats Directive (Council 
Directive 92/43/EEC on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna and 
flora). 
 
Evidence Base The Evidence Base is a collective term for the documents, studies, 
reports and community feedback used to support the Local Plan. 
 
Excavation Waste Solid waste resulting from or produced by the excavation or 
digging out of building foundations, bridge footings, pipes or other man-made 
structures. 
 
Flood risk As defined in Planning Practice Guidance, this is “a combination of the 
probability and the potential consequences of flooding from all sources – including 
from rivers and the sea, directly from rainfall on the ground surface and rising 
groundwater, overwhelmed sewers and drainage systems, and from reservoirs, 
canals and lakes and other artificial sources”. 
 
Flood Zone Flood zones refer to the probability of flooding (ignoring the presence 
of defences): 

 Flood Zone 1 = low probability 

 Flood Zone 2 = medium probability 

 Flood Zone 3a = high probability 

 Flood Zone 3b = within functional flood plain. 
 
Front loading Engaging/consulting with the community at the start of the Plan 
preparation process. 
 
Gamma activity (radioactivity) An electromagnetic radiation similar in some 
respects to visible light, but with higher energy.  Gamma rays cause ionisation in 
biological tissue which may lead to damage.  These rays are very penetrating and 
are attenuated only by shields of dense metal or concrete, perhaps some metres 
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thick.  Their emission during radioactive decay is usually accompanied by beta or 
alpha activity. 
 
Gasification Thermal treatment that involves heating waste in the presence of 
oxygen to recover energy in the form of gas. 
 
Geodiversity The range of rocks, minerals, fossils, soils and landforms. 
 
Geographic Information System (GIS) A computer system for capturing, storing, 
checking and displaying data related to positions on the earth's surface.  GIS can 
show many layers, containing different datasets, on one map.  This enables people 
to more easily see, analyse and understand patterns and relationships. 
 
Green infrastructure A network of multi-functional green space, urban and rural, 
which is capable of delivering a wide range of environmental and quality of life 
benefits for local communities. 
 
Green spaces There is a long, non-exhaustive list of green spaces within green 
infrastructure: urban parks, Country and Regional Parks, formal gardens, informal 
recreation spaces, housing green spaces, domestic gardens, village greens, urban 
commons, green roofs, woodland and scrub, grassland (e.g. downland and 
meadow), heath and moor, wetlands, wastelands and disturbed ground, bare rock 
habitats (e.g. cliffs and quarries), river and canal banks, road and rail corridors, 
cycling routes, pedestrian paths, rights of way, allotments, community gardens, city 
farms, cemeteries and churchyards.  See also definition of ‘blue spaces’. 
 
Greenfield land/sites Land or sites which have not previously been developed or 
which were developed but have been restored and/or now blended back into the 
landscape. 
 
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions Greenhouse gases ‘trap’ energy radiated by 
the Earth within the atmosphere.  They include carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous 
oxide and fluorinated gases.  Carbon dioxide is the main greenhouse gas in the UK. 
 
GVA Gross Value Added, i.e. the difference between salary costs and actual profits, 
per person. 
 
Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA) HRA is a step-by-step process that 
helps determine likely significant effect and (where appropriate) assess adverse 
impacts on the integrity of a European Wildlife site, examines alternative solutions 
and provides justification for “imperative reasons of overriding public interest” 
(IROPI).  European guidance divides HRA into a four stage process. 
 
Hazardous waste Waste that is reactive, toxic, corrosive or otherwise dangerous to 
living things and/or the environment. 
 
Heritage asset The term is wide-ranging and encompasses World Heritage Sites, 
Registered Historic Battlefields, Registered Parks and Gardens of Historic Interest, 
scheduled monuments, grade I and II* listed buildings and protected wreck sites. 
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Heritage Coast A landscape designation for undeveloped coastline that is 
managed to conserve its natural beauty and, where appropriate, to improve 
accessibility for visitors. 
 
High Level radioactive Waste (HLW) Radioactive waste that is so active that it is 
self-heating and requires cooling. 
 
Historic environment All aspects of the environment resulting from the interaction 
between people and places through time, including all surviving physical remains of 
past human activity, whether visible, buried or submerged, as well as landscaped 
and planted or managed flora. 
 
Historic Environment Record (HER) Information services that provide access to 
comprehensive and dynamic resources relating to the historic environment of a 
defined geographic area for public benefit and use. 
 
Historic Landscape Character (HLC) Project funded by the former English 
Heritage (now Historic England), to map the elements of the historic landscape onto 
a series of interactive GIS-based maps that characterise the distinctive, historic 
dimension of today's environment.  It is a useful tool when undertaking environmental 
assessment at the strategic level to inform minerals planning policies, for example, or 
to assess the county-wide allocation of development land. 
 
Household Waste Recycling Centre (HWRC) Civic amenity sites which may be 
used by local residents (usually free of charge) and businesses (usually charged).  
The sites provide facilities for collection of all household and garden waste other than 
anything which may be considered as hazardous and requiring special treatment. 
 
Industrial minerals Minerals that are necessary to support industrial and 
manufacturing processes and other non-aggregate uses, some of which are minerals 
of recognised national importance; these include - brickclay (especially Etruria Marl 
and fireclay), silica sand (including high grade silica sands), industrial grade 
limestone, cement raw materials, gypsum, peat, salt, fluorspar, tungsten, kaolin, ball 
clay and potash. 
 
Infrastructure Basic services necessary for development to take place; for 
example, roads, electricity, sewerage, water, education and health facilities. 
 
Intermediate Level Waste (ILW) Waste that is sufficiently radioactive to require 
shielding during its handling and transportation. 
 
Ionisation This process occurs when radiation (alpha, beta and gamma activity) 
interacts with matter, which can cause atoms and molecules to become unstable.  
Ionisation from radiation is the first stage in possible change or damage within 
biological tissue. 
 
Imperative Reasons of Overriding Public Interest (IROPI) During the Habitats 
Regulations Assessment process, if it can be demonstrated that there are no 
alternative solutions to the proposal, that would have a lesser effect or avoid an 
adverse effect on the integrity of the site(s), the project may still be carried out if the 
competent authority is satisfied that it is for imperative reasons of overriding public 
interest.  In cases where there are priority natural habitats or species adversely 
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affected by the development, the IROPI justification must relate to human health, 
public safety or beneficial consequences of primary importance to the environment. 
 
Landbanks Landbanks of aggregate mineral reserves are principally a monitoring 
tool to provide a mineral planning authority with early warning of possible disruption 
to the provision of an adequate and steady supply of land-won aggregates in their 
area.  Separate landbanks are required for crushed rock (10 years) and sand and 
gravel (7 years) because they partly serve different markets and have different site 
infrastructure requirements. 
 
Landfill/landraise This is the disposal of waste into or onto the land.  Landfill sites 
are constructed and operated to strict technical standards, in order to reduce adverse 
environmental impacts.  Most types of waste may be disposed of via landfill; 
however, the EU Landfill Directive 1999/31/EC1 requires that landfill sites must be 
classified as hazardous, non-hazardous or inert.  Reducing the amount of waste to 
landfill is encouraged by the Landfill Directive, to recover value from waste and 
develop more sustainable waste management. 
 
Landfill Directive This was adopted by the European Community in 1999.  It sets 
tough operational and technical requirements for disposal of waste by landfill, with 
the aim of reducing the negative effects of landfilling. 
 
Life cycle analysis (of greenhouse gas emissions) An approach to measuring 
the impact on climate change across the supply chain for a product, including those 
from fossil fuel burnt in extraction, processing, transport and disposal. 
 
Low carbon energy supplies These use technology that can help reduce carbon 
emissions.  They can include combined heat and power (CHP) plants and the use of 
heat that would otherwise be wasted.  They are usually referred to in conjunction with 
renewable energy supplies. 
 
Local Aggregates Assessment (LAA) An LAA is an annual assessment of the 
demand for and supply of aggregates in a mineral planning authority’s area. 
 
Local Development Document A collective term given to the Development Plan 
Documents and Supplementary Planning Documents. 
 
Local Development Framework (LDF) The name for the portfolio of Local 
Development Documents.  These consisted of Development Plan Documents, 
Supplementary Planning Documents, a Statement of Community Involvement, the 
Local Development Scheme and Annual Monitoring Reports, produced by the Local 
Planning Authority.  The Minerals and Waste Development Framework was an LDF 
dealing only with minerals and waste issues.  The frameworks have now been 
replaced by Local Plans. 
 
Local Development Scheme (LDS) This sets out the programme and timetable 
for the preparation and production of Local Development Documents. 
 
Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) Organisations that replaced the Regional 
Development Agencies (RDAs).  They are voluntary partnerships between local 
authorities and businesses, created by the former Department for Business, 
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Innovation and Skills, and will aim to play a key part in promoting local economic 
development. 
 
Local Nature Partnership (LNP) The Government’s ambition for LNPs is that they 
will help their local area to manage the natural environment as a system and to 
embed its value in local decisions for the benefit of nature, people and the economy.  
To do this effectively, they will need to be self-sustaining strategic partnerships of a 
broad range of local organisations, businesses and people, with the credibility to 
work with and influence other local strategic decision makers. 
 
Local Plan These Plans, produced by the Local Planning Authority, have now 
replaced the Local Development Frameworks. 
 
Local Planning Authority (LPA) The public authority whose duty it is to carry out 
specific planning functions for a particular area.  All references to local planning 
authority apply to the District Council, County Council and National Park Authority, to 
the extent appropriate to their responsibilities. 
 
Low Activity Low Level Waste (LA-LLW) As a general rule, these are radioactive 
wastes with activity levels between 4 and 200 becquerels/gram (Bq/g), which do not 
need the highly engineered containment systems that are provided at the Low Level 
Waste Repository near Drigg.  They can be sent to suitably permitted conventional 
non-inert landfills. 
 
Low Level radioactive Waste (LLW) Radioactive waste that has activity levels not 
exceeding 4 gigabecquerels/tonne (GBq/te) of alpha or 12 GBq/te of beta gamma 
activity.  One bequerel is equal to the disintegration of one radionuclide per second.  
A GBq is 1000,000,000 becquerels. 
 
Low Level Waste Repository (LLWR) The LLW Repository Ltd is a waste 
management company that works on behalf of the Nuclear Decommissioning 
Authority, to provide services to customers to treat and dispose of low level 
radioactive waste at the national Low Level Waste Repository in West Cumbria.  
They oversee a national Low Level Waste programme to ensure that lower activity 
waste is managed effectively. 
 
Major hazards Major hazard installations and pipelines, licensed explosive sites 
and nuclear installations, around which Health and Safety Executive (and Office for 
Nuclear Regulation) consultation distances, to mitigate the consequences to public 
safety of major accidents, may apply. 
 
Managed Aggregates Supply System (MASS) The underpinning concept behind 
this system, is that Mineral Planning Authorities who have adequate resources of 
aggregates make an appropriate contribution to national as well as local supply, 
while making due allowance for the need to reduce environmental damage to an 
acceptable level. 
 
Materials Recovery Facility (MRF) These are specialised facilities that receive 
recyclable materials, from household kerbside collection, from ‘bring sites’ or from 
HWRC’s.  The recyclables are sorted and sent onwards for reprocessing and 
recycling.  Material is normally delivered dry to the MRF.  Dry recyclables include: 
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plastic; glass; metal; textiles; and paper-based products.  They exclude organic 
material (food, garden and wet waste). 
 
Mechanical and Biological Treatment (MBT) plant A type of waste processing 
facility that combines a sorting facility with a form of biological treatment, such as 
composting or anaerobic digestion.  MBT plants are designed to process mixed 
household waste as well as commercial and industrial wastes. 
 
Mineral Safeguarding Areas (MSA) Areas intended to safeguard proven 
deposits of minerals which are, or may become, of economic importance within the 
foreseeable future, from unnecessary sterilisation by surface development. 
 
Mineral Consultation Areas (MCA) Land with potential for mineral extraction, 
where county and district councils in two-tier planning areas need to co-operate in 
the exercise of their planning powers.  They are a mechanism for consultation 
between the county and district councils, about development which would be likely to 
affect the winning and working of minerals, and also about how mineral working 
could affect other existing or proposed land uses.  They equate to all the Minerals 
Safeguarding Areas in the county put together. 
 
Minerals Planning Authority (MPA) The public authority whose duty it is to carry 
out minerals planning functions for a particular area. 
 
Minerals and Waste Local Development Framework (MWDF) See Local 
Development Framework (LDF) above. 
 
Minerals and Waste Local Plan (MWLP) The Minerals and Waste Local Plan 
deals only with minerals and waste issues.  It has replaced the Minerals and Waste 
Development Framework. 
 
Municipal waste Municipal solid waste (MSW) is a waste type consisting of 
everyday items that are discarded by the public.  The waste is from domestic 
properties, including caravans, residential homes and premises forming part of an 
educational establishment, a hospital or a nursing home. 
 
National Park An area designated under the National Parks and Access to the 
Countryside Act 1949 (as amended).  The Cumbria Minerals and Waste Local Plan 
does not cover land within the county of Cumbria that is within either the Lake District 
National Park or the Yorkshire Dales National Park. 
 
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) The Framework sets out the 
Government’s planning policies for England and how these are expected to be 
applied.  It provides a framework within which local people and their accountable 
councils can produce their own distinctive local and neighbourhood plans, which 
reflect the needs and priorities of their communities. 
 
National Waste Management Plan (NWMP) This is the national waste plan for 
England.  The NWMP is required by the European Waste Framework Directive and 
replaces the 2007 Waste Strategy. 
 
Naturally Occurring Radioactive Materials (NORM) These can be found in many 
geological formations and may be brought to the surface during oil/gas drilling and 
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abstraction.  They are natural radioactive elements that are present in very low 
concentrations in the earth's crust, which are often brought to the surface through 
these activities. 
 
Nature Improvement Areas These are the Ecological Restoration Zones 
proposed by the Government’s “Making Space for Nature” review.  They are areas 
where opportunities to deliver ecological networks, both in terms of large area scale 
and valuable benefits accruing to wildlife and people, are particularly high. 
 
Net self-sufficiency The objective of attaining net self-sufficiency in a Waste 
Planning Authority (WPA) area, relates to the provision of adequate waste 
management capacity to meet the arisings of waste from within the WPA.  However, 
net self-sufficiency allows for continued import and export of waste by proposing to 
manage the equivalent of 100% of waste arisings within the WPA, allowing for any 
imports of waste to match exports.  Self-sufficiency in waste management at a 
national level is an aim deriving from Article 16 of the Waste Framework Directive. 
 
Non-energy minerals Minerals that do not have the capability of producing 
energy, which include aggregates, industrial minerals and building stones. 
 
North West Waste Network (NWWN) The North West Waste Network was formed 
following the cessation of the North West Regional Technical Advisory Board (RTAB) 
in 2012.  The NWWN is a voluntary group of representative waste planning authority 
officers from across North West England. 
 
Planning condition A condition imposed on the grant of planning permission (in 
accordance with the Town and Country Planning Act 1990), which can enhance the 
quality of development and enable development proposals to proceed where it would 
otherwise have been necessary to refuse planning permission, by mitigating the 
adverse effects of the development. 
 
Planning obligation A legally enforceable obligation, entered into under section 
106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990, to mitigate the impacts of a 
development proposal. 
 
Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) This is an easily accessible online resource 
of important information for any user of the planning system; previously, this 
information was only published in separate documents.  There are online links 
between the National Planning Policy Framework and relevant planning practice 
guidance, as well as between different categories of guidance. 
 
Pollution Anything that affects the quality of land, air, water or soils, which might 
lead to an adverse impact on human health, the natural environment or general 
amenity.  Pollution can arise from a range of emissions, including smoke, fumes, 
gases, dust, steam, odour, noise and light. 
 
Precautionary principle This is an environmental management ‘rule’ that states if 
a threat of serious or irreversible damage to the environment or human health exists, 
a lack of full scientific knowledge about the situation should not be allowed to delay 
containment, or remedial steps, if the balance of potential costs and benefits justifies 
enacting them.  In other words, "prevention is better than cure." 
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Preferred Areas Areas of known mineral resources where planning permission for 
minerals extraction might reasonably be anticipated, subject to tests of environmental 
acceptability. 
 
Priority habitats and species Species and Habitats of Principal Importance 
included in the England Biodiversity List published by the Secretary of State under 
section 41 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006. 
 
Pyrolysis Chemical decomposition of a substance by heat in the absence of 
oxygen, resulting in various hydrocarbon gases and carbon-like residue. 
 
Radioactive wastes 
1. Pre-treatment The aim is to segregate the waste into streams that will be 

managed in the same or similar ways. 
2. Treatment Involves changing the characteristics of the waste by volume 

reduction, radionuclide removal or change of composition. 
3. Conditioning Involves transforming wastes into a form suitable for handling, 

transport, storage or disposal, usually by immobilisation and packaging. 
4. Storage Involves emplacement of waste into a facility with the intention of 

retrieving it at a later date, for another step in the management process. 
5. Retrieval Involves removing wastes from storage for inspection, further storage 

elsewhere, treatment (especially if technology has progressed and a more 
suitable storage or disposal solution becomes available) or disposal. 

6. Disposal Occurs when packages of radioactive waste are emplaced in a 
facility with no intention of retrieval.  Disposal can also include discharging liquid 
and gaseous effluent into the environment (under regulation). 

7. Management The onward consignment of waste, in order for it to undergo any 
one of options 1 to 6 above, rather than performing one of those options. 

 
Ramsar sites Wetlands of international importance, designated under the 1971 
Ramsar Convention, which was held in the city of Ramsar in Iran. 
 
Regional Aggregates Working Party (RAWP) These former Regional Planning 
Body Assembly organisations included representatives of central and local 
government and the minerals industry, considering the production and need for 
aggregates in the region.  They produced annual reports and a more comprehensive 
survey was conducted and reported every 4 years.  The NPPF still requires 
Aggregate Working Parties. 
 
Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) This set out the region’s strategic policies, in 
relation to the development and use of land and formed part of the development plan 
for each local planning authority area.  Government began the process of revoking all 
RSS’s in 2010; the NW RSS was revoked in May 2013. 
 
Regional Technical Advisory Body (RTAB) These former Regional Planning 
Body Assembly organisations, included representatives of central and local 
government and industry.  They considered waste management in the region, 
producing a comprehensive report each year to inform planning authorities at all 
levels. 
 
Renewable energy/resources Energy forms/resources that occur naturally and 
repeatedly in the environment, such as water, wind, waves and solar power and also 
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bio-mass.  Combustible or digestible waste materials are also regarded as renewable 
sources of energy. 
 
Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) SSSIs conserve and protect the best of 
our wildlife, geological and physiographical heritage for the benefit of present and 
future generations.  There are over 4,000 SSSIs in England, covering around 8% of 
the country.  These sites are designated by Natural England and give legal protection 
to the best sites for wildlife and geology under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 
(as amended). 
 
Spatial planning This moves the focus from a traditional land-use planning 
approach based on the regulation and control of land to a more inclusive approach 
which aims to ensure the best use of land by assessing competing demands.  To 
carry this forward social, economic and environmental factors are taken into account 
in producing policies or decisions which promote sustainable development and 
influence the nature of places and how they function. 
 
Special Area of Conservation (SAC) Areas given special protection under the 
European Union’s Habitats Directive, which is transposed into UK law by the Habitats 
and Conservation of Species Regulations 2010. 
 
Special Protection Area (SPA) Areas which have been identified as being of 
international importance for the breeding, feeding, wintering or the migration of rare 
and vulnerable species of birds found within European Union countries. They are 
European designated sites, classified under the Birds Directive. 
 
Statement of Community Involvement (SCI) Sets out the standards that local 
authorities will achieve with regard to involving individuals, communities and other 
stakeholders in the preparation of Local Plans and in development control decisions.  
Cumbria County Council’s Statement of Community Involvement was adopted in 
January 2006 and has been reviewed for consultation and re-issue in 2017. 
 
Stepping stones Pockets of habitat that, while not necessarily connected, facilitate 
the movement of species across otherwise inhospitable landscapes. 
 
Strategic Environmental Appraisal (SEA) A generic term used to describe 
environmental assessment, as applied to plans, policies and programmes.  The 
European ‘SEA Directive’ (2001/42/EC) requires a formal ‘environmental assessment 
of certain plans and programmes, including those in the field of planning and land 
use’. 
 
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) Highlights the potential level of risk of 
flooding on land throughout the area. 
 
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) Documents that add further detail to 
the policies in the Local Plan.  They can be used to provide further guidance for 
development on specific sites, or on particular issues, such as design.  SPD’s are 
capable of being a material consideration in planning decisions, but are not part of 
the development plan. 
 
Sustainability Appraisal (SA) A tool for appraising policies and proposals, to 
ensure that they reflect sustainable development objectives based on a range of 
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social, economic and environmental factors.  This is required for all Local 
Development Documents. 
 
Sustainable Community Strategy The high level visioning document for an area, 
dealing with wide social, economic and environmental issues that affect the County 
or District.  In Cumbria the Cumbria Strategic Partnership produced the Cumbria 
Sustainable Community Strategy, which guides the direction of the Minerals & Waste 
Local Plan. 
 
Sustainable development There are numerous definitions of sustainable 
development.  The most widely agreed definition comes from the 1987 Brundtland 
report, namely: “Development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”. 
 
Sustainable transport mode Any efficient, safe and accessible means of 
transport, with overall low impact on the environment, including walking and cycling, 
low and ultra low emission vehicles, car sharing and public transport. 
 
Very Low Level Waste (VLLW) Radioactive waste at the lower end of the LLW 
scale, that is contaminated with a very small amount of activity (0.4 to 4Bq/g) 
 
Waste Management Plan for England (WMPE) The Waste Management Plan for 
England is a high level document that is non–site specific.  It provides an analysis of 
the current waste management situation in England, and evaluates how it will support 
implementation of the objectives and provisions of the revised European Union’s 
Waste Framework Directive. 
 
Waste Planning Authority (WPA) The public authority whose duty it is to carry out 
waste planning functions for a particular area. 
 
West Cumbria Spatial Masterplan In 2008, the West Cumbria Strategic Forum 
initiated the masterplan, which set out the strategies that the West Cumbrian partners 
identified as being important for the regeneration of the area.  The plan’s vision was 
set out in terms of economic growth, environmental sustainability and management, 
and in meeting the UK’s long-term energy needs. 
 
West Cumbria Strategic Forum In 2004, Government signed a Memorandum of 
agreement with West Cumbria Partners, including the Nuclear Decommissioning 
Authority and West Cumbria local authorities, to safeguard West Cumbria’s economic 
prosperity.  The agreement was signed at the first meeting of the West Cumbria 
Strategic Forum, which existed to facilitate co-operation between all the bodies 
involved with regeneration in West Cumbria.  The Forum’s primary aim was to help 
create a sustainable economy, taking into account the threats and opportunities that 
nuclear decommissioning brings to an area so heavily dependent on the nuclear 
industry. 
 
Wildlife corridor Linear area of habitat connecting wildlife populations. 
 
Windfall sites Sites that have not been specifically identified as available in the 
Local Plan process.  They normally comprise previously developed sites that have 
unexpectedly become available. 
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Zero waste commitment The Coalition Agreement committed the Government to 
work towards a zero waste economy in which material resources are re-used, 
recycled or recovered wherever possible, and only disposed of as the option of very 
last resort.  Defra’s Structural Reform Plan sets out an action to “set the path towards 
a ‘zero waste’ economy through review of waste policies”. 
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APPENDIX 1 
LIST OF SUPERSEDED MWDF POLICIES AND REPLACEMENT MWLP POLICIES 
 
CS = Core Strategy policy DC = Development Control policy SP = Strategic Policy 
 
MWDF 
2009 

Title MWLP 2017 replacement 

CS1 Sustainable Location and Design SP13 Climate change mitigation and adaptation 

CS2 Economic Benefit SP14 Economic benefit 

CS3 Community Benefits deleted 

CS4 Environmental Assets SP15 Environmental assets 

CS5 Afteruse and Restoration SP16 Restoration and aftercare 

CS6 Planning Obligations SP17 Section 106 planning obligations 

CS7 Strategic Areas for New Developments SP9 Strategic areas for new mineral 
developments 

CS8 Provision for Waste SP2 Provision for waste 

CS9 Waste Capacity SP3 Waste capacity 

CS10 High and Intermediate Level Radioactive 
Wastes Storage 

SP6 Higher activity radioactive wastes 
treatment, management and storage 

CS11 High and Intermediate Level Radioactive 
Waste Geological Disposal 

deleted 

CS12 Low Level Radioactive Waste SP5 Development criteria for low level 
radioactive waste sites 

CS13 Supply of Minerals SP7 Minerals provision 

CS14 Minerals Safeguarding SP8 Minerals safeguarding 

CS15 Marine Dredged Aggregates SP10 Marine dredged aggregates 

CS16 Industrial Limestones SP11 Industrial limestones 

CS17 Building Stones DC12 Criteria for non-energy minerals 
development 

CS18 Oil and Gas and Coal Bed Methane DC13 Criteria for energy minerals 

DC1 Traffic and Transport DC1 Traffic and transport 

DC2 General Criteria DC2 General criteria 

DC3 Cumulative Environmental Impacts DC6 Cumulative environmental impacts 

DC4 Criteria for Waste Management 
Facilities 

DC9 Criteria for waste management facilities 

DC5 Criteria for Landfill DC10 Criteria for landfill and landraise 

DC6 Criteria for Non-Energy Minerals 
Development 

DC12 Criteria for non-energy minerals 
development 

DC7 Criteria for Energy Minerals DC13 Criteria for energy minerals 

DC8 Applications for New Conditions DC14 Review of Mineral Permissions 

DC9 Minerals Safeguarding DC15 Minerals safeguarding 

DC10 Biodiversity and Geodiversity DC16 Biodiversity and geodiversity 

DC11 Historic Environment DC17 Historic environment 

DC12 Landscape DC18 Landscape and visual impact 

DC13 Flood Risk DC19 Flood risk 

DC14 The Water Environment DC20 The water environment 

DC15 Protection of Soil Resources DC21 Protection of soil resources 

DC16 Afteruse and Restoration DC22 Restoration and aftercare 

DC17 Planning Obligations SP17 Section 106 planning obligations 
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APPENDIX 2 
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APPENDIX 3 
DETAILS OF CUMBRIA QUARRIES 

 
from: Cumbria and the Lake District National Park Joint 

Local Aggregates Assessment - supporting information, October 2015 
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APPENDIX 4 
SUMMARY DETAILS OF CUMBRIA’S ECONOMY 

 
The following SWOT assessment summarises the key Strengths, Weaknesses, 
Opportunities and Threats to sustainable economic growth in Cumbria.  This analysis 
was undertaken by the Cumbria Local Enterprise Partnership and provides the 
justification for their proposed priority interventions and split of EU funding. 
 

 
 
source: EU Structural & Investment Funds Plan, Cumbria LEP, January 2014 
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APPENDIX 5 
MONITORING MATRIX 

 
Strategic Objective 1: That minerals and waste management developments will take due account of the 
issues of climate change, in particular through energy use and transport. 
 

Policies Indicator(s) Who? How? When? Trigger for review 
of the Plan policy 

SP1 
Presumption in 
favour of 
sustainable 
development 

Number of mineral/waste 
applications granted or refused 
in conflict with national 
guidance. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria. 

SP12 Peat Number of developments for 
time extensions to enable 
proper restoration, which will 
provide an environmental 
benefit. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Peat development 
permitted, which 
will not provide 
adequate 
restoration or 
environmental 
benefit. 

SP13 Climate 
change 
mitigation and 
adaptation 

Number of minerals/waste 
applications granted that meet 
the criteria set out in policy 
SP13. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP13. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 

SP16 
Restoration 
and aftercare 
and 
DC22 
Restoration 
and aftercare 

Minerals and waste 
developments delivering 
measurable enhancements to 
their surrounding environment 
and communities (e.g. through 
area strategies such as 
Biodiversity Action Plans). 
 
Percentage of minerals 
workings covered by 
progressive restoration 
schemes. 

CCC 
 
Minerals/ 
waste 
operators 

DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policies SP16 
and DC22. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 

DC1 Traffic 
and transport 

Mineral and waste related 
applications granted, that 
propose to utilise sustainable 
transport methods. 
 
Mineral and waste applications 
granted at sites identified in 
the Plan that would utilise the 
existing key arterial routes 
across Cumbria. 
 
Number of substantiated 
complaints concerning lorry 
traffic. 
 
 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC1. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 
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DC2 General 
criteria 

Number of minerals/waste 
applications granted that meet 
the criteria set out in policy 
DC2. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC2. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 

DC6 
Cumulative 
environmental 
impacts 

Minerals and waste 
applications granted with, or 
refused due to, unacceptable 
cumulative impacts. 
 
Number of sites identified 
where there are existing 
minerals and/or waste 
developments occurring 
concurrently or successively. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC6. 

DC7 Energy 
from Waste 

Applications granted or 
refused for EfW facilities, and 
their capacity. 

CCC 
 
EA 
 
Waste 
manage-
ment 
companies 

DC decisions 
 
National data 
survey 
 
Monitoring 
and 
enforcement 

On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC7. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 

DC8 
Renewable 
energy use 
and carbon 
reduction on 
existing 
minerals and 
waste sites 

Renewable energy generation 
capacity at minerals and waste 
management facilities. 
 
Quantity of waste managed 
through processes generating 
renewable energy. 
 
Number of minerals and waste 
operations securing a % of 
their energy on site from 
renewable or low-carbon 
sources. 

CCC 
 
EA 
 
Waste 
manage-
ment 
companies 
 
Minerals 
operators 

DC decisions 
 
Monitoring 
and 
enforcement 

On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC8. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 

 
Strategic Objective 2: That opportunities will be taken to secure improvements to Cumbria’s environment, 
communities, and local economy maximising potential benefits and avoiding adverse impacts. 
 

Policies Indicator(s) Who? How? When? Trigger for review 
of the Plan policy 

SP1 
Presumption in 
favour of 
sustainable 
development 

Number of mineral/waste 
applications granted or refused 
in conflict with national 
guidance. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria. 

SP12 Peat Number of developments for 
time extensions to enable 
proper restoration, which will 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Peat development 
permitted, which 
will not provide 
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provide an environmental 
benefit. 

adequate 
restoration or 
environmental 
benefit. 

SP13 Climate 
change 
mitigation and 
adaptation 

Number of minerals/waste 
applications granted that meet 
the criteria set out in policy 
SP13. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP13. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 

SP14 
Economic 
benefit 

Number of planning 
applications granted, which 
demonstrate their potential to 
provide economic benefit. 
 
Number of planning 
applications granted, which 
create and/or protect jobs. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP14. 

SP15 
Environmental 
assets 

International Sites: Minerals 
and waste planning 
applications granted and/or 
sites identified within the 
screening distance for HRA for 
Internationally Designated 
sites including: 

 Ramsar sites 

 Special Protection Areas 

 Special Areas of 
Conservation 

 World Heritage Sites and 

 European and Global 
Geopark sites 

 

National Sites: Minerals and 
waste planning applications 
granted and/or adopted at sites 
identified within 

 Land affecting Sites of 
Special Scientific Interest 

 Areas of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty and their settings 

 National Parks and their 
settings 

 Heritage Coasts and their 
settings  

 Marine Conservation Zones 

 Nature Improvement Areas 

 National Nature Reserves 

 Ancient Woodlands 

 Limestone Pavements 

 Scheduled Monuments 

 Registered Historic 
Battlefields 

 Registered Historic Parks 
and Gardens and 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP15. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 
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 Listed Buildings 
 
Local Sites: Minerals and 
waste planning applications 
granted and/or sites identified 
within or adjacent to: 

 Local Nature Reserves 

 RSPB Nature Reserves 

 County Wildlife Sites and 
Local Geological Sites 

 Land that is of regional or 
local importance as a wildlife 
corridor or for the 
conservation of biodiversity 

 Areas of regional or local 
importance identified by 
Local Nature Partnerships 

 Cumbria Geodiversity Action 
Plan Sites 

 Conservation Areas and 
their settings 

 Landscape attributes and 
features essential to local 
landscape character 

 Landscape features of major 
importance for wild flora and 
fauna 

 Soil resources 

 Veteran and other 
substantial trees, hedgerows 
and woodlands 

 Lakes, tarns and rivers 

 Undeveloped coast; and 

 Locally listed archaeological 
sites, monuments, buildings 
and their settings. 

SP16 
Restoration 
and aftercare 
and 
DC22 
Restoration 
and aftercare 

Minerals and waste 
developments delivering 
measurable enhancements to 
their surrounding environment 
and communities (e.g. through 
area strategies such as 
Biodiversity Action Plans). 
 
Percentage of minerals 
workings covered by 
progressive restoration 
schemes. 

CCC 
Minerals/ 
waste 
operators 

DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policies SP16 
and DC22. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 

SP17 Section 
106 obligations 

Minerals and waste 
applications granted with an 
associated Planning 
Obligation. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any Section 106 
obligations that fail 
to sufficiently 
provide for 
environmental 
benefits and long 
term sustainability. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 
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DC1 Traffic 
and transport 

Mineral and waste related 
applications granted that 
propose to utilise sustainable 
transport methods. 
 
Mineral and waste applications 
granted at sites identified in 
the Plan that would utilise the 
existing key arterial routes 
across Cumbria. 
 
Number of substantiated 
complaints concerning lorry 
traffic. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC1. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 

DC2 General 
criteria 

Number of minerals/waste 
applications granted that meet 
the criteria set out in policy 
DC2. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC2. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria 

DC3 Noise Number of minerals/waste 
applications granted that meet 
the criteria set out in policy 
DC3. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC3. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 
 
Significant 
increase in 
enforcement action 
due to noise 
complaints. 

DC5 Dust Number of minerals/waste 
applications granted that meet 
the criteria set out in policy 
DC5. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC5. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 
 
Significant 
increase in 
enforcement action 
due to dust 
complaints. 
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DC6 
Cumulative 
environmental 
impacts 

Minerals and waste 
applications granted with, or 
refused due to, unacceptable 
cumulative impacts. 
 
Number of sites identified 
where there are existing 
minerals and/or waste 
developments occurring 
concurrently or successively. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC6. 

DC7 Energy 
from Waste 

Applications granted or 
refused for EfW facilities and 
their capacity. 

CCC 
 
EA 
 
Waste 
manage-
ment 
companies 

DC decisions 
 
National data 
survey 
 
Monitoring 
and 
enforcement 

On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC7. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 

DC8 
Renewable 
energy use 
and carbon 
reduction on 
existing 
minerals and 
waste sites 

Renewable energy generation 
capacity at minerals and waste 
management facilities. 
 
Quantity of waste managed 
through processes generating 
renewable energy. 
 
Number of minerals and waste 
operations securing a % of 
their energy on site from 
renewable or low-carbon 
sources. 

CCC 
 
EA 
 
Waste 
manage-
ment 
companies 
 
Minerals 
operators 

DC decisions 
 
Monitoring 
and 
enforcement 

On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC8. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 

DC9 Criteria  
for waste 
management 
facilities 

Number of waste planning 
applications granted or refused 
in accordance with the criteria 
set out in policy DC9. 
 
Distance of waste 
management facilities from 
main settlements for which 
planning permission is 
granted. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC9. 

DC12 Criteria 
for non-energy 
minerals 
development 

Number of planning 
applications for non-energy 
minerals, outside Preferred 
Areas in line with criteria listed 
in policy DC12. 
 
Number of planning 
applications for non-energy 
minerals, which do not conflict 
with other policies and are 
within Preferred Areas. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC12. 

DC13 Criteria 
for energy 
minerals 

Number of applications for 
energy minerals granted that 
meet the criteria set out in 
policy DC13. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC13. 
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DC17 Historic 
environment 

Minerals and waste 
applications granted with, or 
refused due to, unacceptable 
adverse impacts on Cumbria’s 
heritage assets and their 
settings, including: 

 The two World Heritage 

Sites 

 Scheduled Monuments 

 Listed Buildings (Grade I or 

II*) 

 Solway Moss Registered 

Battlefield 

 Registered Historic Parks 

and Gardens 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC17. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 

 
Strategic Objective 3: That effective waste minimisation measures will be adopted and, following these, that 
waste, including radioactive waste, will be managed at the highest practicable level within the waste 
hierarchy.  In order to secure this, the right type of waste management facilities that Cumbria needs to 
increase the amounts of its wastes that are re-used, recycled or composted will be provided in the right 
places and at the right time in order to minimise the disposal of waste to landfill. 
 

Policies Indicator(s) Who? How? When? Trigger for review 
of the Plan policy 

SP2 
Provision for 
waste 

The gap between capacity of 
existing facilities and forecasted 
arisings is met. 
 
Net amount of waste 
imported/exported per annum. 

CCC 
 
EA 

Planning 
permission 
data 
 
Licensed 
waste 
management 
facility data 

On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Failure to meet 
targets set out 
within WNA 
(reduce the levels 
of waste disposed 
to landfill to no 
more than 10% by 
2030 and to 
increase current 
levels of recycling 
to 65% for C&I and 
in line with the 
adopted strategy 
for LACW). 
 
Waste capacity in 
the Plan area 
increases/ 
decreases in 
comparison with 
waste arisings for 
each relevant 
waste stream. 

SP3 Waste 
capacity 

Number of new waste facilities 
delivered in accordance with 
site allocations. 
 
Number of facilities delivered on 
unallocated sites.  
 
Waste capacity lost from early 
closure of sites or loss of 
facilities, which will impact on 
existing capacity. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Site allocations not 
coming forward for 
development and a 
significant number 
of non allocated 
sites are 
developed. 
 
Landfill as a % 
share of total 
waste increases 
over a 2 year 
period. 
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Loss of existing 
capacity indicating 
shortfall in capacity 
for managing 
waste locally. 

SP5 
Development 
criteria for 
low level 
radioactive 
waste sites 

Number of low level radioactive 
waste facilities permitted, that 
meet the criteria set out in policy 
SP5. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 

SP6 Higher 
activity 
radioactive 
wastes 
treatment, 
management 
and storage 

Number of higher activity 
radioactive waste facilities 
permitted, that meet the criteria 
set out in policy SP6. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria.  

DC7 Energy 
from Waste 

Applications granted or refused 
for EfW facilities, and their 
capacity. 

CCC 
 
EA 
 
Waste 
manage-
ment 
companies 

DC decisions 
 
National data 
survey 
 
Monitoring 
and 
enforcement 

On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC7. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 

DC10 Criteria 
for landfill 
and landraise 

Number of planning applications 
granted or refused for additional 
landfill that meet the criteria set 
out in policy DC10. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC10. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 
 
Landfill as a % 
share total of 
waste increases 
over a 2 year 
period. 

DC11 Inert 
waste for 
agricultural 
improvement 

Number of planning applications 
granted or refused for inert 
waste to be used for agricultural 
improvement, that meet the 
criteria set out in policy DC11. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
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in policy DC11. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the 
criteria. 

SAP1 
Household 
Waste 
Recycling 
Centres 
(HWRCs) 

Policy is implemented through 
the development application 
stage. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
application for 
HWRCs not 
located on the 
sites identified in 
policy SAP1. 

SAP2 Waste 
treatment 
and 
management 
facilities 

Policy is implemented through 
the development application 
stage. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
application for 
waste treatment 
and management 
facilities not 
located on the 
sites identified in 
policy SAP2. 

SAP3 Low 
Level 
radioactive 
Wastes 
(LLW) 
treatment, 
management 
storage and 
disposal 

Policy is implemented through 
the development application 
stage. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications for 
Low Level 
radioactive Waste 
treatment, 
management, 
storage and 
disposal sites not 
located on the 
sites identified in 
policy SAP3. 

 
 
Objective 4: That whilst aiming for net self-sufficiency in waste imports and exports, waste will be managed 
as near as practicable to where it is produced, without endangering people’s health and without harming the 
environment. 
 

Policies Indicator(s) Who? How? When? Trigger for review 
of the Plan policy 

SP2 
Provision for 
waste 

The gap between capacity of 
existing facilities and forecasted 
arisings is met. 
 
Net amount of waste 
imported/exported per annum. 

CCC 
 
EA 

Planning 
permission 
data 
 
Licensed 
waste 
management 
facility data 

On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Failure to meet 
targets set out 
within WNA (reduce 
the levels of waste 
disposed to landfill 
to no more than 
10% by 2030 and 
to increase current 
levels of recycling 
to 65% for C&I and 
in line with the 
adopted strategy 
for LACW). 
 
Waste capacity in 
the Plan area 
increases/ 
decreases in 
comparison with 
waste arisings for 
each relevant 
waste stream. 
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SP3 Waste 
capacity 

Number of new waste facilities 
delivered in accordance with site 
allocations. 
 
Number of facilities delivered on 
unallocated sites. 
 
Waste capacity lost from early 
closure of sites or loss of 
facilities, which will impact on 
existing capacity. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Site allocations not 
coming forward for 
development and a 
significant number 
of non allocated 
sites are 
developed. 
 
Landfill as a % 
share of total waste 
increases over a 2 
year period. 
 
Loss of existing 
capacity indicating 
shortfall in capacity 
for managing waste 
locally. 

SP4 
Transparent 
decision 
making 

Number of radioactive waste 
facilities permitted, that 
demonstrate consideration of 
the principles set out in Policy 
SP4. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Number of 
appropriate 
applications 
approved, which do 
not take into 
consideration the 
principles of 
sustainable 
development, 
precaution and 
proximity, and the 
waste hierarchy. 

SP5 
Development 
criteria for 
low level 
radioactive 
waste sites 

Number of low level radioactive 
waste facilities permitted, that 
meet the criteria set out in policy 
SP5. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP5. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

SP6 Higher 
activity 
radioactive 
wastes 
treatment, 
management 
and storage 

Number of higher activity 
radioactive waste facilities 
permitted, that meet the criteria 
set out in policy SP6. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP6. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria.  

SP10 Marine 
dredged 
aggregates 

Number of applications for 
marine dredged aggregates 
granted, that meet the criteria 
set out in Policy SP10. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP10. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria.  
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SP13 
Climate 
change 
mitigation 
and 
adaptation 

Number of minerals/waste 
applications granted that meet 
the criteria set out in policy 
SP13. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP13. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

SP15 
Environment
al assets 

International Sites: Minerals and 
waste planning applications 
granted and/or sites identified 
within the screening distance for 
HRA for Internationally 
Designated sites including: 

 Ramsar sites 

 Special Protection Areas 

 Special Areas of Conservation 

 World Heritage Sites and 

 European and Global Geopark 
sites 

 

National Sites: Minerals and 
waste planning applications 
granted and/or adopted at sites 
identified within 

 Land affecting Sites of Special 
Scientific Interest. 

 Areas of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty and their settings 

 National Parks and their 
settings 

 Heritage Coasts and their 
settings  

 Marine Conservation Zones 

 Nature Improvement Areas 

 National Nature Reserves 

 Ancient Woodlands 

 Limestone Pavements 

 Scheduled Monuments 

 Registered Historic Battlefields 

 Registered Historic Parks and 
Gardens and 

 Listed Buildings 
 
Local Sites: Minerals and waste 
planning applications granted 
and/or sites identified within or 
adjacent to: 

 Local Nature Reserves 

 RSPB Nature Reserves 

 County Wildlife Sites and 
Local Geological Sites 

 Land that is of regional or local 
importance as a wildlife 
corridor or for the conservation 
of biodiversity 

 Areas of regional or local 
importance identified by Local 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP15. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 
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Nature Partnerships 

 Cumbria Geodiversity Action 
Plan Sites 

 Conservation Areas and their 
settings 

 Landscape attributes and 
features essential to local 
landscape character 

 Landscape features of major 
importance for wild flora and 
fauna 

 Soil resources 

 Veteran and other substantial 
trees, hedgerows and 
woodlands 

 Lakes, tarns and rivers 

 Undeveloped coast and 

 Locally listed archaeological 
sites, monuments, buildings 
and their settings. 

DC1 Traffic 
and transport 

Mineral and waste related 
applications granted that 
propose to utilise sustainable 
transport methods. 
 
Mineral and waste applications 
granted at sites identified in the 
Plan that would utilise the 
existing key arterial routes 
across Cumbria. 
 
Number of substantiated 
complaints concerning lorry 
traffic. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC1. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

DC2 General 
criteria  

Number of minerals/waste 
applications granted that meet 
the criteria set out in policy DC2. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC2. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria 

DC6 
Cumulative 
environment
al impacts 

Minerals and waste applications 
granted with, or refused due to, 
unacceptable cumulative 
impacts. 
 
Number of sites identified where 
there are existing minerals 
and/or waste developments 
occurring concurrently or 
successively. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC6. 

DC9 Criteria 
for waste 
management 
facilities 

Number of waste planning 
applications granted or refused 
in accordance with the criteria 
set out in policy DC9. 
 
Distance of waste management 
facilities from main settlements 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC9. 
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for which planning permission is 
granted. 

DC16 
Biodiversity 
and 
geodiversity 

Number of minerals and waste 
applications, granted or refused, 
with mitigation for adverse 
impacts on biodiversity or 
geodiversity. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC16. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

DC19 Flood 
risk and 
DC20 The 
water 
environment 

Number of applications granted 
with, or refused due to, 
potentially unacceptable, 
adverse impacts on 
waterbodies, groundwater SPZs, 
areas of flood risk, critical 
drainage areas, coastal waters, 
surface water and private water 
supplies. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC19 and 
policy DC20. 

SAP1 
Household 
Waste 
Recycling 
Centres 
(HWRCs) 

Policy is implemented through 
the development application 
stage. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
application for 
HWRCs not located 
on the sites 
identified in policy 
SAP1. 

SAP2 Waste 
treatment 
and 
management 
facilities 

Policy is implemented through 
the development application 
stage. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
application for 
waste treatment 
and management 
facilities not located 
on the sites 
identified in policy 
SAP2. 

SAP3 Low 
Level 
radioactive 
Wastes 
(LLW) 
treatment, 
management 
storage and 
disposal 

Policy is implemented through 
the development application 
stage. 

CCC DC decisions  On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications for Low 
Level radioactive 
Waste treatment, 
management, 
storage and 
disposal sites not 
located on the sites 
identified in policy 
SAP3. 

 
Objective 5: That the minerals from Cumbria that are required to meet local, regional and national needs will 
be supplied from appropriately located and environmentally acceptable sources. 
 

Policies Indicator(s) Who? How? When? Trigger for review 
of the Plan policy 

SP7 Minerals 
provision and 
SP8 Minerals 
safeguarding 

Size of landbanks for sand and 
gravel. 
 
Identification of sufficient sites 
for sand and gravel, crushed 
rock, high specification 
roadstone, brickmaking 
mudstones, slate and gypsum. 
 
 

CCC 
 
Mineral 
operators 

Maintain 
appropriate 
landbank for 
mineral type, 
in line with 
most recent 
Local 
Aggregate 
Assessment 

On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Landbank falls 
below target for 
more than two 
years. 
 
Significant number 
of applications 
approved which do 
not satisfy the 
strategy for the 
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10 year and 3 year average 
sales for aggregate minerals 
 
All proposals accord with 
amenity and environmental 
protection policies. 

supply of minerals 
within Cumbria. 

SP9 
Strategic 
areas for 
new minerals 
development 

Planning applications, granted 
or refused, for non-minerals 
development within Strategic 
Areas. 

CCC 
 
Mineral 
operators 

Aggregate 
monitoring 
surveys 
 
DC decisions 

On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
outside of the 
Strategic Areas 
identified by policy 
SP9. 

SP10 Marine 
dredged 
aggregates 

Number of applications for 
marine dredged aggregates 
granted, that meet the criteria 
set out in policy SP10. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP10. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

SP11 
Industrial 
limestones 

Number of planning applications 
granted or refused for the 
extraction of industrial 
limestone. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP11. 

SP12 Peat Number of developments for 
time extensions to enable proper 
restoration, which will provide an 
environmental benefit. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP12. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

SP13 
Climate 
change 
mitigation 
and 
adaptation 

Number of minerals/waste 
applications granted that meet 
the criteria set out in policy 
SP13. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP13. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

DC1 Traffic 
and transport 

Mineral and waste related 
applications granted that 
propose to utilise sustainable 
transport methods. 
 
Mineral and waste applications 
granted and/or adopted at sites 
identified in the Plan that would 
utilise the existing key arterial 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC1. 
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routes across Cumbria. 
 
Number of substantiated 
complaints concerning lorry 
traffic 

Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

DC2 General 
criteria 

Number of minerals/waste 
applications granted that meet 
the criteria set out in policy DC2. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC2. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria 

DC6 
Cumulative 
environ-
mental 
impacts 

Minerals and waste applications 
granted with, or refused due to, 
unacceptable cumulative 
impacts. 
 
Number of sites identified where 
there are existing minerals 
and/or waste developments 
occurring concurrently or 
successively. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC6. 

DC12 
Criteria for 
non-energy 
minerals 
development 

Number of planning applications 
for non-energy minerals, outside 
Preferred Areas in line with 
criteria listed in policy DC12. 
 
Number of planning applications 
for non-energy minerals, which 
do not conflict with other policies 
and are within Preferred Areas. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC12. 

DC13 
Criteria for 
energy 
minerals 

Number of applications for 
energy minerals granted, that 
meet the criteria set out in policy 
DC13. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC13. 

DC14 
Review of 
Mineral 
Permissions 

Number of applications for new 
conditions granted, that meet 
the criteria set out in policy 
DC14. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC14. 

SAP4 Areas 
for minerals 

Policy is implemented through 
the development application 
stage. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
application for 
minerals 
development that 
falls outside of the 
Preferred Areas or 
Areas of Search 
identified in policy 
SAP4. 

SAP6 
Safeguarding 
of existing 
and potential 

Policy is implemented through 
the development application 
stage. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
application for 
railheads or 
wharves not 
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railheads and 
wharves 

located on the sites 
identified in policy 
SAP6. 

 
Objective 6: That the need for new mining and quarrying will be minimised by prudent use of resources and 
by supplies of alternative re-used and recycled materials. 
 

Policies Indicator(s) Who? How? When? Trigger for review 
of the Plan policy 

SP7 Minerals 
provision and 
SP8 Minerals 
safeguarding 

Number of non-exempt, non-
minerals planning applications 
granted by Local Planning 
Authorities within safeguarded 
areas. 
 
Percentage of approved 
applications that do not have an 
adverse effect on the Mineral 
Safeguarding Areas as identified 
on the Policies Map. 

CCC 
 
Mineral 
operators 

Aggregate 
monitoring 
surveys 
 
DC decisions 

Annual 
data 
collection 
from the 
previous 
calendar 
year 

If landbank falls 
below 7 years for 
sand and gravel or 
10 years for 
crushed rock. 
 
Number of 
approved proposals 
(within the Plan 
period) that do not 
meet the criteria set 
out within SP7 and 
SP8 and result in 
sterilisation. 

SAP4 Areas 
for minerals 

Policy is implemented through 
the development application 
stage. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
application for 
minerals 
development that 
falls outside of the 
Preferred Areas or 
Areas of Search 
identified in policy 
SAP4. 

 
Objective 7: That mineral resources will be identified and safeguarded. 
 

Policies Indicator(s) Who? How? When? Trigger for review 
of the Plan policy 

SP7 Minerals 
provision, 
SP8 Minerals 
safeguarding 
and 
DC15 
Minerals 
Safeguarding 

Number of non-exempt, non-
minerals planning applications 
granted by Local Planning 
Authorities within safeguarded 
areas. 
 
Percentage of approved 
applications that do not have an 
adverse effect on the Mineral 
Safeguarding Areas as identified 
on the Policies Map. 

CCC 
 
All Local 
Planning 
Authorities 

DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

If landbank falls 
below 7 years for 
sand and gravel or 
10 years for 
crushed rock. 
 
Number of 
approved proposals 
(within the Plan 
period) that do not 
meet the criteria set 
out within SP7, SP8 
and DC15 and 
result in 
sterilisation. 
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Objective 8: That the economic benefits of minerals and waste management developments will be optimised 
without harming the environment. 
 

Policies Indicator (s) Who? How? When? Trigger for review 
of the Plan policy 

SP3 Waste 
capacity 

Number of new waste facilities 
delivered in accordance with site 
allocations. 
 
Number of facilities delivered on 
unallocated sites. 
 
Waste capacity lost from early 
closure of sites or loss of 
facilities, which will impact on 
existing capacity. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Site allocations not 
coming forward for 
development and a 
significant number 
of non allocated 
sites are 
developed. 
 
Landfill as a % 
share of total waste 
increases over a 2 
year period. 
 
Loss of existing 
capacity indicating 
shortfall in capacity 
for managing waste 
locally. 

SP9 
Strategic 
areas for 
new minerals 
development 

Number of planning applications 
granted or refused for non 
mineral development within 
Strategic Areas. 

CCC 
 
Mineral 
operators 

Aggregate 
monitoring 
surveys 
 
DC decisions 

Annual 
data 
collection 
from the 
previous 
calendar 
year 

Any planning 
applications 
approved outside 
the Strategic Areas. 

SP14 
Economic 
benefit 

Number of planning applications 
granted, which demonstrate 
their potential to provide 
economic benefit. 
 
Number of planning applications 
granted, which create and/or 
protect jobs. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP14. 

SP16 
Restoration 
and aftercare 
and 
DC22 
Restoration 
and aftercare 

Minerals and waste 
developments delivering 
measurable enhancements to 
their surrounding environment 
and communities (e.g. through 
area strategies such as 
Biodiversity Action Plans). 
 
% of minerals workings covered 
by progressive restoration 
schemes. 

CCC 
 
Minerals/ 
waste 
operators 

DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policies SP15 
and DC22. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

DC12 
Criteria for 
non-energy 
minerals 
development 

Number of planning applications 
for non-energy minerals, outside 
Preferred Areas, in line with 
criteria listed in policy DC12. 
 
Number of planning applications 
for non-energy minerals, which 
do not conflict with other policies 
and are within Preferred Areas. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC12. 

DC13 
Criteria for 
energy 
minerals 

Number of applications for 
energy minerals granted, that 
meet the criteria set out in policy 
DC13. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
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that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC13. 

 
Objective 9: That the overall quality of Cumbria’s environment will be protected and, where practicable, 
enhanced by high standards of design and operation in new developments and high standards of 
restoration once developments have been completed. 
 

Policies Indicator(s) Who? How? When? Trigger for review 
of the Plan policy 

SP16 
Restoration 
and aftercare 
and 
DC22 
Restoration 
and aftercare 

Minerals and waste 
developments delivering 
measurable enhancements to 
their surrounding environment 
and communities (e.g. through 
area strategies such as 
Biodiversity Action Plans). 
 
% of minerals workings covered 
by progressive restoration 
schemes. 

CCC 
 
Minerals/ 
waste 
operators 

DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policies SP16 
and DC22. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

SP17 
Section 106 
obligations 

Minerals and waste applications 
granted with an associated 
Planning Obligation. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any Section 106 
obligations that fail 
to sufficiently 
provide for 
environmental 
benefits and long 
term sustainability. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

SP18 
Monitoring 
and 
enforcing 
planning 
control 

Alleged breaches of planning 
permission/control reported to 
the Development Control and 
Regulation Committee. 
 
Site monitoring of all waste 
management facilities and 
mineral developments. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Number of sites not 
monitored within 12 
months of gaining 
planning 
permission. 
 
An increase in use 
of enforcement on 
previous monitoring 
period. 

DC14 
Review of 
Mineral 
Permissions 

Number of applications for new 
conditions granted, that meet 
the criteria set out in policy 
DC14. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC14. 

DC10 
Criteria for 
landfill and 
landraise 

Number of planning applications 
granted or refused for landfill 
that meet the criteria set out in 
Policy DC10. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC10. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 
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DC11 Inert 
waste for 
agricultural 
improvement 

Number of planning 
applications, granted or refused, 
for the use of inert waste for 
agricultural improvement, that 
meet the criteria set out in policy 
DC11. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC11. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

DC16 
Biodiversity 
and 
geodiversity 

Number of minerals and waste 
applications, granted or refused, 
with mitigation for adverse 
impacts on biodiversity or 
geodiversity. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC16. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

DC18 
Landscape 
and visual 
impact 

Number of minerals and waste 
planning applications refused on 
grounds of significantly adverse 
impacts on landscape and visual 
impact. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC18. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

DC19 Flood 
risk and 
DC20 The 
water 
environment 

Number of applications granted 
with, or refused due to, 
potentially unacceptable, 
adverse impacts on 
waterbodies, groundwater SPZs, 
areas of flood risk, critical 
drainage areas, coastal waters, 
surface water and private water 
supplies. 

CCC 
 
EA 

DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC19 and 
policy DC20. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

 
Objective 10: That the environmental impacts of minerals and waste management developments, including 
traffic, will be kept to a minimum by appropriate siting of facilities and sound working practices and that any 
unavoidable harmful impacts will be mitigated. 
 

Policies Indicator (s) Who? How? When? Trigger for review 
of the Plan policy 

SP13 
Climate 
change 
mitigation 
and 
adaptation 

Number of minerals/waste 
applications granted, that meet 
the criteria set out in policy 
SP13. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP13. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 
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SP15 
Environment-
al assets 

International Sites: Minerals and 
waste planning applications 
granted and/or sites identified 
within the screening distance for 
HRA for Internationally 
Designated sites including: 

 Ramsar sites 

 Special Protection Areas 

 Special Areas of Conservation 

 World Heritage Sites and 

 European and Global Geopark 
sites 

 

National Sites: Minerals and 
waste planning applications 
granted and/or adopted at sites 
identified within 

 Land affecting Sites of Special 
Scientific Interest. 

 Areas of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty and their settings 

 National Parks and their 
settings 

 Heritage Coasts and their 
settings 

 Marine Conservation Zones 

 Nature Improvement Areas 

 National Nature Reserves 

 Ancient Woodlands 

 Limestone Pavements 

 Scheduled Monuments 

 Registered Historic Battlefields 

 Registered Historic Parks and 
Gardens and 

 Listed Buildings 
 
Local Sites: Minerals and waste 
planning applications granted 
and/or sites identified within or 
adjacent to: 

 Local Nature Reserves 

 RSPB Nature Reserves 

 County Wildlife Sites and 
Local Geological Sites 

 Land that is of regional or local 
importance as a wildlife 
corridor or for the conservation 
of biodiversity 

 Areas of regional or local 
importance identified by Local 
Nature Partnerships 

 Cumbria Geodiversity Action 
Plan Sites 

 Conservation Areas and their 
settings 

 Landscape attributes and 
features essential to local 
landscape character 

 Landscape features of major 
importance for wild flora and 
fauna 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP15. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 
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 Soil resources 

 Veteran and other substantial 
trees, hedgerows and 
woodlands 

 Lakes, tarns and rivers 

 Undeveloped coast and 

 Locally listed archaeological 
sites, monuments, buildings 
and their settings. 

SP18 
Monitoring 
and 
enforcing 
planning 
control 

Alleged breaches of planning 
permission/control reported to 
the Development Control and 
Regulation Committee. 
 
Site monitoring of all waste 
management facilities and 
mineral developments. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Number of sites not 
monitored within 12 
months of gaining 
planning 
permission. 
 
An increase in use 
of enforcement on 
previous monitoring 
period. 

DC1 Traffic 
and transport 

Mineral and waste related 
applications granted, that 
propose to utilise sustainable 
transport methods. 
 
Mineral and waste applications 
granted at sites identified in the 
Plan that would utilise the 
existing key arterial routes 
across Cumbria. 
 
Number of substantiated 
complaints concerning lorry 
traffic. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC1. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

DC2 General 
criteria 

Number of minerals/waste 
applications granted, that meet 
the criteria set out in policy DC2. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC2. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria 

DC3 Noise Number of minerals/waste 
applications granted, that meet 
the criteria set out in policy DC3. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC3. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 
 
Significant increase 
in enforcement 
action due to noise 
complaints. 
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DC4 Quarry 
blasting 

Number of planning applications 
granted for quarry blasting, that 
meet the criteria set out in policy 
DC4. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC4. 
 
Any increase in 
enforcement action 
due to quarry 
blasting. 

DC5 Dust Number of minerals/waste 
applications granted, that meet 
the criteria set out in policy DC5. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC5. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 
 
Significant increase 
in enforcement 
action due to dust 
complaints. 

DC6 
Cumulative 
environment-
al impacts 

Minerals and waste applications 
granted with, or refused due to, 
unacceptable cumulative 
impacts. 
 
Number of sites identified where 
there are existing minerals 
and/or waste developments 
occurring concurrently or 
successively. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC6. 

DC8 
Renewable 
energy use 
and carbon 
reduction on 
existing 
minerals and 
waste sites 

Renewable energy generation 
capacity at minerals and waste 
management facilities. 
 
Quantity of waste managed 
through processes generating 
renewable energy. 
 
Number of minerals and waste 
operations securing a % of their 
energy on site from renewable 
or low-carbon sources. 

CCC 
 
EA 
 
Waste 
manage-
ment 
companies 
 
Minerals 
operators 

DC decisions 
Monitoring 
and 
enforcement 

On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC8. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

DC9 Criteria 
for waste 
management 
facilities 

Number of waste planning 
applications granted or refused 
in accordance with the criteria 
set out in policy DC9. 
 
Distance of waste management 
facilities from main settlements 
for which planning permission is 
granted. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC9. 

DC16 
Biodiversity 
and 
geodiversity 

Minerals and waste applications, 
granted or refused, with 
mitigation for adverse impacts 
on biodiversity or geodiversity. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
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that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC16. 

DC17 
Historic 
environment 

Minerals and waste applications 
granted with, or refused due to, 
unacceptable adverse impacts 
on Cumbria’s heritage assets 
and their settings, including: 

 The two World Heritage Sites 

 Scheduled Monuments 

 Listed Buildings (Grade I/II*) 

 Solway Moss Registered 

Battlefield 

 Registered Historic Parks and 

Gardens 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC17. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

DC19 Flood 
risk and 
DC20 The 
water 
environment 

Number of applications granted 
with, or refused due to, 
potentially unacceptable, 
adverse impacts on 
waterbodies, groundwater SPZs, 
areas of flood risk, critical 
drainage areas, coastal waters, 
surface water and private water 
supplies. 

CCC 
 
EA 

DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC19 and 
policy DC20. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

DC21 
Protection of 
soil 
resources 

Number of minerals and waste 
applications granted, that protect 
soil resources. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC21. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

 
Objective 11: That there will be increased community and stakeholder involvement and ownership of 
initiatives and planning for sustainable minerals and waste developments. 
 

Policies Indicator(s) Who? How? When? Trigger for review 
of the Plan policy 

SP1 
Presumption 
in favour of 
sustainable 
development 

Mineral/waste applications 
granted or refused in conflict 
with national guidance. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria in policy 
SP1. 

SP5 
Development 
criteria for 
low level 
radioactive 
waste sites 

Number of low level radioactive 
waste facilities permitted, that 
meet the criteria set out in policy 
SP5. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria in policy 
SP5. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
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meeting the criteria. 

SP14 
Economic 
benefit 

Number of planning applications 
granted, which demonstrate 
their potential to provide 
economic benefit. 
 
Number of planning applications 
granted, which create and/or 
protect jobs. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy SP14. 

SP17 
Section 106 
obligations 

Minerals and waste applications 
granted with an associated 
Planning Obligation. 

CCC DC decisions On-going 
(annual 
monitoring) 

Any Section 106 
obligations that fail 
to sufficiently 
provide for 
environmental 
benefits and long 
term sustainability. 
 
Any appeal lost on 
proposals not 
meeting the criteria. 

SP18 
Monitoring 
and 
enforcing 
planning 
control 

Number of applications granted, 
which meet the criteria set out in 
policy SP17. 

CCC 
 
Waste 
manage-
ment 
companies 
 
Minerals 
operators 

DC decisions 
 
Site 
monitoring 

Ongoing 
throughout 
life of 
develop-
ment 

No breaches of 
planning control on 
applications 
permitted during 
the Plan period. 

DC2 General 
criteria 

Number of applications granted, 
which meet the criteria set out in 
policy DC2 

CCC 
 
Waste 
manage-
ment 
companies 
 
Minerals 
operators 

DC decisions 
Site 
monitoring 

Ongoing 
throughout 
life of 
develop-
ment 

Any planning 
applications 
approved (within 
the Plan period) 
that do not meet 
the criteria set out 
in policy DC2. 
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West Whitehaven Supplementary Planning Document (SPD)   

 Issues and Options Consultation Report for Public Comment 

This Issues and Options document is available for comment until 5pm Friday 21
st

 December 2012. 

To view and download an electronic copy of this Issues and Options document, visit the Copeland Borough Council Website: www.copeland.gov.uk 

You can also view the document at all public libraries in Copeland, Copeland Borough Council offices, Whitehaven Tourist Information Centre and at The 

Beacon Museum.  Paper copies of the document are available on request from the contact details below. 

Please make any comments you have on the official Representation Form and send it to: 

Planning Policy Team 

Copeland Borough Council 

The Copeland Centre 

Catherine Street 

Whitehaven 

Cumbria 

CA28 7SJ 

 

Telephone: 0845 0548600 

Email: ldf@copeland.gov.uk 

 

It would greatly aid the process if you could use the Representation Form that accompanies this document.  Additional forms are available from the 

CouﾐIil’s Plaﾐﾐiﾐg PoliI┞ Teaﾏ oヴ fヴoﾏ the ┘eHsite. 

We will generally not acknowledge representations made, however email correspondence should receive an automated receipt.  If you do not receive an 

automated receipt please contact Planning Policy on 0845 054 8600. 

If you require a copy of this document in an alternative format, for example, large print, Braille, audio cassette or an alternative language, please call 0845 

054 8600. 
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1.0 Introduction and Background 

  

1.1  Planning Context  

The West Whitehaven Supplementary 

Planning Document (SPD) is being prepared to 

guide the protection, enhancement and 

partial development of an extensive and 

significant area of coastal landscape between 

the built up area of Whitehaven and St Bees 

Head. 

The area has been the subject of a number of 

studies, strategies and management plans 

developed by a range of different 

organisations over a number of years.  These 

have included: 

 Whitehaven Coast Archaeological 

Survey, National Trust sponsored 

research on Whitehaven Coalfield, 

Cranstone Consultants, June 2007  

 Landscape Character Assessment of 

the South Whitehaven Coast by 

Friends of the Lake District for 

National Trust, May 2006 

 Whitehaven Coast Project Stage 1 

Report, Coastal Fringe Task Group, 

National Trust, 2006 

 Whitehaven Coast Site Risk 

Assessment, National Trust NW 

Region, 2006 

 Revised Masterplan for Whitehaven 

Coast, Whitehaven Regeneration, 

2007 

 Whitehaven Coast Project Workshop 

Report, 2006 

 さA Guide to the CuﾏHヴia HistoヴiI 
Landscape Characterisation 

Pヴogヴaﾏﾏe, CuﾏHヴia CC, Jul┞ ヲヰヰΓざ 
42.  St Bees and 47.  West Cumberland 

Plain 

 Summary report for Furness and West 

Cumbria Local Brownfield Strategy, 

August 2009,    Lambert Smith 

Hampton for CCC, HACA, ABC, CB, 

BBC, WLR 

 Colourful Coast Initiative (see 

http://www.colourfulcoast.org.uk/ ) 

 

1.2  Role of the SPD 

The SPD will provide guiding principles for the 

planning and development of the area over 

the next 15-20 years.  The SPD will become 

one of the material considerations to be taken 

into account when determining planning 

applications and will form part of the 

Copeland Local Development Framework 

(LDF).  It will elaborate upon but not revise the 

e┝istiﾐg poliIies iﾐ the Boヴough’s adopted 
Local Plan and emerging Core Strategy and 

Development Management Policies 

document. 

The West Whitehaven SPD is referred to in the 

Core Strategy under the Whitehaven Locality 

Chapter:   

さThe さColourful Coastざ ProjeIt e┝teﾐds the 
length of the coast from Whitehaven harbour 

to St Bees and has provided major 

improvements to the rights of way network 

and biodiversity through a partnership 

between the Land Trust, the National Trust, 

RSPB, Haig Colliery, Natural England, Cumbria 

County Council and the Borough Council.  

Projects have been undertaken to improve 

access, infrastructure, interpretation and 

public awareness, all designed to improve 

visitor enjoyment of the coastal fringe strip 

between the harbour and the Marchon site, 

especially in relation to the high quality 

landscape here and industrial archaeological 

interest (including the Haig Mining Museum).  

This whole area has been designated as a 

Tourism Opportunity Site (ER10) and the 

approach will be to leave the seaward side 
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open and to protect the views from the 

Heritage Coast itself, to create new areas of 

parkland, and to allow some limited 

redevelopment on the east side, beginning 

with the area occupied by former offices and 

labs.  Appropriate uses include those 

associated with tourism such as visitor 

interpretation facilities, accommodation and 

conference space, and a small, high quality 

business park for offices and craft workshops.  

There is a need to coordinate tourism, open 

space, business development and housing 

market renewal in a total regeneration 

package for the whole of West Whitehaven 

and it is proposed that a development brief 

will be prepared to guide restoration and new 

developﾏeﾐt aIross the area.ざ   

There is therefore a recognised need for a 

planning document to provide further detail 

on the different planning policies which aim to 

protect the important landscape and built 

heritage, provide opportunities for improving 

accessibility and promote the tourism and 

┗isitoヴ eIoﾐoﾏ┞ as paヴt of Copelaﾐd’s ﾐeed foヴ 
economic diversification. 

The SPD is timely as the former Marchon 

chemical works site has recently been 

acquired by a private developer for a mixed 

use scheme which is likely to include land 

restoration for partial redevelopment 

together with softer end uses such as open 

space. Furthermore, the South Whitehaven 

SPD is being developed to provide a 

framework for the planning and development 

of an extensive area of new housing, and 

improvements to existing estates in the 

adjoining area of Greenbank to the east of 

Wilson Pit Road.  It is important therefore that 

the regeneration and development of the two 

areas are complimentary to one another and 

that each supports the wider Regeneration 

Strategy for Whitehaven. 

1.3  Location and Extent of West Whitehaven 

SPD Area 

The extent of the West Whitehaven SPD area 

is shown on Map 1(on p3). 

The area extends southwards along the 

coastal fringe from the landmark Candlestick 

Chimney in the north to Quarry Bungalows on 

the edge of St Bees Head in the south. The 

area is bounded to the west by the Irish Sea 

and to the east by the Kells and Woodhouse 

housing estates.  The former Cumbrian 

Coastal Way ran approximately north / south 

through the heart of the area, linking the 

historic Whitehaven harbour to the north 

┘est’s oﾐl┞ seItioﾐ of Heヴitage Coast at “t 
Bees Head.  Although some permissions have 

lapsed, a route remains along the coast and 

this will be superseded by the proposed 

coastal path currently being negotiated by 

Natural England under the Marine and Coastal 

Access Act 2009.    

The total area covered by the SPD is 163.1 

hectares (403.0 acres). 
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Map 1 West Whitehaven SPD Boundary   
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1.4 Character and History 

 

The coastal landscape is characterised by 

extensive views across the sea to Scotland and 

the Isle of Man and inland to the fells of the 

western Lake District.  There is a distinct 

quality of openness and relative wildness 

along the coastal strip today but this belies 

the aヴea’s ヴeIeﾐt iﾐdustヴial histoヴ┞ ┘hiIh 
included coal mines, coke ovens, alabaster 

mines, quarries and a major chemical works 

which was used for the manufacture of 

detergents, at its peak employing around 

2,500 people. 

Togetheヴ the aヴea’s assets of ┗aヴied aﾐd 
extensive industrial archaeology, significant 

flora and fauna associated with a coastal 

landscape, close proximity to a historical 

Georgian town and port and location close to 

a national long distance footpath combine to 

pヴo┗ide sigﾐifiIaﾐt oppoヴtuﾐities foヴ the aヴea’s 
future use and development.   

1.5  SPD Development 

It is important that the West Whitehaven SPD 

is developed in close consultation with the 

many stakeholders which have an active 

interest in the area.   

This Issues and Options report takes into 

consideration the comments and advice of a 

range of organisations, representatives of 

community groups and local councillors from 

an informal stage of early pre-publication 

discussions.   

 

Further comments and representations on this 

Issues and Options document are invited until 

5pm on 21
st

 December 2012.  The Issues and 

Options document is accompanied by a 

Representation Form which is available from 

the Copeland Centre reception, public libraries 

in Copeland, Whitehaven Tourist information 

Ceﾐtヴe, The BeaIoﾐ Museuﾏ oヴ the CouﾐIil’s 
website (www.copeland.gov.uk) . 

It is intended that this document will inform 

the development of the Draft SPD which will 

be subject to further consultation in early 

2013, before being finalised and adopted as 

planning policy by the Borough Council in 

Spring 2013. 

 

Questions 

Q1 a.   Do you agree with the Introduction  

and Background to the West Whitehaven 

SPD? 

Q1b.  Please provide details of any other 

information which you think should be 

included. 
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2.0 Planning Policy Background 

The SPD sits within an overarching planning 

policy framework of national and local 

policies. 

2.1National Planning Policy Framework 

(NPPF) 

The new National Planning Policy Framework 

was published in March 2012 and replaces the 

suite of Planning Policy Statements and 

Planning Policy Guidance Notes which 

formerly provided planning guidance at a 

national level.  

The West Whitehaven SPD should have regard 

to the following paragraphs: 

Core Planning Principles 

Planning should: 

 Encourage the effective use of land by 

reusing land that has been previously 

developed (brownfield land), provided 

that it is not of high environmental 

value; 

 Promote mixed use developments, 

and encourage multiple benefits from 

the use of land in urban and rural 

areas, recognising that some open 

land can perform many functions 

(such as wildlife, recreation, flood risk 

mitigation, carbon storage, or food 

production) 

 Conserve heritage assets in a manner 

appropriate to their significance, so 

that they can be enjoyed for their 

contribution to the quality of life of 

this and future generations 

 Actively manage patterns of growth to 

make the fullest possible use of public 

transport, walking and cycling, and 

focus significant development in 

locations which are or can be made 

sustainable; and 

 Take account of and support local 

strategies to improve health, social 

and cultural wellbeing for all, and 

deliver sufficient community and 

cultural facilities and services to meet 

local needs. 

Achieving sustainable development includes: 

 Building a Strong, Competitive 

Economy 

 Promoting Healthy Communities 

 Conserving and Enhancing the Natural 

Environment 

 Conserving and Enhancing the Historic 

Environment 

Para 114 sets out the need for local 

authorities to maintain the character of the 

undeveloped coast, protecting and enhancing 

its distinctive landscapes, particularly in areas 

defined as Heritage Coast, and improve public 

access to and enjoyment of the coast. 

Para 153 advises that supplementary planning 

documents should be used where they can 

help applicants make successful applications 

or aid infrastructure delivery, and should not 

be used to add unnecessarily to the financial 

burdens on development. 

(Regional Planning Guidance is in the process 

of being revoked by the Government and it is 

proposed that it will no longer form part of 

the LDF, once the Localism Bill is enacted and 

put into effect in 2012.) 
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2.2  Cumbria 

Cumbria Sub Regional Spatial Strategy 2008-

28 

Development is encouraged that secures 

balanced and sustainable urban and rural 

communities so that there is a flourishing and 

diverse economy and quality built, natural and 

historic environments. 

Cumbria Local Transport Plan 2011-2026 

(LTP3) 

Key priorities for Copeland are to support 

economic development and improve the 

accessibility of the area. 

West Cumbria Economic Blueprint, 2012 

Supporting sectors for West Cumbria include: 

 Business and Professional Services  

 The Visitor Economy  

 Arts, Culture and Leisure Service  

 Leisure 

The Delivery Strategy identifies the need for a 

Harbour and Coastal Development 

Programme. 

Future Generation, 2010 

6.3 Coastal Renaissance  

This aims to ensure that all the buildings and 

building groups which contribute to the 

distinctive heritage of West Cumbria are 

preserved and enhanced, along with 

important areas of open space and industrial 

architecture. 

There is also an aim to clear post industrial 

decline, ensuring that historic and industrial 

contaminated land is made safe and suitable 

for the planned use, recognising that some 

sites will need restoration in a way which 

explores the natural habitats which may have 

evolved there. 

Cumbria Community Strategy, 2008 

Para 74:  Managing, sustaining and where 

possiHle eﾐhaﾐIiﾐg CuﾏHヴia’s uﾐヴi┗alled 
natural landscape is central to achievement of 

much of this strategy.  The local landscape 

quality character and distinctiveness will be 

protected through careful management to 

maintain the remoteness and tranquillity of 

our unique environment. 

 

2.3  Copeland 

Copeland Partnership Plan, 2011 

Easy access into, out of, and within Copeland 

and distinctive local landscapes and 

biodiversity conserved and enhanced. 

Priorities are landscape, townscape, seascape 

and environmental quality. 

Copeland Local Plan, June 2006 

The SPD will provide more detail for the 

following policies: 

Policy EMP 3 Employment Opportunity Sites 

The former Marchon Site, Kells, Whitehaven is 

identified as an Employment Opportunity Site 

suitable for a wide range of employment use 

but may also be suitable for non employment 

use. 

The Council and its regeneration partners are 

committed to seeking outcomes which 

improve the environment of the former 

Marchon site and contribute to sustainable 

regeneration. 

Policy TSM 2: Tourism Opportunity Sites 
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Whitehaven Coastal Fringe linking Whitehaven 

harbour with Haig Pit and the St Bees Heritage 

Coast (TOS3).  Proposals for large scale tourist 

development, particularly those which provide 

recreational opportunities for the local 

population will be permitted in this area so 

long as they accord with the principles of 

sustainable design and do not compromise the 

qualities and character of the undeveloped 

coast or public access thereto. 

The SPD will also be supplementary to the 

following policies: 

Policy ENV 2:  Nature Conservation Sites of 

National Importance 

Policy ENV 3:  Nature Conservation Sites of 

Local Importance 

Policy ENV 4:  Protection of Landscape 

Features and Habitats 

Policy ENV 8:  Views from and to the Heritage 

Coast 

Policy ENV 13:  Access to the Countryside 

Policy ENV 14:  Development in the Coastal 

Zone 

Policy 15:  Undeveloped Coast 

Policy ENV 17:  Derelict Land 

Policy ENV 18:  Contaminated Land 

Policy ENV 23:  Safeguarding Zone 

Policy ENV 35:  Development Affecting a 

Scheduled Monument 

Policy ENV 36:  Development Affecting Sites of 

Local Archaeological or Historic Importance 

Policy ENV 37:  Site of Potential Archaeological 

Importance 

Policy TSP 5:  Cycleways, Footpaths and 

Bridleways 

Copeland Core Strategy and Development 

Management Policies, Pre-Submission 

Document 2012 

The SPD will provide more detail for the 

following policies: 

Policy ER5 – Improving the Quality of 

Employment Space 

Policy ER6 – Location of Employment 

Policy ER10 – Renaissance through Tourism 

Policy ER11 – Developing Enterprise and Skills 

Policy SS5 – Provision and Access to Open 

Space and Green Infrastructure 

Policy T1 – Improving Accessibility and 

Transport 

Policy ENV2 – Coastal Management  

Policy ENV3 – Biodiversity and Geodiversity  

Policy ENV4 – Heritage Assets   

Policy ENV5 – Protecting and Enhancing the 

Boヴough’s LaﾐdsIapes 

Policy ENV6 – Access to the Countryside 

Whitehaven Locality chapter 

Policy DM25 – Protecting Nature Conservation 

Sites, Habitats and Protected Species 

Policy DM26 Landscaping 

Policy DM27 – Built Heritage and Archaeology 
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3.0  Vision and Objectives 

3.1  Vision 

The Vision for West Whitehaven is: 

By 2026, West Whitehaven will be celebrated 

as a special and unique place, where the 

industrial heritage, local wildlife, stunning 

coastal landscapes, and sweeping views are 

protected, managed and enhanced for the 

enjoyment of visitors and residents alike.  The 

area will be a visitor destination in its own 

right, providing an attractive link between 

Whitehaven Harbour and St Bees Head.  New 

development will be sustainable and 

sympathetically designed to sit comfortably 

within the coastal landscape and will provide 

long term employment opportunities linked to 

the Energy Coast.  All routes and 

interpretation facilities will be designed and 

managed to ensure maximum accessibility for 

everyone. 

Questions 

Q2a.  Do you agree with the Vision for the 

SPD? 

Q2b.  Is there anything else you think you 

should be included in the Vision? 

3.2  Objectives of the SPD 

 To provide an overarching planning 

framework for the protection, 

enhancement and development of 

West Whitehaven. 

 To ensure a co-ordinated approach to 

the aヴea’s ヴegeﾐeヴatioﾐ aﾐd ヴeﾐe┘al, 
taking account of its location on the 

coastal fringe linking the Heritage 

Coast to Whitehaven Harbour. 

 To compliment and support the 

planning frameworks provided by the 

South Whitehaven and Whitehaven 

Town Centre and Harbourside SPDs. 

 To ensure that all new development 

meets high standards in terms of 

design quality and sustainability, 

relates well to existing landscapes, 

enhances the public realm and 

reinforces the distinctive qualities of 

the landscape character areas. 

 To provide an environment which 

supports and encourages use by 

pedestrians, cyclists, the disabled and 

wheelchair users. 

 To improve links through the area and 

support connectivity between West 

Whitehaven and the Heritage Coast, 

town centre and harbour and local 

residential communities. 

 To identify priority zones for 

investment and development that will 

help strengthen and support the 

aヴea’s ┘ideヴ ヴole foヴ touヴisﾏ, 
recreation and leisure uses. 

 To guide the improvement of visitor 

facilities and realise the potential of 

the area as a Tourism Opportunity 

Site, focussing on industrial heritage 

and the natural environment. 

 To support and progress the aims and 

objectives of the Colourful Coast 

initiative. 

 To capitalise on opportunities linked 

to Bヴitaiﾐ’s Eﾐeヴg┞ Coast. 
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Questions 

Q3a.  Do you agree with the Objectives for 

the SPD? 

Q3b.  Is there anything else you think should 

be included? 
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4.0  West Whitehaveﾐ’s Built aﾐd Natural 
Heritage 

4.1 Historical Development  

West Whitehaven has a complex and 

extensive history of agricultural and industrial 

activity which has left a legacy of ground 

contamination, mine shafts and scars in the 

landscape, as well as a number of buildings 

and structures of historical and archaeological 

interest. 

4.1.1 Agriculture 

 

The West Whitehaven SPD area can be 

considered to be an agricultural landscape 

into which industrialisation has progressively 

intruded.  By the mid-18
th

 century industry 

was the economically dominant land use, but 

in terms of physical extent agriculture 

remained dominant well into the 20
th

 century.  

Much of the land was arable, with only limited 

amounts of pasture.  Today most of the fields 

are arable or pasture and the majority of field 

Houﾐdaヴies Ioﾐsist of さstoﾐe hedgesざ ┘ith 
varying degrees of scrub and living hedge on 

their tops.  This style of construction is often 

ヴefeヴヴed to as さCoヴﾐishざ aﾐd is ﾏost 
prominent in Cornwall and Devon, but it is 

widespread in Irish Sea coastal areas.  

4.1.2   Haig Colliery 

 

The first shafts of the coal mine at Haig 

Colliery were sunk in 1912.  There were two 

main shafts, each over 1,000 ft (340m) deep, 

and referred to as Haig No's 4 and 5. The shaft 

numbering at Haig started at 4 because the 

company had other shafts nearer to 

Whitehaven harbour and at other pits.  Four 

separate explosions over the period 1922–
1931 at Haig Pit killed 83 people.   

Haig was the last pit to operate in Whitehaven 

and was eventually closed in 1986 following 

the discovery of a major fault.  Today much of 

the site is occupied by Haig Colliery Mining 

Museum.  The winding house and headgear 

have been undergoing restoration since 1994 

by a group of local volunteers and there are 

plans for a new purpose built visitor centre 

and café on the site.  The winding house 

building contains two unique Bever-Dorling 

steam winding engines and the building and 

its contents are a Scheduled Ancient 

Monument.  Other buildings associated with 

the colliery were demolished at the end of the 

1980s to form the Haig Enterprise Park. 

4.1.3 Saltom Pit 

 

Saltom Pit coal mine was sunk in 1729 and 

was the first pit in England to include mine 

shafts which went beneath the sea.  The mine 
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workings were constructed around 6m above 

sea level, on land below the cliffs near to Haig 

Colliery. The shafts descended to a depth of 

456 ft (138m).   Coal excavated from Saltom 

Pit was raised by horse gin to the surface, and 

then transported by tram through a tunnel to 

Ravenhill Pit for lifting to the cliff top. Saltom 

Pit was used as a central pumping station, 

draining many of the other local mines via a 

drift driven in the 1790s, and this use 

continued long after it had ceased to work 

coal. 

The Saltom Pit salt pans were built in 1734-5 

with seawater pumped by one of the colliery 

Newcomen engines.  The saltpans were still 

working in 1760 but had closed by the 1780s 

when one of the pan houses was converted 

into a foundry to supply wagon wheels, 

furnace bars and other cast iron goods to the 

collieries. 

Saltom Pit was closed in 1848, and today it is 

the best known surviving example of an 18th 

century colliery layout. 

4.1.4 Sandwith Anhydrite Mine 

The Sandwith Anhydrite Mine was opened in 

1955 to supply anhydrite to the Marchon 

chemical works.  The use of anhydrite rock for 

producing sulphuric acid was stimulated by 

the search for alternative supplies of sulphur 

when imports from America were curtailed 

during the Korean War.   Marchon made a 

decision in the late 1940s to manufacture on 

site as many of the raw materials needed for 

the production of detergents and other 

cleaning agents as possible. The essential 

detergent raw material STPP (sodium 

tripolyphosphate) needed phosphoric acid for 

its production, which was in turn derived from 

attacking phosphorus rock with sulphuric acid.  

The manufacturing process involved heating 

the anhydrite in a kiln to produce sulphur 

trioxide gas and cement clinker. Sulphuric acid 

production increased from 100,000 tons per 

annum to 350,000 tons in 1968, with the same 

quantity of cement, 165,000 tons of 

phosphoric acid and 170,000 tons of STPP. 

The Sandwith Anhydrite mine was closed in 

the mid-1970s.   

 

 

 

4.1.5 Marchon Site 

 

Formerly the site of the Ladysmith Works and 

Coke Ovens, chemical manufacturing was 

undertaken on the site from the First World 

War until operations ceased in 2001.  The long 

and varied industrial history of the site 

included coal and gypsum mining, coal tar 

distillation, fire lighter manufacture, sulphuric 

acid production and surfactant and phosphate 

manufacture.  The buildings have since been 

demolished leaving extensive areas of hard 

standing, several landfill sites and associated 

monitoring stations. 

The operational site extended across  54 

hectares (133 acres ) and at its peak the works 

employed 2,500 employees.  The Marchon 

Company and associated Whitehaven works 

were variously taken over by Albright & 

Wilson (1955), Tenneco (1978), Rhodia, 
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(1999), and Huntsman, (2001) but the site 

Ioﾐtiﾐues to He kﾐo┘ﾐ loIall┞ as さThe 
MaヴIhoﾐ “iteざ.  

 

Marchon site C1970s  

 

Photograph by kind permission of The Beacon 

Museum 

Marchon Products Ltd was set up in London in 

1939, but moved to Whitehaven in 1940 due 

to the destruction of its original premises in 

the Blitz.  Marchon initially took over the 

disused tar works at Ladysmith.  The colliery 

had closed but the power station and washery 

remained in Colliery Company use, serving 

and treating coal from Haig.  With the end of 

the war, the works was expanded by 

relocating industrial buildings from munitions 

works at Drigg and Sellafield.  It was still 

producing firelighters, detergent 

intermediates and a limited range of fat-

related chemicals.  In 1948 the company 

decided to expand and to concentrate on 

detergents, and new purpose built buildings 

were added to the works, which now occupied 

an expanding area north of the access road 

from High Road to Ladysmith Pit, and east of 

the railway lines. 

The starting point for the manufacture of 

organophosphate detergents was sodium 

tripolyphosphate.  This was produced by 

reacting phosphoric acid with caustic soda or 

soda ash (sodium carbonate).  Phosphoric acid 

was produced by reacting imported 

phosphate rock from Morocco with sulphuric 

acid.  The sulphuric acid was produced on site 

initially using elemental sulphur but later due 

to world shortages using anhydrite or gypsum 

(calcium sulphate), and producing cement as 

well as sulphuric acid.  The anhydrite was 

mixed with shale or marl, and roasted in a kiln 

top produce sulphur trioxide gas and cement 

clinker.  The impetus for this development 

was the realisation that quite fortuitously the 

works lay adjacent to the major anhydrite / 

gypsum resources of the Permian beds 

beneath Sandwith; these were therefore 

exploited by the sinking of the Sandwith 

Anhydrite Mine from within the site. 

The sulphuric and phosphoric acid plant was 

built south of Ladysmith Road, and west of 

High Road.  Construction started in 1952, with 

works coming on stream in 1955.  Further 

kilns and acid and phosphate plant were 

added over the following decade, together 

with an increased range of organic-chemical 

plant.  From 1973 to 1976 the anhydrite kilns 

were progressively replaced by three new 

sulphur burners as the economics of the 

anhydrite process for sulphuric acid 

production were becoming less favourable. 

The oヴgaﾐiI side of MaヴIhoﾐ’s pヴoduItioﾐ ┘as 
diverse in raw materials, processes and 

products.  However the core of the business 

was the production of fatty alcohols by high 

pressure hydrogenation of vegetable fatty 

acids; the first major plant to undertake this 

was opened in 1954.  Much of the fatty 

alcohol production was reacted with sodium 

tripolyphosphate to produce detergents, 

shampoos, and other toiletries.   
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Employment at the site increased from 39 in 

1944 to 2,300 in 1978, before the site went 

into rapid decline through the 1990s.  It was a 

major contributor to the Whitehaven and 

West Cumberland economic and social 

landscape from the 1950s to the 1990s. 

Discharges of effluent from the plant into the 

Irish Sea are likely to have occurred from the 

time of the site’s ヴapid de┗elopﾏeﾐt iﾐ the 
1950s to 1960s.  By 1989 there was local and 

national concern about discharges, both 

surfactants (detergent related chemicals, 

producing foam slicks on the sea) and of heavy 

metals arsenic, cadmium, lead, uranium and 

zinc (from impurities in the phosphate rock).  

Radioactive uranium discharge aroused 

particular concern.  In 1991-2 the company 

abandoned the production of acid on site, 

importing phosphoric acid from Morocco and 

treating it in a new plant on site to remove 

heavy metal contamination.  This was reacted 

with lime and burnt in a rotary kiln, converting 

it into a rock like material which was tipped in 

a landfill site occupying the south end of the 

site (between Townhead and the Wilson Pit 

junction).  The redundant phosphate rock 

store was converted into a covered waste 

water lagoon in which surfactants were 

broken down by bacterial action, resolving the 

other major effluent problem.  

The phosphates plant closed in 2002, and 

demolition of all disused plant began.  The 

works finally closed in June 2005.  By autumn 

2006 much of the site had been reduced to 

ground level, consisting largely of concrete 

yard, road and floor surfaces, with the site 

bounded by the perimeter fence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1.6 Barrowmouth Alabaster / Gypsum 

Mine, above Saltom Bay 

The first record of an alabaster quarry in this 

area dates from 1682 in correspondence from 

the Lowther estate.  By 1739 alabaster stone 

and freestone were being quarried at 

さBaヴヴo┘ﾏouthざ.  Iﾐ its eaヴlieヴ ┞eaヴs the ﾏiﾐe 
was probably worked for alabaster 

(monumental stone), but by the 1850s it was 

likely that gypsum (for plaster production) 

replaced alabaster production.  At some stage 

an alabaster mill was built between 

Barrowmouth Farm and Croft Pit, adjacent to 

the head of the Croft Incline.   

By 1896 the mill had wagon way connections 

from the mine and to the Croft Incline, with a 

kiln beside the line from the mine.  The mine 

was closed in 1908.           
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Map  2 Ordnance Survey Map of West 

Whitehaven Area 1861 
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4.1.7 Birkhaﾏ’s, AikHaﾐk, Raveﾐhill, aﾐd 
Barrowmouth Quarries  

The first records of stone quarrying in this 

area date from 1687-Β ┘heﾐ さgヴiﾐdstoﾐesざ 
from St Bees cliffs were exported.  The initial 

reliance on boat transport meant that the 

quarries were in the coastal cliffs but by 1784 

road transport was increasing and cart tracks 

replaced packhorse trails.  In 1899 a wagon 

way was driven through the quarries (see Map 

3 p16).   

St Bees Sandstone escarpment saw the 

development of numerous small quarries 

along the sea cliffs to the west, probably 

exporting stone mainly by sea, and with land 

access predominantly from Sandwith and St 

Bees, to larger quarries along the escarpment 

above the Baurgh, exporting stone by road 

and wagon way and increasingly accessed 

from Whitehaven and using the colliery 

transport system.   

Almost all the quarries were worked for 

さfヴeestoﾐeざ oヴ さdiﾏeﾐsioﾐ stoﾐeざ; ﾐatuヴal 
stone or rock that has been selected and 

fabricated to specific sizes or shapes.   

In addition to the St Bees sandstone, the 

carboniferous Whitehaven Sandstone was also 

extensively quarried, notably at Tom Hurd 

Rock (from 1687 to around 1700) and at 

Ravenhill Quarry on the cliff top north of 

Saltom Pit and was used in the construction of 

West Pier. 

There is also evidence of small scale limestone 

quarrying at two quarries later covered by the 

Ladysmith Washery Tip and the Marchon site. 

4.2 Archaeology and Heritage 

Significance 

4.2.1 The Howgill Ridge Plateau 

The cliffs at the northern end of the West 

Whitehaven SPD area are unstable with active 

erosion and land slipping.   

It is possible that substantial below ground 

remains of the Wellington Pit engine house 

and pithead may survive beneath the 

landscaped bank from Candlestick Chimney 

down to the South Beach area, just outside 

the SPD boundary.  

Tom Hurd Rock also lies just outside the SPD 

boundary but it is worth noting.  The area 

behind the Rock comprising the modern 

forshore is formed of reclaimed ground, the 

reclamation spreading progressively 

westwards from the 17
th

 to the 20
th

 centuries.  

Beneath this infill, the former sea inlet forms a 

potential area of survival for the remains of 

ships and artefacts from the wrecks for which 

Tom Hurd was notorious. 

The surviving buildings and their internal 

machinery at Haig Pit are a Scheduled Ancient 

Monument and are of great importance to 

colliery archaeology nationally and locally. 
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Map 3 Ordnance Survey Map of West  

Whitehaven Area 1899 
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Saltom Pit is also a Scheduled Ancient 

Monument; dating from the 18
th

 century it is 

considered to be of outstanding importance.  

It was the first undersea coal-mine in England, 

and is the best known surviving example of an 

18th century colliery layout.  Saltom Pit was 

closed in 1848 and the surviving structures 

include evidence of the 18
th

 century shaft, 

horse gin circle, seawall, stable, 1820s vertical-

winder engine house, boiler house and 

chimney, cottages, cart roads and retaining 

walls.  Ravenhill Pit was sunk in the 1730s but 

was never a colliery in its own right, serving 

only to wind up coal from Saltom Pit.   

 

The Croft Incline is an important example of 

19
th

 century colliery transport and remains the 

primary access route through the area.  The 

wagon way was used for early experiments 

with steam locomotion in the 1810s and also 

carried pre-1830s water pipes from Gameriggs 

to the north end of Howgill Colliery. 

The fields between the Croft Incline and the 

cliff are a fine example of early 19
th

 century 

Lonsdale layout.  The area offers the potential 

to research whether there is evidence of 

Mesolithic occupation as at nearby St Bees 

Head.  In the south east corner a crop mark 

shows a rectilinear structure / feature which 

may have been a substantial Roman building. 

4.2.2 Barrowmouth 

The Barrowmouth area is tucked in beneath 

the sandstone cliffs above St Bees and extends 

north along the coast to the edge of enclosed 

fields on the Howgill Ridge.  The area forms a 

very distinctive micro-landscape, probably 

unique in northwest England.  As well as its 

archaeological importance, it is within a SSSI 

and Geological Conservation Site. 

 

The Barrowmouth gypsum / alabaster mine is 

a Scheduled Ancient Monument, and is one of 

the best field monuments of gypsum mining in 

England.  The presence of alabaster here was 

known by 1682 and there is documentary 

evidence of mining and quarrying from 1739 

to 1907.  The area is only accessible by a single 

path.  The upper part follows the original path 

/ packhorse track access, but the lower part 

uses the late 19
th

 century Incline.  To the east 

of the mine, substantial remains survive of the 

late 19
th

 century Incline and engine house, the 

waggon way sidings, and an earlier packhorse 

and cart track.  The terrace beneath the 

workings was occupied by a cluster of 

buildings, possibly a fishing hamlet. 

In 1697 the St Bees fishermen were using 

Barrowmouth in preference to St Bees bay, 

despite the lack of either a safe landing place 

oヴ a さhouse foヴ fisheヴﾏeﾐざ ふpヴoHaHl┞ a shelteヴ 
and store for nets and other equipment, 

rather than a dwelling).  Herring were plentiful 

at this time.  A proposal for a fishing harbour 

H┞ e┝teﾐdiﾐg the さヴaIeざ, a stヴip of saﾐd and 

gravel with a rocky foreshore on each side, 

was documented in the 1690s although it is 

not certain whether it was built.   
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In the 1850s the area was developed by an 

eccentric local family the Hamiltons, as 

pleasure grounds.  Paths, ponds, a mock 

harbour, lake and grounds adorned with 

alaHasteヴ statues ┘eヴe IoﾐstヴuIted aﾐd さPoヴt 
Haﾏiltoﾐざ HeIaﾏe a populaヴ piIﾐiI spot, ┘ith 
the さCastleざ seヴ┗iﾐg teas.  The aヴea is ﾐo┘ 
inaccessible due to land slipping and dense 

undergrowth.   

4.2.3 Marchon Site 

The area to the north of the Barrowmouth 

Mine, including the Ladysmith / Marchon tip 

and various colliery tipping and Marchon 

┘aste disposal featuヴes, foヴﾏ a さlaﾐdsIape of 
disposalざ aﾐd aヴe of iﾐdustヴial heヴitage 
interest.   Below ground the remains of the 

Barrowmouth Alabaster Works, Croft / 

Ladysmith Pit and Croft Incline engine house 

may survive. 

 

The site above ground is likely to be of little 

archaeological interest, as it was landscaped 

during the construction of the works with 

concrete and tarmac floor and yard surfaces.   

4.2.4 South West Area 

This area forms part of the historic farming 

landscape of Sandwith township, with stone 

hedge field boundaries of various dates, 

showing progressive enclosures.  There is a 

major concentration of Mesolithic flint 

scatters nearby on St Bees Head.  The cliff top 

area and the scarp crest east to the edge of 

the Marchon site, have excellent views to the 

north and although no sites are known, this 

would be a logical location for Roman forts or 

signal stations either from the Solway frontier 

or from late Roman coastal defences.  The 

main visible archaeological features are a strip 

of freestone (St Bees Sandstone) quarrying 

along the cliff top to Aikbank Quarry.  Most of 

the quarries are well preserved with evidence 

of working methods on the rock faces, internal 

features within the quarry floors and access 

features.  The Noヴth West’s oﾐl┞ seItioﾐ of 
Heritage Coast, St Bees Head, lies just to the 

south of the West Whitehaven SPD area, with 

the boundaries of the SPD and Heritage Coast 

almost touching at Quarry Bungalows. 

4.3 Natural Environment 

The St Bees Head SSSI extends from an area 

just south of Saltom Pit along the coastal strip 

to the west of the cliff edge foot path (see 

Map 4 p19).    Much of St Bees Head is 

managed by the RSPB as a reserve and sea 

birds in the area include fulmars, guillemots, 

razorbill, cormorants, puffin, shag, herring gull 

and kittiwake.  This is the only breeding place 

in England for Black Guillemots.   Lower down 

interesting flora species include sea pink, 

scurvygrass, sea campion, sea spleenwort, 

rock samphire and sea lavender and near the 

cliff top bloody cranesbill, wood vetch, and 

orpine and soft shield-fern can be found.  

D┞eヴ’s gヴeeﾐ┘eed, western gorse, heather 

and bracken grow along the cliff top.  

Birkhams Quarry, just to the south of the SPD 

area is a Regionally Important Geological / 

Geomorphological Site (RIGS). 

Questions 

 

Q4a.  Do you agree with the main points 

Iovered iﾐ Chapter 4, West Whitehaveﾐ’s 
Built and Natural Heritage? 

Q4b.  Is there anything else you think should 

be added? 
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Map 4 Extent of St Bees Head SSSI,  

West Whitehaven 
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5.0 Landscape Character Areas  

 

 

 

 

A thorough understanding and appreciation of 

the landscape character of the West 

Whitehaven SPD area is considered essential 

for the development of an appropriate and 

effective planning framework.  The Borough 

Council is in the process of preparing a 

background document to the SPD which will 

consider the landscape significance and 

proposed protected views in more detail.  This 

document will be published for information 

alongside the West Whitehaven Draft SPD in 

early 2013. 

5.1    Cumbria Historic Landscape 

Characterisation Programme 

The landscape character of the area is broadly 

desIヴiHed iﾐ CuﾏHヴia Couﾐt┞ CouﾐIil’s 
landscape characterisation programme.  West 

Whitehaven lies across the boundary of two 

defined character areas; namely 42 St Bees, 

and 47 West Cumberland Plain. 

42  St Bees 

This character area is distinguished from 

neighbouring character areas by a 

comparative lack of modern and industrial 

influenced development.  It is topographically 

distinct from neighbouring character areas by 

being an area of rolling low coastal hills.  The 

settlement pattern is a mix of nucleated and 

discrete settlements.   All the nucleated 

settlements pre-date 1770 whilst the discrete 

settlements are often situated within areas of 

planned enclosure and exactly half date from 

after 1770.  This indicates that in the St Bees 

area, enclosure of the open wastes from the 

late 18
th

 century onwards led to the 

development of new settlements.  Some of 

the nucleated settlements exhibit clear 

evidence of medieval planning, especially at St 

Bees.  The field pattern is a mix of former 

common arable field, ancient enclosures and 

planned enclosure.  In each case the boundary 

is usually formed by a hedgerow.  There is 

very little woodland, and the few woods are 

either small blocks of plantation or tiny 

patches of ancient woodland. 

Legacy: A mixed pattern of modern and older 

settlements with a clear association between 

discrete settlement forms and 19
th

 century 

enclosure, strong legibility of landscape 

elements of medieval origin. 

Landscape designation and status:  St Bees is a 

Heritage Coast. 
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47  West Cumberland Plain 

The West Cumberland Plain stretches from 

the Solway Firth in the north to Egremont in 

the south.  It is generally low lying and coastal 

in nature, with generally low, eroding cliffs 

forming the seaward edge.  Its dominant 

character is urban and industrial.  Whitehaven 

is a post medieval planned town with a long 

industrial and maritime history although 71% 

of the settlement post dates 1900.  These 

developments have largely obscured the 

planned, medieval, nucleated settlement 

character that predominated until the 19th 

century. 

The field pattern has been much disrupted by 

modern developments.  These include land 

restoration, for which the modern field 

pattern bears very little relationship to the 

historic pattern.  In Copeland District there are 

relatively few former common arable fields, 

and the fieldscape is dominated by ancient 

enclosures. These distinctions, however, are 

subsumed under the general urban and 

industrial character of the area.  There is 

hardly any woodland, apart from large areas 

of ancient woodland in gill locations. 

Legacy:  A largely modern landscape with 

many 20
th

 and 21
st

 century  industrial forms 

including windfarms, moderate survival of 19
th

 

century industrial features, weak legibility of 

landscape elements of medieval origin. 

5.2 Cumbria Landscape Character 

Guidance and Toolkit - Part 1 

Landscape Character Guidance, 2011 

Type 4 Coastal Sandstone 

The coastal edge extending from Whitehaven 

to St Bees Head is defined as Sub Type 4 

Coastal Sandstone. 

Key Characteristics 

 Coastal sandstone cliffs 

 Sandstone rolling hills and plateaus 

 Large open fields 

 Prominent hedge banks bound 

pastoral fields 

 Small woodland blocks along valley 

sides 

 Exposed coastal edge moving to 

intimate and enclosed farmland 

inland. 

 

 

Type 5 Lowland - Subtype 5d Urban Fringe 

Location 

This landscape subtype is found around the 

edges of Whitehaven. 

Key Characteristics 

 Long term urban influences on 

agricultural land 

 Recreation, large scale buildings and 

industrial estates are common 

 Wooded valleys, restored woodland 

and some semi urbanised woodland 

provide interest 
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5.3  Landscape Character Assessment of 

the South Whitehaven Coast, 

National Trust 

West Whitehaven also has been the subject of 

extensive and detailed study by the Friends of 

the Lake District on behalf of the National 

Trust.   

The area is described as the only significant 

cliff coastline between Scotland and North 

Wales.  It has a highly significant cultural and 

natural heritage, and provides an integral link 

between Whitehaven and St Bees Head. 

5.3.1  Key Characteristics 

 Large scale landscape, becoming more 

open and exposed near the coast 

 Landscape complexity varies between 

managed texture of the pasture and 

neglected low hedges, to the vast 

angular scale of the cliffs 

 A landscape made up of precipitous 

open coastline, urban fringe areas, 

undulating pasture, large rectangular 

fields, stunted trees, quarrying, wire 

fences and hedge banks 

 Constantly changing views from the 

wide open vistas across the sea to 

Scotland and the Isle of Man, 

contrasting with the High Lakeland 

fells to the east, and the urban and 

industrial settlements to the north. 

 Strong industrial history associated 

with coal mining, chemical works and 

small scale quarrying, within living 

memory being a major area of 

employment. 

 Limited scrub woodland cover 

 Three Scheduled Ancient Monuments 

– Haig and Saltom Pits, Barrowmouth 

Gypsum mines 

 Physical evidence of industrial 

heritage throughout, with coal mining 

occurring from the 1600s to 1986 

 Cumbria Coastal Way runs up the 

coastal strip as well as a short section 

of the Coast to Coast walk 

 Notable for its nearness to and 

influence of the sea 
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Map 5  Landscape Types and Character Areas   
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5.3.2   Landscape Types (see Map 6 p23) 

Coastal Fringe  

  

A stretch of largely undeveloped and 

inspirational coastline with the potential for 

enhancement.  Superb views in all direction – 

framed by the Irish Sea, Lakeland hills, historic 

Whitehaven and St Bees Heritage Coast. 

The Coastal Fringe includes the following 

Character Areas: 

A Barrowmouth Common - One of the largest 

expanses of coastal heath on the Cumbrian 

Coast, of regional significance.  A remote, wild 

and contrasting area extending from the steep 

cliffs down to the sea shore.  Undulating, 

largely dominated by scrub, bracken and 

stunted trees. 

 

 

 

B Reclaimed Zone - A locally important area 

for informal recreation.  A degraded landscape 

reflecting the re-workings of a former 

washings tip, and the use of the area for 

motorbike scrambling.  An area in contrast 

with the adjacent wild areas, with a more 

urban feel. 

 

 

C Cliff Zone (Inaccessible) - Significant for 

its landscape.  A narrow strip of steep 

vertical sandstone cliffs, giving a wild and 

windy feel, with open views across the 

sea, and the noise of the waves on the 

pebble shore.  Restricted access. 
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D Saltom Pit - An outstanding historic / 

cultural site of national significance.  A coastal 

zone, sloping down to the shore.  Evocative 

historic building of Saltom Pit nestling at the 

base of the cliff.  Some degradation due to 

natural land slippage and erosion (and highly 

vulnerable to change) and tipping.  Highly 

vulnerable to the impacts of coastal erosion 

and slippage. 

 

 

E Cliff Zone (Accessible) - Locally significant in 

terms of use.  A relatively wild and windy strip, 

marking the zone between the urban fringe to 

the north and the remote coast to the south.  

Well used but spoilt by fences and signage. 

 

 

Agricultural / Pastoral Zone 

An intermediate zone, between the coastal 

strip and the urban fringe, characterised by 

undulating improved grassland, and extensive 

views over the sea and to the Lake District 

Mountains. 

 

 

A  Marchon Grazing Land 

Locally significant for access and extensive 

views.  This area represents an urban fringe 

with fields where agriculture is marginal, there 

is some pony grazing, and the more open 

landscapes associated with St Bees Heritage 

coast landscape of coastal character 1. 

B  Arable Pastures - Locally significant for 

access and extensive, open views.  Large, 

rectangular, gently sloping grassland and 

arable field, dividing the rugged sea and cliffs 

from the housing estates to the east. 

C  Kells Pony Fields - A zone east of the 

trackway towards the housing urban fringe, 

characterised by rough grassland, with a 

rather degraded and scruffy feeling.  Locally 

significant as part of the urban fringe area. 

 

D  South Shore Fields - Locally significant for 

informal access.  Cliff, plateau grassland, 

mown grass giving an urbanised feeling, well 

used by the public. 
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Urban / Industrial Zone  

A zone running parallel to the coast, 

characterised by a strong historic mining and 

industrial workings, which are now mainly 

redundant.  Urban fringe with a mix of 

housing styles and detractors eg fencing, 

overhead wires 

Includes the following Character Areas: 

A  Haig Pit - Significant for its history.  The 

remaining Haig pit machinery is iconic and 

evocative of the history of this site, standing 

proud on a flat cliff top location, but one that 

is currently degraded. 

 

 

 

 

B  Marchon Site - Locally significant in terms 

of its past role as an employer.  A degraded 

former industrial / chemical site surrounded 

by intrusive security fencing and lighting, 

giving a feel of derelict urban fringe.  An 

important site in the history of Whitehaven.  

Huge opportunities to re-connect the coast 

and urban fringe, and provide new community 

facilities and involvement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Questions 

 

Q5a.  Do you agree with the main 

points covered in Chapter 5 which 

summarise the landscape 

characteristics of West Whitehaven? 

 

Q5b.  Is there anything else you think 

should be added, bearing in mind 

that a more detailed background 

document on landscape character is 

being prepared by the Borough 

Council? 
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6.0 Key Opportunities, Constraints and 

Development Options  

6.1 Opportunities 

The West Whitehaven SPD area clearly 

presents a significant range of opportunities 

for land restoration, enhancement and some 

ヴede┗elopﾏeﾐt, Hased oﾐ the aヴea’s many 

assets summarised as follows: 

 Coastal, cliff top location with near 

distant views to red sandstone cliffs, 

St Bees Head and Candlestick 

Chimney, and far distant views across 

the Irish Sea to Scotland, the Isle of 

Man and inland to the Western Lake 

District Fells.    In the evenings West 

Whitehaven benefits from often 

spectacular sunsets over the Irish Sea.  

Overall the Coastal Fringe has a 

distiﾐIt ケualit┞ of さopeﾐﾐessざ ┘hiIh 
itself can be seen as an asset. 

 

 Close proximity to Whitehaven town 

centre, a celebrated early Georgian 

town and port.  Whitehaven has 

significant potential to develop 

further as a tourist destination due to 

its historic buildings set within a 

traditional street pattern, 

independent shops, local museums 

and attractive historic harbour and 

marina. 

 

 The neighbouring South Whitehaven 

SPD area which is likely to include new 

development of around 600-800 new 

houses, new or improved local 

education facilities, open spaces, and 

environmental improvements to 

existing estates at Woodhouse and 

Greenbank. 

 

 Good pedestrian accessibility due to 

paths running through the area, 

linking Whitehaven Harbour to St Bees 

thヴough the ﾐoヴth ┘est’s oﾐl┞ seItioﾐ 
of Heritage Coast.  Recently 

improvements to accessibility have 

been carried out under the banner of 

the Colourful Coast initiative.  The 

Wainwright Coast to Coast route from 

St Bees to Robin Hoods Bay also 

follows the path to St Bees Head.  

West Whitehaven is also included in 

the next phase of consultation and 

development of the new national 

England Coast Path.  Non pedestrian / 

vehicular accessibility could be 

enhanced through local junction / 

highway improvements. 

 

 The area has significant potential for 

the enhancement of local biodiversity, 

and particularly wildlife associated 

with cliff and coastal landscapes.  Part 

of the area is a SSSI and St Bees Head 

directly to the south is managed by 

the RSPB for its colonies of breeding 

sea birds and rare flora.  

 

 Industrial Heritage.  The West 

Whitehaven area is of major industrial 

heritage interest.  It includes the 

ヴeﾏaiﾐs of soﾏe of Whiteha┗eﾐ’s 
earliest recorded coal mines together 

┘ith the to┘ﾐ’s last ┘oヴkiﾐg ﾏiﾐe at 
Haig.  The Haig Mining Museum is 

located within the boundary of the 

SPD area and there are plans for a 

new visitors centre promoting the 

wider industrial heritage of the coastal 

aヴea.  The aヴea’s IoﾐIeﾐtヴatioﾐ of 
former mining, quarrying and 

chemical processes within a relatively 

small defined area, together with its 

extensive network of packhorse trails 
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and mineral railway routes offer an 

extraordinary opportunity for further 

archaeological research and the 

development of interpretation and 

education opportunities. 

 

 West Whitehaven is situated at the 

heaヴt of Bヴitaiﾐ’s Eﾐeヴg┞ Coast.  This 
offers significant potential for the 

development of engineering research 

and development and production 

activities linked to nuclear 

opportunities, as well as the 

development of other non-nuclear 

low carbon and renewable 

technologies.  The area already 

includes a small industrial / 

commercial estate - Haig Enterprise 

Park - but the Energy Coast may offer 

further opportunities for 

appropriately scaled development. 

 

Questions 

 

Q6a.  Do you agree with the identified 

Opportunities for West Whitehaven? 

Q6b.  Is there anything else you would like to 

add? 

6.2 Constraints 

Many of the above identified opportunities 

could also be seen as constraints on the 

potential development and mix of land uses 

considered appropriate for West Whitehaven. 

 The biodiversity interest and industrial 

heritage of the area are protected 

from inappropriate development by 

local and national planning policies 

and a raft of statutory designations.  

The high level of protection will 

impact both on development 

proposals located within the areas of 

biodiversity, landscape and built 

heritage interest, and development 

proposals for sites nearby.  

Development could adversely affect 

neighbouring habitats which provide a 

supporting role for species, and 

impact on views to and from the 

heritage and landscape assets and the 

setting of these assets. 

 

 The Core Strategy promotes the need 

to protect the intrinsic qualities of St 

Bees Heritage Coast in terms of 

development proposals within or 

affecting views. In general the thrust 

of local planning policies protects the 

character of openness in the 

Whitehaven Coastal Fringe, whilst 

suppoヴtiﾐg the aヴea’s ヴole as a 
potential visitor destination. 

 

 Former mining and industrial activities 

have resulted in extensive land 

contamination, areas of unstable 

made land and spoil heaps on the 

foreshore and around cliff edges, and 

numerous old mine shafts, buildings 

and structures in poor and 

deteriorating condition.  Some 

sections of public footpaths have had 

to be closed in the interests of public 

safety and there has been at least one 

recent fatality in the area linked to a 

landslip. 

 

 The former Marchon site includes two 

formerly licensed tips which will be 

closed to public access for the 

foreseeable future, and extensive 

below ground contamination resulting 

from various industrial and chemical 

processes.  The degree and type of 

contamination will impact on the 
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viability of different end uses. The 

concrete platforms currently provide a 

protective layer on the site but if 

these are disturbed by building 

processes for hard end uses, then a 

higher level of remediation and 

decontamination will be required than 

that for soft end uses such as public 

open space.   

 

 The public perception of the area 

locally is often poor due to the recent 

history of the industrial / chemical 

activities of the Marchon plant.  The 

environmental impacts of the 

production processes resulted in 

unpleasant odours, gas clouds, and 

residue deposits on cars and gardens, 

as well as ground water 

contamination leading to foam licks 

and radioactive deposits in the sea.  

Visual impacts, noise and lighting 

pollution affected local residential 

amenity as did the heavy road traffic 

generated by the many tanker trips 

taking raw materials to the site from 

the harbour.  These associations may 

impact on the value placed on the 

Coastal Fringe by local residents 

today, resulting in a more degraded 

environment on the urban fringe, and 

problems of dog fouling and littering.  

This pヴeseﾐts Ihalleﾐges foヴ the さヴe-

iﾏagiﾐgざ of the aヴea as aﾐ attヴaIti┗e, 
restored environment in the future. 

 

 Non pedestrian accessibility is limited.  

Whitehaven has a limited capacity 

train service linking to Carlisle to the 

north and Lancaster to the south 

along the Cumbrian Coast. The 

nearest stations are Whitehaven 

Bransty (approximately 1 mile away) 

and Corkickle (approximately ½ mile).  

The A595 lies 2 ½ miles to the east, 

providing a link to the M6 at Penrith 

ふappヴo┝iﾏatel┞ aﾐ houヴ’s dヴi┗eぶ aﾐd 
south to Barrow in Furness, the South 

Lakes and the M6 near Kendal.  Road 

links to both the A595 and town 

centre are an issue, and upgrading 

may be necessary to improve 

capacity.  However the bus service 

linking Woodhouse to the town centre 

is considered reasonable and services 

are likely to receive further 

investment as the South Whitehaven 

area is developed. 

 

 The exposed coastal location and 

associated climate will have 

implications for development layout, 

design and materials. 

 

Questions 

Q7a.  Do you agree with the identified 

Constraints for West Whitehaven? 

Q7b.  Is there anything that should be 

changed, or anything else you think should 

be added? 
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6.3  Development Options 

The opportunities and constraints outlined 

above will shape and inform the range of 

possible development options for West 

Whitehaven.  The West Whitehaven SPD 

extends over a wide area and it is likely that a 

combination of some or all of the following 

may be appropriate, with different uses 

targeted to different zones. 

6.3.1 Visitor Potential – Industrial Heritage  

(see Map 6.1 p31) 

There is clearly considerable potential for 

enhancing the area as a visitor attraction.  This 

would support the emerging role of 

Whitehaven as a tourist destination in its own 

right and fits with the aims and objectives of 

the Colourful Coast initiative and the 

Copeland Partnership Plan. 

There are opportunities for restoring and 

pヴoﾏotiﾐg the aヴea’s significant industrial 

heritage assets, linked to the development of 

the Haig Mining Museum and the aspirations 

of the National Trust for the area.  The 

promotion of local industrial heritage assets 

could consider the more recent uses such as 

the Marchon chemical works as well as those 

dating from the 17
th

 – 19
th

 centuries. 

This option would require substantial 

investment and a long term vision and 

management plan for the restoration and 

enhancement of the industrial landscape, 

together with improvements to access, and 

visitor facilities including high quality 

interpretation and education provision.   

There have also been suggestions for a new 

visitor centre in the Whitehaven area 

providing interpretation and information 

liﾐked to “ellafield aﾐd the Bヴitaiﾐ’s Energy 

Coast initiative, and it is possible that this 

could be located in West Whitehaven.  Such a 

facility would complement the industrial 

heritage of the area by providing up to date 

information on current and future low carbon 

technologies. 

There would be a need to consider 

improvements to public footpaths, including 

the possible restoration of routes down to 

Saltom Pit and Barrowmouth Bay.  However 

this would require very careful consideration 

of the safety issues and potential risks in doing 

so.  If the former Marchon site was included, 

the existing network of concrete roads could 

be utilised for as a cycle park, including for 

BMX bikes etc. 

The Industrial Heritage Zone would be 

concentrated along the Coastal Fringe from 

Haig Mining Museum in the north, to 

encompass Saltom Pit and Barrowmouth in 

the south.  There may also be potential to 

include part or all of the former Marchon site. 
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Map 6.1 Visitor Potential –  

Industrial Heritage Zone 
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6.3.2 Visitor Potential - Wildlife and the 

Natural Environment  

 

(see Map 6.2 p33) 

 

West Whitehaven already has considerable 

landscape and biodiversity significance and 

there are opportunities to enhance this 

interest further.  Part of the area falls within 

the St Bees Head SSSI, and there may be 

opportunities to introduce land management 

regimes on the fringes which complement the 

SSSI and extend the wildlife interest into the 

more degraded areas. 

The National Trust has also investigated 

opportunities for developing a new National 

Nature Reserve on the former Marchon Site, 

in partnership with the Land Trust.  Trials have 

been undertaken with wildflower planting 

which indicate potential for the development 

of a Local or National Nature Reserve.  These 

proposals involve breaking up the concrete 

platforms however, and there would need to 

be careful consideration of any issues relating 

to contamination and site remediation. 

This option would require substantial 

investment and a long term vision and 

management plan for the restoration and 

enhancement of the landscape, together with 

improvements to access, and visitor facilities 

including high quality interpretation and 

education provision. 

The principles of landscaping to enhance local 

biodiversity could also be extended through a 

series of wildlife corridors to link in with the 

open spaces and general landscaping in South 

Whitehaven. 

The Wildlife and Natural Environment Zone 

would be concentrated along the Coastal 

Fringe but could also extend into the former 

Marchon site. 

It is worth noting that these opportunities for 

enhancing the industrial heritage and natural 

environment for visitors would also offer 

tangible benefits to existing neighbouring 

communities at Woodhouse and the proposed 

new development in South Whitehaven.   
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Map 6.2 Visitor Potential – Wildlife and  

Natural Environment 
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6.3.3  Tourism and Leisure  

(see Map 6.3 p35) 

Planning policies support the development of 

tourism related facilities in the Whitehaven 

Coastal Fringe, provided that it accords with 

the principles of sustainable development and 

does not compromise the special qualities and 

character of the surrounding area or public 

access. 

There may be potential for a tourism / leisure 

type development comprising some or all of 

the following: 

 Golf course  

 Adventure Park / BMX / Skate Park 

 Hotel and spa 

 Fitness suite 

 Restaurant  

These uses could be linked with or located 

close to a visitor interpretation / 

interpretation centre for the Coastal Fringe 

and St Bees Heritage Coast. 

New buildings should be carefully designed to 

sit comfortably within this exceptional and 

sensitive landscape, taking account of views 

and vistas both within the SPD area and to and 

from West Whitehaven.   The development 

should be low rise and set in landscaped 

grounds in order to maintain the general 

sense of openness and cliff coastal character 

associated with the adjoining Heritage Coast.  

A hotel / leisure development could also 

support the regeneration of the South 

Whitehaven area, by improving facilities for 

local communities and may be seen as a 

positive marketing tool for the proposed new 

homes, particularly those targeted towards 

the higher end of the market. 

This type of development should be focussed 

on the former Marchon site, with buildings 

located to the north on the former office site. 
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Map 6.3  Tourism and Leisure Zone 
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6.3.4  Mixed Use Development 

(see Map 6.4 p37) 

Bヴitaiﾐ’s Eﾐeヴg┞ Coast West CuﾏHヴia has 
published an Economic Blueprint which 

pヴoﾏotes the aヴea’s poteﾐtial foヴ eIoﾐoﾏiI 
regeneration based on the nuclear 

decommissioning process, nuclear new build 

and the potential development of low carbon 

technologies.  The strategy has two linked 

areas of activity: 

- Creating an environment in which 

businesses and individuals are 

encouraged to innovate and 

- Putting in place measures in the short 

term to ensure that as much of the 

substantial investment in nuclear new 

build and decommissioning is 

captured by local businesses as 

possible. 

The Bヴitaiﾐ’s Eﾐeヴg┞ Coast Iﾐﾐo┗atioﾐ )oﾐe 
will concentrate on actions related to: 

- Applied Research 

- Research and Development / 

Demonstration 

- Enterprise 

- Business Support 

- Skills and Training 

- Accessing markets 

- Infrastructure 

- Sites and Premises. 

The Marchon site offers the opportunity for a 

small scale high end business park mixed with 

residential development.   This type of 

development would complement facilities 

already offered at West Lakes Science Park 

which provides a base for Research and 

Development activities.  A business park at 

West Whitehaven could provide facilities for 

incubation units and early stage production 

and development linked to the nuclear 

engineering industry and other low carbon 

technologies. 

A small amount of residential development in 

the area would offer opportunities to increase 

the economic viability of the business park 

and would help to support sustainability 

objectives.  A limited amount of new housing 

in this part of West Whitehaven would assist 

with linking the area to South Whitehaven, 

where there are proposals for a new 

development of high quality housing. 

There could be 3 potential options for the 

location of a mixed use scheme in West 

Whitehaven:  

Option 1 – Concentrate the buildings within a 

medium to high density environment on the 

footprint of the former office buildings / 

laboratories. 

Option 2 –Design the business park to be at a 

lower density, set within a landscaped park 

and incorporating extensive areas of planting 

across a larger footprint of the former 

Marchon site. 

Option 3 – A further Option could be to 

consider the expansion and / or improvement 

of Haig Enterprise Park. 

Recent market testing by developers has 

indicated that there is little interest in these 

uses at the current time however, and 

therefore viability may be an issue. 
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Map 6.4   Mixed Use Development Options  
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6.3.5 Temporary Worker Accommodation 

 

(see Map 6.5 p39) 

The Core Strategy for Copeland identifies a 

need to find suitable sites for temporary 

worker accommodation to support the 

proposed development of the new nuclear 

power station at Moorside.  In identifying sites 

for worker accommodation the Council will 

support sites in locations consistent with the 

Core Strategy, chosen to minimise undesirable 

impacts and able to be fully restored with uses 

leaving a beneficial legacy for the Borough.  

The Whitehaven Locality section of the Core 

Strategy also advises that temporary 

contractor accommodation for nuclear new 

build projects in North Copeland would 

involve investigating sites in or immediately 

adjoining Whitehaven.  Sites close to railway 

stations or with good road access and near the 

town centre or neighbourhood centre would 

be favoured, particularly where there are 

oH┗ious さlegaI┞ざ oヴ afteヴ use Heﾐefits suIh as 

site restoration as an impetus for a 

regeneration development site. 

West Whitehaven has locational advantages in 

that it is on the southern side of Whitehaven, 

with good road access to the Moorside site 

(subject to junction improvements at the 

Mirehouse Road / A595 junction).  The 

provision of temporary worker 

accommodation could provide long term 

economic benefits in terms of tackling 

contamination, and securing land restoration 

for public open space. 

However, the provision of temporary worker 

accommodation could be seen as a potentially 

conflicting use with the development of new 

housiﾐg, iﾐIludiﾐg さe┝eIuti┗eざ st┞le hoﾏes 
across the road in South Whitehaven.  There 

would therefore need to be careful 

consideration of design and management to 

protect local residential amenity and there 

may be better options for this type of 

accommodation elsewhere in the area.   

If developed, temporary worker 

accommodation should be concentrated on 

the former Marchon Site. 
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Map 6.5  Temporary Worker Accommodation  
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6.3.6   Renewable Energy  

 

The Core Strategy (Policy ENV2) supports 

energy generating developments that require 

a coastal location along the undeveloped 

coast, provided that the potential impacts on 

biodiversity, landscape and heritage assets are 

carefully assessed against the benefits.  Where 

negative impacts are likely these must be 

mitigated against and compensated for.  

However this general support has to be 

balanced carefully against the need to protect 

the intrinsic qualities of the St Bees Head 

Heritage Coast in terms of development 

proposals within or affecting views from the 

designation. 

The high quality coastal landscape of West 

Whitehaven is highly sensitive to change.  

Development proposals for say, wind 

generation, are likely to have a significant 

visual impact and are likely to be highly visible 

from the Heritage Coast and sections of the 

Coastal Path, as well as from inland due to the 

local topography and elevated position of the 

SPD area.  There are also likely to be 

biodiversity considerations linked to the SSSI 

and colonies of breeding sea birds.   

The Cumbria Wind Energy SPD advises that 

the area has particular sensitivities in relation 

to the setting of national designations 

iﾐIludiﾐg: さopen prospects between 

Whitehaven and the St Bees Heritage Coast 

and integrity of the dramatic sandstone 

scenery that extends beyond the boundary of 

this designation as viewed from the northern 

approaIhes via the CuﾏHria Coastal Wa┞ざ. 

In addition West Whitehaven is in close 

proximity to existing residential areas at 

Woodhouse and Kells, and a proposed large 

scale new housing development in South 

Whitehaven.  Impacts on residential amenity 

including visual impact, noise and disturbance 

and shadow flicker would all require careful 

consideration. 

Even if the principle of energy related 

development was established as acceptable, 

the location of such development within West 

Whitehaven is likely to be highly controversial, 

as a development would have to be 

sandwiched between a residential area and 

highly sensitive cliff top area.  Development 

proposals would be required to undertake 

detailed research and assessment of all these 

issues before any potential sites could be 

identified.  Therefore it is not considered 

appropriate at this stage to include a map 

suggesting possible areas within West 

Whitehaven where such development could 

be sited. 

Perhaps it would be more appropriate for the 

area if the emphasis in the SPD was placed on 

non-wind related forms of low carbon energy 

technology which are less likely to have an 

unacceptably adverse impact on the 

landscape.  It has been suggested for instance 

that the area has potential for utilising the 

さhot ヴoIksざ Heﾐeath the suヴfaIe iﾐ CuﾏHヴia 
for district heating schemes across the road in 

South Whitehaven. 

6.3.7   Local Centre  

(see Ma p 6.6 p42) 

A new local centre in West Whitehaven would 

provide a concentration of facilities to serve 

existing and new communities in Woodhouse 

and South Whitehaven.  Such facilities could 

include for instance a small convenience store 

/ supermarket, a medical centre, newsagents 

and other local shops.   

The policy emphasis in the Core Strategy is on 

maintaining and enhancing the viability and 

vitality of existing centres, rather than seeking 
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expansion and growth.  This reflects the 

findings of the 2009 Retail Study which did not 

identify any need for major change to the 

Boヴough’s ヴetail stヴuIture in order to meet 

future and existing need.  It is possible that 

the additional 600-800 households proposed 

in South Whitehaven would help to support a 

small scale centre but further research would 

be required to establish such a need. 

The development could be accommodated on 

the site of the former office buildings on the 

Marchon site.  However there is more likely to 

be justification for this to be delivered as part 

of the South Whitehaven development, 

perhaps linking into proposals for new or 

improved education facilities. 

Recent market testing by developers has 

indicated little interest in these uses however, 

and therefore viability may be an issue at the 

current time. 

 

 

 

 

Questions 

Q8a.  Do you agree with the proposed 

Development Options for West Whitehaven? 

Q8b.  Please explain your answer. 

Q8c.  Are there any other Development 

Options which you think the SPD should 

consider? 
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Map 6.6   Local Centre    
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7.0  Consultation with Stakeholders 

Copeland Borough Council is committed to 

thorough and meaningful public  consultation  

as an integral part of the local planning 

process.  The methods and means by which 

the Borough Council will consult on planning 

documents is set out in the Statement of 

Community Involvement or SCI (see 

www.copeland.gov.uk ). 

The content of the Issues and Options  report 

for West Whitehaven has already taken into 

consideration the  feedback from pre 

publication consultations  with stakeholders. 

A public drop in event was held at the St 

Peters Centre in Woodhouse on 20
th

 

September 2012 for local residents, 

community organisations and Borough and 

County Councillors. 

Around 26 people attended the event of 

which  13 completed comments forms giving 

feedback on the vision and objectives for West 

Whitehaven as well as the development 

opportunities, constraints and possible 

options. 

The Consultation Results are provided in 

Appendix 1.  Key Points raised include : 

- General agreement for the Vision and 

Objectives 

- Overall support for uses linked to 

green space, wildlife and industrial 

heritage 

- A need to provide local jobs 

- The need to improve road access and 

links to the town centre 

- Concerns about temporary worker 

accommodation. 

 

In addition a Stakeholder discussion meeting 

was held on 21
st

 September local landowners 

and those with an interest in land within or 

adjoining the West Whitehaven SPD area.  The 

results of this discussion are also included in 

Appendix 1.  Key Points raised include: 

- Concern about the lack of public 

access to the coastal strip 

- Opportunities for nature conservation 

- Market testing for business / mixed 

use has indicated issues around 

viability 

- Hotel / holiday cabin type uses  are 

considered reasonable 

- There is a need to promote non wind 

related renewable energy 

technologies under the Energy Coast 

branding 

- Support for a Sellafield Visitors Centre 

 

The comments and discussions that took place 

at these two events have been considered and 

have helped to shape the Issues and Options 

Report. 

This document is published for wider 

consultation and comments are invited for 6 

weeks until 5pm Friday 21
st
 December 2012. 

The West Whitehaven SPD Issues and Options 

Repoヴt is a┗ailaHle oﾐ the CouﾐIil’s ┘eHsite 
and hard copies may be viewed at  the 

Copeland Centre, Whitehaven libraries, the 

Beacon and the Tourist Information Centre.   

A Representation Form is provided, but the 

Borough Council also welcomes other forms of 

responses such as letters, emails etc and 

makes use of other media such as Twitter and 

Facebook to promote open discussion and 

debate. 
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For further information please contact:  

 

The Planning Policy Team 

Copeland Borough Council 

The Copeland Centre 

Catherine Street 

Whitehaven 

CA28 7SJ 

 

Tel 0845 054 8600 

Email: ldf@copeland.gov.uk 
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8. Conclusions and Way Forward  

West Whitehaven is a special place.  It boasts 

a unique concentration of industrial 

archaeology which is closely linked to the 

historical development of Whitehaven as a  

Georgian port and town.  It encompasses 

sweeping landscapes and stunning open views 

to cliff and coastal scenery, wild seascapes 

and the fells of the western Lake District.  Its 

biodiversity and wildlife are of national 

significance.  It bridges the space between the 

Noヴth West’s oﾐl┞ seItioﾐ of Heヴitage Coast 
and Whitehaven harbour with its many listed 

buildings and scheduled ancient monuments. 

And it lies on the doorstep of a growing local 

community which will see substantial new 

housing development over the next few years. 

It is essential that the SPD sets out an 

effective, sustainable and deliverable planning 

fヴaﾏe┘oヴk foヴ the aヴea’s futuヴe pヴoteItioﾐ, 
enhancement and development. 

The West Whitehaven SPD will be an 

important planning document, providing more 

detail on existing local policies in the Core 

Strategy and Local Plan, over the next 15-20 

years.  Once adopted, It will be a material 

consideration in the development 

management process, used in the 

determination of planning applications for 

new development .  

This is a consultation document and views are 

sought from all those with an interest in West 

Whitehaven, particularly local residents, 

young people, community groups, stakeholder 

organisations, developers and landowners .   

The SPD will be subject to public consultation 

and sustainability appraisal at two key stages. 

1.  Issues and Options (current 

consultation) 

 

Comments on the Issues and Options 

document are invited until 5pm Friday 21
st

 

December 2012. 

2.  Draft SPD 

 

Following consideration of the responses to 

the Issues and Options, the Draft SPD will be 

prepared and published for consultation over 

6 weeks in February 2013. 

The SPD will then be finalised and adopted by 

the Borough Council in Spring 2013. 
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APPENDIX I 

West Whitehaven SPD 

Issues and Options Pre-publication Consultation Results  

1.  Public Drop In Event 20/09/12 

Question Response Changes to Issues and Options Report 

1a Do you agree with the Vision for W 

Whitehaven? 

No - 1 

Yes – 7 

Doﾐ’t kﾐo┘ – 1 

 

Yes - Some of them. 

 

Yes - With some reservations 

 

Non industrial / energy options only. 

No change. 

1b  Can you suggest anything else that 

the Vision should include? 

Facilities for walking cycling 

 

The main focus should be on recreation and heritage creating 

an appropriate backcloth to the regeneration of South 

Whitehaven and a visitor attraction 

 

Provide something that generates longer term employment and 

provide an alternative to virtual sole reliance on Sellafield and 

the Nuclear industry 

 

Would prefer to see the site given over to public access / 

natural wildlife area – am sure this could be done. 

 

Velodrome 

 

Rethinking suitability as an area with waste recycling facilities – 

Chaﾐged seﾐteﾐIe: さNe┘ de┗elopﾏeﾐt ┘ill He 
sustainable and sympathetically designed to 

site comfortably within the coastal landscape, 

and will provide long term employment 

oppoヴtuﾐities liﾐked to the Eﾐeヴg┞ Coast.ざ 

 

Other suggestions are generally already 

referred to in the text or included in general 

principles. 

 

The suggestion for a velodrome is not 

considered to be a realistic  option or a 

suitable development for West Whitehaven. 
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not in line with Vision 

 

Providing employment for locals 

 

There are 3 eyesores that could be put together to solve all.  

There is contaminated soil near where the Whitehouse used to 

be.  On ex Marchon site there is a lot of rocks, bricks etc.  then 

there is the old Marchon to Corkickle railway (which I have 

heard no-one wants).  It is an eyesore at the bridge next to St 

Maヴ┞’s paヴish hall.  I thiﾐk “toヴe┞s Iould get e┗erything cheaply 

then build a row of building backs to Ennerdale Terrace (front 

facing south). 

 

Not ┗eヴ┞ keeﾐ oﾐ teﾏp aII, ┘ould pヴefeヴ the aヴea’s uﾐiケue 
environment. 

 

I think that the Vision should stick with green land / woodland.  

Golf course with plenty of parks, walkways should be the 

future. 

 

No. 

 

Improved access roads, road safety protection for local 

residents due to increased in / out flow of motor vehicles. 

 

2a  Do you agree with the Objectives 

for West Whitehaven Plan? 

Yes – 7 

No – 1 

Doﾐ’t kﾐo┘ – 1 

 

Doesﾐ’t liﾐk to the Visioﾐ.  Wheヴe is ﾐuIleaヴ de┗elopﾏeﾐt iﾐ the 
Vision? 

 

Some of them. 

No change. 
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2b  Can you suggest anything else that 

should be included? 

Heritage interpretation is important.  * Major stabilisation of 

the Kells cliffs providing opportunity to link harbour, South 

Beach and Saltom 

 

Areas that are said to He さIoﾐtaﾏiﾐatedざ.  I ┘ould suggest that 
sampling of leachate be undertaken to determine long term risk 

and then formulate a longer term strategy. 

 

As above (Would prefer to see the site given over to public 

access / natural wildlife area – am sure this could be done.) 

 

Reduce the idea of remoteness 

 

Improve road access / links to T. Centre 

 

Chaﾐged seﾐteﾐIe: さTo guide the 
improvement of visitor facilities and realise 

the potential of the area as a Tourism 

Opportunity Site, focussing on industrial 

heヴitage aﾐd the ﾐatuヴal eﾐ┗iヴoﾐﾏeﾐt.ざ 

 

Other issues are generally covered elsewhere 

in the text of the document. 

3a  Do you agree that these are the 

main Opportunities for West 

Whitehaven? 

Yes – 7 

No – 2 

Doﾐ’t Kﾐo┘ –  

 

Unrealistic – opportunities for business development.  Existing 

business parks are struggling.  Do we need more, in out of way 

location? 

 

Some of them. 

 

Non industrial / energy options only. 

No change. 

3b  Can you think of any other 

Oppoヴtuﾐities foヴ the aヴea’s 
development and regeneration? 

Improve road links into the area especially at junctions so that 

developers can move in without difficulty.  Mains gas, electricity 

and water supplies – are they still available in the proposed 

area? 

 

Area not suitable for temporary worker accommodation – 

increase in anti social behaviour possible. 

“eﾐteﾐIe added iﾐ さNon-pedestrian / vehicular 

accessibility could be enhanced through local 

junction / highway iﾏpヴo┗eﾏeﾐtsざ. 
 

Other issues are covered elsewhere in the text 

of the document. 
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Increased access from Town, inclusion  in town initiatives.  

Recognised as part of townscape. 

4a  Do you agree that these are the 

main Constraints for west Whitehaven? 

Yes – 5 

No – 3 

Doﾐ’t kﾐo┘ - 1 

No change. 

4b  Can you think of any other 

Coﾐstヴaiﾐts foヴ the aヴea’s development 

and regeneration? 

Perhaps access needs reviewing in association with South 

Whitehaven SPD 

 

Constraints are few and not insurmountable 

 

I doﾐ’t thiﾐk pooヴ aIIess has Heeﾐ eﾏphasised eﾐough Hoth 
into town centre and to A595 main road.  Other infrastructure – 

drainage (foul & sw) 

 

Poor image can be addressed.  Climate?  I think greater 

constraint would be temp acc. 

 

Road access. 

 

Poor road layout and maintenance. 

 

“eﾐteﾐIe iﾐseヴted さRoad links to both the 

A595 and then town centre are an issue and 

upgrades may be necessary to improve 

IapaIit┞ざ. 
 

 The other issues raised are already covered in 

the text of the document. 

5a  Which, if any, of the Development 

Options would you support? 

Industrial heritage, wildlife would be complimentary.  Hotel – if 

access can be improved.  NOT temporary housing – it did little 

for Nethertown!  Unless you want to Tow Bar. 

 

Light industrial, domestic development, recreational areas, 

public footpaths, agriculture, paraglider centre 

 

Wildlife, natural – adds to attractiveness of Whitehaven as a 

whole 

Tourism & Leisure – ambitious.  Not a visitor centre. 

Mixed use – No doesﾐ’t ﾏake seﾐse 

No change.  These suggestions are already 

largely covered in the text. 
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Temporary worker – No – infrastructure not suitable – 

afteruse? 

Renewable – No. 

 

To enhance wildlife and natural environment offer. 

 

Industrial heritage based at Haig Pit,  visitor centre, bmx/skate 

park. 

 

Haig mining museum.  Move enterprise park and create green 

site round museum. 

 

Golf course – walkways etc.  We live at Magellan Park on the 

front and we do not want to lose our view of the sea.  We 

would want to look out and see green land not a hotel which 

would increase the amount of traffic on the road. 

 

Option 2. 

 

Industrial heritage, tourism and leisure, nature reserve. 

5b  Can you suggest any other Options 

for development which the Council 

should consider? 

No.  Concentrate on recreation.  But where is the money 

coming from? 

 

Do not develop housing like Storey Homes where cars are 

parked on the main road.  Force developers  to space properties 

with off road parking. 

 

I fiヴﾏl┞ Helie┗e that it’s a oﾐe-off opportunity to make an asset 

for the town; the position is open to the elements but the views 

of the Solway can be amazing. 

 

New school development 

 

No change.  These issues are already largely 

covered in the text. 

 

A proposal for a new or improved school 

facility is  being considered in the South 

Whitehaven SPD. 
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If 600 houses are being built, local recreation facilities will be 

needed for families and wrong place for temp acc. 

 

Forget a local centre, not a sufficient population. 

 

Any further comments / thoughts Do not dither making a decision but get a strategy and stick to 

it. 

 

Sorry I have not completed the form, I would have to spend 

more  time mulling over the options.  Very pleased that there 

are no wind / energy developments, there are too many now.  

NOT the right place to temporary accommodation either! 

 

Really needs the context of the South Whitehaven SPD / 

Developments 

 

PS Whitehouse is a building old residents of Woodhouse will 

remember!! 

 

Reference to access is not just motor access.  Access for horses, 

cycles, walkers is of equal value 

 

We would object to any accommodation (temporary) and 

would not be happy with a hotel on the old Marchon site.  This 

would increase traffic on an already busy road.  The residents of 

the area should be included in any ideas also. 

 

Pooヴ loIatioﾐ foヴ ┘oヴkeヴs’ aIIoﾏﾏodatioﾐ.  Full┞ suppoヴt the 
Heritage Park option.  Haig Enterprise Park needs limiting(?) in / 

not expanded. 

 

No change. 
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In addition, further comments were received from a member of the public by telephone after the event.  These included the suggestioﾐ さto Huild aﾐ iIe 
skating stadium and car parking etc.  Could be an attraction for west Cumbria (Cumbria).  Lots of room at Marchon.  Dancing on ice is a popular programme.  

Need tourism – ﾐeed all ┞eaヴ attヴaItioﾐ ふﾐot just Whiteha┗eﾐ Maヴitiﾏe Festi┗alぶざ.  Ho┘e┗eヴ at the Iuヴヴeﾐt tiﾏe the Boヴough CouﾐIil ┘ould ﾐot support the 

development of an ice rink in West Whitehaven; the suggestion is not considered to be realistic and such large scale leisure development would be better 

suited to a town centre location. 

 

2.  Stakeholder Meeting 21/09/12 

 

Attended by representatives from:  Copeland Borough Council (Head of Service Nuclear, Energy and Planning, officers from Planning Policy Team), Story 

Homes, Home Group, NPL Estates, Land Trust. 

Key points: 

 The Land Trust is not happy with the lack of access to the coast and recent fencing off to prevent access to Saltom. 

 There is an opportunity to create a National or Local Nature Reserve by planting wildflowers and breaking up concrete platforms to create 

limestone pavements. 

 Marchon site – NPL considering greening the site by bringing in organic material but not keen on keeping concrete roads. 

 There is a lack of interest from businesses in the idea of a developing local centre, and supermarkets require more housing. 

 Laﾐd Tヴust ┘ould like to see touヴisﾏ / leisuヴe uses suIh as Iaﾏpiﾐg, ┗isitoヴ’s Ieﾐtヴe, Hike hiヴe, outdooヴ aIti┗ities etc 

 NPL would consider a hotel or holiday cabins 

 Energy is a thorny issue – the area is not suitable for wind generation due to landscape sensitivity, but Cumbria is a geological hotspot and heat 

could be brought up from the ground to heat homes. 

 The area would be a good location for a new Sellafield Visitors centre. 

 

Responses / Changes to the Issues and Options Consultation Report: 

 

 Following internal officer discussions, the Borough Council remains committed to promoting safe enjoyment of the coastal fringe and considers that 

the risks to health and safety would be too great if the danger signs and wire fencing were removed around Saltom at the current time.  The 

situation is being closely monitored and management of the area is reviewed regularly. 
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 Paヴa 6.ヱ.ヲ “eﾐteﾐIe iﾐseヴted さTrials have been undertaken with wildflower planting which indicate potential for a Local or National Nature 

Reseヴ┗eざ. 
 Paras 6.3.4 and  6.3.7 – “eﾐteﾐIes iﾐseヴted:  さRecent market testing by developers has indicated little interest in these uses however, and therefore 

┗iaHilit┞ ﾏa┞ He aﾐ issue at the Iuヴヴeﾐt tiﾏeざ 

 Paヴa 6.ン.6 “eﾐteﾐIe iﾐseヴted さPerhaps it would be more appropriate for the area if the emphasis in the West Whitehaven SPD was placed more 

towards supporting possible non wind related renewable energy technologies which are less likely to have such an impact on the landscape.  It has 

Heeﾐ suggested foヴ iﾐstaﾐIe that the aヴea ﾏa┞ ha┗e poteﾐtial foヴ utilisiﾐg the さhot ヴoIksざ loIated deep Heﾐeath the gヴouﾐd of Cumbria for district 

heatiﾐg.ざ 

 Other suggestions are generally covered in the text of the document. 
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APPENDIX II 

West Whitehaven Ancient Monuments 
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